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RESOLUTION BY MR. OWEN.

In the Senate of the United States,
Novemler 6, 1913.

Resolved, That the Committee on Banking and Currency is hereby
authorized to have printed the indexed hearings by the Banking
and Currency Committee of the Senate on the pending banking and
currency bills (S. 2639 and H. E. 7837), bound in paper, as a Senate
document.

Attest

:

James M. Bakee
Secretary.
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HEARINGS ON H. R. 7837.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cueeency,
United States Senate,

Washing/ton, D. G.

The committee assembled at 11.05 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Reed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, McLean, and Weeks.
The Chairman. Mr. Vanderlip, the committee will be glad to hear

from you in regard to this bill, and I will ask that you give the
stenographer your banking affiliations.

STATEMENT OF FRANK A. VANDERIIP, PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL CITY BANK, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. Vanderlip. I am president of the National City Bank, of
New York. I have other banking affiliations as director. I suppose
you only mean my official position ?

The Chaieman. I think that will suffice, unless the committee care
to have the other affiliations. We will be glad to have your views
on this bill.

Mr. Vanderlip. I feel that there are two important things to be
accomplished by any legislation—the mobilization of reserve and the
creation of an elastic currency. I think this measure has gone a long
way toward that, but has failed of accomplishing both of those
things. I feel that the mobilization of the reserve has got to come
about by what is practically a single reserve reservoir, and that the
12 reserve reservoirs which have been provided in the bill will not
practically bring that about. I believe a single reservoir would be

best, and any reduction from 12 will be an improvement. I think

if you could reduce it to 4, it would probably work pretty nearly

as well as 1, and would perhaps have some advantages over 1.

The Chairman. Is your reason for that because you think that if

the regions were small the demands upon a particular region at

seasonal periods would be too exacting on the local reserve bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes. There is no spreading of the conditions in

the small regional reserve center. If the demands on all banks
were of the same character and came at the same time there would
be no object in having such an arrangement as we are here providing.

The advantage of this comes through one bank having a strain on it

at a time when another bank is flush, and an averaging of those con-

ditions. It follows from that that if you establish a regional center

in a geographical location, where all of the trade conditions in that

circle are the same, where all the demands are coming upon the

banks at the same time, and is of largely the same character, you
will defeat your purpose. You will have a condition where there

will be great danger of exhausting the resources of that bank, because

conditions are the same throughout the territory of the bank.

1933



1934 BANKING AND CUEEKNCY.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you care to be interrupted as you g

or do you prefer to complete your statement?

Mr. Vanderlip. I am perfectly willing to be interrupted.

Senator Hitchcock. Then I would like to ask you whetl

not true that in all European systems—take, for instance, I

the conditions are practically the same throughout that coi

which that central bank is the central reservoir. There is no c

of interest there, where they have a very small geographica

of territory.

Mr. Vandeblip. There is diversity over the whole natio

whatever it is, and it must be considerable. You can not i

France, speaking from the point of demands for borrowing

bank, is an absolutely homogeneous country. There is th

producing district, the agricultural districts, the manufactur
tricts, and their demands all come at different times and i

different character. The one central bank there covers all t

mands and has the advantage of a flush condition at one pc

a strained condition at another and equalizes those conditio]

Senator Hitchcock. But geographically France is not larj

some of our States.

Mr. Vanderlip. But in its business requirements it is c

larger than any of them, and those requirements are very s

With us, however, the seasonal variation is very pronounced
ing to geographical location.

Take the central bank established in the territory arou]

Orleans. The borrowing there will come from cotton rais«

largely. It will all come at the same time. The pressure
Orleans comes at one season of the year. Now, if that can b
ized by including in the territory of the New Orleans bank t

that is not similar in its climatic conditions or in its induj
manufacturing conditions, so that the pressure for loans in (

of that territory comes at one season and in another part at
you will have a far sounder situation and a situation that a
bank can stand up under ; whereas if you make these areas tc
in that they are too similar in condition, you will endanger t

and make it almost certain that it will have to go to the larg<
for help.

Senator Hitchcock. The reserve bank still has the resc
procuring currency.

Mr. Vanderlip. But it may be credit, not currency, that i

and it must have the reserve of gold to support the currency,
bank loans down to 33 per cent it can not get any more c

until it gets some more gold.
It seems to me there are many impressive reasons why ther

be a fewer number of reserve districts.

The Chairman. If there is a certain number, would you
advisable to have a Federal reserve board with power to req
branch to accommodate another?
Mr. Vanderlip. The power of the Federal reserve bank

one bank to rediscount for another is obnoxious, but it is at
necessary if we are to have the benefits of the central reser^
if you are to have a number of regional banks. A central i

is the desideratum. That is what we must have. You have
here to organize 12 banks, and recognizing that after all ]
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voirs will not do—that there must be one—then you undertake to
pipe those 12 reservoirs together, and properly so. You must pipe
them together. You undertake to pipe them together by giving con-
trol to this Federal board to force loans. I think the Federal board
must have that authority, obnoxious as it is. The obnoxious charac-
ter of it would disappear entirely with one central bank. It will dis-
appear in a measure as you reduce the number of central banks. I
believe that with four banks the management of those four banks
would get together with a sufficient understanding of mutual condi-
tions so that there would not have to bei any arbitrary use of that
power, but power must be lodged with the Federal board, because you
must pipe the banks together, and you must make, in effect, one cen-
tral reserve reservoir.

Senator Hitchcock. Would not that same argument go to show,
really, there ought to be one central reservoir for all Europe, and
that all those countries should unite ?

Mr. Vanderlip. It possibly might be better; but there are condi-
tions of language and conditions of government which would prevent
that. It would perhaps be better to have one government in Europe

;

but we would hardly undertake that.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it not a fact, however, that funds flow from
one bank to another, according to the demands of trade and local
conditions? If there is a stronger demand for money or credit in
one country than another, is there not a tendency for the flow to go
in that direction?
Mr. Vandeelip. There is a tendency and it is a pretty free flow.

Senator Hitchcock. If that is the case in Europe, why would not
that flow naturally result between these 12 banks if it is made volun-
tary instead of compulsory ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think there would be very little likelihood of a

voluntary flow for this reason: Let us say the condition at New
Orleans, as we have been using that town as an illustration, becomes
close, while in New York it is comparatively easy. The individual

banks in New Orleans would then probably borrow from the indi-

vidual banks in New York. I think the management of the Federal
reserve bank in New York would say that that is the natural way
for New York to relieve New Orleans; that is the natural channel

through which credit should flow, from a community where the rate

is. low to a community where it is high, through individual banks.

They would say, if the individual banks in their judgment did not

think it wise to loan to the individual banks where the rate is higher,
" then probably it is not wise for us, holding the reserves of the in-

dividual banks, so to loan." The individual banks would be perfectly

free to loan to the individual banks in a high-rate community, if all

the conditions of credit and business outlook were such as to warrant

their doing so? Therefore the managers of the reserve bank in New
York, or wherever a low-interest rate was prevailing, would feel, so

far as it was wise, that the individual banks, members of their associ-

ation, should make the loans to individual banks, members of the

other association. But it would not be wise as a common practice for

the managers of the reserve bank themselves to loan those funds and

deplete its reserves for that purpose.
,

Senator Hitchcock. But you would empower a body to order it

to do so ?
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Mr Vandeelip. I would
;
yes. I would do it with great

is obnoxious to think of forced credit, but you have got t

effect, a central reservoir, and you can not obtain it unl'

bring the water level of the supply reservoirs together.

There are other reasons why I think there should be a

ber of reserve banks. Some of the gentlemen here regre

importance of New York emphasized. To anyone holdm,

I would like to call attention to the fact that the more re

vou have the more you will emphasize the importance ot

New York has a fixed minimum of size. You can not very

New York into two central reserve banks, and the greats

ber the smaller will be all the banks outside of New Ic

more pronounced will be the predominance o± New lor

think there is this further argument: The Federal reserve

presumably be subjected to some political pressure—n

pressure; I do not mean political pressure, I mean loc;

pressure arising from local conditions. That pressur*

very much relieved if the Federal reserve bank covered a

tory, and thus became subject to the pressure of diverse

tions and harmonized that pressure. If there is a reser

us say, in New Orleans, with a territory m which coi

uniform, the pressure from that locality upon the Fed-

board to compel loans from other banks would be govei

by their view of their own local conditions. Therefore, :

eral reserve bank in which New Orleans is located too'

large territory where there were varied conditions, the r

instead of the reserve board would be subject to the pr

these different localities, and they would be harmonized i

and the reserve board here in Washington would only \

sider the larger and in a less degree these local conditions.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, as it is now,

of the central reserve ci,ties, and especially the bankers oJ

City, respond voluntarily to these various seasonal need;

parts of the country. Why, by the same argument wo
reserve bank of New York City respond voluntarily, by
Mr. Vanderlip. They respond now voluntarily, and th

tinue to respond voluntarily to as great a degree as it is w
York to be depleted. But the managers of the New Y
believe, would feel that the judgment of how much New
loan to other places should rest with the individual 1

these bankers reached a point where they would not loa

it would be hardly the part of the organization holdi:

serves to deplete these reserves by loaning.

Senator Hitchcock. If it is the custom of the banks ii

City now to make these advances to the various parts of
when the seasonal demands arise, it seems to me whei
York banks are united iji a reserve bank, holding the s

reserve bank, they would have then, jointly, naturally the
that they have now individually.

Mr. Vanderlip. They are not united to do a general bi

are united to hold their joint reserves. General business
doije by the individual banks. It is, I trust, no part
that general business is to be done by these Federal
normal times the Fedei'al reserve banks ought not to ha
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amount of rediscounts. Their power should be conserved. They
should run with very high reserves under normal conditions, and
they should never have money making as a factor in their conduct.
That point, by the way, I thipk is very important and if I may
digress a moment, I believe the plan for dividing the earnings, after
5 per cent is paid upon the stock, in the proportion of 60 per cent to
the Government and 40 per cent to the depositors of the bank, is

absolutely wrong. There should be no division of earnings after the
stock has received a proper dividend. It may be, and I believe it is,

wise to give the stock 6 per cent instead of 5, but it should have no
further participation in the profits. There should never be that fac-

tor in the management to make it endeavor to earn profits. The
profits should all go to the Government after the interest has been
earned on the capital stock for which the banks have subscribed. If
there were to be a division, this method of division is wrong. It

amounts to a payment of interest on deposits. The division is to be
made of profits on the basis of the average deposit which a bank
maintains. That is merely another way of saying we will give

interest on deposits. You might find a bank xmder a strong incentive

to work for profit in order to pay interest on its balances. The
theory of the division is wrong, and any division at all is wrong.

Senator Reed. You think, then, that after there has been a reason-

able interest paid upon the money contributed by the banks, in the

way of capital or reserves, all of the money should go to the Gov-
ernment ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I am perfectly clear on tha .tl believe a great

element of danger will enter in the management of the banks if any
other course is adopted.

Senator Shafkoth. Do you believe that these reserve banks will

earn anything above the 5 or 6 per cent?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it is impossible to calculate that. From
such calculation as I have been able to make, I would rather doubt

—

well, no; let me say it is impossible to state. There are too many
unknown elements. The Federal board is permitted to charge the

banks interest on the Government deposits. How do we know what

they will charge? They will pay it into the profits, whatever it is.

The Federal board is permitted to charge so-called interest on the

notes. What will the charge be ? I do not know ; nobody knows.

It is impossible to figure the profits of these banks.

Senator Shafeoth. It can be made profitable, or make really a

very little profit, depending upon the administration they have?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Shafeoth. One person here the other day said it was im-

possible for any of these banks to make any money whatever, even

to make the 5 per cent.

Mr. Vandeelip. Well, that, of course, is hardly a correct view.

Senator Shafeoth. Yes ; it can not be, from the fact that the Gov-

ernment alone will have an account there, at the present time, of

$285 000.000. Then the reserves of the banks amount to $400,000,000

or $500,000,000, and then this capital which is paid m amounts to

$105 000,000. It is impossible to conceive that with. $700,000,000 or

$800'000'000 no return whatever can be made from them But I

would like to have your view ; and, of course, as you said, it is a

factor.
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Mr. Vandeelip. There ought to be no difficulty in earning

cent. It is conceivable that the earnings might be very n:

than that.

Senator Shafroth. Would not the tendency to have a d

60 and 40 per cent, as indicated in the bill, be to make th

do business with the regional or reserve banks?

Mr. Vandeklip. It will have the tendency to put the wl

agement on a money-making basis. Rather than have then

the attitude of coniservation, it will put them into the opt

for investments at times when they ought to be carrying a -(

reserve. Suppose the country bank to-day finds it is ir

money market. If its customers are not able to absorb itj

funds it goes into the commercial-paper market and b

mercial paper. In a little while conditions change, and t

around with their hat in their hand and say, " We are f

made a mistake. We ought not to have bought this papei

want you to take it off of our hands." Now, we do not
reserve banks to get into that situation. We do not want
case they have 70 or 80 per cent reserve and are under a cc

to make earnings, to feel they must invest that money, a

fore go into the market, and then, if a change comes, find t.

unable to meet the responsibilities that are really on their s

I am very much opposed to the banks being run for profit.

Senator Shafeoth. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, one of the gre;

of this bank is to provide for the raising and the lowerii
discount in order to influence the flow of gold. Will yoi
your opinion as to whether that is practicable under this
whether it is not necessary for a bank to go out into the mi
attempt to corral securities or corral money in order to
a condition of that kind?
Mr. Vanderlip. The bill is not clear in its definition of t

of the bank to go into the open market. I find two opini
what the power of the bank is in that respect. One holds
bank may go into the open market and buy prime commerci
although I believe it says " banker's bill " in the law.

Senator Shafeoth. What is a "banker's bill"?
Mr. Vanderlip. " Banker's bill " is really an English ter

that has been accepted by a bank, a bill that is drawn again
and has been stamped with its acceptance, or a piece of co
paper that has been indorsed by the bank.

Senator Shafeoth. Is there, much of that paper in this
Mr. Vandeelip. There is none of it in just that form

not anything m this country that we could properlv des
think, as a " banker's bill."

i' f .n

Senator Hitchcock. Is an acceptance a banker's bill in E
Mr. Vandeelip. If it is an acceptance by a bank
Senator Shafeoth. You New York bankers ought to kn

the way to get this gold into this country better than any!
and I would like ]ust to have your views as to how that ou
done.

Mr. Vandeelip. In the first place, I would like to seemade clear as to what the powers are that are given to t
It will be very obnoxious to the member banks to have th
banks competitors m the open market with them Possibl
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necessary. I do not think it is myself, but, as I read the law, I have
supposed that the banks could not go in the market and buy paper,
except such paper as was indorsed by a member bank. But I am
inclined to think I am in error on that point, as I find a good many
other people who think the law provides that they could go into
the market and buy your notes or anybody's note.

Senator Shafeoth. I think the bill as originally framed did not
take into consideration the necessity for going into the market in

order to raise or lower the discount, and I think when attention was
called to it they thought they could not establish a rate without that
power.
Mr. Vandeelip. The best way of doing that, in my opinion, has

been suggested by Mr. Paul Warburg. He believes that a portion
of the present 2 per cent bonds in circulation should be purchased
by the Federal reserve banks, and the circulation retired; that these

bonds should be converted into one-year notes of the Government,
the banks agreeing ahvays to renew those notes for 20 years on each
maturity.

Senator Keed. What banks do you mean?
Mr. Vandeelip. I mean the Federal reserve banks. This would

give the Federal reserve banks a large amount of one-year Gov-
ernment notes that would employ their money in times when
otherwise they might have to compete in the market with member
banks thus depleting their reserves, with the result that they would
be able to meet their responsibilities properly when a strain did

come. But it would give them this power: If they wanted to raise

the discount rate, if they believed we were facing a dangerous situa-

tion, and that money rates were too easy and that a check ought to be

put upon affairs and the discount rate raised, they would be able to

sell those notes in the open market and deplete the open market of

the reserves, drawing the reserve strength to themselves and dis-

posing of those short-time notes. The effect would be immediate,

and the discount rate would of necessity advance.

These notes would also be of great value in the period when gold

exports were imminent or were going on and we did not want to

lose gold. Such notes as these would be available in any market of

the world at the very lowest possible discount rate, and if we were

in a position where Europe could demand gold from us and we
could not with ease part with the gold at the time, then the banks

could sell these notes abroad and liquidate the pressing adverse bal-

ance, and in that way retain our gold and bridge over the strain. I

believe something can be worked out in that direction which will give

the banks the opportunity and the power to control the discount

market to an extent. Of course it is only to a limited extent that the

banks ever could control the discount market, but it will greatly assist

them in controlling the gold movement.

Senator Hitchcock. That is a little after the English custom ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; after the " exchequer bill " of the English

Government.
Senator Hitchcock. Has the Imperial Bank of Germany that

same method?
-r xt,- i -^ i, t

Mr. Vandeelip. I can not answer positively. I think it has. 1

know the German Government issues short-term notes.
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Senator Hitchcock. In the sale of those notes would not the re-

serve bank always suffer loss ?

Mr. Vandeklip. It would apparently suffer loss, but it would be
able to recoup itself by the loans that it would be able to make at

a higher rate on the basis of the increasing reserve which it would
have. It would sell the notes and bring in the reserve. The result

of that action would be the depletion of the reserves of the outside
banks and the increase in the rate, and probably this would later
compel the outside banks to borrow. The reserve bank would not
have to borrow, because it had largely increased its reserve by the
sale of the notes, and, I thinkj in the double operation would recoup
itself for the apparent loss of interest on the notes it sold.

Senator Nelson. What rate of interest would you have on those
notes ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Three per cent.

Senator Eeed. Mr. Vanderlip, at the risk of repetition, I want to
be sure that I understand you. Your proposition is that the present
2 per cent bonds running now for 20 years should be converted into
bonds running for one year—short-time bonds? That is the first
proposition ?

Mr. Vanderlip. My proposition is that a portion of them should
be converted; some two or three hundred millions should prob-
ably be.

Senator Reed. Then you doubt that the banks would agree to re-
convert them into long-time bonds?
Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir; that they, equally with the Federal

reserve banks, should agree to accept the one-year notes at each ma-
turity, not to demand payment, but accept in payment' the new one-
year notes.

Senator Reed. That would be all right, as long as the Federal
reserve banks hold these notes. But when they sold these notes in
Ji/urope to get gold, of course, the notes would then go into the hands
o± outside parties. What sort of plan would be devised then to avoid
compelling the Federal Government, at the maturity of this bond

^^^r^^^r'y^^'^
^^^^' ^^°^^ having to go into its Treasury to pay them?

Mr. Vanderlip. The Federal reserve banks must be under contract
to protect the Government from that. They must always stand
ready to take new one-year notes to the amount which is necessarv
to redeem those maturing. -^

Senator Reed Then, the plan amounts to nothing more than this,

Sv ii^
Federal Government would issue these one-year notes andgive them to the banks as a matter of accommodation to be used bythe banks and the banks be, in turn, compelled to protect the no2

SesSed?
"^ ""''""' '^'"^ indefinitely, s^o long Jthe Government

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes. The advantage of that to the banl- i^ thnfthe one-year note of that character would be the ve?. hShest typeof bankmg security, whereas the 20-year bond would be an invSment security, not a banking security
"^'^^*"

Senator Reed. I see. Now, how would you first -et these bond.into the possession of the banks? The Federal Government ,f.
has 2 per cent 20 year bonds out ; most of them are held bySankTand most of them have been utilized for currency issues WWwould be the method you would suggest?

"'""^"'^^ '''^^^- ^^^^^
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Mr. Vanderlip. The Federal banks would buy at par a certain
amount of these 2 per cent bonds that are now owned by the national
banks and are at the Treasury as security for national-bank-note
circulation.

Senator Reed. Would they then retire the national-bank circula-
tion?
Mr. Vandeelip. They would probably substitute the new notes

that are provided under this law.
Senator Reed. I will call them asset notes.
Mr. Vandeelip. Very good. They will substitute those notes. At

first they might not have any commercial paper to secure such an
issue of notes and they would put these new one-year Government
notes under the

Senator Reed (interposing). But we still have not got the one-
year Government notes ; that is the first step.

Mr. Vandeelip. Let me see if I can trace the matter. The Federal
bank will buy from the national banks some of those 2 per cent bonds.
Senator Reed. You mean the National Government ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No ; the Federal reserve bank will buy some of the
2 per cent bonds the national bank now holds and has deposited with
the Treasury to secure national-bank circulation.

Senator Reed. Instantly, then, the currency that Avas issued upon
that bond will have to be retired ?

Mr. Vandeelip. At that moment; yes. It might also be provided
at that moment that the Federal reserve bank can take out these new
notes, using either the 2 per cent bonds it has just bought as a basis

to secure them or a new one-year note, into which it, at the moment,
exchanges the 2 per cent bond—the one-year note of the Government.

Senator Reed. That goes into the custody of the Government ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Goes into the custody of the Federal agent in the

same way as commercial paper.

Senator Reed. The one-year Government bonds or the old 20-

year Government bonds into the custody of the Federal agent?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes. Now, as fast as the Federal reserve bank
accummulates commercial paper it could substitute it in the hands

of the Federal reserve agent for these one-year notes, leaving the one-

year notes free in its hands, where it would be in a position to put

them out when it wanted to raise the discount rate.

Senator Reed. I am coming to that next step.

I have cleared up in my own mind this method. We have your

suggestions on that. Now, the gold is flowing out of the country;

we will assume the gold reserves are getting low here. Then you

would simply take these one-year notes and send them to Europe and

sell them, getting gold and bringing it back in?

Mr. Vandeelip. Gold, but more probably exchange, which would

amount to the same thing, and would stop the flow of gold.

Senator Reed. And, then, you would put money m your bank,

in the reserve bank, and the reserve bank would raise its rate of in-

terest to the member banks desiring to borrow from it to a point

that would recoup any such loss it had suffered by reason of pur-

chasing this gold ?

Mr Vandeelip. In that particular case it might or might not have

a Ybss. It might be able to sell those on a 3 per cent basis, or it might
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not. If Europe was strong and was importing gold it is possible i*

could sell those notes for less. It would recoup l^st as you suggest

Senator Reed. You have got the Government one-year bona

that is the proper name by which to call it, I-f^PPO^^T^^^™^^;J -J

cent interest, and it is now sold to a banking house f
.London and^t

draws 3 per cent interest. It is simply the credit of the Government

loaned to the Federal banks, extended to it.
x i, j +1, ^ fV,»

Mr V™lip. Yes, sir; instead of a 2 per cent bond that the

Government formerly was obhgated to pay. „^. ^,^ .|,„t o „er
Senator Reed. Yes. Now, does the Government pay that 6 per

cent interest or does the bank pay it?

Mr. Vaisdeelip. The Government would pay it.

Senator Reed. Then the Government would have to stand the ad-

ditional rate of interest under that plan. Do you think that would

be just and equitable to the Government?
^u,,, ,^ ,u^ c^^

Mr Vais^deelip. It does not make any difference whether the Gov-

ernment or the bank pays it. Let the bank pay it, if you prefer,

because it comes out ofthe Government. I mean it only reduces the

profits the bank will eventually turn m to the Government. Let the

bank pay it, if you like.
_ , , , . 1 • t

Senator Reed. Your plan would involve the banks taking care of

the principal of that bond at its maturity and also taking care of its

mtpyfsr ^

Mr Vandeelip. And the bank would be in a position to make a

profit because it was able to lend the notes it had secured upon these

new one-year Government notes, and receive interest on those notes.

It would'therefore be in a position to recoup the Government.

Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Vanderlip, would the withdrawal or the

refusal of the reserve banks to renew the 90, 60, and 30 days paper

upon which they had advanced money or loans, have a tendency to

control the flow of gold?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not think I quite comprehend your question.

Senator Shaeeoth. We will suppose there is a flow of gold to

Europe, and there are notes that have been presented by the in-

dividual banks or drafts which have been discounted, and the regional

banks desire to stop the flow of gold. Would there be a tendency to

stop that flow by the banks saying they would not issue any more
currency ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Anything that will raise the interest rate will tend

to check the flow of gold.

Senator Shaeeoth. Well, will not the tendency to stop having so

much circulating medium have that effect?

Mr. Vandeelip. Any reduction of the circulating medium other

than the normal redemption of bank notes would raise the rate of

interest and would tend to check the flow of gold.

Senator Shafeoth. Could it become effective, do you think, by the

exercise of that power alone, on the part of the reserve banks?
Mr. Vandeelip. No. The interest rate would have to be advanced

too violently. It would have to be advanced too far, and even within
any reasonable limits might not check the flow of gold. If European
nations are in an exchange position to demand gold, even though the
rate were very high here, they might still demand it, and the ability

of the bank here to sell something abroad and produce a credit to

meet exchange demands which the European nations hold against us
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is the effective way to stop the flow of gold. You can not stop a flow
of gold pernianently. If we buy more than we sell we have to pay
for it some time. For a season, for a brief time, we can preven^t that
flow of gold. Or at a time when a depletion of our reserves is going
to come with great severity upon us, we may be warranted in going to
unusual measures to check the flow of gold at that moment. But we
can not check the flow of gold for a long period if balances are against
us.

Senator Hitchcock:. Will you explain the exact method which the
bankers in Kew York now adopt to check the flow of gold?
Mr. Vanderlip. They have absolutely no method. Senator. We

can advance the rate of interest a little, but we have no joint way of
doing that. We may not legally even confer on the subject. New
York City is the greatest free-gold market in the world. Anybody
with credit in New York can get gold, and there is no way at all of
effectively checking it.

Senator Hitchcock. You do adopt some methods occasionally?

Mr. Vandeblip. No ; we really adopt no method. If gold is going
out and our reserves become impaired, if they fall below the legal

limit, naturally, the interest rates will rise and the rise in interest

rate tends to check the gold movement.
Senator Hitchcock. Can you explain how it tends to check the

gold movement? What is the exact operation by which the move-
ment is checked?

INIr. Vandeelip. If funds are worth much more in New York than

they are in London the banks, or the individual with funds, which

they can have in either place, will choose to keep some part of their

funds in the higher interest community. There would be the tendency

to draw from New York, if the exchange situation warrants Europe

in drawing, but to some extent this would be counteracted by the

attractiveness of the rates in New York. If a bank can loan money

in New York at a very high rate it will not draw it home at a low

rate.
.

Senator Nelson. You mean a foreign bank?

Mr. VA^DEPa.IP. A foreign bank; yes, sir. I mean if an English

bank finds money at 6 per cent in New York and 3 per cent at home,

and has a credit in New York, and believes the New York loan is

secure it will leave at least some portion of the money it could draw

at the 'New York bank there in order to take advantage of that high

1*9.i^G

Senator Hitchcock. What I want to find out is how the London

bank maintains those funds in New York. Are they on deposit with

the New York bank?

^j. Vandeelip. They are on deposit in the New York banks, and

the New York banks have a fluctuating rate of interest, according

,

^j^e call-loan rate. A London bank may also loan in the call-loan

market in New York through its New York correspondent.

Senator Hitchcock. How many banks, international banks of

,, . character, are there that use New York as a loaning market?

Mr- Vandeelip. I am unable to say exactly, but a large number.

Senator Hitchcock. A large number?

^j., Vandeelip. Yes. Nearly every important European bank has

jg^ew York correspondent.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 2
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Senator Hitchcock. Is that merely for the purpose of exchange,

or for the purpose of taking advantage of the high rate in the New
York market ? m. j
Mr. Vandeelip. It is more for the purpose of exchange, ihey do,

however, permit exchange to accumulate during a period of high-

Senator Shafeoth. You say that this is a fluctuating rate. Is

your payment of interest to outside parties a fluctuating rate?

Mr. Vandeelip. Not to domestic banks ; it is to European banks.

Senator Shafeoth. So that your rates may be 2, 2^, or 1 per cent,

varying each day?
Mr. Vandeelip. Hardly each day. We would vary it, perhaps,

fortnightly.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give us any idea of the amount of

European capital that is in use at any one time in that way ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I could not say exactly the amount.

Senator Hitchcock. Does it vary?
Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly.
Senator Hitchcock. It is varying with the exigencies of trade ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It varies with the exigencies of trade and the

demands for money. If there is not a keen demand for money
abroad, and if there is a keen demand for money in New York, a
portion of the funds will stay in New York and be loaned there, and
vice versa. We have in New York frequently loaned very large
amounts to Germany in the last two or three years. Germany has
paid 7 or 8 per cent^that is, the first-class banks there—and we have
permitted funds to accumulate there and made loans because we
could get a higher rate of interest there.

Senator Hitchcock. Are those funds in the shape of deposits ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Sometimes, and sometimes in actual collateral
loans.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think a regional bank located in New
York would have a better opportunity to control that international
situation than the New York banks now have?
Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly.
Senator Hitchcock. It would unify them ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. AVhy are they not united now in that matter?
Mr. Vandeelip. The Sherman antitrust law may be one reason. I

know of no business whatever where the competition is keener or
more complete than it is in the banking business to-day. We are
as keen to compete in order to get the other man's customer and secure
the deposits as you will find in any business whatever.

Senator Hitchcock. There has" been some testimony here and be-
fore other committees in Washington to the effect that there really
was no competition on a large transaction in New York ; that there
was a combination among the great New York houses, by which if
one named a rate or terms the others abided by it, and 'the man or a
concern was unable to get credit elsewhere.
Mr. Vandeelip. I think that is wholly without foundation. It is

true that a banking house which has been doing the financing for a
corporation, and has carried that corporation along through bad
years and good years, furnished them money when they could not sell
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bonds, and generally fathered them in a financial way—such a bank-
ing house feels that the financing of that corporation is its business
and that other banking houses or banks ought not to interfere with it.

To an extent that is respected. Your statement in regard to credits,
however, I do not think holds good at all, because there is the keenest
sort of competition, perfectly open competition, among the banks to
gain deposits and credit.

Senator Hitchcock. There is a system of interlocking directors to
some extent ?

Mr. Vandeelip. To some extent.

Senator Hitchcock. And a joint ownership in some other cases?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, surely that would result in rather a

community of interest among those banks.

_
Mr. Vandeelip. Even in those cases the keenness of the competi-

tion is surprising, as I have pretty good personal knowledge. I am
on the boards of some other banks, but I know that the National City
Bank will go after the business, and the other banks will go after the
same business. Competition is very keen, and while there may be
some community of ownership and some interchange of directors, it

does not extend to the officials of the banks. They are working for
the banks by which they are employed, and working very hard and
very keenly.

Senator Hitchcock. Is there a standard rate of interest in New
York as there is in London, fluctuating from time to time ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir. There is a standard rate of interest that
is paid by banks on the balances of other banks—the reserve deposits

of other banks. That is 2 per cent. There is another rate of interest

;

that is the call-loan rate. That is the rate that money is loaned at

on the stock exchange to the members of the stock exchange on stock-

exchange collateral.

Senator Hitchcock. How is that rate fixed ?

Mr. Vandeelip. By competition, just as the price of stock is fixed.

Brokers go in there and offer money to brokers who Want to borrow
it, and they compete for it.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, there are other rates besides that ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That rate fluctuates daily. Then there is the time

rate on stock-exchange collateral, and the commercial-paper rate, the

rate to commercial borrowers. Of course one of the great things for

legislation to accomplish is to make it unnecessary for us to have to

go into the call-loan market.

At the present time the one place that we have in this country

to loan money to-day and get it back to-morrow, if you want it, is

in the New York call-loan market. Call loan means a call loan in

New York. Practically it does not mean a call loan anywhere else.

In New York it means a call loan repayable at the option of the

lender. If you make a call loan in New York to-day, you can call

it to-morrow without any compunction.

Senator Weeks. It is equally true that it is payable at the option

of the borrower if he sees fit?

Mr. Vandeelip. I mean that in New York a loan is payable at the

option of the lender; elsewhere payment is theoretically at the option

of the lender, but practically at the option of the borrower. It is the
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one place you can lend money and be certain you will get it back,

and you can not always be absolutely sure then, because there are

certain times when you can only get it back where the loan is shifted,

and the loan can not be shifted.

Senator Eeed. Why is that system in existence in New York and

not elsewhere?
Mr. Vandeklip. Because the .New York Stock Exchange offers the

one great market for collateral security. If we loan on a stock ac-

tively traded in on the New York Stock Exchange, we know that the

borrower can be forced to pay the money, because he can sell. We
demand a margin of 20 per cent between the market price and what
we loan, and under almost any conceivable conditions there will not

be a drop of 20 per cent before you could compel the borrower to

sell the collateral.

Senator Eeed. Do you regard that system of loaning large sums
of money upon that class of security as an element of safety or of

danger in the banking system ?

Mr. Vandbrlip. An element of danger and unsound banking, but
the soundest banking we can do under our present system.

Senator Eeed. If it is unsound, it ought to be stopped?
Mr. Vandeelip. It ought to be, and no one is more anxious than

the great banks of New York to aid in that situation.

Senator Eeed. Why do they not voluntarily stop it?

Mr. Vandeelip. Because they have nothing to take its place. We
have got to have a large amount of loans that we can certainly get
when we want the money.

Senator Eeed. In other words,you feel that in order to make money
that you must keep your capital employed up to a certain limit, and
here is a place where you can employ more of it because you can
demand it back quickly; is that the thought?
Mr. Vandeelip. The bank of which I am president has $200,000,000

of net deposits; it must keep 25 per cent of that in cash. It pays in-

terest on a large amount of deposits and upon all deposits obtained
from other banks. It must therefore employ those funds in order to
get an interest return. It keeps 25 per cent in cash, and it keeps a
secondary line of reserve, amounting to 60 or 70 or 75 millions of
dollars in demand loans, in loans that we can get back, unless the
whole machinery of doing business on the stock exchange is clogged.

Senator Eeed. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, you say this is bad banking,
but that it is necessary, however, under our present system, but that
it ought to be done away with, and that implies, of course, something
substituted in lieu of it. What is the system that could be substituted
in lieu of it?

Mr. Vandeelip. It implies a bank of rediscount, where banks can
be certain that under any conditions they can rediscount their paper.
That converts commercial paper into a quick asset, and permits it to
take the place of call loans. If such a bank can be had, it will turn
several hundred millions of dollars that are now employed in call
loans and other stock exchange loans, into commercial channels. It
will be of vast benefit to the commerce of the country.

Senator Eeed. Then, if I am not interrupting you?"
Mr. Vandeelip. Not at all.

Senator Eeed. I thought you had completed your answer.
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Mr. Vanderlip. Yes ; I had.
Senator Eeed. Then, if you had a place where you could take paper

and get money on demand, you would loan your money out on 30, 60,

and 90 days, and in that way use that part of your funds which you
now loan on call loans?
Mr. Vanderlip. Exactly.
Senator Reed. And the thing that is necessary is some machinery

w^hereby you can certainly turn a 30, 60, or 90 day piece of paper into

cash at once?
. Mr. Vandeiojp. That is the thing that is necessary.
Senator Reed. Before I ask you as to the method, I want to have

you tell us just what element of danger there is in the banking sys-

tem, in your judgment, arising out of the present method of loaning
money on call, and having it used on the exchange ?

Mr. Vanderlip. There is a disadvantage in that a very great sum
of money, several hundred million dollars that ought to be devoted to

the commerce of the country, is employed in carrying securities.

That is a disadvantage and not a danger. The danger is that we are

depending solely upon these call loans as our secondary line of re-

serve. Everything works all right so long as those loans can be liqui-

dated, and they can be liquidated as long as they can be shifted from
one bank to another, but there is nothing of a liquidating character

about a loan on stock exchange collateral.

The ideal security for a bank is a self-liquidating loan. A loan to

a merchant for goods that can be sold is a self-liquidating loan.

Making self-liquidating loans is the business a bank ought to do. It

ought not to loan on real estate, and it ought not to loan an undue
amount of its funds on the securities of corporations, for they will not

liquidate themselves ; the only way the bank can get the money is to

shift that loan to some other bank or have the owner of the security

sell that security to somebody else.

Senator Eeed. Then, when trouble comes what happens to Lhe

bank which has a large amount of money loaned upon these call

loans, the proceeds of which have been utilized upon the exchange?

Mr. Vanderlip. When trouble comes the bank forces the borrower

to sell. He must sell, perhaps at considerable sacrifice. All investors

are disconcerted by this fall of borrowing needs ; all investors are

upset because the price of the securities has dechned, and there is a

general demoralization of the security market, which involves many

people who have had nothing at all to do with the original loan.

Senator Reed. It becomes a center of disturbance which may de-

velop into a financial cyclone?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir; and it is certain to extend to the com-

mercial borrower.
,
, , ,, ^ j. ^

Senator Reed. And to what extent do you think that factor con-

tributed to the troLible of 1907?
i , i j^ ^ <^t

Mr Vanderlip. It was undoubtedly a considerable factor. Uf

course the trouble in 1907 was occasioned by the. banks, but really

caused by our system of disconnected reserves which forced the banks

to seek properly enough, to protect themselves—for no one else was

eoine to protect them—and they drew to themselves undue reserves.

I am speaking of the country banks. They drew to themselves more

reserves than were necessary, because they became alarmea. ihey
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put an impossible burden on the central reserve city banks, a burden
that could not be borne under our system. The central reserve city

banks did deplete their reserves; they did everything that was
humanely possible under the system, but the system broke down and
there was general suspension.

Senator Reed. Then, of course, if there had not been this deposit

by one bank with another, a large part of it finally terminating in

New York City ; if the money had not been there to have gone down,
of course you would not have had that money to loan, you would not

have had it out on call, and therefore, if the reserves had not been
there in the first place
Mr. Vandeklip (interposing). You think the trouble would

have been avoided ? No, sir ; it would not have been avoided unless

you had had a central reserve reservoir ; if you had had a law
Senator Eeed (interposing). Would you not have avoided at least

a part of it ? Would it not have been minimized ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would have been minimized. But if j^ou had
had a law requiring every bank to keep all its reserve in its own
vault, the same sort of trouble might have occurred. That is, every
bank would still have drawn to itself an undue amount of reserves

at the expense of its neighbors, and would still have created—might
largely have created—just the same situation.

Senator Reed. You said " reserves." You mean it might have
drawn to itself an undue amount of money ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Keed. Over and above the reserve?
Mr. Vanderlip. Over and above the legal reserve; yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. But to the extent that the banks had their reserves
in New York, to that extent this trouble was increased, because they
had that much more money there to pull away from you at the very
hour when you needed it ? That is correct, is it ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That is correct. And I will say that I believe the
reserve system provided for in this measure is superior to the exist-
ing system.

Senator Nelson. I am glad to hear you say so ; that is my view.
Mr. Vandeelip. I will say that although it means the loss of $50,-,

000,000 deposits to the bank I represent, I believe it is sounder eco-
nomically than the existing system, and I would be glad to see it in
force.

_
The reduction of reserve which is provided, from 25 to 18 per cent,

is essential and is not too much.
Senator Eeed. Why is that essential?
Mr. Vandeelip. The reserve of 25 per cent has been carried be-

cause we carried the reserves of larger banks. If we are no longer
to carry the reserves of larger banks, there is no longer the necessity
for us to carry that excess reserve. As a matter of fact, if we no
longer carry the reserves of larger banks I can see no reason why a
city bank should carry more reserve than a country bank

Senator Bbistow. That is what was in my mind
Mr. Vanderlip. A city bank has more liquid assets than a countrybank It IS m a position to recoup itself for any loss of cash morequickly. It has ^ar more facilities, and why there should be anyclassification into country banks and central reserve city banks if
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the central reserve city bank is to carry no country bank reserves,
J am unable to see.

Senator Hitchcock. While you may not have the reserves of these
banks under the new system, you still have large countrv balances
subject to withdrawal.
Mr. Vandeklip. I doubt it, sir. I can see no reason, if the national

clearmg-house feature works, why one bank need keep a balance with
another bank.

Senator Hitchcock. You still continue to pay the 2 per cent inter-
est on balances?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; but they will not keep it for that alone.
Senator Hitchcock. Is it not a fact that they have in New York

all the time a much larger amount of money than in country banks
and larger than the law calls for?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir; because of the collection system. If you

have a national collection system, a national clearing house, there
will be very little, if any, need for one bank to keep a deposit with
another. I believe that for a good while the small borrowing banks
will prefer to do business with their old friends, and banking rela-
tions rather than go to the new reserve bank to rediscount, and there
will be a tendency to continue the old relationship. And there may
be, therefore, some considerable balances, but I look for the almost
complete elimination of national bank balances with other banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, is it not a fact that you
pay 2 per cent on country balances?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. If the law prohibited you from paying 2 per
cent on country balances, would there not be a very material reduc-
tion in the amount of balances that the country banks would keep in
New York?
Mr. Vandeelip. With the existing reserve provision?
Senator Hitchcock. Under the existing law; yes, sir.

Mr. Vandeelip. There would be a considerable reduction.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you estimate how much that would be?
What per cent it would be?
Mr. Vandeelip. I would hardly want to venture a guess without

giving it more consideration.

Senator Hitchcock. Does not that fact prove it is to secure the 2

per cent interest that the large balances are kept and that the New
York banks give the 2 per cent in order to get the balances to use in

New York?
Mr. Vandeelip. No ; it does not prove that, I think. It proves that

the country bank is doing with its balance just what we are doing in

the call market; it is providing a secondary reserve upon which it

gets a low rate of interest, but which it can call and turn into money

at any time it wants to. That is what we do with call loans; we

sacrifice the interest rate to immediate availability, and the country

bank keeps a balance at a lower rate than it could get otherwise, and

even a higher balance than is made necessary by the legal require-

ments in order that it may get it quickly if it should want it.

Senator Keed. Mr. Vanderlip, this bill provides for these reserve

banks. It is safe to assume that one of them would be located m
New York.
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Mr. Vandeelip. I have not known whether it was safe to assume

that or not. I am glad to hear it.

Senator Reed. I think it is a reasonably safe assumption. Now, if

that were done and this bill were enacted into law and that bank

established, do you think, after a study of the bill, that that would

provide a safe means, practical working means by which the banks

of New York and that region could obtain money in time of necessity,

so that it would take the place of your call loans and the system

which is now in vogue ? Would a bank have enough money ? Would
it have enough facilities?

Mr. Vanderlip. There are two fundamental shortcomings in the

bill that will prevent it working successfully to accomplish what you
outline. The one is—a subject I have referred to—the fact that you
have not got a central reservoir

;
you have 12 reservoirs. I believe that

will work very much against its successful operation. The other is that

you have not provided an elastic note issue. That is just a question

of mathematics. Not to go into the subject of whether the Govern-
ment or the bank should issue the note, I will say parenthetically I

am perfectly clear in my mind that the bank and not the Government
should issue the note. But passing that, you have provided that the

2 per cent bonds now in circulation can be redeemed, 5 per cent a year,

into threes, and there has been a presumption that the bonds would
be .so redeemed and the $741,000,000 of national-bank notes would be
retired.

I challenge that assumption. The 2 per cent bonds with the cir-

culation privilege will be worth more than the 3 per cent bonds with-
out the circulation privilege. A bank buying 2 per cent bonds at

par, talking out circulation and losing from its reserve the 5 per cent
redemption fund as the bill provides, will still make a profit of 1.18

per cent if it can keep the circulating notes out. That, with the 2
per cent the bank gets as interest on the bond, makes a return of 3.18
from the 2 per cent bonds, whereas the return from the 3 per cent
bond is only 3 per cent. It is just a question of mathematics. The
twos will sell higher than the threes. If the twos will sell higher
than the threes they will not be exchanged; they will continue as
a basis for the existing national-bank-note circulation. That ex-
isting circulation of nearly $750,000,000 is irreducible, and you will
have no room for an elastic note issue. You will have to reduce the
present national-bank notes in order to make room for elasticity.
We have circulation enough now for any ordinary conditions. It
is only imder extraordinary conditions, or at least under the condi-
tions of special claims of crop-moving periods, that we need any more
than we have now. We probably have really a redundancy, and
there will be no room for expanding and contracting currency until
we retire some of the present national-bank notes and replace them
with the note issue that will respond to the demands of commerce.
Therefore, I say you have not provided an elastic currency, which is
one of the essentials of a good measure.

Senator Eeed. I am not sure that I followed your mathematics on
the 2 per cent and 3 per cent bond question. The present 2 per cent
bond, of course, pays its 2 per cent, and then currency is issued upon
it. Then the currency can be loaned out
Mr Vanderlip (interposing). And we pay a tax on the currency

of half of 1 per cent and we pay certain expenses of the comp-
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troUer's office, and we have to put up, under this law, a 5 per cent
redemption fund, which will not count as reserve. Therefore, on
$100,000 of twos we would get $95,000 of loanable currency. The
result of taking out the currency and loaning it in that way is a profit
of 1.18. A bank buying twos at par, taking out circulation, depos-
iting a 5 per cent redemption fund with the Treasury and not count-
ing that in its reserves will make a total equivalent of 3.18 per cent
on the bond.

Senator Shafkoth. You deduct also the one-half per cent tax?
Mr. Vandeklip. I am deducting also the one-half per cent tax.
Senator Holus. What rate do you assume you will loan at?
Mr. Vais'derlip. Five per cent.

Senator Reed. Following that suggestion of Senator Shafroth's,
the interest rate, of course, varies ?

Mr. Vaiv'deelip. I am assuming a 5 per cent interest rate.
Senator Reed. If you take the 3 per cent bond, of course, you do not

get any currency upon it?

Mr. Vandeklip. You just get your straight 3 per cent.

_
Senator Reed. So, you say, the present 2 per cent bond, with the

circulation privilege, is a more valuable investment than the 3 per
cent bond without it?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. By 0.18 of 1 per cent?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. That is, to the bank ?

Mr. Vandeklip. To a bank ; yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Of course, that would indicate then—your objection

is that this plan retires the national-bank note ?

Senator Nelson. No ; that it does not.

Mr. Vandeeup. My objection is that it does not retire the national-

bank note, which should he retired.

Senator Reed. In other words, you mean the national-bank note

should be issued upon the 3 per cent bonds ?

Mr. Vandeklip. No, sir.

Senator Reed. Issued upon what?
Mr. Vandeklip. I mean that at least some portion of the present

mass of national-bank circulation should be retired. To do that you

must refund or buy some portion of the 2 per cent bonds that are now
under the national-bank note circulation.

Senator Reed. This bill provides for the retirement of those

bonds
Mr. Vandeklip (interposing). In 20 years. That is not soon

enough.
Senator Reed. Five per cent a year.

Mr. Vandeklip. But the banks will not retire 5 per cent a year. If

the bank finds the 2 per cent bond more valuable, it will not volun-

tarily give up the 2 per cent bond for the 3 per cent bond, and there-

fore I say that during the 20 years you will not get the retirement.

Senator Reed. So this claim that these 2 per cent bonds are not

worth their face would not seem to be very well taken, would it?

Mr Vandeklip. The bonds are worth their face to any bank that

will hold them to maturity and that is certain to be able to keep out

the circulation.
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Senator Ebed. Suppose that we keep out this $750,000,000 of bank
circulation and that there is no change in the amount which we now
have. Still is there not an element of elasticity provided in this bill

when it is stipulated that promissory notes indorsed by regional banks
can be turned into money ? Is not that an element of elasticity ?

Mr. Vanderlip. It is an element of elasticity if people want more
currency. There is no thing that the law has less to do with than the

amount of money you carry in your pocket, and the amount of money
that the people of this country carry in their pockets will not be in-

fluenced by your legislation. They will determine that, and the sur-

plus they will redeposit in banks. If they want an increasing amount
of currency they will get it. If they do not get it in the form of a
bank note—which is the form in which they ought scientifically to
have it—they will have it in gold. They will carry in their pockets
what they need. They are the ones to determine the volume of cur-
rency circulation. They alone will determine it; the regional banks
will not determine it nor will any Federal board. It will be the people
themselves. And any surplus will always be deposited in the bankS;
and any demand for more will come out of the banks' reserves. You
can not help that

;
you have got to start with that as something that

is fixed outside of your deliberations.

Senator Reed. I understand, of course, that the people are always
going to carry around some money. They always have. But the
question I am asking—and I am not sure 1 made myself plain

;
per-

haps I did not grasp your answer—is this : If it is provided that any
national bank or any member—I will use that term—desires money
it can bring up its securities and turn them into money, and that
would provide a means when that bank needed money for it to get
it, would it not ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Let me ask you, what does a bank need with
money ? It has two needs : One is for reserve money and one is for
money to pay out. The people will determine whether the bank is
paying out money or receiving money. The bank will not determine
that. For reserves under this bill it does not need all money ; it only
needs part money and part balances with a Federal reserve bank.
These notes, of course, would not count as reserve in any event so

the bank will only need notes if the people need more of them '

If
the people do not need more notes the bank can not make any use of
them. It can not go and get these notes and put them in its reserve.
I hey will not count there. The bank can only get rid of them if
people want more money in their pockets.

Senator Reed. That is the one time it needs them
Mr. Vanderlip. They have money enough in their pockets now, so

It is only in the exceptional case that we will be using these new notes
unless we retire some of the present notes

Senator Reed. Yes; but, of course, if we cut down our currency
that IS now out one-half it would follow that immediately thev wouldbegin using a large amount of this new money.
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Reed. I grant you that. But suppose we do not cut itdown, still If we haS a plan by which in the event of a demand formoney that demand could be satisfied this bill would be elastic orwould provide an elastic system to that extent?

'
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Mr. Vanderlip. For the peak of the load
;
yes.

Senator Reed. It would not be elastic for all times, but for all

abnormal times
Mr. Vanderlip (interposing). It performs about the same thing

that the Aldrich-Vreeland bill would perform were the taxes there
imposed not so heavy.

Senator Eeed. What you would prefer would be to retire a part of
our present circulating medium, and, having cut it down, to at once
create a necessity for some of this other money, and then that banks
should issue—your preference would be that the banks should issue

that additional amount of money?
Mr. Vanderlip. My preference would be to retire a considerable

amount of the present national-bank notes, to replace them with new
notes, such as provided in this bill, and replace the 2 per cent bonds
that secure these present notes with one-year Treasury exchequer bills.

Senator Nelson. Three per cent?

Mr. Vanderlip. Three per cent.

Senator Reed. And I believe you mentioned about $300,000,000?

Mr. Vanderlip. That would be ample.

Senator Hitchcock. What is your ground for saying that, in your

opinion, the present currency is redundant?
Mr. Vanderlip. There is a constant redemption, of course, of the

present bank notes, at certain seasons of the year. In the springtime

they pile up on us in New York; they pile up everywhere. We all

have too much money. The interest rate drops too low. There is

not a proper redemption of them, and, if they are redeemed, they

are put right out again.

Senator Hitchcock. Is there not a very well-known cause why
those national-bank notes pile up on you in New York? Is it not

because the banks of the interior are unable to use them in their re-

serves, and the only way they can make a proper use of them is to

send them to you, where they would count as reserves? And when

they reach you you can not count them as reserves and you send them

to the' Treasury to get something that will count as reserves?

Mr. Vanderlip. And then the Treasury sends them out and they

are at once paid out by the banks, and the circle goes on.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; but it is because they do not count as

reserves, and the bank is constantly striving to maintain a reserve

that they send them to you?
, j. x • ^i, j ,.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; that is an important factor in their redemp-

'"Sei^or Hitchcock (interposing). My point is this, that redemp-

tion does not necessarily indicate redundancy, but merely indicates a

scarcity of reserve money.

Mr "Vanderlip. That is true. .

Senator Hitchcock. It seems to me that that does away with your

'*mTv™lip (interposing). I do not think it nece^arily indi-

cates a scarcity of reserve money, and it may indicate a redundancy.

Senator Hitchcock. Why otherwise would a bank, say, m my town

Omahrsend national-bank notes to you instead of fid certificate ?

Mr Vanderlip. Because we will pay 2 per cent interest. The gold

certificates do count as reserve. . p.^„, „o

Senator Hitchcock. That is the reason they keep them in Omaha?
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Mr. Vandeklip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And, therefore, the redemption ol these na-

tional-bank notes—$300,000,000 a year, right from New lork Uty—
indicates no redundancy of currency, it seems to me, but a ia,<:K or

reserve money ; a struggle to get hold of reserve money. Is not ttiat

true?
Mr. Vanderlip. It indicates a disposition to retain reserve money

in their own vaults and get rid of money that will not count as

Senator Hitchcock. Before you proceed, do not the statements of

all the national banks combined show that the actual amount of re-

serve money in all those banks during the past year has been down to

a minimum?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; almost at the lowest in our history.

Senator Hitchcock. Does not that indicate a lack of money, in-

stead of a condition of redundant currency?

Mr. Vandeiilip. It may indicate a very expanded state of loans.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any other reason for saying that,

in your opinion, the currency is redundant?
Mr. Vandeelip. I do not state that the currency is redundant,

except at certain seasons. As we stand now, the volume of bank

notes remains about the same, in spite of these redemptions, from
month to month. It is no larger in October than it is in April.

The need for currency is probably $300,000,000 less in the spring

than it is in the fall, so it is either very redundant in the spring or

lacking in the fall, one or the other. I presume we are about at an

average balance, that we are lacking in the fall to some extent and
redundant in the spring to some extent, but we have no conformity

of volume to our needs.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, have you any estimate as to what de-

gree of elasticity should be given to our whole volume of currency ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Why, really, it ought to be just the degree that

the people want a bank note instead of a bank balance. The thing
ought to be interchangeable. Anybody with a credit in a bank ought
to be able to take that credit in the form of a balance on the deposit
books of the bank or in the form of a circulating note. That is the
ideal elasticity—the same elasticity as there is with a check. You
write a check when you need it, and it is returned when you are
through with it, when it is paid.

Senator Hitchcock. Assuming we have gold and currency com-
bined of something like $3,000,000,000, gold currency and silver com-
bined of $3,000,000,000, what per cent'^of that should be subject to
contraction and expansion?
Mr. Vandeelip. My estimate is—but I will say there is no way

I know of making a very accurate estimate—that we need $300,-
GOOjOOO more currency in the crop-moving season than we do in the
springtime.

Is that about right, Senator?
Senator Weeks. I did not understand that.
Mr. Vandeelip. We need $300,000,000 more currency in the crop-

moving season than we do in the springtime.
Senator Weeks. We know about what the East, commencing with

Chicago, ships South for that purpose, and I suppose $200,000,000
to $250,000,000. I am not quite sure.
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Senator Hitciicocic. Do you mean by that, in the season when we
need the least we have an excess now of $300,000,000?
Mr Vanderlip. We have an excess now of some part of $300,000 -

000. In seasons when we need it most we have a deficiency of some
part of $300,000,000. I will not undertake to say iust where the
line is.

Senator Hitchcock. Let us divide it between the two and say
$150,000,00. Then, wliy do you favor the tearing up of the whole
bank-note systme as it now exists in order to secure an excess of
$150,000,000 at certain seasons of the year?
Mr. Vanderlip. It is just as important to secure the redemption

of that $150,000,000 at the other season of the year.
Senator Hitchcock. Because it piles it up in New York?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator PIitchcock. Suppose the law prohibited the piling of it

up in New York?
Mr. Vanderlip. The law can not prohibit all the things it under-

takes to.

Senator Hitchcock. The law can direct where the national banks
shalls keep their reserves.

Senator Nelson. Where they pile it up somewhere in the country

;

it does not do any harm where it accumulates in the country bank.

_
Mr. Vanderlip. Would not the country banks have the same mo-

tives as the city banks if it finds it is very flush in jEunds ? Would it

not be apt to make loans it otherwise would not ?

Senator Hitchcock. It is not the experience. The trouble always
originates in New York.
Mr. Vanderlip. The trouble rarely originates in New York, but is

always exhibited there, because it come up along the line. The
country bank calls on the reserve correspondent, and the reserve cor-

respondent calls on New York. It is merely exhibited there as a

culmination of the pressure.

Senator Hitchcock. The experience of France, even with their

very expansive currency—the aggregate of the expansion and con-

traction, as I recall it, is something like only 8 or 10 per cent. Maybe
it is only 6 or 8. The expansion occurs in January or February, and

the contraction occurs in August, almost with a uniformity. The
great mass of the banking currency of France remains always out-

side.

If the great body of our currency must be always outside, why
have that part elastic ? Why not allow the permanent part to remain

as it is now and only provide an elastic cushion on top of it ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is all you have done in this bill. The

cushion is extremely thin—so thin it won't save you from jars.

Senator Hitchcock. You think it would not be taken up to any

great extent?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
. .

Senator Hitchcock. Would not, in a short time, the growing needs

of the country demand another increase of bonds, and would not

increased needs of the currency arise and cause an elastic demand

for this provision?
, ^ , •

i ^ j: iu„
Mr Vanderlip. They will in time, if you want to legislate tor the

future instead of for the present. In this connection there is one

great danger to which I want to call your attention.
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Senator Shafroth. Just before you leave that, you indicated this

currency would not be taken up. How much paper do you estimate

there is now of the kind specified in this Mil as being required m
order to issue currency upon?
Mr. Vandeelip. I would not undertake to estimate it in dollars. 1

believe the supply is ample, or at least would soon become ample as

we adjust our business practices to the needs for creating this type of

paper. I think the discount provisions are wise and well considered.

Senator Shafroth. How much call money is there used in New
York City, if you can give a.rough estimate of it?

Mr. VANDERLn". I have not the figures in my mind. I have one

interesting figure in that connection. At the moment there happens

to be $180,000,000 of outside bank money loaned on call in New York
City, and I have known it to be as high as $300,000,000.

Senator Shafroth. It varies and fluctuates?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes. That is outside money loaned on commer-
cial discounts.

Senator Shafroth. There would be, in addition to that, some New
York discounts, would there?

Mr. Vanderlip. Many millions.

Senator Shafroth. Do you think it is as much as a hundred mil-

lion dollars?

Mr. Vanderlip. More than that.

The Chairman. In the hearing, on page 773, is a table of those

outside loans, Senator, which were gathered together by the comp-
troller's office.

Senator Shafroth. Yes ; I will be glad to look at that ; but I want
to ask one more question in this connection : When your banks make
a call for a loan—that is, a call loan—where does the man get hi^
money from to pay you?
Mr. Vanderlip. From another bank.
Senator Nelson. If he can get it?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; if he can get it, or by selling the security.
There is no other way. There are just two ways of getting it, either
by shifting the loan or selling the securities.

Senator Shafroth. And then he has to sell at a sacrifice when he
has to sell hi,s securities?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Weeks. Mr. Vanderlip, I would like to clear up sofliething

you have just stated. You say at present there are $180,000,000 of
money loaned by New York for country banks on call loans. Does
that include loans made for foreign banks as well ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I presume it does. That amount would not be an
important part of it, however.

Senator Weeks. You have stated that at times there is a consider-
able amount of money loaned for foreign banlcs, varying of course
with rates.

'

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Weeks. Three or four years ago I was on a committee to

look into the Canadian system, and the Canadian banks were very
tree to tell us how their loans were made and where they were made
and I was amazed at the amount of money they loaned to New York'
or were loaning at that time. I do not remember the definite figures'
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but it would be a very large per cent of $180,000,000, loaned by banks

J^^7hJ-f^ °? stock-exchange CO lateral. I know it impressed mewim tJie Idea i± the Canadian banks on some one day called all of
their loans it would create a very serious condition in the New York
II13,FJ£6ta

Mr Vandeklip. That condition is very serious. There is no re-
serve held against the possibility of those demands from the outside
It a JNew York bank loans on call, it loans a deposit and it keeps a
reserve against that deposit, so that it has something there against
that liability. But the outside banker loaning it can demand the
whole of the loan and take it right out of New York, and it is a
factor of very great danger and one that in time of trouble has
several times been shown to be of great danger.
Senator Beistow. Mr. Vanderlip, I was interested in your state-

ment to Senator Eeed, that the 2 per cent bonds were worth par for
circulation purposes. Why are they now selling below par?
Mr. Vandeelip. Because the bankers, I suppose, do not know just

what legislation we are going to have. They have seen a bill
started_ without a provision for these bonds. This bill may now
pass without any provision for the bonds. I, as one banker, do not
want to accumulate bonds until I know something about the future
legislation that will protect their value. I said, too, that they would
be worth par for that purpose. They are worth par if a Govern-
ment obligation paying 3.18 is worth par. If a Government obliga-
tion paying that was not worth par, these bonds would not be. They
are worth more than par if a 3 per 'cent bond is worth par. Of
course when a 3 per cent bond is not worth par, this new issue of
bonds would not sell at par. The present 3 per cent bonds, without
the circulation privilege, are quoted just under par now, and with
any large addition to the volume of such bonds, I am certain they
would go further below par. No foreign Government ever floats

a bond at anything like that basis.

Senator Beistow. New York is the market place for these bonds,
is it not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Beistow. Are many of them being put on the market

there now?
Mr. Vandeelip. Not very many, because there is no one who is

willing to buy them and there is no increase in circulation. The
tendency now is to decrease circulation. The thing that always held
up the bonds has been a constant demand for increase in cir-

culation. Now that demand has ceased, and certainly no one wants
to buy them for investment. The only market for the 2 per cent

bond is made by the banks, and the banks not being clear as to the

future are not disposed to buy. On the other hand, there is not a

large disposition to sell at a sacrifice. The tendency is to hedge, and
there is very little doing.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose the bill provided that all of the

national banks having circulation should continue to have circula-

tion on a bond-secured basis, would there be a market ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The bill does provide for that.

Senator Hitchcock. There is no provision for retirement ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No forced retirement; only voluntary.

Senator Hitchcock. At the end of 20 years it is forced ?
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Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Beistow. I can hardly understand your statement, then,

that these bonds are profitable to the bankers if they retain the cir-

culation privilege.

Mr. Vandeelip. That is, you do not see, then, why the banks do

not buy them?
Senator Beistow. I do not see why they want to sell them if they

are profitable—more profitable than any other Government bonds

will be.

Mr. Vandeelip. Because they are not sure what this legislation is

going to do.

Senator Beistoav. Suppose the circulation privilege is going to con-

tinue for all these bonds?
Mr. Vandeelip. They may, then, have in mind to retire from

the national-bank system, and these bonds in the hands of any other

holder than a national bank would not be worth par; they would
be worth less than par.

Senator Beistow. Do you think the indication, then, is that the

national banks expect to leave the system or fear others will?

Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly.
Senator Beistow. It is an indication of the unpopularity of the

bill?

Mr. Vandeelip. There are many indications of that.

Senator Weeks. Would not you say " uncertainty relating to the
bill " rather than " unpopularity " ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think there is both among bankers.
Senator Beistow. Do I understand you then, Mr. Vandeiiip, that,

in your opinion, the reason the 2 per cent bonds are now sold for
95 is that country banks or national banks are contemplating the
sale of these bonds and offering them for sale with a view of getting
out of the national banking system?
Mr. Vandeelip. Or fear other banks may go out of the national

system and there will be more of these bonds for sale than the banks
can absorb, and in the hands of holders other than banks they are
worth very much less than the present price.

Senator Beistoav. Of course, I suppose you will come to that, but
I would like to follow that up now or at some other time, as to why
these banks expect to go out of the national-banking system.
Mr. Vandeelip. They object to forced subscription of capital;

they object to the risk that that capital will perhaps not earn 5 per
cent, or if it earns 5 per cent it will pay less than their other invest-
ments. They object to joining a bank if it may be forced against its
will to loan to another bank. The country bank objects to the na-
tional clearing-house measure, which I believe will be of great
economic advantage to the country, but which I recognize will cost
the country bank some profits in its collection business, just as I
believe that the new reserve requirements are superior to the present

^frf^^A
requirements, although the change will cost my bank $50,-

000,000 or deposits.
./ h- ,

Senator Nelson. Do you mean $50,000,000 of deposits or $50,000,-
000 01 profits?

-i-
) )

*^5^nnn mr?"''-fl?^' r^rP^'^^'- ^* ^^^'^^ "^ ^ ^o^g ti'^e to make
$50,000,000 of profits. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. You recognize the difference?
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Mr. Vandeelip. It is a class of deposits, too, Senator, that is the
least profitable of any we have. I believe we will make up for thosem various ways, some ways, perhaps, that will not be altogether to
the satisfaction of those who want to see the importance of NewYork reduced as a financial center. I do not believe this measure
will so reduce New York.

Senator Eeed. What are those ways? I am interested right now
[Laughter.] ^

Senator Nelson. He wants it out at Kansas City.
Senator Reed. No; I want to be frank, because when a man iests

here, he is liable to be misunderstood. I would not make war on New
York. I would like to know what might happen under this bill, and,
incidentally, if I could move it to Kansas Citv, I would, if Senator
Nelson did not keep it from us and take it up to St. Paul.
Mr. Vandeelip. To-day the National City Bank keeps $70,000,000

of demand loans. Under this new requirement I do not see that it
would have to keep any, or at least a very much smaller amount.
That will release, then, some considerable portion of that $70,000,000,
which we can devote to other purposes. We can use it for commer-
cial loans, and that will be one field where the city banks will become
more active. I believe we will go out in the country for commercial
business.

The Chairman. And it is a much more profitable business, is it

not?
Mr. Vandeelip. It is a very much more profitable business. And

I think, too, that the city banks would come in competition with the
country banks for this commercial business. We are restrained from
coming in competition with the country banks now, for two reasons

:

We do not want to interfere with our correspondent, our client who
keeps his money with us, and we do not want to go into his field and
take business away from him. Furthermore, we can not offer quite
equal terms to the borrower, because we have to charge for the col-

lection of all of his checks. Under the new arrangement, having no
relations with our correspondent bank, his deposit having been with-
drawn and placed in his own vault or the Federal reserve bank, we
would have no compunctions, certainly, against invading his fie'd and
going after commercial business. Further than that, we can offer to

the country commercial borrower the same terms for collecting his

checks as his local bank could offer. So I think we will become com-
petitors for business in a much wider circle.

Then, this will release some part of this $70,000,000, which we can

use for financial operations. I do not look upon this measure as a

Wow at the size and the future of New York banks, providing you

will fix up some of these things which, as I am trying to indicate,

will, I believe, keep it from working and fulfilling the mission you

want it to fulfill.

Senator Reed. If your bank to-day wanted to buy paper in the

country, there are plenty of places it could go to buy paper that

p-ou need not conflict with any of his customers, are there not?

Mr. Vandeelip. Buying paper is one thing and having deposit

-elations with the borrower is another. Of course we buy paper

)y the millions, right along. We buy that from the commercial-

iaper brokers and have no relations with the maker of the paper.

iVith our customer, we loan in return for his keeping a balance.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 3
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Senator Eeed. You mean, then, that the result of the bill may be

you will have more money to loan on commercial paper ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

Senator Reed. That, after having known a merchant, we will say,

in Pittsburgh, who desires, at times, large accommodations, he would

dept^sit perhaps in your bank a portion of your own funds. Instead

of putting them in his bank and having his bank carry them over

there, he would carry them there himself?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

Senator Eeed. And thereby would establish banking relations

with you, and when he needed an accommodation he would come
to you for it?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is exactly what will happen, I believe. And
it will be an advantage to the merchant. One of the aims of this

bill, as I understand it, is an equalizing of the interest rates. It will

raise the rates in the cities and lower them in the country, and we
will get a higher average interest rate than we do now. We have
had to take a low interest rate on the great mass of call loans. We
will be able to devote that to commercial purposes and get a higher
average rate than we do now, and I welcome the change.
Senator Reed. Just in proportion as your bank will do business

with individuals through the country, and comes thereby in com-
petition with the local bank, the borrower will get a benefit in that
competition ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Reed. And he is the most numerous class.

Senator Weeks. Do you know what the average interest you get
on stock-exchange loans is, and what would be the average you got
on commercial loans for the past year, or a period of years ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not believe I could give you the commercial
loans.

The Chairman. I put a table of those interest charges in the
record, running through from 1906 to date.

Senator Weeks. You mean on different classes of loans?
The Chairman. Yes.
Senator "Weeks. I would like to have Mr. Vanderlip give it to us.
Mr. Vanderlip. In 1909 the average was 2.74; 1910 the average

was 2.95.
^

Senator Reed. What is that on?
Mr. Vanderlip. Call loans.
Senator Nelson. Par money?
Mr. Vanderlip. Par money. In 1911 the average rate was 2.60,

and in 1812 the average rate was 3.70, and for 9 months of this year
the average was 2.92. The average for the i years and 9 months
has been 2.98.

Senator Weeks. Without figuring the cost of doing business, iust
what do you have to get to break even ?

Mr. Vanderlip. 2.66. You are speaking of bank deposits?
Senator Weeks. Yes.
Mr Vanderlip. We pay 2 per cent on bank deposits. We can

only loan 75 per cent of these deposits. We must loan at 2.66 in
order ]ust to break even, to say nothing whatever of expenses.
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Senator Weeks. Then, eliminating the cost of doing business you
have made a profit during the years which figures in that of' 0.32
01 1 per cent?
Mr. Vandeelip. That would be so if we had loaned all of our bank

balances on call. We loaned a large part of them on call, but not all
and the average rate would be higher.

'

Senator Eeed. How is the ordinary commercial rate in New York
City? What does it run?
Mr. Vandeklip. Four to five and one-half per cent, I would call an

ordinary rate. When it reaches 6 it is considered very high. When
it reaches 4 it is pretty low. That is about the range for the com-
mercial borrower.

Senator Nelson. That is the time borrower?
Mr. Vandeklip. Yes.
Senator Beistow. Do you now handle a great deal of commercial

paper from the country?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Beistow. A gentleman in my town complained to me,

referring to a personal incident for illustration, that last fall, while
he had been getting money in New York (he was a wholesale mer-
chant) at certain seasons of the year at from SJ to 4^ per cent, they
were now charging him 6. Do I understand you to mean that if you
did not have these reserve deposits and were not loaning on time
loans you would handle more of that kind of business?
Mr. Vandeelip. You understand me to say that if we have a cen-

tral bank, at which we can rediscount commercial paper, making
commercial paper a liquid asset, we will then have no necessity for

devoting a large amount of our funds to call loans on stock exchange
collateral, and can divert the funds now used for that purpose to

commercial loans.

Senator Beistow. Yes; I understand now, I think. That is, this

commercial paper you can turn into cash at any time?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; under the proposed plan, if it works.

Senator Beistow. By going to the Federal bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Beistow. And that makes that valuable because it will

carry a higher rate of interest than you have been getting on stock-

exchange loans?

Mr. Vandeelip. Exactly.

Senator Beistow. Suppose the farm mortgage could be cashed m
at those Federal reserve banks just the same at any time you wanted

to. Would that be desirable ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would be most undesirable, just as it is most

undesirable to permit those banks to rediscount loans made on stock-

exchange collateral. The liquidating character is different. There

is nothing liquidating about a farm loan.
, ,, ,

Senator Beistow. But if the Federal bank will discount the farm

mortgage for you, just as it rediscounts a piece of paper, it would

not make any difference to jou ?
i j tv.

• t,+ +K„r,
Mr Vandeelip. Not until the bank got involved. It might then

Senator Beistow. You think the Federal bank might get involved I

Mr. Vandeelip. I know it would. '
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Senator Nelson. There is this difference, Senator, that I want to

call to your attention, although I am in favor of farm loans. They
have in New York a market for stocks and bonds, and I know of no

market equivalent to that for farm mortgages.

Mr. Vandeelip. That is exactly the difference.

Senator Nelson. If you had that same market for farm mortgages

as you have for stocks and bonds on the New York Stock Exchange,
then I should regard farm mortgages as liquid as those others.

Mr. Vandeelip. Neither should be acceptable for rediscount.

Senator Nelson. In times of stringency, the only liquid loans are

bills drawn upon products—bills of lading drawn upon products

that are salable.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; that is substantially so.

Senator Nelson. The product pays your bill.

Senator Beistow. The commercial paper, however, is not exactly

that kind of security.

Mr. Vandeelip. It should be a self-liquidating loan that is made
to a person who will receive the money to pay it off as a result of

the completion of the cycle of the trade he is engaged in.

Senator Beistow. That takes in a very small part of our business,

does it not, as a country?
Mr. Vandeelip. No; I think it takes in a very large part. It is

true the borrowings of the manufacturer for an extension of his

plant would not come within that definition. If he borrows to build
a new building, you might just as well loan a farmer on his real

estate mortgage. That is capital invested. If he borrows to buy
raw material, if he borrows to pay labor, all of which is going to

work out in the manufacturing product, so that when that product
is sold he can repay his loan, thiit is the proper type of security to

put in the rediscounts of the reserve bank.
Senator Beistow. Suppose he borrows to buy a herd of cattle,

which he expects to feed and turn off.

Mr. Vandeelip. An ideal loan.

Senator Beistow. But under this bill, under the 90-day provision,
it is not available, because you can not make 90-day notes for that
purpose.

Senator Shafkoth. Oh, yes you can. That is perfectly available.
Senator Beistow. No. They make their notes for six to nine

months, as a rule.

Senator Shafeoth. Oh, well, they can cash them after the ex-
piration of three months.

Senator Beistow. Oh, yes; but it is not available at the time it is
made.

Senator Nelson. The same rule, Mr. Vanderlip, would apply to a
merchant in the interior who b\iys a big hill of goods in New York
from the wholesaler, and he expects to retail those goods, and he
expects to pay for the goods out of the proceeds of his retail sales,
would it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. That is a typical example of a bank loan.
Senator Nelson. That would be like the other case you put of the

manufacturer?
'

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Chairman, I suggest the hour of 1 o'clock

has arrived when, according to our resolution, we are to recess.
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Senator Nelson. I would like, Mr. Chairman, to have Mr Van-derhp permitted to go through and indicate what he thinks are the
detects in this bill, and what he thinks ought to be the proper form
01 the bill.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean instead of having the questions?
Senator Nelson. Yes. Let him make one clear statement, and

then ask the questions afterwards.
The Chairman. If that is the pleasure of the committee, when

the committee reassembles after the recess, we will do that. The
committee will now take a recess until 2.30 o'clock p. m.

(Thereupon, at 1.05 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until
2.30 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

STATEMENT OF FRANK A. VANDERIIP—Continued.

The Chairman. You may proceed, Mr. Vanderlip.
Mr. Vanderlip. I will adopt the method of taking the bill up

section by section.

I object to the number of resei-ve districts. I explained this morn-
ing the reason for that. I believe that one would be the ideal thing.
If that is not possible, any reduction below 12 is better than 12. I
believe it would work much more satisfacoritly with no more than 4.

There would be a more intimate relation and better understanding
between the managements, and with the four city centers, their geo-
graphical extent would be sufficient to express varying conditions,

q,nd for many reasons they would be preferable to 12. I still think
that 1 would be preferable to 4.

I note that the bill says that—

•

No Federal reserve district shall be abolished or the location of a Federal
reserve banli change except upon tlie application of three-fourths of the mem-
ber banlis of such district.

I think it would be an improvement to say one-half. It would be

be very difficult to get three-fourths to agree to a change which a

majority might clearly see would be an improvement.

I am not going to confine myself entirely to offering objections to

the bill, but discuss it generally. There is a very general objection,

on the part of many bankers, to being required to subscribe to the

stock. That is not pleasant, but I believe it is necessary in order ever

to get a bill into operation. I think one bank would be waiting for

another, and without the required subscription to the stock it would

be very difficult ever to get the reserve bank started. The amount of

the stock issue subscription seems to me correct.

Senator Eeed. What page are you dealing with?

Mr. Vanderlip. Page 3. There certainly should be no bank or-

ganized with less than $5,000,000 capital, and I believe it is desirable

to increase that amount and no thave too small Federal reserve banks.

Senator Nelson. If we had four we could easily increase that?

Mr. Vanderlip. If you had four you could have a capital of $25,-

000,000, if all the national banks came in.

Senator Pomerene. When vou speak of the amount, you mean the

amount of the capital stock of the original bank, and not the amount

which the member bank is required to subscribe ?
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Mr. Vanderlip. I referred to the amount that each member bank is

required to subscribe when I said the amount seemed correct. I have

no objection to the 20 per cent of the stock of a member bank being

the amount it must subscribe. There is, of course, objection to that

on the part of the banks that feel that that is a forced use o± their

capital at a lower rate than they are in the habit of earning.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you think about organizing one

or two at the present time on a voluntary basis, allowing the others to

come along naturally?

Mr. Vandeklip. I am afraid that on a voluntary basis you would

have every bank waiting to see what would happen, and you would

not get anywhere. This is not a house that you can build a story at

a time. The principles which must be involved in correct legislation

are so interrelated that you must recognize and embody practically

all of them to have a workable system.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you think about making it obli-

gatory upon banks of a certain capital, say, $250,000, and optional

with smaller ones ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That would probably save the national banking

system from a great depletion of national banks. I believe if the bill

passed in its present form a great number of small banks would cer-

tainly go out of the national banking system, and possibly a great

many large banks would also. In some States there would un-

doubtedly be a tendency to turn national banks into State banks and
then take time to consider whether they would join or not.

The bill leaves it optional with State banks. It is therefore quite

possible for a national bank to convert to a State bank charter

and take its time to see how this thing works.
There is no longer left any reason why a bank should be a national

bank instead of a State bank, except a small profit that it can make
during the next 20 years on note circulation. That is almost a

negligible thing. But there is no other reason that I see where there

is an advantage in a national charter over a State charter.

There are many reasons why a State charter is more advantageous
than a national charter, and I should think there were likely to be
many banks which would surrender their national charters and take
out State charters, some, perhaps, immediately, and join the Fed-
eral reserve banks and others which wait and see how the thing
works.
The Chairman. Mr. Vanderlip, if the country banks were to with-

draw their reserves and not send them to New York, would they not
have their money at home to lend at a higher rate and therefore
make a profit out of it ?

Mr. vanderlip. I do not quite comprehend your question.
The Chairman. You stated that from your own bank $50,000,000

would be withdrawn ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
The Chairman. Where they now get 2 per cent. Since they would

have a place where they could get money if necessary—out of the re-
serve bank—would they not be able to use the money they have now
tied up at 2 per cent and lend it in their own neighborhood at a
higher rate ?
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Mr. Vandeblip. With the reduction in the reserve requirement the
country banks could extend their loans a good deal. That reduc-
tion would lead the country banks to extend their loans.
The Chairman. Then it would be beneficial for them, would it not?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think in a reduction in the reserve requirement

down to a point that is safe for the bank to run on so that it may
extend its loans would be beneficial for them.
The Chairman. And if the country banks had a place from which

they could get money instead of, as now, relying upon the central
reserve cities, they would rely upon the central reserve bank and in
that way could lend the money which they now have tied up at 2
per cent.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; the country banks would undoubtedly be
pretty well situated and satisfied if the Senator's suggestion that
banks of $250,000 be compelled to come in and the smaller banks
not be compelled to come in.

Senator Weeks. All of that $50,000,000 to which you referred
would not be available to loan, because the country bank would have
to transfer a certain part of it to the reserve bank.
Mr. Vanderlip. There is only 3 per cent; the difference between

15 and 12 per cent.

I was going to say that the country bank would probably welcome
the organization of such a system which would be imposed only on
the larger banks, leaving them to operate outside the system, and with
the assurance tha,t the larger banks, through the facilities of the sys-

tem, would always be in a position to rediscount for them. The aver-

age country banker would rather do this business with his old cor-

respondents than take the chances of having to rediscount with the

new Government organization, which will impose a good many regu-

lations that might be trying to the borrower.

Senator Hitchcock. Would not there be another advantage in

that—^that a country bank in a western State, doing business through

a correspondent, would rediscount paper with the correspondent,

and that correspondent, if necessary could rediscount that paper

with the reserve bank. The reserve bank would naturally discount

a good deal of paper for the larger western banks that would in turn

discount for the smaller banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. Undoubtedly.
The Chairman. The country banks would get the benefit of the

system without bearing any of its burdens ?

Senator Keed. Not all of the benefits.

The Chairman. They could get the accommodation they wanted

from the reserve city banks.
. , •

Senator Eeed. They still would be required to keep m their own

vaults their full reserve when this system was working. They could

not put it into the central bank or the regional bank and have it

earning anything. ^_. , ,
.,

The Chairman. The suggestion of Senator Hitchcock, as 1 un-

derstand it, would involve the keeping of the reserves as they are at

present if those banks did not come in?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
-d + +i, „

Senator Reed. Of course they lose some advantage. But they

would have this advantage : They would get relief through the relief
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iwhich could be given to the larger banks, the larger banks in turn

accommodating them.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not see why they should not be permitted

to keep their reserves with the regional reserve banks as well as with

a member bank.

Senator Beistow. A number of country bankers who have ap-

peared before us say that 5 per cent reserve is not enough for them

to keep in their vaults; that they require more than that. Most of

them say they carry from 8 to 10 per cent.

Mr. Vandeelip. Under the new conditions they probably would

find that they would not need as much in their vault as they need

now ; that is, if they were close to a reserve bank or a branch of a

reserve bank where they could quickly get additional currency. There

might be banks where 5 per cent would not be enough. On the other

hand I think there are many banks where 5 per cent is more than

necessary, and when I come to the section about reserves I should

strongly recommend that the banks be not compelled to keep 5 per

cent in the vaults, but to keep as small an amount as they choose, and
that they ought to have an option as to where they keep it.

Senator Weeks. If that option were given to banks in a center like

New York, they would keep substantially all the reserve in a reserve

bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. Substantially all of it ; only keep till money. "We

would prefer to carry a bank credit than the actual cash.

Senator Shafeoth. You could borrow part of it back, also ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; that is, the member banks could borrow it

back and use it in other transactions. Two-thirds of the deposited

reserves the reserve banks could use in the ordinary transactions of

their business.

The Chaieman. His suggestion was as to the country banks, which
are required to carry 5 per cent with the reserve bank, 5 per cent in

their own vaults, and 2 per cent optional ; that they have practically 7
ppr cent optional, so that they could use that without its being a

violation of the rules, and 5 per cent could be loaned.
Mr. Vandeelip. Now, Mr. Chairman, passing on to the election of

the directors of Federal reserve banks, it is provided that all the
banks shall be divided into three groups of equal number, and as
nearly as may be of similar capitalization in each group. Taking
the country as a whole that would result in groups of 2,464. The
first group would represent $67,000,000 of capital ; the second group,
$142,000,000 in capital ; and the third group, $836,000,000 in capital.
You therefore propose to give the same voting power to representa-
tives of $67,000,000 in capital that you give to representatives of
$836,000,000 in capital. I question whether that is fair or not. In
any event I see no permanent purpose in this division into groups.
In the first election each group is to elect one director, as I under-

stand it, and thereafter only one director is elected at a time, because
the terms eventually become three-year terms and all the groups will
be voting for one candidate. As I read the bill this division will
only apply to the first directors elected.
The power of the Federal reserve board to remove, at its discre-

tion, the directors of class B is objectionable. It is declared that thevmay remove if it appears at any time that any such director does
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not fairly represent the commercial, agricultural, or industrial inter-

ests of his district. I do not see exactly how a Federal reserve board
is to be a good judge of whether the director fairly represents those
interests or not. In any event, it is obvious that the control which
the Federal reserve board will have over the local Federal reserve
banks might be subject to bad use, as long as it can remove the three
directors that it appoints, and can also remove three other directors
that have been elected. It is true that the removal of those directors
would be followed by the election of other directors by the stock-

holders, but it seems to me an unnecessary power, and I know that

bankers generally regard it as one of the distinctly unsatisfactory

features of the bill.

Senator Shafeoth. Would not the fact that the three directors

had to be reelected by the stockholders act as a deterrent on the part
of the Government or the administration in removing them unless

there was good cause?
Mr. Vandeblip. I can imagine a Federal hoard telling those three

men to shape their views to coincide with the views of the Federal

reserve board or they would be removed, and rather than be removed
they would shape their views that way. I think this might allow

a malign influence.

Senator SHArEOTH. That would not be a removal on the ground

that they did not represent the commercial, agricultural, and in-

dustrial interests of the districts they represented.

Senator Nelson. It is discretionary; it would be simply their

j;udgment that they did not represent them.

Mr. Vandeelip. And there is no appeal from that.

Senator Nelson. There is no trial of that issue. They could

simply assign that as a reason, as a ground, without any foundation

in fact.

Senator Shafeoth. I do not believe they would do that.

Mr. Vandeelip. Section 7 provides for the division of earnings.

It tends to make the bank managers run the banks for profit, as I

understand that the way the earnings are to be divided is that they

are proportionate to the deposits.
.

Senator Hitchcock. Does not that tend to the mobilization ot re-

serves

:

Mr Vandeelip. I do not comprehend that it does in the least.

Senator Hitchcock. If you offer an inducement for the banks to

keep substantial deposits there, that certainly intensifies mobiliza-

tion A bank might keep its required reserve and nothing more, but

if it has an inducement to keep more, if there is any virtue m
mobilization, this encourages mobilization.

.
, ^ , ^^ ,

, ^,

Mr. Vandeelip. I think that this reserve might better be employed

as a basis for commercial loans in its community.

Senator Hitchcock. That is assuming that the reserve has been

fixed at the ideal point, and it is assuming that it ^^n make the loans

in its own community. Suppose it has a surplus. I^^ff °j \«"^,^^^

that surplus and that deposit, it has an inducement to put that m

^MrvlND^ERLiP. It would no longer deposit it in other banks

Senator Reed. One of the arguments which has been made for this

or some similar measure has blen that there is a shortage, at times,
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of money in one section of the country and a surplus in another, or

a shortage in one community and a surplus in another, and it has

been argued that if this surplus, wherever it existed, went into a

center, then it would be in a position to be loaned out to the part of

the country that wanted that money. You do not think there is much
in that argument, I take it? •
Mr. Vanderlip. No ; that is not exactly the correct theory m this

bill, as I see it. The surplus will not be put in as a reserve, but in the

discount market, to buy commercial paper, where the interest rate

is high and the need is great.

Senator Eeed. Not as a reserve, but the idea, to express it a little

more fully, as it has been urged here with persistence, has been that

there is always enough money in the country to do the business of

the country, but that it piles up in some one city, we will say, in New
York City, at a given period of the year and that at the same time
they need money in some other part of the country. It has been said

that if a proper bill were drawn it would make that money available

at all times where it was needed.
Now, assuming that the reserve bank has in it simply legal de-

posits, that is, legal reserves, and that there was a profit to be real-

ized from the operations of that bank, and that there was a surplus

of money in the banks of some section of the country, the question is

whether they would then be deposited and the reserve bank be put in

a position to discount paper which came in from other banks and re-

lieve the situation of that community ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The situation would be relieved in two ways. A
bank in a community where there is a plethora of funds would keep
its reserve with a reserve bank, but would use its surplus of loanable
funds to buy in the discount market, paper that originated in a com-
munity where there was a deficiency of funds. The bank in the com-
munity where there was a deficiency of funds would be able to re-

discount at the reserve bank, and make good any depletion that that
demand for funds had caused in this reserve. So that a proper
measure will operate in those two ways, the creation of a discount
market, and the creation of a central reserve reservoir ; and the insti-

tution that can rediscount for the banks whose reserves are depleted,
having all the reserves in this reservoir, has a basis for this power
so to rediscount.

Senator Reed. You would apply that simply to the reserves and
not to the surplus over the reserves ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The banks in the district where there is easy
money will probably not keep any more than their legal reserve with
the reserve bank. They will employ that in the discount market.
If they can not loan it in their own community they will go where
they can get a higher rate.

Senator Reed. That would be true to-day. Now, the question is
Mr. Vanderlip (interposing). It is not altogether true to-day,

Senator.
Senator Reed. If we apply this system, is there any advantage in

having the reserve bank always in a position to receive surplus
moneys from one community and buy the paper of another com-
munity where they need that money ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is not the business of the reserve bank. The
surplus moneys of one community should be invested in the discount
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market in the purchase of paper originating in the other communi-
ties. The business of the reserve banks is to hold the reserves and to
rediscount for reserve purposes the paper of member banks, but not
to invest here and there, according to whether money is easy or not.

Senator Reed. Then we come to the proposition that you do not
think there is very much in the argument that the central bank, the
reserve bank, would become the market place in which the surplus of
one community would be transferred to the other place?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it would be very bad banking, and if it

did become the market place, the market place would be the discount
market, and that you can not create without a central bank. In order

to have a discount market you have got to make liquid the commodity
you sell there; that is, commercial paper. You can only do that by
having a central bank, to which the purchaser can go to rediscount.

A central bank is necessary for the creation of a discount market,

and the discount market is the place where surplus funds will be

invested.

Senator Weeks. Let me ask you if you do not think the greatest

difficulty in our situation in the past has been that under our law

New York and the central reserve cities have really been put in a

position of creating central banks, and that those banks have been

given the power to recoup their resources in case of a strain, so that

New York has really been the clearing house of all their troubles ?

Mr. Vandeelip. We have a one-armed central bank. We have

held the reserves and had no power to issue notes, and the moment
circulation was diminished we have had to give up our reserves. It

has been an impossible role to play. It has been like creating a

central bank without creating a note-issue privilege.

The Chaibman. It also compelled you to lend on the stock market,

did it not, on call loans ?
•

i.
•

Mr. Vandeelip. We are absolutely compelled to do it. There is

no desire whatever for the banks of New York to loan upon stock-

exchange collateral. Why should they want to loan at 3 per cent

when they could otherwise get 4 or 5 per cent? They are compelled

to do it because they are compelled to have this secondary line of

reserve. ' They are compelled to place their funds where they can get

them back quickly.
. . • , .• ,.

When a New York bank buys a piece of commercial paper, that

paper has got to lie in its portfolio until it matures. There is noth-

mg the New York bank can do with it. It will not do to invest its

funds in commercial paper. It must invest in something it can turn

back into money if its country correspondents demand money, bo

we have hundreds of millions of dollars invested m call loans.

Senator Weeks. Do you believe, Mr. Vanderlip, that you express

the views of New York bankers generally on that subjects

Mr. Vandeelip. In just what particular?

Senator Weeks. I mean in the particular that it is undesirable to

loan so much money on stock-exchange collateral.

Mr. Vandeelip. I think so. . , „„ , _
Senator Beistow. Mr. Vanderlip, if you did not pay interest on

thSe reserve deposits, you would not have to make these loans m
orders to keep even, would you ?
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Mr. Vanderlip. Well, we are doing business for profit. That is

the object of running a bank.

The Chairman. You have to do that in any event in order to have

quick assets; in order to have a quick reserve you have to do that?

Mr. Vandeklii'. Yes. I do not care whether it is bank deposits or

anything else
;
you have got to have a quick reserve. Our legal limit

is 25 per cent. If we get a call that takes us below it, we are in

an illegal position and we have got to be able to recoup ourselves.

We can not sit still and wait for a commercial note to mature. We
have got to get money. In order to do that we must have some of

our funds in call loans.

Under the new plan our commercial paper is available for money.

Now when we make a commercial loan it must mature. Under the

new plan we will have two ways of converting it into money—one

to sell it in a discount matrket and the other to take it to the reserve

bank and rediscount it.

Senator Beistow. Having these millions upon which you are pay-

ing 2 per cent, it becomes imperative that you get some return, does

it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. It is imperative, anyway. Senator, that we have

invested some of our funds that we can quickly realize on. Suppose
the New York banks had no bank deposits, but merely commercial
deposits, and suppose the reserve was fixed at 25 per cent, or any
other amount. The desire to make money will tend to make us loan

down to the legal minimum of 25 per cent. If we have any sudden
call from any customers and get below our limit, it is necessary to

recoup ourselves. In order to do that we have to have some invest-

ment we can dispose of. We can not dispose of commercial paper.
All we can do is to sit and wait for the commercial paper to ma-

ture. So we must either carry an investment or make a loan on call

that we can get back. You get commercial paper which has the
quality of being turned into cash and you do away with this neces-
sity, and there is no motive but necessity for investing in call loans.

Senator Reed. You could carry a sum much larger than your legal
reserve and use that, but that would cut into your profits very
materially ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir. If you are running a bank for profit,
you would run with as low a reserve as permissible.

Senator Nelson. The other alternative would be that these $180,-
000,000 that you have in call loans—the other alternative would be
to keep that money in your vaults?
Mr. Vandeelip. Exactly; and the figure is much larger than

$180,000,000. That figure is what out-of-town banks are loaning in
the call-loan market at the moment.

Senator Nelson. If you could not have a secondary reserve, you
would have to have an immense primary reserve ?

Mr. Vandeelip. You have got to have it in one or the other.
Senator Hitchcock. I think vou testified that the average rate

was 2.96.

Mr. Vandeelip. The average for the last five years.
Senator Hitchcock. And your own deposits cost you 2.66?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. So that your net earnings are one-third of 1
per cent?
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Ml-. Vanderlip. That would be the case if we invested all our bank
deposits in call loans.

_
Senator Hitchcock. Just take it for illustration ; there is a mar-

gin of one-third of 1 per cent?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose you stop paying interest and simply

invested these country bank deposits in perfectly good bonds which
fluctuate very slightly. Why would not the country be better off,

and you be better off?

Mr. Vandeelip. Bonds fluctuate very slightly, unless they are
forced upon the market at a time when there are no buyers. Suppose
we are in the position of having invested the reserves of the country
in bonds, and the country wanted those reserves from all New York
banks that had done that. Our position would be very precarious.
We would have to sell the bonds in order to get money, and there
would be no buyers. We would have to take losses.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose you invested only one-half of your
reserves in 4 per cent bonds

;
you would be better off, as far as interest

was concerned
;
you would have a larger amount of cash.

Mr. Vandeelip. We do invest some part of the bank surplus in

bonds. The National City Bank carries about $30,000,000. I regard
that as a proper investment for a portion of a bank's capital. I do
not regard it as a proper investment for any considerable amount of

a bank's deposits.

Senator Hitchcock. What would be the effect if the law prohibited

you from paying interest on reserves ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would be rather a happy effect for the New
York banks, I should think. If the reserve law were the same as it

is at present, we would hold less of the money of the country banks.

Senator Hitchcock. More would be kept at home, would it not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Not very much more. They keep at home all they

DPed. It is as I have said. In the event of the establishment of this

central reserve bank, a New York bank would keep about all of its

cash with the central reserve bank. A bank would rather have a

sound-bank credit than to be burdened with cash, if it does not need

the cash. I do not believe that a country bank would keep any more

cash than it needs.
. . - .

Senator Hitchcock. Is there not an inconsistency in arguing

against a reserve bank dividing its earnings, as a party at interest, on

country bank balances, and yet advocating the paying of interest

oncountrybankbalancesby New York banks?

Mr Vakdeelip. The function of the two is entirely different, ihe

New York banks are run for profit; that is why they are there, if

conditions are such that they can not make profits, they will not be

there. The Federal reserve banks ought to be run for the conserva-

tion of the resources of the country. ^^ , , , . „ .i,„

Senator Hitchcock. Because the New York banks are run for the

purpose of making money it has been deemed disadvantageous to

have the large balances pile up there under the form of ^vestment

but because the reserve banks are run for the benefit of the country

it seems to be desirable to pile up reserves there and mobilize the bal-

ances of the other banks. So it seems to me your argumen s ought

to be reversed, and you ought to be in favor of not allowing the ><ew
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York banks to pay interest, and you ought to be in favor of having

the reserve banks pay interest.

Mr. Vandeelip. I would prefer to have the surplus funds invested

in the discount market, so that the money will find its way into some
other channel, in fact, where the demand is greater and the interest

rate higher.

Senator Reed. How would you reach this stock-exchange call loan

proposition? Would you do it by prohibiting the loaning of money
upon stocks as collateral?

Mr. Vandeklip. I think nothing could be more foolish.

Senator Reed. How would you do it ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would do it by providing a place to rediscount

commercial paper, so that banks can have their commercial paper
liquidable, and they will then need no prohibition. They will loan
where they will get the highest rate. As long as commercial paper
will pay a higher rate than a stock-exchange loan they will loan
through buying commerical paper.

Senator Reed. Suppose the stock-exchange rate went up, would
they not be in danger of going there and investing their money unless
they were prohibited from doing it?

Mr. Vandeelip. Is there anything criminal in a man's owning
security and borrowing on it ?

Senator Reed. Not the least; but we are speaking of the objection
which you described as dangerous this morning, namely, the loaning
of money on call upon stock-exchange securities, which you said
was an element of danger. We want to avoid that. I am asking
you to tell us, as a practical man, how that can be avoided. We have
already spoken now of the plan for providing a place where banks
can cash their commercial paper, which removes a part of the tempta-
tion that now is before the bank; indeed, we might say the neces-
sity which is now before the bank.

I want to know how we can absolutely prohibit that kind of busi-
ness. Is there any way you can do it ?' A moment ago you charac-
terized my suggestion as a very foolish one.
Mr. Vandeklip. Oh, no ; I did not know you made that suggestion.

I characterized as foolish a suggestion that would prohibit any loan-
ing upon corporate securities. It would not only be foolish; I think
it would be disastrous.

Senator Reed. I did not make that suggestion. I asked you a
question.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Reed. Then you leave the banks free
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). I leave the banks free. Now, they

are under necessity to do this, but under the new condition they
will not be under a necessity. And they never will do it unless the
stock-exchange loan pays more than the commercial loan.

Senator Nelson. And, as a rule, they do not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. As a universal rule they do not now.
Senator Reed. But you see no objection, if a man wanted to bor-

row money of a bank and came down and wanted to give his note for
1 day or 30 days presenting as collateral the stock of the Sleel
company or a railroad company
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). I see no objection to that form of

loan. I see great objection to it becoming the predominant thing
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and the only basis for the secondary reserves which is our present
situation, but I see no objection to that type of loan.

Senator Eeed. In other words, if a bank had some of that, but
had some place to go and cash its commercial paper when it needed
money no danger would exist beyond the short time call loans ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is the exact statement of it.

Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, in answering Senator
Hitchcock when he suggested that if you had this money that you
have in call loans invested in good 4 per cent bonds, it would be more
profitable than carrying, as you do now—when you get only about
one-third of 1 per cent—^your objection was that you could not real-
ize cash on the Donds?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. Now, if you could take those bonds to the Fed-
eral reserve bank and get cash would it not answer the same purpose ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would consider that absolutely wrong m
principle.

Senator Beistow. Now, why?
Mr. Vandeeltp. For this reason: It is simply a shifting of the

loan, and there is no way of immediately liquidating that loan. The
only way holders of such a loan can get their money is by shifting

it from one place to another. The thing that should be the basis of

all loans at the central bank should be their inherent self-liquidating

quality.

Senator Beistow. You expect the central bank to collect this loan

and you be relieved entirely—the Federal bank collects this paper

which you rediscount there, does it not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Practically, yes.

Senator Beistow. And you have nothing more to do with it?

Mr. Vandeelip. No ; we have rediscounted it. It is in their port-

folio, and when it becomes due it will be paid at whatever point has

been provided in the note, supposing there was no intervention on the

part of the discounting bank. It might be that the bank discounting

the note would want to have the note in its possession and get it

paid and would substitute some other note of a longer maturity a

few days before its own maturity.

Senator Beistow. How is that? The bank that discounted it

would take another note, and they would take that other note up.

Mr Vandeelip. It would be quite likely, if it wanted to take up

its loan at the central bank. It would then substitute a new note for

a maturing note, and it is to be presumed it would do that a day or

two before the maturity, so as to have the note m its own hands when

Senator Beistow. And then, if it wanted to extend that note, or

''°Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). It would be free to do what it chose.

Senator Beistow. That would be very convenient for the bank

that was in the same city where the Federal bank was, but it would

be very inconvenient for a bank that was 1,000 miles away from

*
Mr^^V^NDEELip. There never ought to be that distance intervening.

There should be many branches. I have no objection to multiplying

branches as much as you choose, withm reason. I think no banks

should be more than overniglit from a branch, and m the practical
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working out, it should probably never be but a few hours away froih

a branch. It would be with the branch that this paper would be

lodged.

Senator Bristow. Now, in the country a vast amount of this bank-
able paper is not expected to be paid, and is not paid; it is renewed
from month to month. I think that is not true in the cities so much.
But would not this system put that country bank that does not have
this three-months' paper under a very great disadvantage as com-
pared to the city branch ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir; it would put that country bank at some
disadvantage as compared with a State bank doing business in that
city, because the State bank would say to the customer, " We will

make a nine-months' loan to 3'ou." The national bank would say,
" We will make a three-months' loan, and we will renew it." The
customer would say, " Maybe they will renew it and maybe they
won't. Perhaps it would be better to make this for nine months, and
I will go to the State bank." There is going to be that disadvantage,
and that is one of the reasons why there will be a change of small
banks into State banks.

Senator Nelson. In that connection, would there be any harm in
extending this paper from 90 days' to 6 months' maturity—not all of
it, but a certain proportion of it, I mean. Would there be any
harm in allowing the bank to take a certain proportion, say 25 per
cent, of 6-months' paper

Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). In principle I should rather be
against that. I believe there is enough 90-day paper for all the
needs. Take a bank that makes all of its loans for 6 months.
Naturally half of that bank's portfolio is always 90-day paper, if it
does a business tliat is the same the year around, a business that is
continuous. I believe there will be ample 90-day paper.
The Chairman. I remind the committee that the table I put in the

record shows there is over $36,000,000 of 90-day paper available.

_
Mr. Vandeelip. You must remember that the rediscounts of na-

tional banks now are comparatively small. I believe the fio'ures
show $109,000,000 as the highest they have been in a long time. ''The
average country bank never borrows; it is only the exceptional bank
that borrows. I thmk there will be no shortage of 90-day paper

Senator Weeks. Well, under the present system the reserve banks
lia-ve discouraged borrowing, which has kept the natural borrow-
ings down to a minimum.
Mr. Vandeelip. The borrowings will naturally be much largerunder this system. It is not considered very good practice io? abank t<, borrow except m the South, where it (s the general practice,

that therrsl7aU be-
suggestions, on page 13 it is provided

Ideas of Congress are m regard to the reduction of the debt I wouldrather see i made more definite as to just what the ideas of Coneress are with reference to the reduction of the debt
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Senator Ebed. You would want the law to prescribe?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. What would you say, Mr. Vanderlip, to a proposi-
tion to try to pay the national debt in connection with this legis-

lation ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it very desirable to pay the national debt.

The objection which some have raised to this, that there would no
longer be any basis for note circulation, disappears with this meas-
ure, and it would seem a most appropriate time to consider the ulti-

mate retirement of the national debt.

Senator Weeks. Is not that basis of note circulation the only rea-

son the sinking funds have not been made applicable to the payment
of the debt, and has there been any other single reason why the debt
has not been paid?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think there is no other single reason, and I think

there has been a good deal of neglect on the part of the Treasury
Department in not keeping up the sinking fund.

Senator Nelson. It would be a good plan to devote the whole of

this sinking fund to the retirement of our national debt ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Admirable.
Senator Nelson. And put it in specific terms in the bill?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir; rather than leave it to the discretion of

a bank. We already have laws providing for sinking funds, but

for years they have not been very carefully observed.

Senator Eeed. Would you use any means of retiring the debt ex-

cept the employment of a sinking fund?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think it is always an admirable thing for a coun-

try with a surplus revenue to devote that to the retirement of its

debt, rather than incur unnecessary expenditures.

Senator Nelson. There ought to be a provision in the bill that

when the surplus exceeds a certain amount it shall be devoted to

the payment of the debt.

Mr. Vanderlip. That would be a wise provision.

Senator Nelson. Would not $100,000,000 be ample? I mean, when-

ever it exceeded $100,000,000

Mr. Vanderlip (interposing). $100,000,000 is less than the Treas-

ury has usually had as a free asset.

Senator Nelson. What would you put the figure at?

Mr. Vanderlip. Making a very offhand guess, without any study

of the subject, I think $125,000,000 would be an ample Treasury free

'

Senator Nelson. Or, put it a little higher and say $150,000,000.

Whenever the surplus exceeded $150,000,000 the overplus should be

devoted to the retirement of the national debt from time to time.

Would not that be a good plan to put into the bill?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would.
, , , . ^ j

Section 10 of the bill provides for State banks being converted

into national banks, or for State banks becoming members of the

Federal reserve bdnk without being converted. They are permitted

to do this upon a regulation provided for

Senator Eeed (interposing). You refer to the last three lines on

page 15, " under such rules and regulations as it may prescribe J

Senator Nelson. It is lines 21 and 22 on page 15.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 i
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Mr. Vandeelip. I am now looking on page 16 at line 16. It reads

:

Such by-laws shall require applying banks not organized under Federal law

to comply with the reserve requirements and submit to the inspection and

regulation provided for in this and other laws relating to national banks.

That word " regulation " needs more definition, it seems to me. It

is going to become very important under what terms you will admit

State banks to membership in the central reserve banks. If they_ are

to have all the regulations that apply to a national bank, they might
as well be converted into national banks and there is no need of

permitting them to become members.
Senator Nelson. Let me interrupt you by stating that one of the

bankers here—I do not recall his name—made an objection to that

word " regulation." He held the effect of it was to compel them to,

do just what the national banks did in every respect, and on that

account he objected to the word.
Mr. Vandeelip. That would be my own opinion. If they are to be

regulated so that in every respect they must do just as a national

bank, then they might as well be a national bank and there is no
point in permitting a State bank to become a member. I think that

ought not to be left to the Federal board to determine either. I
think the law ought to be pretty specific, so we will know what a
State bank can do and under what terms it may become a member.

Senator Eebd. Then, too, if there were a regulation made by the
Secretary of the Treasury, I presume there is nothing in this bill

—

I see nothing—to keep the next Secretary of the Treasury from
changing the regulation.

Mr. Vanderlip. Nothing.
Senator Eeed. There would be rather an uncertain tenure?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Nelson. How would it do to substitute the words " submit

to the inspection and supervision " ; substitute the word " supervi-
sion " for the word " regulation "

?

Mr. Vanderlip. As I remember it, Mr. Glass in his exposition of
the bill said that the reserve requirement, the capital requirement,
and the examination requirement were all that this meant. If that
is so, it ought to say so. It does not say so in the bill.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, a State bank, like a foreign exchange
bank in New York City having branches, could become a member
under this system ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. That would be a considerable advantage over
a national bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. Very much. And the thing you are in danger of

doing here, is passing a bill that will make all national banks turn
State banks, and, instead of consolidating the banking business undet
the national charter, you are going to disperse it. If there were
some way of attracting State banks into this scheme rather than
putting a premium on national banks going out of it, the ultimate
success would be very much more probable.

Senator Weeks. If you were managing a State bank and this bill
were put up to you as the law, you probably would hesitate about
going in until you had seen how it was working?
Mr. Vanderlip. Being in the fortunate position of having an

option whether to go in or not, I would wait. I would take advan-
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wf^^''"
""^ ^'f^^'"^ ^^^

l^«
^°^ i<^ worked. I would see what thisword "regulation" meant. I would see what the success of the'measure was likely to be.

Senator Weeks Naturally, if other men felt in the same way,we need not expect to see State banks go into the system at once?Mr. Vanderlip. Not at once.

T^^ftfrnS^^^^-Jr
'^'*^ ^Y *^^ ^°^^ig'^ exchange bank which

has branches would have an advantage over the national bank?
Mr. VANDERLIP. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. If you let it come in ?

Mr. Vandeklip. So will any State bank organized under the laws
of New York, because they have much more liberal privileges than
national banks.

Senator Reed. How are we to equalize that so that the national
bank will not suffer by virtue of that situation?

•
^r. Vanderlip. By seeing if you can not extend some privileges

instead of putting all your attention on new prohibitions. That
seems to me to be one direction that the committee's thought ought
to take, so as to undertake to attract State banks into this system.

Senator Eeed. Yes; but what I am speaking of is this: Here is
a bank with a lot of branches. That gives it an advantage. Now,
we bring that bank into the system and give it the advantages of this
system. Now, we have created an institution that is empowered
to do the very thing that all national banks are denied the right to
do. Would you suggest extending to national banks the right to
have branches?
Mr. Vanderlip. I certainly would suggest it, in the cities in which

they are located. There is no conceivable reason, to my mind, why
that should be prohibited. As a matter of fact, the act does not at
present prohibit it. There has been a ruling of the comptroller;
there has never been a court decision on the subject. But it would
be highly desirable if the national banks could have branches within
the city where they are located.

Senator Reed. And you would limit it to their city ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would.
Senator Hollis. Why limit it?

Mr. Vanderlip. It is a question on which there are certainly two'

points of view. The strength of an institution that is practically

under one control, is very much greater than that of an institution

with branches all over the country. There would be this on the other

side : There is such political prejudice—a prejudice that seems to me
very unreasoning—against it that I have almost ceased to think it

possible to talk about having general branches for a bank.

Senator Reed. But you think that if they were limited to the city

in which the principal bank exists, that would be placing such a

limitation upon their extent as to meet, at least in a measure, the'

objection that they might grow too large and their influence become

too commanding? Is that the thought?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is my thought ; and it would come as a sur-

prise to the national bankers, because it would be the first advantage

they had been offered since the creation of the system, I think.
_
It

would be a most happy thing to offer the national banks something

in addition
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Senator Eeed (interposing). Would you limit the number they

could maintain?
Mr. Vandeelip. Not at all.

Senator Reed. You would just limit it territorially?

Mr. "Vandeklip. There is one bank in London that has 100 branches
in the city of London.

Senator Shafeoth. Would that be satisfactory to the other banker ?

Mr. Vandeelip. You are legislating for the national banks, and it

would be very satisfactory to them.
Senator Shafeoth. All of them? Or would there be a rivalry

against the one bank that had so many branches?
Mr. Vandeelip. Then they would have to do better banking and

compete successfully. No; I think that, on the whole, national banks
would be glad to have that privilege.

Senator Bristow. It would reduce the number materially, would
it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Reed. Is there not a control which the Federal Govern-
ment exercises over these banks which meets some of the objections

which ordinarily pertain to combinations, namely, that the Federal
Government can limit the amount of capital of a bank if it wants to,

and it otherwise has a very complete control over it? That would
be an offset.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Reed. I am not committing myself to that, but I am sug-

gesting the thought.
Senator Nelson. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, Canada has some 18 or 19

chartered banks, my recollection is, and they probably have over a
thousand branch banks.
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Scattered all over. I do not Iniow, but they have

2,000. I have heard the criticism made that those branch banks—
for instance, out in the prairie Provinces in Alberta, Saskatchewan,
and Manitoba—that they pull in the money in that country and send
it down to the head banks at Toronto and Montreal, and drain the
country. Then if they apply for loans to those branch banks, as a
rule, they can not get any satisfaction, especially if money is a little
tight, until they hear from the head bank at Toronto or Winnipeg.
In other words, the system, as developed in Canada to that extreme,
I do not think has worked as well as it might. What is your in-
formation on that?
Mr. Vandeelip. I fancy a true analysis of that situation would

show that those complaints were not well founded. We have heard
the same complaints made that in certain Southern States they de-
posit money in New York and can not borrow any when they want
it. I have looked up the record and find that they borrow five or
SIX or seven times as much as they deposit. I presume you will find
that these small western communities borrow very much more from
the reserve city banks than they actually deposit m the banks.

Ihe action of a bank with many branches is to equalize the supply
of loanable funds, and the funds will flow where the interest rate is
the highest. The interest rate will be highest in the smallest com-
munity, and I expect you will find that the Canadian banks have
worked to the benefit of those few small communities rather than
taken their funds and loaned them to the centers.
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Senator Hitchcock. How do you interpret this paragraph nowm relation to branch banks? Can a State bank having branches
come in?
Mr. Vanderlip. I am unable to interpret it and no one can inter-

pret it until he can interpret the meaning of the word ", regulation,"
and that must lie in the mind of the Secretary of the Treasury or the
Federal reserve board.

Senator Reed. You think, I take it from your remarks in regard
to this section and the preceding one, that when a man comes to
invest his money or go into a great system that involves his money,
he ought to have fixed rules of law which prescribe his rights and
specify his obligations that he should not be required to depend
upon the individual opinion of some man, however good that man
may be.

Mr. Vanderlip. I wish I had the power to state my views as pre-
cisely as that. That is exactly what I think.

Senator Reed. And you would apply that to the entire currency
system, would you not, except where you come to the point of passing
upon the question of whether a particular piece of paper is good
or bad?
Mr. Vanderlip. That is making the statement a little too sweep-

ing. In general, however, wherever it is possible to put the specific

thing in this bill, I would do so rather than leave it discretionary

upon a board.
Senator Pomerene. What have you in mind as proper conditions

or regulations upon which the State banks should be admitted into

this system?
Mr. Vanderlip. If you want to get the State banks into the sys-

tem, then I would say have the capital the same as a national bank

under similar conditions. Have the same examinations and the same

reserve requirements. If you stop there, you must recognize that

there will be more advantages under the State charter than under

the national charter. If you impose all the conditions of the national

charter on the State bank it would not accept them and would not

come in. You have your choice.

Senator Reed. That leaves us with the question still unsolved ?

Senator Nelson. No; he has put in the limitations there. Capi-

tal—this provides for reserves

Mr. Vanderlip (interposing). Capital, reserve, and examination.

Senator Nelson. As to capital you would include an exception?

Senator Reed. You said if you made their requirements too strin-

gent on them and cut them off from their present rights they would

not come iji; if you made it too liberal, as I understood, Mr. Vander-

lip, then the national banks might go in

Mr Vanderlip (interposing). That is exactly what they will do.

Senator Reed. Now, that leaves the question unsolved. The ques-

tion is how wp can keep the national banks m, and induces the State

banks also to come into this system?
„i,„^.,^

Mr Vanderlip. By liberalizing the terms of the national charter

and the regulations under which national banks are operated so that

they can compete fairly with the State bank.

Senator Pomerene. In what respects
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Mr. Vanderlip. In respect to branches, in one particular; in re-

spect to doing a tl-ust business ip another. I do not know that I

would undertake to enumerate the advantages that a State bank has

over a national bank, but those are different in various States.

Senator Beistow. But not loaning on real estate ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Never.
Senator Nelson. Nearly all the State banks can do that.

Senator Keed. You are giving some very interesting testimony

here, but we have come to a point now that is very greatly troubling

me, whether thi^ bill is not going to send all the national banks out

of the system and into the State bank system, or else so limit tjie

rights of State banks coming in that they will not want to come in.

Now, I do not know if you are prepared to make your suggestions as

to what advantages could be given to the national banks that are of a

practicable and reasonable character, but I wish before you leave

you would try to give us those suggestions.

Mr. Vandeelip. I shall be very glad to submit those in detail.

Senator Weeks. And at the same time the provisions which you
think would induce State banks to come into the system.
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Hollis. Do you not think, Mr. Vanderlip, that the mere

name of national bank is of some value to them ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It i^ of some value in a small community. It is

of no value in New York City, for instance, or any of the great
cities.

To take up section 11, relative to the Federal reserve board : Here
is the point, I suppose, that most bankers raise as the principal objec-
tion to the bill. It is a pretty general feelijig that the bankers con-
tribute capital for these reserve banks, should have representation on
the Federal reserve board. I, myself, believe ' it would be very
good, if they had a minority representation on the board. However,
if that is impossible I particularly object to the constitution of the
board in its present form.

I believe it is bad to have ex officio members on that board and to
have ex officio members whose duties are already sufficient to engross
their time fully. This will be a very important board ; it will be a
man's size job to be a member of this board. He ought to be devoting
all his time to it. He ought to have experience. The board should
have continuity. If you put Cabinet officers on that board they
will of necessity go out with each change of administration, and
may go much more frequently than that. They are fully engrossed,
if they are properly looking after their other duties, and they can
not, I believe, perform in a creditable manner the duties of this
Federal reserve board.

If it is going to be constituted entirely by Government appoint-
ment, I would increase the salaries, I would have longer terms,
and I would have the men appointed devote their time to this work
exclusively. Continuity of management is a great thing. You
might have a change of the majority of the board on the change of
a President. You make the thing the toy of politics in this way
It ought to be removed from politics as far as is the Supreme Couit.
I think it would be about as proper to appoint the Attorney General
to the Supreme Court, because he happens to be in the Cabinet, as it
is to put the Secretary of Agriculture on this board.
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Senator Eeed. But don't you think the experience of the Secretary
of Agriculture ought to be of value in handling a financial proS
sition of this sort? [Laughter.] But, Mr. VanderliprsSly,

"he TreaSir^ r ^'''' ^"^^^'* ^"""^"^ ^'''' ^''''^"'^^ *^^ Secretary oj

Mr. Vanderlip That is debatable. I should prefer to see a board
o± inspection created that was headed by the Secretary of the Treas-ury and that embraced the comptroller and any other Government
oacials you chose, which had the power of inspection anywhere
down the line to see that the law was being obeyed. There are some
reasons for putting the Secretary of the Treasury on, because he has
the depositing of the Government moneys. There are other reasons-
but this makes the whole board rather subservient to the Secretary
of the Treasury. •'

The bill frequently says that things shall be done by the board
under direction of the Secretary of the Treasury. This board ought
to be superior to any Cabinet officer. It is not an appendage of the
Treasury; it is a great organization. Members should be of the
highest caliber; men that were paid salaries sufficient to attract and
keep able men. Now, keep men; there is the point. You develop a
good men here at $10,000 a year and I will hire him at $25,000. You
want to pay men so you can keep them here. You want continuity of
management.

Senator Eeed. It is true that this bill as drawn does frequently,
as you say, say that certain things shall be under under the direction
of the Secretary of the Treasury. But I call your attention to the
fact that this bill requires that every dollar that is now in the Fed-
eral Treasury, except that held on special deposit, shall at once go
into the banks, and every dollar hereafter gathered in by the Fed-
eral Treasury must at once go into the banks. And, of course, the
special deposits, most of them, can speedily be removed there by using
the gold and silver certificates to withdraw them. Now, if the
Secretary of the Treasury is not to have a broad discretion, do you
not think that provision ought to be changed so that the discretion
would be vested in the Government to put all or part of its money in ?

Mr. Vandehlip. That ^ould be much more desirable than to give
the Secretary of the Treasury the power that is given here, where it

says that the manager of the Federal reserve board shall be subject
to the supervision of the Secretary of the Treasury and that the
manager of the Federal reserve board shall be the active executive
officer of the Federal reserve board.

The Chairman. You would strike out " Secretary of the Treas-
ury " in that line?

Mr. Vanderlip. I certainly would.
Senator Eeed. And you would modify the other section allowing

the Secretary of the Treasury to have some discretion about putting

the people's money into this institution ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would not expressly object to that. I think non-

partisanship is not accomplished when jou say that not more than

two shall be of the same political party ; it rather emphasizes that the

other two shall be of the same political party. I do not believe that

helps the measure much.
Senator Bristow. Is not that an invitation to put partisans on the

board ?
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Mr. Vandeelip. Why, it is almost a command.
Senator Hitchcock. Would not the board be a good place to put

our ex-Presidents? [Laughter.]

Senator Eeed. Barring one, you would answer " Yes," would you

not?
Mr. Vandeelip. I was thinking of that one. [Laughter.]

Senator Beistow. Some of us might think he was the very man to

put there.

Senator Weeks. Seriously, Mr. Vanderlip, you refer to paying the

members of this board large salaries. Now, there is a standard of

salaries in connection with the Government service which must be

maintained, and it would probably be impossible to compete with the

National City Bank in paying salaries to a board like that. Don't

you think the honor of being a member of that board coming to a

man who is fit to be a member would be sufficient so that he would
accept such a place and serve, notwithstanding the fact the salary

was not commensurate with the kind of service ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly there would be a tendency that way.
The Government has a great advantage in that respect.

Senator Nelson. Would you not get superior men in that way ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Superior men at a smaller salary than at a larger

one?
Senator Nelson. Than if you just made it a question of salary?
Mr. Vandeelip. I should not make it just a question of salary by

any means ; I would make it so that the salary from somewhere else

would not counterbalance the salary and the honor together.
Senator Hitchcock. A Cabinet salary ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It ought to be as high as a Cabinet salary, I should
think. You want men for this position who are capable of earning
large salaries. You want men who have earned large salaries, or
who have been successful. You do not want unsuccessftil men, finan-
cially speaking, in this business. You want men who have been suc-
cessful.

Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, do you think political ap-
pointments are made with a view to whether a man has been success-
ful or not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I do. I think they are frequently made with a
view to the fact that he has not been successful.

Senator Beistow. That he has failed in the last campaign and
needs a job. [Laughter.]

Senator Eeed. We can call them political appointments if we
please, but the Supreme Court of the United States and all the
Federal judiciary are appointed by a political power and confirmed
by another branch of political power. And yet, speaking of the
question at large, we have a very superior class of men in those po-
sitions, and that is because the position is regarded as one of great
honor and not a position of profit, is it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly.
Senator Eeed. We have got to go to one source or the other for

these guardians of this contemplated system. Either we must go to
the banks, which may have a selfish interest, or we must eo to the
Government, or we must go to both.
Senator Nelson. The great business men are merchants?
Senator Eeed. Yes.
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Mr. Vanderlip. I am not nearly so much afraid of malign political
nfluence as I am of lack of wisdom. I want to establish a con-
inuity of management here. I want to see men qualified by ex-
)erience. I am not so much afraid of the political side of this thing.
[ am very much afraid of the inexperience side of it.

Senator Reed. And therefore willing to have always at least a
najority of men on this board who are connected with banks and
vho are familiar with it ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly, a majority ; and I would say, as far as
possible, men of long experience. Of course, some new men might
ret on.

Senator Pomerene. I am glad to hear you say you have faith in
i^our Government.
Mr. Vanderlip. Thank you.
Senator Reed. Generally speaking, there has been a good deal of

oose talk about politics, just as there has been a good deal of talk
ibout banks. Sometimes it is justifiable and sometimes it is not
iustifiable. Do you think that any President of the United States
jyould be likely to make these appointments without having a proper
regard for the importance of the place that he is charged with the re-

iponsibility of filling ?

Mr. Vanderlip. When I look ahead I have a good deal of faith.

iVhen I look back, and see some of the appointments that have been
nade, my faith is shaken a little. I do not mean recent appoint-
nents; I mean looking back historically at men who have filled im-
jortant places.

Senator Reed. Let us take the position of the Secretary of the

Freasury. Some of us have differed with the policies of the Secre-

;ary of the Treasury, but as a general rule they have been a pretty

iincere type of men, have they not ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; as a general rule.

Senator Reed. And, making allowances for inexperience, they have
ione pretty well as a general proposition, have they not ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

Senator Reed. Now, do you know any other way by which these

nen could be selected except by the banks or by the country ?

Mr. Vanderi-ip. No. We do not want to return to the old Spartan

vay of selecting by lot, I suppose. They should be selected one way
)r the other—by the banks or by the Government.

Senator Reed. Are there not objections to banks selecting, which

vould be an objection to the bankers themselves? That is to say,

f your bank had a friendly representative upon this board might it

lot be of great advantage to your bank? Pardon me for using your

)ank for illustration, but I was using it as an illustration of a class.

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it might. But I shall hope it shall have

I friendly representative upon this board, and that all banks will

lave a friendly representative upon the board.

Senator Reed. I meant more than that. I meant a representative

vho might be specially interested in the bank. That woud not be

•ight, of course, but are not there just as many objections on that

ide as there are on the other when you come down seriously to talk

ibout it, and that is what we are trying to do this afternoon?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not think there are quite as many, but per-

onally I shall be satisfied with a political board if I am assured of its
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continuity—that the members will be devoting their entire time to it

and that every precaution is taken to make it of the highest possible

type.

Senator Eeed. I think I agree with you on that, that the board

ought to devote its entire time, imless it is the Secretary of the

treasury.
Senator Hitchcock. What discretionary power do you think that

board should have to regulate the volume of currency ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it should have none. I will come to that

point later, when I come to that part of the bill. But it seems to me
completely wrong that it might refuse a bank the privilege of taking
out currency. Personally I think there should be no tax on that

currency. So far as the Government is concerned, it is merely tak-

ing it from one pocket and putting it into the other. The people
are the ones to determine the volume of currency. No one else can
determine it. They will use bank notes, or they will use gold re-

serve; it does not make any difference to them. They will have in

their pockets a given amount, and they will determine that amount.
A bank note that does not count in the reserve is of no value what-
ever to the bank. It is only of value to the person who can use it

in his pocket. I think there is no danger in giving these central
banks the power to issue all the currency that the people will use.

The banks can not use that currency. The people will use the cur-
rency. The currency is of no value in the hands of the banks, as it

does not count as reserve.

Of course, to digress a moment, there is the trouble with your
dual system of State banks and national banks, concerning the ques-
tion of reserves with the State bank, and that is a trouble that you
Wh,nt to find some way, if you possibly can, to eliminate. I think the
best way would be to construct a system so that it would be attractive
to all State banks to come in. There is grave danger to the whole
system; there is grave danger to the Treasury Department and to
the Government in permitting a large amount of these notes to find
their way into the reserves of State banks.

Senator Hitchcock. That is permissible in Germany now ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Suppose such a situation exists here. We have
many millions of these new notes held in the reserves of the State
banks, and suppose something happens that alarms the holders of
those notes to an extent where they think it will be wiser to convert
them into other forms of reserve money, into gold and lawful money.
You might get a presentation of the whole mass within a short time.
The redemption of them would be an almost impossible thing, for
the amount would be so large. And in proportion to the size of it
the daiiger is great. I know of no way you can prevent a State
bank holding those bank notes in its reserve except to induce the
bank to come into the national system, where you can properly bar
them from the reserves.

f f j

Senator Hitchcock. I suppose it could be prevented in those
banks, where they were subjected to the same laws which the national
banks are subjected to.

Mr. Vandeelip. That will apply to those who come in, but re-member that there are $12,000,000,000 of deposits in State banks
now, against $8,000,000,000 in national banks. Under this bill T
believe State banks will increase and national banks will decrease
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as it stands, so that the chance of getting a very great mass of these
bank notes into the reserves, for the support of this $12,000,000,000
of deposits, is serious.

Senator Hitchcock. Under this bill, as it stands now, how con-
siderable do you interpret the power of the reserve board to be, as

to the contracting or expanding of currency ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The bill is not clear as to whether this rate of
interest, so-called, could be changed after notes were outstanding.
I think there is a good deal of confusion about the rate of interest.

It is not clear whether the Federal board could charge a different

rate in different sections of the country or a different rate at differ-

ent times to the same bank, or change the rates after notes were out-

standing. I do not believe they should have either the power to

refuse the notes or the power to tax them.
Senator Hitchcock. You think that whenever securities were pre-

sented to the reserve bank and it had the necessary gold reserve it

should issue them ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The gold reserve is the limit.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, has not Germany, with practically that

same law, rather gotten into difficulties ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Germany has saved itself from the greatest diffi-

culties. The Eeichsbank management is a monument to what can
be done with a scientific banking system.

Senator Hitchcock. The Eeichsbank notes are made reserve for

the other banks in Germany ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That I am not familiar with.

The Chaieman. And they are arlso made legal tender.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; they are also made legal tender.

Senator Eeed. How much reserve in gold should there be held as

against notes issued ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think the reserve provided for of 33^ per cent

is ample.
Senator Eeed. You think that is much safer than now ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Eeed. And if made a little higher the system would be a

little safer, would it not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly. And if you will put a tax on de-

ficiency of reserve instead of taxing the notes you will control the

issue. There is the place to put the governor—a tax on the deficiency

of the reserve ?

Senator Hitchcock. That would be better ; it would be permanent.

Senator Eeed. Make it graduated, though.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; make it a graduated tax.

Senator Hitchcock. It would not be left to the option of some

board ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No ; and it ought not to be.

Senator Hitchcock. I agree with you there. ;

. Mr Vandeelip. Now we come to this much-debated clause ot the

power to compel loans. I believe that is a necessary power as long

as you have more than one central bank. The power to permit loans

I do not consider is a necessary power to give to the Federal board,

If these banks choose to loan to one another, very good. As a

matter of fact, they will not choose so to loan. The management of

the bank will leave it to the members of that bank to deal with tne
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members of another bank where the interest rate is high, thus hav-

ing individual banks discount for individual banks rather than for

the central bank to discount for the central bank in the high interest

rate community.
Senator Eeed. There has been a matter, and your answer suggests

the thought again, that has been bothering me a good deal. There
have been a number of bankers here who have objected most strenu-

ously to the provision that one of these reserve banks should advance
n^neys to another reserve bank, and they have said that is very
wicked and very wrong, and yet in the same breath those gentlemen
will advocate one central bank. Now, if all the money was piit into

one central bank, then that management would necessarily have to

loan money to all of the member banks all over the country. And if

there are 12 of these banks and the idea of one bank is so admirable,
it seems to me the closer we draw the twelve banks together the
nearer we are approaching the idea of one bank.
Mr. Vandeelip. Certainly. The greater the decentralization here,

by making numerous reserve centers, the more arbitrary the power
you must give to the reserve board. If you make one reserve center
you have to give no power to the Federal board at all, because the
thing is accomplished. But with numerous centers arbitrary power,
obnoxious as it is, must be given to the reserve boards in order to
pipe those reserves together.

Senator Eeed. The more cooperation you have, the nearer you come
to the strength that lies in one central institution ?

Mr. Vanderlip. And that is what you really are all after. You
may not quite know it, but I think that is what you really all want.

Senator Nelson. That provision there, in effect, makes one central
bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. Certainly; except that in practical operation it

will never work. Now, instead of saying that this is an obnoxious
provisions and ought to be taken out, I am forced to admit I do not
believe it is strong enough. It will never work. Why won't it

work ? Because loans can only be made at from 1 to 3 per cent above
the highest rate prevailing, that, in the first place, is not very clear.
I suppose it means above the highest rate pj^evailing in the com-
munity that is going to borrow. Why should a New Orleans bank
borrow from New York at 3 per cent higher than it is loaning? It
won't work ; they won't do it.

Senator Hitchcock. Maybe that means 3 per cent higher than the
reserve board is charging for currency.
Mr. Vandeelip. Well, you have to look a long ways to read that

meaning into it. At any rate it is not a clear law.
Senator Nelson. It has to be an interest charge to accommodate

the banker. It is to accommodate the banker who has to pay it
Senator Eeed. What is the highest rate at which he pays the in-

terest? ^ '

Senator Nelson. Not less than 1 or above 3 per cent of the highest
rate prevailing m the districts immediately affected.
Mr. Vandeelip. But what does "rates prevailing" mean? Is it

the rates charged by the central banks ?

Senator Eeed. Manifestly, then, if New Orleans had a 6 per cent rate
and New York had a 4 per cent rate and New Orleans wanted money
from New York, under that provision the rate would at least have to
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be 7 per cent to New Orleans, which is a rate higher than anybody
pays down there. Now, why in the name of common sense would
anybody want to borrow money under those terms? It was just as
Mr. Vanderlip said.

Mr. Vanderlip. They won't; the thing will not v.ork.

Senator Reed. All of which leads to the conclusion we ought not
to look to this bill any further? '

Senator Weeks. Are you going to discuss the desirability of the
same discount rate in all regional banks?
Mr. Vanderup. I will discuss it.

Senator Weeks. Let me ask you a definite question : Why should
not a bank in Oklahoma, having a piece of paper that comes within,

the requirements of the law, get a rediscount of that piece of paper
on exactly the same terms that the New York bank would do witii

the same quality of paper?
Mr. Vanderlip. As a matter of abstract right, I think it should.

As a matter of prevailing interest rates in those two communities a
similar piece of paper will bear a higher rate in an Oklahoma com-
munity than it will in New York, because of many reasons I do not
need to go into.

Senator Weeks. If we are going to make a national law, should
it not be country-wide in its provisions?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not think it should necessarily be country-
wide as regards the same discount rate for all of these banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Is not the present divergence of interest rate

due to our peculiar system, which we are now proposing to abandon?
Mr. Vanderlip. Not altogether. The more settled communities

will have the lower rates in any banking system.

Senator Nelson. In that connection, we must not overlook the fact

that paper discounted from Oklahoma might bear interest at 7 per

cent, while paper discounted up in New York might only draw i or

5 per cent.

Mr. Vanderlip. That is perfectly true.

Senator Weeks. Is not that true to-day ? But would it not equal-

ize those rates in years to come if the discount rate should be made
the same?
Mr. Vanderlip. Never entirely.

Senator Weeks. I agree with you never entirely, because develop-

ing sections would always carry a higher rate of interest.

Senator Eeed. Mr. Vanderlip, how are we going to adjust this

proposition: Let us say that the prevailing rate for commercial

paper in New York is 4 per cent; that the prevailing rate m my
part of the comitry is 6 per cent. Now, the New York banker wants

money, and he brings up 4 per cent paper and gets $100,000 on

$100,000 worth of 4 per cent paper. The banker in Kansas City

wants $100,000 and he brings up 6 per cent paper and just gets

$100,000, yet his paper draws a greater rate of interest.

How is that to be adjusted in this law ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Why, he gets the interest on his paper.

Senator Eeed. He collects it himself?

Mr. Vanderlip. He collects it himself. He has discounted the

note and has gotten that.
, . • , s. jt

Senator Eeed. Then the central bank has to collect this interest tor

him if they collect the securities. On the other hand, he can take
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money there and take ud his own securities. Now, is not that the

way it will practically be done, instead of the central bank coUectikg

the securities? Will not the bank secure the money and pay the

note and take back the collateral while it has not matured ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Very likely. The average bank will dislike to

have a customer know that it has rediscounted his note, and they

will be glad to get the notes back before the day of maturity, in

order to have the customer pay it over its own counter and hand
the note to him.

Senator Hitchcock. Would he not know it has been rediscounted?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, he will; because it will have to be indorsed;

that is true.

Senator Nelson. But if you place the circulation on the discount

Value of the paper, would not that be a fairer basis than to take it

on the mere face value of the paper?
Mr. Vanderlip. That is what you will do, sir. It will operate

that way. The amount of money you get is the discount value of

the paper.

Senator Nelson. Yes; but it is not clear in the bill, if you will

notice.

Mr. Vanderlip. I had presumed that would be the way it would
work. In any event, it is a rather insignificant difference.

Senator Nelson. I know it is a small difference, but would not
that be the principle applied?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would.
Senator Bristow. Let me get that clearly in my mind. I do not

know whether I comprehend that fully. Take Senator Eeed's illus-

tration : What is the value of that paper ? They are both good, one
is as good as the other, but the Kansas City paper bears 6 per cent
and the New York paper 4. It is taken to the Federal bank for
discount. What is to be the discount value of the two papers? Is

the one drawing 6 to be more than the one drawing 4 ?

Mr. Vanderlip. If those were discounted notes they are both
worth, at the date of maturity, $1,000 each, if they are $1,000 notes.
The man who has discounted them got less than $1,000—the one by
4 per cent the other by 6. That is where the variation came in.*

The $1,000 note that was discounted at 6 per cent produced less than
the $1,000 note discounted at 4 per cent.

Senator Bristow. But they are not discounted. In fact, that
note bears 4 per cent, one of them does, and the other bears 6. Out
in our country where we take six months' paper, why it may run'
three months, and in New York it may be a 90-day note.
Mr. Vanderlip. Let us suppose the New York bank has these two=

pieces of paper and goes to a central bank and borrows at 5 per cent.
What it will really do will be to convert this 6 per cent note to a 5
per cent basis and the 4 per cent note to a 5 per cent basis. The
central bank will take those notes on a 5 per cent basis. The 4 per'
cent it would take a little under par and the 5 per cent a little over
par.

Senator Nelson. That is exactly the way it will work.
^Senator Bristow. Yes; I can see that. I can see no objection to
that system, provided that the value of the note given it by the in-
creased rate the interest is taken into consideration.
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Mr. Vanderlip. It certainly would be.
Senator Bristow. Otherwise it would be very unjust to a certain

part of the country.
Mr. Vanderlip. It would be taken into consideration.
Senator Hitchcock. That raises another question, Mr. Vanderlip.

You said, and I entirely agree with you, you should not onlv include
90-day paper, as stated in the bill, but out West and down in the
South 6 months and perhaps 9 months paper, which is commercial
paper to the same extent, growing out of certain transactions. But
up in those countries where 6 and 9 months paper is given the interest
is not deducted in advance, and how are these iiotes to be discounted
under those circumstanes ? The interest is generally payable at ma-
turity.

Mr. Vanderlip. Just as I say. If it is a nine-months note at 6 per
cent, and you are disposing of it on a 6 per cent basis, you will get
more than the face of the note for it.

Senator Eeed. What you mean, in a word, is this, that the bank
will do just what your bank will do. If the interest has been paid, it

win take that out of the note. If the note is still drawing interest, it

will take that fact into consideration and arrive at the actual value.
Mr. Vanderlip. And that value will be either above the face or

below it, as the basis upon which it is being discounted varies from
the rate the note bears.

Senator Hitchcock. Then some of the notes taken in that way
may have the interest already paid, and on the other notes the inter-
est may be payable at maturity.
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes. Now, on page 22, section E, it is provided

that the Federal board may reclassify

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). You did not say anything
about those reserve requirements. You are passing that over. Do
you think the Federal board should have the power of suspending
the reserve requirements?
Mr. Vanderlip. I passed that over because I am doubtful; I have

a feeling it should not. But I have heard some arguments lately in

favor of it. The balance of the opinion, in my mind, is that it should
not have that power, but I see some rather impressive reasons why it

should have it.

Senator Hitchcock. This means they have the power not only to

suspend the reserve requirements as far as the 12 banks are concerned,

but to suspend the reserve requirements of the national banks and
even the reserve requirements of State banks.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Unless I am interrupting Senator Hitchcock,

what is the use of any such power as that, when we are supposed to

have a system that can bring relief in any kind of an emergency ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not believe it is necessary. Of course it is

not necessary now, as bad as our present system is. But in reality

we sometimes disobey the law now. We do invade our reserves. It

would be wiser, perhaps, to have somebody with power to suspend

that reserve requirement rather than have all of the banks more or

less break the law. But even that I am not sure of. On the whole,

I should be opposed to that, but I can see some reasons on the other

side.
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Senator Beistow. And are you not providing, or endeavoring to

provide, at least, facilities here by which it is never going to be neces-

sary for you to break the law?
Mr. Vandeelip. It do not think it would be necessary. I think, it

is positively unnecessary to have this provision on that score alone.

Senator Weeks. Do you recall the arguments which you have re-

ferred to which were in favor of this provision, why it should be in

the bill—by whom they were made?
Mr. Vandeelip. They rather take this form, that a reserve that is

fixed by law is simply an irreducible amount of money. It is of no
value at all for paymg the depositors, and you have no leeway what-
ever between the minimum that you are probably going to loan out

and the legal point that you must not go below—that the suspension
of reserve requirements under pressure would permit you to pay out

a certain amount of your reserve to relieve the situation around a bad
corner. I do not think that is very much of an argument, and, per-

haps, I have not presented it very well.

Senator Weeks. Do you agree that under this system, if it is estab-

lished, or the system that is contemplated, we can practically

eliminate the amount of reserve which would be required of banks,
permitting them to follow, practically, the policy that is followed in

European banks?
Mr. Vandeelip. In the end, I think you could. There ought really

to be no legal-reserve requirement, but in this country we have grown
so accustomed to it I think it is dangerous to abandon it all at once.

Senator Weeks. That is, in the course of 5, 10, or 15 years we can
greatly change the reserve requirements of this law ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think so, undoubtedly.
Senator Hitchcock. What would be the effect on the public mind

if the reserve board should announce the suspension of the require-
ments of the reserve banks when they come down to 33^ per cent ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That depends upon what the condition of the pub-
lic mind was before they announced that. I could imagine circum-
stances under which it would produce a feeling of relief to the public
mind.

Senator Hitchcock. The whole world has reached the conclusion
that central banks should have a larger reserve than 33^ per cent
All the central banks of Europe have a much larger reserve, and this
bill has adopted a smaller one than at present need be. Now, take a
condition where they have reached the limit. The reserve board lets
down the bars altogether. What would be the effect on the public
mind?
Mr. Vandeelip. It would have to be a very serious situation when

they did that, and, generally speaking, whenever they did do it

confidence in the whole system would be pretty well destroyed and
would have been destroyed when they did it.

Senator Hitchcock. It would tend to confirm the fear and really
aggravate it?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Reed. What was the effect in 1907, when the Comptroller

of the Currency notified the banks they need not keep any reserve
against the Government deposits?
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Mr Vanderlip. It did not have any effect, because the banks
thought they Imew at what points they ought to keep reserves, and
they kept them there.

Senator Keed. There never was a proclamation of the right to
do so?
Mr. Vanderlip. There was a proclamation of the right that they

need not keep reserves against the Government deposits. Of course
the comptroller has no more right than you to change the law.

Senator Reed. No ; I understand.
Mr. Vanderlip. His proclamation was that they need not keep

reserves against the Government deposits.
Senator Nelson. They need not keep that money over their

deposits ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No.
Senator Reed. That did not affect the public mind at that time?
Mr. Vanderlip. No; it was rather a technical matter that the

public mind did not grasp.
Senator Hitchcock. Was there any reason to keep a reserve

against them?
Mr. Vanderlip. There is the same reason, so far as the Govern-

ment is concerned, but no reason so far as the bank is concerned. The
reserve is to help pay deposits, and the fact that you have secured
the deposits does not change the reserve.

Senator Nelson. It does not relieve their paying?
Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir.

The Chairman. Did not the suspension of the reserve in the
English system in 1847, 1857, and 1866 abate the panic on those three
great occasions?

Mr. Vanderlip. Undoubtedly. I presume that the drawing of
some parallel between them and the present conditions was what led

to putting this in, but I doubt the wisdom of the parallel. I would
rather say not.

Senator Reed. Do you think really it is a good thing to have a

reserve you do not use, that you do not invade?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would be a better thing to have no
regular limits on your reserve at all, but I believe it would be danger-

ous now. We have grown too accustomed to a regular limit to re-

move that altogether.

Senator Nelson. And, besides, Mr. Vanderlip, under this new
system, without a reserve requirement you would not have capital

enough for these banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. No.
Senator Nelson. That is just part of their capital that comes from

this reserve provision?

Senator Pomerene. The reserves here are 12 and 18 per cent.

What would you say as to the wisdom of providing that this board

might, by unanimous vote, reduce or raise those reserves?

Mr. Vanderlip. By no means. I would not give to that board the

iiscretion to change the whole basis of the banking system. We
ivould not know where we stood at all.

Senator Pomerene. The thought is these figures are fixed and,

,0 a certain extent, it is problematical as to whether they are fixed at

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 5
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the proper point. Now, that being so, if the experience of future

years should indicate that the reserves were too high or too low, for

that matter, then they might be raised or lowered ?

Mr. Vandeklip. I would rather let the board make representations-

to Congress and have Congress handle it. ,

Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention to an ambiguity in

this paragraph, to suspend for a period not exceeding 30 days, and to-

renew, and so forth, any and every reserve requirement specified in

this act. Now, there are two distinct reserve requirements : One is the
requirement of the member banks, and then there is the other reserve
requirement of the regional banks of 33 per cent. So that this would
cover both classes of reserves, both the reserves for member banks-

and the reserves required of the regional banks, the issuing bank.
In the case of the regional bank it is 33 per cent, and in the case of
these others, so far as the reserve is concerned, it would be 5-

per cent at the end of 36 months. So you see this would cover both.
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes; or the gold reserve—that the bill doe&

not require but probably will—it may change that.

Senator Nelson. Of course. It is ambiguous. It would cover
both classes of reserve.

Senator Weeks. You do not keep reserves on Government deposits
now?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, we do.
Senator Weeks. Are you required to by order of the comptroller?"
Mr. Vanderlip. No.
Senator Weeks. That order has never been rescinded, that they

need not keep reserves against Government deposits ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think not.

Senator Weeks. Then, the comptroller's order was a permanent
one, rather than a temporary one to meet that contingency ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I believe so.

Senator Nelson. Further, in that connection I call vour attention

—

commencing on line 21, it is provided that " it shall establish a
graduated tax upon the amounts by which the reserve requirements
of this act may be permitted to fall below the level hereinafter speci-
fied." etc. What do you think about that provision ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I believe that is a correct theory of the control of
the situation^the taxing of deficient reserves, rather than the taxing
of notes.

Senator Nelson. And you would apply that to the 33 per cent
required, and not to the reserves that member banks put in?
Mr. Vanderlip. Oh, yes. The member banks I would leave alone.
Senator Nelson. That is what I mean.
Senator Bristow. This puts a tax on the deficiency of the gold

reserve in the Federal reserve banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; the reserve carried bv the Federal reserve

banks.

Senator Reed. What would be the use of levying a tax on that^
If you had a system here that was paying, say, 5 per cent to member
banks on their capital investments and the balance of it went to the
Government, and then there was a profit, and we levy a tax on o-oing
below 33 per cent gold reserve, we collect it from our own pockets
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Mr. Vandeelip. If you endanger the 5 per cent dividends, you
would find the management of those banks very keen.
Senator Reed. Yes; if you endangered the 5 per cent dividends.

When you reach that point, and up to the time you reach that point,
it would be taking money out of your own pockets.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Reed. Would it not be well, in that case, if it went below,
to collect that tax out of the 5 per cent—commencing there?
Mr. Vaxderlip. Possibly. That is an ingenious suggestion. Sec-

tion E, on page 22, gives the board power 'to add to the number of
cities classified as reserve and central reserve cities under existing

law," etc. I can not see what the distinction between reserve and cen-

tral reserve cities will be under this act. None of the banks hold
reserve deposits, and I see no force in such a distinction. Then it goes

on further and says that they have the power to designate the banks
therein situated as country banks, at its discretion. That is, they

could go into a central reserve city and designate a particular bank
as a country bank, as I read this. That is certainly a power they

never should have.

Senator Hitchcock. If they made it optional for the national banks

to come into the system and a number stayed out it might be neces-

sary in central reserve cities?

Mr. Vandeelip. Those that stayed out would have to surrender

their charters.

Senator Hitchcock. I say, if it is made optional.

Mr. Vandeelip. Oh, yes ; if it is made optional, that is true. But

it is not made optional, and if you made it optional you never would

get anywhere with the system. That is the unfortunate part of it.

Senator O'Goeman. What is that last statement?

Mr. Vandeelip. If you made it optional whether or not a bank

should come into the system you would never get the system started.

Senator O'Goemax. What is your judgment, as a citizen, not as a

banker, as to whether it ought to be optional or compulsory?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would be vastly better to have it optiona,l, if

there were any hope of making it work. Looking at it as a citizen,

and not as a banker, I see that bankers are very conservative and un-

imaginative people. They would like to wait and see. You give

them permission to join when they choose and they will all wait

for the other man to start it. They will wait to see how it works.

Senator O'Goeman. Suppose it was compulsory, what do you think

"^

Mr. vIndeelip. I fear that a great number of the national banks

would be converted into State banks.

Senator O'Goeman. About what percentage of the national banks

do vou think may surrender their charters?
. .

Mr. Vandeelip. That is very difficult to say until the law is in

^ompleted form. I think many of the small banks would, and I can

;eT?ery distinct advantages in the large banks surrendering their

SionS charters, taking "out State charters, and then ]oimng the

''tZZ'SGll^l^\h.t is upon the assumption that this bill

would be enacted as it is now?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.
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Senator O'Goeman. I suppose I do not exaggerate the situation

when I state that there is no member of this committee, no single

member, who favors enacting this bill as it stands to-day.

Mr. Vanderlip. I have directed my remarks to the bill as it

stands.

Senator Weeks. What do you think of the proposition which has

been made to the committee, to reduce the period from one year to

three months during which the national banks should have the

privilege of deciding whether they are coming in or forfeit their

charters ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I should say that would be a very short time.

You found the national bankers very slow to comprehend the pro-

visions of the bill, I understand, from many of them who have
been before you, and I think the national bankers as a rule would
not comprehend the thing sufficiently to arrive at an intelligent

decision.

Senator Weeks. In your opinion what would be the effect of
shortening the time ; would it force more out or force more in ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is hard to say ; I do not know.
Senator Weeks. You think it would not be wise or just?

Mr. Vanderlip. It would not be just. They ought to have time
in which to digest this thing.

The Chairman. They ought to have time to read it ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
The Chairman. They have not read it yet?
Mr. Vanderlip. So I understand.
Senator Weeks. Your fear that the banks will come in unless it is

made compulsorj'^ is justified by the experience under the Aldrich-
Vreeland bill ? The currency associations were not formed until the
Treasury Department brought pressure to bear, and as a result of
that pressure the associations were formed?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Weeks. There was no proper reason why they should not

have been formed, but there was no initiative about it ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Nelson. What would you think of making it optional with

the small country banks having a capital, say, of $100,000 or less

—

making it optional with them ? Would that mar the plan ?

Mr. Vanderlip. If you reduce that to $50,000 or less, I do not
know that it would seriously mar the plan. But just where would
these banks that would not come in keep their reserves ?

Senator Nelson. I do not know. You would have to have some
plan for that. You would have to make

_
Mr. Vanderlip (interposing) . The very small banks are not essen-

tial to the working of this plan.

Senator Nelson. The $25,000 bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes ; and even the $50,000 banks.
Senator Nelson. We have about 2,000 of them, I think.
Mr. Vanderlip. We have more than that, I believe.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose you provided that a small bank

which had subscribed no capital might have the right to discount
pa.per at a regional reserve bank, provided it has kept its reserve
there and has otherwise complied with the law ?
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Mr. Vandeklip. That would be, perhaps, unfair to the banks which
had been compelled to subscribe capital, but it would be workable.

Senator Weeks. In that event you would be conferring a benefit

upon the country banks without exacting any return ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Exactly.
Senator Reed. Mr. Vanderlip, suppose the law required these banks

engaged in interstate commerce to keep a certain reserve in these

reserve banks and did not require any bank to put up any part of its

capital stock; what do you think would be the result of that?
Senator O'Gokman. Where would you get the capital ?

Senator Reed. They would have reserves there mighty quick. As
far as capital is concerned, to-day capital is almost a mere bagatelle.

We are talking about compelling people to come into this system.
The Government does have one power that is tremendous, and that

is its control over interstate commerce. Suppose you established a

system and simply said that any institution that engaged in inter-

state commerce in the banking business must put a certain amount
of its deposits in these central oanks to be established by the Govern-
ment for the purpose of rendering secure our financial system.

Mr. Vanderlip. Have not the courts decided that banking is not

interstate commerce?
Senator Reed. I do not know. I am asking you that, as the

thought occurred to me here. It was not matured.
Mr. Vanderlip. I am not a lawyer, but I think that is true.

Senator Reed. My opinion is that whenever notes go from one

place to another, or checks, that that is interstate commerce. Sena-

tor Nelson would know, I think.

Senator Hollis. They could compel them in the way of

Senator Nelson (interposing). I think the courts have held that

insurance policies are not interstate commerce.

Senator Reed. I know they have held that.

Senator Nelson. Insurance policies written in one State and pay-

able in another.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Vanderlip, do you not think that any sys-

tem which we may have devised, which would have to resort to such

drastic measures as that, would not last very long, and would soon

be superseded by another?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would be very indefinite.

Senator Bbistow. Do you think such a system would last very

long?
. Mr. Vanderlip. It would be started under very poor auspices, at

least. I should object to the provision

Senator Reed (interposing). We are asserting here now our rights,

at least our desire, to control the banking system of this country

within certain limitations, and we are talking about sa;7ing to all

the national banks that have been organized and had their charters

for 20 years, that they must come into this system or they must go

out of the national-banking system. That is tolerably radical, but

I am not saying the other thing could be done. That is the thought

which occurs- to me here.

Senator Nelson. There is a grave question, a very serious ques-

tion, where a bank has a charter that has run for 10 years, say,.

a

charter which they took out for 20 years, and the bank has not
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violated any law; there is a grave question whether you can have

that charter forfeited simply because they will not go up to this

new trough and drink water out of it.

Mr. Vandeelip. I object to the power given to the Federal re-

serve board, as stated at the bottom of page 22, to perform the

duties, functions, or services specified or implied in this act. That
word " implied " might be made to cover almost anything we have

ever thought of.

The Chairman. What page?
Mr. Vandeelip. Page 22, the last line on the page. I will take

up now the Federal advisory council, as referred to on page 23.

Senator Beistow. What do you suppose that means, in that last

paragraph on page 22, " to perform the duties, functions, or services,

specified or implied, in this act " ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I suppose it means that the Federal reserve board
would be able to demonstrate that they had almost any powers they

were of a mind to conceive.

Senator Pomeeene. That would be given a legal significance,

meaning such powers as are legally implied for the purpose of carry-

ing out the provisions of the act.

Mr. Vandeelip. This is a pretty broad, blanket power, I believe.

I do not like it.

Taking up now the question of the Federal advisory council, if

bankers are not to be permitted to have any representation on the

Federal board, then I should emphasize in every way possible the

importance of this Federal advisory council. For instance, it is

provided here that they shall receive no compensation for their serv-

ices. I can see no reason whatever for that. Why should they not
receive compensation if the banks choose to give it to them?

It is provided that they will meet four times a year or oftener if

called together by the Federal board not if called together by them-
selves. I think if you make a Federal board that is composed en-
tirely of Government representatives and permit the members of this

advisory council to sit at all the deliberations of the board, to take
part in the discussions and debates—not to have any votes, but
to give the Federal board the advantage of close, intimate touch in
the discussion of all questions with the advisory council—it will be
a very good thing.

Senator Weeks. Should its hearings be public?
Mr. Vandeelip. Not necessarily. They are not exactly hearings;

they are general discussions which the Federal board may have; I
mean, they are official meetings. I would empower this council to
call for any sort of information. I would give them the power to call
for any sort of information that the Federal board itself might call
for. I would put them on a parity with the Federal board—almost
make them a part of it—but give them no vote. Give the Federal
board the advantage of that relationship.

Senator Weeks. What do you think of the value of an advisory
board—a volunteer board, practically so—which has no ultimate
responsibility ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it of very little value as this section is
drawn. I think it could be made of considerable value.

Senator Pomeeene. Without any provision of that kind do you
not feel that if there is any matter that comes up which seriously
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effected the banks, that they would have their representatives wait
«pon this board for the purpose of presenting tlieir views ?

'

Mr. Vandeelip. It is very different having a representative wait-
ing on the board from having a representative with full rights sit at
the table where the meeting is going on.

Senator Pomeeene. That is true if they are to sit and take part
in the final deliberation. They would be like Delegates in the House
of Kepresentatives.

Senator Nelson. Delegates from the Territories, without a vote.
The Chairman. Would you give them unlimited debate?

[Laughter.]
Mr. Vandeelip. No; I think there should be a cloture rule.

[Laughter.]
I now come to a very important and somewhat technical matter.

Section 14 provides that the Federal reserve banks may receive for
collection all sorts of checks and drafts drawn upon solvent banks.
The national-bank act at present says a reserve shall be kept upon

the deposits. There is no definition there of gross deposits and net
-deposits, but the distinction which has grown up not by law, but by
regulation, is very important. Grass deposits are the total deposits
to the credit of the depositors in the bank. Net deposits are the de-
posits after certain deductions, among which are all items that are
in the process of collection. For instance, if a bank in New York
has $10,000,000 of deposits, and a bank in Pittsburgh deposits a

million-dollar check drawn on a Chicago bank, the gross deposits of
the New York bank would be $11,000,000, but in figuring the reserves

we would deduct that $1,000,000 check until it had been collected,

and we would figure reserve on $10,000,000, which is the amount of

net deposits.

Under the present practice the reserve of the Pittsburgh bank is

increased a million dollars, although the New York bank is not keep-

ing any reserve against that deposit, and that constitutes a reserve

for the Pittsburgh bank until it collects the money.
There is nothing said in this bill about gross deposits and net

deposits. If reserves were figured on gross deposits, and these Fed-

eral reserve banks undertook all the collection business of the coun-

try, as they certainly will under these provisions, there would be a

mass of deposits with them which would, in fact, only be items in

process of collection but against which they would have to keep

reserves. That mass of items in process of collection would be

so great that it would use up a large part of the reserve bank's

available funds to keep a reserA^e against it. I think the reserve

banks should be permitted to deduct from their deposits items in

process of collection, just the same as national banks now deduct in

that way, and it would be more nearly correct and not permit the de-

positing bank to count uncollected items in its reserve until they are

collected, although at the present time the depositing bank does

count in its reserve all deposits created by the uncollected items,

although the bank receiving them on deposit keeps no reserve against

this amount but deducts it from gross deposits.

This point is very important, because if reserves were to be figured

on the gross deposits of Federal reserve banks it would swamp the

Federal reserve bank.
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Senator Hitchcock. On the other hand, is it not permissible under
this bill for the Federal reserve bank to charge to a member bank
having deposits checks when they are received in the Federal reserve

bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. It must, without charge, credit at par checks

drawn by member banks on it, checks drawn on member banks that

are members of its region, or checks drawn by member banks of any
other region upon the central reserve bank of that region. Those
must all De credited at par. It can charge for checks drawn on mem-
ber banks of other regions, checks drawn by member banks upon
member banks of any other region, or checks drawn upon any solvent

bank. The charge for the collection does not cure the thing. If
these are counted as deposits they have to keep a reserve against
them ; it will consume a large part of the reserve if they have to keep
a reserve against these uncollected items.

Senator Hitchcock. I think that while it is true that checks would
come in constantly, in large volume which would go to the credit of
a member bank, yet the same member bank would be charged with
checks that came in the same mail. That would reduce the deposits?
Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly it will. Just as fast as collection is

made of the deposit, the deposit is reduced.
Senator Hitchcock. No; I think you misunderstood me. The

checks coming into the reserve bank, drawn on a member bank, when
cashed by the reserve bank would be charged to the account of the
member bank.
Mr. Vanderlip. That is true, but what about checks coming in

drawn by members on other banks? Suppose there is deposited by
a New York bank in the central reserve bank in New York a check
drawn by a San Francisco bank on another member of the San Fran-
cisco Federal reserve bank? That is going to take some time to
collect.

Senator Hitchcock. That would be a different situation ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. As far as the member banks of the central

reserve banks are concerned
Mr. Vanderlip (interposing) . They ought to clear every day.
Senator Hitchcock. And it ought to be counted in their deposits?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. It ought to be counted in the reserve in the

deposit also.

Senator Weeks. It will be necessary to give prompt notice to the
banks that certain charges have been made against its account, other-
wise it might overdraw very frequently?
Mr. Vanderlip. Exactly. Section 15 is translated in different

ways by different people. I have supposed that it meant that the
^ ederal reserve bank could go into the market and buy paper that
had the indorsement of a member bank somewhere in the system
I have been told that is not what it means ; that it can go into the
market and buy any paper.

Senator Nelson. Anywhere.
Mr. Vanderlip. Anybody's paper.
Senator O'Gorman. That is for the purpose of regulating the dis-

count rate? s ^ uid

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; to flatten rates or to accumulate bills to sell
at a time of threatened gold exports.
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Senator O'Gorman. Can you suggest any better way of regulating
the discount rate?
Mr. Vanderlip. I suggested this morning, at some length, the idea

of converting part of the 2 per cent bonds into one-year Treasury
notes, which should be renewed, as often as they matured, by the
Federal reserve banks that would hold them. They would have in
their possession 200 or 300 million dollars' worth or such notes that
they could offer in the market whenever they wanted to control the
rate and that could be used to great advantage in the gold situation.

Senator O'Gorman. Just as the Government has done in the past
in that respect.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. Why should not the Government do that direct ?

It seems to me that is a very cumbersome way to secure gold.

Mr. Vanderlip. How would the Government secure gold?
Senator Bristow. Sell bonds direct.

Mr. Vanderlip. The Government would have no machinery for

that. It would not want to sell bonds. Of course it might sell

short-time notes, but it is not the special concern of the Government
whether gold is exported at a certain time or not. It is of concern
to the banking situation, and not a concern of such moment that the

Government ought to take action. These bankers, however, ought
to have the power so that they could in some measure check the out-

flow of gold. You can not check it to any great extent
;
you can only

dam it up a little; you can hold it up for a while, possibly until a

crop movement brings you credits so you do not have to have any
gold movement. That is only a slight, but it is a very important,

power.
Senator Weeks. If the reserve banks were given the power to

invest in foreign bills and made a practice of doing it to a consid-

erable extent, could not they regulate the flow of gold by purchasing
or selling foreign bills?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is provided for in here. It is extremely
important, but of the 12 regional banks that would probably only be
done by the one in New York. There might be two or three which
would engage in the purchase and sale of foreign bills, but it is

rather doubtful if banks operated by people who were not familiar

with foreign exchange would trade in foreign bills.

Senator Weeks. That is still another argument in favor of reduc-

ing the number of banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; they are almost numberless.

Senator Shafroth. Mr. Vanderlip, I want to ask you about the

raising of the discount rate. I have not gotten it clear in my mind
whether this would be to the advantage of the people to do that or

not. Of course, there is a certain amount of benelit that comes to a

nation in getting gold into it, but if you raise the discount rate and
make the people pay higher interest for accommodations it is a

dilemma that has two features to it, one a bad feature and one a

good feature.

Mr. Vanderlip. You may be rendering a great service to the peo-

ple by checking too great expansion and free loaning.

Senator Shafroth. You mean by the increased discount rate?

Mr. Vanderlip. By the increased discount rate.

Senator Shafroth. But the man who wants money never goes

there.
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Mr. Vandeelip. Therefore he is not the correct man
Senator Shafeoth (interposing). You say the rate can not be con-

trolled absolutely, anyway?
Mr. Vandeelip. Oh, no ; only slightly.

Senator Shafeotii. I agree with you that whatever is absolutely

needed in foreign countries is going to get there if they willing to

•bid for it more than we are, and for that reason I do not see but

what there is almost as much loss to the people by reason of attempt-

ing to regulate the discount rate as there is benefit

Senator Nelson. Mr. Vanderlip, I want to call your attention to

line 6 on page 27. What do you understand by the term "prime

bankers' bills," as distinguished from bills of exchange, the words

below ? What is a prime bankers' bill ?

Mr. Vandeelip. A prime bankers' bill has the indorsement of a

banker.
Senator Nelson. You mean acceptance?

Mr. Vandeelip. Acceptance or indorsement.

Senator Nelson. And a bill of exchange is a bill that has not been

accepted yet?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Now, would this include what I call finance bills,

as distinguished from commercial bills? You know the difference?

Mr. Vandeelip. A finance bill is drawn against securities, not

drawn against commercial transactions.

Senator Nelson. But it has an acceptor?

Mr. Vandeelip. Oh, yes ; it has an acceptor, just as a commercial

km.
Senator Nelson. Would this include a finance bill as well as a

«:ommercial bill?

Mr. Vandeelip. I should think not.

Senator Nelson. You do not think so ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. It would not do to include that, would it?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think not.

Senator Beistow. Do you think that section 15 offers the regional

banks an opportunity to go out and transact a general banking
business ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I do not know, but I am very sure it ought to be

made perfectly clear whether or not it is permitted to do so.

Senator Beistow. What do you think; should it or should it not?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it should not be. Of course, it has to

have something to make its discount rate effective. If you do not

adopt this one-year Treasury note plan, I am not certain but what
it is necessary for the bank to do this open-market business to make
its rate effective. It must have some power to do that. It is ob-

noxious to be creating an institution with our own capital which is

going into a market to compete with us.

Senator O'Goeman. You will observe by the language of section

15 that it is not designed that that power will be used always. It is

only to be used in the contingencies which will be governed by the
rules and regulations of the Federal reserve board. Can you not
confide the exercise of that power to the judgment and discretion of
the Federal reserve board ?

Mr. Vandeelip. We would first confide it to our own representa-
tives and directors in the Federal reserve bank, and I should say we
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would be willing to confide it to them rather more than to the Fed-
eral reserve board. We create a majority of the directors of the
Federal reserve bank, and we ought to be able to control the compe-
tition of the bank.

Senator O'Goeman. Suppose a provision substantially similar to
the first paragraph of section 15 were in this act, you would advise
the elimination of this reference to the reserve board establishing
rules and regulations ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not see any reason why it should establish

rules and regulations.

Senator O'Gorman. Except that it is in keeping with the general
tenor of the entire bill that they will exercise a supervision and
control over all reserve banks.
Mr. Vandeelip. I have not especially found fault with the powers

given to the Federal reserve board there. I have merely voiced the
objection that is very common among bankers, to the Federal reserve
bank competing with existing banks. The feeling on the part of

many bankers is that the Federal reserve board should never buy any
paper that did not have the indorsement of some member bank of the
system. Then you are not in direct competition with the banks.

"To come to the note issue, I believe it is fundamentally wrong to

have the Government issue the notes. I think they should be an
obligation of the Federal reserve banks. While I am perfectly clear

that it is improper and unscientific, I will admit that I believe it will

work in this form. There is danger that this guaranty of the Gov-
ernment will sometimes embarrass the Government. That is the

chief practical objection to the working of this thing. It is unsound
in theory for the Government to issue these notes, but I think the only

really serious trouble that could ever come out of it would be that

the Government might be embarrassed in carrying out the responsi-

bilities here imposed upon it.

Senator Pomeeene. Under what conditions have you in mind ?

Mr. VajStdeelip. Under conditions where the Federal banks are

down to the limit of their reserves, a large amount of notes coming
in for redemption because of some fear of the inability of the banks

to redeem them, and the fact that there is not gold enough to coyer

the notes, the only cover for them being a loan upon commercial

paper.

Senator Hitchcock. Five per cent ?

Mr. Vandeelip. They have 5 per cent reserve deposited with the

Government. That is an insufficient reserve.

Senator Po^ieeene. If these are in fact Government notes, it would

reduce to a minimum such conditions as you have described ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think so.

Senator Fomeeene. Assume for the time being that this bill was

so changed as to make them obligations of the member bank instead

of the Government ; it is true the provisions of this bill are sufficient

for the protection of those notes, so as to insure their redemption?

Mr. Vandeelip. Probably. I presume you meant the obligation

of the Federal reserve bank instead of a member bank.

Senator Pomeeene. The regional reserve bank.

Mr. Vandeelip. I can imagine, with a large number of regional

banks, instances of mismanagement—perhaps the exercise of too
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optimistic views by the board of some bank—so that it would be in

a position of difficulty in redeeming these notes. The community
where these notes were circulated, even though it knew the bank that

issued them was rather weak, would not be concerned with that bank

at all if the Government were guaranteeing the notes. I think the

community ought to be concerned if the bank issuing the notes be-

comes weak enough so as to raise some question as to its ability to

redeem these notes promptly. I certainly can imagine a condition

where one of these banks would not be able to redeem these notes

promptly. It is very probable. The risk of the guaranty is very

small, but if it is nothing there is need for it. If there is any risk,

the Government ought not to assume it. There is no more reason

why the Government should be liable for notes than for deposits.

Senator Pomerene. You have here the security of the reserves, the

double liability, the capital of the bank, and the fact that there is a

first lien upon the assets of the bank. That ought to make it pretty

secure.

Mr. Vandeelip. It ought to make it quite secure enough for the

note holder. It makes it absolutely secure, I believe. Therefore,
why add the guaranty of the Government to it ?

Senator Pomeeene. If it is absolutely secure, what risk is the Gov-
ernment taking?
Mr. Vandeelip. It is not taking any risk, if it is' absolutely secure.

It is probably secure, and, therefore, a guaranty is wholly unneces-

sary.

Senator Weeks. Suppose we got into a serious war and it were
necessary for the Government to issue its Treasury notes, as it did in

the sixties, do you not think that having these notes at that time with
practically a Government guaranty, would be an important consid-
eration ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Very important; yes; important to the Govern-
ment in that it would make it difficult for them to issue notes as they
did in the sixties with a guaranty. It would be much better for the
Government to let the bank notes stand by themselves.

Senator Shafeoth. Would it be any worse than to have bonds
issued to carry on a war?
Mr. Vandeelip. Very much worse; inexpressibly worse.
Senator Shaeroth. You mean because the rate at which they

would buy the bonds would be above par ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No ; I mean because an emission of fiat money en-
tails for the country that issues it instead of selling bonds to pay the
expenses of the war a burden of rising prices and increased expenses.

Senator Shafeoth. That depends on whether they can maintain
the gold reserve.

Senator Reed. Mr. Vanderlip, you say that if this currency is se-

cure, it needs no Government back of it. If it is not secure, it should
not have the Government back of it. Now, is not one of the great
elements in floating any currency the confidence that the people have
in the ultimate redemption of that currency ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. And just in proportion as you increase that con-
fidence you decrease the likelihood of the currency being attacked
or raided or beaten down in the market. Therefore, if the Govern-
ment of the United States puts its indorsement upon all currency
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that is issued, does it not add to that currency a great element of
stability and value ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I do not believe in this case that it does add very
much. And I do not believe that it is desirable to add any. I be-
lieve that these banks ought to be under the compulsion of so conduct-
ing themselves that the public would have absolute confidence in this
currency.

Senator Reed. Do you not think that in establishing any financial
system that the confidence of the public is, after all, one of the very
great elements ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, do you not believe, Mr. Vanderlip, that taking
(.he average citizen of the United States he regards anything that the
government stands back of as the safest and best security on earth?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Reed. Well, if that is true, then why not give to this sys-

tem that added stability, particularly when you say it can be done
without really jeopardizing the Government?
Mr. Vandeelip. I say it can probably be done without jeopardizing

the Government, but if it ever did jeopardize the Government it

would be a very serious matter.

Senator Reed. Why, certainly. And if we are going to enact a

bill here that is so bad that the structure will fall so heavily as to

bear down the Government or greatly injure the Government, then
we are embarking upon a most hazardous undertaking.
Mr. Vandeelip. I do not think you are going to do that. And I

do not think this bill, in all human probability, if enacted, would
ever involve the Government; but the principle of having the Gov-
ernment issue these notes is wrong. The guaranty of the Government
IS an unnecessary and illogical thing. The notes will float perfectly

well without any guaranty.
Now, practically, I tell you my opinion is that the thing will work.

It is wrong, it is unscientific, it is not a correct way of approaching

this subject, but I think it will work, and the strong probability is

that the Nation's credit will never become involved. But I can

readily conceive of circumstances under which it will become in-

volved, and I think you would be doing the wrong thing to issue the

notes in this form.
Senator Nelson. One question there, Mr. Vanderlip. I think, as a

matter of general principle, you are right, but don't you think that

in time of financial stress and disturbance, where the holders of these

bills knew that the Government was back of them, there would be a

less disposition among them to make a run and try to obtain gold for

their paper?
Mr. Vandeelip. There might be.

Senator Nelson. Would there not be less likelihood of a rush to the

bank or the Government vaults, saying, " I want gold for this paper,"

•if the holders knew the Government was back of it?

Mr. Vandeelip. If they were to rush to the vaults and get gold,

they ought to rush to the vaults and get gold. That is the position

this bank ought to keep itself in. 11,4.
Senator Nelson. No ; I mean would not the people when they got

frightened, as they were in 1907, when they got scared and ran for

their deposits—suppose they got scared in the same manner about
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this new currency; wouldn't they be less likely to make a run for

the gold if the Government were back of the bills than if it were

simply a bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. They would be somewhat less likely to. On the

other hand, the banks would be much less likely to get in a position

that would cause such a -run if the whole responsibility was upon
them.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Vanderlip, the very fact that men sit

around a table seriously discussing the safety of these notes seems to

me a reason why we should not issue any more of them than necessary

for the purpose of elasticity, and leave that bank currency which we
already have and which is beyond any question.

Mr. Vanderlip. It is beyond any question of security, but it has
disabilities that are very serious and which should cause its removal.

Senator Hitchcock. Its disabilities relate only to its inelasticity,

and that can we provide for in the future.

Senator Shafroth. And the fact they can not act as reserves.

Senator Reed. We can make them act as reserves in this bill.

Senator Pomerene. Mr. Vanderlip, I do not share your views as
to the riks to be run by the Government issuing these notes, but I do
want to make them as absolutely secure as it is possible to make
them— if there ij any thing more secure than absolutely secure. I
have this thought in mind : You suggested a few moments ago that
the earnings of the regional reserve bank over and above the dividend
should be converted into sinking fund for the redemption of the
bonds. Now, why would it not be wise to set apart a portion of
those earnings as a security or guaranty fund against possible loss

upon any of these notes which might be issued by the banks ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That would be rather an unnecessary tying up of
gold, because it would be set aside in gold if it were set aside at all.

Senator Pomerene. That is, you think these notes are so absolutely
secure it would not be necessary to have that additional guaranty ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I do not believe it would.
Senator Nelson. Would you have these notes redeemable in gold,

or gold and lawful money?
Mr. Vanderlip. I should think they ought to be redeemable in

gold. And, by the way, the bill is out of harmony in that respect, in
that the banks

Senator Nelson (interposing). What page are you referring to,
please ?

Mr. Vanderlip. On page 32 it is provided that the JFederal reserve
banks must "maintain on deposit in the Treasury of the United
States a sum in gold equal to 5 per cent of such amount of Fed-
eral reserve notes," etc. On the preceding page it says, line 20,
" shall be exchanged for lawful money out of the 5 per cent re-
demption fund hereinafter provided."
The redemption fund is provided to be in gold, and the responsi-

bility on the Treasury for redemption out of this fund is stated to-
be in lawful money. If the words " lawful money " were changed
to " gold," in line 20 page 31

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Mr. Vanderlip, the relation
there is so close that there would be no room to doubt that the expres-
sion " lawful money " on page 31 would mean gold, because it has to
be taken out of that 5 per cent.
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Mr. Vandeelip. If there is no room to doubt it, then these notes
are redeemable in gold at the treasury.
Senator Nelson. Should not the banks who issue this currency

provide the necessary gold, and not cast the burden upon the Federal
Grovernment in any event?
Mr. Vandeelip. They are providing it.

Senator Nelson. No ; they are not; if you leave the words " lawful
money" in it, because the banks can redeem in lawful money, and
that throws the burdfen on the Government. The regional bank re-
deems in greenbacks, and the man who gets the greenbacks would
walk up to the Treasury and demand the gold.
Mr. Vanderlip. Gold is the proper money for ultimate redemption..
Senator Nelson. And as long as you leave the words "lawful

money " in there you ultimately cast the gold burden on the National
Government, do you not?
Mr. Vanderlip. You do, if " lawful money," as Senator O'Gorman

says, means gold here.

The Chaieman. It lacks two minutes of half-past 5, the hour at
which the committee adjourns, under a previous resolution. The
chairman would like to know what the wish of the committee is with
regard to meeting to-morrow morning.
Mr. Vanderlip. I am at the service of the committee.
Senator Nelson. We should like to have you with us.

Senator Eeed. I move, with a view to expediting the hearings, that,

we meet at 10 o'clock.

The Chairman. The Iowa bankers were invited to be here to-

morrow.
Senator Nelson. The Senate meets at 12, so we had better meet at 10.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Dawson of the Iowa bankers is here, and the
other two representatives will be here to-morrow, but I am inclined

to think they wUl subordinate their wishes to the desires of the com-
mittee about appearing to-morrow or the next day.
Senator Beistow. I think it is very important we have Mr. Van-

ierlip with us to-morrow. I have a lot of questions I want to ask

liim.

The Chairman. With that understanding then, the committee-
when it adjourns, will adjourn till 10 o'clock.

But before the committee adjourns I should like to have it noted

'

3n the record that the statement of the Senator from New York, that

lot a single member of this committee was in favor of this bill in its

present form, must not be understood to mean more. Some members
)f this committee think the bill should be amended ; it must not be

jonstrued to mean more than that.

Senator Weeks. Haven't you a large number of amendments your-

lelf?

The Chairman. I have several amendments myself.

Senator Weeks. That is what the Senator from New York said as

[ understood it.

The Chairman. I thought there might be some other inference -

Irawn from it.

(Thereupon at 6.30 o'clock p. m. the committee proceeded to the -

consideration of executive business, and afterwards adjourned to

aeet to-morrow, Thursday, October 9, 1913, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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THUBSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1913.

commiitee on banking and cuerency,
United States Senatk.

Washington^ D. G.

The committee assembled at 10.30 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Eeed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, the time is so short that I think that

even although the members are not present we had better proceed.

Senator Nelson. Yes; Mr. Vanderlip's statements are so import-

ant we want to be sure to get them.

The Chairman. We ought to have them, but we have only two

hours until 12 o'clock, when the Senate meets, and this a,fternoon

the Iowa people will be here expecting to be heard. So if we do

not let Mr. Vanderlip go ahead we may not get his views at all.

There are a number of other gentlemen who have been notified to

appear.
Mr. Vanderlip. Is it your wish that I should proceed ?

The Chairman. Yes.

STATEMENT OF FEANK A. VANDERLIP—Resumed.

Mr. Vanderlip. The provision for a national clearing house, on
page 34, I believe can be of great economic value to the country and
a great economy in the conduct of the business of the country. I be-

lieve it is a feasible thing, always remembering what I said yester-

day about figuring net deposits, for if the reserve banks undertake
these collections and keep a reserve against the items in process of

collection they will be swamped.
The Chairman. It would be necessary to have the banks, then,

keep a margin to cover their own exchanges^the special exchanges
on them—would it not? Do you think that would be necessary in

addition to the reserve?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think uncollected exchange items ought not to

count in a reserve, and no reserve ought to be carried against them.
You ought to be able to reduce your gross deposits by the amount
of uncollected exchanges. That rule ought to apply right down the
line, and uncollected exchanges ought not to constitute balances that
could be counted as reserves.

I think that a full comprehension of the working of this national
clearing house would clear up, in the minds of many bankers, some
objections that they see to the bill. Bankers are inclined to feel

that they will have to keep accounts for exchange purposes, and ob-
ject to the removal of their reserve balances from central reserve
city banks, because they feel that they will still have to keep balances
there for exchange purposes. I suspect they do not fully appreciate
the function of this national clearing house and the method by which
that will supply them with exchange without the necessity of keep-
ing central reserve city balances.

If a Kansas City banker wants to remit to New York it can be
done with a check on the central reserve bank of which the Kansas
City bank is a member. It does not need to have a balance
The Chairman (interposing). You mean the Federal reserve bank,

do you not?
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Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; I mean the Federal reserve bank. It does
not need to have a balance in New York with another bank that it

can draw a draft upon, because its check on the Federal reserve bank
of which it is a member is at par in New York. It will be credited

at once. Presumably there will be telegraphic clearances between
the several Federal reserve banks, so that everything that is pro-

vided to be deposited at par—that is, checks or drafts of member
banks on their Federal reserve bank, checks of member banlcs on
other member banks, any checks on member banks or checks drawn
by member banks of another region on their reserve bank—will all

clear in one day. Those items that are to be deposited at par will

clear in one day by the aid of telegraphic clearances between the

several Federal reserve banks, and the result will be some small

balance to be remitted one way or the other between the Federal
reserve banks, in the same way that a city clearing house operates.

I do not, therefore, see the necessity of banks having to keep bank
balances with other member banks in order to remit exchange. The
clearing-house feature seems to me very important. It follows the

lines of the best practice in Europe. I believe it is feasible. I think

it will work a great economy in the commerce of the country and a

great saving in the cost of doing that class of business.

Senator Weeks. Do you think that country banks will be able to

carry on all of their domestic exchange business through the reserve

banks so that it will not be necessary for them to keep any deposit in

the larger centers?

Mr. Vandeelip. There is a certain class of business that is not pro-

vided for in the functions of the Federal reserve banks. The collec-

tion of a due promissory note, the collection of coupons, drafts

drawn upon individuals, and items of that character, would still have

to be made through a bank. The bank will do that either for a cor-

respondent who keeps a balance with it to recompense it for the

work, which is the present system ; or it would do it for a fee, which

is the European system, and which would in the end be quite as sat-

isfactory probably, if the fees were properly adjusted. The Federal

reserve banks, through their clearing-house function, will collect

any check drawn on any solvent banker. That takes in all bank

paper, but promissory notes, coupons, due bonds, and matters of that

character would still have to be collected through a bank in the

locality where they were payable.

Senator Weeks. Could you make any estimate of the amount of

that business—of what it would cost or how much of a deposit would

be necessary in order to continue it under the present arrangement ?

Mr. Vandeelip. For the average country bank it would be very

little. The only thing that I think of that would be of importance

to the country banks would be that if the country bank entered the

discount market and bought notes that were payable elsewhere it

would have to have some arrangement for having remitted or de-

posited to its credit the proceeds of those notes at maturity.

Senator Weeks. Now, there is this one facility of the larger banks

which the country banks make use of now very largely, and that is

the use of the credit department of the large banks. I presume it is

your experience and the experience of the managers of all large

banks that their country correspondents ask them to O. K. com-

mercial paper whenever they buy it, unless they are very familiar
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with it. Now, it has always seemed to me that that was of material

advantage to the country bank, and that he would not want to give

up that facility entirely and would necessarily keep more or less

money in such banks as he has been doing that kind of business with.

Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly the cormtry bank will keep deposits

with certain city banks for that and other reasons. I believe that it

will be the disposition of the average country bank, which seldom
borrows, to look to its old-time friend—the bank—that it has been
with for a long time as a place to borrow rather than the Federal
reserve bank—for a time, at least.

I believe that there will be the advantage that you speak of, an ad-

vantage in getting credit information, which will lead to at least one
balance with whatever bank the country bank regards highest in the

line of obtaining credit information. I do not believe that these
balances of country banks will disappear altogether, but, of course,

they will be on quite a different basis. At the present time country
banks maintain balances for the purpose of having collections made
and for the purpose of securing collections to be made by them. That
is a very important element in securing bank accounts. For instance,
Philadelphia, adopting a practice of collecting free, or at least with
very small charges, has accumulated a great amount of country
balances, although those balances do not count as reserves, for reserve
city banks. Still Philadelphia collects so cheaply as against the
charge made in New York, that large balances have accumulated
there. Under this arrangement there would be no need of a balance
there for the purpose of collection or with the object of securing col-

lections upon which the depositing bank could make a profit. There
would still be some reasons for balances, and the one you mention of
credit information will be an important one.

Senator Weeks. I think you place those reasons at a lower esti-

mate than any witness that has been before the committee, and it is

something the committee will have to consider, because I think many
members of the committee—I have myself—have had in mind that
it will be necessary for the country banks to keep considerable de-
posits in the large centers, or certainly in one large center. And
whether it would be desirable to allow any part of that to be used as
reserve, at least temporarily until they had acquired new habits and
new methods
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). That is permitted temporarily by

the bill.

Senator Nelson. Three years. Now, I want to get at one point
there. In the part of the bill referring to the reserve on deposits,
would the phrase that checks, drafts, bills, etc., in process of collec-
tion shall be deducted from the
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). Gross deposits?
Senator Nelson. Gross deposits—something of that kind
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). That will do it.

The clause in regard to refunding bonds I have already discussed
pretty fully. I have said that I do not believe it will work in the
way that has been anticipated, because the 2 per cent bonds will have
greater value in the hands of a banker taldng out circulation than
the 3 per cent bonds. A suggestion that has occurred to me would
be to convert all the twos at once into threes with the circulation
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privilege and with a tax of 1^ per cent instead of one-half per cent
Ihat would leave the result the same to the Government in so far as
the bonds were used for circulation purposes, and it would give the
banks the option of using the bond for circulation on the same basis
that a 2 per cent can be used, or of selling it as a 3 per cent straight
investment bond, if there were a market.
There would be a disadvantage to the Government if the banks did

sell them and there ceased to be circulation. There would be a com-
pensation for that disadvantage in that, so far as the national-bank
notes were reduced, there would be room for the new notes to be
issued, and the Federal reserve banks would make a profit on the new
notes, which profit would in turn go back into the Government's
pocket.

Senator Weeks. I assume you would agree that the circulation
tax should be increased if they should issue circulation on these
new bonds, so that the net return would be exactly the same as on
the twos?
Mr. Vandeelip. That is what I said, that the circulation tax

would be 14 per cent instead of one-half per cent. But the Gov-
ernment would in the end be compensated for any loss through the
earnings of the bank.
In taking up the section in regard to bank reserves, I will say that

my general calculation has shown that there will be a pretty sharp
contraction in the central reserve cities at the end of the first 60
days. It would not be so sharp, however
Senator O'Gorman (interposing) . What do you mean by the first

SO days?
Mr. Vandeelip. The first 60 days after
Senator O'Gorman. After the new system is in operation?
Mr. Vandeelip. After the new system is in operation and re-

serves can be transferred.
That contraction, although sharp, will not be so sharp but that

it can be met, I think, without exceptional difficulty. At the end
Df three years there will be a possible expansion of $1,600,000,000 to

^1,700,000,000. To reach such an expansion means that all the Fed-
eral reserve banks will have loaned down to the full limit so that
hey have only 33 per cent reserve, and that member banks would
lave loaned down to the legal minimum. It is not at all presumable
hat such a condition would arise.

That figure looks very large, but as we look back and note that in

he last three years national-bank loans have expanded $700,000,000,
' do not regard the possibilities of expansion as excessive. I see

10 reason to anticipate that the expansion would be to the limit, that

)anks would not still be managed conservatively as they have been,

md I should say that the possibilities of expansion were not dan-
gerous, but, on the other hand, were ample.

With respect to the reserve requirement, the law says that banks
hall keep a certain minimum in their vaults

Senator Pomeeene (interposing). Before going to that would you

bject to a question? You say there would be a contraction within

he 60 days. Now, for what reason ?

Mr. Vandeelip. For the reason that the central reserve city banks

ave to repay balances to both the reserve city banks and the country
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banks, and the contraction will come from the great reduction of

central reserve city balances, which have to be paid out in full in cash.

That will be compensated for in part by the reduction of the reserve

requirements in the central reserve cities, but it is not fully compen-

sated for.

In this connection, I fail to see, as I said yesterday, why a central

reserve city bank need keep any more reserve than a country bank
after the time has past that it keeps any reserve for a country bank.

I do not see why the reserve requirements should not be the same all

around. As a matter of fact, the city bank is more liquid than the

country bank, and why it should have to keep 50 per cent more re-

serve—18 per cent instead of 12 per cent—although it has no reserve

responsibilities whatever to the other banks in the system, is not clear

to me.
Senator Nelson. It is on exactly the same footing as the country

banks after the 36 months ; it is no longer the reserve agent for any
country banks.
Mr. Vandeelip. Exactly.
Senator Pomerene. That is one of the thoughts I had in mind when

I suggested yesterday the propriety of giving to this board, subject,

perhaps, to the approval of the President, the right to reduce or to

increase these reserves, realizing all the while that when we fix a

reserve arbitrarily, without practical experience under the new sys-

tem, it is necessarily somewhat problematical.

Mr. Vandeelip. There is certainly force in that view. It is prob-
lematical whether we can hit on the right reserve. I believe we may
sometimes come to the point where we will not have to have any re-

serve requirement at all, but leave that to the judgment of the banker.
The Chaieman. But you are very clear that the reserve which is

to be kept in the vaults of the bank may be left optional, either to

be kept in the vault or with the Federal reserve board.
Mr. Vandeelip. There can be no doubt about that. Why should

you force a bank to keep in its vault money which it does not need
and which it would prefer to keep with the central reserve bank ?

The Chaieman. There is a variable requirement in regard to banks,
is there not?
Mr. Vandeelip. There is ; and it occurs to me that there might be

some banks with deposits fluctuating so rapidly that the amount you
say must be kept in their vaults may not be sufficient.

The Chaieman. And in some cases it may be much larger than
necessary ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; that would particularly be so with the large
city banks.
The Chaieman. The banks which are in immediate proximity to

the reserve banks?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator O'Gobman. Do you think this matter might very well be

provided for by having a minimum figure mentioned, or contained in
the bill, but conferring upon the reserve board a discretion to modify
that requirement in a given case?
Mr. Vandeelip. Personally I dislike too much discretion to be

given to this reserve board, at least for the present. Banks like to
know what it is they are facing; they like a definite law rather than
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1 regulation which may be changed without discussion or notifica-
ion.

Senator O'Goeman. But you have rather intimated that it would
DC well to have such a discretionary power lodged somewhere to
:over a given situation.

Mr. Vandeelip. It would be well to look forward to a time when
we can change these requirements if we have discovered they are
Qot right. Whether that had best be left to the discretion of the
Federal reserve board or whether it is a question to be brought back
to Congress is a matter for a difference of opinion.
I should have said, Senator, in speaking of the reason for the

contraction in central reserve cities, that those banks also, in common
with all other banks, must pay in capital to the central reserve bank.
That is another reason for contraction.

Senator Pomeeene. My thought as to that was that perhaps this

bill should be so amended as to permit of the taking of the com-
mercial paper at once and rediscounting it for the time being so as

bo avoid the necessity of paying so much cash into a vault and keep-
ing it there as dead capital.

Mr. Vandeelip. The language of the bill leaves it open to question
whether a central reserve city bank could discount before it began to
deposit.

Senator Pomeeene. I think that is true, but it seems to me it

ought to be modified.

Mr. Vandeelip. I think a central reserve city bank should be able

to discount before it begins to deposit, because it has to meet drafts

immediately on the law becoming effective.

In section 22, which fixes the reserve which Federal reserve banks
must keep, it is declared to be 33^ per cent of its outstanding demand
liabilities. I have already spoken of the necessity of calculating net

deposits, but I think demand liabilities ought to be more fully de-

fined. For instance, a bank might have borrowed abroad ; it is per-

haps hardly presumable that it would have borrowed on demand, but

it might. You would not want it to keep a reserve against such a

liability. I would rather see that section expanded to indicate what
the total is upon which reserves are to be calculated.

Senator Nelson. Suppose you put into this "from circulating,

notes and net deposits ' ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That covers the case.

Senator ISTelson. In lieu of the language in the bill.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And then somewhere in the bill define what net

deposits are.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. Why do you think it ought not to be necessary to

keep a reserve against a liability made abroad ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it ought not to be necessary ; I am afraid

t might be necessary here.

Senator Weeks. Why do you think it ought not to be necessary ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It is true that if it were a demand liability there

Derhaps might be a necessity for a reserve.

The Chaieman. But the assets against a foreign demand of that

rind are of such a character that that in reality is a species of reserve

igainst it ; it not that true ?
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Mr. Vandeelip. I think so—the collateral that probably would be

lodged against such a loan.

The Chairman. The collateral is of such a character that_ it is

really a liquid collateral, and< for that reason you do not think a

reserve necessary?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Weeks. Why do you think there would necessarily be

collateral against such a loan?
Mr. Vandeelip. It might be either way. If there were no col-

lateral and it were a demand obligation, I suppose it is fair to say

that there should be a reserve against it.

Senator Pomeebne. What is the fact from a practical standpoint;

is there usually collateral against these obligations ?

Mr. Vandeelip. From a practical standpoint I doubt if there would
be a demand obligation of this sort. But I think I should say that

if the bank borrowed abroad it would probably not borrow on

demand.
Senator O'Goeman. But if you would exclude the foreign demand

liability you would afford a ready means to bankers to evade this

requirement. If they had reached their limit here in this country,

they could then transcend it by securing this accommodation abroad.

Mr. Vandeelip. That would be possible.

Senator O'Goeman. And there would be no limitation.

Mr. Vandeelip. I think, on further consideration, that demand
liability in the form of foreign borrowing, at least without collateral,

ought to have a reserve against it.

I have no fault to find with regard to the clause concerning bank
examinations, except that I feel that central reserve city banks seem
to be regarded as needing more careful supervision than country
banks, and more numerous examinations are provided.

Senator O'Goeman. Let me ask you this, Mr. Vanderlip : You have
several times spoken of central reserve banks; you mean the Federal
reserve bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir; I mean the banks in designated central

reserve cities.

Senator O'Goeman. The existing banks?
• Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Under existing law ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir. That law is, curiously, continued with-
out any reason for it.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; they keep up the distinction in this law, as
I think, unnecessarily.

Senator Pomeeene. And you see no reason at all for that distinc-
tion in this bill ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No reason for it.

Senator O'Goeman. If you have the one system ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

_
Senator O'Goeman. And if we do not, as suggested yesterday, pro-

vide for the national banks that may not want to come into this
system?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. On that point, Mr. Vanderlip, if I get your

idea, if this change in our banking law is to accomplish any good, it
ought to mean the creation of a uniform and a single system.
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Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly; that is the ideal to be worked for.
Senator O'Goeman. We can not have half the banking system

under this plan and half under some other plan.
Mr. Vandeelip. You can not so have it and have it anything like

a success; and I fear this plan will emphasize the difference rather
than draw the banks together.

Senator O'Goeman. So, then, assuming we have one plan operating
upon all national banks, at least, you see no particular reason why
the central reserve banks should be continued?
Mr. Vandeelip. If the plan of reserves herein provided—that these

reserves shall be either in the vault or in the Federal reserve bank

—

is carried out, then there is no reason for the distinction between a
country bank, a reserve city bank, and a central reserve city bank.
If you change this so as to permit some of the reserve deposits to

be left with national banks, then there would be reason for the dis-

tinction.

Senator Nelson. And this bill obliterates that ?

Mr. Vandeelip. As the bill stands ; absolutely.

The national banks do not object to examinations; they object to

continuous examination. We do not want so many that we have to

keep open nights in order to be examined ; and I think a good many
examinations are being provided here for the present reserve city

banks.

We have, in addition to the examinations provided here, an ex-

amination by the clearing house, which might or might not be con-

tinued. It has been, I believe, the most effective and thoroughgoing
examination that the banks have ever had. We also have examina-
tions by our directors.

There is this thought also in connection with the examination of

banks doing a large foreign business: Foreign bankers will refuse

to reconcile for examination purposes as many as nine times a year,

which might be necessary under this bill.

The Chaieman. They will refuse to do what ?

Mr. Vandeelip. To reconcile their accounts; that is, to O. K. the

account up to a definite date. It is too complicated. It is usually

done every six months, and you can not get foreign bankers to meet

this new condition. They simply won't do it, so your examination,

in that particular, might be ineffective in spite of anything either the

examiner or the bank could do. There are rather too many examina-

tions provided here, I think, although I am making no plea what-

ever for scant examination.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Vanderlip, as I read this provision, the

minimum number of examinations is two, the power being confided

to the reserve board to order others if necessary.

Mr. Vandeelip. There are examinations by the comptroller, ex-

aminations by the board, and there may be examinations even by the

Secretary of the Treasury.
n ^i ^ ^u

Senator O'Goeman. Is there any reason to apprehend that there

will be an unnecessarily large number of examinations each year?

Will it not depend upon the view that the reserve board and the

Secretary of the Treasury may take as to the necessities of a given

situation? .,,-,, -i , j.i.

Mr. Vandeelip. I think that is possible. I think, however, there

are too many examinations actually provided for. It says here that
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the Federal reserve board as often as it deems best, and in any case

not less frequently than four times each year, shall order examina-

tions of national banking associations in reserve cities. Why dis-

criminate against reserve cities?

Senator O'Goeman. What line are you reading from nov??

Mr. Vanderlip. Page 41, line 14.

Senator O'Gokman. That relates to reserve cities. But, from the

view that has been expressed lately, we may abandon these reserve-

city definitions entirely if this plan or any similar plan is adopted.

I had in mind a moment ago a provision in the first few lines on page
40 which speaks of examinations of national-bank associations at

least twice a year.

Mr. Vakdeelip. It is distinctly desirable that there should be
power to have a special examination of any bank concerning which
there is any doubt. But to have regularlj? at least four, as is provided
here, and possibly more, I think is bad.

Senator Weeks. How much does it cost the national banks for
the examinations that are now made?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think it costs our bank about $3,300.
Senator Weeks. A year?
Mr. Vanderlip. For each examination; and I believe the fees of

the New York examiner are something like $35,000.
Senator Bristow. How many examiners are there ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Only one; he has assistants, of course. There is

one examiner in New York.
Senator Bristow. Only one, and he pays his assistants ?

Mr. Vanderlip. He pays his assistants. I think his net fees are
about $35,000:

Senator O'Goeman. Who appoints him ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The President, on the recommendation of the
Comptroller of the Currency.

Senator Bristow. The Secretary of the Treasury, does he not?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think not ; I think it is the President.
Senator Bristow. Is he made an exception ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No ; it is the Secretary of the Treasury.
Senator Bristow. Upon the recommendation of the comptroller?
Mr. Vanderlip. Upon the recommendation of the comptroller.
Senator Bristow. Is that accurate—the Secretary of the Treasury

or the comptroller?
Mr. Vanderlip. I am informed he is appointed bv the Comp-

troller of the Currency, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury.

Senator O'Goeman. We are probably getting away from the fea-
tures of this bill, but it is instructive. What charges are made to
the banks for these examinations ?

Mr. Vanderlip. A charge on the percentage of the bank's busi-
ness. I can not give you the exact percentage, but my recollec-
tion IS that the fee the National City Bank pays is in the neiehbor-
hood of $3,200.

^

Senator Pomeeene. A year?
Mr. Vandeelip. For each examination.
Senator O'Goeman. Can you roughly estimate about how much

IS paid annually by all the city banks in the city of New York for
these examinations?
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Mr. Vanderlip. If my information is correct that the examiner
receives net m the neighborhood of $35,000, it would be that plus
what he pays to a half dozen other men that he employs at more
moderate salaries. It would be in the neighborhood, then, of $45 OOO
or $50,000.

'

Senator O'Goeman. Does he fix the salaries of his subordinates?
Mr. Vakderlip. He employs them and pays them out of his gross

receipts.

Senator O'Goeman. Are his gross receipts affected by his activities
in examining and reexamining?
Mr. Vandeelip. His gross receipts are based upon the number of

examinations, but the number of examinations is provided by law to
be two a year.

Senator O'Goeman. Arbitrarily fixed at that?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. So he could not, if he wished, enlarge the num-
ber of examinations?
Mr. Vandeelip. He sometimes gets in three a year; we have had

three in a year, but I think that is a lapping over. We have had
three in a calendar year, but I think the average is two a year.

_
Senator O'Goeman. What is the average compensation of his as-

sistants ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I do not know, but I would presume from $1,200
to $1,800.

Senator O'Goeman. And they are fairly well-equipped accountants ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Fairly well-equipped accountants. There may be
one or two that would get $2,500. I know nothing about that per-
sonally.

Senator O'Goeman. What does the chief examiner do for his

$35,000?
Mr. Vakdeelip. He superintends the work and is responsible for

the reports.

Senator O'Goeman. Then it is a sort of farming-out process?

Mr. Vandeelip. Hardly that.

Senator O'Goeman. The examiner is compensated by the various

banks whose accounts he examines, and he in turn employs such

assistants as he may require?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. In a big bank, you know, the chief examiner

has to go there with his assistants, and it practically, for the time

being, suspends the business, does it not?

Mr. Vandeelip. It does not suspend, but it interferes with it

greatly. We walk into the bank some morning and find all of our

cash sealed, and we can not open anything except with the consent

of the examiner or some one who is in charge. And if we have that

happen four or six times a year it gets to be rather trying. That is

not necessary.

I want all the examination necessary to insure the soundest bank-

ing and the most complete observation of the law; I have no objec-

tion whatever to that, but I do not want to hamper busmess unduly

to accomplish that.

Senator Weeks. You have an auditor in your bank ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. Who is examining all the time ?
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Mr. Vanderlip. All the time, unexpectedly taking departments;

he is working all the time with a force.

Senator Nelson. I have always thought, Mr. Chairman, that this

was an anomaly in our law, for bank examiners to be paid by the

respective banks. It seems to me that they ought to be paid a regular

salary by the Government and not have the banks pay for these ex-

aminations. The pay is based upon the size of the bank and the vol-

ume of business, and the disposition has been—take it out in the

West—for these examiners to get over the ground as rapidly as

possible.

The Chairman. Some of them have as high as 200 banks to ex-

i^mine.

Senator Nelson. Yes; and the disposition is to go over these banks
as rapidly as possible, and instances hai^e occurred where they have
done it in a very perfunctory and reckless manner. I think it would
ibe a most wholesome reform to have these men on a salary.

Senator Shafroth. Is there not something in this bill on that ?

The Chairman. Yes. Mr. Vanderlip, I wanted to ask you some-
thing about the examinations by the clearing-house examiners. How
often do they make these examinations?
Mr. Vanderlip. Once a year, and they are extremely thorough.

They are very ably done. We have taken great care to secure there
Ihe best possible staff. The examiners are highly paid, and are a
very capable class of men.
The Chairman. How many men are employed by that force ?

Mr. Vanderlip. About 10 men.
The Chairman. About 10 men under one man?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir; and a number of them are fairly highly

salaried men, too.

The Chairman. What is paid the chief examiner?
Mr. Vanderlip. I do not know that there is any objection to mak-

ing that public. It is $20,000.
The Chairman. And are his subordinates paid as the subordinates

• of the national-bank examiner—$1,200 to $1,800?
Mr. Vanderlip. Much more.
Senator O'Gorman. What is their average pay?
Mr. Vanderlip. There are men who get around $5,000.
The Chairman. And they act in concert with the chief examiner?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Pombrbne. Are those examinations made on his own mo-
tion or at the suggestion of members of the clearing house?
Mr. Vanderlip. On his own motion entirely, and the result of

the examination is never revealed to members of the clearing house
unless there is cause for criticism. There is the utmost secrecy main-
tained m regard to those examinations until there is cause for
criticism. If there is cause for criticism, that criticism is made to
the clearing-house committee, and in that case it is most confi-
dentially treated. I have been chairman of the clearing-house com-
mittee, and I am familiar with that. This year I am not chairman,
and I have not heard a lisp of any criticism. Nothing whatever
has leaked from that committee to me, although I was chairman
ot it last year. I do not know of a single criticism that a clearino--
house bank examiner has made.

'^
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The Chairman. Then those clearing-house examinations are not
open to the review of the different member banks ?

Mr. Vanderlip. By no means.
The Chairman. They do not linow, from those examinations,

where stocks were located ?

Mr. Vandeklip. They have not the slightest knowledge. They do
not hear anything except the report that the bank is in a sound con-
dition and being properly conducted if that is the case. If there
were ground for criticism, it would first be taken up with the bank
to see if the bank would itself correct it upon the complaint of the
examiner. Frequently that has been done and great good has been
worked. It is only after the examiner has been unable to harmonize
his views with the views of the management of the bank that the
matter comes to the clearing-house committee. It is treated in the
utmost confidence by the clearing-house committee.

Senator Pomerene. Suppose a man were a borrower in excess of
what was a proper amount at two or three different banks, would
that fact be made known to those several banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. It would be made known to those banks, probably

by the bank examiner. That is, in the case of the bank he was ex-

amining, if he found a loan there from some one who had loans in

numerous banks he would explain that to the bank under examina-
tion. Whether or not he would also go to a bank not under ex-

amination and call their attention to the fact I am not certain.

Senator Bristow. In regard to these examinations; of course, you
were in the Treasury Department, and you had a very wide experi-

ence. Do you not think the present system of paying bank examiners
inevitably tends to haste and inefficient examinations?

Mr. Vanderlip. Undoubtedly a bank examiner is desirous of com-
pleting as many examinations in a year as he can, since his compensa-

tion depends upon the number he completes.

Senator Nelson. That has been apparent to me for a great many
years, out in the West.

Senator Pojierene. I was going to ask one more question along

the line I was interrogating you upon. Suppose that the cashier

of bank A would have reason to believe or have curiosity to learn

whether a certain particular borrower did not have large amounts

borrowed at other banks in the city. Would he be privileged to

inquire of the bank examiner as to whether or not this borrower

had accommodations at other banks; and if so, where and to what

amount?
, ,, c ^

Mr. Vanderlip. He would be privileged, I think, to make the first

part of that inquiry; has the borrower unduly expanded his loans.

I do not think he would be privileged to ask where. I do not believe

that the bank examiner would give him any information as to the

condition of any other bank, even though the inquiry were based

on the desire to learn the condition of one of his customers.

Senator O'Gorman. Would such information be acquired through

your clearing-house association?

Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir.
. , j u

Senator Pomerene. I had reference to the examiner employed by

the clearing house, and from him you could get the information to

the extent you have indicated?
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Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. Did you, as chairman of the clearing-house com-

mittee, know or have knowledge of what other banks were loaning,

unless there was complaint that there was an overloan ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I had no more knowledge of the business of any
other bank after the examination was completed than you have at

this moment, if the examiner certified that the bank was solvent and
being conducted on sound lines.

Senator Weeks. And you did not Imow what particular stocks and
bonds they were loaning?
Mr. Vandeelip. I had not the slightest information. The only

report the examiner makes in the case of a sound bank is that he has

examined the bank under such a date and found the condition satis-

factory.

Senator Pomeeene. Is this examiner under bond?
Mr. Vandeelip. I should not think so; he has no fiscal responsi-

bility.

Senator Nelson. You mean the clearing-house examiner?
Senator Pojieeene. Yes.

Senator Nelson. He does not handle any funds.

Senator Hitchcock. The United States examiners are bonded.
Senator Nelson. Yes; they give bonds. They are appointed as

quasi public officials, and then the public does not pay them. They
are paid by the banks.

Senator Pomeeene. The secrecy of a borrower's business would de-

pend entirely upon the honor of the man who was employed in the
position of examiner?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes. I have, after large experience with them,

the utmost confidence in their honor and in the fact that these exam-
iners would regard as absolutely confidential any information that
came to them.

Senator Beistow. Who have usually been appointed as bank ex-
aminers in New York by the comptroller?
Mr. Vanderlip. They have usually been of good experience; per-

haps not of very wide banking experience. As I think back, I do
not recollect that examiners have usually had a very large banking
experience. Our present examiner there is an excellent accountant.
He had no banking experience, I think, up to a year or two ago,
when he was for a time employed by the First National Bank. He
later left that employment and returned to the position of examiner.

Senator O'Goeman. Is that the official examiner?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir; Mr. Starek.
Senator Pomeeene. Give his full name.
Mr. Vanderlip. Charles Starek.
Senator Beistow. Whom did he succeed?
Mr. Vandeelip. I am not sure.

Senator O'Goeman. What was his position in this bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. No official position.
Senator O'Goeman. What was the character of his employment?
Mr. Vanderlip. I am not aware as to what his duties were.
Senator O'Goeman. Clerical work or the work of an accountant?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think the work of auditor and accountant.
Senator O'Gorman. What is the usual pay of an auditor and

accountant in a bank?
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Mr. Vandeelip An auditor would probably, in a laree bank fpceive as much as $10,000.
jj i i idige oanK, re-

Mr. O'GoRMAN. Is this a large bank?
Mr Vandeelip. The First National Bank of New York Let me.ay that the fee m New York has always until rather recently be™ndivided between two examiners. Recently one of the examinersMr; Rorebeck, has been dropped and we^have now only o^e examiner there. ^

pa?sT4"fo?frhelpf
'^ ^^'^ ^''^''' ' '^^' '^ ^-' 1- -1-^ h^

Mr. Vanderlip. I think plus what he pays out. As to that fee Ihave no accurate information. That is what I have been told
benator O Gorman. When you speak of that figure you have inmind the net income of the present auditor and examiner

«

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes. If there were two examiners
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). That would be divided

«

Mr. Vanderlip (continuing). It would be divided between the
two. ihere have hitherto been two examiners: there is now onlv
one. •'

Senator O'Gorman. Why, if you know, was this change made.Why was Mr. Rorebeck dropped ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I have no knowledge.
Senator O'Gorman. When did that take place?
Mr. Vanderlip. Since the beginning of the present administra-

tion.

Senator Hitchcock. When the examiner comes to your bank, how
many assistants does he bring?
Mr. Vanderlip. About six.

Senator Hitchcock. Do they all have a knowledge of the affairs
of your bank, when they have completed the examination ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Everything we have is opened to them; under
present day conditions our correspondence is given to them.
Senator Hitchcock. Do they have a knowledge, for instance, of

your loans and collateral?

Mr. Vanderlip. Absolutely.
Senator Hitchcock. All of the men?
Mr. Vandeelip. All of them; yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. So that the knowledge of the affairs of the
bank is not entrusted simply to a United States examiner and the
clearing-house examiner, but to all of these assistants?

Mr. Vanderlip. All of these assistants have access to the affairs.

Whether or not the work may happen to be so divided that one man
counts the cash and another checks collateral, I can not say. There
is no reason, so far as the bank is concerned, why every one of the

bank examiner's staff should not have information about anj'thing

in the bank.
Senator O'Gorman. Have you ever known a case where any of

these assistants to the bank examiner have made any improper use

of the information they acquired in the examination of a bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. I never have.

Senator Pomeebne. Under the present national banking law, as I

understand it, the examiners make their reports to the Comptroller

of the Currency, and I assume that under your State banking laws
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in Xew York the examiners there would make reports of their exam-

ination of the State banks to the State banking department?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Pombrene. Neither one of them would have any means of

knowing what the condition of the other set of banks was ?

Mr. Vanderlip. As a matter of fact I think they do cooperate.

Senator Pomerene. What I was thinking to get at was this, that

the examiner employed by the clearing-house association would have

the means of knowing the condition of all the banks, both State and

national, while, primarily at least, the examiner of the national banks

would only know the condition of the national banks, and the State

examiners of the State banks.

Mr. Vanderlip. That is quite true.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Vanderlip, from your knowledge of bank-

ing conditions in New York, do you think the examinations can be

conducted efficiently with one bank examiner?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think almost any piece of business can be con-

ducted efficiently with one head, if he properly organizes his business.

Senator O'Gorman. Is it usual for the examiners to participate in

the examination of each bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. It is usual, yes, sir; and I should think it was

practical.

Senator O'Gorman. So that each examination requires his per-

sonal presence?
Mr. Vanderlip. Theoretically it does, and I thijik practically he is

there.

Senator O'Gorman. Is it possible for one examiner to be present
at the examinations being conducted at each bank in the city of New
York in a year?
Mr. Vanderlip. I am very certain that that has been possible in

the examination of the National City Bank, and that he has been
present.

Senator O'Gorman. How many national banks are there in the
city of New York?
Mr. Vanderlip. There are 52 central reserve banks in New York,

Chicago, and St. Louis.
Senator Weeks. There has been a recent order of the comptroller

which prevents bank examiners from engaging in any other exami-
nations and doing any other work. Do you think that i^ desirable,
as far as the examinations of banks other than national banks is

concerned ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Before I answer that question I will answer Sena-
tor O'Gorman. There are 36 national banks in New York.

Senator O'Gorman. In the city of New York?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. How many days does it take to examine vour
bank?

^

Mr. Vanderlip. Ordinarily, about a week. We have had an ex-
amination recently, however, that has extended over two or three
weeks.

Senator Nelson. Your bank ?

Mr. Vanderlip. In our bank
;
yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. And that occurs twice a year?
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Mr. Vajstdeelip. Yes. Now, I will answer Senator Weeks's ques-
tion. I suppose a bank examiner would naturally be pretty busy con-
ducting the duties of his position. Banks have found it rather de-
sirable sometimes to have a bank examiner come in to make a special
examination at the instance of directors, and directors have chosen
national-bank examiners to do that work because they believed they
would do it more efficiently.

Senator Weeks. You mean directors of State banks ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir. I see no great harm in it.

Senator O'Gorman. Would you find that directors of State banks
were also directors of national banks ?

Mr. Vandeklip. I was thinking of directors of State banks who
had need for the national-bank examiners.

Senator O'Goeman. Even there it is necessary, where, at the in-

stance of the directors of a national bank, an examination has been
conducted ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; and that independent examination conducted

by the national-bank examiner. Of course, it is the practice of New
York banks to make at least one and sometimes two examinations a

year by the directors. Sometimes it is done in person by the directors

and sometimes they delegate it to a chartered accountant or others

who will make a very thorough examination.

Senator Weeks. What I am trying to get at is this, without any
criticism of the department. There is a recent order, which, I under-

stand, prevents a national-bank examiner from examining State

banks, trust companies, or other institutions. He has to devote his

entire time to the examination of national banks. In a comniunity

like New York, where there are a great many trust companies, it

seems to me you are only getting a partial statement of the conditions

of the banks in the community, unless the same man is going to be

privileged to examift all the banks.

Mr. Vanderlip. That is an advantage we gain from the clearing-

house examination.
. .

Senator Weeks. From the Government's standpoint it is somewhat

important and advantageous to have some man who will be familiar

with the affairs of State banks and trust companies as well as na-

tional banks.
Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would be very advantageous.

Senator Weeks. Then if that is so the recent change made prob-

ably would bring less net knowledge out of the result of those exam-

inations ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I should think so.
, . , ., x ^t,

•
4.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Vanderlip, do you think that the inter-

locking of directors in those 36 national banks is a source of com-

^ m. Vandeelip. I think it is a source of strength, a source of good

management, a source of a better understanding of the credit sit-

"V^nator Hitchcock. Then they have a knowledge of each other's,

affairs ?

Mr. VANDBELn-. They have, to some extent.

Senator Hitchcock. That has been charged as one of the seiious

things in New York which has tended to establish a banking monop-

oly to the detriment of those who were seekmg credit.
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Mr. Vandeelip. It has been so charged, but I do not believe there

has been a single instance cited of harm having been doiie. I will

challenge anyone to show an instance where interlocking directorates

has led to unfairness to a borrower.

Senator Hitchcock. Then it has been charged, too, that it was
practically impossible to finance a new railroad company, for instance,

for the reason that the sources of credit in New York are so largely

controlled by the great owners of the railroads. You have, for in-

stance, as an illustration, the case of Mr. Dave Moffit, out in Denver.

Mr. Vandeelip. We have had the illustration of the Western
Pacific, which was built paralleling the Central Pacific. Money for

that was found in New York.
Senator Hitchcock. But afterwards the AVestern Pacific was

forced to a compromise and a settlement with the Central Pacific, was
it not?

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir; there never has been a compromise or

settlement.

Senator Hitchcock. Was that the Gould line you are referring to?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Did it happen that Gould had one such bank,

and that he was able in some independent way to finance the system ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would not say an independent way. That was
financed, I believe, through Blair & Co. They are very important
bankers. There is no trouble whatever in getting a sound thing
financed in New York if there is money there to finance a sound
•enterprise.

Mr. Stillwell complained that his Oriental road could not be

financed there. It could not. It could not have been financed any-
where, in my estimation, if anybody had sound judgment about the

building of such a road. ^^
Senator Nelson. Where was that road to be \fmlt—in China ?

Mr. Vandeelip. From Kansas City to Mexico, generally speaking.
Senator Hitchcock. There was a time when some very unsound

railroads were financed in New York, because there was apparently
no combination of banking interests. What new development is this

"that has enabled the banking interests to discriminate and to exclude
some propositions when they come to them ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I should not think there ever was a time that un-
sound business could be done in New York because there was no com-
bination. If there are people in New York with capital which they
are ready to put into an unsound enterprise they can be found to-day
as readily as they could any other time.

I believe there is no such discrimination, or no such combination.
The charge can not be sustained that a sound commercial enterprise,
a sound proposition for railroad building, can not be put through in

New York because it might compete with some existing business.
If it will so compete as to endanger its own success, certainly it

-can not be done if the people in control of the capital have sound
judgment. But the fact that it would compete with some existing
-enterprise, which enterprise was financed by the strongest house in
New York, would not be a barrier against finding capital for it if it

is essentially sound in itself and will not have its own future en-
dangered by the competition which it will encounter.
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Senator Eeed. You mean if there is room for two ?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose a project was undertaken to finance
a railroad to compete with the Jim Hill system and such a proiectcame to the attention of what we will call the Morgan banks.Would not those banks inevitably feel interested in discouragin<^
that project? " *=

Mr Vanderlip. I can say that the National City Bank has financed
a railroad project in the Southern Kailway field, the Southern Eail-
way Co. being a Morgan enterprise, and this project being directly in
competition with the Southern Railway Co.
Senator Hitchcock. How lately was that ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It is now in process of building.
Senator Hitchcock. About how large a project is it«
Mr. Vandeelip. $10,000,000 or $12,000,000.
Senator Nelson. It is not long ago since the New York banks

financed the extension of the St. Paul road to the coast, in competi-
tion with the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern, which are
commonly called Morgan roads?
Mr. Vanderlip. The National City Bank financed that extension.
Senator Eeed. As I understand you, Mr. Vanderlip, the test is

this—as you put it—whether there is room for two enterprises. If
there is room for two enterprises, then you claim that there would
be no barrier; if there is not room for two enterprises, then nobody
but a foolish person would put his money into a competing line when
the competing line would never pay ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That is exactly what I mean. There is no such
thing as a strong interest putting out a ban on the financing of a new
railroad proposition and saying to New York financiers that this new
road must not be financed because it is going to compete with an
existing railroad that has been financed by this strong interest. The
thing is not done. It does not exist. It is not true.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean the heavy railroad owners are in-

terested in the banks of New York ?

Mr. Vandeelip. They are interested in the banks; yes. But the

banks are run primarily by themselves. The bank officers solely are

in charge of the conduct of the bank.

Senator Beistow. That is, you claim that a railroad may be inter-

ested in a bank, and be a most important factor in the management
of that bank, and still that bank would pay no attention to the

affairs of that road as far as financing its competitors is concerned?

Mr. Vandeelip. No such condition exists. There is no bank that

[ am aware of in which a railroad is an important factor in the

management of the bank. The relation is the other way around.

Senator Nelson. It is the railroads which need the banks ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Take the firni of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., they are

leavily interested in the Union Pacific?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Would it not be natural that they would dis-

;ourage a system competing against the Union Pacific?

Mr. Vanderlip. Naturally they would discourage any competitive

ystem, but Speyer & Co. would not, and Morgan & Co. would not.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 7
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Senator Hitchcock. Would not. Kuhn, Loeb & Co. have such

large interests in banking institutions as to make their influence

^
M?.*Vandehlip. That is exactly the thing that does not exist I

do not think there would be the slightest hesitation on the part of

other firms perfectly competent financially to
^^^""ZLl^ifTtnfZn

"^S»t'lclSl.ThK°Spe,.er * Co. would finance .o™^

thing that would seriously endanger a great interest of Kuhn, l.oeb

& Co., Kuhn, Loeb & Co. would retaliate, would they not i

Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly. But not for the purpose of re-

taliation. They would not retaliate in that way. If there were

some territory in which Speyer & Co. were interested, and if there

were sufficient business to make the new road successful, 1 do not

doubt but what Kuhn, Loeb & Co. would finance that, and they

would do it now or after such a situation as we have outlined, ihat

is not retaliation; that is good business. There is plenty of banking

capital, there are plenty of individual banking houses to finance

good business.
. , j. ,i

•

Senator Hitchcock. Then when witnesses come before this com-

mittee and say that there is a combination in New York they are

mistaken?
. j. .u •

Mr. Vandeelip. They are mistaken. It is a figment of then-

imagination. They probably have read newspaper headlines and

heard statements, and they do not kno^v the truth.

Senator Hitchcock. When they come and testify of their own
knowledge and experience?

Mr. Vandeelip. Then I advise you to analyze very carefully that

experience and check it up, because the combination does not exist.

Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, you claim that the men

who run the New York banks, and who control them, are different in

the moral and mental make-up than the average banker of the;

country ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I make no such claim whatever. Nothing can be

further from my mind.
Senator Beistow. Do you think the average banker would finance

a proposition if it was detrimental to his largest stockholder and the

most important depositor?

Mr. Vandeelip. To his largest stockholder; no. To his most
important depositor, perhaps, yes. It would be then a case of

weighing the advantage between the deposit and the advantage of

financing that enterprise.

Senator Beistow. And if the advantage of the deposit was greater

than the advantage of the enterprise, he would not finance it?

Mr. Vandeelip. Probably not. But in no case, sir, is a deposit of

sufficient importance to prevent any banker from financing an im-
portant enterprise, a very important enterprise.

Senator O'Goeman. In that connection, let me ask you this ques-

tion. At the present time, perhaps during the memory of those now
engaged in the banking business, is there not a keen competition for

business between banking interests in the city of New York?
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Mr. Vandeelip. I believe there is no line of business in the countiy
where competition is more keen.

Senator O'Goeman. Would not that competition be keener in New
York to-day than in any other part of the United States ?

Mr. Vakdeklip. I think so.

Senator O'Goesian. Because of the great volume of money in New
York?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. How much money does your clearing house carry ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The clearing house carries no money, sir.

Senator Reed. They have no deposits of any kind ?

Mr. Vandeelip. They have no deposits of any kind ; that is not the
function of the clearing house. The clearing house does have in its

vault a certain amount of gold which is merely there in the nature

of being in a warehouse, so that we do not have to move gold about.

There are never any deposits.

Senator Reed. Who puts up that gold ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Any banker who would prefer to have a piece of

paper, a clearing-house certificate, for $10,000 instead of $10,000 in

cash.

Senator Reed. Really, the bankers put up a central deposit of

gold?
Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir. There is no deposit at all. That is purely

a warehouse function for banking purposes, to aid us in paying bal-

ances between the banks, and permitting us to give an order on this

warehouse instead of carting the gold about the streets.

Senator Reed. Where is the gold kept?

Mr. Vandeelip. In a vault in the clearing-house building.

Senator Reed. Where does the gold come from to get into that

vault?
'

, n -. ij
Mr. Vandeelip. From any banker who chooses to deposit gold

there and take up certificates to represent it.

Senator Reed. In settling your balances you use these certificates 5

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. I inquired about the amount that was kept.

Mr. Vandeelip. My recollection is that there is about $90,000,000.

That figure will not be exactly correct.

Senator Reed. Now, I want to come back to matters that concern

this bill, and I asked that question simply for the purpose of know-

ing how much gold there might be in the one place.

Mr Vandeelip. That has no relation whatever to the reserves ot

the banks, or the money market. That is only a physical conven-

^^"Senator Reed. In settling your balances, instead of counting out

gold to each other, you simply check against this gold^

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And settle it m that way i

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir. ,

Senator Nelson. It is simply a warehouse where you can keep

gold on which you can draw, instead of keeping it m your vault?

^e^nalrSrYlr'drnot have to^dr.w -Id from there; you

send the certificates around and have a little balance left?
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Mr. Vandeemp. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. I want to ask you about a matter of great impor-

tance in this bill concerning which I do not think you iiave been ques-

tioned before. How much gold reserve do you think ought to be kept

in the regional banks?
Mr. Vandeelip. In normal tiipes perhaps as much as 80 per cent.

Senator O'Gokman. How much?
Mr. Vandeelip. Eighty per cent. That is a very difficult question

to answer, and my reply is a sort of shot in the dark. In normal
times these banks ought not to be used for conducting the current

business of the country. They ought to run with very strong re-

serves. They ought to be under no compulsion to earn money, and
they ought to conserve reserves in order that they may be enabled to

make these rediscounts when necessary.

Senator O'Gorman. The larger the gold reserve the safer the

whole structure would be, in your opinion?
Mr. Vandeelip. The larger the gold reserve carried, the safer. I

can not say the larger legal minimum.
Senator O'Goeman. Where do you think the law ought to put the

minimum ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think the law as it is drawn, with a minimum
of 33 J per cent is all right. As a matter of fact, I do not believe in

legal minimums, anyway. I believe that should be left to the con-

servative conduct of good managers of banks.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you not tliink there ought to be a sentence
of penalization for going below a certain point, in order to encourage
keeping above that point?
Mr. Vandeelip. A penalization in this case is not a very effec-

tive sentence. You penalize the earnings that come out of the Gov-
ernment.

Senator O'Goeman. That is what we discussed yesterday. Now,
you have examined this bill with reference 1;o the possibility of in-

flation, have you not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. I believe you said you thought there was a
great power of inflation in it. Of course, a 33^ per cent gold reserve
would be some check on paper inflation, and the larger the gold
reserve the greater the check ; is that not true ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Just what do jou mean by paper inflation ?

Senator O'Goeman. I mean this money that is to be issued from
time to time upon collateral, notes, etc.

Mr. Vandeelip. Please do not confuse inflation of credit with in-

flation of currency. You can not have an inflation of currency if

you have ample redemption facilities. Gold will not be held in

Eeople's pockets ; the currency can not be held in reserves. It will
e deposited in banks by the men who do not want it in their pockets,

and it will be retired. There will be in the way of the correct operat-
ing of that principle the fact that these notes may find their way into
the reserves of State banks. Were it not for that, there would be as
great conformance to business needs in note issue as in deposit bal-
ances. And deposit balances ought to be readily interchangeable
with notes according as the customer wants credit as a deposit bal-
ance, or wants it as a note. There is no more reason for the Govern-
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ment charging interest on these notes or guaranteeing these notes
than there would be for the Government to guarantee the deposits in

Senator Eeed. I know that is a favorite theory with bankers, but
nevertheless I hardly think that it is practical at this time to expect
that sort of theory to be carried out.
Now, I want to direct your attention to this thought as bearing

upon that theory. You say that if a man has a bank credit of $10,000
he has the right to issue his check against that credit, and that that
IS simply a method by -which he uses that bank's credit, makes it
available, and if the bank, instead of giving him a bank credit and
check against it, wp,s to issue to him bank bills and let him put them
in his pocket and carry them away, that that is only a bank credit.
That is the argument. Now, in the practical operation is there not a
tremendous difference?

I get a credit with your bank for $10,000, and I put my check book
in my pocket, and I draw checks. There is only one place in the
world to redeem those checks, and they do not pass current from
hand to hand. They may pass to one man that I happen to know and
will accept my check because he happens to know me, but to all prac-
tical purposes those checks go back into the bank within 24 hours
after they are issued, on the average, and the transaction is closed.
But if you give me $10,000 of your bank notes, and I put them in my
pocket, they may travel all around the United States and be in circu-
lation six months or a year before they get back to your bank. Is
that not true ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That is not true unless there is need for them for
just that purpose.

Senator Eeed. Let us see if that is sound. I question the soundness
of it most emphatically, although I do not want to get into a financial

argument with you, for I would be on very doubtful ground. Do
you not confuse the term " need " with the man ? A man is engaged
in a lot of wild-cat circulation. He is booming railroads that may
never develop into paying propositions. He is buying acre property

and laying it out into town lots and building houses, for which there

will never be a real demand, and he needs money mighty badly.

Mr. Vanderlip. He needs credit, not money.
Senator Eeed. He needs something that will pass for money, and

therefore if he got hold of these notes he would be engaged in trans-

actions in which he could constantly be using them ; and yet, is it

not true that as a matter of fact, the very existence of that money
tends to promote this wildcat speculation, and is that not the trouble

with all inflation, and is it not true of a bank note, as it is true with

anv kind of other money that circulates ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Let me see if I can not make this very simple and

clear. Let us suppose a community has no outside financial connec-

tions. This community is doing its business with the exact amount

of currency in its pockets that it wants and a certain amount of reserve

in its banks. A wildcat real estate operator buys some outlying land

and cuts it up into lots and builds houses on them that will not sed.

At no time during this process has that community got any more

money in its pockets than it had before, no matter how much money

in the form of circulating notes this man might have succeeded m
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drawing from a bank on sound collateral. He could not gel the

notes without sound credit. He has bought a piece of land and |jaid

for it, we will say, with $10,000 of notes. What will any man svho

receives the notes do with them? Will he carry them around with

him? Not at all. You know what he will do with them. Pie will

take them to his bank and deposit them. They are of no value to the

bank's reserve, and therefore they will be redeemed.

Senator Reed. You see the trouble with that illustration is ihat

you leave out of it, I think, two important propositions. In the hrst

place, you have not got a circumscribed community. You nave got

an enormous country, and the note starts on its course. Then, I

think, that you leave out of your argument another very important

consideration, and that is that while there may be no more money,

but there is something that performs all the functions and uses of

money.
Mr. Vanderlip. Oh, but these notes do not.

Senator Eeed. They do, while they are out passing from hand to

hand; and, as long as they are out, they might just as well be in

money. And then I think you leave out of consideration the fact

that when that man begins to build those houses he has bought from
the lumberman an unnecessary amount of lumber, and he has boomed
the lumberman's business. The lumberman who sold his lumber
buys from the sawmill, and he has boomed the sawmill man's busi-

ness. The sawmill man goes out to buy more timber land, and he

has boomed the land business. He hires a lot of men to cut down
trees, and they have boomed the lumber-camp business. All these

things have boomed the grocery business, the dry-goods business, and
the wholesale business, and you have, after all, a vast structure of

business and credits based upon an original bad investment, and all

of it carried on because there is plenty of this stuff circulating around
that they call money.
Mr. Vanderlip. Based exactly as you say, on an original bad in-

vestment—not based on the issue of notes. The bad investment could
have gone on exactly the same with the plan of deposit credits

instead of notes.

Senator Reed. There is just the point I raised. This man comes
down with security to the bank, with his own note, and he puts it

up and the bank issues this thing that circulates as money. If the
banker did not have the right to do that, he would have to look in

his till, and if he did not have good hard money there the transaction
would stop. And I can not see why^because we all admit that wild
inflation brings wild results—why the bank note that goes and circu-

lates three months, six months, or a year and gets out in almost un-
limited quantities can not produce exactly the same result that it

would if the Government could issue wildcat money.
Mr. Vanderlip. That is because you believe men will carry more

money in their pockets if there is facility for turning a bank credit
into a bank note. I hold they will not. That is an absolutely fixed
quantity, determined by the habits of the people. There will be no
more money in the people's pockets under any scheme of note issue
where there is an adequate redemption facility back of it. Those
notes will come right back into the bank—right back for redemp-
tion—the moment there is any redundancy of them. I think you
confuse an issue of notes with an overissue of credit.
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Senator Eeed. Perhaps I do. I wanted to suggest the idea to you
with a view to perhaps modifying yours, but I see I am not going to
be able to do that. ^ *=

Mr. Vanderup. I am very earnest and honest in my opinion.
Senator Reed. I know you are, and I am just as earnest in mine;

and I will pass on to something else, where, whether we can agree or
not, I can get your view. I want to ask you about the value of the
currency system to the whole financial structure, to this large reserve
which the Government now has, against which it issues gold certifi-
cates and which it holds back from the banks.
Mr. Vanderlip. I do not regard the gold back of gold certificates

as a gold reserve at all. The Government is acting as a warehouse-
man.

Senator Reed. Well, call the Government a warehouseman. Is it

of value to our financial system ? Does it add to its stability ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly it does, because it represents the gold
certificates that are in the bank reserves. It is also true that there
are many in the hands of the people. They are there to a much
larger extent than they should be, because you have reduced the
size of the gold certificate, which, in my opinion, was quite a wrong
thing to do. The $10 gold certificate is now largely in the hands of
the people, when it ought to be in the reserves.

Senator Reed. The mere fact, I take it, that there is piled up an
immense amount of gold although there are gold certificates out
against it, has a very steadying etfect upon our financial system.
Mr. Vanderlip. Not the slightest in that sense.

Senator Reed. In what sense?
Mr. Vanderlip. It is the fact that these certificates are in the hands

of the banks, are in the reserves of the bankSj that has the steadying
effect, and the knowledge that the certificate is backed by gold. The
function of the Government is merely one of physical convenience,

just as I said in discussing the warehousing function of a clearing

house, with its clearing-house certificates issued against the gold.

It is thus possible to have this gold in the form of convenient paper
instead of actual coin, and that is the only function the Government
is performing.

Senator Reed. I am just trying to get one question settled—whether

it is a good thing in our financial system to have that gold piled up
in the vaults of the Treasury of the United States.

Mr. Vanderlip. It is neither good nor bad.

Senator Reed. It is utterly useless ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No; it is not utterly useless, because it is a great

convenience to the business of the country. We could not do busi-

ness freely with actual money. Of course we could do it, but it would

be an annoying thing.

Senator Reed. I think this : I think that in view of the fact that

gold is the ultimate money of redemption the world over, the mere

fact there was a large amount of it in the vaults of the Treasury of

the United States, although there were gold certificates that were out

against it, would have a tendency to inspire confidence in our ability

to take care of ourselves.
. .

Mr Vanderlip. It would have a tendency to inspire great tear

if they thought you were going to use that gold for any purpose
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other than the purpose of placing it in a warehouse for the redemp-
tion of the certificates out against it.

Senator O'Goeman. Right there, Mr. Vanderlip, is it not of great

importance, in considering the security of our credit, that in the

United States, whether in the Government vault or in the vaults

of our banks, we should have the actual physical possession of a

large quantity of the gold of the world ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly it is, but it is not of importance whether
that gold is in the bank or whether it is in the Treasury and the

representative of it, the gold certificate, is in the bank. It is not
the fact that that gold has been collected in the Treasury that is

important, but it is important that in this country, in the reserves of

the banks, and elsewhere, there is either the gold or the representative

of it—the gold certificate.

Senator Eeed. It is important that you have it in the country.
Mr. Vanderlip. Very important; tremendously so.

The Chairman. Mr. Vanderlip, I want to ask you a question:
Suppose the Government were to take the gold which is now in the
Treasurj' as a current fund and place it in the redemption division
as a reserve fund, and issue against that the Treasury gold notes,
payable in gold at Washington, and put them out in small denomina-
tions as legal tender, would it not have a beneficial effect on the gold
reserve of the United States ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Well, of course, you are presuming the calling
in of the gold certificates.

The Chairman. No.
Mr. Vanderlip. Why, it would have a most disastrous effect, for

you to take the gold that is back of the gold certificates out of the
Treasury.
The Chairman. I am not proposing anything of the kind ; I made

no such suggestion. What I said was that suppose the current gold
that is there as a part of the general fund we have now in the
Treasury, as part of the current fund, over $100,000,000 of gold,
and I was suggesting that the Treasury issue in lieu of that a Treas-
ury gold note of small denomination, payable in Washington City,
but taking the gold itself and putting it in the redemption division
as against those notes issued in that way.
Mr. Vanderlip. I can see no essential difference between that note

and the gold certificate, but in making them payable in small de-
nominations you encourage their use in the hands of the people
instead of retention in the reserves of the banks. That is where the
gold should lodge. The money in the hands of the people should be
bank notes, and the gold certificates should lodge in the banks. Your
plan would merely give a Treasury note dollar for dollar, payable in
gold, instead of a gold certificate dollar for dollar.
The Chairman. It would have the effect, would it not, of putting

these notes out m the hands of the people, where they would not
come back for redemption, and in that way leave this additional
gold as an additional reserve against the outstanding greenbacks

«

Mr. Vanderlip. It would have that effect
; yes.

The Chairman. And in that way it would strengthen the position
*'

T.T
Vr"'^ernment as far as redeeming those notes is concerned

«

Mr. Vanderlip The position of the Government would' be
strengthened, so far as redeeming the greenback was concerned
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Senator Reed. How could you redeem the greenback « That kgold put away and gold certificates issued againit it

'

againstTr'''''^''"
^' *^'"' """^ P'^P°'' *° ^''^" '^^^^ certificates

The Chakman. It is not to be a warehouse receipt, but simTDlv

L"in giw " " ^'^^' ^'^'^'' '* '^' ^^'^^"^ ^" ^^^^^

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

thffoldT
^'^'°''' ^^^ '"''^"'"^ """"^"^ ^^ measured in the volume of

The Chairman. But the gold would belong to the United Statesand not belong to the holder.of the notes, unless he would come in

?ecei t'""^
redemption. They would not be a warehouse

Mr Vandeeup No But the notes you issued would be on a parity
with the greenback—that is, they would have a claim of the same na-
ture as the greenbacks against the total fund, dollar for dollar of
gold, to be represented by Treasury notes, plus $150,000,000 Aow
back ot the greenbacks and plus the free gold.
The Chairman. Yes ; a claim against assets or funds of the United

btates.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

_
Senator Shafroth. Mr. Vanderlip, I read an interview with youm the newspaper four or five weeks ago, in which you stated in New

York there was a demand, in your judgment, for $2,000,000,000 for
the purpose of developing water power in the United States. Can
you tell what, m your judgment, is the legitimate demand for devel-
opment of all kinds in the United States!
Mr. Vanderlip. In the first place, I would like to correct the im-

pression as to what my exact statement was. You probably read an
address I made in regard to the development of the electrical industry
of the country.
Senator Shafroth. Yes.
Mr. Vanderlip. I stated that in the next five years I believed the

total electrical development, power stations, water power, railway
slectrification—all things incidental to the electrical business—might
properly consume $2,000,000,000 capital. I believe that is a conserva-
tive estimate. I do not say they will, because I doubt if that amount
)f capital is readily available for that purpose.
Senator Shafroth. What, in your judgment, is the total demand

'or all enterprises that could legitimately be considered as good
snterprises in the United States in the next five years ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would not want to make an offhand estimate of
hat. I do know that the needs for railroad development are perfectly

remendous. I believe so great an authority as Mr. Hill stated they
rould equal $1,000,000,000 a year. That would seem to me to be a
iretty high estimate. Certainly it is more than they are likely to

et, but there will certainly be several hundred millions a year, right

long, necessary for railroad development.
Senator Shafroth. Well, in other lines do you think that there will

e in fact a great deal?
Mr. Vanderlip. We are now spending a vast amount the country

rer on building good roads. There is need for a large sum for

lunicipal loans and other loans of that character. All sorts of in-
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dustrial development will go on and will require capital. It is quite

impossible to say, with such information as I have at hand, what
would be a fair estimate of the total.

Senator Shafeoth. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, the difficulty with the

national-bank notes at the present time in seeking redemption at

Washington is due to the fact that it is not constituted a legal reserve

of the bank, is it not ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Shafeoth. That is the reason it comes to Washington?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Shafeoth. And that redemption now amounts to pretty

near the total issue every year ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Shafeoth. If this bill goes into effect and all the State

banks come into operation under it, the State banks would no longer

use the national-bank notes as reserve.

Mr. Vandeelip. No ; the State bank which would become a member
bank, presumably, could no longer use these notes as reserve, though
it is not specifically so stated in the bill. There is merely the word
"regulation," which is open to any construction you may choose to

put upon it.

Senator Shafeoth. What is required of the reserves here in this

bill is that it shall be the same as that now required for the national

banks to keep in their vaults.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. Which, I take it, would not include the notes

that are issued in this system here.

Mr. Vandeelip. That is certainly presumable, and would surely

be desirable.

Senator Shafeoth. Then, if State banks come in there will be an
enormous demand for more reserve money, will there not?
Mr. Vandeelip. No; not a very enormous demand for more re-

serve money, because part of the reserves, which they now presum-
ably keep in cash, could be kept as balances with reserve banks. I

am not aware, and I think no statistics are available, as to how
many national-bank notes are in the reserves of State banks. I think
it is not considerable.

The Chaieman. That is reported.
Mr. Vandeelip. That is reported? I was not aware of that. At

any event, I do not believe it is large.

The Chaieman. That is not large.

Mr. Vandeelip. No. That, as you say, would not make an enor-
mous new demand for reserves.

The Chairman. The national-bank notes in State banks and na-
tional banks combined would not exceed $75,000,000. That is the
reason why I was asking you about building up this reserve, because
1 thought it would prove to be an expedient to retire that amount
of national-bank notes, taking up the 2 percents, and putting the
2 per cent bonds then in the redemption division as 3 percents, and
issuing a legal-tender note in lieu of these national-bank notes, pay-
able in gold at the Treasury, which might be used as reserves by the
member banks.
Mr. Vandeelip. I have two or three rather important suggestions

I want to make before the hearing closes.
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The Chairman. It is 20 minutes to 12 now, and I think we had
etter proceed.
Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Swinney is here, and I wanted
jm to have at least 30 minutes.
Senator Bristow. We will meet this afternoon.
Senator Eeed. But he is leaving on the 3 o'clock train.
The Chairman. The committee can meet at any time it wishes,

r might continue the session.

Senator Nelson. We might meet at half past 1 o'clock.
Senator Reed. I was going to suggest that in view of the fact

liat he does have to leave, and I think has a short message to deliver,
ossibly we might hear him now.
Mr. Vanderlip is not going to be able to get through, and as Mr.
iwinney will only take a few minutes, I was going to suggest we
ear him now, if that will be satisfactory to Mr. Vanderlip.
Mr. Vanderlip. It is perfectly satisfactory.

Senator Nelson. You can be with us this afternoon ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I am entirely at your service.

Senator Reed. However, as it has been suggested that we meet at

.alf past 1 o'clock, suppose we let Mr. Vanderlip go on for the
iresent.

The Chairman. I remind the committee that there are some gen-
lemen here from Iowa, bankers or business men from that State,

7ho have been advised they could be heard to-day.

If it is agreeable to the committee, we will hear Mr. Swinney now.
Senator Reed. The final suggestion was that we meet at half past

o'clock and hear him then.

The Chairman. Very well; that will be the order if thei:e is no
bjection.

Mr. Vanderlip. I can finish in five minutes myself, unless you

Lave questions to ask me.

The Chairman. All right; proceed, Mr. Vanderlip.

Mr. Vanderlip. In regard to the section on farm loans, I do not

elieve in a commercial bank having real estate mortgages. Prac-

ically, however, the limitation in here, that no bank shall use more

han 25 per cent of its capital and surplus for this purpose, makes

b safe. I recognize the competition that national banks are under

dth State banks in the West, and the fact that these loans are

lerfectly secure, as a rule. They may be perfectly secure, but they

re also perfectly unliquid. I do not believe in encouragmg that

ype of business for commercial banks, but even with that view, I

lo not think that the clause as here drawn will lead to any disaster,

nd the limitation is a proper one.
^. .

-i.

Senator Weeks. Won't you add to the suggestion also that it

imits the commercial bank'on demand deposits?
.

Mr Vanderlip. Of course that is what I mean. A commercial

ank having demand deposits ought not to devote any considerable

mount of its resources, at least, to investment in unliquid assets

1 making unliquid loans. Taking up the savings-bank feature, i

ave paid no great attention to that, because m any event it prob-

bly would not interest the large city banks. In one particular it

5 so drawn that it could not interest the large city banks. It states

[lat the amount segregated as the capital of the savings departments

hall in no case be less than $15,000 or a sum equal to 20 per cent of
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the paid-up capital and surplus of the national bank. That would
mean that the National City Bank, in order to establish a savings

department, would have to segregate $11,400,000 of its capital to

do so. This 20 per cent ought to be changed, if you desire at all to

encourage the large banks to have savings-bank departments. It

means a segregation of too much. A $15,000 limitation is probably
wise, and perhaps at the other end you might have a $200,000 or

$500,000 limitation. But to say that the bank, no matter how large,

if it desires to start a savings department, must segregate 20 per cent

of its capital and surplus is equivalent to saying a large bank never
will do it.

Senator Beistow. Your suggestion would be, after " $15,000," in

line 6, to strike out " or than a sum equal to 20 per cent of the

paid-up capital and surplus of the said national bank," in the

next two lines, and then make it read " not less than $15,000 or more
than $200,000"?
Mr. Vanderlip. No; I would let it be as much as any one wants

it to be, but if you feel that a large banker should not be governed
by the $15,000 limit, then I would say that banks of a million capital
should segregate 5 or 10 per cent. But to make them segregate 20
per cent practically prohibits them from ever undertaking the
business.

Senator Eeed. What is the use of making any limitation at all?
Mr. Vanderlip. None at all that I see.

Senator Reed. What is the use of saying a bank should set aside
20 per cent in the savings-bank business? Why not prohibit them
from doing it at all ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Oh, but it is done, to a very large degree. Every
report of the comptroller shows that.

The Chairman. There is now $820,000,000 invested in savings-
bank departments.
Mr. Vanderlip. $820,000,000, according to the last call?
Senator Reed. What is the amount held on deposit ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is the same thing.
Senator Hollis. Half of them have savings-banks departments,

now. Just about half.

_
Senator Reed. I do not believe they have any legal right to estab-

lish a savings-bank department.
Mr. Vanderlip. The comptroller winks at it.

Senator Reed. Then, he is not following the law.
Senator Nelson. I do not believe the small country banks would

avail themselves at all of this. They prefer the present system. It
has worked well.

Mr. Vanderlip. On page 46, line 11, the power is given national
banks to act as trustee for mortgage loans. Taking that in connec-
tion with this section, I presume that means farm-mortgage loans.
It ought to be cleared up. I should be glad to see it extended, so
that a national bank may act as trustee for any mortgage loan—that
is, corporate mortgages. That is one of the things that a trust
company does that a national bank can not do, and it is very profit-
able to the trust companies. I see no reason why a national bank
should not a^ct as trustee m such cases. The language is not clear,
however. * '
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The provision in regard to foreign branches is a very desirable
ling. It is impossible for any national bank to engage' in foreign
isiness now. I have given careful consideration to the subject of
inking in South America, and have found it was quite impossible
ir us to engage in business as the laws now stand. There are other
(asons, too, that make the development of this business diiRcult. I
link the law is not clear where it says a certain amount of capital

lall be set aside. I do not know just what that means—set aside.

Senator Nelson. What page are you on?
Mr. Vandeelip. Page 50, line 4; whether there shall be the com-
lete segregation that is provided for in the savings-bank clause,

here all capital segregated shall be used to pay all deposits of the

articular department where it has been segregated, before any of it

used to pay other deposits or not. That is not fully enough ex-

lained ; it does not tell exactly what is meant.
Senator Nelson. Would you weaken the foreign department if

ou limited it?

Mr. Vandeklip. Very much. And if you do not liteit it, the " set-

ng aside " means nothing.

Senator Nelson. Ought not that to be left optional with the

anks?
Mr. Vandeelip. I think it ought

;
yes. As a matter of fact, if you

ave a foreign branch, your whole credit is really involved in its

iccess or failure.

Senator Nelson. And ought to be involved?

Mr. Vandeelip. And ought to be involved. There ought to be no

?tting aside whatever. The Aldrich bill permitted the formation

f a specific foreign bank, the stock of which could be owned by the

arent bank. That made the two somewhat distinct, but did not

ivolve the capital of the national bank any more than to the amount

f the capital held in the foreign bank. I do not recommend that

articularly as the course to be followed; at any event, I call your

ttention to this as not being clear. ,1,1-,
Senator Nelson. It seems to me the foreign branch bank should

e on exactly the same basis as the domestic bank.

Mr. Vandeelip. I should think so.
.

Senator Eeed. And then they ought to have some means of m-

Decting that foreign branch bank. ,,,-,. ^ „ m,
Mr Vandeelip. That is provided and should exist, of course, ihe

'ederal reserve board is given power to refuse the application for

foreign branch if there are reasons—that is, for any reasons it

3es fit All those grants of power when you do not know how a

oard is going to act or what may be intended are uncertainties m
le minds of the business men. You do not know what to think

f the law when you do not know just what the law means.

Senator Shafeoth. It can not be worse than it is now, where they

'Mr."" Vandeelip. Oh, yes. A very unsound banking system, I

SrSnli™?means as to the discretion given to the board.
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Mr. Vanderlip. That is perfectly true, although it might permit

one of our competitors to have a foreign branch and to say to us

that we could not, and we would not like that.

Senator Shafeoth. There is no authority now to establish a for-

eign bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. None whatever.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you not accomplish the same thing

through a correspondent there?

Mr. Vanderlip. By no means.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose those interested in your bank organ-

ize a private bank in London; can you not do business with each

other, practically?

Mr. Vanderlip. Let us think about that. Those interested in our

bark. That means a good many hundred people, interested in dif-

ferent relations. Say we attach the ownership of a foreign bank to

the stock of our bank, in some way. What shall we do? There
would at once arise a complicated situation. You have got to have
the interest of fhe foreign branch on all fours with the interest in

the parent institution. You must not make it possible for a few in-

siders to own the foreign branch and juggle the United States bank
for their benefit. That would not be wise or desirable. The interests

of the two must be on all fours ; they must, in some way, be part of

one another. It may be either by a branch, provided here, with a

clear understanding as' to what '^ setting aside the capital " means,
or by the establishing of an entirely distinct foreign bank, all of the

capital stock of which is owned by the national bank that considers
it a branch.

Senator Hitchcock. Can a State bank in New York have a branch
in London ?

Mr. Vanderlip. It can and does. Several of them now have; also

in Berlin and Paris.

Senator PIitchcock. That is one of the advantages they have, the
State bank, in New York City?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Nelson. It seems to me, Mr. Vanderlip, in order to help

our foreign commerce, our branch banks in foreign countries, for
instance, in London, ought to be of such a character that the accept-
ance of that bank which would represent the foreign bank in this
country, should be of such value that their acceptance would be as
good as the acceptances of the foreign bank.
Mr. Vanderlip. And to have it of value, you must have all of the

capital stock back of that acceptance—the whole strength of the bank
must be back of it.

Senator Nelson. Yes; the whole strength of the bank must be
back of it. For instance, I had a case here of importing coffee

Senator O'Gorman (interposing).' Senator Nelson, I call your at-

tention to the fact that it is now nearing 12 o'clock, when the Senate
meets, and you want to be there.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; I will not ask any further questions now.
The Chairman. The committee will stand adjourned until half

past 1 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 11.55 o'clock, a. m., a recess was taken until 1.30
o clock p. m.
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AFTER RECESS.

Senator Eeed. Gentlemen of the committee, you all know MrSwinney, the president of the First National Bank of Kansas City'Will you permit me to ask Mr. Swinney one or two question in order
to put certain facts m the record ?

Senator Weeks Before you begin will you let me refer a matter
to the committee?
Senator Eeed. Certainly.
Senator Weeks. Mr Wilson Gilbert, who was president of theNew lork Clearing House in 1907, has indicated that he would

come before the committee if he were invited. He is an old man
and m somewhat infirm health and does not feel like makino' the
trip unless he is wanted. I suggested the other day to the chair-
man that perhaps he was a man from whom we could get valuable
information. If the committee desires it and wishes to secure him I
think it might be well.

The Chairman. You might bring that up when we have a quorum.
Senator Weeks. I have to go away early, and will ask you to

bring it up.

Senator Eeed. Personally I am in favor of hearing him.
Senator Bristow. Yes ; I am very much in favor of hearing him.

I think we ought to get all the information we can.

STATEMEIJT OF EDWARD F. SWINNEY, PEESIDENT OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK, KANSAS CITY, MO.

_
Senator Eeed. Mr. Swinney, you are president of the First Na-

tional Bank of Kansas City, Mo.?
Mr. Swinney. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. And what is its capital stock?

Mr. Swinney. $1,000,000.

Senator Eeed. What is its surplus?
Mr. Swinney. $1,000,000; and undivided profits, $1,000,000.
Senator Eeed. What do its deposits ordinarily amount to?
Mr. Swinney. About $27,000,000.

Senator Eeed. They run very much higher than that, I think, at

imes ?

Mr. Swinney. Yes.
Senator Eeed. How many country banks are depositors with you?
Mr. Swinney. Between 700 and 800.

Senator Eeed. And, generally speaking, over what section of

erritory are they spread?
Mr. Swinney. We cover the West largely—Kansas, Missouri,

'Nebraska, Texas, and Oklahoma, principally.

Senator Eeed. What amount of deposits do you keep in eastern

lanks, or in other bankSj and where? I do not mean all the time^

lut as a general proposition.

Mr. Swinney. Well, we keep our reserves, of course, in the three

entral reserve cities.

Senator Eeed. St. Louis, Chicago, and New York.

Mr. Swinney. Yes. Our reserves with those reserve banks will

unfrom $5,000,000 to $7,000,000.
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Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Swinney,_ you told me there were one

or two matters about this bill to which you would like to call the

attention of the committee.
. .

Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, Mr. Vanderlip has covered the proposition so

thoroughly that it hardly leaves anything for me to say.

The Chairman. Do you substantially agree with Mr. Vanderlip

in his views ?

Mr. SwiNNET. Largely; yes, sir. But what I am going to say on

one or two matters—one especially—shows that men in the same busi-

ness, look at matters from a different standpoint on account of the

fact that they do business in different localities.

I wanted especially to speak of these country banks having to

keep their entire reserve either in their vaults or in the regional

bank. As it is to-day we use our reserve as working cash, and are

able to manipulate it from one city to the other as we need it. Mr.
Vanderlip, though, in his talk this morning, seenied to think that

would all be done away with, on account of the regional banks being

general clearing houses for all of the national banks doing business

with them. If that is the case, perhaps it could be worked, but it

strikes me that when they got started on it they would find that the

national banks doing business with these regional banks would have
such an enormous amount of business it would simply flood the in-

stitution.

I did not bring this memorandum with me for the purpose, but
happened to have it, and will refer to it just to give you a little idea

of that. In our institution alone we in one day handled 25,518
country checks—checks on country banks. Now, that is not an un-
usual day, but we take it off once a year. We do not take it off

on the largest day, but any day in the week. Now, if every bank
in Kansas City piled that into the regional bank, and the banks all

around the country in the same proportion, you see they never could
get through the business.

Senator Reed. Mr. Swinney, you have a tabulation that you
showed me of that one day's business, which you say you took ofi

merely as a bank record ?

Mr. Swinney. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And it was not a selected day, but just a day that
you took an account of your business, and that was done some months
ago?
Mr. Swinney. December 18, 1912.
Senator Reed. Will you put into the record that day's business, in

order that we may have some gauge to go by ?

Mr. Swinney. The entire thing?
Senator Reed. The entire day's business.
Mr. Swinney. Well, through the mail that morning we received on

•ourselves 1,70T checks, amounting to $900,000. I won't give you the
odd figures.

Senator Reed. You will put the tabulation in later, will you ?

Mr. Swinney. Yes. On other Kansas City banks there were 2,826
checks, amounting to $1,000,000. Of out-of-town checks—those from
the country—there were 15,119, amounting to $1,600,000. Total
checks received in the mail, 19,654; total amount, $3,600,000.
We received over the counters 1,651 checks on ourselves, amount-

ing to $1,500,000. On other banks we received 9,413 checks, amount-
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Mr. SwiNNEY. $9,098,000.
Senator Reed. And how much was cash?
Mr. SwiNNET. $353,000. The cash decrease that day was $150,000
Senator Reed. Does that complete the tabulation you have«Mr SwiNNET. There are a lot of other matters there. It shows

;he changes m various items, how much was eastern and how much
i¥as western. We sent to the East 2,568 checks, amounting to
f817,000. Indirectly we sent 1,451 checks amounting to $166,000.
Senator Reed. I should like to have that tabulation printed in the

record.

The Chairman. Let it go in the record.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

Checks handled Wednesday, Deo. 18, 1912.

leoeivedby mail.
;eeeived over
counter
aid through
clearinghouse. .

On this bank.

Num-
ber,

1,707

1,651

4,339

7,697

Amount.

8918,753.84

1,542,758.39

1,822,918.01

4, 284, 430. 24

On other Kansas
City bants.

Num-
ber.

2,826

9,413

12,239

Amount.

$1,021,798.35

1,029,791.05

Out-of-town items.

Num-
ber.

15,119

8,865

1,534

2,051,589.40 25,518

Amount.

$1,610,446.74

1,057,893.07

93,646.76

2,761,986.57

Total.

Num-
ber.

19,652

19,929

5,873

45,454

Amoimt.

$3,550,998.93

3,630,442.61

1,916,564.77

9,098,006.21

Number. Amoimt.

otal number checks handled
otal amount of checks handled
otal amount of cash handled
ish decreased
eposits decreased
3tal number of Individual checks
3tal number of Individual credits
Ldividual balances wMch changed
-dividual accounts
lUt for credit charged on country books.,
)tal bank drafts on us ,

)tal bank credits
mk balances which changed
luntry bank accounts
rtificates of deposit outstanding
jlders of certificates of deposit

nt eastern banks:
Direct
Indirect

Qt to country for credit:
Direct
Indirect

46,454

4,482
816

1,765
6,669

$9,098,006.21
353,127.85
150,672.15
53,174.42

1, 876, 460. 04
1,732,565.35

3,059
796
624
772

1,7.=;2

1,185

2,568
1,461

5,763

6,641

562, 886. 99
2, 486, 805. 17
3,210,9i3.81

817, 761. 05

106, 632. 17

984,393.22

483, 742. 66

28,796.44

512,539.09

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3-
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Checks handled Wednesday, Deo. 18, 1912—Continued.

Number. Amount.

Sent to country for returns:
Direct
Indirect

7,853
955

$865,356.98
50,710.59

Sent to country clearing house
Paid under instructions
Railroad items payable here
Total direct items
Total indirect items (including 1,178 items, $43,436.19, through other Kansas City
banks)

Exclusive of railroad and other items payable here:
Sent direct from Kansas City to point on which drawn.

.

, Sent through intermediate point
New York drafts written (130)
Chicago drafts written (65)
St. Louis drafts written (31)
Cashier's checks written (18)
Certificates oJ deposit written (19)

1,999
267

3,670
22, 100

3,294

19,351
2,116

916,067.57
90,239.14
60,548.58
208,215.07

2,515,863.47

246,139.20

2,300,536.01
202,703.01
99,753.56

271,326.99
184,629.24
11,704.34
19,581.26

Senator Weeks. How much of that business would go through the
reserve bank, Mr. Swinney ? What part of it ?

Mr. Swinney. As I understand it, all of it except what was on
ourselves.

Senator Weeks. What would be the relation between that anioLiut
of business and the total business of Kansas City ?

Mr. Swinney. Well, I would say we do perhaps a fifth of the
business of the town.
Senator Weeks. You naturally assume that there would be

branches in every considerable city of these reserve banks anyway,
and, of course, one in Kansas City, so that one bank would be doing
the whole exchange business of Kansas City if this bill becomes a
law?
Mr. Swinney. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. And not necessarily the exchange busmebs of any
other locality?

Mr. Swinney. They would have to do all tributary to Kansas
City.

Senator Weeks. You are doing that, are you not?
Mr. Swinney. But under this bill we would not do it.

The Chairman. How many employees do you have to handle
those checks?
Mr. Swinney. We have about 135 employees.
The Chairman. Handling those checks ?

Mr. Swinney. In the bank, all told.

The Chaiejian. I mean handling those exchanges.
Mr. Swinney. I could not say about that. Of course, it is di-

vided among the different departments. I could not tell you.
Senator Hitchcock. You have only 135 altogether ?

Mr. Swinney. That is all, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Is not that a very small number for the size
of the bank you have ?

Mr. Swinney. I expect it is the smallest in the United States in
proportion to the business.

Senator Hitchcock. There is one bank in Missouri, much smaller
than yours, with 200 employees. Can you explain that?
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Mr. SwiNNEY. No; I can not. We manage to take care of the
)usiness.

Senator Eeed. I can explain it. Mr. Swinney Imows how to es-
ablish a system. He is too modest to say.
The Chairman. Perhaps Missourians are about twice as efficient,

00, as Nebraskans.
Senator Eeed. No

; I Avould not say that. I might say that if it

reere not for my regard for Senator Hitchcock.
Mr. Swinney. Eegarding the capital of the proposed regional

janks, I Avill say in the first place that I am thoroughly in iiopes you
j-entlemen can get to some kind of proposition that will be workable
regarding the regional banks. We all realize, perhaps, to start witu,'
:here will have to be many changes. There never was a business in

;he world, no matter how long you worked on the proposition, that
vhen you got it started you did not have to make changes. And I:

im sure some of you gentlemen have seen, even since I have been
lere, that it is advisable to make changes; things have come up that
j^ou had not suspected before.

The matter I was getting at is this, that the small country banki
las no use whatever for the regional bank. Their paper is not of a
;lass that could be used for that, and really I believe it would be bet-.

;er if banks of say less than $50,000 were not required to take stock
.n this regional bank.
And right there I will say also that, while no m,an wants to be

forced, to be told he' must do a thing, at the same time I believe that

in this bill you will have to use the word " must " to ever get it

;

ihrough. I am free to say that I would not go into it if I did not
lave to until I found out how it worked.
Senator Beistow. Mr. Swinney, don't you think it would be very,

nuch better for us to provide a remedy for the things complained of,

without having to resort to a system of coercion, compelling men to

io things they do not think they ought to do ?

Mr. Swinney. That is exactly what I say, Senator ; but still, at the

same time, how would you ever get it started if you did not do it ?

Senator Beistow. Suppose we had a Federal reserve bank estab-

.

ished here in Washington, governed, if need be, by a board similar

:o this board that is created in this bill. Let that be a bank of dis-

;ount, and a bank of issue, and perform the functions that are in-

;ended to be performed very largely by these regional banks. Let

.t have branches out through the country. Then suppose we let any

mnk that wants to have its paper discounted transact business with

;hat bank without having to put up any capital stock or be a member
>f anything.
Mr." Swinney. I do not think there is anything in the world the

natter with our banking system regarding the banking part of it ; it

s only the currency part of it.

But I really believe, to make and have a safe currency proposition

md a credit proposition Avhich would be elastic, that you must have

lomething of this kind. I really do not believe. Senator, that would

vork. I do not believe it could work successfully where ihe Gov-

srnment has to deal directly with the individual.

Senator Beistow. Well, suppose the bank dealt through its branch

)anks with the individual banks?

Mr. Savinney. Oh, I see. That simply gets to a Federal bank.
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Senator Beistow. A Federal bank, yes ; a Federal reserve bank.

Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, if the Government wants to go into the bank-

ing business that is a different proposition.

Senator Beistow. Is it not in the banking business when this bill

passes ?

Mr. SwiNNET. "Well, indirectly, but not directly.

Senator Eeed. I wanted to ask you about obtaining the capital for

these banks. Let us assume that the 12-bank idea is accepted, or

four banks or six banks. In any event this bill provides for each

bank paying in 10 per cent of its capital stock. Assuming that 10

per cent is to be paid in, when and how, in your opinion, should it

be paid in to least disturb the financial market and still permit this

plan to be carried into effect?

Mr. SwiNNET. I do not believe I have expressed myself on that

subject, but I think that 12 banks would make the proposition un-

wieldy. I believe that, to begin with, anywhere from 3 to 5 banks

would be plenty, and if, we should need any more we could add to

the system. I think that 4 or 5 banks, new institutions, could be

handled in a better way than could 12.

As to the payment, if there should be, say, 5 banks, you would put

into those banks, say, 25 per cent to start with
Senator Eeed (interposing). Twenty-five per cent of the 10 per

cent ?

Mr. SwiNNET. Yes ; 25 of the 10 ; and then, as the national bank
does now, pay in so much monthly. As you know, a national bank
now pays in, I believe, 50 per cent and then 10 per cent every month.

Senator Reed. And would that furnish money, do you think, rap-

idly enough, so that the bank would have plenty of money on hand
to transact the business and increase the capital as the business

increased ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. I think it would prevent them having too much
money, perhaps.

Senator Reed. And that would be done in that way, by the banks
paying in a part at a time on their capital stock, with less disturbance

to financial conditions than would result if you paid it in all at once?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Of course it would. Some banks, I suppose, to pay
their reserve in would be required immediately to discount paper.

There is no doubt but what some of them would—perhaps not a great

many of them.
Senator Reed. Or contract loans?
Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes.
Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Swinney, there is one matter here that

has been much discussed, and you have referred to it—I will say to

the committee frankly that I was talking to Mr. Swinney the other

night and he mentioned this matter to me—^and that is the use of

your present reserves. There has been a prevalent idea that a bank
when it carried its reserve over to another national bank was not
able to check that reserve out, utilizing it as an absolute balance, and
at the same time maintain the reserve and comply with the law.
Now, you stated to me that that was done every day, and I wish

you would tell the committee how it is done and the law complied
with.

Mr. Swinney. Well, by transfer of reserves. As it is, under this

law you make your reserve just as inelastic as our national currency
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0-day. It specifies that you must have so much reserve in your
k and it must remain there. What I was saying to you, Senator,
1 that if we have money in the three reserve centers and we want
;ransfer from St. Louis to Chicago or New York, we can do so
checking from one to the other. But, as I said, Mr. Vanderlip's
position does away with all of that, if such a thing should go
3Ugh.

Senator Eeed. As I understood you in that conversation—and I
more anxious to get the point than I am about the way I get it—

-

uming you had to have as a reserve under the law in other banks
)00,000, just for an arbitrary figure, and you had $2,000,000 in
Lcago, $2,000,000 in New York, and $2,000,000 in St. Louis. You
aid just have your reserve. As I understood you, if you wanted
iraw on St. Louis for the entire $2,000,000, drawing it all out, you
Id do so; and then that same day, by increasing your fund in

icago or New York to an equal amount, you would still have com-
jd with the law, and nevertheless you would have been able to use

t money.
kir. SwiNNEY. Yes; simply transferring your reserve from one
nt to another.

Senator Eeed. So that, as a matter of fact, you do, to a large ex-

t, get the use of your reserve under present conditions ?

Ar. SwiNNET. Yes, sir ; it is a working reserve that we can trans-

from one point to another.

senator Hitchcock. I just want to ask you a question right there,

. Swinney. The provisions in the bill which make checks of

mber banks upon the reserve bank go at par would probably en-

e you to draw your check upon the reserve bank and have it ac-

>ted at par in New York, although your reserve bank was located

St. Louis, would it not ?

^r. SwiNKET. I will say this, that if that proposition goes

•ough it would be a mighty good one for the banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Would there be any need of your carrying

1 balances in New York if your check on the St. Louis regional

ik were taken at par in New York?
^r. SwiNNET. None whatever. To give you an idea of that, in

1 we had to ship $10,000,000 East to make our transfers good.

1912 we shipped $10,300,000. In 1913, up to October 1, we shipped

200,000. We would get rid of all that expense if this proposition

>uld go through. .

Senator Eeed. You have a table there, have you not, showing how

ch money you have shipped during certain years?

tfr. SwiNNET. Yes. ,„ . , ^
Senator Eeed. How is that table expressed? Are the figures car-

d out?
tfr. Swinney. They are in thousands.

Senator Eeed. So that if that table were printed, and it were

ierstood that these figures represented thousands, it would express

1 right idea ? , . , , , i • j.i

!klr Swinney. I will say also that this table not only gives the

ney we have shipped to the East and from the East, but it gives

1 amounts by months that we have shipped to the country and re-

ved from the country.
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Senator Reed. I should like to have that printed.

The Chairman. Let it go in the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

Currency shApmentx.

[N'oTfi.—The'araoLiriti given In the following statement are expressed in thousands of dollars.!

TO THE COUNTRY.
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Mr. SwiNNEY. Oh, it comes through the pockets of the people into
the banks.

Senator Reed. Senator, jou have evidently entirely overlooked
Senator Tillman's picture of the cow that was printed in the Record.
You notice the money all goes in one direction through that cow.

Senator Hitchcock. I am not an expert on cows, but I wanted to
ask whether you thought the regional banks would be put to a con-
siderable expense in making a shipment of currency for members.
Mr. SwiNNEY. In shipments of currency and collections—yes, sir;

to a very large expense, but still, I think, they could afford to do it

for the free deposit which they would get.

Senator Hitchcock. It would not be really as large an expense as

that which is now borne by the members?
Mr. Savinney. No; you would simply transfer the debtor and

creditor balance.

Senator Hitchcock. So Mr. Vanderlip was correct when he said

that the banks of the United States would no longer keep their bal-

ances in New York, for the reason that customers would be satisfied

with a check upon the regional reserve bank?
Mr. SwiNNEY. No ; they would have no use for New York then.

Senator Nelson. But the country banks complain of this clearing-

house paragraph. They say that it deprives them of a great deal

of their source of revenue.

Mr. SwiNNEY. It would be very unpopular with the country banks,

Senator.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any estimate of the proportion of

national banks in Kansas which would come into the system?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, I can not say. I think that, with some

changes in the bill, pretty much all of them would.

Senator Hitchcock. Take the bill as it is now.

Mr. SwiNNEY. No ; they would not come in.

Senator Hitchcock. Would half of them come in ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. I do not believe half of them would. Of course,

Kansas has a very good State law, and so has Missouri.

Senator Hitchcock. How would those banks which stayed out of

the system conduct their exchanges and care for their reserves?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Exactly as they do to-day.
_ _

Senator Hitchcock. So that they would continue to deposit their

reserves in the reserve centers, but they would only be State banks?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes. ^ i • i

Senator Nelson. They would be guided by State laws m each case

as to the amount of reserves and where to keep them.
_

Senator Hitchcock. Well, they would not have the privilege o±

using the regional bank for exchange, and they would have to draw

New York drafts just as they do now
Mr. SwiNNEY. You mean those who were not members ot the

regional bank?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

n . -,

Mr SwiNNEY. Now, my proposition—I want to be understood on

that
"

When I said that I did not believe smaller banks should be re-

quired to take stock in the regional bank I did not mean to give the

impression that they should not be required to do business with it
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and keep their reserve there. I believe they should keep their re-

serve there just the same as if they held stock.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not think you have discussed this yet,

but I should like to ask you, as a practical proposition, if you join

this new organization and subscribe for 20 per cent of your capital

and pay one-tenth of it and transfer to the reserve centers the proper

proportion of the country-bank balances which you now have, where

are you going to procure that money ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. We would have to draw it out of New York.

Senator Hitchcock. What do your country-bank deposits amount
to of your national banks ?

Mr.' SwiNNEY. About $8,000,000.

Senator Keed. All together?

Mr. SwiNNEY. All the national banks.

Senator Hitchcock. How much of that $8,000,000 would you be

required to turn over to the reserve bank, probably ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Oh, I figure—I thought I had the figures, but I

have not—that we would have to pay over to the regional bank some-
where between $3,500,000 and $4,000,000.

Senator Hitchcock. In what length of time?
Mr. SwiNNEY. At the end of the working season—36 months.
Senator Hitchcock. How much would it be in 60 days after the

banks formed?
Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, not to any great extent would you have to

check on banks, because we could take our excess currency out of our
vaults to start with.

Senator Hitchcock. You keep a large surplus over your reserve?

Mr. SwiNNEY. No. Your required reserve in the vault would be
less, and therefore you could take the cash out of the vault first and
put it in the regional bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, to what extent do you think you would
be under the necessity of contracting your loans ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Why, that is very hard to say. It would just de-

pend upon whether we have any business from national banks. If
the entire $8,000,000 would go out, you can see we would have to con-
tract our loans very largely.

Senator Hitchcock. What are the total country bank deposits in

the other national banks of Kansas City?
Mr. SwiNNEY. $32,000,000 ; that is the total.

Senator Nelson. Is that in your bank?
Mr. SwiNNEY. No; that is the total of country national bank de-

posits in Kansas City.

Senator Eeed. You say the country national banks. Now, what
are the total deposits of all banks iii Kansas City? Can you give
that?
Mr. Savinney. What do you mean by that?
Senator Reed. The State banks and trust companies that deposit

with the banks of Kansas City.
Mr. SwiNNEY. I have not that.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, assuming that your national banks in
Kansas City would be required to turn over the full $32,000,000 of
country bank deposits to the reserve bank of that district; where
would that $32,000,000 come from?
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Mr. SwiNNEY. It would have to come out of the eastern exchanges-
which we have, and the cash out of our vaults, and quite a reduction
of loans.

Senator Hitchcock. What would the borrowers do when those
loans were called?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, the banks would either have to go to the
regional bank and borrow or have them to pay.
Senator Hitchcock. To what extent do you estimate that would

contract the loans in Kansas City ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. I have some figures that were made by our clearing-
house manager, but I do not know that they are correct. He esti-

mates that for the first 60 days in Kansas City the loss of deposits,

would be $11,000,000.

Senator Hitchcock. Does he say anything about the contraction
of loans ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. No ; he could not figure on that at all, because he
was figuring on the amount of money that would have to be paid out.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, assuming that the contraction of loans
occurs not only in Kansas City, but in Omaha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Cincinnati, and all the other 40 or 50 reserve cities of the country;
what would be the effect on business of that in the aggregate ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Just as I said in the beginning. Senator ; I do not
agree with Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would be a serious proposition

to the country to have to withdraw from the business the amount of

money that would be required. To a certain extent you eliminate the

national banking system, which would make greatly against business,

I believe. I do not Ipelieve that anybody cares to go and put him-
self on record as having to borrow money right away to start this

proposition, which would be done, unless you cut loans.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, have you any recommendation to make
as to any amendment to this bill so as to mitigate that possible con-

traction ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, we hear that there is a pyramiding of de-

posits, and that it finally gets into New York. I would suggest that

banks in reserve cities be allowed to keep one-third of their reserve

with central reserve cities, but in no central reserve city to exceed 2

per cent. For instance, we have 18 per cent—6 per cent in the vault,

6 per cent with the regional bank, 2 per cent in St. Louis, 2 per cent

in Chicago, and 2 per cent in New York.

Senator Hitchcock. And yet you said you would have no use for

New York exchange, possibly.

Mr. SwiNNEY. Under this other proposition is what I spoke of.

Senator Hitchcock. But it would be kept there simply for the

purpose of not disturbing the banking business of the country unnec-

essarily ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. That would give relief to the central reserve

cities, but it would not relieve the 48 or 49 reserve cities ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, let the country banker do the same thing on

exactiv the same proposition. He could keep 4 per cent of his depos-

its there, 4 per cent with the reserve agent, 4 with the regional bank,

and 4 in his safp, which would be 12 per cent.
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Senator Nelson. That would keep up the volume of reserves to

some extent that we have now ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. It cuts it down considerably.

Senator Nelson. But it would perpetuate the system.

Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. If I understand, now, Mr. Swinney, speaking about

the immediate contraction, the first thing the banks of Kansas City

would hare to do would be to take an amount equal to 10 per cent

of their capital stock and transfer that to a regional bank which, let

us say, is located in St. Louis
Mr. Swinney. Which would be $875,000.

Senator Reed. From what bank?
Mr. Swinney. The national banks; the capital of the national

banks.
Senator Eeed. If the State banks and trust companies came in it

would be a very much larger sum ?

Mr. Swinney. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, that you would have to take out of your vaults

or you would have to call loans in order to get it. Then the next
proposition would be you would have to take an amount equal to 6

per cent of your deposits, and that you would either have to take
out of your vaults or withdraw from New York, St. Louis, or Chi-
cago. And if you withdrew from them, of course, it would contract
their currency to that extent and they would have to contract loans
to get the money. Now, you have in these banks in Kansas City
$38,000,000, did you say?
Mr. Swinney. $32,000,000.

Senator Reed. $32,000,000 of country bank deposits, and that
largely represents their reserves, does it not?
Mr. Swinney. Largely; yes.

Senator Reed. So that if those country banks were to be required
to put up their reserve, not with you, but with the regional reserve
bank, they would have to draw that money away from you ?

Mr. Swinney. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And the result would be that whatever amount was
taken away in the aggregate would have to be deducted from the
loans that are made by the Kansas City banks?
Mr. Savinney. Or borrow from the regional bank.
Senator Reed. Or else they would have to discount at the regional

bank. That would look like a very radical contraction if it were
put into effect at once.

Mr. Swinney. Yes, sir; it certainly would, and it would cause
quite an upheaval in the credits of the country in my opinion.

Senator Reed. Now, if this system were put into effect gradually,
and you were required to put in only, say, 2 per cent of your capital
at first, adding 2 per cent of your deposits and the amounts there-
after to be gradually increased, that would at least give more time
for readjustment?

Mr. Swinney. Oh, yes; the more gradual you could make it the
better it would be.

Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Swinney, I want to ask you one other
question, and that is one I asked Mr. Vanderlip and which he has not
yet answered. What inducement or reason is there for a bank re-
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maining a national bank after this bill is enacted, if it goes through
in its present form?
Mr. SwiNNET. None whatever, except to get credit—a place to nse

credit ; tliat is all.

Senator Reed. That is, with the regional bank?
Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes.
Senator Eeed. But that is now opened by this bill to every bank

and trust company in the country that has a certain amount of capital
and which conforms to certain conditions.
Mr. SwiKNEY. Oh, with the bill as it stands at the present time I

am confident it would be to the interest of the banks to go into the
State system.

Senator Keed. To go into the State system ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes; because they could get so many more privi-
leges.

Senator Reed. Can you suggest to us any improvement that might
be made to this bill which would keep the national banks in the
national banking system?
Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, just as I have said, this reserve proposition,

to a country bank, of which I am one, is one of the main points of
the contention with us, and one which would come nearer driving
them out of the" system than anything else. That is the way they
feel about it.

Senator Reed. Well, if we modify that, still the advantage would
be with the State bank and trust company, because they have a wider
range of business, and of course if we modified as to one we prob-

ably would as to all. What is there in the way of an advantage
which could be given justly to a national bank in order to have it

maintain its charter and continue as a national bank? Do you think

of anything that could be done? He used to have an advantage on

the matter of currency.

Mr. SwiNis^EY. At one time he had that advantage.

Senator Reed. What is there left, and what can be done?

Mr. Swi>'ney. Nothing except that the only advantage they would

have is that there had always been just a little sentiment in favor of

a national bank, considering it, you might say, as a Government

institution, especially in a new country.

Senator. Hitchcock. What is the total of capital of national banks

in Kansas City?
Mr. SwiNNEY. $8,750,000. .

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose a subtreasury were located m Kan-

sas City with the provision that the national banks there might

procure currency at any time at a reasonable rate of interest from the

Government, to the extent of 75 per cent of their capital, which, m
that case, would be something like $6,000,000, would it not?

Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes, sir.
-.ir u ^i, ^ 4= -r+^r

Senator Hitchcock; Possibly a little more. Would that facility

afford to the banks of Kansas City a means, in seasons of extra de-

mand, for something to accommodate their customers
|

Mr SwiNNEY. You open up there a very wide subject. Senator

I have not time to take the matter up, but it is only m one season of

the year when we need credit, and that is only for about six or eight

weeks in the fall of the year, and a clearing-house proposition
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whereby they could join together and get currency, in my opinion,

is as good as anything we could have. Take,- for instance, in 1907

when we banded together in Kansas City, as they did in other places.

We issued, against the law there, I might say, a currency, and in

two weeks that currency was going as good as a national-bank bill.

There was no question raised about it. Senator Reed will tell you

the same thing. It passed there, and we had occasion to make up a

pay roll for the Sante Fe Railroad of $100,000, and we used $50,000

of that and sent it out into Kansas, and it went right straight

through.
Senator Beistow. It circulated all over the State ?

Mr. SwiNNET. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. We had the same experience in Omaha, but

there seems to be an objection that I can hardly appreciate, which is

made by some bank, to being compelled to show their hands to each

other in forming a currency association to guarantee others' obliga-

tions.

Mr. SwiNNEY. There is nothing in it, I think. It is simply a sup-

position. We might take the same thing right here on this money
that the Treasury is putting out now. You might say the banks did

not care to show their hands. We met in Kansas City and agreed
what each one would ask for, submitted our collateral one to the

other, and it never caused any trouble. Nobody thought anything
about it. If they would get that proposition to working, there would
not be any question about it.

Senator Hitchcock. That is the Vreeland-Aldrich Act?
Mr. SwiNNEY. Partly; only partly.

Senator Hitchcock. Under that Vreeland-Aldrich Act banks in

any community or neighborhood having an aggregate of $5,000,000
of capital, and numbering 10, can form a currency association, guar-
antee each other's paper and secure this additional bank note circula-

tion.

Senator Reed. These were not bank notes; they got Government
money.

Senator Hitchcock. That was a direct loan of the fund of the
Treasury, and the Treasury might or might not have a balance to its

credit. I am talking about a permanent arrangement for procur-
ing, direct from the Treasury, from the United States, notes, which
this bill provides shall be furnished to the banks through the ma-
chinery of regional banks. I am wiping out the regional banks,
and suggesting to you an arrangement whereby the Treasury can
furnish this currency direct to the individual national banks in, say,
50 cities of the United States where subtreasuries might be located.
Mr. SwiNNEY. Well, if such a thing could be worked. Senator,

I think, as I say, I would believe it a good proposition. But we could
never work it. I do not think you could work it here in Washington.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you explain why?
Mr. SwiNNEY. I do not think you could ever get a proposition of

that kind through here.

Senator Hitchcock. I am assuming that it would go through.
Mr. SwiNNEY. Assuming it could go through, as I said in the be-

ginning, the main thing we are after is to try to get an elastic cur-
rency, or a currency that we can use a few months in the year, and
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a proposition of that kind, to my mind, if it could be put through
would be as good as you could ask for.

'

Senator Hitchcock. It is only a few months in the year when your
P™^'^7°"^^

^ovvo^ that currency, and that particular season is in
the lall 5

Mr. SwiNNEY. Yes. ^

Senator Hitchcock. In New Orleans it would be another season
and m the San Francisco region it might be another, so that in the
aggregate the Government would not be advancing at any particular
tune a very tremendous sum of money, but the currency would be
elastic in the neighborhood where it was called for. At the end of
the particular period the banks would take up their securities, pay
back, either in gold or United States notes, and you would pay the
mterest, and that would end the transaction. Do you think that
would work ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. It would suit me exactly.
I have only a few moments, gentlemen, and there are just one or

two other things I desire to call to your attention.
I am going to suggest a change, on page 40, in regard to bank

examinations. It says:

The Comptroller of the Currency shall so arrange the duties of national-bank
examiners that no two successive examinations of any association shall be made
by the same examiner.

That is different from our present form, and really I do not think
it is a good proposition. I believe a man who examines a bank once
and then comes to examine it again in six months is much more
capable of doing it than if he had never been in the bank before. He
becomes familiar with the credits and workings of the bank.

I go now to page 41, beginning at line 14, where it says

:

The Federal reserve board shall, as often as it deems best, and in any case
not less frequently than four times each year, order an examination of national
banking associations in reserve cities.

With our clearing-house examinations which we have in Kansas
City, and which they have in other places, I think that is out of

reason. Two examinations are ample, and the comptroller can have
as many more as he wishes. That is the law now.
Here is another proposition in regard to the Federal board. We

all talk about the power of the board, but here is one place where
they should be given discretion which they are not given. It says

:

The Federal reserve board shall, at least once each year, order an examina-

tion of each Federal reserve bank, and upon joint application of 10 member
banks the Federal reserve board shall order a special examination and report of

the condition of any Federal reserve bank.

Now, if you take 10 banks in the country and they should get to a

place where they did not like something a regional bank had done,

they could make that application and the Federal reserve board

would have to make the examination. Why not use the word " may
instead of "shall"?

. , , ,

Senator Eeed. You think a few fellows might be disgruntled and

make an unnecessary disturbance?
.

Mr SwiNNEY. Ten men could make a request for an examination

of a Federal bank, and then in three or four weeks make another
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request, and keep on examining that bank right along. The Federal

board does not seem to have any discretion whatever there. By-

changing that word from "shall" to "may," I think you wbuld

cover that point.

Senator Eeed. On what page is that ?

Mr. SwiNNEY. On page 41.

Senator Shafeoth. Will you read the language of it again?

Mr. SwiNNEY (reading) :

Tbe Federal reserve board shall at least once each year order an examination'

of each Federal reserve bank, and upon joint application of 10 member banks
the Federal reserve board shall order a special examination and report of the

condition of any Federal reserve bank.

Senator Nelson. It is peremptory; there is no doubt about that.

Senator Shafroth. The only thing is if 10 large banks want an

examination, why is it not proper that it should be done, and that

it should not be left discretionary ?

Senator Nelson. It says 10 banks ; it does not say 10 large banks.

Senator Shafeoth. Or 10 small banks.

Mr. SwiNNEY. If they were doing it to annoy a bank, it strikes

me the Federal reserve board ought to be given discretion as to

whether they should order an examination or not.

Senator Nelson. It would depend upon what the application pre-

sented. If it presented facts that would warrant the board to go'

ahead and make an examination, they would undoubtedly make it,

and if the application was simply a matter of pure cussedness they
ought not to be compelled to make the examination. I think Mr.
Swinney is right on that subject.

Senator Eeed. At least that ought to be limited in some way.
Mr. SwiNNEY. That is all I have to suggest, Mr. Chairman, and

I thank you for giving me the privilege of appearing before you.
The Chairman. We are much obliged to you for coming before us,

Mr. Swinney.

STATEMENT OF FRANK A. VANDERLIP—Continued.

Senator Beistoav. Mr. Vanderlip, I understood you to say that you
believed national banks ought to be permitted to establish branches.
You limited it to the cities where they were located, but I inferred
that in your judgment you thought that limitation was not really
necessary, but probably you thought you could not get more than
that because of the prejudice against it. Do you believe there ought
to be such a limitation ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would not use the word " ought." There is no
inherent right of a national bank to have branches. I think it would
be desirable for the bank to have branches in the city in which it is

located, and desirable not altogether from the bank's point of view,
but desirable from the point of view of the citizens of the city, from
the point of view of properly conducting the bank's business, and
of giving to all the citizens of a large city the facilities of a large
bank.

In regard to branches elsewhere than in the city where the bank is

located I think, from the bank's point of view, the weight of evi-
. dence would be that it would react in its favor if it had a right to
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have branches anywhere. I think there are some factors of weakness
on the side of a bank having branches, but on the whole I think
many large banks would welcome the opportunity to have branches.
I do not regard it as their right.

Senator Beistoav. That would reduce the number of national
banks, would it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. I should think it would very much reduce the

number of fly-by-night private banking institutions in a city like

New York, where we have banks started that get the money of
rather ignorant depositors and frequently fail to pay it back.

Senator Beistow. Why would it reduce that kind of banking es-

pecially ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Because it would bring the branch of a well-

known bank in competition with a little private bank, or with a

little State bank, or even with a small national bank, and it would
give the strength of a great institution to that branch, just as much
as to the parent bank.
Senator Beistow. Do not your State laws protect the people from

these spurious banks?
Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir; they do not protect the people from a

private bank.
Senator Nelson. You have private banks in New York ?

Mr. Vandeelip. There are a great many private banks on the-

East Side of New York City.

Senator Nelson. Protected under your State law ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. We have abolished them in Minnesota.

Senator Beistow. It would add to the power and strength of the

large banks, would it not?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would add to their size ; I am not certain it

would add to their power and strength. There is great strength in

having all your resources under one roof.

Senator Beistow. Is not a big bank more powerful than a small

one ; does it not control vaster resources ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; but a bank is not so very powerful, except

to do the right thing, because, no matter how big you are, you are

not powerful enough to make a bad loan.

Senator Eeed. And make it into a good one.

Mr. Vandeelip. You could make the loan, but you could not col-

Senator Shaiteoth. I have known banks to make loans to parties

who would pay nobody else but the bank. I have known of that

frequently. Is that not a good influence, a good power to exercise ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The bank probably had collateral which made that

^Tenator Shapeoth. I have seen them do it without collateral.

Mr. Vandeelip. They probably wanted to establish some connec-

tions in the future. Of course, there was probably some hope of

^^Senator Beistow. Do you think that the democratic system of

baSg thaTwe now havl-that is, where it is so widely diversified

where there are so many different individuals engaged m it, is it

desirable or undesirable?
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Mr. Vanderlip. The whole question of the respective merits of

a general branch banking system, and the present democratic prin-

ciple, is a clearly debatable one, with some excellent reasons on each
side.

The branch system will tend to equalize rates. It will take the

funds of a low-interest community into a high-interest community.
It tends toward stability. It gives to a new community a sound
bank. It gives to the managers of branches experience that would
be valuable in a new community, where otherwise a bank might be
organized by people without banking experience.

The Democratic principle gives a local interest in the bank, gives

the management to people who thoroughly understand local condi-

tions and local character, and keeps the money of the community in

the community where it originates, which may be good for the par-
ticular community, but is not, I would say, for the best good of the
whole country if there is a surplus of funds there. Those, I think,

are the chief arguments on each side.

Senator Beistow. Do you think it is desirable, especially in the
banking business, that the bank should have the local friendship
and good will of the people with whom it comes in daily contact in
the management of its business ?

Mr. Vanderlip. It is always desirable for a bank to have the
friendshij) and good will of the community where it is doing busi-

ness. It is not at all impossible for a branch of a great bank to
have that friendship and good will if that branch has been conducted
in a broad-minded way.

Senator Beistow. But it would rob that bank largely of the indi-

viduality which it now has, would it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Undoubtedly. It makes it a part of that great

bank.
Senator Beistow. It would be more mechanical in its operations

than it is now and have less personality in it?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would say, perhaps, it would be less sentimental.
Senator Beistow. Do you not think it would take from a great

many men the opportunity of initiative in the building up of a busi-
ness of their own?
Mr. Vandeelip. I do. I think there is a distinct advantage on

the Democratic side in interesting the best men in the local commu-
nity in the conduct of the bank. That, perhaps, is the great argu-
ment for our present system as against the branch-bank system, and
it is an argument of weight.

Senator Beistow. The branch banking system existing in Euro-
pean countries will result in very large banks ?

Mr. Vandeelip. There is one bank in England with 600 branches.
Senator Beistow. And how much in deposits ?

Mr. Vandeelip. About $400,000,000. That is the London City
and Midland, which is now the largest bank in the world.

Senator Beistow. And there are other banks that approach that
bank ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir; both in England and on the Continent.
Senator Beistow. What are the deposits of your bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. Kecently it has been running about $250,000,000

gross and around $200,000,000 net.

Senator Beistow. You have the largest bank in the United States?
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Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow If the branch banking system that prevails inEngland prevailed here, it is fair to presume that your bank would
be very much larger than it is now, would it not? '

Mr Vandeelip. If we had embraced the branch-bank idea, I should
say It IS fair to presume it would be larger. You see, the banking
resources of the country have grown very much more rapidly in per-
centage outside of New York City than in New York City

Senator Beistow. There is another matter that I am interested in
having your views on, Mr. Vanderlip. I have observed that the gen-
tlemen who have been before us so far—the bankers—are very tena-
cious for commercial paper to be made a basis for currency, addi-
tional currency that is issued, and rediscount, etc. It seemed to me
that they have more interest in the enactment of legislation that pre-
serves or maintains or promotes the branch of the business which is
conducted in that way, by short-time loans. Now, we have got just
so much currency and money. Most of you gentlemen seem to resent
the idea of long-time paper, mortgages, or securities of that kind
from_ being used in this way, which is a distinct advantage to the
security. It makes it more desirable and therefore will have a tend-
ency to lower the rate of interest. The more of the country's re-
sources or its money that is used in handling commercial paper, the
smaller amount of it there will be used in these investment loans,
wiU there not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. England is pointed to principally as a model
country by some people. Now, in a country like ours, where we are
a producing Nation more than a commercial Nation, do you think it

is to the best interests of the country as a whole to favor the com-
mercial end of our affairs more than the productive part of our
affairs ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No question that has been asked would permit me
to make an answer that I am clearer about or that I feel more cer-

tain that my answer will be right.

Any other conception than a conception that you say the bankers

have generally given here, that commercial paper should be favored,

is a misconception of the function of a bank. It is po part of the

function of a bank holding deposits repayable on demand to use

those deposits in any form that will tie them up in an unliquid shape.

The test of a proper bank loan is the self-liquidating character of

that loan within a reasonable period. I have already explained my
view of a self-liquidating loan, and I think you are familiar with

that. That is the test of sound banking. You can vary it to some

extent by employing some of your capital in the purchase of real-

estate mortgages, and, as I have said, the section that will permit a

country bank to employ half of its capital in the purchase of such

mortgages is not altogether sound, judged on a scientific basis, but I

believe is not dangerous. A city bank can use some of its funds in

investing in corporate securities. They are better for the purpose of

investment than some real-estate mortgages, not because they are

more liquid—in that respect they are exactly the same as a real-

estate mortgage—but because they have a larger market. But neither

is the ideal investment for a bank.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 9
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Banks are the great debtors of the country, not the creditors. You
asked me what our deposits are, and my answer means that we have
subject to demand between $200,000,000 and $250,000,000. We are
the great debtor of this country. No institution in America owes so

much money on demand as the National City Bank. Therefore the
National City Bank must keep its investments in liquid form in

order to meet that demand obligation. It is not because of any dis-

crimination against the character of a real-estate mortgage that we
do not take it, in so far as the safety of that mortgage goes. The
discrimination comes entirely from the lack of liquidity, the fact that
it can only be turned into money by selling it to somebody else;

that it will not in course of manufacture or transportation or con-
sumption or the distribution of goods in any form liquidate itself.

That is the ideal loan, and when a bank gets away from that it is

getting on dangerous ground. It can get away from that by putting
some modest percentage of its capital into real-estate loans or by
taking a note of a railroad corporation or some large industrial cor-
poration, but any loan that will not liquidate itself is not ideal, and
if it is taken to a large extent is a dangerous element in the assets of
a banlc.

Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, I can see the force of your
argument, if the bank's business is confined to these deposits due on
demand. But, contrary to the law, as Senator Eeed suggests, national
banks have gone into the savings-bank business, and the money which
is deposited in the savings department of these banks is used in the
commercial business, and objection has been made here that to de-
prive them of the sayings-bank department would be unjust, and that
the provisions of this bill would take out of the commercial business
the deposits in the savings department of the national bank.
Mr. Vandeelip. You have raised a fair point there, and it is proper

to take out of the commercial deposits deposits that are held on time
and devote them to some other class of business. "We have, of course,
great savings banks in New York. Their loans are wholly of the
type of business that I am describing as undesirable business for a
bank.

Senator Weeks. For a commercial bank?
Mr. Yandeelip. For a commercial bank

;
yes, sir. A savings bank

in New York never invests in commercial paper; it always invests
in real-estate mortgages or the bonds of corporations.

Senator Nelson. There is another thing. Senator Bristow. You
seemed to make a distinction a while ago between what you call com-
merce and trade and production. Now, we must not overlook the
fact that commerce is the handmaid of production. The moment the
fanner takes his wheat to the elevator and sells it and it is shipped
that moment, it enters the field of commerce, so that commerce is the
necessary handmaid and appendage of production. It would not do
a manufacturer any good to manufacture goods and leave them in
the warehouse. He has got to put them into trade, so that production
and commerce must go together, hand in hand.

Senator Beistow. I understand that. Senator, but in a country as
vast as ours is, with undeveloped resources, it seems to me, with my
limited experience and observation and study of the subject, that we
can not shape our financial legislation after that of a country like
England, whose business is commerce and very little production.
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We have, it seems to me, got to take that into consideration and
give great weight and encouragement to that line of investments
that v?ill result in production. If you do not have production here
you will not have commerce, because we are not situated as England
is. And that is why I have, in the questions I have been asking,
given more consideration to these investment securities than others,
because it seems to me, when the national banks, which are com-
mercial banks, which are supposed to deal in commercial paper and
credits that relate to commerce, are permitted to draw from the
normal and natural resources which would go to the banks that
handle this other kind of security, then you have got to give an
opportunity for the national banks to invest in those securities, or
you will discriminate against those securities. It is proposed here
to permit trust companies and State banks, which can invest their

funds in this other kind of securities, to become a part of this system.
And they go into the commercial business. It seems to me that if

we are going to merge all of these banks into this system so that
they are all in commerce, then they ought to be permitted to go into
the other line of investments, or you discriminate against the one
and encourage the other. Do you think, Mr. Vanderlip, consider-

ing this from the standpoint of commerce and the handling of com-
mercial paper, that a trust company or savings bank ought to be per-
mitted to become a member of it?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it is extremely desirable to have all banks
doing a commercial business become members. If trust companies
do a commercial business in addition to their trust business they
should, if possible, be induced to become members. There is no
reason why a savings bank should be a member.

Senator O'Goeman. There is no likelihood of a State savings bank
seeking membership?
Mr. Vanderlip. I should see no reason why they should, at all.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you think it would be a wise policy to

confer the benefits proposed in the new banking system upon the

State banks and trust companies which are denied the national

banks ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The corollary of that proposition is that national

banks will surrender their charters and take out the more liberal

State charters.

Senator O'Gorman. What would you think of enlarging the pres-

ent functions of the national banks in order to create some uniform-

ity with respect to the functions of the two classes of banks that come

in under this system?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think that will be necessary if the national

banking system is to be saved.

The Chairman. I would like to put in there at the end of Mr.

Vanderlip's remarks an abstract of the powers exercised by each of

the State banks under the 48 States, which will give the committee

access to the precise powers which they enjoy.

Senator O'Gorman. Suppose we should enlarge the power of the

national banks and yet not confer all the powers now enjoyed by

State institutions in order to bring about this uniformity that I speak

of, do you think it would be practicable to have the reserve board

establish by resolution certain restrictions and limitations upon the

powers now given State institutions under State law ?
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Mr. Vanderlip. It would be perfectly practicable, but the nature
of those restrictions established by the board would determine
whether or not the State banks joined the system. This particular
matter should be covered by specific statute as completely as possible.

Senator O'Goeman. I understand you would have to make it fairly

attractive to the State banks.
Mr. Vanderlip. If there were any practicable way of separating

the functions of a commercial bank from those of a trust company, it

would be desirable. I see no way in which you can do that. I think
there are pretty sound arguments why those functions should not
be united in the same institutions—^not determining reasons why they
should not, but there are some reasons why the functions of a trust

company and a commercial bank should not be united. You are,

however, facing the problem of driving your national banks to sur-

render their charters and take out State charters where those func-

tions are united, and I am inclined to think you will have to liberal-

ize the charter of the national banks to approximate the powers of

the State bank or you will lose the national banks from the system.

Senator O'Gorman. Other things being equal, what, in your judg-
ment, is the advantage in having a national bank charter now instead

of a State bank charter ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Do you mean now or under a provision of such a

nature ?

Senator O'Gorman. Now ; ignoring the pending bill.

Mr. Vanderlip. There is some profit in taking out national-bank
notes, and there is considerable profit in holding the deposits of other
banks. There is some small sentimental reason in the confidence that
the examination gives to a bank holding a national charter. Those
are the principal reasons.

Senator O'Gorman. Then, among other reasons, you think there
i«? some prestige attached to the national charter ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think there is in a small place. I do not think
there is in a great city like New York. There was formerly some
profit for banks in Government deposits, and there is now a little,

with the interest rate charged, but not much.
Senator Nelson. There is one thing, if you will allow me, Sena-

tor, to call your attention to, in this connection, and that is while
scientifically it may be proper enough, it may be the right thing,
to separate a savings bank and a trust company from a commercial
bank, it is utterly impossible in these small country towns, towns of
1,000 to 10,000 people. A bank there, in order to be successful, and
to accommodate the wants of the people, must be prepared to do
all kinds of that business—commercial business, savings business, and
in some form a trust business—and a bank can not exist without doing
it. There is not enough business in these towns to keep a bank alive
doing just one kind of business. It has got to be done altogether.
You realize that fact, do you not, Mr. Vanderlip ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Perfectly.
Senator O'Gorman. Now, Mr. Vanderlip, what would you sug-

gest, in your judgment, ought to be the modifications in the charter
of the national bank with respect to the increased functions that
might be conferred on national banks?
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Mr. Vanderlip. Senator Eeed has already asked me that question,
and I have suggested I would like to consider it carefully and com-
municate promptly with the committee my views.

Senator O'Goeman. I would be very glad to have you do it.

Mr. Vanderlip. I will do that promptly, after having given it

careful consideration.

Senator O'Goeman. I think, in the same connection, if you will
give your views as to what powers now enjoyed by State banks and
not conferred on national banks might be curtailed without making
this system unattractive to the State banks, it would be beneficial

to the committee.
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; I thing I comprehend the point.

Senator O'Gorman. Of course, the general idea is, as I have
already suggested, that if these two systems of banks are to come in

under this new system, we must, as far as possible, have uniform
privileges and rights enjoyed by State as well as by national banks.
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Bristow. We have asked a number of witnesses to prepare

amendments to the bill which they would recommend and furnish

them to us for our consideration when we take the bill up. Why
would it not be well, in connection with these requests, for Mr.
Vanderlip to submit a modified bill as he thinks it ought to be.

Senator O'Gorman. If you will take the time to do it, it will aid

the committee.
Mr. Vanderlip. I know of nothing so important for me to do. I

will do it with great pleasure.

Senator Nelson. I want to suggest to you, Mr. Vanderlip, about the

number of regional banks. If you do not have one, it seems to me
if you have more than one it ought to be five ; it ought to be one for

each of the central reserve cities we now have, and one for New
Orleans and one for San Francisco. That, it seems to me, ought to

be the plan, if you have more than one. I think one is best, as you

do, but it seems to me if you do not have one, then you ought to have

that distribution.

Mr. Vanderlip. It would be vastly better than 12.

Senator O'Gorman. I did not get that last question of yours. Sen-

9.toi* N^Glson

Senator Nelson. I said if you limited the number of national

banks, reduced it from 12 to a minor number

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). You mean regional banks

^

Senator Nelson. Eegional banks. I think the reduction should

be to five, and I put it on this ground: We have three central reserve

cities. New York, Chicago, and St. Louis. They should undoubtedly

be regional bank centers. Now, in addition to that, I think JNew

Orleans ought to be one place and San Francisco, on the coast, the

other. That is my notion about it.
,^ ^^ i v n fl,,^

Senator O'Gorman. In your judgment, Mr. Vanderlip, would five

regional banks, under the general features of this system be pre-

ferred to one national discounting reserve bank here m Washington,

with branches throughout the country?

Mr. Vanderlip. No ; I would much prefer one.

Senator O'Gorman. Why?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think there are profound reasons.
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Senator O'Gorman. Will you state them, if you have not already

done so?
Mr. Vanderlip. I have already gone into that pretty fully.

Senator O'Goeman. Then I will not ask you to state it again.

Senator Bristow. As I understand, I think, having your question

in mind. Senator O'Gorman, Mr. Vanderlip suggested that one -would

be preferable, but he did not understand fully ]ust the kind of Fed-

eral reserve and discount bank that you suggested to one or two other

witnesses. Senator O'Gorman suggested on another occasion, as

I remember it, that we have one Federal reserve and rediscount bank,

supervised by this board.

Senator O'Gorman. By a Government board, with a supervisory

council for the bank.
Mr. Vanderlip. That brings a new element into the matter. That

makes the Government officials judges of the paper that is being

rediscounted, and I would disapprove of that.

Senator Bristow. How is that?

Mr. Vanderlip. I say that brings a new element into the situation,

that makes the Government officials judges of the paper that is to

be rediscounted. In the system that is built up in this bill there

is a board of nine men, three of whom are bankers, directly elected

by bankers, and three of whom are business men, directly elected by
bankers, to pass on the paper that the central reserve banks are to

rediscount. That I regard as a very important feature, that you
shall have bankers pass on this paper. I think there would be grave
objections to having Governmental officials passing on the paper
offered for rediscount. Those objections are on the ground of the
training and the experience of the officials.

Senator Bristow. Well, I can see the force of that suggestion.
But suppose these Government officials are bankers that managed the
central banks; that it is their business to run that bank, and the
branches are conducted by men who are bankers and whose business
it is to pass upon the paper which they discount.

Senator O'Gorman. Ajid are familiar with the conditions of the
several localities.

Senator Bristow. And must be familiar with the conditions. Do
you not believe that if this board has the responsibility of the
managing of the Federal reserve bank, and comes in relation with
the banks of the country, with which it is doing business, that you
will get better service out of them than if they are simply a board here
supervising at a distance, which they necessarily would, the opera-
tions of the 12 banks, and to whom complaints are made and con-
troversies are taken up and discussed? They necessarily would not
be familiar, as they should be, with the questions that will come
before them.
Mr. Vanderlip. You will get better service out of your Federal

reserve board
; yes ; but the total of service you get out of the Fed-

oral reserve board and out of the board of the regional banks, as it

is provided to elect them, by the bankers, six out of nine, at least,
would be greater than the service you would get out of such a board
as you suggest.

Senator Bristow. What part of the service which these gentle-
man would render would be more efficient, do you think—the duties
that they would perform ? There would be, we will say, a branch at
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KanFas City, this Federal reserve and discount bank, and probably
one at Wichita, Kans., and one at Omaha, where the reserve banks
are now. The business of these men in charge of these Federal
branches would be to accommodate the banks in the community,
whether they were members or not.

Mr. Vandeelip. You have very well outlined the objections to

the branch banking system in the earlier questions that you asked.

Could you not apply those same objections to such a proposal as

you now make?
Senator Beistow. No; it is not a banking institution, except it

deals with banks and banks only, and it is there to help the banks
when they need help upon their application.

Mr. Vandeelip. And to be a judge of the credits of those banks
and of the collateral they offer. I think a board selected from among
bankers—made up of practical bankers in part—-will render that

service and will execute that judgment better than will a board of

Government oflBcials.

Senator Beistow. Even if those officials were the same bankers?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; even if the officials were the same bankers,

because they will become dissociated from the active work. Of
course, if they were the same bankers, certainly for a time they

would probably perform the functions in the same way, but they

would not be the same bankers. You can be pretty certain of that.

Senator Nelson. Let me suggest what I think would be a solution

to the matter suggested by Senator O'Gorman: Have one central

reserve bank, under control of the Government boards, and have a

discount committee; have provision made for a discount committee,

consisting of nine, appointed in the same manner as these managers

of the regional banks, and let that committee pass upon discounts,

subject, as the regional banks are now, to the supervision of the cen-

tral board. Couldit not be solved in that way?

Mr. Vandeelip. That seems a very sound and practical sugges-

tion, to meet the particular point. .,,•-, ^

Senator O'Goeman. What would be the difference m the judgment

of those nine men, constituting the so-called discount committee,

sitting here in Washington, and the judgment of seven men, consti-

tuting the officers of the Federal reserve board ? , , ^,

Mr Vandeelip. I do not think you have understood the sugges-

tion as I understood it at least. The suggestion is that this discount

committee is composed of bankers, elected by bankers but its func^

tion is only to pass on the question of credit, and the Federal board

would be constituted as you suggest, and would be the power oper-

^^Saf^r nSson. The discount committee would be constituted in

the same number as the managers of the regional ba^ks. That is

there would be three of the discount committee Government ap

Tiointees and six would be bank appointees. „„„i/i
^ Mr Vandeklip. And the duty of that <ii^«r^t '.ommtee W^
be to pass on the character of the collateral offered, and the Federal

board would then take up the question of Jf
^ns.

i3erfectly
Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Vanderhp, I am going to be penecuy
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interests in this country have to veto security that I think is good
but which interferes with their business and their interests, and I do
not believe there would be any objection to a central bank in the

United States if there was not a belief that I think well-grounded
and wholly justified, with all due respect to your opinion, that there

are certain interests in this country that do control credits and can
veto a legitimate and proper loan, if that loan will interfere with
their interests. I may be mistaken, but I believe that nine-tenths

of those who are studying the question believe a central bank with
branches, that would not interfere with the legitimate conduct of the

banking business we have, but supplement and strengthen it, would
be very desirable ; and if it could be gotten away from any possibility

of such control, so that no doubt can rest in the mind of one of sus-

picious mind, I think we would all be for it.

Senator Nelson. Now, you see under this plan. Senator Bristow,
of a central institution, the discount committee would pass on the
quality of the paper, but whether the loan should be granted by the

bank and currency issued, would be under the control of this general
board.

Senator Hitchcock. Senator Bristow, let me ask you a question.

In referring to the loans that you have in mind there, are you not
forgetting that those loans are generally for the purpose of big enter-

prises, and are in the form of a permanent advance on bonds, whereas
the only paper that can be put up with the reserve bankj whether a
regional bank or a central bank, is commercial paper which is liqui-

dating ?

Senator Bristow. Yes; but you know I have very pronounced ob-
jections to the plan that, is outlined here in limiting the paper that is

to be given advantages under this system to this commercial paper.
I think that is unjust and discriminatory against other investments.

Senator Hitchcock. What I object to is the 90-day paper, which
is specified in this bill.

Senator Bristow. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. You feel and I feel, as we both live in the

West, that we have commercial paper out in our region which I
might say is indigenous, which is characteristic of our region. It
is much longer than 90 days. It is 4, 5, or 6 months paper-

Senator Nelson (interposing). Or for a year.
Senator Hitchcock. Or it may be for a longer time. But it is to

all intents and purposes commercial paper, by reason of the fact
that it liquidates itself out of the transaction from which it arises

—

that is, paper which represents loans to men who have cattle and feed
those cattle during the winter and market them in the spring, and
the funds thus received liquidate the paper.

I think if the bill is so extended as to cover that class of paper it
would be an improvement.

Senator Bristow. That would be a very great improvement. I
admit that. I will not take up the matter of the subtreasuries be-
cause that IS Senator Hitchcock's special notion, and I think a very
good one, and he can present that very much better than I can

I am very much interested in the statements made by Mr Fowler
before the committee the other day, and the statement which he sug-
gested, if it were practicable, would seem to me to be a very good
one—that is, of leaving the banking situation just as it is. so far as
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the organization of the banks goes, and permitting a bank to issue
currency.

Senator Nelson. On its assets.

Senator Bkistow. On its assets, when it is needed. And he illus-
trated it, when being interrogated by Senator Nelson. His idea was
in this way, that if a customer came to a bank and wanted to borrow
$10,000, he gave his note for the $10,000. That was a loan which the
bank was perfectly willing to make.

Senator Nelson. A good loan.

Senator Bristow. A good loan. He wanted a part of it in cash
and a part of it to leave subject to check. He took $5,000 in currency
and left $5,000 subject to check, and he took a check book to check
against his account, and the currency he took was the bank's notes
which, according to Mr. Fowler's system, were secured by a 5 per
cent deposit with the Government—a lien on the assets of the bank
and on its assets, the capital stock and so forth, and which he pro-
nounced would be perfectly good. This 5 per cent fund that was
collected was to be a guaranty fund against these notes collected in

the Treasury, and his idea was that only so much currency would be
used as the commerce of the country demanded, and that it would be
automatic—^if a man wanted currency he could get it. What would
you think of a system like that ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The last proposition is so perfectly true that I

wish you could all recognize it, that there would be only so much
currency used as is wanted. I have referred to it a number of times,

and I just want to emphasize that point. The most important thing

that we need, however, the thing I referred to when I began this

examination yesterday, is the mobilization of the reserves. Such a

plan as you outline there makes no reference to it. The next thing

is the elasticity of currency—an important thing, but not so impor-

tant as mobility of reserves—the amassing of reserves in a single

reservoir. That is what you must get in some form into a bill if it

is to be correct. That expression makes me think that I heard my-

self severely criticized in the Senate during recess for having said

in an interview that you must do this or that. Of course you know

when I say you must do a thing, I mean you must do it to make the

bill harmonize with what my views are of correct legislation. I do

not sit here or talk to newspaper reporters, and say that the Senate of

the United States must do this or that. I have a little sense lett, and

certainly enough to guard me from such a foolish position.

Senator Bristow. I was interested in the suggestion you made

yesterday, which conveyed the idea to me that we ought to reduce

the amount of national-bank notes that are now out, if this system is

adopted, because anv additional notes would make too much currency.

Mr. Vanderlip. We certainly have currency enough for a normal

period. It is only in the exigencies of a crop-movmg period that

we need any more currency. Unless you will reduce the bank-note

currency we now have, you will not be able to provide true and com-

plete elasticity by means of your new note issue.

Senator Bristow. You think the new note issue would not be taken

°"Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; it would not be taken o^*'
/^^f

?**";/'
peak of the load, except for that season where an excess is needed.
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Senator Beistow. What harm comes—you say you would take it

out for the peak and drop it after the work it does is ended. What
harm is there in stopping there?

Mr. \^ANDEELip. One of the harms is that, these several reserve

banks ought to have the earnings that would come from such ability

to issue currency. Another of the harms is, I am inclined to believe,

that we have a redundant currency at certain seasons. You might

challenge me to prove that, and I might have some difficulty in

proving it. Certainly if there is a variation of $200,000,000 to

$300,000,000 in our notes, then we are either redundant at one season

or very scant at another. Now, we are going through the crop-

moving season without any strain whatever for currency. Appar-

ently we have ample currency to go through this crop-moving sea-

son. We have had some addition to it by the deposits which the

Secretary of the Treasury has made, but if we had currency enough

to conduct business at this season of the year, we have altogether too

much currency to conduct business next March. We can not get

away from that. There is where the harm comes. That is where you
would fail to get true elasticity unless you took away some notes and
made room for new notes.

Senator Hitchcock;. If the currency is redundant next month, will

not the inevitable result be the exportation of gold ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That is certainly the tendency.

Senator Hitchcock. Will not that relieve the situation?

Mr. Vandeelip. It will relieve it
;
yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And will not that gold come back to us again,

when the stress on the currency is there ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; except that it does not flow with perfect

freedom. There is harm done to the trade in the exporting and im-
porting movement. It would be so much better for trade to have
you retire the notes than to have a movement of the gold, and then
have the difficult conditions which attend the bringing of that gold
back. We can issue a bank note very easily ; we can not always im-
port gold easily. We can retire that note very easily, and it is ex-

pensive to export gold. Expansion and contraction should be pro-
vided for in the notes, and not in the expansion and contraction of
the volume of gold.

Senator Hitchcock. With the volume of currency depending
wholly on the commercial paper, what would guarantee that against
inflation ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The guaranty of redemption, the fact that the
note does not count in reserves, but will be turned in for redemption
by the bank as soon as it comes in and the certainty that there is a
no more fixed thing, no quantity that you can influence less by your
legislative acts than the amount of money people will carry in their
pockets. You might start with that as a fixed thing, but you really
haven't anything to do with it.

Senator Hitchcock. You have already stated to the committee
these notes will be accepted by 17,000 State banks as reserves.
Mr. Vandeelip. There is one of the troubles and weaknesses which

I have no suggestion for removing, unless you can bring State banks
into the system.

Senator Hitchcock. Some even advocate making them available
for national banks as reserves.
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Mr. Vanderlip. I can not agree with that view
Senator Hitchcock. And is there not some danger, in a currency

based on commercial paper, that at certain times the country wiUbecome very venturesome and the demands for loans extensive?
Mr. Vanderlip. It is not money in the hands of the people that

makes the country more venturesome; it is the ability to obtain credit
If this bill were drawn so as to be dangerous on the side of the ex"
pansion of credit, then I would say, " Beware." Now, it is so drawn
that there can be a great expansion of credit, but I do not believe it
will be too great, because I do not believe the bankers will permit
this power to be unwisely exercised any more than at the present
moment. The national banks have 60 or 70 millions in excess re-
serves, but they do not loan because they have that excess reserve

Senator Hitchcock. Is it a matter of caution, of timidity, that
now restrains the bank, often, from loaning money when there is
quite an urgent demand ? And if you take away that timidity, by
giving a bank a resort it can go to with commercial paper, won't
you remove the restraint and throw down the bars and permit a
bank to lend money to borrowers to whom it would not lend if watch-
ing its reserves?

Mr. Yandeelip. Undoubtedly a bank will feel freer if it has a cen-
tral reserve bank to go to to rediscount than it does now. You have
to depend on the good judgment and conservativeness of that banker.
If he feels he can rediscount any time, anything he has, and he is a
reckless man, he will loan too much. But you will have as a governor
the power of control of your regional reserve bank board, and of the
Federal board. That is why I said that there is not an authority
given to this Federal reserve board which it ought not to have. My
objection is to the constitution of the board and not to the authority.

If the bankers in a locality are getting reckless, if they are loaning
more because they can rediscount than is wise for them to loan,

there ought to be some authority higher up which can put a restraint

on them.
Senator Hitchcock. Would you have it in the reserve bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. It will be in the reserve bank, and I would have it

all the way up. I can well imagine, with as many as 12 reserve

banks, you might find one with the territory represented getting less

conservative than it should be and you might need a power higher

up to control that.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think there ought to be embedded in

this law any guaranty to the individual bank that it can get dis-

counts to any given limit?

Mr. Vanderlip. It is impracticable. You have got to leave that

discretionary.

Senator Hitchcock. You would allow, then, the Federal reserve

bank the full discretionary power to say to one man from a certain

town, " We won't discount any of your paper," and to another man

across the street, " We will discount half of your portfoho."

Mr. Vanderlip. You have got to leave that power to the reserve

board, I think. You may say it will treat one banker unfairly. Un

the other hand, you might say if a bank knows, under any conditions,

it can get rediscounts, it will act unwisely. Of the two, I will take

the chance of unfairness, because I do not believe there will be any

unfairness. I am a great believer in the fairness and honesty or
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people in general, and certainly the fairness of people in responsible

positions.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to give you an illustration of the un-

fairness of persons holding a responsible position. I suppose the char-

acter of the men that run the railroads of the country is as high as the

men who run the banks of the country, and yet one of the most out-

rageous discriminations grew up in the railroad world, in which the

States and Congress had to take a hand. They were saying to one

shipper, "We will charge you one rate," and to another shipper,

"We will charge you another rate." They would say to one pas-

senger, " You pay full rates," and to another passenger, " You go
free." The law had to step in for the protection of the men and
compel equal treatment. So should not the law step in and say to

these banks that they shall give equal treatment?
Mr. Vandeklip. You have provided for the law to step in by cre-

ating this Federal reserve board. Of course, back of the law that

you speak of, there first had really to grow up a new body of ethics.

They were new problems. We had gone on a great many years sup-

posing when we sold wholesale we sold cheaper, and men's minds
did not grasp the ethics of that situation, and that is one of the

troubles to-day. We have developed industry and we have gotten
many new elements in our social system. We are developing new
ethics, and that is part of this radicalism we are talking about. We
are developing a new code of ethics that did not exist before our
time, and we ought to have patience with one another about that.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think any injury would come if

the law provided that the reserve bank should rediscount the notes
of a bank in any community to an extent, say, of its capital stock,

providing the notes were good?
Mr. Vanderlip. Eight there—providing tlie notes are good. Who

is to be the judge?
Senator Hitchcock. I will say, without that provision, discount

the notes.

Mr. Vanderlip. I would certainly think a loan under compulsion,
where you could not scan the credit, would be an impossible thing.

Senator Hitchcock. These banks are all under constant inspection,
and the law provides an inspection of these regional reserve banks.
Mr. Vanderlip. Nevertheless, you can not trust to inspection.

Anybody who ran a bank recklessly might get bad paper in its port-
folio, which could be offered for rediscount.
Senator Eebd. Would not that leave a bank in dire straits, in this

sort of condition : It could take, say, $100,000 of its absolutely worth-
less paper and bring it up to the Federal reserve bank, and compel
the Federal reserve board to cash that absolutely worthless paper,
where the bank itself was tottering to its fall?
Mr. Vanderlip. Oh, yes. There must be the right of discretion by

the loaners of money.
Senator Hitchcock. In the first place, a bank has one tenth of

capital already invested.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. It has its reserves impounded to the extent

of nearly one-half. Can you conceive a condition under which it
should not be assured of anything at all as the result of its joining
the enterprise?
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Mr Vandeelip. Practically I can not conceive that there would
ever be a time a properly run bank would not be able to borrow T
think the reserve banks will be run with wisdom, discretion, and
fairness and any bank will be able to rediscount. They must hold
themselves m such a position so they will have the power to re-
discount. '-

Senator Hitchcock. Now, let me ask you this question, Mr Van-
derhp

:
huppose the reserve banli rediscounts half of the portfolio of

the bank. Say it discounts half a million dollars of its portfolio
and It gives it that line of discount. A- bank across the street of
the same size, it gives one-tenth of the portfolio, worth $100 000
What advantage does this give to the favored bank? Is not it a
very large advantage? Would not it result in enabling it to get
control of the business?
Mr. Vandeelip. It would be a great advantage for one bank to be

able to discount half of its portfolio while the other was permitted
to discount only one-tenth. There certainly would be just grounds
for complaint. If the two institutions were on all fours, a complaint
to the Federal board would certainly bring action, but I do not be-
have any board of directors elected to the Federal reserve bank would
discriminate in that way. They would be fair-minded men. That
would be a rank, gross discrimination if the two banks were on all

fours. Nevertheless, I think they ought to have the power to permit
one bank to discount half its portfolio and another bank to be re-
stricted to one-tenth if the other bank was being run in a way not
to warrant the discount. '

Senator Hitchcock. Then you would place no limit at all on the
amount of discount that might be made for a single bank ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. You would leave that discretionary with the

board ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it can well be left to the board.

Senator Hitchcock. What is the motive for that? What is the

reason for having any limit to the amount of discount?

Mr. Vandeelip. If you want to have some limit, I would put that

on for fear there might be inflation. That would be the motive. I

would limit it to twice the capital and surplus—something like that

—

which would be a point that no bank ought to reach, and probably

would not.

Senator Hitchcock. I am glad to hear you say so. I think there

ought to be some limit.

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it would be a desirable thing to put a

iimit that was large enough.
Senator Reed. Put a limit on the extent of credit, but not upon

the right to refuse to grant the credit?

Mr. Vandeelip. No; I should leave the right to refuse with the

board.

Senator Reed. That is what I say.
. „ , , . , ,, .

Senator O'Gorman. You would feel satisfied that if the power ot

the officer of the reserve bank was improperly used that the J^ederal

reserve board, on appeal, would correct the injustice?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.
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Senator O'Gorman. And perhaps remove the offending officer of

the regional bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. I should think it would be very proper.

Senator Pomekene. There has got to be a discretion lodged some-

where.
Mr. Vandeelip. I think so.

Senator O'Gorman. I have only one question further to put to you,

Mr. Vanderlip. Yesterday you said, I think, that the plan contained

in this bill, to issue Government notes, ig unscientific. I do not

know whether you amplified that viewpoint or not. If you have not^

I should be glad to hear from you further, why it is unscientific.

Mr. Vanderlip. The note is really the obligation of the bank. It

is secured by segregation of the bank's assets, in the form of com-

mercial paper. It ought to have almost the same relation to the bank

that a deposit balance of the bank has. It is a demand obligation of

the bank. It is not a Government note; it does not pretend to be

that, although it is issued and bears the name of the Government.

Its whole security lies in the bank, ip the segregated assets, in the

reserve held against it, and in the superior lien which it has upon aU
the assets. I see no reason why the Government should have any re-

lation to that note in the way of a guarantor. The Government will

have an outstanding obligation with no gold cover back of it. Except
for the 5 per cent redemption fund which the bank deposits, the only

resource which the Government has is by turning to the bank, and
the enforcement of the lien on its assets. And it seems to me entirely

improper that the Government should be the maker of this note, or

the guarantor of it. Indeed, I think it improper that it should re-

ceive so-called interest for it, as all of the profits of this bank are to

come in the hands of the Government eventually.

Senator O'Gorman. It is not anticipated under the system planned
that there will be a profit beyond 5 per cent. As Senator Owen has
very properly phrased it on other occasions, it is really to be an
eleemosynary institution, and there is to be no motive to earn any-
thing beyond the guaranteed 5 or 6 per cent.

Mr. Vanderlip. I can see no more reason for the Government to

guarantee one of these liabilities of a bank, in the form of a note,
than to guarantee a deposit. The note is fully guaranteed, I believe.

Senator O'Gorman. In other words, you would not expect the
Government, even under this plan, to take the risk?
Mr. Vanderlip. No. If it is not safe I think the Government

ought not to take a risk, and I think if it is safe it need not take the
risk.

Senator O'Gorman. And you feel if it is safe, the person dealing
with the regional bank, ought to be satisfied with it?
Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly.
The Chairman. I think it my duty to remind the committee that

only an hour and a half remains, and there are some gentlemen here
from Iowa whom we promised to hear this afternoon.

Senator Hitchcock. There is one more question I would like lo
ask. I see under section 6 of this bill when a bank becomes insolvent
and a receiver is appointed, the stock held by it shall be canceled and
the balance, after deducting from the amount of its cash paid sub-
scriptions all debts due by such insolvent bank, shall be paid to tlie
receiver of the insolvent bank.
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Mr. Vandeelip. That would seem to be a proper provision.
Senator Hitchcock. So that the bank would have some securitv—

the reserve bank would have some security.
Mr. Vajv'derlip. Yes; for a forced loan you speak of it would have

tx) depend on the stock value and the security of whatever reserves
are held.

Senator Nelson. And whatever the subscription will be.
Mr. Vanderlip. And whatever the subscription will be also.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, I want to ask you whether you do not
think it better for the reserve bank occasionally to suffer a possible
loss, as a result of a certain commercial paper turning out to be de-
ficient, than to leave the banks absolutely without any assurance that
they will get relief even to the extent of their capital ?

Senator Nelson. You mean the member banks?
Senator Hitchcock. The member banks.

Mr. Vandeklip. It would probably be safe enough to say that the

reserve bank shall loan to an amount equal to the stock subscription

and the reserves which they hold. I do not consider it at all neces-

sary. I do not believe any bank would be afraid it would receive no
consideration at the hands of the board at the Federal reserve bank

—

that there would be such discrimination as you indicate there might
possibly exist. I can not conceive that.

Senator Hitchcock. You mentioned a moment ago m such a case

the bank might appeal to the Federal board. But what chance do

you think there would be, after a bank had perhaps suffered a loss

and it had gone to the reserve bank for relief, appealing to Wash-
ington under those circumstances ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The appeal would be in the nature of a post-

mortem communication.
Senator Hitchcock. Not only that, but the very fact that the bank

had been turned down at the reserve bank would intensify the fear

in the community, and might result in greater loss.

Mr. Vanderlip. It would not be turned down under those circum-

stances if it had any proper collateral.

Senator Hichcock. Why not say so in the act ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Because it might not have proper collateral,

and if you leave it discretionary as to whether or not the colhueral

is proper, you leave the whole thing discretionary.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not know. I think as I said former y,

you ought to specify the whole thing in the bill and leave as little

as possible to the discretion of the officers.

Mr. Vanderlip. May I be excused?

The Chairman. Yes; we are much obliged to you.

Mr. Vanderlip. I thank you.

ITie Chairman. Judge French, we wall be g^^cl to hea you ow

and we will be glad to have you state to the reporter your business

and your point of view from which you speaU.

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL ^^^^^0V/ THE m^^
& HECHT, MANUFACTURERS, DAVENPORT, IOWA.

Mr. French. I reside at Davenport,
^-^^[.^^^^ZiLSi^n"''

'^

the firm of French & Hecht, which is engaged mnianufactann

I am here as a business man who, ™to^tunately, at times has

borrow. For that reason, in common with all the business men
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the country, I am very much interested in having a banking system

which will be both safe and yet able to accommodate the solvent

business men of the country when increased business needs compel

them or make it desirable for them to borrow money from the banks.

My experience from 1893 to 1896 was that our present system at

that time—owing largely to the uncertainty in regard to the standard

of value, and also to its inelasticity and the rigidity of reserves-

did not take care of the business man. In 1907 I had the same ex-

perience. While not a personal sufferer, I saw a great many business

men suffer who had ample means, plenty of collateral, and yet could

not obtain currency from the banks.

The business men of the country sincerely hope that Congress will

succeed in passing some law which will make our currency elastic

and which will mobilize our reserves. We are of the opinion that,

as a practical proposition, we have about the worst banking and

currency law that was ever enacted in any country. We have heard

of the Bank of England, which is cursed with an inelastic currency,

but which mobilizes its reserves in such a wonderful manner that the

business man in that country can get accommodations if he is solvent

and has good collateral, even in times of financial stress. In Ger-

many there is not only the mobilization of reserves, but there is

•elasticity to the currency. In France there is the greatest elasticity

and also mobilization. In this country alone we have neither mobili-

zation nor elasticity. This looks wrong to us business men, and we
hope you will bring about better conditions.

Now, as regards this bill, I want to look at it from a plain, busi-

ness standpoint. I think that if you enact the bill, even as it stands

now, it will create a great reform
;
you will have gone a long way in

the right direction. But I do not think the bill as it stands now
could easily be put into successful operation. It would be difficult

to get all the national banks, particularly the country banks, to go
into it. Many of the State banks, perhaps nearly all of them, would
refuse to go into it.

It does not do much good to enact an admirable law if you can not
put it into working operation, and you gentlemen are confronted
with the problem ofhow to make this law acceptable to the national

banks and also to the State banks which do commercial business.

As a business man I have had occasion to talk with my fellow busi-

ness men on this subject and have been impressed by certain objec-

tions which seemed to be prominent in the minds of all of them.
One objection is that they are afraid that through the power of

the administration or the President to appoint the Federal reserve

board—the dominant authority over the whole system—it may pos-
sibly drift into politics. They do not think it will, but they are

afraid it might. And they also think that the banks which furnish
the capital and the deposits to a large extent should have something
to do with this board of control which will really manage the whole
system. Now, I for one—and I think I represent the average busi-

ness man—would not be willing to have the banks have control of
the system. We do not believe the bankers are any better or any
worse than men generally, but we believe it would be entrusting too
much power to people whose sole business is to make money.
For that reason we should like to see the Government control it,

but we naturally want it kept out of politics. We should not like to
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see the President have the power to appoint the entire board of con-
trol during his administration. The provision in the bill that no
more than two or three, whichever it is, shall belong to one political
party is excellent so far as it goes, but the bill would be greatly im-
proved if you provided that two or three of those members should be
chosen by the banks; not directly chosen by a vote, but by maldng
out a list of men experienced in banking, not at the time actively con-
nected with any bank or who would sever their banking connections,
and having the President choose from this list of names.
Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think the President will select

competent and probably experienced men for the board ?

Mr. French. I think the President will. The present President I

am sure will ; I am not sure that every President always will. I think
there is a good deal of scare that is not warranted, perhaps, but still

it is there, and a great many people feel it. I know some people have
named a certain ex-President and said they would be afraid of him.

I would not be, but a great many are.

And then I think, as a measure of justice, it is only fair that if you
tell the banks they must put into the new bank a portion of their

capital and deposits—and I think you have a right to do it as a mat-

ter of law
Senator Nelson (interposing). You mean their reserves?

Mr. French. Yes ; if they must put in their reserves as well as a

certain portion of their capital, they will have the natural feeling,

and I think the business men of the country agree with them, that

they ought to have something to say as to the make up of the board

of control which will dominate the whole system. If we want to get

the banks to enter the new system, we must make it acceptable to

them. By not giving any representation to the banks on the board

of control, we prevent the bill from being acceptable to the banks

and also to many people (whether interested in banks or not) who

fear that some President at some future time might misuse his power

to control the board. This fear may have little basis, but exists m
the minds of many.

^ ^, •
i j. u

Senator O'Gokman. Do I understand you to say there might be a

President who would remain forever?

Mr French. No ; who would like to remain forever.

The next objection to the act is in regard to the constitution ot the

directors of the regional banks. The. banks select six of the nine.

This Federal board of control, the dominating influence, selects three,

one of whom has to be the agent of the Government and have certain

larae powers. Of the three selected by the banks, denominated direc-

tor! o¥ class A, there is no provision for arbitrary removal. As to

the three denominated directors of class B,.who are to represent

commercll and agricultural interests, there is a very fne-1 pro-

vision that the boa'rd of control may remove them when they think

they do not fairly represent those interests. There
f

"«
P/^f^^f

for accusation or hearing or trial or anything. It is absolutely arbi

*'so%Ts^ this board of control, on which the b-l-
-f^-f

even

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 10
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power of appointment. Men, after they are appointed, sometimes
become independent, but men who can be removed by the arbitrary

action of some superior power are apt to be very subservient to that

power.
Senator Pomeeene. Do you think the banks would elect somebody

who could be subservient ?

Mr. Feench. They select the names, and I think these men, when
they found they were subject to decapitation at any moment if they
did not comply with the wishes of the board of control, would be sub-

servient at some time or other.

Senator O'GoEMAlsr. Subservient to whom?
Mr. Feench. The board of control.

Senator O'Goeman. It is to be expected that that would be the
dominating influence in this system. You must have a dominating
influence. On the other hand, the members of the board of control

would be under the influence of the power of the President, and the

people should have confidence that the power would be wisely and
judiciously exercised.

Senator Shafeoth. The power of the board would not likely be
exercised. When they have not the power to reappoint
Mr. Feench (interposing). I know, but if they have the power of

removal I think those men would be very likely to comply with their

wishes rather than be removed.
Senator Shafeoth. Not so much so as if they had the power of

reappointment.
Mr. Feench. No ; that would be an even greater power.
Now, another suggestion. The Federal board of control is to ap-

point three members of that board. I think it would be sufficient

to appoint one and let him be paid by the Government of the United
States and be absolutely independent. He is the one who is to receive
this collateral to secure the notes.

I am mentioning these thinars as things I have heard in common
talk.

Now, as regards the country banks, from what little I know about
them, I should judge they feel that 5 per cent is altogether too small
a return upon the capital which they invest in the bank; that they
ought to get at least 6. Then there is a strong feeling that they
ought to get interest on their deposits. In these respects it is not
made, I believe, sufficiently attractive to them.

Senator Shafeoth. Suppose they could borrow this amount which
they put in—borrow it back at 2 per cent? Would not that be an
inducement for them to go in, get 5 per cent on it, borrow it back,
and have that to loan out at 2 per cent?
Mr. French. They do not figure in that way. I was talking to

a gentleman the other day and he said he hoped the bill would be
passed. I said, "Will you go into the new system?" He said,
"No; we would be under certain disadvantages; we can get the
benefit of the rediscounting feature through our correspondents with-
out going in ourselves."

Senator O'Goeman. Suppose there should be a prohibition in the
aot preventmg any bank from securing the benefits of the system^
through a correspondent. That particular bank, then, I suppose
would go into the system?
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Mr. French. I think likely. I think perhaps such a provision
might become necessary.

Senator Hitchcock. You can not make it work. If this imaginary
country bank com.es to a city bank for a rediscount, the city bank can-
rediscount for it, and then present other commercial paper with the
i-egional bank, and accommodate its country depositor very easily.

Senator Shafeoth. Do you think a national bank would under-
take that if it were a penal offense?

Senator Hitchcock. It would not be a penal offense.

Senator Shafeoth. You could make it a penal offense. Of course,

it might be difficult to find it out.

Senator O'Goeman. That would be altogether too drastic a pro-
vision. We might have a provision that no national bank should
attempt to rediscount accommodation paper of that character that

it had received from a bank not in the system.

Mr. Feench. Is not the real solution of the question to make it an
advantage to the banks to go in?

Senator O'Goeman. Surely.

Mr. French. I very much fear that if the national banks find that

after this law is passed they are at a disadvantage with the State

banks they will drop their charters, become State banks, and then

take advantage of the law by entering the system as a State bank.

Well, from one point of view that may not be so objectionable, but

the transition stage, I am afraid, would be bad for the business of

the country ; it would be unsettling.

There is another thing in the bill I wish to call your attention to,

and that is this : You have a very wise provision that the reserve

against deposits may be suspended on payment of a progressive tax.

That is a very wise provision, but in the same paragraph you add,

but you shall not suspend the reserve requirement as regards notes.

Now, to an ordinary business man who does not pretend to be a

banker, a reserve that you can not use is worse than useless. The

on% country in the world, so far as I Imow, that ever required a

bank reserve and then prohibited its use, is this country. And it

seems to me that reserve against the notes should be utilized when

made necessary by some great emergency.
, j? j. n

In England, where they have not any currency to speak ot at ail,

where the notes issued by the Bank of England are practically ware-

house receipts for so much gold lying in the other division of the

bank, with the exception of $90,000 000 which has been always out-

standing and secured by the public debt-in that country when there

is a greft need for money, when despite the admirable mobiliz^^^^^

they are near a state of panic, the Go^ernm^e^Vr.^
vouTo ilsue un-

pend the provisions of the banking act and
^l^Tr^p.^nL thev ^o

covered notes " and it always stops the panic. In Germany tney go

''sLtot HrreHCOOK. I think in France there is a limitation upon

^r/r/n-'^re^iSera-f^
KfpS&cr;?/™ i S^^hf^n £sS, h, the
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French people, and by every writer on the subject, that that limita-

tion is a mere matter of form rather than of substance.

Senator Hitchcock:. Why is it kept?
, Mr. French. I do not know why they have put it there.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it not just kept for emergencies ?

_
Mr. French. Why, whenever an emergency comes they change the

limit.

Senator Hitchcock. But is it not kept as against an emergency,
so they would have that margin to go upon ?

Mr. French. No; I should not say so, because in ordinary times
they would never issue anywhere near that limit.

Senator Hitchcock. That is true, but I understand the change
has come that the growth of the Bank of France has never been met
in an emergency. It is to accommodate the increasing business of the

bank and add in part to the increased reserves which the bank holds.

Mr. French. They have always put it ahead in times of prosperity
and made it so much beyond the notes they were issuing that there
could be added enough note issue to take care of the emergency.

Senator Shafroth. Do I understand you to say the national banks
are prohibited from using their reserves?

Mr. French. Yes.

Senator Shafroth. I understand the law to be that they can use
them and can cut into them to any extent, except that the comptroller
can notify them to replace them in 30 days.

Mr. French. If they obey the law they will never cut into the
legal reserve. A bank usually carries a bigger reserve than the
legal reserve. The excess over the legal reserve, of course, they
use to suit themselves. The legal reserve, if they obey the banking
law, they have no right to cut into.

Senator Hitchcock. Don't you mean that they can not continue
loans after they get down to the legal limit; they can pay deposi-
tors, but they can not continue loans.

Mr. French. No; they can not make additional loans. They
have to stop and make that good.

Senator Hitchcock. But they can continue paying depositors.
Mr. French. They might continue paying depositors. I do not

doubt that part of it; that is discharging a liability.

Senator Hitchcock. And they can continue to take deposits if
they are in a solvent condition, but the reserve might be down to
10 per cent.

Mr. French. Oh, it can go still lower than that.

_
Senator Hitchcock. They could still pay depositors and con-

tinue taking deposits.

Mr. French. But for an institution performing the functions of
a bank, one of which is to lend money, it seems to me that a reserve
is utterly useless, as regards this function, if you are not allowed to
use any part of it for that purpose.

Senator Shafroth. But you still have the use of it in paying out
to persons who demand it at the counter on their checks.
Mr. French. Yes; but that alone would not stop a panic. The

panic usually comes from the fact that solvent business men are
nnable to get the money at banks to pay their current bills, whether
it be for labor or for merchandise or for other things. The foreign
systems stop the panic by loans to solvent business men.
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Senator Shafroth. They can get it if they have it in the bank, but
can not borrow it.

Mr. French. They can get it until the banli closes its doors. The
system is so bad that in 1907 the banks of the country had to go to
work and devise some way outside of the law to issue money when
they got down to their reserves. They issued what might be called
clearing-house checks.

Senator Shafroth. What would you suggest as a remedy?
Mr. French. Why, to loan the reserves.

Senator Shafroth. And put no limitation on it?

Mr. French. It is under the control of the Federal board of
control. They would fix the limitations. It would be well to in-

crease the tax, as is done in Germany, when the reserve goes down,
and as is required by this bill with respect to the reserve for deposits.
While we are talking on this subject of loaning reserves I wish to

be understood as expressing the opinion that this will often help to

prevent panics, but not as saying that we will never have commer-
cial crises and industrial depressions which grow out of the unwise
actions of business men. We can prevent such a panic as occurred
in 1907—through the breaking down of our banking system—by pro-

visions for an elastic note issue, the mobilization of reserves, and their

use in time of need.

There is another thing that occurred to me in reading this act.

After reading it carefully I could not make out what became of these

Federal reserve notes after they had been redeemed, either at the

counter of the bank or at the Treasury of the United States. I

asked a banker what he understood, and told him I would put a case.

Suppose that bank A, a national bank in Davenport, Iowa, has called

upon a regional bank to rediscount its paper to the extent of $100,-

000, in order to get $100,000 of these new notes, saying, " We have

here for your inspection the collateral, 60-day business paper."

The answer is, "Yes; we believe that the conditions warrant the

issuing of that much additional money; business demands require

it. You shall have it. Here it is."

That same day that bank A pays out $50,000 of that money to dif-

ferent people who borrow it. On that same day some one who has

come into possession of these notes takes $50,000 of them to the re-

gional bank for redemption. The notes are redeemed. What be-

comes of these notes? Are they to be canceled or is the bank to pay

them out again? . ,, j. j

Senator Hitchcock. It is prohibited from paying them out under

^mI. Knch. No ;
another regional bank is prohibited from pay-

ing out notes not its own. I am now asking you——
Senator Nelson. Here is the point about it. If the notes come

into the bank and are redeemed by the bank they can not go out

again unless there is a demand for them and they are loaned out

aiain. If a regional bank redeems its notes in gold and retains the

in'Sisferc:, Md brthe bank, to secure $100,000 of -t-'^t^e™
of which w^s required by business needs. Some one who happened

to want to send gold abroad has presented $50,000 of them at once.
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What I ask is whether it is necessary for the regional bank to make
application to the board of control, perhaps the next morning, and
say, " The power which you gave us yesterday to issue $1 00,000 of

these notes has become nugatory through force of circumstances as

to $50,000; $50,000 of these notes have been redeemed by us. We
hold collateral for $100,000 of these notes and wish to reissue the

$50,000 of notes we have redeemed.
Senator Shafeoth. But he has already got it, and he has loaned

his money out that he got from the regional reserve bank, and no
demand can be made upon it until the 60-day paper matures and then
it comes in automatically.

Mr. Feench. You understand, then, he would not be required to

redeem that paper; that is, the member bank that has deposited it

for collateral?

Senator SnArEOTH. Of course he would be required to pay his

paper that he has hypothecated. There is a confusion as between
the redemption feature of the notes and the credit system which he
exercises by reason of going there and hypothecating his collateral.

He may get new notes issued to him, or he may get notes that are
in the bank already, consisting of these reserves or consisting of the
capital stock. For that reason, it seems to me, when they are re-

deemed and he gets his gold, the bank holds them there until there

is some kind of demand for them, and when this 60-day paper ma-
tures it also pays back, and consequently they have gotten into their

hands, of course, a large amount of money, but they can give it out
again if anybody presents paper.
Mr. French. How are they going to hold them out? They may

come into the regional reserve bank, exhausting its gold. How is

that to get out again ?

Senator Hitchcock. I do not think there is any doubt of this

proposition that if a note belonging to one regional bank goes to

another, that other bank can either charge it to the Government of
the United States and send it to the Treasury, or it can send it to

the regional reserve bank which issued it. If a note issued by a
regional reserve bank comes in it can be paid out again
Mr. French (interposing). By the same bank?
Senator Hitchcock. By the same bank; but it is not valid as a

part of its reserves.

Mr. French. I understand that, but whether it can be paid out by
the same bank

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Undoubtedly; the same bank
can either present it to the Government

Mr. French (interposing). What is the object, if I may ask the
Question, of the provision requiring one regional reserve bank to send
or redemption the notes of another regional reserve bank, irrespec-

tive of whether the collateral put up to secure the note is still there
or not? The Federal board of control has decided that business re-

quires the expansion of the currency by so much. By mere chance a
large part of this money issued by one regional reserve bank drifts

into another regional reserve bank. Now, that bank is required not
to issue it, but it is sent off by train to the other bank. It becomes
dead from that minute, notwithstanding the decision of the Federal
board of control that that much increase of currency was needed and
notwithstanding the collateral is up to secure it and notwithstanding
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the gold reserve is up. It seems to me they have provided for a lot
of unnecessary machinery.

Senator Shafegth. It is done, no doubt, for the purpose of retir-
ing this currency in some form and thereby getting over the exigency
of its issue. I do not know that it is a wise provision.
Mr. French. Let me suggest why it was done. That provision

was taken from the rules governing the Suffolk bank, where they de-
pended entirely upon constant redemption to keep the notes on a
parity with gold. In this case we have a deposit of commercial paper
and also a gold reserve. And when you say that when a regional
reserve bank gets the note of another reserve bank it must withdraw
it from circulation, you have then come into direct opposition to
the decision of the Federal board, which has decided that the needs
of the country for currency were such that this currency ought to be
outstanding.
Now, you can not say that it is the policy to have each regional

reserve bank in the countrj' redeem all its own notes, because you
will find another provision in the law which says that any regional

reserve bank may at any time decrease its liability on account of its

notes by paying into the Government of the United States or to any
Federal reserve agent lawful money of the United States, recognizing

that when this note is once out it may never be redeemed, and recog-

nizing also the principle that, although you do not redeem the

particular note, yet, when the time for contraction has arrived, if

you decrease some part of the currency, whether it be greenbacks,

national-bank notes, or gold coin, and lay that aside, you have ac-

complished exactly the same purpose as if you hunted up these notes

and canceled them to the extent of the money laid aside.

Senator Shafegth. But will not this provision have a tendency to

cluster that bank currency, or this reserve note, and thereby place

it so they can retire that absolutely and let loose these United States

notes which have been taken up and which you say have been set

aside? Is it not a means of clustering the paper issued under this

bill
. , .

Mr. Feench (interposing). It would help them to get it, but is

there any object in their doing that?

Senator Shafegth. Some people think when you once issue money

it is only needed for a short time, and thereafter should be retired.

Mr. Feench. When you set aside gold coin or greenbacks against

these notes, do they not occupy the position of the gold certificate?

There is gold set aside for the gold certificate in Washington; you

might as well provide that every two or three months it should be

sent on and redeemed in gold.
,i ,

•
i

Senator Hitchcock. Judge, following up this hypothetical case

that you state, suppose a regional reserve bank receives a bundle ot

notes that have been issued through another regional reserve bank,

and it sends them to the Treasury of the United States for redemp-

tion. They are there redeemed out of the 6 per cent gold fund be-

longing to that particular regional bank, and then forwarded to the

re^onfl bank. Now, the regional bank can then issue that again.

Mr. Feench. That is just the proposition I started out with, i

asked two gentlemen and I got opposite answers from the two, one

said they could not reissue it and the other said they could.
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Senator Hitchcock. Now, if, instead of that process, this first

regional reserve bank sends these notes to the regional reserve bank

through which they were issued, it will get a credit in return on the

books of that bank, or a remittance of gold, and the bank receiving

these notes will then have the option of paying them out again to

those who may come for money.
Mr. French. If that is the fact, it will carry out the spirit of the

act. The act will then keep in existence the money until the need for

it has passed by. But unfortunately a great many people under-

stand it just the other way. They tell me they are to be canceled

whenever they are redeemed.
Senator Hitchcock. But that would not be possible because of the

provision that the Treasury, when it redeems those notes in gold out

of the reserve fund, immediately sends them to the bank through
which they were issued, giving that bank the privilege of retiring

them.
Mr. French. It should have it. But, as I said before, people

understand the act differently. It should be made plain. You can
only have such expansion as the board of control desires, and one
regional bank ought to have an option whether it will pay out the

notes of another regional reserve bank or send them in for redemp-
tion. The moment the collateral which secures them is paid off, then
the currency should be decreased by the amount of the collateral,

either by retirement of that amount of these notes, if at hand, or
the deposit of a like amount of lawful money with the Government.

Senator Hitchcock. Of course, it is true the regional reserve bank
which has received these notes must either pay them out or ship
them for redemption, because it can not count them in its reserve.
Mr. French. Why should it not pay them out? But the law does

not permit them to pay them out ; it says they must ship them for
redemption.

Senator Shaproth. It will take some little time to send them to
Washington andget United States notes, but it seems to me it is not
any more than right.

Mr. French. The point I make is that to the extent that the re-

demption does take place you are contracting the currency in viola-
tion of the spirit of the act, and you are incurring a needless expense
in doing it.

Senator Hitchcock. That contraction is only momentary.
Mr. French. It may be only for a day or two, but why have even

temporary contraction when not warranted by needs of business?
Why not give the regional bank the option to pay them out or send
them to the other bank for redemption ?

_
Senator Shafroth. The national banks which get hold of the na-

tional-bank notes of another bank could reissue those to the people,
but they do not do it because they need some money for reserve
money and consequently they send it to the Treasury.
Mr. French. They do not have to.

Senator Shafroth. No; they do not have to except to get more
money.
Mr. French. They do it when it will serve their purposes. In

the case of the regional reserve notes they have to send the notes in
for redemption.
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Senator Shafroth. Do you think there ought to be more money
that will act as reserves than we have at the present time ?

Mr. Fkench. Do you mean to let all reserves be increased?
Senator Shafeoth. No; I do not mean that. I am referring to

the character of the monfey that can act as reserves.
Mr. French. No

; I would have a reserve of nothing but gold.
There is another thing that I have heard often discussed. Busi-

ness men think from 1893 to 1896 we suffered, and it was because the
people of this countrj' had not fully made up their minds as to
whether we were to be on a gold or some other standard. Now that
it is decided we are on a gold standard, there should not be anything
in this bill that will throw any possible doubt on the standard, but
there should be everything in it that can appropriately be put in to

maintain the standard. Instead of requiring the regional reserve

bank to redeem in gold or lawful money it should be in gold.

Senator Shafroth. Do you not think that would have a tendency
to deplete the gold reserves instead of fostering the gold standard?
Mr. French. No ; I think it would be the other way.
Senator Shafroth. Take, for instance, $100,000,000 issued by the

Government, and they have $100,000,000 of greenbacks payable in

§old and then $100,000,000 of this currency payable in lawful money,
uppose a man who had $1,000 of this currency goes to the regional

reserve bank and says, "I want gold," and the regional bank says,

" No, we can not give you gold, we will give you lawful money, and we
will send them to Washington. If you want to get gold for that you

can take it down there." Suppose "he takes it to Washington and he

gets $1,000 in gold in Washington, according to the terms of the bill.

So the Government, by this operation, has practically redeemed

$2,000 in currency by $1,000 in gold. The regional bank says, " If

there is going to be plenty of gold I will lock this regional money

up." When they come down to the National Treasury he says, " I will

lock those United States notes up," and by the payment of $1,000 m
gold you have practically put out of power and out of the existing

gold reserve $2,000, and is that not an advantage to the gold reserve

instead of a disadvantage?
, ^^ t ^i.- i t

Mr. French. I have not been able to follow you, but I think 1 can

answer your question.

Senator Shafroth. Let us take it this way, then. Do yon not see

that the moment you have 12 places where a man can go and demand

gold it is going to make 12 competing points for gold, each of theni

competing^agalnst the Treasury of the United States, becanse the

United States has to have a reserve to redeem these [^^y f/^f
t'^\*

come in from other banks, and each one of these banks has to have a

gold reserve, and they can not limit it ^ a certain amount. They

have to have sufficient to protect them, and thus it wiU t.^^e a grea^

deal more gold under those circumstances than if you make them

'''^r^lJSJrZATSil2T.rno.nt required to supply the

demand for gold would be exactly .the same ^^ether you had it scat

tared in 40 places or only had it m one place. It would be only

^^tnXJJZTwd like to .ask how the Government
^^^^

United States is going to have a single dollar of gold. It also says
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that every dollar shall be taken out of the Treasury and put in the

reserve banks, on special deposit.

Senator Shafroth. There ought to be a central place.

Senator Reed. I am suggesting if you had your idea in operation

it would involve a somewhat radical change in the other statute.
_

Senator Shafroth. It might do that, but it involves a radical

change now. In fact, you have created a gold reserve in Washington

for the redemption of those notes.

Senator Nelson. The bill provides for 5 per cent of the capital

and a S^ per cent reserve should be kept on deposit.

Senator Reed. That is inadequate.

Senator Nelson. I think it ought to be 10 per cent.

Senator Shafroth. Do you not think the national-bank notes, by

reason of being payable in lawful money, has relieved the national

banks very largely from holding gold ?

Mr. French. It has not relieved the amount of gold that had to be

held either by the Government or the national banks—one or the

other. One or the other of them has to hold, to maintain the gold

standard, that gold so that there will be a sufficient amount of it, or

you can not maintain it.

Senator Shafroth. Was that not put in the national-bank act for

the very purpose of relieving that strain, and letting a large amount
of money flow, which would ultimately be redeemable in gold, but

which, by reason of the difficulties that exist in getting it there,

would not be the case except with a person who wanted it for foreign

shipment ?

Mr. French. I do not think the character of the money you can

ship can affect the demand for gold or the amount necessary to keep

your currency safe. The point I make here is that at the present

time there is an ample supply here of gold for these reserves. If,

through any cause or other, our currency should ever become redun-

dant, the money which would leave this country would be the gold.

If we require a certain amount to be kept for our reserves in gold, it

is not so likely to leave the country.

Senator Nelson. What about these bills? The bill provides they
shall be a promise of the Government and issued by the Government.
Mr. French. I would either leave off the promise of the Govern-

ment or I would put it on and make them legal tender. I would not
have a halfway thing. I do not believe it is necessary to have any
promise of the Government. I believe they will be strong enough
without it. It can not hurt them. I am not afraid of having the

Government help to maintain the banking system.
Senator Shafroth. What objection is there to making them a legal

tender ?

Mr. French. I do not think there is any, as far as I am concerned.
Senator Shafroth. Would it not strengthen the currency to make

them legal tender?
Mr. French. Then it would strengthen something that would be

perfectly good. The objection made by some to the Government
making the promise to pay the notes and the objection to making
Ihem legal tender comes from the idea held by these persons that the
Government should not go into the banking business, and that there-
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fore it ought not to promise to pay the notes or make them legal
tender.

Senator Nelson. And it ought not to do it?

Mr. French. It ought not to do it according to this conception of
those who object to having the Government connected with the bank-
ing business. Personally I do not think the banks should be allowed
to manage the whole thing themselves. The Government should be
in control, and, on principle, I see no objection to making the notes
legal tender. I think it would be unwise to have the Government
redeem in the first instance, and the banks should do this.

Senator Reed. I want to say that the statement I made about the
money coming out of the Treasury ought to have been made with a
qualification, and I intended to make it, was the qualification in re-

gard to the 5 per cent fund for redemption, which is left there.

Senator Nelson. It is a question there whether it would not take
the $150,000,000 gold in the Treasury that is left there as redemption
fund for the greenbacks.

Senator Heed. The section reads:

That all moneys now held in the general fund of the Treasury except the 5
per cent fund for the redemption of outstanding national-bank notes shall, upon
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, within 12 months after the
passage of this act, be deposited in Federal reserve banks, which banks shall

act as fiscal agents of the United States; and thereafter the revenues of the

Government shall be regularly deposited in such banks and disbursements shall

be made by checks drawn against such deposits.

Senator Nelson. I think, Senator Reed, that $150,000,000 under

the act of 1900 is a special fund.

Senator Reed. It is ; and any man who wants to can take the green-

backs and have them redeemed and get it, and in that way it can be

defeated. Banks could take the gold certificates and take that fund

up, and, as far as I see, there would be practically nothing left ex-

cept this 5 per cent fund. However, that is a matter which can be

easily fixed in the bill, and I am calling attention to it because I

think it is a matter that should be considered.

Senator Shafeoth. Under the bill as it is, it is redeeniable in gold

or lawful money, which contemplates that these bills, if the banks

are short of gold, will be redeemed in lawful money, and that as they

find their way into other banks or come into the National Treasury

for redemption that only 5 per cent will be necessary to redeem them

aU in gold—all that come in.
, , i

Senator Nelson. That has been the theory we have acted upon,

but it has not been sufficient.

Senator Shafeoth. No; it is still 10 per cent.

Senator Reed. To redeem?
. .

t u ^

Senator Shafeoth. Yes; and the experience with national-bank

"Vet^r Reed (interposing). Ten per cent there and 33 per cent at

the banks might do it. n j -i. „•+!,„„+ „t,-,7

Senator Shafeoth. Ten per cent there would do it, without any

gold in the banks at all.
. , -r» • j-i,„ v,or,Vc tn

Senator Nelson. Here is the point: If we require the banks to

keep 10 per cent, we will always have a supply of gold in the

country.
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Senator Shafroth. I suppose it is impossible to prevent gold from

going out of the country if it is demanded in a foreign country and

if the demand there is worse than in our own.
Senator Reed. When it is taken away it stops the issuance of paper

to that extent.

Senator Nelson. It would put up the rate of interest at once and

call it back.

(Thereupon, at 4.50 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned, to

meet at 10 o'clock a. m. to-morrow, Friday, October 10, 1913.)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cueeency,
United States Senate,

Washington, JD. G.

The committee assembled at 10.10 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Reed,

Pomerene, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.
The Chaieman. We will hear first, this morning, from Mr. Daw-

son, of Iowa.

STATEMENT OF A. F. DAWSON, PRESIDENT FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, DAVENPORT, IOWA.

Senator Pomeeene. Will you give us some particulars about your

bank, as to the capital stock, deposits, and so forth ?

Mr. Dawson. The capital stock of the bank of which I am presi-

dent is $200,000; its surplus is $200,000, and its deposits are about

two and a half million.

I want to say to the committee at the very start that I did not

come here to discuss this matter from the standpoint of the individual

bank with which I happen to be connected. I think I can say to the

committee at the very beginning, without regard to what this com-
mittee does in the way of legislation, that the bank with which I am
connected will become a member of your new system. There are

certain sentimental as well as other reasons which make that state-

ment possible. The First National Bank of Davenport, Iowa, was
the first national bank in operation in the United States. The bank
which first began operations under the system 50 years ago is the

bank with which I happen to be connected at this time. Having
been the first one to go into the present system, we are going to be
the last one to ever go out of the system, no matter what changes may
take place in the meantime.

I came here to represent, primarily, tlie small country banker.
Ours is a country bank. But it is not that class of banks that I ex-
pect to represent in what I have to say to the committee. I want to
speak for the banks in Iowa, the banks of $25,000 capital, and of
$50,000 capital, and of $100,000 capital.

As soon as it was announced that we were to come to Washington

—

and 1 cite this only as an evidence of the interest which our people
have taken in this legislation—I was called up by the chairman of
the group organization in the group in which we reside, Mr. Wyman
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;he president, Stating that they had been considering the advisability
)f sending someone here to represent the 118 banlts in the group of
he Iowa State Bankers' Association. So he insisted on sending on
;o me my credentials and asking me to represent the banks of that
yroup before the committee. And the same thing was true with
regard to the Davenport Clearing House. We have in Davenport
jight banks represented in the clearing-house Eissociation, with total

deposits of about $30,000,000. Along with the Commercial Club of
Davenport, representing 1,100 of the business men of that city, they
asked me to take a letter showing that I was authorized, along with
Judge French, who spoke yesterday, to speak for the business inter-

ests of that city.

It seems to me that the country banker is entitled to very great
consideration in the matter of the formation of the new system. I
regard him as the backbone of the system which we have now. And
I ought to say at the outset that I have great respect and great admi-
ration for the system which we have now, and the average national

banker in Iowa and in the Middle West, and I think it is true of the

whole country, the average man who is now connected with a national

bank feels a pride in the system that we have at this time. He appre-
ciates that for 50 years it has been serving a very useful purpose in

the country; that it has been of material assistance to the Govern-
ment in a great many ways, both at its inception and during the 50

years that it has been in operation.

The bank with which I am connected, at its very inception, in

addition to the purchase of bonds to secure the circulation, sold over

its counter during the Civil War several million of bonds direct to

the investors oiit in that western community. So that we regard the

national banks as having been more or less of a prominent prop to the

national credit from the time of its establishment down to the pres-

ent day.

I had some familiartiy with the act of 1900, the gold-standard act,

under which the national banks became subscribers, practically in

whole, of the issue of 2 per cent bonds called the consols of 1930. I

happened at that time to be associated with the gentleman who wrote

that refunding provision. Senator Allison, of this body. Some of you

who were here at that time may remember that the Secretary of the

Treasury, then a distinguished Illinois gentleman, thought that it

was utterly impossible for the Government of the United States to

float its debt at the 2 per cent rate. That was from 1 to 1^ per cent

less than any of the nations of the world were able to float their obb-

gations at that time. And yet the author of the refunding pro-

vision was wise enough to see that there was a market for those

bonds at 2 per cent, that the national banks were virtually obliged to

take these new consols of 1930, no matter what rate of interest they

. Senator Nelson. Therefore they were really the instrumentality

of saving us from 1 cent to a cent and a half a year interest i

Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir. The members of the committee are, per-

haps, familiar with the fact that some of the mathematicians ot the

Treasury Department at the time of that refunding transaction pre-

pared a public document, which was a document of the Treasury JJe-

partment not of Congress, which sets forth in dollars and cents the
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exact saving to the Federal Government by reason of the refunding

transaction of 1900.

Senator Nelson. Mr. Chairman, I wish you would take steps to

get that document for the members of the commitee.

Mr. Dawson. You will find that in that document it is made plain

that by that transaction the Government of the United States saved

or made a profit of upward of $17,000,000. Those are some of the

things that are matters of pride to men who are in the national

banking system. They have felt that as they went along they have

not only served the communities well in which they have been located,

but they have had that connection with the Federal Government thai

gives them some dignity and some standing.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Dawson, would it not be fair to add, in that

connection, that if the refunding was done on a 1 per cent lower basis

than could otherwise have been the case the Government has been

saving 1 per cent interest on those 2 per cent bonds every year since

that time ?

Mr. Dawson. All these 13 years.

Senator Weeks. Which means a saving of about $100,000,000.

Mr. Dawson. Then there is one other large fact in connection with

the national banking system that should entitle them to the friendly

consideration, it seems to me, of the Congress of the United States,

and that is found in a statement of the report of the Comptroller of

the Currency last year. In examining that report you ought at least

to observe the statement he made, and I put it down so that I might
have it accurate. He said

:

The national banks have paid into the Government in taxes more than
$198,000,000, or more than thirteen times the amount appropriated by the Gov-
ernment for the business of the currency bureau during its entire existence.

In other words, Congress, during the existence of the national-

banking system has appropriated $15,000,000 and the national banks
have paid in in taxes $198,000,000, making $183,000,000 and odd of
taxes which the banks have paid to the Federal Government. But I

think there is no difference of opinion among men who have respect

and admiration for this system; there is no difference of opinion
among students of this question that it is a defective system.
Senator Reed. You are not laboring under the impression that this

committee or Congress is inclined to make any war on the national
banks, are you?
Mr. Dawson. Not at all. And yet I find among the bankers out

in the country the feeling, after reading some of the provisions of this

bill—I would not say that they are punitive in their character and
any of its provisions—at the same time some of them feel that the
provisions are not as liberal as the banks are fairly entitled to have;

Senator Reed. I thought we were trying to do so, to help save the
banks from the disasters which occasionally fall upon them, instead
of having any desire to punish them, and in that connection, while it

is almost irrelevant to the issue, it strikes me that if both sides ap-
proach this question in that spirit, instead of passing denunciatory
resolutions and calling people various names, complimentary or
otherwise, we would be much nearer a solution.
Mr. Dawson. I agree with you thoroughly in that last statement,

and while men may get together in conventions and do certain things!
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[ think what this committee wants to know is the sober opinion of the
nen back at home, and I think I can say to you with perfect frank-
ness and with entire truth,, that the people of the country are consid-
iring this matter in a calm manner and from a nonpartisan stand-
point. I think they are approaching it with the hope of a solution,

ind that it will be the best solution we can have at this time. I am
iure that is the attitude of most of the bankers out in our country.
Of course, bankers are no different from any other class of men,

but if a man is a successful banker he is at least broad-minded enough
to see and appreciate that his only hope of success lies in the success

of his community. It is along that path that his success lies. He
can not hope for any advantage that is going to accrue to him at the
expense of his community, and the things which will build up and
best serve the community in which he is located is what is going to be

best for him.
This system that we have now, there is general concurrence that it

is a fair-weather system ; when times are all right it operates to the

satisfaction of nearly everyone ; it handles the business of the country

effectively.

So, as Senator Reed has said, I conceive it to be the duty of this

committee—and in what I have to say I am only endeavoring to con-

tribute a few observations in that direction—to create a system that

will not break down in the days of financial stress and of financial

stringency. This one has broken down four times since it was put

into operation. My study of it leads me to believe that the first three

times that it broke down we did not know what was the matter

with us.

Senator Nelson. To what three times do you refer?

Mr. Dawson. First, in 1884.

Senator Nelson. No ; 1873 was the first panic growing out of the

Jay Cooke failure ; that was the first and most unnecessary up to that

time.

Mr. Dawson. The four that I have in mind, Senator, are the four

times in most recent history when the banks were obliged to suspend

specie payments. Of course, 1873 came before the resumption act.

That was in 1884, and then again in 1890, in 1893, and m 1907.

Those first three disturbances or breakdowns of the system, as you

will remember, were complicated with commercial and political con-

ditions. .

Senator Nelson. Yes; and economic cinditions.

Mr. Dawson. So that the public was not enabled to see clearly

that that breakdown was not the fault of the system. But when

the disturbance of 1907 came along that made it clear to the busi-

ness interests generally and to students generally ]ust what the

defects were in the present system. And, as I see it now there is

practical concurrence as to what the defects are. They all tall, it

seems to me, under two heads, one the lack of elasticity and the

other the reserve requirements, with no opportunity to unity tne

''Soltis along those two lines that the banks of the country and the

business men of the country are expecting rehef. And at that

point may I offer an explanation why there has not appeared betore
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this committee more business men instead of the men appearing

here being practically all bankers?

Those of you who live in the smaller communities, or who have

Imowledge of conditions in the smaller communities, know that the

business man in that community regards the banker as the credit

merchant of the community. When he wants credit for the con-

duct of his business, he goes to the banker, and when it comes to con-

sidering a system whereby the business man can obtain his credit

he has not the time nor the disposition to go into that. He naturally

looks to the banker to provide or to at least look out and see that

a system is in vogue under which the banker can supply the business

man with his needs as he goes along.

There being now a practical concurrence, it seems to me, as to the

defects of the present system, I have great hopes that Congress will

apply the remedy. "When we are able to. diagnose a case, then the

application of the remedy becomes much more simple.

For many years nobody could agree on what the trouble was with

the present system, bankers or legislators, or anybody else. I remem-

ber that for many years it was a common saying in the House of

Representatives that the Committee on Banking and Currency—
that no two of the members of that committee could agree on any-

thing.

But now the time seems to me propitious for the creation of a

system that will measure up to the present needs of business and com-

merce throughout the United States. Being in substantial agree-

ment upon the fundamentals, upon the fact that what we need in a

system now is one that will introduce this element of elasticity and

one that will provide for the mobilization and the unification of the

reserves of the country ; being in agreement upon that point, I think

there is a very strong feeling among the people in my section of the

country that the fundamental purposes of this bill are sound and
good.
Now, there is not such a concurrence in regard to the details of the

manner in which these principles are sought to be applied in this bill.

But as to the fundamentals I believe the people are of the opinion

that those fundamentals in the bill as it now stands are sound, and

that they are the basis for a bill that will handle the business of the

country successfully and efficiently.

Senator Reed. Do you think that is also the opinion of the bankers

of your State? You said that was the opinion of the people. Do you
think that is also the opinion of the bankers ?

' Mr. Dawson. I think it is. I have been in rather close contact with
many of the bankers in my State. I have discussed the subject be-

fore group meetings and before State conventions of bankers. They
have passed resolutions time and time again in concurrence as to

what we need at the present time. And I am going to put that sum-
mary, with the consent of the committee, into the record.
The Chairman. We will be glad to have it.

Mr. Dawson. I do not' care to burden you by reading it, although
it is very short. It is my idea of what a currency system ought to be.

Senator Bristow. You say that is your idea ?

Mr. Dawson, It is my idea, and I believe it thoroughly represents
the ideas of the bankers in our section.

The Chairman. I think you had better read it.
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Mr. Dawson. It says, to summarize: What the country stands in
need of is a banking and currency system, embracing these salient
features.

That will give that element of elasticity to the currency which will
respond to the varying needs of business at different seasons of the
year, and as carefully safeguarded against inflation as against
stringency.

The association of all banks into a national system, rather than one
of scattered units, to obtain unity and cooperation in sustaining the
commercial and public credit, but which should be absolutely secure
against political domination or the control of concentrated wealth
and which must preserve the individual independence of each bank.
Our people are very strong on that point.

The unification and mobilization of bank reserves, so that they can
be concentrated and made available wherever most needed in times

of trouble, and the machinery to strengthen bank reserves or increase

their loaning power when necessary to avert danger.

To these three principal features there should be other additions

to provide an acceptable standard for commercial paper and a well-

organized market for the same, to secure more uniformity in discount

rates in all parts of the country, permission to American banks to do
business in foreign countries, and an agency which can deal effectively

with the course of foreign exchange and the international movements
of gold.

Now, it seems to me that the underlying purpose of this bill goes

directly to those three fundamental necessities of the present situa-

tion, and I undertake to say that there is substantial agreement

among all the bankers of our State as to the soundness and as to the

necessity for those three things. Time and again at the State con-

vention of the bankers' association there have been passed resolutions

along those very lines.

The Chairman. Your statement seems to be very clear, and I

believe really is pretty nearly in accord with the views of the mem-
bers of this committee. If it is not, I will be very glad to hear to

that effect from any member of the committee.

Senator Hitchcock. It is the most succinct statement I have

heard. I am especially pleased to hear you emphasize what you said

in regard to the maintenance of the independence of the banks.

Mr. Dawson. That is vital.

The Chairman. That is the very basis of the system.

Senator Hitchcock. I have been afraid that this bill did not pro-

vide for that; did not guarantee to the individual bank the things

which it ought to have as a matter of right, but left it too much to

the discretion of men intrusted with power.

Mr. Dawson. The integrity of the independent banker, it seems to

me, is vital to the influence and advancement of our country as a

whole. The branch banking system, it seems to me, would do more

to retard the progress of our country out m our section. As it is

now, an independent bank is owned by the people of the community,

the stockholders all live in the community, and the httle cashier who

runs that country bank has at heart the welfare and upbuilding o±

that community. If it was simply a branch of a great institution

in Chicago or New York, they would simply be skimming these

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 11
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communities instead of building them up. So that the question of

the integrity and independence is a vital question.

Senator Hitchcock. It is the only way to maintain competition
between them. If you do not have competition between them you
do not have facilities which you need.

Mr. Dawson. You do not when you do not build up the com-
munity.

Senator Keed. You do not retain in the community the wealth
which the community creates.

Mr. Dawson. That is true, also. The profits would go to some
concern outside.

Senator Nelson. These big banks, Mr. Dawson, do not appreciate

how much those little country banks do in a community. I have
seen poor fellows come in and get money, mortgaging their last cow,
and they could not get it from these big banks.
Mr. Dawson. No; nor could they obtain it if the man who was

running that bank was a representative or a clerk sent out from New
York to run that bank.
The Chairman. That is really the basis of the American system,

distinguishing it from the system of other nations ?

Mr. Dawson. Unquestionably; and that must be preserved in any
system in the future, in my opinion. •

Senator Reed. I think we all agree to that. I think the most in-

teresting question you will have to discuss would be whether this

system does preserve the independence of the individual bankers.
Senator Hitchcock. I want to say to Mr. Dawson, as one member

of this committee, that the question that most troubles me is the very
question as to whether the banks' independence is preserved under
this bill, and I make that suggestion in the hope that when you reach
that topic you will discuss it fully.

Mr. Dawson. I will be very glad to. There is practical concur-
rence, in my opinion, among the bankers of the West as to the value
of the rediscount machinery which is created in this bill. Of the two
defects—nonelasticity and reserve requirements—the one relating to
reserves is of vastly greater importance than the one relating to
elasticity. That is vital in time of stress. They have seen in the
past a condition arise—a condition over which they had no control,
a condition for which they were in no way responsible, the smaller
banks of the West—they have seen a condition arise where this sys-
tem of ours would break down and not perform the natural func-
tions for which it was created.

Senator Nelson. Their reserves would be tied up ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; when they could not get money that belonged
to them.
The Chairman. They had less additional accommodation.
Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir ; so that I believe this reserve matter is of

vastly greater imi)ortance than the element regarding elasticity.
You know how it works now. The banks are all put into a scram-

ble the minute any trouble appears. Each one becomes a competitor
of every other bank in its struggle to mass a sufficient amount of re-
serves to take care of any trouble which may come to its doors. This
rediscount provision will unquestionably enable the country, as a
whole, to increase the reserves when it is necessary to increase them.
Under the present system, in the days of disturbance and panic banks
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are not only embarrassed with respect to their reserve requirements,
but they are obliged to slam the door in the face of the borrower at
the time when he needs it the most.
Now, it is well understood that losses growing out of such con-

ditions fall with greatest severity upon those who are least able to
bear them. When hard times come it is the njen of limited resources
who are hit the hardest.

I think the interest of the general public, the interest of the farmer
and the wage earner, in this legislation is much greater than the
banker's.

The Chairman. There is no doubt about that.
Mr. Dawson. Because the banker can trim his sails to the breeze:

he can adjust his operations to the conditions as they exist.
The Chaieman. He can force the sale of collateral and ruin the

borrower, and is obliged to do it at times in order to save himself,
is he not ?

Mr. Dawson. That is true ; to sacrifice it. But what is the smali
business man going to do who is fairly entitled to credit ? If he is

unable to use his credit he goes to the wall. There is no escape for
the wage earner if he is thrown out of a job. Nor is there for the
farmer if there is a tremendous slump in the value of his products,
by reason of a financial panic, such as occurred in 1907. There is

no escape for him.
So this question of reserves is really the vital question. If banks

are enabled to replenish their reserves in time of need—if you please,
if they are permitted to use' their reserves in time of need, for the
purpose for which the reserves were created—they can undoubtedly
do much to allay fear and to allay panics. As it is, men get scared,
they are filled with fear; and fear is the stuff of which a panic is

made.
Senator Nelson. Excuse me for breaking in, but I think it becomes

necessary : Is not that one beauty of the system here, that the reserves

put in tne reserve bank can be utilized, as it never could under the old

system ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; and now it is scattered all through 25,000 little

banks in the United States.

The Chairman. You regard that as a good feature of this bill?

Mr. Dawson. The mobilization feature in this bill?

The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Dawson. Yes; I do. I am going to suggest some changes m

the manner in which you propose to mobilize them.

The Chairman. I hope you do so, when you get to that point.

Mr. Dawson. Yes. As it is now, some one, it seems to me, put it

very forcefully : If you had a water system in your town, whereby

each citizen had a cistern of water, only to be used to put a fire out

on his own premises and could not be used to put out a fire on his

neighbors' premises, and a fire breaks out, his neighbors could render

him no assistance. There is no mechanism in this present system

whereby to induce cooperation and unity in the 25,000 banks.

Senator Pomerene. In the present law, you mean ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Of course, now, you are quoting from thA

Aldrich report. Do you approve of the Aldrich report?
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Mr. Dawson. I was not aware I was quoting from that. I have

read that report. You refer to the report of the National Monetary

Commission?
. , ,

Senator Hitchcock. Yes. That was the illustration used there,

and I wanted to know if you approved of it.
, • •,

The Chairman. It has been used many times ; it is an old simile.

Mr. Dawson. I would not want to make a blanket approval of all

the things in that report.

Senator Nelson. I think the president of the National City Bank,

yesterday or the day before, used a term I do not know as I have

heard before, but it was a very good one. He spoke about " piping "

the reserves from one regional reserve bank to another, as I recall it.

I think that was a new phrase, and a very apt and effective one.

Senator Shafeoth. Oh, they have been using that a good deal—
" reservoir."

Senator Nelson. Oh, no ; he said " piping " the reserves from one

bank to the other.

Mr. Dawson. I recall some one in the House used that phrase in

connection with this bill.

I do not think I shall inflict my individual views on this committee

with regard to the character of the notes you have provided for in

this bill. I do not believe the people of the United States care very

much about the different schools of financial thought with regard to

the bank notes.

Senator Nelson. That is, you mean whether they are the mere
promise of the banks or the mere promise of the Government.
Mr. Dawson. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Or whether they are legal tender or not.

Mr. Dawson. Yes. The main thing that the average citizen of the

United States wants to know when he receives a piece of paper money
is that it is just as good as gold. That is the condition that prevails

to-day. He does not care ; he does not look to see whether it is a note

of a national bank, a greenback, a silver certificate, or a gold certifi-

cate. He knows one is just as good as the other and can be exchanged
for gold. So that in this new currency you create all that he wants
to know is that it is sound ; it has the assets behind it. A true bank
note should embrace these three principles—security, convertability,

and elasticity. That is my conception of the three fundamental prin-

ciples of a bank note.

If you provide a note that he feels is sound and upon which he
believes he can get the gold any time he wants it, I do not think he is

going to care much whether it is a bank note or whether it is a Gov-
ernment obligation. So far as I myself am concerned, I do not agree
to the principles which underlie the note that is created in this bill.

T can not find anything like it in any of the systems of the world.
It seems to me like a departure from what has generally been re-

garded as a scientific bank note. It is issued with the assets of banks
primarily, along with other security, behind it. Then the Govern-
ment steps in and makes it a direct obligation of theirs. It seems
to conibine the three principles that divide the bank notes of the
world into the classes where they are now.

Senator Hitchcock. After all, is it not only another way of put-
ting Governinent credit behind the paper? The Government credit
is already behind the national-bank notes in the shape of bonds.
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Mr. DA^^'S0N. The systems of the world are based on one of three
principles, as I understand it. They are the currency principle the
banking principle, and the bond-secured principle. The banliing
principle holds that the total assets of the bank are the proper secur-
ity for its note issues. The currency principle is that of issuing notes
against a reserve; and, of course, the bond-secured principle is the
one we have with the national-bank note, where long-time bonds,
good bonds, are the basis for the note issues. This new money which
the bill provides combines the banking principle and the currency
principle in that it puts behind it not only the total assets of the
bank, but also puts behind it a gold reserve of 33^ per cent, besides
also dollar for dollar of cornmercial paper. So that it seems to me
that the question of doubt will never arise in the mind of the average
person who takes one of these notes as to its security.
The Chairman. If the bank were to fail, and if the 2 per cent

bonds were to go down to 75, do you think the notes of such a bank
would ever reach a discount?
Mr. Dawson. I can see where a condition of that sort might

lead to

The Chairman (interposing) . Does not our statute at present com-
pel the United States to maintain at parity the national-bank notes

and the other forms of notes issued by the Government?
Mr. Dawson. That is true.

Senator Nelson. Not the national-bank notes?

The Chairman. Yes; I think so. Senator.

Senator Nelson. Not directly?

Senator SHAFEOTH..It says "all forms of money."
The Chairman. Yes; all forms of money.
Mr. Dawson. You can trade one for the other and get gold.

The Chairman. What I am calling attention to is that the United

States, in addition to these bonds, is putting its credit behind the

national-bank notes. Therefore, the national-bank note, at present,

has not only the bonds and the credit of the individual bank but also

the credit of the United States, as such, behind it ; and for that reason

no citizen need examine a national-bank note to ascertain whether

there is a possibility of a discount on it.

Mr. Dawson. I think this new currency will have the same virtue,

only in an added degree, I would say.

The Chairman. I only refer to that to show there was a precedent.

Senator Shafroth. Mr. Dawson, these notes are issued or made
redeemable in gold or lawful money, and I want to see whether you

can subscribe to my view on that.

Mr. Dawson. I shall be very glad to have your view.

Senator Shafroth. My view is this, that where a currency of this

kind is redeemable in lawful money, and the lawful money redeem-

able at the Treasury in gold, it presents a strain on gold where there

is a run on the gold reserve. In other words, it is like the national-

bank notes in that respect. The national-bank notes are redeemable

in lawful money. A man who holds $1,000 in national-bank notes

can go to the bank and say, " Give me lawful money for this "
;
and

they can give him a greenback. If it is in these regional banks that are

to act with the Government they take that, if there is an apparent

run, and lock it up in the vault, and say, " We will stop that run to
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that extent." The man then takes the greenback, and takes it down

to the Treasury of the United States, or presents it there, and says,

"Give me gold for it." The Treasury says, "We don't want this

endless chain going on, and we want this run stopped, and we will

put this away." By that process the Government has redeemed

$2,000 of notes by $1,000 of gold; whereas if that money is redeem-

able in every instance in gold the result will be $1,000 in gold will

redeem only $1,000 in notes. Is not that sound?

Mr. Dawson. I am not quite able to see how $1,000 has performed

a double function—a double duty.

Senator Shafroth. The note circulates just like the national-bank

note circulates. Nobody, because he knows he can get gold for it,

hesitates to take it.

Mr. Dawson. Certainly not.

Senator Shafroth. And if a man took $1,000 of regional bank
currency to a national bank and said " I want you to give me gold,

or give me lawful money," and the bank gives him greenbacks. And
so, being allied with the Government, it does not want this run on the

Treasury, and it will say "We will lock this up," that $1,000 they

have taken in and for which they have given you $1,000 in lawful
money. So that $1,000 is locked up there and can not get into cir-

culation again, and won't make a run on the Treasury for gold. The
man takes down to the Treasury of the United States the greenbacks
or United States notes, or lawful money or legal tender, and presents

it to the United States Government, and the United States Govern-
ment gives gold for it. The Treasury says " We will lock that up if

there is a run on us," and we always have ill the Treasury a good
many millions of legal tender on hand and do not issue it, notwith-
standing there may be provisions in the law it should be issued.

Mr. Dawson. The law requires it to be reissued.

Senator Shafroth. And it means in time of normal conditions.
Thereby you have gotten $2,000 of currency that is ultimately re-

deemable in gold and have redeemed it by $1,000 in gold in the
United States Treasury.
Now, why does not that relieve the strain on gold if there is a

run on gold? Of course it does not make any difference if there is

mo run on gold.

Mr. Dawson. My own opinion is that any man who has a piece of
paper money is entitled to exchange that for gold whenever he wants
to, and your thought of impounding these notes after they have been
redeemed in gold only emphasizes what has been in my mind in
regard to this particular currency. Your statement of facts pre-
supposes that there is a danger of dragging an endless chain through
the Treasury of the United States under such conditions. We all

saw how that worked during Cleveland's second term.
Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention, Mr. Dawson, how,

at the time of Cleveland's second term, there was a firm of Jews in
New York—whether they operated on their own account or others I
do not know—who made a bus'ness of going to the Government with
freenbacks and drawing out the gold and shipipng it to Europe,
'here was a shipment regularly every week. I recall that very well.

They used those greenbacks to draw out the actual gold, and the
more you have of that in this bill the more you equip that kind of
men, who want to get more for gold when it is at a premium to call
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on the Treasury for gold—the more you put in the hands of those
men paper that is payable in gold.

Senator Shafroth. Unless you lock it up.
Mr. Dawson. Certainly. But eventually the currency of the

United States becomes the currency in these regional banks. That
is, they are to displace the national-bank notes, and they are to be
issued for seasonal expansion, etc. If it only displaces the national-
bank notes and supplies this seasonal deficiency, there would be
$1,000,000,000 of that outstanding, not taking into account any
natural increase in the necessities as time goes on.

Senator Pomerene. I want to remind the committee that every
one of them is violating the rule which was formally adopted here
some days ago. And, with all due respect, it seems to me it is going
to be more satisfactory both to the committee as a whole and to the

witnesses as well should they be permitted to complete their state-

ment first and let the examination or cross-examination come after-

wards.
Senator Shafroth. I thought he was through his statement.

Senator Reed. I have always regarded it as a great impoliteness,

Mr. Chairman, for any other member of the committee to interrogate

the witness. [Laughter.]

Mr. Dawson. So far as I am concerned I am perfectly willing to

be interrupted at any time and answer any questions which the mem-
bers of the committee may desire to ask.

The Chairman. That is the rule of the committee, Mr. Dawson.

Had you completed your statement?

Mr. Dawson. No, sir.

The Chairman. Then we will permit you to proceed.

Mr. Dawson. I have been at both ends of the congressional inter-

rogation point, and it does not matter to me when it appears.

So much for the character of the currency provided in this bill.

The fear that is lurking in my mind is that you are creating there

a species of greenbacks by making it a direct obligation of the Gov-

ernment, and imposing on the Government the necessity for re-

demption in gold, or, at least, giving permission to the note holder

to take it to the Treasury and ask for its redemption m gold
;
that

you are adding to the system of credit money m the United States

another billion of notes which might at some future time, either m
time of war or even in time of peace when the receipts of the Gov-

ernment should happen to be less than its expenditures, embarrass

the Government. My fear is that there will be a bilhon dollars ot

these new notes, which we might call a denatured or modified green-

back, if you please. My fear is that there will be a billion dollars

which can be dragged through the Treasury, the same as $346000,000

were dragged through during the second administration ot Cleve-

land. So I have not been able to see why it was necessary to super-

impose-I think the security which is behind these notes is amplfr-

why you should superimpose the credit of the government-why you

should make it a direct obligation of the government. That is not a

true bank note. A true bank note is an obligation of the bank, based

on the assets of the bank.
-i. i, u v.o ir,^ron«prq

If there is any increase in the note issue it ^houW be mcreased

with due regard to the increase and decrease of busine^. Ihat

question of llasticity is another question that is one of great im-
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portance. It seems to me that this certainty of elasticity is not quite

sufficiently provided for in this bill. I may be wrong; it may be

in here some place where I have not discovered it, but it ought to

be so clear and so plain no one could misunderstand it, or no two
men might differ in regard to it. We all understand that at certain

seasons of the year there is necessity for an expansion of credit

currency, or at least an expansion of credit. Just how much this

is, men differ about, but substantially it is about $200,000,000. We
want the machinery whereby that additional currency can be obtained
when it is needed; but it is just as important, in my opinion, to have
the machinery so adjusted that when the need of that has passed,

that additional currency will not become a permanent part of the

circulation of the country. It wants to expand and contract, and
the question of the contraction is just as important as the question of
the expansion.
Now, I assume that the purpose of this bill is to do that very

thing; that is, to create a currency that is based on the business of

the country and which, therefore, expands and contracts with the

business of the country. That is why you base it on short-time
commercial paper. It seems to me there shoiild be no doubt left at

all that the commercial paper that is deposited with the regional
reserve bank, as collateral for those notes—that when this collateral

is paid off, that then the amount of notes or the same amount of
some other sort of money ought to be taken out of the permanent
circulation of the United States.

That can be done, it seems to me, with one provision, and while
it is not in the bill, it may be implied, and that is this: That the
parity should be maintained between the collateral held by the
regional reserve bank and the amount of these notes outstanding
that were issued against that collateral. For instance, suppose the
First National Bank of Davenport should take to the regional
reserve bank $100,000 of its bills receivable and deposit them as
collateral and receive $100,000 of these Government notes provided
in this bill. When those commercial notes are paid, those bills
receivable are paid, and the circulation ought to be reduced by that
amount, unquestionably. So, it seems to me, the principle can be
established in here, without any chance of wavering one way or
the other, if a provision is included whereby the parity will be
maintained between the collateral held by the regional reserve bank
and the amount of notes which they have issued against that col-
lateral.

Senator Eeed. By parity you mean equality in amount ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes
; one should go up and down with the other.

Senator Nelson. Let me ask you a question for information right
at that pomt. I want to clear my mind on it. You mean that would
be reached by retirmg the note when it is finally presented to the
issumg regional bank for redemption ?

Senator Weeks. Where is the watchdog? [Laughter 1

Senator Nelson. Well, I wanted this step clear'^d up as I went
along. [Laughter.]
The Chaieman. The witness will proceed.
Senator Hitchcock. I move a special watchdog be set over the

member from Minnesota.
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The Chairman. The members -will hereafter observe the rule
which the committee has adopted, not to interrupt the witness.

Senator Eeed. There is an obvious difference between an interrup-
tion and a question that is asked for the purpose of elucidating some
point which a witness presents. [Laughter.]
The Chairman. Well, Mr. Dawson, we will proceed.
Mr. Dawson. I want to say, Mr. Chairman, so far as the witness

is concerned, I am perfectly willing to be interrupted at any time.
Senator Nelson. I will withdraw my question.
Mr. Dawson. I say there ought to be in this bill an exact state-

ment of policy with regard to the maintenance of equality in amount
of the collateral and the outstanding notes. The country will. nat-
urally assume that that is the policy of this bill, and yet "there is no
positive statement that it is the case.

One other question with relation to this bill, and one in which the
smaller country bank feels a proportionate interest with the larger
banks, perhaps in a lesser degree, is the one of organization and con-
trol. With regard to the manner in which the new system is to be
organized and the control which is to be provided for it, my own
opinion is that some changes could wisely be made. It seems to me it

would be wise to initiate this system with a less number of regional

reserve banks than 12. There are many reasons that commend that to

my mind. I think the system should start out with about 5 and with
power reposed in the Federal reserve board, if you please, to in-

crease that number as the system gets into operation.

This is a rather violent change from what we have now, and vio-

lent changes in currency or financial matters are not in accord with

the spirit which guides or which controls financial transactions. The
more conservative we can be in anything relating to so complex and
so sensitive a subject as the finances and Dusiness of this great Nation

of ours the better it is going to be, especially after we have deter-

mined in our own minds the end which it is sought to attain. The
best way, in my opinion, to attain that end is by a most gradual

process. So if I had my way I would start this system with five

reserve banks, with power in the reserve board to increase them as

necessity for it arose. With 12 banks, under the terms of the law,

each bank subscribing 10 per cent of its capital, if all of the national

banks of the United States were to come in, you might have regional

reserve banks which would be smaller in capital than some of its

constituent members, and that, it does not seem to me, would com-

port with the dignity of a great Federal bank—for instance, a Fed-

eral bank in the city of New York that in itself was smaller m capital

than one of the members of the association.

Senator Eeed. Would that be the case in New York?
.

Mr. Dawson. I have not gone into the exact figures of it, but it

might. Of course, it would depend upon how the regions were ar-

ranged. It might occur in Chicago, where one bank has a capital of

over $30,000,000. That is one reason why we should start yith a

lesser number. Then if any considerable portion of the banks did

not come into the new system, if 1 out of 5 of the national banks

decline to enter the new system, then it would be impossible to

organize 12 Government banks, each one with a capital ot not less

than $5,000,000. Therefore my thought would be to start with hve,
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and then extend gradually as the needs of the country develop, and
as we gather experience and knowledge of the workings of the new
system, which is a wide departure from what we have now. So much
for the question of organization.

On the question of control, I was glad that the committee agreed
with me in the fundamentals I laid down at the beginning of the

hearing, that a system which would meet the needs of the people of

the United States ought to be free, on the one hand, from any possible

political control, and on the other from its domination by the con-

centrated wealth of the United States. In the question of the
make-up of this central board there is a feeling among the bankers
and many of the business men that there is a possibility of political

considerations entering into it. That, it seems to me, can be obviated.

The question of Government control is one, I think, that is fairly ac-

cepted by the banks and the people of the United States. We have
been moving on, in the last few years, and I think there is a consensus
of opinion, at least among the people, if there is not among certain
classes of bankers, that there is no objection to Government control
of this system. Some complain, and, indeed, attempt to draw a dis-

tinction between control and actual management, but Government
supervision is generally accepted by all the people. So that there is

no question in anybody's mind on that, but they do want, if the Gov-
ernment is going to control, to have machinery which will make it

absolutely certain it will be divorced from politics. Politics and
banking do not mix at all, and I speak with some knowledge of the
subject, because I have been in both.

Senator Hitchcock. You finally preferred banking?
Mr. Dawson. I find it much more comfortable to be in a- bank

to-day in Iowa than to be ip public life in Washington now, being a
Eepublican. [Laughter.]
The bill proposes to put on three members of the President's official

family. I can not see any justification for that. My view is that
these seven men will have in their hands greater financial responsi-
bility than any seven men in the world. It will require the undi-
vided time and attention of the best men you can obtain in the
United States to master the broad questions that will have to be
handled by that board, to say nothing of the other almost autocratic
powers which they exercise. So that it seems to me a Cabinet officer
sitting as a member of that board must, in the very nature of things,
be, to a large extent, a figurehead. I would except, however, the
Secretary of the Treasury. I believe he should be a member of that
board on account of the intimate connection between the Treasury
Department and the finances of the United States. But I have not
been able to understand why it is necessary to put on that board not
only the Secretary of the Treasury, but the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, who IS a subordinate of the Secretary of the Treasury. You
put on one man who is subordinate to the other, and in ordinary
aliairs that would sipiply mean that the superior officer would have
two votes instead of one.
Nor can I see the reason for including the Secretary of Agriculture

on that board, who has his hands full m the problems that are con-
fronting him, the problems he has to solve in American agriculture
the great basic industry of our whole Nation. His advice would be
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valuable, in my opiiiion, but instead of being on that board in an ac-

tive executive capacity, if you want his advice, create the machinery
that would enable you to obtain it, or enable him to act with the
board in an advisory capacity. But as I see the duties of thi^ board
in the future, no man who has to perform the multitudinous duties of

a department of the Government, or a Cabinet office, is going to

have time to perform efficiently the services on this board. So I can
not agree i,t is wise to put on either the Secretary of Agriculture or

the Comptroller of the Currency. Of the other four members of

that committee I want to discuss this in a practical way. The bill

proposes to make their terms two, four, six, and eight years. That
makes the terms of the members of this board, five out of seven, coin-

cident with the term of a President. Every presidential term that

comes along (and I want to state right here that I have no fear of

anything in that direction under this administration ; but no man can

tell what the future holds in store for us) , as the bill i^ drawn now,

that President would have the appointment at the very beginning of

his administration of five of these seven members. There is the

machinery there, if any President sought to use i,t, whereby he could

easily have control of this board from the very beginning of his

administration.

Senator Shafeoth. Four, you mean, do you not?

Mr. Dawson. As it stands now he would appoint three members

of his official family—the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of

the Treasury, and the Comptroller of the Currency.

Senator Shafeoth. And one member immediately of the other

board ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; one member. That would be four of the seven,

instead of five of the seven. I think that it should be so arranged,

and I believe that it is the purpose of the framers of this bill, so as to

have that board stand on the same high plane that the Supreme Court

of the United States stands on or that the Interstate Commerce

Commission stands on, and if that is so, would it not be wise to take

out of the hands of the President, whoever he is, as he comes along

down the years—take out of his hands the power, in his first term-

to absolutely control the majority of the members of that board?

Senator Eeed. The first term? You know, there will not be but

one term.
. , ,. ., . n • i,j.

Mr. Dawson. Well, one party will take care of that all right.

[Laughter.]
, „ rr i,i. i

Senator Shafroth. Where is the watchman? [Laughter.]

Mr Dawson. Then there is no doubt but what it is a source ot

great' complaint, and it is a question in which there is a principle

involved, whether or not the men, a class of men, if you please that

are selected to put all of the capital in this institution are to be de-

nied any representation at all m its control. That is a pretty big

question; that is a pretty broad question I should say tjiat ^f the

Government supplied the capital to this bank, or if the people gen-

erally supplied the capital to this bank

Senator Bristow (interposing). Voluntarily.

Mr. Dawson. Yes; then the Government shoud select the men tor

the control and management of it. But ^^is bill picks ou^^^^^^^^^

class of citizens of the United States, the stockholders m the national
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banks scattered over the country, and requires them to pay a pro-

portion of their capital to make up the capital stock of this bank,

and yet it denies them any representation on the controlling boajcd.

Now, my thought is, and I am sure it is in exact accord with the

thought of the committee, that that board should be made the most

efficient board possible. And I believe it would produce an element

of efficiency in that board, and I believe it would make it stronger,

and I believe it would be better for the commercial interests and the

business interests of the country and the successful operation of this

new system, if the banks select a minority representation on that

board—if they select two members, if you please.

Senator Nelson. Out of seven ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; out of seven. I would not select those men
and permit them to have active connections with any bank, of course.

I would stipulate that these men should sever all active banking con-

nections. But by permitting the stockholders to select two members
of this board, a minority representation on this board, it will mini-

mize the opportunity for political control of the board and would ob-

viate a feeling of injustice that does prevail to a considerable extent

among the men who supply the capital for the institution.

But the real test of this system, gentlemen, is whether the banks
are going to come in. I do not care how perfect a system may be

devised around a committee table or anywhere else, if you can not

put it into operation of course it is useless. So that the principal

question, and the question from which I want to speak, is that prac-

tical question of whether the banks—all of the national banks and a

majority of the other banks, if you please—whether they are going
to come into the system as it stands in the bill now before you. We
have in the national-banking system now about 7,500 banks, and 7,000

of those banks, as you know, are the country banks. I maintain
that the small bank is the backbone of the national-banking system,
and if you create a system here that is only going to take the banks
in the reserve cities and central reserve cities, then you have de-

stroyed the system we have now instead of giving us a greater
system.
Now, it may be well, in order to understand what I have to say,

for me to call attention to the percentage of banks of various size

in the present national-bank system—of these 7,000 country banks.
Banks with a capital of less than $50,000 comprise almost one-third
of the system—and when I say less than $50,000, that means banks
of $25,000 and $40,000 capital. They comprise 32.34 per cent of the
national banks of the United States.

Senator Weeks. In number?
Mr. Dawson. In number. The banks of more than $50,000 and

less than' $100,000 capital comprise 31.38 per cent. Banks of
$100,000—and out in the county-seat towns of Iowa a great many of
the national banks have $100,000 capital ; that is, a strictly country
national bank in the truest sense of that term. The banks of $100,000
and less than $250,000 comprise 27.12 per cent more. Therefore all

the banks of less than $250,000 capital make up almost 91 per cent of
the national banks of the United States, while those of a capital of
$250,000 and up comprise only 9.26 per cent. My conception is that
those little banks must be in the new system if we are to have some-
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thing as good as, to say nothing of being greater, than the system
we have now.
Now, I have my own idea of what a great national banking and

currency system should be. I expressed it somewhat briefly at the
beginning of my statement. It has always seemed to me a source
of some humiliation as an American to contemplate that here is the
United States possessing the greatest banking power of any nation
in the world and yet helpless to exercise that power. It hurts my
pride to contemplate the fact that we have a foreign trade of $3,000,-
000,000 a year, going and coming, and yet that trade is not financed
under an American system of banking and currency.
The value of the merchandise exported and imported is not ex-

pressed in dollars and cents, as it ought to be; it is expressed in
pounds and pence. I can see no reason why the United States should
not have a system that would enable us to take our proper place
among the financial powers of the world. You have all been engaged
in reading the views of foreign writers on financial subjects, and you
find running through them constantly a spirit of derision and con-
tempt for the system as it is in the United States. And it is fairly

well merited, gentlemen, when you stop to consider it from the
broader aspects of the national and international sides of it.

Another thing that is rather humiliating to Americans is that in

the panic of 1907, you remember, we were obliged to send abroad for

gold. We imported from Europe a considerable amount of gold to

allay the panic of 1907.

Senator Nelson. Nearly $100,000,000.

Mr. Dawson. Nearly $100,000,000. How did we get that gold?

Of course, we had no machinery under our system whereby we could

induce that gold to come here. We had simply to take our securities

to the foreign markets and dump them in the foreign bourses for what
they would bring.

Senatoi- Nelson. I want to correct you, if I may. We obtained that

gold—and I have Mr. Vanderlip's authority for it—on American bills

of lading for Ajnerican products—wheat, cotton, etc.—in that in-

stance, and not on finance bills. It was obtained strictly on commer-

cial bills.

Mr. Dawson. Which makes it all the worse, it seems to me, from

the standpoint from which I am speaking. We obtained that $100,-

000,000 of gold finally from Europe. Most of it came from England,

and the humiliating part was that right here m the Treasury of the

United States at that very moment was twelve times as much gold as

England possesses in her entire system.

Here was the United States, with the greatest gold supply o± any

nation in the world, with the greatest bankmg power of any nation

in the world, and yet sitting helpless among the nations of the worm

so far as cutting any figure in international finance is concerned, not

to say our own foreign trade.
. 4.t,„+ „in

So it seems to me what we ought to have here is a system that will

bring together—that will knit together, if ypu please-not pnly_ these

national banks, but all the banks of the United States-bring in the

25,000 banks and associate them together in such a way that me

United States can exercise this great banking power.

In my judgment such a system can never be constructed on compul-

sory membership. I do not believe you can ever hope to attain the
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kind of system that I think the United States ought to have by com-

pelling banks to go into it. It seems to me that the broad view would
contemplate a system such that all would delight to go into it, because

the small banker wants to be a part of these great movements. He
would be glad to become a part without destroying his independence

of activity in his own community ; he would be delighted, I think, to-

become a part of such a system. He would have a better appreciation

of his citizenship.

We started out with a national banking system and 20 years ago
it was the paramount system in the United States; it was the com-
manding system. The figures show—it was really only 19 years ago,

in 1894—that there were more national banks in the United States

than there were State banks. I have the figures before me. In 1894
there were 3,770 national banks and 3,705 State banks. In 1912
there were—these figures were taken from the report of the comp-
troller and consequently they are for 1912—there were 7,372 national
banks and 17,823 State banks.

Senator Nelson. That included trust companies, did it not? I
think so.

Mr. Dawson. Of which there are not a very large number. Here
are the deposits. In 1912 the deposits of the national banks were
$5,825,000,000, while the deposits of the State banks amounted to

$11,198,000,000. Of the banking power between the State and the
national banks—and when I speak of banking power my understand-
ing of it is that power represented by the capital, the surplus, the
undivided profits, the circulation, and the deposits of the bank. That
represents banking power, as I understand the term.

Senator Nelson. You include the deposits in that ?

Mr. Dawson. Capital, surplus, deposits, and circulation ; those four
items. The national banks possess $8,500,000,000 of banking power
in the United States and the State banks $14,000,000,000 of banking
power.

Senator Beistow. Have you those comparisons for 1894 also ? You
gave figures for 1894 and 1912 as to the number of banks. Have you
the corresponding figures
Mr. Dawson. On the deposits? No; I have not those, Senator;

but my recollection is—and it is fairly clear-that in the year 1900
the national banks possessed above 50 per cent of the deposits and
the State banks below 50 per cent ; that is, that 12 years ago the na-
tional banks held more than half the deposits.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Dawson, will you, in looking over your figures,
be sure you are making a proper comparison of deposits in 1912?
The deposits which you have quoted there are the individual deposits
in national banks, and I suspect that the deposits of the State banks
are the total deposits, are they not?
Mr. Dawson. No; the comparison is on the same character of

deposits. I wanted to eliminate bank deposits, because I did not
want to bring into this any element of the pyramiding of deposits
that we have under the present system.

Senator Nelson Will you file your tables with your remarks?
Mr. Dawson. Thank you ; I will do so.
The parting of the ways came about 18 years ago when the State

banks began to draw away from the national banks, and the national-bank system became the system of lesser importance.
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Senator Bkistow. Would it be possible without too much trouble
for you to give the figures for 1894 and make the comparison on the
same basis m the tables you submit ?

Mr. Dawson. Very little trouble. You want a comparison of the
deposits in those two years and a comparison of banking power in
those two years ?

Senator Bristow. Yes.
Mr. Dawson. These are the figures: In 1894 national banks held

$1,742,000,000 of individual deposits, and all other banks $2,973,-
000,000. Now, what was the reason the State banks drew away from
the national banks? You will find in one of the reports of the Na-
tional Monetary Commission a chart showing how they have gone up
and down. It is a very interesting chart, and it shows that from that
time, in 1894, the State banks have increased more rapidly than the
national banks. Wliy is that so? It seems to me it is for just one
great reason, and that is that the State banks are enjoying greater
privileges than the national banks are enjoying.
That leads us up to the question whether or not the Congress of

the United States wants to give to the people of the United States a
well-rounded banking system or a system that is only going to serve
one portion of the country? Should we have a system simply to
serve the commerce of the United States, simply to serve the business
of the United States, and let agriculture and labor take the incidental
benefits that result ? Or should we have a system, and have the peo-
ple of the Nation a right to expect that Congress will create a system,
that will not only take care of business but which will also serve the
Jieeds of the wage earner, the farmer, and all of the people ?

My conception of a bank, I confess, may not be in accord with the
committee's conception of a bank. I have not been in the banking
business very long-^about three years. On leaving the House of
Eepresentatives I entered the bank without any previous banking ex-

perience. We had a fine old bank out there. In the spring of 1911

that bank had deposits of $1,500,000.

Senator Nelson. What was the capital?

Mr. Dawson. $200,000 and a surplus of $200,000. It had been in

operation for 50 years on the same corner in the same city. But it

had grown to be to what seemed to me to be a rich man's bank. Its

facilities were not being as widely enjoyed by all classes of people as

it seemed they should be.

My conception of a national bank is that it should serve every class

of people—]ust like the post office does; that it ought to be a place

not only where the business man would come, but where the man who
wanted to deposit his savings would come. They are a class of peo-

ple that should be encouraged to visit the national bank. And so

that has been the policy that has been pursued by that particular

bank from that time until this. That is what gives the national

banker an opportunity to make his bank greater—the adoption of

a broad policy of service. The denosits of that bank have increased

almost a million dollars since the spring of 1911.

Senator Eeed. How much of that is country banks?

Mr. Dawson. How much of that increase?

Mr. Dawson. Very little. We have made no effort to extend our

business in that direction very greatly, for reasons which I shall be
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glad to explain in connection with this phase of the subject relating

to privileges of banks.

The State banks have outrun the national banks because they have

enjoyed greater privileges, and it seems to me that in drafting this

bill the fact ought not to be lost sight of that the national bank out

in the average town of Iowa or Missouri is competing with the State

bank. I'hey are in the same block or just around the corner. The

banker has only one object to attain aside from the making of money,

and that is service to the community, and he hopes to make his

money through that service. If he finds he can serve his community

better under a State charter than under a national charter, of course

there is no room for argument as to what he is going to do. So you

must apply the supreme test to this bill : Will the country banket go

into it? He will go into it if you will fairly equalize his privileges

with those of his competitors.

Senator Nelson. Will the committee allow me to ask a question at

this point ?

Senator Ebed. Certainly.

Senator Hitchcock. The present chairman has no objection, but

refers it to the attention of the Senator from Ohio, who is the watch-

dog of order.

Senator Nelson. I take it consent is given. [Laughter.] How
would it do to say that the national banks in any given State should

have the same privileges for doing local business as State banks have
in that State ? Would not that be .a sufficient inducement ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes, it would; but that would not square with my
idea of what ought to be done. That would make a Federal law
contingent upon a State law, and I can not subscribe to that.

Senator Eeed. And some States have practically no banking law.

Mr. Dawson. What would meet my ideas in the matter would be

to ascertain what is the sound practice generally throughout the

country and accord them those privileges that would square with
some banking practices. I think there are some loose banking laws
throughout the United States. We do not want a national law that

is loose anywhere, in any State or Territory of the Union.
Now, let us get down to the actual, practical questions that con-

front the cashier in a bank in a town of 3,000 people out in Iowa or

Missouri or Ohio or Colorado or any other State. I^et us take a

bank of $50,000 capital—and, as I pointed out, 90 per cent of your
present national-banking system is made up of these smaller banks.

Senator Nelson. I understand there are 2,000 of the $25,000 banks.
Mr. Dawson. I have not the numbers.
Senator Nelson. I wish you would put that in your table.

Mr. Dawson. The number of banks of the various capitalizations?
Senator Nelson. Yes ; of the $25,000 banks.
Mr. Dawson. I find the exact number of $25,000 national banks is

2,004. The average $25,000 bank consists of one man, so far as the
actual operations of the institution are concerned. The cashier per-
forms that service. He is bookkeeper, janitor, and cashier; he is

receiving teller and paying teller, and he performs all the duties of
conducting the bank. It is up to him how much his institution is

foing to earn. The men who have subscribed the stock for that little

ank have put their money in it with the expectation of getting som-C
return upon it. It rests upon the shoulders of the cashier whether
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that bank is safe and whether that bank is profitable. So you must
take into account his present condition and in what respect this new
bill would curtail his present sources of revenue.
The first thing that confronts him is the fact that he must sub-

scribe one-fifth of his capital stock to this new institution. It should
be remembered that the capital stock in that $25,000 bank—and I

think we should take him into account, because Congress encouraged
him to incorporate. In 1900 Congress reduced the limit to $25,000
as the capital on which a national bank could be organized. Con-
gress then adopted the policy of encouraging him and carrying the

privileges of the national system down to more people than it ever
reached before. He is confronted with the fact that he must take
one-fifth of the capital that these farmers and business men in his

community have gotten together there. He must subscribe one-fifth

of that to an institution away off somewhere else. He sees that 10

per cent of his capital at least which has been gathered together for

business in that community must be taken out of that community
and sent to another place, and at a low rate of interest for him, 5

per cent. That is a little disturbing to him, though I think the least

disturbing of anything there is in the bill. I do not think the aver-

age country banker would have any objection to subscribing 10 per

cent of his capital stock. I would make it 10 per cent instead of 20,

I think, because if you can get a large percentage of all the banks

to go in at 10 per cent you will have ample capital in your new insti-

tution.

Senator O'Gorman. May I ask a question there? If there be no

objection, I understand the rule is waived.

Mr. Dawson. The witness is entirely willing to waive the rule at

any time.

Senator O'Goeman. It is an important matter. I do not know who

adopted this rule. I was not here when it was adopted, and I there-

fore feel at liberty to disregard it.

Senator Pomerene. This will be no precedent.

Senator O'Goeman. There has been fear expressed from time to

time that if this 12-region feature of the bill were retained m some

of the regions a sufficiently large number of the national banks would

not come in to make up the required capital of $5,000,000.

Mr. Dawson. I expressed that same fear to the committee shortly

before you arrived. , . . ,.

Senator O'Goeman. Very good. Now, what is your view regarding

the possible modification of the bill in that respect by permitting the

reserve board to invite individual subscriptions to the stock from the

citizens residing within those regions after a certain period, if there

be a deficit in the $5,000,000 contributions from the banks i

Mr Dawson. My opinion. Senator, is that if certain changes are

made' in this bill there would be no question that the necessary capi-

tal will be subscribed to these regional banks of rediscount. It seems

to me that, without any great change m the fundamenta s of th s

bill and only some changes in detail it will be made sufficiently at-

tractive, not^only to the national b^.nks, but to State banks as we h

that they would be pleased to come into it. If they did no*, I could

see no reason why you should not go on and take the next step-

provide the capital in some other way.

g. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 12
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Senator O'Goeman. Then, whether we have a system providing

for one bank of reserve and rediscount in Washington, or whether

we have a system of four or five regional banks plus the reserve

board, or whether we attempt to carry out this system which con-

templates 12 regional banks, you think that the power might be

confided to the reserve board to invite contributions to the capital

from the people of the country after a. certain period in the event

of the requisite capital not being provided by the national banks?

Mr. Dawson. I could see no objection to that. I think if you re-

duce this capital stock subscription to 10 per cent

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). To payments of 5 per cent each

?

Mr. Dawson. To payments of 6 per cent each; and then increase

the dividend rate and, possibly, make it 6 per cent—I think that is

a very small matter, so far as the average bank is concerned, although
he is in the habit of obtaining 6 and 7 per cent on his money—after

you have built the surplus of this new bank up to your required 20
per cent ; 6 per cent would then only be 5 per cent on the book value

of the stock.

Senator O'Gorman. Do I understand you to express the opinion
that if the contribution from the national banks should be reduced
to 10 per cent instead of 20 per cent, and the 10 per cent to come in

in two payments of 5 per cent each, sufficient would be subscribed by
the national banks to make up the required capital in each regional
bank?
Mr. Dawson. Well, I could not answer that question directly, Sena-

tor, because I do not know what the regions are to be.

Senator O'Gorman. I have reference in this question to the 12 re-

gional banks. Of course, as I see it^ this particular element of danger
and uncertainty would be completely eliminated if we had but a
single reserve bank where the contributions from the country would
come. The danger would be more or less minimized if we had four
or five regional banks.
Mr. Dawson. I advocated that a moment ago.
Senator O'Gorman. But with 12 banks there must necessarily be

some uncertainty as to whether all of them can secure, in the manner
indicated in this bill, the required capital of $5,000,000.
Mr. Dawson. I feel greatly honored to find that my views and

yours are almost in accord on this particular subject. I expressed
them to the committee a few moments ago, but I think it was perhaps
during your absence from the table.

Senator Nelson. Will you allow me to interrupt? It seems to me
that there has been a confounding here of the subscription. The sub-
scription is 20 per cent, but the payment within the 60 days is not to
be more than 10 per cent. It is only a matter for call ; the balance
is

Mr. Dawson (interposing) . It seems to me this way : Suppose the
bill should go through in its present form, which is not entirely sat-
isfactory. Suppose the call should be made for the first 10 per cent
under the provisions of the bill. The very situation arises that the
Senator from New York has just called attention to—enough of the
banks stay out so you can not organize each of these 12 regional
banks. Then, of course, the Federal reserve board would call for the
other 10 at once. They have that power ; there is no limitation as
to when they may call for it. So the average manager of the small
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bank, for whom I am undertaking to speak, sees before him all the
time that he will at once have to take 10 per cent of his capital
Senator Reed (interposing). Do you think they would hesitate to

ante in the first instance if they did not know what the limit was
going to be?

Senator Pomeeene. You are talking about a subject we do not
know anything about. I insist on the regular order.
Senator Eeed. It seems to me that the Senator protests rather

quickly. [Laughter.]
Mr. Dawson. The average country banker objects to this in that

way, particularly when it comes to him somewhat in the nature of
an act of violence. He does not relish the idea of the Federal
Government saying to him, " You must do this

;
you must take one-

tenth of your capital out of your community and invest it in this

institution, and you must later take another 10 per cent and invest

that." So I say the feature of the subscription is somewhat objec-

tionable to the smaller banker at this time.

But a subject of more concern than that is the shifting of his

reserves. That means more to him in the jvay of financial returns

than the difference in interest on his stock subscription to the regional

bank.
As I recall the terms of the bill, the country banker does not have

60 days as the central reserve city banker has. He has to produce

instantly, and he must shift 3 per cent of his total deposits from their
'

present location over to the regional reserve bank.

Now, it may seem like an anomaly, but it is true nevertheless in

actual banking practice, that those reserves to-day are a part of active

checking accounts, and so it is entirely exact to say that the reserves

of the country national banks are now in the active channels of busi-

ness. It seems like a contradiction in terms that a reserve should be

part of the regular currents of everyday business, and yet I shall

endeavor to explain how that is so.

The First National Bank, of Davenport, Iowa, is required to keep

its reserve in either Chicago, St. Louis, New York, or some other

reserve city. Along with the question of reserves, there is the question

of daily exchange. I asked the boys in the bank to figure up how

active our New York and Chicago accounts were. Most of the

financial relations of our portion of Iowa are in the direction of

Chicago, rather than in the direction of St. Louis, although we have

considerable business in that direction also. I found that our Chicago

balance turned over every 2 days in the matter of exchange, in

other words, we were writing a sufficient number of drafts on Uii-

cago banks every two davs to wipe out our balance there, and that

balance was larger than the reserve which we were required by law

^SeSor Hitchcock. What methods do you adopt to restore that

balance? What proportion is in currency?

Mr. Dawson. There is no currency ; they are items of credit.

Senator Hitchcock. No currency?
„,r.r.^r.r^ fn

Mr. Dawson. No currency at all; we never ship currency to

%u¥ New York account shows the activity of the relat^ns Ij,

tween the mid-West and the financial metropolis.
0"^

JJew Yor^

account turns over once in every three days. We sell enough Wew
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York exchange every three days to wipe out the balances we carry

in New York.
Senator Eeed. You would have to have that much money there,

whether you had a reserve or not ?

Mr. Dawson. Very nearly so, unless there would be some change
in the existing practices in the world of banking.

So, when you reduce the reserve requirements of the country banks
from 15 to 12 per cent, I do not think it is fair to say that the 3 per
cent reduction is immediately available, and that he can take it from
where it is and put it in the regional reserve bank without embarrass-
ment to him and without disturbing business as it is carried on to-day.

I say the average country banker would not do it. He would not
feel safe in taking that 3 per cent by which you reduce his reserve

requirements
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). Do you think that is a safe re-

duction—-from 15 to 12—for the country bank reserve ?

Mr. Dawson. With the provisions embodied in this bill, I should
say yes.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you think the country bankers would not
consider it safe to avail themselves of the reduction in the reserve?
Mr. Dawson. The country banker possesses some caution and

some conservatism—a considerable amount. I do not think he would
want to reduce his balances, either in New York or in Chicago, until
he saw how this bill was going to operate. He must put this money
up at once. He is not going to change the experience of years over-
night. He is going to be cautious and await the developments in the
new system.

So, in my judgment the average country banker in Iowa, if he is

required to send that 3 per cent instantly away to the regional re-
serve bank, will have to do one of two things—he will either have to
go out and borrow that money or he will have to contract credits or
call some loans to get it.

Senator Shafkoth. Why can he not borrow from the reserve bank
immediately ?

Mr. Dawson. I regard that as a very important matter, Senator,
and yet I can not find in this bill where the machinery for rediscount
is going to be ready to be put in operation the minute you call upon
the country banker for that subscription.

Senator Hitchcock. How soon afterwards do you think it will be
ready for operation, from your study of the bill? You say you think
the machinery for rediscount would not be ready at the' time the
country banker is required to shift his reserves, and I agree with you

;

but I have been unable to figure out how soon afterwards it would
be ready.

Mr. Dawson. I do not know. It seems to me that what should be
done would be to have that machinery of rediscount all ready before
the shifting of reserves began.

Senator Reed. Why not shift it in the form of good notes ? "Why
not let your bank take down $100,000 of good paper and deposit
that instead of cash ?

Mr. Dawson. Make it a simultaneous transaction?
Senator Reed. Instead of takipg your money down and then put-

ting up your note and collateral notes from your bank, and then
borrowing back the money you had taken down with vou. whv not
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deposit in the first instance part of your securities witli the guaranty
of your bank, and let that stand at once as your contribution and
your rediscount?
Mr. Dawson. That would be going straight to your destination

without any of the circumlocution that seems to be in this machinery
as it stands.

Senator Eeed. Would that help that difficulty?
Mr. Dawson. It seems to me it would, in part, but it would not

provide the gold reserve required by the regional banks.
Senator Beistow. Nevertheless, unless you utilized the money you

now have with your reserve agents, you would have to curtail your
business just to that amount. You would not have to force contrac-
tion, but you turn over these securities and the regional bank collects
them, so that you take out of your community that much credit, do
you not?
Mr. Dawson. Well, I would not say you take out that much credit.

You can yet bring the level back through a rediscount.
Senator Hitchcock. A reserve bank is required to keep a reserve

of 33^ per cent. If the reserves were paid in commercial paper how
would it aflFect the gold reserve?
Senator Shakioth. You do not hold any reserve against capital.

You can loan that to the full extent. I am talking about a proposi-
ti,on of turning the reserves into commercial paper. The reserves
count as deposits. Where would the gold reserves come from ?

Mr. Dawson. Of course that is essential. That is vital. These
regional reserve banks should have this gold reserve against its note
issues.

Senator Nelson. It would not give them any money ; it would
simply gi,ve them commercial paper.
Senator Shafeoth. Yes; it would. They would issue this paper,

and if they would issue the paper immediately, it would give them
paper currency.
Senator Beistow. Where would they get the gold?
Senator Reed. That is easily provided because any bank—I was

not trying to suggest a perfected system, but the idea I was trying
to meet was the one that there would be an interval when the bank
would be obliged to carry that money down, and let it remain idle,

and they get it back at some future time in the way of rediscount.

Now, leaving out for the moment the gold-reserve proposition. We
would, by the suggestion which I m.ade, accomplish by one act that

which is contemplated shall be accomplished under the bill by two
acts.

Senator Pomerene. And a delay.

Senator Reed. Involving a necessary delay, because under the pres-

ent proposition a bank would send down a million dollars of money
and deposit it with the Federal reserve board, and if it were short of

money it would bring down the necessary million dollars of notes,

and, guaranteeing those notes, deposit them and borrow back the

$1,000,000 it had put in.

Now, if that is to be the ultimate result it might as well, in the first

instance, bring down the notes, and, guaranteeing them, turn them in

and use that as its contribution. Now, of course the 33| per cent

of gold required on deposits would necessitate that the banks bring
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down enough gold, if the plan should be worked out by which the

bank making this transaction should contribute a certain amount of

gold, and that would have to remain in the vaults. Further than

that, after all is said and done, what has been claimed for this system

is that it does enable the banks to use this capital, and if they use it

they might as well do it in one transaction as in two. 1 only made
the suggestion to see whether it would agree with the facts.

Senator Nelson. I think this hardship, so-called, is unduly ac-

centuated, for the reason that this bill relieves them of 3 per cent of

their reserves.

Senator SnArEOTH. According to this system, only 1 per cent would
have to be put up immediately.

Senator Eebd. I want to say .in this connection that the suggestion

which I made first came to me in conversation with Senator Pom-
erene. If there is any virtue in it the credit should go to him and
not to me.

Senator Nelson. Of course, the reduction which the bill makes of

reserves of country banks from 15 to 12 per cent after the bill gets

in operation would take care of that 3 per cent which they must put
over at once; but. Senator, in my judgment the average country
banker would not feel that he could take 3 per cent out of his balance
that he has now in the channels of trade and business and put it

into a regional reserve bank without some disturbance to the
machinery.
Now, let us see what it would mean to a State. Iowa is a purely

agricultural State, with no city of more than 100,000 people. We
have 340 national banks in Iowa.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you permit me to interrupt you there?
Mr. Cannon was scheduled for this morning, and he tells me that he
would like to get back to New York to-night. There will be some
time required for your cross-examination, and I wanted to ask
whether it is important for you to get away to-night?
Mr. Dawson. It is not absolutely essential, although 1 had hoped

to start West this evening at about 6 o'clock. I am almost through,
so far as my general statement is concerned.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, we will sit until 1 o'clock, anyway, and
1 think you can probably finish your general statement by that time,
and then we can let Mr. Cannon go on immediately following recess.
Mr. Dawson. It would be entirely agreeable to me, however, to

give way for Mr. Cannon at this time, if that is the committee's
pleasure.

Senator Hitchcock. Very well, then; we will hear you until you
complete your general statement.
Mr. Dawson. As I said, we have in the State of Iowa 340 national

banks. They have a capital of $23,000,000. The national-banking
system is not as powerful out there as we would like to see it. The
10 per cent of capital-stock subscription for us would be $2,300,000.
The deposits in the country national banks of Iowa are $121,000^000,
and 3 per cent of that must go over. That would be $3,630,000. So
that the total would be almost $6,000,000, or $5,930,000, which would
be Iowa's contribution to the Federal reserve banks the next day
after it went into operation—approximately $6,000,000.

Senator Keed. From all the banks, or from the national banks ?
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Mr. Dawson. The national banks only ; I am speaking of the coun-
try national banks.
Then the reserve cities, of which we have four in Iowa, would have

to make their additional contribution of 3 per cent in 60 days. They
have 60 days more in which to gather together their 3 per cent on
the $41,000,000 which they hold, which would be $1,230,000. But the
country bankers in Iowa must produce $6,000,000 at once and put
it into tliis system and those national bankers in the reserve cities in
Iowa, 60 days thereafter, must produce $1,230,000 more.

Senator Reed. Are you not mistaken about that ? [Reading
:]

Every national bank located witliin a given district shall be required to sub-
scribe to tlie capital stock of tlie Federal reserve bank of that district a sum
equal to 20 per cent of the capital stock of such national bank, fully paid and
unimpaired, one-fourth of such subscription to be paid in cash and one-fourth
within 60 days after said subscription is made. The remainder of the subscrip-
tion, or any part thereof, shall become a liability of the member bank, subject
to call and payment thereof whenever necessary to meet the obligations of the
Federal reserve bank under such terms and in accordance with such regula-
tions as the board of directors of said Federal reserve bank may prescribe.

Mr. Dawson. They pay in 5 per cent of the capital at once; but
the payments with regard to the reserves were stated correctly.

Senator Shafeoth. Here is another provision in regard to that

matter

:

and for a period of 14 months from the date aforesaid at least three-twelfths,

and thereafter at least five-twelfths, of such reserve shall consist of a credit

balance with the reserve bank of its district—
that gives them 14 months in which to put in this 3 per cent.

The Chaieman. What section is that?

Senator Shafroth. Section 20. [Reading:]

Five-twelfths of such reserve shall consist of money which national banks

may under existing law count as legal reserve, held actually in the bank's own
vaults; and for a period of 14 months from the date aforesaid at least three-

twelfths, and thereafter five-twelfths, of such reserve shall consist of a credit

balance with the Federal reserve bank of its district.

Mr. Dawson. Certainly ; he must at once put 3 per cent with the

Federal reserve, and the remainder of the 12 per cent may for 36

months consist of balances due from national banks m reserve or

central reserve cities.
, . •

j.v.

Senator Shafeoth. It gives them 14 months to get that m the

Federal reserve bank.

Senator Bristow. That is the second payment.

Senator Shafroth. Five per cent—that is cash--and then 3 per

cent, and thereafter five-twelfths of such reserve shall consist ot a

credit balance with the Federal reserve bank of the district.

Senator Nelson. What it means is this, that during 14 months he

must maintain 3 per cent.
. . „ ,

Mr. Dawson. Certainly ; and then raise it to 5 per cent.

Senator Nelson. And then, after that, it must be 5.
_

Mr. Dawson. Now, in my judgment, the country banksm iowa

Senator Shafeoth. He does not have to put it in until
f/^^-,

Mr. Dawson. The country national banks m lo^a could not taKe

$6,000,000 right out of the everyday transactions of their banks ana

put it in this regional reserve bank without some disturbance of

credits in that State.
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Senator O'Goeman. It would be a contraction of credits?

Mr. Daavson. Yes.

Senator O'Goeman. Would that not be a continuous contraction

of credit for the year?

Mr. Dawson. Gradual. ...
Senator O'Gokman. Diverting it from commercial activities?

Mr. Dawson. Yes; it would undoubtedly be some curtailment of

credit.

Senator Hitchcock. What would the effect of the curtailment of

credit be on business in Iowa?
Mr. Dawson. Of course there is no telling. It would not hurt us

so much out there. Iowa is practically financially independent of the

rest of the country.

Senator Eeed. If you had to divert $6,000,000 m the State of Iowa

from actual business that would mean a contraction of credit of

about $48,000,000?

Mr. Daavson. It would mean that

Senator Eeed (interposing). Now, if that was done, the only way
you could do it would be to either go closer to the danger line in your

reserves or to begin to gradually make loans as generously as you

had before?

Mr. Dawson. Yes.
Senator Eeed. There would be a gradual pinching in the financial

condition.

Senator Pomerene. The very thing that a banker would do would
be to go to that bank and borrow it back again.

Senator Shafeoth. The reserve banks?
Senator Pomeeene. Yes.

Senator Eeed. I am thinking now of the illustration on that same
occasion of the bank getting ready for a year in advance to make its

contribution.

Senator Pomeeene. There is not any necessity for the contraction

of the currency to that extent, with the privilege of borrowing it

back.

Senator Eeed. Provided, you mean, you could make the loan back
immediately.
Mr. Dawson. And provided, also, you had the collateral to get the

loans.

Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention, Senators, to the
discrimination here and ask you to turn to the bill on page 36, line 23,

where it says, " and for a period of 14 months from the date afore-

said, at least three-twelfths " ; that is, the country bank. Now, turn to

the next page, where it says, " after 60 days from the date aforesaid,
and for a period of one year." Now, in order to put them on an equal
footing, you ought to have the words " after 60 days " in line 23 on
page 36. In one case it reads " after 60 days from the date of afore-
said, and for a period of one year, at least three-eighteenths and per-
manently thereafter at least five-eighteenths." Now, in the other
case, on page 36, it says, " and for a period of 14 months from the
date aforesaid at least three-twelfths." In order to make that exactly
fair and equal you ought to have the same wording, " after 60 days
from the date aforesaid, and for a period of 14 months."
Mr. Dawson. That emphasizes
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Senator Nelson (interposing). It is clear that there is a discrimi-
nation.

Senator Hitchcock. Is that not due to the fact that the reserve
banks hold deposits in banks and the country banks take those de-
posits out, and for that reason an additional limit is given the reserve
banks ? Is that not the logic of the situation ?

Mr. Dawson. That is one viewpoint, and yet, take it from the
viewpoint of the banks the reserve requirements of this bill bear with
greater severity on the country banker than they do upon the reserve

city banker, because he has 60 days. Of course he is going to lose

some of his country-bank deposits.

Senator Hitchcock. When the country banker draws upon his re-

serves he calls upon the reserve city banker, and the reserve city banks
will have to carry the burden of the reserve city bank as well as the

country bank, and I think there is logic in giving him more time for

that reason.

Mr. Dawson. I think so, and that is one reason why you have re-

duced his reserve from 25 to 18 per cent, the central reserve city

bank; the bill reduces the reserve from 25 to 18 per cent.

Senktor Hitchcock. When does that reduction occur for the re-

serve city bank?
Mr. Dawson. From 25 to 18 per cent ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Dawson. When it gets in full operation.

Senator Nelson. It has a period of 60 days.

Mr. Dawson. From what?
Senator Nelson (reading) :

If a reserve city bank as defined by existing law it shall bold and maintain

for a period of 60 days from tbe date fixed by tbe Secretary of the Treasury

as hereinbefore provided, a reserve equal to 20 per cent of the aggregate

amount of its deposits, not including savings deposits hereinafter provided for,

and permanently thereafter 18 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Does that mean 60 days after the new system

is in operation ?
, , c-, ^ » .i.

Senator Nelson. From the date fixed, by the Secretary o± the

Treasury; from the time the bank goes into operation, I suppose.

Senator Hitchcock. Then the reserve city bank gets no reduction

in reserves until two months after the new system is in operation?

Mr. Dawson. From 25 to 20 the first thing; 5 per cent of it in-

stantly ; and 2 more in 60 days. ^. J -4.

I want to draw this down one step further. I want to draw it

down to the condition of the little bank itself, and what it is going

to do to it. I have taken a bank of $50,000 capital and $500,000

deposits. That is a bank like the First National Bank of Maquoketa,

Iowa, or the First National Bank of Marengo Iowa-county seat

town-an average county seat town m the ipi<if«J^^tern country

What is the bill going to mean to such a banker ? Y"™"^*
^'f'^P

go into the system. He must at once subscribe 20 per cent ot his

cap ?al and pay 10 per cent of it, one half at ?^^f ^he °ther half

in 60 days. Then he must shift to this new bank 3 per cent of his

deposits, so that his initial contribution for the reserve bank would

be'$20,o6o. And eventually, if he were
f]^^\^'',i\^^^'^f'l} 'his 7

subscription, and carried to the regional bank the balance o± his I
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per cent of reserves, or even call it 6, then he would have in the

regional bank $40,000. That $20,000 at the start is a pretty large

sum of money on $50,000 capital. In a bank of $50,000 the largest line

of credit he can give to any individual is $5,000. That is the biggest

note he vs^ill have in his portfolio, and there will be comparatively

few of them in towns of that size. So that he must produce $20,000

out of this $50,000 bank in order to comply with the initial require-

ments.
Senator Nelson. But $15,000 comes by way of transfer from his

reserves. It is a shifting of reserves.

Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir ; and I have felt. Senators

Senator Nelson (interposing). It is not a direct contribution; it

is just a shifting of reserves to that extent from other reserve places

to this central bank.
Mr. Dawson. But my opinion is, Senator—and that opinion is

based on what I know of actual banking transactions in the country

—

that at the beginning the country banker would not shift his balances

which he has now, because he feels that the balances which he main-
tains now are none too much to take care of his needs for exchange.
At least he could not shift them until he begins to see how this new
plan works. You are going to change somewhat the currents of

business. He is going to be very slow to take any step which will

endanger his business until he finds out how it works.
Senator Nelson. He can sell his exchange on the regional reserve

bank instead of these other banks?
Mr. Dawson. I want to discuss that when I reach the point. So a

country bank of $50,000 capital, with half a million dollars of de-

posits, will have to put up $20,000. That would not be so serious for

him if you had the machmery for rediscounting ready to put in op-
eration as soon as he sent that up there, and it would not be so serious
if he had the class of paper that would be eligible for rediscount un-
der this bill. Those are the two things that confront the country
banker. In that connection I desire to say that I have met many
smaller bankers of Iowa, and among them there is a considerable
unanimity of opinion that, the banks of $50,000 and $100,000 capital
in Iowa, or any other State for that matter, will not have the kind of
paper that will be eligible to rediscount under the terms of this bill.

Of course, the standard of the paper is not fixed in the bill ; that is,

the exact standard. That is to be left to the discretion of the Fed-
eral reserve board.

_
The average country banker does not know just

what the standard is going to be, what requirements are going to be
exacted by the reserve board ; and, as a matter of fact, in reading the
testimony before this committee I have seen no witness who seemed
to be entirely clear in his mind as to just what the standard that
would be eligible for rediscount by the regional reserve banks
would be.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that is to be fixed by the Federal
board ?

Mr. Dawson. In part, and in part fixed by statute.
Senator Hitchcock. Would not the Federal regional reserve banks

pass upon that question ?

Mr. Dawson. They may also. That only emphasizes what I was
trying to say, that there is a great deal of doubt in men's minds as to
how the lines are going to be drawn.
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.

Senator Hitchcock. You think it should be expressed more clearlym the bill ?
•'

Mr. Dawson. I think it should be.

Senator Eeed. You say they are not likely to have this class of
paper ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. Assuming that, that might be commercial paper, as
a 60 or 90 day note signed by two people, and I think that is just
where we are. I do not think anybody can place that.
Mr. Dawson. That is on an actual "business transaction ?

Senator Eeed. I am leaving that out, because I do not think any
board can go back of a piece of paper that is presented. You have
that class of paper, do you not?
Senator Nelson. The difficulty which comes, Mr. Dawson, with the

paper of these country banks is not so much the question of time as it

is the quality of the paper; that is, commercial paper in the strict
sense, as understood by some. The bulk of their paper is not commer-
cial paper?
Mr. Dawson. No.
Senator Nelson. It is not paper that they say will liquidate itself?

That is one of the radical troubles.

Mr. Dawson. But I think the committee understands pretty thor-
oughly that a great majority of the paper held by the average coun-
try bank is paper that matures when the farmer produces his crop.

It matures at a certain time of the year. It may be based on cattle

or other things, but it is only liquidated when the community has
produced agricultural wealth. In other seasons there would be very
little eligible.

Senator Reed. If that kind of paper was excluded from the bene-

fits of this bill and certain other paper had all the benefits of the

bill, would that not necessarily result in an additional interest charge

and a discrimination against that class of paper which is longer in

time and which is to be liquidated by the farmer marketing his cat-

tle, and things of that sort ?

Mr. Dawson. That would be my view.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any figures showing what percent-

age of the farmers' paper is actually liquidated and what per cent is

renewed ?

Mr. Dawson. No ; I have no figures on that point.

Senator Hitchcock. Why is it that there is not a wider variation

in the amount of loans as reported in the bank reports ?

Mr. Dawson. During the other portions of the year the way the

country banker loans out his money is in small notes, which under no

circumstances could he use as collateral with a regional reserve bank.

Then there is an additional embarrassment to the country banker.

There is a question whether or not

Senator Pomeeene (interposing). You say under -no circumstances

could he use that. Why ?

Mr. Dawson. I could conceive of no practical way whereby a

country banker could ; we will say he wanted a rediscount of $10,000

or $5,000; say he wanted a rediscount of $5,000. He takes his port-

folio and he gathers up notes of $25, $50, $60, or $75, small notes. It

does not seem to me it would be practicable for him to rediscount a

bunch of such small notes as these.
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Senator Pomeeene. There is nothing in the bill preventing it;

nothing saying that that could not be received.

Senator Beistow. It is not a commercial transaction m any sense;

it is simply a personal loan.

Mr. Dawson. Then if the bank were to send those small notes to

n bank outside of their own institution they would lose customers by

it. The average man in the little towns does not want his note out-

side the hands of the banker from whom he obtains the loan. He
does not want it sent to Chicago. He may want to come in and pay

it. If the man came in and he went to the banker from whom he got

the money and said he wanted to pay the note and the banker said

"I have your note at the regional reserve bank as collateral," the

next morning that particular customer would be over at the State

bank doing business and not with the national bank.

I think this 3 per cent of reserve which you propose to shift from

its present place to the re^onal banks, if you do that a little more

gradually, take 1 per cent in the first three' months and the next in

quarterly periods, you would get it all over there in the same period

of time, practically which you have in the bill, but it would be so

gradual as to permit the banks to readjust themselves.

Senator Hitchcock. But you would not send it over there by the

lime the regional reserve bank had any use for it.

Mr. Dawson. But these things are not of the largest concern to

the country banker. They are not the things that are going to keep

him out or put him in. The present every-day question with the

country national banker is the question of the equality of opportunity,

or the equality of privileges with the man with whom he is in direct

competition. That is the vital question with him every day. If he

is to be invited into a system or to remain in a national system he
went in with certain privileges, and the only real privilege he
had under that system is to be taken away from him, and he is to

stand in this new system deprived of any advantage he ever did have,

and denied those additional privileges that he has all these years
had reason to expect from the Congress of the United States, then I

can not see, and no one could see, any excuse for his going into that

system. He will go into the State bank system. The question of the
equality of privilege and equality of opportunity or the equalization
of the privileges of the national banks is a most important proposi-
tion, and goes to the section of the bill in relation to the farm loans
and savings department.
Senator Bristow. I am more interested in Mr. Dawson's analysis

of this bill, probably, than anybody else^i or at least as much as any-
body else, because he is dealing with the very things which touch my
constituents, and I would like him to be here just as long as he can
stay. If we are to hear Mr. Cannon, I think we may have to ask
Mr. Dawson, if he can, to stay over.
Mr. Dawson. I should be very glad to give way at any moment to

Mr. Cannon.
Senator Hitchcock. I think you had better proceed.
Mr. Dawson. This question of farm loans and the savings-bank

provision is a vital question.
Senator Bkistow. That is going to take a good deal of time.
Senator Nelson. Tell us about the farm loans.
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Mr. Dawson The provision of this bill is of no practical benefit
to the national banks m the Middle West, where there are the hii2;hest
class of farm-mortgage loans, and where agriculture is in the highest
state of development, and where the loans there are regarded as the
choicest security which a bank can obtain for a loan—a farm mort-
gage not to exceed 50 per cent of the value of highlv improved farms
of that section of the country. It is the best security any bank can
lay its hands on. It is not the custom to make loans of that character
for 1 year. The country bank will make them for 5 or 10 years
With the provision in here that they may only be made for l' year
no one would ever approach a national bank on the subject of try-
ing to negotiate a farm mortgage with that 1-year provision. He
would do business with the State bank.
There were certain reasons when the national banking law was

enacted why farm mortgages should not be taken by national banks.
At that time there was a question as to its security, and there was
a question as to its liquidity—its power to be converted, the power to
.liquidate it. The class of those securities is very much higher now
than it was then. The security upon the loan is improved.
Senator Nelson. And they can be easily liquidated?
Mr. Dawson. There is a fairly well organized market for the

farm mortgage. The great insurance companies are now seeking
first-class mortgages on highly improved real estate. There is a
broader market now.
Senator Eeed. As a practical question, if your bank had a $10,000

mortgage on a good farm in the State of Iowa, running for five

years, and drawing a reasonable rate of interest, would you have any
difficulty in getting that money in one or two days' time; I mean
the money on that mortgage?
Mr. Dawson. Not under ordinary times. I can see, of course, that

in the face of a panic you might not be able to do that.

Senator Reed. In the face of a panic we could not get our money
out of the banks.
Mr. Dawson. If the machinery of this bill works as its authors

think it will work, we are going to be panic proof by the rediscount
feature of it. Certainly there is no choicer security than this par-

ticular kind of mortgage that you described.

Senator Nelson. I have known runs on banks to be stopped by the

tender of mortgages over the counter instead of cash.

Mr. Dawson. There is some difference of opinion among men as

to just what the provisions of this bill mean with regard to farm
loans. I have had men who have analyzed it say that the provision

on page 44, speaking of loans on farm lands, and putting limitations

3n them, of which the country banker complains, that that is simply

ipplied to the commercial departments of any national bank any-

where, whereas, in the very next section of the bill, section 27, relat-

ng to the savings department, you gave to that department the power
:o loan on real estate, without the limitations. Whether or not the

imitations in the preceding section would apply to that, I am not

.ure.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be a better limitation, instead of

imiting it upon the capital, to gauge it by the time deposits?
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Mr. Dawson. That would be my solution of it, and I want to niake

my suggestion jointly with relation to farm loans and the savings

department. The savings department provision in this bill is very

objectionable to national banks who now have a savings department

and small country banks.

Senator Nelson. They are all practically doing a savings-bank

business now?
Mr. Dawson. Very nearly, and under the demands of this bill

it would actually compel them to go out of the savings-department

business in a large measure.

Senator Eeed. Why? That is what we want to know. Tell us

why, so that we may know how to remedy it, if we agree with you.

Mr. Dawson. In the first place—I only refer to that now because

I want to try to get through by 1 o'clock so than Mr. Cannon can go

on. Would it be just as agreeable for me to answer that later on ?

Senator Reed. Yes; but do not forget it.

Mr. Dawson. Country banks do not like this segregation of capital,

segregation of assets, segregation of cash. It is absurd, and we
come to a $25,000 bank where everything goes into one window, and
everything is done by one man. He would be the subject of derision

in that community if he were compelled to run two banks—segregate

his capital into savings business and commercial business. That
would be the case in a $25,000 bank out in Nebraska and Kansas, and
in Iowa also.

Senator Nelson. It would be.

Mr. Dawson. My general suggestion with regard to the savings
department and the farm-loan department is this : The national banks
have been encouraged to open savings departments. A savings de-

partment in our bank was started about a year before I went there;

that is, in 1910. I have inquired into the circumstances under which
they started that department in that bank. They wrote the comp-
troller and asked him for the regulations respecting the establishment
of ,a savings department in a national bank. They received a letter

from him, and it was on the basis of that correspondence that they
proceeded to establish their savings department.

Senator Reed. The comptroller gave permission?
Mr. Dawson. He did not deny us. I will put the letter into the

record if desired. It is practically the same reason he gave in his last

annual report.

It seems to me that it could be done with perfect safety, to permit a
national bank to accept savings deposits and then loan a percentage
of its savings deposits on first-class farm mortgages.

I know the complaint is made you do not want to confuse invest-
ment banking and commercial banking, but there is not a State bank
in the State of Iowa, with 1,300 State banks and 300 national
banks—there is not a bank in that entire State but what is doing in-
vestment banking and commercial banking all through one window,
and it is done safely. It is serving the interests of those little com-
munities, and their security—the security of the State bank out in
our country—is as good as the national bank. They are just as
well conducted, and they are serving the people in a wider capacity.

Senator Reed. And thoroughly inspected?
Mr. Dawson. I think their inspection is not quite as rigid as the

national-bank inspection.
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Senator Beistow. In our State I think it is better.

Mr. Dawson. That may be so.

Senator Reed. The State government of Kansas has always been
inderstood to be superior to any other government.
Senator Nelson. Except the government of Minnesota. [Laugh-

er.]

Mr. Dawson. I know the question has been asked this committee

)y some of the large bankers,What situation the national banks would
56 in if at one window you are paying out demand deposits and at

mother window you are enforcing the 60-day rule? It seemed like a

pestion that had no answer. But yet it has an answer. There is

1 difference between a demand deposit and a time deposit. There is

1 difference in the contract between the depositor with the bank.

The man who comes in with a savings deposit—a time deposit, if

you please—says to Mr. Banker, " I want to leave this here a certain

length of time, a considerable length of time. I will leave it here,

say, three months or seven months," or he need not specify. Mr.

Banker says, " Very well. If this is a time deposit, we can afford to

pay you interest on that in consideration of your allowing it to

remam here. "We will pay you 3 per cent interest on it."

Senator Nelson. And give you a certificate.

Mr. Dawson. One or the other. Tie may be either given a certifi-

cate or it may be entered in his pass book. There is a contract be-

tween the depositor and a banker on a time deposit. That is not true

betwen the banker and the man who comes in to make a demand

deposit. The business man who comes in and lays down his deposit,

he says to the banker, " I want you to take care of this for me, but

I expect you to pay it to me the minute I want it. I am not going

to leave it here any specified length of time; you can not count on

that." Our banker says, " I can not afford to pay you any interest

on that." There is not the same contract. Now, if there is a differ-

ent contract between the depositor and the banker on those different

classes of accounts, then there should be a way by which they could

be handled differently and with entire justice to all concerned.

Senator Nelson. And safety. „ ^ -r . i,

Mr Dawson. And with safety as well. So I can not see why a

country national bank should not be given the privilege under proper

restrictions, of course, to do a conmiercial business and this invest-

"^
Senator n£son. And, as a matter of fact, are not the bulk of those

deposits in the small country banks time deposits?

Mr. Dawson. They are. I have a letter here from one of the coun-

try baiiks on that very subject which I hope will be of service to

the committee. , ^^ v v v-i, + ^^,^9

Senator Hitchcock. What size bank would you limit that to ?

mTdI^vson. I do not believe I would limit any national bank.

LeUt £ aTational bank up in New York or Chicago, I do not cam

If it is necessary in serving the interests of their
^^^'^^^I^^^IH

a savings department if they wanted one, I would give them the

same privilege as a bank in the smaller town.

Senator Nelson. I wiU tell you, Mr. Dawson, what they do ihey

organize a loan and trust company as an appendix and worK

together.
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Mr. Dawson. Yes. Within a radius of 50 miles from where I

live and I think I can count 10 or a dozen national banks, m their en-

deavor to meet the needs of the community where they are situated,

have been obliged to take out a* State charter and run the two banks

together. There are many national banks operating as a savings

bank under the laws of the State of Iowa, with the same stockholders

and the same directors as the national bank.

Senator Nelson. You will find, if you want to prove it. a trust

company in the country with small branches in the national banks.

Mr Dawson. The country banks have been obliged to resort to

that expedient in order to serve the needs of their communities.

Senator Reed. Yes; and do not some trust companies organize to

get hold of the stock and control of the national banks?

Mr. Dawson. I am not familiar with that. Now, that is about all

the notations I have here with respect to my statement, except one

thing, the refunding of the 2 per cent bonds. The country bank is

very vitally interested in that question, of what you are going to do

with the 2 per cent bonds.

Senator Nelson. And for this reason, he has taken out circula-

tion more up to his capital than the city bank.

Mr. Dawson. Indeed he has.

Senator Keed. Suppose he may keep that circulation.

Mr. Dawson. I think he would be satisfied with that provision.

Senator Reed. We only propose to retire one-twentieth of it each

year, and suppose that proposition of retirement was put in the alter-

native, that the Government could retire it and substitute for it a

certain other kinds of money, in which event they could take up his

bonds; would they then have any objection?

Mr. Dawson. No; I think not.

Senator Eeed. All he wants is to be certain he is going to get 100

cents on the dollar for every 2 per cent bond which he paid 100 cents

on the dollar for?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; and some paid more ; but par is all they could

expect.

Senator Eeed. And as long as he held the 2 per cent bonds, that he

be allowed to have the circulation privilege?

Mr. Dawson. That is the contract under which he took the 2 per

cent bonds at par.

Senator Eeed. And therefore the Government of the United States

ought to make its obligation good, and if it cancels the arrangement,

it ought to put the man back in status quo ?

Mr. Dawson. That is all; and that is all the average country

banker asks.

Senator Eeed. I think so, too.

Mr. Dawson. The way the bill stands now, the country banker is

in fear if he does not come into the system, then the 2 per cent bonds
will go down to the level they would have without the circulation

privilege. He bought those bonds under a contract, whether implied

or otherwise, with the Government that he should have the circula-

tion privilege, and if the circulation privilege is taken away and no
{)rovision made for maintaining them at par he is going to suffer a

OSS.
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Senator Eeed. Suppose we provide that the circulation privilege
should continue as to those banks coming into the system, and not as
to the others. Would that have some tendency to get them in?
Mr. Dawson. I am not quite sure that I caught the question,

Senator.
Senator Eeed. Well, I will think that over myself. It sounds a

little like coercion.

Mr. Dawson. What they are concerned about is what is going to
happen; that is, they are a little bit fearful this system is not going
to be constructed so that it will be to their advantage to come in. If
that should prove to be the case, and they do not care to come into
this new system, then they want to know what is going to become of
the 2 per cent bonds if they do not come in.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose the profits of the reserve bank should
be invested in the 2 per cent bonds from time to time?
Mr. Dawson. That would take care of it in the course of time.

I do not think it is entirely satisfactory with this provision in the
bill, which says they shall be redeemed at the end of the 20 years,

because they understand the present Congress can not bind a Con-
gress 20 years from now.

Senator Hitchcock. I mean profits over the dividend which is

provided for on the stock.

Mr. Dawson. In the form of a sinking fund. Now, Mr. Chair-

man, that completes, in a general way, the statement I wish to make
in regard to this bill.

Senator Beistow. I wanted to ask you, Mr. Dawson, about sav-

ings banks.
Mr. Dawson. I should be very glad to conclude this afternoon if

I could.

Senator Beistow. You have a savings bank department in your

bank?
Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir ; established three years ago.

Senator Beistow. What do you do with the money you take in in

your savings-bank department?
Mr. Dawson. You mean in the way of investing it?

Senator Beistow. Yes.

Mr. Dawson. It is invested the same as the other demand funds

of the bank.
Senator Beistow. That is, it is handled in commercial busmess

the same as any other deposits?

Mr. Dawson. To be sure. We have increased somewhat what we

call the secondary reserve of the bank by reason of these deposits.

The secondary reserve of a national bank in actual operation being

the purchase of bonds—State bonds, municipal bonds, and some

other investment bonds—which are held m the vaults of the bank

and which we can convert into cash practically at any time to meet

the demands of depositors. The First National Bank of Davenport

carried $252,000 worth of such bonds, and carries them to-day m its

vaults, while our total deposit liabilities are $2,500,000-about 10

per cent of our total deposit liability.

Senator Beistow. What per cent of your deposits are through your

savings-bank department?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 ^13
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Mr. DaVson. Of this $2,500,000 of total deposits, a little over

$700,000 is savings deposits that have acciunulated there in three

years.

Senator Beistow. A savings bank would loan that on investnl^ilts,

would it not?
Mr. Da-W'son. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. This being a commercial bank, you are presunled

to loan that on commercial paper? You are carrying these bttnds.

You are permitted to carry bonds, are you
Mr. Dawson. Under the national banking act? I understand so.

We have never been criticized by the comptroller for that.

Senator Beistow. Why should you not carry real estate mort-

gages as well as municipal bonds?
Mr. Dawson. Of course we are prevented by law from doing it

now.
Senator Beistow. Is there any reason why you should not ?

Mr. Dawson. I can see no reason why a first-mortgage farm loan

On ah improved Iowa farm would not be just as gttod, if not superior,

as a security, to a municipal bond or a timber bond or a raili-oad bond
or any other class of bonds that the bank invests ih.

Senator Beistow. Isn't it just as liquid?

Mr. Dawson. I would not say that it was quite as liquid. I have
found, on making inquiry in the East with a view of locating a
market for first-mortgage real estate loans, that a good many in-

vestors in the East have not forgotten an unpleasknt experience they
had in the western country a good many years ago. They db not
seem to appreciate the transition that has occurred out there in the
Middle West with regard to values of real estate. It is true that
there is a large market for first-mortgage real estate loans oh the
part of the insurance companies, who purchase them in very large
quantities and on the part of the investor. Any Iowa savings bank
or a State bank which loans on real estate, may not only sell the
mortgages to investors, but they also issue a debenture bond on them,
and those are very much prized by investors. They pay a rate of
5 per cent as against the savings-bank rate of 4 per cent. Of course
a national bank is prohibited from entering the field kt all.

Senator Beistow. Have you many savings banks in Iowa ?

Mr. Dawson. A great many. The commercial banks in lowk are
callfed savings banks, outside of the national banks. Take the city
of Davenport, a city of 45,000 people ; it has upward of $30,000,000
of deposits, a very creditable line of deposits considering the popula-
tion of the city. There are two national banks there. There ai-e four
savings banks, which are as large or larger than the national banks.
These savings banks are doing a commercial business, doing a savings
business, ahd doing a bank business; that is, receivihg deposits of
country banks. State ahd others. Only one of these four hks goie
into the country bank field very extensively. That is the German
Savings Bank, which holds the largest deposits of any bank in Iowa.
Senator Hitchcock. Has Davenport any deposits from cduhtry

banks ?

Mr. Dawson. Oh, yes.

Senator Hitchcock. What do they amount to ?

Mr. Dawson. I should say about $3,000,000, all told. The eastern
idea of a savings bank, of course, is entirely different from our idea
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of a savings bank. This is a stock savings bank, organized uilderState laws, permitted to do a commercial business, a savings-bank
business, or any other class of banking; permitted also to exercise thefunctions of a trust company, to act in a fiduciary capacity, to act as
administrator, and all that sort of thing.
So that under this liberal State law this German Savings Baiik

has grown up m the town of Davenport with the largest deposits ofany town m the State of Iowa. They have upward of $6,000,000 ofbank deposits of banks rouiid about, most of them State banks.
benator Weeks. Do you not think, then, it is a misnomer to call

such a bank a savings bank?
Mr. Dawson. It is, from the New England point of view, and Ithmk it is a misnomer.
Senator Weeks. Of course, we do not expect other States to be as

progressive as Massachusetts in such matters.
JSIi-. Dawson. We have none of the mutual savings banks in the

West.
Senator Bristow. Now, the testimony that has been given here is

to the effect that a savings bank could not possibly desire to become a
member of this syfetem, because the nature of its business is such that
it would be of no use to it. Do you think the savings banks in Iowa
would want to come into this ?

Mr. Dawson. These four savings banks that I speak of that wb
are in direct competition with are all engaged in commercial busi-
ness. They handle a very considerable line of commercial accounts
for manufacturers, merchants, etc. Their necessity for rediscouiit-
ing at certain times of the year is identical with ours. When We are
compelled to borrow money to take care of our commercial customers
I have observed from their statements that they are Jiractically in
the same condition. They are usually borrowing when we are, so the
necessity, for their rediscounting is practically the Same as ours.
That is the way matters run in Iowa, as between a national bank aiid
the so-called savings banks.
Senator PoMEEEivE. What is the legal reserve under the Iowa laW?
Mr. Dawson. It varies. It is 5 per cent on savings deposits, and

from that up to 20.

Senator Pomekene. On commercial deposits, you mean?
Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. How do these savings banks that are doing that

kind of business—do they segregate their deposits ?

Mr. Dawson. Not at all.

Senator Beistow. How do they fix the reserves then ?

Mr. Dawson. The State law specifies—of course, in the actual

transaction of the business of the bank there is a set of books kept

for savings deposits and a set for checking accounts. The law pre-

scribes that on the savings accounts they shall carry a reserve of a

certain per cent, 5 per cent. On these other classes of accounts the

law provides a different reserve, so it is a mere matter of mathematics

what the reserve is that they shall have at any time.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Dawson, out there in Iowa, as I understand,

the change in our present system which you want is something which

will make the currency more elastic and mobilize the reserves ; those

two matters ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes; those are the fundamentals, it seems to me.
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Senator Bristow. Now, if that could be done by the establishment

of a Federal reserve bank, a local bank owned by private subscrip-

tion; let it be managed by this Federal board directly; let it have
branches out through the country ; make it a bank of issue, a bank of
rediscount, and a bank of reserve, so that these reserves that are

required in the bill will be deposited in this Federal bank. Then
when you wanted to rediscount any paper you could rediscount it;

whej^you wanted currency you could get it in a manner similar to
that by which you would obtain it through the regional bank. Would
that perform all the functions which you need out there ?

Mr. Dawson. I think it would. I think that would perform the
functions mainly.

Senator Bristow. Would that be more satisfactory to the com-
munity—they would not have to put up any stock unless they wanted
to

Mr. Dawson (interposing). Yes; but I do not think that disturbs
them much. That is not the main objection to this bill.

Senator Bristow. The main objection as I understood you just
before you finished this morning—what was the main objection ?

Mr. Dawson. I started with the foundation that if this system is

to be a success the country banks must go into it. If the country
banks do go into it they should not be penalized; they should not
have taken from them any considerable portion of the earnings which
are now reserved under the national banking act. Then, in addition
to that, that now is the opportune time for the Congress of the
United States to equalize the privileges of the national banks. Those
of you who have been in Congress for many years faiow that it has
been under discussion ; it has been recommended repeatedly by comp-
trollers of the currency; it has been recommended repeatedly by
Presidents; that the national law needed some amendment. It is

50 years old, and 50 years have wrought a tremendous change in the
handling of this business, and yet there that old law stands. The
men who are running the national banks feel that theif hands have
been tied, and they feel that now is the time for the Congress of the
United States to unshackle them.

Senator Hitchcock. The law of England and the law of France
are much older.

Mr. Dawson. Yes; but they are hardly comparable to this.
Just before I left I took occasion to write out to a few intelligent

Snm ^""Jimo^rf* ^-^^^ ^^^\ ^''^ personally, the bankT of
$50,000 and $100,000 capital, men that had given some thought to
•^^^S'^s I supposed. I asked them how they thought this bill would
aifect their banks and their communities. I received one answer that

TJ^lLvuT'' ?® ^''™'i ™°f thoroughly, and I am going to
take the liberty of reading i to the committee if you care to hear it.This IS from the cashier of the Washington National Bank of Wash-
^°S^,°P' r^^' ^ *°^" o^ perhaps 4,000 or 5,000 people.

I his from the Washington National Bank, Washington Iowa
October 2, 1913. Capital, $100,000; deposits, $1,000^00^'

'

Mr. A. F. Dawson,
President First National Bank, Davenport, Iowa.

Deae Sib: I have your favor of September 30 requestina; bv Pnrlv man nni-

mumty. While we beheve that some currency legislation Is needed and tiiatTn
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the main this bill will create more healthy conditions and prevent money strin-
gencies such as we have experienced in the past, we feel that if the hill Is
passed in its present condition it will do our bank and our community more
harm than good.
We believe in the idea of Government supervision and regional banks, but

do not like the idea of being forced to subscribe from 10 to 20 per cent of the
amount of our capital or else forfeit our charter. In fact, I am free to confess
that if the bill goes throught in its present form it is very likely that we would
be forced, in justice to our stockholders, to forfeit our national charter and
become a State bank, much as we would regret to do so.

Inasmuch as the bill promises that our income from the stock subscribed
will in no case exceed 5 per cent, and also that we would not be allowed any
interest for reserve carried with them, this would in itself cost us from $1,500
to $2,000 a year. The loss of exchange charges on checks would also be an item
of some consequence to us.

The savings feature of the bill would work a great hardship on us and give
the local State banks a big advantage. At present 70 per cent of our deposits
are in time certificates and savings accounts, and in order to hold these we would
be forced to become a State bank.
The farm-loan feature of the bill would have no advantage to us, inasmuch as

none of our farmer customers would consider mortgage loans maturing in one
year.

While the rediscounting feature of the bill may work to the advantage of the
larger banks, It will amount to nothing to us, as we carry practically no paper
which we could rediscount. The majority of our notes are made for a period

of six months and are made by our farmer customers and our merchants, and
they expect to take care of their obligations as they sell their farm produce or
turn their stock of goods, and we could not with safety rediscount such notes

as this without serious trouble to ourselves and loss of customers to the bank.

We are greatly in hopes that the objectionable features of the bill, which can

not help but result in great hardship for small banks like ours, will be elimi-

nated, and that a bill will be passed which will be generally acceptable to the

national banks.
I personally am very glad to know that you have been asked to go to Wash-

ington and appear before the Banking and Currency Committee of the Senate.

I believe you are in every way the right person to handle this matter for us, and

I feel that you will accomplish great good.

Very truly, yours,
W. F. Wilson, Cashier.

This from the First National Bank, Brooklyn, Iowa ; capital stock,

$50,000:

With our deposits of $450,000 and the capital we would have to invest In the

Federal bank, I figure that we would have a loss of $1,000 a year, as follows

:

Our reserve, counting on the reduction to 7 per cent of deposits, would average

$32 000 This now brings us 2J per cent interest, which we would lose, or $800

As we are getting an average of 7 per cent on loans, there would be a loss of 2

per cent on the $10,000 capital we put in, or $200. This would make tlie $1,000

loss right in sight, and there is another loss which many do not take into consid-

eration. In drawing out the $32,000 from our reserve banks It would make our

deposits so low that we would have to borrow money to replace it, or lessen our

loans, in order to have sufficient funds to draw drafts on and handle our foreign

''^Tiflum up my views, as the bill now looks to us, I think that there will be an

'"'f'^^^aXt^'^fSt^^^^'-^o.t $20,000 of rediscount paper in our bills

receivable.

This from the First National Bank, Maquoketa, Iowa; capital,

$50,000; deposits, $650,000:

I think it would be much better for the ordinary country bank if the time

"Ts^elrsirm^th^art^r^lLTlTanrrurpa^ T^r cent int.-est o. t,

reserfeTequLTto^'bUept with them-the s^^^^^^^^

reserve agents. If they pay no Interest on this fund, it places nauoua
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a a^sadyaD,^age with State banks, and would certainly deter State banks from

becoming members. ,. ^.t, • 4.-

I am strongly in favor of allowing country banks to loan a part ot tUeir time

deposits on real estate security, but to limit tbe time to one year would prac-

tically prohibit any such loans being made here.

With these exceptions, I am rather favorable to the bill.

Senator Eeed. I should like to ask a question right there: If he

d,oes not have 90-day paper and does have 6-months? paper that he

could use, I understand then how he might want a bill which permits

him to cash 6-months' paper. But he adds a clause there that they

could not discount this paper. I take it that their customers woul^

^eave them. That is what that clause means. Then he is in a posi-

tion where he has nothing and can not get anything. He says:

" First, I have not any 90-day paper; and, secondly, I have 6-months'

paper, but I would not dare use it; and, third, the clause tha,t permits

the use of real-estate loans is of no value."

How are you going to help a man situated that way ?

Mr. Dawson. It seems to me very easily.

Senator Eeed. Now, how? I mean, with reference to this one

fea,ture of getting notes?

Mr. Dawson. How are you going to make it attractive to him ?

Senator Eeed. Yes; on that one feature. How are you going to

permit him to discount when he ha,s not anything he dare discount?

Il^r. Dawson. One reason why he dare not discount it, in my opin-

ion, is the present prejudice among his customers against having

notes sent out of town, or out of his bank. "With a proper system in

the United States, based on rediscounts, it would only be a question

of time before the views of the people m that regard would change.

That would be a matter of educating his customers. He could not do
it the first day or the first month, but in time the prejudice his cus-

tomers have in that particular would be eliminated, in my judgment.
Sena,tor Eeed. I can grasp your idea from that answer.
Mr. Dawson. There is this that the committee might take home

with them. I offer this as a possible solution. If there was put into

a regional reserve bank every month a certain volume of paper of

the country banks for rediscount, and if that paper was 6-months'
paper, then some part of it would be maturing every month, would it

not, and would that not be just as liquid as your 30-day paper ?

Senator Eeed. But it vpould not be, according to the idea of some
bankers here, of this character, namely, that it would all pay itself

off quickly, if they had to have the money.
Mr. Dawson. Now, I agree that it would not be wise to issue cur-

rency on that class of paper entirely; bijt would it endanger the
liquidity of the entire mass, or a certain small percentage of it which
was liquidating itself each month, as the months rolled by, say 60
instead of 90 day paper?

Senator Eeed. You would advocate or suggest, then, that a, certain
percentage of this paper be allowed ?

Mr. Dawson. That is the thought I would like to leavQ vsrith tb.e

committee. I do not recommend it, but it seems to me it is worth
considering.

Senator Pobierene. In that connection I would like to ask ypu this

question : You are familiar with the country banks in Iowa, gener-
ally; do they loan substantially the same amount each month?
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Mr. Dawson. No; they do not. If they did, then they would have
in their own vaults a certain amount which would mature every 90
d^ys; but that is not the way the business of the country is handled?
Senator Pomekene. That is what I am trying to get. When do

they borrow the most money ?

Mr. Dawson. If it is in a country where they £(,re feeding cattle,

and that is a consider,able industry in Minnesota and Nebraska.
Senator Pomeeene. I am speaking of Iowa.
Mr. Dawson. I am speaking of Iowa also. Most of the cattle loans

are made in the spring or summer, and they are liquidated when the
cattle are sent to market.

Senator Beistow. If they are corn fed, it would be in January or

February.
Mr. Dawson. The cattle would be marketed in the winter.

Senator Pomeeene. The farmers borrow for other purposes than
for the buying of cattle, do they not?
Mr. Dawson. Not unless it is a permanent loan. Then they put

that in the form of a real estate mortgage.
Senator Pomeeene. Do they not deal in hogs and horses ?

Mr. Dawson. Oh, to be sure.

SenE^tor Posieeene. They do not do that at any particular season

of the year?
Mr. Dawson. It is largely a seasonal business.

Senator Pomeeene. I know, but the seasons for hogs and cattle is

not the same. Hogs are usually marketed within six or eight months
from the time they are pigs.

Mr. Dawson. In Iowa we do not borrow any money to go and buy

pigs. We raise them ourselves out there. We do not have loans based

on the basis of pork on the hoof. We do not buy pigs and then fat-

ten them and sell them. Wei raise them.

Senator Eeed. Mr. Dawson, have you any other suggestions that

you thinls: would make it easier for the country bank to come in—
that is. the country bank of the character you have been describmg?

Mr. Dawson. If I were to sum it all up as to my opinion of -vyhat

would make this sufficiently attractive for the country banker to make

him wish to remain in the national system, and I believe it would also

be attractive enough to create a desire on the part of the city banks to

come into the system, I would adopt some suggestion that has been

made as to the subscription to the capital stock, perhaps reduce that

one-half, and make it 6 per cent. The shifting of reserves I would

make a little more gradual, and instead of shifting 3 per cent at toe

very start I would move that gradually. As I undei^stand, this

regional bank is not to be run for profit primarily. The country

banker can not understand why this bank should pay the Govern-

ment 2 per cent or more on its deposits and not pay hun anything

on his deposits when he is supplying the capital as well, There may

be some good reason why the country banker-who impounds his

reserve over in this bank, and those reserves are us^d by the regional

banks as a basis for credit-why he should not receive 3 per cent

fiiom the regional bank the same as he is 'deceiving now
impressed

Senator Reed. On that point, because I am so ^.^J^^^bly
impressed

with your remarks-and I do not say that as flattery--^! want to

5ye you an idea to take home on this question of Je capitd
^^^^^^

bank Every banker who has come here has talked about the banks
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furnishing all the capital for these regional banks. Let us see if

they do. One requirement of this bill, in section 16, is that the Gov-

ernment of the United States must put every single penny it has,

except the 5 per cent reserve, in this bank and except also the monevs

held as special deposits, all of which, as we know, can be speedily

drained into a bank.
-j. i c i.

Mr. Dawson. But that is deposits rather than the capital, benator.

I have endeavored to state that accurately.

Senator Reed. It deposits it, and immediately after it has deposited

it it begins earning money and the banks get the benefit of it.

Now, the provision of the bill is that before the Government takes

down a single penny from its contribution the banks shall get 5 per

cent, and it may ultimately be 6 per cent, on their capital. The next

proposition is that the Government furnishes the credit and backs up

all of this paper that is to be issued by the banks, and if it does not

furnish its credit it creates and loans the power at least. Now, it

looks to me like a copartnership in which the Government was con-

trbuting most of the capital and the banks the experience. I hope

it will not result as those copartnerships generally do.

Mr. Dawson. I was only seeking to state the proposition accu-

rately. There is no desire in my mind to minimize the benefits that

are to come to the banks from the Government. But it is still an

accurate statement when I say that the banks supply all the capital

stock of this new bank. The Government supplies deposits; it is

not capital stock. While it is used for the benefit of the system,

still it seems to me I am accurate in my statement.

Senator Eeed. You are accurate technically, but I am talking

about this matter, treating this matter as a matter of equity. Now,
I want to call your attention to another thing. When these banks

are put in operation they are supposed to perform certain very im-

portant functions for the various banks coming in. Then I call your
attention to the fact that they constitute and are a method of insur-

ance of banks against failure.

Mr. Dawson. That is a great feature.

Senator Reed. And taking all those things into consideration is

there anything wrong in asking the banks to contribute some part

of the insurance?
Mr. Dawson. Not at all.

Senator Reed. So I do not think the banks ought to treat this as

though they were going into their pockets, creating an institution

and running it at their own expense, the Government contributing
nothing, and the Government demanding a share of the profits. I
think you ought to get that out of your head. I do not think you
yourself have that idea very strong.

Mr. Dawson. No ; I have not. But you take a little banker in the

country who is now deriving from these reserves, we will say, $1,500
income; that is one and a half per cent on his capital stock. You
take that away from him by force, as it were, as he thinks, and he
don't like it.

Senator Reed. I understand that. At the same time when we talk

about force I want to give you another idea. The national-bank
system has utterly broken down two or three times within a few
years, comparatively speaking. When that happened every national
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bank was subjected to the forfeiture of its charter because it could
not perform the functions it was required to perform under the law.
But when the Government comes in to aid them in avoiding that
thing the Government ought not to be treated as coercing them be-
cause it says you must do this thing now which is necessary now to
avoid danger, but it ought to be treated as a friend, coming in to aid
a system, and I want to say, while I am talking, that the whole atti-

tude of every man I have heard express himself on this committee
or in the Senate has been one of trying to avoid these dangers and
assist the banks and at the same time be just to the country, and I
make that remark because there has been so much adverse criticism
of Congress and evetybody connected with it.

Mr. Dawson. The public generally throughout the country does
not share that spirit of criticizing. The impression prevails out in
our country that Congress is making an effort, in the best of good
faith, to solve this problem, not in the interest of the bankers, but in

the interest of the transaction—the orderly transaction of the business

of the whole country, because when it does break down, the burden
falls on the people and not on the banks.

Senator Eeed. They come in for part of it. Let me ask you this

—

and by asking this I am by no means committing myself to the theory,

but every man who has appeared here, and indeed it must be a patent

fact to all the people, has asserted that if the bill is passed, permitting

State banks and trust companies to come in and retain their powers,

that the national banks would naturally go into one of those organ-

izations.

Mr. Dawson. Go around a comer to come in.

Senator Eeed. Now, the national banks will have a right of circu-

lation based upon these 2 per cent bonds, and the bonds are now in

trouble in the market because of conditions we need not go into. If

the Government of the United States was to permit this bank circu-

lation to stand unimpaired, at least for the present, and if the Gov-

ernment of the United States was to not tax that circulation, would

that not be a strong inducement to national banks to stay in the

system ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; they would have all that they have now. I can

see no reason why a national bank
Senator Eeed (interposing). They would have more than they

have now. . j •,. .

Mr. Dawson. As I was going to say, they would have m addition

to that this broad discount market which you provide for.

Senator Eeed. Do you see any real reason for the retirement of the

national-bank notes ?

Mr. Dawson. There is an academic reason.
i

• t
Senator Eeed. Let us consider it from a practical standpoint; 1

am not much of an academician.

Mr. Dawson. No; I am not either. I can see no practical reason

for their immediate retirement except that I have a feeling that the

national debt ought to be paid off some time. I would like to see the

national debt paid off, and I would like to see us begin on it to-

morrow
Senator Eeed. How does the retirement of this $700 000,000 neces-

sarily involve the question of the payment of the debt^
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Mr Dawson. It depends on how long we are going to remain out.

Senator Eeed. If you have to have any money to pay the debt

with, would it not be better to retire some of the other bonds?

Mr. Dawson. The others all draw a higher rate of interest
; it

would be good business for the Government tb retire these.

Senator Eeed. Is there any economic reason? I mean is. there any

weakness in the banking system of such a character to the substan-

tial arising out of these bank notes?

Mr. Dawson. If you can create a system here that will introduce

this element of elasticity ; that is, provide that at certain seasons of

the year you can get currency to meet the needs, and when the needs

are over they would be retired—if you could do.that, and if you make

the system panic proof by providing a broad rediscount market, so

that in the face of a panic the bank can use the reserves for the pur-

poses for which they were created and can replenish those reserves

by the rediscounting of paper in their own portfolios, I can see no

possibility of breakdown for.purely financial reasons.

Senator Reed. What would you say to a provision to this effeoti,

that after the banks had received their 5 per cent interest upon their

stock contributions that a portion of the profits, if there were profits,

should be set aside in a fund held by the Government for the pur-

pose of liquidating the deposits of any national bank the doors of

which were closed?

Mr. Dawson. That had failed? That works very well in other

countries. It works very well in Canada—too well up there, in

fact. In Canada as soon as a bank fails the notes of the failed bank
go to a premium.

Senator Eeed. We do not want to. do that. If every man who
puts his money in a bank knew if the bank closed its doors there

would be a Government officer there to pay his deposits within two
or three days, would that not have a tendency to stop runs upon
banks ?

Mr. Dawson. Yes ; I think that would have a tendency to increase

confidence, and it is all based on confidence, after all, gentlemen.
Senator Eeed. Is it not, in your opinion, an entirely practicsul

thing to put some provision of the kind I have indicated' in this

bill?

Mr. Dawson. I can see no objection to it, and I can see many vir-

l;ues in it.

Senator Eeed. There is one other matter to which I wanted to. call

your attention.

Mr. Dawson. You asked a question a moment ago which I did
not quite finish answering. You asked how we could liberalize this,

whether it would be agreeable to the country banks. I started* to
give you my opinion as to how it could be made entirely agreeable to
the country banks. My first suggestion was the. stock subscriptions,
and then the reserve requirements. The third, which is of still more
importance, is to equalize their privileges with those with whom they
are competing.

Senator Pomerene. These banks, you mean?'
Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. You refer to the profits of the national banks ?

Mr. Dawson. I refer to their privileges and opportunities to serve
their communities.
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Senator Pomerene. I wish you would submit to us in concrete form
what your views are along that line as to how that should be done

;

what profits should be given the national banks which they do not
now have; what restrictions, if any, should be placed upon the
State banks which may come in ?

Mr. Dawson. I would be very glad to do that.

Senator Bkistow. I would like, Mr. Dawson, if you will—we have
asked a number of witnesses here to prepare amendments to the
bill—and I would like you, if you will, to prepare amendments cover-
ing what you think are necessarily important and let us have a
sample of a bill.

' Mr. Dawson. I shall be very glad to do that. I assume these
amendments are to be used by the committee in executive session.

I hardly feel myself competent to draft a bill.

Senator Keed. I think you are competent, at least, to make sug-
gestions.

]^r. Dawson. I would be very glad to put in writing any sugges-
tions that the committee might wish.
Senator Eeed. There is another matter I want to draw your atten-

tion to. This morning when you were testifying you stated, as

nearly as I can recollect, that it was desirable for the banks in ordi-

nary times to use the reserves which they would place in the reserve

bauJis; that one of the benefits of this bill was that it. would be
possible in ordinary times to use these reserves and make them work.

Gf course, at the end of 36 months all the reserves required to be

kept will be in these banks.

Mr. Dawson. In one place or the other.

Senator Reed. Now, if the banks use those reserves, which, of

course, can only be used by way of discount in ordinary times, then

they have nothing left to draw upon in extraordinary times except

the currency issue, have they?

Mr. Dawson. No, sir.

Senator Eeed. Do you not think it would be very wise if those

reserves were not all used in ordinary times ?

Mr. Dawson. I do not quite follow your suggestion. As I under-

stand it, under the operations of this bill—and we will say it is in

full operation—5 per cent of the reserves can be carried in the vaults

in cash, 5 per cent of the reserves must be carried in the Federal

reserve bank, and the other 2 per cent can be carried in either one

place or the other. I do not understand that a member bank can

encroach upon that 5 per cent that they have deposited in'the Federal

reserve bank at any time any more than we can under present

conditions.
, , . , ,

A national bank is not permitted to go below its legal reserve.

That 5 per cent you have put into the Federal reserve bank, it seems

to me, is impounded there. It is taken out of the channels of business.

The member bank will not be permitted to use that. If he redis-

counts with the regional reserve bank, it will be on funds aboye that

amount: it will be on his balance above 5 per cent.
, ^, . , .„

Senator Pomerene. Is it your understanding that under this bill,

if a hank should have a run upon it, or something of that character,

and the depositors are demanding their money, they could not get tnis

5 per cent out of the regional reserve bank?
,
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Mr. Dawson. No; I think they could. That would be an emer-

gency.
Senator Pomeeene. They could not loan it or anything of that

kind, but they could use it for the purpose of paying the depositors

just the same as national banks do now ?

Mr. Dawson. Sure; there is no need of mobilization, if you can

not use them in an emergency.
Senator Nelson. Do you not recall Vanderlip said yesterday that

it was well for the regional reserve banks to conserve their reserve

as much as possible and hold them in ordinary times when there was
no demandj even letting them run up to 70 or 80 per cent in order

to have a big fund in case of emergency ? Do you not recall that ?

Mr. Dawson. I did not hear that.

Senator Nelson. You do not agree with that ?

Mr. Dawson. I think that what you need to get into these regional

reserve banks—all the capital that you need in those banks is suffi-

cient to take care of the ordinary emergency that would arise. The
history of the past I think indicates to us how much of an expansion
would be necessary to take care of the ordinary financial disturbance

that comes along. It seems to me that if the regional banks were in

a position whereby they could extend credit to the amount of

$200,000,000 at any time, that would allay any panic that might be in

its incipient stages. When the country understands thai a law is on
the statute books that can cope with any panic which may come along
the panic is not coming along.

Senator Nelson. Do you not think it is idle to talk about the point
that this 5 per cent is left in the banks? Your idea is that this 5

per cent should be constantly in use, and your grievance is that this

amount is not in use, and that it is tied up there and does not draw
interest.

Mr. Dawson. No; that 5 per cent constitutes the insurance which
the bank has against panics. The 5 per cent is reserve.

_
Senator Nelson. Is not that fund—what other fund outside of the

bills it issues upon commercial paper, what other funds has the
regional bank except its capital and its 5 per cent on the deposits.
Is not that the fund that would really help to maintain this gold
leserve?

Mr. Dawson. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Then is it not idle to complain because this 5
per cent is idle in the bank ? Your idea is that it should be constantly
out in the shape of discount paper?
Mr. Dawson. No

; it is idle in comparison with the function it is

performing. My conception of an act is one that will—if you must
make a change from present conditions to other conditions that are
better, it is better to do that gradually rather than to do it violently.

Senator Nelson. Do you now know, Mr. Dawson, that one of the
most faulty things of the present reserve system is first of the reserve
and the necessary payment of interest, the payment of 2 per cent
interest, which has piled up money in the big banks of New York?
They have all that money sent in from the country banks, and the
temptation has been the 2 per cent interest, and the New York banks
could not let that money lie idle, and so they invested it in call loans,
and when a panic comes, as the panic of 1907 did, this kind of loans
were not liquidated.
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Mr. Dawsok. I agree,with you absolutely on that.

Senator Nelson. The best part of this whole bill is the reserve

system, first in limiting the amount as it does, wiping out the ob-

jectionable features of the reserve and stopping the payment of in-

terest.

Mr. Dawson. There has been some change in actual practice since

the panic of 1907. I agree with you about the panic of 1907. It

taught a lesson to the bankers out West. It was a sad and costly les-

son, but they learned it. Since that panic they are not keeping those

large balances in New York which they used to keep there. They
are keeping those surplus balances in the little banks around about.

Instead of sending them to New York they are keeping them in

Omaha, Kansas City, or St. Louis, or Minneapolis, or St. Paulj or

Denver, or even in the banks in cities of 15,000 or 20,000 population,

and the smallest country banker will carry his balances there. He
gets 2 per cent interest up there.

Senator Nelson. Do you not recognize that the reserve system pro-

vided for in this bill is much superior to the present system ?

Mr. Dawson. I think it is.

Senator Nelson. And would prove a great blessing to the country?

Mr. Dawson. I think in shifting it to where it is now and where it

is expected to be, that shifting process should be gradual.

Senator Nelson. It is gradual.

Mr. Dawson. And in writing a law that is going to reduce the in-

come of a bank, as it is now, that should be made as gradual as possi-

ble, if you are going to take away his income.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. William W. Baldwin, one of my colleagues on

the committee representing the Iowa bankers was compelled to leave

the city early this afternoon, and asked me to read his statement.

The Chairman. You may do so.

Mr. Dawson. The statement is as follows

:

STATEMENT OF W. W. BALDWIN, OF BURLINGTON, IOWA.

My name is William W.. Baldwin; residence, Burlin^on, Iowa;

occupation, attorney at law and vice president of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy EaiLroad Co.
, , n . , i

I am not a banker nor bank director, nor stockholder in any bank,

and never have been. My interest ip this subject is solely as a citizen

in business, who has had some very keen experiences under the exist-

ing inefficient and menacing banking system, as demonstrated when-

ever its efficiency has been put to real tests.

The people of the country have been led to expect, and they do

expect, the present Congress to provide at least the begi;nnings ot a

better financial system.
. j . i

• i.i,-„

There could not be a more opportune time for undertaking tnis

reform. General business is good, and no such threatening condi-

tions confront us as led to the makeshift Vreeland lav?.

Both Houses of Congress and the President are of the same party,

my party—the Congress by good majorities—and the administration

is pledged and the party is pledged, as strong as words can pledge

men, to provide an adequate currency system.

Bk of all, there is a strong healthy sentiment among the people

upon the subject; a process of education has been going on tor tnree
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years and the minds of the best students and the best bankers have

been interested in the question.
_ t ^

This demand for a reform of the currency is not, according to my

view, a banker's demand. The bankers can get along without it.

The widespread losses that were part of the experience of 1907 were

not the losses of bankers so much as the losses of their customers.

The banks are prosperous enough now; they are making money

enough; there are no strong financial reasons for them to demand

this legislation that I can see. What is the fundamental difficulty,

and what are the remedies which the refoi-m should seek to provide?

The fundamental trouble is that while we have a splendid collec-

tion of strong inoney-inaking banks, managed by shrewd and re-

sourceful bankers, their strength, their resources, thei^- reserves, and

their ability to meet conditions of stress arid bad weather are scat-

tered units, and our power to provide currency to the people in an

emergency is pitiably weak.

In 1907 factories and merchants and railroad companies in Iowa

in numberless cases could not get their own money, which they had

deposited in their own banks, with which to meet their own pay rolls.

We understand the general purpbse of this bill, by a safe and sane

process, to be to combine, to unify, to mobilize the credit strength

of all the banks, and to provide machinery through which niay be

issued in any time of stress an adequaie supply of bank-note cur-

riehcy based upon their credit strength as represented in their assets,

and absolutely secured by ample reserves and redeemable in gold.

Nobody wants a loose law ; nobody wants it in the interest of bant-

ers primarily. But the misfortune of no law at all would be less

than a law which the banks can not and wijll not accept. Where
shall we be, in that contingency, with the Vreeland act expiring in

June?
,

What features proposed may tend to prevent the banks from co-

operating to make the system a success?

One is the fear of a political control in the central board.

It seems to me impossible that ypu will enact a law for combining
thus the entire banking resources of the country, under the control of

a central board or governing power, and not give to the banks which
provide the capital some adequate representation of this governing
board. This is necessary for real efficiertcy. You will urgently iieed

the talent and the experience and the self-interest of practical bank-
ers to friake this thing a success, and a frank avowal of this need
would help to incline the banks to cooperate, it seems to my mind,
and would please the business public which does not look with favor

upon either political or bureaucratic control in business affairs.

In the prosperous city where I live the national banks are not the

principal banks, but are the savings banks, which under State law
exercise banking privileges, except the issuing of currency.

Besides, they act as trustees and loan upon rieal estate. Taking the

West throughout, especially outside 6f cities, I have nb doubt that the

banks hot chartered as national banks are the inore important knd
more profitable to their owners.

It is going to be a cbmparativfely easy matter for national bahkfe

to refuse to accept your law and slide over into State banks, and thfeh

what will become of your law?
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Another cause for distrust has been the fear that this bill will do
iiijustice to the banks in the matter of their 2 per cent bonds.
Then there is the requirement that the smaller banks tie up too

large a percentage of their capital and are allowed too small a profit
compared to what they can earn as State banks.
As one wishing to see this law, modified and improved, put into

successful operation before next June, I sincerely hope you can con-
sent to such changes as will make it to the interest not only of the
small national banks but of State banks as well, to enter the system.
What to yield and how to yield on iriiportant measures such as this

are the trials and tests of statesmanship.
Better far make this measure so attractive and workable that all

banks will desire to cooperate than any feature of coercion.
Eeg^rding a proper basis for a paper cuirency to meet the demands

o'f business, I heartily indorse the view that a currency issued by the
banks, with proper safeguards and based upon the assets and re-
sources and credit of the associated banks, can be made equally safe
and be a sounder and better currency than bond-secured issues.

(The witness filed the following paper, which he read before the
Contemporary Club February 29, 1912:)

CufiRENCY Ref6EM.

When Congi-ess, by the act of May 30, 1908, createa the National Monetary
Commission and directed it to " inquirfe into and report at the earliest date
{fraCtlciable what changes are hecfessary or desirable in the monetary system
of the United States or in the laws relating to banking and currency," it gave
recognition to the fact that one of the greatest needs of the times is an intelU-
geht and cotnprehensive reform of the banking and currency laws of the Nation.
My own opinion is that, of greater iinportance to the continued prosperity and
development of the country than either tariff or trust legislation, is the creation
Of a monetary system that will ineasure up to the demands of modern business
find which will automatically adjust itself to the needs of trade and commerce
in its seasons of variation.
There is much that deserves to be said in commendation of the present system

of banking and currency. Thfe banks of the country, both natioiial and State,

are sound, honestly conducted and capably managed, and the alinost universal

iiublic confidence in them is well merited. tV'hat is true of the integrity and
Stability of the banks applies with equal fotce to the currency. Our consid-

"eratidh of the subject, however, does not go to the banks or the currency per se,

but rather to the system.
The national banking system, created in the midst of the Civil tVar, gave

the country a uniform and stable na.tional currency to take the place of non-

dfescnpt and worthless State-bank notes, which had resulted in such heavy losses

and infinite vexation to business. It was a sourcfe of strength to the Union
ih providing a rharket for large quantities of Government bonds, vrhich were
bdiight by the banks to secure their note issues. It has been a permanent
prop to the national credit, enabling the Government in 1900 to float its Obliga-

t'ldhs at a rate at least 1 per cent less than any country in the world. In that

tear the 3 and 4 per cent bonds were funded into bonds bearing only 2 per cent

interest, and thife was possible largely because the national banks were vir-

tually compelled to take the new twos as a basis for circulation.

Biit since that system was established almost 50 years ago there has been such

a irfemendous advance in business that we have outgrown it, and it is inadequate

ih ineet the needs of to-day. It is hairdly to be expected that the vast and conj-

&& biifeiness of the twentieth century can be handled properly with a credit

organization created about the middle of the nineteenth century. The present

system performs its functions well under normal conditions of trade and com-

merfe, but it fails completely when any unusual defjiand is made upon it.

#e dan not be satisfied with a fair-weather System. Would anyone patronize

a traiife-Atlaritic liner that could make the trip only in good weather, but whicn

would be certain to go to the bottom if a storm arose? Is not the Unitea
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States, which boasts of its commercial enterprise and supremacy, entitled to

the same immunity from financial disturbances and panics that is enjoyed by

all the other great commercial nations of the earth?

What is the matter with the present system? It is not in the soundness of

the currency because every dollar of it is as good as gold, and this virtue must

be maintained in any change which is contemplated. No man stops to examine

the paper money he receives to see whether he is getting a gold certificate, a

silver certificate, a greenback, or a national-bank note. He knows that one

is as good as the other, and all of them as good as gold. Neither does the

fault lie in the quantity. We have a circulation in the United States of more

than three and one-half billion dollars—more money than that of England and

Germany combined. It is well for a thorough understanding of this question

to recall that this immense stock of money consists, in round numbers, of

$350 000 000 of greenbacks, $740,000,000 of national-bank notes, $1,800,000,000

of gold in the form of coin and gold certificates, and $740,000,000 of silver, also

in the form of coin and silver certificates. Let us keep in mind also that na-

tional-bank notes comprise less than one-fifth of the circulating medium, and

that they are the only part of our currency that can be expanded or contracted

to meet the varying needs of business at different seasons of the year. We
should remember also that the business of this great Nation, which amounts

annualy to the staggering total of $450,000,000,000, is largely transacted with

credit instead of money. Only about 5 per cent of It is done with money; the

other 95 per cent with credits in one form or another.

The trouble with the system is in its organization. Nowhere in it is there

any reserve power with which to meet an emergency, and as a result it fails

completely when any unusual demand is made upon it. No less than four

times during the past three decades has the system failed under severe financial

strain. The panic of May, 1884, though of brief duration, was attended by a

suspension of cash payments and the issue of clearing-house loan certificates,

as was also the case in 1890. The panic of 1893 was still more severe, not

only resulting in suspension of cash payments, but currency actually went to a

premium. But in each of these instances the situation was complicated by

abnormal commercial and political conditions which obscured in large measure

the elements of weakness in our credit organization. But the crisis of 1907,

which was wholly financial, rather than industrial or commercial, has enabled

us to measure the shortcomings of the present system, and has directed pub-

lic attention to the pressing need for a remedy that will protect the country

from these recurring disturbances, with their enormous losses to every line of

industry.
The country has suffered incalculable losses from these failures of our bank-

ing and currency system to perform its natural functions, and these losses fall

with the greatest severity upon the wage earner and the producer. It is axi-

omatic that people of limited means suffer more In hard times than those of

large resources. In every one of these instances where there has been a

paralysis of credit operations, with the resulting lack of confidence, business is

halted, commerce retarded, and production curtailed, with the consequent re-

jluction in employment and wages, and a tremendous shrinkage in values.

The panic of 1907 came upon the country almost without warning. The
underlying conditions of trade and industry were never more sound, and the

country was enjoying a high degree of prosperity. We had harvested an
enormous agricultural crop, factories were busy, labor fully employed at good
wages, and business generally was at high tide. It seems almost incredible

that with such conditions prevailing throughout the Nation one or two Inci-

dents in a single city could precipitate such widespread disaster and losses.

And yet a gamble in copper stocks and the exposure of the crookedness of one
New York banker created such alarm in that city as to precipitate a run on

the banks which could not be stopped until the banks of the metropolis were
forced to suspend cash payments and resort to the use of clearing-house cer-

tificates. It does not speak well for our present system when nation-wide
prosperity can be halted by unrest or alarm In a single locality, and yet It is

wholly within the truth to say that the panic of 1907 would not have occurred
at all if our monetary system had been what it should be.
A careful study of that disastrous experience has resulted in a general agree-

ment as to the defects of the present system, which may be summarized thus

:

(1) Lark of elasticity in the currency supply.—It is well understood that at

certain seasons of the year, particularly at crop-moving time, a considerable in-

crease In the volume of currency and credit is required. The annual productioi
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on the farms exceeds $9,000,000,000, and a large percentage of this is marketedwithm a few months. It has been found by experience that an expansion of the
currency approximating $200,000,000 is necessary to meet this annual need under
normal production. A satisfactory system would provide for such expansion
when needed and a reduction when the necessity had passed. What is the pres-
ent machinery for meeting this requirement?
With a fixed supply of gold, silver, and greenbacks, the only part of our cur-

rency that can be expanded or contracted is the Issue of national-bank notes
These notes bemg based on United States bonds, it is impossible to Increase their
issue by $200,000,000, because the total amount of such bonds with the circula-
tion privilege not now owned and used by the banks does not exceed that sum.
Then, again, any increase In the volume of these notes must result from the
individual action of 7,000 national banks, scattered from one end of the country
to the other, with no machinery for concerted action to meet more than a local
situation. Besides, the market price of these bonds is an Important factor In
determining the action of banks in Increasing or reducing circulation. It ig too
much to expect that a bank will purchase bonds to secure circulation If the price
of bonds is such that their money could be more profitably employed in other
channels. Experience has proved that under this plan the measure of the public
need is not always met by the personal profit to each bank in this regard.

It ought to be stated, in passing, that the so-called emergency currency act of
1908 made temporary provision for elasticity of the currency. It permits the
formation of national currency associations which may deposit in the Treasury
securities other than Government bonds and receive currency up to 75 per cent
of their cash value under certain restrictions and conditions. Several such asso-
ciations are now in existence, and one of the large vaults in the Treasury Is

filled with currency printed under the terms of this act, which can be supplied
on short notice to such associations should an emergency arise. But this is only
a temporary measure, which expires by limitation June 30, 1914.

(2) Lack of effective cooperation among the ianks.—^We have already seen

how the absence of coordination among the national banks makes it difficult to

secure that unity so necessary to expand or contract the volume of bank notes

so as to maintain efficient credit conditions nationally. And of course the banks
under State laws, which equal the national banks in total capital and greatly

exceed them In number, are practically helpless to render effective aid in this

direction. The banking power of the United States is estimated at over

$21,000,000,000; it is equal to the combined banking power of Great Britain,

France, and Germany. What a powerful factor It would be in any situation

which might arise If all the banks of the United States, both National and" State,

were organized In an association which would secure unity and cooperation,

especially in times of stress. United they would be able to cope wtih any emer-

gency; divided into scattered units, as they now are, they are helpless and in-

effective. There is a total lack of cooperation among banks outside the clearing-

house cities, and even these clearing-house associations have never been able to

prevent the suspension of cash payments in times of panic.

As it Is now, in time of stress the law of self-preservation puts each mdi-

vidual bank into a scramble with every other bank in the matter of reserves.

Under the present rigid laws, as soon as alarm is felt each bank immediately

begins to strengthen its reserves. Cash is drawn from every available source

and locked up In the vaults, many times In excess of their needs or require-

ments, in order that each may prepare itself to weather the storm. So we

will find that the defects of inelasticity and lack of unity are insignificant in

comparison with the fundamental defect of the present laws relating to bank

reserves. With the business of the country resting so largely on credit trans-

actions and bank loans, with bank loans dependent on reserve requirement^

the present laws relating to bank reserves operate to
"^^f?:„^,t«.„^°'^,J33

conditions in times of financial stress. The most vital defect in our present

^Tr^e rigid and obsolete laws regarding bank reserves -mn^s are r^

qured to hold a cash reserve in proportion to tbeir deposit liabilities^ There

is no difference of opinion as to the wisdom of a bank l^^ePing a portion of its

assets in liquid form so that its demand obligations
5^^^ ^^.^^^^PJe^Tlaw

Every competent banker will do this, law or no law. U^^^,^r the present law

national banks in reserve and central reserve cities
f'^

required to hold a re^

serve equal to 25 per cent of their deposits. National banks m all
f
^^r P'^J-e*

must carry a reserVe of 15 per cent, two-thirds of which may be kept on deposit

S. Doe. 232, 63-1—vol 3- 14
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In banks of reserve cities. State and savings banks In our State must keep 8

to 20 per cent of reserve.
Tbe reserve must be held in " lawful money," wbich consists of all forms of

legal-tender money. It is important to keep In mind that the law makes each

individual bank responsible for obtaining and holding fast to Its proportion of

lawful money.
The present reserve requirements are defective In at least five important

particulars.
(a) The cash reserves are scattered among 25,000 widely separated banks,

with no provision whereby they can be mobilized to allay or cope with danger.

When signs of trouble appear each bank strives to amass the cash reserve

necessary for its individual protection. To do this it draws funds standing to

its credit In other banks, thus weakening the reserves of those banks. If con-

fidence is being shaken, every banker has visions of a run on his Institution by
alarmed depositors, and he becomes a competitor of every other bank In an
eager struggle to secure cash enough to withstand it. A more effective panic

breeder than this could hardly be devised, when If these reserves were properly

controlled and mobilized, as they are in other countries, they could be made
effective to prevent trouble. Concentrated, they would afford protection to all;

scattered as they are, they prove useless.

(6) It is impossible to determine by law how large a reserve any bank should
carry. This can only be determined by experience. It varies in different banks
and depends largely upon the character of Its deposits. A reserve that might
be ample for a bank at Walcott might be altogether too small for a bank in

Davenport, while a proper reserve for a Davenport bank would be wholly In-

adequate for a bank in New York which Is subject to heavy withdrawals from
correspondent banks. In other countries the reserve requirements are not
arbitrarily fixed by law, but are determined by the judgment of managers of

banks.
(c) The present law prohibits a bank from using Its reserve In time of stress.

The very purpose of a reserve is to provide a resource in times of stringency
and yet the national-bank law—and most of the State laws are patterned after
it—prevents their use for the purposes for which they were created. The In-

exorable legal reserve must be maintained, and when the ratio of reserves to
deposits is reached, no more loans can be made. Our reserve law has taught
the public to believe that a bank Is in peril If its cash reserve falls below the
legal limit; hence it dare not Intrench upon its reserve at any time. In times
of panjc inestimable losses would be prevented If the banks had power to make
loans and grant extensions of credit. Under the operation of present reserve
requirements the lending power of the bank is paralyzed, and instead the bank
must curtail credits and compel payment of loans falling due. In the great
commercial countries of Europe when an emergency arises the banks Increase
their loans and at the same time pay out their reserves, thus avoiding panics.
Here, as some one has said, " We slam the door in the face of the borrower just
when he is in the greatest need."

(d) There is no provision in the law for replenishing the reserves. When
reserves become depleted In the United States, our banks have been able to
find relief only through the slow, clumsy, and expensive practice of drawing
gold from Europe. This is accomplished by throwing securities Into the Euro-
pean bourses and selling them for the Ijest cash prices obtainable. In 1907 we
drew $100,000,000 In gold from Europe In this way, most of which came from
England. It is a sad commentary on our system that England could relieve us
from her limited gold reserve, when there was locked up in the Treasury at
Washington seven times as much gold as she possessed.

(e) They have caused a dangerous concentration of risks In the central reserve
cities, particularly in New York. The operation of the law has resulted in
making New York City banks the depositories of a large part of the reserves
of banks throughout the country. These banks pay 2 per cent Interest on such
deposits, and in the spring and summer large sums of Idle money from the
interior piles up in New York. In order to pay this Interest the New York
banks must loan this money, and this is done largely to stock speculators.
There is nothing else they can do with it. As a result speculation is stimu-
lated and prices Inflated. When the time comes that the country banks need
their funds to move the crops, the New York banks have difficulty In calling
their loans without bringing on a stock-market panic. We have already seen
that the stability of the whole country is so dependent upon the stability of
New York banks that a flurry there precipitated the panic of 1907.
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To summarize
:
What the country stands in need of is a banking and cur-

rency system embracing these salient features:
That will give that element of elasticity to the currency which will resnond

to the varying needs of business at different seasons of the year, and as care-
fuUy safeguarded against inflation as against stringency.
The association of all banks Into a national system, rather than one of scat-

tered units, to obtain unity and cooperation in sustaining the commercial and
public credit, but which should be absolutely secure against political domina-
tion or the control of concentrated wealth, and which must preserve the indi-
vidual independence of each bank.
The unification and mobilization of bank reserves, so that they can be con-

centrated and made available wherever most needed in times of trouble and
the machinery to strengthen bank reserves or increase their loaning power when
necessary to avert danger.
To these three principal features there should be other additions to provide

an acceptable standard for commercial paper and a well-organized market for
the same, to secure more uniformity in discount rates in all parts of the country,
permission to American banks to do business in foreign cotmtries, and an agency
which can deal effectively with the course of foreign exchange and the inter-
national movements of gold.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Chairman, I have here a letter from the
First National Bank of Gardner, Mass., which I would like to have
inserted in the record.

The Chairman. Without objection, that will be done.
(The letter referred to is as follows :)

[Amaaa B. Bryant, president ; C. Leslie Bent, vice president ; Frederic S. Pope, cashier

;

Marcus N. Wright, assistant cashier.]

First National Bank,
Gardner, Mass., Septernber 30, 191S.

Hon. John W. Weeks,
Washington, D. C.

Deae Sib: In common, I imagine, with most of the bankers in the country,
I am watching with great concern the progress of the currency bill now before
the Senate.

I notice that great stress is being placed upon the opinions of country bankers
and it is being urged that this measure will surely redound to their advantage.

I can not expect to add anything to what has already been said regarding
the theoretical possibilities of the bill. I would like merely to set forth Just
about how it will affect us in this institution. Assuming that the measure
goes through in practically its present form there would be required of us
in the form of subscription to the stock of the new bank and for credit balance
therein approximately $70,000. I can not see why we would not be obliged

to maintain our present reserve accounts with approximately the same balances
as now. The only manner in which this sum—considerable for us—could be
raised would be by a contraction of our loans. For several years we have
found it difficult to supply our local demand and if we are forced to consider

un addition of $70,000 I see but one thing to do, namely, to withdraw from
the national banking system even though such action entails a serious loss on
our Government bonds.
The rediscount feature of the new bill would hardly work in our case because

it is too cumbersome and because the vast majority of our paper is not bills

receivable, but loans made for the accommodation of our customers. If we are

to retain our business we must keep all such paper in our own hands until

maturity and not sell it to other institutions to provide for our temporary needs.

This view of the currency bill can not be considered a partisan one inasmuch
as three of the four ofiicers of this bank voted for Mr. Wilson at the fall election

and the one who did not is not now In the service of the institution.

I believe that it should be the duty of all banks to enter Into any feasible

scheme looking toward the improvement in our currency and banking system

and I trust that the efforts of yourself and others similarly minded will avail

to secure such amendments to the pending measure as will make it advanta-

geous to all the national banks of the country.

Tours, very truly, A. B. Bbtant, President.
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AFTER RECESS.

The Chairman. Mr. Cannon, we will be glad to hear you now,

and I will be glad to have you state your banking connections so

that our reporter will have them.

STATEMENT OF JAMES G. CANNON, PRESIDENT OF THE FIFTH
NATIONAL BANK, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

Mr. Cannon. I am president of the Fifth National Bank, of New
York.
The Chairman. What is its capital?

Mr. Cannon. Its capital is $5,000,000; surplus, $5,000,000, and un-

divided profits about $1,000,000.

The Chairman. And its deposits?

Mr. Cannon. Its deposits are about $30,000,000. It is not one

of the largest institutions in New York, but it is a fairly good-

sized one.

The Chairman. How many years have you been in the banking

business ?

Mr. Cannon. Since I was 17 years old.

The Chairman. You were Comptroller of the Currency at one

time?
Mr. Cannon. No ; that was my brother.

The Chairman. That was your brother ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes ; I have always been in the banking business in

New York.
The Chairman. You have made a special study of this question

of banking reform, have you not?
Mr. Cannon. I have tried to for many years, and also tried to

make a study of this bill during the past summer.
The Chairman. You have been a lecturer on this subject?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, yes ; I have been at it a good many years.

The Chairman. We will be glad to have you proceed in your own
way to comment on the bill, and the committee will not interrupt

you until you have concluded.

Mr. Cannon. I have only made a few notes. They are not very

numerous, and as I go along I shall be glad to endeavor to answer
any questions the committee may desire to ask.

The Chairman. The committee has thought it better to wait until

the witness concludes before interrupting with questions, because

otherwise you will not conclude.

Mr. Cannon. I see. That is right. I want to say this, Mr. Chair-
man and gentlemen : I believe we are nearer solving the big question

of currency reform than we have been for 20 years. I realize how
easy it is to criticize and tear down, and how difficult it is to create,

and I feel that those who have brought this bill forward to its pres-

ent state are entitled to be warmly congratulated on what they have
accomplished to date. I do not regard this as a political measure
myself, but as a question entirely above politics, affecting, as it does,

the welfare of the people of the entire country. If it were a political

question, I might not be able to say anything in favor of the bill, as

I am one of those that are not fortunate enough to be numbered
among the majority party, having been for life a consistent old-line

Eepublican. And I recognize another thing, too, in connection with
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this bill. I recognize that legislation is more or less a matter of com-
promise, and I hope that this bill, which has received such a fine

start, can be adjusted so that it will become a law.
I have gone over the bill carefully, and I want to make a few sug-

Sestions. I do not know whether they will be worth anything to you,
ut, such as they are, I will be glad to give them.
The Chairman. The committee will be very glad to hear your

suggestions and your reasons for them.
Mr. Cannon. The storm center of the bill has been the opposition

to the Federal reserve board. Now, I am not one of those who oppose
giving authority in banking matters to officials named by the Presi-

dent and confirmed by the Senate. I believe the President of the
United States and the Senate can be trusted to exercise this power
for the country's welfare and the country's good, and this is the sys-

tem applied to the choice of all Federal officers all over the country.

But I do feel that the men who are to manage the financial affairs

should be selected with a special view to their qualifications, and I

believe it is most desirable, in making a choice, that there should be
no opportunity for objection and suspicion that it is governed by any
political equation. I have been some in politics myself, and hap-
pened to be treasurer of the Eepublican national committee during
the first McKinley administration, and I speak in this way for that

reason. Accordingly, I feel that the provision in this bill making
certain Cabinet officers and the Comptroller of the Currency mem-
bers of this reserve board should be omitted, and that the entire

board should be nominated by the President—seven members—and
the nominations to be submitted to the confirmation of the Senate.

I have no disrespect for Cabinet officers, nor does it detract from

their position to say in their position political considerations enter

always. Moreover, I believe they should not be members of this

board, for the reason that the performance of their duties as Cabinet

officers will not permit them to give to the duties of the reserve board

the necessary time and attention for their proper performance.

Gentlemen, it is not going to be any small job for any body of

men, no matter who they are, to change our entire banking system

in this country and organize these regional-reserve banks as you

have laid them out. It is going to take the very best energy and the

very best brains in at least seven men, working night and day, to

put such a system as you have outlined here into the hands of the

people, without any jar, without any friction, or without anythmg

The bill calls for three members, two members of the Cabinet and

the Comptroller of the Currency, as ex officio members. I havebeen

an ex officio member of a great many committees and gave mighty

little time to those committees myself, and I believe the Secretary

of the Treasury, the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Secretary

of Agriculture—we may not always have as good a becretary ot

Agriculture as we have now in years to come—can secure all the

information they want with reference to anything that is to be

done in this reserve association without being members ex officio.

And I think the provision with respect to the composition ot the

reserve board is defective in another particular. I would like to

see, where now only one of the members is to be experienced m
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banking, there should be provided that three of the members shall

be so experienced, but all to be appointed by the President by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate and subject to your

confirmation.

I merely offer this suggestion, perhaps, to meet some of the criti-

cisms directed at this section of the bill. It seems to_ me that that

might help and do away, perhaps, with some of the objections which

have been made. I may be mistaken, and I may be taking a some-

what radical ground myself when I state I am not at all alarmed at

the method to be employed in selecting these seven men, so far as I

am concerned—^my own personal view.

Now, for a moment, in regard to the bank-note issues. My posi-

tion in the matter of the issue of notes of this character I do not

think can be better stated than in the language I used in an address

on this very subject immediately after the panic of 1907 at Columbia
University. I then made this statement:

I venture the prediction that the people of this country will never permit its

circulating medium to be monopolized by one Institution, no matter how good it

may be, but they will always demand a circulating medium issued by the

Government or under careful Government supervision and control.

The proposed Federal notes would appear to have most of the

qualities of our present national bank notes. As I understand it, no
notes could be issued except under regulations of the Federal reserve

bank, the ultimate security back of the notes being a 33^ per cent

reserve in gold and lawful money and short-time commercial paper
selected by the bank and approved by a Government agent, and
further that it is a first lien on all the assets of the issuing bank.
There appears to be a great controversy raging aroimd this section

of the law. In my opinion, it can be met by making these notes

redeemable in gold and guaranteed by the United States Government
in such a manner that the Government could never be embarrassed
when called upon to redeem them. As I said to some of you gentle-

men to-day at noon, everybody has a different opinion, and all of

the bankers have a different idea of currency reform. These notes

that come into the hands of the people, whenever you pay them at

the national bank to-day, have the United States of America upon
them. The silver certificate has it. They all have United States of

America on them. I think it will be with very great difficulty, to my
mind, in putting out a lot of these reserve bank notes and having
them acceptable to the people. You pay them out to the darkies in

South Carolina in the cotton fields, or you pay them out in Maine
to the potato diggers up there, and they will look at them for

United States of America, and they will feel the United States of

America is responsible—that is, the Government is responsible for

every dollar of money which they have in their hands which they
receive for their pay.
And I feel this, possibly, might meet the exigency here, because

I believe that they should be guaranteed by the United States Gov-
ernment, but in such a manner that the Government would not be
embarrassed and called upon to redeem them.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean they should be notes of the reserve
banks?
Mr. Cannon. Guaranteed by the Government. My bank is across

the street from the subtreasury in New York, and I saw the trouble
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in Cleveland's administration, when they presented legal tender for
gold across the street at one window and paid it oat at another, and
that endless chain of getting gold at the Treasury, and the troubles
we had there.

But it seems to me all the objections could be met here on both
sides if you make them notes of the bank guaranteed by the Govern-
ment and fix it in such a way that when the Government is called
upon to redeem them there can be no question of embarrassment to
the United States Government. That would be my idea in regard
to that.

Another thing, a possible thing to do—^I do not know whether it

could be—that is, the rate which is to be charged to the Federal
reserve banks applying for these notes should be distinctly named in

the act, the charge being graded according to the length of time the
notes are kept outstanding. Now, I say that for this reason: This
would enable the bank, if it applied to the Federal reserve bank,
and enable the mercantile community, whose notes these notes dis-

count, which they put up as an obligation for these, to gauge some-
what what it is going to cost them for the circulation they have taken
out. Under the present act it can not be less than one-half of 1 per
cent, but they never would know exactly where they stood as to the

cost of this bank-note issue. I think you would be performing a
service, therefore, to the mercantile community and the customers

of the Ijanks, as well as the banks themselves, if, in some way—^I do
not know whether it can be done or not—^you could arrange so that

it can know the cost to them if they keep it out for 30 days, 60 days,

90 days, 4 months, or whatever time it was, so that they could gauge
their arrangements to the cost of their money which they are going

to put in goods, merchandise and things of that kind, which those

notes are put up for, or to meet their pay rolls—whatever use it is.

I think it would be a help to the bank and the mercantile community,

who are the borrowers, to gauge the cost to them of these reserve

notes.

This whole section—I have made a considerable study of it—seems

somewhat ambiguous, and I believe it can be rewritten with some

advantage to the act, as I read it, and I have read it very carefully

a great many times. I may be wrong about it, but these are two or

three suggestions I have to make in that connection.

As to the number of regional reserve banks, the act provides for 12.

Some people, I understand, have advocated many more and others

have advocated less. In my opinion it would be very much easier

to adjust the relations between these reserve banks if you start them

with six or seven and increase the number from time to time as seems

desirable, just as you have provided for in the act. You are organiz-

ing here an enormous business enterprise, which will require extreme

care in its handling at the outset, so as not to disturb seriously the

business interests of this country. You have got to go forward with

the utmost care—the utmost thought and extreme care. An expe-

rienced business man who starts out on a great enterprise would not

go too rapidly, but would create new branches of his business as

necessity for them deve,loped. And I believe this act would be more

sure of meeting success, from a business standpoint, if you start out

with a less number of reserve banlcs and add to them as necessity

arises allowing them to be increased as occasion may ]usti±y. My
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reason for having a smaller number is that it is desirable for confi-

dence and getting together an adjustment between the managers of

these banks, so that they can be operated along similar lines in all

parts of the country. I have had an analysis made here—^I have been

at work on it all summer with a very careful auditor—which you
gentlemen have probably seen and read, showing the capital these

banks of deposit are likely to have and the transfers that are likely

to be made to them, and it is going to be a very serious piece of

business.

Senator Nelson. Have you that statement here?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.

Senator Nelson. I wish you would have it incorporated in the

record, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. That may be incorporated in the record as an

exhibit.

Mr. Cannon. I will be very glad to do so. It is going to be a

serious business to change the entire banking system of the country

and the entire methods of doing the banking business, and if we
spread out too far, all over the country, the managers of the different

banks can not get together and consult. They are all in the same
business and ought to consult together as to the methods to be pur-

sued in handling commercial paper. In fact, this would give an
opportunity for doing a splendid piece of work along banking lines,

and of course there are a great many reasons which I will advance
in connection with it, but I feel, as a business reason, looking at it

from a business standpoint, if you can start out with five or six you
will be apt to be more successful in handling the proposition than if

you get it away out of reach, where it is difficult to get men who are

thoroughly familiar with a great project of this kind to handle it in

accord. Of course, as I say, other people have given other reasons.

That would be one of my reasons for thinking you might be able to

reduce the number, the same as any prudent business man, as I said

a moment ago, starting out a great business all over the country,
would start it gradually and then expand as his business expanded.
Then, as time went on, you would be able to increase the number.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any special reason in mind for sug-
gesting five or six rather than three or four?
Mr. Cannon. No. Just about half of the number. Three or four

or five or six. My only object is that in starting this thing you want
to make it a success, and you want to do everything in your power to

make it a success. Three or four would answer just as well; but
whatever you do, do it so it will not disturb the business interests of
the, country.
In the transfer of the very large amount of funds, which is bound

to be transferred from the reserve cities into these new regional
banks, it should be done with as little friction as possible all the way
through. In New York City (I happen to have my table here, which
I was looking over)

Senator Nelson (interposing). Let that go into the record, too.

_

Mr. Cannon. Yes ; I will let that table go in. I was just going to
give the figures. My figures show that the central reserve banks,
when this transfer is made from the money which the banks have
with them to the Federal reserve banks, they will be required pretty
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nearly to borrow $225,000,000 from the Federal reserve banks in
making this transfer.

Senator Hitchcock. That is, banks in central reserve cities?
Mr. Cannon. Banks in central reserve cities; yes.
Senator HrrcHcocK. How about banks in reserve cities?
Mr. Cannon. Keserve cities ? Let me see.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean they will have to do that in order
to avoid contracting loans ?

Mr. Cannon. In order to avoid contracting loans; yes. I think
the reserve cities will not be as much. I think the bulk of it will fall
on New York. I have figured out here—my impression is—that New
York alone in making this transfer, at the end of three years (I have
a table here, but I will not bother you to read it, because it is full of
figures), we have now in New York, due to national banks, net, on
June 4, $390,000,000.

'

Senator Nelson. Of bank deposits ?

Mr. Cannon. Of bank deposits
;
yes. Now, of course, if you trans-

fer that to your Federal reserve association, you are obliged to keep
this reserve yourself, and your reserve falls in a certain proportion,
and therefore you will not have to borrow all of it—I begyour pardon,
I was looking at the wrong table. In New York City we had
$262,000,000 on June 4, net deposits. I figure that New "STork City
would be obliged to borrow from the Federal reserve association at
the end of the three years, if they took down their deposits and trans-
ferred them, about $137,000,000. That is, we will be required to
borrow that to take care of the existing deposits to be transferred
over to the Federal reserve association.

Senator Hitchcock. Could not you provide to get money by call-

ing loans?
Mr. Cannon. It could be done in various ways, but my own

thought is a large amount of it would be reborrowed from the Fed-
eral reserve association. Of course, gentlemen, the whole thing is

predicated on something new in American banking. That is, the
hanks are allowed to borrow. Heretofore, the banks throughout the
country felt a little adverse to borrowing. They felt it was a kind
of a sin to borrow. The time has come, however, when we are going
to change over. It would depend largely on the bank's situation,

whether it would call in loans or would borrow; but I assumed it

would not call in anything and had the figures drawn up that way.
I assumed it would borrow direct from the Federal reserve asso-

ciation, and I figured that New York would have to borrow $137,-

000,000.

Senator O'Goeman. I think, Mr. Cannon, that this new departure,

having these regional banks as banks of rediscount, has been likened

to a pawnshop, where a bank can go with its paper and get accom-

modation.
Mr. Cannon. "Well, of course, that is just a rough way of putting

it, but we might say that. That is a joke more than anything else.

Senator O'Goeman. You do not mean the question was a joke?

Mr. Cannon. No. What we needed for a long time in our bank-

ing business in the whole country is some place where we can run,

when our deposits begin to recede, and there comes along a time

for active use for money. And then, on the other hand,, when the
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deposits recede, with no place to take paper and rediscount it, we

have got immediately to call in the loans of the borrower.

Senator Hitchcock. What would they pay for rediscount?

Mr. Cannon. I take it for granted tlie rediscount-of course,

you could not state what the rate would be, but I take it the rate for

rediscount for paper bearing the indorsement of a New York bank,

rediscounted at the Federal reserve association, would be very much

less in New York than we are charging our customers.

Senator Hitchcock. Less than the call-loan rate i

Mr Cannon. No; it would not be less than the call-loan rate. As

far as the call-loan rate, I venture to state the call-loan market

would disappear; we would not be obliged to keep out so much as we

do now on the call-loan rate. ,, . , j-j ^

Senator Nelson. And would not that be a blessing, if you did not

have to loan so much on stock collaterals?

Mr. Cannon. I would like to see the money I have on call loans

on time just now, as far as that is concerned.
, . , , ,.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Cannon, you say you think the rediscount

rate would be very much less than their paper bears?

Mr. Cannon. I think it would, because the risk of the Federal

reserve bank, with the indorsement of a strong national bank, would

be Al. It would not only have the obligation of the borrower, but

the indorsement of the bank.

Senator Bkistow. To illustrate, say the paper bore a rate of 5

per cent and you discount it for 3.

Mr. Cannon. I do not know what the rate would be.

Senator Beistow. To illustrate, say the rate was 3.

Mr. Cannon. It would be entirely according to the money market.

I would not gauge the rate except according to the money market,

myself. That rate, for prime commercial paper, varies in the market.

That is to say, you will always have certain communities that will get

a lower rate than other communities. You would consider the banks,

in discounting notes. A bank in New York, with a strong capital

and surplus behind it—paper with its indorsement—would be con-

sidered prime commercial paper. Of course, the rate of interest

would be fixed by the board of governors.

Senator Beistow. If you could borrow money from the Govern-

ment at, say, 3 per cent, and loan it at 5, you would want to do all

the business you could, at that rate, would you not ?

Mr. Cannon. You would want to do all you prudently could.

Senator Beistow. That would be the only limitation ?

Mr. Cannon. You see, you do not get any security. The mercan-

tile business of the country is done on single-name paper; it is not

done upon security. The merchant who buys goods does not give

an indorsed note, as he used to in the old-fashioned days. It is done
on a single-name basis. He buys goods, and, on the 10th of October,

for instance, which is the settlement day for the dry-goods people,

he comes to us and says, "I would like to borrow $200,000 or

$300,000." He has nothing to give except his own plain note, with-

out a dollar of collateral behind it. We have to take the risk. We
take the risk of loaning this merchant $200,000 or $300,000 on his

own promise to pay. It is his own note, payable to our order, with
nothing behind it.
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Senator Hitchcock. Can j^ou do that now, in national banks ?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, yes; it is done very largely. The whole busi-

ness of the country is done on single-name commercial paper.

Of course in the States—I am not speaking outside of the national

bank—it may be different. The large mercantile interests insist

upon borrowing on single-name commercial paper, and we are

obliged to assume that risk. The small bank does not have the same
risk. We have it, and we are obliged to assume that risk. We have
got to look to the merchant's responsibility, business capacity, and the

nature of his business ; and we take, in the banking business, a very
large risk in handling single-name commercial paper.

Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Cannon, do you not think if the

banks of the country can loan money at 5 or 6 per cent, and then dis-

count it at a much less rate at the Government bank, and get cur-

rency, the tendency will be to hunt for all of the loans you can get,

on which you think you will not lose?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, no ; the prudent banker would not go to that ex-

tent at all. I do not think so, sir. No ; there is prudence in banking
the same as there is in any other line of business. He could not

afford to do that, because the ultimate result would be the Govern-
ment bank would fall back upon your bank, and you would lose in

case that paper was not good.
Senator Bristow. As I say, it must be well secured by the responsi-

bility of the borrower.
Mr. Cannon. I know; but I do not think you would find them

around hunting up all sorts of paper.

Senator Shafroth. Do you think it is contemplated by this act

that notes of merchants shall be taken as rediscount paper ?

Mr. Cannon. I think so.

Senator Shafroth. Commercial paper, as we have had it explained

to us, is a matter in course of expanding.
Mr. Cannon. That is what a merchant does with his money to-day.

Senator Shafroth. Yes ; but generally in the form of drafts.

Mr. Cannon. No ; not at all. Never in the form of drafts at alL

All the business of the country is done on single-name paper.

Senator Shafroth. The business of the country is done on single-

name paper?
Mr. Cannon. On single-name paper, and the 10th of October is

the great pay day for the dry-goods people of the country.

Senator Shafroth. It means the transaction in process of execu-

tion, and that is the way it has been explained to us here—if I seU

to you 1,000 bushels of wheat and I draw a draft on you, you accept

it and tell me to take it to your bank and it will cash it; that is the

paper which is in the course of the transaction in business. Now
how do you make the note that you get from the merchant as a trans-

action in business ?
i « t i,

Mr. Cannon. Absolutely. He comes in to us and says, I have

got to pay various jobbing people around New York. Your bill

expressly provides for it. He comes in to me and says, I have got

to pay the jobbers I bought my goods from on the 10th of October

$500,000, and those goods are on my shelves now. That is business;

he has got the goodi. He says, " I have got to borrow $500,000, and

I want to borrow $250,000 from you, and I am going over to the
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Bank of Commerce and borrow $250,000. That money is to be used
in payment of goods on the 10th of October, and I have received

the merchandise."
Senator Shafeoth. How is that bank going to determine who

the transaction is with ? The man is going to have a promissory note.

Mr. Cannon. He is going to have a promissory note.

Senator Shafeoth. How would you distinguish that transaction

from the transaction of a man who goes on the exchange and buys
stock?
Mr. Cannon. Because we do not loan to that class of men on

single-name paper.
Senator Shafeoth. Then the reserve bank will simply have to

take your representation?
Mr. Cannon. The national banks who are members of the reserve

association—the officers of that association, who are conversant with
the business of the neighborhood where that reserve association is

located, will know and can easily find out. It is a matter of com-
mon knowledge in the banking business that it can easily be ascer-

tained whether paper they rediscount is all right, and if they find

they have paper of that kind, they can turn it back at any time if it

was not properly received.

Senator Beistow. I do not think I would criticize that necessarily,

because I think an enlargement is better than a curtailment. In fact,

in the whole country if the banks relied on drafts drawn there would
not be enough drawn to transact the business of the country.
Mr. Cannon. The business of the country is not done that way.

That is the old-fashioned way, where the merchant came down to

New York and went to the dry-goods district, or to the hardware
district, or somewhere else and bought a bill of goods for $10,000
and turned around and gave his note, and then the dry-goods man
indorsed the note and put it in his bank. That is not the method now.
All good men have credit, and use their credit, and they will borrow
from the banks and pay their bills until they make their collections.

Senator Shafeoth. You think the paper he gives will come within
the definition of this bill ?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, I do. I feel that is where the helpfulness in this
bill is going to come in, it seems to me, in handling that matter.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you believe that the reserve bank in New
York should be permitted to charge a lower rate on discounts to the
New York banks than other reserve banks charge to their member
banks ?

Mr. Cannon. As I was saying at the outset, I think that is a matter
that is to be adjusted. I do not believe you can establish the rate in
any law you work out. I am not speaking especially of New York,
Chicago, St. Louis, or anj'where else, but the flow of money will al-

ways affect the Federal reserve banks, and the rate for discounts will
be according to the amount of money which they have on hand. Or,
if money is very tight and they desire to have the loans paid off, they
will put up the rate of discount.

Senator Hitchcock. You emphasize the New York banks. Do you
mean by reason of their great resources they should have a lower rate
of discount?
Mr. Cannon. No ; I am only speaking in a general way.
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Senator Hitchcock. You would not have any discrimination be-
tween them?
Mr. Cannon. None whatever between them or the Chicago banks

and any other banks. The ebb and flow of money in and out of the
reserve banks would justify the change of rate. You may have to
raise your rate to bring the money in or lower it in order to put the
money out. You want to use it

;
you do not want to keep it in. I

suppose that is one of the reasons why in this bill you have provided
that one Federal reserve bank can discount for another, to keep the
equilibrium between the two.

The Chairman. You think that necessary ?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, I think so ; in fact, I do not see how you can run
it without that, because one would grab all there was in sight and
there would be a scramble
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Will you describe the process

by which one reserve bank would be able to gather funds to that

extent ?

Mr. Cannon. It could simply raise the rate to such an extent that

the banks would not borrow anything from them. The money would
return right in.

Senator Hitchcock. It would simply accumulate

Mr. Cannon (interposing). Accumulate their resources.

Senator Hitchcock. And reduce their profits?

Mr. Cannon. Reduce their profits and reduce the amount of bills

discounted on hand.
Senator Hitchcock. What would they have to gain by that?

Mr. Cannon. I do not know that they would have anything to

gain by that, but they would simply feel they were not restrained by

anybody else.

At the time of the panic in 1907 a gentleman came in to see me. He
said, " Now, if you will only lend me $10,000 I will have all my
deposits in the bank in cash." [Laughter.] He went away very

much discouraged because I would not give him the $10,000 in cash

and enable him to go back up into the country and arrange to have

all his deposits in cash.

Senator Hitchcock. In this case, however, the reserve bank has the

reserves of its member banks impounded. It can not withdraw them,

so there is no danger of any run so far as they are concerned. And I

can not see any motive on the part of a reserve bank, with that se-

curity on the one side and ability to secure currency on the other, to

accumulate reserves in any manner.

Mr. Cannon. It would only be in the question ot management, l

am looking at the question of human nature.
.

Senator Hitchcock. As it is now, the bank m the reserve city is

forced to scramble for money, because they may be withdrawn in

whole or in part, and it has no resources -

Mr. Cannon (interposing). Outside of this.
-ui ^

Senator Hitchcock. And if those are renewed, what possible mo-

tive would a reserve bank have to pile up a surplus ?

Mr. Cannon. I should think only the object of scrambling tor

everything, as has been done in the past. That is why I.say you want

a balance of power to stop that practice that would arise in various

sections of the country.
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Senator Bristow. Mr. Cannon, following up Senator Hitchcock's

suggestion, the country banks that have their reserves deposited in

this Federal reserve bank can not withdraw them. They can be taken

out of your bank now and put some place else, but this regional bank

faces an entirely different proposition. They can not take them out;

thev can not be withdrawn.
Mr. Cannon. Well, they keep very much less, do they not, under

the bill?

Senator Beistow. Yes ; but that is a fixed quantity that can not be

taken out.

Mr. Cannon. I know, but they are obliged always to keep a fixed

reserve.

The Chairman. But that is available for your depositors, is it not?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, it is available for the depositors, but you have

a fixed reserve. Is not that available for their depositors in the

Federal reserve bank?
Senator Hitchcock. We think not ; we think a bank is not allowed

to reduce its reserve.

Senator Shafroth. But it can go and deposit paper
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Under the present law a coun-

try bank can take out all of its reserve and keep it in its own vaults,

but under this bill it can not take out any more than would leave its

reserve equal to a certain per cent. It is impounded permanently and
inaccessible.

Mr. Cannon. I do not read the law so ; I may be mistaken about it.

Senator Hitchcock. I wish you would just refer to that section

and see if you put any other construction on it.

Mr. Cannon. You have to have the utilization of your reserves for

the payment of depositors, either for drawing it out or issuing cur-

rency against it.

Senator Bristow. As I understand, there is 5 per cent left in the

reserve bank, 5 per cent in its own vaults, and 2 per cent optional.

But 5 per cent can not be withdrawn; it is there, and the country
bank can not take it away.
Mr. Cannon. Is there not a process for getting currency out on

that in some way?
Senator Bristow. That is to lie with the bank as to whether they

will lend that money, but its reserve can not be disturbed.
The Chairman. That is not the intention of the draft.

Mr. Cannon. I do not read the bill so.

The Chairman. I do not think anybody would approve that. The
reserves are required to be 12 per cent, 8 per cent to be kept either in

their own vaults or with the Federal reserve bank in that district.

Mr. Cannon. That is what I thought ; I thought your reserve pro-

visions were very good. Of course, that says " a period of 36 months
from and after the date fixed." I do not read that clause to mean
that they are not able to draw that out.

Senator Bristow. That is to be kept there as a balance.
Mr. Cannon. I know, but you can fluctuate your balance up and

down as much as you like.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes
;
you can under the present law.

Mr. Cannon. I should say you could here ; I do not see where that
specifically states that.
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Senator Bristow. If five-twelfths of it is kept there as a balance
when that is drawn out it is not there.

'

Mr. Cannon. But everybody has to make his reserve good now-
adays. If these country banks pay it out over the counter the law
compels them to restrict their loans or call in loans.
Senator Nelson. Suppose the bank had it in its own vault ; it would

still be of no use. You would have to keep it there.
Senator O'Goeman. It would be available for the use of depositors

in certain contingencies.

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Nelson. The only difference is that part of the reserve is

kept in the bank's own vault, and a part in this reserve bank, but
neither can be utilized directly. There must always be that fixed
amount, and whether you take that 5 per cent from the regional bank
and require it all to be put in the particular bank does not make any
difference. It is still, in a sense, idle money. But in the regional
reserve bank it can not be made the basis of any issue; there is the
value of it. It operates there as a part of the capital of the bank.
That and the stock subscription together, those two items, constitute
the capital of the bank.
The Chairman. The inquiry if the Senator from Kansas was

whether or not this reserve put into the reserve bank was objection-
able for any reason. He construes the bill to leave it impounded
there so as to be available for any purpose. Now, it comes under the
rule of section 5191 of the national banking act, which provides that
these reserves may be used for deposits but not for loans, and if it

goes below that for any purpose it is to be made good within a limited

number of days. If that is ambiguous it ought to be corrected.

Senator Shaeeoth. Section 22 seems to me to clear that up

—

The Federal reserve board may notify any Federal reserve bank whose lawful
reserve may be below the amount required to be kept on hand, to make good
such reserve ; and if such bank shall fail for 30 days thereafter so to make good
its lawful reserve, the Federal reserve board may appoint a receiver to wind up
the business of said bank.

Senator Nelson. That is covered by the present national-bank

law.

Senator Hitchcock. That verifies what I say, that it is impounded
there, and if checks come in against it the reserve bank notifies the

member bank and it must make it good.

Mr. Cannon. Does it not have to make it good now? Suppose
they overdraw their account with us and it is down to their re-

reserve. We are not reducing their reserve

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). As the law is now, any bank

can pay out its reserve to its depositors until it gets down to the

last dollar, if it is still solvent. But, under this law, the minute

its reserves, by reason of the payment of checks or drafts, drops

below the legal reserve the reserve bank notifies the member bank

to make it good.
Senator Shafeoth. Yes ; but these reserves that are put in by the

member bank being, say, $300,000, the bank has a right to lend out

or to in any manner utilize in commerce two-thirds of it, according

to this first paragraph of section 22.
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Senator Hitchcock. There is no question about that. The ques-

tion is whether a member bank is bound, under the law, to keep a,

certain proportion of its reserve impounded permanently.

Mr. Cannon. Not for use, you mean ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Cannon. To pay its depositors?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Cannon. I do not read it that way.
Senator Hitchcock. The Senator from Colorado has just read

the paragraph which gives the reserve bank the right to order the

member bank to make that reserve good or be dissolved.

Mr. Cannon. That is a quotation from the national banking act

to-day.
Senator Hitchcock. That only applies when a bank is insolvent.

Mr. Cannon. Oh, no.

Senator Nelson. No; under the national banking act to-day the,

moment the reserves fall below the legal requirement the Comptroller,

of the Currency notifies the bank, and it is not allowed to make any

loans
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). That only stops it from mak-

ing loans. It does not dissolve the bank. It only stops it from
making loans until the reserve is restored.

Senator Nelson. And if it is not restored in 30 days the bank goes

out.

Senator Hitchcock. Not if it is still solvent.

Senator Shafkoth. That depends upon whether the Comptroller of

the Currency gives the notice. He can let it run for six months.
Senator Hitchcock. This reserve bank is not allowed to let it

run. It must notify the bank and the member bank must make it

good. That verifies what I have said, that the reserve is impounded.
Senator Nelson. No more impounded than it is to-day under our

national banking system.

Mr. Cannon. Now, in regard to these stock subscriptions, this

seems to be a storm center of the discussion. Why could you not
continue this provision just as it is, and add a clause providing that

within three years the member banks would be at liberty to dispose,

if they so desired, of at least 75 per cent of such stock as they held,

the purchasers to be approved by the board of directors, or the execu-

tive committee of the Federal reserve bank, before any transfer

could be made? It could be provided that the stock so disposed of

should not have any voting power. The stock should show plainly

on its face that such transfers could only be effected with the ap-
proval of the Federal reserve bank.
This would seem to meet the objections raised by many country

banks, as well as the large city banks, that section 19 would cause'

them to lock up a large sum of money in unavailable assets. The
passing on stockholders by boards of directors is not an unheard of

thing. The stock of the Federal reserve bank would certainly make
a splendid investment for any individual. I think that would re-

move many of the objections to this section, and certainly cause the
bankers to be more contented with their investment.
Now, it may be out of order to make that suggestion, but it oc-

curred to me that it might be done. "We have in New York a situa*

tion that is somewhat similar. Our clearing-house building in New
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York was built by a a clearing-house building company. The stock
of that clearing-house building company is owned by the banks who
are members of the association. The 'building was put up. The
stock carries a fixed rate of interest, and we are not allowed to sell
it to anyone else at all, to any individual or outside person ; we can
only turn the stock back into the clearing-house association, or they
can redeem it from us. There is something akin to that in that
section.

I simply make that suggestion as perhaps meeting some of the
objections that have been made to the stock subscription matter.
Senator Weeks. Of course, you recognize, Mr. Cannon, the neces-

sity of keeping this stock from being accumulated in the hands of
any particular interest ?

Mr. Cannon. Oh; surely.

Senator Weeks. One way of doing that would be to require that
the member banks, as a condition of membership, should own a cer-
tain percentage of this stock as rec[uired in this bill. But if any of
that stock is going- to the public in any form, some method of re-
stricted transfers must be provided which would prevent its falling
into the hands of a set of individuals.
Mr. Cannon. Yes ; it would have no voting power •

Senator Weeks (interposing). Do you think it is wise to deny
voting power?
Mr. Cannon. Lots of preferred stocks now have no voting power.
Senator Weeks. Not very many.
Mr. Cannon. Quite a good many. Yes; there are quite a good

many preferred stocks without any voting power.
Senator Weeks. There may be quite a good many ; I do not recall

any.

Mr. Cannon. A good many industrial preferred stocks. The
thought I suggested was that the purchases would have to be ap-
proved by the board of directors or the executive committee of the
Federal reserve bank before the transfer could be made. I simply
throw that out as a suggestion that might, perhaps, be helpful. I do
not know whether it would be at all useful in any way. Now, in the
matter of the retirement of circulation based on the 2 per cent bonds,
I have no remedy for that and I have thought over it a great deal.

The way I feel about it is that the Government can afford to treat

the banks with these 2 per cent bonds very liberally. They came to

the assistance of the Government when this bond issue was put out,

taking them over, and some remedy should be devised to provide
against the great loss which would be entailed on the banks and the

large amount of money which would necessarily be locked up. I con-

fess that is a subject for solution, and I presume that your committee
has, in its combined wisdom, some plans devised to protect the Gov-
ernment and do some justice to the banking community, which I sup-

pose the sponsors for the bill always desired to do.

We need banks in handling Government bonds. We need them as

the years go by. At times they become buyers of Government bonds,

and there ought to be some way provided whereby this loss which
is hanging over them on account of the 2 per cent bonds could be done

away with.

Senator Weeks. Do you see any objection to applying the surplus

earnings of the regional banks to the retirement of the national debt
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and making other provisions which would, in a term of years, entirely

eliminate our national debt ?

Mr. Cannon. Not a bit. Your earnings are going to be large.

Senator Weeks. How large do you estimate they will be?

Mr. Cannon. I have the figures here if you will allow me a mo-

ment to look them up.

Senator Nelson. If we allow them 6 per cent on their stock would

it not be wise to have all the residue of the revenue go to the Federal

Government ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And provide a sinking fund ?

Mr. Cannon. I would do that. I think it would be better to do

that anyway than to attempt to divide the residue in the way you

have it in the bill, because then you are trying hard all the time to

push your earnings.

The Chairman. You mean these banks should not be mere money-
maldng banks ; they ought to be public-utility banks ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes; and at the same time safe.

The Chairman. Did you answer Senator Weeks' question ?

Mr. Cannon. I am looking up the figures ; I have them somewhere
here. I had this estimate made of the Federal reserve bank in New
York, running over a period of three years, using 4 per cent for

loans and 3 per cent for investments, taking a very low figure, and
providing for 2 per cent interest on the general fund. I think the

Government should, perhaps, forego that 2 per cent interest if it were
necessary to do so. I also took the tax on notes at one-half of 1 per
cent. On that basis I would figure the gross income the first year to

be $6,123,100, the second year, $6,815,000, and the third year, $6,885,-

200 gross. I figure the expenses of interest and taxes and the expense
of maintaining the Federal reserve bank in New York at about
$300,000 a year.

Senator Pomeree. What do you make the capital stock and proba-
ble holdings of depositors ?

Mr. Cannon. The capital stock, with 10 per cent paid in the first

year, I figure would be about $19,500,000. The general fund that

New York would be entitled to transfer from the Government de-

posits to that general fund in New York—you will apportion it

throughout the country, according to the bill—would be about $75,-

000,000. The required deposits of subscribing banks would be about
$51,000,000, and then I put an arbitrary note issue or deposit of credit

at $100,000,000. So they would have approximately the first year
about $246,000,000 to use, the second year about $280,000,000, and the
third year about $284,000,000 to use.

Senator Weeks. What do you mean by the general fund ?

Mr. Cannon. The Government deposits. You would put all your
Government deposits. Senator, according to this bill, into a pot and
apportion it out.

Senator Weeks. Are you figuring the reserve bank would pay
interest on that?
Mr. Cannon. I am; yes, sir. I figured here in my expenses

$1,500,000 from New York alone.

Senator Weeks. Why do you do that ?

Mr. Cannon. I really do not know why you should.
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The Chairman. It would not be necessary if all the surplus went
back to the United States Government.
Mr. Cannon. No; if all the surplus went to the Government it

would not be necessary. On that basis I would figure the net income
for the first year—of course, this is only approximate—at about
$3,823,100, with a dividend at 5 per cent of $995,400. The available
surplus the first year would be $2,827,700. The second year the net
income would be $4,515,000. Deducting the dividend of 5 per cent,
the surplus would be $3,519,600 net. The third year the net income
would be about $4,585,200, and with the dividend out the surplus
would be about $3,589,800 net.
Now if you do not pay the Government interest, the New York

Federal reserve bank alone ought to show a net profit to the Govern-
ment, before putting on 6 per cent interest on these certificates, of
pretty close to $5,500,000.
Senator Nelson. Is not your table there based on the assumption

that all these funds are out and actively at work ?

Mr. Cannon. No
; that is on a proportional amount.

The Chairman. I should like to have that statement go in the
record.

Mr. Cannon. With great pleasure.
(The statement referred to is as follows

:)

Tentative income and expense, Federal reserve Ijanlc of New Yorlc.

Income:
Loans at 4 per cent
Investments at 3 per cent

Total '

Expense:
Interest on general fund, 2 per cent
Tax on notes one-hall of 1 per cent

,

Salary of Federal reserve agent, proportion of expenses of Federal
reserve board, salaries of clerks, stationery, and sundries, but
no rent

Total

Net income
Dividend on stock, 5 per cent

Available for surplus

Fii-st year.

S4, 000, 000
2, 123, 100

6, 123, 100

1,500,000
500,000

300,000

2,300,000

3, 823, 100
995, 400

2,827,700

Second
year.

$4,000,000
2,816,000

6,815,000

1,500,000
500,000

300,000

2,300,000

4,515,000
996,400

3,519,600

Tbird
year.

84,000,000
2, 885, 200

6,885,200

1,600,000
500,000

300,000

2,300,000

4,585,200
996,400

3,589,800

Mr. Cannon. I think that plan would be about the right thing.
If New York could earn for the Government over and above the 6

per cent interest on these certificates, say, $4,000,000, why, you would
have a very substantial fund, Senator, every year for the retire-

ment of the twos and the retirement of the Government debt.

The Chairman. You assume the bank would carry part of these

twos in its own vault and have them so they might be issued as one-

year notes ?

Mr. Cannon. That could be done.

The Chairman. Would not that make a quick asset that would

serve for a reserve?
Mr. Cannon. Something of that kind might be done. I have

thought about a great many plans, but I have not given the matter
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as careful study as I might. I should expect that something should

be done. I think the country banks would appreciate that being

done for them. And we want the banks ; the Government wants the

banks. We have to put out Government issues again, and we want
them to stand behind the Government always.

The Chairman. I think there is perfect unanimity of opinion

about the Government protecting its obligations, as well as the banks

protecting those twos.

Mr. Cannon. Now, in the matter of the savings bank departments,

that has been another storm center. We have now the postal sav-

ings bank law, and it seems to me it would be hardly necessary for

this section to appear in the law with reference to savings bank de-

partments. While, no doubt, in the minds of the framers of the

act this is put in looking forward to the new savings bank depart-

ments which may be established in the national banks, its effect has

been disturbing to the old savings bank departments which they have

had so many years. If this section should remain in the act, should

it not be made to apply only to such departments as may be estab-

lished under the act ? Then you would have no trouble with the pres-

ent savings bank departments. I believe that would help very ma-
terially in discussing that question. It seems so to me. I think the

country bankers would feel very much better about it.

Now, there is on^ other thing in the act that I want to commend
heartily, and that is with respect to domestic exchange facilities. 1

think this method of permitting the Federal reserve banks to handle

the domestic exchange problem is going to solve one of the greatest

banking problems you have in the country to-day. It certainly is

one that a great many bankers have been working on for a great

many years.

I have always been from the start a consistent advocate of taxing

these things out of existence ; I thought it was my duty, and I intro-

duced in the Cleveland convention of the American Bankers' Asso-

ciation a great many years ago a resolution which made it the duty

of every banker to charge on country checks. I spent six months as

a member of the committee of the New York Clearing House Asso-

ciation last year studying this subject, and I want to say, Senator

Weeks, that I think Boston has us all beaten to a frazzle.

I have changed my attitude in regard to this country-check propo-

sition. I believe the country check is here to stay ; it is a part of the

business of this country. It is a part of its circulating medium to a

certain extent, and the thing to do with it is to collect it as soon as

possible at the least expense to the banks. In this bill, I think, you
provide that, and I think that will be a great boon to the merchants
and manufacturers—in fact, to the whole country—when that thing

is once organized. I think our friends in the country banks do not

quite clearly understand the situation. I understand they feel the

exchange part of their business is very large. Well, the exchange on

checks IS not very large. The exchange they get in the country banks
is more on drafts—grain drafts, cotton drafts, and odd things which
naturally would not go into the Federal reserve bank. The Federal
reserve bank would not undertake to collect those things.

Senator Weeks. When you speak of exchange, do you mean earn-

ings?
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Mr. Cannon. I mean the amount deducted from a check drawn on
a bank. That is where many of us are at sea. I do not believe the
earnings of the country banks themselves, if they took them out from
the aggregate amount of money they received for handling checks,
would be very large.

The Chairman. Will you explain how those cotton drafts are
handled ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes. Cotton drafts are handled in the South in a
different way. There they come in, and, as I understand it, the buyer
goes around and buys a lot of cotton. He then goes to the bank, and
often attaches bills of lading to that draft, and asks the bank to ad-
vance the money so that he may pay for it on the following day. The
bank sends that draft on to their iS[ew York correspondent to collect
for them. The bank in the South makes a very substantial charge for
doing that business, and they call that exchange.
The Chairman. That will not be denied by this bill.

Mr. Cannon. That will not be denied by this bill at all. In fact,

in this bill you do not deny to the country bank for one minute the
privilege they had of charging the Federal reserve bank if they sent
any items to it. You do not deny that to the member ; he has a per-
fect right to charge.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Cannon, I have before me a statement of
a small national bank in the South, with a capital of $100,000, sur-

Elus of $66,000, and deposits of $618,000. This bank estimates its loss

mm. exchanges at about $4,300, which has to come out of its earnings
if the terms of this bill are lived up to, and I am sure that its ex-

changes are upon checks.

Mr. Cannon. They are upon cotton drafts? They are not upon
drafts for merchandise of any character? They are entirely upon
checks ?

Senator Hitchcock. I am not able to say, but I believe they are.

Mr. Cannon. I wish you would look into that. I have before me a

report of our committee on inland exchange, which we had a lot

of

The Chairman (interposing) . You may put that in the record.

(The report referred to is as follows:)

Eepoet of the Committee on Inland Exchange to the Cleakinq House
Committee, November 4, 1912.

New Yobk, 'November i, 18X2.

To the Clearing House Committee, New York Clearing House Association.

Gentlemen : Your subcommittee on inland exchange, appointed in accordance

with the terms of the following resolution

:

"Whereas there were adopted on the 3d dny of April, 1899, rules and regula-

tions of this association regarding collections outside of the city of New York,

which, with the exception of special interp'-etatlons put upon certain clauses

of the same by the clearing house commttee, have never been altered or

amended. In vievt^ of the fact that the volume of collections during the past

13 years has increased very largely, and also the fact that since those rules

and regulations were established there have been various methods pursued m
the handling of collections by the difCerent clearing house associations

throughout the country, it would seem as if the time had arrived when a care-

ful investigation should again be made of this matter :
Therefore, be it

"Resolved, That a special committee of five be appointed by the chairman for

the purpose of making a thorough investigation of the subject of inland exchange

and collections, and the methods pursued by other clearing house associations, and
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to report to this committee such changes in the rules or regulations of the New
York Clearing House Association as in its judgment may be deemed best;

and be it further
"Resolved, That this committee be authorized to invite to appear before it

managers of other associations and members of this association for the pur-

pose of procuring any necessary information, and that any expenses incurred by

the committee shall be borne by the clearing house association,"

which was adopted by the clearing house committee on April 1, 1912, begs to

submit herewith a r6sum6 of its activities, which began as soon as practicable

after its appointment, and continued without intermission until quite recently.

Your committee approached this investigation with an entirely unprejudiced

mind and has maintained an attitude of strict impartiality throughout. It has

given careful consideration to the facts it has gathered and feels that it is now
in a position to report its conclusions and the findings upon which these conclu-

sions are based.
Under its direction two forms were prepared. A copy of one of these forms

was sent to each bank and trust company member of the New York Clearing

House Association, the purpose being to place the committee in possession of

information with respect to what, if any, changes they felt should be made in

our existing rules and regulations affecting the collection of country checks.

In furtherance of your committee's desire to receive as many different points

of view as possible on this most important subject, it met frequently at the

clearing house during the spring and summer months for the purpose of discuss-

ing it in a frank and unbiased way with the president, or such officer as he
elected to represent him, of each clearing house institution.

The second form prepared under the committee's supervision was designed for

use in conveying to it certain information for statistical purposes, in respect of

the amount, source of receipt, disposition and cost of collection, as well as time
consumed in collecting foreign items received by each individual institution

during the month of May, 1912. A copy of this form was handed to each
member's representative at the time he appeared before the committee, with
a careful explanation of its purpose and confidential nature.

The figures compiled from the data contained in these reports
indicate that the gross Income of the members of the clearing
house association from collection of exchange during the
year 1911 was $2, 139, 551. 00

Exchange cost $1, 176, 162. 00
Proportionate share of postage, rent, stationery,
and salaries for 1911 569, 461. 78

Estimated loss of interest on interest-bearing ac-
counts where Immediate credit is given for for-

eign checks, based upon figures submitted by
eight of the largest institutions in the clearing
house 296, 460. 00

2,042,083.78

Net Income 97, 467. 22

It should be borne in mind that this net income is the result of handling
a volume of business based on the figures gathered for the year 1911 of approxi-
mately $4,859,187,900, and when distributed between the 64 active members
of the clearing house association represents an annual increment of income to

each of only about $1,500.
The figures gathered by your committee for the month of May, 1912, show

a daily average amount of foreign checks received of $16,284,346.
As to the discretionary and charge points, this volume was distributed as

follows

:

Discretionary points $11, 404, 363
One-tenth points 3, 938, 198
One-fourth points 865, 785

It will be observed from these figures that of our daily volume of out-of-town
business for May, 1912, 71 per cent was on the discretionary points, 24 per
cent was on the one-tenth points, and only 5 per cent was on the one-fourth
points.

The daily average amount of cash items outstanding during the same period
was $68,215,328, Indicating that the average time consumed In the collection
of our country checks was 4.19 days.
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Tour committee also procured from the members of the clearing house asso-
ciation the data with reference to the average dally outstandings of cash
items during the year 1911 which amounted to $67,866,658. Considerable labor
was involved to the banks in providing this information, but as a medium for
comparison with the same figures for May, 1912, which, as previously stated
totaled $68,215,328, the committee was enabled to confirm Its impressions that
the month of May, upon which its principal figures were based, was an excel-
lent average month.
The succeeding table shows the average daily amount, the average time con-

sumed, and the average cost of collecting checks on the discretionary points
and also on a number of the other more important nondiscretionary cities of
the United States :

City.

PMadelphia
Boston
Baltimore
Newark
Albaay
Providence
Troy
Jersey City
Hoboken
New York City
Greater New York.
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
St. Louis
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Washington
Hartford
Kansas City
Minneapolis
St. Paul
Atlanta
New'Orleans
Omaha
Denver
Seattle

San Francisco
Los Angeles
One-tenth points. .

.

One-fourth points .

.

Average
amount.

174, 177
874,831
958, 796
943,321
889, 410
351,282
110,280
370, 781

134,240
068,025
847, 883
417,320
132, 797

135, 622
109, 470
96,850
79,588
71,374
57, 872
42, 719
30, 861
23,615
25,229
20,838
19, 309
19, 786
34,095
50, 745

27, 967

Average
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After a careful consideration of all tlie questions involved, it furthermore
respectfully recommends that all banks and trust companies in the States of
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York, which
will engage themselves in writing to the manager of the New York clearing
house, over the signature of the president, cashier, or treasurer to remit to
the members of the New York Clearing House Association at par, in New York
funds, on the day of receipt, the charge shall in all cases be discretionary with
the collecting bank.

It is not proposed that the foregoing recommendations shall in any way dis-

turb the relations now existing between our members and. the banks located in
the present discretionary cities.

In the opinion of your committee this proposed modification of the rule re-

specting discretionary places so as to include the entire region mentioned,
provided the local banks themselves in any community wish it, rather than
extending the privilege of a few specially designated cities or towns in that ter-
ritory, will, if adopted, do much toward relieving the irritation and dissatisfac-
tion which have heretofore existed among many near-by banks not situated
in a discretionary city. This proposal affords opportunity to the banks in each
locality to determipe for themselves and for their customers whether or not
they wish to enjoy the benefits and share the burdens of a discretionary or
free collection point.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

(Signed) James G. Cannon,
Waiter E. Frew,
Joseph T. Taleert,
Edward Townsend,
John W. Flatten,

Committee on Inland Exchange.

Senator Hitchcock. We had before us the other day a witness
who said that the earnings of small banks in Mississippi in the ex-
change of checks amounted to over $600,000 a year, which the banks
of Mississippi would lose.

Mr. Cannon. I think that must include drafts.
Senator Nelson. I understood him to include both checks and

drafts. I think, if you will look up his remarks in the record, you
will find that to be so. And that gentleman who appeared with the
Chicago delegation, too; I understood in both cases, they included
checks and drafts.

Senator Shafeoth. He said his own losses would be $20,000.
Mr Cannon. It could not possibly be that. They could not possi-

bly charge that much on checks drawn upon them. ' Now, the gentle-
man also forgets, I think, that under this act they are going to be able
to secure a very much larger amount of business in their own neigh-
borhood than they had before, and a good many other things will
accrue to their interest that they have not thought of probably.

I am very much interested in that statement because all the investi-'
gations we have made over a period of years I have never seen any-
thing like that. What are his deposits?'
Senator Hitchcock. $618,000.
Mr. Cannon. And how large a city is it?
Senator Hitchcock. It is a small town, the town of Bessemer.
Mr. Cannon. From my investigations which I have made over a

period of years, I do not believe that the exchange on checks will be
much. J3ut I think the general good to the country from being able
to have these Federal reserve association act, as you might say, as
clearing houses for this entire matter, will certainly be to the great
good, ot the mercantile interests and banking interests of the country
as far as I can see.

'
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Senator Hitchcock. The population of the town I spoke of is
10,800.

Mr. Cannon. I do not believe that could be on checks then. I think
a large amount of that would be on time deposits, which do not draw
checks. Will you kindly have that analyzed as a personal matter
and let me know ?

Senator Hitchcock. But other witnesses who came from other
States, I remember, were very positive that the losses to country
banks would be a large proportion of their total earnings if they
lost these collection charges.

Mr. Cannon. There is nothing in the act; they can charge just the
same, if they want to. The amendment to the House bill specifically
states that they can charge, if they want to, the Federal reserve bank
for collecting those checks.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose they undertake to charge the Federal
reserve bank. What would they do ?

Mr. Cannon. They would stand the charge, I suppose.
Senator Hitchcock. They would charge the member bank ?

Mr. Cannon. No; they could not do that, because vou would have
taken them for nothing. That would be a part of the business of the
bank.

Senator Beistow. How much could they charge ?

Mr. Cannon. How much could who charge?
Senator Beistow. Why, the country bank.
Mr. Cannon. That would vary according to the town.
Senator Beistow. How much could it charge the Federal reserve

bank, if it could charge?
Mr. Cannon. It can only, according to the act, make a reasonable

charge; that is, it would be according to whether their exchange is

at a premium or at a discount, what the situation was, and the time
of the year in which the checks were drawn.

Senator Hitchcock. These charges made by small country banks,
I understand, are not so much for exchange ; they are really such a

charge as a lawyer would make for making such a collection.

Mr. Cannon. This must be on drafts; it would not be on checks,

because a check is drawn absolutely on a country bank, and we send
it directly to them now, and they remit to us, deducting 6 cents or

3 cents, and some deduct only the postage.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it not a fact that many of them deduct

a tenth of 1 per cent ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. And one-quarter of 1 per cent?

Mr. Cannon. I will read you the figures we gathered through

our committee from the New York banks during the month of May,
1912. The daily average amount of these foreign checks we re-

ceived then was |l6,000,000; on points where no charge was made at

all there was $11,400,000. On quarter points it was only $365,000,

which is very small in proportion.

Senator Beistow. Now, to get this clearly in my mind, suppose I,

living at Salina, Kans., pay_ a bill that I may have in Chicago for

$1,000 by sending to my Chicago creditor a check for $1,000

Mr. Cannon (interposing) . On your local bank ?
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Senator Beistow. On my local bank. That settles my account

with him. I am given credit for that $1,000. Now, that comes back

to the bank where my account is, and is charged to me. What charge

is made on that check in that process?

Mr. Cannon. You can not tell. There may not be any charge, It

may be a question of reciprocal balances. It may be something that

nobody knows except your bank and the Chicago bank.

Senator Beistow. What interest has the local bank in that check?

Mr. Cannon. All the interest he has is to pay it and charge it to

your account.

Senator Beistow. So he gets nothing out of that?

Mr. Cannon. Well, you draw your check to-day, for instance,

and send it to Chicago, on Salina, Kans. Now, if you are out there

in Salina, Kans., you may go in there and draw that money and

send it to Chicago and he gets the use of that money a longer time

than he would ordinarily.

Senator Beistow. Now, the Chicago banker might charge my
creditor for the collection of that check, or he might not.

Mr. Cannon. Or he might not.

Senator Beistow. Now, a man at Plainville, Kans., owes me $100,

we will say, and he sends me a check and I deposit that in my local

bank. Now, the local bank may charge me for the collection of

that
Mr. Cannon (interposing). According to your balance in the bank.

If your balance is a good balance, and you only put in these out-of-

town checks once in awhile it would not charge you a cent, because

your balance would be ample to cover any exchange charge there

might be.

Senator Beistow. The interchange of these checks is what you call

domestic exchange?
Mr. Cannon. Yes, sir; that is it—checks.

Senator Bristow. Now, in some communities they charge ,for these

collections, and in others they do not?

Mr. Cannon. But gradually extending throughout the coimtry is

the Boston system. As I said a moment ago to Senator Weeks, we
take off our hat to Boston, because they originated the Boston system

of exchanging these checks without charge. Kansas City has a plan

now which is gradually being extended to collections throughout the

country. So these checks pass quickly from the maker of the check

back to their redemption without any charge and they pass as the

circulating medium of the country to a great extent.

Senator Beistow. To carry this illustration further, suppose my
creditor at Chicago deposited that check with the Chicago bank that

is a member of this national organization. That bank would not

charge him?
Mr. Cannon. It would not charge him ; no, sir.

Senator Beistow. Because the Federal reserve bank would not

charge him anything?
Mr. Cannon. It would not charge him anything ; that is it. And

you can see that the merchantile interests would be greatly benefited

by that all over the country.

Senator Weeks. Can you see any objection to transferring that

business to the Federal reserve banks, unless it is the possibility of

preventing all loss in earnings accruing to the country banks?
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Mr. Cannon. I can not see any at all. I think it is an advantage
to the country generally.

Senator Weeks. What do you enumerate as the advantages?
Mr. Cannon. The advantages ?

Senator Tl eeks. Yes.
Mr. Cannon. I would enumerate the quick returns, the same as

we have in the clearing house to-day. We have this large volume of
business throughout the country, and these entries would be made,
as I look at it—the transfers would be made upon the books of the
Federal reserve banks. I feel that the amount of money that would
be saved to all concerned would be very considerable.
Senator Hitchcock. Would it amoiint to an expansion of credits ?

Mr. Cannon. No, sir ; it would amount to a quick payment.
Senator Hitchcock. Let me take an illustration. Suppose Sena-

tor Bristow's check, to which reference has been made, is in the
hands of a Chicago merchant, and that is deposited in the bank to
its credit on that day instead of waiting four or five days. Would
they not receive that much additional credit?

Mr. Cannon. Now it extends credit in more ways than one. What
would happen to the Senator's check would be that that bank in Chicago
would say that I do not want to send that check out to Salina, Kans.,

and so I will send that to Kiowa. So the bank in Chicago sends that

to Kiowa and gets a credit of $1,000 at Kiowa, and the banker at

IGowa says " I will send that to Uncle John Mulvane, at Topeka "
;

and so he sends that to Uncle John, and Uncle John sends it to

Salina to see whether the Senator's check is good. And there is

where the expansion of credit is now.
Senator Weeks. Uncle John would not have to do that ; he knows

it is good. [Laughter.]

Senator Hitchcock. Is that done now ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes ; it is constantly done now. We do that in_ our

own bank. We have checks we send to points up in Connecticut,

and the bank in Connecticut sends them to another bank in Albany,

N. Y., and they come back to us from Albany. We had one like that

the other day. Under this scheme everything would be handled di-

rectly and quickly and with greater safety to everybody.

Senator Beistow. Tell me why the bank at Chicago would send it

to Decatur.
Mr. Cannon. Because they think probably they may get an ac-

count out of Decatur. There are all sorts of by-arrangements. The

bank at Decatur thinks they will send it to Uncle John, because they

want to do something with him. That thing is coming up constantly

in all sorts of ways.
Senator Bristow. In the meantime has the person who deposited

the check originally still got a credit?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, yes ; but they never know for a long time whether

it has been paid. Those checks go all around, and finally it comes

back to the bank in which it was originally deposited.

Senator Weeks. As a matter of fact, if that merchant in ISievv

York, instead of Chicago, deposited Senator Bristow's check with

you and you were paying him interest on his deposit, you would not

pay him on that check until it had been collected ?

Mr. Cannon. We would not now. We would deduct so much

from his interest account. Under this scheme he would not be a
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losev. because it would be done very quickly. We do not pay mer-

cantile accounts any interest in our house. Many banks do, how-

ever
Senator Weeks. Many banks pay interest on certain kinds of in-

dividual accounts.

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
_

, , ,

Senator Hitchcock. Would it not be a balance that could be

checked against?
. , , , j u j

Mr. Cannon. According to whether the account was good, bad, or

indifferent, depending upon the depositor.

Senator Hitchcock. If the depositor is a man of good credit it

would increase his credit with you ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
. „„ , i j! ^i, ,

Senator Hitchcock. He might put out 100' checks ot that sort

and his credit would be increased ?
, , j. i j •

Mr. Cannon. Yes. I believe this will be very helpful m domg

away with these notes current all over the country, having these

Federal reserve banks acting as clearing houses in this matter. I do

not know that I have been very helpful to you, but such suggestions

as I have had I have been very glad to give to you.

Senator O'Goeman. What is your idea, generally, of this pro-

posed change in our currency system ?

Mr. Cannon. How is that ?

Senator O'Gorman. What is your idea generally regarding the

proposed changes in our currency system ?

Mr. Cannon. I think if you can make some of these changes in

your bill, and make it so it will be acceptable to a large number of

people. I think it will be very advantageous to the country, with

these changes incorporated in.

Senator Weeks. What is the relative importance of the mobiliza-

tion of reserves and the elasticity of currency ; which do you regard

as the more important?
Mr. Cannon. I would have to differentiate between them. I

think they are both quite important.

Senator Weeks. England has mobilization of resources and prac-

tically not an elastic currency.

Mr. Cannon. Our country is large, scattered over such a tre-

mendous district; we do our business in such an entirely different

way from what they do their business over there that I do not be-

lieve you can take England as an example.
Senator Nelson. They do- their business on bills of exchange in

drafts ; we do ours on promissory notes.

Mr. Cannon. That is true.

Senator Pomeeene. I want to ask you a question right there. In
the earlier part of your statement, in speaking about having these

notes guaranteed by the Government, you used an expression some-

thing like this, that you would fix the notes so as not to embarrass
the Government in their redemption. What did you have in mind?
Mr. Cannon. To make those redeemable in gold you must have

some arrangement whereby they could not in any way embarrass the

GoA'ernment by a great amount of them coming in upon the Gov-
ernment, as was the case in Mr. Cleveland's time.

Senator Pomerene. How would you do it?
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Mr. Cannon. I am not clear in my own mind about that. It is
a very difficult question. The question is whether they shall be
redeemed in Washington

Senator Beistow. Suppose—these notes are not good for reserves,
and of course they will accumulate in New York, just like national
bank notes.

Mr. Cannon. Where will they accumulate?
Senator Beistow. In the banks at New York.
Mr. Cannon. Outside those who are not members?
Senator Bristow. In the general transaction of business, will not

this money which can not be used for reserves in the banks finally
get back to the place of redemption, just like national bank notes do?
Mr. Cannon. That is what the act provides for—prompt redemp-

tion of the notes.

Senator Beistow. They will come to the Treasury Department,
large amounts of them, would they not, in the operation of business,
just like the national bank notes do now ?

Mr. Cannon. I do not believe they would under this act, because,
you see, here we would be members of the Federal reserve bank, and
we would deposit those notes immediately in our own Federal reserve
banks.

Senator Nelson. They must be sent to the bank which issues them.
Mr. Cannon. Yes. The amended section provides what shall be

done with them. They are to be sent to the bank upon which they
are issued, not to be paid out again.

Senator Beistow. Does it say not to be paid out again ?

Senator Nelson. I call your attention to line 6 on page 31 of the
biU, where it says

:

Whenever Federal reserve notes issued through one Federal reserve hank shall

be received by another Federal reserve bank they shall be returned for redemp-
tion to the Federal reserve bank through which they were originally issued, or

shall be charged off against Government deposits and returned to the Treasury
of the ITnited States, or shall be presented to the said Treasury for redemption.

Mr. Cannon. That is it; yes.

Senator Nelson. But the question is, if they are presented to the

issuing bank—that was the question submitted yesterday.

Mr. Cannon. You do not think that is quite clear in the act ?

Senator Nelson. If they are presented to the issuing bank for re-

demption and the issuing bank redeems them, what becomes of them ?

Are they retired, or can they be put into circulation again ?

Mr. Cannon. That is not clearly stated here.

Senator Nelson. Ought it not to be clearly stated ?

Mr. Cannon. I think it should.

Senator Nelson. And inasmuch as they are based upon this asset

currency ought they not to retire the notes, if they come back, after

thev have been redeemed by the bank ?

Mr. Cannon. I do not see why they should not.

Senator Nelson. That is, the bank ought not to have the right to

issue that note again ? It has gone its rounds. It was issued on com-

mercial paper with that reserve. It has performed its functions and

come back and been redeemed. If the bank issued it agam without

having additional paper for security, there is no security back ot it,

nothing but the redemption fund. Ought it not to be retired ?

Mr. Cannon. I should think so.
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Senator Hitchcock. Senator Nelson, the bank has security up for

that loan ; it has segregated a certain amount of that loan which is

not yet due.

Senator Nelson. I know, but it has paid gold for it.

Senator Hitchcock. The accident of its coming back is like the

accident of another deposit made in the bank.

Mr. Cannon. The bank pays a tax upon it until it comes back.

Senator Weeks. What have you to say about paying a tax on cir-

culation ?

Senator Nelson. I want to get clear on your opinion as to that

one point. Ought that note to be retired after it has gone the round
and been redeemed?
Mr. Cannon. I believe it should.

Senator Nelson. Eedeemed by the issuing bank?
Mr. Cannon. Eedeemed by the issuing bank and a tax paid on it

until it comes back.
Senator Nelson. Now, ought not the regional reserve banks that

issue this currencv provide this' gold reserve, this 33^ per cent gold
reserve, instead ol the Government ?

Mr. Cannon. I think so
;
generally

;
yes.

Senator Nelson. They ought to provide it?

Mr. Cannon. Sure.

Senator Nelson. And relieve the Government entirely of tflie

burden ?

Mr. Cannon. That is what I say.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be wise to require, instead of 5 per
cent in gold for that reserve, that they should deposit 10 per cent ?

Mr. Cannon. You mean for the redemption fund?
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Cannon. I do not believe that redemption fund would do; I

would have the whole 33^ per cent, too.

Senator Nelson. In the vaults of the Government?
Mr. Cannon. No; 5 per cent in the Government vaults and the

other 28 per cent in the banks.
Senator Nelson. Would it not be better to have 10 per cent of

that gold reserve?
Mr. Cannon. I do not believe so, Senator. Because the history

of the past in redemption of national-bank notes would show that.
I do not know what the average has been.

Senator Nelson. Do you not think that redemption ought to be
in gold and not in lawful money?
Mr. Cannon. That is what I said.
Senator Shafeoth. You say you desire that the Government

should be saved from any run upon its Treasury?
Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. Does not the system of having the United

States notes redeemable in gold and this currency issued under this
bill redeemable in lawful money have a tendency to relieve this in
this way

: If I am a holder of $1,000 of this currency and I take it

to the reserve bank, and the reserve bank says, " I can not give you
gold,_but I can give you lawful money," and then it says, "If there
is going to be a run for gold we will just simply hold this and keep
:t in the vault." The man gets his $1,000 in United States notes and
goes to Washington, and he says, " I want my gold " ; and the Gov-
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ernment says, " If there is going to be a run on this thing we will
hold this United States note." Now, by the process of putting out
$1,000 in gold you have practically retired $2,000 of notes that are
idtimately redeemable in gold, and by reason of one of them being
redeemable in lawful money there has been a redemption of $2,000
of obligations ; and does not that save the Government ?

Mr. Cannon. No; I think you have injured the standard of the
Government.
Senator Shafeoth. The national-bank notes are not redeemable

in gold.

Mr. Cannon. No ; they are not redeemable in gold.
Senator Shafeoth. And the person having these notes goes to the

bank and says, " I want legal tender,'' and he sends the legal tender to
the United States Government and gets this gold. All the functions
of the parity of the money are complied with. Now, if you have the
other system, you are going to make a great drain on the gold of the
country, and I think that provision allowing the bankers to pay in
lawful money simply narrows the gold reserve it is necessary to
keep in Washington. We have $150,000,000, which supports a cur-
rency of $356,000 in United States notes and, on top of that,

$750,000,000 of bank notes, and it is done by $150,000,000, and if you
make those notes so redeemable you would have to keep something
like $250,000,000 in gold in addition to the $150,000,000 now there in
order to redeem $356,000,000 of greenbacks, and that makes a greater
drain and demand upon gold for that purpose. Inasmuch as the
blanket is a little short, it seems to me it would induce much more
criticism.

Mr. CanK ON. I think the credit of the country is at stake in this

matter.

Senator Shafeoth. One objection made to that was that the for-

eign countries would be discouraged, but these notes are not sup-

posed to go to foreign countries.

Mr. Cannon. I think in establishing any new system you want to

take great pains to see that we never let down on anything we have
already, and I think it would be a great mistake •

Senator Shafeoth (interposing) . The national-bank notes are not

redeemable in gold?
Mr. Cannon. These notes ought to be. You would get a better

note out of it in that way.
Senator Shafeoth. If you have 12 distinct districts in the United

States, each one competing for gold, and you are going to have 12

competing points, and thus it will require a good deal more to redeem

these obligations than if one is payable in lawful money and that law-

ful money is redeemable in gold.

Mr. Cannon. That is what I said ; I hope you would not have 12

Senator Pomeeene. Mr. Cannon, several witnesses have discussed

before us the propriety of giving additional charter powers to the

national banks in order to induce them to come into this scheme, and

also, perhaps, to curtail some of the powers now enjoyed by State

banks which might come in. I would like to have your views on that.

Mr. Cannon. I had not given that point any thought. It is a new-

thought to me. I have not even heard it mentioned. I should think

that might require considerable thought, because the State banks and

the national banks are so intertwined together that it might be dithcult
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to act. Your idea is to make this more attractive and give the na-

tional banks new powers?
Senator Pomerene. Yes ; and not to discriminate between the two

classes of banks. I can understand why a State bank with certain

powers might desire to come in here and get additional powers, and if

it came in and enjoyed all the powers the national bank would now have

it might discourage the national banks from going into the scheme.

Mr. Cannon. That is important, and it is quite a big thought, and

I would not care to answer the question until I had given it some
consideration.

Senator Pomerene. I would be pleased if you would send us the

result of your thought on that matter.

Mr. Cannon. I would be very glad to think it over and communi-
cate with you about it.

Senator Pomerene. Now, another matter. There has been con-

siderable difference of opinion as to whether or not a sufficient niun-

ber of banks might come into this scheme to organize the number of

regional banks which may be determined upon. Of course, we under-,

stand it is to some extent problematical. Would there be any objec-

tion to providing, for instance, that these banks should have a given

length of time within which to subscribe, and if a sufficient number
did not come in to organize the requisite number of regional banks,

then to open up the stock books to the public and permit the public to

subscribe ?

Mr. Cannon. I should be a little afraid of that.

Senator Pomerene, For what reason?
Mr. Cannon. I think these banks would come in. I would prefer

something of the kind which I outlined and laid before you here. If

the banks felt that by their coming in they were not going to be tied

up, if they were able to sell their stocks to people who were acceptable

as stockholders to the directors in a Federal reserve bank and sell it

for investment where it could be watched ; otherwise you would get a
miscellaneous lot of stockholders, and the stock would be thrown upon
the street, and it would see-saw up and down, and like everything else

of that kind, you would have more or less speculation in it all the
time, and it does not strike me as a good thing to do. I would rather
remove in some way the conditions which these banks have in that
matter in coming in and get them to come in and take the stock and
throw it open to the public.

Senator Pomerene. The fact is that some banks may object to it,

because in their judgment it ties up a certain amount of their funds?
Mr. Cannon. I think you could work out a plan whi,ch will meet

that objection by permitting the sale of that stock at the proper time
to investors, who would not have a vote, and who would not have a
right of transfer, except, as I said, to people who were approved by
the board.

Senator Pomerene. You were spealdng about the call loans in New
York. What portion of the loans are call loans ?

Mr. Cannon. We had the annual meeting of the clearing house on
Tuesday. The clearing house sent out just before thi^ meeting to
20 banks, members of the association who have $20,000,000 and over
of deposits.

Senator Pomerene. Each bank?
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Mr. Cannon. Each bank; and they asked each bank a question as
to how much they were loaning out on call for out-of-town customers
and how much they were loaning out themselves on call loans. In
round figures these 20 banks were loaning out for their own custom-
ers $175,000,000, for their out-of-town customers. For themselves
they were loaning $265,000,000. That was out of a total of loans and
discounts of $1,226,000,000 that those banks reported.
Senator Pomekene. A little over one-third of the loans are call

loans?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Weeks. Is that right? Were they loans for themselves?
Mr. Cannon. For out-of-town banks.
Senator Weeks. Would they be loaning for themselves $1,200.-

000,000?
'^'

5 )

Mr. Cannon. Let me see if those figures are right. They were
loaning for themselves $265,000,000.
Senator Weeks. What was their total loan ?

Mr. Cannon. The total amount was $1,226,000,000. I can tell
very quickly whether that total is correct. I think the clearing-
house people added into that total what they were loaning to the
out-of-town banks. The total in the New York banks was $1,324,-
000,000, of which they were loaning on call $265,000,000. I may
possibly be mistaken in saying that was all money. It may have
been what was loaned out to Wall Street, on what I understood was
call money—$85,000,000 and $1,324,000,000—and they were loaning
for their out-of-town correspondents $175,000,000.
Senator Weeks. Does that include foreign banks?
Mr. Cannon. I think it does; I think it must include foreign

banks as well.

Senator Weeks. Is it not true that the Canadian banks loan in
New York from $25,000,000 to $50,000,000 all the tune?
Mr. Cannon. But they loan through bankers.
Senator Weeks. They do not use very many local bankers?
Mr. Cannon. Quite a good many. They lend money to their

bankers, but we do not keep track of it.

Senator Weeks. You are giving the figures here, as I understand
it, for 20 national banks?
Mr. Cannon. Twenty banks which are members of the clearing-

house association, who have deposits of $20,000,000.

Senator Weeks. There are some 66 banks in the city ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Weeks. And would the other banks have about the same

proportion of call loans?
Mr. Cannon. I do not know. The Fifth Avenue Bank, of which

I am a director, I think has $2,000,000 or $3,000,000. I do not know
what that proportion would be.

Senator Weeks. Is this about the average proportion?

Mr. Cannon. I should think that would be about the average

proportion.

Senator Weeks. Now, from your experience as a banker, what, in

your judgment, would be the proper discount rates to start with

if this regional bank was organized ?

Mr. Cannon. I could not tell you. You are a practical banker.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 16
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Senator Weeks. I have not any idea on the subject.

Mr. Cannon. All that I can sa;^—all that I did in my calculations

was to take 4 and 3 per cent. I just took it as a rough calculation.

It would depend upon the state of the money market. It would
depend upon what changes are being made in the banking system;

whether money would be very active or anything of that kind. It

wiU be very difficult to tell until after the thing was settled down
for a year or so.

Senator Weeks. Have you any preference as between four or six

banks over one?
Mr. Cannon. Of course, I would like to have one bank, but we

can not have it.

Senator Weeks. What makes you say that?

Mr. Cannon. Politically it is impossible ever to have a single

central bank in this country.

Senator Weeks. You think, from the economical standpoint, it

would be better to have one than any additional number?
Mr. Cannon. Well, I would have to answer that yes and no.

Some ways it would be an advantage and some ways it would not.

Senator Weeks. What would be the disadvantage, from an eco-

nomic standpoint, that would arise in having one rather than four?
Mr. Cannon. I think the centralization in one place; I do not

know that you would serve the whole country as well.

Senator Weeks. Are you not going to serve the country through
branches anyway, whether you have 1 or 10?
Mr. Cannon. To an extent only. The central reserve banks are

going to be of very great service to the country at large.

Senator Weeks. IJndoubtedly ; each of these Federal banks is go-
ing to have numerous branches.
Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Weeks. Would it be any advantage to have branches ex-

tend from four rather than from one?
Mr. Cannon. I do not know. Senator Weeks ; I would not like to

say on that.

Senator Weeks. If it were possible to provide for 1 bank instead
of 12, you would prefer it?

Mr. Cannon. One instead of 12 ? Yes.
Senator Weeks. If it were possible to provide one rather than six,

would you prefer it?

Mr. Cannon. I do not know. I should want to consider that very
carefully.

Senator Weeks. You referred to issuing circulation. My recol-
lection is that in the early nineties, when people drew money out of
the banks for hoarding purposes, they to a considerable extent asked
for gold or gold certificates, and that in 1907 they asked for circula-
tion, without much regard for what it was. Is that your experience ?

Mr. Cannon. I think you are right; yes.
Senator Weeks. Is that not due to the fact that in the meantime

we had established a gold standard and people knew that they could
get redeemed whatever circulation they may have in gold ?

Mr. Cannon. The people in the country know we are on a gold
standard.

Senator Weeks. If we issue these notes, in whatever form they may
be, and make provision for their redemption in gold, do you not think
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the people would take them without any regard to whether they were
bank notes or some other kind of notes ?

Mr. Cannon. It would make a difference if they had the name of
the United States Government on them.
Senator Weeks. Mr. Cannon, you know that in the panic of 1907

in several places there were large quantities of clearing-house cer-
tificates issued ?

Mr. CANNr-T. Oh, yes.

Senator Weeks. Aiid they went into circulation?
Mr. Cannon. Yes
Senator Weeks. They were used for pay rolls, and there never was

an instance where anybody refused to take them.
Mr. Cannon. I do not know about that. When they issued those

checks in Chicago they had to call all the employees in and show them
a check and tell them that the checks were perfectly good. When
thCT- issued the checks in Pittsburgh they had to put them in four
different languages to get those fellows to take them.
Senator Weeks. Quite likely.

Mr. Cannon. There was trouble also in Harrisburg. I have here
a picture of the Harrisburg certificate, which says it may be deposited
and will not be paid in cash.

Senator Weeks. I made considerable effort to look into that at one
time, and I could not find any instance where those certificates had
not passed current without any serious question.

Mr. Cannon. The employers had to take a lot of them.
Senator Weeks. Undoubtedly.
Mr. C>NN0N. They had to get their men together and explain them.
SenatOi- Weeks. Yes.
Mr. Cannon. I'hey had to get their men together and explain the

certificates.

Senator Weeks. Undoubtedly they explained to their employees
what they were doing. But was there aav instance where the em-
ployees refused to take them?
Mr. Cannon. I think they had a hard time in a good many cases.

I think you wiU find in Chicago and in Pittsburgh they had a pretty

hard time with those certificates. I do not believe you could pay out

a note of a regional reserve bank and have it circulate freely among
certain classes without the guaranty of the Government.
Senator Weeks. I do not believe anybody would know or care what

they had if they had a note and felt sure that it could be redeemed

on presentation.

Senator Pomeeene. This is a case where bankers seem to differ.

Mr. Cannon. Oh, yes; on various points.

Senator Weeks. What do you mean by prime commercial paper?

Mr. Cannon. Notes.

Senator Weeks. The reason I ask that question is that we have got

to define it, and we have got to define it with great definiteness, I

think. Otherwise we are going to have paper purchased as commer-

cial paper which really is not commercial paper. I would like your

definition of what you would call prime commercial bills.

Mr. Cannon. I should say, Senator, prime commercial bills would

be notes issued for money either at a bank or other commercial

house, which money is to be used in the handling of legitimate mer-
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cantile business. Notes issued in the ordinary course. I do not know

as you could specify the line of business.
, . . c •

Senator Weeks. I do not think you have gotten that defanite

enough to be of any use to us. I wish you would think that over and

let us know what your conclusion is.
t n •

Mr. Cannon. I will be glad to do that and give you a definition.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Cannon, what do you regard as the defects

in our present system? in,
Mr. Cannon. I should hate to start in and go through aU the

things. I think our currency is not elastic enough. That is only

one thing.

Senator Beistow. What else?

Mr. Cannon. I would not want to enumerate them in full. There

are a great number.
. .

Senator Beistow. We have only heard two objections that I re-

member—that is, with regard to the inelasticity of the currency and

to the inability to mobilize reserves. Those two terms have been

used, but I have not heard any other objection to it, any other prac-

tical objections. There have been some theoretical objections. You
think there are many other defects?

Mr. Cannon. I think I could point out some others to you. I will

be very glad to do so.

Senator Beistow. What I was getting at was what were the defects

that had to be cured, and I had supposed those were the two principal

defects we are seeking to remedy.

Mr. Cannon. Those are the two, but I think there are a good many
others.

Senator Beistow. Others that this biU seeks to remedy ?

Mr. Cannon. Others that this bill seeks to remedy; yes. I will

be very glad to include them.

Senator Bristow. I am interested to know what they are, because

I have not heard any others, except some theoretical objections to

basing currency on debts, but that is the whole proposition, so that

that could not be suggested as a defect that is to be remedied. You
said that you would prefer a single bank, but it was politically im-

possible to get it. What made you say it was politically impossible ?

Mr. Cannon. I do not think the people of the country would favor

a single bank.
Senator Beistow. Why do they not favor a single bank ?

Mr. Cannon. I think they think there would be too much concentra-

tion in the hands of the men who are running the single bank.
Senator Beistow. You think they would believe there would be

too much concentration in the hands of the men who were managing
the single bank. Would that place any greater power, to have 1

bank in the hands of this Federal board, than we are placing in it

now, over the 12?
Mr. Cannon. I do not think it would.
Senator Beistow. Is not the objection which the people have to

one central bank, not to the system but to the ownership and control

of the bank ?

.

Mr. Cannon. I know there is an objection. What is in their own
minds I could not answer.

Senator Beistow. The objection which I have understood—and I
am as much opposed to it as any one;. I am one of the people as far
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as that is concerned—I am opposed to any central bank that is owned
by the banks, controlled by the banks, and managed by them, because
I think it would result in one set of financiers, or a combination of
a few interests getting control, more than they have now, of the
banking system of the country and the credit business of the country.
Do you not think that is the cause of the prejudice against the central
bank?
Mr. Cannon. I could not answer that. I know a prejudice exists.

I would not want to say whether that was the cause unless I was
pretty clear in my own mind about it.

Senator Bristow. What objection other than the power that would
be centered in the management of this bank do you see against the
central bank?
Mr. Cannon. I do not see any objection further than that, except,

as I said a moment ago, whether one bank could serve the whole
country. The vast area of this country is all I have ever had in my
mind. Of course you could start branches, but whether the one in-

stitution could serve the whole country
Senator Beistow. I believe that 1 bank located in one city could

not serve the purposes of this country. It is a big country, and it

is proposed here to create 12 and then establish branches in the cities.

It is not proposed here that 1 bank shall serve a twelfth of the

country, because, as has been pointed out by witnesses, we have- had
before us in the northwest part of the country, with a regional bank
at St. Paul or Minneapolis, it would have to take in, in order to get

the required capital, a territory 600 miles wide and 1,400 miles long.

I do not believe anybody would suggest that 1 reserve bank serv-

ing a territory reaching from St. Paul to the Pacific Ocean would

be enough to serve the region up there without branches. Now, if

the 12 banks are to establish branches, and the purpose of organiz-

ing this association is to mobilize the reserves, could not they be

more efficiently mobilized if we had 1 with branches than 12 with

branches ?

Mr. Cannon. I have no doubt it could.

Senator Beistow. Then, if the same powers that are placed in the

hands of this board over the 12 were given the board in the man-

agement of the 1, would it not simplify the mechanical operation of

the institution ?
i i t j

Mr. Cannon. If it could serve the country, if that 1 bank could

serve the country ?

Senator Bristow. Yes; by the establishment of these various

branches ? , » t • n

Mr. Cannon. Yes; if that service could be done. As I said a mo-

ment ago, I want to think about that pretty carefully, to see if it

can. Of course, as I stated at the beginning, the act provides tor

12, and I thought it should be less than that number, because o± the

necessity for not having any disturbance when you are making this

^SenatOT Bristow. I think we will agree it will be better to have it

that way if it can be done successfully. I was going to suggest the

possibility of the concentration of control under the present system.

I think it is just as easy for the great interests that we are trying to

render as harmless as possible and the monopolization of certain
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credits—or not just as easy, but I think it is entirely possible—for

them to get control of these regional banks organized as they are.

And the thing which a good many regard as the most desirable fea-

ture in this legislation is to break up what they call the Money Trust;

and the bill may fail in that respect, and those influences would con-

trol a Federal board. Although they might do it, it is not probable;

but they will control the local boards that control the regional banks.

Do you believe—or have you given that phase any consideration—do

you' believe it would be as easy for these interests to get control and

dominate the credits of the country if we had the Federal bank

managed by a Federal board?
Mr. Cannon. I have not given any consideration to that at all.

Senator Beistow. You have not?

Mr. Cannon. No.
Senator Beistow. There is another feature of this I would like to

invite your attention to. A country bank under the present law has

a 15 per cent reserve requirement. It keeps 6 per cent of it in its

vaults, and has the 9 per cent—we will say 3 per cent in St. Louis,

3 per cent in Chicago, and 3 per cent in New York. In the handling

of its business, it may check out the entire reserve in one city and
increase it in another the same day. It might be convenient for it to

carry, for a day, in the handling of its business, a reserve of 33 per

cent—6 per cent in Chicago, and practically check out its balance at

St. Louis, or the same between Chicago and New York. So that, as

a matter of fact, in the practical operation of its business, it utilizes

these reserves. That is a fact, is it not, and that under this system

that will be impossible?
Mr. Cannon. I do not know. After I heard your discussion here

I did not suppose it would be impossible. I thought you were going
to be able to utilize the reserves in the Federal reserve banks.
Senator Beistow. You could not check them out. It could not use

it for transfer from one city to the other, as it does now, to suit its

convenience. They are there, and it can not take them out of that

bank and check them to Chicago, or some other place, where it does

business.

Mr. Cannon. Perhaps I do not get your clear meaning on this

point. Will you repeat that once more? Do you mean to say their

reserves are changed from one city to another?
Senator Beistow. Yes; from day to day. The reserve require-

ments, for instance, in one city, varies very greatly, and it can use

its entire reserve on deposit in one city one day if, in the operation
of its business, it becomes convenient to do so, while it increases the

amount of that reserve in another city; and then in another city it

might check out, and so on, if it is a usable fund, where it is divided
up between three or four cities. .

Mr. Cannon. Does that reserve which you speak of—is that what
you mean in the items they are sending from one bank to the other?
Are they to be in transit, or to be actually on deposit? In my opin-
ion, in the running of a national bank, for instance, they have a lot

of checks coming on New York to-day, and they separate them to-

day and charge them off. They are not counted as reserve, notwith-
standing the fact they will not reach New York for two or three days.
Senator Beistow. I supposed they were ; that is my understanding,

at least.
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Mr. Cannon. I am not familiar with that practice, at all. I under-
stand a reserve must be in a bank before they can count it as reserve.
They can not count items in transit as reserve.

Senator Nelson. I do not believe they can.
Senator Shafroth. If they can not, I do not see what advantage

it is to have them shift around in other banks?
Senator Beistow. I think they do.

Mr. Cannon. For instance, if a bank in New York City received
to-day a lot of checks on Chicago and St. Louis, you think it could
send them out in the mail to-night, and charge them up to this bank,
and charge them to reserve whether they have arrived or not?
Senator Beistow. Yes; I think so.

Mr. Cannon. If may be possible, Senator; but I do not know.
Senator Beistow. We will clear up that point before we get

through. I understood it was a fact.

Mr. Cannon. I would like to know about that.

Senator Nelson. At any rate. Senator Bristow, you claim it was
only a momentary change. They still have to keep it. It is only
while those checks are in transit; that is all.

Senator Beistow. But they use it.

Senator Nelson. They use it for that time.

Senator Beistow. Yes.
Mr. Cannon. I do not believe they can count checks in transit as

reserve. I do not understand you can count it as a reserve on any-
thing until you get the money back on it. I do not belive the country
bank does that.

Senator Nelson. I think you are right.

Mr. Cannon. Because those checks and shifting matters of that

kind are mere matters of detail in the bank, all the time. I do not
believe that is reserve in the bank. Senator. Will you look that up
and let me know ? I would not want to answer the question until I

knew about that.

Senator Beistow. Now, I suppose you are like all these other com-
mercial bankers : You do not believe real estate mortgages ought to

be used as the basis for currency ?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, no ; I do not think so.

Senator Beistow. Why not?
Mr. Cannon. I do not see how you would turn them into a fund

for redeeming that currency ; how you could redeem currency issued

on a real estate mortgage. Of course, you would have to sell it;

there are times when it would pile up on your hands. They are long-

period loans are they not?

Senator Beistow. Do you expect this currency to be redeemed by

the maturing securities that are deposited for it ?

Mr. Cannon. A good deal of it would be paid oflF when their notes

are paid off.

Senator Beistow. Do you not expect other notes would be sub-

stituted ?

Mr. Cannon. Oh, at times, certainly. But you want to keep your

source pure and clean and have it the very best there is. Of course,

T am not saying anything about real estate mortgages, because I am
a firm believer in real estate mortgages, farm mortgages, and things

of that kind.
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Senator Beistow. We will take a bank, speaking about the region

with which I am familiar, at Salina, Kans. As you define it, it

would have some commercial paper—that is, the notes, the one-

name notes, as a rule ?

Mr. Cannon. Or two-name notes of merchants in Salina, Kans.

Senator Beistow. The merchants in Salina, Kans., do not get

two-name notes.

Mr, Cannon. Well, one-name notes. The merchants in Salina,

Kans., I have been there, and they are a good crowd.

Senator Beistow. The two-name paper is not as good, as a rule,

as the one-name paper?
Mr. Cannon. That is right.

Senator Beistow. Because when you ask for the second name, it

is an indication you are afraid of the first?

Senator Shafeoth. And because people have quit going security

on notes?
Mr. Cannon. It is out of fashion in this country to indorse notes

now.
Senator Beistow. And it ought to be.

Mr. Cannon. Yes ; that is right.

Senator Beistow. They take the paper of various individuals,

many of them leading farmers there, the people of that community,
and they take it to the Federal bank for discount. It is discounted.

They get some of this money. Now, when that bank collects in and
the pressure is over it takes up these notes. They do not have to take
up those notes with the security that it deposited there.

Mr. Cannon. Oh, not always; no.

Senator Beistow. Then what is the purpose of that security? It

is for the purpose of making the Government securer or the regional
bank securer in the issue of that paper, is it not?
Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Beistow. If that security is abandoned and the bank is a

commercial bank, why is not a real-estate mortgage, which is better
than those notes, as far as security goes, just as good a basis for that
as anything else ?

_
Mr. Cannon. I do not think there should be anything except a

liquid security behind these notes.

Senator Beistow. The commercial bank has what is called liquid
security. Do you believe that the notes, the circulating medium of
the country, should be based upon commercial business only ?

Mr. Cannon. Is not that what you say in the act here ?

'

Senator Beistow. The act may say that, but that is not what
I say.

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Why should not an investment security have

as much consideration at the hands of the Government in making a
currency law as a commercial security?
Mr. Cannon. Because I suppose it is not liquid, and these are

inclined to be liquid and take care of themselves.
Senator Beistow. But, as a matter of fact, they do not do it. You

are a practical man; you know that the banker at Salina, Kans.,
does not enforce the payment of those notes. I know it mighty well
when they are due. They may be given for 90 days, but very often'.
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because it is not convenient, they are given for 6 months, and some-
times they will be paid and sometimes they will be increased.
Mr. Cannon. Like the fellow who said " If you want to have a

winter go fast, you want to give a six months' note." Is that the
idea? [Laughter.]
Senator Bristow. I think that is very good

;
yes. Those notes are

to be renewed ; the bankers know they are to be renewed. This year
out in our country they are all renewed; they have to be renewed.
Now, I can not understand why a note that has a mortgage security,
upon which there can not be a loss, for there never was a man in the
section of the country where I live who lost money on a farm mort-
gage if he knew enough to keep it—or if he took the farm, he would
be a good deal better off, because he could make money on it.

, Mr. Cannon. That is the point. They do not take farm mort-
gages, because they might have to take the security, the real estate
back of it, and it could not handle the real estate.

Senator Beistow. Suppose it was the local bank ?

Mr. Cannon. Suppose something happened that the local bank
could not redeem those notes ?

Senator Beistow. Do you not think to have a farm mortgage
would be better rather than your note that sometimes the people
can not pay at all ?

Mr. Cannon. You would not want to get the bank loaded up with
a lot of real estate ?

Senator Bbistow. Would it not be better tha:n to load up with the

notes of merchants ?

Mr. Cannon. I do not think it should be either way ; I do not think

it should load up with either thing.

Senator Bhistow. If something happens to the bank, if some of the

notes would not be paid, if there is a catastrophe in that community,

why is the paper which is not as good preferred over paper that is

better—^has better security ? That is what I want to know.
Mi-. Cannon. Because, as I have just said, you are likely to have

to foreclose on the security that is behind those notes, and you are

hable to have a lot of real estate on your hands, and it is not a

liquid asset.

Senator Beistow. You think it is better to have a liquid asset,

then, even if the man could not pay it?

Mr. Cannon. As I said, in the first place, I have no objection to

either, but I would not be in favor of making real-estate notes the

basis for circulation, or real-estate mortgages.

Senator Nelson. It might have five years to run?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.

The Chairman. Mr. Cannon, I was requested to ask you about

one point affected by this bill whether, in your opinion, the United

States should retire 'the national-bank notes, and, if so, why^

Mr. Cannon. You mean as secured by the twos?

The Chairman. Yes.
, , ^^i

• ^
Mr Cannon. Well, that would depend upon whether the issue ot

bank notes under this Federal reserve scheme would become too re-

dundant at any time. It would seem better to get those old bank

notes out of the way, so as not to have, finally, to go out and get that
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cleared up, and have the bank notes of the country issued through
these Federal reserve banks. That would be my reason for doing it.

Senator Nelson. Then it would be better to have one kind of

currency ?

Mr. Cannon. Yes ; it would be better to have one kind of currency.

And you are liable to have a redundancy of currency if you are going
to keep the old paper outstanding—^you are liable to have the ^ea-
eral bank currency on top of it. I should say yes it would be a good
thing to retire the old bank notes, if it can be done without loss on
the old 2 per cent bonds.

Senator Bristow. How would you retire it without loss on the 2

per cent bonds?
Mr. Cannon. I do not know; I have no remedy for that. As I

say, I have not given that consideration.

Senator Beistow. You do not believe they ought to be retired and
these bonds thrown on the market, and let the banks get what they
could ?

Mr. Cannon. No. I have stated here I have no remedy to suggest.

I think the committee might suggest something that would meet the
situation.

Senator Pomerene. Mr. Cannon, there seems to be a good deal of
objection to some provisions of this bill on the part of the small
country banker. I mean those with a capitalization of $25,000 or
$50,000.

Mr. Cannon. Yes.
Senator Pomeeene. And that objection is made for this reason,

that they handle very little so-called commercial paper, as ordinarily
understood. They have paper that runs for six months or nine
months. Now, can you suggest any amendment to this bill which
would recognize the different methods of doing business as between,
for instance, a city bank like yours and one of these country lM,nks
which would, at the same time, give him the privilege of discount,
etc., provided for in this bill?

Mr. Cannon. I suppose by that time the notes have matured, as a
rule, because they are all the time maturing where they have a lot of
paper. That is the thing; they have a lot of paper that is short of
lime.

Senator Pomeeene. If that is true, it would avoid the objection
largely. But they contend, for instance, in the wheat-growing belt
that the borrowing is done at one time, and the notes are redeemed,
say, late in the fall, when the crop is harvested ?

Mr. Cannon. I do not know enough about interior country banks
to go into that. But here is a country banker, we will say, who has
six-months paper. That will become 90-day paper within a very
short time. Every banker has part of his paper coming out of his
portfolio all the time. You have 90-day paper right ahead of you all
the time, besides your four, five, and six months paper; and I should
think that would work out itself in the ordinary course of events.
Senator Pomeeene. That is certainly true where the industries of

the community are diversified, but it seems to be contended that is not
the case ; for instance, with the wheat-growing belt.

Senator Nelson. If you will allow me to interrupt you, on that
point

Senator Pomeeene (interposing). Yes.
Senator Nelson. For instance, in our country, which is largely a

wheat-growing countnz^ *^^" r^^^oo o^,. „„„„n„ —•— i, ^ .

^^^
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spring. The farmer has been unable to pay all of his debts out of

the last year's crop. The merchant is crowding him ; the agricultural

implement dealer or his help is crowding him. In the spring he gives

a six months' note payable in the fall. The strain for currency for

moving our crops does not come until in September and October, and
by that time that paper is a 90-day paper.

Mr. Cannon. That is what I had in mind.
Senator Nelson. So that it can be utilized in that way. I can see

how that can be covered in that way.
Senator Pomerene. That avoids the objection that has been raised

here by many of our western friends.

Mr. Cannon. Yes; I should think that would cover the occasion.

Well, gentlemen, am I to be relieved from further questions?

Senator Nelson. Suppose where they issue notes that are given for

a year the strain did not come until the last part of the year, the

farmers generally give a note payable just after they are thrashing,

and when they commence to haul wheat to the railroad station and to

the elevator.

Mr. Cannon. Yes.

Senator Nelson. By that time this year note has only 90 days or

less to run. Now, then, they have harvested and thrashed and are

ready to haul the grain out, so that the banker could get that money
in time to move that crop ?

Mr. Cannon. That is the very idea.

Senator Pomerene. And the demand is made on New York, for

instance, later in the season?

Mr. Cannon. Yes.

Senator Pomeeene. But that only covers a period of two or three

months I take it ?

Mr. Cannon. Just about 60 days.

Senator Pomerene. So that these small western banks could go to

the regional bank and get their accommodations?

Senator Bristow. They have got to carry it, however, for three

months or six months, while the city bank does not have to carry

it a day, unless it wants to.
, , j. ^, -nr

Mr Cannon. Oh, we take six-months notes, lots ot them. We
give credit for six months. We have a large amount of commercial

paper sold on the market which is six-months paper. There is very

little four-months paper sold on the open market. Every good

banker provides his pocketbook and portfolio with paper ^hich he

keeps ahead of him all the time; and most of the paper sold on the

market in New York, and most of the paper sold m Chicago, and

most all the notes we get from merchants, except m special cases,

runs from four to six months' time. And, as I said a moment ago he

will always have in his portfolio ample paper maturing this month,

next month, and the next month. Every banker ought to do that,

S if Jeii'a careful banker he will keep the maturity of his paper

shifting all the time, so that he will get paper maturing all down the

^'"senator Pomerene. I wanted to direct f™ ^tten^o^ *« *^^^
cotton

section Is it not true that the larger banks m the cotton btates

make'heir principal pressure upon New York or loans within 90

days of the time that the cotton crop begins to matured
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money until within about 90 days, and must then call upon their cor-

respondents to help?
Mr. Cannon. That is right. And I think as soon as that provision

is thoroughly known it can be handled.

Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Cannon, I want to ask you what you think

of this scheme or proposition for the retirement of the national-bank

notes in a separate bill which I introduced?

Mr. Cannon. I have not seen the bill.

Senator Shafroth. I will read it to you and see what you think

about it:

That as gold certificates are received Into the Treasury or any subtreasury of

the United States they shall be canceled and the gold represented by such cer-

tificates transferred to the reserve fund in the Division of Kedemption of the

Treasury, and in lieu of such canceled gold certificates there shall be issued

United States notes of like denominations, redeemable in gold coin at the Treas-

ury or any subtreasury or mint of the United States which may be designated

by order' of the Secretary of the Treasury, which notes shall be a legal tender
in payment of all debts, public and private, within the United States and its

possessions. And there shall also be Issued at the same time a like amount of

such United States notes for substitution for all national-bank notes and for

the cancellation of the bonds of the United States securing the same until all of

said national-bank notes are retired.

Sec. 2. That upon the request of any national bank the Secretary of the Treas-
ury is authorized, at his discretion, to assume the redemption of its national-
bank notes, to pay to such national bank In cash the difference between the
amount due at that date on the United States bonds securing said notes and said
notes, and to cancel said bonds. When national-bank notes, assumed as afore-

said, shall be received into the Treasury or any subtreasury of the United States
they shall be canceled and retired, and in lieu thereof United States notes au-
thorized by this act to the same amount and like denominations shall be Issued,

paid out, and kept in circulation.

Sec. 3. That as the United States notes heretofore issued are received into the
Treasury or any Subtreasury the Secretary of the Treasury is directed to cancel
the same and issue in lieu thereof United States notes authorized by this act,

and to transfer to the redemption fund herein created a proper proportion of the
$150,000,000 of gold now held to redeem the same.

Sec. 4. That a gold reserve of 50 per cent of all United States notes issued
and put in circulation under the provisions of this act shall be maintained in

the reserve fund of the Division of Redemption of the Treasury for the purpose
of redeeming the same, and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized for
that purpose to purchase gold and exercise all of the powers granted to him by
section 2 of the act of Congress entitled "An act to define and fix the standard
of values, to maintain the- parity of all forms of money issued or coined by the
United States, to refund the public debt, and for other purposes," approved
March 14, 1900, and he is further authorized by general orders to require all

national banks to keep In their vaults as their lawful money reserve such kinds
of United States money as he may deem to the best interest of the Government.

Mr. Cannon. Good gracious ! You do not ask me to pass on that
right off the bat?

Senator Shafeoth. Perhaps not. The only thing is, it is a scheme
by which the money would be uniform. The gold reserve would be
increased, and it would be so self-acting nobody would discover it

while it was going on, and at the same time it would be sounder
money than our greenback is now.
Mr. Cannon. I will read that with very great pleasure.
Senator Shafeoth. It would save the Government $14,000,000 in

interest, which it pays now on 2 per cent bonds, and it would obviate
the necessity of the issuing of the 3 per cents that were spoken of.
Mr. Cannon. I will take that with me and read it with great

pleasure.

Mr. Chairman, is that all you want of me to-day ?
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Senator Pomeeene. There are a couple of matters we will hear
from Mr. Cannon on later.

Senator Weeks. If Mr. Cannon has any tables or other matter
which he might have referred to or did refer to, I would suggest that
he put those tables in the record.

The Chairman. There are one or two questions I wanted to ask you.

We should be glad to have placed in the record the tables which you
have read.

Mr. Cannon. I will have some copies, made and send them to you,
with great pleasure.

(The tables referred to by the witness follow:)

Condensed summary of report.i as of June Ji, 1913. and changes that will 6e
made under the Federal reserve act.

COUNTRY BANKS.

Items. June 4, 1913. 60 days. 14 montlis. Thereafter.

1. Loans, discounts, and over-

diafts

2. United States bonds and
piemiums

3. FKleral reserve bank stock.

.

4. Other investments
6. Due from Federal reserve

banks
6. Due from approved agents

(net)

7. Exchanges, cash items, and
bills ' of other national
banks

8. Minor coin
9. Specie and ledger tender

10. 5 per cent fund.
11. Due from United States

Treasurer

S3, 202, 437

545,195

771,812

66,751
2,447

255,069
23,332

1,573

Total resources..

12. Capital

13. Surplus and undivided
profits

14. National bank notes oui^

stmding
15. Due to national and State

banks and trust companies
(net)

16. Individual deposits and
dividends unpaid

17. United States deposits, pos-

tal savings, and Umted
States disbursing officers. .

.

18. Bills redlscounted and pay-
able, reserves, and other
liabilities

Total liabilities.

MEMOEANBA.

Net deposits subject to reserve.

.

Total reserve required
Cash reserve required
Cash on hand (specie and legals)

.

Cash in excess of requirements .

.

On deposit in Federal reserve

banks;
Required
Optional

On deposit with approved re-

serve agents
Held by approved reserve

Excess with approved reserve

agents
Redemption fund

5,362,114

610,053

616,953

481,089

101,290

3,543,036

33,582

76,111

5,362,114

3,609,584
15% 541,438

207,242
266, 059
58,817

15%
5%

310, 863

482, 508

171,645
23, 332

$3,202,437

545,196
61,005
771,812

482,508

66,751
2,447

205,054
23,332

1,573

$3,202,437

545,195
61,005
771,812

107,280

367,900

66,751
2,447

178,

23,332

1,573

83,202,437

545,195
61,005

771,812

178,800

296,380

66,751
2,447

178,800
23,332

1,573

5,362,114

610,053

516,953

481,089

101,290

3,543,036

33,582

76,111

5,328,532

610,053

516,953

481,089

101,290

3,543,036

5,328,532

610,053

616,953

481,089

101,290

3,543,036

5,362,114

3, 609, 684

541, 438

180, 479
206,054
24,676

10% 360,959

482, 508

121,549

76,111

6,328,532

3, 676, 002

12% 429, 120

""J, 178,800
178, 800

3,676,002
12% 429,120

5% 178, 800
178,

—

3% 107,2

4% 143, 040

367, 900

224,860

76, 111

5,328,532

3,576,002
12% 429, 120

6% 178, 800
178, 800

5% 178,800

2% 71,520

296, 380

224,

$3,202,437

546,195
61,005

771,812

250,320

224,860

66,751
2,447

178,800
23,332

1,673

5,328,532

610,053

616,963

481,089

101,290

3,543,036

76,111

5,328,532

5% 178,800

2% 71,620

224,860

224,860
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Senator Nelson. Would you mean to have 3 per cent paid in cash
and 3 per cent
The Chairman (interposing). Subject to call.
Senator Nelson. In 60 days?
The Chairman. Oh, no; 3 per cent paid in in cash during such

period of time as may be convenient and 3 per cent subject to call.
Senator Nelson. So the amount would be only 6 per cent instead

of 20 per cent ?

The Chairman. Yes ; I thought perhaps that would be more agree-
able to the banks.
Mr. Cannon. Could they still handle the business and at the same

time come in competition with the large banks ?

The Chairman. They would not be in competition with the large
banks, because they have the opportunity to issue currency, which
the large banks have not.

Mr. Cannon. For instance, the First National Bank of New York
has a total capital with undivided profits of $31,600,000; the National
Bank of Commerce, $41,200,000; the National City Bank, $r)l,.50O,-

000; National Park Bank, $15,000,000; Continental Commercial, $30,-

600,000; St. Louis Bank of Commerce, $12,700,000. I just noted
those down as the sizes of the other large banks of the country.
The Chairman. The total of the system would be $720,000,000,

with $1,056,000,000 of capital. That would make somewhere near
$1,800,000,000 of total capital, surplus, and undivided profits.

Mr. Cannon. You think that would be more likely to meet with
the approval of the national banks than having such a large contri-

bution? As far as we are concerned, we would like that. We would
have to put up under this bill $1,000,000. If you could finance the
system on that basis I think it would be acceptable to the banks.

Senator Nelson. Would you include the surplus, too ?

The Chairman. Oh, yes; the surplus, too.

Mr. Cannon. We would certainly look with favor upon that if

it would finance the system properly.

Senator Nelson. Your capital and surplus is how much ?

Mr. Cannon. $10,000,000.

The Chairman. I understand you would be content with the

present requirements?
Mr. Cannon. This would certainly be very much better. We

would be content if we could get out of it some way at the proper

time.

The Chairman. You would prefer this?

Mr. Cannon. Yes, sir; I would, if it would finance the system

properly.

The Chairman. A good many of the country banks have been

rather timid at the idea of subscribing an amount equal to 20 per

cent, whereas I think they would not mind at all subscribing an

amount equal to 6 per cent of their capital and surplus. Some of

the banks which have a larffe surplus would be getting corresponding

benefits in excess of what others would get, and it seemed to me it

might be more equitable to arrange it on capital and surplus. You

think, that being smaller, it would not seem

Mr. Cannon (interposing). It would not seem quite as if you were

putting your hand in their pockets too m.uch.

The Chairman. I just thought I would ask you what you thought

of it.
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Mr. Cannon. I should think that would meet with the approval

of the banks.
Senator Nelson. But the regional bank in New York ought to

have a bigger capital than any of the local banks.

Mr. Cannon. It would not anyway under the present scheme.

Senator Nelson. It would depend upon what territory you took

in. I mean, counting the capital and the deposit account.

Mr. Cannon. Oh, yes.

The Chairman. What would you think of allowing the banks the

privilege of placing with the Federal reserve bank the amount which
now they are compelled by this bill to keep in their own vaults, leav-

ing it optional with them to leave it with the Federal reserve bank
or not, as they please?
Mr. Cannon. Would not that weaken your reserve system a little

bit ? I am afraid that would weaken your reserve system.

The Chairman. Why?
Mr. Cannon. Here is a bank that is some distance off from your

Federal reserve bank. Something comes up in that town, some man
drops dead, and you have a run on the bank. If all the reserve is off

at the Federal reserve bank you might have difficulty in handling
that crowd. They ought to have a substantial amount in their own
vaults.

The Chairman. They would exercise their option as to that. If
they were far removed from the reserve bank they would carry more
money, but if they were in the same city they would do as they pleased
about it. They themselves would consult their own convenience
Mr. Cannon. I should be afraid it might weaken your reserve.
Senator Nelson. And then. Senator, as long as they do not get any

interest on their deposit with the Federal reserve bank, what is the
object of putting it there?

The Chairman. The object would be that you would have a larger

gold reserve, and therefore a greater power in the Federal reserve

bank.
Mr. Cannon. You want to consider a little bit the effect it would

have upon the general reserves. How could you give that privilege

to a bank in a city where the Federal reserve bank is situated and
not give it to all the banks ?

The Chairman. It is not proposed to give it to all the banks, but

those in one city would exercise that right.

Mr. Cannon. Would not they consider that a kind of favoritism?

They can not do as they please, because they might please to put it

in and could not.

The Chairman. If the city banks should put this money in, it

would give the reserve bank greater power to accommodate other

banks.
Mr. Cannon. I should want to give further consideration to that.

Senator Weeks. You do not think any country banker would de-
posit any such large percentage of reserve with a reserve bank that
he would be embarrassed in his daily business?
Mr. Cannon. It does not seem to me that he would, but you can

not tell what bankers would do.

The Chairman. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Cannon.
Mr. Cannon. Not at all, sir. I hope I have been of some service.
(Senator Eeed presented the table facing this page for insertion

in the record.)
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(The chairman presented the following statistical table and re-quested that it be inserted m the record:)

Aggregate resources and liaUUties of national banks, wos to 1912

Classification.

BESOUKCES.

Loans on real es-

tate

Loans on other col-

lateral security..
Other loans and
discounts

Overdrafts
United States
bonds

State, county, and
municipalbonds.

Railroad bonds
and stocks

Bank stocks

1908 (July 15).

6,824 banks.

Bonds of other
public-service
corporations

other stocks,
bonds, etc

Due from other
banks and
bankers

Real estate, lumi-
ture, etc

Checks and other
cash items

Cash on hand
other resom-ces

1909 (Apr. 28).

6,893 banks.

'11,990,162,632.00

2,625,622,899.59
24,705,023.68

732,699,187.16

^79,384,137.05

8 607,425,613.60

$67,070,962.46

1,939,431,702.85

2,966,608,204.24

1910 (June 30).

7,145 banks.

$2,050,690,293. 00,

3,379,668,893.75

1911 (June 7).

7,277 banks.

24,584,055.221 25^ 743 j
314.' 27

740,167,972.67

166,612,966.93

351,371,083.96

Total

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock
Surplus fund
other undivided
profits

Dividends unpaid.
Individual de-
posits

United States de-
posits*

Due to other banlrs
and bankers

other liabilities....

153,306,600.23

1,104,458,684.94

198,279,190.33

271,464,243.39
889,213,394.43
37, 663, 793. 69

148,643,966.78

208,166,517.21

748,797,808.97

M61,998,193.97

298,692,106.00

163,025,132.00

249,447,101.68

1, 232, 656, 106. 45 1, 201, 606, 823. 38

$65,112,003.29

2,004,993,992.88

3,640,732,790.84
23,397,267.78

754,744,891.34

176,284,278.64

361,221,071.31

1912 (June 14).

7,372 banks.

$74,831,997.28

2,135,767,904.39

3,743,304,630.18
19,849,391.65

783,497,976.72

210,426,073.39

384,321,275.41

8,714,064,400.09

Total.

919,100,860.00
564,045,022.80

184,666,676.86
2,849,822.39

4,374,551,208.33

130,266,023.63

1,822,853,669.00
716,741,227.09

215,966,786.14

338,333;768.51
926,776,902.82
62,693,847.89

236,463,370.67

482,805,231.42
866,452,866.21
42,433,672.61

182,297,622.00

287,840,448.00

1,376,786,821.33

263,009,304.09

317,477,121.00
998,061,441.05
41,090,650.76

195,707,108.25

287,328,544.09

1,424,091,680.31

266,625,008.70

296,215,400.32
996,142,823.46
44,654,163.00

9, 368, 883, 843. 13 9, 896, 624, 696. 73

933,979,903.00
687,132,286.31

207,944,821.
1,130,760.07

4,826,060,384.38

70,4)1,818.99

2,036,753,287.47
705,480,591.83

8, 714, 064, 400. 09 9, 368, 883, 843. 13,

989,667,114.00
644,867,482.82

216,646,125.10
16,144,463.48

5,287,216,312.20

64, 641, 349. 41

1,900,136,622.01
788,616,227.71

9, 896, 624, 696. 73|

10,383,048,694.31

1,019,633,162.25
671,946,796.-

241,654,106.09
1,851,823.47

5,477,991,166.45

48,465,641.64

2,147,440,999.04
774,175,018.79

10,861,763,877.16

10,383,048,694 31

1,033,670,675.00
693,990,419.08

256,837,095.57
1,622,660.16

6,826,461,163.36

58,945,980.66

2,178,163,418.11
813,172,565.21

10,861,763,877.15

' Classification as of September call.

^Includes State, etc., and railway bonds held by Treasurer of United States to secure public deposits
' Includes bonds of other corporations.
' Includes deposits of UnitedT States disbursing oflicers.

Note.—For consolidated statement of all banks, see text of this report.
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Aggregate resources and UaUlities of private hanks from 1908 to 1912.

Classification.

RESOURCES.

Loans on real estate

Loans on other collateral se-

curity
Other loans and discounts
Overdrafts
United States bonds
State, county, and municipal
bonds

Bailroad bonds and stoclcs

Bank stocks

Bonds of other public service

oorporations
Other stocJa, bonds, etc

Due from other banks and
bankers

Keal estate, furniture, etc

Checlis and other cash items

—

Cash on hand
Other resources

$19,610,740

7,621,699
80,226,816
1,796,144
297,157

1,100,443
550,901
205,348

Total.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock
Surplus fund
Other undivided proflts

Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits

Due to other banksand bankers

.

Other liabilities

Total..

1908

1,007 banks.

$36,636,702.07

21,096,873.66
103,569,194.24

4,616,218.90
609,219.30

3,228,802.32
1,213,577.66

5,821,879

27,298,378
6,448,497
1,529,589
8,497,540

636,349

161,541,480

21, 122, 836
5,5.56,239

3,475,2.38

35, 160
126,673,158
1,561,453
3,117,396

161,541,480

1,497 banks.

S22,746,018.18

13, 832, 195. 89
70,224,281.77
1,646,968.46

389, 190. 00

2,336,285.00
584,460.18

1,760,406.73
6,187,297.87

40,832,891.79
13,026,388.49
1,387,731.95

11,053,706.62
1,037,343.91

246,266,355.41

27,726,922.00
10,195,237.01
5,533,006.44

62,003.43
193,263,224.31
3,404,236.64
6,071,725.68

246,266,365.41

934 banks.

1,106,865.66
6,992,780.67

24,069,188.01
7,482,500.61
704,623.66

6,764,890.90
2,135,304.04

160,015,562.81

18,899,561.74
6,541,431.06
3,160,659.56

62, 448. 49
124,644,003.22

1,644,318.25
5,063,230.50

160,015,552.81

1911

1,116 banks.

837,536,422.83

16,31«,121.32
71, 559, 680. 21

2, 633, 647. 85
410,282.47

2,466,606.72
448, 547. 28

1,418,866.04
5,125,443.71

26,168,941.51
9,621,350.43
1,039,498.54
7,189,327.84
889,584.93

182,824,220.68

21,872,

7,329,

3,421,
189,

142,277,

1,583,
6, 149,

416.34
974.38
956. 92
643.09
224. 21
296. 84
708. 90

182,824,220.68

1,110 banks.

539,631,511.77

19,775,745.64
68,106,577.60
2,370,427.64

422, 117. 74

2,436,189.39
1,412,833.27

1,986,671.33
7,667,677.09

29,622,664.53
14,214,049.23

860,206.87
7,450,404.38
1,083,320.94

196,940,397.42

348, 040. 33
.333,680.83

250, 634. 46
74,638.22
494,618.90
707, 139. 16
731,645.62

196,940,397.42

Aggregate resources and UaMUties of loan and trust companies from 1908 to

1912.

Classification.
842 compa-

nies.

1909

1,079 compa-
nies.

1910

1,091 compa-
nies.

1,261 compa-
nies.

1,410 compa-
nies.

EESODBCES.

Loans on real estate
Loans on other collateral

security
Other loans and discounts.
Overdrafts
United States bonds
State, county, and munic-
ipal bonds

Bailroad bonds and stocks
Bank stocks
Bonds of other public-
service corporations

Other stocks, bonds, etc.

.

Due from other banks and
bankers

Real estate, furniture, etc.
Checks and other cash
items

Cash on hand
Other resources

$163,727,485

821,341,681
404,412,308

860, 744

555,303

89, 639, 65<

29,676,31;
4,806,843

$377,318,280.19

1,222,881,129.16
460,550,869.39
3,916,236.40
3,222,380.20

155,647,931.87
362,404,241.30

$369,161,435.56

1,230,282,986.02
665,016.724.24
2,111,764.82
1,271,040.00

144,495,162.24
312,518,321.28

$467,531,466.44

1,289,452,721.64
668,660,649.78
3,786,253.64
2,224,692.43

187,123,910.87
371, 707, 846. 78

$626, 509, 702. 69

1,279,983,539.16
900,350,885.96

4,397,620.37
5,985,094.69

202,293,176.75
380,190,967.79

651,298,154

.391,573,223

97,112,461

5, 878, 676

118,398,874
96,4.52,153

168,589,933.84
468,914,766.87
300,324,823.03

578,243,506.14
127,216,448.81

19,129,908.47
254,447,910.16
34,641,394.69

159,294,782.36
541,978,126.32
382,683,343.96

467,643,271.31
126,486,325.05

26,374,390.56
260,129,890.91
80,379,723.21

212,593,716.76
341,128,620.22

208, 673, 679. 15
421,996,627.13

617,605,690.28
143,081,102.71

21,763,736.38
269,825,566.23
68,635,104.75

605,669,597.26
157, 188, 1.59. 03

61,677,976.00
282,151,463.26
80,375,993.13

Total. 2,865,632,876 4,068,534,982.65 4,216,850,061.52 4,665,110,868.71 5,107,444,382.27

Capital stock
Surplus fund
Other undivided proflts. .

.

Dividends impaid
Individual deposits
Due to other banks and

Other liabilities.

Total

278,408,759
370,145,308
46,894,591

467,116
1,866,964,314

163,014,678
140,738,111

362,763,223.00
361,699,101.89
141,683,091.23

985,990.44
2,835,835,180.79

276,753,308.05
§8,815,087.25

367,333,556.37
432,718,233.98
66,448,601.62
2,842,966.53

3,073,122,706.20

187,141,876.31
88,242,130.61

385,782,933.44
400,408,067.99
138,464,384.81

2,360,771.04
3,295,865,896.27

319,368,254.43
122,872,561.73

418,986,771.77
424,313
136,428

850:

3,674,578!

039.39
048. 81

238. 92

299,938,
152,349,

456. 82
887. 48

2,865,632,876 4,068,534,982.66 4,216,850,061.52 4,665,110,868.71 5,107,444,382.27
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A oareaate resources and liaUlUies of national and other reporting banks on or

aiout June 30, 1908 to 1912.
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Summary of reports of condition from 25,195 banks in the United States annisland possessions (including National, State, savings and orivlthn^t. ^«^

"^Zu'wT
'""^^'^^^)' '^'^^-^ *^^^ conditio^ it"fne'7ofe%j7Zn7s's

BESOTTECES.
Loans and discounts

:

Secured by real estate (including
mortgages owned) $3, 301, 485, 759 93

Secured by collateral other tban
real estate 4, 239, 942, 380. 07

All other loans 6, 350, 722, 499 00
Overdrafts 61, 455, 604.' 59

Bonds, securities, etc., including pre-
$13,953,606,243.59

miums thereon

:

United States bonds $823, 266, 866 97
State, county, and municipal bonds. 1, 278, 554 050 84
RaUroad bonds 1, 631, 544, 479.' 26
Bonds of other public-service cor-
porations (including street and in-
terurban railways bonds) 603, 542, 601. 59

Other bonds, stocks, warrants, etc__ 1, 026, 975, 383. 45

„ ,. ^ ^ .^ ^^ $5,358,883,382.11
Bankmg house, furniture, and fixtures 55O, 326 884 44
Other real estate owned 106 972 775 92
Due from banks 1 2, 847,' 992^ 843! 93
Checks and other cash items 55 236 223 74
Exchanges for clearing house 374^ 865,' 032. 08
Actual cash on hand

:

<3old coin 238, 389, 386. 74
Oold certificates ^ 643, 547, 090. 00
SUver dollars 22, 957, 395. 00
Silver certificates 194, 374, 169. 00
Subsidiary and minor coins 37, 738, 008. 29
Legal-tender notes 253, 122, 053. 00
National-bank notes 108, 281, 687. 00
Cash not classified 74, 543, 690. 40

1, 572, 953, 479. 43
Other resources 165, 805, 908. 94

Total resources 24, 986, 642, 774. 18

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in $2, 010, 843, 505. 70
Surplus 1, 584, 981, 106. 44
Undivided profits I— 581, 178, 042. 47
National-bank circulation 708, 690, 593. 00
Due to banks 2,632,635,075.58
Dividends unpaid 3, 639, 127. 75
Individual deposits subject to check
without notice $8,323,485,623.53

Saving deposits or deposits in interest
or savings department 6, 496, 192, 707. 60

Certificates of deposit 1, 952, 784, 093. 94
Certified checks 135, 241, 263. 20
Cashier's checks outstanding 116, 363, 918. 62

17, 024, 067, 606. 89

United States deposits 58,945,980.66

Notes and bills rediscounted 21,836,346.24

Bills payable, including certificates of deposit representing

money borrowed 127,778, i22. bb

Other Uabilities 232,046,600.79

• Total liabilities
~24. 986, 642, 774. 18

1 Includes $80,479,000 clearing-house certificates.
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;

saturday, october 11, 1913.

United States Senate,

Committee on Banking and Currency,
Washington, D. G.

The committee met at 10.33 o'clock a. m.

Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Reed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.

The Chairman. Judge Montgomery, we will hear you now, if you

please.

STATEMENT OF S. B. MONTGOMERY, OF aUINCY, ILL.

Mr. Montgomery. It was suggested that I should be called first,

because I was appointed chairman of this committee and in view of

-the fact that I was president of the Illinois Bankers' Association,

and not because I was expected to do much of the talking. This

morning I dictated a little statement, and if it is not objectionable

I will just read it.

The Chairman. That will be all right.

Mr. Montgomery. The committee appearing here was authorized

at the meeting of the Illinois Bankers' Association on October 26,

1913. That convention was the largest ever held in Illinois. In

fact, double as large as the largest State convention that was ever

held. There is no doubt that interest in the pending legislation in

Congress is responsible for so large an attendance.

Senator Shafroth. What date did you say it was ?

Mr. Montgomery. October 26.

Senator Shafroth. October?
Mr. Montgomery. Oh, I do not mean October ; September 26.

Senator Shafroth. I thought we had not arrived at that date.

Mr. Montgomery. No; as president of that association I was au-

thorized to appoint this committee. In doing this I thought it best

to confine myself to down-State bankers. Those selected I think
represent the various sections and localities of the State and the

different systems of banking. The resolution adopted at Chicago
provided that we indorsed and approved the Chicago conference re-

port, but that has largely been modified, and I think we are here
not for the purpose of urging any part of that now. It is only the
different items we think of interest to what we call ourselves

—

country bankers. The names of the members of this committee and
their banks, and location of the same, are as follows : William George,
president of the Old Second National Bank of Aurora; B. F. Harris,
vice president of the First National Bank of Champaign (both of
these gentlemen are ex-presidents of the Illinois Bankers' Associa-
tion) ; John M. Crebs, president National Bank of Carmi; H. D.
Sexton, president Southern Illinois National Bank; Ashe V. Cox,
Xenia, president of Orchard City Bank (a private bank) ; William
C. White, president Illinois National Bank, Peoria; and J. S. Ais-
thorpe, president First Bank & Trust Co., Cairo, 111.

In reference to Mr. Crebs, I want to say one word. He has been
for a long time in the southeastern part of the State, and for a long
time has been president of the State fair association, and is quite
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well acquainted in the State. Mr. Harris is one of the ex-presidents
of the Illi;nois Bankers' Association, and is right here by me, and he
is just as big an apostle of the farmer.
The Chairman. Yes; I have had the pleasure of meeting Mr.

Harris a number of times.

Mr. MoNTGOMEET. The organization in Illinois is made up of 10
groups, covering the State, one in the city of Chicago and counties
adjoining it, and nine others down State. I was only made chair-
man of the committee because I happened to be president of the Illi-

nois Bankers' Association, and not on account of my fitness. I prac-
tised law a good part of my life and, besides, being a State banker,
we are not so vitally interested at present, at least, as are the national
banks.

You have heard this bill discussed from so many angles and by so

many experts that I do not feel we should consume much of your
time. We are not experts. I think the entire committee comes here
with the feeling that your committee is working conscientiously and
faithfully to make a banking and currency law that will be a credit

and help to all the people, and that includes the bankers.
We are not here attempting or wishing to defeat this bill. We

are favoripg many parts of it, especially that which provides the
banks a place to go for credit when they need it. That is the great-

est need of the American banking system to-day. Under the present
system at the first appearance of trouble we at once become selfish

and try to strengthen ourselves at the expense of everyone else, and
thus accentuate, precipitate, and bring on the very trouble we were
fearing. It would appear that this bill if enacted into law would
cure that trouble. At the same time we are compelled to say to you
that there exists among country bankers a very widespread and
almost universal sentiment unfavorable to some of the features of the

proposed law.

For the past month I have talked with, I might say, hundreds of

banker?, and while they are favorable to the law in the main, it is

always with the qualification that it be modified in many of its fea-

tures. I shall mention only a few of these points and then ask other

members of the committee who are real bankers to express their views

to you.

First. There is a wish among country bankers that the amount they

should be required to subscribe to the Federal reserve bank, should

be reduced from 20 to 10 per cent, 5 per cent of the same to be paid in.

Second. Bankers have suggested that the Federal reserve board be

composed of seven men to be appointed by the President. The sug-

gestion I am about to make, I saw in the paper yesterday, Mr. Can-

non has already made to the committee. As I say, bankers have sug-

gested that the Federal reserve board be composed of seven men to

be appointed by the President, but instead of the Secretary of the

Treasury, the Secretary of Agriculture and the Comptroller of the

Currency being members of the Federal reserve board, our suggestion

is that they be left off, and that the President appoint three bankers

to be selected by him.
I think that the Comptroller of the Currency would be very prop-

erly one of this board, but he is so extremely busy it seems to me it

would be hard for him to perform the duties that would be required.
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Third. It seems unnecessary that there should be a requirement

for 12 regional Federal reserve banks. It would be easier to put the

law in operation with half that number.
Fourth. Another thing that would be popular with the bankers

would be that the stock should pay 6 per cent cumulative instead of 5

per cent cumulative interest.

Fifth. Another objection is the proposition to transfer items at

par without exchange.- Bankers would hope that this might be
changed so that it would only be items "drawn by" one member
bank instead of " drawn on " member banks.

Sixth. The savings bank feature seems unnecessary. Many small

country banks are in the habit of accepting savings and yet the

business done does not develop very largely, and it would be ex-

tremely burdensome to them to segregate their capital and their

investments and be compelled to carry on this small savings. part

of their business separately.

Seventh. Bankers in our section do not understand the proposi-

tion of allowing real estate loans to be made for a period of one
year only. I understand that is hardly sufficient to cover that

feature and other legislation may follow it, and that it had refer-

ence to some particular locality. No loans on real estate are made
for one year in that section. The maturity is almost invariably 5

or 10 years, and so for as that section is concerned it would be utterly

useless. My colleagues on this committee will elaborate on these

objections, and others of which they may speak.

The Chairman. I think most of those objections are recognized
by the members of the committee as having force, and that the com-
mittee will take some steps toward granting relief along the lines

of those objections. I will not go into the details about it, but I

think that is really the attitude of the committee.
Mr. Montgomery. Now, shall I introduce the other speakers ?

The Chairman. If you please.

Mr. Montgomery. Mr. Aisthorpe is the next speaker.

STATEMENT OF J. S. AISTHORPE, VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE IILI-
NOIS BANKERS' ASSOCIATION, CAIRO, ILL.

Mr. Aisthorpe. Gentlemen, I represent perhaps what is known as
the country banker. While in some respects not occupying the
position directly of the country banker, I am in a small city sur-
rounded by what are termed countrjr banks. They object to the
fact that this law really makes a clearing house through the reserve
bank of country checks, as we term them.
The Chairman. Checks of your depositors, you mean ?

Mr. Aisthoepe. Checks of our depositors—individual checks.
Now, as you know, the country banker, or at least a large per cent of
them, charge for remitting those checks.
The Chairman. That is, for remitting the proceeds of those

checks ?

Mr. Aisthorpe. Yes ; the proceeds of those checks. And in some
respects it is a burden upon them to do that.
The Chairman. It costs you money to run that business?
Mr. Aisthorpe. Certainly.
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The Chairman. And you have to have men employed for that
express purpose ?

Mr. AiSTHOKPE. Yes. This section is not quite understood, if it

applies to individual checks ; that is, depositors' checks drawn on the
member bank.

The Chairman. I think that is a fair interpretation of it.

Mr. AiSTHORPE. They object to that check being collected at par
or deposited at par and collected at par through the reserve or
regional bank, whatever you may call it.

The Chairman. There is a net profit to the country bank on that
business ?

Mr. AiSTHORPE. Yes.

The Chairman. And that net profit is what they wish to retain.

That is right, is it not?
Mr. AiSTHORPE. Yes. I do not know whether the committee really

understands the fact that that is an item of profit to the small country
bank, and it is one of the things they exist upon ; while, taking it in

my city, we kick against it all the time. We do not like the charges
the way they do. At the same time it is fair that should be retained.
It does not seem fair that the city banker, the large city banker, the
reserve banks of the cities at the present time, should be allowed to
deposit in the regional bank or the reserve bank those checks and re-

ceive credit at par.

The Chairman. It was thought, I think, that the depositors of the
country banks who remitted to their wholesale merchants, for in-

stance, while they do not paj;^ directly it is believed that the wholei-

salers in reality charge them more for their goods in order to meet
any incidental expenses of that kind.

Mr. AiSTHORPE. I do not know whether they do that, because they
take it for granted it can be collected at very little expense. The
clearing houses in some of the reserve cities, of course, have a fixed

charge on collecting country checks of $1 a thousand. They do that

;

but the individual merchant, the wholesaler, or jobber in the town, or

even a retail merchant, rather than go to a bank and buy his ex-

change, or get a post-office order, or an express order, he will, send
his own individual check.

The Chairman. That is a thing that may be illustrated by the

popular song, " Everybody's doing it." [Laughter.]

Mr. AiSTHORPE. Everybody's doing it; that is true. And he does

that not only because it does not cost him anything to do it, but it

also gives him time to meet that check when it is presented at the

bank. Now, if this law gives the right to the depositing bank that

is a member of the reserve bank to deposit that check at par, then it

will be sent to the member bank on whom it is drawn, and they will

have to remit at par or, rather, it is charged to their account, which-

ever way you put it.

The Chairman. That is the way it is to be done under this bill.

They would not remit at all, but simply charge it to their account.

And, in like manner, their checks would be credited to them.

Mr. AiSTHORPE. I presume it would be charged at the reserve bank

as of the date of its receipt.

The Chairman. Oh, yes; there is no waiting. But in the same

way the member bank would be given credit when it sent in its own

checks on other banks.
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Mr. AiSTHOEPE. That does not seem to be fair to the country banker.

In the first place, it opens the gateway for check discounting.

The Chairman. The country bank, of course, would get credit

immediately for all its checks sent in in the same way.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. Yes; but the country bank does not get as many
checks in proportion as the large city banks do. Of course, there are

no jobbing houses in the country towns, and they do not have checks

to handle at their end of the line like the banks in the towns where

the large retail houses and wholesale houses are located. Therefore

they would get no remuneration in that respect.

Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention to this phraseology

in the bill on page 33. After referring to the other matter, it says

:

Nothing herein contained to be construed as prohibiting member banks from

making reasonable charges to cover actual expenses incurred in collecting and
remitting funds for their patrons.

Mr. AiSTHORPE. Yes ; that is true that it does contain that. But I

take it for granted that will be largely in the control of the managers

of the reserve bank as to what shall be done in that respect. If they

say, "Why, no; we credit you at par on any items you send to us, and

therefore we charge you direct the items we send j^ou," it is a little

bit misunderstood—^the language there—and I think it should be

made plain. My idea is, taking it from the small country bank^

that its check—the bank's check—drawn on another bank should be

charged to him at par in the regional bank or the reserve bank, but

his depositor's checks should not be permitted to be charged to his

account at all. In other words, I think the committee should amend
that section there and let it stop.

Senatpr Nelson. You would distinguish between individual checks

and bank checks?
Mr. AiSTHORPE. And the bank's checks

;
yes.

Senator Nelson. The check of one bank on another would be

within the rule ?

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. Yes; within the rule.

Senator Nelson. And the individual check you would exclude?
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. I would exclude that entirely. When you stop to

think about it, gentlemen—for instance, take a retail man who buys
a bill of goods in New Orleans. I am in Cairo, 111., and he buys a

bill of goods from New Orleans. Now, instead of going into the

bank and buying a New Orleans exchange he sends his own individual

check.

Senator Nelson. On his local bank.
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. On his local bank. Now, that check is deposited

in the regional bank in New Orleans and is deposited at par. That
regional bank sends it, of course, to me as a member of the associa-

tion—the reserve bank—and I have to remit at par or, rather, it is

charged to my account. It is not a question of remitting, exactly;

it is charged to my account. Now, the bank has made no profit and
has had nothing to do with the transaction whatever.
The Chaieman. It would save you from the expense of keeping

these extra accounts.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. You mean with the reserve agents in different

cities ?

The Chaieman. Yes; keeping accounts with banks in different

cities.
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Mr. AiSTHOEPE. I take it for granted, as far as that is concerned,
the bank will have to keep what we might call our individual ac-
counts with another bank, even were this banking law in effect.

The Chairman. Doubtless they would keep accounts anyway for
the purpose of obtaining rediscounts, in case they need it.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. Certainly. But here is the point: You are impos-
ing on the bank at Cairo, through the transfer of funds at New
Orleans, where the wholesaler there made a profit on his sale of goods
to the merchant in my town—you are imposing that burden on the
bank. It does not seem that burden ought to be imposed. Between
the banks that is a different proposition.

The Chairman. The proposal is that your bank should be allowed
to send all of its checks at par to the Federal reserve bank, and you
would immediately get credit for those checks, and it would save you
from carrying on the miscellaneous correspondence incident to send-

ing checks to the various parts of the country for collection.

Mr. AiSTHOKPE. That is true.

The Chairman. And save you time and expense, and you get im-
mediate credit, which is a positive advantage. Another advantage
is, as far as the exchange is concerned, you will not be compelled to

carry accounts in banks in various parts of the country upon which
your customers may desire exchange, but you can give them exchange
on any part of the country by your own checks.

Mr. AiSTHORPE. I agree with you in that ; but the volume of busi-

ness which is transacted is so much larger against the country bank
that the country bank can not remunerate itself from its end of the

line.

The Chairman. You mean to say the income and outgo do not

balance each other?
Mr. Aisthorpe. The checks do not. In our country banks, you

know, the farmer does not come in, as a rule, and deposit a check.

He generally has the money, or if it is a check it is a local check in

the part of the town in which he lives.

Senator Nelson. Pardon me for interrupting you, but would it

not be fair for the local bank to charge the local customer for it?

The local customer instead of buying his draft, as he should do, to

send to New Orleans gives his check.

Mr. Aisthorpe. Yes; he ought to do that; I admit that.

Senator Nelson. It is up to him. Now, the store merchant in

Cairo could go to the bank and buy New Orleans exchange instead

of sending his check on the Cairo bank, and that is what he should do.

Mr. Aisthorpe. That is what he ought to do, but what he don't

do and won't do.

Senator Nelson. If he neglects that he should bear that burden.

Mr. Aisthorpe. Not the banks; that is what I am trying to

eliminate.

Senator Shafroth. But he does it that way m order to have a

receipt right on the back of his check.
t. , •

The Chahjman. And it is so convenient to inclose a check in a

letter, rather than to go out and buy a draft, and be bothered in that

way, and that is why it has grown to be a universal custom, it has

been estimated that there are 15,000,000 checks in circulation in this

country daily in process of collection. It has become the habit ot

the citizen, who consults his own convenience when he wants to pay
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an account in a distant place, to slip his own check in a letter and

send it through the mail, and that saves his time.

Senator Shafeoth. Some times he has to wait in line in order to

get a draft.

The Chairman. It is not convenient to him. It may take 15 or 20

minutes, or it may take an hour to send his boy down to get a draft.

It is a matter of convenience all around and obtains in the whole

country.
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. The wholesaler and jobber are benefited, and the

banks have been trying to break up that practice.

The Chaieman. The depositor is benefited, because it_ saves him

the expense of sending a man down to the bank with his check to

exchange for a bank check on that center to which he wants to remit,

and he might send a boy down there and have to wait half an hour

or an hour, and it may be necessary to do that, perhaps, three or four

times a day, and he sends his own check as a matter of convenience.

Mr. AisTHORPE. I admit what you say, that it is an accommodation

to the customer in that respect, but the individual bank, with this

method that the committee proposes here, is absolutely placing those

checks at a premium, in a sense. That is, it is allowing the merchants

to run their checks out, and the regional bank that is at the point where

they are received—they will be deposited there by the bank which

will get credit for them at par immediately, and they will be charged

to the country bank against its account, before it has had an oppor-

tunity to know whether that check is good or whether, really, any

check has been drawn or not.

The Chaieman. I think an item should be placed in this bill that

would bar checks of any persons who have sent through the bank

a check that is not good at the time it was made. I think there should

be a barrier placed on that.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE.' I do not think individual checks ought to be

charged to the account of the bank on which they are drawn at the

time they are deposited.

The Chaieman. When they are drawn, of course, they go to the

wholesaler, and then he underwrites that check, puts his name on it,

and he is good for it. Then it goes to his bank and his bank under-

writes it, and so there are two additional parties underwriting that

check before it goes to the reserve bank. Therefore there is no rea-

sonable doubt about that check. Yet, there will occur a time when
some check will be. found wrongfully drawn, perhaps.

Senator Nelson. If you will allow me, I do not think such a check

as we have referred to, a check by a merchant in Cairo upon the local

bank there, comes within the scope of this bill, if you will read it. I

call your attention to the language

—

It shall be the duty of every Federal reserve bank to receive on deposit, at par
and without charge for exchange or collection, checks and drafts drawn upon
any of its depositors or by any of its depositors upon any other depositor

—

Now, the depositors of the regional bank are not individuals ; they are

the banks.

The Chaieman. And the checks drawn upon a depositor would be

drawn upon a member bank.
Senator Nelson. The depositors of the regional banks are only

snember banks, not individuals.
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The Chairman. That is right.

Senator Nelson. Therefore this check that he describes would not
come within the provisions of this bill

—

It shall be the duty of every Federal reserve bank to receive on deposit, at par
and without charge for exchange or collection, checks and drafts drawn upon
any of its depositors.

Who are its depositors ? The member banks.
Mr. AiSTHOKPE. If you stop right there, that is true.

Senator Nelson. " Or by any of its depositors upon any other de-
positor." If you make that clear, so as to apply to the member banks,
there can not be any doubt about it.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. No ; that is the point exactly, sir.

The Chairman. If you would read that checks and drafts drawn
upon any of its " depositors " or " member banks," it would mean the
same thing.

Senator Nelson. " Or by any of its depositors upon any other de-
positor."

Senator Pomeeene. That is, drawn by one member bank upon an-
other bank.
Mr. Aisthoepe. That is just the point I am trying to make.
Mr. Montgomery. That suggestion is in my paper there, just what

the gentleman said, " drawn by " one member bank, instead of
" drawn on " member banks.
The Chairman. Yes ; but a check drawn upon any of its depositors

means drawn upon any of its member banks, and does not mean any-
thing but that.

Senator Nelson. I do not think such checks as you describe here,

checks drawn by your local merchant, on your local bank, would come
within the scope of this bill at all.

The Chaieman. I do not understand how you interpret it. Senator ;

"

I think, however, we are depriving the witness of an opportunity to

give his views.

Senator Weeks. I was going to suggest that we might take this up
among ourselves later.

Mr. Aisthoepe. But here. Senator, it reads this way, " checks and

drafts drawn upon any of its depositors or by any of its depositors

upon any other depositor." There is too much there in the language.

I can be misconstrued. If you would eliminate all of this " depositor "

business, after you get down to " it shall be the duty of every Federal

reserve bank to receive on deposit, at par and without charge for ex-

change or collection, checks and drafts drawn upon any of its de-

positors," and put s period in there, then you are applying it directly

to the member banks of the reserve bank.
_

The Chairman. That is not the intention of the section ; it as in-

tended to cover private check,-?.

Mr. Aisthoepe. I am taking for granted it is.

The Chaieman. You are objecting to that, and your reason is that

it deprives the country bank of its revenue.

Mr. Aisthoepe. That is true.

The Chaieman. And the question is. How much revenue ^

Mr. Aisthoepe. In my bank it does not make so much diflerence.

I am talking to you particularly for the small banks, where I Iniow

a large proportion of their income is derived from these charges.

The Chaieman. You mean their net income ?

S. Poc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 18
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Mr. AiCTiiOEPB. Net income, derived from the charges they make

in remitting for checks drawn on them.
„T,ppW oot,*

The ChaIeman. Could they charge their depositors for checks s nt

to outside parties, which come in that way, without causmg un-

friendly comment from their depositors?

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. Yes, sir. That has been discussed a number of

times among the bankers.
, , i i

• •
i.-

The Chairman. Could they not, through the banking associations,

agree they would charge a depositor a reasonable fee tor checks sent

outside and which they collect for the Federal reserve bank?

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. That was taken up in the Illinois Bankers Asso-

ciation. . 1 .

The Chairman. Would not that really be right (

Mr. AisTHORPE. They could not get any concerted action on it

at all.

The Chairman. You have no such system?

Mr. AiSTHORPE. Yes ; we tried.

The Chairman. Not an adequate system, because you would have

to deal with so many clearing places, so many different clearing

banks and reserve agents.

Mr. AiSTHORPE. The idea was to get a charge by all banks in the

State on checks drawn on them that came through other sources.

The Chairman. It seems to me the country banks could easily,

through group arrangements, agree to make a reasonable charge upon
checks sent outside and collected at foreign points against the bank,

that that could be easily obtained and would compensate them for

their trouble in the matter, and of course return a reasonable profit.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. If you will just stop and think a moment, I do

not believe that could be enforced, for the reason it is a question left

entirely in the hands of the reserve bank or the regional bank.

The Chairman. The local deposits of the member banks could be

arranged by group arrangements.
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. It says it shall not prohibit. It is just the same

now.
The Chairman. Where two banks are in competition with one an-

other, and the one gives free exchange and the other will not, of

course you have difficulty with the depositors. But if that is ad-

justed by group arrangement, I should think it might be provided

for without violating the antitrust law.
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. I will ask you this question : Why is it that these

checks, these individual checks, should be handled at par, and that

forced on the bank?
The Chaieman. For economic conditions ; for economy, to save in

handling credit.

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. That is simply between the bank.
The Chairman. I am not talking about clearing personal checks,

but the matter of transferring more quickly and ,at less expense to

the country, including the banks. I believe the banks have a right
to_ charge their customers for sending checks out in that way. I
think that would be a reasonable change to make.
Mr. AiSTHORPE. Would it be the intention of the committee in

framing up this section that the reserve bank shall permit that to be
done?
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The Chairman. Yes ; that is obviously done in this, because excep-
tion is made in here. I think that is perfectly right, and I think the
country banks ought to have a right to do that if they want to. I do
not see why it can not be adjusted by group arrangement.
Mr. AiSTHORPE. All I am asking for, gentlemen, is that I think you

ought to stop at bank checks, bank drafts.

The Chairman. Yes ; we have heard the argument, of course, and
we understand and appreciate the point of view you have.
Senator Weeks. Let me ask you this question : If there is going

to be a great economic saving by the clearing of all checks—private
checks and otherwise—through' the reserve banks, could it be ar-
ranged so that the country banks could, as they should, as the chair-
man has stated, make a charge for collecting individual checks ? Do
you not think this committee ought to recommend some kind of legis-

lation which would provide for that?
Mr. AiSTHORPE. That is true.

Senator Weeks. You and I agree, undoubtedly, that there is a
great economic waste in the collections on domestic exchange in this
country. I recall a case some years ago which was brought to my
attention, where a concern kept an account of $20,000 in a bank.
The bank was paying interest on $10,000 of it, and $10,000 was a
free deposit. They had not made a careful examination of the cost

of collections on that account until one day somebody did make that
investigation, and it was found that the firm only had an actual
balance of $4,000, $16,000 being in the process of collection all the
time. In other words, the bank had been paying interest on $6,000
which was not in the bank at all, and the concern had no free balance
at any time during the year. Now, that is occurring everywhere, all

over the United States, and if some method can be developed to

produce a more prompt collection agency and to prevent what is an
abuse, in my judgment—that is, drawing a private check on a bank
in Cairo to pay a bill in New Orleans and requiring that check to be
sent to New Orleans and then sent back for collection to you and then
sending it to a little bank of a town near Cairo—if that can be pre-

vented it ought to be done.
Mr. AiSTHORPE. I agree with you on that absolutely; but I think

you want to make it plain in that section, so that when it comes to

the individual checks there shall be a charge, and let the reserve

bank fix what that charge shall be.

Senator Shafroth. Mr. Weeks, I do not understand why there

would not be a balance there of $20,000, because when the individual

check is given it does not come back to be charged on the debit side

of the account until after it reaches there, and the bank, in the mean-
time, has had the full use of that money.
Senator Weeks. T do not think we ought to take this witness's time

to discuss it; but let us suppose you deposited five checks of $4,000

each in your bank. One is to pay a bill in Boston, one is to pay a bill

in San Francisco, another in New Orleans, and another in Atlanta,

and the other is local. Those four checks that are going to foreign

places are going to be in process of collection several days.

Senator Shafroth. Yes; but my balance remains at the bank all

the time.

Senator Weeks. But, as far as your checks are concerned, you have

not $20,000 in the bank.
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Senator Shafeoth. The bank gets the benefit of the $20,OOQ. It

does not know what my books show.

Senator Weeks. Yes; but those checks are outstanding against

your account.

Senator Shafkoth. That is true; but that money remains in the

bank until the checks come in.

Senator Weeks. I do not think we should discuss that now, but we
ought to let the witness proceed.

Mr. AisTHORPE. You are charging up the individual checks of the

member bank to the reserve bank. Suppose, now, a customer of mine
has drawn a check of $25,000. I am not advised of it at all. His ac-

count is good for it. He sends that check to Cleveland, Ohio, in some
transaction. That check is deposited in the reserve or regional ba,nk,

and the regional bank charges it to my account and sends it down to

me. I have not had any notice of the check at all, but my balance

has been reduced. I won't know of that check, and I may have to

remit in some way or other to make that balance good. Suppose that

is all I have in excess of the reserve requirements of the law, which
says I shall keep there a reserve balance?
The Chairman. The effect of that is that if he were to draw that

check immediately on you you would have to remit earlier than you
would under this arrangement, and therefore you get the benefit of

the use of the money a few days longer, until you are notified to make
good your deficit?

Mr. AisTHOBPE. I do not think so ; not in this present way.
Senator Hitchcock. The provision of the law is that a regional bank

may notify a member bank to make good whenever its balance falls

below the legal reserve. If it goes below the legal requirement all the

reserve bank could do would be to notify the member bank to make
good its deficit. As the chairman says, it seems to me it would not be
m any worse plight than if the individual had come in to draw out

the cash.

Mr. Aisthorpe, we are using up your time in discussing this mat-
ter. I think you ought to give some attention to this section, distin-

guishing very clearly as to what it shall apply to. We will let the

matter rest.

It is your view a bank should not be charged with a check drawn by
one of its depositors; it should simply be sent out for collection?

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. Yes.
Mr. Harris. I think that Senator Weeks, as he expressed himself

a few moments ago, expressed our view^ and we are willing to take
his statement and save the committee's time by passing on.
Mr. Montgomery. I should like Mr. Harris to be heard next, if you

please.

STATEMENT OF B. F. HARRIS, VICE PRESIDENT FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

Mr. Harris. Our chairman has told you that we are not experts,

and I want to emphasize that in my case. I am not a banking expert,
but, as he said, I have devoted most of my time to agriculture, espe-
cially with respect to the banker's relation to the subject.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you please state the size of your town
and the size of your bank ?
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Mr. Harris. The town has a population of 15,000. The. bank has
a capital of $100,000, a surplus of $130,000, and deposits of about
$1,300,000. It is the First National Bank.
Senator Pomekene. Your position ?

Mr. Haebis. Vice president, although I am not active in the bank
in any way.
In the second alace, I do not know of any way in which this bill

as it passed the Rouse would hurt or help our bank, unless it might
affect our 2 per cents, of which we have $65,000. On the other hand,
I want you to feel that anything I have to say is in no way influenced
by the personal side, although the personal side has a right to come
in, every man speaking for the effect the bill might have on him or
his bank. So I want you to get my point of view as trying to be of
service and understand that any comments I make are entirely with
reference to the general public aspect of the bill.

Senator Hitchcock. The committee would like to know the effect

this will have upon the bank, because the witness can testify to that,

and can give the committee a clear idea.

Mr. Haeeis. Well, I was asked to talk on one or two points, more
especially concerning control, and I think some time will be saved
if you wiU let me run over that. I want to say for the bankers in
general, so far as I can speak for them, that I believe the banker
understands and appreciates better than anybody else the need, the
utgent need, for this legislation. I have not seen any bankers who
want to delay this legislation if there is any opportunity to get a
bill along reasonable lines, and I think I can say I have not seen any
banker who thinks that the bill as it passed the House is what it

should be. Further than that, I believe every good banker and every
good business man believes in supervision and regulation, but the
further we go in that direction, especially toward more or less abso-

lute Control—^which some have said comes within the definition of
socialism—^the more careful we should be.

That brings up the point on which I am supposed to talk. We
are to have a Federal board of seven men. Only one of those men is

supposed to know or is required to know anything about banking.
It would seem to me, from the economic point of view, you ought to

have experienced men on the board, and, further, that the bankers
who contribute the capital and reserves to this bank ought to have
a reasonable minority voice; in other words, three out of seven.

There is an unfair reflection on the banker, which he resents, when
the bill says, in effect, that the President, who has the selection of

all these men, can not find, or is not to find, more than one man among
the banking fraternity who is morally fit to fill the position. That is

a thing that goes against the grain more than any other feature of

the bill.

Senator Hitchcock. The bill, as I recall it, does not exclude

bankers from his choice.

Mr. Haeeis. No; it does not, but the inference is that he shall not;

wnd when you think of the possible political effect and all that, the

President might not be inclined to go further than he is expected to

go, because the people, to whom some of us " appeal," would say that

the President was favoring too many bankers.

Senator Shafeoth. You know, there is not a banker on the board

of directors of the Bank of England or the Bank of France?
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Mr. Harris. I have heard that statement made many times, but I
think that is hardly correct in this respect, that several large banking
houses are indirectly represented

Senator Shafroth (interposing). Not check-paying houses; they

are investment houses.

Mr. Harris. Of course, that is a matter of information.

Senator Weeks. You would not imagine that an;^,one would advo-

vate, and you would not advocate, I presume, that any man should be

put on that board who continued to be actively connected with a

bank?
Mr. Harris. Not for one moment.
Senator Weeks. I do not understand that anyone would advocate

having a man connected with a private bank a member of that board.

Mr. Harris. He should have no banking connections in any way
that would challenge his action.

Senator Weeks. What you are advocating is that the board shall

have the benefit of the experience of men who have been connected

with the banking business?
Mr. Harris. I consider this absolutely necessary, to have at least a

minority of the board—and, from a business standpoint, they should
be the majority of the board—men of more or less wide financial ex-

perience, because they are to exercise the greatest power that has ever

been given, in my opinion, to any board.
Senator Pomerene. Do you imagine any President would put men

on that board who were not able men, of wide experience?
Mr. Harris. I do not imagine that any man we elect President, in

so far as his own ability or knowledge is concerned, would deliber-

ately appoint any such men, but those accidents do happen. What I

should say is this, three of the seven men the bill provides to be

appointed by the President—the Secretary of the Treasury, the

Comptroller of the Currency, and the Secretary of Agriculture

—

should be left off, because they have all they can do if they run their

departments as they should run them ; and the bill should be so drawn
that no President in his first term should appoint more than three

of those seven men. This would prevent a change in practice with
each presidential administration. I should say that three out of the

seven men should be bankers, but not connected in any way with
banking institutions.

Senator Nelson. Either as stockholders or officers ?

Mr. Harris. Not in any way, nor in any measure.
Senator Shafroth. I think all four of them could be, under this

bill.

Mr. Harris. I do not imagine, when the bill reads as it does, that
any President would feel like going so far. I do not think that

President Wilson would, from the attitude he seems to hold and the
expressions he has made on the subject. I think, as President Wilson
was quoted as saying the other day, that the power to control the
credits of this country is the power to absolutely shape and control
the direction in which all our industries and all our development,
financially and commercially, shall go. That is what this tremendous
power means ; and, as I have said, it is a reflection upon the bankers
that even when the President hiinself has the choice he is not sup-
posed or required to select more than one man of banking experience,
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and the rest are merely political appointees. It seems to me that the
mobilization of credit is the one thing that we should have upper-
most, and that we should reduce the number of banks from 12 to

not more than 5 and 3 would be better.

Then our people feel that the subscription to the stock should be
reduced from 20 per cent to 10 per cent^^

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Why do you feel that, Mr.
Harris ? Will y^u state your reason ?

Mr. Harris. When I say our people feel that, I am telling you
'what they tell me, without having all their reasons at hand.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it because you would estimate the higher
amount too heavy a drain on the banks ?

Mr. Harris. Yes. I think when a bank is compelled to tie up,
in the first instance, at 6 per cent interest, 10 per cent of its capital,

subject to a demand for another 10 per cent, and then tie up at least

5 per cent, and possibly 7 per cent of its reserves without interest,

that infringes on the earning capacity of the bank. Now, that does
not apply in my case, because in the case of my bank we do not use
rediscounts; we probably would not use them under the new bill.

Our circumstances and conservative practices are such that we would
not. On the other hand, we keep about 12 to 15 per cent cash on
hand, and we keep about 20 to 25 per cent with our reserve banks.
In other words, we have from 40 to 45 per cent cksh and exchange.

Senator Hitchcock. What benefits would you get out of the bill?

Mr. Harris. No benefit, as I said when I began. As a matter of
fact, in the last few years I consider we have been at a great disad-

vantage in being a national bank. We have 42 banks in our county,
which is an agricultural county, and the State banks take mortgages
and may do many things that we may not do. And I will say to you
frankly that, for a number of reasons, I think we should become a
State bank; and under the House bill, even if we should have to take

a loss pn our 2 per cents, we would reorganize as a State bank. You
might provide that the member banks could pay for their regional-

bank stock with 2 per cent Government bonds.
Senator Shatroth. This bill is presumed to give you a reservoir

from which you may draw, so you do not have to keep as large a

reserve. That being true, it would release to you 18 per cent—

—

Mr. Harris. I understand the purpose of the bill, but we do not

release now half of what we could release.

Senator Shafroth. That is because you have not got this reservoir,

but if you had this reservoir to draw upon you could release it.

Mr. Harris. My bank is more conservative, perhaps, than it ought

to be, because we like to be on the safe side. I know there is the

danger, under some conditions, of a little too much expansion.

Senator Shaitigth. If that 18 per cent, which you have been in the

habit of using, were released so you could use it, it would be a great

thing, would it not?
Mr. Harris. Yes; for banks and the people generally; but why

am I compelled under the bill to go into this whether I want to or

not? The State banks have the privilege of going in or not as they

please. I think that is one of the worst and most un-American

features of the bill.
. . .„

Senator Weeks. Don't you think that legislation which wiU

promote commerce and create stability in banking and in business
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generally ought to be encouraged, even if the personal equation does

not seem to be benefited?

Mr. Harris. Yes, sir ; I do. That is my whole attitude. I am not
speaking from the personal point of view, because the general in-

terest is the banker's interest.

Senator Weeks. Of course, we can not make any progress in this

world without seeming to affect individual and pg^sohal interests.

Mr. Harris. Exactly.

Senator Weeks. That must be taken into consideration. But if

it is going to be of marked benefit to the whole country and the"

commerce of the country, without wantonly endangering private and
vested interests, you would agree that we ought to take some action,

I think.

Mr. Harris. There is no question about it. There is no direct

way of arriving at the percentage, but I think you would be amazed
to find how few national banks would go into the scheme on the

basis of the bill as it passed the House.
Senator Hitchcock. How many national banks have you in

Illinois?

Mr. Harris. We have about 600. We have about 1,800 banks of

all kinds, and they are almost equally divided. There is a larger

percentage of State banks than private and national banks. Statis-

tics we have gathered show that in Illinois, outside of Chicago, 65
per cent of bank stockholders are farmers directly or indirectly in-

terested in farming.
Senator Hitchcock. Have you any estimate of the number of

national banks that would denationalize if the bill should be passed
as it came from the House?
Mr. Harris. It is mere guesswork, but I should imagine that the

proportion would be very large.

Senator Hitchcock. Half of them?
Mr. Harris. Yes; 80 per cent of them; perhaps 90 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think any State banks would come
into the organization?
Mr. Harris. I have not seen any State banks that would come in.

Senator Weeks. Were you present at the Boston meeting?
Mr. Harris. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. Were you present at the meeting of the country
bankers ?

Mr. Harris. I was.
Senator Weeks. Do you think the country bankers were embar-

rassed by the influence of others in the conclusion which they
came to?

Mr. Harris. Not in the slightest. It was a splendidly attended
meeting. I do not think any city banker embarrasses any country
banker, or that the country bankers are affected by the views of the

city bankers.

Senator Weeks. Do you not think it is a reflection upon the char-
acter and ability of country bankers to assume even that their action

in such matters would be influenced by anyone?
Mr. Harris. I do, most emphatically, and I think the several state-

ments that have been made with reference to that very point are un-
fair, to say the least. I was in the meeting and I made only one sug-
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gestion—^that the bankers be polled on this subject—because I
thought in that way Congress would get information that it needs
and that it could not get otherwise with reference to the percentage of
banks that would come in. But I am as sure of the statement I made
as I am of anything undetermined, that the percentage of national

banks and State banks that would come in would be so small you
would not accomplish anything at all. And even if all national

hanks came in, you would have only 30 or 35 per cent of the total

banking resources of the country at that, and any system which pro-

poses to make a successful currency system is not a success if you
can only get one-third of the banking fraternity into it.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you personally indorse the recommenda-
tions made by this bankers' convention in Boston ?

Mr. Hareis. I personally indorse the recommendations and the

action they took. And, personally, I think the recommendations
made at the Chicago conference, at which I was present, were ad-

mirable and remarkably conciliatory, considering all the facts in the

case.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you distinguish between the two ?

Mr. Haeees. The Chicago conference, if I keep the details fairly

well in mind—I have not read the action of either conference lately—
comprehend practically the action of the country bankers in Boston,

but went further and referred to other matters in the bill. The
country bankers in Boston had this viewpoint ; I did not go into the

little meeting of the men that issued the call. Their feeling was
that they must only state before this committee the things that di-

rectly concern the country bank or that would affect it on its personal

side. They said, " We do not like the way in which this control is

afiected ; we do not like the compulsory feature, but we are not going

to go into that. In order to save time, we will just refer to four or

five points," which you have seen in their resolution.

Senator Hitchcock. You were present at this meeting?

Mr. Harris. I was.
Senator Hitchcock. Of the 2,000 estimated to be present, what

number do you think objected to the conclusions?

Mr. Harris. I do not think any of them, and I can give you the

test of that. I was present at the best-attended session of the con-

vention, the best-attended session I have ever seen of an American

bankers' meeting, when the whole matter was subdivided into five

resolutions, and on four of those there was not even a dissenting vote.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you a copy of the resolutions here?

Mr. Harris. The general purport of that resolution was to indorse

the Chicago conference. Mr. O'Neil had a resolution; Mr. Hill

had a resolution—there was only one dissenting voice on any of

those, and that was from Mr. McRae, of Arkansas.

Senator Hitchcock. Was there any attempt to railroad resolu-

tions through ?

Mr. Harris. On the contrary, Mr. George M. Eeynolds and several

other prominent members of the association came forward on the

platform and said that every man who had a word to say, especially

those opposed to the action, should be given ample opportunity to

speak; and this received large applause, and to help that matter along
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they adjourned for luncheon before voting on the resolution and

had an hour's recess, and afterwards every man who wanted to saj

a word had an opportunity to say it.

Senator Hitchcock. What was the purpose of that recess'?

Mr. Hakeis. They took a recess from half past 1 to half past 2.

They had not had luncheon, and the whole purpose, as stated, was to

stop any idle talk that they were trying to railroad the matter

through. Mr. McE-ae made statements that the facts did not justify,

and there were cries from the house of " No,'' and hissing and " Ques-

tion," because Mr. McRae was not fair in his statements.

Senator Hitchcock. Was Mr. McEae given a fair hearing?

Mr. Harris. Yes; Mr. McEae was invited to the platform and

talked for 15 or 20 minutes, and once or twice when he said he was

through and the crowd said, " Good," that started him off again.

The chairman said, " Mr. McEae, you may have all the time you

please."

Senator Hitchcock. Did he have any sympathizers?

Mr. Harris. He voted by himself. He called for a division on the

resolutions. He said, " I have the right to call for a division on

this resolution ; it can really be divided into five parts." So he called

for the question on the five different features.

Senator Hitchcock. A viva voce vote?

Mr. Montgomery. Finally it was by a rising vote.

Mr. Harris. They first had a viva voce vote, and then they had
a rising vote, too.

Senator Hitchcock. How many voted against the resolution ?

Mr. Harris. Only Mr. McEae, of Arkansas.
Senator Hitchcock. Out of 2,000 people?
Mr. Harris. There were probably 2,500 or 3,000 at the convention;

the 2,000 were at the separate country bankers' meeting Monday.
Senator Hitchcock. The committee wanted to talk with some one

who had personally been at the convention.

Mr. HaShis. That committee, I understand, is to be here Monday.
Senator Eeed. I have not heard all the testimony, but I am curious

about one matter. Is it true that the bankers applauded the state-

ment that Congress was being rim by Socialists, etc. ?

Mr. Harris. No; the statement was not made in that way. If

I can repeat the language correctly, Mr. Hepburn made this state-

ment ; he defined very briefly what socialism was, and said, " If this

definition is correct, then this bill approaches socialism." You can

find the exact language.
Senator Eeed. You spoke in innuendo, and gently insinuated that

,most of the people down here were cranks?
Mr. Harris. No ; he read this statement, which you may get, and

you may draw your own inference. But he defined socialism and

then said that this bill amounted to socialism.
Senator Weeks. What inference did you draw from his statement!
Mr. Harris. Well, having told you how I feel—that I believe

thoroughly in supervision and regulation for every form of public

or quasi-public business whatever it may be—I do feel that the bill as

passed in the House is just what Mr. Hepburn said it was. And yel

that bill would not affect me in my individual banking business; but
as a whole, taking the make-up of the board, the fact that the Presi'
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•dent, in one administration could control that whole board by ap-
pointment .

Senator Reed (interposing). Let me ask your view on this ques-

tion

Mr. Haeeis (interposing) . I will say to you this is not a political

matter. In reaching my conclusions I should remove myself from
the banking field, just as I believe you gentlemen should remove
yourselves from the political field

Senator Nelson (interposing). Allow me to make a suggestion at

this point, which, I think, would clear up this matter a little. So-
cialism is divided into what they call state socialism and private or
personal socialism. State socialism is simply where the State under-
takes to do a thing that many people believe ought to be done by
private parties. For instance, we are doing a lot of Government
work here in this country that comes under the head of state social-

ism. The Post Office Department, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and the meat inspection, the pure-food law, all come under
the head of state socialism, and that was the great fad of Bismarck.
He was a state socialist, but socialism in its odious sense is not state

sociahsm ; it is that other species of socialism.

• Mr. Haeeis. Mr. Hepburn, I think, had the state socialism sense

in mind.
Senator Nelson. The work done by the Government, which I have

referred to, is what I would call state socialism, and in that sense it

is not an odious term, as it is when used in the other sense.

Senator Eeed. I do not know in what sense he used it. I find

that bankers, like other people, have their limitations.

Mr. Haeeis. There is no question about it.

Senator Eeed. A banker, not more than other people, and I am
inclined to think not less, and they sometimes go off at a tangent.

I want to suggest two or three things to you, because you are a

banker.

Mr. Haeeis. One moment, please. I would like to be here as long

as you want me, but I am only one member of our committee, and I

do not want to take up anjr.unnecessary time.

Senator Eeed. I am takmg the time, not you.

Mr. Harris. I am glad to be at your service.

Senator Reed. That the board under this bill does not possess m
any particular, or in all particulars together, as much power as the

Secretary of the Treasury now exercises as one man.

Mr. Haeeis. Personally I do not object to control---or, rather,

supervision and regulation, though it is control in this bill—but I do

object, as I said, perhaps before you came in, to the way m which the

board is constituted. .. i-

Senator Eeed. The general board. I am calling your attention

just to this one thought, that there is a more arbitrary power vested

to-day in the Secretary of the Treasury than is vested m this board

by this bill.
. ,., , , . -i j.-<

Mr. Harris. Without being familiar with all the details, there can

be no question, it seems to me, but that you are wrong m that, be-

cause the Secretary of the Treasury can not control credits, can not

control rates of interest, and all that sort of thing. It would be a

very easy matter, Senator, it seems to me, for a President ±rom me

West or a President from the South, for instance, as we saw it re-
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cently. There was a great demand for more money when Secretary

McAdoo
Scii;itor Keed (interposing). You are talking about the bill?

Ml. IIphkis. I am talking about what the board can do. You say

thai tlie Secretary (if tlie Treasury has more power to-day, more arbi-

trsi'v power, than the board would have?
^ iiiMtor Kkei). Yes: that is, more than this board will have when

(i is committee gets through with this bill.

: TIaeeis. That 1.=^ an unknown quantity. If this committee
' liTitor Reed (inteiposing). What I mean is this: This bill per-

' •rtain things that are not now permitted to any department of

lie (ivernnient. The question of how the bill will come out of this

cm 'ittce, whether there will be legal restrictions placed upon the

wlic'c matter, is a que.stion; but I am speaking now just about this

exercise of arbitrary power that the Secretary of the Treasury has

under the Aldrich-Vreeland Act. He can issue $500,000,000 worth

of currency or he can refuse to issue it. He is vested with the arbi-

trai'y power, in the case of a panic, to sit here and let the country

suffer under it, or he is vested with the power, of course, upon appli-

cation and in conformity with the measure, of issuing this vast sum
of money. I am only suggesting this ; I do not say it in the way of

antagonism.
Mr. Hareis. I understand that. There is not any antagonism, Sir,

from either of us.

Senator Reed. This charge of so-called socialism, of which our

friend spoke with the same temperance of expression that some people

iii-e when they call bankers scalawags and pickpockets and things of

that sort, is not true, and let me say to you and all other bankers that

abuse of the character that Mr. Hepburn indulges in very seldom con-

vinces a man.
Mr. Haebis. If I get the sentiment of the bankers correctly, the

cnly hope the bankers have is in this committee, and if I did not

believe that this committee was going to do what I think they are

going to do after they have had information from all parts of the

country, I would not take my time and pay my expenses to come down
here and talk to you. I think the only hope is in this committee.

Senator Pomebene. You have spoken here of the position of the

bankers generally. Have you not been impressed with the idea that

the bankers themselves can not agree among themselves as to what
ought to be done?
Mr. Haebis. No; I have not been so impressed. You have a

splendid example that they are agreed by the action that was taken

at the Chicago conference.

Senator Pomeeene. Have you kept in touch with the hearings be-

fore this committee? We had such men as Mr. Vanderlip and Mr.
Cannon, who both said the bankers could not agree among them-

selves as to what should be done.

Mr. Haebis. We have that with the tariff and with every other mat-
ter of large importance, and some men come here representing

interests of one kind or another, and some with a selfish idea. I do
not think that means anything because the real thing you want to

get is not what Mr. Vanderlip or Mr. Cannon or I may tell you,

hut what you get from a conference like the Chicago conference,
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which comes down to specific recommendations from all sections and
from aU classes of bankers.

Senator Shafroth. What do you think of the action of the State
Bankers' Association of "Virginia, which indorsed this bill the other
day, passing resolutions indorsing it, and then two or three weeks
afterwards condemned it?

Mr. Harris. I was present at the Virginia bankers' convention,

and addressed that convention, and Senator Owen made the first

public address that was made after the bill was introduced into the
House. The Virginia bankers' convention was held before the bill

was passed. It was held at the time the bill was introduced by the
House committee.

Senator Shafroth. That was the first convention?
Mr. Harris. The Virginia bankers have only had one convention

this year that I know anything about.

Senator Shafroth. Was there a reversal of former action?

Mr. HARRIS. Probably, and very properly so, I should say, for the

reason that the bill had just been introduced, and the convention
had had no opportunity to consider it aside from comments made to

them by Senator Owen. Senator Owen made his talk before the

bankers and it was made plain that Senator Owen was a Virginian,

and that Congressman Glass was a Virginian, and President Wilson
was a Virginian.

Senator Weeks. That the authors of the bill were Virginians?

Mr. Harris. Yes; that Congressman Glass, Senator Owen, and
President Wilson were all Virginians, and it would therefore be a

very proper compliment to indorse the action because originating

from Virginians.

Senator Shafroth. The present bill is very much more favorable

to the bankers than the first one.

Senator Reed. Do you think that the fact which you mentioned

a while ago in reference to the nativity of the gentlemen you named
carried the day—that sentiment?

Mr. Harris. Yes. I tell you, Senator, you can go into a large

gathering of people, where everything goes along smoothly and

nicely and in good spirit, and you can get resolutions of that sort

passed.

Senator Reed. That is what I think about your convention m
Boston. I think that is the way it was run.

Mr. Harris. No ; the banker went there, having m mmd the dis-

cussion of the bill and having looked into and studied the provisions

of the bill and the effects of the bill. The bankers at the Virginia

convention knew nothing about the bill until they received knowledge

at first hand and for the first time, as Senator Owen presented it,

and his address created a favorable impression.

Senator Pomerene. Did he misrepresent anything?
t v j

Mr. Harris. Not that I know of. I told the Senator that I had

heard a good many progressive talks, but that he had made the most

progressive talk I had heard, because he referred to the initiative,

referendum, and recall and other progressive principles, and that it

was a first-class progressive talk, and he impressed his audience.

Senator Pomerene. I am referring to his discussion of the bank-

ing and currency matter. Did any of them take issue with any o±

his proposals, so far as the banking question was concerned

«
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Mr. Harris. It was not much of an argument; they were trying

to get information. I suppose an hour and a halt was usea m in

terrogating him. , i j.- j- .

Senator Reed. After all that they passed a resolution favorini

the bill, and about three weeks afterwards they took it all back.

Mr. Harris. That would not be wrong. Do you not sometime

change your mind?
Senator Reed. That is why I have been suggesting these things h

you, because I believe you will change your mmd; that this bill

while it may have some imperfections, which we are trying to dis

cover, was not passed upon as a final proposition by this convention

in which one of the prominent men characterized Congress as a pad

of Socialists.

Mr. Harris. Do not put it that way. I do not think Mr. Hep
burn's statement permits that conclusion.

Senator Hitchcock. I think what Mr. Hepburn said, Senatoi

Reed, was that the bill was socialistic, and gave as a reason for thai

statement that it took 10 per cent of the capital away from som(

banks and put it under the control of others, and if they could tab
10 per cent they could take 30 per cent or 40 per cent or take it all

and that, therefore, it amounted to a socialistic measure. I do nol

think he referred to Members of Congress as being socialistic, but t(

the measure as being directed toward socialism.

Mr. Harris. I think you should read Mr. Hepburn's statement ii

justice to yourself and Mr. Hepburn, and the worst impressioi

that you may get from reading an account of the proceedings, I think

would be more from what-Mr. Hill, of Connecticut, said. He did noi

represent anybody, simply speaking individually. He offered a reso

lution, which was voted on, and that was an entirely separate matter

Senator Reed. Is that Mr. James J. Hill, of the Great Northeri

Railroad ?

Mr. Harris. No; Mr. Hill, of Connecticut, a former Member oJ

the House, who was on the Banking and Currency Committee of th(

House for many years.

Senator Reed. I just wanted to get you convinced that the Mem-

bers of Congress were not such a bad lot. That sort of talk aboul

Congress is exactly on a par with the talk of the man who says

the bankers are the enemies of the public and all that sort of stiiff

"We are trying to act on a different basis from that.

Mr. Harris. I am satisfied of that.

Senator Pomerene. After that Chicago meeting the papers an

nounced that it was the sense at least of some of the bankers thai

this bill should be so amended as that the action of the reserve boarc

would be subject to a veto by the bankers. Did you see that?
Mr. Harris. No ; I did not see that.
Senator Pojierene. You saw a statement in the papers ?

Mr. Harris. Oh, yes. There was so much in the papers
Senator Pomerene (interposing). Did it occur?

_
Mr. Harris. No; it did not. Mr. Reynolds had made a sugges

tion and, I think, he has made it to your committee, that there shouk
be an advisory committee. I think that has been passed up. I d(

not think that is necessary, taking the seven men and giving then
the power you have given them now, but make a change as sug
gested, in the selection of the seven men.
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Senator Pomeeene. Does that feeling prevail that there should be
a power of veto for the bankers ?

Mr. Harris. I do not think so.

Senator Pomeeene. I should hope not, in this Republic.
Mr. Harris. I do not believe it. I belong to the banking fra-

ternity, but, more than that, I belong to the agricultural fraternity.

Eighty per cent of my vrorldly goods is in agriculture, and I have
been devoting my time to this agricultural work among the bankers,,

getting the bankers interested in these welfare matters. I think
the bankers are just as selfish and just as unselfish as any other class

of men, it's not a question of the business, but of human nature.
Senator Nelson. I would like to hear the substance of the resolu-

tion that was adopted.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; I think that would be desirable. Could
you not give us the substance of the resolutions of the Boston con-
ference ?

Mr. Harris. The Boston conference simply indorsed the action of
the Chicago conference. Mr. Hepburn in his report told the story
of his committees, and made this reference to socialism. This was
simply his report.

Senator Pomerene. "Was that all ?

Mr. Harris. That was all there was to it. Mr. Hill had an indi-

vidual resolution of his own.
Senator Nelson. What I was after, if you will allow, Mr. Chair-

man, I want to know what the country bankers' resolution was.

Mr. Harris. Senator Reed has the resolutions there. You will

have the whole committee here on Monday.
Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Harris, I am going to ask you a ques-

tion

Mr. Harris (interposing). Mr. Crampton reiriinds me that the-

American Bankers' Association is not going to send a committee
down here. They simply indorsed the action of the Chicago con-

ference.

Senator O'Gorman. As I understand, you have been a banker in

HUnois?
Mr. Harris. Yes.
Senator O'Gorman. And you have been a banker for some years?

Mr. Harris. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. You have been active in a movement ta

encourage the development of agriculture?

Mr. Harris. And roads and education, and so forth.

Senator O'Gorman. It has been stated from time to time that the-

attitude of the country bankers regarding the pending legislation

have been dictated by the so-called money power of New York and

Chicago and St. Louis. I would like to know whether that is true

or not.

Mr. Harris. Well, I resent that personally, and I resent it on the

part of the country bankers. I think that any suggestion toward

dictation by the ci,ty bankers would be resented even if what they

stated had some merit. I think it is entirely unfounded. There are-

so many large city banks competing for country bank business that

the country banker has many opportunities to do the dictating hyn-

self.
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Senator O'Gokman. You state that claim is entirely unfounded

and groundless, and based on invention and ignorance?
_

Mr. Harris. Without any question, and the two meetings at Bos-

ton, the meeting of the country bankers and then the general meeting,

where every voice indorsed the Chicago conference, would refute

that.

Senator O'Goeman. A witnss came before us about a week ago,

who was the president of the bankers' association of the State of

Wisconsin, and he stated, in substance, that everything done at the

Chicago conference was the result of a program enforced upon the

conference by influential bankers from the large cities.

Mr. Harris. I could not find terms strong enough to resent that.

Senator Nelson. Was not that man present at Boston ?

Mr. Harris. Yes ; he was one of those present at Boston. I heard

him af Chicago and at Boston. I believe it was Mr. Moehlenpah.

Mr. Moehlenpah does not know what he is talking about. Mr.

Frame, in his own State of Wisconsin, is the only person I know of

who conducted a canvass of the situation, and only found three or

four bankers in the State who would come in under the House bill.

Senator O'Gorman. That is not an answer to my question. My
inquiry is why those who like to indulge ip inflated speech say that this

agitation by the bankers who are anxious to see salutary and wise

banking and currency measures adopted is the result of a conspiracy,

and every time the word " conspiracy " is used by these gentlemen

you can imagine it is in large capitals. What have you to say in

regard to that?

Mr. Harris. If I am not misunderstood, I have to say to that

charge that it seems to me that when any interest—and every interest

has a right to have its day
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Undoubtedly.
Mr. Harris. When any interest takes action or comes down here

we get the " Stop thief " or the " Wolf " cry. I read in the Post yes-

terday a statement credited to the chairman of this committee, in

which he said

:

I think this Boston meeting had for its obvious purpose to worli up opposition

to this bill and either to force the banliers' views or to delay or to defeat this

till.

That is not so, for one moment. The bankers, better than anybody
«lse, know the urgent need, more important than any other legislation

that can take place, for legislation on the matter of currency. They
are willing to make many personal sacrifices, both financial and in

principle, to get some workable bill on the books before this Congress
adjourns, if possible.

Senator O'Gorman. But they tremble at the prospect of a danger-

ous and unscientific system being imposed upon the people of the

country ?

Mr. Harris. They do.

Senator O'Gorman. That is all I care to ask.

Senator Weeks. You stated you were present at both the Boston
and Chicago meetings?

Mr. Harris. I was not present during the last half day at Chicago,

There was a two-day session there. There has been a strong attempt

on the part of some bankers—bankers like Mr. Eeynolds—^to go to the
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extreme to prevent pronounced opposition to this bill wherever they
could, and yet, as citizens, maintain their property rights, at the same
time leaving out of the question the fact that they -were bankers.
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. I attended that Chicago conference and I can assure

you there was not anything there at all in the shape of the influence
of the large bankers. Everybody had a right to discuss the sections

as they were taken up, and to discuss them fully. I want to disabuse
the minds of the members of this committee of the idea that there
was any preconcerted program to get certain resolutions passed.
Senator Reed. Could you tell us why it was that all the leading

members of that committee happened to be men who believed in the
central banks, privately owned and controlled, issuing the currency
of the country. How did it happen that the leading spirits on that
committee were men of that class ?

Mr. AiSTHOEPE. I do not understand that was the way. Probably
they were put on there because they are prominent bankers of the
United States.

Senator Reed. Bankers generally are not committed to that theory,

are they?
Mr. AiSTHOEPE. The general attendance there was not of that

class of bankers.

Senator Reed. I say bankers generally are not committed to the
theory of a central bank privately controlled and owned.
Mr. Haeeis. Not at all. That was not even discussed.

Senator Hitchoock. Who is your next witness, Mr. Montgomery ?

Mr. MoNTGOMEET. Mr. Sexton will be our next witness.

STATEMENT OF HENRY D. SEXTON, PRESIDENT SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK, EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you state your name and banking con-

nections ?

Mr. Sexton. Henry D. Sexton, president of the Southern Illinois

National Bank, at East St. Louis, 111.

Senator Hitchcock. What is the population of East St. Louis?

Mr. Sexton. About 7.5,000 population, a very large and growing

city in that State, largely built up through industrial developments.

I believe the way the town is growing we are satisfied it is going to

be one of the industrial centers of the country. It is the second city

now in the State of Illinois in population.

I have discussed the question, and I want to make a statement as

to the position of country bankers on that question.

Under the national bank law in recent years we have had a great

number of very small country banks established, particularly in

southern Illinois. Now, a large part of their revenue is derived from

the exchange from their checks which they give to their customers

and forward to St. Louis and Chicago in payment of their bills. If

they would draw their personal checks their customers m Cincinnati

or Chicago will not take them and charge for the collection of that

check, and they prefer to make the payment that way instead of to

the merchant in the other city. In addition to that, because they get

their accommodations there, a lot of them feel that your proposed

method of collection or payment through the regional reserve bank is

going to affect their own power.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 19
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Senator Pomekene. You mean that is general throughout the sec-

tion?
,

. , -

Mr. Sexton. The majority of those I have spoken to leel that way

about it.

Senator Pomeeene. I mean general ; that they send exchange rather

than send individual checks? t .

Mr. Sexton. Naturally so, because the bank is after that little fee,

and naturally they serve the man who favors them.

Senator O'Goeman. Do they appreciate the benefits that will come

to them under this system?
Mr. Sexton. The banker feels that the local fellow can send his

check to the merchant in the other city; he deposits it in the reserve

bank, and the reserve bank pays it without cost, and he avoids that

cost, and in that way he will not go to his local banker and get his

exchange.
Senator Pomeeene. At the same time, the other man goes and buys

his exchange?
Mr. Sexton. He won't do that, then.

_

Senator Pomeeene. You say he does it now?
Mr. Sexton. He does it now

;
yes.

Senator Pomeeene. And the bank is out that deposit ?

Mr. Sexton. We are out that fee.

Senator Pomeeene. And the deposit also ?

Mr. Sexton. We will always be out the deposit.

Senator Pomeeene. If a check is sent from East St. Louis to Cin-

cinnati, it takes one day to go and another day to come back, and the

bank has not the use of that money.
Mr. Sexton. It would be the same with a draft. A draft is drawn

upon a Cincinnati bank, and the Cincinnati bank is paying him in-

terest until they pay it.

Senator Nelson. Say I have an account with this gentleman here,

in his bank, and I want to remit to New York, and give my checlj to

him for $1,000, on my account, and he draws a draft on New York
and forwards it and charges me a moderate fee for that draft. That
is the modus operandi, is it not?
Mr. Sexton. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And that charge varies according to the state

of exchange?
Mr. Sexton. That is right.

Senator O'Goeman. Apart from the inconvenience that the country

bank may experience, do you not think this proposed change is an
improvement on the existing practice?

Mr. Sexton. It is, to the larger fellows.

Senator O'Goeman. Will it not be a benefit to the people who sup-

port the bank?
Mr. Sexton. Not if the little fellow can not make money enouEth

to allow him to continue in his business at a profit, if tliat profit

is necessary for him to continue in business
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). As a matter of fact, do you not

think that when a banker is vitally dependent upon the income de-

rived from this practice, that there is little excuse for this bank
being in business at all ?

Mr. Sexton. I would not go into business if I could the day after,

but there are a lot of men in such places who will.
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Senator Hitchcx)ck. What places?

Mr. Sexton. Banks of $25,000 capital.

Senator Hitchcock. I mean the size of the town.
Mr. Sexton. The smaller towns.
Senator Hitchcock. Of about what population?
Mr. Sexton. About 1,000 people and under.
Senator Hitchcock. They need banking facilities of some kind ?

Mr. Sexton. I do not think so, because personally I am selfish

enough to think the less country banks there are of that kind the more
in the larger cities. We do not get active accounts, we get inactive
accounts in many of those localities.

Senator Hitchcock. Where would the people in such a town go if

they had no bank? Would they just keep their cash and have no
place of safety for it ?

Mr. Sexton. Yes ; if they had no bank.
Senator Hitchcock. They would have to keep it in stockings?
Mr. Sexton. Yes ; I guess they would.
Senator Hitchcock. That is the practice in Europe, and that is

one reason why I justify the country bank in making these charges.
Mr. Sexton. That does not apply to my bank. My bank has a

capital of $150,000, and we have about $2,000,000 deposits. We are
practically a suburban bank in a big city, because East St. Louis is,

I might say, the manufacturing district of the city of St. Louis.
Senator Pomebene. Eight across the river ?

Mr. Sexton. Yes.
Senator Nelson. I think, as a rule, if a merchant keeps an account

of any consequence with a local bank, and has occasion to buy a

moderate-sized draft, they never charge him anything.

Mr. Sexton. That is practically the case in these places where there

is only one bank.
Senator Nelson. Where they have a monopoly?
Mr. Sexton. Where a man does not interfere with another man's

profits. You will find it to be the case in a great many towns. I

simply made that statement because you are endeavoring under this

bill to ask these gentlemen to come in and become members of those

regional reserve banks, and that is one of the objections that they

are making at this time. I submit it for your consideration, as a

member of this committee, and as representing those men. That is

the reason for my statement.

Senator Nelson. Here is one thing I want to suggest. As Senator

O'Gorman has said, this would be a great saving to the public at

large. Is there not anything we could do for those banks to com-

pensate them for this in some way, and give them some advantage

that they have not now?
Mr. Sexton. I am not prepared to answer that now.

Senator Hitchcock. If they remain under the State banking sys-

tem they can still continue to make their charges.

Mr. Sexton. They can make any charges they want.

Senator Shafeoth. State banks would lose their customers when

the national banks would clear free?

Mr. Sexton. Not in all instances. You are taking away the earn-

ing power, and it is up to you gentlemen to determine whether or

not it is going to induce these men to come in. There are twice as

many State banks in our section as national banks.
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Senator Hitchcock. Do you recommend that the provision be

changed ?

Mr. Sexton. No ; I do not do that. I am not prepared to say that.

I do think it ought to be modified in some way so as not to destroy

these little banks or to prevent them from becoming members of the

regional bank.

Senator Hitchcock. What is the charge for a Chicago draft?

Mr. Montgomery. It depends upon what territory a man is lo-

cated in. The average in Illinois is between 75 cents and $1 a thou-

sand. Some make a practice of charging 10 cents an item on small

items, but the average in Illinois will be from 75 cents to $1 a thou-

sand. As it gets to the more southern points the rate is higher.
._

Senator O'Goeman. Has not this practice led to some exactions

©n a draft coming through banks that have exposed the system to

severe criticism?

Mr. Montgomery. Here and there there are banks that do make
excessive charges, but it is not general, and those bad features are

being reached now to some extent, so that the inordinate charges do

not prevail so much as they did even three or four years ago.

Senator Reed. You understand that this system will lead to the

absolute taking away of the profits from exchange?
Mr. Montgomery. I am not clear as to the exact meaning of that

clause.

Senator Reed. Would there not be still a considerable amount of

local exchange; I mean local in the sense that it would not go to one

of these large regional reserve banks, but would go directly from

one bank to another, or within a radius of 100 miles ?

Mr. Montgomery. The practice is

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Do you always sell on Chicago?

You have been a banker for a number of years. Are you not a

banker ?

Mr. Montgomery. No; I am not a banker.
Senator Hitchcock. If I wanted a draft, of course, I might say

I wanted Chicago or New York exchange, but are there not a lot

of checks passing from bank to bank that would not necessarily go

through the regional bank, upon which these banks would still be

enabled to make a collection? That is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. Sexton. Every bank is going to shoot it into a reserve bank

unless you make a clearing house out of it. so that you get that Credit.

Take our bank. Our bank wiU have to keep a good deal of money
in the regional bank to take care of the checks that will flow in

there that now go to the St. Louis clearing house, which we check

up before 2 o'clock every day.
Senator Reed. You mean to say, then, that in the case of the notes

you have this system will just simply absorb all the exchange business,

by which I mean the checks. What I had in mind was whether there

would not be a source of income still on checks that would be gath-

ered in by these smaller banks, checks that would not go through
this method of clearing and out of which they could still get a reve-

Bue under this bill?

Mr. Sexton. I do not see how. Suppose the customer has a check

and the regional bank does not pay it, it would go back to the bank
and the bank would send it to the other fellow to make a collection.
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If you send it to the other fellow he makes you a charge, which you
must charge your customer.

Senator Eeed. Take this sort of a case, and I am asking the ques^
tion because there have been a number of bankers before us who have
said that if this bill passes they will lose the money they make on
exchange, and the question with me is whether they would lose. I
am not very familiar with the actual workings of a bank. Suppose
a man in a small town, say 50 or 100 miles from your city, having a

bank in his own town, was to send a check to a merchant in your
town to pay a bill, and he would bring that down and deposit it in
your bank. Do you think under this bill you would invariably send
this check to the regional bank?
Mr. Sexton. Yes, certainly; because we get a credit there and

that takes care of the checks that come in against me.
Senator Keed. You could not do that as against a nonmember

bank?
Mr. Sexton. That is just the question I was going to ask this com-

mittee. I am not clear, after reading that section—and bankers I
have talked with are not clear upon it—whether or not I could send
a check through them on a nonmember bank.
Senator Eeed. If the nonmember bank was not entitled to this

benefit there would still remain to the country bank a profit on that
business ?

Mr. Sexton. Sure.
Senator Eeed. The tendency, then, would be to turn all that kind

of business he possibly could into the nonmember banks?
Mr. Sexton. I think it would. We would send them
Senator Eeed (interposing). I wish some practical banker like

yourself would think about that with reference to this bill. I would
like to know if there is not a source of profit left.

Senator Shafeoth. Let me ask you a question. Suppose there was
a regional bank in Chicago and St. Louis, and the check was drawn
on some bank in St. Louis. You would not send that to Chicago

through the reserve bank, would you ? You would have it cleared by
the clearing house ?

Mr. Sexton. The clearing house ?

Senator Shafeoth. In St. Louis.

Mr. Sexton. No.
Senator Shafeoth. What would you do?

Mr. Sexton. I would send it to Chicago, because that is where my
checks are going to come against my account.

Senator Shafeoth. Notwithstaniiing St. Louis is just across the

river, you would send it to Chicago ?

Mr. Sexton. I would have to, because I have a balance there and

my checks would go there. Because there is no charge on them, all

the other banks would forward them there to get a credit and avoid

the charge.

Senator Shafeoth. Would that dissolve the clearing houses?

Mr. Sexton. It looks that to me, to a large extent.

Senator Eeed. You now clear through St. Louis?

Mr. Sexton. We have to, in order to protect our customers. We
are not members of the St. Louis clearing house ; we can not be under

their present rules, because we are outside the State, but they permit
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their members to clear them through banks located as we are, and we
have made a clearing arrangement with the St. Louis clearing house

by which we can clear our checks.

Senator Reed. I think Senator Shafroth must be right in regard

to local clearings. I can not imagine banks in Kansas City, which
now meet aiid in two hours settle their balances for the day through
their clearing house, sending those checks to St. Louis to be cleared.

Senator O'Gorman. Except for the reason suggested by the wit-

ness, that the local bank will find it necessary to keep money in the

reserve bank to meet checks coming in.

Senator Reed. I know; but they can not afford to hold off their

daily settlements to adjust them.
Mr. Sexton. They will not do that.

Mr. White. May I interpose a word there? I do not think this

would interfere at all with the local clearing houses.

Senator Reed. I do not, either.

Mr. White. The checks between Kansas City banks would be

cleared between the Kansas City banks.

Senator Shafeoth. Oh, yes. But how about the Wichita and To-
peka banks?
Mr. White. Those drafts and checks would go outside. I want to

make this statement in reference to the number of regional reserve

banks. I gather from my talks with other bankers in our neighbor-

hood that they feel that the less regional reserve banks you have the

better, realizing that there must be five or six, or something like that,

covering the entire country, for this reason: That it will leave this

rediscounting between the regional banks ; one will not rediscount for

the other. That seems to be an objection on the part of a great many,
which will be removed to a great extent.

Senator Reed. I want to spend a minute on that. Let us see about
that. Most bankers have said that 1 central bank would be an ideal

thing—just 1 bank instead of 12. That is a combination of all these

powers and all this capital into one place. Then they say if you are

going to divide it, do it as little as possible; have 4 and not over
5. If you have 12, they say you have got too many, and you have
weakened yourself, and yet the way we propose to tie those 12 banks
together and make each mutually of help to the other is practically
welding them into one system under one central control; but they
object. I can not see the logic of that. It seems to me, if it is right
to have a central bank with innumerable branches in the way which
has been spoken of, or to have 12 regional banks, and yet to have a
means by which each must aid the other, you are illogical when you
say that the one central bank when it is all under one power, that is

a good thing, but if you have 12 banks, each mutually helpful to the
other, that is a bad thing.

Mr. Sexton. My statement is—I want to say my opinion is, you
lessen the need of aid with fewer banks. You 'have got to take care
of certain territory, because the people in the different territory need
aid at different times.

Senator Reed. That is very true. Suppose you had a central bank
with 12 branches in the country.

Senator Nelson. Or 24.

Senator Reed. Yes ; or 24. Here is the heart and center—the cen-
tral bank. It has a branch out here in St. Paul. If St. Paul wants
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money, St. Paul, through its branch, calls on the central bank for
some aid. And if you have one in New Orleans, New Orleans calls

for some aid.

Mr. Sexton. Yes ; I say that would be an ideal system.
Senator Reed. Now, suppose you had 12 banks with 12 separate

organizations and an arrangement by which a central board could
direct funds to be sent from one point to another. Has not that in
it the same elements as the central bank ?

Mr. Sexton. The branches are different from these regional banks,
in my opinion. They would not have the same power as a central

bank. It is simply to receive applications, make examinations of
securities, and things of that kind. You are dividing up this power
into 12 different places. My opinion is now you will need in the
neighborhood of 5. And in addition to that, I want to say this : You
are going to lessen the expense of it

;
you are going to minimize

Senator Eeed (interposing). I do not know whether you are or

not.

Mr. Sexton. That is my opinion about it.

Senator Eeed. The power, after all, to direct where the money goes
is the same power. If you have a central bank with innumerable
branches, these seven men sitting there as the board of directors say
where the money shall go. If you have 12 regional banks and those
regional banks have rather broad powers themselves, but this central

board can direct the money to be sent from one to the other, they are

doing exactly the same thing there as they would if they had a
branch-bank system. Now, it seems to me that brings us down to the

question whether the organization of a regional bank is a sound one,

and not the question of numbers ; and yet there has been constant talk

about the numbers.
Senator Pomeeene. This thought was presented here the other

day, that there ought not to be more than a night's distance from
any member bank to the regional bank in that region, because if they
did need accommodations they would need them. Ought not that to

be considered when you are determining the number of regional

banks?
Mr. Sexton. No ; for this reason : When this act goes into effect,

my opinion is, it is going to restore financial confidence in this coun-

try; it is going to wipe out just that very thing you are speaking of.

It is going to establish confidence in the financial situation in this

country.

Senator Pomeeene. I am glad to hear you say that.

Mr. Sexton. I make that at a person statement. I do not think

you are going to have the need of all these regional banks; and, in

addition to that, for the very same reason I want to say to you that I

believe that 5 per cent paid in with 5 per cent on call is going to give

your regional reserve board all the money they will need.

Senator Eeed. You think the central idea of this bill is all right,

but you want to suggest changes in the way of working it out ?

Mr. Sexton. I want to say this to you now. This is personal. I

am, like every other banker, in favor of this currency proposition

—

what I might call this asset currency. But this banking system,

starting with clearing houses, collecting checks, and all that sort of

thing—I think the banks could arrange that among the groups much
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better, and they ought to do it. There is not any question that that

ought to be done. It ought to be done without any law to cornpel

them to do it. But you are establishing banks of discount, and things

of that kind.

Senator Pomeeene. Are you in love with the present system of re-

serves we have in this country?

Mr. Sexton. Absolutely not.

Senator SHArROXH. Don't you think this opportunity to go to a

central bank and cash your paper in case of a run would be of ines-

timable advantage to every member bank?
Mr. Sexton. Not to every member bank. I will say this : You will

find that unless they change a great number of their present loans,

they won't have that kind of paper. They can get enough, however.

Senator Keed. Let us see how that works out

Mr. Sexton (interposing). That can be taken care of. You can

exchange paper with any bank that has it.

Senator Eeed. Suppose your bank has $100,000 of absolutely good
paper
Mr. Sexton (interposing). I have good bonds-
Senator Eeed (interposing). And as long as the bank over in St.

Louis with which you do business has paper of the kind required,

and it can go down to the regional bank and get all the money it

needs, it will take care of you, won't it?

Mr. Sexton. Surely, there is no question about that.

There is one other thing I should like to say a few words about, and
that is the question of savings banks. The question of savings in

this bill is not understood at all. As the clause in the present bill

refers to bankers, it is not well understood by the bankers. You
see, they are conducting a business to-day so entirely different from
that, I do not know what is going to happen to them. It is going
to disturb their investments and everything of that kind. The
majority of those investments are too old; they are not the kind
mentioned in the bill. I would much prefer to see that eliminated
from the bill. It does not, however, apply to me.

Senator Eeed. Suppose the bill gave you the right to establish a

savings bank upon broad and generous lines, and you were given
the option to exercise it or not. You would not object to that? You
are a national bank?
Mr. Sexton. Yes; sir; and I am also connected with a savings

bank, which is a State bank.
Senator Eeed. You do not object to the savings-bank proposition

being incorporated if it is optional with you to have it or not to have
it as a national bank?
Mr. Sexton. No ; because it does not affect me ; but how is it going

to affect the man who has a savings department in his bank now ?

Senator Eeed. If there were broad principles laid down, as broad
as they can safely be made, he would not have any objection, would
he?
Mr. Sexton. Speaking of an amendment ?

Senator Eeed. That is what we are here for, to see whether it

needs amendment.
Mr. Sexton. In my opinion it does.
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Senator Reed. Is there an3'body here that can give us complete
information about what is necessary to put into this bill in order to
make the savings-bank feature workable and safe?
Mr. Sexton. I think Judge Montgomery, the president of our

State association, who is president of the largest savings bank in our
State, outside of Chicago, is eminently qualified. Whether or not
he is prepared to do that I do not know.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF S. B. MONTGOMERY.

Senator Hitchcock. Judge Montgomery, have you already been
on the stand ?

Mr. Montgomery. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Senator Eeed wanted to ask some questions
about how the law should be amended in order to make the bill ac-
ceptable. Did you refer to that in your statement ?

Mr. Montgomery. I did not make a statement at all; I handed
a written statement to the chairman of the committee. I just said
with reference to that that a great many small country banks have
some savings. They attempt to get deposits, and they do get them,
but they do not get enough to justify the segregation. 1 think I
said that in my paper ; I have forgotten now.
Senator Pomerene. Did you in your paper suggest what changes

you thought should be made?
Mr. Montgomery. I suggested that the savings-bank section be left

out altogether.

Senator Hitchcock. Where would that leave the national banks
that now have savings departments ?

Senator Nelson. It would leave them just as they are.

Mr. Montgomery. I was just about to answer that. They have
been taking savings right along.

Senator Hitchcock. How do they invest them ?

Mr. Montgomery. As they please.

Senator Hitchcock. There is no limit ?

Mr. Montgomery. No, sir.

Senator Pomerene. The most of them carry the same reserves

against their savings accounts now as they do against others.

Senator Reed. Are they not proceeding in violation of law now ?

Mr. Montgomery. Ours is a State bank. There is nothing against

it in our law. I have always felt that it was simply winked at.

Senator Reed. Nothing ought to be winked at in a great financial

system.
" Mr. Montgomery. I do not know ; I may be wrong
Senator Reed (interposing). Now let us assume that we are going

to try to create a system here that will invite into it your State bank.

You have a State bank, you say ?

Mr. Montgomery. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And you have a trust department ?

Mr. Montgomery. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And a savings department?
Mr. Montgomery. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, if we were to try and make this bill so that

your bank could come in, and all similar banks in the State of Illinois,
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and so that you could legitimately carry on this business under this

system and a national bank could have the same privileges, what

would be necessary to write into this bill to accomplish that ?

Mr. Montgomery. That is a pretty hard question.

Senator Reed. That is the question we have to solve, and you peo-

ple are here to help us.

Mr. Montgomery. You mean you are going to solve the problem

of how to make this law so satisfactory that a State bank will come

into the system ?

Senator Reed. We want to make it so that all banks can come in

that desire to come in.

Mr. Montgomery. That brings up all the objections that are

mentioned. I mentioned, I think, seven in my paper.

Senator Reed. You mentioned objections to this bill. What I

want is suggestions as to what ought to go into the bill.

Mr. Montgomery. We have a capital of $1,000,000. If we have to

put up 10 per cent and subscribe another 10 per cent to this organi-

zation, it will take $100,000 from us, in the first place, and I have not

yet seen anything in the- bill that tells how we will ever get it back.

We subscribe another 10 per cent, and I do not know whether we
would have to pay that or not. We have not much regulation in

our State with reference to reserves. We carry a good reserve al-

ways, and we carry a great many demand loans, so as to keep our-

selves safe. But we are not now under anything like as rigid laws

as we would be under this system.

Senator Reed. And therefore you would hesitate to come in ?

Mr. Montgomery. We are running as we please, very much.
Senator Reed. You do not think that is a wise thing to do in a

banking system ? You do not think that a banker ought to be allowed

to do just as he pleases?

Mr. Montgomery. I do not think I should say we are running as

we please ; that is too broad.
Senator Hitchcock. You are running according to your judg-

ment?
Mr. Montgomery. We are running according to our judgment and

according to the law of the State of Illinois.

Senator Reed. But that law is

Mr. Montgomery (interposing). That is a very liberal law.

Senator Reed. I do not speak for anybody but myself, but I should
like to know what suggestions the State bankers have to make by
way of amendment to this bill which would enable them to come int6

the system with all their various departments and continue to pros-

per and at the same time have the system safe. Now, some of you
practical gentlemen ought to be able to tell us, and if you are not pre-

pared to do it now. Judge, I wish you would write it out in the form
of suggested amendments and send it to us within the next 8 or 10

days at least.

iVIr. Montgomery. Well, I should be glad to write anything I can
that will help. I am as anxious to see this law made satisfactory and
adopted as anybody.

Senator Shaeroth. Mr. Montgomery, this amount that is called

for here is identically the same as that provided by the Aldrich bill,

which seemed to be very satisfactory to the bankers, was it not—10

per cent in cash on a subscription of 20 per cent?
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Mr. Montgomery. I confess I do not remember. I am afraid we
are trespassmg on your time. Mr. White wanted to say something,
I thmk. *"

STATEMENT OF WIIIIAM C. WHITE, PRESIDENT ILLINOIS NA-
TIONAL BANK, PEORIA, ILL.

Senator Hitchcock. Where do you live, Mr. White?
Mr. White. Peoria.
Senator Hitchcock. Your bank ?

Mr. White. The Illinois National Bank.
Senator Hitchcock. What is your capital ?

Mr. White. $200,000.
Senator Pomeeene. Will you give the surplus and your deposits?
Mr White. We have a surplus and undivided profits of $130,000

and deposits of about $2,000,000.
I just want to say a word in regard to this matter of a savings

department. We have about $400,000 of savings in our savings de-
partment. We are a commercial bank. Our funds are largely loaned
out to local business houses, jobbers, and manufacturers.

I think there is a matter of principle involved there that possibly
you gentlemen have not thought of. I think the logical place for a
man to keep his savings deposits is in a bank that furnishes money
to the concern by which he is employed.
Senator Hitchcock. You do it by time certificates of deposit?
Mr. White. We have savings books and certificates of deposit

both.

Senator Hitchcock. Are the savings deposits withdrawable on
demand ?

Mr. White. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Does the State law permit you to require that

a notice shall be given ?

Mr. White. We are a national bank. I do not know just what the
State law is. We have followed the regular savings bank's books,
that we can give a notice

Senator Hitchcock (interposing) . That is by individual arrange-
ment with the depositor?
Mr. White. Yes. The idea I mean to convey is this: Say there

were a thousand men working for one of the Peoria manufacturers.
If we are restricted to their deposits we have to loan those possibly
on real estate or some investment designated by this bill. We might
possibly find it hard to take care of the manufacturer that employs
these men. I think there ought to be a good deal of latitude and
room for discretion on the part of the bank officers in loaning those
funds and not just be restricted to some narrow investment.
Senator Eeed. There ought to be some restriction, ought there not,

to insure safety?
Mr. White. Possibly some restriction, but I would not know what

percentage to say, or anything of that sort.

Senator Reed. You recognize the fact that there are two things
every banker has to consider, I take it; one is, he wants to make
money, and the other is that his bank must be regarded as sound and
be kept sound in order for him to be successful in making money.
Mr. White. That is very essential.
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Senator Eeed. And the whole system, as a system, must be pro-

tected so that the confidence of the people will not be shaken in the

system and thus a run produced.

Mr. White. It is largely a matter of confidence.

Senator Eeed. Taking these two things into consideration, what
suggestions have you to make as to amendments to this bill which will

make it a better bill along those lines ?

Mr. White. Well, I really think the matter of investment of sav-

ings funds ought to be left largely to the executive officers of the

banks.
Senator Hitchcock. What do you mean by "largely"?
Mr. White. Altogether, in fact.

Senator Hitchcock. Altogether. What reserve do you think

ought to be kept against those deposits?

Senator Nelson. Now, Mr. Chairman [Senator Hitchcock], if you
will allow me, I Avant to see the witness on that point. I think T can

clear the matter up. As a matter of fact, these national banks are not

doing a savings-bank business in the full sense of the term. The only
part of the savings-bank business they do is to pay interest on time

deposits of their depositors, either by book or by certificate of deposit.

When it comes to the matter of reserves and the investment of this

money it is not segregated from the other moneys of the bank, but is

subject to all the conditions of the national-bank law. They can no
more invest those savings deposits in other securities than they can
their commercial deposits. It is only to that extent the national

banks have been doing a savings bu^'iness. It has grown up of itself.

Depositors come in and say, " We want to deposit this and we want
to get interest on it." This interest is paid either on certificates of

deposit or upon books, as you say. After the money comes in it is

kept with the other money of the bank, and is invested in just the

same manner as its other money. It is only to that extent they are

doing a savings business. Is not that correct?
Mr. White. That is right. »

Senator Reed. I understand, Senator, that this bill proposes to

legalize that form of business, and, secondly, to enlarge it and to

make it a true savings-bank department, and give it the power to take
the money not only on time deposits but give them whatever other
advantages there are.

Senator Nelson. The point here iSj Senator Eeed, that the bill pro-
poses to create a full-fledged savings bank, and the limitations under
that are distingTiished from the other. In the first place, they only
require a reserve of 5 per cent. In the next place, they can "invest
the money they get in almost any kind of security—in stocks and
bonds, real-estate mortgages, and permanent investments—instead of
using it for commercial and trade purposes. That is the trouble.
You can see in the small countiy town how difficult it is to keep up
such an institution as a part of a national bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, I would like to ask the witness this

question: Suppose they have the alternative—suppose the law per-
mitted you to have a savings-bank department on a reserve of only
5 per cent, but limited your investment strictly to savings-bank busi-
ness. Suppose it also permitted you to do a savings-bank business
on the present commercial basis that you are now doing it on, pro-
vided 5^011 kept the legal reserve.
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Which alternative would you take?
Mr. White. I would take the one allowing us to make the invest-

ments in a commercial way.
Senator Hitchcock. Then what you object to is being compelled

to go into the savings investment, practically ?

Mr. White. Yes; to segregate it as a separate fund.
Senator Hitchcock. Eather than do that, you would prefer to keep

a larger reserve?

Mr. White. To keep a larger reserve; yes.

Senator Pomeeene. That is due, I take it, to the fact that it is what
your community requires?

Mr. White. That is the commercial business generally which the
banks are doing.

Senator Eeed. Then you would be content if this bill provided, in
express terms, that any national bank could receive time deposits and
pay interest thereon, provided further it may, if it so desires, estab-
lish a savings-bank department, in which event it shall have certain
rights and privileges but shall not have to keep its funds segregated.
Mr. White. Yes ; without having to segregate its funds.
Senator Reed. And you would go on as you now are. But if you

undertake to establish a separate department and have an oppor-
tunity to do all of the savings-bank business, then you recognize
the justice of the savings-department provision ?

Mr. White. Oh, yes.

Senator Eeed. So, if it were left optional, and you had all the
rights you have been heretofore exercising and had it legalized, you
would be content?
Mr. White. We would be content.

Senator Nelson. You would prefer that system?
Mr. White. Yes; if you do not segregate the funds.

Senator Hitchcock. -Do you call it a savings department?
Mr. White. A savings department of the national bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Is there any value to you in calling it a

savings department?
Mr. White. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Would you still want that privilege and

maintain a commercial reserve?

Mr. White. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. It attracts the small depositor?

Mr. White. Yes.
Senator Beistow. Do you not think it would be desirable to have

permission to lend a certain percentage of those funds on real estate,

if you desired?
Mr. White. I think it would be a good provision for national

banks. That is what we have been waiting for all these years, to

have some provision for making loans on real estate.

Senator Nelson. And measured by the percentage that the time

deposits run to the percentage of commercial, would not that be

fairer ?

Mr. White. Yes ; that would be fairer.
_
I think it ought to be left

largely in the discretion of the bank officials.

Mr. Harris. Mr. Chairman, may I say just a word on that ques-

tion? It seems to me that the purposed permitting of these savings
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departments is another thing that helps to defeat the purpose you
want to accomplish. In other words, the whole purpose is to mobilize

everything you can. The minute you begin to segregate, then you
help to defeat the purpose you have in mind:
Another thought is this, that this is a currency measure, and the

provision for making 12 months' farm loans represents a savings-

bank feature.

Would it not be expedient to consider leaving both of these features

out of the bill and then go ahead and modify the national-bank act,

and, as I understand you will perhaps do, later give the banks all

the powers you think they ought to have? But let this bill stand

purely as a currency measure without the savings measure or -any-

thing of that kind. The national-bank act must be modernized,
because we will not have any national banks in this country unless it

is, aside from this bill, one way or the other.

Senator Eeed. In view of the national banks saying they do not

want to come into this system, anyway, what some of us have in mind
is trying to make a bill that will take care of the national banks, the

State banks, and the loan and trust companies, and the idea now is

to create a system which will. I do not much like the idea of divid-

ing the load, because sometimes it is hard to get the load through
Congress even if you take it there at once and have everybody
pushing.
Mr. Harris. The fact that most of the national banks have a feel-

ing that they will have to segregate their savings capital might be

another reason why they would not want to come in.

Senator Eeed. That is just why I suggested leaving that in the

alternative in the bill.

Senator Nelson. I want to add just one word, and that is this:

The deposits of these small country banks of $25,000, etc., in farm-
ing communities—practically one-half to two-thirds of their deposits

are time deposits paying interest. They are practically savings de-

posits. Now, I live in a town where we have three banks, one of

$60,000, one of $100,000 capital, both national banks, and a State

bank with $50,000 capital. The average amount of deposits of

those three banks is about $1,000,000, and one-half to two-thirds of

the deposits in both the National and State banks are time deposits

—

deposits of the farmers, on which they get interest. They are practi-

cally savings deposits. But when the moneys come into the bank
they are treated like all the other funds of the bank and used for the

same purposes. Is not that practically true ?

Mr. White. That is the condition.

Senator Nelson. And if you segregate those savings deposits in

the little country banks the commercial end of it will be the small
end, and there will not be anything left of it.

Mr. Montgomery. There is a provision here that the capital thus
set apart for uses of the savings department aforesaid shall in no
case be less than $15,000, or than a sum equal to 20 per cent of

the paid-up capital and surplus of the said national bank. Now, I

do not know exactly what that means. Does it mean 20 per cent of

the capital of $25,000 banks?
Senator Hitchcock. Capital and surplus, it says.

Mr. Mo^-TGOMERY. Assume it has no surplus, for the sake of the

aiy,uu)ent.
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Senator Reed. That language is very vague and ought to be
changed.
Mr. White. It is very vague, and I do not know what it means.

I do not know whether it means $5,000 or $15,000.
Senator Hitchcock. Have you any others who desire to make

statements ?

Mr. Montgomery. Mr. Crebs is the only other speaker.
Senator Hitchcock. Please state your name and place of business.

STATEMENT OF JOHN N. CEEBS, OF CARMI, ILL.

The Chairman. How large is Carmi ?

Mr. Cbebs. It is a town of 3,000 inhabitants.
Senator Hitchcock. What bank are you connected with?
Mr. Crebs. The national bank.
Senator Hitchcock. And what is the size of your bank ?

Mr. Crebs. $40,000 capital.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it the only national bank there ?

Mr. Crebs. No; there is the First National.

Senator Shafroth. What are the deposits and surplus ?

Mr. Crebs. Surplus $10,000 and deposits now about $200,000.
Senator Hitchcock. Proceed.
Mr. Crebs. Judge Montgomery asked me to say a word about the

amount that the national banks were expected to contribute toward
the capital stock of the reserve banks. I told him I believed I was
better able to speak on that than any other subject, possibly because
it is the smallest part of the whole matter.

I have heard, in talking with those I have met in our section, more
on this point than any other, and I am convinced, in my own mind,
that it would be better for the banks—I do not want to put it that we
are only interested in what is better for the banks, but I can not help
but believe you would get more banks interested if the amount
required was 10 per cent instead of 20.

Senator Nelson. The subscription?

Mr. Crebs. Yes; the subscription.

Senator Nelson. Five cash and five subject to call?

Mr. Crebs. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. I want to ask you a question there : Suppose

the small country banks were permitted to pay their part of the

capital in 2 per cent United States bonds instead of cash, and retire

their currency to that extent?

Mr. Crebs. On first thought, it seems to me, as that now stands

under the present arrangement, they might fall over themselves to

get in. [Laughter.]
Senator Nelson. I guess they would.

Senator Reed. Now, let me ask you a question. Suppose the bill

was amended so that the forced retirement of national-bank notes

was striken out and suppose the tax upon the national-bank circula-

tion was cut down, then you would want to hang on to those bonds,

would you not?
Mr. Ceebs. Well, I can not answer that, because I am not familiar

enough with the situation. It is not a big enough matter with us.

Senator Hitchcock. How many United States bonds have you

for circulation purposes?
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Mr. Crbbs. $40,000.

Senator Hitchcock. The full amount of your capital ?

Mr. Ceebs. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. You issue the full amount of your currency,

then, I suppose?
Mr. Ckebs. Yes.

Senator Reed. How much tax did you pay on those last year; do

you remember?
Mr. Crebs. No, sir ; I do not remember.
Senator Shafroth. $200.

Mr. Ceebs. I presume it would be.

Senator Hitchcock. You think, then, that more banks would want
to come in if they were permitted to subscribe 10 per cent of their

capital?

Mr. Ceebs. I think so, for the reason the small banks thinlc it is

taking too much of their capital away from them to enable them to

feel satisfied in coming into the regional bank.
Senator Pomeeeme. How old is your bank?
Mr. Crees. About 15 years.

Senator Pomeeene. What advantages do you have now in being a

national bank from what you would have if you surrendered your
charter and reincorporated under the State laws?
Mr. Ceebs. The main advantage I see is the fact of being a na-

tional bank—the name.
Senator Nelson. And the circulation privilege at present?
Mr. Ceebs. I can not feel myself that there is for the individual

bank an advantage in that. It is an advantage in a general way to

the many banks collectively, but to the individual^ small bank I do
not see where it is an advantage, except raising the total amount of

the figures of the bank for advertising purposes.

Senator Beistow. You think you do not make much money on
your circulation?

Mr. Ceebs. I do not know how we do.

Senator Nelson. "V'VTiat rate of interest do you get where you are?

Mr. Crebs. Six per cent is the prevailing rate.

Senator Nelson. You would have more advantages under the State

law. then—that is, if you became a State bank?
Mr. Crebs. The strrnger the bank the more the advantage it would

be, Senator, because of the privilege of loaning as a State bank that

you do not enjoy as a national bank.
Senator Bristow. Do you have all your funds in demand there

that you can supply?
Mr. Crebs. Indeed we do, always.
Senator Nelson. What class of people are your borrowers?
Mr. Crebs. Farmers, altogether. It is an agricultural district.

Senator Nelson. Your loans are on farm paper?
Mr. Ceebs. Yes: altogether.

Senator Beistoav. What time do you usually make your notes?
Mr. Ceebs. We try to make them on short time—90 days ; but with

us it makes no difference. "When we loan our money we have to wait
until the farmer gets ready to pay it back.

Senator Beistow. You renew your loans?
Mr. Crebs. Yes.
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Senator Reed. How would Mr. Farmer like it for you to take his

note and discount it with another bank, and when he comes in to

settle for you to say it is in another bank ?

Mr. Ceebs. I presume you have reference to the reserve bank.
Conditions are changing so rapidly that it would make no difference

whatever.
Senator Reed. Provided you took care of his loan when he wanted

to renew it?

Mr. Ceebs. Yes.
Senator Reed. What dividend did you make last year—what do

you generally make?
Mr. Crebs. We generally make about 10 per cent.

Senator Reed. Are you laying aside any surplus?

Mr. Ckebs. We organized our bank for $25,000, and have ac-

cumulated $10,000 and had an extra $15,000 surplus earnings.

Senator Hitchcock. In how many years?

Mr. Ceebs. Just since the act enabling banks to organize at

$25,000.

Senator Reed. You have $25,000 capital now?
Mr. Ceebs. No ; $40,000.

Senator Reed. And you made the extra $15,000 out of earnings,

did you ?

Mr. Ceebs. Yes. I do not think we should take this bank of mine

as a general rule, however, because it was a family affair. We have

made good earnings and paid a good deal out for clerk hire.

Senator Reed. You pay pretty liberal salaries to yourselves ?

Mr. Ceebs. Well; no, sir—

—

Senator Reed (interposing). There is no objection to that. I am
just trying to get at the facts. It being a sort of a family affair,

you in that respect have not gotten down to cold business, but have

a family consideration introduced into it.

Mr. Ceebs. That is true.

Senator Reed. So that your bank has done pretty well ?

Mr. Ceebs. It has, yes; and will continue to do well, too, we ex-

pect.

Senator Reed. Did you suspend payments m 1907 for the time

being—limit the payments?
Mr. Ceebs. No, sir.

Senator Reed. You went right along?

Senator Reed. I find a great many of the smaller banks did that.

They did in my county. The big fellow is the man you are afraid

of, are you not, in this equation?
_ . „ .

,

Mr. Ceebs. I am not afraid of him. I think it is all right.

Senator Nelson. You do not want to assume. Senator Reed, that

we little fellows in the country are afraid of the big fellows of the

Senator Reed. I mean afraid he will make the disturbance, make

the trouble. I do not mean afraid of them personally.

Mr. Ceebs. No; I am not afraid of them.
.

Senator Reed. But really, seriously speaking, you recognize there

is a danger from our banking system at present that ought to be

obviated, coming from various causes and culminating m a shortage

of currency at times through business fear ?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 20
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Mr. Ceebs. Yes.
Senator Keed. And feel that that ought to be obviated?

Mr. Ceebs. Indeed, I do. I gladly welcome the prospect we have

before us.

Senator Nelson. Could you get your reserve in 1907 ? Could you

draw on other banks freely ?

Mr. Crebs. We were advised we could in the event we needed it.

Senator Reed. You deposit principally in Chicago, I suppose?

Mr. Ceebs. Chicago and St. Louis.

Senator Hitchcock. If there are no further questions, you may
be excused.

Mr. Montgomeet. Gentlemen, we want to thank you for our

treatment here.

Senator Nelson. We want to thank you for coming; you have

helped the committee.
Senator Hitchcock. The committee will now stand adjourned

until Monday morning at 11 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 1 o'clock p m., the committee adjourned until

Monday, October 13, 1913, at 11 o'clock a m.)

monday, october 13, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cureenct,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.

The committee assembled at 11 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Reed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, Hollis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.
The Chaieman. Mr. Scudder, we will give you an opportunity to

appear now.

STATEMENT OF S. D. SCUDDER, VICE PRESIDENT RICHMOND
TRUST & SAVINGS CO., RICHMOND, VA.

Mr. Scudder. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I had the pleasure and
privilege of attending the country bankers' conference on Monday
at Boston, and I believe that their action was most sane and safe.

Senator Reed. Just a moment, Mr. Scudder.
Senator O'Gorman. Will you state your residence, occupation, and

the bank with which you are connected?
Mr. Scudder. My name is S. D. Scudder, vice president Richmond

Trust & Savings Co., Richmond, Va.
Senator O'Gorman. Have you b^en connected with that bank for

many years?
Mr. Scudder. I have been in the banking business about 20 years.

Senator O'Gorman. What is the capital of your bank?
Mr. Scudder. $1,000,000.

Senator O'Gorman. And surplus?
Mr. Scudder. We have only recently established. We have about

$50,000 surplus. We established the bank about eight months ago.

Senator Weeks. You were selected as chairman of this delegation?
Mr. Scudder. No, sir. Senator Owen simply asked me to come

before you, having been the only one who stood up and voted " no

"

in the convention at Boston on the resolutions of the committee.
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Senator Weeks. You are not representing the-
Mr. ScuDDEK (interposing). No; I am not representing the coun-

try bankers. The rule established at the country bankers' confer-
ence on Monday excluded any participation on my part, because
the capital of our bank is $1,000,000, and the rule established or pro-
mulgated by the chairman of that conference was that no bank hav-
ing over $250,000 should have any say before the country bankers'
conference.

Senator Eeed. How long have you been in the banking business
yourself ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. Between 20 and 25 years.
Senator Eeed. Before you became connected with this bank what

class of bank were you with?
Mr. SctTDDER. My first job was in the Bank of Montreal. Although

an American, I had the privilege of being in the Bank of Montreal,
Canada, and from there I went to Minnesota and established a little

bank.

Senator Nelson. At what place ?

Mr. Scuddee. At Sleepy Eye, Minn.—the State Bank at Sleepy
Eye-
Senator Eeed. I didn't suppose there was any such town in Min-

nesota.

Mr. Scuddee. Yes ; a good, vigorous town.
Senator Nelson. It is a good, lively town.
The Chaieman. I think we had better come to the point.

Mr. Scdddee. I was simply answering the question.

The Chaieman. I know that; I was admonishing the committee

as well as the witness..

Senator O'Gorman. I do not think it is fair to say, Mr. Chairman,
that time is being wasted. The Senator from Missouri asked a ques-

tion that I think is very pertinent and enables us to place an appro-

priate value on the views of this witness. I think it is well for us to

allow him to continue his experience in Sleepy Eye.

Senator Weeks. It seems to me anything that would dispel an

illusion as to the character of Sleepy Eye had better be given.

[Laughter.]

Senator Nelson. It is a good, lively town of 2,500 people.

Senator O'Goeman. What were your activities after you left that

place ?

Mr. Scuddee. My health became poor and I had to go to Texas. I

was given up by the doctors. I went to Texas and became a rough

rider. I got in the mortgage-banking business, representing the

Scottish-American Mortgage Co., of Edinburgh, for the State of

Texas. I loaned a great deal of money throughout Texas on ranches

and farms for the Scottish-American Mortgage Co. I also got in

the insurance business, and was appointed sole agent of the Scottish-

American Mortgage Co. and the manager for Texas of the Germania

Fire Insurance Co., of New York. In a few years they added other

territory, so that I finally became their manager for the Southern

States, with headquarters at New Orleans. After that they moved me
to New York and I managed the Southern States for the Gerniania

Fire Insurance Co. from New York. An offer then came to me from

the Trust Co. of America, then the North American Trust Co., to be-

come its treasurer.
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Senator O'Goeman. When was that?

Mr. ScuDDEE. In 1900. The North American Trust Co.

Senator Nelson. Of New York?
Mr. ScuDDER. Of New York.
In 1904, I think it was, the Trust Co. of America amalgamated

with the North American Trust Co. and I was elected the treasurer

of the amalgamated company. I served as treasurer for the Trust

Co. of America something like five or six years, and then became in-

terested in a little banlc called the Jefferson Bank of New York.

That was merged with the Century Bank. While vice president of

the Century Bank I was called to Eichmond and undertook the for-

mation and management of the Richmond Trust Co.

Senator O'Goeman. You were connected with the Century Bank
at One hundred and fourth Street and Broadway?
Mr. ScuDDER. Yes, sir ; I was vice president of that bank.

It was at the general convention of the Boston bankers that I be-

came the insurgent. I will read you a short synopsis of the reason

for my vote there.

I am in sympathy with some of the suggestions made by the asso-

ciation's currency commission and believe they would be adopted by

the administration if presented in the spirit of fairness and real help-

fulness. But I was not willing to lend myself to any action that will

cut the very heart out of the bill now before Congress and thus

destroy the honest efforts which are being made in Washington to

i-eform our financial system. I refer particularly to the entire

change asked for by the bankers' committee as to the proposed note

issue. When all is said and done, the whole question now really

resolves itself into whether this Government shall issue and control

the currency or whether the banks shall do it. Please forget for a

moment the question as to whether it shall be a Federal reserve bank,

with a main institution located at Washington, on the idea that this

"headquarters institution" shall serve only the 5, 7, or 12 "artery

Federal banks" throughout the country, and not have any direct

dealings whatever with the local banks or the general public, or

whether it will be the establishment of 5, 7, or 12 Federal banks,

without any " headquarters bank," but with simply a controlling

"Federal board" in Washington. There really is very little differ-

ence between these two plans, although I am inclined to believe the

former would prove the more practical.

A condition and not a theory confronts us, and we as bankers are

blind if we do not reckon with it. The same condition here as it is

carried on in Canada and European countries makes it also impos-
sible to seriously consider any permanent currency issue by our banks
unless such issue is practically guaranteed and entirely controlled

by our Government, as is the case at present. In Canada seven or

eight large banks do all the business, each having its branches scat-

tered all over that country. Is there any community, large or small,

in the United States which would support such a system ? You know
very well that any " branch " of the largest bank in New York city

would find itself outwitted by competition at every turn by an inde-

pendent local banker or bank in any given spot in the United States.

If you omit that part of the committee's report referring to the note

issue, which the committee desires the banks to undertake instead of
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the Government, you will stand a good chance to be heard at Wash-
ington regarding the other recommendations submitted by the com-
mittee ; but if you leave it in the administration—and remember the
people are back of this administration—will understand that the gage
of battle has been cast and your action may result in producing a
more drastic measure than should be passed.

" Come, let us reason together " should be the slogan of this con-
vention, and not " Come on and fight." We are partners in the great
business of this country, and the only way any partnership can ever
permanently succeed is when both sides are conciliatory and willing
to give and take. In adopting the entire report of the bankers' cur-
rency committee we will place ourselves in the same category as the
man who wanted to argue religion, but who started out with the
hypothesis that there was no God. There can be no arguing with
such a man and there will be no arguing with us if you demand what
the people have said they will not have. The people of this country
have, through their representatives, settled the two fundamental
principles of currency reform. In no uncertain voice have they
stated, first, that they shall be no central bank in the United States

governed by the bankers themselves, and, second, that the Govern-
ment shall make the note issue. Even if you do not agree with my
argument that we can not do as Canada and other foreign countries

do in respect to our note issues, wouldn't it be wise to take our cue
from what we know to be the sentiment of the people of the United
States and act diplomatically at this time ? Why should we commit
an unfriendly act against the people ? To do so just at this psycho-
logical moment will put us out of the line of consideration. We
bankers represent the investors of bank stocks; but the Government
at Washington represents the people of this country who have cre-

ated the investor. If the people want their' Government to issue

the currency, the investor should bow to this decision and cooperate

to the end that the past friendly relations may continue and redound
to mutual advantage.

I shall be glad to answer any questions. Senator.

Senator Hitchcock. You think the Government should issue cur-

rency. Why should not that currency be issued direct to individual

banks entitled to it rather than create this great machinery which is

going to revolutionize our banking system?

Mr. ScuDDER. Because I believe, Senator, that if the banks issued

the currency, even though the Government controlled it through a

Federal board, that a condition is more likely conceivable—an ad-

Verse condition—against that currency than if the Government issued

it. I for one would rather have the obligation of all of the people

than have the obligation of part of the people. And if the banks

issued the currency it would be an obligation of part of the people,

no matter how strong the bank may be nor by whom controlled.

Senator Hitchcock. I think you misunderstood me. I say if the

Government of the United States issued the currency

Mr. ScTJDDEE (interposing). As its own obligation?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes. Why should it not issue it direct to in-

dividual banks where they need it and when they need it instead of

creating all this machinery which is going to revolutionize our bank-

ing system ?
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Mr. ScuDDEE. I have no objection to your plan if it is the Govern-

ment's obligation.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, I understand you advocate Gov-
ernment obligation?

Mr. ScuDDEK. I do.

Senator Hitchcock. If the Government under any system is to

issue its obligations so as to wipe out $700,000,000 of national-bank

notes, and had in addition some elastic currency, the total of which
may amount to a billion dollars

Mr. ScuDDER (interposing). Emergency currency?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes. Do you think it is safe for the Govern-

ment to do that without providing a reserve fund in the Treasury to

meet any possible demand ?

Mr. ScuDDER. No ; I should say a reserve fund is absolutely neces-

sary.

Senator Hitchcock. There is no reserve fund provided for in this

bill.

Mr. ScuDDER. I think there ought to be a reserve fund.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, you criticize it on that account?
Mr. ScTJDDER. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Suppose the Government were to issue this cur-

rency as suggested by Senator Hitchcock, what would become of all

these bank reserves? How would they be gathered together and
utilized for the benefit of the system ? Could that be done under the

Government ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. Yes, sir ; that is all provided for in the bill.

Senator Nelson. It is ? I don't so understand it. It is the banks
that are to do this

—

—
Mr. ScTJDDEE (interposing). No; but it is the banks—as I under-

stand the Senator's question, the Government working through the

banks under this system.
Senator Hitchcock. No.
Senator Nelson. No. The Senator's question was to do away with

the banks; have the Government issue the currency direct without
the intervention of the banks.
Mr. ScuDDEE. And without having the system of Federal bank

reserves ?

Senator Hitchcock. Without all that machinery.
Mr. ScTJDDEE. I misunderstood you, then.
Senator Hitchcock. Will you state why you think that is not

desirable or possible?
Mr. ScuDDER. You have to have a banking system; you have to

have a method through which you can reach all the people in all the
sections of the country.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, could you not do that much better by
50 subtreasuries than you can possibly do it by 12 or 3 or 5 regional
banks ?

Mr. ScuDDER. The question had not occurred to me. I had not
given it a thought. You mean abolish entirely the system of reserve
banks ?

Senator Hitchcock. Don't abolish anything; you haven't created
it yet.

Mr. ScDDDER. I mean the principle.
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Senator Hitchcock. Drop that revolutionary idea and extend the
operations of the Treasury through 40 additional subtreasuries at
which the individual bank could apply for a limited amount of cur-
rency when it needs it, upon the deposit of security, giving the Gov-
ernment also a first lien upon all of the assets of the individual bank
Mr. ScuDDEE. "Well, that is a new thought to me.
Senator Hitchcock. That allows the banks to have all their re-

serves; It takes no capital away from any of them, and gives them
this Treasury facility in addition
Mr. ScuDDER. With a proper reserve?
Senator Hitchcock. "With the Government providing a reserve

procured by the sale of bonds, the banks to pay a rate of interest
which will much more than pay the interest on the bonds, and in
addition will pile up a fund for, possibly, the protection against
losses, or possibly for the guarantee of bank deposits.
Mr. ScuDDEE. I would not care to offhand give an opinion upon

that. I am reminded of what Jefferson said. Jefferson believed
that the people would always take the obligations of the Govern-
ment. You remember he makes the remark that in times of great
distress or great national disaster it will be found that the simple
Treasury notes will be accepted by the people on faith.
Senator O'Gorman. That is part of the plan suggested by Senator

Hitchcock. You are asked now your judgment on it, and I under-
stand you have not any opinion to express?
Mr. SctJDDEE. I have not, except the general opinion that the peo-

ple would accept such an issue. I have not had time enough to
think about the general working of such a plan.
Senator Nelson. What are the fundamental and radical things that

are sought to be accomplished by this legislation? H?ive you any
idea what they are?
Mr. Scuddee. I think the mobilization of the reserves of the

country and the utilization of those reserves, especially in times of
panic, and, secondly—well, I should say general currency reform
would cover what is in that.

Senator Nelson. How could the Government of the United States,

unless it went into the banking business to some extent, gather to-

gether the reserves and utilize them in the manner you indicate?

Mr. ScuDDER. In the manner that Senator Hitchcock indicated?

Senator Nelson. No ; in the outline proposed in the bill.

Mr. ScTiDDER. I consider that the present bill before Congress

covers entirely the question of the mobilization of the reserves of the

country.

Senator Nelson. Could the Government do that business without,

to some extent, going into the banking business?

Mr. Scuddee. I should not say so.

Senator Nelson. Then, if you leave this matter to the Government,

it would only leave it with the naked power to issue currency and

then supply gold reserves?

Mr. Scuddee. That is Senator Hitchcock's suggestion.

Senator Eeed. Let me suggest to you this thought—and I do not

know that you are prepared to speak upon it now. I have heard a

good deal here about the mobilization of reserves. It is one of these

phrases that sound well, and it implies that there is no use now made
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of the reserves of the bank. This bill provides for a bank holding in

its own vaults a certain portion of its reserves, the balance ultimately

to go into the reserve bank. Of course, every bank under any sys-

tem will have some reserve that it does not invade. Now, is it not a

fact that these reserves which are now redeposited in other banks are

utilized every day by the banks almost to the same extent that they

would utilize their ordinary balances deposited with other banks ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. The great trouble with the reserves of this country
is that when they are needed they are not available, because they
are pyramided; they are piled up.

Senator Reed. I understand, but are they not now utilized day by
day by the banks in this way: You are required, we will say, to

have a reserve of $200,000, and you have $100,000 in your vaults and
$100,000 deposited in New York. As a matter of fact, if you were
not required to keep any reserve at all you would have to keep about
that same $100,000 in New York for the purpose of doing business,
would you not?
Mr. ScTJDDEE. Perhaps not to the extent that is now required. I

think the requirements now are much too high.
Senator Reed. Would not the banks be required to keep substan-

tially as much in New York if there were no reserve requirement
as they do now?
Mr. Soudder. I should not think as much ; no. I think our insti-

tution keeps more in New York than it would keep if it were not
required to keep these large reserves.

Senator Reed. But you are a State bank. The Federal law does
not make you keep anything in New York.
Mr. SctJDDEE. No; except only the general feeling
Senator Reed (interposing). And the State law does not require

you to keep anything in New York?
Mr. ScTJDDEE. No ; it does not.

Senator Reed. Then it is entirely voluntary on your part?
Mr. SctJDDEE. I know it is, but it is regulated by the feeling of

others and what others do. Naturally, I can not publish a statement
of my institution and be below the others in my reserve. I should
be discredited at once if T should do so.

I say that more than is necessary is required now under the pres-
ent reserve system of the country, considering the system we have.
Considering the system we have, I think we have a proper reserve
requirement, but I believe there is where this bill is going to brirg
more relief to this country.

Senator Reed. By cutting down this reserve ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. By cutting down the reserve and making it possible
to utilize it.

Senator Reed. I am just raising the question whether you do i'ot
utilize It. Now, there have been one or two bankers here who liave
traiikly stated that they kept their reserves in New York, Chicago,
and bt. Louis, and that they maintained that reserve, and yet they
use^it day by day, turning it over every few days.

Senator Weeks. As frequently as every 48 hours.
Senator Reed. I just suggest that to you.

_
Senator Weeks. Mr. Scudder, you are treating this question of the

issuing of circulation as a practical proposition rather than an eco-
nomic proposition, are you not?
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Mr. ScuDDEK. No; I am trying to look at it from the economic
standpoint as well.

Senator Weeks Then you believe that as an economic proposition
the Lrovernment should issue circulation, do you ?

Mr. SctJDDER. Under this bill
; yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. You seem to criticize the convention in Boston for
having advocated something else. What this committee wants is for
the convention m Boston and all the witnesses to state their criticisms
or approbation just exactly as they feel, and if the convention in
Boston believed that it was economically sound and wise to issue bank
notes instead of Government notes it followed exactly the right course
in saying so. It is for this committee to decide whether that course
IS practical and wise.

Mr. ScuDDEE. Surely.
Senator Weeks. But we need the opinion of everybody, and all

kinds of opinions, and then we will take that up and try to get it
into shape in the form of a practicable bill. So I do not think the
convention in Boston is to be criticized because it seemed to pass
resolutions which are opposed to what some one wants—the adminis-
tration or anybody else.

Mr. ScuDDER. dh, no ; I was simply explaining my vote—

—

Senator Weeks. Your views ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. And my views.
The Chairman. The Chair wishes to remind the committee that

we have a large number of gentlemen who expect to be heard to-day.
Senator Weeks. Mr. Chairman, if the committee did not expect

to ask this witness questions, he ought not to have been put on, be-
cause frequently we get a great deal more out of the questions we ask
than from the statements of the witness himself.
The Chairman. The Chair has discharged his duty to the com-

mittee when he reminds the committee of the facts.

Senator Hitchcock. Are the members of this committee able to

stay over until to-morrow ?

Senator Weeks. This gentleman is not a member of the committee.
Here are a large number of gentlemen who have come here as a com-
mittee to appear before the Senate committee. They were put down
to be heard this morning.
The Chairman. The gentleman was allotted 10 minutes, he having

said he could finish in 10 minutes, and now he has used a half hour.

I merely remind the committee of the facts.

Senator Weeks. You know, Mr. Chairman, perfectly well that no
witness can get through until the members of the committee get

through asking questions.

The Chairman. And they will not get through until they are re-

minded of the exigencies of the situation, which the Chair is trying

to do.

Senator Beistow. I should like to know whether I understand the

witness correctly or not. I understood you, Mr. Scudder, in your

written statement to say that if we. had a central bank governed by

the same rules that these regional banks are to be governed by, with

money issued by the Government and the bank controlled by the

Government, as' it will be under this bill, and if that Government

bank had branches, that would be a better system than to have the

various heads, such as the regional bank
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Mr. ScuDDER (interposing). I said that in following out the prac-

tical workings of the bill now before Congress instead of having a

simple board at Washington if the Federal board were a part of the

system it would be more practicable.

Senator Beistow. If this Federal board were in control of a bank
located here, and these 12 branches of the bank, it would be a more
practicable system?
Mr. ScTTODEE. I do not know that you would call them branches.

They would all be on an equal footing, only that the headquarters at

Washington would be the controlling interest. It would have the

controlling board located at Washington.
Senator Bkistow. Of course, they could not be on an equal footing

with the controlling board at Washington any more than the con-

trolling board of a regional bank could be on an equal footing with
them. Of course, that would not be practicable, and the controlling

board at Washington would not have authority over it. The im-

pression I got from your statement was that if we could have a cen-

tral board in control of the central bank here, and let the reserves be
mobilized under the control of that one institution and then scattered

through the country when required, through its agencies it would be

a more practicable system.

Mr. ScuDDEE. I am inclined to believe it would.
Senator Shafeoth. The three benefits, that I understand you

believe this bill will confer on banks, will be the lowering of the

reserve requirement; the mobilization of the reserves in some bank
which is close to the individual banks that join the system; and,
third, the right to take 30, 60, and 90 day paper to this bank and
have currency issued upon the same?
Mr. ScTJDDEE. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. I did not understand the witness to allude
to that before.

Senator Shafeoth. He did; yes.

Senator Weeks. Are you in favor of the bill as it passed the
House ?

Mr. ScTJDDEE. Yes, sir; with certain amendments that would not
destroy the underlying principle.

Senator Weeks. What amendments do you suggest?
Mr. ScuDDER. Well, I should say I believe the capitalization re-

quired from the different banks is a little high. I believe that 6
per cent of the capital and surplus would be a better plan than 20
per cent of the capital.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you think it would be possible to get the
required capital from each regional bank if you had the stock
requirement fixed at 6 per cent instead of 20?
Mr. Scuddee. I have not figured it out by districts. That is a

matter to be figured. It figures out in the whole United States, I
believe, all right. But you have to take each district, and you do
not know where the districts are.

Senator O'Goeman. You hav^ not made that calculation?
Mr. ScxjDDEE. No ; it is impossible, because you do not know where

the districts are.
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I believe that 6 per cent of the earnings would be small enough
instead of 5. I think it is reasonable, and I think the people would
support such a proposition.

I think in the clause which reads:

The manager of the Federal reserve board, subject to the supervision of the
Secretary of the Treasury and Federal reserve hoard, shall be the active execu-
tive officer of the Federal reserve board.

I suppose that would probably mean the comptroller in the Secre-

tary's department.
The Chairman. The suggestion has been made to the Chair that the

majority of these gentlemen desire to leave this afternoon. Does
the committee wish to continue with this witness ?

Senator O'Goeman. I think we ought to let this witness take as

much time as we need to ascertain what his views are regarding this

legislation, and when he gets through we will hear some representa-

tive of the visiting bankers from Boston and ascertain what their

program is. Personally I should have preferred to have listened to

a representative of the visiting bankers from Boston first.

Mr. ScTjDDEE. May I make a suggestion, Mr. Chairman? I am
perfectly wUling to come back to the committee later if they wish.

Senator O'Goeman. I move that we conclude the examination of

the witness now before the committee.

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. The witness will proceed.

Senator Nelson. You had better go on and state the other curative

propositions which you have. In what other respects would you im-

prove the bill?

Mr. ScuDDEE. In regard to the exchange proposition, it seems to me
that the country bankers have asked a reasonable consideration of

this proposition and that there ought to be some method by which

at least the items which are long in transit and difficult to collect

—

that the bankers should be reimbursed for them, perhaps on the

basis of a time calculation, at 6 per cent interest on their money.

If a simple clause were put in, that the Federal board is authorized

to promulgate equitable rates and rules, that would cover the point.

Senator Eeed. In other words, you would amend this bill so that,

as to the collection of exchange and the regulation of exchange

charges, the Federal reserve board should be empowered to make

such rules and regulations as in its judgment would be equitable and

just?

Mr. Sctjddee. Yes, sir. ,.,,, ^ ^ ., , j o

Senator Eeed. Leaving the details, not to the bill, but to the board (

Mr ScuDDEE. To the board. I think that could be very safely

done, because it is a detail of the management of the business.

Senator Reed. Will you draw an amendment of that kind and

hand it to the committee, that would state your views?

Mr. Scuddee. I shall be very glad to do so. That is all, gentlemen.

Senator O'Goeman. I should like to ask one question. Your bank

is a State bank?
Mr. Scuddee. Yes, sir; a trust company.

, ,, . , ,

Senator O'Goeman.
_
You are not compelled to enter this system

«

Mr. ScuDDER. No, sir.
, _l g

Senator O'Goeman. Will you enter the system <
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Mr. SctJDDEK. Well, I think that is a matter I would leave to My
stockholders. Personally I should be inclined to enter the system if

there were reasonable amendments to the bill.
''"'

Senator O'Gobman. You believe there are amendments necessary

to satisfy you as to the wisdom of passing this bill ?

Mr. ScuDDER. I thi^k so.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you think a State institution ought to be

permitted to enter into this system and enjoy those advantages

Mr. ScTJDDER (interposing). I certainly do.

Senator O'Goeman. One moment [continuing]. And yet possess

opportunities for the development of their business beyond those

opportunities possessed by the national banks ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. No, sir; I do not. I believe that all should be put

on an equal footing, except as to fiduciary business.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you believe that the State banks and the

State trust companies should have their State functions curtailed,

and be restricted to the business that the Congress permits national

banks to engage in?

Mr. ScTjDDEE. No ; I do not. But, as I understood it, the national

banks are given privileges which they had not before.

Senator O'Goeman. Oh, yes; and they have other privileges, but

the question is

Mr. ScTJDDEE (interposing). I am in favor of doing that rather

than curtailing any rights given us by our own State.

Senator O'Goeman. You can take it as a fair assumption that the

Congress will not confer upon national banks all the powers now pos-

sessed by State banks, and it has been suggested that if the State

banks are permitted to come into this system their powers ought to

be more or less uniform with the powers exercised by the national

banks, and there should be a curtailment with respect to the functions

of State banks, and at the same ti;me some gradual enlargement per-

haps of the functions of the national banks. I am asking your view
with respect to that proposal.

Mr. ScuDDEE. My view is rather an inclination toward your latter

statement, that the national banks should be given other functions.

Senator O'Goeman. Yes; and the State banks' functions reduced
so as to conform to the enlarged functions bestowed upon the national
banks ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. In what way reduced, for instance? What is in

your mind. Senator?
Senator O'Goeman. You know that your State banks and State

trust companies can now do much banlang business that a national
bank can not do?
Mr. ScuDDEE. Yes; we can loan on real estate. Take that one

point. I believe in an enlargement of the national banking system.
Senator O'Goeman. And you would act as trustee and executor?
Mr. ScDDDEE. That I am not so sure about; I do not know that

they will want i,t.

Senator O'Goeman. I do not laiow whether you have that power
or not.

Mr. ScuDDEE. I know we have that power.
Senator O'Goeman. But the national banks do not possess it?
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Mr. ScuDDER. The national banks do not possess it and I do not
think they want it, but I have not studied it from the national bank's
standpoint.

Senator O'Goeman. Would you be willing to have your trust com-
pany in Richmond enter this system if the operations of the trust

company were confined to the business that national banks are per-

mitted to engage in?

Mr. ScuDDER. If we were to come in under any such condition as

that I would proceed to organize something that would take care

of the business that now is taken care of, which would under those

conditions be curtailed. I would not like to see it done.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you know whether or not the restrictions

that are contained in the proposed bill regarding the character of

paper that might be rediscounted in the regional reserve banks will

be likely to confer any substantial benefit upon the country banker?
Mr. ScuDDEE. In other countries

Senator Nelson (interposing). No; confine yourself to America.
Mr. ScuDDER. Yes ; I will. In other countries the initiator of the

transaction draws on his elastomer for the purchase price of his

goods, and that becomes at once a commercial transaction, just like

a check. I would like to see that occur in this country, the system

of two-name paper. That would help the country banker immensely,

because all the grain sold, all the cotton sold, could be turned into a

country-bank transaction.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you heard the objections urged by

country bankers with respect to the character of the paper to which

they would be confined for the purpose of rediscounting at the re-

gional reserve bank?
Mr. ScTJDDEE. Yes; but country banks in Minnesota loan a great

deal on real estate, and under the provisions of the bill we could not

use that paper in rediscounting.

Senator O'Goeman. Can you tell us to what extent, if at all, the

country bank would be benefited by going into this system?

Senator Nelson. Small country banks, like the bank at Sleepy

Eye, for instance.

Mr. ScuDDEE. I do not know that a country bank, under the pres-

ent wording of the bill, would have very much paper to offer for

rediscount.
,, ,i i i

Senator O'Goeman. The country bank, as well as all other banks,

would be restricted to 90 days' paper ?

Mr. Scuddee. Yes.

Senator O'Goeman. For rediscount?

Mr. ScuDDER. Yes. in,- i ^

Senator O'Goeman. Do you think that should be increased <

Mr. ScTJDDEE. I think some provision should be made.

Senator O'Goeman. To what extent ?

Senator Nelson. Six or nine months' paper?
_ ^

Mr. Scuddee. I think, in order to carry over the crop, nme months

time is necessary. , . ., . , „

Senator O'Goeman. Would you object to having it increased so

that it would mature in a year?
.

Mr. Scuddee. No, sir; I would not, up to a certain limit.

Senator O'Goeman. What would be the limit you would suggest

on that?
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Mr. ScTJDDEE. I had not thought that over, but there ought to be

some reasonable limit on that class of paper.

Senator O'Goeman. Does it occur to you that if we had paper ex-

tending nine months it would affect the elasticity of the currency ?

Mr. ScTJDDEE. Yes ; in case of the existing volume it would.

Senator O'Goeman. Then you would permit it, but you would

reduce the volume?
Mr. ScTJDDEE. Oh, yes ; restrict the volume.

Senator O'Goeman. To what extent would you reduce it?

Mr. ScuDDEE. I am not prepared to say.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you considered the subject?

Mr. ScuDDEE. I have not, from the standpoint that you mention.

Senator O'Goeman. In a word, you think this bill contains some

commendable features?

Mr. ScuDDEE. Some very commendable features.

Senator O'Goeman. But you think the bill as pending before us re-

quires some change?
Mr. ScuDDEB. I think it is a little raw

;
yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. A little raw ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. That is the opinion of a good many bankers, I

believe.

Senator Beistow. I understand you to say that national banks

should be permitted to loan on real estate ?

Mr. SctTDDEB. Yes, sir; some provision should be made for that.

Senator Beistow. To what extent?

Mr. SctTDDEB. That is a proposition, as I told Senator O'Gorman,
which I have not considered, and I am not prepared to say.

Senator Bbistow. As to how much ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. I am not prepared to say about that.

Senator Beistow. Do you think a good real-estate mortgage, con-

servatively made, would be as good a security for rediscount as a

commercial note?
Mr. ScuDDEE. I do, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. As I understand, you say you were a delegate

at this Boston convention?
Mr. SctTDDEB. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. How many attended?
Mr. SctTDDEB. I should think about 3,500 or 4,000.

Senator O'Goeman. They came from all parts of the country ?

Mr. SctTDDEB. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. Did you know, personally, a number of those

who were present?
Mr. ScuDDEE. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you know the general reason why they
assembled ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gobman. What was it ?

Mr. SctTDDEB. It was to proceed with our annual business. We
have an annual meeting, and have had one for 25 or 30 years. I have
attended them for nearly 20 years.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you know why they took up the consider-

ation of the pending currency legislation?
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Mr. SouDDEE. Yes. A committee was appointed some time ago—

a

committee of bankers—to consider this question and to report to
this convention.
Senator O'Gorman. As I understand it, jo\i were perhaps the only

delegate who voted "no " on some proposition regarding this bill?
Mr. ScTJDDER. Yes, sir; on the general proposition to adopt the

entire report of the committee, I seemed to be the only one who stood
up and was counted. I know there were others who spoke against it.

Senator O'Gorman. Did you see any evidence of a conspiracy at
this convention ?

Mr. ScuDDER. No; no conspiracy.
Senator O'Gorman. To defeat or control this legislation ?

Mr. ScuDDER. I felt that during the morning session there was a
very friendly feeling to anybody who wanted to speak on the subject,

but that there was considerable pandemonium there. Those who
endeavored to speak in favor of the committee's report were listened

to, but when they came to the opposition, there were interruptions
and catcalls and great confusion, and the temper of the meeting in

the morning, anyway, was—and I think everyone who was there will

bear me oixt in the statement—that the temper of the meeting was
very hostile to any suggestion that did not include the adoption of the

committee's report. I rather left in disgust, at lunch time.

Senator O'Gorman. Notwithstanding the fact that you represented

the minority element there—and perhaps a very small minority—did

you see anything to create a doubt in your mind as to the earnest-

ness or patriotism that was animating the membership of the con-

vention ?

Mr. ScuDDER. No ; I got the impression that the leaders were rather

trying to rush things through.

Senator O'Gorman. That is not so objectionable, sometimes.

Mr. ScuDDER. And to override anybody who would dare to get

upon his feet.

Senator Nelson. Did you get the impression that they were not

acting in good faith ?

Mr. ScuDDER. Oh, no; I think not. I think there was good faith.

They simply were anxious to get the committee report adopted.

Senator Nelson. Did you see any signs of conspiracy on the part

of the money power ?

Mr. ScuDDEE. I think there was no conspiracy.

Senator Weeks. Did it occur to you that possibly the leaders in

the convention were following the leaders in very high authority m
trying to rush things through?
Mr. Scudder. Perhaps so.

-, ^
Senator Weeks. Senator O'Gorman has ]ust suggested a question

to me. If my recollection does not fail me, I have seen m the press

a statement that the Virginia Bankers' Association—do you belong

to it?
TW^-p fipTTDDP'R jL GS SlI*.

Senator Weeks. That' the Virginia Bankers' Association had at

two different meetings passed resolutions which seemed to be antago-

nistic. At first there were resolutions passed which advocated the

general principles of this bill, and at a second meeting resolutions in-

dorsing the currency report adopted at the Chicago conference. Do
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you know the reason for taking that action, or action which seems to

be unfriendly to the first resolution?

Mr. ScTJDDEE. Well, I think that a large number of the Virginia
bankers were for more conservative action, but somehow the radical
element got into the saddle and carried the point. I myself did not
get a notice to attend the Virginia bankers' convention, although I
understand my failure to get a notice was a mistake, an omission. I

do not know whether anybody else was omitted, but I did not get a
notice to go to the meeting.

Senator Weeks. Are you representing the Virginia Bankers' Asso-
ciation here to-day?
Mr. ScuDDEE. No, sir; I am not.

Mr. George W. Rogers. Mr. Chairman, are you ready to hear the
country bankers now?

Senator Hitchcock. How many representatives have you who de-

sire to speak?
Mr. Rogers. Four or five.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any estimate as to the length of
time you will require?
Mr. Rogers. Probably about 15 minutes each.
Senator Hitchcock. The Senate has a session at 12 o'clock to-day,

and it is almost 12 o'clock now, and I do not know whether it is worth
while to go on now to hear your representatives. We can adjourn
now to go to the Senate and hear you later.

Mr. Rogers. Senator Hitchcock, we have an appointment with the
President at half past 2 o'clock. Our time up to the time when it

would be necessary for us to leave here in order to get to the White
House at half past 2 o'clock is in the hands of the committee, but we
feet that inasmuch as the President said he would receive us at half
past 2 o'clock we should be there.

Senator Hitchcock. You could come back here at 3 o'clock?
Mr. Rogers. Probably so; yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. I move that the committee take a recess now and
reconvene 30 minutes after the Senate adjourns, with the hope that
these gentlemen will be here at that time.

Senator Hitchcock. I think we might adjourn until half past 1

o'clock and hear some of these gentlemen, and then if they do not get
through they could go to the White House and we could go on with
somebody else and hear these gentlemen when they return.

Senator O'Gorman. I desire to express the hope that all the visit-

ing bankers from the Boston convention will remain here, even
though it may inconvenience them a little. I hope they will all stay
until they are heard, even though they may have to stay over until
to-morrow.

Senator Nelson. I feel that way too.
Senator Hitchcock. We want to hear all the gentlemen who are

here to be heard.

(Thereupon, at 11.45 o'clock a. m., the committee took a recess until
1.30 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

Senator Hitchcock. Gentlemen, in view of the fact that the Sen-
ate is in session and some of the members of the committee are en-
gaged there, and in view of the further fact that the members of
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the delegation representing the country bankers have an eno^agement
at the White House at 2.30, the committee will take a further recess
until 3.30 o'clock this afternoon.

(Thereupon, at 1.40 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until
3.30 o'clock p. m.)
The committee reassembled pursuant to the taking of recess.
Senator O'Gorman. Gentlemen, we will now resume the hearing.

Who is the first speaker? <

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. ROGERS, OF THE BANK OF COMMERCE
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Mr. EoGEES. I am the first speaker, if you please, Senator.
I appear as the chairman of the committee of country bankers.

There has been so much discussion in regard to this meeting of the
country bankers at Boston that I believe it only fair to the country
bankers and to the members of this committee to make a statement
in regard to how this meeting was organized, the purposes of the
meeting, and what it tried to accomplish. It has been questioned that
the members of the conference were sincere ; that the so-called coun-
try bankers were acting on their own initiative and in their own in-

terests. I wish to assure the members of the committee that we have
not been instructed or directed by anybody except ourselves.

The movement was started by Mr. Foote in Mississippi and Mr.
Tilton in Alabama and myself in Arkansas to try to arouse the senti-

ment of southern bankers as to how this bill would affect their inter-

ests, and for some time we were quite active. We wrote a number of

letters and sent many letters and a great many telegrams. We had
agreed on a meeting in Boston, which had been called by Mr. Tilton.

About that time I received a letter from Mr. Gordon Jones, of Den-
ver, Colo., suggesting a meeting of the western bankers and asking if

I would join in that meeting. I wired him I would be glad to do so.

We met in Boston on Sunday and agreed that it would not be prac-

ticable to have two meetings of countiy bankers. On Sunday night

we met at dinner, and we discussed this matter from about 7 until

II o'clock. We wanted to arrive at some common ground that we
all could agree upon. I believe that we did. I believe everyone at

that meeting was in hearty accord with the resolutions that were

offered. Mr. Tilton and myself drew a copy of the resolution which

was offered at the meeting on Monday.
That was the largest meeting of bankers I had ever attended at

that time. It was held in the ballroom of the Copley Plaza Hotel.

We did not attempt to have chairs, because the crowd was so great

that we could not sit them m that way. About a third of the room

was occupied by chairs, and the balance of the gentlemen stood.

The meeting was called to order by Mr. Gordon Jones, of Denver.

We thought it very proper that Mr. Jones should call this meeting

to order on account of the active interest he had taken. Mr. Gordon

Jones is president of the United States National Bank of Denver,

situated in a reserve city, and he is also president of seven or eight

country banks in Colorado; but I understand his interests m the

country banks are much larger than his interests m the city banks.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 ^21
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Mr. Jones is the only gentleman connected with the movement who
had any connection whatsoever with a reserve or central reserve bank.

The meeting, after being called to order, elected ex-Gov. Bailey,

of Kansas, as its chairman. After a little discussion Mr. McKae,
of Arkansas, offered a motion to approve the great fundamental
principles of the bill as it passed the House and spoke upon that at

some length. He said that the object of the meeting was not to go
into details. The Senate committee did not want details, did not

want suggestions in regard to the details of the bill, he said, but the

meeting should, in his opinion, approve the great fundamental
principles of the bill and let the Senate committee work out the

details.

Unfortunately I could not agree with Mr. McRae, and I told the

meeting that if we approved the great fundamental principles of

the bill we would not do anything, and we might as well not have a

meeting; that anything to us was fundamental which materially

affected our business.

I offered the following resolutions

:

A banking and currency bill Is now pending In the Congress. Its speedy
passage Into law Is desirable. Any new financial system adequate to the needs
of tbe Nation must be one that country bankers, National and State, can sup-

port with justice to themselves as bodies corporate, and with justice to their

customers.
Country banks, as distinguished from the banks in the fiscal centers, repre-

sent in number about 75 per cent of all the banks in the United States. They
bear the burden of national prosperity in proportion to their numbers—legis-

lation hostile to the welfare of American citizens, whether farmers, wage
earners, or business men. A satisfactory banking system has long been needed
by the people. Legislation upon this subject has already been too long delayed.
The efforts of administration leaders at Washington to pass this statute at a

special session is to be commended. Recognizing these facts, and haviu? had
no opportunity to go on record concerning this legislation, a large number of

country bankers present at Boston, attending the convention of the American
Bankers' Association, held a meeting on the 6th day of October, 1813, and the
following resolutions were presented and adopted

:

First. That Government bonds have been purchased by country bankers at a
price that would be unjustified except for circulation and depository privileges

that attach to them. These bonds are now selling under par. The good faith

of the Nation and its credit must remain unimpaired. If national bank notes
are to be retired there should be exchanged for these bonds a new security that
will sell upon its own merits at 100 cents on the dollar in the markets of the
world, and banks desiring to liquidate their circulation should be given the right

to have their bonds retired at not less than their face value.

Senator Reed. Let me interrupt you a moment. " Banks desiring

to liquidate their circulation should be given the right to have their

bonds retired at not less than their face value " is the concluding
sentence ?

Mr. EoGEES. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. You mean by that that if a national bank decides to

refuse to come into this system then special provision should be made
in order to let it out without any loss ?

Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. That is the meaning of that phrase?
Mr. EoGEES. Yes, sir; that was the understanding of the commit-

tee ; that was their intention in wording it that way.
Senator Reed. In other words, if Congress now, making an honest

endeavor to take out of our currency and banking system the great
elements of danger which at times have imperiled the entire banking
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system, and national banks thereupon desire to withdraw, we ought
to make it as easy for them as possible?
Mr. RoGEES. Senator, I am not a national banker.
Senator Reed. That is the thought?
Mr. RoGEES. Just a minute ; if you will allow me to answer in my

own way I will answer your question. I am not a national banker;
I have no bonds to make a profit or a loss on, and I believe that inas-
much as the Government has existed for more than 100 years, and its

promises to pay have always been worth 100 cents on a dollar, they
should always be worth 100 cents on the dollar.

Senator Reed. So do I, and so does every member of this com-
mittee. I want to put the proposition to you and to everybody else
who is here.

There is a sort of contract between the Government and the
national bank?
Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. The Government says. Take these bonds and we will
allow you to issue currency upon them. The banks took them. If
the Government now was to repeal the circulation privilege, it

•would seem, if they decided that was what ought to be done, un-
doubtedly the Government ought to take care of these bonds.
But there was another part of that contract, and that was that

this national bank—and speaking broadly this national-banking
system—should perform the functions of banks, keep their doors
open, receive deposits, and pay out to depositors. We found out,

either from the imperfections of the system or the way the banks
have operated under it, that the system several times has broken
down, and notably in 1907, at a time when the country was in an
exceedingly prosperous condition, substantially all of the national

banks of the cities, and indeed all the banks of large cities and
nearly all the rest, practically closed their doors to their customers;

that is to say, they stopped paying out on demand.
Mr. Rogees. Paying cash

;
paying current money.

Senator Reed. Paying cash. When they issued anything else but

cash they violated the spirit if not the letter of the statute. So that

it has been found that the banks are unable to carry out their part

of this contract.

Now comes the Government, undertaking to modify this system

so that the banks can carry out their part of the contract. Do you
think the same reason applies for aiding them to defeat the purposes

of the Government that would, in the first illustration that I gave,

where the Government was simply going to take away their circula-

tion privilege?

Mr. Rogees. No, sir ; but if the Government writes into this con-

tract something that the banks can live under

Senator Reed (interposing). Oh, yes; certainly.

Mr. Rogers. They should take care of the bonds.

Senator Reed. Yes; certainly, if we write something mto this

contract that the banker can live under, the national

Mr. Rogers (interposing). No, sir; if you write into this contract

something that the individual banks can not exist under, the Gov-

ernment ought to take care of that proposition.
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Senator Ebed. As long as the Government allows the banks to

keep this money in circulation it has given the banks all it originally

agreed to, hasn't it?

Mr. Rogers. No, sir.

Senator Reed. Let me state it differently. The bonds were taken

by the banks with the understanding that they would be used as a

basis for circulation. As long as the Government does not interfere

with that right the Government has kept its part of the obligation,

has it not?
Mr. Rogers. I do not think so. If the Government writes some-

thing else into the national banking act which makes it unprofitable

or impossible for the banks to continue in successful operation, I think

they should fulfill their part of the contract and not penalize these

banks.

Senator Reed. That is true. We will agree to that. Then your
complaint is not—you have no complaint under this first subdivision,

provided this plan is so worked out that a bank can live and make a

reasonable profit?

Mr. Rogers. None whatever ; no, sir.

Senator Reed. This, then, is dependent
Mr. Rogers (interposing). Upon the other provisions of the bill.

Senator Reed. Very well. I have interrupted you too long.

Mr. Rogers. The second paragraph of the resolutions is in rela-

tion to the segregation of the savings-bank deposits.

Second. That any unnecessary restrictions placed upon tlie acceptance and
Investment of savings deposits is unwise. The prosperity of the people depends
much upon the profitable use of tlieir earnings. Country banks have always
encouraged thrift on the part of their customers and others resident in their

respective localities. Many millions of savings deposits have thus been created.

In rural communities there is no need for separate savings banks. Banks
doing a commercial business are now satisfactorily caring for this business.

These deposits are safely loaned out at home. There is rarely any local market
for bonds of any character. To require country banks to invest savings deposits
in any one class of securities, to forbid their use for local farming and business
needs, to divert this money from local to foreign purposes, will seriously cripple

the credit of their customers and result in the very disaster which it is the aim
of this legislation to prevent. Segregation of savings deposits, the setting aside
of seiiarate capital, the creation of two banks under the same management and
under one roof, will place a burden upon country banks which they can not bear,
and will deny to their patrons facilities which they require and now enjoy.

Senator Reed. Do you apply that to national banks, or do you mean
to apply that to State banks which may desire to come in?
Mr. Rogers. Both.
Senator Reed. The national bank at present has no right to have a

savings-bank business, has it?

Mr. Rogers. But they have.

Senator Reed. They are doing it in violation of law, are they not?
Mr. Rogers. That is a question for the comptroller, I believe, and

not for me to answer. But they do do a savings-bank business right
BOW.

Senator Reed. Do you mean by that—when you say they do a
savings-bank business—do you mean that they receive money upon
time deposits, paying interest upon them, or do you mean that they
go farther than that and do a regular savings-bank business?
Mr. Rogers. T am speaking of the one I am familiar with in my

liome town. They do a regular savings-bank business. They issue
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a pass book, and in that pass book they require a notice of with-
drawal. They do not segregate their capital or their funds; thev
mingle them. -^

Senator Eeed. If they are doing that all illegally now, they would
not have any ]ust complaint if they were given, in this bill, a limited
right to do that which they now do without any right whatever
would they? '

Mr. RoGEES. Well, if it required them to invest in securities that
were not local. We think that this money owned at home should be
used at home.

Senator Eeed. Undoubtedly, but if a bank is proceeding, ultra
vires, m violation of law, and has no right to maintain a savings-
bank department at all, this bill gives them a right and limits that
right; if the bill does that, it is at least a step in the direction of
what the bankers want, although it may not go as far as you think
it ought.

Mr. EoGEES. We would prefer a law that could be lived up to and
would not have to be winked at.

Senator Eeed. I am inclined to give it to you, and I was just ask-
ing you the question.

Mr. EoGEES. I say the gentlemen who will follow me will speak on
these four different subjects which were mentioned in these resolu-
tions, and each one of them has prepared himself to discuss his own
special subject.

Senator Pomeeene. Will you mention their names?
Mr. Eogees. Mr. Gordon Jones, of Denver, will speak on the first

paragraph, Mr. McLane Tilton, jr., of Alabama, will speak on the
segregation of deposits, and Mr. George Woodruff, of Joliet, 111.,

will speak on the third section, and Mr. David Barry, of Pennsyl-
vania, will speak on the fourth section in regard to the reserves.

I want to say for Mr. Woodruff that he is thoroughly competent
to deal with the subject which has been assigned to him. He comes
here with a long experience, and with actual facts and figures. He
does a very large business of this nature, which last year amounted
to more than $90,000,000. He has with him the exact figures taken
from his books.

I made a statement when I was before the committee on a previous

occasion that the overhead cost, if the country clearing-house system
was put into effect, would eat up all the profits of the bill. I be-

lieve, from the figures which Mr. Woodruff will present to you that

you will agree with me.
Section 3 of the resolutions is in regard to the matter of exchange.
That section 17 of the bill should be so amended in so far as it refers to

matters pertaining to exchange. We suggest that section 17, page 33, be

amended by eliminating the last word on line 15, the first five words on line 16,

the balance of the section after the eighteenth line, leaving the last paragraph
of section 17 to read as follows

:

" It shall be the duty of every Federal reserve bank to receive on deposit at

par and without charge for exchange or collections checl^s and drafts drawn by
any of its depositors upon any other depositor and checks and drafts drawn
by any depositor in any other Federal reserve bank upon funds to the credit

of said depositor in said reserve bank last mentioned."

Senator Shafeoth. Do you strike out the word " other " in line 18?

Senator Hitchcock. What is the first word stricken out?
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Mr. Rogers. The word " upon," in line 15, and then the five words,

and then everything after line 19.

Senator Shafeoth. You omitted to read the word " other," and I

thought you left the word " other " in.

Mr. EoGEKS. The remainder of section 3 is

:

Exchange profits represent a large part of the total net earnings of country

banks. It is a proper cliarge for a fair service rendered. The bill as now
drawn will decrease the net earnings of the average country bank by not less

than 25 per cent and many of them much more. This gain will not go into the

pockets of the business men of America, but will be enjoyed solely by the banks

t>f the collection centers which are now making satisfactory profits. The result

of this section will be to take income from banks that can least afford the loss

and give this money to banks that are already earning satisfactory profits.

In addition to the above the bill provides a radical change in the method of

handling country items. It provides that they shall be cleared and not col-

lected. To accomplish this it would require that the small country banks keep

in the Federal reserve banks an amount in excess of their legal reserve suffl-

eient to care for their clearings from two to six days, depending entirely upon

the distance and time they are from the bank acting as such clearing house.

Senator Reed. You say there is one man who is going to discuss

that section?

Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir. I would like to make the statement that it

was the contention of the coinmittee that the member banks could

issue their checks on another member bank, and those would be

cleared at par by a similar process and charged to the account ; that

it would eliminate entirely the enormous volume of individual checks

on various banks. These checks so cleared would undoubtedly be

good; if they were not good, the reserve, the first lien on the assets,

and other things would protect the Federal reserve bank. Mr.
Woodruff will speak at length with regard to the amount of returned

items, etc.

Section 4 of the resolutions says

:

That whatever percentage of reserves is agreed upon should carry with it

the right to Iceep not less than one-third of such reserve with approved reserve

Agents in fiscal centers. The reduction of reserve from 15 to 12 per cent is no
real advantage to the country bank. Very few country banks can do business
without having a larger amount of funds either in vault or with near-by con-

nections. These connections must be maintained after the passage of this law.

The money so held by them should be counted as a part of country-bank
reserve.

(5) That the above matters include only those features that country bankers
are especially concerned with. There are others of equal importance which con-

cern the larger banks in the fiscal centers. With these subjects we do not pro-

pose to express an opinion, but we believe that unless this bill is amended so as
to meet the objections and recommendations made herein that very few country
banks, either State or National, can afford to become members of the new Fed-
eral system. This means that the great majority of country national banks
must surrender their charters or retire from business.
The exchange and savings sections of the bill so reduce our earnings that most

country banks will show net operating losses iiiste;irl of the reasouiible profits

we now enjoy. We desire to do our full duty to the country, but our duty to

stockholders and customers must not be disregarded. We desire to become mem-
bers of the Federal system and assist in making it the success it ought to be and
can be made. We earnestly call upon the Congress to consider this resolution as

a formal expression of opinion on the part of country bankers who realize the

seriousness of the situation that now confronts them. And, finally, we ask for

the committee that will present these resolutions to the Hon. Robert L. Owen,
chairman, and the Committee on Banking and Currency of the United States

Senate for an opportunity to be fully heard in the premises.
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We discussed quite freely the attitude of the gentlemen who would
speak, in the event that they were questioned in regard to matters not
in the resolutions proper, and it was the consensus of opinion that
they should answer any questions to the fullest extent of their aloility.

But when they give an opinion on any matter that is not covered by
the resolutions they ask that it be considered as their individual and
personal opinion and not as their opinion as the representative of the
committee. We feel that we have no right, as members of the com-
mittee, to exceed the authority given us by the meeting in Boston.

Senator Reed. You think that if the things that are recommended
in those resolutions are done, with the exception of the first proposi-
tion in regard to bonds, and if that was made by framing this bill so

that all banks could properly come in and not be dragged to ruin or
injured seriously that the country banks represented by this commit-
tee, some 2,000 in number, would then be content ?

Mr. EoGERS. I believe so.

Senator Reed. Generally speaking, they favor a bill drawn along
the lines of this bill, but they object to certain details?

Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir. • Those details they consider vital. If the

suggestions made here meet with the approval of this committee and
finally become a law, I believe that a very large number, a majority,

of the country banks, both State and National, that are large enough
to come into the system would do so.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Rogers, country banks generally redis-

count paper at certain seasons of the year now ?

Mr. Rogers. In my section
;
yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Does that not take place all over the coun-

try, from information which you have ?

Mr. Rogers. I believe so. t am only thoroughly familiar with my
part of the country. I know that is the fact in some parts of the

country. Practically every bank in my part of the country discounts

at those times.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you explain your idea of the advantage

it is to a country bank to come into this new system, when the country

bank already has the rediscount privilege by usmg its city corre-

spondents?
Mr. Rogers. Well, at other times—as the Senator from Missouri

says, the big city banks run out, and the little fellows want to feel

that the big banks to which they go—the retailer wants to feel that

the wholesaler can carry him, if necessary. .-,-,, , .,

Senator Hitchcock. Now, would not that be provided tor it the

big fellow in the cities joined the association and the country banker

stays out?
Mr. Rogers. I believe so.

„ i, x

Senator Hitchcock. So that it is not necessary for the country

banker to come in in order to get rediscounts? ...
Mr. Rogers. No, sir; it is not now, but my personal opinion is

that a bill should be framed not only for times of panic but tor times

of prosperity, to take care of the banks m both times.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that the country banks would

rediscount more under such a system as we propose than they do at

the present time?
Mr. Rogers. No : I do not.
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Senator Hitchcock. Do you think they would get lower rates of

interest on the discounts?

Mr. Rogers. No ; I do not ; only to a very small extent. The difler-

ence in the rate of interest would be very small.

Senator Pomekene. Where do you do your rediscounting ?

Mr. Rogers. New York and St. Louis.

Senator Reed. Have you filed a copy of those resolutions?

Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir.

Senator Pomeeene. Did you have any trouble in 1907?

Mr. Rogers. No, sir ; in 1907 I borrowed all the money I wanted to.

Fortunately I was paying off discounts instead of borowing at the

time. But I received from the banks of New York that I did business

with cash at par to an amount three times the amount of my balance

at the time they put the lid on. That is the only time I ever shipped

any money out of New York. I only shipped money to New York

twice in the 25 years that I have been in the banking business. Once

was in 1903, when I had the money, and they had been so good to me.

I thought they needed it, and I sent what I had to them. And once,

afterwards, I got hold of a lot of $10,000 bills, and I shipped them

there, because I needed exchange.

Senator Hitchcock. A lot of $10,000 bills? [Laughter.]

Mr. Rogers. Well, it was a lot for me. I had 25 or 30, and it was

a lot of them for me.
Senator Hitchcock. It would be for most any of us.

Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir.

Senator Shafroth. Mr. Rogers, one of the objects of this bill in

establishing 12 regional banks is to have a reserve bank close to a

given territory in which it is included. Do you not think that the

right of the bank to keep these reserves there in a place which is

rather close to it, together with the power to get money from that

bank in times of stress, would relieve the country bank from keep-

ing large reservese?

Mr. Rogers. No, sir.

Senator Shafroth. It would not keep large reserves if it could get

plenty of money at any time, would it ?

Mr. Rogers. Banking business is a little peculiar business, and it

has been expressed in an Irish way, " that the bank only made its

money by loaning it, and that a bank that loaned all its money never

made any money ; the bank that always had plenty of money on hand
always made plenty of money." That is on the theory that the public

kn6ws what is going on inside of the bank. I do not know how, but

they do. And when they know a bank runs along and keeps plenty

of cash one hand, and can take care of its customers under any cir-

cumstances, the customers go to them.
Senator Shafroth. Don't you think the customers knowing the

country bank had joined this department and knowing this reserve

bank could give this country bank money at any time would make
such a confidence in them that it would make money for them?
Mr. Rogers. No, sir ; Senator, I do not for this reason : If the bank

kept continually going there and continually borrowing their limit,

it would be an invitation for parties to work the country bank by
making it borrow and borrow and reborrow so that they could use

the funds in their various interests. Instead of us^ng a bank for the
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handling of a commercial transaction, it would be used more to sup^
ply fixed capital for business. That I do not thinli is a good thing.
Senator Shafroth. That would bring more income to the bank,

would it not. It would have more money out, more money at inter-

est, if they used the bank for that purpose ; and it would increase the
earnings of the bank, would it not, by having that much more in-

terest ?

Mr. EoGEES. Senator, if you will just pardon me, and the stenog^
rapher will not listen for a minute, I will tell you. Once upon a time
there was a bullfrog, and it was out in the field, and he met coming
back another frog who said he saw such a great big thing he came
away. The bullfrog said, " What was it? " and the other frog said,
" It was a bull." The bullfrog said, " Was it bigger than I am ?

"

The other frog said, " Yes; it was heap bigger than you," and the
bullfrog commenced to swell up, and he said. " Bigger than that ?

"

And the other frog said, " Yes ; bigger than that." The bullfrog
Mvelled up some more, and he said, "Bigger than that? " "Yes;
bigger than that ;

" and the bullfrog swelled up four or five times, and
iiually he busted.

Now, that is the way with a bank that is trying to borrow itself

rich. [Laughter.]
Senator Shafroth. As a matter of fact, the inspections which are

made by the department are intended to remedy that, are they not?

Mr. EoGERS. They can not ; I do not believe it is possible.

Senator Shafroth. You do not think regulation can prevent bank
failures ?

Mr. KoGEES. Yes; I do believe that it does.

Senator O'Goeman. We will now hear Mr. Jones.

Senator Bristow. I would just like to ask one question.

Senator O'Goeman. Senator Bristow would like to ask you a ques-

tion.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Eogers, unfortunately, I could not be present

when you were here before, because I was detained in the Senate,

and I would like to inquire how you use these reserves. I under-

stood you to say you would have to carry the reserves anyway, that

you have now, in order to handle the business properly, even if this

new association were formed. You now have your reserves where?

Mr. EoGERS. New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, New Or-

leans, and Memphis.
Senator Bristow. You have them in those five places?

Senator Bristow. How much do you keep in those reserve cities?

Mr. Eogers. That fluctuates very widely, accordmg to the seasons

of the year and the character of the business that is moving at that

time. In the active cotton-moving season, we try to keep the larger

part of our money in St. Louis. We sell them our domestic cotton

bills, and we ship them money against it. If we have a draft ot Mas-

sachusetts drawn on three days' sight, it would take us about nine

days—from seven to nine days—to turn that into money and get it

to our credit in New York. Instead of that we sell that in bt. Louis

and it makes that fund immediately available there, ihat is part

of it. Then, again, we have a good many cotton concerns doing

business with us that draw their drafts against the St. Louis office
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and we discount that exchange and give them the money on it, and

allow them to use it.

Senator Bristow. About how much do you have in your reserves

as a rule ? What would be your legal requirements ?

Mr. Rogers. In our State at the present time the banks are organ-

ized under the general incorporation act. They have to make a

statement to the county court once each year. There is no provision

in regard to reser^^es and no limitation on loans. Fortunately our

new banking law will go into effect on the 1st of January, and I

think we will then have an excellent law. That will provide 15 per

cent reserve for country banks, and a minimum of 20 per cent reserve

for any bank that desires to act as reserve agent for another bank.

Our reserve runs anywhere from 25 to 45 -per cent.

Senator Bristow. You have been carrying a reserve without the

law requiring you to?

Mr. Rogers. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Simply as a matter of business?

Mr. Rogers. Yes.

Senator Bristow. From 25 to 45 per cent ?

Mr. Rogers. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Senator, won't you ask if he had this reserve bank
at New Orleans if he could not do the same thing with them, or if

he had it at St. Louis?
Senator Bristow. Senator Reed has suggested if you had a reserve

bank at New Orleans or St. Louis, that is contemplated in this bill,

what exchange would that provide for you so as to relieve you from
carrying this amount of reserve elsewhere?

Mr. Rogers. We would have to have some account elsewhere to

handle these cotton bills, for instance. They have now in the bill

a provision which would enable these Federal reserve banks to han-

dle the individual checks. They do not provide for handling do-

mestic bills of exchange, which is the very much larger portion of our
business at certain seasons of the year.

Senator Hitchcock. Does it not provide that reserve banks can buy
those bills of exchange?
Mr. Rogers. Foreign, not domestic.

Senator Hitchcock. They can buy of member banks, can they not?

Mr. Rogers. That would put them into the collection business, and
I did not understand that was there. I do not think so.

Senator Reed. Would it be, then, an advantage to your bank, if it

became a member of this system, if it could take these bills of ex-

change for cotton to this bank and gets its money ?

Mr. Rogers. No
; because they are presented immediately on receipt

by the central reserve city bank, or the bank we send them to, and
,
collected that day.

Senator Reed. From you?
Mr. Rogers. No; from the drawee.
Senator Reed. Now, let me understand. You advance $100,000

to a cotton dealer.

Mr. Rogers. Senator, if you will just permit me
Senator Reed (interposing). Yes; just explain it to us.

Mr. Rogers. I had one account I made no loans to whatever. I

allowed them to check during the day, and prior to the close of busi-
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ness they deposited their drafts in round sums on the St. Louis
office. Those drafts ran all the way from $10,000, which was the
minimum in one month, to $163,000, which was the maximum. They
were discounting the drafts ; that is, paying the money out the day
the drafts were deposited with us. We had already ' advanced the
funds. We forwarded those to our St. Louis correspondent and he
collected them that day and put the money to our credit. We made
a charge for that service of $1 a thousand. For that $1 a thousand
we had to keep in shape at all times to take care of that business.
It costs from 27 to 30 cents a thousand to ship that money from St.

Louis to Little Rock. This cotton concern figured for a long time
whether it would be more profitable to ship the money down at 27
cents a thousand than to pay us $1 a thousand. But when they went
into the proposition they found they would lose a large amount
of money by doing so. They would have to advance the money at

least one day in advance of its payment, whereas they paid it in the
St. Louis office the day after the payment. At 6 per cent interest

that two days was 33^ cents, which, added to the 27 cents, made 60

cents right there. Then they would have the disadvantage of the

mail being late sometimes or the draft coming on Saturday, and they
would have to hold it over until Monday, and they figured that was
65 to 70 cents a thousand. So, if they could not tell each day what
the requirements were, they would have to carry a large amount of

cash on hand themselves, and they figured that while the cost of the

transportation of money was only 27 cents a thousand, it was much
cheaper to them to pay us $1 a thousand exchange.

Senator Eeed. I still do not understand why you could not do that

business, why you could not have those bills of exchange paid right

into the reserve bank, instead of, as you are doing now, paying them

into the bank of your correspondent.

Mr. EoGEES. Senator, I believe I can tell you in straight English

what is way down deep in the heart of the country banks and what

makes them afraid of this.

Senator Reed. That is what we want to know.

Mr. RoGEES. Yes. They are afraid of being dependent only upon

this one concern they would have to go to for their money. This

man—and he has got to be human ; he has got to be able to exercise

some judgment as to whether this collateral there is good or not

good—if for any reason whatsoever he should have a grouch agamst

the bank, or any reason—if he does not feel well, or for any other

reason you don't get the money, the bank that goes to him is busted.

Now, if one bank does not let you have it, presupposing that you are

good, you can go across the street or go over on the other corner and

say, " Here is my average balance ; here is my security ;
here is what

I want," and if the average balance justifies the loan asked for and the

security is good, if one man does not take it others will. But, to get

back to this proposition, you are absolutely dependent for the ex-

istence of your concern on the judgment or approval of one man.

Senator Reed. But yoix still could take your bill of exchange and

go to an outside bank. This is not going to wipe out the banks of

St. Louis ; they will still be there.

Mr. Rogers. But you are switching the question.

Senator Reed. I am trying not to.
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Mr. RoGEES. I am talking about loan deposits. That is my under-

standing of the question you were asking. If you can not keep a

balance with the bank that will justify them in giving you accommo-
dations, they are under no obligations to you whatever; but if you
do keep an account with the bank, you have a right to call on them to

take care of you when you need the accommodation. And all well-

managed banks recognize that right and live up to it.

Senator Pomerene. Let me suggest right there : Under this bill the

country banks would have to keep in the regional banks 5 per cent.

The other 2 it can place where it chooses. Now, you said, as I re-

call your testimony, that you kept reserves, perhaps, from 30 to 45
per cent?
Mr. Rogers. At times, yes. Down as low as 20, up as high as 45.

Senator Pomeeene. If you are only pledged under the terms of

this bill to keep 5 per cent in the regional bank, you still have a very
substantial amount of reserve which you heretofore kept, and you
would be free to place it wherever you chose. You could still have
the same banking connections outside of the regional-reserve bank
that you would have had heretofore, under those circumstances.
Mr. Rogers. That is as far as I am concerned; but all the banks

in our country do not carry that large reserve. I am speaking for
the bank that carries approximately the legal reserve carried by
national banks. The 2 per cent of their deposits would not be large
enough if kept in a reserve bank to pay for the trouble of handling
the account. The account would be improfitable to the city bank.
Therefore they can not keep them.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Rogers, if a system could be devised here,

whereby we could have the Federal reserve bank stock owned by the
public, and that should be a bank of discount and a bank of issue and
a bank of reserve, and it should establish branches wherever they
were needed, something like the reserve cities now, and under the
law any banking institution in the country that was creditable, that
presented proper securities could get its discounts at this reserve
bank, do you think that would relieve the situation so far as cur-
rency and bank business is concerned ?

Mr. Rogers. You are asking me a mighty big question. All I have
testified to so far was about something I was familiar with. You
are now getting a proposition that is too big for me. I would rather
you would not ask me to answer that question, as what I have spoken
of so far was where I knew what I was talking about.

Senator Reed. Let me ask you: You say you have not told us
anything but what you knew about. What about that frog story?
Do you vouch for that, of your own personal knowledge?
Mr. Rogers. Yes ; I was there the day it happened. [Laughter.]

I think, Senator, if in the wisdom of this Congress they should see
their way clear to divide the reserve, allowing approximately a mini-
mum of one-third cash, a minimum of one-third with the Federal
reserve bank and the balance with approved reserve agents, that it

would meet the wishes of a great many, and it would eliminate some
harsh features,and would produce a great amount of good.

Senator O'Goeman. If we make provision for regional banks, will
there be any need for other reserve agents ?

Mr. RoGEES. That is another question. I am just answering from
my particular end of the business, and the friends of mine where I
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am familiar with their business. There might not be a thino- for the
reserve agents to the extent that it is going to borrow, but it will
enable them to transact their business in the usual, ordinary and
customary way and to handle the general line of business and carry
a portion of those items that, of necessity, would go to a privately
owned bank as their reserve.

Senator O'Goeman. Tliese regional banks are intended to perform
every function now discharged by central reserve and reserve citv
banks.

'

Mr. EoGEES. I think it is a mistake.
Senator O'Gokman. Why can't you continue the deposit system?

All the Government deposits will be in the regional banks instead of
the central reserve banks, as at the present time.
Mr. EoGEES. Yes; but the Government deposits are a very small

part of the business of these great central reserve and reserve city
banks.

Senator O'Goeman. We will hear from Mr. Jones now.
.
Senator Hitchcock. One question, if you please, Mr. Chairman

[Senator O'Gorman].
Mr. Eogers, if you should go to a regional reserve bank and ask for

a discount of some paper, and the reserve bank should decline, for any
reason, good or bad, to discount it for you, you would like to have
another harbor of refuge, would you not?
Mr. KoGEES. I certainly would. That is what I have been trying to

explain.

Senator HrrcHCOCK. And a bank in which you keep a line of de-
posits, should you ask them for an accommodation, would feel under
obligations to give consideration io jonr wishes?
Mr. RoGEES. They would be under obligations, because if they did

not grant the accommodations they would know I had something to

take away from them to oflFer as an inducement to another bank.

Senator Hitchcock. That is,all.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Jones we will hear you now. Please
state your full name, residence, and banking connections, and how
long you have been in the banking business.

STATEMENT OF GORDON JONES, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES NATIONAL BANK, OF DENVER, COLO.

Mr. Jones. My name is Gordon Jones; my residence is Denver,
Colo. I have been in the banking business since 1887, and as to my
present banking connections I am president of the United States

National Bank of Denver; president of five country national banks
of Colorado, one of which has a capital of $50,000 and the other four

a capital of $25,000 each, and of two small State banks of Colorado.

Senator O'Goeman. Now, will you state your views in regard to

the pending bill or that part of it to which you care to address your-

self?

Mr. Jones. I am glad that our chairman, Mr. Eogers, explained

away that I was no Jonah on this committee, by reason of being

connected with a reserve city bank and my participation in this call

of conference, which was absolutely voluntary on account of the

country banking interests which I hold. This call was brought about
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by correspondence with country banks scattered through some 18

States of the West and South.

Senator Shafroth. I would like to have you also say, Mx. Jones,

that you attended the conference over in Europe last summer where

the question of country deposits and country banking was discussed.

Mr. Jones. Yes ; I was a member of the American commission that

visited Europe this last summer representing our State of Colorado,

and I was honored with the position of vice chairman of the finance

committee, whi,ch was the largest and most important committee of

the European commission.

Senator Hitchcock. That was investigating the question of rural

credits ?

Mr. Jones. Eural credits
;
yes, sir. I am to undertake particularly

to present to you the views of the country bankers upon section 1

of their Boston resolutions and I have been delegated by them to do

so. First, I will present the contention of the country banks regard-

ing the needed good faith of the Government on its own behalf and

in order to protect the small banks. At the outset it might be well

to ask, who is the country banker ? One of the banks in which I am
interested is a bank in which the most active officer has no stock. He
has none because sickness and distress of a financial nature has caused

him to invest most of his means in the recovery of his own health

and to protect a small growing family. He is recognized as being a

most careful and conservative banker.

Now, in speaking of the country bank, in speaking of the officers

of that bank, he would naturally be referred to as the country

banker. But the country bank is not only the man who sits behind

the counter; it is the stockholders and directors. And the stock-

holders and directors of the country banks are the local farmers,
' the merchants, women, and often widows of some farmer who has

died, or children of the deceased stockholders. Now, any legislation

that affects the country banks, or the one we are pleased to term
" the country banker " because he is holding his office, affects the

stockholder, who is the farmer,themerchant,orthe widow, or minors.

Any measure that is enacted, we feel, of itself should be sufficiently

attractive to induce banks to join, just as was the enactment of the

national banking act in the early sixties, which offered sufficient

inducements to banks to come into the national system.

I will lay down another proposition : Any measure that, intention-

ally or otherwise, requires the meeting of additional requirements
other than originally provided at the time of granting charters, which
would prove oppressive to the small banks, would not be attractive,

so far as the small bank is concerned. We are impressed with the

fact that you desire to give us a fair, just, and workable measure.
In 1900 the Government refunded its 3, 4, and 5 per cent bonds

with 2 per cents. In order to establish a market for such bonds, it

granted national banks the full circulation privilege and reduced the

tax on such circulation from 1 per cent to one-half per cent, provided
they were secured by 2 per cent bonds. The banks furnished the

market. This was as near a contract as can be entered into between
a sovereignty and the people. Although the people can not enforce

it, we do not feel the Government can honorably evade it. The
country banks now find themselves the owners of several hundred
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millions of dollars of these bonds which are declining in market
value on account of the threatened removal of the circulation privi-
lege and the placing of the twos on an investment basis. We com-
mend that portion of the bill which provides for retiring the twos
at a fixed date, or giving the national banks the privilege of exchang-
ing them for threes in installments, if they elect so to do. We do not
feel this will keep faith, however, with the bank that prefers to sur-
render its charter, or those whose charters expire before the maturity
of the bonds, or the date set for their redemption. In this connection
I will touch on reasons why some banks would feel obliged to sur-
render their charters of necessity, which would necessitate the sale of
their bonds. There are some small banks to whom to belong to the
Federal reserve bank would be no real benefit to them or their com-
munities, but might prove a detriment to both for the reason they
would be required to take from their community a portion of their

loanable funds and invest it in the stock of a large Federal bank
located in some fiscal center and, at the same time, redeposit 5 per
cent of its own deposits in that Federal bank, neither being available

1 for use except in the liquidation of the country bank. While the 5
per cent deposit to be carried with the Federal reserve bank is termed
a reserve, in fact it is but an investment without interest. This
point as to reserve, however, will be elaborated upon by another

speaker who will follow me.
Now, the only real benefit the small bank may have is the privilege

of borrowing from the Federal reserve bank. There are many small

country banks that do not have the character of assets that will be

available, but the membership of such banks is not necessary to the

success of this act. That is a fact I should like to impress upon you,

that the success of this measure does not depend at all on the mem-
bership of these small banks that do not feel they can afford to do so.

For such banks we submit there should be some provision for

returning to the banks 100 cents on the dollar, which the Government

originally received for their 2 per cent bonds. In fact, the Gov-

ernment received a premium, and the banks have already suffered

the loss of this premium, though with some banks it has been com-

pensated for by profits on their circulation by reason of the length

of time they have been operating, but with others it has not been

compensated for.
'

.i.
•

Some such banks hold these Government twos, securmg their

Government deposits as well. In any plan that contemplates the

withdrawal of these deposits provision should be made for redeeming

such 2 per cent bonds in cash or exchanging a security tor them that

is worth 100 cents on the dollar in the markets of the world, m order

that the banks surrendering the deposits may do so without reducing

their available loanable funds needed at home and suffer no financia

loss in the transaction. Unless these provisions are made, what will

be the effect on the banks and on the Government? Such banks as

feel obliged to liquidate will have to market the 2 per cent bonds m
order to get the cash with which to retire their circulation for he

small bank can not afford to hold a .2 Pef cent investment Such

banl<s as feel they can not afford to ]oin the Federal reserve bank

therefore stand to lose the difference between
^^f^^^^y,

P^^,*^
/^^^J

the bonds and what they will sell for on an investment basis, and
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such banks as hold Government deposits secured by twos stand to

lose an additional amount.
This is serious, and already some of our stockholders are figuring

this out; and I know of cases where stock is being offered for sale

on account of this threatened depreciation. Just before I left Colo-

rado one banker had been offered stock in his bank at $50 a share

less—on account of this possible depreciation—than he had paid for

some of the stock last January, and he would not buy it because he

did not know what he would be buying, owing to this uncertainty.

We beg of you, therefore, to make proper provision for refunding

such twos outstanding as are surrendered by member banks in order

to give up their Government deposits, and by such banks as do not

feel they can afford to join and who therefore must not only surren-

der their Government deposits where held but must retire their circu-

lation as well. I believe it will be well for us to keep in mind that in

the refunding of the 3, 4, and 5 per cent bonds in 1900 the Govern-
ment found a market for its 2 per cent bonds with the national banks,

and that the Government made about $16,000,000 by the transaction,

and has profited by a material reduction in the rate of interest since.

The effect on the Government—unless it protected these bonds from
liquidating hanks that do not feel they could afford to join—would
be to see its good credit impaired ; its bonds, long selling at par and
better, would soon be on the toboggan slide. What figure they will

reach, unless we have an early indication of what will be done in the
disposition of these bonds, no one can tell. In this connection, we
might call to mind that 2^ per cent English consols are selling at 72
on an investment basis. Should our 2 per cents decline to 60 on an
investment basis, a small bank with $25,000 of these bonds would lose

$10,000. Other banks in proportion. That money is the money of
local stockholders—farmers, country merchants, women, trustee-

ships, and minors.
Therefore we urge an amendment to the bill, as speedily as possi-

ble, that will assure us and the nations of the world that this Govern-
ment will keep faith with the purchaser of its securities in order
that the uneasiness now being felt will subside and that the market
on such bonds may be restored to par or better. And we believe if

you can devise some plan to protect these bonds on a par basis they
will immediately go back to par and the Government will continue
its sood credit. If this is not done and the bonds continue to decline,
will we be required, as bankers, to charge down the book value of
such bonds, or will we be required to put up additional security in
order that the solvency and liquidity of our present national-hank
notes may be maintained?

In brief, gentlemen, we are asking that the Government keep faith
and mamtam its credit. If that is done, our small national banks,
whose stockholders would prefer to liquidate, can do so without im-
pairment of their investment, and will only have to meet the addi-
tional expenses incident to conversion under a State system.

In Qther words, we beg, for the small banker who accepts the death
penalty, that you enact no law that will render his estate insolvent.
At the same time I would not imply that I believe there would be any
considerable number of national banks to go into liquidation rather
than join the association, but we do feel that if there is only one
small bank that can not afford to join provision should be made for
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that one. With an attractive measure, a great many banks will ulti-
mately grow to proportions to justify their joining.
Here is another aspect of this optional feature of the bill that we

would like you to consider. A bank that to-day may not feel it can
afford to join may in a few j^ears, if it may continue its national char-
ter, grow to such proportions that it will want to join and can afford
to join. The larger the bank the greater the need for the facilities to
be afforded by the Federal reserve bank and the more apt the bank is

to have the class of securities that are to be accepted by the reserve
bank ; and there are few of our country banks in the West that to-day
have the character of securities described and required in obtaining
accommodations from the Federal reserve bank, more particularly on
account of the time limit. Therefore many banks that at the outset

could not afford to join would undoubtedly ultimately want to do so

before their charters expired.

In talking upon the disposal of the Government 2 per cent bonds,
1 have been obliged to elaborate somewhat, and I thank you for

your patience and your courtesy.

In conclusion I would add that it has occured to us that there are

two or three ways to accomplish what we are asking regarding the

disposal of the bonds. The first is the optional feature removing
the tax or reducing the tax further on the circulating of such banks
as come in under the system, raising the tax, if necessary, on the

banks that do not come into the system if they continue their circula-

tion. In other words, let us find something that invites the banks to

come iji, and make it as attractive as I suggested at the beginning,

as the national bank act made it for banks to join the present national

banking system.

If the optional feature be not considered permit the member banks
to continue circulation and the Government jjay par for the bonds
from liquidating banks not joining; or, third, require the Federal

reserve bank in the locality of the bank liquidating to take over the

2 per cent bonds on a par basis from the bank liquidating, and assume
the circulating privilege. There would then pass from the small

bank that can not afford to continue under the national bank system

the circulation privilege, and give its advantages to the combined
banks in the locality that can afford to go in the Federal reserve sys-

tem.

I thank you, gentlemen.
Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Jones, what do you think of the provision

in the bill for the substitution of 3 per cents for 2 per cents ?

Mr. Jones. If I understand the provision correctly—and before

committing myself I would li,ke to know that I do understand it cor-

rectly—it now provides, does it not, Mr. Chairman, that at the ex-

piration of 20 years all national banks are to be paid par for the 2 per

cent bonds, or the 2 per cent bonds are to be redeemed at par ?

Senator Hitchcock. That is the provision.

Mr. Jones. And the bank does not have to accept the exchange m
3 per cent bonds meanwhile unless it so elects ?

Senator Hitchcock. That is right.

Mr. Jones. We have no objection to find to that. We should like

to know that the 3 per cent bond, however, would be marketable,at

par. Now, there may be large city banks that can afford to accept

S. Doc. 232, G3-1—vol 3 22
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the exchange, but you won't find a country bank that would exercise

that privilege unless it could immediately sell its 3 per cent bonds on

a par basis ; and if it can sell its 3 per cent bonds on a par basis, why
should the Government ask small banks to market their bonds for it?

In other words, each small bank accepting 5 per cent of its circulation

each year will have to turn around and market this small amount of

bonds.
Senator SH.vrEOTH. You would prefer that the Government pay

these bonds at par to the banks instead of issuing the 3 per cents,

would you ?

Mr. Jones. I think it would be keeping better faith.

Senator Shafrotii. These bonds, I understand, do not mature until

1930, and then they do not mature as against the Government at that

time, but, nevertheless, the Government can pay them after that time.

Consequently the bonds not maturing, the Government could not

force the banks to take cash for their 2 per cent bonds without their

consent. Now, do you think that if the Government were to oflFer to

pay these bonds in cash the banks would be willing to take it?

Mr. Jones. I can only answer for myself and those whom I have

heard express themselves. I believe, gentlemen, we would be glad

to-day to surrender our bonds and get cash for them and withdraw
our circulation. I believe that would be pretty nearly the consensus

of opinion, but I am not stating that as a fact. However, we should

like to continue the circulation privilege, because there is a little

benefit in it, but we do not know what we may be up against later.

Senator Eeed. Let me say a word to you. I am only speaking for

one member of this committee, but I believe I know this committee

and I do hot think this committee has the slightest idea of doing any-

thing to break faith with any man that has an honest contract with

the Government or to repudiate any obligation at all.

Mr. Jones. I assure you there is not any such impression in the

minds of our committee to-day.

Senator Reed. I Imow you are not impugning our motive, but I

am speaking with reference to this constant impression that some-

thing is about to be done to ruin these 2 per cent bonds and leave

you, to use an expression that my friend from Arkansas will under-

stand, "holding the sack" on the bonds. I do not think you need
waste much time with the committee on that, except to suggest a

means by which we could work the problem out.

Senator Nelson. There was one suggestion you made there, the

last of the three plans you suggested, that the regional banks take

over the 2 per cent bonds and issue circulation on them. There is

something in that idea. That was a part of your theory, was it not ?

Mr. Jones. Yes; and to explain that
Senator Nelson (interposing). Could they not do that gradually?
Mr. Jones. Yes ; but what about the bank going out of business ?

Senator Nelson. If they would take them off your hands at par
gradually and, as they took them off, issue circulation on them, you
would still be allowed to remain with the balance of your bonds and
gradually work them off

Mr. Jones (interposing). Why would it be necessary to take them
gradually ?

Senator Nelson. We would not want to change our whole credit

at one leap.
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Mr. Jones. The regional bank Avould be out nothing. They buy
these bonds. If they amount to $200,000,000 they buy them for
$200,000,000 and issue the currency immediately for $200,000,000.

Senator Nelson. We would get just the same kind of credit in
effect that we have to-day, so far as that is concerned ?

Mr. Jones. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. The theory of this bill is that the banks will
gradually retire their own bonds and circulation, giving them 20
years for it, and consequently this new currency will take the place
of the retired national-bank currency. That is the theory on which
the bill is based ; do you not so understand it ?

Mr. Jones. Yes; but would it not work out just the same if the
Federal reserve bank carried the circulation?

Senator Nelson. No ; if you shifted it bodily over from one to the
other you would get the same condition you have now, only you
would have it grouped in these regional banks instead of the little

banlis.

Mr. Jones. I predict that every member bank will continue its
circulation rather than accept 3 per cent bonds. What is the dif-
ference whether they continue their circulation or the Federal reserve
bank continues a like amount ? For the sake of argument say that
all the banks will come in. Would the condition be any diilerent
whatever if the regional bank takes over the circulation ?

Senator Nelson. The regional bank could discount paper and issue
currency on it, and that is what the little banks could not do. There
is the difference.

Senator Pomeeene. Your position seems to be that you want all

these banks to have the privilege of going in or staying out as they
see fit?

Mr. Jones. That is one of the alternatives we have put up to you.
Senator Pomeeene. But that does not answer my question directly.

You want the privilege of staying out or going in as you see fit?

Air. Jones. Yes. sir.

Senator Reed. Then, you would like to have the Government fix a

l^lace where you could go and get money whenever you wanted to,

and not have to contribute much to it and just have it voluntary?
Mr. Jones. We are talking for the country banker. I do not think

the country bank would have to apply to the regional reserve bank
for money.
Senator Reed. Well, he is in the banking business, is he not? And

when we have the conditions as they are now he is liable to suffer

by reason of a general financial stringency or a panic. That is a

danger that hovers over you all the time.

Mr. Jones. Quite true.

Senator Reed. Now, do you not think it is Avorth your while to

help obviate that?

Mr. Jones. You will find sufficient banks that will, with needed

modifications, voluntarily join to make it a success, without requir-

ing the little bank that could not afford to do so to come in. That

is the fellow we are appealing for. I can analyze the statements of

many small country banks and show you that they can not afford

to come join. .

Senator Hitchcock. How many national banks have you m Colo-

rado, Mr. Jones?
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Mr. Jones. I am very poor at remembering figures. Senator
Shafroth, do you recall ? We have discussed that often among our-

selves.

Senator Shafkoth. No ; I do not remember.
Senator Hitchcock. What per cent do you think would come into

the new system, if they could stay out without serious loss on their

bonds?
Mr. Jones. I do not believe I could undertake to answer that. I

think all of our large banks will come in. I would say, gentlemen,
that our Denver bank stands ready to come in under that measure
with proper modifications. But I do not think some of the little

country banks can afford to come in.

Senator Reed. Suppose we were to make a third classification.

We already have the provision for the reserve city banks maintain-
ing a certain reserve, and then a less reserve for what is called

country banks. Suppose there were a third classification made of
the country bank or trust company with only $26,000 of capital

and a smaller reserve required from them. Would that be of any
help?

Senator Nelson. And a smaller subscription to the capital stock.

Mr. Jones. You mean, to graduate the requirements?
Senator Reed. Yes; we now have two steps, and mj suggestion is

to make a third step.

Mr. Jones. You are asking my individual opinion ?

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Jones. I think every concession you can make that makes it

easier and more inviting for the banks to join without feeling that

they have to come in to save their charters, the more they will come
in and cooperate to the fullest extent.

Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Jones, the report of the Comptroller of the
Currency for 1912 gives the numbei- of national banks in Colorado as

126. There are probably six or eight more now.
Senator Hitchcock. Can you tell the number of State banks in

Colorado, approximately?
Mr. Jones. We had more national banks than State banks up to a

short time ago, but Gov. Shafroth assisted to get a mighty good bill

through which united State bank organizations under a safer system,
and the State banks are growing in numbers.

Senator Nelson. What proportion of your national banks do you
think are the small banks of $25,000 capital? Are there as many of
them as of the banks of great capital ?

Mr. Jones. There are a great many. In a growing country they
start with small capital.

Senator Nelson. I want to follow up the suggestion of Senator
Reed

; I think he was on the right track. Suppose we had these
little banks, and, instead of requiring them to subscribe and pay in
10 per cent of their capital, require them to pay only 5 per cent, and
only pay m 3 per cent of their deposits instead of 5. Would not that
help a great deal?
Mr. Jones. You would have more members.
Senator Nelson. And that would make it much easier. They

would only have to contribute one-half of their capital stock ; all the
other big banks have to. They would only contribute three-fifths,
or you might make it 2J per cent, say. That would put them on
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" easy street " as compared to this. Instead of paying in 10 per cent
of their capital they would pay in 5 per cent, and instead of 5 per
cent of their deposits, say 3 per cent. That Avould make a big differ-
ence?

Mr. Jones. Quite a difference.

Senator Keed. They must ultimately put in 12 per cent of their
deposits, or else hold it in their own vaults.

Senator Nelson. They can hold the balance in their own vaults.
Senator Eeed. The Senator has gone more into detail. I should

like to know what you think about that.

Senator Nelson. Would not that be a great help to them?
Mr. Jones. Undoubtedly.
Senator Eeed. Now, suppose we just draw this bill in this form,

gentlemen: We require the reserves that are now provided in this

bill from banks that go in, perhaps adopting the suggestion that
Senator Nelson and I have been suggesting as to smaller banks, but
as to banks that do not go in we require them to keep the same amount
of reserves as they have now.
Mr. Jones. You are getting at something that is fairer.

Senator Eeed. And maybe stop them pyramiding by putting it

in other banlcs.

Mr. Jones. If you mean to make it more inviting to those that
come in, that is along my idea.

Senator Eeed. You banks have got to get in a safe position. I do
not mean you gentlemen individually, but the banking system must
be gotten in a safe position, if we can put it there. Congress owes that

duty to the country and owes that duty to the banks. Now, there is

a system here outlined ; we are trying to perfect it. The first thing it

does, it reduces materially the amount of reserves that banks are now
required to carry. And there may be a further reduction

Mr. Jones (interposing). In theory; we do not believe it will in

practice.

Senator Eeed. I mean it reduces it as far as putting it into these

banks is concerned. As far as the amount they are required to keep

in their own vaults is concerned, there is a reduction. You may have
to keep it some place else. There may be further possible reduc-

tions.

Now, suppose we enact this law as favorable as we can make it,

and then were to provide that as to any national bank not coming

into the system it should maintain the same reserves which it is now
required under the law to maintain, and that when a reserve was

deposited in some other bank that other bank could not redeposit it

but would be obliged to hold it so as to stop pyramiding. How would

that strike you ?

Mr. Jones. Do you think it would be possible to follow the deposit?

Senator Eeed. <3h ; very easy. You simply specify in the bill that

the bank puts $100,000 into another bank and counts it as reserve,

and that other bank has to-hold that money and can not redeposit it,

counting it again.

Mr. Jones. Senator Eeed, I spent a few years as State bank exam-

iner in your State, and I do not believe I could follow that deposit

and find out whether the bank was living up to the requirement or

not.
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Senator Eeed. I think that is a very small matter of bookkeeping,
if I understand it.

Mr. Jones. I do not think it would be. I do not believe you would
ever be able to find out where that specific deposit went.

Senator Reed. Let me give you an example. I do not want to take
up your time and the time of the committee in arguing it. Let us
say there are 100 country banks depositing their balances with the
First National Bank in Denver. The bank examiner and the comp-
troller know what their aggregate deposits are and everybody knows
the amount of reserves which they must have on hand in their own
vault or in the vault of the First National Bank of Denver. They
know the amount of deposits that the First National Bank of Denver
has received from this bank and the amounts received from other
banks. It seems to me it would be very easy, then, to ascertain

whether the First National Bank of Denver had taken these moneys
and deposited them some place else, only holding a reserve and treat-

ing them as an ordinary deposit.

Mr. Jones. In other words, the bank may not loan it at all.

Senator Reed. No, sir ; it must have it in cash.

Mr. Jones. The bank would not receive the deposit, then?
Senator Reed. Exactly; that is what I am talking about. Of

course I think I state this rather dully. I can see it better than I can
say it. Of course we all understand that if I put a million dollars

in your bank and the law requires you to hold as a reserve 25 per
cent of it 12^ per cent in your own vaults that that cash has got to be
actually in your vaults and 12^ per cent in the vaults of another
bank. If that other bank then takes that other 12^ per cent and pro-

ceeds to loan it out or to redeposit it, it is, in fact, no longer a

cash reserve. It has ceased to be a cash reserve, and hence we have
what we call the pyramiding of reserves. Since that can be stopped

—

and you do not question but what that can be stopped ?

Mr. Jones. I do not question but what you can stop almost any
bank practice by law.

Senator Reed. The bank would rather keep the entire 2.5 per cent

in its own vaults?
Mr. Jones. Undoubtedly.
Senator Beistow. Why so, if they have this money? Suppose

there was a bank which had $20,000,000 deposits and it keeps

$4,000,000 or $5,000,000 there; of course that would be within the

laOw.

Senator Reed. You do not seem to catch my thought. Senator.

The bank—that is, the second bank—is required to hold 12^ per cent

of the other's deposits in its own vaults.

Senator Nelson. Less 5 per cent of circulation.

Senator Reed. Well, I am leaving that out for the present. It

thereupon treats that money as an ordinary deposit, holding its own
reserve against it.

Now, we could very easily provide by 1-aw that when a bank de-

posited with another bank a part of its reserve that that reserve

should no more be used in that other bank than if it held it in its

own vault. I was asking the question how a bank would like to have
this pyramiding stopped and be allowed to stay in or out, as they

pleased, because I think you all agree that pyramiding is a dangerous
thing.
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Mr. Jones. Would you allow the first bank receiving the deposits
from the country bank the use of it at all, or prohibit them from
using it?

Senator Keed. I do not see how you allow them to use it, because
if they loan it out it would no longer be a cash reserve.

Senator Hitchcock. Senator Eeed, would you allow them to keep
a reserve of 25 per cent in cash to get that, the way some banks can
now ? You would not have them keep all the cash there.

Senator Eeed. I simply say it is—I was going to say—a farce;

it is nearly a farce to talk about a reserve of 25 per cent—cash re-

serve, for instance—when you take 12^ per cent and put it in

another bank and that bank loans it out or redeposits it. It may
be redeposited half a dozen times, so that in the end if trouble comes
that 12| per cent has been passed from bank to bank and ceases to

really be a reserve within the meaning of the law.

Senator Shafeoth. I think Mr. Jones is in error

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). I think Senator Reed has
misstated his own proposition.

Senator Reed. Perhaps.
Senator Hitchcock. I think what you meant was to stop the bank

from sending to New York a part of the deposits which it had
received from the country bank, and you would permit that bank to

keep them all in cash, but loan out a safe proportion of them to its

customers.

Senator-REED. That would be a modification and could be adopted

under particular circumstances.

Senator Hitchcock. In this bill you allow a Federal reser\'e bank
to loan 66§ per cent and keep 33;^ per cent reserve.

Senator Reed. I am talking about a plan by which these banks

can come in or stay out, if we provide what we think i? a safe system.

That is what we are trying to do.

Mr. Jones. Make it what I have said. Make it attractive for the

banks to come in, but do not penalize the banks who do not come in.

Senator Nelson. Suppose we cut the tax of a half of 1 per cent in

two? Would that not helj) the bonds a little? Suppose we made
it a quarter of 1 per cent, just nominal; would that not relieve the

banks of a good deal of a burden ?

Mr. Jones. We beg of you to let it be known definitely, as quickly

as you can reach a conclusion, what you decide to do about these

bonds in order to prevent their further decline.

Senator Nelson. We are trying to do that, but you can see how

difBcult it is. They want us to go at railroad speed, but we are

using deliberation and trying to get a good bill, and we are con-

stantly prodded because we are not rapid enough.

Mr. Jones. We are not very large bankers, but we want to give

vou the benefit of what experience we have.
.-, -, -, ,

'

Senator Nelson. You do not want us to go at railroad speed and

give you a bad bill ?

Mr. Jones. No ; we do not.
,-, ^ i u „•„„„

Senator Reed. If we had accepted some advice that has been given

us this bill would have been out of the way some time ago, and you

gentlemen would not have had half a chance; you would not have

been here to-day.
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Mr. Jones. Senators, anything else in regard to reserves it might
be well to take up with the gentleman to whom has been especially

designated this subject who is to follow me, but anything bearing

on the protection of the bonds I will be very glad to answer.

Senator Beistow. You referred to one matter about which I desire

to ask you some questions. You said that the small banks, the

country banks proper, could not afford to come into this; that the

country banker could not afford the loss on his bonds, etc. ; but that

it was somewhat different with the banks in the cities like Denver

—

these reserve cities.

Senator Nelson. Big banks.
Senator Beistow. The big banks. What advantage, under the

proposed system, has the big bank over the little bank ?

Mr. Jones. The large bank feels more keenly the need of relying

upon such a system as you are proAdding. The small banks have
not the security, in the first place, to a great extent, so that they

can come to the regional bank under the definition as it stands now
and get help upon that security. They can get it from our city

banks. We hold live-stock loans as collateral in our bank which
represent money loaned by country banks over the West, which
have a year to mature. It sometimes takes a year or more to mature
live stock from the time the farmer begins the process. Sometimes
he has to carry the loan over for another year. Such are liquid

at the expiration of the time, for the live stock is marketable. Such
country bank will always live in the hope that there will be no need
of calling upon the Federal reserve bank for 9 months after it makes
a 12-months' loan, in order to get them within the 90-day period.
When the little banks send such paper to us we make them a 90-

day loan collateralized by this paper, but the 90-day paper is in
tur"n secured by the longer term paper. We can discount that 90-

day paper with the reserve bank. The small country banker is the
man we are pleading for. He is the man who is likely to suffer.

Senator Beistow. I agree with you. I am not an expert, but I
think the heaviest burden in this arrangement falls on the small
man. Unfortunately that is his lot in life in most things, and this

is no exception to that, and he is the fellow who is here asking for a
hearing and for justice, and it is not any malign influence which is

operating upon us. I want that to be distinctly understood. I
think every member of this committee is trying to devise some way
of relieving the banking situation of the defects that we all admit
it has, and we are trying to do it in a way to help the country most.
Now, why should we retire the 2 per cent bonds anyway? Why

not let the general banking circulation go on just as it has before and
provide for elasticity outside of that?
Mr. Jones. I would ask why.
Senator Beistow. That would not disturb the Avhole situation

nearly so much as this proposition would—this proposition to get rid
of the national-bank circulation.

Mr. Jones. That does not take care of the bonds of the banks
retiring from business.

_
Senator Beistow. Of course, that is true, but if you maintain the

circulation as it is and let the banks run on just as they are now
and not change materially this implied contract that we have with
them, and then provide means by which banks can rediscount when
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they desire and get additional currency on their assets somewhat
similar to this, would not that relieve the entire situation? That is

if your bank in Denver, when there was stress, could take your
assets to the subtreasury and get money on them and relieve what-
ever pressing necessity might exist, if there was any call, usual or
unusual, and let them be quickly retired under certain provisions,
would not that

Mr. Jones (interposing). Without enacting this Federal reserve
act?

Senator Bristow. Without creating this complicated machinery
and disturbing the entire banking system, which has grown up here
in half a century.

Mr. Jones. That injects an entirely new thought which is outside
the Federal reserve act. That means the Government issuing money
direct to the banks.
Senator Bristow. The Government does it now, except it is cre-

ating an agency here for the purpose of issuing this money through
that agency. Why not utilize the agency that now exists and issue

it upon the same kind of collateral and the same security? What
is the use of this complicated machinery in order to accomplish that
purpose ?

Senator Nelson. In other words, what the Senator means is that
instead of walking up to Uncle Sam's counter with Government
bonds, you walk up with your commercial paper and say you want
notes for it.

Mr. Jones. I understand what he means. His proposition is for-

eign to the matter which this committee has had under considera-

tion, and foreign to the proposed sj'stem which I have studied.

Senator Beistow. It is an additional facility to that which now
exists to provide a means by which a bank when it needs help can

surely get it if it has proper assets.

Mr. Jones. I think it is worthy of consideration. It has been sug-

gested before. I heard the suggestion several years ago.

Senator Bristow. That is not my idea. It is Senator Hitchcock's

idea. He has been bringing it out here for almost a month.

Then there is another suggestion on which I would like your view.

There has been a suggestion made by Senator O'Gorman that we
create one Federal reserve bank instead of 12.

Senator Nelson. Under the control of the Government.

Senator Bristow. Under the control of the Government, managed
by a board appointed by the President, similar to the present pro-

vision in this bill, and have it a bank of discount, a bank of issue, and

a bank of reserve.

Senator Hitchcock. The hour of 6 has arrived.

Senator Nelson. Mr. Chairman, before we adjourn I should like

to submit a matter to the committee. I have received a letter from

Minnesota stating that a delegation of country bankers want to come

down here and asking if they can get a hearing. I want to know

what to say to them.
Senator Hitchcock. If they arrive between the 22d and the 25th

they can be heard.
, ,

Senator Nelson. Very well,- then I can write them to come between

the 22d and the 25th.
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Senator Hitchcock. I think we ought to know pretty soon when

they expect to be here so we can put the date down.

Senator Nelson. I will wire them in the morning. I ask the con-

sent of the committee to invite them to come.

Senator Reed. I make a motion to that effect.

(The motion was duly agreed to.)

Senator Shafeotii. I think you had better make the invitation for

the 22d.

Senator Hitchcock. The 22d is full.

Senator Nelson. "Very well ; I will make it for the 23d.

Senator Beistow. Will Mr. Jones be here to-morrow? There are

some more questions I should like to ask him.

Senator Hitchcock. This delegation will be heard further to-

morrow morning if desired ; and they will be followed by two gentle-

men from New York, Mr. Perkins, of Albany, and Mr. Treman, of

Ithaca ; and there are several Kansas bankers here.

Mr. Jones. At what hour shall I be here to-morrow ?

Senator Hitchcock. At 10.30, please.

(Thereupon at 6.03 o'clock p. m. the committee stood adjourned

to meet to-morrow, Tuesday, October 14, 1913, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1913.

Committee on Banking and CuRRENcy,
United States Senate.

Washington, D. C.

The committee assembled at 10.30 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Eeed (presiding), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Pom-

€rene, Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.

STATEMENT OF GORDON JONES—Resumed.

Senator Reed. Is there any member of the committee who desires

to ask Mr. Jones further questions ?

Senator Beistow. I was asking Mr. Jones last night when we ad-

journed about the advisability of having one central reserve bank,

governed by a board similar to that created in this bill, which should

be a bank of discount, a bank of issue, and a bank of reserve.

Senator Nelson. A bank run by the Government under absolute

Government control.

Senator Beistow. Yes; under Government control.

Senator Nelson. And a central bank
Senator Bristoav. With branches to take care of the different lo-

calities of the country. What would you think of that kind of a

system ?

Mr. Jones. A Government bank without the banks owning the

stock?

Senator Beistow. Two suggestions have been made : One would be
by popular subscription, like the Bank of France, and another only

the banks to subscribe.

Mr. Jones. That is a matter that would entirely change the scope
and plan of the present measure. I did not feel competent to talk

upon the present measure until after about a month's study of the
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bill. I would not feel like giving an offhand reply to another plan
unless I had gone into it carefully.

Senator Beistoav. Suppose the same stock provisions that are pro-
vided for in this bill should be provided for in a bank such as I have
indicated, a central reserve bank controlled by the Government, and
the stock owned by the banks, just as under this bill.

Mr. Jones. Ownership without representation ?

Senator Beistow. Yes; just exactly as this is.

Mr. Jones. I do not think any plan for a bank as proposed with-
out proper representation from the ownership of the bank would be
feasible or would work out satisfactorily either to Government or the
people.

Senator Beistow. If the Government should establish a central re-

serve bank with branches, and the subscriptions to the stock be volun-
tary by any citizen who desired to subscribe, and the Government,
through that bank, would perform all the functions that are desired

for the relief of the banking institutions of the country—let them
have money, discount their paper, etc.

Senator Nelson. Issue bills.

Senator Beistow. And issue bills, and let it be voluntary with the

banks as to whether they subscribe to the stock or not; and whether
they did subscribe or not, if they had good paper and were reputable

banking institutions, they would have the facilities which the bank
afforded—what would you think of a plan of that kind ?

Mr. Jones. That would mean an entire reconstruction of the bill,

would it not ?

Senator Beistow. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Not in its fundamentals.

Senator Beistow. Not in the principles of the mobilizing of re-

serves and making the currency elastic, which are the only things

which have been asked for.

Mr. Jones. Requiring the banks to maintain balances with it?

Senator Beistow. Yes ; any bank that desires help would, of course,

maintain a balance. It would be a bank of reserve.

Mr. Jones. A plan might be worked out along that line that would

be feasible. It is very easy, theoretically, to devise something that

would not be practicable.

Senator Beistow. Are vou familiar with the Bank of France?

Senator Eekd. I would like to interrupt for a moment to call the

attention of the committee to a matter which I think ought to be

settled, because I think an answer should be given one way or the

other. I have a letter here, which was just handed to me by Senator

Owen's clerk, from the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,

Riggs Building, Washington, D. C, dated October 14, 1913, and

addressed to Hon. Robert L. Owen, etc. It states that the report of

the chamber's committee on banking and currency has been approved

by a large majority of the constituent members by referendum vote,

and requests that the chamber be given an opportunity to be heard by

the committee. The letter is signed by Elliott H. Goodwin, general

secretary. .„ , ,, , •»

The question, of course, is whether we will hear them; and it so,

when can we hear them.
j- rru r,A^.r

Senator Hitchcock. I move that we put them down for Thursday.
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Senator Eeed. If there is no objection to hearing these gentleman

on that date, that will be the arrangement of the day.

Senator Bkistow. Now, Mr. Jones, I want to inquire a little fur-

ther of you. What are the deposits of your Denver bank ?

Mr. Jones. My bank in Denver?
Senator Beistow. Yes.

Mr. Jones. $6,000,000 deposits.

Senator Bkistow. And what is the amount of your stock ?

Mr. Jones $400,000, with surplus and undivided profits of a like

amount.
Senator Bristow. In the panic of 1907 did you use clearing-house'

certificates in Denver or did you pay out the money ?

Mr. Jones. Some of the banks put out certificates and others did

not.

Senator Bristow. Did you use certificates?

Mr. Jones. No.
Senator Bristow. Did you limit your payments or did you pay

your depositors whatever they called for ? Was there a limit on the

amount ?

Mr. Jones. There was a limit.

Senator Bristoav. There was a limit?

Mr. Jones. A limit as to the cash payments for 10 days.

Senator Bristow. Yes. How much of cash would you have had to

have not put any limit—just to have paid out whatever anyone
wanted? How much additional money would you have needed, in

your opinion?
Mr. Jones. I can not answer that, because I do not know if we

had not put on the lid what would have been demanded of us. But
I do not believe any bank in Denver would have had to have had any
additional amount to have met all the demands on them. In other

words, I am sure the putting on of the lid was unnecessary.
Senator Bristow. If the banks of Denver could have gone to a sub-

treasury and secured the amount of their capital stock in cash at any
time they wanted it, would there have been any uneasiness on the

part of the banks as to their ability to have met their demands?
Mr. Jones. None whatever.
Senator Bristow. None whatever?
Mr. Jones. Or of the people, either.

Senator Bristow. Would not that be a very simple way, then, to

meet an emergency?
Mr. Jones. It would be a very delightful way, if we could go tc

the Treasury and get cash as fast as we want it.

Senator Bristow. Of course that takes for granted you would give

security to get it?

Mr. Jones. Yes ; and we would have it.

Senator Bristow. You would have it?

Mr. Jones. Provided the Government machinery would not be too

cumbersome and could give it to us as readily and conveniently as

our correspondents do when we have need.
Senator Bristow. Can you see any dangers in a system of that

kind?
Mr. Jones. Offhand I can not see but wliat something could not

be devised along that line ;,but it would mean an entire reconstruction,
would it not, of the present bill?
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Senator Bkistow. It would require some quite radical amendments
to it, yes; but there seems to be an impression on the part of some
of the gentlemen who come before us that it won't do to suggest any-
thing that would be a very radical departure from the bill. I think
I voice at least the views of some of the members of the committee
when I say we would like suggestions of all kinds that might be of
use to us, regardless of whether they are in conflict with the bill or
in harmony with it.

Mr. Jones. IMay I offer a suggestion right there, then
Senator Bristow. Yes; I will be glad to have it.

Mr. JoxES (continuing). Which your questioning has led up to.

I think the present bill is entirely too cumbersome. I think the
machinery is too elaborate to make it workable, especially for the
small bank, in whose interests we are here to-day. In other words,
it may require borrowing on behalf of the banks to keep it going.
You have such a large machinery, requiring immense office buildings,
absorption of exchange, salaries, and other expenses to operate the
regional bank that to make it a success the banks might be compelled
to borrow. That would be contrary to the ideas of conservative
banking. We have all been educated that banks should borrow for

emergency only or to meet temporary demands. This bill contem-
plates a large amount of deposits will be carried by banks called

reserves. These will not be reserves in fact, but merely permanent
investments, as I said yesterday afternoon, without interest. We can

not draw it out except in case of liquidation. The banks and the

Government deposit large amounts, and in order to keep the machin-

ery going it may become necessarj' to reloan to the banks. The banks

do not want to borrow except for emergencies.

Senator Beistow. If you retire the national-bank currency, the

banks have got to borrow or there will be a stringency in the cur-

rency, because the currency would depend on the borrowing of the

banks.

Mr. Jones. The banks would not have to borrow if they could sell

their bonds and retire their note circulation.

Senator Bristoav. But, then, would not that result in a contraction

of the currency if they took $750,000,000 of the national-bank notes

out of circulation ?

Mr. Jones. Would it be necessary for the banks to borrow from

the Federal reserve banks in order to take out currency ?

Senator Bristow. There is not any other way to get currency out.

Mr. Jones. We could build up our balances with them and demand

it in currency, couldn't we ?
.

Senator Bristow. No; the basis of the currency is 90-day paper;

that is the only basis for currency that this bill contemplates.

Mr. Jones. Could the Federal reserve banks under section 15 make

loans to commercial interests ?

Senator Nelson. No ; only to banks.

Mr. Jones. I think you will find

Senator Bristow. It can discount paper.

Mr. Jones. I think you will find this section would permit them

to do so. , ,. ,

Senator Bristow. That is one of the controverted questions, as to

whether these regional banks are going into the open market.
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Senator Hitchcock. It is agreed, I think, that the only purpose

for which a regional bank can go into the market and buy paper is

to establish the rate of discount which it has made—to force the

other banks to loan money at the rate it has established.

Mr. Jones. How is that, Senator?

Senator Hitchcock. I say the only purpose for which the reserve

bank can go into the market and make loans or buy commercial paper

is to establish the interest rate which it has created ; that is, to force

the other banks to loan at the rate which it establishes.

Mr. Jones. If it does do that, then it can issue currency against that

paper?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Jones. Then it will not be necessary for banks to borrow in

order for the Federal reserve banks to have assets against which cur-

rency can be issued?

Senator Reed. No; this is what the Senator from Kansas means:

That if the $700,000,000 of national-bank notes are retired there

would then be a shortage in currency, and the banks, in order to get

money, would have to deposit their 90-day paper and call upon the

Government to issue currency against it. That was the suggestion

of the Senator from Kansas.
Senator Bristow. There is no other way of getting currency. But

Mr. Jones suggests that these Federal reserve banks could buy com-

mercial paper and issue currency for it.

Mr. Jones. Yes ; in order to meet the withdrawal of deposits that

may be built up, in excess of the 5 per cent reserve fund, for the

express purpose of demanding the currency. There would be no

other way to credit deposits.

Senator Reed. I should think that would be a very bad sort of

deal.

Mr. Jones. I am expressing myself in a personal way. We were
not delegated to talk about that, however, as representatives of the

country banks.

Senator Hitchcock. They all agreed it should not be allowed to

go into the market and buy paper except possibly to establish the

interest rate.

Mr. Jones. Your bill does not say so; if they could buy it they

would come in competition with the banks.
Senator Weeks. Mr. Jones, this is not our bill; it is a bill that

has been sent to us which we are investigating.

Mr. Jones. That is the reason we are appealing to j'ou to get it in

shape so it may be workable.
Senator Beistow. Mr. Jones, how much balance do you carry in

your reserve cities and in what cities do you have your reserve in

ifact?

Mr. Jones. The United States National Bank of Denver kee^s
about 20 per cent of its deposits in New York, St. Louis, and Chi-
cago, divided between the three central reserve cities.

Senator Reed. How much in your bank as a reserve ?

Mr. Jones. Usually nearly 15 per cent, and about 10 per cent more
scattered in other parts of the country, necessitated on account of col-

lections, like at San Francisco and Kansas City.
Senator Nelson. That is your exchange business?
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Mr. Jones. No; necessitated on account of items we handle that
are cleared through those points.

Senator Hitchcock. It that an average amount?
Mr. Jones. I should say that is nearly so.

Senator Hitchcock. What is the total ?

Mr. Jones. We generally keep 45 to 50 per cent reserve. In 1907
we closed the panic, what was called the panic, with nearly 58 per
cent reserve—not legal; reserve but cash and all balances due from
banks.

Senator Bristow. If these regional banks should be established,
provided for in this bill, Colorado might be attached to San Fran-
cisco or it might be St. Louis. In the event it was, or to New Orleans,
have you ever figured as to what effect it Avould have upon Denver
in the transferring of the reserves of the banks that are kept in Den-
ver now to the regional reserve banks ?

Mr. Jones. I believe that will be gone into by another member of
our delegation who-has studied that matter and who is to follow me.

Senator Bristow. If that is the case I won't ask that now.
Mr. Jones. I do not like to anticipate him. There are one or two

matters I would like to add to what I said yesterday covering one
or two questions asked me, with your indulgence. Answering the
Senator from Missouri, I think he was questioning as to whether it

would be possible to devise some plan to prevent the pyramiding of
deposits by prohibiting the bank receiving the deposits from the
first bank—where it originated—from reusing it. After giving the

matter some little study last night, I am confident there is not enough
cash in the country to provide sufficient reserves if such deposits were
to be held in cash by reserve or central reserve banks.

Senator Nelson. 'Without using them ?

Mr. Jones. Yes ; without using them, if such banks were required

to hold such deposits in cash it would contract the currency beyond
conception and it would be wasteful and add to our present hoarding

system.

Senator Reed. At the same time, you recognize the fact that the

pyramiding of reserves impairs the actual utility of the reserves as

a reserve, do you not ?

Mr. Jones. Not when things are working smoothly.

Senator Reed. Nothing is the trouble when everything is working

smoothly. That implies the absence of trouble, the very statement

of it.

Mr. Jones. That is true. I made the remark a moment ago we are

building up a big machinery to keep going all the time when we do

not need it. And, to be frank with you, I do not believe there is any

need of arguing whether the dividends should be 5 per cent or 6 per

cent. It might be wiser to figure as to the amount of assessments

that may be necessary to keep it going. I do not think under the

present plan there would be much dividends for us to quibble over,

unless you provide for the Federal reserve banks doing a general

banking business. That I would regret very much to see.

Senator Hitchcock. Where you said a moment ago a bank would

not be able to operate profitably and successfully, except by borrow-

ing or rediscounting

Mr. Jones (interposing). A bank would not^
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Senator Hitchcock. I understood you to say that under the system

which this bill proposes to establish a bank would be compelled to

rediscount paper in order to operate profitably.

Mr. Jones. I said it might be necessary for the member banks to

become continual borrowers of the Federal reserve banks in order

that those banks might operate profitably.

Senator Hitchcock. Oh, you are speaking of the reserve banks?
Mr. Jones. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it also true that in order that the reserve

bank might earn a dividend it would be required to adopt such a

policy as would procure currency from the Treasury? It could not

operate simply by the reserve deposits with it, could it, at a profit?

Mr. Jones. I thought that was the plan—that it should operate

upon the deposits of the Government and the deposits of the banks
and its own capital stock.

Senator Hitchcock. Let us see: The law provides that it must
keep a reserve of one-third of all the money depo'sited with it. That
means that it can only lend out two-thirds of its deposits; do you
think that it would be able to operate at a profit when it only had
two-thirds of its deposits to lend and only had the demand for those

deposits at certain seasons of the year when banks required discounts?

Mr. Jones. We are getting into a very deep phase of the subject,

and I am confident the bankers of the large cities are more competent
to answer that than we of the country. I have been under the im-
pression that the bank, to make a success, must loan its loanable

funds. To whom is it to loan its loanable funds? The intention, as

has been stated, is to reloan it to the banks. We object to our banks
becoming chronic borrowers, but they might have to become chronic
borrowers to make this a success as planned now with the great
machinery built up, unless the Federal reserve banks enter the field

as competitors of the existing banks.
Senator Nelson. Aside from that if they can not do a general

banking business, their whole discount business will simply be limited
to the demand for note issue, won't it?

Mr» Jones. It seems to me
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Before you go into that, let me

ask you this question : Besides being a stockholder in many country
banks you are a city banker, are you ?

Mr. Jones. I am so considered.
Senator Hitchcock. In Denver. Now, can you give the committee

any idea of the cost of handling the business of the country banks?
You have a lot of country bank depositors, have you not ?

Mr. Jones. Yes. The cost depends on how we handle the business,

as to whether we are allowed to charge their account with the items
we receive on their town or whether we must send them as funds
in transit and upon the interest paid on their balances, and as to the
average balance they carry and as to what items they send us, and
as to the territory they cover, whether within a limited area or
scattered over a large area.

Senator Hitchcock. Under the terms of this bill the reserve bank
must credit the checks upon deposits.
Mr. Jones. The gentleman to follow me has been delegated to go

into that feature.
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Senator Hitchcock. Is he going into the necessity for doing that«
Mr. Jones. Yes ; he has analyzed it for you.
Senator Hitchcock. As I understand this proposition, the reserve

bank becomes a clearing house for hundreds of banks and will be com-
pelled to maintain a great force to handle the business of those re-
serve banks ;

but if you are going to have somebody go into that I
.would be glad to hear them.

Mr. Jones. Adding to the suggestion made yesterday that the
Federal reserve banks should take over the 2 per cent bonds of non-
members or of such banks that prefer to give up their charters rather
than become members under the terms of the bill we would submit
that the Federal reserve banks should certainly take over the 2 per
cent bonds held by the banks that are now securing Government
deposits, because the Government deposits are to be transferred from
the banks to the Federal reserve banks. This we would like to im-
press upon you, and to give you an illustration I will use my own
case : A few months ago I was notified that our bank was designated
a regular United States depository. "We received a deposit under the
prevailing rules that had been established for years.
Senator Nelson. How much was the deposit?
Mr. Jones. $50,000 was the amount we received, which I believe

was with interest at a nominal amount or without interest maybe.
Senator Nelson. One and a half?
Mr. Jones. Not at that time. We were asked to send down Gov-

ernment bonds as security. Feeling we always wanted to help main-
tain the market on twos, as we have always taken a pride in the
fact that our Government was floating a 2 per cent bond, we author-
ized the purchase of 2 per cent bonds. They were purchased, we
paying 101-J for them. They were deposited with the Secretary of
the Treasury as security for our deposit. Within a short time there-

after we received notice that a new rule had been established and we
would have to pay 2 per cent on the deposit. Gentlemen, we are

paying 2 per cent on that deposit to-day, and the 2 per cent bonds
for which we paid a premium are with the Government as security.

Now, there are many other banks which hold Government deposits

on which they are paying 2 per cent, and many of which paid a

larger premium on the 2 per cents than we did. Now these deposits

are to be removed to the Federal reserve banks, and in justice we
ask that the Federal reserve banks take these bonds on a par basis.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you state what amount of 2 per cent

bonds are now held by the national banks to secure deposits?

Mr. Jones. I have not the information at hand.
Now, adding to the suggestion I made on behalf of the country

bankers yesterday to endeavor to devise some plan that does not

penalize the bank that does not feel it can aiford to come in and to

make it as inviting as possible in order to build up that which the

country needs more than the banks, for the banks do not need relief

as much as the country needs it. We can protect ourselves, as has

been demonstrated, by contracting. The public always suffers more,

because we see the trouble and accentuate it and do get in shape to

protect ourselves better than the borrowing public can. I under-

stand, by reading history, that at one time even religion was en-

deavored to be forced by coercion and not made attractive, and it

was never successful until it was made inviting and voluntary to the

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 23
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people. Now, I believe if something could be devised by which it

was made inviting and voluntary we could build up a system which
all would be glad to join.

Senator Pomeeene. Do you think there is an analogy between the

banking system and religion in this country?
Mr. Jones. There may be an analogy between religion and any-

thing else that is good for the people.

Senator Nelson. Unless you assume that money is the root of all

evil. [Laughter.]
Mr. Jones. Another thing, gentlemen. We country bankers never

expect to have reprepresentation on the board, but we do believe that

there has been provided a sufficient banking representation on the

board. Now, I am spealdng personally; not for the country bankers
at all. One of my reasons for it is we do not feel the machinery
will work smoothly without there are more men of approved bank-
ing experience on the Federal board. We know what it is to go up
against theoretical and technical banking. If a good bank wants to

borrow from its correspondent on account of sudden need, it can
wire that correspondent it is sending sufficient securities to cover,

and the bank can get credit before the securities are received.

Senator Nelson. But do not overlook how smoothly this bill

passed the House without the aid of bankers. .

Mr. Jones (continuing). And we have asked, for the purpose of
protecting our capital stock there, that we be given more liberal

representation.

Senator Nelson. Don't you see how easy that could be done with-
out the aid of the bankers ? I mean the passing of the bill.

(No answer.)
Senator Weeks. Mr. Jones, do I understand you to say your

Denver bank had 58 per cent of deposits in reserve at the end of the
panic ?

Mr. Jones. Yes. But since I said that it has occurred to me it

might have been 52 per cent.

Senator Weeks. 52 per cent.

Mr. Jones. Above 50 per cent.

Senator Weeks. How much did you have at the beginning of the
panic ?

Mr. Jones. In speaking of reserve, I meant what we had in our
vaults and scattered over the country—actual reserve. We call it not
legal. We probably had 40 per cent.

Senator Weeks. You increased your reserve 12 per cent?
Mr. Jones. Yes ; I think so.

Senator Weeks. Where did you get it?

Mr. Jones. Commercial paper that was paid. We are quite a com-
mercial paper buying bank and the maturity of our commercial
paper which was credited to our accounts with our eastern corre-
spondents provided funds greater than demands upon us.

Senator Weeks. Then you did not reloan ?

Mr. Jones. We did not deny loans or renewals to local customers.
A loan that came to us from a regular bank correspondent or from a
local depositor—we did not deny them, because we knew our ground
on account of having so much commercial paper.

Senator Weeks. You did not renew your loans that were bought?
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Mr. Jones. We were not asked to renew outside commercial paper

—

we protected our own community.
Senator Weeks. I would like to call the committee's attention to

what happened in 1907. Here is a bank that certainly increased its

reserve more than 12 per cent. Now, the New York banks at the
beginning of the panic had $300,000,000 in reserves. If all the
country banks of the country had increased their reserves 12 per
cent, it would have taken more than $300,000,000 to have done it. In
other words, the New York banks would not have had any reserve
left if every country' bank had increased their reserve as much as

did this country bank.
Mr. Jones. I beg your pardon; you do not understand the way

our reserves were increased. Our balances increased in New York
through the maturity of our commercial paper payable there.

Senator Weeks. I understand how you increased your reserve.

Mr. Jones. Our cash in vaults may not have increased.

Senator Weeks. That does not make any difference. The reserve

was increased 12 per cent by your bank. Somebody had to loan those

people who had paper maturing.
Mr. Jones. That is true.

Senator Pomeeene. If every bank had increased its reserve to that

extent, how much money would have been out in the hands of the

public—the pockets of the public?

Mr. Jones. How is that ?

Senator Pomeeene. I say, to change the question a little, if every

bank had increased its reserve 12 per cent during that panic, how
much would there have been out in actual use ?

Mr. Jones. We did not increase our cash reserve. Our cash reserve

may have been reduced, but our general reserve with other banks was

increased by reason of the maturity of outside paper.

Senator Nelson. Do you not know what they did with it? They
probably held it?

Mr. Jones. They probably used it for the protection of their own
communities.
Senator Shafeotpi. The table was presented here by which it was

shown that the New York banks did not have as much reserve m the

panic of 1907 as the country banks. Very few banks has as much

reserve as the witness's bank.

Senator Reed. Mr. Woodruff, will you take the stand?

We will now hear from Mr. Woodruff.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE WOODRUFF, PRESIDENT FIRST NA-

TIONAL BANK, JOLIET, ILL.

Senator Heed. Mr. Woodruff, you appear as one of the representa-

tives of this committee of country bankers?

Mr. WooDBUFT. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Where is your bank?
j: t r <. m

Mr. WooDETjrF. My bank is the First National Bank of Joliet, 111.

Senator Reed. What is the capital?

Mr. Woodeott. $200,000.

Senator Reed. And the surplus?

Mr. WooDBUiT. $150,000.
. , u i

• u • o?
Senator Reed. How long have you been m the banking business?
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Mr. Woodruff. Ever since I was 5 years old.

Senator Reed. That is still a little indefinite, but I take it you have

been in some 12 or 15 years, at least. [Laughter.]

Mr. Woodruff. About 27 years.

Senator Reed. You have been in the banking business practically

all your life?

Mr. Woodruff. I have been in the banking business practically all

my life; yes, sir. My father was in the banking business before me,

and wheii I was a little boy he put me in the business. I would spend

my vacations in the bank,' and go to school at the same time. I have

been actively engaged as an officer of the bank for 10 years.

Senator Reed. I believe you have one particular thing you desire

to discuss, and I will thank you to go ahead with that now.

Mr. Woodruff. Now, gentlemen of the committee, the committee

appointed by the country bankers have askedme to talk to you a few

minutes about the exchange section of the bill. So it seemed to me
it might be a good scheme for me to take it up briefly from five

different standpoints, and then I will be very glad to answer any

questions that I can. I desire to take it up first from the stand-

point of the reserve bank itself, then from the standpoint of the

city bank, then from the standpoint of the country bank, and then

discuss the principle involved, and then suggest the changes tliat the

country bankers desire made in the bill.

Now, from the standpoint of the Federal reserve bank itself. We
have read the law oyer, and it seems, from the wording of the law,

that the reserve banks will be compelled under this act to accept at

par checks drawn by individual depositors upon any member bank,

and also the checks drawn by any member bank, which we will call

drafts, because that is what we call those checks drawn by one bank
against any other bank, and then in addition, of course, the bank
drafts of any bank upon any other Federal reserve association. So
there are three classes of checks or drafts involved in that provision.

From the standpoint of the Federal reserve bank, if it should attempt

to handle the personal checks, I believe it would be a very expensive

proposition.

In the first place, it would probably involve the taking over of

much of the so-called transit business by the Federal reserve bank
from the member banks. Of course that business would consist only

of checks or transit items upon member banks, but that might be a

very large amount of business.

The reason the bankers asked me to talk was because I am a coun-

try banker, and therefore interested from the standpoint of the

country banker, and also because I happened to clear a great many
of these items which come to country banks in my State. There are

about 200 country banks who send their business to me, and we
cooperate, and we make a small profit in handling the business.

We handle this out-of-town business through what we call a transit

department.
Now it is necessary for us to also have an analysis department,

because if we did not have some way of knowing whether we would
lose money or make money we would run our business at a loss.

Every bank which opens an account with my bank—and it is also

true of reserve center banks—is listed in our analysis department,
and at the end of each month we have an analysis of all the business
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we have handled for that bank. We figure the profits we have made
out of the handling of that business, and at the end of the month
we know how much we have made or lost.

In that connection I have the figures which I sent for the other
night, when the members of the committee asked me if I would talk
to you. I have the figures from our analysis department covering
this year's operations, in which we have handled 799,420 individual
checks. That is the number of checks.
Senator Hitchcock. What time is that?
Mr. WoODEUTF. From January 1.

Senator Hitchcock. There were 799,420 checks?
Mr. WooDRun?. Yes ; down to the last of August.
Senator Hitchcock. How many months is that?
Mr. WooDEHFiT. Eight months, amounting in the aggregate to

$29,900,000. I find that that cost me for overhead expenses, $12,600,
which means 42 cents a thousand for overhead expenses. Overhead
expense means the cost of the clerical help, stationery, postage, and
all of the expenses inside of the bank.
Senator Hitchcock. You mean 42 cents per thousand checks ?

Mr. WooDEUFF. No, sir; per $1,000. That does not figure rent or
the expenses of the sa,laries of the overhead officers. The salaries of
the officers directly in charge of the out-of-town department are
figured in, but the other officers, the general officers of the bank, are
not figured in in figuring the overhead charge of the transit depart-
ment. Neither is the rent.

Senator Eeed. You mean the president and the cashier; those
officers of the bank which you have anyway ?

Mr. Woodruff. They are not figured in. We had one vice presi-

dent whose salary was figured in. An assistant cashier does the work
now and gives his exclusive time to this department.
Senator Reed. The only thing you charge as overhead charge, as

far as salaries are concerned, are the salaries of those men who ac-

tually devote all their time to handling this particular branch of the

business? Am I right in that?
Mr. WooDETJFF. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. That is $12,600?
Mr. WooDErrFF. Yes, sir. Since I have been president of the bank

I have divided the bank into departments, and we have some degree

of segregation. We have our savings department and our commercial

department and our out-of-town department very well segregated,

although we do not segregate the investments, and consequently we
can divide our overhead expenses very accurately.

We -find the cost of collecting that amount of business, which in-

volves exchange charges and the loss of time in the mails would be

about $28,300, and I would estimate that to be about 94 cents.

Senator Hitchcock. 94 cents per what?
Mr. WooDEtrrr. Per $1,000.

Senator Beistow. What were the items of expense? This last

item

Mr. WortDETjrr (interposing). The last item covers the exchange

charges plus the loss of time in the mails.
_ _

Senator Beistow. That is the interest on the money while it is m
transit ?
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Mr. Woodruff. Yes. We figure $1,000 to be worth 14 cents per

day, that is, at 5 per cent i^iterest. If you come into our bank and
cash a check on some bank that is five days away, we give you the

$1,000, as we would do whenever a man comes in and we know him.

We usually do not quibble about a matter like $1,000 if the man is

good and we absorb the little loss. If he were a strangei we would
not do that.

It takes five days to get that back in cash. We have given him
cash for it. There would be a loss on those five days of 70 cents.

That is carefully figured in our analysis department. We figure how
long it is going to take to get that check back from actual experi-

ence, and when it comes back we know how much time we lost in

collecting it; that is, we know how much money we lost, because

otherwise we could have loaned that amount at 6 per cent. We fig-

ure a flat rate of 5 per cent. Sometimes we get more and sometimes
less. We find a charge of 94 cents per $1,000 is our average cost.

Senator Nelson. Exchange and interest?

Mr. WooDEUFF. Yes, sir ; that is, interest and exchange.
Senator Reed. How much is the exchange?
Mr. Woodruff. We would allow about one-third as exchange and

about two-thirds for loss of interest, because of time lost in the mails.

That gives you, roughly, a little idea of our experience from actual

business in handling a small amount of this business, and you can
easily figure what a central reserve bank would have to consider in

handling a simi amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars. It

would amount to a tremendous expense, and in addition to that it

would be a tremendous undertaking to organize transit departments
that could even handle the business physically. We find that the

banks of this country, many of^ them, which have built up transit

departments have started them in a small way. Even in our little

bank down in the country, if we had to develop a transit department
and would have our volume of business suddenly thrown upon us, it

would necessitate very much loss to us, particularly from the stand-
point of the organization of the department; it would take a long
time to get that department organized.

Senator Hitchcock. You are clearing for about 200 State banks?
Mr. Woodruff. Yes; some State, some national, and some private

banks.

Senator Hitchcock. All of Illinois?

Mr. Woodruff. Practically all.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you handle all the checks that they send
out?
Mr. Woodruff. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. And all the drafts made on them ?

Mr. Woodruff. We would if we received any. You know there is

a diflFerence between checks and drafts. A check is looked upon as

a personal check, a check which an individual draws against his

bank; and a draft we call a bank draft, which means that one bank
has drawn its draft against another bank.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to know what you actually receive.

Suppose a bank in my town received a check from one of the Illinois

banks, would that go through your hands?
Mr. Woodruff. If the bank in your town had an account with me

and was using my bank as a clearing center.
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Senator Hitchcock. Suppose it had only an account with Chicago?
Mr. WooDKUFF. It would not come near me.
Senator Hitchcock. You do not get all the checks on Illinois

banks ?

Mr. WooDKUFF. Of course not.

Senator Hitchcock. The reserve bank located in Chicago would
get all the checks?
Mr. WooDEUiT. Yes ; all the checks upon its members, because the

law does not allow it to take any other checks. The transit depart-
ments would remain as they always have, because there would be such
a vast amount of checks that would not go through the Federal re-
serve bank anyway. They would divide all their transit business and
then dump in the Federal reserve bank all checks drawn upon mem-
bers of the reserve bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any estimate of what that business
would amount to, if a resers'e bank were located in Chicago and had,
say, 1,000 country members?
Mr. WooDRUKF. Of course, that would be a very hard thing to esti-

mate, because there is no way of determining how much transit busi-
ness is now handled in Chicago. I think, however, that I can give
you a formula that you could use to estimate that. I find that my
deposits from country banks amount to about a million and a half;
sometimes a little more and sometimes a little less. I find that we
clear every month a little better than twice that amount of items. If
you use that as a general rule, you will get somewhere near the truth.

The average reserve city bank probably handles about twice as

much per month in out-of-town items as is held in bank balances. Of
course that might not be true with many banks. Many banks might
have dormant balances and not be handling so many of the items.

Then in large city banks the local deposits would make the items

much greater in number. However, in our bank the monthly items

will average about twice the amount of the bank balances. That is

about the only estimate that could be made. I think that is about as

near as you could get to it.

Senator Hitchcock. If the countrv balances in Chicago were

$75,000,000?

Mr. WooDEUTT. In such a case we would figure that there is prac-

tically in the neighborhood of $150,000,000 of transit business passing

through the Chicago banks.

Senator Hitchcock. That would be on the basis on which you are

doing business?

Mr. WooDETOT. Yes, sir.
,, •, ,,

Senator Hitchcock. This reserve bank would naturally Tiandle not

only Illinois checks but outside checks, and therefore would it not

handle a much larger proportionate volume of business than you

handle?
, , , , ,,

Mr. WooDEUFF. I doubt it. The Federal reserve banli only handles

checks on its members, which would mean only the member banks

inside of that reser\'e district. „ . , ^•
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose it did handle in the same proportion,

which would be $150,000,000 a month, what would the overhead

charge on that be, on the same basis as yours?
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Mr. Woodruff. My overhead cost^ taking the average all through,

is less than the overhead cost of the average collecting bank; that is,

42 cents per $1,000. ^ _^ „„„ ^- ^ .

Senator Hitchcock. What would that be on $150,000,000; that is,

in eight months « WTiat would it be on $150,000,000 ? That would be

$63,000 per month, would it not?

Mr. Woodruff. That is the way I estimate it.

Senator Hitchcock. What would the cost of collection, exchange,

Rud intcrGst dg ?

Mr. Woodruff. 94 cents per $1,000 is my experience in Joliet.

Senator Hitchcock. That would be about $130,000 on $150,000,000?

Mr. Woodruff. Of course, this $150,000,000 that we are estimating

on is, as I have explained, a very rough estimate, but it is the nearest

we can get.

Senator Reed. In making those figures you ought to take out the

one-third you pay for exchange, because, I take it, the regional banks

would not have to pay exchange.

Mr. Woodruff. We will discuss that in a moment. Answering

Senator Hitchcock, I think that amount would be $141,000. That is

the way I figure it.

Senator Hitchcock. Then that would be a total of $204,000 a

month that would be the cost of operating a reserve bank in Chicago,

as far as the handling of checks and exchange is concerned ?

Mr. Woodruff. Only provided we have that $150,000,000 a month.

Of course I feel that, as a matter of fact, the Federal reserve ba.nk in

Chicago would handle more than that amount of these items.

Whether it would or not, I can not say. The bankers of Chicago

could give you more definite information on that point.

Another thing you must remember, the reserve bank will not take

all the business. It will only take the items on member banks within

the reserve district, and that makes a difference.

Senator Hitchcock. What proportion of the total cost of operat-

ing a reserve bank would be represented by this $200,000 a month?
What additional cost of operating can you estimate?

Mr. Woodruff. I do not quite understand what you mean.
Senator Hitchcock. Would this $200,000 a month represent all the

cost of operating a reserve bank?
Mr. Woodruff. Oh, no. That $204,000 a month which you are

estimating would merely represent the cost of handling $150,000,OOC

of checks per month. Of course, that department is entirely separate

from the general expense of operating a Federal reserve bank. I am
only discussing the exchange section.

Senator Hitchcock. You are not in a position to make an estimate

except on that exchange section ; to estimate what additional monthlj
cost there would be in operating such a reserve bank ?

Mr. Woodruff. That would be impossible, because you do not kno^^

how many employees you would have to have and how much spao
you would have to have, and things of that kind. Of course, yoi

would have to have a large amount of space to have a transit depart
ment which could handle this business. It is impossible to say hov
much it would cost to operate the bank. Other bankers could giv
you a better estimate as to their exact cost on that large business.

Senator Reed. You are not estimating the cost for clerk hire alon

$200,000 a month ?
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Mr. WooDEUFT. For all the expense of handling $150,000,000 of
checks. If you will pardon me for suggesting, suppose I go ahead
and come back to that, and take the next point now.

Senator Pomerene. I want to ask you one question right there.
You stated awhile ago that if a customer presented his check for
$1,000 and it would require five days to collect that check, and you
gave him the money, the cost would be 14 cents a day, as I recollect
your statement?
Mr. WooDETXFF. Xhat is 5 per cent on $1,000 for one day.
Senator Pomerene. For instance, if I deposited $1,000 in your

bank and issued checks on it, and it required five days for the return
of those checks to vour bank for payment, you do not take into con-
sideration the profits you would have on the $1,000 during those five
days ?

Mr. WooDEUFT. No, sir.

Senator Weeks. How much of the cost is for postage ?

Mr. WooDEUFF. That is a thing I can not tell you, because I have
not the detail figures. I have them at home, but I have not them
here, and I would not like to guess on that.

Senator Shafeoth. Does not the gain which a bank makes on
checks drawn by its own depositors, and which would take five days
to come back to be cashed by you—does not the gain which the bank
makes on that about offset the loss which it makes by advancing
money on checks coming in?

Mr. WooDEUFF. In my case, it would not compensate in any way.
Senator Shafeoth. How about the average bank? Would it not

be about that way in the average bank not having a special clearing

department like yours?
Mr. WooDEUFF. Well, I doubt that very much. Of course, it is im-

possible for a bank to know what checks are outstanding, and you
must remember also that many banks pay interest on these accounts.

For instance, if you deposit $1,000 with me and then you send out

a check for $1,000 that takes five days to get back—and five days is

not the average time; it is merely the time I took in that example.

Suppose it did take five days to get back. Perhaps you are getting 2

per cent on your balance during that time.

Senator Shafeoth. So the loss would only be the difference be-

tween 5 and 2 per cent?

Mr. WooDETjFF. I doubt very much whether the outstanding checks

in the mail would compensate the banks. The bank feels it is en-

titled to the balance which a man puts in. There is a very prevalent

habit on the part of individuals to draw checks before they put the

money in the banks. A man may figure it is going to take five days

to get the check back, and he may not put the money in the bank until

four days after he draws it.

Suppose I just go along and discuss these other thmgs, and we

will have the subject in mind better.

Gentlemen, I feel that from the standpoint of the Federal reserve

bank, this will be a very expensive proposition, and will be very em-

barrassing for the bank to handle. It will be hard to build up the

organization.
, -n j 1^1.^x1,

I understand by this bill that the framers of the bill feel that the

reserve banks will accept these individual checks at par and will
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compel its depositors to cash them at par, allowing no exchange

charge, and that instead of sending them for collection, that they

will immediately charge them against the account of the depositor.

It does not say that in the bill, and personally I have wondered what

right the Federal reserve bank is going to have to do that. But it

seems to be the general impression that the bank will have the power

10 do that under this bill; that when it gets the check drawn agamst

the bank out in the country it will immediately charge that check

against the balance that is due to that bank in the country, and then

it will send it on to that bank in the country which can not collect

any exchange. Of course the check is not drawn on the Federal

reserve bank; it is drawn on the country bank, and I can not see

what right the reserve bank would have to charge it against the

account of the country bank. The impression seems to be that the

framers of the bill feel confident that the bank can do that.

Senator Keed. Suppose a man drew a check on his bank in Spring-

field, 111., and deposited that check with your bank in Joliet, and your

bank accepted it and then sent it to the reserve bank in Chicago,

and the reserve bank in Chicago would credit your account with that

check and charge that check to the Springfield bank's balance. That

is your idea?

Mr. WooDEUFF. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And the check might go to the Springfield bank

and come back, in which event the reserve bank would have to hold

you responsible?

Mr. WooDRurr. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And get the money back. Is there any other ob-

jection to the system except that in regard to the cost?

Mr. WooDETJEF. Oh, yes. I am coming to the others.

Senator Reed. I mean to that particular transaction; would there

be any other trouble in the way ?

Mr. WoODEUFF. I can not understand under this bill what right

the Federal reserve bank would hfive to charge that to the account

of the Springfield bank. The check is not against the reserve bank,

and I can not see how it can be presented for payment without being

presented at the counter of the Springfield bank. Many reserve

city banks at this time try to do that with their correspondents.

We have had reserve city banks try to do this, but we refuse to allow

them to charge checks against our account, because the checks are

payable at our counter, and consequently they must send them to

us and we will remit for them.
Senator O'Goeman. What would be the personal advantage to

you under the present system in meeting these cTiecks at your counter

rather than have them charged against you by the reserve bank?
Mr. WooDEUFF. Now, I was going to explain that under another

head.
Senator O'Goeman. Does it not mean that you really have the use

of the money a little longer time?
Mr. WooDBUFF. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. That is the only advantage?
Mr. Woodruff. No, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. What other advantage is there?

Mr. Woodetjff. If the reserve city bank, in the example I have just

given, charges the check against us and then sends it down to us, we
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never know what our balance is in the reserve city bank. We may
have $50,000 on deposit and our books show $50,000 to our credit in
the reserve city bank, and we are carrying that as a reserve; and
yet, to-day that reserve city bank, many miles away, may have
$60,000 worth of checks come in to it drawn against us. They imme-
diately debit our account and our account is consequently $10,000
overdrawn, and yet on our books we have $50,000 in cash in that
bank. We get a telegram stating that our account is overdrawn ; and
such a case has actually happened with us. We had an account on
our books showing that we had $50,000 in the reserve city bank.
Four days afterwards we get in the items that have come through
and a notice showing that they have debited so much money against
out account without our knowledge. The correspondent bank ha?,

had trouble with our overdraft. Perhaps some of those checks ars
not even good checks, and we have to send them back again to the
reserve center, in which case our money has been used and our reserve
has been depleted without even our knowledge by checks that were
worthless.

Senator Hitchcock. And then you may possibly have to send cur-

rency on and pay the express charges on the currency sent to that
reserve center; instead of paying the money over your counter, you
may be compelled to do that ?

Mr. WooDEXJTF. That might perhaps be. Of course, we might have
to ship currency in order to make our balance good. We sometimes
have to do that, although usually we horse trade with another bank,
and as a matter of fact very seldom ship currency. That happens
to be our position in Joliet, because we are near Chicago. Now,
gentlemen, I desire to discuss this from the standpoint of the city

bank. That is the second point I have in mind.
We find it would be very profitable for the city bank, because the

city bank now has a large transit department handling this business.

It would hand over a part of this business to the Federal reserve

bank and have it credited at once and would save the loss in the mail

and also the exchange which it now pays, and, in addition, it would
save a large amount of overhead expense, because it would merely

record the items and send them to the reserve bank in one package.

From the standpoint of the city banker it would be a very good

proposition, and the city bankers could make money out of this

provision.

From the standpoint of the country banker—nearly all that I said

a moment ago in reply to the questions of the Senators applies to the

country banker. The country bank would have these items charged

against its account without its knowledge, as I have explained. Then,

it would be compelled to take these items at par if I understand the

intention of the framers of the bill correctly. At the present time

the country banks get exchange for this. There are two different

kinds of exchange, and I think that sometimes we get those two dif-

ferent kinds of exchange mixed up. There is an exchange a banker

charges his correspondents on checks drawn against him, and there

is also the exchange that a bank charges people who come m to cash

checks on some other bank. There is a difference between the twa

kinds of exchange. Perhaps I can illustrate that better by an ex-

ample.
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Suppose a man comes into my bank in Joliet and he says, " I have

a check on San Francisco for $1,000 that I want to deposit," and I

say, "All right; I am very glad to accept that on deposit," and he

puts it in. I figure that my loss on that will be 10 days, and it costs

me 14 cents a day, and that is therefore worth $1.40 and that is only

provided I do not have to pay any charges in San Francisco. Per-

haps I say to him, " That will cost you $1.60 in exchange." In most

small towns competition makes it impossible to make that charge,

and consequently we absorb that charge. In other towns, where

the banks have done that and have found that it ate up their profits,

they had to make a clearing-house arrangement, and therefore we

find the much-talked about clearing-house agreements in the reserve

centers. But in my town, suppose competition does not compel

me to absorb that charge, and I say to that man, " It will cost you

$1.50 a thousand." That is what is known as charging the customer

exchange, and that is provided for by the section on page 33 of this

bill which says that nothing in this bill shall be construed to forbid

that. That is now the kind of exchange that is practiced by the re-

serve centers through clearing-house agreements.

That check goes to San Francisco and I get the money back in 10

days, and if I get it at par, all right, and consequently we feel we
have a right to make that charge.

The other kind of exchange would be where a man would come into

my bank—let us follow out the same example. I send that check to

San Francisco. When the San Francisco banker gets that he says,

" Well, I have got to remit down there to Woodruff this $1,000, and

New York exchange is at a premium, and I have to send him eastern

exchange. He has got to get his money East." He says, " I have got

to be out a 2-cent stamp and I have got to send him this eastern draft,

and consequently I feel I ought to be entitled to an exchange charge."

Therefore he charges me, we will say, $1 for doing it, or maybe 10

cents. Those charges vary in all kinds of ways. He makes that

charge and he remits to me. That is thfe other kind of exchange,

and that is the exchange the country banker is interested in. When
you send checks for collection on the country banker he wants to

charge an exchange for them when he remits outside, because they

are payable at his counter. If a man walks into the bank and gets

cash, that is all right. If a man sends in by mail and the banker
has to send the money by draft, he wants to charge a little something
for doing that work.

Senator Hitohcogk. What is the ordinary charge?
Mr. WooDEUFF. The transit business is a horse-trade business. In

my transit business I have very many different kinds of charges, and
it would take a long time to explain tliem all to you. We have in

our transit department an alphabetical index of all banks we remit

to. On each card there is a letter or figure, and the man in charge of

that department commits those to memory. They might be X Y, and
that might mean 5 cents a letter. Perhaps some banker down the

State is friendly with us, and we say here suppose you take our

business down there. You do not care ; it will come from somewhere
else anyhow. Suppose you take it and charge us 5 cents a letter, no

matter how much comes down; you only have to draw one draft
anyhow. He says will you do the same for me, and we say yes.
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and we practice a little cooperation, and maybe we will make a
charge of 5 cents a letter. It may be that the letters X Y mean that.
And then, perhaps the letter M means 10 cents a letter, and per-

haps the letters A B mean 10 cents a thousand or maybe a dollar a
thousand. A dollar a thousand is looked upon as a standard, al-

though in some parts of the country it is as high as $2.50 a thousand.
But there is a minimum charge. A man will say, for instance, I
will take your business at $1 a thousand, with a minimum charge of
10 cents. A dollar a thousand means 10 cents a hundred. Suppose
a $10 check comes in, and he charges 10 cents on that ; of course that
would figure at the rate of $10 a thousand.
Senator Shafeoth. What do you think of fixing a maximum that

they can make ?

Mr. WooDRHFT. If you will forgive me for suggesting, I would
like to discuss that a little farther along.

Now, I was discussing this from the standpoint of the coimtry
banker. Have I made myself clear in regard to the different kinds
of exchange ?

Senator Shafeoth. It is clear to me.
Mr. "WooDEurr. The country banker feels that he ought to get paid

for that work, if that check is not presented at his counter. He
feels that the item ought not to be charged against his account with-
out his knowing something about it. He feels that he ought to get
a little money for this business because everybody else does. The
express companies do not send money for nothing; the telegraph
companies do not send it for nothing; and the United States Gov-
ernment makes the largest charge of all for its post-office money
orders. The Government can not afford to send that money and
remit it to different places for nothing, and the country banker feels

that the principle involved is much the same.
Senator Shafeoth. It costs money to handle money through the

Post Office Department, and do you not think this system, when it

is organized, will be such that the business can be done without any
expense ?

Mr. WooDEUFF. I regret that I can not say that I believe that to

be true. I will touch upon that a little farther down, Senator.

Now, I want to take up the question of the principles involved.

You know here again we find two subdivisions of this question that

we want to try to get clearly in mind.
Now, there is a difference between facilitating exchange and cash-

ing personal checks. I tried at the start to make that difference

plain, by calling bank checks " drafts," because usually in the par-

lance of banking we call them bank drafts. The checks that are

drawn bv banks, that are the checks of the bank itself and signed by
one of its officers, we call bank drafts, and checks that are simply

signed by individual depositors we call individual checks, and that

separates the two classes.

Now, there are two principles involved here : First, the facilitation

of exchange. That means that in this country we should make it

easy to transmit sums of money from one place to another. That

we all want, and that ought to be done, and that is a thing that is

hard to do now. We have domestic exchange premiums and dis-

counts to-day, and sometimes they are very burdensome. We ought

to facilitate exchange.
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Then the other thing is the cashing or rather the clearing of per

sonal checks. That is a thing that I doubt very much should b

done. The difference is just this : If we leave in this bill the pro

vision in regard to personal checks, we help to encourage in thi

country the flotation of a large number of personal checks. Banker
differ upon that, but we believe that to be wrong in principle. W(
believe personal checks were designed for the use of the communit]
where the maker is fairly well known, where conditions are under
stood, and where the check will get right back to the bank. The]
were never supposed to be floating around over large areas, encour

aging what we call the " kiting " of checks, a thing that causes manj
losses and a very bad situation in the banking business. If we encour-

age the sending out of these personal checks a man who has no monej
in the bank can pay a bill five or six days away with a personal cheat

and never bother about putting any money in the bank until the check

comes back. You realize that in the meantime, under this bill, a

very bad situation might be created.

A man who had perhaps $10 in the bank would draw a check foi

$1,000, and would send it to some place, say, three days away. It

would come to the reserve bank, and the reserve bank would charge
that to the account of the bank upon which it was drawn. The
bank would therefore be out that $1,000 immediately, but the check
would not come back to the bank for three days, and perhaps the man
who gave the check in the first place would not bother about putting

in the $1,000 until the three days had elapsed, and the bank would
be out the use of the money for three days.

Senator Reed. And the man that drew the check would be out of

the country?
Mr. WooDETXFF. That occasionally happens. We hate to acknowl-

edge it, but it sometimes does happen.
Senator Reed. You think that is facilitating fraud ?

Mr. WooDRUiT. That facilitates transportation to Canada, sir.

Now, we do not believe we should encourage that sort of thing.
We believe we should discourage these little personal checks as much
as we can, and limit them to small areas. We will get around that
by facilitating exchange, and now we get to the thing we should have.
Instead of allowing the very little fellow who happens to have a bank
account to draw checks and send them all over the face of the earth,
as this would tend to encourage him to do, and as is largely done
now, suppose we provide what is already provided in this bill, that
bank drafts of member banks, drawn against any other member
banks, shall be received at par, and that bank drafts drawn by any
bank against any Federal reserve bank shall be received at par.
That would make it possible for any bank draft to be received prac-
tically every place at par.
Now, let us see how that would work. Suppose that John Smith,

who is a little merchant in my town of Joliet, has no money in the
bank, and he pays a bill down in Kokomo, Ind., with a personal
check. All the bad things I have been telling you about may happen
under that arrangement. Suppose we can say "to John Smith, " Now.
those checks do not go through the Federal reserve bank at par, and
consequently there is a good deal of difficulty in connection with
them when they are sent away from home." He will be discouraged
from using those checks for long-distance payments, and furthermore
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the people down in Kokomo will write and tell him they do not want
a personal check; they want a draft provided these drafts are easy
to get and are par at every place. That is what we want, and this
law amended as we suggest would make that so.

Now, suppose he does the other thing, that this law is drawn as
buggested by our committee, and he is encouraged in every way ta
give a bank draft. Well, John Smith comes down to my bank, 'and
he says, " Mr. "Woodruff, I want to remit $1,000 down to Kokomo, and
I want a bank draft." I can give him my bank draft, signed by my
cashier, upon any other bank that happens to be a member of my
reserve district, and it will go at par; or I can give him a draft
against the Federal reserve bank, and that, of course, would go at
par any place in America. We sometimes use New York exchange
now; usually use New York exchange for doing that. New York
exchange goes all over America, just as I figure these drafts on Fed-
eral reserve banks would go all over America, but the trouble with
that New York exchange is that there is oftentimes a heavy charge
for those New York drafts, because New York exchange is"at a big
premium, for instance, at certain seasons in Texas.
Under the arrangement which we propose the exchange would

never cost much because the reserve bank would always be near at
hand, and everybody will know that those bank drafts are accepted at
par, and consequently I do not thinli there is going to be much chance
to make any charge ito John Smith.
Senator Reed. Would you object to the bill providing that a bank

could issue drafts without charge?
Mr. WooDEUEF. I think that is a very good suggestion, personally.

I do not believe that the country bankers as a whole would approve
that. I am being very frank with you on this subject. I think prob-
ably many country bankers would want to make some small charge,
because they think they should make a little out of that business.

Senator Reed. Let me ask you another question on that point.

That necessity for a small charge is felt most keenly by the very
small country bankers is it not ?

Mr. WooDRTjFT. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. That is, a bank that is confined to a little local com-
munity, and is one of those banks that somebody described here as a

"one-man bank? "

Mr. WooDEUTF. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Where one man is cashier, janitor, bookkeeper, and
everything else?

Mr. WooDEUFF. We have lots of those.

Senator Reed. Where a small income becomes material, and yet it

is a very good thing in a community, I take it, especially in these

little towns that have only one bank?
Mr. Woodeuff. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, would the banks object if, as to that class of

banks, the very small banks, there was permission given for a maxi-

mum charge, which would be very low, for the issuing of drafts, and

the other classes of banks required to furnish the drafts free?

Mr. Woodruff. Personally, and I speak only for myself, I would

have no objection to that. But remember; do not get the two kmds
of exchange confused. Remember this is a charge for drafts that are
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issued to customers, and we are coming back to this other kind of

exchange in a minute.

Senator Bbistow. Mr. Woodruff, before you leave that let me say

I am afraid you do not appreciate fully how convenient it is for a

business man^ we will say at Salina, Kans., who has a bill due on the

1st day of November at Chicago, to draw his check on the 31st day

of October and mail it, and depend on his collections on the 1st to

replenish his account in the local bank.
.

Mr. Woodruff. Senator, I certainly appreciate how convenient

that is. We have that to contend with all the time. He sometimes

does not get in his collections to replenish his account, and that is the

trouble.

Senator Shafegth. That is wrong ; he ought not to do that.

Mr. Woodruff. That is one of the difficulties we have to contend

with.

Senator Nelson. But, Mr. Woodruff, take the case you put. The

man, instead of coming to you wi,th his check, or drawing his check

to remit to his customer at Kokomo—^if , instead of that, you would

encourage him to buy a draft from you and you charge nothing for

that draft, you would not gain anything by the operation?
,

Your

bank would not gain anything?
Mr. Woodruff. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. If, instead of sending a check on your bank to

that customer, he came into your bank and bought a draft from you

and you charged him nothing for it, you would be making nothing?

Mr. Woodruff. That is perfectly true.

Senator Shafroth. You w,ould have the use of the money a little

longer.

Mr. Woodruff. Perhaps a day, until our draft could get into the

reserve bank. There is no doubt, that I personally would make more

money by letti;ng them draw their checks if I can keep them from

skinning me in the meantime.
Senator Nelson. So there would not be any saving in that opera-

tion?

Mr. Woodruff. Not for the banker.

Senator Nelson. Suppose you furnished the draft at cost ?

Mr. Woodruff. As a matter of fact we never charge for a draft to

a customer over the counter, because we consider it good business to

encourage them to do business that way. And, by making these

drafts go at par, as would be done by this bi^l as amended in accord-

ance with the suggestion of this committee, we feel it would not be

necessary to limit the charge, because it would be known that a bank
draft drawn against any member bank or drawn against the Federal

reserve bank was free, and I think competition would curb any
charges. For competitive reasons it would be impossible to make
them. For competitive reasons we never' make a charge for a New
York draft ; it is good business to encourage people to come into our

bank.
Senator Shafroth. What percentage of the checks drawn on your

account would you regard as having been drawn on the kiting prin,-

ciple?

Mr. Woodruff. That is' a very hard thing to answer. We have
every day in the volume of business we handle a number of checks that

come back. To come back to the first principle I spoke about—the
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Federal reserve bank—you must remember that the clerical department
necessary to handle the hundreds of returned checks that would come
back because of insufficient funds, because of improper indorsements,
because of wrong signatures, because of not being signed, because of
being dated ahead—that the hundreds and thousands of those checks
that would have to be credited back to the bank would involve, of
course, a very large clerical force, and many chances for error.
Senator O'Goeman. Will you permit a question right there? Have

you any idea what is the average amount of checks cleared through
the New York Clearing House in a month ?

Mr. WooDEcm-. No, sir; that is a thing we tried to get at on the
start—where I estimated $150,000,000. It is hard to get at, but I
think you could get it from the officers of those reserve centers them-
selves.

Senator O'Goeman. You have no doubt, I assume, that it exceeds
$130,000,000 a month ?

Mr. WooDEurr. I feel that there is no doubt that it does.
Senator O'Goeman. Do you know whether the clerical force of the

clearing house there finds any difficulty in disposing of that business ?

Mr. WooDEUTT. The clearing house^ Senator, never sees those items.
They are handled through transit departments. They never go to
the clearing house. Clearing houses never touch out-of-town Indi-
vidual checks.

Senator O'Goeman. I have reference to the value of the business
represented by the checks that actually are cleared in the New York
clearing house.

Mr. WooDETjTT. That is a thing you can easily get from the reports

of the New York clearing house, but it does not refer to this question

in any way. There is no exchange involved there whatever. Those
are local checks.

Senator O'Goeman. And consequently the item of expense would
not be comparable?
Mr. WooDEurr. It could not be compared in any way, sir.

Senator Nelson. I do not understand that the New York clearing

house clears out-of-town checks.

Mr. WooDEurr. No, sir ; that is the point I make.
Senator Shafeoth. Every other town does that has a clearing

house, does it not?
Mr. WooDEUFF. No town in America.

Senator Shafeoth. You mean the checks that come through the

Denver banks from outside are not collected in the Denver clearing

house?

Mr. WooDEUFF. Only the checks on Denver. There is just one ex-

ception to that, and that is in connection with what they call the

out-of-town clearing department operated in Boston. That has been

very successful, and I will try to remember to speak about that in a

minute.

Senator Shafeoth. Are there any statistics as to the amount of

out-of-town checks that come into these various clearing houses ?
_

Mr. WooDEUFF. Out-of-town checks do not come into the clearing

houses, sir; they are handled in the individual banks. When you

spoke a little while ago, Senator, of $150,000,000 a month, you based

that on $75,000,000 bank deposits in the city of Chicago. You realize,

S. Doc. 2.32. 63-1—vol 3 24
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of course, that the city of Chicago has a very much larger amount of

bank balances than that. I want to make that clear.

Senator Hitchcock. I estimated that it would be $150,000,000 a

month for 1,000 banks, in proportion to the 200 banks for which you
clear.

Mr. Woodruff. I understand. That will give you a very rough
estimate, because those banks keep fairly small balances compared
with the balances they would keep in Chicago.

Senator Hitchcock. You think that the $150,000,000 a month
would not be a sufficiently high estimate ?

Mr. "WooDEUFF. I simply can not estimate it, because I just simply
do not know, and I am getting at it in such a rough way that I want
to impress upon you that it is not an accurate estimate. You can
get estimates by communicating with the manager of the Chicago or

New York Clearing House. I can only tell you that that is an esti-

mate based on my actual experience in Joilet, and that might not
refer to New York or Chicago.

Senator Hitchcock. You do feel, however, that 42 cents per $1,000
and 94 cents per $1,000 for the cost of collecting interest and exchange
would be about right ?

Mr. WooDEtnFF. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Regardless of the size of the Chicago con-

cerns ?

Mr. Woodruff. I think so.

Senator Nelson. What is the total of the two together ?

Senator Hitchcock. The total of 42 and 94 ? It is $1.36.

Senator Reed. From which, of course, ought to be deducted any
part which is now included as exchange, which would be imnecessary
to pay under this bill, because this is supposed to de away with the
exchange charge.

Mr. WboDEUFF. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Let us see if it will do away with the exchange
charge. Would it not be necessary occasionally
Mr. WooDEUTF. Will you let me take that up in just a minute.

Senator ?
' I want to take up these matters in logical order, if I can.

You remember we were talking about the principles involved and
we figured it would be a good scheme to facilitate exchange ; that a
man would go down to the bank and pay his bills with a draft instead
of sending his personal check, and you. Senator, suggested that it

might, perhaps, be more convenient to send a check the other way,
and I called your attention to the fact that oftentimes they did
find it more convenient.
In addition to that, there comes the question of right and wrong,

and the easier way to do things. This same fellow, John Smith,
can come down to my bank, for instance, and get a draft for nothing,
and that settles the whole transaction. He has to have the money
,when he comes down, and we know therefore there is no check kiting.
He gets the draft. The draft is sent to Kokoma, charged against our
account in the nearby Federal reserve bank, and the transaction is

finished. The only trouble John Smith had was that he had to walk
down to my bank, maybe five blocks. Is it not better to allow John
Smith to walk five blocks down to my bank and get a draft than to

let him send a check down to Kokoma and then, figuratively, make
those fellows walk all the way from Kokoma to Joilet? Actually
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they do it by mail, but figuratively, they walk from Kokomo to my
bank to get exchange on that check.

Senator Beistow. That system has grown up through the consent
and acquiescence and cooperation of the banks. And the business
men—very creditable business men—will figure at times that if they
owe a bill at a distant city they will take advantage of this accom-
modation, and the house with which they are dealing in the city
understands it, and the bank with which that house has its account
understands it. The system may be used by those that are fraudu-
lently inclined at times, but don't you think that it has been useful
and convenient and that you would be depriving a great many busi-
ness men of a facility which their bank had been perfectly willing for
them to exercise and of which it has never made any complaint?
Mr. Woodruff. Senator, any change in this plan will cost me con-

siderable money, but nevertheless I tell you that I consider the sys-
tem wrong. That system has been built up by the competition of the
bankers and Avith the acquiescence of the bankers, but we do it be-
cause we are in competition.
Senator Beistow. Don't you think you ought to stand a little com-

petition as well as the merchant who has to stand it ?

Mr. Woodruff. Yes ; but that is not the point involved. We have
plenty of competition, as has been brought out by the fact that we
are competing so strongly we allow people to do this. But I con-
sider the principle wrong. Out of it grows the discontent with the
clearing-house rules. The banks, for competitive reasons, were com-
pelled to go into this, and then they were forced to make these clear-

ing-house agreements in order to protect themselves from loss.

Senator Beistow. We are very proud, at least some of us are, of the
banking system we have in this country. It is a great, democratic
banking system. There are thousands of independent banks, and it

is a competitive system. In most of the towns the banks are intense

competitors for business, and that is one of the things that some of
us believe ought to be maintained. That is why many of us look
with suspicion at some of the provisions in this bill.

Mr. WooDEUFF. I can only answer your question by saying I feel

this provision is wrong in principle. Senator, and my reasons I have
already tried to explain.

Senator Shafeoth. The principal virtue, I think, in a man giving

a check to paj' a bill is that when he gets it back he has the signature

of the man on the back of it. That is always in his possession, but
if he has to go and trace it through drafts it is not so convenient.

Mr. Woodruff. It is not so convenient, but he can always get it.

Senator Shafeoth. Certainly, that is true.

Senator Nelson. His indorsement on the draft will be his receipt.

Senator Shafeoth. But the draft is not in his possession.

Senat* Nelson. It goes back to the bank ; it can be got from the

bank that issued the draft.

Senator Hitchcock. I should like to ask a question right there.

What is to prevent a trust company not in this new system using this

facility through a member bank and thus getting its exchange free

of any charge ?

Mr. Woodruff, There is nothing to prevent, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. A trust company, then, in Chicago could

demand of a -national bank there a check or a draft upon the reserve
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bank there, and when it got that check it could send it to San Fran

Cisco where it would be worth par and the Chicago trust companj

would therefore pay nothing for its exchange, although it did nol

belong to the system.
Mr. WooDHurF. We would not object to that, because proper ±a-

cility of exchange is a good thing. What we would object to is th(

trust company in Chicago making an arrangement with a membei

bank and then dumping all its items for collection into that membei

bank and that member bank dumping them into the Federal reserve

bank and the reserve bank being compelled to handle them foi

nothing.
Senator Hitchcock. How can you stop that ?

Mr. WooDKUFF. By barring checks bearing the indorsement of a

nonmember. Now, if we leave the law as it is, let us see who gets

hurt •

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). You mean, as it is in the biUi

Mr. WoODHUTF. Yes, sir. Suppose we leave it as it is and see whc

gets hurt. John Smith, down in Joliet, draws his check, and he pays

this bill down in Kokomo, and the Kokomo fellow goes and presents

it at his bank—deposits it. Now, under this bill he might deposit i1

at par, while to-day perhaps there would be some exchange charge

If competition is keen there may be no charge anyhow. At any rate

he might gain a little bit there although this law allows the banh

in Kokomo to charge—^because it says nothing shall be construed U
prohibit the bank from charging. At any rate, it is put into that

bank. The bank at Kokomo turns it over to its Federal reserve bank

It would be a better example if I say that John Smith in Joliet

draws his check in Joliet and sends it to Chicago, and the Chicagc

bank turns it into this Federal reserve bank. The Chicago bank maj
perhaps attempt to charge its customer exchange, because there is

nothing in the law that will make it take that at par. It turns i(

into the Federal reserve bank and the reserve bank will have to tab
it for nothing. Consequently the Chicago bank gains, because th(

Chicago bank is relieved of the cost of handling the check. Tht

Federal reserve bank immediately charges it against the countrj

bank. That is, of course, a hardship upon me right away, because v

is charged against me without my knowledge and is charged againsi

me without allowing me any exchange. Therefore I am beat out o:

the exchange, and I have the item charged against me several day:

before I now have it charged against me. When it comes back dowi

to Joliet, of course, I might add 10 cents to it, but the customer wil

not stand for that and consequently I am the man that loses.

Now, suppose we made a charge, a minimum charge of $1 as som
Senators suggested here a little whole ago. Then John Smith draw
his check ; it goes to Chicago ; the Chicago firm deposits it in the Chi
cago bank, and they deposit in the Federal reserve bank, aiid every

thing is just the same. Then the Federal reserve bank sends it to m(
and I charge them $1. That dollar has got to be absorbed by th

Federal reserve bank. I would be better off, I suppose, because I ge

my dollar, but the reserve bank would have to absorb that dollar.

- Suppose the reserve bank should charge the dollar back agains

the depositing bank in Chicago.
The great trouble with that would be that the Chicago depositin

bank would probably not deposit very many items in the FedeK
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reserve bank under those conditions, because the banks that come into
the reserve system are going to be the banks that now do not make a
very large charge; they are going to be the larger banks, the national
banks. Consequently, the Chicago bank would probably collect this
for less than a dollar; once in a while they might get down to this
one-third of 94 cents that I suggested. It could beat the price that
the Federal reserve bank would be quoting. But the large charges
are made by little banks in the country, oftentimes private banks,
very seldom national banks, and almost sure not to be in this systern
at all. Consequently, if you charge the dollar back to the Chicago
bank I do not believe this scheme would work at all.

That provides for both those contingencies, and when we get down
to brass tacks, it seems to me the Federal reserve bank has got to do
one of two things : They have to cut this question of individual checks
entirely out^-and remember, they never can handle all the individual
checks; they can only handle those upon member banks. There are
always going to be a lot of little private banks that are not members
of this system ; out in my State we have some 500 or 600 of them.
Those checks that are hard to collect would never go to the Federal
reserve bank, and we are never going to have a complete collecting
bank or clearing house. The items will always have to be divided
anyhow, and the Federal reserve bank, at best, could only take part.
Therefore, the best thing in our minds is for the Federal reserve

bank not to handle personal checks at all, but to facilitate exchange
so that a man can always go to a bank and get it. If a man wants,
for convenience, to float his check, it seems to me best to leave the
facihties as they are, and consequently there will always be a charge
made against that to keep that business down.
Senator Shafegth. How would it do to have these drafts among

banks collected free through the regional banks, as you suggested,

and have the maximum charge apply to the other checks only?
Mr. WooDEUTF. What maximum charge?
Senator Shafeoth. $1 a thousand.
Mr. WooDEtjrr. By whom?
Senator Shafeoth. By the collecting bank.
Mr. WooDEUFF. I have just tried to explain that that would not

work; that no business would come through the Federal reserve

bank if you allow the reserve bank to charge $1 a thousand.

Senator Shafeoth. Now, as I understood, you wanted only the

bank drafts to go through the regional bank ?

Mr. WooDETTFF. Yes, sir.

Senator Shafeoth. Now, why can not there be a law which pro-

vides that in all other transactions a charge of $1 may be made ?

Mr. WooDEUFF. That is, to apply to all transactions outside of the

Federal reserve bank entirely?

Senator Shafeoth. Yes.
Mr. WooDETJFF. If that could be made to hold, there would be no

objection to that.

Senator Shafeoth. Take it as to the national banks.

Senator Nelson. There would be no necessity for that, for they

could in every case go and buy a draft instead of sending a check.

Senator Shafeoth. Yes; but it is a very great inconvenience. A
man often sends a check out after banking hours, or up here in the
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Senate Chamber. I always add 25 cents to the amount of the check:

if it is a $200 check, I make it for $200.25.
^. . ^ ui

Mr. "WooDRtTFF. The average man does not take that trouble.

Senator.
Senator Nelson. You really pay exchange on that.

Senator Shafroth. I do, in order to avoid a kick.

Mr. WooDEOTF. Now, gentlemen, if you will allow me to make

just one or two more remarks, I think I am through. I suggested

that perhaps the best thing to do, in our minds, would be for the

Federal reserve bank not to touch individual checks at all. If the

Federal reserve bank must go into the collection of individual

checks—and the country bankers, of course, are opposed to the

reserve banks going into the business at all ; but if they must go in-

then the best thing they can do is to go in on the same lines as the

present reserve city banks handle the business. They should put in

a separate department to handle out-of-town business and take all

checks at par, and handle the business just as it is handled now by

the big banks, charging exchange, handling all business, member or

nonmember; having an analysis department so they will know how
much it costs them, and charge it back to their customers. That

could be handled on the lines of the Boston clearing-house out-of-

town department. They clear as cheaply as they can, and when they

get the returns back they credit the member banks.

If these banks must go into this business, the only way it could be

worked successfully would be to do that.

Now, as to the bill itself, we have suggested in our resolution that

the bill should be amended on page 33.

Then I want to call your attention to one thing we have left in;

that is on page 24, and it seems to me this clears the situation. You
will find on page 24, under the head of " rediscounts :

"

Sec. 14. That any Federal reserve bank may receive from any member bank

deposits of current funds in lawful money, national bank notes, Federal reserve

notes, or checks and drafts upon solvent banks, payable upon presentation ; or,

solely for exchange purposes, may receive from other Federal reserve banks

deposits of current funds in lawful ' money, national bank notes, or checks and

drafts upon solvent banks, payable upon presentation.

Now, suppose you leave that in, in case there should ever be anj

question. It would not do any harm to leave that in and after youi

Federal reserve bank is organized and after its officers and directors

have taken this thing up, if they ever want to create a coUectior

agency or clearing house they can always do it under this section

They may accept checks and drafts; they can take whatever thej

please when the time comes.
But over here on page 33, where it says it shall be the duty of everj

Federal reserve bank to take these checks, that, we think, is a greal

error.

Senator Nelson. If you strike out the word " checks " on page St-

and leave it in on page 24, it would still leave it with the regiona
banks to do this business and charge for it.

Mr. WooDEUFF. They could do what they found it necessary to d<

when the time came. It is very hard for us to sit here and be sun
we are all right. Maybe we are wrong, maybe I am wrong, maybi
the framers of the bill are wrong on that. It is easy for us to si

here and theorize on how we can nandle this business, but, after all
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the men that have to do that are the men who are running the banks
after the banks are created. Leave it there, and when the banks are
started if the officers feel it necessary to do that they can do it

Senator Nelson (interposing). And strike out the word "check"
on page 33.

Mr. "WooDRtnFF. On page 33, line 15, strike out the word " upon,"
the last word. And in line 16, strike out the first five words ; also
the balance of the section after line 19.

Senator Nelson. How would it read then ?

Mr. WooDRirFF (reading) :

It shall be the duty of every Federal reserve bank to receive on deposit, at par
and without charge for exchange and collection, checks and drafts drawn by
any of its depositors upon any other depositor and checks and drafts drawn by
any depositor in any other Federal reserve bank upon funds to the credit of
said depositor in said reserve bank last mentioned.

Senator Pomeeene. You used the words " checks " and " drafts "

interchangeably there, do you?
Mr. Woodruff. No, sir. I tell you, I am not authorized by our

resolution to cut out that word " checks."
Senator Pomerene. But you have clearly defined checks and drafts

as we understand them, and now you leave the word " checks " in.

As I understand your statement here, you object to the collection of
checks ?

Mr. Woodruff. Yes, sir.

Senator Pomerene. Why do you leave that word in ?

Mr. Woodruff. The only reason that word " checks " is left in is

the fact that we say " bank drafts." That is merely banking par-

lance. We do that for convenience among ourselves. It was thought
that in some places in the country what we consider bank drafts

might be referred to as bank checks. There is no difference if it is

drawn by the bank.
Senator Nelson. You see, this is a check of one bank upon an-

other, and it would be technically a draft, but this word is used
here

Mr. Woodruff (interposing). So that it would prevent any ques-

tion.

Senator Hitchcock. But you do have what are known as cashier's

checks, payable to an individual in a town ?

Mr. Woodruff. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. And such a check should be received at par.

Mr. Woodruff. Yes, sir; but a cashier's check does not come under

this in any way. A cashier's check would not be drawn upon some

other depositor. A cashier's check is used largely for little remit-

tances within a town
• , i i

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Should not a cashiers check

be received at par?
Mr. Woodruff. Well, it would probably lead to some abuse.

_

Senator Hitchcock. No; suppose a man in your town is given a

cashier's check for $100 on your bank, and he sends it to Chicago and

deposits it, and the Chicago bank deposits it in the reserve bank.

Should not the reserve bank have the right to charge it against you

at par ?
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Mr. "Woodruff. You might put it in, but it would encourage me

to issue nothing but cashier's checks instead of drafts against the

Federal reserve banks, because as long as I keep the cashier s checks

floating around I would have the use of the money.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not see that that would be kept floating

around any longer than the draft would.

Mr. Woodruff. It might never be sent to the Federal reserve bank;

probably it would not. There is no reason, Senator, why a bank

should use both of these things, for they have the same effect. In

other words, if a bank wants to pay a bill there is no reason why it

should draw a cashier's check if it is going to have the same effect

as a check upon the Federal reserve bank.

Senator Hitchcock. I may go into a bank and say, " Give me a

cashier's check to the order of John Smith." That is often done.

Mr. Woodruff. I can see no objection to putting that in

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). If you leave the word in, that

would include a cashier's check.

Senator Nelson. They have left it in.

Senator Hitchcock, they have? I did not understand so.

Mr. Woodruff. One of the members of the committee suggests

that I reiterate the fact that most of the banks that make large

exchange charges are small State and country banks that would

not come into the system. I have already made that point. His point

is that this rule, even if it were a good rule, would not affect the

worst troubles.

That is all I have to say. I appreciate your kindness.

Senator Bristow. Just a minute. There is one part, Mr. Wood-
ruff, of your statement that I wanted to inquire a little further about.

I understand you object to having checks drawn against your bank
that may be deposited with your reserve bank in Chicago, for in-

stance, charged to your account. You want it to come there and be

collected. One of your objections is it depletes your reserve which
your books show you have there and causes confusion. Now, does

not that require your reserve banker in Chicago, where your account

is, to carry you for that amount of money for the time that is re-

quired by that check after it is presented to be sent down for

collection ?

Mr. Woodruff. In case it is charged against us and overdraws our
account it would.

Senator Bristow. Suppose it did not? Now, when a business man
in Chicago receives a check in payment of a bill of a party in Joliet

he takes that check on your bank and deposits it with his banker,
who happens to be your reserve agent there, and that reserve-agent
bank credits this customer of its with the amount, but it can not

charge the amount to you until it sends it down to your bank, and
you authorize it to make such a charge ?

Mr. Woodruff. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Now that bank is out of the use of that money

until it gets your authority to charge you with it ?

Mr. Woodruff. That bank is always foxy enough to take care of

itself on that.

Senator Bristow. We are not talking about being foxy; we are

talking about the facts.

Mr. Woodruff. Yes.
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Senator Bkistow. What difference is there between that and the
man who follows exactly the same principle and sends his check to
Chicago, the dealer there deposits it, and it is sent back to the local
bank—we will say to Joliet—and there it is charged up to the mer-
chant's account? Are you not objecting to doing for the merchant
exactly what you are demanding that the reserve agent do for you ?

Mr. WooDEOTT. In the first place, the Chicago Bank—I did not
mean that word _" foxy " disrespectfully. Senator—the Chicago bank,
when it credits its customer with that check that it sends down for
collection to us, usually, if it is an interest account, does not pay the
customer any interest on that check while outstanding. They very
properly deduct from the interest account at the end of the month the
items in transit. Now, in the analysis department, where they an-
alyze practically every large account, wherever there are any of those
outstanding checks, the analyzing department at the end of the
month will tell them just what they lost by items being outstanding
in the mailj what they lost by checks going from Chicago down to
Joliet, and if the balance that the man kept in the bank would not be
enough to make up that loss that the bank suffered and give a profit,

then they will certainly make some new arrangement. "Usually items
of that kind may be credited three days after their receipt, or some-
thing of that sort. That is how they protect themselves.

I do not quite understand the last part of your suggestion.

Senator Beistow. They protect themselves in that way, as you say ?

Now, if your account with your reserve agent was sufficient so that

it cared to carry that account, and not credit your checks until it had
authority from you, it would take your account just as it does now ?

Mr. WooDETnFF. Yes.

Senator Beistow. And if your account there was not sufficient to

justify them they would not take it any longer—they would refuse?

Mr. WooDEUiT. Yes.

Senator Beistow. That would be the same principle applying to

you you say the bank would apply to the merchant ?

Mr. WooDEuiT. Yes.
Senator Beistow. My suggestion was that while you object to the

merchant taking advantage of this time of transit, you still demand
that the bank give you the same advantage that you feel you ought

not to give the merchant ?

Mr. WooDETJFF. I understand. That is, you mean if a local depos-

itor in our bank should have $1,000 in the bank and sent a check, and

that check goes around the circle, we would get the use of the $1,000

while that check is going around the circle; but if it was charged

immediately, we would not get the use of it. Your point is well

taken ; there is no doubt we make a little additional profit there. The
use of bank drafts as we advocate would be fair to everybody for the

Federal reserve bank would get the use of the money while items were

in transit. Then let us call attention to the other' side. Many times

the money is not on deposit with our bank.

Senator Bristow. Is not that a question for the bank to settle with

the depositors, and not to be settled by law ?
. r^^.

Mr. Woodruff. It could hardly be done, just exactly as the Chicago

bank does with the merchant.
, i

•

Senator Reed. Senator Bristow, are you not overlooking this sit-

uation? I can only get at it by an illustration. I am addressing
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myself to you and Mr. Woodruff. Assuming that the merchant in

San Francisco owes a merchant in New York City $10,000. As I un-
derstand, Mr. Woodruff, under this plan the merchant could draw a

check upon his bank in San Francisco and send it to the New York
merchant. The New York merchant would thereupon deposit that

check in his bank, and it would that day go into the regional bank,
and out of this Government bank there would be paid to that mer-
chant in New York $10,000. Then the check would be sent back to

the regional bank in which San Francisco deposited, and there it

would be charged against the account of the San Francisco bank. All

that would take some 7 or 8 days ; maybe 9 or 10 days. The Govern-
ment banks (we will call them that) would advance that money for

all that period of time. In the meantime the merchant either did or

did not have the money in his bank in San Francisco. If he did have
it there, that local bank would have had the use of that money, but
this Government bank would have had to have advanced the money
for the use of the merchant in New York City. If he did not have it

there, then his local bank would not have had the use of the money,
but the merchant in New York would have had the use of the money^
and this Government bank would have been advancing the money for
several days on the transaction. Now, it seems to me that that is a

questionable scheme.
Senator Beistow. I agree with Senator Reedj that I do not think

these Government banks ought to have anything to do with that

Irind of business. I think that is the business of the banks that are

organized to handle the business of the country, and that they ought
to do just as they do now.

Senator Reed. On the other hand, Senator, if you will pardon me,
if this merchant desires to use the $10,000 and had $10,000 in New
York of his own money, in some bank, he could check against it

properly, because once the check went there that banker can pay it.

Or, if he had the $10,000 in his own bank in San Francisco, he could
buy a draft and send it on. Now he, in that case, of course, would be
out the interest on his money during the time he Avas transmitting
it, but as he owed the bill in New York, and as it was his duty to

pay it in New York, there is no hardship imposed upon him when
he has to pay the bill where he has contracted to pay it.

Senator Bristow. But, Senator Reed, Mr. Woodruff's proposition
is this, that the man could buy the draft just as you suggest and pay
it just as you suggest, and not by check as I suggested. But if the
merchant gave a check to his New York house in payment of this

$10,000 account, and that New York house took the check and depos-
ited it with the regional reserve bank, the regional reserve bank,
under the bill, is authorized to charge the account of the San Fran-
cisco bank with the $10,000. But Mr. Woodruff is objecting to that,
and says that must not be permitted until the San Francisco bank has
authorized its account to be charged with that $10,000. Now, he is

asking that his bank be permitted to have the use of that $10,000
while it is in transit through the mail back to San Francisco, but that
the merchant be deprived of the privilege now given him.

Senator Reed. The difference is that in the first instance the mer-
chant bears the loss incident to the payment of the bill 3.000 miles
from his home, but where he has contracted to pay it. In' the other
case the loss falls upon the regional bank. The regional bank, that
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lias no interest in the transaction, is compelled to stand that loss,
it seems to me. I may be wrong about it.

Senator Beistow. I can see the force of your suggestion so far
as the regional bank is concerned, and the bank that deposits with
the regional bank ought, then, to pay that bill.

Mr. "WooDErrFP. I want to suggest, in connection with your last
statementj that there would be one serious objection to charging those
items against the reserve balance. The bill, as I understand, provides
that we must keep not less than a certain per cent of our reserve in
the regional bank, and then I believe the bill also provides if we dis-
obey any of the provisions of the bill we may be fined or sent to the
penitentiary. Now, entirely unbeknown to us, a lot of those items
may be charged to our account in the Federal reserve bank. Our
reserve in the bank may therefore fall, without any action on our
part, to a point below the point provided in the bill, and we may go
to prison.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think, right there, that the reserve
board will make necessary rules and regulations and, among other
things, provide that the regional bank will advise member banks
daUy, by wire, of the checks that have been charged up to their ac-
counts ?

Mr. WooDEtirr. Senator, in that case we would be compelled to
deposit by wire also in order to keep our account from being over-
drawn. Another thing, the Federal reserve bank could not advise
us until the close of business, because they would not know what
checks might be presented, and then it would be too late for us to

remit.

Senator Weeks. You all agree that the methods of remitting are
crude, cumbersome, and unscientific, do you not?
Mr. WooDEUFF. Yes.
Senator Weeks. And we ought to take advantage of this legisla-

tion to improve it?

Mr. WooDEUTT. Yes.
Senator Weeks. And that the consensus of opinion is that if the

reserve bank collects bank drafts and drafts on other reserve banks
and lets individual checks alone that would be a reasonable solution

of the question as far as this bill is concerned?
Mr. Woodeuff. We feel, Senator, that the business of the country

would eventually be transacted as it should be and the payments
made with drafts on the regional banks.

Senator Weeks. That is, if charges were made on individual checks

the custom would grow, and grow rapidly, to use cashiers' checks

or some form of bank draft or check to pay bills ?

Mr. Woodeuff. Cashiers' checks would not be used very much, in

my opinion, but I do believe drafts against regional reserve banks

would come to be the standard exchange in this country, a thing I

feel should take place.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Woodruff, before you close, I do not want
to be understood to be advocating that your accounts should be

charged with the checks without, first being submitted to you ;
but

I do maintain if that rule is good for you it is good for the merchant.

That is what I objected to. You change the system by law and put a

burden on the merchant that the banks voluntarily have relieved
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them from, and still, by law, you preserve to yourself an advantage

which you think you ought to have, and an advantage I do not deny
you ought to have.

Senator Nelson. There is where you are mistaken, Senator; they

have never relieved the reserve banks of that duty.

Senator Bristow. I mean the merchants.

Senator Nelson. They have always insisted, most of the banks,

that they should not charge them with those checks until they notified

them.
Senator Bristow. I am not objecting to that; but I do object to

devising a plan here by which a merchant has got to buy a draft

instead of using a check.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Chairman (Senator Eeed), I move that

we take a recess to-day until 2 o'clock.

Senator Eeed. Mr. Woodruff, Senator Shafroth desires to ask you
a question.

Senator Shafroth. I have been requested to ask you this question,

Mr. Woodruff: If the reserve banks must handle individual checks,

should not they be confined to checks originating in member banks,
thereby eliminating all checks bearing the indorsement of nonmember
banks ?

Mr. Woodruff. In case you leave the law as it is that would un-
questionably be a very great improvement.

Senator Shafroth. That would have a tendency to have the non-
member banks come into the system, would it not, and be an induce-
ment for them, if their checks were included ?

Mr. Woodruff. I think it would be a very small inducement for
country banks. Senator. For city banks it would be an inducement.

Senator Shafroth. It would ?

Mr. Woodruff. Yes.
Senator Eeed. It has been suggested that we have an executive ses-

sion for a few minutes and then take a recess until 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 12.50 o'clock p. m., the committee went into execu-
tive session, at the conclusion of which a recess was taken until 2
o'clock p. m.)

after recess.

Senator Eeed. We will now hear you, Mr. Tilton. I want to make
the suggestion that you come directly to the criticism of the biU
which you have in mind, or any statement you have to make with
reference to any particular matter that needs improvement. I will
ask you now to state your name, place of residence, and the bank
with which you are connected.

STATEMENT OF M'LANE TILTON, JR., PRESIDENT OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF PELL CITY, ALA.

Mr. Tilton. I live in Pell City, Ala. ; I am president of the First
National Bank of Pell City; I am president of the First National
Bank of Lincoln and director in another national bank and three
State banks

;
I am also secretary of the Alabama Bankers' Associa-

tion.
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Senator Reed. What is the capital and surplus of the bank in which
you are directly connected as president?
Mr. TiLTON. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, I

am here representing a typical country bank that has a capital, as

have all these banks I have mentioned—six in number—of $25,000.
The largest amount of surplus that any of them has is $7,000.
The largest amount of deposits that any has is $160,000, and the
smallest amount of deposits of any one of these banks is $30,000.
1 believe, Mr. Chairman, that I am representing a class of banks that
has not yet been heard before this committee and yet which represent,

in number, over 60 per cent of all the banks of the United States.

And I further feel, Mr. Chairman, that we bear a portion of the
burden of the national prosperity directly in ratio to our numbers
rather than to our total resources.

You gentlemen have heard here from the country bankers on two
subjects, and I am going to speak of the subject of the segregation of
deposits, and go into a little more details than Mr. Woodruff did
this morning on one feature of the exchange provision of this bill.

Mr. Chairman, this is a matter of life and death with us. I heard
Mr. McAdoo say yesterday that we should be generous; we should
be patriotic. No one recognizes more than I do, and the country
bauJiers as a whole, that legislation of this kind is peculiarly of a sort

that calls for prudent compromise and unselfish concessions; but,

Mr. Chairman, when we are called upon, as small country bankers
to make concessions which send us out of business, I think the limit

of unselfishness has been exceeded.

It was my good fortune to be the country banker who called the

meeting of the country bankers in Boston.

Senator Reed. I am going to interrupt you there: Was that call

instigated in anyway, directly or indirectly, by anybody else?

Mr. TiLTON. I will answer that question—no, sir. It was con-

ceived in my mind, and I did not speak to a human being, so far as

I am aware, before I sent out my call among the banks of America
and the financial journals.

Senator Reed. Pardon me for asking these questions, but I think

it is necessary to do it, because of statements that have been made.
Did you get letters, or were you advised in any way from any of the

large bankers of New York or elsewhere, asking that opposition be

stirred up to this bill ?

Mr. TiLTON. No, sir. On the contrary, those city bankers who
spoke to me told me not to call this meeting, because it would be a

fizzle and I would be ashamed of the result.

Senator Reed. What city bankers did that?

Mr. TiLTON. I used the term " city bankers." I mean by that my
close friends at home, the larger bankers in the immediate territory

with which I discussed this matter. I could not recall their names

offhand.

Mr. Chairman, self-preservation is the first law of nature, and when

you have in this bill two sections, one the segregation of deposits,

and the other the matter of exchange, neither of which is germane

to the measure, and when the result of the operation of those two

sections is to put out of business, in my humble judgment, fully 60

per cent of the country national banks in America. I do not see how
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this committee, which voiced the sentiments it did yesterday, will

think for one moment of doing that injustice.

Senator Eeed. Now, we are interested in your showing why the

bill will do that.

Mr. TiLTON. I will do so, sir. Permit me to say right here, how-

ever, that the resolution that we adopted in Boston has been misun-

derstood by a great many people. What we really did there was to

try to decide upon as few things as possible which, if incorporated

into this bill, would enable the small country banker to join the

system and would enable the small national banker to retain his

charter, and would induce the small State banker either to nationalize

or to come in as a member by whatever provisions might be made.

For 60 years, Mr. Chairman, the financial legislation of this

country has been drawn directly in the interests of the fiscal centers.

I am not reflecting upon any bank in any large city of which I am
aware. Those people are my friends. Durmg those 50 years a

great number of small country banks have developed all over the

United States. Nowhere have they developed more rapidly than

in the cotton field and in the Far West. I believe that any financial

system in this country would not be a success unless it is drawn so

that these small country banks, of whom mine is one, can come into

this system and enjoy a fair profit; and I believe it will be a vital

error—a vital error—to so draw this bill that we must stay out and
forfeit our charters.

Senator Eeed. Now, Mr. Tilton, those are matters we can handle.

We want you to tell us what is the matter with this bill ; how it is

going to injure, and how we can remedy the trouble. You see this

is a hearing and your talk is exceedingly interesting and I am not

trying to stop it, except I want to get down to the facts, because we
have more people to hear now than we are going to be able to hear.

Mr. TiLTON. I will come, then, right down to the facts. The two
subjects assigned to me are the exchange feature and the segregation

of deposits. I believe the exchange feature, unless amended in

the manner suggested by these country-bank resolutions, will mean
a loss of profite to the country banks which will average more than
25 per cent of their net earnings. Speaking for my own bank, it

will be possibly a little larger, and I believe that our net earnings

from exchange are very much smaller than they are for the average

bank in the cotton field and in the Western States.

There was something said here this morning about how checks are

collected. This bill requires us to pay over two counters. The object

of this legislation is to enable the bank to pay over one, and always
be able to pay. Our checks as now drawn are presented to us over

our own counter, either by the individual owning them or by the col-

lecting bank which is acting as an agent for the person who owns
them. Under the system you propose here, whereby the Government
bank will undertake to collect checks drawn by depositors of member
banks, you are forcing us to keep a cash balance to our credit at the

reserve bank to take care of those checks as they come in, in addition

to keeping necessary cash in our vault to take care of them there if

they are presented over our counter. In other words, Mr. Chairman,
you are making us be prepared to pay in two places where we are

now trying desperately hard always to be able to pay in one,
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Senator Eked. I understand you mean that you would have to
have a certain reserve in the regional bank, and would also have to
have a certain reserve in your own bank, and then you have to have
a working surplus over the reserve in your bank, the legal reserve, and
you say now that if these checks could be presented at the regional
bank you would have to have a working surplus over and above your
reserve there, in order that your reserve might be maintained intact?
Mr. TiLTON. Exactly. I mean this: My present correspondent

in New York, the Hanover National Bank, has no authority to charge
checks against me it may receive over its own counter. All it can
do is to remit those checks to me, in Alabama. If the regional bank
is located in New Orleans, for example, I have got to be prepared
over the counter of the regional bank in New Orleans, should the
checks be presented there for payment, as well as be prepared to pay
them over my own counter, should they come there. I do not know
where they are coming.
Second, this section as now drawn will require us, for the reason

just stated, to keep a sufficient sum in the regional bank over and above
our necessary reserve requirements to meet the accumulation of checks
during at least three days, if I estimate correctly the average distance
of the average territory for each of these twelve regional banks, and
we could not do it.

Senator Hitchcock. It would be much harder on you than on the
bank located nearer the regional bank ?

Mr. TiLTON. Very much so, sir. My bank, the best one I have,
makes an earning of about $4,000 a year on $32,000 and surplus. We
have averaged that during the last five years, only because we have
had no losses of any nature or description. That represents about
16 per cent on our capital, a little less than 16 per cent on the capital

and surplus, and our net earnings during this period I have described
have run less than $1,500 out of a total of $4,000. Therefore, the first

effect of this section, if these checks are to be collected as the bill calls

for, is to take from my bank at Pell City and from every other little

country bank of $25,000 capital and more, through the cotton belt,

at least one-third of its net earnings. I can not see how this commit-
tee can consent to a provision not germane to the bill and which will

have any such result upon 10,000 banks in the United States.

I want to correct a statement that was made this morning. It was
stated here, or estimated, that Chicago possibly might handle

$160,000,000 of country items in a single month. I have talked, just

a moment ago, with the gentleman who is going to appear this even-

ing from another committee, not ours. He comes from the city of

Albany, in a large collection center. He tells me his collection of

country-bank checks each month average over $4,000,000 a day, and
there is another bank in that same city that does just as large a busi-

ness. So when you come to estimate, Mr. Chairman, the amount of

country checks Chicago handles, I have not the figures at my com-

mand to state that volume. Albany does much more, almost double,

what it was estimated that Chicago might do under this measure.

There is not a business building in the city of New York, there is not

one in the city of Chicago, which would be big enough, Mr. Chairman,

to house the employees that would be required to transact that enor-

mous amount of business.
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Who is going to profit where we lose? Who is going to get the

$1,500 I am making and all these other country banks are making?

The business men of America would not get it. They do not pay it

now. The only people who are going to get it are the banks in the

collection centers. The banks in the collection centers criticize these

little banks for making this charge. But I notice none of them
turns down our account. Every bank in the city of Albany would

be glad to have the account of any one of our banks, even though

they say my rate of 15 cents a hundred, or $1.50 a thousand, is ex-

cessive. If it is excessive, and does not warrant them continuing to

make collections for me and paying the exchange on checks of mine,

I want to know why they do not quit doing business for me ?

Senator Eeed. Why? You make a very interesting statement

there that the only banks that will profit by having exchanges at par

are the city banks r

Mr. TiLTON (interposing). They are mistaken about it,'Mr. Chair-

man.
Senator Eeed (continuing). In collection centers. Now, tell us

why and how that is.

Mr. TiLTON. I was invited to see the books of a national bank in a

city of Alabama, whose name I am not permitted to give unless in-

sisted upon, which estimated they paid to the country banks of north

Alabama the sum of $60,000 per year for the collection of those

checks.

Senator Eeed. Did that bank lose the money ?

Mr. TiLTON. They made it up by the country bank balances that

were kept there with them.
Senator Eeed. Didn't they charge the customer with anything?
Mr. TiLTON. No, sir. They have no clearing-house rule in that

city to which I refer.

Senator Eeed. You know we are dealing with awful hard facts

here, or trying too, at least, and we want to get them just as they are.

Mr. TiLTON. I can explain just in a moment. In a great many
banks outside of the State of Alabama, a great many banks within

the State of Alabama, keep balance?, on deposit with that Birming-
ham bank for the privilege of clearing their north Alabama items.

They figure that the balances kept more than compensate them for the

charge they have to pay for the country bank in the territory they

clear for. In other words, they make a profit on the exchange by
reason of the interest they are able to get out of the bank balances

maintained with them.
Senator Eeed. Would you, if you had a regional bank, not escape

the burden of keeping those balances with the Birmingham bank?
Mr. TiLTON. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to escape that burden.

The bankers of the large banks in my territory are my closest per-

sonal and business friends. We can not do business without leaning

on some man who is a little bigger and a little better thaji we are; a

little stronger financially, and a little wiser mentally. He is the man
who is our friend, and if we get in a hole, all we have to do is to call

on him and he will respond. And that condition applies to every

collection center in every State of our Union, so far as I am aware.

I would have to keep money in Birmingham because there are sev-

eral days in the month where my cash withdrawals over the counter
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are more than twice our capital, and we would have a great time in
getting that money from New Orleans, Atlanta, or Chattanooga.

Senator Reed. And now you call on Birmingham, do you ?

Mr. TiLTON. I get my cash from Birmingham
;
yes. Every coun-

try bank, so far as I am aware, has a larger bank as close as possible
to it where it can always look to get immediate shipments of cash.

Senator Hitchcock. It can telephone for it?

Mr. TiLTON. Exactly.
Senator Hitchcock. And get it in how many hours ?

Mr. TiLTON. I can telephone and get it the next morning, or I can
telephone and get it that afternoon. There are six trains daily.

Senator Eeed. How far are you from Birmingham ?

Mr. TiLTON. Thirty miles. Senator Owen, iSrormally, yesterday,
made the suggestion that we could charge our own customers this

exchange, and therefore lose nothing. Now, what would happen, my
friends? When a customer of mine has drawn checks from our
bank, at the end of the month, we make a debit charge to cover the
trouble we have gone to to cover the exchange. The banks of Birming-
ham would jump at such a charge as that and say, " If you do business
with us we won't make that charge," and the consequence would be
we would lose a great volume of our deposits, because in my home
town, like in most country towns, the volume of business we enjoy
from our own little cities is comparatively small with what we get
within a 5 or 10 mile radius from the outside.

Senator Nelson. From the farmers?
Mr. TiLTON. From the farmers; exactly so, sir. It would be im-

possible for us to make that charge. And I want to comment briefly

upon a matter presented here this morning by Senator Bristow. I

agree fully with what the Senator said, but I do not believe that 1

country bank in 10 will agree wi.th the view expressed by the speaker,

Mr. Woodruff, who at that time was not speaking upon a subject

germane to our resolution. Ever since the banking business in this

country has been established the cry has gone out to the people of our
communities, " Do busi;ness with us and pay your bills by check."

And if, as Mr. Woodruff suggested, every time a man within 5 miles

of my town wanted to pay a bill in Birmingham or Cincinnati or

Chicago he came to my bank to get a bank draft for it, I would
have as many clerks doing the business of writing checks as I have
customers now drawing them. I could not begin to handle the

business if our little bank should be run on that basis. It would take

at least five more men to transact it.

Senator Eeed. You did not mean you would have to have as many
clerks as customers?
Mr. TiLTON. I would qualify that. We would have to double our

force; we would have to employ five more men at least to handle

those checks, and it would be a great annoyance to us.

What i^ the remedy ? It is stated in this country bank resolution,

"Confine the operations of the Federal banks to only those checks

drawn by its members, either, as was suggested by the Senator sitting

on the left, drawn on itself, which would be in the nature of a

cashier's check, or upon the regional bank in its own territory, or

upon any other regional bank with which it might maintain a bal-

ance, or upon any other member bank drawing on it. The Government
escapes the enormous burden and cost of handling this huge transit

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 25
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business, and the country bankers continue to enjoy 25 per cent of

their net profits, and if they lose that many of them can not afford

the loss or recoup it in any other way.
Senator Reed. If the country banks in the small towns were forced

out of business, what effect would it have upon the small town of that

community ?

Mr. TiLTON. I believe the country banker has been the greatest

business developer in this country. I do not know whether or not

the bank has built the little towns that have grown up, but I do
know that there is not a little town in the United States that could

have grown as they have grown without the benefits and facilities

that its little home bank afforded. I can certainly say that as to one
town, because that town I happened to build myself.

Senator Hitchcock. And you may add that one of the great ad-

vantages the towns of America have over the country towns in Eu-
rope is the fact that they have banking facilities which the small

town in Europe has not.

Mr. TiLTON. Precisely.

Senator Nelson. And are the great gatherers of deposits from the

farmer in the little rural communities that the big banks could not
get hold of.

Mr. TiLTON. When I went to building that city there was nothing
there; it was a 600-acre abandoned farm. I went to present some
letters of introduction to the bankers in Birmingham, who had
passed that alleged town on the Southern Railway, and they looked

at me in amazement at the idea that a bank there could be successful

and yet, gentlemen, that bank there was successful and that town has
grown until to-day we have 3,000 people in six years.

Senator Nelson. And what are your deposits?

Mr. TiLTON. $169,000 at the last I heard of it. Not a bit of that

money was in circulation before we came there. That money, so far

as I am aware, except the new money that has come in there from the

manufacturing industries that Ave have, was money that was hoarded
away by the people.

Senator Reed. You think you rustled that money out of the stock-

ings and bedticks ? I use that figuratively ; I do not mean literally.

Mr. TiLTON. To an enormous extent. These savings deposits are

$80,000, and at least half was money in existence 10 years ago when
the bank was organized, but had never seen the light of day until

it passed over our counter, and I believe that can be said for every
country bank in the United States.

Senator Reed. Who are the stockholders? I do not mean the

individuals ; but you have stocldiolders in your bank ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes.
Senator Reed. Are they local people?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes.
Senator Reed. Anv farmers?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Any merchants?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir ; manufacturers, miners, and lumbermen.
Senator Nelson. Interested in the business in your neighborhood?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir; property owners.
Senator Reed. In other words, the local people, perhaps with some-

body like yourself, who is acquainted with the bank-promoting en-
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terprise, the local people get together and take some of their earn-
ing and savings and make a small bank; and then the people put
their money into that bank and that stimulates business and puts
money into circulation and sets it to work, and you think that is a
good thing for a community and a number of those banks are a
good thing for a State?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir; and I go further than that and say that

when I went to Pell City to start this bank I spent 30 days trying
to get some stockholders, and I could not get anybody who was
willing to put his money into it, so I borrowed a little more than I
had already borrowed and started a bank, and about a year or two
after that the people were falling over themselves to buy that stock,
and now they complain because they are not stockholders.

I want to say a word about the savings section. That is not ger-
mane to a financial system of the United States. I do not see savings
bank depositors of either State banks or National banks coming to
this honorable committee clamoring for protection. Have they been
here? They regard their savings in country National and State
banks as important, and if they do not like us they can go to the
Government post office and make deposits, because there are dozens
of them in each county in the State. Why, then, encumber this bill

with a provision that does not need to be there, when by omitting it

you will encourage a great many banks to come in that would other-
wise not do so.

A member of the committee made a suggestion that the accept-

ance of savings deposits upon the part of the national banks was
unlawful. It is a mooted point. The Comptroller of the Currency
has ruled that it was. If it is unlawful, and it is certainly desirable,

then I think it should be made lawful.

Senator Nelson. They simply pay interest on the deposits, and
that is what the great reserve banks have been doing, paying 2 per
cent interest on bank deposits, and why the little country bank should
not have as much right to pay interest on its deposits as the reserve

banks I never could see. That is all there is to this savings depart-

ment.

Mr. TiLTON. That is all there is, sir.

Senator Nelson. They are time deposits, and you pay your inter-

est on them ; otherwise you treat those funds just as the other funds
of your bank, and require the same reserves as you do for the com-
mercial deposits?
Mr. TiLTON. Precisely. The growth of the savings departments

of the country banks has been, to my notion, the one great force be-

hind the development of America. Country banks have always
encouraged savings deposits. They are doing it to-day, and they

want to be able to continue to do it. Under the cumbersome system
that this bill provides you hamper them.

Mr. Chairman, you have in this provision created two banks under
one roof. They are just as much two banks as if one was on one

side of the street and the other on the other side of the street. But
they are more than that. Two banks across the street from each

other could be mutually helpful if they desired to be so. Under the

provisions of this section you have created two banks, and have for-

bidden one of them to do business with the other.
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Senator Nelson. Or help the other?
Mr. TiLTON. Or help the other.

Senator Reed. Let me ask you a question rig;ht there. Take this

little bank of this little town you were speaking of, Pell City, a little

town of 2,000 people. How many employees do you have in your
bank?
Mr. TiLTOK. Four.
Senator Reed. A cashier, and who else?

Mr. TiLTON. There is the executive officer, the cashier, assistant

cashier, and bookkeeper or stenographer.

Senator Reed. Is that not rather more help than is ordinarily

found in a bank of that size ?

Mr. TiLTON. No, sir.

Senator Reed. Somebody here told us about what he called a one-

man bank, in which he said the cashier was the bookkeeper, paying
teller, receiving teller, telephone girl, and janitor.

Senator Nelson. That is the case with the little State bank; you
know they can have State banks with $10,000 capital.

Mr. TiLTON. I have one of them, sir, and I have no bank where I

can employ less than two people. The volume of business is grow-
ing so much that it is absolutely essential to have one man ready to

step into the shoes of another man in the event of sickness, or any-
thing of that kind.

Senator Reed. If this bill was enacted and you had to segregate

the savings-bank department, could this same force you have em-
ployed now transact the business for both departments ?

Mr. TiLTON. No, sir.

Senator Reed. How much do you figure it would cost you to run
the other departments?
Mr. TiLTON. We would have to employ at least one other clerk at

not less than $50 a month.
Senator Reed. That is, $600 a year?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir. I will come to that in a moment.
Senator Reed. Very well.

Mr. TiLTON. Banking in the country consists of taking money from
people who have it

Senator Nelson (interposing). Your deposits are not like city de-

posits ; they are made up of money paid over the till to you ?

Mr. TiLTON. Precisely ; and lending to those who are in temporary
need of it. In every rural community, and I suppose in every other
community, these two types of citizens exist. If under this bill as

now drawn the Federal board is given power to withdraw those sav-
ings deposits from one community and invest them in another com-
munity, the first and worst thing that is done is the contraction of
credit in that community. With us it would mean cutting it down
one-third at least in the wintertime and one-half in the summertime.

Senator Reed. Why?
Mr. TiLTON. It would mean—because we would have to purchase

the class of securities demanded by the Federal board. And if the
Federal board does not intend to name a different class of securities
from that provided for, what is the use of giving them that privilege?

Senator Reed. You make the statement that it would take from
one-half to one-third of your money, or it would result in that con-
traction—I have forgotten which way you made your statement. I
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want you to tell us how that works out—not but a conclusion, but
show us how it works out.

Mr. TiLTON. On the 1st day of July my little bank at Pell City
had, approximately, $75,000 of savings and $75,000 of commercial
deposits. All of that money was invested locally—loaned to local
manufacturers, miners, business men, merchants, and farmers. If the
Federal board in its wisdom, or lack of wisdom, had ordered a
few days before that, that in the segregation of our savings deposits
we should be permitted to invest only in the following items : United
States bonds, State bonds, county or municipal bonds, or in the bonds
of certain railroads that have paid dividends regularly for a cer-
tain number of years, it would have meant the transfer either then,
or gradually, over a period of years, of that $75,000 that we had
invested locally and in securities which are on the outside. And I
want to say further that the average country-bank board of direc-
tors can not tell what is a good bond and what is not. We thought
the Frisco bonds were good, but we were disappointed.
Senator Eeed. At the present time that $75,000 which you own on

time deposits you loaned to A, B, and C right there in your own
town and county ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Just like your other deposits ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Just like your check deposits?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir. The next point to which I wish to address

myself is the loss of revenue that this would bring about. If there
was an enormous demand created for a certain class of stocks or
bonds whereby there came into a market for these bonds country
banks which had never before been buyers, in my judgment the net
earnings on bonds at the price at which they could be bought would
be materially reduced by reason of that demand. I think it would
be safe to say that whereas now we can get a bond that will yield

us, in some cases, as much as 6 per cent, that by reason of this in-

creased demand the net returns on bonds would decline by reason of
their increase in price. The result would be that country banks
would get about 4 per cent on their savings deposits.

Senator Nelson. And you could not pay your depositors over 2?

Mr. TiLTON. Exactly, sir.

Senator Nelson. Instead of paying them 3 or 4 ?

Mr. TiLTON. We are paying them 4 now and lending them money
in our communities at 6 and 8 per cent. We would figure that to

the average country banks in the South where rates are too high

—

and I am speaking now of the entire cotton belt—I think the trans-

fer of these funds from local loans would mean an average loss of

interest of 4 per cent. In my own case it would mean a loss of in-

terest on, say, $70,000. And 4 per cent of $70,000 is $2,800.

I have told you that under the provisions of this bill I am going

to lose $1,500 in exchange, so that would be a total of $4,300, which

is $300 more than we have ever earned during the last five years.

And yet we are asked to be patriotic

Senator O'Gokman (interposing). You do not consider this a

perfect bill, then ?

Mr. TiLTON. No, sir; it is not the holy and sacred thing .that I

thought it was going to be when I reached here. I think it very
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nearly corresponds to what a celebrated German historian said about

the Constitution of the United States, that it was forced down the

throats of a reluctant people by the stern necessities of the times.

Senator Eeed. It was a pretty good thing when it got there, was

it not?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. You do not think this bill in its present form

would have that effect, do you ?

Mr. TiLTON. Well, no. These banks are forbidden to do business

with each other; they are required to keep a separate cash reserve

in their vaults. It says you can not mingle these moneys ; that you

are not permitted to take money from one department to pay an

obligation in the other department. The result is, Mr. Chairman,

that you might have $10,000 surplus cash in your savings department

and a check of considerable size might be presented in your com-

mercial department and you would have to dishonor it, and that

means you are insolvent. If you were to use your savings-depart-

ment cash to pay that, the bill says you are subject to a $5,000 fine

or two years in the penitentiary.

Senator O'Gorman. Take your choice?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. They do not give you your choice.

Mr. TiLTON. The suggestion of the country bankers in this con-

nection is this: That the exchange feature be granted, so that the

Federal bank will be relieved of the burden of collecting any other

checks except those drawn by members. The other suggestion as to

the savings feature is that that entire section be stricken out. It

is not germane to the measure. It has no business there, and it

will force many national banks to give up their charters, and it will

prevent hundreds of banks from coming into the system who would
be glad to do so if they were given an opportunity.

Senator Eeed. Let me see if I am right in one thing that comes to

my mind now. If you take your bank which now has about half of

its deposits—that is, of the deposits which it uses—in time certifi-

cates and the other half in ordinary commercial checkable deposits,

and you provide that the two funds must be segregated. Of course

you would have to keep a sufficient balance on hand in the com-
mercial half of your bank, so that you could be ready at all times to

meet demands coming in over your counter, and that would have to

be in excess of your legal reserve, would it not?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. Now, you would have to create the same kind of a

fund in excess of any legal reserve over in the savings department ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. And you say you could not use the funds of one
department in the other department even for a day ?

Mr. TiLTON. No, sir.

Senator Eeed. Now, the great trouble with the banking business is

the liability that you are under of having too many people suddenly
demand their money, is it not ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. Then is not the fact that you have a large part of

your money invested in time securities, which you can justly refuse

to pay, really an element of strength to a bank ?
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Mr. TiLTON. No, sir.

Senator Eeed. You do not think it is«
Mr. TiLTON. No, sir.

Senator Eeed. I waat to be sure you understand my question Ifall your money was subject to demand at once-if half of your moneywas held on time deposits that yoi> could justly refuse to pay whendemand was made before maturity-then is not that fact an Jlement
or safety to you ?

.i,^"""
'^^^^'^^- Mr Chairman, that is one of the banking propositions

that reads very well, but no matter what the strain or stress was, and
no matter what maturity there might be on a savings deposit, there
IS not one good bank m a hundred that can afford to decline payment
on a savings account when it is demanded, even though it may not be
lawfully due until six months thereafter.
Senator Eeed. I thought it was a thing that they ought to be en-

couraged to do—that the banks ought to be encouraged to do that
sort of business, because it might be a v6ry great element of safety in
the hour of trouble ; but you seem to take the other view.

Senator Nelson. I will tell you what the facts are. They issue
time certificates, say, for six months, with a statement that if left
six months they will pay that much interest. But, as this gentleman
says, whenever a man comes to get his cash, they always give it to
him, whether the time is out or not, and all that that man loses is the
interest.

Mr. TiLTON. Precisely.

Senator Nelson. That is the way it is run.
Mr. TiLTON. And more than that, if a person came to your bank

and wanted the money and you did not let him have it—suppose he
offered the certificate of deposit on the savings bank as security for
a loan for the unexpired period, you would not turn him down. If
you refuse to do that, or will not let him have the money, you will

start a countryman from your front door who is going to rouse the

neighborhood. '

Senator Hitchcock. You seem to hold rather emphatic views in

regard to country banks.

Mr. TiLTON. I ought to have emphatic views ; I have been through

the mill. ^
Senator Hitchcock. You did not get all your views in Boston,

from the city banks, who are supposed to have intimidated you ?

Mr. TiLTON. I carried my views there and came back with them.

Senator Hitchcock. Did the other country bankers have equally

as positive views as you have ?

Mr. TiLTON. Some of us considered these provisions much more
important than any others.

Senator Hitchcock. Thfen the convention of the country bankers

was the real thing, and the spontaneous expression of country-bank

sentiment ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. It was not an infection you got from the big city

bankers ? [Laughter.]
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Mr. Tjlto:n. I iA.sued the call, and I wrote the resolutions, and I

had no conversations with any persons whatever before I issued the

call.

Senator Reed. Who is supposed to represent the sinister influ-

ence we have been reading about ?

Mr. TiLTON. We do not know, anything about that sinister influ-

ence.

I have tried to show, gentlemen, wh\' the savings section should

not be allowed to stand, and so we ask that it be stricken out. If
that is allowed to stand, we will have to face a loss in the matter of

exchange. Small country banks which represent over half of the

total do not make excessive profits. Many of them eke out a bare
existence. Every item of expense is pared to the last farthing, and
official salaries, and I say it to my sorrow, are kept down below the
am'iutit to which we are entitled.

Senator Nelson. They do not give any $20,000 salaries like the
big city l)axikF.?

Mr. TiLTON. The highest salary is $4,500 a year, and the lowest,

is $1,200 in the bank with ^vhich I am connected. There is not much
opportunity to get rich out of that kind of a system.
Senator Reed. What does the cashier get as a yearly salary?
Mr. I'lLTON. From $900 to $1,200.

Senator Keed. What does a clerk get ?

Mr. TiLTON. From $50 to $75.

Senator Reed. A month?
Mr. TiiiTON. Yes. sir.

Senator Reed. And does the president of the bank draw a salary
unless he is active?

Mr. Tii.TON. No, sir.

Senator Reed. And if he is active, what would he be doing, acting
as cashier, or what?
Mr. TiLTON. I do not know of any country bank president who

gets more than $1,800.

Senator Nelson. Do you give them 30 days annual leave and 30
days sick leave ? [Laughter.]
Mr. TiLTON. That depends on how much stock he has. [Laugh-

ter.]

Senator Reed. In a word, the salaries are low and the expenses
are kept low, and an institution run in that way, if it does not make
any bad loan, may make a little money?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir

Senator Reed. And be of ser\'ice to the community.
Mr. TiLTON. I want to say right there that a lack of profits in

banking is the most dangerous factor in bank solvency that is ex-
tant. You get a president or a cashier prodded by a board of di-
rectors, and they are in turn being pushed by dissatisfied stock-
holders who are complaining of the earnings of their institution,
because they are not getting their 6 or 8 per cent dividends and 4
per cent surplus, and you put a bank official in that kind of a posi-
tion, Mr. Chairman, and you have started that bank on the road to
ruin.

Senator Nelson. He has to make risky loans, speculative loans,
because of the higher interest ?
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Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir. In conclusion, the country banker wants
this bill to be a success. We are not looking upon it as a partisan
measure. We believe it is something designed to benefit all the
people. We believe it can be made a success with our cooperation,
but we feel it is an injustice to attempt to pass any bill which the
small country banker can not take part in. I do not care for the
little $2,500 assessment in the stock of the Federal bank; I would not
mind if it was $5,000. I would be gaining an additional friend on
top of my nearby city connection. I could go to the Government
bank, and as a matter of law demand that my commercial paper
be changed into currency, whereas now I can only go to a nearby
friend and ask it as a favor from him.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose the reserve bank refuses to discount

your paper ?

Mr. TiLTON. That is not what they are there for.

Senator Hitchcock. There is nothing in the bill to compel it.

Mr. TiLTON. I would not care to discuss that question. We would
go around and buy a box of cartridges, I guess, and a gun.
[Laughter.]

Senator Eebd. We have been asking for practical suggestions.
[Laughter.]

Mr. TiLTON. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, the
national country bankers do not want to surrender their charters.

You have not any right to force us to do so.- We are proud to do
business under the laws of the United States, and if the time ever
comes when we must surrender that charter, and attempt to go back
to the State charter, it is going to mean a very marked reduction in

our business. How can a countryman understand why this has been
done? You can get up on the housetop and talk for months as to

the reason why the Government has passed the law which you can
not do business under. It will drive our customers away, and you
have no right to disregard the 4,000 or 5,000 country national banks
and say that we are going to fix up something for the big banks in

the fiscal centers, and let you stay out and surrender your charters,

and use your name, and continue to rely upon the same people you
have been relying upon.
Senator Eeed. You seem to be under the impression that the coun-

try bankers had some kind of a right to be heard before they were
legislated out of existence.

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir; we feel that way, quite deeply.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you had any opportunity before these

hearings to present your views regarding this pending legislation ?

Mr. Tilton. No, sir ; this is our first opportunity.

Senator O'Goeman. I am not speaking of you particularly, I am
speaking of the country bankers.

Mr. Tilton. This is the first time we have been represented by a

committee. There may have been individual country bankers who
have had an opportunity to be heard. I do not believe there has

been a country banker who is truly a rural banker, as myself, who
has had an opportunity to be heard ; I mean a banker representing a

bank with $25,000 capital and less. We are over half of the total

number of country banks.

Senator Hitchcock. It is very evident that the country bankers

have not been heard or this bill would have been amended.
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Senator Eeed. Do you really think it is worth while for this com-

mittee to take two or three days of our time in order to hear the

country bankers? Do you think that would be a good expenditure

of time on the part of seven or eight men ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Do you think we are justified in having these

hearings and listening to you gentlemen ?

Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And taking into consideration the fact that it

would seriously affect you?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. You think we are justified in that?

Mr. Tilton. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. I am glad to hear it.

Mr. TiLTON. If we are unable to go into the system, the small

country banker might give up his charter. That is certain. If we
are able to retain our charters and go into the system, I believe that

most of the State banks will also do the same thing.

For one I believe that the idea is rapidly growing that we should

have but one banking system in the United States. And I feel that

just as soon as the State banks see that they have an opportunity to

come in under this bill and have a part in this new financial system
they will be willing, without being forced to do it at once, to give up
their State charters and do business as national banking institutions.

Now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, you have the choice before

you. You have two sections in this bill, the only two we are con-

cerned with. We expressed at Boston no opinion as to whether
there should be 1 or 100 banks, whether there should be 3 or 30 men
on the Federal board. We are not concerned with those things. I

do not believe there is any chance for a Government bank to be

located at Pell City, and I do not believe there is any chance for any
of us ever getting on any of these boards. If we have a chance, we
might be a little bit excited about that, too. The things which we
have presented here now are the two things which will enable us to

become a part of this system.
Senator Reed. Do you think there is any chance for some of you

country bankers, you little men with the banks of $25,000 capital

—

I mean the capital is little, not that the men are little—to be on the

board of directors of a regional bank?
Mr. Tilton. I do not imagine so.

Senator Eeed. Why not? You have the same vote.

Mr. TiLTON. I have not gone into that question.

Senator O'Goeman. Perhaps if you organized them as you organ-
ized the Boston convention you might accomplish something.
Mr. TiLTON. I would not undertake that. Here are two features

of this bill that are not germane to it. The bill might be perfect as

it stands ; it might do something that was miraculously inspired, and
you could remove the two sections from it and it would do the bill

absolutely no harm. You have the choice of keeping those two
features in and keeping out from 7,000 to 12,000 banks. And from
what I have heard and seen in this committee room since I have
been here I am going back home absolutely certain that no injustice
is going to be done to the country banker.
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Senator Eeed. Suppose we make the changes that you gentlemen
suggest, in substance

;
perhaps not the changes that you suggest, but

give you substantially what you ask for, are you not coming into
this system?
Mr. TiLTON. Yes, sir; on the run.

Senator Reed. That is what we want to know.
Well, who is the next witness ? I believe Mr. 'Barry is the next

witness.

STATEMENT OF DAVID BARRY, CASHIER OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK, JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Senator Reed. What is your topic, Mr. Barry?
Mr. Barry. Reserves.

Senator Reed. Where do you live, what is your bank, and what is

your position?

Mr. Barry. My name is David Barry; I am cashier of the First
National Bank, of Johnstown, Pa.
Senator Reed. What is the capital of that bank?
Mr. Barry. The bank was organized in 1863, and was the fifty-

first national bank to b^ organized.
Senator Reed. What is the capital ?

Mr. Barry. $400,000 capital.

Senator Reed. And the surplus?
Mr. Barry. $500,000 surplus ; undivided profits, $70,000 ; deposits,

$6,000,000; and our circulation is $209,000.

We have 190 stockholders, and all but about 50 shares of our stock

is held in our community. I want to say at the start, Mr. Chairman,
that in the panic of 1907, although we are located in a great mann-
facturing center, where we have heavy pay rolls to meet, in the panic
of 1907 everything was paid on a cash basis.

Senator Reed. Did you put any limit on your depositors ?

Mr. Barry. None whatever.
Senator Reed. How many other national banks are there in your

town?
Mr. Barry. I have those figures here. We have 3 national banks,

4 trust companies, and 4 State banks.

Senator Reed. What is the population ?

Mr. Barry. The municipality, I should say, has 60,000, but the im-

mediate neighborhood would probably bring it up to 75,000.

Senator Reed. You may proceed.

Mr. Barry. I am asked to speak on the question of reserves, as it

concerns the country banks, and I will read the resolution adopted at

the Boston meeting in regard to reserves

:

That whatever percentage of reserves is agreed upon should carry with it the

right to lieep not less than one-third of such reserves with approved reserve

agents in fiscal centers. The reduction of reserve from 15 to 12 per cent is no

real advantage to the country bank. Very few country banks can do business

without having a larger amount of funds either in vault or with near-by connec-

tions. These connections must be maintained after the passage of this law.

The money so held by them should be counted as a part of the country-bank

reserves.

If you will permit me, Mr. Chairman, to refer to the proposed law

as compared to the present law, I will say that the proposed law
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provides, wlien it goes into final operation, that the reserve to be held

by country banks must be as follows:

Five per cent of our deposits must be held by the regional reserve

bank, 5 per cent must be held at home, and 2 per cent may be kept at

home or with the regional resers^e bank, as we may prefer.

Senator Pomeeene. Yesterday in a question I misstated the pro-

visions of the bill, -confusing the provisions of the bill with a sugges-

tion which was made here. It is 5 per cent in the vaults, 5 per cent

in regional reserve banks, and the other 2 per cent may be either one
place or the other.

Mr. Barry. If you will turn to page 37

Senator Eeed (interposing). Either in the reserve bank or in their

own vaults; but there is no option permitting you to keep that 2 per
cent with any other bank?
Mr. Barry. Oh, no. It is optional between our vault and the re-

gional reserve bank, so far as the 2 per cent is concerned. Five per
cent must be kept at home and 5 per cent must be with the regional

reserve bank, and 2 per cent we may have either in our own vault or
with the regional reserve bank.

Senator Eeed. All right ; there is, then, no dispute between us.

Mr. Barry. The present law, which we are operating tinder now,
requires that 15 per cent of our deposits be kept in reserve ; not less

than 6 at home and the other 9 entirely optional. It may be kept at

home or with our approved reserve agents, as we see fit. Country
banks, indeed, keep on hand for pay-roll purposes, as they do in our
district, more than 5 per cent, sometimes 10 per cent, and sometimes
15 per cent of their deposits, and we think that should be permitted to

count as a part of the 7 per cent reserves, provided it is kept in law-
ful money. Under the proposed law, cash on hand over 7 per cent

would be counted as reserves, and yet if so counted we must take it

out of our possession and send it away into the possession of the re-

gional reserve bank, where we can not get it, and then it counts as

reserves. Most of Pennsylvania, Ohio, New Jersey, New York^ In-

diana, Illinois, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia, except one
section, are deeply concerned over this provision of the bill. When
I came here this morning several gentlemen from the far West and
the South asked me to make particular mention of this feature, which
was an important thought in my mind at the time. So it is not pecu-
liar to our district.

_We feel that the banks in the country should be permitted, as I

said a moment ago, to count as reserve any lawful money they may
hold in their vaults over and above 7 per cent, even though it reduces
their balance with the Federal reserve bank below 5 per cent. We
believe that to modify the law as we suggest would strengthen the
bill and not weaken it, and we feel, too, there is no likelihood that
any country bank will abuse this privilege because there is no in-

centive.

Senator Reed. How low would you allow them to nave their re-

serves in the Federal reserve bank?
Mr. Barry. Without fixing any fixed limit, I should think that

reserve ought to be in every sense of the word a reserve for the
country bank. You take, for instance, I am not referring particu-
larly to ourselves, we are so large that the ordinary rules do not
apply to us; but you take a bank with deposits of, say, $1,000,000.
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Under the law it must keep $120,000—$50,000 at home and $50,000
with Federal reserve bank, and, we will assume, the other $20,000
at home. That is $70,000. One of its depositors comes in and pro-
ceeds to build up a great deposit account in order to make a pay roll

the next week. So large have the deposits of the country bank in-

creased for this particular purpose, that night, that the country
banker must, under the terms of the law ship 5 per cent of those in-

creased deposits to the regional reserve bank.
Senator Nelson. The 2 per cent optional will take care of it.

Mr. Barkt. I assume that 2 per cent is at home, because a pay-
roll bank will need the 2 per cent at home, and a good deal more.
I assume it will keep that much at home, where they need it worse
than in the regional reserve banks. Now, the depositor, having de-

posited daily for 10 days in order to meet a pay roll, in order to

have a large balance to meet his pay roll, comes in, we will

say, on Saturday, and asks to have given him approximately 7

per cent of the deposits, under these circumstances. That bank dare
not temporarily use for even a day or two, as the case may be, any
portion of its balance at a Federal reserve bank. If it is loaning

close to its reserves, it must positively borrow money for one, two,

or three days to meet this pay roll.

Senator Nelson. Suppose that money is in a bsmk in New York,
and the bank uses it as they did in 1907 ; what will they do ?

Mr. Baeet. We managed to get along.

Senator Nelson. You managed to get along, but you got along

•without that reserve money.
Mr. Baeey. Yes ; but that is liable to happen to-day.

Senator Nelson. Was not that one of the causes of the panic, that

the reserves had piled up in New York and they could not afford

to pay 2 per cent interest on those deposits, was hot that it?

Mr. Baeey. It may be
Senator Nelson (interposing). And they invested it on call loans

in the stock exchange, and when the panic came, those loans were

the least liquid of all its assets.

Mr. Baeey. I am
Senator Nelson (interposing). You would simply be perpetuating

a vicious system.
Mr. Baeey. I am talking on quite a different subject. The point I

raise is this : We have a large pay roll to make up.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Baeey. And we dare not take it all out of our vault, because

if we do, we will run below our reserve there, and therefore we must

keep a balance with other banks in order that we may get it quickly,

because we dare not take it out of the regional reserve Vank, even

temporarily.

Senator 'Nelson. You can not take your reserves. If you should

take your reserves you indirectly violate the law.

Mr. Baeey. Under the old arrangement. Senator Nelson, we are re-

quired to keep 15 per cent, and we were permitted to keep 9 per cent

of that wherever we saw fit. Now we are denied that right, and the

provision of the law that positively fixes 5 per cent to be kept at home

and 5 per cent to be kept in the regional reserve bank compels us to
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keep a much heavier reserve at home in order to meet these pay-roll

demands.
Senator BRiSTOVir. Let me see if I understand you. Say that your

deposits were $1,000,000. Then, under the present law, you would
have to have $150,000 of reserves ?

Mr. Barry. Yes.

Senator Bristow. That $150,000 could be in other reserve banks or

in your vaults ?

Mr. Barry. No ; 6 per cent is the minimum that you must have.

Senator Nelson. But you can have 15 per cent, if you want it?

Mr. Baeey. Yes.

Senator Bristow. And you may have all of it there. Under this

proposed law you have got to have so much in your vault and 5 per

cent in the Federal reserve bank ?

Mr. Baeey. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. Now, you can not use that 5 per cent in any way

;

that has to be there?

Mr. Barry. It must be there.

Senator Bristow. So that you might have a large amount of cash

at a certain time in the week at home, in fact, in excess of the 7 per

cent, but nevertheless you could not count any part of that as a re-

serve, because yo«- have got to have 5 per cent of your deposits any-

way in this bank?
Mr. Barry. Precisely. Let me illustrate that. Senator. We will

assume the deposits are $1,000,000, and you have $49,000 with

the regional reserve bank, and then $160,000 for pay-roll purposes.

Senator Bristow. You have to have $50,000 with the regional

bank?
Mr. Barry. I am first supposing that for the moment you happen

to get below the amount fixed by law. If your deposits are $1,000,000,

and you have only $49,000 in the regional bank and send the other

$1,000 home for pay-roll purposes you are below the law.

Senator Pomerene. Let me ask you there, what actual reserves

do you keep on the average?
Mr. Barry. As I said a moment ago, I am not pleading for our-

selves, because we carry such an excess of reserve that the law would
not apply, but I am pleading for the country bankers in the great

pay-roll centers. Our deposits of $6,300,000 we had protected, at our

last statement, $605,000, and had from other banks $1,137,000. That
is to say, we had $1,700,000—

Senator Pomeeene (interposing). What per cent would that be?
Mr. Barry. Ten per cent cash at home and 16 per cent with the

reserve agent and 3 per cent scattered among our reciprocal friends.

Senator, Pomerene. Twenty-eight per cent, in other words?
Mr. Barry. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. There is not anything in this bill which would

prevent any banker from keeping in excess of the 12 per cent if he
sees fit.

Mr. Barry. Precisely; but 5 per cent he must keep with the re-

gional reserve bank, which seriously hampers the smaller bank.
Senator Nelson. But he can get a discount on that.

Mr. Barry. That will be a very slow process. You can not get

it done by telephone, as Mr. Eogers suggested a moment ago.
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Senator Nelson. When a bank gets so its life or death depends
on that 5 per cent the bank is hardly worth preserving.

Mr. Barry. Perfectly true, but the 5 per cent ought to be of some
use to the bank, nevertheless.

Senator Nelson. It can use it by discounting paper for it.

Mr. Barry. But the point is, there is no use the bank can make
from day to day of those reserves as it can now.
Senator Pomerene. So your opinion is that the reserve system now

is entirely satisfactory?

Mr. Barry. Not at all.

Senator Pomerene. Don't you think the reserve provision in this,

bill is an improvement?
Mr. Barry. Provided the 6 per cent is absolute
Senator Pomerene (interposing). You have 15 per cent now and

part of it you must keep in your own vaults.

Mr. Barry. The rigidity of the present law is what we suggest be
modified.

Senator Nelson. You can keep 1 per cent more under this law than
you are required to keep under the existing law.

Mr. Barry. One per cent less.

Senator Nelson. No; you can keep 7 per cent in your vaults in-

stead of 6.

Mr. Barry. But, as I say, in actual practice we do keep 10.

Senator Pomerene. Is not the rigidity less in the proposed law
than under the present law ?

Mr. Barry. Pardon me. There is no rigidity in your resources,

with your reserve agents now.
Senator Pomerene. My question was as to the amount.
Mr. Barry. The amount is smaller, I admit.

Senator Nelson. If you drew all your reserve out from your re-

serve agent you would be violating the law.

Mr. Barry. Certainly, but nevertheless we would be using the re-

serve.

Senator Keed. At the present time if a bank had deposits of

$1,000,000 it would have to have some place, either in its own vaults

or the vaults of other banks $150,000 reserve?

Mr. Barry. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. Now, if it carried that reserve, 6 per cent in its

own vaults and 9 per cent in other banks which it could do, it could

get accommodation from those other banks if it needed money sud-

denly?

Mr. Barry. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Provided there was no panic.

Senator Eeed. I am speaking about ordinary conditions. If it

wanted to run its reserves down in these other banks it could do so

provided at the same time it ran its reserves up in its own vaults?

Mr. Barry. Precisely.
. .

Senator Keed. If it wanted to run its reserve in its own vaults

down clear to the 6 per cent it would do so, provided the aggregate

in all the places was 15 per cent ?

Mr. Barry. Precisely.
. , x i r

Senator Keed. Now, under this proposed law it has to keep 5 per

cent in the regional bank, and that 5 per cent in the regional bank is-

fixed?
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Mr. Baeby. Absolutely.

Senator Reed. And it has to keep 5 per cent in its own vaults,

which is another fixed thing.

Mr. Baeey. Yes.
Senator Reed. And when you approach the line of 5 per cent in

their vaults you must stop, and the only leeway that is left is 2 per
cent. You can keep 2 per cent in excess in the regional bank or you
can keep 2 per cent in excess in your own vaults ?

Mr. Baeey. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. So you have a leeway of 2 per cent, whereas under
the old law you had an actual leeway of 9 per cent.

Mr. Baeey. That is it.

Senator Reed. Now, you claim that as it works out it would be

something like this: You have $1,000,000 deposits normally, and
normally you would have to have $60,000 in your own vaults, under
this bill, and $50,000 in the regional bank, and 2 per cent—or

$10,000—you could keep in your own vaults or in the regional bank
as you pleased. You have $10,000 there you can move back and forth,

and that is an advantage.
Mr. Baeey. $20,000, if you please ; it is the rigidity, it is the fixed

investment, you may say
Senator Reed (interposing). I understand. Now, a man comes in

along about the first of the week, and he puts in $20,000, and per-

haps later in the week be puts in $30,000 more. Now he has $50,000
in your bank that he is going to use on Saturday night to pay his

men off with. But the minute the $50,000 is put in your bank you
must send 5 per cent of it, which is $2,500, to the regional bank.
You have that much money you must send to the regional bank, and
you can not possibly use it on Saturday night.
Mr. Baeey. And you can not possibly get it until several days

after you have got this amount of cash.

Senator Reed. That is the thing you object to ?

Mr. Baeey. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And, Senator Nelson, I do not think that goes to
the question of the solvency of the bank.
Mr. Baeey. Not at all.

Senator Nelson. We must legislate, to my mind, for periods of
stress. In ordinarily good prosperous times, when everything moves
easily, almost any system will do, and our legislation must be shaped
to meet emergencies. The panic of 1907, if it disclosed anything,
disclosed the fact that our system of bank reserves was a danger.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And this gentleman takes exactly the stand thai

Mr. Reynolds took ; and, to my mind, it amounts to 'this : That these
large city banks want to still continue to hold these reserves that
they have been able to hold under the present system.

Senator Reed. As I understand, his position is not exactly that.
He would like to have the privilege of running the reserve in the
reserve bank down below 5 per cent, provided at the same time he
could run the reserve up in his own bank enough to compensate it.

Do you claim the right to put that reserve over in a third bank?
Mr. Baeey. I believe the country bankers would agree with me

that we would rather have the percentage of reserve increased back
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to 15 per cent, provided we were permitted to keep some with our
present city banks, where we can get accommodation.

Senator Nelson. And this 2 per cent interest.

Senator Reed. Suppose that were not done and this bill were
amended so that there should be never less than 3 per cent in the
regional banks, and a total in the regional bank and in its vaults of
not less than 12 per cent. Would that do you any good?
Mr. Baeey. That would help some.

Senator Heed. Of course, that is depleting the reserves in the
regional bank and making it so there would not be much money there

to run it with.

Mr. Baeet. Five per cent of $6,000,000,000 is a great deal of

money; $300,000,000 added to the Government's deposits make an
enormous fund.

If you will permit me to go a little further, I will develop the

question why we want to keep our reserves to some extent with city

reserve banks, and I will discuss another point or two along the way.
The question has been asked by a good many country bankers here

whether the law will be construed in figuring these reserves that the

reserves will be counted as the books of the regional reserve bank
show or as the books of the country banks show. We believe that

is a matter of sufficient importance to have it defined in the bill. That
may not seem important until we study the question very closely. As
Mr. Tilden stated here a while ago, and Mr. Woodruff before him,

there is only one way that a bank of our size could be safe in obeying

the law if 5 per cent is absolutely insisted upon and if the regional

bank is permitted to charge against our balance of checks that come

on us. There is only one way we can be safe, and that will be to

keep nearly 10 per cent with the regional bank. If the reserves are

figured according to our books, then we can keep pretty close to 5 per

cent all the time and not much of an excess.

Senator Eeed. Why is that?

Mr. Baeey. For instance, when we start in in the morning we do

not know what our morning mail will contain. Our mail often brings

in $150,000 worth of checks on us. If they came through the regional

bank, and our reserve there is $300,000, our reserve is gone. But if

it is figured according to our books and we can make that good the

same night, that is an entirely different proposition.

Senator Nelson. I have no doubt but that that rule would be

adopted. I can not see how they could adopt any other rule.

Senator Eeed. It is manifestly quite important. '

Senator Nelson. Besides, that brings us to another question here

that one of the bankers suggested, and that is this question of net

deposits. You will remember that one gentleman—I do not recall

his name—said that in the gross deposits you should deduct matters

in transit.

Senator Bristow. That was Mr. Vanderlip.
,, . ^

Senator Nelson. So that if you deducted those matters m transit

and took the net deposits you would not have this difficulty

Mr Baeey. The next proposition is, coming back to the subject

again, that I asked that our country banks be permitted to carry a

portion of their reserves, provided, of course, the proper amount be

carried in their vaults and a proper amount be carried in the J^ ederai

reserve bank. They ought also to be permitted to carry with city

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 26
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banks and count as reserve some of their balances. From its very-

nature, we doubt whether the regional reserve bank will ever become

so intimate with the country bank as to give it the service the country

bank gets now. There is an old story about a city bank cashier in

New York who was very much concerned because he could not match

a piece of dress goods that a cashier in the West sent him, and, more

recently, we all know the trouble that has been caused New York
bank cashiers by requests for tickets for the ball games. It may be

improper, but it shows the intimate relationship and friendship in a

business as well as a personal way between the city bank and the

country bank.
Take our case, and the case of all these banks in the great pay-roll

centers. It may be interesting, perhaps, Senators, to know that our

bank alone makes up and pays cut over its counters every month
approximately $1,400,000 in actual cash, which is disbursed right

there in our community, and that does not include the pay rolls of the

Pennsylvania Railroad and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad and sev-

eral other very large pay rolls. I dare say the pay rolls in our com-

munity will run close to $1,750,000 a month.
Senator Nelson. Your town is where the great flood was some

years ago?
Mr. Baert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. I can locate it now.
Mr. Baeey. a long time ago we had an arrangement much less

satisfactory than the present one. Our bank itself, for instance,

constitutes itself a sort of reservoir for all our neighboring banks.

When they get too much cash we have a gentlemen's agreement that

we will take it off their hands, because we have these enormous pay
rolls to make up. And that, perhaps, may answer the question that

may be in the minds of some of you, why we keep at home 10 per

cent. The reason for that is that we have to make up these enormous
pay rolls, so we relieve our neighbors of this cash. Nevertheless,

we find ourselves at times, when unexpected pay roll demands come,

that our cash at home is not quite as much as it should be. A long-

distance telephone message to Pittsburgh at 10 o'clock in the morn-
ing will bring out what we need in any amount. A long-distance tele-

phone message to Philadelphia to-day will bring the money out to-

morrow. We do not believe we could get that service from the

regional reserve baiik ; we laiow we could not, and that is one of the

reasons why we ask that we be permitted to carry a portion of our

reserves with our present city correspondents.
Senator O'Gokman. What proportion do you suggest you should

be permitted to carry with your present city correspondents?
Mr. Baeey. I should say 3 per cent. Perhaps I should say, make

it equal, half and half; I mean the same amount with the city

correspondent as we carry with the Federal reserve bank.
Senator Nelson. That would be 5.

Mr. Baeey. Senator Reed suggested a moment ago 3 ; that we be
permitted to reduce our depostis in the regional reserve bank to 3

per cent, and keep 3 per cent with our correspondents.
Senator Nelson. Suppose this fluctuating amount of 3 per cent

—

I call it fluctuating because it may be in either one of two places—sup-
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pose that were placed with your big city banks. Now, instead of
being fluctuating

Mr. Baeey (interposing). That would not help us much, Senator,
because the amount we require at home is often in excess of the
7 per cent we are permitted to have.
Senator Nelson— . There would not be a great difference.
Mr. Baeey. As I said a moment ago, we would prefer the reserve

to be continued at 15 per cent, kept in the way I suggest, and to
have it 12 per cent and limited to two places.
Senator Pomeeene. As I understand your testimony, you said this

question of reserves Avould not affect your individual bank very
materially.

Mr. Baebit. No.
Senator Pombeene. And you simply had some concern about the

smaller banks?
Mr. Baeet. Some, because I have talked to them.
Senator Pomeeene. On an average, what reserves do they carry?
Mr. Baeet. They keep as close to the 15 per cent as they can.
Senator Pomeeene. I know that is the legal reserve, but are they

somewhat in excess of the 15 per cent?
Mr. Baeet. Not to any great extent. As I say, they keep as close

to it as they safely and comfortably can.

Senator Nelson. The country banks in my section, as a rule, keep
a great deal more than the 6 per cent in their vaults.

Senator Pomeeene. Most of the country banks we have heard from
thus far.

Senator Beistow. In the large cities, I think, we will find it some-
what different.

Mr. Baeet. Here is a peculiar condition. A bank of our size, for
instance, within 5 or 10 miles of Pittsburgh, will not keep the enor-

mous reserve in the vault that we keep, because they can send a

messenger down with a bag and he will bring it back on the street

car in a few hours. We can not do that. The cost of shipment and
all that sort of thing would more than make up the amount we have
on deposit.

Senator Reed. Mr. Barry, how are you going to build up a central

reserve bank system and a regional bank system that is going to be
strong enough to withstand the pressure in the hour of adversity

and sustain the banking system, unless it has some money on hand to

do it with ?

Mr. Baeet. Well, Senator, that is a very big question, but the

thought that is in the mind of the country banker is this—if you
will pardon me until I make some figures here. The Government
proposes to take 10 per cent of our capital stock at once, and the

Government also proposes to take 5 per cent of our deposits of $6,000,-

000,000, which is $300,000,000. I do not know what the Govern-

ment deposits will be, but I am told $150,000,000.

Senator Nelson. It will all depend on the revenues, you know.

Mr. Baeet. Yes. The bank will start out with resources of $550,-

000,000; and, since the statement of the Comptroller of the Currency

made up on June 4, 1913, showed that the total amount of rediscounts

and borrowings of all the national banks in the United States
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amounted to only $73,000,000, the country banker is asking, Where
is the need of starting out with $550,000,000 ?

Senator Pomerene. Oh, well, you understand that under this pro-

posed system rediscounts would not be as unpopular as they are now.

Mr. Baery. Senator, I think you will find scattered throughout

this country a very large number of banks, ours being one of them—
I think, a majority of the banks—that look with considerable horror

on the idea of placing themselves in the position of borrowers.

Senator Pomerene. That is because of an old system that has

prevailed here for years.

Mr. Barry. You will find a great many banks, too, that are so

situated—they are fortunate, I admit—that they do not need to

borrow, and no matter what provisions are made in the currency bill

for rediscount they will never avail themselves of the rediscount.

Senator Reed. Now one trouble which we have to contend with,

as I understand it, is this : That a bank takes its reserve, and, instead

of keeping it in its own vaults where the law may require it to be
kept, it deposits it in another bank. It may be deposited in a number
of banks, pyramided, and then when the crash comes, by the failure

of one bank the money may be tied up in a half a dozen banks. Now,
you want to prohibit that system to some extent by forbidding de-

positing in other banks, do you not?
Mr. Barry. I think. Senator, that if the bill is passed than danger

will be at an end, because we still have the regional bank to come to

and to rediscount for our city banks and move our reserves. The
country bank views the situation in this way : The city bank renders
us a service which the regional reserve bank, under this bill, can not
possibly render. Now, permit me to state a few transactions that

come across our counter daily.

We have some large manufacturing establishments in Johnstown,
and the practice was several years ago when we had an item from
them to the Pacific coast to send it to Pittsburgh, and Pittsburgh, in

a leisurely manner, would sent it to Chicago, and Chicago in turn
would send it to San Francisco, and San Francisco, perhaps, would
forward it to Seattle, and Seattle would make returns back the
whole way. Our arangement is now that we send that item out
by special delivery, together with instructions to the bank at

Seattle to collect and remit for our credit to the bank in San
Francisco, the bank in San Francisco wiring us when they have the
credit. Under ordinary circumstances that item is cleared up and
placed to our credit with our reserve agent in San Francisco. Then,
if our needs in the East require it, we will ask our San Francisco
correspondent to make a transfer by wire to New York. These things
I mention—such transactions as that—are absolutely necessary to
the routine conduct of our business and the business of banks situ-
ated as we are.

Senator Nelson. Are you satisfied with the present banking sys-

Mr. Barry. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. What are the defects in it in your opinion?
Mr. Barry. The defects are, as Senator Reed said, first, the pvra-

miding of reserves.

Senator Nelson. Is that all?
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Mr. Baeey. Another is the rigidity of the currency.
Senator Nelson. Are not the two great things that we are seeking

to remedy and cover by legislation, first, to give us a more elastic
currency ; and, second, to gather together and conserve our reserves
and utilize them, making a basis for credit and currency? Are not
those the two leading purposes we ought to have in view ?

Mr. Baeey. I think so.

Senator Nelson. Can we aflford to take such a penny view of it

and ignore those two central ideas?
Mr. Baeey. In creating this legislation I think it would be well to

bear in mind that banks such as ours in giving up the $300,000 or
more to the regional bank must almost to that extent reduce their
loans.

Senator Nelson. We are legislating for the welfare of the whole
country ; we can not legislate for any particular bank.
Mr. Baeey. I am not asking that. I am speaking for the banks

of this great section.

Senator Nelson. Here is one advantage. These reserve banks

—

1 or 12, whatever the number may be—can utilize these 5 per cent
deposits, supposing they be discounting commercial paper.
Mr. Baeey. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Now, your bank could come to a reserve bank with

commercial paper—and 1 take it you have such paper as this bill

contemplate—and get that paper discounted and have bills issued
for it. Now, in order to make your bills good, the bank must have
a gold reserve of 33 per cent. That reserve, manifestly, must come
from its capital and 5 per cent of its deposits. Now, the best part of this

system is the fact you are not paying 5 per cent on your deposits.

That is the great thing that is permitted, and you build up these re-

serves. Don't you know that?
Mr. Baeey. Two per cent may be part of the attraction, but there

are banks in the cities to-day that we would rather keep a free balance
with and have the service they render than for other banks to pay
us 2 or 3 per cent.

Senator Nelson. You can keep everything you like outside of this

6 per cent.

Mr. Baeey. I understand ; but it is going to reduce country bank-
ing loans by approximately that amount they put in the regional re-

serve bank.
Senator Nelson. They can not give you emergency currency.

Mr. Baeey. I'ardon me, Senator, but I think they do give us in

ordinary times

Senator Nelson (interposing). Clearing-house certificates or

chips

Mr. Baeey (interposing). No; during ordinary times they can and

would serve us better.

Senator Eeed. Mr. Barry, let us see if you are not overdrawing

that—unintentionally, of course. The ordinary banker who is doing

a conservative banking business does not think of running his bank

down and keeping it down to the mere naked legal reserve, does he?

Mr. Baeey. No, sir.

Senator Eeed. He always has that legal reserve, a safety fraud—

1

call it that for want of a better term—and he has to keep that safety
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fund there because of the fact that if there were to be a sudden de-

mand he might not be able at once to get money. Now, if there is a

place provided where with almost aosolute certainty he can get

money and get it within a few hours, he can then loan down nearer his

legal reserve, can he not?
Mr. Barry. Yes.

Senator Reed. And therefore there would be some monejr realized

in that way to compensate for the moneys that were carried away
from the community and over to the regional bank. I want you to

speak with great candor on this

Mr. Barry (interposing) . That is true. Senator
Senator Eeed. I want from you gentlemen your candid, absolute

judgment.
Mr. Barry. That is true. Senator; but, carrying out what Mr.

Rogers said yesterday, there are thousands of banks like ours that

would be very sorry to depart from the old practice of being very

strong in cash and reserves.

Senator Reed. You can still continue that, and you can still de-

posit with outside banks, carry as much as you want to in the way
of balances, get as much interest as you want to, and have the ad-

vantage of that, and still have the advantage of this other system.

All that is required is a 12 per cent reserve in the aggregate. Now,
I have great sympathy with your argument that you ought to be able

to count as your reserve the money in the regional bank, or the money
in your own bank, without being required absolutely to keep a fixed

amount in the reserve bank provided that system does not work to the

depletion of the reserve banks' moneys. If some plan could be de-

vised whereby if you ran below for a day or two in the regional bank,

making it up promptly, I would not see so much objection to that.

Mr. Barry. It is the rigidity of this fixed amount, this reserve in

the regional bank
Senator Reed (interposing). I am only suggesting this as a mere

thought; I am not committing myself to it. Would it do you any
good if the bill provided that for a period of not to exceed two days,

or three days, or four days, you might at any time impair the reserve

in the regional bank, provided you nad an equivalent amount in your
own vaults?

Mr. Barry. It would help quite a good deal. It is the rigidity of

the reserve bank balance that the country banks object to.

Senator Nelson. Let me call your attention to this: Under the

existing law banks in central reserve cities are absolutely required to

keep 25 per cent in their vaults against the 5 per cent circulation.

Now, that is a fixed item, is it not?
Mr. Barry. Yes.
Senator Nelson. The central reserve banks in the three great cen-

tral reserve cities of this country must keep 25 per cent, and that

is deader than a doornail, compared with the new reserve banks under
this bill. Now, the reserve banks under the provisions of this bill

can discount and loan money on that reserve, but the central reserve

banks, with a 25 per cent limit, have no right under the law to util-

ize that for any purpose. Now, the reserve banks can utilize the 5

per cent for discount purposes, can they not ?

Mr. Barry. Yes.
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Senator Nelson. So it is not as rigid as the 25 per cent in the cen-
tral reserve banks.
Mr. Barry. That may be, but that does not help the country

bankers.

Senator O'Gorman. Have you concluded?
Mr. Baeey. Except on one point. Senator Nelson has suggested

how easy it will be to get discounts from the regional bank. That is

not my own view, but I am not speaking for myself. The country
banker, the little fellow in the town of 2,000 population, is asking
how in the world can he ever get close enough and what sort of ma-
chinery the regional reserve bank will have. How can he possibly
present his paper to the regional reserve bank and how will they have
the machinery to decide whether or not it is good paper? Compared
with the city banker, he feels himself at a fearful disadvantage in
getting accommodations.

Senator O'Goeman. Would you prevent the country banker that
you speak of sending. his collateral to the regional bank with the
request for the accommodation he desires, and in due course securing
that accommodation perhaps the following day ?

Mr. Baeey. None of us imagine for a minute it would be rendered
the following day. We think it would be a week rather than a day.

Senator O'Goeman. You think so ?

Mr. Baeey. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. For what reason ?

Mr. Baeey. In the first place, here we are in Johnstown. The
regional bank may be located in Philadelphia. Under no circum-
stances can we expect an answer within two days; and if they take
any time at all to investigate it it will be at least another day. Under
the present arrangement, if you have your securities lying there, you
telephone in, and, just as one of the other gentlemen said a while
ago, a telephone message will temporarily consummate the trans-

action.

Senator Nelson. Assuming the banks have the currency there ?

Mr. Bakry. Of course ; that is 400 days out of 500, you might say.

Senator Pomeeene. Can you not assume that a bank situated, for

instance, as yours is, or any other good solvent bank, if they were in

dire need for money the next day they could go to that regional bank
with the prime commercial paper, with the indorsement of the mem-
ber bank on the paper, and get that accommodation without any
difficulty?

Mr. Baeey. I doubt whether it would come with the same speed as

it comes now from our city banks.

Senator Pomeeene. You must be a doubting Thomas.
Senator Beistow. I think he knows what he is talking about.

Mr. Baeey. I think. Senator, what we would prefer to do would
be to send our paper to a bank in a city where the regional bank was

located and ask them to attend to it for us. We think they would

do it with lightning speed.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Barry, before you leave the stand, you sug-

gested a few moments ago you received various advantages from your

relations with your reserve city banks. Can you enumerate those

advantages ?
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Mr. Barry. Yes; I have some of them here. We have here and

there in every town a number of men with a surplus of money. They

want to buy stocks and securities from time to time and they ask

us to attend to it for them. We must ask our city correspondent to

attend to it for us. We dare not ask the regional reserve bank; it

is in another line of business.
.

Then, again, we have all sorts of strange collections with bills of

lading attached, which the regional bank will hardly undertake.

Senator Nelson. That is the very kind of drafts that we want

the regional banks to collect.

Mr. Baeey. We have drafts sometimes that are not bills of ex-

change in any sense of the word. We ask our city bank to go out

with a verbal club and get that money. They do the most remarkable

things for us. They are close to us as the man outside the counter is.

Senator Weeks. Can you name any others?

Mr. Bakey. If, for instance, we do not continue these balances

with our city banks, and our customers ask us to buy and sell stocks

for them and we are not able to do it, they will very soon transfer

their balances to the city banks direct. That is about all.

Senator Weeks. Do they O. K. the paper you buy ?

Mr. Baeey. Our particular bank does not buy any, but they do

for a great many banks.

STATEMENT OF E. M. LAW, OF THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
BEAUMONT, TEX.

Senator O'Goeman. Will you please state the capital and surplus

of your bank ?

Mr. Law. The capital is $200,000, with a surplus of $300,000.

Senator O'Goeman. And your deposits?

Mr. Law. $1,800,000.

Mr. Chairman, I will make the concluding remarks on behalf of

the committee representing the country banliers. Allow me to say

at the outset that, as you perhaps know, the committee which is at-

tending these hearings is composed of one representative from each

State, appointed by the country bankers' conference held in Boston^

and I was appointed on that committee from the State of Texas.

1 particularly wanted to emphasize to this committee the fact

—

representing the country bankers, particularly of Texas—that ac-

cording to the comptroller's report of 1912 there are 515 national

banks in the State of Texas and over 90 per cent of that number are

country banks.
I wanted particularly to lay stress on the fact that the country

banks, the country national bankers, of Texas are desirous, I thinky

almost unanimously, of entering this proposed system. We realize

the need of it, and we believe that the Government is trying to

formulate a bill that will provide the relief needed, provide for a

more elastic currency, and provide for the mobilization and utiliza-

tion of reserves.

But on behalf of the country banks of Texas allow me to say that

we believe that the bill as it stands now will, perhaps, work some
hardships upon us as country bankers that we can hardly afford to

bear. They have been enumerated before you. In the first place,,

we belie\e that the loss tliaL will be entailed to us on account of the
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depreciation in value of the Government bonds held against circula-
tion a,nd against deposits will be a hard loss for us to bear. The loss
we will necessarily have, to absorb on account of the proposed reo-u-
lations in regard to exchange, will take away from us one of the
principal sources of revenue of the country baiik
Then, if the proposed segregation of savings deposits were carried

into effect it would remove from us another source of income—one
of the principle sources.

Then, in addition allow me to say that Texas, being primarily an
agricultural State, and the banking business there being based largely
on agriculture, we have conditions there that are different, perhaps,
from conditions in some other centers of this country. Nearly all of
the loans that the country banks make in my State are farm loans,
either directly or indirectly. I do not mean by that real-estate loans,
but advances made to the farmers for the purpose of harvesting their
crops. We either loan directly to the farmer or the farn er has his
dealings with the merchant who carries him, and we in turn carry
the merchant. In either case the loans can not be liquidated until
harvest time.

That leads me up to the point of saying that under the provision
of the bill as it now stands not longer than 90-day maturities are
eligible to rediscount from the member banks with the Federal
reserve bank. In order for the Federal reserve bank to n easure up
to the fullest standard of usefulness to the country banks in any
agricultural section it will be necessary, in our opinion, to lengthen
the maturity of paper that can be rediscounted by the member banks
with the Federal reserve bank.

I believe, after conferring with a large number of country bank-
ers throughout my State and some from outside of Texas, that if

a provision can be written into this bill enabling the lengthening of
these maturities, even a percentage of them, to six months it will

give us the relief sought for. And it is n^y purpose primarily in

appearing before the committee to emphasize the fact that the coun-
try bankers of Texas are in sympathy with the resolutions passed by
the country bankers' conference at Boston and to say that we feel

that this bill as it now stands will work some hardships that we can
ill afford to stand, but that these amendments which have been sug-

gested, if they can be written into the bill, the country bankers, not

only of Texas, but throughout the United States, will not only come
into the proposed association, but will gladly come.

Senator Pomerene. May I ask you a question, please, without in-

terrupting you ?

Mr. Law. Yes.
Senator Pomeee>-e. How do your monthly loans compare one

month with another, in amount?
Mr. Law. They fluctuate quite a good deal.

Senator Pomerene. In about what ratio?

Mr. Law. Well, in the making of the crop our loans are, I would
say, 50 per cent greater than they are for the harvest.

Senator Pomerene. That is during what months, now, would you

say, they are the largest ?

Mr. Law. We begin to make advances to the farmer along in Jan-

uary and February. Those advances are continuous as he plants liis
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crop, as he cultivates, to the harvest time. We make further ad-

vances until the crop is actually harvested and sold. We not only

do this, but sometipies, and frequently, the banks are called upon to

assist the farmer to hold his crop for more advantageous prices, even

after it is harvested.
. » . .

Senator Pomekene. The thought I wanted to develop, it it is true,

is the fact that you have notes constantly maturing every month. Is

not that a fact?

Mr. Law. Yes, sir ; a certain percentage of them.

Senator Pomeeene. A very substantial amount?

Mr. Law. A great percentage of our loans, Senator, mature in the

harvest time, in the fall. We make those loans for instance, in Feb-

ruary, and they run until October.

Senator Pomeeene. And during what seasons of the year do you

require additional accommodations; or do you require them?

Mr. Law. Yes, sir. It is during the seasons when we are making

the heaviest advances to the farmers, generally along in July and

August, when our resources are at the lowest ebb and the demand

is greatest.

Senator Nelson. If the proportion of the paper to be discounted—

say if 25 per cent of it would be 4-months' paper, 25 per cent 6-

months paper, and the balance 90-day paper, would not that help

you out ? I mean the maturity ?

Mr. Law. That we could rediscount with the reserve bank?
Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Law. Yes, sif

.

Senator Nelson. Say 50 per cent of it was 90-day paper; 25 per

cent 4-months paper, and 25 per cent 6-months paper ?

Mr. Law. That would help out a great deal.

Senator Pomeeene. What portion of your loans are six-months

paper ?

Mr. Law. I would say 50 per cent.

Senator Pomeeene. And the balance less than that?

Mr. Law. Perhaps 25 per cent is less than 25 per cent more.
Senator Pomeeene. That would be nine months, would it, or a

year?
Mr. Law. Hardly any loan runs over six months, and we think the

six months would measure up to the requirements, perhaps, because

we would not rediscount any of this paper until part of the time had
elapsed. Paper maturing in October we need not use for redis-

count until April or May.
Senator Pomeeene. At any period of the year would the six-

months paper that you have on hand exceed one-half of your total

loans?
Mr. Law. I hardly think so, Senator. It would perhaps approxi-

mate one-half at certain seasons of the year.

Senator Pomeeene. And the balance would be less than that

—

most of it ?

Mr. Law. Perhaps most of it would be less than that.

Senator Reed. Without desiring to cut anyone off, there are some

New York bankers and Kansas bankers who have been here for
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several days; and I can say, I think, for the committee that if ther-Pare any of the gentlemen who are here who desiiV to fill «!. k ^
or suggestions with the committee, we ^ould btv /^ifd toTonSrthem. But m justice to those who have been waitfn| here I believe

_^Senator Weeks. You, of course were present at the Boston meet-

Mr. Law. Yes.
Senator Weeks. Did you attend all of the conferences there?
Mr. Law. Yes.
Senator Weeks. And you were present at the meeting at which

the resolutions which you come here to advocate were adopted?
Mr. Law. Yes.
Senator Weeks. I have in my hand here an extract from a Wash-

ington evening paper relating to those resolutions, and I want to ask
you about your opinion of the correctness of the statement made, and
I will read it

:

The hint is conveyed that the influence of the big banlvers of Xew York is
responsible for the apparent unanimity among banliers that really does not
exist, judging from hundreds of letters the President has from bankers in dif-

ferent parts of the country giving the bill their approval. It is recognized by
the administration, it was intimated in several quarters to-day, that the pres-

sure of the ruling banks of New York is terrific among banks in other parts of

the country dependent on these institutions, to a large extent, for favors and
assistance. There is likely to be a quiet investigation, etc.

Now I know nothing about the correctness of this statement.

There is not a solitary instance of a similar statement, and it is of

considerable importance to this committee to know whether any
terrific or other influence was used to persuade you country bankers,

so called, to adopt the resolutions which you did adopt.

Mr. Law. I would say, most emphatically not. Senator. My ob-

servation, and I was present at all the conferences and all of the

meetings, and at a good many informal conferences that were not

held at any of the sessions—I found absolutely no evidence of any-

thing of that kind.

Senator Weeks. Did you see any such evidence manifest at the

Boston convention, or any influence to have such resolutions as you

adopted considered ?

Mr. Law. The first mention I heard of it. Senator, was the dis-

patches from Washington that news had reached Washington those

sinister influences were at work.
Senator Weeks. And you did not see or hear anything of it ?

Mr. Law. No, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, gentlemen, I believe the commitee has heard
representatives of the Boston meeting as far as you have desired. If
there are any ;further suggestions you have to make, we would be
glad to have you send them to us in written form. We are not
trying to cut you off, but I understand your wishes have been com-
plied with.
Mr. Perkins, we will hear you now.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES H. PERKINS, PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK, OF ALBANY, N. Y.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Perkins, just state your full name and

the bank with which you are connected. __,,-..
Mr. Perkins. James H. Perkins, Albany, N. Y. The National

Commercial Bank.
Senator O'Gorman. Capitalized at what?
Mr. Perkins. A million dollars and a surplus of a million and a

half.

Senator O'Gorman. And deposits?

Mr. Perkins. About $25,000,000.

Senator O'Gorman. I suppose that is one of the largest banks in

the State, outside of the city of New York ?

Mr. Perkins. Yes ; the largest, except the Marine Bank at Buffalo,

I think. Mr. Treman and 'myself come here to represent the cur-

rency conamittee of the New York State Bankers' Association, which

committee has been at work on this bill for the last six weeks or two

months, off and on, and to offer some suggestions that they wish

offered on the bill, in the way of amendments.
In the first place, we recognize in the present banking system two

great faults, one of which is the inelastic currency, and the other is

the reserve system which has always broken down in time of stress.

We believe the bill in its present form to a certain extent entirely

obviates the one and to a certain extent obviates the other of those

difficulties. An elastic currency, we believe, is provided for, and

we are not going to make any suggestions upon that subject.

I will first take up the matter of reserves, which is the last matter

the country banks have been talking about, and therefore, perhaps,

it will work in better at this time than later. We are not inclined to

agree with the proposition that has been put forward that the re-

serves should be allowed to remain with their present reserve agents.

We believe that the only money that should be reserve, if this new
system goes through, is money that is held in the vault of the bank
or that is held with the regional reserve bank. And although we
believe that that will cause a great deal of upset during tlie transition

period, we think that tliat has been somewhat obviated by the lower-

ing of the reserve required. We do ask, however, that the period of

transition from the present system to the new system be made much
more gradual than is contemplated in the bill. We represent, as you
see, not only the larger banks of New York City but tlie country
banks scattered throughout the State. There are about 800 banks
in our association, 600 of whom are outside of the city of New York.
Senator Pomerene. You mean national banks?
Mr. Perkins. No; all kinds of banks. Senator. We feel that if

the banks of the country, national banks of the country, are required

immediately upon the organization of these new banks to deposit

with the reserve agents 3 per cent of their deposits, and the capital

that is required by the bill, it is going to cause a readjustment of

credit that will very seriously handicap the credit community of the

country. For instance, you take at one banlj in Albany, with which
I am more familiar than I would be with any other: We have
$9,000,000 deposits from national banks that are kept with us as

reserve deposits. We do not know whether that is their whole
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reserve, or not. It probably is not. But let us suppose that is, we
will say, 5 per cent. If three-fifths of that money is suddenly taken
out of our bank and placed in the reserve bank, that is going to
cause a contraction in our credits, which will be hard to meet and
which will be very hard on the community to whom we are loaning
money. We recommend that that transition be carried on much more
slowly; that instead of 3 per cent—we have not established any
exact figure, but for instance, instead of 3 per cent being taken out at
once, that 1 per cent be put into the Federal bank to start with.

Senator O'Goeman^. That is, the deposits?
Mr. Perkins. The deposits. And let that continue, we will say,

for six months, or something of that kind, and then another 1 per
cent be paid in, and that will continue for six months, aild then
another 1 per cent. I believe that one of the greatest menaces that
the bill has is the contraction that will be made necessary by the
change of the reserves. That is the point we are particularly anxious
on, in that regard. We believe that the reserves should be in the
reserve association; we do not ask that they be allowed to stay with
us. That is my view, although it was a hard one to swallow.
Senator O'Goeman. That is your view, although your bank has

$25,000,000 of reserves on deposit now ?

Mr. Perkins. Yes.
Senator Eeed. Would it help them if, instead of the bank being

required to carry cash down to the reserve bank and put it in, and
then carry over its notes and rediscount them and bring the money
back, you were permitted under this bill, in lieu of cash or in lieu of
a portion of this cash, to deposit approved securities as part of your
reserve ?

Mr. Perkins. Yes. That would help, of course.

Senator O'Gorman. Is not that permitted indirectly by the pro-
visions of the pending bill ? Of course taking out of this considera-
ble portion of your deposits would, if it was not compensated for in

some other way, necessarily cause a serious contraction. But will that

not be compensated for by your ability at once to secure the benefits of
the rediscounts ?

Mr. Perkins. I think so, in a certain way, Senator. But you see,

the question is so large that it is not the desire of any banker to

rediscount such an enormous amount of money as we have to to carry

this thing out. Take in our bank, for instance : If we lost three or

four millions we do not want to go with a capital of a million and
borrow two or three million dollars, bang, right off the g-un. Our
people are not educated to seeing their banks borrow that way
quickly. I believe the banks are going to become borrowers under
this system, and it will be considered all right in time, but I think

if you do it right off, quickly, it is going to create an uneasiness

and disturbance in the community.
Senator O'Gorman. How much would you have to contribute?

Mr. Perkins. $100,000.

Senator O'Gorman. What is the amount of your deposits ?

Mr. Perkins. Of our deposits ?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Perkins. Our deposits are $25,000,000. Of that $25,000,000

$15,000,000 come to us because we are a reserve bank. $9,000,000 of

that $15,000,000 are from national banks.
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Senator Reed. Under the bill as it is, how much money would

you have to take over. to this regional bank?
Mr. Perkins. It is a pretty hard thing to tell, Senator, because

we do not laiow just what portion of this is bank reserves they have

with us.

Senator Reed. Suppose your deposits remained as they do now;

you would have to carry over, for your capital stock, how much
money ?

Mr. Perkins. $100,000.

Senator Ebed. How much are your deposits—$25,000,000?

Mr. Perkins. Yes.

Senator Reed. Then you would have two
Mr. Perkins (interposing). "We would put in 3 per cent of that.

Senator Reed. Three per cent now, but ultimately

Mr. Perkins, (interposing). Five per cent.

Senator Reed. Which would be $1,000,000.

Mr. Perkins. $1,250,000.

Senator Reed. Of course, now, if these banks that now deposit

with you are simply carrying reserves and there are $9,000,000 of

reserves with you, when this bill goes into effect, those reserves will

go out of your bank?
Mr. Perkins. That is what we are afraid of. We are not afraid

of what we have to contribute, or what we have to put in, but these

reserves will be taken from us and put in the reserve bank. We
think that should be by slow steps, in order to give us a chance to

liquidate the business which we are carrying on and have been

carrying on and building up for a great many years.

Senator Nelson. You are required to pay 60 per cent of it within

60 days?
Mr. Perkins. Yes.

Senator Reed. If you had to circumscribe your loans $9,000,000,

it would have a very serious effect upon the business of the country?

Mr. Perkins. Over the whole State, yes.

Senator Reed. What is going to take the place of that? Assuming
that that goes on all over the United States, not only in Albany, but

in Buffalo and the whole country? Here is a fund that is now de-

posited and redeposited and is actually working in the commerce
of the country. Now, it is to be withdrawn, and part of it, at least,

put into the regional bank. What is going to take the place of that

under this bill?

Mr. Perkins. Of course, there is going to be a certain amount of

money released, because smaller reserves are required under the bill.

In the second place, there probably will be more money released be-

cause this bill provides a way for getting money, and the banks will

loan a little closer than they have been loaning. The only other

way it can come about is through the banks becoming borrowers.

Now, there is one thing that has not been gone into, 1 think, and that

is the banks of New York State, if formed into a regional reserve

bank, would make a very large one, and the largest one, probably,

in the Union. It will probably do less borrowing than the banks
of the other parts of the country. We act as a reserve agent for a

great many of the country banks in New York State. Albany is a

collection-reserve center. I do not believe that the money we loan
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to our corespondents, that all the three national banks in Albany loan
to their correspondents, runs over a half a million dollars at a time.
Senator Nelson. That is, that they borrow of you ?

Mr. Perkins. That they borrow of us. They are not borrowers.
I do not see anything in this bill that should make them borrowers.
They have not any new burden to carry.

Senator O'GoRjrAN. The fact that they have additional oppor-
tunity to secure money will not, necessarily, lead them to an expan-
sion of their banking activity ?

Mr. Perkins. No. The difficulty is as you suggest. Senator, that
this money is all going to be piled into this great regional reserve
bank, and I think it is going to be a very serious trouble to get that
money out into use again—at any rate for a time. I think it is going
to be a very slow process.

Senator Nelson. Three per cent must be paid in 60 days, and then
you do not ultimately get to the end of the 5 per cent until the end
of 36 months.
Mr. Perkins. No.
Senator Nelson. Suppose you take the 5 per cent; you do not

object to that ultimate period?
Mr. Perkins. No.
Senator Nelson. Suppose you take the 5 per cent and distribute

it more equitably in the three years.

Mr. Perkins. That was my idea, Senator, yes.

Senator Nelson. That is, so much within six months, so much
within a year, so much within 18 months, so much within two years,

so much within two years and a half, and finally 5 per cent by the

end of the three years.

Mr. Perkins. That is my idea. Senator.

Senator Nelson. That is, divide the 5 per cent equitably within

that period ?

Mr. Perkins. Yes.
Senator Bristow. That is what he suggested, Senator.

Senator Pomerene. Into a half-dozen payments, instead of two-

or three ?

Mr. Perkins. I think it would be a very serious proposition. I

think there would be a danger there.

Senator Keed. If you were starting a bank to-day—take your

bank: You would take $1,000,000 for capital stock and pay it in

and then you have $25,000,000 of deposits in your vaults. You
would not know what to do with it, and it would take a number of

years to get into a position to utilize that $25,000,000 of deposits?

Mr. Perkins. Yes : and this banlc is going to be so much bigger

than ours ; there is no comparison. Senator. It is going to be one of

the biggest things we ever saw.

Senator Keed. And you think it ought to grow gradually
;_

its

resources ought to grow gradually in order that it can put theminto.

use gradually and the system, instead of being created m a nighty

ought to be created over a reasonable period of time?

Mr. Perkins. Yes ; I think three years is a proper time, but 1

think if it could be distributed over the three years it would be

much safer. You see, 3 per cent is the larger part of your 5 per

cent. It is the bulk of it.
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Senator Nelsox. And you would distribute it within that period;

that is what tou suggest?

Mr. Perkins. Well, I think if the new bank gets its cajjital, as is

provided by the bill, and gets 1 per cent of the deposits of its mem-
ber banks

Senator Nelson (interposing). In what time?

Mr. Perkins. Immediately, and the Government deposits, as is

provided by the bill, that that would keep it going from six to nine

months, with all it could do to organize and get that thing into

shape, and then you could put in another one per cent.

Senator Nelson. By the end of another six months ?

Mr. Perkins. By the end of another six months, and another 1

per cent at the end of that six months, and so on. I think it would

be a very easy thing to arrange it.

Senator Eeed. How would it do to leave it to the central board to

make calls, sooner or later, as the business of the bank required?

In other words, vesting them with about the same discretion that an

ordinary board of directors would have in the management of a

bank ?

Mr. Perkins. The only objection to that. Senator, would be the

uncertainty on the part of the member banks as to just when they

would be called upon for the money.
Senator Reed. Suppose they gave them 30 or 60 days' notice?

Mr. Perkins. Yes ; if they could only call it in limited amounts.

Senator Nelson. It would be much better to put it in the law.

Mr. Perkins. I think so, too, sir. The minute the law passed, if

it did, you would go right to work to carry out a definite program.

Senator Reed. Is there anything else you have to suggest ?

Mr. Perkins. Yes. I have two or three other things. We sug-

gest that the regional reserve banks do not pay any interest on the

Government deposit; that the rate of interest paid to subscribing

banks be increased to 6 per cent.

Senator Nelson. You mean the dividends?

Mr. Perkins. Yes ; the dividends. Excuse me. The dividends to

the member banks being increased to 6 per cent, and that the earn-

ings above the 6 per cent and the surplus that is accumulated, or to

be accumulated, to be paid to the Government. Our idea in that is

this, that it is the very essence of this scheme that these banks be

not money makers. That is not what they are for, as we understand

it, and if all the money above a certain percentage that is made by.

the banks goes to the Government, you do not give any incentive to

the management of the bank to make it a money-making institution.

You leave it to perform its functions of regulating the rates of

interest and regulating the flow of gold to this country and from this

country and carrying out the functions for which it was created. I

think it is important also that the member banks be guaranteed their

6 per cent on their subscriptions, and I do not see why the Govern-
ment should be paid interest on their deposits any more than any-

body else should.

Senator O'Goeman. You have given a good reason. If we concluded
all beyond the surplus should go to the Government, then it would
be an idle thing to give the Government an interest rate which would
simply be taken out of that surplus.
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Mr. Peekins. Taking it out of one pocket and putting it in the
other.

Senator Pomerene. And your further theory is that the Govern-
ment IS not paid interest, or that if the dividends which the banks
should get or the stockholders should get should be in excess of 6
per cent it might be a temptation to give more attention to the
earnmg power of the regional bank than the individual bank?
Mr. Perkins. I think so; yes.

Senator Pomeeene. One of our good friends this morning said
that there would not be anything above 5 or 6 per cent.
Mr. Perkins. That depends on how the bill is framed.
Senator Eeed. Do you mean to say the Government ought to

guarantee the 6 per cent?
Mr. Perkins. No.
Senator Reed. You did use that expression.
Mr. Peekins. I think the chances would be it would be cumulative.
Senator Nelson. It would be sufficient if it were cumulative?
Mr. Perkins. Yes.
Senator Nelson. So if it did not get it the one year it would get it

the next ?

Mr. Perkins. Yes.
Senator O'Gorman. What is the next objection?
Mr. Perkins. The next objection is in regard to the collection

of country checks and items, which has been gone into pretty
thoroughly here to-day. I think, however, we all recognize—now,
this is my business ; I am one of those city collection banks that is

supposed to make this great profit out of the collection business

—

and I thinli that everybody who is in touch with this business recog-
nizes the fact that our present collection system is very unscientific.

It is not adequate and it is not good. For instance, I can give you
a few examples. I know of a banker in Buffalo if you undertook to

deposit a check there on Tonawanda, which is 10 miles away, they
will charge you exchange for the collection of that.

Senator O'Gorman. At what rate ?

Mr. Perkins. I can not quote the rate on that. It will ship it to

Albany. We will ship it back to Tonawanda, who will keep it five

or six days, or sometimes longer. They will charge us exchange

and ship it back to us, and we ship it back to Buffalo again. They
are two points within 10 miles of one another. That goes on all

over this country, and, in fact, I can not help but think that the

country bankers weakened their position this morning when they

said they make 25 per cent of their earnings out of their exchange

charges.

I do not know whether you are entitled to make 25 per cent

of your earnings. I think it is a thing you have got to be more

careful about than any other provision in the bill, in a way, be-

cause if the Government goes into the collection of these items they

charge for exchange at par so that there will not be any dividends

whatever. I think the regional reserve banks should be allowed to

act as clearing houses under rules and provisions prescribed by their

directors or the Federal reserve board. I think it would be a scien-

tific way to handle that thing, to clear the items m the regional re-

serve banks.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 ^27
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Senator Nelson. It would be a tremendous expense.

Mr. Perkins. It would be a tremendous expense, and it has g(

to be paid out. They can not do it at par without charging for e:

change.
Our transit department costs us every year about $300,000 <

operate it.

Senator O'Goeman. The transit department ?

Mr. Perkins. The transit department. It costs us half a niillio

dollars to operate the whole of the transit department, and that ii

eludes the interest on the bank deposits. Take that out, and the cos

of operation will run in excess of $300,000, that is for clerical hir<

and the official force, postage, and interest that we lose during th

time when the money is outstanding, and the exchange charges.

Senator Pomeeene. Can you tell us what your cost would be pe

thousand ?

Mr. Perkins. I have it at home, but I can not give it to you noi^

Senator Reed. I wish you would send it to us.

Mr. Perkins. I will get the figures and send them to you. Senator

My point is this: Do not make a compulsory thing in the act

Put it in the hands of the Federal reserve board or the regiona
boards to establish rules and regulations to regulate that coUectioi

business. The country banker deserves consideration. He can no
remit at par without charging; he has to be taken care of in thi

thing, but it ought to be equitable.

Senator Nelson. What do you think of the suggestion made hen
that this clearing-house system be limited to checks and drafts of cm
bank upon another?
Mr. Perkins. I think that is a good suggestion, coupled with tb

other suggestion which that same speaker made, that they may per
form the functions of clearing houses. That clause is in the bill

That leaves it in the hands of the Federal reserve board.
Senator Nelson. You are familiar with the resolution that waj

adopted by the country bankers. 'What do you think of the provisioi

that they adopted ?

Mr. Perkins. I think that is a pretty good provision, although ]

do not altogether sympathize with their point of view in adopting it

Senator Nelson. If you omit that provision on page 33 which the]

have indicated and leave the provision on page 24, would not thai

solve it ?

Mr. Perkins. I think it would.
Senator Nelson. Under the provision on page 24 the banks coulc

receive those checks and it would be left with the Federal board tc

determine the charges.
Mr. Perkins. Yes ; I think so. I think that would solve it. Per-

sonally I would rather see it remain as it is, because that is oui
business.

Senator Nelson. And to the public at large it would be a greal
blessing ; there is no doubt about that, but we can not afford to crucifj
the country bankers.
Mr. Perkins. No; I do not think to the public at large, either.
Now, we also believe that some further provisions should be mad,(

to take care of the Government 2 per cent bonds. We believe that i<

is the intention of Congress and everybody else in the country to pro-
vide for those 2 per cent bonds, and we i-ecognize it is one of the mosi
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difficult things to do, which you have got to consider in connection
with this bill. It would not be a safe or proper situation to have the
banks of the country holding those bonds on their books at par when
the bonds are selling on the market at 90. It would not be a right
and proper banking proposition.

I think the best suggestion we have had from our committee

—

they have made two suggestions—one is that the Federal reserve bank
should take over every year a proportion of these bonds at par, the
bonds carrying with them the circulating privilege. That would
take up the slack that will come from the banks that liquidate and
reduce their net circulation, go into the State systems, and so forth.

The other suggestion is that the Government should pay off every
year a certain number of these bonds at par, and I think that probably
is better. It acts as a sinking fund.
Senator Pomerene. Looking at it from the standpoint of the

success of the system, would it not somewhat embarrass the system if

the regional banks were to take over these bonds ?

Mr. Perkins. Well, only that they would then be issuing two
kinds of currency.

Senator Nelson. That would be the trouble, and we ought to get
on one currency basis ultimately.

Mr. Perkins. I think so, too. Senator. If you bought the bonds
at par, and they carry the circulating privilege, they do not cost

you anything
;
you take it out of their money to pay for the bonds.

Senator Pomerene. It might encourage some banks not to go into

the system.

Mr. Perkins. Our suggestion has been that only a certain pro-
portion of these be taken up every year, say, 5 per cent. If 5 per
cent are taken up every year it will only take up the slack in the
bond market. In my opinion it will not enable any man to get out
of the system, if he can only sell 5 per cent of his bonds. The sys-

tem, we hope, at the end of live years will be working so that he will

not want to get out of it.

Senator Nelson. Suppose we leave the dividend at 5 per cent, as it

is, to the stockholders. Suppose we have interest paid on Govern-
ment deposits, and then suppose all that the bank makes over the 5

per cent dividend is devoted to taking up these 2 per cent bonds. In
that way the Government would not have to advance anything it

would get out of the profits of the banks. Why would not that be a

good plan ? I simply offer that as a suggestion.

Mr. Perkins. That might work out. Senator. I think, however, a

surplus should be accumiSated for this regional reserve bank.

Senator Nelson. Yes; I mean after the surplus. Suppose they

pay a moderate interest on the Government deposits, and suppose
we leave the banks with 5 per cent dividends and leave all the other

revenues of the regional banks to become a sinking fimd for the

taking up of the 2 per cent bonds, do you not believe that in the

course of 20 years that would take them up without any outlay of

money. If that would work well, this new system would pay its own
way, and relieve you holders of the 2 per cent bonds and keep your
bonds at par.
Mr. Perkins. Suppose, on the other hand. Senator, they do not

earn any surplus above your requirements ?
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Senator Nelson. Of course, that might be.
-, , ,

Senator O'Goeman. In that contingency there could be subsequent

legislation, providing for the 2 per cent bonds.

Mr. Perkins. Then it would continue for some years, because you

have to roll up your surplus first.

Senator Nelson. Would not legislation of this very nature help to

brace up the 2 per cent bonds and stiffen them in the market ?

Mr. Perkins. I think it would.

Senator O'Goeman. What is your view regarding the substitution

of the 2 per cents, or the redemption of them, and the exchange of

them for 3 per cents ?

Mr. Perkins. I do not think anybody who is going to stay in the

system would want to exchange the 2 per cents with the circulating

privilege for the threes without the circulating privilege. He would

only do it in case he wanted to liquidate before the bonds became due.

In a normal money market the 3 per cent bonds would not sell at par,

in my opinion.

Senator Nelson. We know how the British 2^ per cent consols are.

Senator Reed. What do you think, Mr. Perkins, of the suggestion

that was made here that we retire a portion of these 2 per cent bonds,

issuing in lieu thereof 3 per cent one-year bonds and deposit those

with the reserve banks, holding them, in fact, as Government securi-

ties, with the privilege, on the part of the reserve banks, to sell them
in order to maintain a gold reserve if it became necessary ?

Mr. Perkins. Taking the whole issue up that way, Senator?

Senator Reed. Not necessarily the entire issue, but take a por-

tion of it.

Mr. Perkins. I tell you our whole thought on this proposition has

been that in order to get this system under way, to get it started,

you have got one means of getting the banks all in, and that is the

2 per cent bonds. If they do not have to go in to protect their 2

per cent bonds, most of the banks will wait to see how it works
before they go in. If your system is going to be a success, it has got

to start out with strength, it has got to have the bankers behind it.

In other words, although every man abhors being forced into a thing,

you have got to force the banks into this thing or they will not go in.

Senator O'Gorman. You believe in the compulsory features of the

bill, then?
Mr. Perkins. Yes.
Senator Reed. I do not believe you entirely have the idea. It was

suggested here that one way in which we could take care of a portion

of these bonds would be to take those of them that are now on de-

posit, for instance, take them into this regional reserve bank and
retire them out of the assets of the bank, and then replace the assets

with bonds running one year and drawing 3 per cent, those to be

put aside and not used except for the purpose of maintaining a gold

reserve when it became necessary to use them. Is there anything
in that?
Mr. Perkins.' Yes ; I think that would keep the bonds absolutely

at par.

Senator Reed. And yet the banks would want to come in, and we
would not be forced to buy these bonds unless we wanted to. Do
you think that will work out ?

Mr. Perkins. I should think so.
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Senator Beistow. Do you think legislation adverse to the interests

of the banks should be resorted to in order to force them into a
thing which they think is against their interests?

Mi. Perkins. I do not think I expressed myself quite clearly on
that point. I do not think that any legislation adverse to the banks
should be resorted to. I think, however, that it is human nature for
every man who has been going along under a certain system to wait
to see how a new system goes before he goes into it. It may be
the best system in the world, but I do not believe if it was the best
system in the world that everybody would go into it when it was
organized.

Senator Beistow. Suppose they are forced into it and it proves
to be a bad system ; what would be the effect on the country ?

Mr. Peekins. Very bad.

Senator Bbistow. Why would it not be better to establish a system
and invite capital to subscribe, without forcing anybody, and make it

sufficiently attractive to induce men to take stock, and then let the
banks take their time as to whether they come in or not and let them
find out whether it is going to hurt or benefit them. Why would not
that be better ?

Mr. Perkins. I tell you the great fault of our system, as I see

it now, are two things, one is the inelastic currency and the other is

the method of handling our reserves. The country bank relies on
its reserve agent to take care of it in time of trouble, and the reserve
agent has nobody to rely on in time of trouble. He has got to be
there to take care of all his correspondence. There is no system by
which a reserve agent, in time of trouble, can liquidate his assets,

and yet he is asked to take care of his correspondents.

Senator Beistow. Suppose we had a Federal bank and made re-

serve provisions through this central bank controlled by a Govern-
ment board, the same as this board which is proposed, or similar to

it, and that it was voluntary as to whether a bank should come in or

not, and if banks did not subscribe citizens could be invited to sub-

scribe, and it was made attractive and by virtue of its desirability it

drew the banks of the country into it ; would not that be a very much
better system than the one proposed ?

Senator Nelson. This would be the trouble. Senator, if you will

allow me. These private subscribers would have no reserves to put
into a reserve bank. The French get along pretty well; they do
not have bankers to subscribe to their stocks.

Mr. Perkins. I think the banks—I was coming to that point a

little later. I think the one thing which the bankers of New York
State, all the bankers I have talked with, are most strong on is that

controlling board about which you speak. I believe that if you are

going to keep the banks out of this thing, if they stay out it will be

because they are afraid of that controlling board, in which they have

absolutely no voice.

Senator Beistow. Now, they would not have to come in if they

were afraid of them.
Mr. Perkins. Where will they keep their reserves, then; in the

present way ?

Senator Beistow. Yes.
Mr. Perkins. Then you do not remove the defect, do you?
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Senator Beistow. If it was an actual defect you could create a

bank of issue and a bank of discount, a Federal bank, and bankers

need not subscribe unless they want to, and the Government deposits

are there, and this bank would be ready to loan them to any bank-

ing institution that does deposit its reserves with them.

Mr. Peekins. And that institution would have branches all over

the country?
Senator Bristow. That institution would have branches all over

the country. It is a Federal institution, not controlled by private

stock at all.

Mr. Perkins; It is only a question as to who would go in and who
would not. I think they would be slow to go in.

Senator Bristow. Now, with the example of the Bank of France

before us, do you thinlf that would be the case ?

Mr. Perkins. No; but the people of this country have had two

experiences, I think^ with a Federal bank—a United States bank.

Senator Beistow. That was a private bank.

Mr. Perkins. Yes ; this is privately owned, of course.

Senator O'Gorman. It is privately owned. It is to be controlled by
the Government?

Senator Bristow. Oh, no.

Mr. Perkins. I do not believe—it is simply my personal opinion

—

but I do not believe the banks would come into that system quickly.

It might be that experience would show that it was a wise thing to do.

Senator Bristow. It would not disturb the present system so as to

cause any apprehension as to any danger that might come.

Mr. Perkins. No; but the trouble is that the present situation

needs disturbing.

Senator Bristow. It does not need any disturbance if you create a

means by which any bank can get relief when it needs it if it has the

security ?

Mr. Perkins. No.
Senator Beistow. If it was a bank of issue, and the Government

would discount the paper of any reputable banking institution when
it needed the discount in order to get

Mr. Peekins (interposing). And carried its reserve there?

Senator Beistow. Yes.
Mr. Peekins. "Well, I do not know ; that might work out. I think

the banks of the country are above all desirous that when the system

is put into effect that they have some voice, not a controlling voice—^I

do not think they want that—^but that they have some voice in the

management of the institution.

Senator Beistow. If they are compelled to subscribe their capital

and put their money into it, I think there is no argument against the

proposition. You can not justly force a man, or 100 men, to create

an institution and then say to them that they shall put their money
in it but have nothing whatever to do with its management. But if

they are invited to go in, with the understanding that they do not

have anything to do with it, and that they need not put their money in

unless they want to, they could not have any complaint ?

Mr. Perkins. Not a bit.

Senator Bristow. We had a witness before us, and he was a banker,

who thought that there would be a hundred million subscribed if 5
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per cent dividends were provided within a-short time ; that a hundred
million would be subscribed by the people, who would be eager to o^et

that stock.
* "^

Mr. Perkins. His guess would be just as good as mine. It is not a
situation that has ever been put up to the bankers. I have never
heard it discussed at any meeting.
We suggest that in all places where reserves, either for note issue

or reserves for deposit in Federal reserve banks, are mentioned, that
it be gold, and not gold, and lawful money. That is a question which
I will not argue, but about which Mr. Treman has something to say.
"We also suggest—and this is the thing I spoke of before—that we
should be derelict in our duty to our association if we did not make it

strong that if this proposition goes through, that the banks be given
a representation on the board that controls this great svstem.
Senator O'Gorman. As to that, do you not think the banks will have

their influence felt when they have an advisory board, which is pro-
vided for in this bill?

Mr. Perkins. We suggest. Senator, that the advisory board be
dropped, and that the banks be given a representation oii the board.
Then they are actual working members of this organization and have
a standing.

Senator O'Gorman. Now, suppose the banks had no representation
on the board, and I think it is safe for you to assume that they will
not—do you not think they would be anxious to have the advantages
of this advisory council ?

Mr. Perkins. Undoubtedly, I think.
Senator O'Gorman. Is that all you have ?

Mr. Perkins. No; there is one more thing. We recommend very
strongly that the number of reserve banks be substantially reduced
from 12, as provided in the bill now, believing that the essence of
this whole movement is to unite the reserves 'of the country in as
strong institutions as it is possible to make, and not to have any one
or two or three that are very much weaker than those. There are an
endless number of arguments for that which you have undoubtedly
heard, but perhaps the strongest, and one that is least harped on, too.

is the fact that we believe under this system, if this system is put
into effect, there will grow up around these centers what is called in

Europe open discount markets, or places where bank acceptances,

notes, or bank acceptances and indorsements will be bought and sold

in the open market. The advantage of those open discount markets
can hardly be overestimated, because it makes a place where you can

invest money well, and where you can liquidate money easily. It will

take away absolutely the necessity for one of the worst features of

the present system, that is, loaning money on call in Wall Street.

For instance, in Albany, if I have a sudden deposit of $1,000,000

or $2,000,000 that is liable to remain in my bank a week or a month.
I can not go out and invest that in four or five or six months' paper.

The only thing in the world I can do with that money and earn any-

thing is' to put it in New York on call loans, and I believe that is one

of the worst features of the present system, and one that will be obvi-

ated if you have a few strong central points around which will grow
up open discount markets. That is all I have to say, gentlemen.
'

r. Treman will now speak to you.S
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Senator Nelson. I think you are just right on that subject. I am

glad to hear you talk that way.

STATEMENT OF EOBEET TREMAN, OF ITHACA, N. Y., PRESIDENT
OF THE TOMPKINS COUNTY NATIONAL BANK, ITHACA, N. Y.,

AND PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK STATE BANKERS' ASSO-

CIATION.

Senator O'Gorman. Will you kindly give your name and address

and banking connections ?

Mr. Treman. Eobert Treman; Ithaca, N. Y.
;
president of the

Tompkins County National Bank, director of the Ithaca Trust Co.,

trustee of the Ithaca Savings Bank, and president of the New York
State Bankers' Association ; and, in a business way, I am president of

the New York State Hardware Association, as I spend a part of my
time in the hardware jobbing business.

I want to speak in reference to the gold reserve in these reserve
banks only.

If there is any one thing that the bankers of the State of New
York feel strongly about, so far as I have been able to get their ex-

pressions, thej are united, I believe, in thinking that the reserve

against deposits and the reserve against note issue in the Federal re-

serve banks should be in gold and gold only, and therefore the words
" in lawful money " in two or three sections of this bill should be
eliminated and the word " gold " should be the only one used. In
other words, that should be the only kind of reserve for the Federal
reserve bank.
The question naturally arises, first

Senator Pomerene (interposing). You would limit that to the
Federal reserve banks and not extend it to the reserves of the mem-
ber banks?
Mr. Treman. No; just the Federal reserve banks. The reasons

for that are two, in my judgment. You may ask why should it be
done, and, second, how can the gold be provided with which to do it.

Now, so far as the reason for it is concerned, if there is anything
that this bank is supposed to do it is to properly mobilize and pro-
tect the reserves. And those reserves should not be scattered in the

25,000 banks of the country, but should be mobilized in these field

banks—I am speaking of the gold reserve—these few Federal reserve

banks. We are entering upon a great foreign distribution of goods.

Anyone who has traveled in countries aside from Continental Europe
will be surprised to find, as the little traveling I have done has shown
me, how we Americans are not occupying the foreign markets. When
you go through Turkey, and especially Palestine, you find very fre-

quent instances where the Germans and the Englishmen have gone in

and their goods are sold out there. You would be surprised at the

amount of German goods in the part of Palestine governed by

Turkey.
I was in Venezuela and other South American countries this last

winter and found upon inquiry that nearly all the goods there came
from Germany or from Great Britain. You go into Cuba, and in all

of these places you will find branch banks of English or German
banks, or they have banking connections, so that they have ways of
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paying the funds back and forth between these countries and the
country from which they buy.
One of the provisions of this new reserve-bank proposition, as 1

understand it, is to offer better facilities for our foreign commerce
and for the transfer of money back and forth in our foreign com-
merce. There is only one money that is recognized by those people,
and that is gold.

_
And it seems to me if you want to establish a new

banking proposition which is to have strength, especially in foreign
countries, it must have the reserve in the gold standard which they
have, which all the leading civilized countries have. If this Federal
bank is to prove what is expected of it, it has to be practically an
anchor against any disturbance in this country caused by foreign
obligations. For instance, if we had a condition in the last six
months in which the demands to finance the war between Italy and
Turkey and the war between the Balkan States and Turkey, and the
war in the Balkan States has for six months or more disturbed our
markets here, we must be in a condition in this banking proposition
to protect the country against the withdrawal of gold which we do
not want to go out from this country.
Now, those gold reserves should be concentrated in one place where

they can be controlled and where currency can be issued against
them.

One of the troubles in 1907 was that our banking credits had been
extended and had been growing so much for two or three years
previous to that time, and the large overexpansion of banking credits.

You had at the time in the United States Treasury the largest aggre-
gation of gold bullion and coin that was ever collected in any country,

but you could not use it because it belonged to the owners of the gold
certificates which were scattered all over the country.

Now, what you want is to have those reserves in a position where
they can be utilized, not only to protect the paper issues, but also to

protect the bank credits and to supply the currency and the credits

also that is necessary in certain emergencies. It can be well asked

how you are going to do this. If you will pardon me a moment,
I will give you some figures in regard to the gold of the country.

We have in round numbers 3,600 million of all kinds of lawful

money in this country. Of that money 364 million is segregated in

the Treasury. These are the figures of a year ago.

Now, we will assume that is out of circulation. Of the 3,200 mil-

lions that are practically in circulation, 1,500 millions are in the

banks, reported to be in the banks, and the 1,700 millions remaining

are scattered in commerce and in private banks. Of the 1,500 mil-

hons in the banks, $882,000,000, practically a little less than $900,-

000,000 of gold, was in the banks, in their vaults, either gold or gold

certificates, against which there was bullion in the Treasury. Of the

$900,000,000 the national banks held $600,000,000 of gold at that

time.

What is going to be required to furnish gold for these reserves?

You have got to protect the Government deposits up to S^ per cent

of that. We will assume they will be $200,000,000. That is what the

House committee gave out. You will practically get from the mem-
ber banks $300,000,000, and you will have a total of deposits m the

banks of substantially $500,000,000, against which you must have

$167,000,000 of gold.
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The next thing you are to provide for is a gold reserve for any of

these Federal reserve bank notes. How much that will be no one

can tell, but it is assumed it will not make any undue drain on your
gold, because you will protect them by an equal amount of other

assets, by the capital of your bank before you touch your gold, and
it would seem to me it would be a proper way to maintain your notes

that you issue by having the reserve entirely in gold and not in any
promise to pay or any other form of lawful money, so called. If

you provide that reserve in gold, you will, it seems to me, gain the

confidence of the banks of the country in regard to the stability of

those Federal reserve banks and you will gain the confidence of the

business community, because they will feel that there is actual money
in the vaults of those banks, and you will strengthen your position

with the foreign people immeasurably over what it will be if you
have gold or lawful money. They do not understand that. It does
not seem to me that it is nearly so essential that you should have in

your member banks so much gold in reserve, because if you establish

this system your Federal reserve banks will become the father to the

child all the time, and the child will be going to the father. That is

the way it is in England. They do not carry any gold reserve to any
amount. If they want any, they go to the Bank of England. If

the gold is being withdrawn from the Bank of England, it raises its

discount rate.

In 1907, when this country wanted gold, they called upon England,
and the Bank of England had to furnish the gold that was brought
over to this country, and within the period of two months between
October and December the Bank of England supplied over $100,-

000,000 of gold to this country. Their reserve at that time was only
about $150,000,000 of gold. You would ask why did that not weaken
them? Because the man at the head of the Bank of England was
a man trained in banking, and he watches these matters, and the
moment there is any danger anywhere in the world they begin to

hoist the flag of distress by raising the discount rate, and during this

period their discount rate at that time was raised from 4^ to 7 per
cent, and the German banks, or rather the Eeichsbank, raised their

rate from 5^ to 7| per cent. The Bank of France did not raise theirs

quite as much. It went, I think, from 3^ to 4J per cent within that
time. Each one did that to draAV gold from other countries to them
by reason of the discount. What was the result? The Bank of
England had some £30,000,000, or $150,000,000 of gold, in their re-

serve at the time of the panic in this country in October. Notwith-
standing the -fact that they supplied $100,000,000 of gold to this

country, they landed on December 23 with £29,000,000, or about
$140,000,000, still in their reserves that they had drawn from other
places.

Now, the banks of New York State, whatever the rest of the country
may feel, feel strongly that in that need we should have a banking
system so strong that it will provide for any unusual emergency, for
the extension of bank credits, and for the protection of the paper
currency of the country, and if you do that you will make a sttong
institution, and the small member banks will take care of their

reserves.

I am a country banker. I listened to the remarks of some of the
gentlemen who are in the same class as I am in regard to the chan^
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in reserves and what effect it is going to have. I have heard a great
deal of discussion about the unfairness of this new bill to the country-
bankers in compelling them to do so-and-so. Now, they refer to a
bank of $1,000,000 deposits. Under the present national-bank act
we are required to keep $150,000—15 per cent—reserve. Of that we
must keep 6 per cent, or $90,000 in our vaults. Nine per cent can be
in a bank in New York, Albany, or some other place, wherever we
choose to put it so long as it is a reserve bank. We have been <^et-
ting 2 per cent on that $90,000 ; that is, $1,800 a year, if I am not
mistaken.
Now, under this new proposition you release 3 per cent, or $30,000.

That become the property of the bank to be used for loaning or in
any way they care to invest it, in bonds or otherwise. I submit that
at the present time they can not earn 6 per cent on that money and
make the $1,800, so that although the banker is compelled to put his
money in the Federal reserve bank without interest, still, with the
lowering of the reserve, he does not suffer a great deal, and it does
not seem to me it works a great hardship to our bank.
Now, we recognize in New York that some conditions are very

different, as Mr. Perkins has said. The rediscount system is not in
vogue to a great extent with the New York State national banks, be-
cause they have been educated to believe they ought to take care of
themselves and not discount their paper. Under this system I think
there will be a change of sentiment, and we undoubtedly will go to
our Federal reserve bank and feel that it is perfectly justifiable, it is

honorable, and not a sign of weakness
Senator Pomeeene (interposing). And in every case it is regarded

as perfectly legitimate and good banking.
Mr. Treman. The bank I have been connected with as president

for 10 years never has rediscounted up to the present time, to my
knowledge. We buy bonds when we are flush, and carry them along.
If we are in trouble we may send them to the New York bank and
say, " If we should overdraw any day you have those bonds as protec-
tion." But we try to avoid that, and those bonds have lain there a
good many years. We also have the opportunity to sell our bonds in
the open market at a slight loss, which is compensated for.

So I could not agree personally with the feeling that you are treat-

ing these small country banks wrong in compelling them to go into

the Federal reserve bank. I feel strongly that what we need in this

country is just such a central organization, composed of two, three,

five, or seven units, or something like that. Personally I would
make them as small as possible. I would have a few banks and then let

them have different branches in the various places that are convenient.

Senator Pomeeene. You mean to make the number of banks small ?

Mr. Teeman. Yes; 4, 5, or 6, instead of 12 as your bill provides.

And it seems to me that by establishing the banks around you can

make points of convenience for these men who have felt that the

reserve bank was going to be so far off they would never get into

touch with it. You have the power to provide for branch banks in

those places, and make your connection in that way, and it certainly

will result in your having greater control in times of emergency if

you only have a few banks that will work together, and there is apt

to be less friction than by having a large number.
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Senator Nelson. There is one point I should like to ask you about;
you did not make it quite as clear as I should like. I agree with you
it ought to be a gold reserve, but how is a gold reserve to be provided
for these regional banks in the first instance?
Mr. Treman. If you left it to me I should have every member bank

that subscribes pay for its stock in that bank in gold to start with.

You give to your Federal reserve bank the right to purchase gold
bullion in the market if they want to, but I want to point out that

under your plan of reducing the reserves in cash m the central

reserve city from 25 to 18, and in the reserve from 12J to 9, and
in the country bank from 6 to 5, you are going to realize from
$230,000,000 to $250,000,000 cash. That all could be paid over, but
you do not need it. If the deposits are not more than they are

estimated—$550,000,000—you only need about $150,000,000 to

$175,000,000 in gold. If you will make them pay their stock in

gold you will start with about $100,000,000, and the rest can be ac-

cumulated in such a way as a bank may prefer to get the gold out of

its own vaults into the other.

Senator Nelson. This has occurred to me as a defect in the bill.

It did not provide in the first instance how this gold reserve should
be acquired. There was no provision in the bill for that 33 per
cent gold reserve, and it seemed to me—but I did not dare sug-

gest it before, and I am glad you have suggested it—that the only
way we could get it in the first instance would be to make these stock

subscriptions at the outset in cash.

Mr. Teeman. Take our case. We have $100,000 and $150,000 sur-

plus. We pay 10 per cent for our stock

Senator Nelson (interposing). The last bank statement we have
here, if my recollection is good, discloses that the national banks
have something over $750,000,000 in gold at this time.

Mr. Treman. I have not seen the last statement. The last I

have is June, 1912, and there were $882,000,000 of gold in the banks,

of which the national banks had about $600,000,000.

Senator Nelson. I think the last statement discloses a little over

$700,000,000.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Treman, you and Mr. Perkins were at the

convention in Boston?
Mr. Treman. Yes, sir; I was there for only a day or a day and a

half.

Senator O'Gorman. Did you participate in the deliberations of the

convention ?

Mr. Treman. Yes, sir ; to some extent. I found they were getting

into what seemed to me a rather acrimonious debate, and it was
after lunch time, and I arose, went to the platform, and suggested
that they adjourn for lunch. They did so, and came back and ap-

parently after the luncheon they felt better.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you approve of the recommendations made
by the convention regarding the changes that ought to be made in this

bill?

Mr. Treman. The recommendation of the American Bankers' Asso-

ciation ?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Treman. I could not personally agree with all of them, sir.

I think, in the main, they are correct. They were contending for a
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principle, and I did not feel it was wise to take issue on one or two
things that I might differ on. The important thing is to get a reserve
bank of some kind, or a central bank organization started that will
relieve these difficulties as soon as possible; because this country in
my judgment, is on the eve of a great advance. You have wiped out
apparently the tariff agitation for a while
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). We hope for a long while.
Mr. Tbeman. And if you can settle this currency bill and get it out

of the way it seems to me we have a great opportunity, and what I
am anxious to see as an individual is a proper banking and currency
bill just as soon as possible.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you recall which of the recommendations
made by the convention you disagreed with ? It was stated yester-
day, I think, Mr. Treman, that the only person who opposed them
was Mr. Scudder. Is that correct?
Mr. Treman. He was the only man on the floor that I saw that

voted against the bill. There were some who did not vote for it.

Senator O'Goeman. What bank did he represent ?

Mr. Teeman. I think it is the Eichmond Savings & Deposit Co., if
I remember correctly.

Senator O'Goeman. You know Mr. Scudder, do you ?

Mr. Treman. I saw him; I do not know him personally.
Senator O'Goeman. What is his position?
Mr. Treman. I think he is vice president.
Senator O'Goeman. Who is president?
Mr. Treman. I think it is John Skelton Williams, if I am not

mistaken.

Senator O'Goeman. Coming back to the previous question, which
of those recommendations do you find fault with ?

Mr. Tbeman. Which would I change, for instance ?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.
Mr. Teeman. You have asked me quite a question. Senator. There

are two questions ; one is the recommendations of the American Bank-
ers' Association.

Senator O'Goeman. I am speaking of the recommendations made
by this Boston convention which were presented here yesterday.

Mr. Teeman. Oh, I did not understand your question.

Senator O'Goeman. Have those recommendations made by the
country bankers met your approval?
Mr. Teeman. Not entirely so. I should agree with them on the

question of leaving out of the bill the savings bank proposition.

Now, of course, in New York State we have not the condition they
have in the South. We have savings banks that are segregated under
State laws, and it is an entirely different proposition, but it seems to

me it has no place in this fundamental banking law of the country at

the present time.

I should not agree entirely with their recommendation—I am
speaking merely for myself.

Senator O'Gorman. I so understand.

Mr. Teeman. I should not agree entirely with their recommenda-
tion about the reserves, because it does not seem to me it is working

any great hardship at the present time ; for instance, with our bank,

for which alone I am speaking. In this bill you reduce the reserves

from 15 to 12 per cent. Now, we probably will do business with
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some bank in some other city besides the Federal reserve bank, but

I think we can do it without any loss of profit more than we are

having at the present time and still make our connection with the

Federal bank.
Senator Beistqw. The ability of one bank in that respect depends

somewhat upon its locality and environment, would it not ?

Mr. Teeman. Entirely so, in this way : Take a small country bank
in Gloversville in our State, where you have certain conditions.

They might have every dollar of their deposits that they were
legally allowed to loan out in local loans to manufacturers. It is a

manufacturing center, and they probably would want to rediscount

it. With us it is entirely different. We have not local demand
enough, so that at times we buy bonds, or we buy commercial paper
outside through note brokers.

Senator Beistow. I think that is all.

STATEMENT OF E. S. LAKRABEE, FARMERS' NATIONAL BANK,
STAFFORD, KANS.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Larrabee, what is the capital stock of your

bank?
Mr. Laeeabee. $25,000.

Senator Beistow. What are its deposits?

Mr. Laeeabee. $500,000. I am also director in 6 State banks, and
stockholder in 11, and director of the Larrabee Flour Mills Co.

Senator Beistow. So you appear as a banker and business man?
Mr. Laeeabee. More as a business man, I think, than as a banker.

I come before the committee with some diffidence. I have not any
figures; I have not come from Boston. I came direct from Kansas
at the request of some of the Senators. I will tell you in advance
that the small country banker, such as I am, is not interested so much
in the organization as in the operation of the bill. With us, and with

me particularly, the only thing I need from an institution of this

kind is rediscounting at certain times of the year, and I should have
that without limit if it is to be of any benefit to me.
In our wheat-moving period we use enormous amounts of money,

and our present source of supply is our corresponding banks in the

reserve cities. They lend to us without limit. I have been a banker
for 27 years and I have never had a discount refused by a correspond-

ing bank. I have always leaned on them, and they have been good
leaning. Of course, in that situation I naturally hesitate aoout

changing my credits without knowing just what I am going to get

in return.

Senator Beistow. You have a bank of $25,000 capital? What is

its surplus?
Mr. Laeeabee. $25,000.

Senator Beistow. And its deposits $500,000?
Mr. Laeeabee. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. What is the population of Stafford?
Mr. Laeeabee. Two thousand.
Senator Reed. Senator, can you pause long enough for me to call

the attention of the committee to this statement in the Washington
Evening Star:

The committee, it was learned tliis afternoon, will insist upon H. Parker
Willis appearing before it to discuss the bill. Mr. Willis, who is news editor
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of tUe New York Journal of Commerce, was the expert who aided the House
eo^imittee in framing the bill.

I make no complaint of that statenient, but this follows

:

Members of the Senate committee expect to learn from Mr. Willis just what
parts of the bill President Wilson is responsible for, and also what part
Secretary of State Bryan had in framing the House bill.

I have never heard such a suggestion made by a member of thi',

committee. I do not believe anybody else ever heard that suggestion
made by a member of the committee.

Senator Beistow. I do not either. I do not think it ever entered
the mind of a member of the committee.

Senator Reed. I do not believe the author of that artide ever
heard anybody make that suggestion except himself.

Senator BBISTOw^ Mr. Larrabee has to leave, and I am rather
anxious for the committee to hear him. We can discuss this la:er.

Senator Reed. I just wanted to call the attention of the committee
to it now, because my eye just caught it. Such impressions as that
ought not to be sent out by anybody.

Senator Beistow. Now, Mr. Larrabee, as I understand, yon are
more interested in your ability to get rediscounts. Now, what
amount do you rediscount?
Mr. Laeeabee. Various amounts. The largest amount I have ever

rediscounted in any one wheat-moving period has been $100,000.

Senator Beistow. How do you get those rediscounts?
Mr. Laeeabee. I send my paper to New York, St. Louis, or Kansas

City, wherever I think I can get the better rate, or wherever I have
a line of credit available.

Senator Nelson. Do you sell your paper, or do you give your
note and put up the paper as collateral?

Mr. Laeeabee. Understand, Senator, that under the existing

banking laws a national bank is limited to the amount of its capital

stock. I borrow to the amount of my capital stock, and then I give

my personal note or the note of my directors for what more money I

may need.

Senator Nelson. It is the note of the bank or yourself in any
event ?

Mr. Laeeabee. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And you put up this commercial paper as col-

lateral?

Mr. Laeeabee. Not when I give my own note.

Senator Nelson. But when you give the bank's note?

Mr. I^AEEABEE. When I give the bank's note; I attach to it an

account of my bills receivable. That happens with me only once a

year, and I need that money only 30 or 60 days, because I soon get

it back and in large amounts. At times of the year I am in the

njarket for commercial paper myself.

Senator Beistow. Do j^ou have an apprehension that you could

not, get these accommodations
IkC. Laeeabee (interposing). I have the apprehension this far,

Senator, that I feel like waiting. The bill puts the State banks into

bgjitgr shape than it does the national bfinks. If I were a State bank

I cpuld wait one, two, or three years, have my resources and lines of

credit open, and at the end of that time if I saw it would be of
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advantage I could come in. But as a national bank I am compelled

to go in or go out of business, or else take out a State charter. And I

can not say that I will protect my bonds by staying in the Federal

system. The statement was made here that the bonds would be pro-

tected, but I can not see it. The bonds may go to 80 cents, and if I

were to stay in the system I can not see but what I would have to

put up enough money to make them worth par to protect my circula-

tion.

Senator Beistow. Suppose you asked for a rediscount from the

Federal reserve bank and it was refused ?

Mr. Larrabee. If I had done my business with the reserve bank

and had lost my lines of credit with my corresponding bank I

would be in bad shape—absolutely bad shape. And the line of credit

granted to a country bank is dependent upon the deposits that it

keeps with its corresponding banks.

Senator Bristow. What reserve do you keep ?

Mr. Larrabee. Twenty-five to thirty per cent.

Senator Bristow. Of your $500,000?

Mr. Larrabee. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. Where do you keep it?

Mr. Larrabee. Well, at the end of some days the bulk is in Kansas
City, and at the end of the next day the bulk may be in New York.

I switch it around, depending on my exchange requirements.

Senator Bristow. That i^, you leave 9 per cent of your reserve or

more in the reserve cities?

Mr. Larrabee. Oh, yes; my cash requirements are not heavy. I

keep 6, 7, or 8 per cent in cash.

Senator Bristow. Now, in your business you may check out all of

the money you have in Kansas City on one day ?

Mr. Larrabee. Practically all of it ; it might happen that way.
Senator Bristow. But still your reserve in St. Louis or New

York-
Mr. Larrabee (interposing). I may get heavy exchanges or

drafts deposited with me on St. Louis, which I send direct there, and
I may draw pretty nearly all my balance in Kansas City. The next

day it may be reversed.

Senator Bristow. And you draw your balance out in New York
and have your reserve in Kansas City ?

Mr. Larrabee. Of course, those are extreme cases. It might not

happen that way from day to day, but it might happen from one

week to another.

Senator Bristow. So that while it is 9 per cent that you are per-

mitted to keep with your reserve agents, it is

Mr. Larrabee (interposing). Flexible.

Senator Bristow. And it is useful?
Mr. Larrabee. Yes ; I do not have to keep it with any particular

reserve agent.

Senator Bristow. Would you feel justified in coming into this

system if the bill should pass ?

Mr. Larrabee. I do not think so. If I surrendered my national

charter and took out a State charter, I might take advantage later

on of the privilege of coming in if I thought it would prove useful

and beneficial. Under the State charter, under the laws of my State,
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I have many advantages I do not have under a Federal charter. I
can loan on real estate ; my loan limit is larger, which is an advan-
tage sometimes, and the State law offers us some advantages that we
do not get under the national-bank charters.

Senator Bristow. In what way would your milling company be
affected by legislation of this kind ?

Mr. Lareabee. You know, Senator, within the last 20 years there
have grown up among us aggregations of business. Twenty years
ago our milling company made 100 barrels of flour daily. To-day
we are the second largest milling concern in the Southwest, making
over 3,000 barrels of flour daily. At certain times of the year we
use enormous amounts of money, and we go into the open market
and borrow money. None of our banks could. take care of us.

Senator Nelson. You get it through note brokers ?

Mr. Lareabee. Through note brokers. We are fearful that when
the City National, for instance, have to turn over $50,000 of their

deposits to the Federal reserve bank, and the banks in the reserve

cities have to do that, they will restrict their operations in the open
market, and we will be unable to secure funds to operate our milling
company, because they will not buy our paper just for the privilege

of rediscounting it with the Federal reserve bank. No bank is going
to loan money to outside interests simply for the privilege of resell-

ing their paper. If we were a customer they might do it to a limited

extent to accommodate us.

Senator Reed. Are you not mistaken about that Mr. Larrabee?
If you do business with a bank right along, and you need some more
money and would put up your notes, the bank would go down and
get the currency for you.
Mr. Larrabee. They would do that. Senator—^the bank I was

doing business with. But this summer, in the face of an unfriendly

money market, we borrowed a half million dollars for our milling

operations. None of our banks nor all of the banks combined would
borrow that amount of money for us.

Senator Reed. You are doing business now with how many banks ?

Mr. Larrabee. Two.
Senator Reed. Now, suppose your two banks, knowing you were

running a safe and sound business there, entitling you to credit

—

aiid you must be entitled to credit or you could not get the accommo-
dation—and desiring to accommodate you, one of the members of this

system, they could take your paper
Mr. Larrabee (interposing) . But remember. Senator—pardon me

for interrupting—^but remember they are limited as to the amount
they can loan us to 10 per cent of their capital and surplus.

Senator Reed. They are not limited to it under this bill.

Mr. Larrabee. They are not limited to the amount of my paper,

like myself, but they are limited as to the amount of loans they can

make to us to 10 per cent of their capital and surplus.

Senator Reed. This bill is not written yet.

Mr. Lareabee. I am taking the bill as it stands.

Senator Reed. If that limitation were taken off as to the amount

they could lend you, leaving it to the directors of the Federal reserve

bank, so that they could accept paper in excess of 10 per cent, then

do you not think those banks, in order to handle your busmess and see-

S. Doe. 232, 63-1—vol 3 ^28
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ing some profit in the handling of it, would willingly take your paper

to the Federal reserve bank and obtain money upon it, even if there

had to be money issued? Now, Mr. Larrabee, what this committee

is trying to get is the frank and honest opinion of witnesses with

reference to the virtues as well as the defects of this bill; andwhen
I ask this question I find all witnesses a little inclined to maintain

their position, and, of course, they ought to, if it is correct. And,
directing your thought to this particular matter now, do you not

think it would be a great convenience and help to you ?

Mr. Laeeabee. Well, Senator, let me explain a little further. We
do business with one bank that has $100,000 capital. Do you think

that bank would be justified in taking half of our requirements—

a

half million dollars ? Do you think it would be safe to permit them
to do it for the privilege of rediscounting our paper ?

Senator Reed. Possibly not
Mr. Laeeabee (interposing). So we are glad to go into the open

market for a certain part of our funds.

Senator Reed. Let us see about the effect on the open market under

this bill. Would there not be a better market for your paper if not

only the bank you ordinarily do business with, but any bank pur-

chasing that paper, knew it could at once turn it into money, if neces-

sary, and at a reasonable rate, at the regional bank?
Mr. Laeeabee. Of course, it is diificult to tell in advance what will

be the result of the operations of this bill. But I estimate it in this

way
Senator Reed (interposing) . Leaving you at the same time every

resource you now have.
Mr. Laeeabee. You understand that banks, when they go into the

market for commercial paper from brokers when they have surplus,

do not go in and buy paper to resell; they won't do that. Now, if

these large reserve banks have to deposit a large amount of paper .

and decrease their loans to get money to put into the regional reserve

bank, our class of business is the first business they cut out.

Senator Nelson. It is the floating business.

Mr. Laeeabee. Yes ; they cut that out.

Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Larrabee, of course a bank would not

perhaps buy your paper in the market with the purpose in mind at

that time of taking it and certainly rediscounting it ; but, as this bill

offers to every member bank that becomes a member the facility to

rediscount if it becomes at all necessary, do you not think that would
loosen up the market for your paper just to the extent that this sys-

tem adds to the present facilities of the market?
Mr., Laeeabee.. That has not been my opinion, Senator.
Senator Reed. I wish you would tell me why that would not be

the inevitable result. To-day you have all the banks of the country
to sell your paper to. Now, a new system is created which does two
things—well, it would be better to state it as one proposition. It

affords a new place in which that commercial paper that is prime
and good can be at once rediscounted by any bank. Is not that an
additional advantage to that which you now have ?

Mr. Laeeabee. I do not think you get my point in that, that banks
only go in the open market when they have a surplus of funds. And
they will take care of their own customers, but in buying commercial
paper—that is, when they have loose funds
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Senator Eeed (interposing). They will have the loose funds after
this system is created, won't they ?

Mr. Laeeabee. I have taken the statements of the men who have
been before you from the reserve centers that their funds will be de-
creased.

Senator Eeed. But they all say they will be decreased at first:
that IS, there will be a transitory period, but nearly all of them say
there is danger under this bill that there will be an inflation after-
wards.

Mr. Laeeabee. I would not agree with them.
Senator Nelson. As I understand Mr. Larrabee, his demands dur-

ing certain seasons, his requirement for loans is so big that no one
bank can make him a loan. No one regional bank could do it.

Mr. Laeeabee. I do not know what their limitations are. My
idea was that no single bank where we kept an account would buy
our paper to rediscount it.

Senator Nelson. And his further theory is he would have to ga
to a number of banks to get his accommodations, and that no bank
would buy his paper for the sake of rediscounting it with the re-
gional bank.
Mr. Laeeabee. That is the theory.
Senator Eeed. It seems to me that criticism is based on the idea

that the regional bank absorbs the funds of the country, so there are
no surplus funds left, whereas the regional bank is expected to be in
a position to supply an almost unlimited amount of funds as long
as there is a good piece of paper back of it.

Senator Beistow. Now, Senator, I do not think you get Mr. Lar-
rabee's point. Mr. Larrabee is from a little town out in western
Kansas of 2,000 people. He has a bank of $25,000 capital. He
demands there in his milline business as much as a half million dol-

lars. This year he borrowed a half million dollars.

Senator Eeed. I understand.
Senator Beistow. And there is no bank he can go to and borrow

that money from that would be justified in loaning him that amount,
that could go and get it rediscounted ? As it is now, he has his con-

nections, and he has no trouble, but here the rediscounting is only
permitted by this regional bank. His present facilities would be
curtailed, and he does not see how any bank could rediscount for him
and then rediscount at the regional bank.

Senator Eeed. I do not understand that. He has his present

relations and arrangements made now to take care of this. I do not

understand, and I wish you would tell me, why this bill destroys

those connections which he now has.

Mr. Laeeabee. Let me go a little further. Suppose you had a

panic like that in 1907 going on and I had paper maturing. The
only way my milling company can get money from the regional re-

serve banks is from some member bank. These member banks, with
my paper coming out, they are not going to take any more tiine

faper to accommodate me, unless I am a customer of theirs; and if

am not a customer of theirs, they are not going to handle that

paper; and so, when that matures they are going to get out from
under their undertalrings just as soon as they can.

Senator Eeed. Why are they going to get out from under your

undertakings when they could take your paper and everybody else's
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paper and go over to the regional bank and get all the cash they

needed?
Mr. Laebabee. I do not know. I have been a banker tor 27 years,

and I have never bought paper when I knew I would have to sell

immediately. In time of a panic, if my paper matures, I have got

to liquidate my business. I will take, as an illustration, the bank at

Shreveport, La. That paper matures in November. In November

a panic is on. I do not know the bank at Shreveport has my paper

until it matures. When that paper matures they are going to ask

me to pay, because they are not going to take a chance in a panic of

my failing and leaving them to pay that paper to the Federal reserve

bank. And so I have got to liquidate.

Senator Reed. You have got to do that now, and now if there is

a panic on that bank in Shereveport would not help you and no other

bank would help you. All the banks are in trouble now. Now, do

you think it puts you in a worse condition if there is a place where

all of the member banks, say seven or eight thousand banks, in this

country can go and turn over paper which they take in, intending

to rediscount, and that they now will rediscount, if an emergency has

arisen, and it is in funds and the whole situation of the country will

be relieved—do you think that that puts you in worse condition?

Mr. Lareabee. Senator, I am not complaining of the bill on that

account, but I think that the section looking to open market opera-

tions should be changed.
Senator Reed. In what respect?

Mr. Laerabee. I think at times they should be allowed to go in the

open market and buy paper—^the regional bank ; such times as that,

for instance.

Senator Reed. Do you think the section ought to be enlarged ?

Mr. Lareabee. I think so, yes. Of course, I admit it is a difficult

thing to do. Here you have the monied banks who are in the market

for that paper. At times you are in the market as their competitors.

Senator Reed. If competition is the spice of trade, would it injure

the business of this country if one of those banks occasionally bought

some paper?
Mr. Larrabee. No, sir ; I think it would be a benefit to the business

of the country. I think that should be enlarged so as to permit their

open market operations to be more extended. I am not complaining

or the bill on that account, but telling you how it would operate.

Senator Reed. You think the bill is a good thing, if it had some

changes ?

Mr. Laeeabee. If it had some changes, although I would not say

I would put my bank into it. Of course, a bank is naturally con-

servative, and I would like to see how it operates.

Senator Reed. You would like somebody else to take all the

chances ?

Mr. Laeeabee. Yes ; I would like somebody else to try it.

Senator Reed. Will you tell us, now, how we can get up a system

and start it when all of the banks are in the same frame of mind you

are—want somebody else to take the first step?
Mr. Laeeabee. No.
Senator Reed. Yet you realize the necessity of something being

done?
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Mr. Laerabee. Yes ; I believe the ultimate result will be the Gov-
ernment doing the banking of the country, and we fellows will be out
of business.

Senator Reed. The Government running all the banks?
Mr. Laerabee. Yes, sir ; doing the banking business of the country.
Senator Eeed. I do not think that follows.
Senator Beistow. Have you had any trouble in the past in handling

your credits?

Mr. Laekabee. Never. In every panic I have been able to borrow
money if I wanted it.

Senator Beistow. In 1907?
Mr. Laeeabee. In 1907. I did borrow money in New York.
Senator O'Goeman. Did you ever have any trouble in getting

money in New York?
Mr. Laeeabee. No, not in borrowing credits. I got credit there,

but I could not get the currency. The fact was, I wanted credit.

I was lacking New York exchange, and I had paper coming due in

New York, and I rediscounted that just to get New York exchange;
You will remember, in spite of what we are told, we depleted our
balances in New York. Exchange was selling in the West from $6
to $8 a thousand on New York, which was evidence we had no money
in New York.
Senator O'Goeman. I am very glad to have you state that, and I

think that what you now state was pretty generally known, although
I was surprised during the day to hear my good friend. Senator Nel-
son, ask if all of the reserves were tied up in New York.
Mr. LaeeabiIe. If I had had New York exchange I would have been

glad to have sold it at $6 to $8 a thousand.
Senator Eeed. I think if we do not do something here pretty soon.

Senator O'Gorman is going to demonstrate that Kansas started this

panic instead of New York.
Senator Nelson. Maybe you did not have much on deposit to draw

from.

Mr. Laeeabee. I know, but if other banks in my section had had
it they would have been glad to have sold it to me. New York ex-

change on Kansas City was selling at from $6 to $8 a thousand.

Senator Weeks. It is your judgment, then, Mr. Larrabee, that the

New York banks did all they could in the panic of 1907 ?

Mr. Laeeabee. I think so, and in the panic of 1893. I was in the

banking business then. I borrowed money in New York. Of course

I never overstrained my credit ; I never asked for anything unreason-

able. I have been in the banking business for 27 years, and I have

never had a loan refused me.
Senator Weeks. I want to congratulate you on your credit, for I

could not borrow money in New York.
Senator Beistow. I am sorry we can not have more time with Mr.

Larrabee, because I think he is a unique witness, living in a little

town, which is one of the largest milling towns in the United States.

Mr. Laeeabee. In explanation of my theory that the Government

would be in the banking business, I wish to say, to use a concrete illus-

tration, for instance, John Smith has been giving checks all morn-

ing, we ought to let him borrow a little money now. He comes to

my bank and wants to borrow $2,000 or $3,000. His credit is good.

I take his note and he pays 6 to 8 per cent, whatever the rate is. I
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take his note down to St. Louis and sell it for 3. That note comes

back, and he knows the note has been down there, and he knows what

the Government rate is. He is going to figure, Why could not the

Government loan me that money direct ; why is it necessary to have

a bank come between me and the Government? And if he does not

think of it somebody else will, and they will tell him about it, and

your political platforms will be drafted to loan to the people direct,

and the first thing you know you will be in the banking business.

Senator Weeks. You do not think that would be a good thing?

Mr. Lareabee. I am not sure but what it would be a good thing.

Senator Eeed. Then you are not sure you object to this bill on that

ground?
Mr. Lareabee. Oh, no ; I am not objecting to it.

Senator O'Gorman. You think the bill has some good features?

Mr. Lareabee. Yes ; many good features. Of course the operation

is the main thing. If I can go to a regional bank and discount $100,-

000 in time of need, at the time my crop is moving, it answers my
needs entirely. But until I know I can do this I do not like to cast

off anchors I have in other directions.

Senator Reed. Would you have this system run by the banks or

by the Government?
Mr. Lareabee. As I told you, I have not considered that we little

fellows would be concerned in the organization, because we would

not have any voice in any way.
Senator Eeed. You have a vote.

Mr. Lareabee. It would be so little.

Senator Reed. Are you under the impression that somehow or

other the little banks are not going to be directors in these regional

banks?
Mr. Lareabee. I did not understand that if there are any directors

appointed here in Washington on the reserve board that we little

fellows Avould be among them. They would be some bankers of

prominence, of wide observation. I do not know that we would be

competent to sit here and talk about gold reserves. This gentleman

who talked about gold reserves—I did not understand him.
Senator Reed. But you expect your Senator to understand it with-

out hearing about it.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Larrabee, I am very much interested, al-

though I have known you for a good many years, in some of your

statements. You say that the farmer out there in Stafford County,
if he wants $6,000 or $7,000, and you loan it to him, you charge
him 6 or 7 per cent, and you rediscount that note, and we will say

that the Government rate is three for these rediscounts ; and he will

?ay, " Now, why should I pay Mr. Larrabee 4 per cent ? Why should
the Government let Mr. Larrabee have that money, and let him
charge me 7 per cent, while he is only paying 3," and he would not

stand for that?
Mr. Larrabee. No.
Senator Bristow. In your judgment?
Mr. Lareabee. No.
Senator Bristow. If he could help it.

Mr. Larrabee. No.
Senator Bristow. Do you think he would make a fuss about it ?

Mr. Lareabee. You bet he would.
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Senator Reed. Why shouldn't he ?

Mr. Laerabee. I do not know why he should not.

Senator Eeed. Why should you charge him such an extortionate
rate, if you could get the money for him for 3 ?

Mr. Laerabee. Of course, those are current rates now. This new
bill may make a cheaper rate and he may get it for 5. But he would
kick on giving me 2 per cent profit.

Senator Reed. But he could not get his paper discounted with-
out your indorsement.
Mr. Laerabee. No ; but he does not think so. He will say, " Mr.

Larrabee would not get it without my note."

Senator O'Gorman. He might remember, Mr. Larrabee, or if he
did not you could recall it to him, that your capital was deposited to
help create this fund.
Mr. Laerabee. Of course there is an argument, but there is going

to be a row about it. [Laughter.]
Senator Bristow. Mr. Larrabee, you are selling to-day $1,000,000

worth of credits, your milling company is. Now, does it naturally
come to your mind why this Government could not discount your
paper direct ?

Mr. Laerabee. No ; that is what I am kicking for here.

Senator Bristow. You do not want to have to go to a bank and pay
2 per cent more than the bank does ?

Mr. Larrabee. My business, I am not particular about that. What
I want is to sell my paper at the going rate. If it. is 6 per cent or
4 per cent I want it ; what I want is to get funds in my time of need.

I would just as soon pay the bank ; I would not quarrel about that, if

I could get funds through the bank.
Senator Nelson. What you want is currency.

Mr. Laerabee. That is what I want—money.
Senator Beistow (interposing) . What you are afraid of is the dis-

turbance in that kind of a system ?

Mr. Laeeabee. Yes; I am afraid of the restriction of credits, as

long as this bank is permitted to engage in open market operations.

Senator Beistow. You went out there 25 years ago?
Mr. Laeeabee. Twenty-seven years ago I went to Kansas from

New York State.

Senator Beistow. And did establish a bank?
Mr. Larrabee. The first month I was there, and when there were

no banking laws in Kansas. All that was required of a bank was to

acquire a safe of sufficient size to put confidence in the public and
to hang out a shingle. Many people did that and made good. Two
or three went there and opened banks and bought their safes on
credit and gave a chattel mortgage for them.

Senator Reed. And then made money and made good bankers?

Mr. Larrabee. Some of them have failed, of course.

Senator O'Gorman. Is the banking business profitable in your

State?

Mr. Larrabee. It is exceedingly prdfitable now. Senator.

Senator O'Gorman. What dividend is your bank paying ?

Mr. Larrabee. I will tell you what it earned. We have paid two
8 per cent dividends so far this year. Last year we earned 65 per

cent.
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Senator O'Goeman. What part of the State do you do business in?

Mr. Laerabee. In the rich part, the wheat belt. But that needs

explanation, Senator. I have been there 27 years. I could do busi-

ness in that town without capital. My capital is only $25,000, and we
have $1,000,000 of deposits. The people do not ask what the capital

is. It is just Larrabee's bank. Nobody else could go there and dupli-

cate that without 27 years' record behind them. I think I have the

most profitable bank in the State of Kansas, and it has been hard
work that has done it, and not the capital.

Senator Bristow. There is one other witness—Mr. Moses—^that I
would like to have heard this afternoon.

STATEMENT OF E. E. MOSES, PRESIDENT OF THE CITZENS'
NATIONAL BANK, GREAT BEND, KANS.

Mr. MosES. I am president of the Citizens' National Bank of

Great Bend, Kans., and president of two State banks. I am also

president of a mercantile company.
Senator Bristow. Mr. Moses, you are engaged in the banking busi-

ness and the mercantile business ?

Mr. MosES. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Tell us what you think about this bill; how it

will affect your business.

Mr. MosES. Well, it is only apprehensive. We do not know whether
we are going to have the regional bank and get loans as easy and with
as much facility as we are doing now. For instance, I can send my
note down with one or two of my directors on it, if I want money,
for $40,000 or $50,000 and get it immediately, or telegraph for it.

Now, if I have my reserve of 9 per cent in one bank and one of the
cities I do business with is required to take 5 per cent out, say $20,000
out of $36,000 reserve, that leaves $16,000 to my credit with the bank.
My financial standing with that bank is injured to that extent ; my loan-
ing capacity is cut down one-half or more. Now, you take the cap-
ital I would have to put in of $5,000 and the $20,000 reserve, and I
am still injured that much more, because I can go to the banks I
have my deposits with there in the West—in Kansas City or in
Witchita or Pueblo—and get immediately, by mail or upon a telegram,
upon notes sent in by myself and directors, any amount of money I
want that is reasonable.

Again, if there is a segregation in the savings bank of my time
deposits, I could not begin to accommodate the commercial business
of my section of the country this year, because of a crop failure com-
ing there, which has taken all of the money that would be available
to accommodate the farmers in putting in their crops and buying
cattle or cows, and a good many of them are going more into that
business, in which we have to help them out, and it would not aid me
in anywise whatever with the State banks there, because if I should
make a statement that the capital of my national bank is down to
$125,000, they would soon know, immediately. We have to look after
business, because the business line is drawn very closely in the western
country.

Senator Bristow. What per cent of your deposits are in these time
certificates ?

Mr. MosEs. They run from $360,000 to $410,000.
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Senator Beistow. Upon which you pay interest—your savings
deposits ?

Mr. Moses. No; the savings deposits run about $125,000.
Senator Bkistow. And you are apprehensive as to whether you

could get the credit you can get now, when you need it, in crop-
moving times ?

Mr. Moses. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. With the facilities from your present corre-

spondent?
Mr. MosES. Yes.

Senator Beistow. Would it be a great hardship upon you to go
from the national banking system into the State banking system ?

Mr. Moses. It would not if they would make the bonds at par. We
could very readily go into it, if they would not let us lose anything.

Senator Beistow. In your judgment, would it be to the best inter-

ests of your bank to remain as a national bank or go into the State

banking system under the State law?
Mr. MosES. I would prefer staying in the national-bank business, if

they would give me time to see the operation of the business. I think a

great many others—before I came here quite a number of bankers said

if they would just let us stay in until we can see the operation of the

law—apparently it will be so amended from time to time that it would

be of benefit for us to come in—than what it is at the present time

—

and we would prefer that. If not, let us get out with our bonds at

jar. We have, understand, over 1,050 State banks in Kansas, and out

of the 1,050 only 250 national banks. Out of 14 banks in my county

there are only 3 national banks. So you can see how the State banks

and national banks run. The national banks, while we think we have

a little prestige over the State banks, yet the State banks are accumu-

lating all the time, and I do not know but what it is good, because

every little hamlet where there is a blacksmith shop or an elevator

there is a bank coming in.
'

Senator Beistow. You think that is a good thing for a community (

Mr. MosES. It is; yes.
. .

Senator Beistow. That brings the money into activity more than

if it was not there ? • . , ^ 4.

Mr MosES. Yes; it is really needed. The farmers m that country

at certain seasons have need for that money at the crop-moving time,

and especiaUy when crops are not good. This year they need more

™
Senator Beistow. What change do you need in the banking laws

of the country or in the currency?
_ -, j • .u ul„w4„„

Mr. Moses. I do not think there is anything needed m the banking

laws of the country, except that the larger banks of this country go

and get currency when they need it. Country banks do not produce

panics. They have plenty of money in the £ast. We had $140,000

in one place. If we could have gotten hold of one-half f it

Senator Nelson (interposing). Where was that moneys

Mr. Moses. In the reserve banks.

Senator Nelson. Where?
Mr. MosES. In Kansas City and New York.

Senator Nelson. You could not get lU

Mr Moses. We got all we needed m the mam.
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You realize—-this gentleman from Albany stated he had $9,000,000

of bank deposits, and the banks borrowed only $500,000 of it—^you

can realize from that how that money piles up, and they have got

to do something.
Senator Beistow. What do you think about loans on real estate?

Mr. Moses. That is one advantage that the State bank has over

us now in the State of Kansas.
Senator Beistow. You use your bank money in your commercial

business ?

Mr. MosES. Altogether. Now, in this bill—I like a great many
features of this bill. I think the capital stock, however, should be

reduced, and I think the reserve that has been mentioned here should
be put to 3 per cent, allowing the other 2 per cent to go to the home
bank or any other country banks. I think the savings section should
be stricken out entirely.

Senator Reed. That expression has been used to-day a number of

times. Suppose, instead of striking it out, we withdraw the savings-

bank proposition, giving you and the small national banks the right

to establish a savings department, giving it to them upon terms so

that they could run a savings bank. You would not object to that?

Mr. MosES. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. Making it optional with them ?

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Moses. Upon the whole, I think if you make this so that the

small banks would continue in the way they are I think they would
be induced to come in. If you do not, I really think the small bants,

even at a loss, would go out. It is always better to leave them in

rather than to force them in. I never saw an institution of any kind
that would prosper greatly where the people were forced into it.

Senator Reed. Still there has been force applied many times to

the banking system by the enactment of the law requiring them to

do certain things that they should do, and requiring them to stop

certain things they ought not to do. It has always, when it has been
a wise law, been a good thing for the banks. Then we had to apply
force to insurance companies, requiring them to keep certain deposits

and conform to certain regulations. It has made life insurance an
investment where it was once a speculation. Then you had to die

quick to beat it.

Mr. Moses. In this instance they have the option of remaining in

or retiring. By allowing them to see the operation of the law I

think they would all come in. I do not think it is necessary that

the small banks should come in; the larger banks probably would
join anyhow. When I say the small banks, I mean the banks of

$50,000 capital or under, but I think a great many of them would
come in. There is no question about it.

Senator Reed. Generally speaking, you think this is a good system,
and would be desirable, with certain modifications ?

Mr. MosES. Yes, sir. I am very much obliged to you, gentlemen,
for giving me the opportunity to appear before you.

Senator Reed. If that is all, we will adjourn now until 10.30 o'clock

to-morrow morning.
(Thereupon, at 6.10 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

10.30 o'clock a. m. to-morrow, Wednesday, October 15, 1913.)
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cuerbncy,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.
The committee assembled at 10.30 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Pom-

erene, Shafroth, Hollis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.
The Chairman. The committee will come to order, and -we will

hear this morning from Mr. Ingle, of Baltimore.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM INGLE, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE MER-
CHANTS & MECHANICS' NATIONAL BANK, OF BALTIMORE, MD.

The Chairman. Give your name and banking affiliations and ad-
dress to the reporter, so that we may have them in the record.
Mr. Ingmi. William Ingle, vice president of the Merchants & Me-

chanics National Bank of Baltimore, Md.
The Chairman. State your banking experience, Mr. Ingle.
Mr. Ingle. I have been with my present connection 32 years ; three

years before that in another local bank in Baltimore ; an officer of the
bank since 1900.

The Chairman. We will be glad to have your views in regard to
this bill, Mr. Ingle.

Mr. Ingle. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I think it possibly only
fair to say that I am here in a spirit not at all of antagonism to a
very large portion of the bill under investigation. In other words, I
would like to feel that I could help rather than hinder it, as I recog-
nize the work that has been given to it. I possibly am in the same
frame of mind as was owned by a gentleman who has been before you,

and one prominent in banking affairs of the country, who, in Boston
last week was reported to have said that he thought the bill was
about 80 per cent good. I rather imagine that the votes taken in Bos-
ton reflect antagonism, not so much to the bill as a whole, but pos-

sibly to that 20 or some other per cent which was deemed not as good
as it might be, each individual man, possibly, in voting " aye " in sup-

port of the Chicago conference having in mind, it may be, some dif-

ferent points which he thought were more vital than others.

I am not a speaker, and I have taken the liberty of making some
notes.

Senator Nelson. That is all the better; we do not want oratory,

we want facts.

Senator Hitchcock. Did you attend the Boston convention?

Mr. Ingle. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Did you see this meeting of the two thousand

or more country bankers ?
.

Mr. Ingle. Yes, sir; I was a country banker for the time being,

in order to see what was going on.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give the committee an idea as to

whether that .seemed to be a free expression of the real opinion of

the country bankers ?

Mr. Ingle. Senator, I think it was an untrammeled expression,

and while it is not fair to impute—and I do not do it at all—it is

nevertheless true, I believe, that the matters especially before them
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for discussion and investigation were those in which they were

largely directly interested.

Senator Hitchcock. And which they understood very thor-

oughlv? , . 1 J,

Mr.- Ingle. Well, I refer especially to section 17, which refers to

the elimination, the possible elimination, of their exchange charge.

I think without that that their enthusiasm would have been less

marked. I also think that possibly a couple of other things that

they threw into their meeting, while important, were possibly so ob-

vious to everyone that they were present at their particular meeting

more as sweetening than as being considered vital from the standi-

point of objections of the gentlemen assembled.

Senator Hitchcock. Their witnesses who have come before us

seemed to lay great stress also upon the depreciation of Government

bonds.
Mr. Ingu!. I think possibly that was a part of the sweetening.

Senator Hitchcock. They seemed to feel that was a vital matter.

Mr. Ingle. It is a vital matter, sir; but thatis something which

appeals, and with equal force, to all of us, and it does not at all at-

tach with any exclusiveness to the country banker.

Senator Hitchcock. They also seemed to be very certain that the

clause relating to the savings department of country banks would be

very obnoxious and would result in keeping most of the banks out of

the system.
Mr. Ingle. Senator, I imagine that one's views on that must be

tempered by his feeling.

Senator Nelson. Has your bank got any trust company as an

appendage, in which your officers are interested ?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir ; we are simply an individual commercial bank,

with no entangling alliances of any sort. We have no savings departi

ment or trust-company -adjunct, nor do we have real estate loans,

directly or indirectly.

Senator Nelson. Do you issue time certificates of deposit ?

Mr. Ingle. We do not ; we have never issued one.

Senator Nelson. Do you pay interest to individual depositors?

Mr. Ingle. That is a very leading question, and I will be very glad

to answer it, if you will pardon me. I can not answer it in a moment,
yes or no. We do not, may I say, encourage the payment of interest

on ordinary mercantile accounts, and in connection with such accounts

we pay verj^ little interest, indeed.

Senator Nelson. Do you issue certificates of deposit?
Mr. Ingle. We issue demand certificates of deposit bearing in-

terest, and I imagine, sir, that we have outstanding at the maximum
possibly $100,000 out of an aggregate liability on loans of about

$20,000,000.

Senator Nelson. Is not that a species of savings?
Mr. Ingle. No, sir; not in our connection, I should say, because if

anyone would come in there and ask us for a demand certificate of

deposit, at any rate of interest, we generally refer them to a mutual
savings bank. It is only in the case of a man who comes in with, say,

$10,000 or $20,000, for which he has no particular use for 60 or 90

days or four months, or something of that kind, and feels that he

ought not to let it lie in a bank earning nothing; we will then give
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him a demand deposit at, say, 2 or 2^ per cent. I have known us to
pay as much as 3 per cent, but not habitually.
Senator Beistow. "Will you tell us, please, if you have not, what

the capital and deposits of your bank are ?

Mr. Ingle. The capital of my bank is $2,000,000; the surplus is

$2,000,000; the undivided profits about $200,000; and the deposits a
week ago, when I left there to go to the Boston convention, were
$20,500,000.

Senator Hitchcock. You are hardly a country bank, then?
Mr. Ingle. No, sir; we could hardly with fairness call ourselves

a country bank.
Senator Bbistow. How much of your deposits are bank deposits

and how much individual deposits?
Mr. Ingle. Our bank deposits, as segregated on our ledger—that

is, the out-of-town banking connections—aggregate just about $7,-

000,000.

Senator Bristow. Seven out of the twenty and a half million is

money of other banks ?

Mr. Ingle. Of course, you will understand that both amounts in

figures as large as that, fluctuate within $1,000,000 more or less fre-

quently.

Senator Hitchcock. You may proceed with your statement.

Mr. Ingle. I will say that if by any chance any Senator may have
a question he may desire to ask as I go along, I will try to answer it.

Senator Nelson. You will not find us modest about asking ques-

tions.

Mr. Ingle. In discussing any measure as comprehensive in its scope

and language as is the proposed currency law, the points to be

especially considered might fairly be divided into two classes, namely,
those referring to fundamental and economic principles, and, second,

those not so related but in connection with which selfish considera-

tions may or may not influence the judgment of those directly in-

terested, although in connection with some of the matter of the act

it is difficult to determine just where may be drawn the line between

altruism and personal interest in discussing the provisions of such

sections.

It may fairly be said in regard to two fundamental principles

referred to in the bill, namely. Government guarantee of notes to be

issued, and the option of having them redeemed in anything other

than gold coin, that the opinion of bank people is essentially unani-

mous in agreeing that it is most unfortunate that it has been thought

wise in the proposed legislation to depart from beaten and tried

paths and to offend principles of world-wide acceptance. In both of

these situations the bankers' selfish interest is only incidental and

relatively trifling, and second to that of the public for whose use notes

of any kind are to be issued. As other provisions of the law make

absolutely certain the security of proposed note issues apart from

Government guarantee, and as law can properly regulate their volume

either in the direction of expansion or contraction by providing a

sliding scale tax, it is almost a pity to commit the Treasury further

to the conduct of active banking and more confuse the present mis-

understanding of the word money. The banks do not object to the

presence in the law of the strictest ordering and control of their own
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note issues, but with substantial unanimity protest that the credit

of the Government should be conserved strictly for its own use.

It is equally or possibly more unfortunate that in providing for

the redemption of the notes the words "or lawful money" should

have been inserted in the act apparently as an afterthought. It is

idle to here refer to the old question of double standard of measure-

ment, but as the bill again forces it to the forefront, it is proper to

direct special attention to the danger attendant upon the assertion

of the discarded principle and this the bankers do with the same

unanimity and again for unselfish reasons.

The banks have in mind only the desire to have a law useful and

workable when they suggest that a relatively few, rather than many
reserve banks shall be first organized. In heartily welcoming many
of the provisions of the act it is comparatively immaterial whether

there be one single board. The essential things are first, that the

branches of a single bank or the several Federal banks controlled

from Washington shall be so located as to be in touch with business

conditions in the territory which they shall severally serve, and,

second, and what is of prime importance if the law is to be helpful to

the public through the banks, it is essential that the reserve or

branch banks shall be managed from day to day as banks and not as

a Government bureau with all the delay and attendant red tape

which usually delays business with the average Government office.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that as the system is devised

it is going to embarrass banks and involve a loss of time in getting

the relief they desire?

Mr. Ingle. It would depend altogether, sir, upon the way in which
the law is interpreted and handled.

Senator Hitchcock. The reserve banks are to be run just like any

other bank?
Mr. Ingle. Exactly, sir, and if they are not interfered with—

I

mean if they are not so restricted by -technical regulations by the

Federal reserve board as to permit the directors or the executive

officers of the Feredal reserve bank from acting with promptness,
every objection will surely melt away.

Senator Hitchcock. As I recall it, there is nothing in the bilt

prevent the directors from running that bank for bankers just as

efficiently as any bank is run ; in fact, the very purpose of it would be

to give immediate results.

Mr. Ingle. Exactly so ; and I am only suggesting that because so

many people, having in mind their daily dealings—and I say it with
all respect—with the Treasury Department and other Government
bureaus

Senator Nelson (interposing). I do not wonder they get that idea.

Senator Hitchcock. I am a little surprised. I have heard the

bankers themselves say that when dealing with the Treasury Depart-
ment, that the Treasury Department was redeeming the national-bank
notes more rapidly than the national banks met those notes.

Mr. Ingle. I can tell you just what the reason for that is, if you
are at all interested in it.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; I would like to know.
Mr. Ingle. I am speaking now not ex cathedra, but in a general

way, as I have observed it. The Treasury Department, for instance,

receives for redemption certain circulating notes issued by any
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interior bank. That interior bank, instead of making its 5 per cent
deposit as promptly as the Government will require, looks over its
ledger and finds, for instance, that it has to its credit in a city, in a
reserve city frequently, a certain balance. They will write a letter
to such city to get them to transfer for its account to Washington so
much money for the credit of this 5 per cent redemption fund. That
particular bank, in turn, has a balance, let us say, in Pittsburgh. It
wants to use that balance, which may be dead for the time being,
and instead of writing to Washington it will write to Pittsburgh,
and Pittsburgh, in turn, may write to Baltimore or New York or
Philadelphia, so that by the time that 5 per cent redemption deposit
reaches AVashington the transaction may be a week or 10 days old.
Senator Hitchcock:. Does that not really prove what I say?
Mr. Ingle. It does, in respect to those banks which adopt that

practice.

Senator Hitchcock. With the delay on the part of the bank and
not on the part of the Government ; the Government is always, as it

were, holding the sack.

Mr. Ingle. In that particular situation, because it is to the benefit
of the bank to use the Government capital as long as possible in that
situation.

Senator Hitchcock. That was our testimony that the Government
has been more prompt in dealing with the banks than the banks with
the Government.
Mr. Ingle. Senator, may I make a comparison not in criticism?

For instance, in connection with the last distribution of funds made
by the Treasury Department the Government was obliged to have
proper regulations to safeguard itself, but in caring for all that
machinery I imagine as much time as two or three weeks elapsed,

in many cases, before the money found its way into the communities
where it was wanted. I do not oflFer that statement in any way of

criticism at all. In Baltimore it was handled with exemplary prompt-
ness, as far as that goes.

Senator Hitchcock. That was not a case of emergency, in the first

place, and in the next place, no machinery was provided by law.

Mr. Ingle. I know ; they had to make a precedent.

Senator Hitchcock. I know they called upon me to name some-

one in Omaha, where I live, and I suppose the same thing was done

with other Senators, and they had to depend upon what arrange-

ments they could make. I thought it was handled, considering the

lack of machinery, very well by the Treasury Department.

Mr. Ingle. Very well, and I am not criticizing the officials of the

Treasury Department in any sense.

Senator Bristow. That brings up a point which has been referred

to very often here. Senator Hitchcock refers to his being called up

to name somebody to distribute the money in Nebraska

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). It was not to distribute the

money; it was to pass upon commercial credit or paper offered by

the bank. j -j j
Senator Bristow. A Democratic politician m the State decided

how that should be. Is that to be the practice?

Mr. Ingle. If you will tell me what your State is

Senator Bristow (interposing). Kansas is my State.
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Mr. Ingle. Oh, I see. That general subject has absolutely no
relation to this bill. That was an emergency; an extraordinary oc-

casion for which extraordinary machinery was provided.
Senator Beistow. It has been stated by a good many bankers that

this bill would be a political measure. If the distribution of the
Government's funds to relieve the crop-moving period is to be man-
aged by Democratic politicians who have no connection with the
Government, it would give some stability to this criticism, would
it not?

Mr. Ingle. I hardly follow you there, Senator. It depends alto-

gether upon the view one chooses to take of this comprehensive
measure. It would seem to me almost as fair to assume that this bill

intended to provide in this Federal reserve board practically a sub-

stitute for the present management of the comptroller, subject to

the control of the Secretary of the Treasury. We can assume any-

thing. It is true that many of the provisions of this act give wide
latitude ; so does the present national banking act. Under the terms

of the present act it would be competent for the two men—the comp-

troller and the Secretary of the Treasury—were they so minded, to

run their offices as a political machine in connection with the bank-

ing of the country. It would give them the opportunity very easily

to close a very large percentage of the banks of the country, because

we all know that in the matter of the maintenance of reserves, in the

matter of excess, or otherwise dangerous law, almost every bank in

turn lays itself open to very severe criticism by the department. So

I can not say that—unless we assume that the bill was prepared de-

liberately as a political measure—that it is any more open to abuse

than the present law. I, for one, do not believe for a moment that

the bill reflects any desire to control the banks or their credits for

political purposes.

Senator Beistow. Of course, you do not believe that politics ought

to have anything whatever to do with the administration of a power
of this kind, do you ?

Mr. Ingle. Politics as politics ?

Senator Beistow. As partisan politics ?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir ; I do not.

Senator Beistow. I think we all agree on that. There is sorrie ap-

prehension on the part of a good many bankers, as you know, that it

will be used as a political agency in times of intense political partisan

contention.

Mr. Ingle. That may be a very natural fear. Senator.

Senator Beistow. And I was just suggesting, since the distribution

of this money that was recently distributed was supervised, to an

extent, by politicians, who ' had no connection with the Govern-
ment, in some of the States, that that was a ground for some such

apprehension, or might be.

Mr. Ingle. Senator, if I understand that part of the program,
these gentlemen in the several States were named not at all to appoi*-

tion this money ; as a matter of fact, as far as I am aware, they were
not named until after the apportionment had been made. They
were simply named as the personal representatives of the Treasury
Department to see that the collateral was properly lodged in the

hands of some one other than the interested banks. In other words,

they were the custodians, to all intents and purposes, of the collateral.
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They were also assumed to pass upon credits. I imagine that that
portion of their labor was very light. In that case it is hardly pos-
sible to assume that any single individual, frequently not a bank
man, would know anything in particular about the individual notes
held among the assets of particular banks receiving a portion of the
crop fund.

Senator Beistow. Do you not believe, Mr. Ingle, that whatever
provision we make here should be made in such a way that any
banker, regardless of his politics, or his religion, or any other inci-
dental relationship, could, by right, obtain from the Government the
help that he needs if he has the proper security or collateral to get
it and not have to depend upon the will of some man?
Mr. Ingle. Again, Senator, an answer to that question must—

I

mean the answer you would probably like to make—would assume
that we would be in danger of having these Federal reserve banks
managed as a semipolitical organization and be subject to suggestion
or control, apart from the need the member banks might have for
money.
Senator Beistow. Would that not seem to be guarding against such

a possibility ? Do you not think that is advisable ?

Mr. Ingle. As an abstract proposition, sir, I believe in the fullest

liberty, but in real life, we will meet all throughout this country any
number of banks, the limit of whose desires in obtaining money is

only the stock in hand held by anyone from whom they can get it.

If under no restraint whatever, many such banks would, if no brakes
were put on them, borrow the entire stock of the Federal reserve bank,

so that we must permit some latitude of veto power.
Senator Beistow. Should not that be fixed in the law as nearly as

it can be ?

Mr. Ingle. It is a pretty hard thing, sir, to write a law which will

meet every situation. The tighter you make the law, the more un-

workable it is. I would very much rather live under a law which
was broad in its provisions and then trust to those administering it,

trust to their sense of fairness.

Senator Beistow. According to that theory, then, we ought not

to have laws
;
just elect men to govern the country.

Mr. Ingle. Oh, no. Law is often simply to give general directions,

but not to say, for instance, what we shall have for lunch every day.

Senator Beistow. I had not thought of having a law of that kind

in connection with this bill. [Laughter.]

Mr. Ingle. I mean we do not want to be too exact in any law we

draw. We want some play. Until we all have wings
_

Senator Nelson (interposing). You want elasticity in the adminis-

tration of law as well as of currency.

Senator Beistow. I will not disturb you any further now.

Mr. Ingle. I am very glad to answer questions. I do not know

that I have responded very clearly to your questions-

Senator Weeks. You referred to the supervision which the Secre-

tary of the Treasury would have over the reserve board as provided

for in this bill. . t j- j j.

Mr. Ingle. No, sir; I did not intend to say so, sir I referred to

the charge that in the present national banking act the Comptrolier

of the Currency, with the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury—

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 29
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the two men have practically absolute power over banks, unless they
are so very good that their officers are ready for translation. Under
the new law the Secretary of the Treasury, as such, will, I assume,
have no special voice.

Senator Nelson. Only as a member of the board.
Mr. Ingle. As a member of the board, if the law as it is drawn still

stands.

Selfish considerations must be present, considering section 19 of
the bill, the section providing for the refunding of outstanding 2
per cent bonds, but surely the motive prompting the suggestion that
fairer provision be made for the protection of national banks hold-
ing these bonds in faith in their Government can not be thought to be
altogether unworthy. Under the terms of the act, State chartered
institutions are expected to avail themselves of its provisions. If
all other conditions were even, the State banks would, under the law,
be better off in owning practically no United States bonds than the
national banks, which have made it possible for the Government to

fund its debts and to borrow money on terms the best in the world.
It might be well to mention here the existence of a condition the

presence of which will have great weight with all national banks
in determining wjiether or not they will continue in business subject
to Federal control. Practically all such banks are in sharp compe-
tition with State chartered institutions organized under liberal and
many times unsafe charters and operating under widely differing
local laws. Under existing law national banks tied down to the
wholesome provisions of the national-bank act have seen their busi-
ness so crippled by banking not controlled by its provisions that only
the ownership of United States bonds and the presence of faulty
reserve laws which give them some profit at the risk of safety, has
prevented them from surrendering their national charters. Only
about one-third of the banks of the country are under Federal con-
trol. It is difficult to conceive that any national law can be of real
value unless it entirely controls the subject with which it deals when
such subject is of common interest to the entire country. Either
some way should be found to nationalize banking or, if that be im-
possible, a new law should be so inviting as to compel common assent
to Its provisions, regardless of State lines. In other words, it would
be only fair to see that national banks should have an even chance
in competition wth State institutions and especially so as the former
must enter the competition with the handicap attaching to the own-
ership of United States 2 per cent bonds.
Much has been said against Federal control and compulsory sub-

scription to stock in the reserve banks as also the forced deposit of
part of the reserve in these banks. If it were not for the presence
o± the United States twos, which could not be sold on an investment
basis without a loss of $250,000,000, there would be little force in this
point made against the law, as a bank could either accept or reject
the plan In other words, the idea itself is not inherently unsound
and with conditions such as would permit the exercise of untram-
meled judgment no one could reasonably oppose it. National banks
have always been under control of a law which inflexibly interpreted
and tollowed could be made safe, just as severe in 'its effects as
could be the action of the Federal reserve board under the proposed
act. Instead ot having, as m the past, two men to determine just
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when a bank should be liquidated, the new law gives the power to

seven. In connection with the controlling board it is unfortunate,

as a matter of expediency and fairness, that the law insures the pres-

ence of only one practical bank man in its number. As under the
new law more money will be released from reserves now held for
loaning at current rates, that will be required to be kept with reserve
banks, no harm or loss should follow the gradual transfer of the
funds. In following much which has been said on this point, it

might appear that the funds so transferred are to be destroyed or
otherwise rendered useless, whereas just the contrary is the case.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you understand that those reserves which
are to be kept in the reserve banks are to be subject to the same use

that banks now make of their reserves in reserve centers ?

Mr. Ingle. I will come to that a little later. It would seem to be
wise, however, to avoid the rigidity in these reserve balances sug-
gested by the law as drawn. It is assumed that these reserve balances
are to be the active checMng accounts of member banks. Against
such balances will be charged not only checks drawn directly against
them, but checks drawn on member banks and cleared through Fed-
eral reserve points. In consequence no balance can be a constant
(juantity. Would it not be possible to give some play here? For
instance, a member bank might be permitted to encroacn, say, 25 per
cent upon its determined balance without penalty, provided its cash
reserve at home was at the moment correspondingly increased. If
depleted beyond the amount of such percentage, certain penalty
could be provided to prevent the depletion for sake of profit or for
any reason other than to meet some immediate exigency.
Senator Hitchcock. I infer, then, from your criticism or sugges-

tion of a change, that you think that the provision in the bill which
practically impounds the reserve where it can not be used
Mr. Ingle (interposing). I think it is faulty, sir.

Senator Hitchcock (continuing). Is a defect in the bill.

Mr. Ingle. I think the money, or the credit, so carried and to be
used only as a matter of bookkeeping from morning to morning in

figuring the reser-\'e might as well be impounded in Greenland as

in the Federal reserve bank.
Senator Httchcock. It can not be used in the bank which has the

reserve at all?

Mr. Ingie. No, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Two-thirds of it can be used as loanable

funds in the reserve banJc, and that is the only use that can be made
of It?

Mr. Ingle. That is right.

Senator HiTcncocK. But under the present system, if the bank

has a part of its reserve in its vault and a part of its reserve in

Chicago and a part in New York, it can so change these reserves by

drafts and remittances that it practically makes active use of its

reserves, does it not ?

Mr. Ingle. It can withdraw the last dollar of its balances m any

reserve city. . .

Senator Hitchcock. So that at present all of its reserves are

capable of being mobilized and used, whereas under this proposed

system 5 per cent of its

Mr. Ingle (interposing) . Deposits.
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Senator Hitchcock (continuing). Of its deposits are impounded
in the reserve bank ; another 5 per cent of its deposits are impounded
in its own bank; and both these amounts are just as much out of its

reach as if they were down in the bottom of a well.

Mr. Ingle. Excepting for this reason, Senator: I think to make
this law of any value at all it should provide that the member banks
should be required to keep an average balance of a certain per cent

of its deposits; otherwise the law would not be effective, as permit-
ting the reserve banks to be of any service to their members. The
thing I urge is that the constant presence of the reserves should not

be required. If, for instance, a bank having a forced deposit—if I

may use the word—of $800,000 with the Federal reserve bank finds

it necessary to very heavily draw exchange on a particular day—it

may want to draw $100,000, or $200,000 more than its current

dispfitches to that bank on that particular day. In addition to that,

the Federal reserve bank may, on the morning on which those drafts

are presented for payment, find itself in possession of another
$100,000 worth of checks on its member bank, drawn by customers.

So that its i-eserve then, fixed by law, would be depleted.
Now, what would be the consequence? Would that Federal re-

serve bank decline to honor those drafts or any of them ? Or should
they not be permitted to allow the bank having occasion to draw ex-

cessively to replenish that fund in exchange which it could arrange
for, either among its neighbors in the ordinary course of business,

possibly, or, if no other remedy presented itself, by the shipment of

Federal reserve notes or other currency ?

Senator Hitchcock. But there is no provision in the bill which
requires a Federal reserve bank to repudiate the drafts of a member
bank as long as it has any balance at all ?

Mr. Ingle. And yet if we are required to keep the reserves as

stated in the bill, it would have that effect.

Senator Hitchcock. The provision is that the member bank must
make it good within a limited time.

Senator Nelson. Yes; within a month.
Mr. Ingle. But the language can be modified. And in modifying

it, unless it is desired to destroy the usefulness of these Federal re-

serve banks, there should be some penalty attached to the withdraw-
ing of these deposits below a certain percentage.

Senator Nelson. There is no restraint on the reserve bank. They
can loan out the whole 5 per cent. The restraint is on the member
bank.
Mr. Ingle. Yes ; the restraint is on the member bank.
Senator Nelson. But, so far as the reserve bank is concerned, the

fund is not tied up ?

Mr. Ingle. Not at all.

Senator Nelson. And you must not overlook the fact that that 5
per cent fund is, after all, the biggest part of the capital of the
reserve bank.
Mr. Ingle. And for that reason the law should be compulsory; but

]t should so protect the Federal reserve banks
Senator Nelson (interposing). Compulsory in what direction?
Mr. Ingle. In compelling the banks to recognize a certain per-

centage of their deposits as a normal deposit to be maintained with
the Jederal reserve bank; and the moment they impinge below a cer-
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tain permitted percentage, I think they should be penalized, so as to

be compellea, practically, to replenish this depleted reserve.

Senator Nelson. But if you adopt that other provision of the bill,

the clearing-house provision as to checks, as it is in the bill, how can
a member bank always tell Avhat its balance is?

Mr. Ingle. If it follows the bill in good faith it can.

Senator Xelson. It can tell what the regional bank may have
cleared of its checiiS

Mr. Ingle (interposing). It can tell within a margin of some 20
per cent or 25 per cent of its deposits

Senator Nelson (continuing). But how can a member bank tell

how many checks have been drawn on it?

Mr. Ingle. It can not tell at all.

Senator Nelson. And they will not laiow about those checks until

they are turned in to the regional bank, and the regional bank charges
them to the member bank?
Mr. Ingle. Exactly; that is correct.

Senator Nelson. So that it is impossible for these local banl^s, or
member banks, to determine under that system proposed in the bill

as to the clearances until they are advised by the regional banks ?

Mr. Ingle. They can tell from their own books with an exactness
which will permit them to replenish their reserves. They will know
exactly the condition of their balance this morning

Senator Nelson (interposing). But the banks do not tell them
until those checks turn up what has been drawn against them ?

Mr. Ingle. Exactly ; but they know what they have drawn on that

Federal reserve bank, and they know by experience

Senator Bkistow (interposing). But you do not understand what
Senator Nelson is referring to.

Mr. Ingle. Yes, Senator Bristow; I do.

The Chairman. I think Senator Nelson did not understand him.

What he was trying to explain is that by experience the member
banks can tell approximately how much the checks that will come
in against them will amount to.

Senator Nelson. Oh, they can can guess at it, of course. But let

us suppose, for instance, that Mr. Ingle is a member bank.

The Chairman. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And we will say that all the members of this

committee are depositors in his bank.

The Chairman. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And we, each of us, draw checks on our accounts

there, and those checks are sent to the regional bank. Now. he does

not know that we have drawn those checks or that they are out until

the regional bank calls his attention to it under this proposed clear-

ing-house system.

Senator Pomebene. Well, does that differ materially from the

present practice?

Senator Nelson. Oh, yes ; these country banks do not allow them

to do that now.
Senator Pomerene. But these checks may be drawn and sent out

to different customers of the bank and cashed.

Senator Nelson. But the bank they are drawn on does not allow

them to send them out to other banks for collection.
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Mr. Ingi/E. Only in exceptional cases.

Senator Nelson. But the rule is the other way.
The Chairman. The bank, however, does not know what checki

will come in drawn on it any day until the checks are presented

They do not know what checks are going to be drawn against then

on a certain day.
Senator Hitchcock. There is this difference in the two cases: A

country merchant will not present a check on a bank in his owr
town for $10,000 if he has only $2,000 on deposit. But he may senc

the check to a manufacturer in a city, and the manufacturer maj
deposit the check in the city bank, and the city bank may deposit il

in the reserve bank, and the reserve bank may charge the amount oi

that check, $10,000, to the country bank, although the man who drew
it had only $2,000 on deposit there.

Mr. Ingle. That will not make any difference if there are responsi-

ble indorsers on it.

Senator Hitchcock. It would make this difference, that that

$10,000 check would be presented for payment and charged by the

reserve bank against the country bank, although the man had only

$2,000 deposited in the country bank.
Mr. Ingle. That is exactly what should be done. That would

break up the terrible practice of " kiting."

Senator Hitchcock. Then we had a man before the committee
yesterday who said that that would encourage " kiting " ; that it

would encourage the country merchant to send his check to the city,

where he owed somebody some money; and then he would depend
on subsequent collections to make it good by the time the checls

reached his home bank.
Mr. Ingle. Senator Hitchcock, neither the country people nor the

city people need any encouragement as to that. That is a lesson they
learned long since.

Senator Nelson. Now, here is the way it would work of necessity,
about that 5 per cent reserve in the regional bank. The regional
bank would cash a lot of checks drawn on your bank. And they
would report to you, saying :

" We have cashed so many checks drawn
against you. That reduces your 5 per cent balance so much; you
must replenish it." Now, what else can you do ? What other system
could be applied? '

Mr. Ingle. I would not adopt any other system. But I only sug-
gested

Senator Nelson (interrupting). So that the regional bank which
has cleared these checks must notify the member bank that it has a
deficiency, and the member bank must have an opportunity to put in
enough funds to make it good.

_
Mr. Ingle. Senator Nelson, if you will let me explain the routinem such cases I think I can make it clear. That Federal reserve bank,

upon cashing checks drawn on the member banks will follow the
usual banking practice.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Ingle. They will simply take those checks from day to day,

inclose them in a letter

Senator Bbistow (interposing). But that is not the law.
Mr. Ingle (continuing). And charge the bank with that. The

next morning the member bank has notice of the amount of any
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deficiency for which it will have to provide in its current dispatches
to this Federal reserve bank to bring its reserves back to the 5 per
cent required.

And I only suggest that the law be so amended as not to make it

appear that this 5 per cent was an absolute, fixed quantity—that you
are obliged to keep that 5 per cent there.

The Chairman. It is no more fixed than the present reserve is.

Senator Nelson. It never can, in practice, be a fixed quantity.
The Chairman. No reserve is a fixed quantity.
Mr. Ingle. Well, if that is the thought, all right. I only brought

that point out because it has been suggested that the impounding of
this 5 per cent would make it rigid.

The Chairman. If the impounding of it in that way would make
it rigid, it ought to be changed.
Senator Nelson. The language is rigid:

That every Federal reserve bank shall at all times have on hand in its own
vaults, in gold or lawful money, a sum equal to not less than 334 per cent of
its outstanding demand liabilities.

The Chairman. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And up above the bill says

:

And from and after the passage of this act such fund of 5 per cent shall in
no case be counted by any national banking association as a part of its lawful
reserve.

The Chairman. I think if you will look at the national banking
act, you wiU find that the requirement is the same. It is a' reserve,

but it is a reserve which can only be used for certain purposes.
Senator Hitchcock. Under the law as it exists now, a bank may

have part of its reserve in its own vaults, part of its reserve in a re-

serve city bank, and part in a central reserve city.

The Chairman. Yes ; and it may use them in all three places.

Senator Hitchcock. But this bill requires the bank to have 5 per
cent of its deposits in one place, and 5 per cent of its deposits in an-
other place ; and even though a deficiency in one place is made up by
an excess of reserve in another place, the bank will still have a de-

fault in the first place.

The Chairman. You may have a deficiency in all three places and
still make up the default.

Senator Hitchcock. But under the present law the deficiency in

one place may be made up in another place.

The Chairman. I thought you meant that under this bill the re-

serves could not be invaded at all.

Senator Hitchcock. I meant that the reserve which is kept in the

reserve bank could not be invaded at all.

The Chairman. I do not think that is the meaning of the pro-

vision in the bill.

Senator Hitchcock. What page is that?

Senator Shafrgth. Page 39.

Senator Hitchcock. What I have in mind is this: The member
bank is required to keep a reserve of 5 per cent in the Federal reserve

bank. That is an absolute requirement.

The Chairman. But that reserve is for the purpose of use by the

reserve bank
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Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Then the bill says, "The Fed-

eral reserve board may notify "—no ; that is not the provision T have

in mind.
Senator Shafroth. I think that section 21 is what you have in

mind, Senator Hitchcoclf, repealing the provision in the national

banking act as to the 5 per cent redemption fund being counted as

part of the reserve.

The Chairman. I think it is section 20 he has in mind.

Senator Nelson. "Well, you can see the necessity for that. Under
the present national-banking system the 5 per cent deposited in the

Treasury for redemption of the circulating notes of the national

bank is always deducted from the amount the bank is required to-

keep in reserve, whetlier it is a country banlf or a bank in a reserve

city or a bank in a central reserve city.

The Chairman. Tliat is right.

Senator Nelson. It is necessary to do away with that in order to

make it conform to other parts of this bill. That is, the law now
allows the 5 per cent for the redemption of national bank notes to be

deducted from the reserves required ; and the meaning of this bill is

that that 5 per cent which they have heretofore been allowed to-

deduct shall not be deducted from the reserves required under this

bill.

The Chairman. Yes; it shall no longer count as reserves under
this law. Btit that 5 per cent fund is constantly invaded by the

banks. Sometimes they go below it and sometimes they go over it.

And these reserves are capable of being invaded for legitimate pur-

poses, and sometimes for illegitimate purposes ; but if they go below
the line they are expected to promptly make it up.

Senator Nelson. And this bill adopts tlie same principle in regard

to the 33J per cent reserves of the regional banks ; the 5 per cent that

they are required to deposit for the redemption of the notes in the

Treasury is deducted from the 33^ per cent reserves required.

The Chairman. Yes.
Senator Nelson. We are adopting exactly the same principle for

the regional bank as now exists.

Senator Bristow. Now, you referred with some earnestness to the

system of " kiting " which has been discussed here to some extent. Do
you disapprove of the checking system which has become so prevalent

in the country, in the payment of bills by check, instead of by bank
draft or
Mr. Ingle (interposing). Not at all, when such checks are drawn

to pay a bona fide bill. But, in practice, in quite a degree, a man in

the country over here [indicating] has a friend in another country

bank over here [indicating] some 10 or 20 miles, or 120 miles away.
This man in the country at one point will ask one of his friends, or

he himself will draw a draft for $1,000 on his friend over here 100

miles away; and the man drawing the draft will send that draft to,

let us say, Chicago
Senator Nelson (interposing). As far off as he can.
Mr. Ingle. As far off as he can. By the time tliis man over here

gets it—and many times these drafts are not drawn on funds at all.

They are fictitious from first to last. But this man at the point at

which the draft is drawn will promptly take his collection charge of

$2.50 off of that $1,000 at the expense of the bank in Chicago, and in
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the same breath present his Chicago bank a draft drawn on his friend
at the initial point, and he, in turn, takes his $2.50 off the same
$1,000. They keep that up in a more or less generous way. So that,
once you hold out a check so drawn you break the combination, and
sometimes break a bank, as happened two years ago in Kentucky, at
the hands of some one very well known to me.
Senator Bkistow. Well, I bring the point up because it was empha-

sized yesterday, and a serious objection was made to the system of
the payment of bills by check. To illustrate : I live at Salina, Kans.,
and I might have a bill due in Chicago, and I pay that bill by writ-
ing a check on my local bank for $1,000 and mailing it to the party
at Chicago to whom I was indebted
Mr. Ingle (interposing) . Senator Bristow, I catch your point, now.

May I respond ? I did not catch it before.
Senator Bhistow. Yes.
Mr. Ingle. I think that is not a businesslike practice. You go to

Chicago and you buy $100 worth of goods from some one. When you
pay your bill you send him a check on Hickman, Ky., for $100, it is

true. But that man in collecting that check only gets, possibly, $99.50.
In other words, you are compounding with your creditor at 99-J cents
on the dollar. I think you ought to go to your bank, as was the
habit a generation ago, and purchase a draft on Chicago, or some
reserve center, and pay the cost of it. If you do not keep an account
that will justify that bank in giving you a draft at par you should
pay the cost and send that draft at par to the man to whom you owe
the $100.

Senator Bristow. But suppose my creditor at Chicago and my
banker at Salina and his banker at Chicago are perfectly satisfied

with this method of handling the business, what right has the Gov-
ernment to interfere with it?

Mr. Ingle. They make a virtue of necessity. I do not think they
are at all satisfied; somebody pays the freight. The bank which
actually makes the collection pays for it. It either pays the country
bank an actual exchange charge in money or it renders a return

service for that interior bank in the shape of clearing its checks on
other teritory, which, boiled down into dollars and cents, generally

means more than would result from a direct exchange charge.

Senator Bristow. Well, the country banks encourage that kind of

remittance and desire it. They very much prefer that to the sale

of drafts.

Mr. Ingle. Of course they do, because they Imow that they can not

very well compel their own local customers to pay them 10 or 15 or

25 cents when they want to settle a draft out of town, as they can

put some other disinterested bank under duress, practically, by com-

pelling that bank
Senator Bristow (interposing). Under duress in what way?

Mr. Ingle. Well, I do not know whether " duress" was the word I

should have used there.

Senator Nelson. Moral duress.

Mr. Ingle. Well, they are obliged to do it.

Senator Bristow. Why are they obliged to do it?

Mr. Ingle. Because they have got to do business.

Senator Bristow. It is competition which makes them do it. If

they do not do it, somebody else will.
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Mr. Ingle. Yes; but it is competition based upon the use of a

false principle and one which suggests the payment of a 100-cent debt

in a 99^-cent dollar.

The Chairman. Mr. Ingle, will you allow me to explain at this

point? I want to ask the committee if it will be agreeable to hear

Senator Thomas at 3 o'clock this afternoon ? He desires to be heard
at 3 o'clock.

Senator Nelson. What is our program for the day ?

Senator Hitchcock. Let us make it 3.30.

The Chairman. Half past 3 will be agreeable to me. But I should
like to give him notice of the time, so that he can accommodate him-
self to it.

Senator Shafrgth. That is satisfactory to me.
Senator Beistow. It is satisfactory to me, if it is to the Nebraska

delegation.

The Chairman. We will make it half-past 3 then.

Senator Bristow. Well, continuing on the subject we were discus-

sing: I think it is quite an important matter; because it has de-

veloped here in these hearings recently that the city banks would like

to change the custom of making these remittances, while the country
banks are very much opposed to any change in the method of remit-
tance. The country banks—some of the gentlemen appeared before
us yesterday—-insisted that that method of remittances by check is

a good thing for the country, and greatly facilitates business, and is

a very great convenience ; and that any bank in the city that will not
conform—or any city that will not conform—^to that practice which
has grown up, would find itself handicapped, because it naturally
would drive trade away. And one gentleman talking to me yester-

day cited the instance of New York, the New York banks—I think
probably through the clearing-house association; it made certain
charges upon the country banks that Philadelphia did not, and that
the tendency was to help the business of Philadelphia.
Mr. Ingle. But only in a very moderate degTpe, Senator Bristow.

It would have been in greater degree, were it not for the fact that
there again was interposed the fictitious condition made by the pres-
ent banking act, under which we are compelled, whether we want
to or not, to keep a balance in New York. In consequence, the New
York banks, of all the banks in the country (and in a relatively
lesser degree the Chicago banks) can make rules with the knowledge
that the banks of the country as a whole are obliged to follow them.
Such conditions do not attach to banks in the reserve cities of the
second class.

I think the issuance of local checks is a very convenient method
of settling accounts. There could be no objection whatever to it, if it

were so arranged, as it is proposed under this law, that such checks
are to be redeemed at their face value, not at a discount for the benefit
of the paying bank.

- I go to a country bank, or any bank, with a check for $10,000, and
I can get $10,000 if I am known and that check is good. If 1, rather
than go there myself, elect to send that check by mail, surely that
paying bank is as much obligated to pay me 100 cents on the 'dollar
on that check as if I were there in person.

Senator Nelson. But how do they get the monev to vou?
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Mr. Ikgle. They can send me—they can elect, as a matter of
courtesy, if you choose, to send me a piece of exchanjje which I can
collect, or they can put a lot of currency in a bag and express it to
me at my risk.

New, if they want to charge me 5 cents or 10 cents or 15 cents for
the time they are required to tie up that shipment of money in a
bag or package rather than pass it to me over the counter, T assume
that that would be a legitimate charge.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, as a banker, when you receive deposits
you engaged to pay them over your own counter on demand, do
you not?
Mr. Ingle. Yes ; I engage to pay them over the counter on demand.
Senator Hitchcock. You do not engage to pay them by express

or over the counter of another bank 500 miles away on demand, do
you? You only engage to pay them at your own bank, do you not?
Mr. Ingle. I would suggest that this bank, when it registers the

money by mail—I am not concerned whether it goes over the counter
or through the side door. The bank is as obligated to pay that in
one way as in the other.

Senator Hitchcock. I am talking about the proposition involved
in this bill. If a man in your town draws a check on you for $1,000
and one of the citizens of the town present it, you pay it over your
counter. Suppose that man instead of giving the check to a citizen

of your town sends it to somebody in New York and that person
deposits it in a bank, and that bank presents it at the reserve bank
in New York and that is charged to your account in New York. Is

not that practically compelling you to pay that $1,000 in New York,
and will not that compel you to stand ready at all times to pay your
depositors either at your own bank or at the reserve bank at the
option of the depositor? Does not that compel jou to be ready to

pay it in two places at the same time ?

Mr. Ingle. Hardly so, because that is a convenient method of

paying that check at the counter of that bank on which it is drawn.
If the reserve of that bank with the reserve bank is depleted, the

inferior bank is obliged to pay that money over its counter to that

reserve bank, in order to replenish its balance.

Senator Hitchcock.- I say it is compelling you to be ready at all

times to pay your depositors in two places, namely, at your own
bank or at the reserve bank.
Mr. Ingle. As long as that is what is done now, I can not see

that it makes any difference to express it so in law-

Senator Hitchcock. It is not done now.
Mr. Ingle. Yes; if I send a check for mail for $1,000 to a bank

in an interior town, I do not get the money for it in return. I get

a check on the very same bank in New York.

Senator Hitchcock. Let us take the same case as an instance. A
citizen in your town having a credit in your bank sends $1,000 to a

merchant in New York, and the merchant in New York deposits it

in a bank in New York in which you have an account. Does that

bank charge it up to your account?

Mr. Ingle. As a practical matter; yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. As a practical matter it sends it out to you,

and you pay it when it gets to you, or it sends it to another bank
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in your town and is paid at your counter. All the testimony here

has indicated that no reserve' bank has any right to charge to the

account of its country correspondent a check drawn against that

country correspondent.
Mr. Ingle. Senator, that is a question of practice.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you tell me of any bank in New York
which reserves the right to charge its country correspondent with

checks which it may receive—individual checks?

Mr. Ingle. Yes ; Ave have four reserve agents in New York which

charge promptly against our balances in their hands not only checks

on us, but any business they choose to send us in Baltimore.

Senator Hitchcock. That is an exceptional arrangement, is it not?

Mr. Ingle. I believe that is because we are a very good bank.

[Laughter.]
Senator Hitchcock. That places you at the mercy of all of your

depositors.

Mr. Ingle. We try to be prepared for that, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, a man might overdraw his account and
it would be charged to you in New York.
Mr. Ingle. That would make no difference, in practice.

Senator Hitchcock. I think that might open the door to fraud.

Mr. Ingle. I can not see that it would.
Senator Hitchcock. If a man might present a check in New York

against you when he had no account at all and get money on that

Mr. Ingle (interposing). That can be done anyhow; it is done
every day.

Senator Hitchcock. But it would not be charged to you ?

Mr. Ingle. I would just as leave have it charged to my account
as to send it on for collection and the New York bank has parted
with that money.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to Iniow, seriously, whether a country
bank doing business with a reserve center is compelled to have checks
which individual depositors draw against it charged to the account
of that country bank in New York or Chicago or anywhere else.

You say that is the practice now ?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir ; I do not say it is the practice. I say, unfortu-
nately, it is the growing habit of the interior banks to insist upon
what we call double accounts in the transaction of their business.

Senator Hitchcock. What is the practice now? Tell me frankly
what is the practice now.
Mr. Ingle. I can only state for ourselves. I assume that we now

have about 800 out-of-town bank accounts on our ledger, and we
charge against the credit balances all of our business in fully 600
of those accounts. On the other 200 accounts, they are double ac-

counts, you understand, where they will not let us do that.
Senator Hitchcock. We are talking about different things. Are

you talking about checks drawn by another bank upon you ?

Mr. Ingle. I am talking about in Baltimore the checks drawn on
Salisbury, Md., or any town, I do not care where, where the practice
prevails with us.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me give the same illustration I have. I
am asking you whether an individual citizen of Baltimore—Balti-
more is your jilace, is it not ?

Mr. Ingle. Yes.
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Senator Hitchcock. Whether an individual citizen of Baltimore
draws a check on your bank which goes to New York and gets in the
hands of your New York correspondent, does that New York cor-
respondent charge that check to your account?
Mr. Ingle. If in connection with it or any one of the four New

York correspondents we have, it does it that very minute.
Senator Hitchcock. What do you mean by any one of your New

York correspondents?
Mr. Ingle. I have different arrangements, sir, with different banks.
Senator Hitchcock. You mean to say you have four New York

correspondents
Mr. Ingle (interposing). And they will charge that check on

Baltimore, or any other check they choose to send up drawn on
Baltimore, direct to our balance in their hands.
Senator Hitchcock. If John Smith, in Baltimore, draws a check

on your bank, your correspondent charges that up to your account ?

Mr. Ingle. Up to my account.
Senator Hitchcock. Without submitting it to you.
Mr. Ingle. I get it the next morning, and I am given a debit for it.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me ask, when is it charged to you ?

Mr. Ingle. The very moment he gets it ; the very moment he gets
it he debits it.

Senator Hitchcock. I say is that the practice of country bank
correspondence ?

Mr. Ingle. I say I can only tell you from our experience. I say
it is a growing and vicious practice, in my judgment.
Senator Hitchcock. Which is the vicious practice ?

Mr. Ingle. This thing of permitting the maintenance of those
double accounts.

Senator Hitchcock. What do you mean by maintaining double
accounts ?

Mr. Ingle. I am speaking of that situation which you pictured,
where we have a balance in New York, and where New York will

send us business from day to day for collection and remittance either

upon receipt, or after three days, or next week, if you choose. Now,
what does that practice result in? We are assumed to keep 25 per
cent reserve. Can't you see, if any bank has a balance to its credit

in New York of $500,000 it will also have $500,000 cash in its vaults.

The two sums together may represent the 25 per cent on that bank's

deposits. Now, if that New York bank sends its out-of-town bank
business from day to day, for remittance twice a week, let us assume
the paying bank may accumulate from the New York bank $250,000

worth of business to be remitted for twice a week. Now, in practice,

what do many'banks do? They continue to count as reserve the full

debit balance of $500,000. And, as we all know, a reserve is only

maintained at all with a view of protecting depositors of a bank in

case of failure or liquidation—if we never failed we would not want
any reserve. You see that means our reserve the moment the bank
fails; it is not our total debit balance in New York; it is that total

debit balance less the balance we may have on our books from New
York for remittance at any particular time in the future. So that

instead of having $500,000 reserve, we, as a fatter of fact, only have

$250,000 reserve.
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Senator Hitchcock. You mean New York has sent you $250,000 .

Mr. Ingle (interposing). For collection and remittance once a

week, ii; you choose—an accumulating balance. The practice is, where

it is done for accumulating balances it sends a very small balance the

first three or four days and a very large one on the fifth or sixth day

to save the New York banlc.

Senator Hitchcock. To save the New York bank?
Mr. Ingle. The New York bank gets its return quickly. For in-

stance, one bank in Baltimore will arrange to remit for a certain

New York bank on Wednesdays and Saturdays each week. That

New York bank will arrange with another Baltimore bfink to remit it

twice weekly, on Tuesdays and Fridays, and so on, possibly with a

third bank on Wednesdays—on the other two days. Now, in sending

their deposits they so arrange it that their money will be away from

them the shortest possible time, which is a very excellent idea from

their point of view.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean New York does that?

Mr. Ingle. New York does
;
yes. The idea that I insist upon in

opposition to this double-account business is this : That a bank which

keeps its reserve honestly, which tries to keep a reserve of 25 per

cent—and if it does not it can not help itself, it is gone, in tight times

or for some other reason—such a bank, in trying to keep its reserve,

only figures as its reserve its actual balance in New York plus its cash

on hand. Now, if those full debit balances are permitted to be

counted, can't you see that the bank which does that and makes

no deduction for offsetting balances has a very superior advantage

over a bank which insists upon a single account, ih which is always re-

flected the actual amount of money the owning bank can draw for in

case it has to have it.

Senator Hitchcock. You say you have $7,000,000 of country-bank

deposits ?

Mr. Ingle. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose you receive a batch of checks against

one of those country banks in a country town in your State; do you

charge those checks to the account of that country bank when you

receive them?
Mr. Ingle. I think so, in our case in 75 per cent of our accounts.

Senator Hitchcock. Does that depend altogether on the arrange-

ment between the banks?
' Mr. Ingle. Altogether on the arrangement between the banks, and

sometimes they are changed.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose you send that country bank collec-

tion items ; when do you charge them with those items ?

Mr. Ingle. Only upon receipt from that bank of advice of their

payment. We charge them, as a matter of fact, one or two days after

they have the money.
Senator Hitchcock. Do you charge to their accounts such checks

drawn by their individual customers as soon as you receive them?
Mr. Ingle. That is right.

Senator Hitchcock. That is at variance with the custom as stated

to be by all the bankers who have testified before this committee.

They have all testified that no correspondent was permitted to

charge up items against its country correspondent until they had

been collected.
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Mr. Ingle. I think they made awfully poor arrangements.
The Chairman. It is a very common practice for people traveling

in Europe. They draw on their letter of credit against the country
bank's correspondent in Europe, and it is charged against the home
bank.

Senator Nelson. That is why the country bank makes a profit;

they want something for making that collection.

Senator Hitchcock. You say with 75 per cent of your country
bank customers you charge checks to them just the minute you re-

ceive them?
Mr. Ingle. I think I am approximately correct there, sir. I say

it is substantially so in the case of 800 correspondents ; I do not fol-

low it personally, but I feel I know it.

Senator Hitchcock. Why do you discriminate in that way?
Mr. Ingle. Simply because one arrangement is satisfactory to one

man, and another man won't do it the same way, but some other
arrangement would suit him better. With our New York corre-

spondents we make that arrangement; we insisted upon the arrange-
ment.

Senator Hitchcock. Why ?

Mr. Ingle. Because we felt it was not a fair thing for us, when our
Government statement was called for, to swear our reserve was a

certain average for a 30-day period when we knew during that 30-

day period we might have had offsetting credits on our books from
New York banks which would probably deplete our reserve 4 per
cent. <(%

Senator HiTCHco(!;K.'*For that reason you should always make an
allowance for checks drawn against you and floating around in

transit?

Mr. Ingle. Oh, no ; I think it is a perfectly fair proposition there.

We do not want to lean backward because—out of sight, out of mind.
We have no knowledge whether the New York bank has $100,000 or

$1,000 on that day.

The Chairman. And it is a matter of saving in bookkeeping?
Mr. Ingle. Altogether. It is a matter of protecting the bank.

The Chairman. What bookkeeping does it save you ?

Mr. Ingle. It does save us bookkeeping.
The Chairman. I would like to have you explain to me what sav-

ing there is in it.

Mr. Ingle. Well, in the actual bookkeeping it simply saves the

difference in time it requires to keep two accounts

The Chairman. Instead of one.

Mr. Ingle (continuing). And one account. It all goes into a com-

mon account. Further than that, in maintaining these two separate

accounts there are numerous times in which all kinds of irregular

things happen, and we are eternally being mixed—an entry in one

account is intended to go into another account.

The Chairman. And you have a whole lot of trouble in reconciling

the accounts.

Mr. Ingle. Yes ; in reconciling the accounts. I think the practice

is wrong, Mr. Chairman, because the balance due in any situation

should reflect the net balances due.

The Chairman. It avoids double-heading—what they call double-

heading—does it not ?
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Mr. Ingle. Double-headers. It has led up to this: Our figures in

all of our statements do not reflect the real thing at all, when we
take all of this pyramiding of reserves where one item of $5,000 may
be reflected for a period of a week in the statements of five other

banks all over this country before that item is liquidated. And, in

connection with these double accounts, I think it is fair to say that

probably 25 per cent of the amount of our statement footings repre-

sents wind. It does not mean anything at all. It is gratifying to

report $50,000,000 of deposits rather than $40,000,000 or $35,000,000,

the real deposits you can loan.

Senator Pomeeene. Let me see if I understand your statement in

reference to the bookkeeping. Under the present arrangement that

you have with your New York correspondent your account is charged
with a check which they have paid and sent to you. If that was not

done, they would have to have the same account with you and also

a collection account with you, would they not? Do I make myself
clear?

Mr. Inole. I think I follow you. Senator.

Senator Pomeeene. That is, for instance, I draw a check upon your
bank—I have an account there—and it was sent to New York. Now,
of course, I am not a depositor in your New York bank, and when
they received my check there, if they adopt the other system, they

would have to send that on to you as an item for collection, and that

would necessitate the double bookkeeping you are speaking of.

Mr. Ingle. Double bookkeeping. There is one thing I ought to

•explain in that connection, sir. You appreciate this arrangement with
any number of New York banks—I think we deal with about 9 or 10

New York banks—they will difi'er. The purpose we had in mind was
the avoidance of an appearance on our books of an item due to reserve

agents. You will frequently see in statements, if you will look at the

publications, " Due from reserve agents, $750,000," " Due to reserve

agents, $430,000," as a deposit. Now that is only a bookkeeping entry

for convenience, if you choose, or for profit, if you choose, but it

serves to artificially swell the deposit line and it always exposes the

bank so carrying its account to count the full debit balance as a re-

serve rather than $200,000 as the actual reserve in case he fails,

because that is all he has.

Senator Reed. Mr. Ingle, you have gotten into a line of discussion

here that several times I have tried to get some light on. I think you
are inclined to deal with this subject frankly. I would like to talk

with you a minute about it. To begin with, and rather aside from
what I have in mind, I want to ask you this : If a citizen of Baltimore,

having an account in your bank, draws a check payable to a merchant
in New York City, let us say, for $10,000, and the check is deposited

in his bank and credited to him, what protection does your bank
have provided that check should happen to be a bad check? How
does that bank know he has a balance of $10,000 in your bank?
Mr. Ingle. That bank is not concerned to know, sir. That bank,

in accepting a check for $10,000 does so from one of its customers,

and it is assumed he would be a reputable merchant. Obviously that

bank would not accept from a merchant in whom he had no confi-

dence, any one's check for $10,000.
Senator Reed. In other words, it knows its depositors, and if a de-

positor puts in a bad check the depositor makes it good.
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Mr. Ingle. There it has recourse upon him, and if it is returned the
depositor makes it good.
Senator Reed. The protection rests upon the fact that the depositor

is known to it, and if he is not a reliable man, and a solvent man you
simply send it for

Mr. Ingle (interposinjo:) . For collection.

Senator Eeed (continuing). For collection, which obviates that dif-

ficulty.

Mr. Ingle. Exactly.

Senator Reed. Now, I want to come to this question of pyramiding
reserves for a minute. Assuming a bank must keep 12^ per cent of'

its deposits in its own vault and 12^ per cent of its deposits in some
other reserve bank or banks, is it not a fact that those funds thus
deposited with other banks are frequently so deposited with other
banks so that as a matter of fact that 12^ per cent ceases for all prac-

tical purposes to be a reserve at all ?

Mr. Ingle. I entirely agree with you, sir. As a matter of fact, the
actual cash, gold—let us call it gold, if you choose, for the sake of
letting you understand what I mean—the actual gold reserve or the

actual legal reserve in money, in lawful money, against a deposit line

of $100,000 in a country bank is just about $7,500 in money by the

time that the reserve in the secondary reserve city is further split up
by being transferred, a respectful portion of it, to the reserve city.

You understand what I mean, sir?

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. IxGLE. If a country bank deals with a reserve city of the second

class, which city in turn deals with a central reserve city, the original

deposit of the country bank is represented by just 7-^- per cent in real

money.
Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Ingle. Now, mark you, here is another question there, sir.

Very unfortunately, in the case with a very generous share of ihese

reserves they are made up not of cash, not of demand paper payable

in a reserve city, but of miscellaneous checks and drafts listed on

shps a yard long many times, scattered all over the known world, I

might almost say.

Senator Eeed.' You mean to say, instead of carrying cash they carry

something in lieu of cash and count it as cash ?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir. I mean this, that a bank in the interior and

also many banks in the reserve cities of the second class, will have its

correspondent in either a reserve city of the second class or a central

reserve citv. That interior bank will send to Philadelphia, if you

choose, a long letter made up of items, 10 per cent of them on Phila-

delphia and 90 per cent of them on other points withm the territorial

limits of the United States, very often. The moment the interior

bank charges Philadelphia with the footing on that letter, it looks

like money to that interior bank, and it proceeds to draw against it

as money.' You should say competition should prevent all of that.

That is very true, but the practice is horribly abused.

Senator Reed. The fact is, then, if I understand you (and I am
going to put it in my own words to be sure I do) ,

we will say that a

bank in Indiana has an account with a bank in New York and uses

it as its reserve agent. It gathers up a lot of collections swttered

broadly over the United States and sends them down to the bank m
S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 ^30
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New York, in the aggregate amounting to $500,000, and the bank in

New York at once credits to the bank in Indiana $500,000. The bank
in New York, however, does not have $500,000 in cash, but has

$500,000 in collection items.

Mr. Ingle. A certain percentage of it, anyhow.
Senator Ebed. Yes. And therefore the bank in Indiana credits

itself in its reserves with $500,000 in cash in the reserve in Phila-

delphia and treats it as though it were cash when in fact it is a

liability.

Mr. Ingle. Unliquidated business.

Senator Eeed. That is practiced extensively?

Mr. Ingle. Most extensively. And anything in the world, as, for

instance, this bill, which will compel or induce the prompt presenta-

tion of those checks at a minimum cost would be a step in the right

direction and get things down to a dollars and cents basis.

Senator Eeed. Now, you stated a moment ago that as it worked
out with an ordinary country bank having deposited a portion of its

funds in a reserve bank, and then that money can be redepositedj
etc., there was an actual reserve of about 7J per cent. Now, do you
deduct from that 7^ per cent a further sum on account of the system
you have just explained of sending in checks and drafts, etc., to be

collected and credited?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir; I am afraid if we did that, in many cases we
would have a minus quantity.

Senator Eeed. That is what I want to get at. You mean that the

7^ per cent exists because as a part of that 7^ per cent is counted the

credits which the banks obtain when they have not deposited their

cash but have deposited items for collection.

Mr. Ingle. I think that statement is true, sir.

Senator Eeed. And that the items for collection are so great in the
aggregate as to wipe out the entire reserve of 7^^ per cent f
Mr. Ingle. Yes. But it differs with different banks, if you please,

Senator.
Senator Eeed. I am asking about the general custom.
Mr. Ingle. I am speaking about the abuses which have grown up

by reason of the practices that have grown up under the present
law.

Senator Eeed. I understand some bankers do not do it but that this

is a general custom.
Mr. Ingle. I think it is quite general.
Senator Eeed. Then, as a matter of fact, our reserve system, with

the exception of the money actually held in vaults in the banks, is a

good deal of a

Mr. Ingle (interposing). Of a delusion and a snare.
Senator Eeed. Yes. Now, if that is true (I am coming to another

question) and this bill changes the aggregate of the reserves by reduc-
ing them in various amounts, depending upon the class of banks, and
yet compels the actual keeping of the money, the effect will be to

really increase the reserves—^the actual reserves.
Mr. Ingle. That would be my judgment, Senator.
Senator Eeed. So that in the cJfiange which we are putting in op-

eration, applying it not to the law as it now exists, but to the custom
which has grown up under the law, there would be actually more
money tied up in reserves under the new system than under the old,
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although we have reduced the amount in percentages in this bill ?

Putting it in another way
Mr. Ingle. I think I catch you, sir, but you must remember this,

Senator, that a part of the 18 per cent reserve which we will be re-

quired to keep under this law will not be money at allj it will be a
credit on the books of the Federal reserve banks, of which only one-
third is held in cash.

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Ingle. So that we will then have, under the new law, roughly
speaking—I have not a blackboard here, sir—about the same amount
of actual money resei-ve as we now have.

Senator Reed. But, of course, you have introduced into your last

answer a further provision ; that is to say, that the bank, as soon as it

deposits its reserve with the regional bank, will then borrow it back ?

Mr. Ingle. It will be borrowed back. It is not material to us
whether we earmark it or not. It will be borrowed back by some
one, and that bank will only hold, as a matter of fact, 33 per cent of
its liability to us in cash.

Senator Reed. But, omitting that last transaction, which may or
may not take place, and putting this thing, if I am able to do it, in

a sentence, the 15 per cent reserve required of a country bank and
maintained, as you say it is maintained under the present system,
actually demands less cash as it is worked now under the present
system than would be required under the new bill in actual cash,

although the reserves are reduced to 12 per cent? That is, now, up
to the time that the regional bank rediscounts.

Mr. Ingle. Senator, I am just running it through my head as you
are asking it. My impression is it will require a very slight increase

in the actual cash held in the reserves in the country bank, either one
placfe or another. But here against this in this law is the wonderful
compensating advantage
Senator Reed (interposing). I am not speaking of the advantage

now; we are coming to that in a moment. I am not contending
against the bill. The present system is so run that that part of the

reserve which is deposited in other banks is practically wiped out as

a cash reserve. Under the new system the cash is actually put in the

vaults of the bank, or would be in the vaults of the reserve bank, as

far as the reserve part of this system goes. Then, of course, the re-

serve bank is permitted to loan all of the reserves that have been put
' up with it except a 33 per cent reserve, which it must hold. That is

the situation as it works out.

Mr. Ingle. Yes.
Senator Reed. And I take it from that the central reserve bank

has actually loaned out the money that has been put up with it, and
there is more money in cash in the banks under, the new system,

although the reserve is less, in figures—that is, in percentage—than

there is in cash locked up now in reserves with a larger percentage.

Mr. Ingle. Senator, I have not attempted to work that out, and
I must confess I have looked at this subject more from the viewpoint

of a banker in a secondary reserve city, of course, more or less in its

related aspect.

Senator Reed. We can figure from your previous statements, but of

course you can supplement this by any statement you want to make,
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in writing or otherwise. Now, let me ask you about another matter

that is not, perhaps, exactly germane to this question : To what ex-

tent is this practice followed by banks, namely, a bank likes to have

a showing of a large amount of deposits; it looks good. To what

extent do they practice this system of bank No. 1 depositing $100,000

with bank No. 2, bank No. 2 depositing $100,000 with bank No. 3,

bank No. 3 depositing $100,000 with bank No. 4, and bank No. 4

depositing $100,000 with bank No. 1—to what extent is that sort of

scheme worked?
Mr. Ingle. Senator, I have never had much personal experience

in those directions. I have heard of that and I probably have known
of two or three concrete situations of just that sort, where a bank,

for instance, will at a given moment want to replenish its reserves,

if you choose. A bank in Baltimore may draw on, shall I say,

Cincinnati for $100,000. At that time it will not have a penny to

its credit in the city of Cincinnati. It will send that draft so dra'wn

out to Chicago. It is a central reserve point. By the time that draft

on Cincinnati will have reached its destination the drawing bank,

the initial bank, will send to Cincinnati, maybe, a draft on Pitts-

burgh, and so on, and in that way deliberately proceed not only to

build up its deposit line but at the same time to build up its reserves.

Senator Eeed. That is kiting?

Mr. Ingle. Exactly so; pure and simple. There is quite a little

of that done. In a city, for instance, with a dozen banks I will

assume that probably no more than two or three banks will do that.

The other banks will not do it, but they recognize they are handi-

capped in not being moved to do it. They swell their deposits other-

wise artificially in many ways. For instance, there was offered me
for discount only last week a certificate of deposit drawn by a bank
for itself for some thousands of dollars. That bank will loan its

customer, will accept a customer's note for $5,000. It has not the

money; it has exhausted its credit in the shape of bills payable or

rediscounts, if you choose, direct, but it will give that customer its

time certificate of deposit payable three, four, or five months after

date. That customer will take that time certificate of deposit and,
through some other channel, discount it. In the meantime such time
certificates will appear as deposits in the statement of the issuing
bank. There are all kinds of devices, sir, which we can not recall

on the spur of the moment, but it gives us pause as we meet with them

,

from day to day.
Senator Reed. There is a good deal of that done, you say?
Mr. Ingle. Quite a little of that done.
Senator Reed. I had in mind a different transaction from that

and a transaction which could not be said to be dishonest, but sim-
ply a bank's desire to have it appear they have a large amount of

deposits. And of coarse in the illustration I used, bank No. 1 could
have actually deposited with bank No. 2 $100,000; bank No. 2 could
actually deposit the $100,000 with bank No. 3—not the same, but an-

other hundred thousand—and that could be carried on until it made
the circle and got back to bank No. 1. And if there were 10 banks
there would be an aggregate of a million dollars of deposits and
yet each bank would owe as much as its deposits, and there would
be an apparent increase of a million dollars in the aggregate in those
banks, and yet not an actual increase of a penny.
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Mr. Ingle. That is exactly what I suggested about the 25 per cent
of the total statement footings of the country representing air.

Senator Reed. So that you think the aggregate deposits of our
banks to-day, if they were gotten down to what they actually are,

would shrink very largely ?

Mr. Ingle. If boiled down to a condition which would be brought
about under the^erms of this bill by the clearance of the checks as
promptly as possible and not as great a delay as possible, I am in-

clined to think the statement footings under the present system would
probably shrink to a loss of 20 to 25 per cent. It would not mean
the loss of a penny except pride.

Senator Reed. I did not hear all of your testimony, and I may
repeat a question that has been asked, but for my own information
I want to ask this : If yovir bank has a part of its reserve in its own
vaults, as required by law, a part of its reserve in the regional bank,
as required by law, but the aggregate of the two accounts being suffi-

cient to comply absolutely with the law, and one of your customers
draws a check and passes it through the regional bank, and it is

instantly charged, will that not compel you to keep an amount with
the regional bank considerably in excess of your legal reserve, lest

the transaction I have referred to would bring you below the legal

reserve ?

Mr. Ingle. Senator, I referred to that before you came into the
room, and I took the liberty of suggesting that this bill be amended
so as to allow some little play in a situation which otherwise would
inflict a penalty. That reserve account should, without penalty, be
permitted to be 20 per cent below the fixed amount, and below that
there could be a penalty fixed so as to prevent exploiting that account
for profit.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you state in a few words your objection
to having this provision of the section changed
Mr. Ingle (interposing). Pardon n^e. Senator, what section is it?

Senator Hitchcock. It is on page 33. Most of the country bank-
ers have urged that that section be changed so as not to require a
regional bank to accept checks upon member banks at par. Now,
why do you think it would be better to continue to have the regional
bank accept those checks at par?
Mr. Ingle. It is probably fair to divide that answer. First, for

the reasons I have sought to give, I think it should be almost obliga-

tory to compel the retirement of these checks at the earliest possible

moment, in order to avoid this undue and unreasonable expansion of

credit, this duplication of credits in the hands of four or five suc-

cessive banks, by reflecting the credit of a single item in process of

liquidation.

Now, the meat of their objection, as I take it, is in regard to the

par facilities. Now, of course there comes a consideration which is

selfish at both ends of the argument. I have already^ brought out
why I feel that the bank, the paying bank, should honor its customer's

checks when they are presented. Here is a thought I omitted. I

can not talk very well, and I have to speak rapidly and without any
preparation, as you ask questions.

You must remember that if the customer of an interior bank will

go into his bank and ask for a draft on Chicago with which to pay
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a bill in Chicago, his country bank will jDrobably charge him some-

thing for the draft and the Chicago man gets his payment at par.

Now, if, instead of doing that, the interior man sends his local check

to Syracuse, N. Y., we will say, in payment of a bill, there has elapsed

one day ; Syracuse will send that to its reserve point, and another day

has elapsed ; the reserve point will send it to the bank upon which it

is drawn, and that makes three days. Speaking jti a broad way,

checks, handled ever so promptly, will require two or three days to

reach their destination, so that the bank upon which they are drawn
gets the benefit of the additional time in which to keep its money
loaned during the exact number of days in which those checks are

required to reach it. They now get the advantage not only of the

additional time which now amounts to a week or 10 days many times,

but they also get from $1 to $2.50 a thousand in remitting for those

checks.

But, gentlemen, the devices used by many banks are very ingenious,

indeed, when arranging for the best possible results to their profit-

and-loss accounts. I do not blame them at all.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to refer you to some testimony which
has been given before this committee. A very intelligent banker from
Peoria testified yesterday or the day before, before the committee,
that if the bill as drawn is favorably reported and permits a customer
of a country bank to draw his check with the assurance that it will

be received at par by the reserve banks, that remittance will be made
that way, and the result will be that the reserve bank will have a

great mass of checks of that sort to handle. He says, however, if

a discrimination is made between bank drafts and individual checks
it will require a country merchant who desires to remit to go to his

bank and get a draft upon the reserve bank. That draft will pass
at par not only in that reserve district, but in all other reserve dis-

tricts, and as it passes at par, and because of the competition between
banks, the country bank will not make any charge for that draft upon
the reserve bank, which he says will put a stop to kiting. He says

that if this remains as it is the country merchant, knowing that his

check sent, say, to Chicago, or, as you say, to Syracuse, will not be
charged to his account in his home town until it has made the rounds,
and will continue to maintain the practice of paying in checks, the

man depending upon his collections to make his money good later on.

Mr. Ingle. On the contrary, sir, I think under the new law he has
got to pay the bill earlier than under present conditions. He knows
that check is coming immediately back to his home bank.
. Senator Hitchcock. Suppose this law discriminates between an
individual check and a bank draft upon the reserve bank ?

Mr. Ingle. I do not see the occasion for it or the merit in it.

There, again, comes selfishness, which is altogether a proper emo-
tion in such a case, I imagine. I think our friend from New Orleans
is figuring that half a loaf is better than no bread. If he has got
to be stripped of part of this, he might as well save half of it out of
the wreck. I can not see the difference between a check drawn on
any bank by a banking correspondent and one drawn on it by an
individual customer. Some individual customers have their checks
frequently in the form of an ordinary bank draft, as looking more
substantial, if you choose.
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Senator Reed. The distinction which he made was this: When a
man went to his bank and drew his check upon that bank, say, for
$1,000, and obtained a draft, that then that bank knew that that
money was drawn out and reduced its account by that much, whereas
if he simply drew a check and said nothing to his bank about it
^nd sent it on to New York, and it went to the regional bank in New
York, incidenta^y his reserve in that bank was reduced. He would
not know about that, and his reserve might be wiped out without his
knowledge, whereas if the bank-draft transaction took place it took
place at his counter, and he immediately made his entries. That
was one reason he gave.
Mr. Ingle. If you will excuse me, that is a very strong argument,

because there is no greater reason to suppose that a merchant in a
country town will, under these changed conditions, go to his local
bank and get a draft on a Federal reserve bank than he would now
go to that bank and get a check on New York to pay a bill. That
merchant, speaking generally, wants that check to stay out as long
as it can, and the bank upon which it is drawn wants it to stay out,
and the member bank is not at all concerned when that check is

charged to its account on the books of the Federal reserve bank,
assuming that this law can be amended to permit some little play
between the 5 per cent definitely and the 4^ to 5^ per cent as the
exigencies or delay might possibly demand.

Senator Eeed. He urged this as a reason: He said if you adopt
the system that the bank draft will be credited at once in the reserve
bank, that works no harm, because the member bank knows the draft
is out and has deducted it from its account. Therefore it must in-

crease its reserve in its own bank, or it must increase its reserve, if

necessary, in the regional reserve bank, and that that sort of bank-
ing, if that draft would be regularly cashed at par and at once,
creditors would demand it and get it. If, at the same time, you
provide that a bank check would not be so credited but would simply
be accepted for collection and sent on to the bank upon which it was
drawn, and that that discrimination in the law between the two kinds
if paper would build up the bank-draft system and would circum-
scribe the check system, Is there anything sound in that?
Mr. Ingle. I can not say it is unsound, but I think it is probably

Utopian. I think the competition in the cities to which such checks
are sent will also require that they be accepted as cash on the same
basis as the check on a Federal reserve bank, and the bank accepting
them as cash simply takes its own chances.

Senator Reed. It would not be Utopian if the law provided that
that check should bear a charge for collection and a draft not ?

Mr. Ingle. I will not venture that suggestion. I doubt whether
the law could say that.

Senator Reed. Oh, yes ; the law could easily enough provide that if

we wanted to have it do so. It could provide that the regional bank
would cash the draft, and the regional bank would send the check on
for collection, and that there should be a collection charge.

Mr. Ingle. The trouble would be that the check would not go to

the regional bank; it would go direct to its destination, as is done
now, or there would be some other rearrangement.

Senator Reed. Through some other bank?
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Mr. Ingle. Yes, sir ; I take it so. It would be like New York
Senator Reed (interposing). That would put it at some dis-

advantage ?

Mr. Ingle. The customer would not care a rap about it if he gets

a credit upon the books of the bank. He does not care what happens.
Senator Reed. He would just go to his own bank, and his own

bank would give him credit and put it through ?

Mr. Ingle. The customer would not care how. Ydli know in draw-
ing cotton drafts, as is done on the New England States, where three

days' grace is always not only allowed but taken on drafts drawn at

sight, the owners of those cotton drafts at the initial point puts

them in their banks as cash. Then the initial bank, unless we have
prearranged it, immediately begins to quarrel with its corresponding
bank, because it declines to accept as a cash credit an item which will

not be paid until the lapse of four or five days thereafter, but if that

fellow has a good account, well, we swear in private and properly
credit it up to him and say nothing about it. If he has a bad account,

we will simply forward it for collection and give him credit upon
its actual payment.

Senator Reed. How would it strike you if all checks used in inter-

state commerce—private checks—had to have a stamp upon them,
the proceeds to go to the supporting of this banking system ?

Mr. Ingle. Well, I would rather

Senator Reed (interposing). I am not committing myself upon
that proposition; I am just asking you about it.

Mr. Ingle. I suggested here that it is a pity that some way under
the interstate clause of the Constitution could not be found to

nationalize the whole business, and then you would relieve all of us

of a great deal of worry and trouble, and we could all take the same
dose of medicine or tonic, as you please.

Senator Bristow. I started to question you on this check business

sometime ago, and I want to proceed with it.

Senator Reed. I beg your pardon for interrupting you. Senator.-

Senator Beistow. That is all right. There is one important matter
that has not been brought out, which I would like to have brought
out. You seem to be opposed to the presen.t system of remittances

by checks. I want to ask you
Mr. Ingle (interposing). No, Senator, I would not like to be so

set down. I am opposed to the present handling of the checks which
are remitted. I think checks, local checks or checks of any kind, are

proper methods of remitting, if you choose, under our development,
as we view it. I think there should be some way provided to quickly

get those checks back to their paying banks; get them back as

promptly as possible.

Senator Beistow. That is a question for the banks to consider as

to how they will handle the checks. But you criticized the remittance

which I suggested I had made to Chicago by check to pay an account

there, because you said that was paying a $1,000 account with $999.50.

Mr. Ingle. That was the effect upon the party of the second part

who gets your check.

Senator Beistow. I understood from your general attitude you
thought this system of remittances by checks was a bad one, and then

I suggested that the country bank had encouraged it ; that they had
solicited and asked, or recommended that their depositors use checks.
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When you go to a bank and deposit, say, $1,000, they present you
with a check book and prefer that you check that out rather than
that you draw it out and disburse it that way.
Mr. Ingle. For purely selfish reasons, of course.
Senator Beistow. That leaves the money in your bank ?

Mr. Ik OLE. Exactly.
Senator Beistow. If you have a pay roll, small or large, say with

only 15 or 20 employees, your bank prefers that you pay your em-
ployees by check rather than going to the bank on Saturday after-
noon, if you pay on Saturday, and drawing out the money and
paying them cash, because it keeps the money in the bank, and the
checks go around to the various merchants and finally come in. That
is a practice which country bankers have encouraged and developed,
have they not, for a series of years ?

Mr. Ingle. Unfortunately, they have.
Senator Beistow. Why do you say unfortunately? What does

that do ? As a matter of fact, does it not bring the money that other-
wise would be in the safes, or in the desks, or in the bureau drawers,
in the community, or out on the farms, into the bank? Does it not
increase the reservoir of money there for the use of that community
and has it not resulted in the establishing of banks in communities
where 30 years ago would have been regarded as ridiculous to under-
take to establish one ? Has it not resulted in drawing out of the hid-
ing places millions of dollars for the use of American people in their

commercial transactions?
Mr. Ingle. Senator, I guess I will have to say yes to that. I do

not know whether that is altogether a proper answer, whether it has
been so much the use of the checlts as it has been the solicitation of

deposits which otherwise had been concealed within the stockings

and cupboards, I do not know. The money has come from the solici-

tation ; the checks follow afterwards, and operate to keep the money
more or less in the banks.
Senator Beistow. Now, say there is a farmer out here in Maryland,

and he may be growing his crops and he is paying his hired men.
His banker would prefer that he keep his money which he has in

the bank and take a check book. It is safer. It is not lost. If the

check is lost and it does not turn up, that is better than to lose the

money and have it destroyed. The result has been that the farmer
has written checks. We will say he wants to pay a bill in Baltimore

instead of at Marlboro, we will say, and so he sends a check to Balti-

more. The merchant takes that check and deposits it in his bank.

If you take from him this convenience of paying these bills with

checks, and make it so he can not do it, you will destroy a system

and a custom which has been built up, and which, it seems to me,

has added very greatly to our commercial activity.

Mr. Ingle. We will never do that. We have no desire to do that.

On the contrary, once that check is issued, I do not believe it should

circulate as currency for 10 days before it is redeemed. Before it

gets back to its paying bank it may have traveled 2,000 miles if you

choose, all around the country, before it reaches its destination.

Senator Bristow. There may be an occasional abuse in this, the

same as in almost everything else.

Mr. Ingle. I think a usual abuse, if you will excuse me, sir.
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Senator Beistow. What is the objection? I will give a check for

$10 to some one, we will say, who may be employed by me. I may
be a farmer. I may buy something and I give the man from whom I

buy a check, and if he thinks it is all right (my reputation may be

good in the community) he takes that check, and there is somebody

whom he owes something to and he has not the money, and he says

to the man to whom he owes something, " I have not the money to

pay this, but I will assign to you a check of Bristow's which he gave

me for a pig," and he takes it, and in the course of a few days it

comes back to the bank. What harm has been done? Is not that a

convenience ?

Mr. Ingle. That is a convenience. But you will not let a bank do

that. You will not let a bank issue its notes by indorsement and
pass them around as money.

Senator Beistow. We do not let a bank
Mr. Ingle (interposing). We can not issue our promise to pay and

circulate it as money. We do it in times of panic, issue a certificate

of deposit or some makeshift-currency device, but everyone looks

askance at it.

Senator Beistow. If this customer or the employee, or whoever it

may be, is perfectly willing to accept that check, because he knows it

is good, and can get the money at any time he wants it, and if it is

convenient for him to transfer that to somebody else for some other

consideration, it gets back to the bank and is then retired. What
harm does that do ? That is what I would li]ie to know ?

Mr. Ingle. No special harm, except that it is a privilege you grant
him of circulating his checks as money which you will not grant to

the bank. You will probably believe that a note of my bank for $10
issued outside of the currency act would be a good asset in your
pocket. But I am not permitted to issue that note except under a

penalty of 10 per cent interest. You expressly say that I shall not
do that, and yet you have a provision for the redemption of these
circulating checks, and so are in effect making of them a circulating
medium.

Senator Beistow. You will gi,ve a certificate of deposit; you will

give a bank draft; that is your check?
Mr. Ingle. Yes.
Senator Beistow. If I go to you, if I am a customer of yours in

Baltimore, and I ask you for a bank draft instead of sending a

check, and get a draft, what is that but your check ?

Mr. Ingle. That is, to all intents and purposes, over night if you
choose, that is money. That i^ the transfer of funds, and I want
that check to be presented as quickly as possible. It is in the
promptness of the redemption of this media

Senator Beistow (interposing). What is the difference between
that draft whiph you give me, which is a check on your bank, issued
by your bank, or upon a New York bank, probably issued by you, and
a check which I may give to somebody on your bank?
_Mr. Ingle. Absolutely no difference whatever. I am not trying to

discriminate between the two classes of paper. I am only suggesting
that they ought to be redeemed as promptly as may be.

Senator Beistow. You give me a draft for $1,000, and I owe a
man $1,000, and I say I have not the cash, I have not the money
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on deposit, but I have a draft in this bank for $1,000, and I tell him
I will turn that over to him. He says that is all right. That is
against the law ?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir. I entirely approve of the provisions of the
negotiable-instrument act under which title can pass by indorse-
ment, but I do not believe in making a circulating medium of checks,
or doing anything which will take the holders of checks and keep
them away from the paying bank any longer than is possible.

Senator Beistow. The law treats your check no differently from
the way in which it treats my check, so far as the check goes. When
you come to the bank notes that are to circulate as money, that is a
different proposition, and there are reasons, wise or unwise, which it

is not necessary for us to discuss just now, because we might not
be so very far apart upon the advisability of bank notes being used
that way, if issued in the right way. That is all. I wanted to bring
out this important point which has been overlooked by the bankers
in the great cities who are concerned with the crediting of these
cliecks. They overlook the tremendous advantage that they have
been to the country, and to the banking business of the country by
the development of that system.

Mr. Ingle. By all means continue their use in any volume what-
ever, but provide by proper legislation to invite rather than dis-

courage their prompt redemption, and I think such an invitation

is extended under that particular clause of the bill which permits
us to have those checks redeemed at par by the Federal reserve banks.
Senator Nelson. You have only given us a little part of your

statement. Suppose you finish your general statement.

Mr. Ingle. I will do that.

It must be assumed that section 4 in permitting removal of direc-

tors in class B intends only to give the Federal board a weapon of

defense for use only upon occasion, and does not mean to suggest

that removals are to be the rule. If Congress in section 7 could say

6 per cent rather than 5 per cent as dividend rate the bill would
be much more acceptable to many banks, and especially the interior

institutions which earn more on their money than the rate suggested

in the act.

Senator Nelson. What do you think of increasing it to 6, and then

having the excess go directly to the Government ?

Mr. Ingle. There again, Senator, it would depend upon how this

Federal bank was to be managed.
Senator Nelson. The theory of some people is that it should be

used for the purpose of aiding our system rather than as a money-

making institution.

Mr. Ingle. If that is followed out, if that is to be done, if an

underlying thought is in evidence, or may be in evidence, that it is a

money-making proposition to the Treasury Department, it would

obviously compel us to view it differently. For instance, one pro-

vision
. T ^1 , ,

Senator Nelson (interposing). The argument is made that to give

the member banks an interest in the surplus revenue would tend to

arrange it for the purpose of merely making money. If you take

away the surplus of the interest and leave it so that they will smply

get their dividends, it would be more apt to be run for the good of

the cause, rather than as a purely money-making institution?
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Mr. Ingle. Senator, you must remember that if you could by Fed-

eral act compel everybody to assent to these principles they would

assent whether they wanted it or not. That will be one situation.

Here we want to pass an act which shall invite people to come into

it. I said that a 5 per cent revenue will not appeal to a bank which

is accustomed to get 6, 8, or 10 per cent revenue from its local loans,

and I believe that with 6 per cent instead of 5 per cent, and with the

present distribution of the surplus profits, I believe that you would
find a very much more ready assent, and you would hear very much
less of the confiscatory features of the bill.

Senator Nelson. You are looking at it simply from the standpoint

of mammon and not from the standpoint of public spirit.

Mr. Ingle. Purely from a standpoint of mammon, as a practical

proposition and in dealing with a new situation.

Section 14 too narrowly defines the classes of paper available for

rediscount. While city banks could possibly meet requirements the

country banks certainly would not be able to do so. In this connec-

tionit, may be proper to say with respect that the Secretary of the

Treasury did not draw proper deductions from the information de-

rived from the last reports made to the comptroller in response tto

that officer's request for a statement of maturities of paper held by
the banks.
At almost all interior points the actual maturity of a note bears

little relation to the date at which its payment is expected, and to

attempt to collect such paper in accordance wih its terms would be

futile. In the cities paper drawn by the best people is frequently
made with the idea of renewing it at the mutual convenience of

those directly concerned. It probably is fair to say of maturities in

any given month, excepting possibly October and November, when
the percentage is greater, that not more than 20 per cent of maturing
obligations are paid on their due dates, while in connection with so-

called demand loans payment is made at the pleasure of the borrow-
ers, excepting the " street " loans made in New York. If this section
of the law could be better worked out in detail, its beneficial provis-
ions would atone for much in the act to which such ready assent can
not be given.

Senator Nelson. You would extend the maturity limit of the
paper ?

Mr. Ingle. Not so much that. I would have it more nearly con-
form to the present practice. The city bankers and the banks 'in the
larger communities have paper acceptable under the terms of this

law, either commercial paper or paper which could be by interpreta-
tion made commercial paper. But, I take it, that this law, in saying
90 or 120 days, has in mind paper which it is expected will be paid.
Now, the average interior bank, particularly in agricultural sec-

tions, has one pay day a year; it may lose that for two or three
months, and after that the paper may not be made during the re-

mammg nine months. That bank, in borrowing, if it makes a note
for three or four months, does it with the palpable intention of hav-
ing it renewed for another period of three or four months, so that it

will be paid finally after the expiration of eight or nine months.
I do not see why it would not be altogether competent for an

interior or any other bank to follow the present practice, and in
addition to rediscounting straight paper with indorsements to make
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its own obligations and pledge with that its customers' bills receivable

in such volume as was done during the recent panic. In doing that
you would not only be following a usual practice but one which
would permit very much better protection to the Federal reserve
bank, because in the absence of very close investigation it goes with-
out saying that no Federal reserve bank, for instance, in Columbus,
Ohio, could possibly know anything about the small bills receivable,

collected, and eligible under the letter of this act by some bank in

some small interior Ohio town. They are tenant notes, country notes,

perfectly good to the holding bank, but altogether unknown out-

side of its own district. So I think it would be wise to make more
explicit the provisions of your law and not leave so much open to the
interpretation of the Federal reserve board, and say that the banks
can borrow from the Federal reserve bank on their own notes, secured

by the pledge of their customers' paper issued for all these purposes
as prescribed in the act.

Senator O'Gorman. Would that afford ample security to the Gov-
ernment ?

Mr. Inglje. I think it would afford better security than the Federal
reserve board could receive under a strict interpretation of this law.

The affairs of a country bank will entirely be known under this new
order of things to the Federal reserve bank with which it is con-

nected. That Federal reserve bank can not Imow anything of the

mdividual notes held among the assets of those banks, except in a

general way, in connection with the larger obligations, if you choose.

Now, when such an interior bank pledges its miscellaneous bills

receivable or rediscounts simply upon its indorsement, the Federal

reserve bank will stand or fall by that obligation itself, with, of

course, the protection given it by the law, as to the liens, and so forth.

But if that interior bank could give its reserve bank its direct obliga-

tion for $10,000, and with that note pledged $12,000 or $13,000 or

$14,000 worth of its customers' miscellaneous paper, the Federal re-

serve bank would have 140 per cent to protect the 100 per cent of

the bank's assets, and that is the way in which business is usually

(lone, and it would seem to me we want to make things easy for the

country banks and not hard, not too much disturbing their ac-

customed methods of doing business.

Senator Nelson. You mean the practices when a bank wants to

borrow from another bank, the borrowing bank gives its own notes,

and does it with the notes of its customers as collateral 1

Mr. IxGLE. Exactly, with a proper margin.

Senator Nelson. Is that practice more general than the other

practice of getting money simply on discounting notes ?

Mr. Ingle. Oh, my dear Senator, I think my bank, if you will ex-

cuse the reference, to illustrate the point ; we have loaned $5,000,000

to interior Southern banks, for instance. I do not believe we have

under rediscount $300,000 worth of paper. I think the rest of the

direct obligations of tlie banks, all with the pledge of collateral. We
then have better protection, and when we want to make a loan ^ye

can say we will not lend a man $10,000 with only a 10 per cent margin

of collateral ; that he has got to give us 50 per cent marg-iii. and so we

will lend him $10,000 if he gives us $15,000 of paper. That permits

some sliding scale and to reflect our judgment of his solvency.
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Senator Nelson. Under this system in the bill, you must remember
that the member bank who seeks to discount must indorse the paper
and be responsible?

Mr. Ingle. Exactly so.

Senator Nelson. So that in the one case you .would have him held

as an indorser, and in the other case you would have him held as the

maker, with the notes as collateral.

Mr. Ingle. We take all these things upon the assumption that a

bank may do a great many things.

Senator O'Goiiman. I move that the committee take a recess until

half past 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 1 o'clock and 5 minutes p. m., the committee took

a recess until 2.30 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Ingle, will you proceed with your state-

ment?
Mr. Ingle. I suggest that the law should contain some provision

under which it would be impossible for any bank to assume liability

of any nature, whether for deposits, notes, acceptances, or bills pay-
able, beyond the amount of some agreed multiple of its own capital

responsibility.

It is altogether gratuitous; but it has just occurred to me that it

would be a wise provision, as every bank, in loaning its money to any
customer always requires that that customer shall furnish it with,

certainly, 10 per cent margin to protect it against possible loss.

The margin may or may not be good. The security may or may not

be good. But the bank always feels that it has that margin, either

in the value of securities or in the value of a man's stock in trade,

whatever it may be, to protect it ; and it seems to me that anyone deal-

ing with a banl?: has a right to demand that that bank shall furnish

him with the same measure of protection, or some percentage of it,

at least, as the bank itself requires at the hands of customers.
Senator Nelson. Suppose you limited it to capital and surplus?
Mr. Ingle. "Well, I would just amend the percentage. I would

say 10 per cent, 15 per cent, or 20 per cent of capital, or 8 per cent,

10 per cent, or 12 per cent of capital and surplus—whatever was
thought desirable.

Again, section 17 provides machinery for what must become a

most useful agency and one which in its workings must relieve busi-

ness of an onerous tax now laid upon it.

That is the section which we discussed here a little ahead of its

order. But I will repeat it for the purpose of malting a consistent

statement.

Obviously any objection to this section must be selfish in its na-

ture. Banking is the solicitation of deposits to be protected by
shareholders' capital, all to be loaned in proper directions at current

rates of interest, and checks drawn against such deposits should be

paid without discount. A bank makes more profit in interest for the

time in which its customers' checks are outstanding in process of col-

lection than the cost to such bank of furnishing exchange if indeed

it is required upon occasion in making such exchange to ship cur-

rency. When a bank claims that the loss of its exchange charge,
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oftentimes $2.50 per thousand and even more, deprives it of its living
it is furnishing the best argument that no bank is needed in its com-
munity.
Senator Hitchcock. Let m© interrupt you tliere. I have seen

something of small European towns where they have no banking
facilities ; and I think it is one of the very satisfactory conditions in
the United States that almost every town, however small, has bank-
ing facilities; and I am disposed to ask you to demonstrate that a
community, a small community of 2,000 or 3,000 people, would be
better off without any banking facilities at all, provided a bank
could not live wholly hj the small loans it could make there ?

Mr. Ingle. Well, I do not think any situation is justified, sir,

when, in order to keep such a situation alive, a special tax is laid
upon a community not attached to that situation. You know, in
talking this way. Senator Hitchcock, I would not have you think
that I desire to place myself in a position of antagonism to interior
banks. Far from it. I have tried, in three or four directions here,
to point out defects in the bill, in my judgment, in which the country
banks are not fully served.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me take an illustration, so that we will
have a concrete case. A town of 2,000 population with a small bank
that has, say, a capital of $15,000—I do not know what would be the
proportion.

Senator Nelson. It would not be less than $25,000.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, let us say $15,000. That bank fur-

nishes a place where people can deposit funds; it furnishes a place
where people can get exchange; it furnishes a place where those in

need of money can borrow; and, as far as these loans are con-
cerned, the bank is not able to loan enough money to operate prof-

itably; and in order to eke out what it is not able to do through
loans it makes a certain amount upon exchange in this way, by
charging a discount upon checks.

Now, the result is that that community has a little bank, and if

deprived of that opportunity to make that little profit upon checks,

that community would be without that bank, and the money that

would be saved there would be put in stockings, mattresses, and un-

der carpets, and the people would have no facilities for doing busi-

ness. Do you think that community would be better off under those

conditions?

Mr. Ingle. Well, I do not know that that situation would justify

taking up a contribution throughout the country to support a bank
in that community.
Senator Hitchcock. Let me put this case to you: Suppose there

were no bank there and there were collections against people in that

town. They would have to be sent to a lawyer, and he would make
a charge for them. Why not have a bank to make the collection ?

Mr. Ingle. Very true. But you must remember that this law does

not undertake to interfere with the daily operation of all of our

banks in and out of town, in so far as it refers to the collection or

handling of any business other than negotiable checks. We would

still have our commerce of the country, as represented by bills of lad-

ing and shipment of cotton and grain, etc. That would still be

handled through ordinary banking channels. This machinery pro-
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vided in this act has reference only at the moment to checlcs and not

at all to drafts or notes or other evidences of indebtedness ; so that a

bank would not be handicapped at all in that way.
Senator Hitchcock. Perhaps I misunderstood you. I understood

you to say that if a bank could not live in a community without
making those charges upon checks that was complete evidence that

no bank was needed in that community.
Mr. Ingle. I think that is a fair statement, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I will not interrupt you any further.

Mr. Ingle. Well, I would not like that statement to go out with-

out a word of explanation, because it would leave me in a rather

equivocal situation, possibly. Before the multiplication—or the ex-

traordinary multiplication—of banks that this country has seen dur-

ing the past 10 or 15 years it was altogether possible to very com-
fortably serve a community within a radius of 10 miles, let us say, of

Raleigh, N. C, by one, two, or three banks in Raleigh. Everyone
mailed their checks, as they are invited to do now, to the city banks
for deposit. They took care of current business transactions in that

way.
Suppose a merchant had a bill against a man outside of Raleigh.

He would send him the bill to his post office. The man would send
the merchant from his local post office, 5 miles away from Raleigh,

his check on Raleigh; or, if he happened to be going into Raleigh
on court day, he would get in a piece of exchange on some northern
point, if you choose. His business was fairly well served.

Now, we have in all of these relatively very small places not one
bank, very often, but two or more banks in small communities of

anywhere from 500 to 1,500 people.

Now, one bank will start in such a community. It will make a

success, in one way or another, by altogether legitimate business ; do
not misunderstand me. Suppose it has made such a great success,

if you choose, that competition turns up. There will be another bank.
In a little while you will find a third bank.
Then competition becomes very severe, and what is the next step?

Those banks get together and they agree upon a tariff schedule for

exchange charges.

Now, if they would make a tariff which would reflect the expense
that those banks were put to in making that exchange, plus a fair

fee for their clerical work, their postage, and such matters, no one
would have any objection to urge, I imagine. But it unfortunately
is the case that in very many and an increasing number of cases those
two or three banks in those small communities will make some such
agreement as this:

We will Tinite and say that we will all make a charge of oue-eighth or one-
fourth of 1 per cent on all business reaching us.

And no matter to which bank is sent business on that community
that bank in collecting those items would pay its neighbor the agreed
rate of exchange'. So that each bank gets its own exchange on its

own customers' checks.
And there you have as arbitrary a trade-union as can be well con-

ceived of. There is no escape from that. It is the abuse of that
thing that is onerous.

Senator Beistow. Well, now, that is done by the merchants.
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Mr. Ingle. Pardon me, I do not understand.
Senator Beistow. The same plan is carried out by the merchants in

that community frequently. There is not any other line of business
in which the same processes are not in operation.
Mr. Ingle. Well, that does not justify it. Two wrongs are not

supposed to make a right.

Senator Bristow. But why should we legislate to prevent the
banks from charging this exchange, or against there being more than
one bank in a town, any more than against there being more than
one store ?

Mr. Ingle. Because you are legislating on the subject of banks
now. One of these days, possibly, you will legislate against dry-
goods stores.

Senator Beistow. Would you limit the number of dry-goods stores
in a small town ?

Mr. Ingle. I do not know. You may get to that point. I am
only suggesting that that is the reason—^that you are now dealing
with banking.
Senator Bristow. I am very much interested in this. Do you

think we ought to prevent a bank from starting unless there is

enough business there, according to your notion, to justify it?

Mr. Ingle. Not at all. I think a bank should start wherever it is

practicable. I am a great believer in the virtue of individual initia-

tive. But I believe if a man makes a mistake and starts a bank
that can not succeed without having the rest of the country con-
tributing to its support it is a very undesirable condition.

Senator Bristow. Please tell me how the rest of the country is

contributing to its support?
Mr. Ingle. Well, on every exchange charge that is levied, sir, the

man away from that community pays it.

Senator Beistow. Well, he may or he may not. Now, we will say
that a merchant in that community has an account for a bill of
goods in Baltimore, and this merchant sends a check to the whole-
sale house in Baltimore to pay his account.

Now, the wholesale house sells this man goods. He makes his own
charge. The charge which he makes is sufficient so as to justify him
in accepting a check in payment. He does not refuse it. He says,
" That is all right. That is entirely satisfactory to me." The whole-
saler deposits this check with his bank. The bank there in Baltimore
says, ' This wholesaler's account is sufficient so that we are perfectly

justified in handling this business for him without charging him any-
thing for it. We are making money out of his account." If it did

not make money out of it, it would turn him down; it ought to. It

is optional with the bank whether it accepts the wholesaler's account
or not. It is optional with the wholesaler whether he accepts the

merchant's check or not. The wholesaler is glad to do it, and tl)e

bank is glad to do it.

Mr. Ingle. But the bank's enthusiasm is more or less modest and
moderate.

Senator Bristow. But it does it of its own free will. There is no
law compelling it to do so.

Mr. Ingle. Oh, no, sir.
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Senator Beistow. Then that check comes back. Now, the mer-

chant pays enough for his goods in this transaction to take up these

incidental expenses, or the price of the goods would go up so that he

would pay enough. The community bears the burden. The country

does not bear it.

Mr. Ingi»e. What is the difference between the community and
the country?

Senator Beistow. Well, the difference between the community and
the country is that the community is a part of the country, as I use

the term.
Mr. Ingle. Oh, I beg your pardon.
Senator Beistow. Nobody else bears the burden of this except

that community itself where the bank is located, and the bank is a

part of the community.
Mr. Ingle. That particular community bears the burden of these

transactions in that case. In another case another community would
bear it. And, as I said, the country as a whole is levied upon in

order that a bank in a community which would not otherwise support
a bank may make its living.

Senator Beistow. Now, it seems to me that your argument is that

instead of a little bank here with deposits of $50,000, as many of

them have, and a capital of $10,000—that serves a very useful pur-
pose, in my opinion, in the community, and is very beneficial not
only to that community but to every other community that it touches,

if it is run honestly—and we presume that they are
Mr. Ingle (interposing). May I interrupt and ask you a question

there ?

Senator Beistow. Certainly.
Mr. Ingle. Where would you draw the line of capital responsi-

bility in arguing for the multiplication of these small banks ?

Senator Beistow. Just as many banks as the man wanted to put
the money in to start.

Mr. Ingle. Well, let us take a bank of $10,000 capital. Would
you say that that would be wise ?

Senator Beistow. Certainly.

Mr. Ingle. Take a bank with $5,000 capital. Would that be wise?
Senator Beistow. Surely.
Mr. Ingle. Well, if there is no limit, then a bank with $1,000?
Senator Beistow. $1,000 is getting a little low.
Mr. Ingle. There must be some limit ; there must be some margin

which you would want there to protect business that would seek that
bank. Now, there was a provision in the national banking act limit-

ing the capital to not less than $25,000. In your view would that be
proper ?

Senator Beistow. Well, we will say $25,000. We will say that is

a proper limit in a national bank. In the State banks they run down
to $5,000. But say $25,000 for a national bank. Now, I believe that
wherever there are men willing to put up the $25,000 and willing to

go into the banking business they ought to have the opportunity to

go in.

Mr. Ingle. Certainly. And wherever you will find enough men to
start with a capital of $25,000, you will find enough men to deposit
in that bank to make it self-supporting without Passing the hat
around."
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Senator Bristow. Nobody wants to " Pass the hat around." If
there is no bank there, you send the business to a justice of the peace
or some other officer.

Mr. Ingle. Excuse me, sir, I will have no account on that par-
ticular place. Checks are drawn only on places where there are banks.
Senator Bristow. But some other communities would have an

account out there.

Mr. Ingle. I may have an account against a dry goods man or a
country merchant at a crossroads store where there is no bank.
Senator Bristow. Yes.
Mr. Ingle. And if that is a good account, my statement to such

a man will quite as effectively bring a remittance from him in the
shape of some sort of a check as if he lived in a town where there
were a dozen banks. If, on the contrary, he was not ready or willing
to pay that account, I will have no more difficulty with him, prac-
tically speaking, because he lives in a country town, if I am obliged
to send it to a lawyer. A lawyer would simply get in his automobile
and go out there and serve a notice and hale him into court to defend
his suit. That would make no difference.

Senator Bristow. If you send it to him by bill, if he has not an
account at home, he has an account away from home ?

Mr. Ingle. Five or ten miles away.
Senator Bristow. Five or ten miles away; and you would insist

on him going there and letting that man collect the fee?
Mr. Ingle. Not at all " insist," Senator Bristow. I would only sug-

gest that that would be a fairer proposition than levying a toll upon
the country as a whole, as would be necessary otherwise to support
that bank.
Senator Bristow. I can not understand how you would levy a con-

tribution upon the country as a whole^where the community that sup-
ports the bank pays the toll.

Mr. Ingle. I am speaking of this community one day and the next
community the next day, and so on.

Senator Bristow. But it is another transaction then.

Mr. Ingle. And the country as a whole supports this proposition.
I must be extremely poor on using language if I have not made myself
clear.

Senator Bristow. I think I understand. To sum up, you are op-
posed to so many of these country banks being established ?

Mr. Ingle. No, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. I got the impression that you think there are
too many of these country banks and that they ought not to exist

unless they are able to exist without making charges on their checks.

Mr. Ingle. If you will disassociate those two thoughts. As to

country banks, I think the more there are the merrier. I am in

hearty accord with the multiplication of country banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me quote you again. You said, in sub-

stance, that if a country bank could not exist without making charges
on its checks and collections that was the best evidence that that com-
munity was not entitled to a bank.

Mr. Ingle. That is right ; I think I can affirm that.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I think we understand your positioUj

then. Perhaps you had better go on with your statement.
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Mr. Ingle. As deposits of public funds are now placed there is

little profit to the banks holding them. I am speaking of the normal

deposits as they are usually distributed and not any special deposits

for particular purposes.

The bill in requiring that such deposits be transferred to reserve

banks will work no real injuiy beyond some momentary incon-

venience. Here, again, the board, in naming an extravagant rate of

interest to be paid on such deposits by Federal banks, could do mem-
ber banks an injustice; but it must be assumed that no such intention

is held.

In other words, the proposed law says that the Federal reserve

board shall name the rate of interest to be paid by the Federal re-

serve banks on public deposits. That rate of interest paid is now
2 per cent. If, for instance, the Federal reserve board should say

that the idea of profit to the Government, or for any other reason,

for these Federal reserve banks shall pay to the Treasury Department
6 per cent on those deposits—and there is nothing in the law to pre-

vent it—^you can see that the Treasury would reap the benefit of a

6 per cent investment on its funds in the Federal reserve banks for

distribution as dividends or otherwise. That is possibly a little far-

fetched, but I just suggest it because there is no limitation.

Senator Beistow. Why should the Government receive money on

its deposits any more than the banks receive money on their deposits?

Mr. Ingle. Because the Government—I do not say that it should.

I am dealing with a condition not a theory. I am trying to justify

the presence in the law of that special provision.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to remind the committee that it is 3

o'clock now, and that Senator Thomas has an appointment with the

committee for half past 3. Are you likely to be through at half

past 3, Mr. Ingle?
Mr. Ingle. I will be through at any time that the committee will

be generous enough to dismiss me. The Government will contribute

to the working capital of these Federal reserve banks some sum of

money between $150,000,000 and $200,000,000.

Senator Beistow. That is not capital ; that is deposits.

Mr. Ingle. I did not say it was capital. That money will be

loaned by these Federal reserve banks at whatever rate is determined
upon

—

i per cent, 5 per cent, or 6 per cent. It seems fair to give

the Treasury 2 per cent, or some fair rate of interest on that con-

tribution—very generous contribution of capital—and a permanent
contribution you might assume, as the member banks will, either in

the dividends or in their share of the 40 per cent excess earnings to

be divided in lieu of interest on deposits, receive a certain part of the

money earned by the Treasury deposits.

Senator Beistow. Suppose the surplus earnings all go to the Gov-
ernment and the banks do not get any of it, then what ?

Mr. Ingle. I would not like to express my opinion on that in this

'Company. I think that would be very arbitrary and unfair.
Senator Beistow. That has been advocated by nearly every witness

we have had here who represented a large bank.
Mr. Ingle. I am sorry ; I am out of touch with that.

Senator Beistow. That the bank should not be a money-making
institution, and that any profit over the 5 per cent or 6 per cent,

which ever is allowed, ought to go to the Government as an evidence
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that the banks are not to make any money out of this regional
reserve bank.
Mr. Ingle. Then, again, sir, it depends upon the shape that the

law finally takes. I say if you have a 5 per cent dividend only,

that is a very moderate contribution, with the interest the banks are
all making. If you say 6 per cent dividend, it would be more
attractive.

Senator Nelson. Suppose all the rest of the revenue went to form
a sinking fund to take up the 2 per cent bonds ?

Mr. Ingle. Well, Senator, I do not know that the banks would
have much care as to what happened to the rest of that money, al-

though it would be nice to feel that some definite provision was made
for the redemption of these 2 per cent bonds at some time. I do
not think the banks want the reserve banks to be a money-making
institution. On the contrary, I do not think they should be, because
they would be tempted to always charge more than was fair for
rediscounts. But they ought to give such a return for the contri-
bution made by the member banks as to make those member banks
want to go in and not make them hesitate and go in simply because
they feel they are obliged to.

Senator Reed. Mr. Ingle, how much interest do you think, or upon
what basis do you think the reserve bank should fix interest charges
to member banks, either for funds or for money issued ; I mean funds
on hand or money issued ?

Mr. Ingle. I am glad you asked me that question. I think that the
Federal reserve bank should, in fixing its discount rate, have respect

for the local interest rate permitted by law in the particular State or
territory from which the application for funds shall come. In other

words, I think that it would not be fair for the Federal reserve board
to charge a bank in a State where 6 per cent was the legal limit of

interest, to charge that bank 6 per cent, if you choose, for money;
and on the same day charge only 5 per cent to a bank located in a

State in which the legal rate of interest was 8 per cent.

I think that the rate fixed at any given day should be so adjusted,

on a sliding scale, as, having 6 per cent for a normal rate, because it

is the common rate, and 5 per cent as the rate quoted—that where you
are dealing with, let us say, 8 per cent territory, you should charge

banks for funds in that 8 per cent territory 5 per cent, plus one-third

of 5 per cent. So that the money shall be gotten out on these terms

from these Federal reserve banks ; as otherwise you can see that there

will always—if money is plentiful and the reserve board chooses to

charge, say, 4 per cent discount rate, that rate probably would not

tempt a bank in territory in which a 4J per cent rate was then pre-

vailing to borrow money, but it would very easily tempt_ a bank

where loans were being made currently at 8 per cent ; and it might

be continuously borrowing and borrowing beyond the limit of safety.

Senator Hitchcock. If that was put into force, would not the efi'ect

be to lower the rate of interest from 8 per cent ?

Mr. Ingle. Absolutely; and that is why I advocate it. You would

find, before a great while, that instead of finding here 6 per cent

territory and there 8 per cent territory, and 10 per cent contract

rate, you would soon have a 5 and 6 per cent current rate all over the

countay.
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Senator Hitchcock. If the banks were able to borrow at 4^ per
cent, they would not charge their customers 8 per cent, 9 per cent, or

10 per cent, would they ?

Mr. Ingue. Were you ever a customer in such territory, Senator
Hitchcock ?

Senator Hitchcock. I have been for the last 30 years. I suppose
there has not been a period in the last 30 years in which I have not
been a customer in such territory.

Mr. Ingle. Well, I can only say
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). My experience has been that,

as the banks got easier in money interest rates fell in the community

;

and I feel that if the banks in the West were able to rediscount their

paper on the same terms as in the East we in the West would be able

to borrow money on as good terms as in the East.

Mr. Ingle. You would in Kansas City, St. Louis, Wichita, and
cities with 100,000 or 200,000 people or more

;
yes. But where you get

into the interior, into the country where they have smaller banks;
where they are wanting more capital all the time, and will always
need all they can get and take all they can get, you will find that
those banks will look upon the difference between the rate they pay
and the rate they can get, and the rate they do get, as profit. It is

perfectly legitimate profit.

But we are constantly being quarreled with now, when we in

tight times have charged an interior bank 6 per cent; we are re-

proached with the suggestion that in charging them 6 per cent we do
not permit the borrowing bank to make any profit that is material—

a

mere 1 or 2 per cent on the transaction. So I suggest that as fur-

nishing a means by which the interest rates throughout the country
will be brought to a parity.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, has the Government any right, in es-

tablishing a great facility like this, where it is laying a burden upon
all the banks substantially equal, in proportion to their size; has it

any right to discriminate against the customers of one bank and in

favor of the customers of another bank ?

Mr. Ingle. Yes; because that is one of the strongest arguments
used in advocating 12 regional banks rather than 1 big bank, because
those 12 banks are assumed to be 12 banks in order that they may
safely respond to the needs and wishes of their own community;
they know what their community wants and when they want it;

and it is not proposed in this law, if I understand it correctly, to

always have a uniform rate of discount.
Senator Hitchcock. That is one of the big questions before this

committee.
Mr. Ingi,e. And I thought that this law was so drawn, because it

was suggested that this central board had power, in fixing rates, to

discriminate, if you choose to use that word, among different sections
of the country.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, there is going to be a very strong oppo-
sition to that doctrine. We think out West that it would be just as

reasonable to compel us to pay more for our postage stamps than the
people of the East as it would be to compel us to pay a higher rate of
interest on the money we use than the people in the East.
Mr. Ingle. There is this broad difference, I suggest: In the new

and undeveloped parts of the country there is no limit to the demand
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for capital—essentially so. Everybody in some of the new sections

of the country is living as if they had only 30 days to live and after

that the deluge. They want to do everything in the next three or
four months. If they can get hold of that money in any way, they
will get it, and they will at once spend it.

Senator Hitchcock. That is a very popular idea among people
that have not been out West ; but I assure you that we have banks
which are just as conservative in their dealings and business men
who are just as conservative in the West as there are in the East,

and we feel that we are entitled to the same protection from the
Government that the people in the East receive.

Mr. Ingle. What makes the diilerence in the interest rate between
Idaho and New York is the demand. That does not mean, because of
the difference in interest rate, that the banks in Idaho are not in the

hands of people as thoroughly competent as those in New York,
Senator Hitchcock. I do not know what the difference in the

interest rates between Idaho and New York is; but I know that we
often have interest rates lower in Omaha than they are in New York.
Mr. Ingle. But Omaha is very close to the center, not of civiliza-

tion, but of population—well, I want to withdraw that first sugges-

tion. [Laughter.]
Senator Nelson. Call it the center of gravity.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I will not interrupt you too much.
Senator Shafeoth. Have you finished your prepared statement ?

Mr. Ingle. Yes, sir; and I appreciate very much your considera-

tion.

Senator Weeks. I want to ask you two or three questions. If we
pass a bill similar to the House bill, can you think of any good reason

why a bank in Omaha, or Idaho—as you have used that illustration

—

having paper that conformed to the provisions in the bill, should not

be able to get its accommodation on exactly the same terms as the

banik in New York, or Boston, or Baltimore ?

Mr. Ingle. The only reason I can think of—and that is the con-

trolling reason—is this: That that bank in Idaho—I am speaking

impersonally now, you understand, of course—that that bank in

Idaho is using the facilities of a bank serving other portions

of the country, is supposed to make out of those facilities more profit

than the baiik in the more thickly settled and more thoroughly

financed sections of the country, if you choose to put it that way.

Senator Weeks. Now, let me suggest this to you : Of course, Idaho

is developing more rapidly than New York or New England.

Mr. Ingle. Exactly.
Senator Weeks. And there is more opportunity for development

there, and more money is needed for that development. But we are

establishing a national system now ; and a national system should be

national in every respect, it seems to me ; and I believe that if the rate

for rediscounts were made the same for banks in every section of the

country, it would take money from the older sections into the parts

of the 'country which need to be developed, and would bring about

that development very much quicker than if the present high rates of

money are going to continue; that it would bring down the rate to

every borrower in those sections.
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And it does seem to me that there is no economical or sound reason

why, if we are establishing a national-banking system, the same rate

of interest should not obtain in every section of the country.

Of course, that does not mean that private joint stock banks may

not loan at a higher rate to their customers in Idaho than a similar

bank does in New York. But the rate to the Idaho borrower is going

to come down as a result of that policy ; and the rate to the New York

borrower probably will not increase.

Mr. Ingle. If that should prove to be true, sir, the result would

be in line with the wishes of all of us, I am confident.

Senator Weeks. Undoubtedly.
Mr. Ingle. We want to attain the situation in which the rate will

be uniform the country over. After that has been done, then all

banks alike will reap approximately the same profit from their mem-
bership in the Federal reserve banks.

Senator Weeks. Well, I have not any doubt that that will be the

result.

Now, let me ask you, were you in Boston at the convention the

other day?
Mr. Ingle. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. You testified this morning that you had bank de-

posits aggregating, perhaps, $7,000,000. Are they generally from the

South ?

Mr. Ingle. It is pretty hard for me to give you exact figures ; but
if you will permit me to approximate, I will do so. Bank deposits in

any reserve city other than the central reserve cities are certainly of

two, and possibly of more, kinds.
We first have reserve deposits proper. Speaking in a general way

and as of Baltimore or any other secondary reserve city, those re-

serve deposits proper come from the territory immediately tributary

to such city, from interior Maryland, northern Virginia, and lower

Pennsylvania, if you choose, in the case of Baltimore. So it is with

every city. Our bank will jclear the miscellaneous business for that

territory in connection with the reserve account, which is more or

less generous in relation to the volume of country checks handled

for such interior accounts. Now, another class of bank balances is

made up of deposits from cities like Chicago, New York, Philadel-

phia, Cincinnati, or Pittsburgh, if you choose. Those are balances

and they are very material balances. In fact, the balances, in the

matter of figures, are very much larger than the reserve balances
proper. But those balances simply represent a method of payment
for services rendered in the collection of interior checks for account

nnn}!^
*hose banks in these larger cities. So I say that out of a $7,-

000,000 bank deposit line probably half of it is made up of reserve
balances proper and the other half of balances from the reserve cities

performed
^®®®'^^® *^'*^^ °^ *h« country for which a direct service is

deS^witWouf ^^'* "^^^^"^ ^^ ^"^^*^°^- How many banks

^S^r^^^-^=- -se banks.

S^^^^^i^^^l^^^^^S^,
this legislation.
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Mr. Ingle. Only incidentally, sir. I have not had the opportu-
nity, sir ; only as they came in and out on their way down.

Senator Weeks. Have you tried to influence them either in support
of or opposition to this bill in any way ?

Mr. Ingle. Absolutely no. I "have written one letter, and that
was in response to an invitation.

Senator Weeks. Did you vote for the resolutions that were adopted
by the Boston convention ?

Mr. Ingle. The resolutions commending the proceedings in tlie

Chicago conference?

Senator Weeks. Yes.
Mr. Ingle. I did. I will tell you why, if you want me to pursue

it further.

Senator Weeks. I would be glad to have a brief explanation.
Mr. Ingle. I am one of those who think the bill is very largely

good. I think, however, it has in it two or three features that are
bad from my point of view. When you jumble them up and ask a
vote for an entire proposition, in which is to be found imbedded two
or three points which economically might appear to you to be rad-
ically wrong, you feel you are justified, shall I say, in protesting
agaiQst the passage of that bill with those elements in it. There was
no way provided by which we could separate the questions under
discussion. We had to vote aye or nay on a particular offer—Do
you or do you not approve the proceedings of the Chicago confer-

ence?—which covered, I think, 10 or 12 recommendations on matters
of differing degrees of importance. So I think that was responsible

for quite a fair number of votes aye.

Senator Weeks. Do you know Mr. Scudder, of Eichmond?
Mr. Ingle. Yes; I saw Mr. Scudder, and I saw him put up his

right hand, the one lone man on the premises.

Senator Weeks. Is he one of your correspondents ?

Mr. Ingle. No. I say " No " hurriedly. Is his bank the Eich-

mond Bank & Trust Co. ?

Senator Weeks. Yes.
Mr. Ingle. I think not, sir.

Senator Weeks. Then you were not in sympathy with his position ?

Mr. Ingle. As an abstract proposition, I think yes, because he
took his position as a sort of protest, if you choose, against combining
in a single vote the approval or disapproval of 10 or 20 different

principles.

Senator Weeks. Do you see anything in the financial situation

which looks now like an emergency?
Mr. Ingle. No, sir; I do not.

Senator Weeks. Do you approve of the course which is being

followed to thoroughly thrash out all of the questions relating to

this subject?

Mr. Ingle. Most heartily, sir. And I think the better you thrash

it out, the more workable a bill you will get, and that is all the

banks want.
Senator Weeks. I think you have assisted us in doing that.

Mr. Ingle. You are very generous, sir.

Senator Eeed. Now, in a word, your position is this : You think the

bill, in the main, has the elements of a good bill ?
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Mr. IngixE. I do.
. , . , , • „„j„ .

Senator Reed. And you thmk it needs some changes in order to

make it a better bill ?

Mr. Ingle. I do.
„ , , .i- i

Senator Heed. And some of those changes you think are very vital

and some you think are not so important?

Mr. Ingle. If you will permit me to repeat—^the two vital things

to which I obiect, as found in the bill, are, to me, the unnecessary

going out of the way to make the Government guarantee the credit

instrument, and, second, the placing in the bill of the words " lawful

money," when referring to the redemption of the same credit instru-

ments.
Senator Nelson. You believe they should be redeemed in gold?
Mr. Ingle. Well, I think it means no more to say gold under

existing statutes. I think it a pity to have first said " gold," and then
to put the " lawful money " afterwards.

Senator Shafeoth. Don't you think that putting in the " lawful
money " has a tendency to preserve the gold reserve and to preserve,

consequently, the gold standard?
Mr. Ingle. I can follow the reasoning adopted by the chairman of

this committee. I can understand that to make it a little difficult to

get anything is to conserve your store of that particular thing.

Senator Shatroth. When it creates 12 distinct centers that will

be bidding for gold against the Government, will it not require a

great deal more gold to make those redemptions if you have a deposit

of 33 per cent in each one of those reserve districts, instead of having

the same thing' in the General Treasury?
Mr. Ingle. Mr. Senator, I think I ought to say here I am getting

on awful thin ice. I am an economist, sir, and I am principally a

practical banking man, and I do not know anything about that end

of it.

Senator Shafeoth. Don't you know when money like this is re-

deemable in lawful money you can save a great deal in the quantity

of the reserve? For instance, suppose I have a $1,000 bank note,

United States note, redeemable in lawful money, and I go to a United

States bank and say I want gold. The bank says, " No ; I won't give

you gold ; we have not got the gold in the treasury ; we will give you

lawful money." I say, "All right." Then the bank says, " If there

is going to be a run on the gold, I will just take that and lock it up."

Then (suppose I am in Baltimore) I take that lawful money and

I come to Washington, and I go to the Federal Treasury and present

that and say, " I want $1,000 in gold." The Government says, " Cer-

tainly," and gives me the $1,000 in gold. Then the Government says,

" If we are going to have a run on gold, we will lock that up." In
that way for $1,000 in gold the Government has locked up $2,000 of

money payable in gold, and that would have a tendency for the Gov-
^'^^"lent not to keep so large a gold reserve, would it not?
•

Ingle. As I see it, no. But, as I say, I may be very wrongm anything I suggest along this line. I say this: If we could feel
away back m the heads of some of us that there was no idea to enlarge

prnVlnS^Jl f°?
°* V""^ '^''"^y " *h«r« «o"^d be no objection to

«^i^S^.i^* *®'''^-v
^"^ P^^«^* lawful ^onej, while it is safe

word! "in'wJr
'' ^ ^}^'^ K'^ ^^^"«- That very injection of thewords lawful money " m a thing which first said ^' gold " which for
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one instant would indicate the want of gold dollars, would indicate to
a man a kind of apprehensive measure, which would draw the atten-
tion of the country to it if there should be proposed some little law
adding very largely to the volume of " lawful money." It would be
a very troublesome thing to have in the law. Then there would be
no gold at all

;
gold would hide quickly.

Senator Shatedth. Don't you think it has been a great advantage
for national-bank notes to be redeemable in lawful money ? If they
had had to keep gold for the redemption of the national-bank notes,
it would have required an enormous amount of gold. As it is,

$150,000,000 in gold provides for the redemption of $346,000,000 of
greenbacks, and $700,000,000 of national-bank notes. That is all the
gold that is required. But if you make everything redeemable in
gold, you have got to have $500,000,000 or $600,000,000 locked up in
the Treasury or in these regional reserve banks.
Mr. Ingle. We do not care where it is, as long as it is there.
Senator SHArEOTH. You do not want to make it hard for the Gov-

ernment to maintain the gold reserve ?

Mr. Ingle. No. I do not think the Goverimaent ought to guarantee
the notes ; I think the responsibility should rest with the banks.
Senator Shafeoth. The people do not think the banks ought to

have control of the gold reserve as m.uch as the Government ought to.

Senator Eeed. Let me ask there : Is it not true the safer a currency
system is, the easier it is to get gold ; and the more unsafe it is, the
more likely it is for the gold to run away and hide ? Is not that the
universal rule?

Mr. Ingle. Here again. Senator, you have got me, I am afraid. I
am getting in very deep water on this economic question. I can not
see it so. The point I wanted to draw out was that there was no
necessity for getting the Government to occupy this situation as a
guarantor. We are teaching our people, it seems to me, that there is

something peculiar attached to the Government's credit that does not
attach to the credit of any individual. That is not true, except in

degree. A credit of the Government of the United States is not any
better than your credit individually, I take it.

Senator Eeed. I wish I could convince the people that way.
Mr. Ingle. You can only tax to raise money; you can tax to a

certain limit, and beyond that limit the people begin to get restless.

Why, then, assume directly a responsibility for 1,000 millions of cur-

rency when that currency can be just as good and just as readily regu-

lated in volume and character without that guaranty as with it?

That is the only point I make against that, sir.

Senator Eeed. You do not understand my question I am sure. If

you have a large currency resting upon a very small gold basis, is it

not very much more likely there will be a discarding of that cur-

rency and a raid on the gold than there would be if there was a very

large gold basis?

Mr. Ingle. Oh, yes; of course; and we have provided in this act

for a 33 per cent basis. I think that is more than enough.

Senator Shafeoth. But they also provided in the act of 1890 and
of March 14, 1900, that there shall be a gold reserve, and the Gov-

erni-ent is obliged to maintain the parity of all forms of money.

Mr. Ingle. I believe that was put in there in absolutely good faith,

and I only say it is a pity to inject that thing, whereas the Govern-
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ment could have a reserve by simply leaving the words " lawful

money " out of the bill.

Senator Shafeoth. But it would make an enormous burden on the

Government to maintain the reserve in gold.

Mr. Ingle. I would not have the Government have anything to

do with it. That is the point I make. The banks should have to

maintain that gold.

Senator Shafeoth. The bill is predicated on a different basis.

Mr. Ingle. Exactly.

Senator Nelson. Ought not the banks to supply the currency to

maintain the gold?
Mr. Ingle. It should be their business to maintain it at any price,

profit or loss.

Senator Shaekoth. Do you think the law says those notes are re-

deemable by gold ?

Mr. Ingle. The bank notes are.

Senator Shafeoth. No; they are redeemable in gold or lawful

money.
Mr. Ingle. The lawful money will bring the gold.

Senator Shafeoth. And the same way under this bill, if you have

the gold and lawful money, the lawful money would bring the gold

and prevent a raid.

Mr. Ingle. Oh, yes. But if it stays where it is to-day it could do

no possible harm.
Senator Shafeoth. But if it stays where it is it would necessitate

the Government maintaining a reserve of four or five times what it

does now, would it not?
Mr. Ingi^. Yes ; but if the Congress shall enlarge the " lawful

money " by including everything else we are really in bad shape.

Senator Shafeoth. You can imagine difficulties; but there is the

pledge of the Government against it enacted in this very bill.

Mr. Ingle. I have no selfish considerations to urge here. Senator;

you can see they are not.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Ingle, when a person is entitled to something

and understands there is an attempt in some form to prevent his get-

ting it, do you not think it is inclined to make him more anxious ?

Mr. Ingle. Altogether anxious.

Senator Shafeoth. Has there been any anxiety about cashing the

national-bank notes?
Mr. Ingle. My recollection is, in the panic in the early nineties,

when the people wanted to hoard currency, they went into a bank and,

if it was possible for them to do so, they took gold ; and in 1007, when
they wanted to hoard currency, they went into a bank and took what
was given to them, without any difficulty.

Senator Shafeoth. The reason for that was there was a deficiency

in the Treasury and money had to be borrowed under the excuse of

maintaining the gold reserve, when, as a matter of fact, it was to

maintain the expenses of the Goverimaent.
Senator Nelson. Here is another point I want to call attention

to

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Gentlemen, the hour of 3.30

has arrived, at which time Senator Thomas was to appear before

the committee. He has stated, however, he will give way to Mr.
Bucholz, of the Omaha National Bank, who is compelled to leave,
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and Mr. Bucholz expects only to detain the committee about 15 min-
utes, unless the committee detains him longer. So, if that is agree-
able to the committee, we will call Mr. Bucholz.

"^

STATEMENT OF W. H. BUCHOIZ, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE OMAHA
NATIONAL BANK, OF OMAHA, NEBR.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Bucholz, please state for the benefit of
the committee your name and your banking connections.
Mr. Bucholz. W. H. Bucholz, vice president of the Omaha Na-

tional Bank, of Omaha.
Senator Hitchcock. How large is the Omaha National Bank?
Mr. Bucholz. It has a million of dollars capital and surplus and

profits of $800,000, and deposits of about 12^ millions of dollars.
Senator Hitchcock. What size is Omaho?
Mr. Bucholz. Omaha proper has probably 125,000 people.
Senator Hitchcock. Do you prefer to make your statement in

your own way, or shall I ask you some questions ?

Mr. Bucholz. I would be glad to have you ask me some questions,
if I can answer them.
Senator Hitchcock. To what extent have you deposits of country

banks ?

Mr. Bucholz." About between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000. It fluc-

tuates between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give an estimate of the total country
bank deposits in Omaha ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes. Approximately $33,000,000.

Senator Hitchcock. $33,000,000 of country bank deposits in

Omaha ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes; Omaha and South Omaha.
Senator Hitchcock. And what do the total bank deposits of

Omaha and South Omaha amount to?

Mr. Bucholz. $55,000,000.

Senator Pombeene. You have more country bank deposits than
you have local ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. I think you had better proceed with your own

views about this bill.

Mr. Bucholz. My statement, gentlemen, will be very short. In
justice to myself I should explain I had no opportunity to prepare

a regular review of this bill. The request to come here and appear

before you came to me at Boston, and that session was very busy there

and I had little time to get down and analyze seriously this proposed

currency bill as I should in order to appear before so important a

body as that before whom I now stand.

It seems to us in the West that we owe so much to the independent

banking system, which we have had there, for our development and

progress that we can see no good in what seems to us an attempt to

destroy the national banking system and substituting some other with

the provisions for which we are not in entire accord. In Nebraska

the sentiment is very strong against this new currency bill. I

might say that in my own contact, through correspondence and per-

sonal interview with national banks of that State, I Iniow of many
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of them who are preparing now to go out of the national banking
system, if this bill becomes a law, and to join the State banking sys-

tem, and that even in view of the fact that we have a guaranty law
there to which we are upon principle opposed as national bankers.

But we would rather take that medicine than engage in this system,

which we think will do much to retard our development and our
growth in Omaha proper. I might mention the Omaha National
Bank as an example, because I have made figures on that. Our com-
putation convinces us that we shall lose in our reserve balances some-
thing over $2,000,000^—perhaps two million and a half.

Senator Hitchcock. Those are the balances with country banks ?

Mr. BucHOLZ. Yes, sir; with us.

Senator Hitchcock. What do you mean? That they will lose

those balances?
Mr. BucHOLz. They will have to withdraw them when they come

into the system to place them with the Federal reserve banks; and,
of course, if we have to put up money for it, to get that money we
will have to contract our loans.

Senator Reed. Now, let me ask you a question: Suppose this

system goes iato effect and suppose the country banks withdraw
their deposits from your banks. You, of course, would not like that.

How are you going to help yourself on that by organizing a State
bank? You will still be out those same deposits.

Mr. BucHOLZ. "We won't have to put up any reserve with the Fed-
eral reserve bank nor place 5 per cent of our deposits with the
Federal reserve bank.

Senator Keed. Don't they keep any reserve under the State law ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
Senator Reed. How much?
Mr. BucHOLZ. The same as the national law.
Senator Reed. Would you be, then, any better off?
Mr. BucHOLz. We would have control.

Senator Reed. You do not have control of the reserves; you an
obliged under the law to set aside, to segregate that amount and
hold it as a reserve.

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes ; I know. That reserve has been altogether too
scattered, and we have only learned in recent years it is there for a
purpose, and that purpose is to use in an emergency. We have been
taught that by a bitter lesson.

Senator Hitchcock. How much capital would your bank have to

contribute to the proposed system?
Mr. BucHOLz. $200,000.
Senator Nelson. And how much in the 5 per cent of deposits ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Approximately between $600,000 and $700,000.
Senator Nelson. So you would have to contribute from $800,000 to

$900,000?
Mr. BucHOLz. Yes; in addition to the loss of our deposits. Of

course, we have our present reserves, and as to our own contribution
to the reserve, it would not make any difference. We would have to

draw that from Chicago, St. Louis, New York, and reserve centers.
Senator Pomeeenb. What are the actual reserves which you carry

on an average?
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Mr. BucHOLZ. With our own institution the real reserve will run
30 per cent, and the apparent reserve, made up of float and all that
sort of thing, will very often go to 40 or 50 per cent.

Senator Pomerene. You ttiean real reserve, that which you carry
in your own vaults ?

Mr. BucHOLz. No ; what I mean is actual money we carry in our
own vaults and real money with our correspondents. It does not
mean collection accounts, or anything of that kind.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Bucholz, the witness who preceded you
stated it was his custom to permit his New York correspondent to
charge to his account checks which came into his possession drawn by
depositors of the Baltimore bank. Do you allow your New York
correspondent to charge to your account a check which one of your
customers draws on your bank which may fall into the hands of
your New York correspondent?
Mr. Bucholz. We do not.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you know what the custom generally is

with banks?
Mr. BxTCHOLz. I heard the testimony of the gentleman who pre-

ceded me, and it is the first time I knew that was permitted.
Senator Hitchcock. You never knew of it being done before ?

Mr. Bucholz. No, sir. I would like to explain a little further as
to that, that the gentleman referred to the fact that some banks
carry two accounts, and they remitted weekly or semiweekly or twice
a week, as the case might be. We do not do that way. These checks
that come to us from our correspondent banks we send them a draft
for them on the very day we receive them. We do not place them
to anyone's credit, or carry them as a float to bolster up our figures,

or anything of that kind, and I believe that is the practice—I know
it is throughout the Mississippi country.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you see any danger in permitting a cor-

respondent bank, or the proposed reserve bank, to charge against a

member bank a check which had been drawn by an individual de-

positor on a member bank?
Mr. Bucholz. I do. If the New York correspondent paid a check

drawn on the Omaha National Bank they would pay that check with
our own funds, with the funds of the Omaha National Bank, and send
it to us. After having once paid the check we, of course, have no
recourse so far as we are concerned whether the check is good or not,

or whether it affords indorsement, or anything of that kind. The
check is paid and the man has his money.
Senator Pomerene. In that event would your New York corre-

spondent stamp it paid?
Mr. Bucholz. I do not know as to that. But, in any event, if they

paid it with our money, the check is paid, and all defense against it,

if protested, would be shut off. That is one of the main reasons why
that should not be permitted. Aside from that, we could not tell

how much money we had with our New York correspondents.

Senator Reed. Let me see if you are accurate about that. The

Government establishes a Federal reserve bank. That bank is com-

posed of a number of elements, some 600 or 700 national banks con-

stituting its stockholders. It is a separate entity ; it is a thing itself

;

it can sue and be sued. You are a stockholder only. You deposit

with it $100,000, and a man, upon a false check, drawn upon the
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bank at Omaha, presented at that counter, receives $100,000. You

say it has been paid out of your own money, and therefore you would

have no recourse. I do not agree with you. That bank up there is

just as separate from your bank as one corporation is from another,

and if it paid a check that was a bad check it would be out, not you;

I think you are mistaken about that.

Mr. BucHOLz. On that question were discussing the relations be-

tween the Omaha bank, for instance, and its New York correspondent.

We were not discussing the proposed law.

Senator Reed. If your Omaha correspondent puts money in there

and it paid your money out, you would nave recourse.

Mr. BucHOLz. The question is, would you if it had actually paid
the money on checks?

Senator Reed. Unquestionably.
Senator Pomeeene. Every time a man would present a check to

your New York bank, that is of itself a representation that it is a

bona fide check.

Mr. Btjcholz. But that check is not payable in New York.
Senator Pomerene. If it should be, in the instance you speak of.

and it would develop afterwards it was a forged check, you would
have recourse on that bank.
Mr. BucHOLZ. Perhaps so—in case of forgery.
Senator 'Reed. And in the case of overdraft.
Mr. Bticholz. Suppose a man in New York who held that check

an innocent holder, and when it came back to us we found the bank
had paid an absolutely bad check and charged it to the Omaha Na-
tional Bank; I think they would have a good stand and it would
have to stand paid if it was paid out of our funds.

Senator Pomehene. Even if there were no funds in your bank at

the time the check was drawn?
Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.

Senator Pomeeene. Oh, no.

Senator Reed. The rule will not be different now, where one of

your correspondents pays a check that ought not to have been paid;

nor is the rule now different with reference to that correspondence

than it is with reference to any other bank with which you have no

funds. That bank pays it at its peril. The danger in this system

lies in the Federal reserve bank cashing bad checks and itself losing

the money.
Mr. BucHOLz. Well, according to my information and belief, and

according to my recollection of court decisions, a bank check—a check

drawn on a bank—is a vastly different thing than a bank draft drawn

by one bank upon another. A check is payable at one place. It is

an order from one man to another to go to that place to get the money.

Senator Eeed. That is true.
Mr. BucHOLz. And he has no business in going to any other place.

Senator Reed. Therefore if a bank takes a chance of cashing it, it

does so at its own peril.
Mr. BtJCHOLz. Exactly. But if you arrange, your correspondent

™*y, <^^ifLt^ose checks and charge them to your account; that is a
vastly dillerent thing. '

Senator Reed That is a different thing; you have a new element,

lunrStsS tSttjck!
^"*"^"^^ your^coJrespondent Tuse you^
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Mr. BucHOLZ. Exactly.

Senator Eeed. In that case if it uses ordinary diligence, the same
as the law imposes upon anybody except a bailee without hire, it

would, of course, go acquitted.

Mr. BucHOLz. That was the question under discussion, if a New
York correspondent paid your checks and charged them to your
account.

Senator Nelson. If the practice which this banker from Baltimore
stated did actually exist, the bank paying it would simply be the
agent of the other bank, and it would bind its principal.

Mr. Bticholz. That is exactly the point I was trying to make.
Senator Reed. It was because they had authorized them.
Senator Nelson. Of course, a different rule would apply if it had

no right to do that.

Senator Beistow. Senator Eeed, that is the position the gentleman
has taken from the beginning—that it would be unsafe to authorize
the correspondent to charge to his account the checks when they were
presented.

Senator Nelson. But that is the principle that is sought to be
applied in this bill—to charge it.

Senator Hitchcock. For the present, Mr. Bucholz, the practice is

that banks do not allow their reserve correspondents to charge to

their accounts checks upon them which come in the regular course of
business.

Mr. Bucholz. Yes, sir; that is true with our correspondents, and
true with those banks that deposit with us.

Senator Hitchcock. You started to say when you were interrupted

something about the method you would take to raise the necessary

money, to raise the contribution you are required to make to the

capital stock of the reserve bank, and also to secure the money that

will be necessary for you to have in order to transfer the country
deposits that you now hold.

Mr. Bucholz. I see no way except to get that money by calling in

some of the loans and getting it that way.
Senator Hitchcock. Have you made any estimate at all as to the

amount of loans that would be called, for instance, in the aggregate

m Omaha ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes, sir. Several of us were discussing that matter

a short time ago—not with any plan to that effect, but it just came
up—and we began to figure there, and it is between $8,000,000 and
$10,000,000 out of Omaha.
Senator Hitchcock. You think the loans will have to be reduced ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes; it will take that out of Omaha. Of course

there is some excess reserve in Omaha now. Things are fairly easy

there, and there are no signs of a shortage of money, and part of that

would be made up from the excess money we now carry. It would
not all have to be called, but I think it is safe to say that perhaps

$5,000,000 at least, in that city, would be liquidated in the way of

caUing in bills receivable.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that same process would be

necessary in St. Paul, Minneapolis, Kansas City, and other reserve

cities?

Mr. Bucholz. Most assuredly. I can figure it no other way.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 32
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Senator Reed. If that was done, what would be the effect on

business ?

Mr. Btjcholz. It would be bad.

Senator Eeed. What is your suggestion as to the remedy ?

Mr. BucHOLz. My suggestion is that the Federal reserve banks do

not have any capital stock. I can see no reason why the banks should

contribute to the Federal stock. What is proposed to do with this

stock of the Federal reserve bank? Why should you have one?

That is one thing.

Senator Reed. Of course the richer those banks are the more
money they have in a time of stress to advance. That is one thing.

Mr. Btjcholz. True enough; but if you have impoverished the

other banking institutions in the meanwhile, you bring on the neces-

sity for calling on the Federal reserve bank very much sooner; that

is all.

Senator Pomekene. You have already in your vaults, I take it, a

good many securities that do not pay you more than 5 per cent a year ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Not a great many. We have some. We have some
bonds.

Senator Pomeeene. You, I believe, have $1,000,000 capital stock?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
Senator Pomeeene. And this would require $200,000. Of course,

you do not take that out of your capital stock ?

Mr. BxjcHOLZ. You pay for that out of your deposits.

Senator Pomeeene. Arid you, as a rule, have a very substantial

sum, at least, invested in securities in the shape of bonds, etc., that

do not pay more than 5 per cent?
Mr. Btjcholz. True ; but we carry those because they are converti-

ble if needed.
Senator Pomeeene. Now you can go to a bank and rediscount ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
Senator Pomeeene. Amd you can do it under the present system;

that is true?
Mr. BtxcHOLz. Under the new system, it strikes me, we shall be-

come sort of note brokers and commission merchants, and take money
at one rate.

Senator Hitchcock. Does your bank frequently rediscount paper
now?
Mr. BuCHOLz. For ourself ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. BucHOLz. Not at all.

Senator Hitchcock. You do not rediscount?
Mr. BucHOLZ. No, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. You do not borrow of other banks?
Mr. BucHOLz. No, sir ; we have not done so for years.
Senator Hitchcock. Is that generally true of any other banks of

Omaha ?

Mr. BucHOLz. I think so. Four or five of the larger banks there
have not borrowed any money for quite a number of years—not
since 1907, at least.

Senator Reed. You really think most of the banks in Nebraska
would go out of the banking system ?

Mr. Bucholz. If the bill passed in the present form, I am certain
of it.
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Senator Reed. What have we got to do to keep you from going
away and leaving us?

Mr. BucHOLz. By making it attractive to come in.

Senator Reed. How? What is your suggestion?

Mr. BuGHOLZ. In the first place, making it so attractive it won't
be considered as compulsory. A man does not like to be forced to

do a thing.

Senator Reed. You say, " make it so attractive." Of course, a
man might say to an ill-favored youth to make himself so attractive

that the ladies would all like him. But that would not help out much
nnless you could give him a recipe. I wish you would tell us how
to make it attractive. In all seriousness, what is necessary to make
it so that the banks will want to come in ?

Mr. BucHOLz. It all depends upon what you have in mind as to

the purpose of the bill.

Senator Reed. What must be done to the bill so as to make you
feel you will be justified in coming in, having in consideration, of
course, that the bill will have to be just to all other interests in the
country ?

Mr. BucHOLZ. Well, it must be workable in all its features. I
think there are some
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Specify. You indicated one

objection, that you thought you ought not to be required to subscribe

to the capital stock.

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Is there anything else?

Mr. BucHOLz. I think if the Government receives interest on its

Government deposit with that Federal reserve bank the bank should
receive interest on its bonds with the Federal reserve bank. That is

another point.

And then the main point is that some provision should be made to

take up the 2 per cent bonds.
Senator Reed. We are talking about what is necessary to do to

get you in.

Mr. BucHOLz. That is one of the things.

Senator Reed. Of course if the Government is going to repudiate

its 2 per cent bonds, they can do it just as well with you out as with

you in. That, it seems to me, is a sort of side proposition. Not that

I am intimating that I am in favor of any such proposition, and I

think I can speak for this committee and say that this committee does

not propose to try to do anything like that here.

What have you got in the way of Government bonds ?

Mr. BucHOLz. $1,000,000.

Senator Reed. And you have your circulation on that ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. You buy these bonds and have the circulation

privilege ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes, sir.
. . .

Senator Reed. If you are allowed to continue a circulation privi-

lege, you do not want to keep your bonds?

Mr. BucHOLz. No, sir. If we are going to have a new system, 1

would like to start new. .

Senator Reed. Suppose we do have a new system which provides

that there can be other money issued, and yet suppose, as a part of
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that system, we were to maintain substantially the present system
and build upon it, allowing the national-bank notes to still continue
to exist, issuing to them as we do now. Do you think that we ought,

under those circumstances, compel you all to surrender your bonds?
Mr. Btjcholz. That would be an entirely different matter.

Senator Eeed. That is what I am speaking about.

Mr. BucHOLz. If you build upon the present system and extend its

usefulness and ability to serve the public, certainly I should be glad
to continue under it and retain the bonds.

Senator Eeed. All that it is proposed to do, with the exception
of the provision for the retirement of one-twentieth of the national-

bank notes each year, is to provide a system by which the bank can
get additional currency, which is supposed to be obtained only for a

short time, on paper that liquidates itself. That, of course, would
not impair the value of your national-bank circulation?

Mr. Btjcholz. No ; except that the redemption is not in cash, but
that is in 3 per cent bonds.

Senator Eeed. I am talking about leaving out the 3 per cent bonds.

You mean the 5 per cent from year to year ?

Mr. BuGHOLz. Yes.
Senator Eeed. And let you go along as you are now, you would

be satisfied, as far as your bonds were concerned. We have about

$700,000,000 of bonds at about $700,000,000 of circulation.

Now, if we provide that these bonds, when they are redeemed, 5

per cent of them each year, that the Government should take them
at par
Mr. BuoHOLz (interposing). And pay cash?
Senator Eeed. And pay cash. That would-
Mr. BucHOLz (interposing). That would overcome my objection;

yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. That would overcome your objection?
Mr. BucHoiiZ. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. There is nothing insurmountable in all that?
Mr. Btjcholz. Not that I see.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any 2 per cent bonds to secure

deposits ?

Mr. Btjcholz. No, sir. We have threes to secure deposits, if I air

not mistaken. I think the United States deposits are covered by
3 per cent bonds.
There is just one more point I wish to discuss, and then I am

through. That refers especially to the country banks in Nebraska.
That relationship has been built up from early times. For instance,

31 years ago I was a country banker and so remained for 20 years,

and I lived in a small town, grew along with it, brought together
the local capital that could be obtained, and borrowed from the out-

side all we could, so that that meant building up a town and a com-
munity. It is an agricultural community. It has been very pros-

perous. If
_
the people have surplus money, the banks will reflect

that
_
condition. The paper that is made there, to a large extent,

consists, for instance, of paper given by cattle feeders—steers to be

put in a feeding lot and fed—which will take perhaps four or five

or six nionths to mature. That is a very important part of Ne-
braska's industry, and such paper as that would not be eligible under
this proposed law.
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Senator Pomeeene. Take the average country banker, such as you
have out in your agricultural communities. What portion of their
loans would you say were made each month ?

Mr. BucHOLz. New loans?
Senator Pomerbne. Yes; new loans.

Mr. BucHOLz. "Well, a very small per cent at certain seasons, and
a very large per cent at other seasons.

Senator Pomerene. Can you give us any estimates ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Probably 80 per cent of the loans in the country
bank, normally, are made in the fall of the year.

Senator Pomerene. During what months of the year ?

Mr. BucHOLz. From September to January.
Senator Pomerene. That is four months.
Mr. BucHOLz. Yes; and they run over until the spring months.
Senator Pomerene. Yes; I understand. You say 80 per cent of

the loans are made in four months. What portion of that 80 per
cent is made in each of those four months ?

Mr. BtrcHOLz. I am not able to say.

Senator Pomerene. Of course, it would be distributed along dur-
ing all of that time ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. That would be gradually maturing?
Mr. BucHOLz. It would, depending a good deal on conditions.

Some years a farmer will hold his wheat and will not sell it in
August; he will sell it perhaps in December, and he may hold it

imtil March, and borrow the money to hold the wheat.
Senator Pomerene. All of which would seem to indicate to me, at

least, that the notes held by the bank were constantly maturing.
Mr. Btjcholz. Certainly, but they are renewed. They renew

them ; they are not isaid.

Senator Pomerene. Very well. There would not be any time dur-
ing the year, would there, when the bank would not have a consider-

able amount of paper that was maturing in from 90 to 120 days ?

Mr. BucHOLZ. Yes; it would mature right along, but the country
banker knows to a certainty he can get that money at that time.

Senator Pomerene. That paper then could be used for discount

purposes, or rediscount purposes under the provisions of this bill ?

Senator Hitchcock. I think not. Senator Pomerene. The defini-

tion of commercial paper is paper which grows out of the commer-
cial transaction. It liquidates automatically. This paper which Mr.
Bucholz refers to does not liquidate.

Senator Pomerene. I had in mind that there might be some pos-

sible change in the definition of commercial paper here. I was ad-

dressing my questions rather to the fact that your paper was matur-

ing from month to month.
Mr. Bttcholz. In my own bank, for instance, our paper is paid

off at the rate of $1,000,000 a month. That has been the record for

three years ; that amount actually paid, and we would take care of

ourselves very nicely under this provision.

Senator Pomerene. I would like to ask you another question.

Have you figured out the advantages and disadvantages of the pro^

posed measure, as compared with the present system, so far as they

relate to your own bank?
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Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
vSenator Pomerene. Have you those figures with you ?

Mr. BucHOLz. No ; I left them at home.
Senator Pomehene. I would be very much pleased to have you

furnish them, and have them incorporated in your testimony.

Mr. BtJCHOLZ. I would be very pleased to do that. Unless you
have some other questions, gentlemen, that is all I have to say.

Senator Beistow. I would like to inquire what defects do you
think we have in our present system that ought to be remedied ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Well, on the whole, 1 think we have a yerj good
system. We have a system where the circulation of the banks that

passes as money. No one questions it, and has never questioned it,

to my knowledge. The only possible criticism I can think of would
be that at certain periods, either by unusual business expansion or

overspeculation we find a rigidity in the volume of money we have
to use, and of course my own idea woul^ be to follow out the natural

consequences of an expansion of the national banking system to the

extent of having a central credit reservoir where temporary addi-

tional money might be obtained.

Senator Bristow. WHiat you would like, as I understand it, would
be to have some provision made whereby you could get additional

currency when it is needed ?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes.
Senator Beistow. On the assets of your bank?
Mr. Bucholz. Yes.
Senator Bristow. And then when it was not needed that would

normally retire?

Mr. Bucholz. I would fix it so that the retirement
Senator Bristow (interposing). And you think it would be much

better for the business of your part of the country if a provision of

that kind could be made without breaking up the present banking
provisions that have grown up in the past half century ?

Mr. Btjcholz. You have explained my idea exactly, I think.
Senator Bristow. Suppose that a provision was made so that your

bank could go to the subtreasury, that a subtreasury should be
located at Omaha—I believe you have no subtreasury there now

—

suppose a subtreasury was established there and during these periods
of stress you could take the assets of your bank there and upon your
own credit, hypothecating your assets, get the credit you needed by
paying a certain tax on it while it was used, and when it was through
this would come back into your bank and be retired and your assets

would be returned to you. Would that relieve you of the embarrass-
ment you have now ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes; I think so; and if you extended the present
central reserve cities to five instead of three and confine the privilege
to just the central reserve cities under certain restrictions it would
accomplish the purpose, in my judgment.

Senator Bristow. Suppose we had just one regional bank and we
had a Federal bank which received the Government deposits and
which would be a bank of issue and discount and that bank would
have branches located in the various commercial centers of the
country and you could go to your branch of that bank and get cur-

rency upon your assets?
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Mr. BucHOLZ. I do not like that idea so well. Perhaps that is due
to some prejudice I have had for years against the Government en-
gaging in the banking business. My belief is that the Government
should pass the laws, provide what kind of banking business should
be done, and let individuals do the banking business under proper
regulations.

Senator Beistow. But the Government then would be running
only 1 bank instead of 12. The Government now is establishing 12
banks and is going to run 12 banks.

Mr. BucHOLz. I think the fewer it runs the better it will be for
the country.

Senator Bristow. If this board created here or this board in Wash-
ington has 12 banks scattered all over the United States at long dis-

tances—suppose we had one bank here in Washington which they
managed and which performed all the functions that these 12 would
perform, and that was done without requiring the banks to put up
any capital stock, and any bank that kept its reserve there could
get relief whenever it wanted it, as I have stated, do you not think
that would simplify this very much?
Mr. Bttcholz. I do. That is in line with the expansion of our

present system, with some additional safeguards.

Senator Bristow. And you think that strengthening the present
system takes care of this apparent defect?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. We have had quite a discussion here in the last

few days in regard to these country checks. The gentlemen who
preceded you, and one or two gentlemen who were here yesterday,

are anxious to have the check system discredited, to a certain extent,

in order to reduce the number of the checks. You say you have been

a country banker and now you are a reserve banker?

Mr. Bttcholz. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. Let us have your opinion about the method of

banking by country checks, of refusing to give the customers of

country banks the use of country checks. What do you think the

general effect is on the business of the country in a case of that kind ?

Mr. Bttcholz. I think the general effect is very good.

Senator Nelson. You mean the general effect of having a lot of

checks afloat?

Mr. Bttcholz. Of using checks

Senator Nelson (interposing). Instead of drafts?

Mr. Bttcholz. Yes. That practically amounts to the same thing,

checks or drafts, because it is not always convenient to get a draft.

Senator Eeed. I want to ask this witness one more question. Take
the banks in your town; is the amount of their capital stock any real

index to the size of the bank?
Senator Nelson. You mean the volume of business they do?

Senator Eeed. Yes; the volume of business they do, and the profits

they make.
Senator Nelson. Any real or certain index?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes; I believe the capital and surplus would be.

Senator Eeed. The capital and surplus?

Mr. Bttcholz. Yes, sir.
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Senator Keed. You frequently find a bank, do you not, with a

small capital and a large surplus, which is really a bigger bank and
makes more money and handles more business than another bank
with a larger capital and without a surplus.

Mr. BucHOLz. That is quite true.

Senator Eeed. Now, if the capital stock of this central bank is to

be contributed by the banks, should it not be based upon capital and
surplus, instead of upon capital alone?

Mr. BucHOLz. I think it would be very unjust to base a contribu-

tion of capital merely on the capital of the bank contributing.

Senator Bristow. I think this matter of country checks is a very

important matter, and you seem peculiarly fitted to discuss it. Now,
if you will, tell us in what way it has been a good thing for the

country and for the banking business as a whole ?

Mr. BiTCHOLz. When I was a country banker, I would tell the

farmers, when they came in to buy some goods, that they ought to

leave their money at the bank, deposit it in the bank, take a check

book and pay their bills in that way.
Senator Beistow. With checks?
Mr. BucHOLz. With checks. That is about the only thing that ap-

pealed to the farmer. He did not have to carry the money in ms
pocket and take a certificate and come to the bank every time he

wanted a little money. That has been generally done throughout the

agricultural West. That is a part of the development of that country.

Senator Nelson. But you overlook the point we are after. This

inquiry does not cover that kind of check. That is the other class

of checks. For instance, the merchant in Nebraska, in an interior

town, goes to Chicago and buys a bill of goods there, and instead of

remitting to the wholesale merchant in Chicago by draft he sends

his check on his local bank, and that is the kind of check we refer to.

Mr. BcjCHOLz. Of course, the ideal condition is for a merchant to

go to his bank and buy a bill of exchange payable at the place where
he owes the money. But we do not come to that. We do not ap-

proach the ideal condition. For instance, in Omaha some of our

large accounts are 10 blocks away from us. They do not want to

come to the bank and buy a draft. They make out a check and send

it away.
Senator Nelson. When that check comes back what do you do

with it? Do you charge for remitting that money?'
Mr. Btjcholz. Yes; we make a charge of one-tenth.

Senator Nelson. A merchant in Chicago has a check from one of

your Omaha merchants upon your bank, the Chicago bank sends it

to you, and you charge for that?
Mr. BucHOLz. Yes; we do.

Senator Nelson. And does that charge come out of—it comes out

of the bank that sends it to you, primarily ?

Mr. BucHOLZ. Primarily, and sometimes ultimately; sometimes
they absorb that exchange.

Senator Bristow. That is their business; that is not the Govern-
ment's business.

Mr. BucHOLz. Not a bit.

Senator Bristow. Not any more than to fix a law which would fix

a limit as to the time for giving a cash discount, if payment is made in

10 days?
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Mr. BucHOLz. It has not a thing to do with a Government regu-
lation.

Senator Beistow. The Government has not a thing to do with it.

Mr. BucHOLZ. This exchange charge ultimately comes out of the
man who owes the money. It comes out of him ultimately, anyway,
and it ought to.

Senator Bristow. My office is across the hall in this building. I may
owe somebody in New York. He may have on his letterhead " Coun-
try checks not received," but I do not want to go down town and buy a
draft, and so I write a check and let him turn it down—it is not con-
venient for me to go down town—and if he does not want to do that he
may send it back.

Mr. Bucholz. Certainly ; that is a matter between you.
Senator Bbistow. If we should undertake to make it impossible for

me to write that check we would interfere with a development which
has accommodated itself to the convenience of the entire business
public of the United States?
Mr. BucHOLZ. So much so that 92 per cent of it is done that way.
Senator Nelson. Go a step farther in that direction. This bill

proposed in its original form to have the regional banks clear those
checks as a clearing house ; that is, those checks would be taken there
and deposited, coming from a member bank. They are to be de-
posited in the regional bank and credited as cash and immediately
charged up to the member bank. What have you to say about that ?

Mr. Btjcholz. The effect of that is to penalize the members of the
Federal reserve bank and put them in competition with other banks.
Senator Nelson. The effect of it is to deprive you of your exchange

fee?

Mr. BucHOLz. Exactly ; and it also puts a penalty on our belong-
ing to the Federal reserve bank.

Senator Beistow. That is, if you did not find it convenient to per-

mit your customers to pay these accounts by check on your bank the

tendency would be for them to do business with a bank that would
permit them to do business in that way?
Mr. Btjcholz. Exactly.
Senator Nelson. Suppose a merchant at Fairbury, in your State,

wants to buy a bill of goods in Omaha ; he issues a check on his local

bank at Fairbury and sends it to the merchant in Omaha. The mer-

chant deposits it with you. How do you collect that ?

Mr. Btjcholz. Our practice is to collect direct.

Senator Nelson. Do you charge it to the bank in the first instance ?

Mr. Btjcholz. No, sir; we do not.

Senator Nelson. You collect it direct?

Mr. Btjcholz. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. In what way ?

Mr. Btjcholz. We have a transit account that runs from $800,000

to $1,200,000. We charge it to the transit account, and we send it

to the bank direct, and the banks remits in Omaha exchange, and we
credit it to the transit account, and thus the transaction is closed.

Senator Nelson. That is, less the exchange?

Mr. BucHOLz. Yes, sir; and we charge back the exchange to the

man who deposits the check. We do not absorb the exchange.
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Senator Nelson. And the local banker at Fairbury gets that ex-

change fee?

Mr. BucHoi/Z. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And it comes out of the merchant who has de-

posited it with you?
Mr. BucHOLz. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. You do not absorb that, charge?
Mr. BucHOLz. No.
Senator Beistow. Many banks do?
Mr. BucHOLz. Yes ; but we do not.

Senator Nelson. Do you charge even where your customer has a

good account with you?
Mr. BucHOLz. Absolutely.

Senator Nelson. You charge in every case?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. In my little town in Kansas they never charge,

none of the banks.
Senator Nelson. What profits do you get out of that kind of busi-

ness?
Mr. Bucholz. It is a loss to us, as a reserve bank for other bankers.

Senator Nelson. In what way is it a loss, if you charge up the fee

to the merchant?
Mr. Bucholz. We are obliged—^we give him credit for that, and he

has a balance to check against up to a certain day, and we are out the

use of the money.
Senator Nelson. Do you give that merchant the credit on the

check before you collect it?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Immediately?
Mr. Bucholz. Immediately, when he brings it in.

Senator Nelson. And you are out the use of it until you get the

money ?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes, sir; the postage and the work and labor in

sending it out.

Senator Nelson. The only man who makes a profit out of that is

the little banker on which the check is issued ?

Mr. Bucholz. He is the man who gets the profit.

Senator Nelson. He gets the profit?

Mr. Bucholz. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. If that is all, Mr. Bucholz, we will excuse

you, and we are obliged to you for appearing before us.

We will hear Senator Thomas now.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES S. THOMAS, A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO.

Senator Thomas. Gentlemen, I want to call the attention of the

committee as briefly as I can to a phase of the currency problem
that I do not believe has received much consideration so far, but

which seems to me to be one of sufficient importance to justify me
inflicting myself upon your consideration for a few minutes.

I have reference to the mattet of the United States bonds drawing
interest, not only those which form the basis of bank circulation, but
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all interest-bearing bonds and the manner in which they should be
disposed of in connection with the general scheme of currency legis-

lation.

I think I may safely assume at the outset that the payment of the
interest-bearing national debt is very remote, and that is true not
only of our own but of all the nations of the world. We are not
making any provision for it to speak of, and we are living up to our
income. Aid the consequence, the bonded debt of the Government is,

for all purposes of currency legislation, at least a permanent condi-
tion.

Now, one of the most serious objections or criticisms that I have
heard relating to the Glass bill is based upon the effect of that bill

on the values of Government bonds held by the bankers and used by
them to secure circulation, and the loss which they must sustain in
the event that provision is destroyed and a different system of cur-
rency is adopted without reference to the bonds themselves.

It is true tha,t in 1900, by the act of March 14 of that year, the
Government paid the banks the difference between their face value
and their premiums, up to a certain amount—I forget just now
what—when that bill was amended, and certain changes made in the
national banking act. And it is equally true that now the Gov-
ernment does not want and will not inflict any loss upon the banking
fraternity. At the same time there is, in my judgment, a very
deep objection, a popular one, to the substitution of a 2 per cent
for a 3 per cent bond. Whatever may be said concerning it, the
fact remains that it does increase the rate of interest upon a majority
of the bonds of the country. And while there may be compensating
advantages, the average man knows that if he exchanges a 2 pei

cent note for a 3 per cent note he is paying more interest than he
was before. I confess that is an argument which appeals to me with
a great deal of force, and is aimed at a condition which, if it can be
avoided, ought to be avoided. A good deal of criticism against this

bill, too, has been aimed at the possible effect it will have, the

probable effect, as a great many believe, and the way of contracting

the currency, and necessitating the resort to a reduction of loans, of

discounts, for the purpose of securing sufficient money to meet the

requirements of this measure, and particularly with reference to the

matter of reserves. Now, if those objections can be met by intro-

ducing in this bill an amendment which will take care of the bonds,

which will not affect, principally at least, the reduction of the cur-

rency, and which at the same time will keep the bonds at par and
reduce the interest upon them, that is certainly something that ought
to adjust itself at least to the serious consideration of this committee.

Senator Nelson. You do not mean reduce the interest on the 2 per

cent bonds ?

Senator Thomas. Yes; I mean precisely that.

Senator Nelson. Eeduce the interest on the 2 per cent bonds ?

Senator Thomas. Yes; even to reduce the interest on 2 per cent

bonds.

These preliminary remarks lead up to the proposition of providing

for an interconvertible bond, which in the hands of any one bank
or citizen or business corporation may be exchanged and reexchanged

at any time at the pleasure of the holder for bond certificates or
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Treasury notes, and which at the same time would enable the bonds

themselves to be used for the reserves required to be kept by the

banks.
Now, I am not going to advocate
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). You mean the bonds to be

kept as reserves?

Senator Thomas. Giving the bonds the

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). The power of gold?

Senator Thomas. The power of gold, so far as the reserves of the

national banks are concerned. I think that irrespectivie of any par-

ticular opinion concerning the wisdom or unwisdom
Senator Pomeeene (interposing) . Do you mean the new bonds we

are to issue instead of the twos ?

Senator Thomas. Yes; and any new bonds that are proposed to

be issued in place, not only of the twos, but of all other outstanding

bonds. I am coming to that later on.

Senator Hitchcock. You would have them payable on demand?
Senator Thomas. Yes. I have to say before unfolding the scheme,

that while I have always been a believer, as long as you are going

to have a bond currency, in extending the right to issue currency

upon bonds to all individuals or corporations owning such bonds,

and while I believe, and I think popular opinion justifies it, that the

most popular currency we ever had in this country are the greenbacks

issued by the Government without the interposition of any other

agency whatever, and it has manifested itself by the impossibility of

this retirement, although nearly 50 years have elapsed since the close

of the war.
There is something in a currency which issues directly from the

Government. That brings me to another objection that I have heard,

and about which a good many of my constituents have written me,

and which you have at least heard by way of criticism of the pro-

posed currency system in this bill, and that is it is confined to the

banks and is not general in its character. In other words, the bill

proposes to and does lend the credit of the people to the people's

creditors, instead of lending their credit impartially, both to those

who are in and those who are out of the banking system.

This plan of this proposed change, which, as I say, has already

appealed to me, was called to my attention very early in the session

of this Congress by a pamphlet upon the subject, written by Mr.

William A. Amberg, of the city of Chicago, which includes a propo-

sition of Hugh Hanna, who, a great many of you gentlemen will re-

member, was the chairman of the National Monetary Conference at

Indianapolis' in 1900. As a result of my reading this proposed
amendment of Mr. Amberg's and by rereading of it and digesting of

it, I wrote him and asked him to prepare an amendment to the penmng
bill embodying his views in proper legislative form, and also giving
the various things which, in his judgment, would accomplish, to-

gether with the method of its accomplishment. He has done this so

well and so completely, in my judgment, that I think I am justified

in taking my time and yours in referring to that rather than by at-

tempting to explain it all.

Senator Nelson. Is it very long?
Senator Thomas. It is not very long.
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Senator Nelson. I do not think there would be any objection to

reading it.

Senator Thomas. I am going to read it. It is not as long as it

appears, because it contains the proposed amendment which I shall

not at present read. Mr. Amberg says that he proposed the original
pamphlet in response to a general invitation for communications to

be prepared and presented concerning the general subject of mone-
tary legislation, and in response to this invitation he published last

May a pamphlet entitled " Outline of a Plan for Funding the Na-
tional Debt and for Maintaining an Elastic Reserve' Currency,"
which attracted some attention because of its novel treatment of the
subject and for the advantages insured by its adoption, which he
states to be the following

:

The saving of millions of dollars in interest.

The means of determining at regular intervals a proper interest rate on
bonds.
An equivalent to the Government of the profit on the circulation privilege in

the form of a low interest on its bonds.
Taking the Government out of the banking business.
Independent of syndicates in the citation of its funds.
An automatic sinking fund.
The maintenance of the gold standard.

I may say that that does not appeal to me at all. It is a matter of
total indifference to me whether the gold standard is maintained or
not. Other advantages which he states are

:

The simplicity of the system ; the freedom of competition in regard
to Government bond issues; the ultimate increase within certain

limits of available money; its adaptability to expansion in the event

of war; the means of accelerating or retarding the process of fund-
ing to the best advantage; and introduction of a short-term gold

bond, bearing a low competitive rate of interest, which is made avail-

able for money reserves for banks because exchangeable in that

emergency for correlated legal-tender bond certificates at any sub-

treasury on demand.
I think it will be conceded, gentlemen, that if this proposition ac-

complishes one part of that which is claimed for it by its sponsors it

is very desirable that it should be incorporated in this measure,

whether as a substitute for section 19 or as suppletory to it is a

matter for further consideration.

Of course this idea of a convertible bond is old. I think a number
of propositions have been made during the past 25 or 30 years for the

convertibility of all interest-bearing bonds into currency and recon-

vertibility at the pleasure of the holder.

Senator Shafeoth. There was a bond carrying interest with it

which circulated as money during the war.

Senator Nelson. They were what we called the "seven-thirty

notes " ; they were not bonds.

Senator Thomas. They were not bonds, strictly speaking, but m
their legal sense I presume they were.

Senator Nelson. They circulated as money, but they went out of

circulation and immediately retired?

Senator Thomas. Now come to a consideration to a proposed

amendment itself, which I will not read.

Senator Nelson. You might give us the outline of the plan.
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Senator Thomas. That is given in what I will call attention to.

Authorize the funding of the public debt and the issue of short-

term, 10-year renewable term bonds in an amount to fully cover the

principal of the entire debt and the premium on outstandiiig bonds.

There should be, say, 20 issues of equal amount maturing six months
apart.

Let us assume that the total authorized is $1,500,000,000 ; this would
make each issue $75,000,000.

Senator Hitchcock. How do they figure such a large amount as

that?
Senator Thomas. That is simply to present the plan. It is some-

what larger than the total amount of the interest bearing and the

noninterest-bearing debt, and at the same time it is contemplated

that a possible emergency may arise which will require more.

The interest rate on the bonds, which may vary with each issue

will be discussed later ; for the present, it will suffice to state that the

interest rate is to be determined for each issue when made.
With the complete funding of the debts will mature $75,000,000

of bonds every six months, and the interest rate should be fixed on

each renewal issue. The purpose of that is to regulate an arranged

legal rate and to enable the bonds to bear interest at less than 2 per

cent, as I think will be the case.

Senator Nelson. Who would take the bonds ?

Senator Thomas. Well, anybody would take them; everybody
would take them, and be glad to get them, and the national bant
particularly. [Reading

:]

It would not necessarily take 10 years to refund the debt. Refunding can

proceed as rapidly as desired, or as may be found economical. Tbe first issue

would necessarily be for 10 years; other issues after the lapse of every six

months would also be for 10 years, but accelerating issues can be made for

shorter periods, each timed to mature six months earlier than the earliest

maturity of bonds previously Issued, as 9i years, 9 years, 8J years, etc., from
the date of the first issue.

The renewal of the serial issues begins with the earliest maturity and re-

newals will come regularly every six months thereafter, provided all the 20

serial issues are out. If the debt be not entirely funded by the time the earliest

maturity arrives, there will be other " open " maturity dates besides the two
provided for emergencies. If the time required for funding could be pre-

determined the earliest maturity date could be fixed for the first serial issue, all

subsequent issues expiring six months later than the preceding one. The object

of all this will appear later, when we come to apply an Interest rate.

On the back of each bond should be printed a table showing the accrued

interest (according to the interest rate it bears) for each given day in the

year between coupon maturity dates.

We then have a bond representing a specific amount and showing the amount
of accrued interest on any given day.

We now come to the bond certificates ; that is, the name given to

the notes that are to be exchanged. [Reading
:]

The bond certificates, as stated in the bill, are practically the same as our

present United States notes, and need only an added clause to the effect that

they are exchangeable for the new interest-bearing bonds at par, upon payment
of the accrued interest on the day the exchange is made. These certificates

alone are exchangeable for the bonds. This Is an absolute requirement, and

suggests the desirability of exchanging all the various kinds of certificates now
issued, in kind only, as gold for gold certificates and silver for silver certificates

only.
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Senator Nelson. Let us see if I understand you, Senator Thomas.
These certificates are, in substance, to be the paper money that is
issued upon those short-time bonds?
Senator Thomas. Precisely.

Senator Nelson. It is to be the paper currency of the country?
Senator Thomas. Exactly.
Senator Hitchcock. Let me ask you a question.
Senator Thomas. Certainly.
Senator Hitchcock. Is it proposed that the Government shall issue

$75,000,000

Senator Nelson (interposing) . Ten-year bonds.
Senator Hitchcock. Ten-year bonds ?

Senator Thomas. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. And offer them to those who now hold Gov-

ernment bonds ?

Senator Thomas. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Then they are exchanged on an even basis

for the present bonds ?

Senator Thomas. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Those who receive these new bonds will draw

what rate of interest, if they hold them ?

Senator Thomas. Two per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Two per cent. And if at any time they de-
sire currency for them they can turn them over to the Treasury and
secure currency to the amount of the face of the bonds, plus the inter-
est accrued ?

Senator Thomas. Yes. [Reading
:]

Each issue of bonds, when ready, is to be delivered to an official of the Treas-
ury Department whom I will designate the " custodian," whose duties are prac-
tically the same as those of the officer who now exchanges gold for gold certifi-

cates and vice versa, the only difference being that he is provided with an
interest fund.
He has to give out the bonds for bond certificates only, collecting the accrued

interest shown on the back of the bonds, and when the operation is reversed
and bonds are presented for certificates, he pays the accrued interest.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, they deal out bonds as long as anyone
presents them, to the entire issue of bonds, if they are presented ?

Senator Thomas. Yes ; in the first instance.

Senator Hitchcock. In the first instance; and that goes on for

how many years ?

Senator Thomas. Assuming that there is $1,500,000 of the whole
thing

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Twenty years?

Senator Thomas. The bonds could be reissued every 10 years,

upon interest dates. I think you will find. Senator Hitchcock, that

you are anticipating what Mr. Amberg has outlined in his scheme.

Senator Pgjierene. You would expect to retire these national-bank

notes under that scheme, would you ?

Senator Thomas. Yes; that would come as a matter of course;

and the consideration of that would be the reserve quality of the

bonds. [Reading :]

He is not to part with bonds for any other form of money.

Senator Nelson. What is that?
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Senator Thomas. [Eeading :]

He is not to part with bonds for any otlier form of money.

I am not now talking about the redemption of the bonds, but the

exchange of the bonds, when an exchange is desirerd. [Reading:]

There will always be the same amount of certificates in his possession as

there are bonds outstanding.
I assume that the legal tender character now attaching to greenbacks will

apply to bond certificates which replace them.
As a currency, it is better, because secured by interest-bearing United States

bonds.
They are never to be paid out by the Treasury before the new bonds are in

the hands of the custodian, nor in excess of the amount of bonds so placed.

No additional certificates are required for renewals of bond issues ; they are

paid out only for the principal of the debt and premium on certain bonds now
outstanding, and for other items recognized as a part of the national debt, which
includes greenbacks.

Now, I come to the new bonds as bank reserves. [Reading:]

The bonds, being instantly convertible into legal tender bond certificates, are

especially adapted for bank reserves, not only for national banks, but all

other banks, trust companies, and all classes of investors who have idle

money awaiting Investment. The sum of all these combined is so large that

the demand for bonds can be met only in part, which will enable the Treasury
to secure a very low interest rate on bonds, virtually a Government "call-

loan " rate. Banks could keep a large part of their money reserve in these

bonds, because they could be converted any day into bond certificates at any
subtreasury, and conservative bankers could therefore increase their present

reserves without loss.

There is no way of determining what the money reserve of all the banks

and trust companies aggregates. It can only be conjectured.

And then he makes the conjecture upon some figures which he

gives, that the amount in reserves is probably, all over the country,

$2,500,000,000; and assuming that to be the amount, the total issue

of the new bonds could be held by the banks alone as a part of their

reserves, because instantly convertible into currency.

Now, these bonds have that quality. They certainly will not fall

in value, and there can be no loss in that way.
Senator Hitchcock. Does that mean they would get 2 per cent

interest on the reserves?

Senator Thomas. It would virtually mean that, as long as the

bonds require a reserve. The bonds and the money into which they

are convertible are both available as reserves ; and the effect of that,

of course, is to release, to the amount of the bonds in reserves, all

this currency and all other currency for circulation.

Senator Hitchcock. Of course, as far as the national banks are

concerned, the $700,000,000 would be retired in currency.

Senator Thomas. The $700,000,000 would be retired in currency, or

the same amount would be issued for the bonds. It would be an ex-

change. There would certainly be no contribution by the banks of

currency.

Senator Bkistow. Now, Senator Thomas, I should like to see if

I have the correct idea, i ou proposed to issue these bonds, and they

may be exchanged at any time for what you call a bond certificate?

Senator Thomas. Yes; you may call it anything.
Senator Beistow. It is a currency which is equivalent to the green-

back, or the national-bank notes?
Senator Thomas. Yes.
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Senator Beistow. And whenever anyone wants currency they take
the bond to the Government and get it?

Senator Thomas. Yes.
Senator Bristow. And if they prefer the bond to the currency,

they take the currency and get the bond?
Senator Thomas. Yes; they are interchangeable, with the added

element that the bond is available for reserves.
Senator Shafroth. It makes it a somewhat automatic regulation

of the currency.

Senator Pomerene. Well, if I had one of these bond certificates
and took it to the Treasury or a regional reserve bank and got the
currency
Senator Thom.^s (interposing) . You mean the bond, not the cer-

tificate. The certificate is currency.
Senator Pomeeene. Well, get the certificate—would that end the

matter, so far as the bond is concerned?
Senator Thomas. No.
Senator Pomeeene. Or could it be reissued ?

Senator Thomas. No; it must be reissued if anybody comes and
asks an exchange of the bond for other certificates or greenbacks.
Senator Bristow. While the Government has the bond it does not

cost the Government anything?
Senator Thomas. It does not cost the Government anything.
Senator Shafeoth. When there is a redundancy of currency, these

bonds could be drawn out.

Senator Weeks. I understand the plan prohibits the redemption
of the bonds or certificates in gold ?

Senator Thomas. No, not the bonds; the bonds are to be paid out
only for the certificates and the certificates redeemed in bonds; but
the bonds are gold bonds.

Senator Weeks. If I had the certificate and wanted gold, I could
go to the Treasury and get the bond and immediately convert that

into gold?

Senator Thomas. Oh, yes.

Senator Shafeoth. Well, is the bond payable on demand?
Senator Thomas. The bonds are payable every 10 years. I sup-

pose the bonds would be the equivalent of gold now. But you could

get gold by as easy a process as you can get gold now under the

national-bank act.

Senator Weeks. That is simply two processes, exchanging it into

legal tender and exchanging the legal tender for gold ?

Senator Thomas. Yes ; because you can do that you do not want
to. [Reading :]

The recent circular of a firm making a specialty of Government bonds gives

a table showiug high and low prices during certain years of bonds available as

security for national-bank notes. This shows a mean average interest yield on

2 per cent bonds ranging from 1.68 in 1901 to 1.96 per cent in 1912.

This low rate arises from the competition of national banks alone. How much
lower the interest rate might be if they were sought in universal competition,

coupled with facilities for instant conversion into currency, may be imagined.

Regarding the rate of interest which the Government may secure on the

new bonds, it is my firm belief that as low as 1.2 or 1.4 per cent may suffice

under this plan. These conclusions rest on the fact that as national banks in-

vesting capital in the oresent bonds to secure circulation (which capital might

be fully loaned at 5 per cent) have a net income derived from circulation

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 33
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(over and above 5 per cent) after paying taxes on circulation, etc., of only

1.25 to 1.4 per cent, wliereas under this plan they could invest a part of the

idle money they are required to keep on hand as a reserve In convertible interest-

earning bonds.

That is to say, bonds on deposit as part of the reserves would pay-

something more than they are making upon their bonded investment

now. [Eeading :]

When the funding is practicaly completed, and we reach the renewal stage,

our experience will have been such that there will be but slight changes in the

Interest rate. Just now we can not estimate positively how low an interest

rate will still command a slight premium for the bonds.

To be absolutely on the safe side, let us assume that the first issue of

$75,000,000 10-year bonds bears interest at the rate of 2 per cent. If that proves

too high, considering their desirability, it will manifest itself by the bonds com-
manding a premium in the open market, which will be a gold market when our
present United States notes are exchanged, and will remain so unless subsequent
legislation should change the character of our currency, which is not likely.

With open-market quotations at hand, it is easy to determine what lower

rate of interest will suffice to keep them at a little above parity with gold.

He suggests that interest rates be always fixed at a multiple of one-

fifth of 1 per cent, as 1.6, 1.8, 2, 2.2, 2.4, etc., per cent, because, even

if bonds should be issued in denominations as small as $50. there will

be no fractional cents in the semiannual coupons. Of course that is

for convenience. [Reading:]

So far as the Treasury is concerned, it recognizes no premium or discount in

making exchanges of bonds and certificates, regardless of whatever the " open
market " may be. But in order that parity with gold may be maintained, and
also that the certificates may be a real reserve currency ordinarily withheld
from circulation, the interest rate on each series of bonds when issued or

renewed should be such as to command a very slight premium for the bonds.
Bond certificates immediately exchangeable for bonds bearing even a very

low rate of interest will be withheld from general circulation by banks, and
gold and silver and their certificates will be paid out instead. The above ideas

being followed, it is evident that these bonds will never be at a discount.

And there is where it seems to me that the holders of these vast

bond issues should be fundamentally interested in this plan. Tem-
porary aberrations in the money market will correct themselves, and
the system will have a steadying influence on the " value of gold,"

just as an idler pulley has a steadying effect on a leather belt trans-

mitting power. [Eeading :]

The question as to what the denominations of the bonds should be can be
determined by experience gained from the first issue.

However, to insure perfect equality and no special privilege to any
class, it seems desirable that some bonds as small as $50 shall be

issued. [Reading
:]

The custodian's duties are substantially these:
He must give out bonds for bond certificates only, and bond certificates for

bonds only. The interest, either way, is to be paid in gold or its equivalent;
hence, if he be given a certain amount of the new bonds, he will, whatever the
exchanges may be, have always the same total amount in bonds and bond
certificates. Custodianships may be established in other than subtreasury cities

to gi^e the benefit of quick exchange to smaller geographical divisions.

Of course that was written before the Glass bill was passed. [Read-

ing:]

An economical feature of the plan is that it saves interest on the bonds while
the certificates are outstanding, and even while the Treasury has possession of

them. If the Ti'easury receives bond certificates as currency in the regular
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course of business It will naturally retain them as banks would, and tbus save
interest.

A permanent holding of bond certificates by the Government is automatically
the equivalent of a sinking fund to the extent to which they are so held They
are simply an " offset " to the bonds which are held by the custodian.
As the Government maintains parity with gold on the new bonds by fixing the

interest rate on one serial issue every six months, it does not concern itself with
premium on bonds, as it never sells them—unless necessary to replenish the
gold reserve fund as stated in the bill, which would be an unlikely occurrence.
It holds them merely for the purpose of exchange for the only thing which will
command them, and that is bond certificates. The reason for exchanging bonds
for bond certificates only is to prevent contraction in the currency and to make
the.certificates more valuable than any other circulating medium."

And I may say right here, gentlemen, that one of the criticisms
that I have seen made of this bill is that the manner in which re-
demptions of the new currency are to be had may operate as another
endless chain—the drawing of gold out of the Treasury. That dan-
ger is absolutely eliminated in this system of currency expansion.
[Beading :]

It is possible to delay the determination of the interest rate on each of the
serial issues to within 30 days of their several dates. While the bonds are
printed by hand from steel plates, which is a slow process, the date, interest
rate, and interest table can be quickly printed from type on ordinary printing

This gentleman suggests a smaller bond in size. He says [read-
ing]

:

While the bonds would have to be printed for each particular issue, the cer-
tificates, which may be of any denomination desired, are general and command
any bond issue, or any particular issue designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury, as deemed advisable. They will last indefinitely, not being subject
to the wear and tear of ordinary currency.
The daily summarized reports of the custodians showing the relative amounts

of bonds and bond certificates on hand would be a better barometer of local and
general currency conditions than are now the clearing-house reports of business
conditions.

He says that bond certificates can be issued of any denomination,
even $1, $2, and $5 bills being practicable. My own idea is that they
can be larger than that, and that the smaller currency should be en-

tirely confined to silver certificates. This gentleman, in the prepara-
tion of his bill, prohibits the legal-tender character of these bond
certificates from applying to interest on the public debt and the pay-
ment of customs dues. My own idea would be to make them univer-

sal legal tender, although he gives a good reason for it.

Senator Bkistow. Senator Thomas, let me make this suggestion,

and see what effect it would have. Suppose I have $1,000 that I do
not want to use. I take it down here to a bank and I probably put
it in a trust company, where it will bear 2 per cent on a monthly
balance or a weekly balance, perhaps 3 per cent, depending on where
I place it. And it stays there and it is loaned out to somebody else.

There are a large number of people who do the same. And that

makes the bank's balance.

Now, suppose instead of that I go and get a Government bond and

put it away and get 2 per cent. That is as good as anything could

be. I would know that I could get cash for it when I wanted it.

Would not that fact have a tendency to take away all these bank

deposits? And now somebody else goes and borrows this $1,000 of

mine, who needs it, and he pays 4 per cent or 5 per cent on it, as the
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case may be, and the bank keeps it there for that purpose and deals

in this surplus currency that is in the country—collects it and loans
it out.

Now, that is a good thing. Somebody can get the money that

otherwise could not. If I go and get one of these bonds and put it

away, that currency would be gone and nobody could get it. I would
get 2 per cent on it, but the other man would not have the opportunity
of borrowing it.

Senator Thomas. You can do the same thing with gold. You can

do the same thing with any other sort of currency. The fact that you
could do that is, to my mind, one of the best arguments in favor of

the genuineness of the scheme.
Senator Beistow. Well, it is a very important thing to the business

of our country as it is now that we should have banks.
Senator Thomas. Certainly.

Senator Beistow. So that men who need moneyj who have not got

it, who are carrying on business with large capital—and the vast

majority of our men are doing that—can borrow it.

Senator Thojias. When that demand comes there will be rapid

exchange of these bonds for currency. It will work automatically.

Senator Shafeoth. When money is worth more than 2 per cent

money comes out and the bond goes to the Treasury.
Senator Thomas. Yes. That, if I may be allowed the expression,

is the beauty of the proposition.

Senator Beistow. The banks would have to pay more than 2 per

cent, then, to get this currency, instead of its being put into bonds.
Senator Thomas. As a matter of fact, it would reduce the actual

income on the bonds, because the bonds would go to a premium in

proportion to the demand for that bond currency.
Senator Weeks. Senator Thomas, what makes you think those

bonds would go to a premium?
Senator Thomas. They are at a premium noWj are they not? Be-

cause they have the quality of basis for currency issue.

Senator Beistow. They were before this Ibill was introduced.
Senator Nelson. They are about 94^ now.
Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Vanderlip said they were worth 3.18 in-

terest, and therefore they were more valuable than the 3 per cent

bond ; and for that reason the national-bank circulation would retire.

Senator Thomas. Well, assuming that they are now below par, it is

because of the probable effect of this bill upon them. But with that

quality and requirement they are worth a premium, are they not?
Senator Beistow. Well, they have been

;
yes.

Senator Thomas. I mean with this qualification, and with the

added qualification of being receivable for reserves for bank deposits.
Senator Hitchcock. It is proposed to have the Government issue

$75,000,000 of these bonds a year, is it?
Senator Thomas. Every six months.
Senator Hitchcock. Every six months ?

Senator Thomas. Or so that each $75,000,000 will fall due at in-

tervals of six months.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, that would be $150,000,000 a year.
Senator Thomas. That would fall due every year?
Senator Hitchcock. In five years, then, we would retire all the

present national-bank currency?
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Senator Thomas. Upon the assumption that they were issued every
six months, as well as falling due every six months.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, after you had accomplished that, would

they be in the form of bonds, in your opinion, or would they be in

the form of outstanding currency ?

Senator Thomas. Well, my own opinion is that these bonds would
be used for the most part for reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. They would be in the form of bonds in the
vaults of the banks?
Senator Thomas. They would be in the form of bonds in the vaults

of the banks, and in the vaults of the reserve banks.
Senator Hitchcock. The banks would be using those in the place

of gold?
Senator Thomas. In the place of all sorts of reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. In the place of all kinds of reserves. What
would become of the gold and other forms of money which the banks
now hold as reserves?

Senator Thomas. It would give them circulation in the banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, they would not be in the banks if they

were displaced by those hands. '

Senator Thomas. Not as reserves ; but they would be iji the banks
just the same.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, banks do not hold ordinarily more than

their reserves.

Senator Thomas. When I say " in the banks," I mean in the busi-

ness of the country.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, then it is proposed to issue another

$75,000,000

Senator Nelson (interposing). Every six months for 10 years.

Senator Hitchcock. So that we would have outstanding, approxi-

mately, $1,500,000. Would that be in the form of bonds, or would it

be in the form of currency ?

Senator Thomas. Both, and interchangeable.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, if it was in the form of currency it

might lead to an inflation.

Senator Thomas. How?
Senator Hitchcock. Because it would provide much more cur-

rency than we have at the present time.

Senator Thomas. Well, would that be inflation? Do you not

think that we need more currency?

Senator Hitchcock. The testimony here indicates that at certain

seasons of the year it i^ too little, and at other seasons of the year it

is redundant.
Senator Thomas. Yes ; and I can understand that the present sys-

tem prevents expansion.

Senator Nelson. Our bonded debt now is between $900,000,000 and

$1,000,000,000.
, ^

Senator Shaeeoth. That does not take in the Panama bonds.

Senator Nelson. I think it includes all the outstanding bonds now

that are charged against the Government.

Senator Thomas. I have a statement here that I could read on

that subject. ^,
Senator Hitchcock. Let me put this case to you. Senator ihomas.

Senator Thomas. Certainly.
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Senator Hitchcock. If the result of this change were to be the

issue of the same amount of currency that we have now
Senator Thomas (interposing). Plus the amount of the debt of

the United States not represented by any currency at the present

time.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes. That would result in giving us an ex-

pansion, if not an inflation of currency, would it not?
Senator Thomas. We want an expansion of the currency ; and that

is just one of the merits of this proposition.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, it is estimated that we want it at

certain seasons of the year, and at other seasons we want it retired.

My point is this : Are you sure it would result in a reduction of the

interest on bonds?
Senator Thomas. I do not think there is any doubt about it; and

that is the reason the six months' intervals are provided for, so that

the interest could be regulated.

Senator Hitchcock. It seems to me that you only accomplish a
reduction of the interest by contracting the currency.

Senator Thomas. I do not see how, if I understand your argiunent.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, by expanding your currency
Senator Thomas (interposing) . Well, I understand that one pur-

pose of this bill, and one of the demands for it, is that we need more
currency.

Senator Hitchcock. Not more currency; we need an elastic cur-

rency.

Senator Thomas. That means we need more at intervals. This is

sx loan for securing that currency and at the sariie time arranging it

automatically.

Senator Weeks. Yes; but you might need very much less than we
have now at intervals.

Senator Thomas. That does not worry me much. I do not think
this country has been in such a position for 25 years—that we have
more currency than we need.

Senator Nelson. The difference would be between bonds outstand-
ing now and the national-bank circulation now

Senator Weeks (interposing) . Let me finish my statement, please.

I think it is a fair assumption that we have had too much. If

there were not too much, the interior banks would not be dumping
their circulation into New York a great deal of the time, which
circulation is coming back here to the Treasury for redemption
frequently. There are bales of that circulation coming back to the

Treasury for redemption that have never been opened.
Senator Shafeoth. Because it can not act as a bank reserve. Not

a dollar of it would come back if it could act as bank reserve.
Senator Weeks. I am not discussing what can be done with it.

But is it not a fact?
Senator Thomas. But a great deal of this goes to New York to

be put into call loans.

_
Senator Weeks. Not at all. That money is coming to New York

like a stream of water over a dam, and coming here to the Treasury;
and there are over $44,000,000 of it here now.

Senator Thomas. Then I should think you would have a currency
that had elasticity now, so that you do not need any additional legis-

lation.
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Senator Weeks. Well, that is not a question of elasticity. The
circulation is put out again.

Senator Shafeoth. The reason of that is that we have got too little

money that will act as reserves.

Senator Nelson. You see the value of the system is that if you have
$100,000 of these bonds you could go to the Treasury and get the
money and turn the bonds in ; and then when you got through with
using the money you could turn the money in and get back the bonds.

Senator Weeks. You can do the same under the present system.
Senator Thomas. Yes ; but everybody can not do it.

Senator Nelson. This is for everybody ; not only the banks, but for
you and me.
Senator Weeks. Well, I suppose as a practical proposition every-

body would do what the country bank does not. If the country bank
wants to take out more circulation, it sends to its reserve agent and
its reserve agent does it for the country bank.
Senator Thomas. It may be that it is generally done through the

agency of the banks. But this system meets the fundamental objec-

tion that the present system is designed for the banks, and not for the
whole people.

Senator Nelson. The beauty of this system is that whenever your
money is idle you convert it into a 2 per cent bond ; and the moment
you want money you convert the bond into currency.

Senator Weeks. I am not discussing or raising any point about the
fundamental objection of making additional circulation a Govern-
ment note, in the first place, and making it a legal tender, in the sec-

ond place. That is a matter that, of course, would be involved in this

proposition.

Senator Hitchcock. Senator Thomas, there would be no time when
the banks would keep this currency in reserve, because they would
be drawing no interest on the currency. They would keep it in the

form of bonds in order to get the interest. It would count as reserves

just as much in bonds as it would in cash.

Senator Thomas. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. And during that time the Government would

be paying interest on those bonds.

Senator Thomas. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, the reserves held at the present time by

national banks are something over $1,000,000,000.

Senator Thomas. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, how can you accomplish a saving of in-

terest, when it would be to the profit of banks to keep these reserves

in the form of bonds, because they would count as cash and draw in-

terest at the same time ?

Senator Thomas. I do not assume that these bonds would be con-

stantly in reserves to the extent which you suppose.

Senator Hitchcock. I am putting this case to you: That at the

present time there is a minimum of reserves which the national banks

hold amounting to 1,000 millions of dollars in round numbers. Now,

that is bedrock. The banks do not go beyond that. They do not use

that. They keep that as a standing reserve. They naturally want

interest on it. So they keep it in the form of bonds instead of in the
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form of currency. And if they do so, would not the United States

Government be paying interest on it during all that time ?

Senator Thomas. Not those bonds deposited with the Govern-
ment—^with these regional banks. Of course, if it were sent by one

of the banks from Omaha to New York it would draw interest.

Senator Hitchcock. It would keep the bonds in its own vault.

Senator Thomas. It would keep the bonds in its own vault.

Senator Hitchcock. And they would count as cash there.

Senator Thomas. But the Government now pays interest on the

bond just the same, and pays a good deal more than 2 per cent. And
right there there would be the difference in interest between the 4|
per cent bond and 4 per cent bond and the 2 per cent bond.

Senator Weeks. Let us take this as an illustration: Suppose you
went into a bank for $1,000, and you would get that $1,000 in such

denominations as you wanted it in. You take that circulation and
use it in your business. Later somebody pays you $1,000 of that cir-

culation. What would you do with it? Hold the debt or hold the

bond?
Senator Thomas. If I should answer you truthfully, I would say

I would give it to my creditors, no matter what kind it was.
Senator Weeks. Would not everybody do it ?

Senator Thomas. They would if they were in my position, because
they could not do anything else.

Senator Weeks. Would any individual receiving such circulation

voluntarily exchange that into a bond paying 1^, or even 2, per cent?

Senator Thomas. Yes ; I think so.

Senator Weeks. Why would not a man take a Massachusetts State

bond paying 3^ or 3f per cent instead ?

Senator Shaekoth. A Massachusetts bond can not act as a reserve.

Senator Thomas. The convertibility of the bond and the fact that

it can be used for reserve would make it an attractive bond, I think,

even to the individual.

Senator Weeks. I would not invest in a If per cent bond when I
could get a 3| per cent bond.

Senator Nelson. You see, the beauty of this system is that it

makes every individual who carries those bonds a sort of movable
bank.

Senator Beistow. Senator Weeks, you say you would invest in

Massachusetts bonds. In the first place, they are in denominations
you can not get very well ; and then you can not sell them readily.
You may say to me—I have $1,000 here in the Washington Loan &
Trust Co., which draws 2 per cent—" Why do you keep that $1,000
there when you could get a Massachusetts bond that draws 3^ per
cent?" I do it because I can get it when I want it.

Senator Thomas. Gentlemen, if you will allow me, I think some of
these things are discussed in the paper further on.

Senator Nelson. As I understand you, you say that by and by
they can issue- these bonds at rates lower than 2 per cent?

Senator Thomas. Yes; that is the reason six months' intervals of
maturity have been provided for.

Senator Hitchcock. It is the habit of this committee to jump
right into the middle of a thing before it has been discussed in order.
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Senator Thomas. I am not objecting, but I do not want to detain
the committee. [Eeading:]

"The clause in the bill relating to customs dues is the same as that which
now appears on the backs of United States notes. It will never be necessary to
make it operative except in the event of a prolonged and costly war.
Gold certificates have a 100 per cent gold reserve. Bond certificates will have

a 100 per cent serial gold bond reserve, which bonds have a $75,000,000 gold
reserve to meet an entire serial issue as it falls due. That is what the amend-
ment provides. And there is ample provision for replenishing the gold reserve
if drawn upon to meet the next serial issue at its maturity six months later.

Silver certificates have a 100 per cent reserve in silver dollars. By congres-
sional act the Government must maintain parity. The bill directs the Secretary
of the Treasury to issue $1, $2, and $5 silver certificates in lieu of those of the
denominations of $10 or more, which amount to about $22,000,000. That is in
order to make silver bear the burden of the small currency of the country.
When the funding is completed over $320,000,000 of gold certificates of the
denominations of $5 must be provided to meet the requirements of trade for
this denomination.
Bond certificates will not ordinarily serve the purpose, as they will be with-

drawn from circulation to command bonds and create a scarcity of small bills,

which are absolutely required. He reaches the conclusion that as these smaller
silver certificates are needed they will never be presented for redemption in

gold to any extent; so that a gold reserve of $25,000,000 is ample, making
$100,000,000 in all, thus releasing $50,000,000 of the present reserve.

He says he realizes that some persons will question the necessity of main-
taining any gold reserve, but he looks upon it as a possible necessity ; it gives

assurance to the world of the character of our money.
From the standpoint of economy alone it is a good investment. The loss of

interest on $100,000,000 will be more than offset by the lower rate of interest

our bonds will command, because of the maintenance of the fund. A borrower
at a bank soon realizes the fact that the average balance he maintains with it

has a very decided influence on the interest rate demanded.

Senator Hitchcock. "What is that reserve for? These bonds are

payable in certificates and the certificates exchangeable for the bonds.

Senator Thomas. The reserves are for the bonds.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean as against their maturity?

Senator Thomas. Yes.

^Senator Hitchcock. Then it should be a sinking fund, not a re-

serve.

Senator Thomas. Well, it is only the amount of one of the issues.

It is not probable that, with these attributes, the redemption of the

bonds will be desired or demanded ; but provision should be made,,

of course, for raising the money in the event that it should.

Senator Weeks. If an issue of bonds were presented for payment

you would have reserve enough to pay that, and you would proceed

to replenish your reserve, would you not ?
. , , » „, ,

Senator Thomas. Yes; at once. That is provided for. The plan

as outlined limits the bond certificates to the amount of the national

debt, in round numbers about $1,350,000,000, while the full cycle of

20 $75,000,000 issues of bonds maturing six months apart would

amount to $1,500,000,000. This leaves two issues, and consequently

two maturity dates, free for emergencies, which isa very necessary

precaution not only for preliminary war preparations, but also tor

many other purposes. It may be necessary to provide for Panania

bonds, not yet issued, to reimburse the general fund. 1* migiit be

profitable to have an open maturity date for a shorter time bond

when the interest rate manifests an upward tendency.
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He then gives the interest rate of the available paper currency, as

follows

:

From bonds not now available as a basis for circulation $213,000,000
Premium on 4 per cent bonds at about 10 per cent, say 12, 000,000
National-bank redemption fund, treated as a liability by the
Treasury, say 25, 000, 000

Whicb is an increase of 250.000,000

Another form of presenting the increase is that on March 1, 1913:

Interest-bearing debt $965, 706, 610
Debt bearing no interest 1, 677,650
United States notes of all kinds 376, 460, 242

Total 1, 343, 844, 502'

There is a considerable amount of the national debt included in

the above which will never be presented, having been lost or de-

stroyed ; for example, fractional currency, $6,854,865. Therefore the

final limit of bond-certificate issues, after adding premium on bonds
now outstanding, can not exceed the sum of $1,350,000,000.

The currency in circulation which would be retired on March 1,

1913, was as follows

:

Treasury notes of 1890 $2,742,000
United States notes 346,681,016
Kational-bank notes 751, 117, 794

Total 1, 100, 540, 810

Which leaves about $250, 000, 000 as the increase.

Senator Nelson. This presupposes the retirement of the green-

backs, too?
Senator Thomas. Oh, certainly. [Reading:]

So that the available Increase in the circulating medium will be about
$250,000,000 independent of the release of fifty millions of the gold reserve,
and if the Government deposits its money in the national banks on security
other than these convertible bonds, another one hundred millions can be fairly
relied upon, thus making a total of $400,000,000.

THE STEADYING EFFECT OF AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE.

When the premium on bonds goes up in the open market the interest rate
will go down, and when the bonds command no premium the interest rate will
go up. This idea, which is economically sound, is applied every six months
to $75,000,000. of bonds. It will have a steadying effect on the value of bonds
as a whole, and the temporary " aberrations " of the money market will afCect
them but little. This is another argument for limiting the term of the bonds
to 10 years.

BANK-RESERVE REQUIREMENTS.

The money-reserve requirements of all bonds, trust, and other companies
(though no data is available) I estimate at nearly double the amount of serial
bonds. Would not a big bank having ten or twenty millions of gold certificates
locked up in its vaults which must be kept there idle and earn absolutely
nothing gladly substitute all the bonds they could get that would earn even
as low a rate as their investment of bonds for circulation has yielded them,
say, 1.2 or 1.4 per cent, especially when they could exchange them for legal-
tender currency (on a gold basis) on an hour's notice?
Think of the enormous expense of all the engraved plates, the printing, the

signing of bills, the red tape, and the delay, to say nothing of the capital
they have to put into bonds and the trouble of getting circulation money, under
the present system.
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Under tliis system tlieir capital Is not touched. Tlieir money reserve is a
fixed per cent of their depositor's money wliich they are obliged by law to

keep for their protection in times of emergency. What better emergency money
can you provide than bond certificates?

Consider also the enormous expense the Government will save bj- dispensing
with the present system and adopting one so absolutely simple.

WAR BONDS.

In case of war the serial issues could be increased, and so long as the
bonds do not approach the full requirements for bank reserves the rate of
interest will be low. It is well to recognize the fact that the nearer the
amount of bonds approaches the total bank-reserve requirements the interest

rates will rise on account of decreasing competition for them in the open
market.

ADDITIONAL CUEBENCY EEQUIEEMENTS.

I disclaim any purpose to limit the paper money of the country to gold,

silver, and bond certificates. These appeal to me because they will all be
operated on the same principle—that of immediate interchange, the last to the
mutual benefit of the banks and the people.
The bond certificate Idea is exceedingly simple once we divest ourselves of

our " habit of thought " regarding paper money.
Fortunately we have had a long experience with national-bank issues and can

estimate very closely what a currency issuing privilege is worth to the people.

We are perfectly willing to give them an equivalent in different form because
we impose on them the arbitrary requirement of a money reserve for our de-

posits. In doing this as herein outlined, the people will get a low interest rate
on the debt and the banks and others who want a like interest on money neces-

sarily idle can Invest it in convertible bonds.

STATEMENT OF N. F. BANFIELD, VICE PRESIDENT FIEST
NATIONAL BANK, AUSTIN, MINN.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you state, please, your banking connec-

tions ?

Mr. BANriELD. I am vice president of the First National Bank of

Austin, Minn.
Senator Nelson. What is the capital and surplus?

Mr. Banfield. Capital, $100,000; surplus, $150,000; undivided

profits, $20,000; average deposits $1,100,000; circulation secured by

bonds $100,000.

The bank has been established for 44 years. I have been con-

nected with it for 34 years and an officer for 31 years. I wanted to

say just a word about the farm-loan proposition. We are interested in

that. We are in an agricultural and dairying section. At the pres-

ent time the farm loans are mostly carried by the insurance compa-

nies and the eastern savings banks, and are negotiated mainly

through the local country banks with those companies, involving

considerable time in the way of preparation of applications, submit-

ting them for approval by the trustees of the companies and of the

saving banks, causing delay and uncertainty, and the loss of con-

siderable time before a loan can be closed.

Now there is in this bill a provision for farm loans to the extent

of 25 per cent of the capital and surplus of the banks, limited to one

year. Now, that limitation of time is somewhat like the oyster stew

that was brought to the man who found only one oyster in it. He

complained to the waiter that there were not enough oysters m it to

give it a flavor, and the waiter replied, "That is not put in there to

give it a flavor; that is only put in there to christen it. Ihat is
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about like that one-year period as to the required time for farm
loans. To mjike that practical and of service to the Northwest sec-

tion of the country for which I am speaking particularly, that should

be at least a 5-year period. It makes it practically unavailable to

have it for only 1 year.

Senator Nelson. AVhat proportion of your deposits are time de-

posits ?

Mr. Banfield. Our deposits consist of $600,000 in time deposits,

upon which we psij interest, and $500,000 in individual deposits.

Senator Weeks. Is not the basis we should use in determining the

amount of money which may be loaned on lands the percentage of

time deposits, rather than the capital of the bank?
Mr. Banfield. I was just going to come to that in a moment. I

was going to suggest that this provision is all right as far as it goes

for certain banks—25 per cent of the capital and surplus of the

banks. Then follow that with the words

:

Provided, That in the cases of banks having, time certificates or savings
deposits, or both, in excess of their capital and surplus they shall be allowed
to loan 25 per cent of the amount of their outstanding time certificates and'

savings deposits.

On account of that being somewhat fluctuating, I would have that

determined by the amount of those time and savings deposits as

shown in the last published statement to the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency as a guide to fix that at a definite amount. I think that would
be practicable.

Now, in our case the present phraseology of this bill would permit
us to loan $62,500 out of our $600,000, or about one-tenth. Now, that

is not enough; we should be allowed to loan one-fourth of the aggregate
amount of our time and savings deposits, which would be $150,000.

Senator Pomeeene. Do you think that would be wise, to extend

that privilege to all commercial banks?
Mr. Banfield. This bill limits it to the banks outside of reserve

centers.

Senator Nelson. That means country banks.
Mr. Banfield. Country banks.
Senator Nelson. Now, here is another thing, if the committee

will excuse me. Don't you find that these farm loans that you take

—

farm mortgages—are easily discounted and sold—that there is a

market for them?
Mr. Banfield. I should like very much to answer that question.

I remember distinctly going through the panic of 1893; that is 20

years ago this past summer. I remember it with a great deal of

vividness. We had some farm-mortgage loans that we had as col-

lateral that were owned by myself and our president as partners in

a firm that we have to carry on that business, and out of all the paper
that we had we found our mortgages the best and the only thing upon
which we could realize or get any money during that period.

Senator Weeks. You mean locally?

Mr. Banfield. Locally ; Avell, we could not get any outside.

Senator Nelson. You must remember these country banks do not

carry these bonds.
Senator Hitchcock. To whom did you sell those mortgages?
Mr. Banfield. We sold those mortgages to clients that we had

scattered throughout the country; some East and some in the West
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were glad to get them. They were somewhat timid about banks, and
were very glad to be able to get those mortgages in which to put their
money, and if we had only had a larger stock of them our condition
would have been more comfortable.
Senator Hitchcock. They took the money out of banks that they

were a little afraid of and put it into these mortgages ?

Mr. Banfield. They got the money somewhere. . I do not think it

all came from banks ; I think it came from hidden places where they
had it.

Senator Hitchcock. You sold them at some discount, I presume ?

Mr. BANriELD. No, sir ; we did not have to do that.

Senator Nelson. What interest were those mortgages paying?
Mr. Banfield. I have forgotten now.
Senator Nelson. Probably 6 or 7 per cent at that time ?

Mr. Banfield. In 1893, I should say, certainly 6 per cent and pos-
sibly 7 per cent ; I think very likely 7 per cent at that time. So this

argument we hear at times that farm mortgages tie up your money
in a fixed long-time security does not, to my mind, follow, for this

reason, that we found them the most liquid form of asset we had.
Now, another thing : The present national banking law permits us

to take bonds of almost any description, provided it is named a bond.
Nearly all of those public-utility bonds and many other forms of

bonds that are carried by banks as investments are now secured by
an underlying mortgage, but just because they are called a bond they

go with the department and we can carry any number we want to.

Senator Nelson. They are nearly all secured by underlying mort-

gages or a trustee?

Mr, Banfield. Yes. I claim we should have the same right to

carry our first-class farm mortgages as this bill provides, not to ex-

ceed 50 per cent of the actual value of improved farm lands.

Senator Nelson. Not on city property?

Mr. Banfield. Not on city property; I am not asking that. I do

not recommend that, but I do recommend loans on improved farm
lands not to exceed 50 per cent of their actual value.

Senator Nelson. And 25 per cent of both time and savings de-

posits ?

Mr. Banfield. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. Such a privilege as that would have a tendency

to make farm mortgages sought after more than they are now.

Mr. Banfield. It certainly would. It would bring the country

banks throughout the Northwest^-now, I am speaking from actual

knowledge of the desire of the country banks of Wisconsm, Minne-

sota, North and South Dakota, and Iowa, and I know they all think

highly of this privilege in this bill, and it would rub off that rough

spot of antagonism to the bill if you will just make those amend-

ments I have suggested. .

Senator Shafeoth. What limit would you fix as to the maturity

of the notes secured by deed of trust?

Mr. Banfield. Five years ; that is our usual time.

Senator Beistow. This one-year proposition is a hypocritical pre-

tense.

Mr. Banfield. It is just put in there to christen it. _ u v
Now, another matter: While I am talking as a banker, I believe

bankers as a class are patriotic, and when I say I am saying this m
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behalf of the farmer, I am telling you the truth, because he can come
in there and sit down next to me and tell me what he needs and I

can fix him up just as quickly as we can make out the papers with-

out any delay, without any red tape, and you by amending this bill

as I have indicated will please and accommodate and help a large

class of northwestern farmers who want just that very thing. At
the same time you will provide the banks with an absolutely safe

—

and we call it choice—kind of paper, the best kind of paper we can

get.

Senator Shafroth. Will you write out your amendment, interliae

it in the bill and forward it to the chairman of this committee, and
label it as suggestions with regard to real estate loans made by you?
Mr. Banfield. I shall be glad to do so.

While I am here, if I am not trespassing on your time, I want to

speak with regard to this commercial paper that this bill proposes

to take from banks for rediscount. In our section of the country

we are born and bred with an antipathy to rediscounts. It is the last

thing that banks up our way want to do, and we have not done it nor

attempted to do it since 1893, not once. We regard it as a sign of

wealaiess, as a flag of distress, and would not resort to it except as

a last necessity. But, of course, under this proposed measure, if it

becomes the fashion and is the custom adopted here, I imagine that

the banks will fall into it, although it is something that the conserva-

tive bank will hesitate a long time about doing—borrowing money
and indorsing everybody's note to hire money on to lend to some-

body else.

Senator Bkistow. Don't you think it will delocalize your business

to a certain extent?

Mr. Banfield. I do. I think there will be a temptation on the

part of the banks to do a class of business they ought not to do.

I think that if the Government bank makes a low rate, so that there

is a chance for 1 or 2 per cent profit, some of the banks would be led

into doing too much of that, and it is going to be too easy for bor-

rowers to get money. That is one of the evils of the present time.

Senator Nelson. Don't you think any bank legislation we enact

ought to provide for assistance to the farmers, giving them credit

as well as the merchants and manufacturers ?

Mr. Banfield. I most certainly do, and that is why I am here say-

ing this about those farm loans. They are the backbone of our

country.
Senator Nelson. And any system that does not take care of farm

loans is an insuificient and incomplete system?
Mr. Banfield. It is, I believe. I think that is an essential part

of this proposed bill, and I hope, gentlemen, you will see to it that

there is an amendment made along the lines I have indicated.
I thank you.

Senator Hitchcock. We will take an adjournment until to-morrow
at 11 o'clock. That will enable us to hear Mr. Milliken from 11 to

12, and in the afternoon the representatives of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States.

(Thereupon at 5.45 o'clock p. m. the committee stood adjourned
to meet Thursday, October 16, 1913, at 11 o'clock a. m.)
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THURSDAY, OCTOBEB 16, 1913.

CoM^riiTEE ON Banking and Cueeengy,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.
The committee assembled at 11 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), O'Gorman, Eeed, Pomerene,

Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.

STATEMENT OF K. C. MILLIKEN, MONETARY STATIST, BOND
BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Chairman. Mr. Milliken, we would like you to address your-
self to this bill, and tell ns what you think its defects are and
what its advantages are.

Mr. Milliken. Before attempting to discuss any change in our
present banking and currency system I beg your indulgence while
I make a few observations. First, let us see what the principal ob-
ject of banking is; second, how a bank accomplishes that object; and
third, what constitutes safe banking.
The principal object of banking is to economize capital and that

object is attained by furnishing a mechanism for the exchange of
credits._ A bank raises its borrowed capital in three ways, namely,
by issuing notes, by receiving deposits, and by accepting bills. If a
person will lend me $100 for nothing and I lend that $100 to another
person at 6 per cent interest, then in the course of a year I shall gain
$6 by the transaction. Again, if a person will take my promise to
pay and bring it back to me at the end of the year and pay me 6 per
cent interest for it, just as though I had lent him $100, then I shall
gain $6 by that transaction. That is a fair representation of the
operation of banking and of the way in which a banking capital is

created by deposits and notes.

Now, it is obvious that those two methods of banking are adapted
io produce precisely the same effects. In each case a banking capital
is created, and each capital is employed in precisely the same way,
namely, in the discounting of bills or making loans. To the parties
who have their bills discounted, it matters not from what source the
capital is raised, the advantage is the same to them, the mode in
which they employ the money is the same, and the effect upon trade
and commerce will be the same. In the case of the bank issuing
notes it increases the amount of money in the country. But the
bank receiving deposits will not have increased the amount of money
one iota, but it will have given increased motion to money, and the
effect upon trade and commerce will be the same. The enormous
increase in deposit banking in this country has virtually supplanted
the necessity for bank notes.

At the present time our bank deposits aggregate $20,000,000,000.
or more than $200 per capita. When a man speaks of his cash
he always includes his bank deposit, because under ordinary occasions

it is equivalent to cash. In 1860 the total bank deposits of New York
were only 15 million, whereas at present they exceed $5,000,000,000.

Let me further illustrate this by directing attention to the national

banking system for 42 years, from 1867 to 1909. I have drawn a
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chart showing the principal resources and liabilities of those insti-

tutions for that period, which I will insert at this point.

The chart which faces this page represents the principal resources

and liabilities of the national banks for a period of 42 years (1867-

1909) : The top (heavy) line represents total deposits; the next (zig-

zag) line represents loans and discounts; the middle (dotted) hne

represents capital and surplus; next to the lowest (heavy) line rep-

resents lawful money reserve; and the lowest (zig-zag) line repre-

sents bank notes.

Senator Nelson. I suppose that could go into the record as a

black print, couldn't it?

The Chairman. Yes; I think so.

Senator Nelson. We better have that go in with his remarks as

they are printed.

Mr. MiLLiKEN. It will be observed that the increase of deposits

during the first period of 30 years (1867-1897) was from 750 miUion

to $2,000,000,000, whereas such increase during the last period of

12 years (1897-1909) was from 2 to 5 billion, or an average annual

increase of 793 per cent. Some increase is that. The most important

factor of this chart is deposits, while the least important factor is

the circulation of those banks, yet the great cry is for currency re-

form. All are crying about curing an insignificant corn on the toe

while a malignant cancer is eating out one of the patient's most vital

organs.

I maintain that an excessive amount of bank deposits is an

unhealthy condition. There was never a worse or more dangerous

fallacy than that we have gotten into by touting an excessive amount

of bank deposits as a criterion of prosperity. There is no sort of

question but that the people of Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wis-

consin, Indiana, and Oklahoma during the past 10 years have been

as prosperous as the wage earners of New England, yet the savings-

bank deposits of those western States are only $63,000,000 as com-

pared with $1,373,000,000 for those New England States. Those

western States have 12.5 per cent of our total population as com-

pared with 7.6 per cent for New England. While those westernerh

have but 1.5 per cent of the savings-bank deposits of the Union

those New Englanders have 33 per cent. Wherein, then, does the dif-

ference in their prosperity lie? In the fact that those westerners

are a part and parcel of the prosperity of their section, while the

wage earners of New England have a demand mortgage on the

prosperity of that section. Let us have a few lean years, and they

are bound to come, when those New England wage earners will be

idle and have to use their savings and we will find factories closing

because they can not raise the funds with which to renew their

mortgages. Not only would New England and New England insti-

tutions be safer if the wage earners of that section owned the stocks

and bonds of the industrial institutions for which they worked, but

those wage earners would be better remunerated than they are at

present. Such a condition would be a guaranty against strikes and

the like.

French statesmanship recognized years ago the danger arising

from excessive savings-bank deposits when it created their Caisse—

their central bank for savings banks—to which every dollar of French
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savings-bank deposits must be sent for investment. Those French-
men eliminated the speculator from the control of their Caisse and
passed a law prohibiting any person, during a single year, from de-
positing more than 1,500 francs ($300) in any one or number of
savings banks. French statesmanship encourages the use of savings
banks by wage earners until they have accumulated a corporate unit,
which in France is 1,000 francs ($200), and then it encourages those
toiling masses to become investors and be a part and parcel of P'rench
prosperity, whereas we encourage them to use savings banks as invest-
ment institutions.

The next question is, What monetary law should be observed in
order to conduct the business of exchanging credits on safe lines?
What is the line of demarcation between expansion and inflation?
There are two schools of thought on this subject—or some contend
one is a school of thought and the other of guesswork—to be ob-
served in doing this business safely. Just as there are two schools of
medical thought in prescribing treatment for debauchery, one pre-
scribes temperance, while the other school fattens off of their unfor-
tunate patients by prescribing as many different remedies as there
are quacks engaged in the business. One of those monetary schools
teaches that no possible harm will result to hmnanity if the person
or institution doing a banking business will cover its demand-payable
borrowed capital with liquid assets, while the other teaches that
only a certain portion of such borrowed capital should be covered
with money. No two of the doctors of the latter school are agreed
on the size of the dose to be prescribed. Dr. Monetary Commission
prescribed a 50 per cent dose. Dr. Chicago Bankers' Conference pre-

scribed a 40 per cent dose. Drs. Owen-Glass prescribe a 33^ per cent

dose. Dr. Sprague prescribed a 65 per cent dose. Dr. Berry pre-

scribed a 20 per cent dose. Dr. National Banking Act prescribed a
25 per cent dose to patients living in some localities and 15 per cent

for those living in other localities. Not one of those doctors has
ever attempted to give a reason for the size of the dose he prescribed,

because his action is not based on reason but guesswork. Some of

those doctors insist that the medicine they prescribe should be pure
and contain nothing but standard gold, while others contend it makes
no difference about the purity of ttie medicine so long as it bears the
" pure-food " label.

The next question for consideration is : What are " liquid assets " ?

This is a phrase of quite recent origin, as anyone will observe by
referring to Murray's English Dictionary. It was first used by the

London Daily News on May 26, 1879. Its next use was by the Pail-

Mall Gazette on May 5, 1884, when advocating the organization of a

joint-stock company to take over the " liquid assets " of the Bank of

Glasgow. " Liquid assets," as now used by monetary experts, are assets

which are self-convertible into gold. They include gold, demand
transfers by solvent concerns on solvent concerns for gold, and solvent

commercial paper payable at short and fixed periods. Mr. Geo. M.

Reynolds negatively gave a correct definition of this phrase, which

may be found on page 226 of these hearings. This is what he said

:

The man who borrows money on stock-exchange collaterals in New Tork,

and who wants to realize on tliem quickly, must depend on the ability of the

borrower to reborrow that money immediately elsewhere or upon the sale of
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the same. Now, if tlie condition Is so bad tliat the banks of the city of New
Torlv are unable to extend accommodations, the result is that there is a very
violent break in the values of securities, and vee are in the midst of a panic.

Civilized man's existence depends upon being fed, clothed, and
sheltered, and commercial paper is the credit instrument through
which those articles are financed and brought to his door. Man is

timid about making permanent investments during panicky times,

but he must have raw materials to keep his factory wheels gomg, and
he does make and will continue to make provision for such materials.

And so it is in every line of business. Provision is made to meet
commercial paper when other things will be passed by; especially

will men defer making permanent investments when times are hard.

Just here I wish to puncture the misstatement made by several of

the witnesses who have appeared before this committee to the efiect

that you can always raise gold with our Government bonds. I recall

very distinctly that Mr. Berry made use of that statement. Nothing
could be further from the truth than that statement. You can't

draw a dollar of gold from the Bank of England with a permanent
investment, but you can draw the last dollar of gold out of that

institution with solvent commercial paper payable at short and fixed

periods. The same thing is true with respect to the other European
central banks, because all those institutions, with the single exception

of the Reichsbank of Germany, are controlled by merchants.
To illustrate to you what safe banking is let me quote from the

testimony of Mr. A. Barton Hepburn, chairman of the board of

directors of the Chase National Bank of New York, before the Glass

investigating committee last January. It may be found on page 6

of those hearings. This is what he said

:

Some years ago I called upon the Credit Lyonnais, in Paris, one of the great
banks of the vcorld. The gentleman with whom I was in conversation passed
over to me their last bank statement. I glanced it over and remarked:

" Well, you owe a great deal of money."
" What is that you say? "

" You owe a great deal of money."
"What do you mean?"
"Your deposits are about $350,000,000."
" Oh, yes, we owe depositors ; but we could pay them easily if we had to."
" Could you? How long would it take you to pay them in case of necessity?"
" The element of time would not enter into the matter at all, except in so far

as it required time to perform the physical labor."
" But how; tell me just how you would do it?

"

Almost thinking I was questioning the condition of his bank, he took the
balance sheet and proceeded

:

" Well, we have so much cash ; let us deduct that."
" Yes."
" Then we have so much due from banks. We could value against that and

deduct the same."
" Yes."
" We have so much exchange, acceptances, etc., which have an immediate

market. We could realize upon and deduct that."
" Yes."
" Now, we have reduced our obligations in tliis manner to something less than

$200,000,000, and we have very, very much more than that in commercial
paper."

" Yes; but how are you going to pay debts with commercial paper?"
" Take it to the Bank of France and get currency for it."

And he might have said gold, which is the same thing

—

"Could you do that?"
" Certainly."
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" Is there any law which would compel the Bank of France to discount your
commercial paper without limit?"

" Law—yes ; the law of its being ; that is what the bank was created for."

Before commenting on the statement of the Credit Lyonnais let

me direct your attention to the following language on page 24 of
Hpuse Report No. 69, filed in the House of Representatives Septem-
ber 9, 1913, by Mr. Glass, chairman of the House Banking and Cur-
rency Committee. It is this:

There has been a tendency to overestimate the importance of the note-issue
function and to treat it as if it were the chief object to be attained in banking
legislation. The idea may be attributable to the belief that " emergency cur-

rency" is what is needed in order to relieve panics and stringencies, whereas
what is actually needed is fluid resources of some kind, whether notes or not.

In an address last winter in this city, before the Chamber of Com-
merce of America, Mr. Glass, in summarizing our monetary ills,

used this language ; I quote the first two paragraphs of his address.

He said

:

I believe that nearly all students of this subject will agree with me in

thinking that the main points to be dealt with in any banking legislation that

may be attempted are

:

1. Provision for rediscounts or sale of commercial paper in a way and to an
extent that will enable banks to get fluid resources whenever they or their

customers may require.

These are the only two instances in which I have observed the

phrase " fluid resources " used. He doubtless used " fluid " as syn-

onymous with " liquid." The two words are synonymous when ap-

plied to free-flowing substances, such as water, but never in a mone-
tary sense when applied to assets or resources. It is proper to say

you have assets or resources which you can convert or liquidate into

cash, but it would be improper to say you could water them into

cash. [Laughter.]

I make these quotations not only to show that the author of the

House bill does not understand the most important phase of his

report, but that he is laboring under a misconception as to the purpose

of the institutions his bill proposes to create ; that is, he labors under

the delusion that if the banks of deposit can have a place where they

may secure "fluid resources" for themselves and their customers,

everything will be all right and we will be free from pan-

ics. Nothing could be further from the truth. All banks, whether

banks of issue or deposit, must cover their demand-payable

obligations with liquid assets in order to be solvent and prevent in-

flation. Is there any wonder, then, that Mr. Glass should not have

made any provision to prevent inflation on the part of the banks of

deposit? The Credit Lyonnais is solvent, per se, and not because

the Bank of France will supply it with " fluid resources."

Having shown that in order to do a safe bankmg busmess a bank

must cover its demand-payable obligations with liquid assets, and

that the principal item of liquid assets is solvent commercial paper

payable at short and fixed periods, the next question is. What portion

of such demand obligations should be covered with gold and what

portion with such commercial paper? That depends on several

things; first, upon the maturity of the commercial paper; second,

upon the expansion of the bank's credits; third, upon the mann^ m
which Capital and labor are rewarded, etc. In 1810 the British Far-
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liament appointed a committee of 15 monetary experts to investigate

and report the conditions under which the Bank of England could

issue notes or circulation currency, and their report has become fa-

mous as the " Bullion committee law." That law is as follows:

There can be no possible excess in tbe issue of Banli of England paper
* * * so long as the discount of mercantile bills is confined to paper of un-

doubted solidity, arising out of real commercial transactions and payable at

short and fixed periods.

This same sound principle was announced six years before (1804)

by a committee of experts appointed by Parliament to ascertain the

state of the bullion of the Bank of Ireland, and report the condi-

tions under which it could safely issue notes. Each committee was

composed of 15 experts, only two of whom served on both commit-

tees. But the Bank of England committee, Imown as the bullion

committee, has been generally credited with announcing that sound

philosophy. This committee also reported that the directors of the

Bank of England did not know the other committee had announced

such truth. It must be borne in mind that the Bank of England then

and until the bank act of 1844 enjoyed a monopoly, those in control

being actuated by a banker's profit. It is no easy thing to induce

business men to adopt a philosophy which may mean loss of profit to

themselves. When those in control of the greatest bank in the world

refuse to adopt a philosophic truth and do business in accordance

therewith, is there any wonder that the nonmonetary experts of

Parliament should go to the other extreme and require the bank to

cover their notes, dollar for dollar, with gold?—the very thing done

by the bank act. The British public had lost all patience with the

Bank of England after the disastrous panics of 1825 and 1837. For
one-quarter of a century, 1797 to 1825, the notes of the Bank of Eng-
land were below par most of the time.

The first instance in which an American Congress has announced
that the world is round, monetarily speaking, was the passage of the

Glass bill recently by the House. But the bill did not repudiate

the " flat system of geography," for it adheres to the fixed gold re-

serve principle embodied in our present national banking system,

the most dangerous feature of that system. To illustrate my mean-
ing, I wish to read you the last four annual statements of the do-

mestic bills carried by the Reichsbank of Germany. I would like

to have them put in the record.

(The statement referred to is as follows :)

Domestic hills held hy the Banh of Germany Deo. SI, 1909, 1910, 1911, and 191i.

Year.

1909
1910
1911
1912

Less than
15 days to

run.
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turing within 16 to 30 days, 24.1 per cent within 31 to 60 days, and
only 12.4 per cent within 61 to 90 days. Whereas four years later
those ratios ran as follows: Thirty-seven and three-tenths per cent,
18.3 per cent, 25.2 per cent, and 19.2 per cent, respectively. There
was a decrease of more than 25 per cent in 15-day bills and an in-
crease of more than 50 per cent in 60 to 90 day bills. It would be
ridiculous to have required that bank to carry the same amount of
gold in 1909 that it had in 1912, and yet that is precisely what this
bill proposes. Our present reserve law is unsound and unsafe, and
we should discard it. If we should discard that and adopt a true
test of bank solvency, we would soon educate the public on the truth.

I wish to thank the committee for permitting me to propound some
questions to Mr. George M. Reynolds touching the subject of bank
reserves. My questions and his replies will be found on pages 288, 289
of the hearings. I was particularly anxious to be able to propound
those questions to him because he is not only a most intelligent man,
but a philosopher of credit as well and is to-day practicing in his
banking establishment what I am preaching—that is, he is covering
his borrowed capital with liquid assets. Let me quote a few lines of
that colloquy

:

Mr. MiLLiKEN. Bank A has in gold 30 per cent of its deposits and 45 per cent
of commercial paper maturing within 15 days, 25 per cent within 16 to 30 days,
15 per cent within 31 to 60 days, and 5 per cent within 61 to 90 days, and no
commercial paper maturing after 90 days.
Bank B has 20 per cent of its deposits in gold, 15 per cent in commercial

paper maturing within 15 days, 15 per cent in 16 to 30 days, 15 per cent within
31 to 60 days, and 35 per cent In 61 to 90 days, and no commercial paper matur-
ing after 90 days.
Now, is it not a fact that Bank A is in a better position to meet its obligations

than Bank B even though the latter at the particular time this statement is

made has 100 per cent more gold in its vaults than Bank A?
Mr. Reynolds. I would say yes. If I understand you correctly, your whole

theory or question is as to whether or not a very large percentage of your
liabilities covered by short-time maturing commercial paper, with a small cash
or gold reserve, is not better than a somewhat larger gold reserve with a very
much smaller percentage of short-time commercial paper?
Mr. MiLLiKEN. Yes.
Mr. Reynolds. I certainly agree with you.

If Congress would repeal our present national-bank reserve re-

quirement and adopt this scientific test of solvency, it would teach

the public the truth, whereas the present law teaches them a fallacy.

It would not be revolutionary in any sense of the word, for it would
merely require those banks to state the important factors consti-

tuting their solvency without prescribing a fixed amount of any one

of those factors. Let the public read those published bank statements

and they will begin to inquire the reason thereof. In time each bank
will be vieing with each other for the best statement. We must
educate the public on what is sound banking, and this is the very

best way to accomplish it.

I am an advocate of a sound credit system as distinguished from
a banking system. I maintain that there is too much capital and too

many persons engaged in the business of exchanging bank credit for

profit. Let me call your attention to the fact that the 46 banks of

England and Wales have a paid capital and surplus of less than

$400,000,000, or less than twice the paid capital and surplus of the

Texas banks, yet the credit machinery of England alone will finance
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something like 50 times as much commerce as does the credit machin-

ery of Texas. At least four billions of our foreign commerce is

financed through the English credit machinery. Something like

three-fourths of the foreign commerce of South America and South

Africa, nearly all the foreign commerce of India, a large portion

of the foreign commerce of Asia, and much of the foreign commerce
of Europe is financed through the credit machinery of England.

The commercial credit of England is free and independent of bank

credit, because commerce finances itself in that country.

I shall illustrate this by supposing that we were operating under

the English credit system. Suppose John Wanamaker, of Philadel-

phia, should sell a $10,000 bill of merchandise to Woodward, Wight
& Co., of New Orleans. If that was done in England, Wanamaker
would draw a bill of exchange on Woodward, Wight & Co. on, say,

90 or 120 time, and the latter would acept it and return it to Wana-
maker. Suppose the day Wanamaker received that bill he should

need $10,000 of granulated sugar, and call up the American Sugar
Refining Co. and place the order, and at the same time say, " Don't

draw on me, I will send you Woodward, Wight & Co.'s acceptance,"

giving the date and amount of the same. Of course if the Americar
Sugar Refinery would trust Wanamaker it would trust him plus

Woodward, Wight & Co. Suppose the day the sugar refinery re-

ceived that bill it should order $10,000 of raw sugar from Woodward,
Wight & Co., and it should write, " Don't draw on me, I will send you
your own acceptance to John Wanamaker." So here would be three

instances in which commerce would finance itself and save three

banker's profits. It may be said this is theoretical, but I wish to

say that similar transactions are done in England every year for

hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars. The bill of exchange is

the principal circulating medium in the commerce of England. They
have few bank notes, because the Bank of England can not issue a

note without covering it with gold, dollar for dollar, except for a

small amount to cover an old Government debt. AVhat is best of

all is the fact that the English credit machinery does that enormous
business on the safest basis as well as in the most economic manner.
They have very little gold compared to us. How do they accom-
plish it?

Let me explain the English credit machinery. In the first place

the Bank of England is a real bank of commerce, because it is con-

trolled exclusively by merchants, not for profit but as an aid and
adjunct to commerce. And the reason that those bills of exchange
circulate as cash in England is the fact that the Bank of England
stands ever ready to pay the cash on them at all times. If they have
not the gold in their vaults with which to liquidate them when
presented they proceed to find the cash for that purpose. " It is the

law of its being" to find gold for the liquidation of sound com-
mercial paper, as said to Mr. Hepburn by the officer of the Credit
Lyonnais, when speaking of the Bank of France. That is another
bank of commerce which is controlled exclusively by merchants as an
aid and adjunct to commerce. The fact being thoroughly estabUghed
in those countries that those two banks stand ever ready to p^y tl^p

cash on those commercial bills causes them to circulate independpnt
of banks. If the proposed bankers' controlled regional banks ?ire
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created, will we have an independent credit system in this country?
I say no, for two reasons : First, because they will be controlled by
bankers who will be selling credit for profit, and most of them will
not care whether the prospective borrowers desire credit for specula-
tive or commercial purposes.
Senator O'Goeman. You are speaking now of the officers of the

regional bank?
Mr. MiLLiKEN. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. Will not the fact that they are allowed a
return of 6 per cent on the capital invested be a protection against
that abuse?
Mr. MiLLiKEN. No, sir; because those men may use those banks as

" feeders " to build up their private banking institutions.
Senator O'Gorman. Of course, you do not say they will

;
you mean

that possibly they may?
Mr. MiLLiKEN. Yes, sir.

Second, because the holders of those bills can not go direct to those
regional banks, as is the case in Europe, but must pay two bankers
profits. It is simply rediculous to talk of having an independent
credit system when the head of the system is controlled by bankers.
In proof of my contention that the Bank of England is a mer-

chants' controlled institution I offer the statements of Walter Bage-
hot and Hartley Withers published in their monetary books entitled,
respectively, " Lombard Street and the meaning of money," which
were read into this record by Senator Shafroth. I also offer the state-
ment of the governor and directors of the Bank of England procured
by the Monetary Commission, which was also read into this record
by Senator Shafroth. I ask the privilege of rereading them into this
record at this place:

Senator Shafroth. But I want to read to you a little paragraph from Walter
Bagehot's book, Lombard Street, which probably clears the matter up more
thoroughly than we did.

He says:

"In London no banker has a chance of being a Bank of England director or
would ever think of attempting to be one. I am here speaking of bankers in an
English sense—those who accept deposits subject to check. Not only no private
banker is a director of the Bank of England, but no director of any joint-stock
bank would be allowed to become such. The two situations would be taken
to |be incompatible. The mass of the Bank of England directors are merchants
of experience and drawing a considerable capital In trade, in which they have
been brought up and with which they are well acquainted. The direction of the
Bank of England has for many generations been composed of such men."
Mr. Wexleb. Yes, sir.

Seantor Shafeoth. Mr. Wade, a few moments ago you made the statement
that rpembers of banking houses were in reality members of the governing
board of the Bank of England. I had occasion to look at a book entitled " The
Meaning of Money," by Mr. Hartley Withers. There he says:

" When we come to consider the bank's organization, its most striking features

are the constitution of its court of drectors and its system of government by
rotation, and these are points on which the bank's critics have fastened with
the keenest energy and determination.
"The bank court Is a committee recruited cljiefly from the ranks of the

accepting houses and merchant firms, and its members are nominated by itself,

subject to the purely formal confirmation of the shareholders; and it is an
unwrifjep law t}iat no banker in the ordinary sense of the word—that is, no
one connected with what we call the check-paying banks—can be a member of it.

"At first sight this is one of those anomalous absurdities so common In

En^and and so puzzling to the intelligent foreigner, who can not understand
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wily we suffer tliem. A court of directors ruling the Bank of England, and so
performing most importimt banking functions, and yet disqualifying for mem-
bership anyone with nn expert knowledge of banking, is a tempting subject
for an epigrammatically minded satirist. But, in fact, this anomaly, like many
of our others, not only works excellently well in practice, but is, when calmly
considered, clearly based on sound common sense. For in the first place it

would obviously be undesirable that a member of one of the outer ring of banks
should have the insight into the position of his rivals, which membership of

the Bank of England court could give him unless all the others were similarly

privileged. But If all the other banks were represented on the bank court it

would become a committee of unwieldly dimensions, perhaps reproducing or re-

flecting in the bank parlor the rivalries and jealousies that stimulate the outer
banks to work against one another but are not conducive to their working
together.

" And the question of proportionate representation would be difficult to settle.

As it is, the bank court, being free from connection with the outer banks, ex-

cept by keeping their balances. Is able to watch their proceeding with a wholly
impartial eye and, on occasion, to make suggestions with salutary effect."

Senator Shafboth. I hold in my hand the answer of the governor of the Bank
of England and the interrogations of the monetary commission. Let me show
you what he says here:

" Q. Is it customary to reelect directors at the expiration of their terms?—A.

It is customary for directors to be reelected.
" Q. Is there any custom restricting the class from which the directors may

be selected?—^A. There is no legal restriction as to the class from which direc-

tors may be selected, except that they must be ' natural-born subjects of Eng-
land, or naturalized,' but in actual practice the selection is confined to those
who are, or have been, members of mercantile or financial houses.

" Excluding bankers, brokers, bill discounters, or directors of other banks
operating in the United Kingdom."

As tending to disprove the statements of those noted Englishmen,
I refer you to the testimony of Mr. Festus J. Wade. The members of
this committee who listened to him doubtless recall the intolerance
with which he answered those disagreeing with him. When Senator
Shafroth read from Bagehot's " Lombard Street " the witness pooh-
poohed that author and demanded that the Senator produce the
statement of the governor of the Bank of England, repeating that his

information was based on the statement of that official to the Mone-
tary Commission. The witness kept bantering Senator Shafroth
to produce that testimony, telling him it was in the Monetary Com-
mission's reports and a part of the Congressional Eecord. Now,
those of you who were present will recall that Senator Shafroth left

the committee chamber and came back with that evidence, the very
evidence the witness demanded and it completely refuted his con-
tention. I never saw a witness whose testimony on a point was so
completely destroyed as was the testimony of that witness on that
point.

Let me say that 6 of the 24 directors of the Bank of England are
members of mercantile houses which do an acceptance business. That
is to say, they are members of houses which have a large foreign
trade, and that means that they have foreign credit, so much so that
foreign dealers with other English concerns require that their names
be procured before they will extend credit. They only charge 25
cents per $100 for selling their names and guaranteeing the prompt
payment of those bills, or less than many of our country banks will
charge for collecting checks on which they assume no financial re-
sponsibility. To illustrate this further, let me say that as we have
thrown down our tariff barriers it will be necessary for our merchant
princes to go out into the marts of the world and find customers for
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our products. Suppose Marshall Field & Co., of Chicago, go to
South America and Rice Stix & Co., of St. Louis, go to the Orient.
No one firm can cover the whole world, not all at once at any rate.

Suppose that Eice, Stix & Co. should need a cargo of hides in their
oriental trade and they should order the same from an Argentine
hide dealer. The Argentine dealer would doubtless require them to

induce Marshall Field & Co. to become the acceptors of that bill,

because he would know the financial standing of the latter, as they
would have an extensive trade and credit in South America, but
might know nothing about Eice, Stix & Co. Both of these great
American mercantile houses to-day have extensive credit establish-

ments to ascertain the financial standing of those to whom they sell.

So that they could do that acceptance business without incurring any
additional expense whatever. Now, to charge them with being
bankers because they did that credit business would be as reasonable

as if you were to charge a merchant with being a drayman because
he built his warehouses along a railroad sidetrack and thereby elimi-

nate the drayman's expense. Those English merchants charge just

the same for accepting a 30-day bill as they do for a 120-day bill.

So they are not interest gatherers, as is the case with bankers; on
the contrary they are interest payers. Mr. Sol Wexler, of New
Orleans, a most intelligent banker who testified before you, did not

call those great merchants who control the Bank of England bankers.

He does an extensive business with them and knows that some of those

in control of that institution do an acceptance business. Mr. Wexler
said that we had no such class in this country, and he might have
also said that we never would have such a class if the proposed bill

passes, because such acceptances would have to pay two bankers'

profits before they could be liquidated by the proposed central banks

or regional reserve banks.

It is preposterous to suppose that bankers would exert themselves

in establishing open money or credit markets and thus lessen the

banking business. " It's the law of their being " to increase their

business of selling or exchanging credits.

(Thereupon at 11.58 o'clock a. m., the committee took a recess until

1 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

The Chairman. Mr. Milliken, the committee will be pleased to

have you continue your remarks.

Mr. Milliken. the fact that the Bank of England is controlled

by the great merchants, the very highest grade of interest payers in

the world, causes those bills to circulate free and independently of

the banks of that country, because the public understand that it is

"The law of their being" (the merchants in control of the Bank of

England) to find cash for the liquidation of commercial bills, just

as our gold certificates circulate until they wear out without ever bemg
presented for payment, simply because the holders have confidence

ui the good faith and ability of the Government to redeem them m
gold com on demand. But let the Government refuse to redeem one

of them and that fact be widely known, and the public would de-

mand the gold.
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Napoleon, after listening to the forceful appeal of MoUien, his

famous minister of finance, for the freedom of the Bank of France
from the Government shackles with which it was then bound, sat

silent and then observed

:

The world is old; we should profit by its experience. It teaches us that
ancient practice is often worth more than new theories.

That is sound advice—something which should be heeded at all

times and on all subjects by all lawmakers; but that advice has a

peculiar application at this time when the American Congress has
assumed the responsible task of attempting to remedy the present

evils of our faulty credit system.

It is necessary, therefore, that we take a retrospect of the " ancient

practice " of credits, in order that those of this day and generation

may know how far from the line of safety the present " practice " de-

viates from " ancient practice." It is needless to say that the people

of the United States learned the practice of banking from the people

of western Europe, principally from the mother country, while the

people of western Europe learned it from the merchants of Venice,

who enjoyed the most extensive trade and commerce during the whole
of the Middle Ages.

It is singular, indeed, that the astute and wealthy commer-
cial nations of western Europe should have delayed until the latter

half of the nineteenth centviry the adoption of the philosophy of

credit taught them by the Venetian merchants at least six centuries

before. This is but another of the many evidences of the oft-

repeated adage that history in time will surely repeat itself.

There are three necessary prerequisites to the establishment of a

sound and extensive credit system, viz, the possession of ample
wealth, the enjoyment of extensive trade relations, and the main-
tenance of commercial honor. In each of these the Venetians easily

excelled the balance of the world during the whole of the medieval
period. During that period they had a virtual monopoly of the
carrying trade of the world. Even as early as 523 A. D. their river

or domestic commerce was extensive and valuable, while in the eighth
century their carrying trade and commercial relations with many
distant regions were established on a tolerably sound footing.

It is said that

—

The Chronicle of the Monastery of Cava relates how in 987 some large Veije-
tian ships stayed at Salerno on their way to Syria, and how not unfrequently
the merchantmen of the Republic foundered in that neighborhood with rich
cargoes.

From the eleventh to the fifteenth century Venetian wealth was the
wonder of the world, and her commerce stood on an unapproach-
able eminence which extended throughout civilization. Her argosies
formed the sole channel of communication between the courts of
Germany and Constantinople, and her well equipped and expen-
sively guarded caravans furnished the only connecting link between
the Occident and the Orient until the British discovered the Cape of
Good Hope route in 1484.

Hazlitt, in The Venetian Republic, Volume II, page 554, in writ-
ing of Venetian credit and charitable institutions for the sixteenth
century, says:

Throughout the Lombard part of the Empire or dominion the same solicitude,
however, was shown by the establishment of hospitals and refuges, and by the
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loan of money on easy terms, to alleviata distress, provide for old age, and
assist traders and agriculturists. The Monte di Pieta was a universal institu-

tion. * * * That at Brescia advanced to any poor person on adequate
security vyithout Interest up to sciidi di oro, and if the money was not
returned within a year the pledge was sold and any surplus returned to the
borrower, deducting only a soldo for the expenses. The Monte at Verona was
imder the management of a committee, which lent on security at 6 per cent to
commercial houses or individuals, * * * but to the poor it lent sums not
exceeding four lire gratuitously.

It must be borne in mind that the period of Venetian history about
which the author writes antedates the organization of the Bank of
Amsterdam, the oldest incorporated bank of western Europe (1609).
The same historian, Volume II, page 621, in writing about the poor

coinage laws of the Venetians, says

:

Of foreign money, in addition to what we have enumerated, there were three
other varieties, which Venice, from a lack of sufficient supply of her own manu-
facture, acknowledged and accepted during the earlier centuries. There were
the Arabic dirhem of silver, whicl^ conveniently adapted itself to current
requirements, being equal to two Lombard or Frankish denari

;
perpero ; and

the besant or bysant.

Continuing, the historian says:

All these devices for obviating the inconvenience arising from a scanty cur-

rency might, however, have failed to provide any adequate remedy for the evil,

if trade had not been largely conducted on a basis of exchange, and payments in

kind had not long remained in universal vogue. We must acquit the Venetians

of an ignorance of bills and other substitutes for cash, when such facilities were
elsewhere enjoyed in the twelfth or thirteenth century; and while the first ex-

plicit reference to such matters is as late as 1405, the passage where, it occurs

speaks of it rather as a familiar principle than as a novelty in practice, and
so much so that we have an actual document of 1326 immediately belonging to

Milan, but the counterpart and sample beyond doubt of thousands and hun-

dreds of thousands which once existed up and down commercial Europe. It is

in the subjoined terms, and points to a practice of giving six months' credit, or,

as it is now expressed, of drawing at six months

:

" Pagate per questa prima letera a di Ix Ottobre a Luca de Poro, Lib. XLV.
Sono per la valuta qui da Masca Eeno al tempo si pagate e ponete a mio conto,

e che Christo vl guarde. Bonromo de Bonromei de Mllano, Ix. de' Marzo, 1325."

The same author tells us, Volume II, page 643, that

:

On the 4th of June, 1160, the Government borrowed of half a dozen mei*chants

the sum of 150,000 silver marks.

This was the first instance in history of a government funding its

debt, and antedates by more than five centuries the organization ot

the Bank of England and funding of the first British Government

debt. The bill of exchange was, no doubt, the most popular credit

mstrument employed by the great merchants of Venice, because it

was peculiarly adapted to the character of their commercial transac-

tions—the world-wide effort in bringing producer and consumer to-

ff6th.Gr.

Add to the international reputation which those pioneers in com-

merce had acquired for capacity and honor, their vast riches, and we

have fundamental conditions underlying a sound and extensive credit

system. That those great merchants employed that and similar credit

instruments for centuries solely as an aid to their commercial enter-

prises, and not for profit, there is little dispute, and so long as they

confined them to real commercial transactions history makes no men-

tion of financial crises. J.„,„„oi^
As the use of such credit instruments by .^^ose merchants a=, an aid

to business antedates the art of printing, it is difficult to designate the
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exact period when independent credit or banking institutions were

organized to sell credit for profit.

The date of the first Venetian usury law was 1254. It is reasonable

to assume, therefore, that special credit or banking institiitions did

not long exist before the enactment of this law. It was a century

after the enactment of this usury law before history gives any

account of serious difficulties arising from the failure of private bank-

ing firms. Hazlitt, Volume II, page 646, says

:

In 1355, October 15, it was resolved by the Pregadi that Ser Marino Baffor

of Santa Maddalena, and Ser Marco Trevisano, bankers, having absconded with
20,000 ducats, be cried, and that whoever shall lead to their conviction, and de-

liver them into custody, shall have 550 lire. In 1390 the private bank of Ser

Antonio Contarini failed, and was thus wound up by order of the CouncU of

Pregadi.
It was among the domestic troubles and embarrassments of the Doge Foi?cari

that the bank of Andrea Priuli, his father-in-law, suspended about 1440. In

1502, the general inconvenience produced by insolvencies led to the institution

of the Proveditori sopra Banchi.

From the thirteenth century, the time when it is most probable the

Venetian merchants ceased to do a credit business strictly as an aid

to commerce, until the first half of the last century, is the dark age

of credit.

During those six centuries, no one seemed to know the exact nature

of credit, though every class of credit instrument was in general use.

During that period every civilized country suffered from the effects

of bad legislation and worse banking practices. France was finan-

cially ruined on numerous occasions as a result of such practices and
legislation.

But the nineteenth century brought forth a vast army of philoso-

phers of credit, and, strange to say, all that philosophy cor-

roborated the " ancient practice " of the Venetian merchants. The
first was the " Bullion committee law," which was announced in 1804.

and reannounced in 1810.

The next most philosophic truth respecting credit institutions

was that the merchant is the permanent regulator of the interest rate

(the rate of profit). This truth was announced in 1827 by James W.
Gilbart, F. R. S., who was probably the greatest philosopher of credit

the world ever produced. He spent 50 years in actual banking prac

tice, and mastered every detail of the business. His opinion on bank-
ing and bank credits was more highly respected than that of any
person of his age. He did more to destroy the monopoly of the Bank
of England and make it a merchants' controlled institution than any
other person in the United Kingdom. He did not accomplish that

great work by making monetary experts of members of Parliament,
though he appeared before more parliamentary monetary commis-
sions during the first half of the last century than any person in the

United Kingdom. On the contrary, he accomplished it by organizing
the first of the London great joint-stock banks. At that time the

Bank of England enjoyed a monopoly of the banking business with-

in a radius of 65 miles of London. Therefore, Gilbart had to fight in

all the courts of England to establish his philosophic truths. He lost

in the courts, but he so educated the British public that the monopoly
of the Bank of England was destroyed by Parliament.

I wish you would bear with me while I read the most important
truth announced by Gilbart, namely, that the merchant is the perma-
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nent regulator of the interest rate, the rate of profit on money. This
is what he wrote

:

Sir Josiah Child, in his excellent Essay on Trade, accuses the " new-fashioned
bankers " of " being the main cause of keeping the interest on money at least
2 per cent higher than otherwise it would be; for by allowing their creditors
6 per cent they make moneyed men sit down lazily with so high an intereist and
not push into commerce with their money, as they certainly would do were
it at 4 or 3 per cent, as in Holland. This interest also keeps the price of land
at so low as 15 years' purchase. It also makes money scarce in the country,
seeing that the trade of bankers being only in London it very much drains
the ready money from all other parts of the Kingdoni."
That we may be able to judge of these accusations

—

Says Gilbart

—

It will be necessary to make some observations upon those circumstances which
influences the rate of interest.

It has been the opinion of most of our political economists that the rate of
interest is regulated by the rate of profit. This sentiment has, however, been
i'ttacked. It has been contended that the rate of interest is not influenced by
Ihe average rate of profit but by the moneyed capital in the market, compared
with the wants of borrowers—in other words, that the price of money ia
Influenced by the proportion between the demand and the supply.
This sentiment is undoubtedly right, but it does not overthrow the proposi-

tion against which it is advanced. The price of money or of the loan of money
is, no doubt, like the price of any other commodity, regulated at any particular
time by the proportion between the supply and the demand. But does not the
rate of profit regulate the supply and the demand? Will any commercial
man borrow money when he must give a higher interest for it than he can
profit by its use? Or will any man lend money at a very low interest when by
engaging in business he can make a very high proiit? It is true that on
particular occasions and under particular circumstances some individuals may
do this, but not permanently and universally. It is obvious, then, that a high
rate of interest in proportion to profits increases the supply of money and
diminishes the demand, and a low rate of interest in proportion to profits

increases the demand for the loan of money and diminishes the supply. The
rate of interest, therefore, is ultimately regulated by the rate of profit.

When we say the price of cotton is regulated by the cost of production, we do
not mean to deny that the market price of cotton is fixed by the proportion
between the demand and the supply. On the contrary, this is admitted ; but,

then, it is contended that the supply itself is regulated by the cost of produc-
tion. If the market price of cotton were so low as not to furnish the grower
a fair average of profit on the capital employed, then would capital be re-

moved after a while from the cultivation of cotton to some other employment?
And if the price of cotton were so high as to furnish more than a fair average
of profit, then after a while more capital will find its way into that employ-
ment, the supply would be increased, and the price would fall; but it is only

by influencing the supply that the cost of production may be the same for a
number of years; the price may be perpetually varying. The price may from
a variety of causes be in a state of constant vibration, but it can not per-

manently deviate on' one side or the other much beyond the line marked out

by the cost of production.
It is the same with money. It is subject to perpetual fluctuations from the

proportion between the demand and the supply, but it does not deviate far

from the line marked out by the rate of profit, for the rate of profit not

only influences the supply (as with cotton) but also influences the demand.
The above reasoning is founded on the supposition that those who borrow

money borrow it for the purpose of investing it in trade or of making a profit

by its use. But this is not always the case; and is never the case with the

Government of a country, who always borrows for the purpose of spending.

Now, we can form a judgment as to what portion of his profits a merchant is

willing to give for the loan of a sum of money, but we can form no judgment

as to the conduct of a profligate rake who wants money to spend on his follies.

A king or a government is in the same state.

They will borrow money as cheaply as they can; but at all events money

they will have. We can not therefore infer that, because Charles II gave at
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times to the new-fashioned banljers 30 per cent for money, the average rate of
profit exceeded 30 per cent. May not, then, those advances to the Ising have
had the effect of raising the interest of money and thus justify the accusations
of Sir Josiah Child?
When a number of commercial men borrow money of one another, the perma-

nent regulator of the rate of interest is the rate of profit; and the immediate
regulator is the proportion between the demand and the supply. But when a
new party comes in to the market, who has no common interest with them who
does not borrow money to trade with but to spend, the permanent regulator
(the rate of profit) loses its influence, and the sole regulator is then the pro-

portion between the demand and the supply. The loans to the king created a
much greater demand for money and the rate of interest consequently rose.

These demands were so great in amount and were so frequently repeated that
the rate of interest became permanently high. Many individuals would no
doubt (as Sir Josiah Child states they did) withdraw their capital from trade
and live upon the interest of their money. And others who were in business
would employ their superfluous capital in lending it at interest rather than in

extending their business. Those commercial men who now wanted to borrow
money must give a higher interest for it than they did before. To enable them-
selves to do this they must charge a higher profit on their goods. Thus, then, in

the artificial state of the money market, it appears reasonable to suppose that

the rate of interest may have regulated the rate of profit instead of the rate of

profit regulating the rate of interest, which is the natural state.

Not a single European Parliament has ever adopted^ that sound
philosophy of Gilbart, namely, that the merchant is the permanent
regulator of the interest rate, yet the majority of those central banks
have become controlled exclusively by great merchants. I main-
tain that the great merchants should control the head of the credit

system or ultimate reserve agent for the following reasons:
1. Because that is the best safeguard against the monopolization

of credit.

2. Because that is the only way to have a credit system as dis-

tinguished from a banking system.
3. Because that is the only way to establish a credit system of the

greatest efficiency and economy; but, if the banker were to control

that institution, as well as a private banking establishment, then

banking would cease to perform its real mission of economizing
capital and become a millstone around the heck of commerce.

4. Because no credit system is sound unless its note issues are

based on sound commercial paper, and as the merchant is the maker
of that paper it naturally follows he is the best judge of its quality.

6. Because the merchant is the permanent regulator of the inter-

est rate (the rate' of profit) ; the price he can pay for the loan of

money being regulated by the profit he makes on his goods. But
this rule does not apply to those who borrow for the purpose of

spending, such as a profligate rake or a government; neither does it

apply to the banker, as he is the most potent factor in the supply

and demand (the immediate regulator of the interest rate), and if

the banker were to control the head of the credit system, then the

rate of interest would regulate the rate of profit instead of the rate

of profit regulating the rate of interest, which is the natural state.

6. Because the merchant is better fitted temperamentally than the

banker to control the head of the credit system, for the reason that

the banker is the greatest demand debtor laiown to the busihess

world, while few of the merchant's obligations are payable on de-

mand. Therefore, when the banker needs money he must have it

immediately—to-day, not to-morrow—and when such demand on the

banker becomes urgent it wholly unfits him to take the proper per-
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spective as to the effect which the granting of such request would
have on future interest rates.

7. Because notwithstanding the fact that the merchants furnish
the security for most of the paper entered at the counter of the
central bank for discount, yet a vast majority of its discounts are
made through and by bankers, done voluntarily and in the ordinary
course of trade. The very merchants who control those European
central banks do not go directly to them for discounts as a rule.

Instead they patronize the banks selling credit for profit, because
the rate of discount of the central banks is frequently 100 per cent
in excess of the market rate. In proof of this I refer to the following
statement showing the market and Bank of England rate for
money on the last Thursday of each month during 1910

:

Date.

Jan. 24.

Feb. 23

Mar. 22,

Apr. 21,

May 23.

June 21

Open
market
rate.

Per cent.

2iU
3,3i
3i,4
4,4i

2J,3

Bank
rate.

Per cent.

3
i

i

i

3

Date.

July 23.

Aug. 22.

Sept. 22
Oct. 24.

Nov. 21,

Dec. 20.

Open
market
rate.

Per cent.

li
1},2

li
ii

3

Bank
rate.

Per cent.

3
3

3
5
5

a

But if the central bank were controlled by bankers, it would be

used as a " feeder " to the private banks owned by them, and thus

accentuate the greatest curse known to American corporate manage-
ment, viz, the control of one corporation by another doing the same
business. We have but to view the many railroads which have been

wrecked by this pernicious practice, also the many scandals which
have occurred in the control of our life insurance campanies as a

direct result of this practice.

8. Because if the banker be permitted to control the head of the

credit system there would exist a strong incentive for him to deny
credit to a troublesome though worthy competitor, because if failure

resulted he would profit by the lessening of competition, or if by
getting him in a tight place and buying him out at his own price, he

would profit in that way. No such unworthy motive would actuate

the merchant, as he would be prohibited from engaging in the bank-

ing business for profit.

9. Because credit has exactly the same influence, if affecting values,

as gold—influencing them downward when used for production and

upward when used for speculation and overconsumption—and as 99

times more business is done with credit than with gold, and the mer-

chant being selfishly interested in production as well as in a low rate

of interest, it naturally follows he should control one important

credit institution.

10. Because by placing the best merchants in control of the ulti-

mate reserve agent, we would not only be following the "ancient

practice " of the Venetian merchants who introduced the use of

credit instruments into western Europe, but we would be following

the present practice of every country in Europe enjoying a credit

system which is the envy of the balance of the world.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3- -35
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I have here an amendment to this bill—a supplemental amendment

I will read it now

:

[Amendment to S. 2639 by adding sec. 30.]

Sec. 30. This act also autliorizes tlie establishment of a bank of commerce t

be controlled in a decentralized manner by the merchant citizens of the Unita

States, a portion of the profits of such bank shall be paid into the Treasury o

the United States and held in trust for the capitalization of a rural credi

system. Such bank of commerce shall operate and be governed solely accord

ing to the terms of its charter, which shall read as follows

:

Chaeteb fob the Bank of Commerce.

Abticle I.

Section 1. (Name of corporation.) The name of the corporation shall be tlii

" Bank of America," and referred to herein as the bank.

Article II.

Section 1. (Object of the bank.) The object of the bank shall be to proviA

credit for the distribution of commerce, and as a means to that end it shal

have power :ind authority to do a general banking business, and do and perforn

any and every act incident and pertaining to such business, except the issuanci

of circulating currency, and act as the depositary and fiscal agent of any Stati

government or any sulisidiary thereof, when lawfully chosen as such by anj

such State or its subsidiary government, or of the Government of the Unitec

States when not otherwise expressly provided by law.
Paragraph 1. (Bank to maintain gold standard.) The bank shall pay itf

obligations in gold of the present standard of weight and fineness, and shoulc

Congress make the bank the sole depository and fiscal agent of the Governmem
of the United States, then it shall be the further duty of the bank to maintaii

an ample supply of gold for the protection of public and private credit.

Article III.

Si:cTiON 1. (Bank's executive office.) The bank's temporary executive offlci

shall be located by the board of directors at their first meeting, where it shal

remain for three years, and at the expiration of that time the board shall estab

lish a iicrniiinent executive office; but branches, agencies, and board meeting!

may be established and held in such places as the by-laws may prescribe.

Article IV.

Section 1. (Capital stock.) The amount of the authorized capital of thi

bank shall be $100,000,000, divided into one million shares of $100 each, and thi

certificates therefor shall be numbered from one to one million, inclusive. Thi

capital with which the bank may begin business shall be $1,000,000, but tin

paid-in r-apital at the close of its first year's business shall be not less thai

$5,000,000, and the remainder of said capital shall be paid in in cash from timi

to time, as the bank's business may require and in such amounts as the by

laws or the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe: Provided, That the Sec

retary of the Treasury shall not require the paying in of more than $3,000,00
of such capital during any one year. All stock must be of the same class am
dividend-earning ability.
Paragraph 1. (Disposition of profits.) The stockholders shall be paid fror

the profits a dividend of 6 per centum per annum, payable annually, semi
annually, or quarterly, as the by-laws may prescribed, which shall be cumuls
tive. The remainder of the profits shall be placed to surplus until It equal
20 per centum of the paid capital, and thereafter the bank shall accumulate a
old-age pension fund equal to a dividend of on&-half of 1 per centum per annun
to be paid, as the by-laws may prescribe, to such employees who have bee
paid salaries for ten consecutive years of less than $3,000 per annum and tli

balance shall be paid as follows, namely : One half to the stockholders and tt
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Other half into the Treasury of the United States, to be held in trust and
employed In capitalizing a rural-credit system.

Subpar. 1. (Congress may change ratio of profits.) Congress shall have au-
thority, decimally after the twentieth year, to change the apportionment of
profits provided in this section.

Par. 2. (Public to own stock.) No corporation shall become a subscriber to
or be one of the original stockholders of the capital stock, and no individual
shall be a subscriber to more than twenty-five shares thereof, except those mer-
chant citizens who will qualify as electors, directors, and officers by disposing
of their other banking investments, and no elector or director shall become such
subscriber to an amount in excess of 5 per centum of his mercantile investments.

Aeticle V.

Section 1. (Duration of bank.) The duration of the bank shall be fifty
years from the time it begins business, but Congress shall have authority
decimally after the twentieth year, to amend this charter.

Article A^I.

Section 1. (Corporate powers of bank.) The corporate powers of the bank
shall be exercised as follows, viz: The legislative power shall be exercised by
a board of directors or bank parliament and the bank court, provided that the
bank court shall exercise only such authority as may be delegated to them by
the parliament except in the matter of fixing the discount rates; the executive
or administrative power shall be exercised by a governor and deputy governor
and such ofiicers, managers, and agents as the governor may appoint, provided
he shall make no appointment not authorized by by-law and if the appointee
is to be paid exceeding .$2,000 per annum the appointment must be approved
by the bank court; and the inspection power shall be exercised by the censors
and inspectors.

Sec. 2. (Number of directors and votes of each.) Each State and the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall be entitled to one director, provided it has six quali-
fied electors who have resided therein for a term of two years, and each direc-
tor shall be entitled to one vote on the board or bank parliament.
Paragraph 1. (Classification of directors.) The classification of directors,

districts, and territory comprising each shall be as follows

:

FIEST CLASS.
Number. Territory.

First Alabama.
Second Arizona.
Third ' Arkansas.
Fourth California.
Fifth Colorado.
Sixth Connecticut.
Seventh Delaware.
Eighth District of Columbia.
Ninth Florida.
Tenth Georgia.

SECOND CLASS.

Eleventh Idaho.
Twelfth Illinois.

Thirteenth Indiana.
Fourteenth Iowa.
Fifteenth Kansas.
Sixteenth Kentucky.
Seventeenth IjOuisiana.

Eighteenth Maine.
Nineteenth Maryland.
Twentieth Massachusetts.
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THIRD CLASS.
Number. Territory.

Twenty-first Michigan.
Twenty-second Minnesota.
Tweiity-tliird Mississippi.
Twenty-fourtli Missouri.
Twenfy-fiftli Montana.
Twenty-sixth—. Nebraska.
Twenty-seventh Nevada.
Twenty-eighth New Hampshire.
Twenty-ninth New Jersey.
Thirtieth New Mexico.

FOUKTH CLASS.

Thirty-first New York.
Thirty-second North Carolina.
Thirty-third North Dakota.
Thirty-fourth Ohio.
Thirty-fifth Oklahoma.
Thirty-sixth Oregon.
Thirty-seventh Pennsylvania.
Thirty-eighth Rhode Island.'
Thirty-ninth South Carolina.
Fortieth South Dakota.

FIFTH CLASS.

Forty-first Tennessee.
Forty-second Texas.
Forty-third Utah.
Forty-fourth Vermont
Forty-fifth Virginia.
Forty-sixth Washington.
Forty-seventh ..West Virginia.
Forty-eighth Wisconsin.
Forty-ninth .Wyoming.

Subpar. 1. (Classification of new States.) If new States be created out of

any of the territory mentioned in this paragraph and designated as the forty-

nine directors' districts, the first shall become the fiftieth district and be a mem-
ber of the fifth class, the next shall become the fifty-first district and be a mem-
ber of the first class, and so on, consecutively.

Par. 2. (Terms of oflice of directors.) The first board of directors shall be

divided into five classes in the order provided in paragraph 1 of this section.

The term of the first class shall expire on the second Tuesday in April next fol-

lowing their election; that of the second class one year from that time; that of

the third clnss two years from that time; that of the fourth class three years

from that time ; and that of the fifth class four years from that time, and so on,

consecutively, in each and every year thereafter, so that all the directors of

one class shall be elected annually thereafter, provided there be the requisite

number of electors in a district to elect a director. All vacancies occurring on

the board of directors shall be filled at a special election to be called by the gov-

ernor within ninety and not sooner than sixty days after such vacancy occurs to

fill such unexpired term.
Par. 3. (Qualification of directors.) Each director must be a bona fide resi-

dent of his director's district and a qualified bank elector and remain both dur-

ing his term of office.

Par. 4. (Manner of electing directors.) The directors shall be elected by the

ballots of the qualified electors residing in their respective directors' districts.

• Such ballots after being cast must be forwarded to the executive office of the

bank by United States post, inclosed in official envelopes, printed or written
" Official director's ballot " in red ink on the address side thereof.

Subpar. 1. (Ballots and envelopes, how furnished.) It shall be the duty of

the secretary, thirty days before an annual and fifteen days before a special

election for director, to mail one official ballot and envelope to each qualified

elector residing in the district In which such election Is to be held.
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Subpar. 2. (Inspectors of election.) The secretary shall, on the fourth Tues-
day in March of each year, in the presence of the censors, who shall be in-
spectors of elections, open and count the official ballots cast for directors at the
elections held two weeks previously.

Subpar. 3.' (Candidates for directors.) Each qualified elector who desires
to become a candidate for director of his district must notify the secretary of
such desire four months before an annual and thirty days before a special elec-
tion, and the secretary shall inform such candidate of the approximate cost in
postage and printing necessary to place his name before the qualified electors
of his district. If such candidate within fifteen days after the mailing of such
information makes remittance to cover such expense, it shall be the further
duty of the Secretary to cause the name and address of each such candidate,
as well as tlie style of the mercantile house or houses with which each is con-
nected, to be printed on each such ballot sent out by him, and mail one to each
qualified elector of that district. The candidate receiving a plurality of the
votes cast at such election shall be declared elected. If two candidates tie at
any election, then the two receiving the highest number of votes shall be eligible
candidates at a special election therefor.

Par. 5. (Annual election of directors.) The annual election for members ot
the board of directors to fill the places of the outgoing class shall be on the
second Tuesday in March of each year, and the newly elected members shall
take charge of their office the second Tuesday in April next following and hold
such office for a term of five years, provided they remain eligible during such
period.

Par. 6. (Compensation of directors.) The members of the board of directors
shall be compensated by salaries fixed by by-law and traveling expenses in-

curred in attending board meetings, and as an extra compensation for prompt
attendance at the executive office at noon on Monday immediately preceding the
annual parliamentary session on the second Tuesday in April of each year, and
there remain during business hours until six o'clock postmeridian the follow-

ing Wednesday, they shall be paid each $4 per hour spent in traveling by
the quickest route from their homes to such executive office and return, and
at the same rate per hour while actually attending to the duties Imposed on
them under this charter from noon on said Monday until said six postmeridian
on the following Wednesday.
Subpar. 1. (Penalties for failure of attendance.) Any director who fails

to attend the annual parliamentary session by noon on said Monday and there

remain, during business hours, until 6 p. m. the following Wednesday shall

receive no salary for the following yeai* nor any portion of the extra compen-
sation mentioned in the sixth paragraph of this section. And any director

who shall have been derelict in attendance on such annual parliamentary ses-

sions for three out of five years shall be rendered ineligible thereafter from
holding such office.

Par. 7. (Salaries fixed by by-laws.) All salaries exceeding $2,000 shall be

fixed by by-laws.
Par. 8. (Quorum.) A majority of the directors shall constitute a quorum for

the transaction of business.
Par. 9. (Chairman of the board.) The board of directors shall elect one

of their members chairman, who shall preside at the meetings or sessions of

the board and may call the members together in extraordinary session by

giving each member thereof at least fifteen days' previous notice.

Par. 10. (Nonpolitical control guaranteed.) No director shall hold or become

a candidate for any office under any government or with any political party

while he holds his directorship with the bank.

Sec. 3 (Electors.) Each merchant citizen of the United States who owns

at least twenty-five shares of the bank's stock and twenty times as much

interest in such mercantile house or houses as is defined in paragraphs one

and two of this section, whose principal estate is invested in such house or

houses and who does not own any stock or interest or hold any office m any

other bank or banking institution stock bond or bill brokerage or bill discounting

establishment is declared to be a bank elector and entitled to cast one vote

by ballot at each election held for director or censor of the district m which

he resides and has resided for at least two years previously except as other-

wise herein expressly provided.
,_ , ., ,

Paragraph 1. (Mercantile house defined.) The term "mercantile house

within the meaning of this section is a person, firm, corporation, or association

engaged in the mercantile business which enjoys, continues to enjoy during the
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term of such electorship, and for five years previous to the acquisition of such

electorship privilege has enjoyed good credit, and one-half of whose sales

coraprises articles purchased for a consumptive demand and not exceeding

twenty-five per cent of whose sales are articles of its own manufacture or

production.
Par. 2. (Consumptive demand defined.) The term "consumptive demand,"

within the meaning of this section, are purchases made to be disposed of in

the ordinary course of trade on which the house expects to realize a mer-

chant's profit in contradistinction to a speculator's profit.

Par. 3. (Rule for determining ratio of interests.) After the bank has been
in operation ten years the rule for determining that the ratio between an
elector's mercantile and bank investments is twenty to one, respectively, shall be

according to the average net annual income deri^-ed from each class of invest-

ments for the five years next preceding; but during the first decade such ratio

shall be determined according to the par values of the two stocks, if the mer-
cantile house be incorporated, otherwise by the market or fair cash values of the

two classes of investments.
Par. 4. (Disqualification of electors.) The board of censors may, by a unan-

imous vote and when they believe the public interest will be best served thereby,

call a confidence election to disqualify any one or number of electors. Three
months' notice must be given each elector who is sought to be disqualified, the

reasons therefor set forth in writing and signed by the censors, and a copy
furnished each such elector.

Par. 5. (Confidence election district.) Each director's district shall con-

stitute a separate confidence election district.

Subpar. 1. (Voters at confidence elections.) Each citizen of the United States

(exclusive of the electors, directors, and officers) who is a stockholder of

record of the bank at least two years before such election, and who has been a
resident for the same length of time of the district in which such election is

to be held, shall be entitled to vote his stock at each confidence election held in

his district, each share of such stock being entitled to one vote.

Subpar. 2. (Effect of confidence elections.) If ninety per centum of the stock

of such voters is represented at such election and fifty per centum thereof Is

cast to disqualify an elector, it shall have the effect of disqualifying such
elector from voting for a director thereafter or holding that office.

Par. 6. (How to become an elector.) Any merchant citizen desiring to qualify

as a bank elector shall make such desire known in writing to the secretary, on
receipt of which the secretary shall forward a formal electorship blank to such
applicant, to be by him filled out, sworn to, and returned to the secretary In an
envelope which the secretary shall Inclose for that purpose in his letter replying

to the request of such applicant, such envelope to have printed on its address
side in red ink the words " Formal application for electorship." On receipt of

such formal application properly signed and sworn to the secretary shall turn

it over to the board of censors for verification, and when so verified it shall be

returned to the secretary, who, if he finds the statements contained therein

to be true and entitle the applicant to an electorship in the bank, shall cause
the applicant's name and address to be recorded in the electorship book, file the

application in the electorship vault, and issue an electorship certificate to the

applicant.

Subpar. 1. ("When mandamus proceedings may be invoked.) Should an eli-

gible merchant citizen be denied the privilege of an electorship after complying
with all the requirements imposed he shall be entitled to apply to any court of

competent jurisdiction for a writ of mandamus.
Par. 7. (Electors to make aflidavits annually.) It shall be the duty of the

secretary and censors annually to prepare questions to be propounded to those

electors of districts in which elections are to be held the following year touch-

ing their qualifications as such and cause the same to be signed and sworn to

by them, and when replies thereto are received have them properly filed in the

€lectorsliip vault.

Subpar. 1. (Confidential communications.) All information acquired by the

secretary and censors by virtue of their office touching the qualification of

electors shall be kept in confidence and not divulged to anyone except the

Attorney General of the United States and such representative as he may desig-

nate to receive the same.
Par. 8. (Sectarian control prohibited.) Not exceeding thirty-four per cent of

the electors of any director's or censor's district shall be, of the same religious

persuasion or sect. If a greater percentage than that should become qualified,
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then the ones last qualified shall not be entitled to vote for director or censor
during the period such condition exists.

Sec. 4. (Governor.) The governor shall be a citizen of the United States
•who does not own less than two hundred shares of the bank's stoclj and who
owns no stock or interest nor holds any office in any other bank or banking insti-

tution, stock, bond, bill brokerage, or bill discounting establishment.
Paragraph 1. (Governor's tenure of office.) The governor shall be elected by

the board of directors on Wednesday next following the second Tuesday In
April of each year which Is the multiple of five, and shall hold his office for a
term of five years and until another is elected in his stead: Provided, That the
hoard of directors may, by a two-thirds vote, remove him from office.

Par. 2. (Duty and authority of governor.) The governor shall be the bank's
chief executive officer and chargeable with the safe and efficient conduct of its

husiness, to which end he shall possess power and authority to appoint such
officers, managers, and employees not otherwise herein expressly provided to aid
him : Provided, That every such appointee who is to receive a salary in excess
of $2,000 per annum shall be approved by the bank court: An4 provided fur-
ther. That he and his appointees shall be amenable ito the by-laws and governed
thereby.

Sec. 5. (Deputy governor.) The deputy .governor shall be a citizen of the
United States who owns not less than one hundred shares of the bank's stock,

and who does not own any stock or interest nor hold any office in any other
bank or banking institution, stock, bond, bill-brokerage, or bill-discounting

establishment.
Paragraph 1. (Deputy governor's tenure of office.) The deputy governor shall

be elected by the board of directors on Wednesday next following the second
Tuesday in April of each year which is a multiple of five, and hold such office

for a term of five years and until another is elected in his stead: Provided, That
the board of directors may, by a two-thirds vote, remove him from office.

Par. 2. (Duty and authority of deputy governor.) The deputy governor shall

perform the duties imposed by this charter on the governor during his absence

or inability to act and such other duties as may be assigned him by the governor

:

Provided, That he and his appointees shall be amenable to the by-laws and
governed thereby.

Sec. 6. (Qualification and number of bank court.) The bank court shall con-

sist of nine persons who shall be qualified electors and own not less than fifty

shares of the bank's stock, and who does not own any stock or interest or hold

any office in any other bank or banking institution, stock, bond, bill-brokerage, or

bill-discounting establishment.

Paragraph 1. (Tenure of office of members of bank-court.) The members of

the bank court shall be elected by the board of directors annually for a term

of one year: Provided, That the board of directors may, by a two-thirds vote,

remove a member thereof from office.

Par. 2. (Duty and authority of bank court.) The bank court shall have

authority to fix the discount rates, the same to lower and rgise at their pleasure,

and do and perform such other duties as may be delegated to them by the board

of directors: Provided, That a by-law enacted by the bank court shall remain

in force only until the next meeting of the board of directors. The bank

court shall, immediately after enacting a by-law, notify each member of the

board of directors thereof.

Sec. 7. (Secretary.) The secretary shall be elected annually by the board of

directors and hold such office for a term of one year and until another is

elected in his stead. The board of directors shall elect an assistant secretary,

who shall perform the duties imposed on the secretary during his absence or

Paragraph 1. (Duty and authority of secretary.) It shall be the duty of the

secretary to attend the meeting of the board of directors and bank court, and

keep true records of what transpires thereat. He shall keep the stock and

electorship books, become the joint custodian with the censors of the electorship

applications and papers and evidence pertaining to the qualification of electors,

and not divulge their contents to any person except the Attorney General of the

United States and such representative as he may designate, perform the duties

Imposed on him under paragraph six of section three of this article, direct the

work of the inspectors, and perform such other duties as the by-laws may

prescribe.
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Sec. 8. ( Inspectors. ) The board of directors shall elect annually such number
of inspectors as the business of the bank may require, who shall hold office for
one year and until others are elected in their stead.
Paragraph 1. (Authority and duties of inspectors.) It shall be the duty of the

inspectors to investigate Infractions of this charter and the by-laws and report
to the secretary. They shall do and perform such other duties as the by-laws
may prescribe.

Sec. 9. (Censors.) The bank shall have three censors, who shall be elected
four months apart for a term of one year each, and shall be Ineligible for
reelection. A censor must be, and for five years next preceding his election
have been, a public certified accountant and resident of or maintain a business
office In the censor's district from which he is elected.

Paragraph ]. (Classification of censors.) There shall be two classes of cen-
sors, first and second class. Those of the first class shall be elected from cities

with more than one million five hundred thousand inhabitants, wherein reside
at least six electors, and those of the second class shall be elected from cities

having from one hundred thousand to one million five hundred thousand inhab-
itants, wherein reside at least six electors. There shall be one of the first and
two of the second class. The electors of such cities shall be entitled to cast one
vote each by ballot at each censor's election held therein.

Par. 2. (Directors to designate censors' districts.) The board of directors
shall, at each annual parliamentary session, designate three censors' districts in

which censors for the following year are to be elected.

Par. 3. (Maimer of nominating and electing censors.) Six- months before a
censor's election the secretary shall notify each elector of such district of his

privilege of placing In nomination one eligible candidate for censor. One month
from that time he shall notify each candidate so nominated and ascertain if he
be eligible and will serve if elected. Two months from that time he shall pre-

pare ballots containing the name and address of each such candidate, as well

as the style of the firm or corporation with which he is professionally associated,

and mall one of such ballots to each of the qualified electors of such district,

together with an olflcial return envelope printed or written " Official censor's

ballot " in red ink on the address side ; and three months from that time he
shall, in the presence of the censors, open and count the ballots cast at such

election. Immediately after each censor's election the secretary shall notify

the censor of his election and the date his term of office begins.

Par. 4. (Censors elected from separate States.) No two censors serving the

bank at the same time shall reside in the same State or within two hundred
miles of one another.

Par. 5. (Authority and duties of censors.) The censors shall have power
and authority to supervise all elections. Investigate the qualification of electors,

directors, members of the court and officers, call confidence elections, scrutinize

the loans and discounts of houses In which electors, directors, members of the

court and officers own any stock or interest (and if the censors find such loans

or discounts excessive or unsafe, they shall notify those who made them to

cease granting further credit to them unless the bank's interests are fully

protected), verify the statements, audit the accounts, and Inspect the trans-

actions and properties of the bank, and give such publicity to the errors and
acts of those responsible for the control as in their judgment will be beneficial

to the bank and the public Interest : Provided, They shall not divulge any
Information acquired by them concerning the qualification of electors except to

the Attorney General and .such representative as he may designate.

Aeticle VII.

Section 1. (Annual bank statements.) The governor shall cause to be ren-

dered annually, at such date as the Secretary of the Treasury may designate, a
full and complete statement of the bank, showing: First, the amount of business
transacted by it the previous year; second, the total of its assets and liabili-

ties
; and, third, the amount of its liquid assets and the ratio which each item

of such assets bears to the bank's borrowed capital payable on demand; and
in giving the amount and ratio of such liquid assets represented by Its com-
mercial paper and bills and securities arising out of real commercial trans-
actions the statement shall show the amount and ratio thereof maturing, as
follows: Within fifteen days, within sixteen to thirty days, within thirty-one
to sixty days, within sixty-one to ninety days, and beyond ninety days, respec-
tively.
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Paragraph 1. (Other statements.) The bank shall render such other state-
ments from time to time as the Secretary of the Treasury may require.

Akticle VIII.

Section 1. (Duty of Congress.) The Congress shall prescribe penalties for
the violation of this charter and the by-laws enacted thereunder, embezzle-
ments, forgeries and embezzlements, and enact appropriate legislation for the
efficient and economic promotion of the banlj.

I also have here an index to this charter and an analysis of the
control provided under the charter, which I should like the committee
to hear.

Article I gives the name of the bank; Article II treats of its object
and authority; Article III treats of its place of business; Article IV
treats of its capital and disposition of profits; Article V treats of
its duration; Article VI treats of its control—the principal feature;
Article VII treats of the statements required ; and Article VIII treats
of duty of Congress as to its promotion, etc.

I will now give an analysis of the control (Art. VI). The jfirst

subject treated is division of corporate powers. Section 1 divides the
corporate powers of the bank among three separate bodies, viz : The
executive (governor), legislative (directors and court), and inspectors
(censors and inspectors, the censors to inspect principally the electors

and directors, and the inspectors to inspect the officers and those
directly responsible for control). In thus separating the powers
of control I have followed the charters and practices of the banks
of England, France, and Belgium.
The next subject treated is legislative power (directors and bank

court). Sections 2 and 6 (Art. VI) vests the legislative power in a
board of 49 directors, elected severally by the " great merchants " of

the 48 States and the District of Columbia, and a bank court of 9
members elected annually by the directors, the court only to exercise

such legislative authority as may, from time to time, be delegated

by the directors. Coupled with this legislative authority the di-

rectors also elect the governor (the chief executive officer).

Then follows the important feature of a decentralized control.

The principal difference between those three European banks and
the proposed commercial " Bank of America " lies in the fact that

their control is centralized, while this is decentralized. That is to

say, they elect their directors collectively, on the national principle,

while the directors of the proposed bank of commerce are elected

severally by States, on the Federal principle, just as are our Senators

and Kepresentatives in Congress. This places the supreme corporate

powers of the bank in the several States. This is the only practical

way in which they could be elected. The " great merchant electors
"

of Texas know each other at the present time and can intelligently

elect one of their number as a director to represent them on the

board of the bank of commerce. They are made acquainted with

each other through the commercial travelers who make that State,

but the " great merchants " of Texas do not know the " great mer-

chants" of Florida, because there is little business intercourse be-

tween them and the same commercial travelers do not make both

those States. Therefore, it would be folly to expect the best mer-

chants of one State to elect a director from the best merchants of

another State.
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Decentralization will prevent shirking of responsibility. New
York has amassed her wealth at the expense of the balance of the

country simply because the business men of the other sections have

shirked their responsibility of control. Under the proposed plan

such a thing will be impossible, because if Texas goes without repre-

sentation on the board, the merchants from Texas will have no one

to blame but themselves, for no other State could elect a representa-

tive to fill such vacancy. The principal objection made by Thomas
H. Benton to the old United States Bank was that

—

its board of directors resided in six States, all bordering the North. Atlantic

Ocean, while the West and South furnished a large share of its business.

The proposed plan of decentralization is a complete answer to such

objection. If we are to ever have a credit system free from bank
domination, then the merchants of every section must assume the

responsibility naturally resting on them; and if some shirk such

duty we must be able to readily locate the responsibility and know
who is to blame. The merchants of most other countries have as-

sumed this responsibility, and there is no reason why those of this

country will not do likewise, if we only provide a practical means
under which they can act.

Now I come to an important feature of the control by electors or

voting units. Section 3, Article VI, treats of the electors or voting

units of control. The real meat of the proposition is contained in

this section and the several paragraphs under it. Those great mer-

chant electors are the very source of control in this, as in those great

European banks of commerce, and that is all those European control

banks are. Now the only way to have a real bank of commerce is to

place the commercial interests in exclusive control, controlling it not

for profit but as an aid and adjunct to commerce. The only way to

do that is to proportion his stock holdings in the bank of commerce to

his mercantile interests. I have placed that at the ratio of twenty to

one—that is, I require a minimum bank interest of $2,500 (exactly

the same as the Bank of England elector) and require a minimum
mercantile interest of $50,000. This makes the great mechants merely
trustees, as the public at large would own the stock as an investment.

If a merchant were permitted to own as much stock in the bank of

commerce as he owns in the mercantile business, then he would be

selfishly interested in having such bank earn dividends, whether that

institution served commerce or speculation. If the merchants who
are to control this institution were permitted to own stock in a bank-
ing institution, then he would use the bank of commerce as a " feeder "

to his banking interests. While the merchants of England, France,

Belgium, and the Netherlands control their central banks (or banks
of commerce), yet the principal customers of those four institutions

are bankers, because they voluntarily keep their reserves with them
on which they receive no interest. I will now give the number and
financial responsibility of the voting units of those three European
central banks as well as the Owen-Glass plan and " Bank of

America."
Now, as to the number' of voting units, the Bank of England has

approximately 300.

The Bank of France has exactly 200.

The Bank of Belgium exactly 528.
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Proposed Owen-Glass plan approximately 60,000 to 250,000.
Then I take an average of a hundred stockholders per national

bank. If all the national banks were to come in, there are 7,400 banks,
or 740,000 stockholders. Divided that by 12 and we have a list of
over 60,000 stockholders. If the State banks were to come in, that
would make in each of these regional banks an average of about
250,000 stockholders. The proposed Bank of America, approxi-
mately 100 per State on the average (they would only be by States),
there would be about 5,000 in the whole country.
Now I come to the financial responsibility of voting units. In the

Bank of England it is $2,500 Bank of England stock and $100,000
and over of mercantile investments. No other banking investments
permitted.

In the Bank of France, the 200 largest stockholders of the Bank
of France who have large investments in commerce. No other bank
investments are permitted.
In the Bank of Belgium, it is $2,000 Bank of Belgium stock and

at least $50,000 mercantile investments. No other bank invest-
ments are permitted.
Under the proposed Owen-Glass plan, the wealth of voting units

range from $100 to $100,000,000, all interested in banking and no
commercial investment required.
Again, under the proposed Bank of America it would be $2,500

Bank of America stock, and at least $50,000 of mercantile interests,

with no other banking investments permitted.
Then as to the stockholders who vote for control and those who do

not so vote

:

In the Bank of England there are approximately 300 voters and
over 18,000 stockholders who exercise no voice in the control.

In the Bank of France 200 voters and over 31,000 stockholders
who exercise no voice in the control.

In the Bank of Belgium 528 voters and over 10,000 stockholders
who exercise no voice in the control, except to recall directors.

In the proposed Owen-Glass plan 60,000 to 250,000 voters who con-
trol; no nonvoting stockholders.

Under the proposed Bank of America plan 5,000 voters and ap-
proximately 250,000 stockholders who will exercise no voice in con-

trol, except to recall directors.

I now take up the incentive of actual electors of governor toward
interest—that is to say, whether they are interest payers or interest

gatherers. In the Bank of England they are interest payers, in the

Bank of France interest payers. Bank of Belgium interest payers,

proposed Owen-Glass plan interest gatherers, proposed Bank of

America interest payers.

And then as to the occupation of governor's electors

:

Bank of England, merchants; Bank of France, merchants; Bank
of Belgium, merchants; proposed Owen-Glass plan, bankers; and
proposed Bank of America, merchants.
As to bank-stock requirement of chief executive officer, who is the

governor

:

Bank of England, $20,000; Bank of France, $20,000; Bank of Bel-

gium, $10,000 ;
proposed Owen-Glass plan, none ; and proposed Bank

of America, $20,000.
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In the case of the Bank of England the governor of the Bank of

England is elected at the annual meeting of the bank " Court of

proprietors " (great merchants) by those "great merchants." Some
of those " great merchants " do an acceptance business as an aid to

their mercantile business. Six of the 24 directors are members of

those acceptance houses. They are not bankers because they charge

just as much for accepting a bill running 30 days as they do for one

running 120 days.

Bank of France: The governor of the Bank of France is selected

by the President of France from three names submitted to him by the

minister of finance. But the minister of finance must choose a per-

son owning 100,000 francs of the Bank of France's stock, worth $431

per $100, or $86,000. The transfer of the stock is controlled by the

200 merchant electors. And they see to it that nobody but a great

merchant will ever get 100,000 francs of the Bank of France's stock.

So, in the final analysis, it is the great merchants who control. The
200 great merchants of France, the 200 largest stockholders of the

Bank of France, control it, and as they are merchants they will not

permit another class to become large stockholders. It is gradually

working up to that. There is no law making the Bank of France a

merchant control or a bank of commerce, so you can see it makes no

difference who would elect the governor of the Bank of France. It

would be just the same.
Bank of Belgium : The governor is selected by the King of Belgium,

but he must choose the governor from a number of stockholders own-
ing at least 50,000 francs of stock. That stock is worth $460 per

$100, which means an investment of $45,000. But the board of direc-

tors who are elected by the 528 " great merchant " electors will

not permit anyone to acquire that amount of stock who is not fit to be

the governor of the bank. Furthermore, the directors of the Bank
of Belgium, just like the directors of the Bank of England and Bank
of France, constitute the legislative body of those institutions, and the

governors are amenable to the by-laws enacted by them.
The Owen-Glass plan : The chief executive officer of each of those

reserve banks can not own stock in the institution over which they

preside, as that is owned exclusively by member banks. So he may
be a dummy, as is so frequently the case in the control of important
American financial institutions. He will be elected by the nine

directors, six of whom (a majority) will be elected by member banks.

So that he will owe his position to the interest gatherers, while all

those great banks owe their positions to interest payers.
Bank of America : This is to be a bank of commerce, and the only

way to make it a real bank of commerce is to have it controlled exclu-

sively by the coriimercial interests. But we don't want a dummy at

the head of so important an institution, and the very best guaranty
against dummyism is to require a reasonable stock ownership in the

concern the head is authorized to bind for large sums.
It will be observed from the foregoing that the very source of con-

trol of those three European central banks is the great merchant
electors, the most prominent interest payers of those countries.

Bank court: Section 6 treats of the bank court, composed of nine

persons elected annually by the board of directors ; each member of

the court must be a qualified elector.

Senator Keed. Does that relate to the European banking system?
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Mr. MiLLiKEN. It relates to the bill that I have prepared as an
amendment to this bill, establishing a bank of commerce, which is

nothing in the world but the Bank of England.
Senator Nelson. He has prepared a bill for a bank here, and put it

into the record, and this is to describe how that bank is formed.
Mr. MiLLiKEN. This court would correspond with the executive

committee of many American corporations to-day in the matter of
imposing checks on the executive officers and thus prevent too fre-
quent meetings of the board of directors, the members of which will
be widely scattered in the several States. The establishment of this
court corresponds also with the practice of the Bank of England.
Its charter provides that the " court of proprietors "—300 great mer-
chant electors—shall constitute a bank parliament, but it was found
that that body was too numerous to fulfill such function, so that
power was delegated to the board of directors, composed of 24
persons.

Secretary: Section 7 treats of the secretary, the home office rep-
resentative of the board of directors, whose duties are clerical.

Censors and inspectors: Sections 8 and 9 treat of the inspectors
and censors, respectively. One class is permanent and the other
temporary inspectors. AH are elected by responsible financial bank-
ers not directly responsible for the actual management of the bank.
They are elected by the very class who elect the censors for the cen-
tral banks of England, France, and Belgium. Professional account-
ants, if elected in a practical manner by responsible financial bank-
ers not in control, are far superior to Government inspectors, because
their professional reputations will suffer by withholding from the
public important information acquired by them, for their successors

will be rivals who would surely expose them for such conduct. It is

entirely different with Government examiners, persons who have no
professions but the public service, and as man is naturally inclined

to want to advance his condition in life, and that service offering no
opportunity in that direction, he naturally looks about for some
lucrative bank office to fall into when he gets out of the Government
job. In order to accomplish their purpose they show favoritism to

banks instead of protecting the public interest by exposing error.

No one who has studied the history of our Government-inspected
banks and life insurance companies will deny the truth of this

statement. Our abnormal banking condition is attributable to this

system of paternalism. No country but ours inspects its banks. It

is a species of special privilege which has done more to create public

distrust than any other. It has taught our business men to look with

contempt upon public officials, because many business men have gone

out and corrupted those officials. We can never hope to have a sound

and healthy credit system in this country until we abandon this

species of special privilege.

Argument for this amendment : If this Congress' will adopt this

amendment and place the most prominent interest payers in control

of one bank, just as most European countries have done, we will then

be on the road to a sound and healthy credit system, but we will

never reach that condition until that class of our citizenship assume

the responsibility naturally resting on them in this important matter.

An increase in the quantity of gold is not the cause but only the

effect of an advance in prices. It would have the contrary effect of
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reducing prices if it were used in production. The price of any com-
modity is regulated by the proportion existing between the supply

and the demand for that commodity. Whatever increases the supply

or diminishes the demand will lower the price, and whatever' in-

creases the demand or diminishes the supply will advance the price.

The seasons and elements are the most potent factors in influencing

the prices of agricultural products. Rain and sunshine coming at

the right time and in proper proportions will produce abundant
crops and consequently cause a decline of prices. For instance, in

1909, with a 12,000,000-bale cotton crop the price advanced to 16

cents, while in 1910, with a 17,000,000-bale crop the price declined to

8 cents, yet the latter year witnessed the gTeatest production of gold

in the world's history—^$500,000,000. Suppose the cotton-growing
industry had acquired $200,000,000 of that year's gold production,

gone into the market with it and bought up 4,000,000 bales, and that

fact had been known to the spinners. Suppose also that it had been

known to the spinners that the planters intended to take that number
of bales off the market and hold it indefinitely unless they realized 20

cents for it. Such use of that gold by those selfishly interested in

advancing its price would have effected an advance in the price, for

each spinner would have been looking out for the purchase of enough
to have kept his factory wheels busy, and as the available supply
would have been less than the spinning capacity for that year, the

price would undoubtedly have advanced. Whether this would have
"

advanced the price to 16 cents or more would depend altogether on
the effect which this organized effort on the part of the planters in-

spired among the spinners, but that it would have advanced the

price to a considerable extent there can be no question. It wiU be

observed, therefore, that it depends altogether on the use to which
money is put whether it will effect a rise or a decline in prices.

Money is merely an interpreter of values among traders. But it

must jDossess an actual value—a value aside from its use as money.
If I offer to buy a horse of a person who knows nothing about any
money except that of this country, and propose to pay him in soldos,

our minds do not meet, because he has no conception of my offer.

Let me tell him a soldo is an ancient Venetian coin containing 51.6

grains of standard gold and still our minds would not meet unless

he knows what standard gold is and how much is contained in our
gold dollar. But when I tell him standard gold is 90 per cent fine

and our gold dollar contains 25.8 grains our minds come together
immediately, because I have reduced our trading thought to a com-
mon denominator—standard gold. The unit of value with me would
be 51.6 grains standard gold, while with him it would be 25.8 grains.
Therefore when I speak of a soldo he instinctively thinks of $2, the
equivalent; and if my offer for his horse be 100 soldos and he is

willing to accept $200 our minds have completely met. But suppose
I haven't the lOO soldos, then we could use the exact equivalent—200
gold dollars. Suppose I haven't the 200 gold dollars, then we could
trade if we could agree on some other equivalent. Suppose I have
200 silver dollars, 200 silver dollar certificates, and 40 $5 greenback
notes with me, and he knows that Congress has enacted a law re-

quiring the Secretary of the Treasury to maintain the parity be-
tween all our so-called " moneys," or written promises of the Gov-
ernment to pay money, and that that official had declared that the
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only way to render that law effective was to give each holder of those
" promises to pay " the option of choosing the kind of money he wished
them to be redeemed in, then we could agree on any of those Govern-
ment credit instruments and thus consummate our trade in Govern-
ment credit.

Suppose I had none of those Government credit instruments but
had a $200 certified check on a bank he believed to be solvent, then
we could trade just as if I had possessed the gold. Suppose I had
no bank-credit instrument with me but held a $200 bill of exchange
drawn by the Standard Oil Co. on the. Pennsylvania Kailroad for
fuel oil, at 90 days' sight. I suspect we could trade, as he would
doubtless know that any bank in the country would discount it ; but
I would have to pay the discount charge, if he were to realize $200
cash for his horse. So, while we have thought in gold, we have
traded in credit.

The Government's stamp on our gold coins does not make them
money. While that stamp is indisputable evidence as to the quality,

it is only prima facie evidence as the quantity of gold contained
therein. To question the quality would be imputing dishonesty to

the Government, and this the law will not sanction. But we all

know that coins wear when handled, also that some evil-minded per-

sons clip them for private gain. Therefore, in order to protect the
public against either of those contingencies, the law properly pro-
tects the public by declaring that those stamps shall only be prima
facie evidence as to their weight. Hence, the 25.8 grains of standard
gold in one of our gold dollars constitutes the unit of value.

Ask an advocate of the quantitative theory of money if credit does

not have an influence on prices, and he invariably replies in the

affirmative ; but ask him to state the relationship between the influ-

ence of gold and credit on prices, and he says he does not Iniow;

and I have never been able to get one of them to approximate the

relationship of those two factors on prices. Hence it is that my
mind fails to follow them. Please let me read you an excerpt from
an address I delivered before the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion of this city on April 11 last bearing on this subject, which Sen-

ator Shafroth did me the honor to have incorporated in the Con-

gressional Kecord on July 24 of this year

:

Credit has as much influence on prices as gold. In other words, an expansion

of credit by $100,000,000 has as much influence on prices as an addition of

$100,000,000 to the quantity of gold. It matters not whether the credit instru-

ment employed to bring about such expansion be bank notes, deposits, bills of

exchange promissory notes, or any other evidence of credit, the effect on prices

will be precisely the same. John Stuart Mill says, " Money and credit are ex-

actly on a par in their effect on prices." Henry Dunning Macleod,. the great

Scotch philosopher of credit, says

:

^, ^.-i, «>„„+ „„
" It is perfectly acknowledged that credit produces exactly the same effect on

prices as gold. And it has been shown by authentic statistics that m modern

times gold only forms about 1 per cent of the circulating medium of currency

;

and to suppose that a variation to the small extent of a faction of 1 per cent

in the amount of the circulating medium, or measure of value, could produce the

effect so popularly attributed to it is wholly beyond reason
_

Go to a store and buy an overcoat, and you thereby remove that one article

of commerce from the market and, pro tanto, cause an advance in the price of

thatTrUcle and the effect is precisely the same whether you pay for it in gold

or obtlin it on credit. That credit may be evidenced by your open account with

vonr merchant by your promissory note executed in his favor, by a biU drawn

by you on some otJZ debtors or a person who has agreed to accept it, by your
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check on your bank or a bank note. The e£Eect will be the same whether you

nse one or the other of those credit instruments or pay for mat oveiuudu in

gold. The cause for the advance in the price was your consumption oi tnat

article. Any credit system, therefore, which facilitates the production or com-

merce or restrains overconsumption is a good system, and any credit system

which does not afford ample facilities for the production of commerce or whicH

fails to restrain overconsumption is a bad system. u • • «
In conclusion, let me say that as credit is on a par with gold m mfluencing

prices—influencing them downward when used for production and upward when

used for overconsumption; as the production of commerce is an absolute neces-

sity to civilized man's existence and overconsumption an evil which should be

restrained ; as credit has about ninety-nine times greater influence than gold in

affecting prices—does it not follow, then, that we should have one credit institu-

tion in this country whose sole mission it is to facilitate the one and restrain

the other of those conditions? Without such an institution commerce will not

only suffer for lack of ample facilities, but panics will continue periodically to

wipe us off the financial map.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, I move we now hear from the cham-

ber of commerce.
The CiiAiit>rAN. The committee will hear from the United States

Chamber of Commerce. We will be glad to arrange the hearing of

any jiarticular members of your committee you would prefer.

Mr. Simmons. If you will permit me, I will just make a general

statement and then suspend in favor of Mr. Fisher, who has come
here at considerable inconvenience and has an engagement in New
York this evening and desires to get away.

STATEMENT OF W. D. SIMMONS, OF ST. LOUIS, CHAIEMAN OF THE
BANKING AND COMMERCE COMMITTEE OF THE CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Senator Xelson. Where do you live?

]\lr. SniMONS. St. Louis, sir.

Senator Xef-son. Are you a banker?
]Mr. SIMMO^-s. Xo, sir; I am a business man, and I am a director in

a bank.
Senator IvEED. You are of the Simmons Hardware Co.?

ifr. SiMjroNS. Yes, sir. At the last annual meeting of the National,

Chamber, as it is generally called, there was a resolution to the

effect that our present banking and currency laws were entirely

inadequate for the present needs, and the board of directors was re-

quested to take such vigorous action as would, in their judgment,

contribute mcist effectively to a solution of the problem.
When the Owen-Glass bill was first introduced, the committee on

banking and currency of the National Chamber was instructed to

come to Washington and discuss that bill and make recommendations
to the board of directors. A report was made, and the board of

directors instructed that it be made the subject of a referendum to

the constituent members all o\'er the United States. That referen-
dum has just been completed and, in accordance with the directions
of the board of directors, we are here to report to you the result of it

It was submitted to the constituent members' inspection, first, as
regards the report as a whole and then in seven sections in regard to
certain specific details concerning which it was thought wise to have
separate action by the constituent members.

Senator Eeed. Was any argument sent out along with this refer-
<>ndum vote?
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Mr. SiMiiOKS. Practically no argument, Senator Keed, because it

is the custom of the chamber, when submitting to a referendum vote,

if arguments are submitted, to submit exhaustive arguments on both
sides, so as to have all sides shown.

Senator Reed. Is there any argument in here ?

Mr. Simmons. No, sir.

Senator Eeed. You simply sent the bill out?
Mr. Simmons. Just as it is there, practically no argument, except

the recommendations of the committee and the reasons why.
Senator Eeed. You sent the recommendations of the committee •

The Chairman. This book was sent to each chamber?
Mr. Simmons. Yes; this book was sent to each chamber, in this

form, and the recommendations of the committee put in that form,
and the reasons stated in a very few words, practically without argu-
ment, unless those words are so considered.

Senator Reed. What I am trying to get at is whether you sent this

bill out and said, " Now, we would like you to let us know what you
think of the bill, after examination," or whether you sent the bill out
with suggestions as to defects, imperfections, etc., in it.

Mr. Simmons. That is what I was about to explain. Senator Reed.
It was done in these seven sections : First, in regard to the commit-
tee's report as a whole, and then dividing up that report in these

seven sections, so that the constituent members might either report

as a whole, or might vote, as some did, on the separate sections.

Senator Nelson. You proceeded on the theory, then, that we would
legislate by counting heads and not noses?

Mr. Simmons. I do not catch the significance of that.

Senator Nelson. I say you proceeded on the theory that we would
legislate by counting heads and not noses.

Senator Shafeoth. No; but their recommendations should tte

based upon that.

The Chairman. This organization, Senator, represents an organ-

ization of the various chambers of commerce of the United States,

some three hundred and odd.

Mr. Simmons. Four hundred and over, now.

The Chairman. Some four hundred and odd. They appointed a

special committee to study this question of banking and currency,

and that committee discharged its duty and then submitted the result

of its work to the various organizations through this book and they

voted upon it, having this book before them as their guide, as the

recommendations of their committee.

Senator Nelson. Those chambers of commerce voted?

Mr. Simmons. Yes.

Senator Nelson. I know how that is done; four or five get to-

gether and pass most any kind of a resolution.

Mr. Simmons. The vote in regard to the committee's report as a

whole was 303 in favor and 17 against.

Senator Shafroth. In favor of what, now?
Mr. Simmons. In favor of the approval of the report as a whole.

Under the heading of section A, which was in favor of our suggestion

to increase the number of members of the Federal I'eserve board by

having the original seven elect two others, subject to the approval

of the President, and the compensation of the governor and vic^

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 36
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governor of the board to be fixed by the board itself, that was voted

upon favorably by 346 to 70.

Senator Eeed. Now, on what page do I find the statement you
sent out along with your report on that?

Mr. Simmons. This is the statement right here, sir. It started

right there—oh, in regard to that particular point?

Senator Eeed. Yes.

Mr. Simmons. That is on page 7.

The Chaieman. How was that vote?

Mr. Simmons. That vote was 346 to 70.

The Chairman. How was the vote on the next one?
Mr. Simmons. On the next, B, which was in favor of a Federal

reserve council, the president and vice president to sit in Washing-
ton and their salaries to be paid by the banks, the vote was 303 to 82.

Under D, which was in favor of the recommendation creating the

new system of Federal reserve banks by beginning with the present

central reserve cities and then having the Federal reserve board in-

crease the number gradually as their judgment dictated, that was
voted upon favorably by 343 to 73.

The Chairman. And on D?
Mr. Simmons. On D there were three divisions, A, B, and C, and

the votes were somewhat different. On A, which was a restriction

of the issue of Federal reserve notes—that is, that there be no re-

striction—the vote was 397 to 17.

B, that there be no interest charged on the Federal reserve notes,

the vote was 378 to 17.

C, that it be unlawful for any Federal reserve bank to pay out any
notes but its own, the vote was 397 to 17.

The Chairman. E, now.
Mr. Simmons. E, in favor of the report that the Federal reserve

notes should not be obligations of the Government, but should be

guaranteed by the Government, the vote was 367 to 48.

The Chairman. F?
Mr. Simmons. F, in favor of the Federal reserve banks mutually

guaranteeing the reserve notes, the vote was 378 to 38.

The Chairman. G?
Mr. SiaiMONS. G, in favor of the recommendation that the reserve

requirements be modified and reduced, the vote was 390 to 23.

Now, Mr. Chairman, if it is agreeable to j^ou I will let Mr. Fisher

make his statement so that he may catch his train.

The Chairman. Have you a list of the chambers of commerce re-

ferred to in here?
Mr. SisiMONS. I am not quite sure we have it here, but we have

such a list.

The Chairman. I think that ought to go in the record, so we will

know who it is that is doing this voting.
Mr. SiMJioNS. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Mr. Fisher, we will hear from you now.
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STATEMENT OF EDMUND D. FISHER, DEPUTY COMPTROLLER OF
THE CITY OF NEW YORK AND MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE
REPRESENTING THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES.

The Chaiemak. Will you give your name, residence, and the
official position you hold.

Mr. FiSHEE. My name is Edmund D. Fisher, deputy comptroller
of the city of New York and a member of the currency committee
of the United States Chamber of Commerce.

I might state, Mr. Chairman, that the members of this committee
were called here this morning by telegram received by them yester-

day, and that there are, so far as I know, no formal statements pre-

pared; and we ask as a matter of courtesy that you will send us for

revision a copy of what we may say here.

The Chaikmax. A copy of your remarks will be sent to you for

your revision.

Mr; FiSHEE. I presume my function here, as a member of this

committee, would be, perhaps, to answer any questions in relation to

the subject matter of this report, in the first instance; and in ths

second ini^tance, and speaking personally, the one thought that occurs

to me that might possibly be of service in the considerations of this

committee is in relation to short-time notes.

Under the direction of Comptroller Prendergast it is my imme-
diate function to sell what we call the revenue bonds and the revenue

bills of the city of New York. Inasmuch as there has been a good

deal of testimony before this committee in favor of handling the

Government bond problem by, in part, converting the 2 per cent

bonds into one-year notes, it has occurred to me that our experience

in New York might have some bearing on the question.

"We originate the. short-time notes first, and then fund them into

bonds. Your problem is the reverse problem, but I think the prin-

ciples of operation are practically the same.

As I said before. I have no prepared statement, and consequently I

will not guarantee my figures as being accurate, but the principles

are correct.

Senator Weeks. May I ask you a question right there? You say

you originate the short-times notes first?
_

Mr. FiSHEE. I mean to say we issue them, and after a sufficient

number, say $.50,000,000, have been accumulated, we have a bond sale

and fund those notes.
.

Senator Weeks. You would issue the short-time notes, then, even

if there were a suitable market for the sale of long-time bonds ?

Mr. Fishee. Not necessarily. That is apart from this broad ques-

tion I want to try to show to you how a central bank, organized

under the direction of this Federal reserve board which you are

planning for, may help to safeguard the gold of the country through

the operation of the short-time principle. I propose to give you a

specific illustration showing how the city of ><ew York, m selling at

certain periods these short-time notes, may help the counti'y.

For instance, in 1911-in the spring of 1911--money m New York

and throughout the country was fairly tight. If I recall rightly, the
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rate at wliich I had to borro^v in New York City on either ^he revenue

bond type or the corporate stock note type was then .^ pei cent, ut

course, we had the option of borrowing this money xn the local mar-

ket in New York or Philadelphia or Chicago, wherever these notes

might bo placed, or, under the forms that we have developed, m Fans

or London or Berlin, or any of the large money centers of Europe

There had been exported at that time $5,000,000 of gold and the

banks who were commenting upon the situation estimated that there

would be an export movement of gold, aggregating, it 1 recall rightly,

about $15,000,000. .

Now, having in our work, necessarily, through this large volume

of business, the broad attitude as well as the local attitude in mind,

it seemed wise to borrow the money in Europe, particularly as the

exchange rate was very high. So we effected an arrangement aggre-

gating £2,000,000—$10,000,000—at an exchange rate which approxi-

mated, when the transaction was initiated, about the gold export rate,

wo will saj', for the sake of argument, 4.8775.

Now, the very act of effecting this arrangement in Europe com-
pelled the city to sell exchange. In doing that, naturally, there was
a tendency to depress it from 4.8775, for example, down to 4.8725.

As wo sold it the price was reduced and it automatically tended to

Avithdraw gold from the export market, with the result that almost

within 24 hours that export of gold ceased, and there was not a dollar

over the fixe million exported, and we believe that, understanding the

situation, the continuity of that export movement of the extra ten was

partly stopped by the sale of those short-time instruments abroad.

In similar fashion any number of Federal reserve banks, acting

in unity and in an endeavor to protect the gold reserves of the coun-

ti-}', had a popular instrument—I do not want to argue necessarily

that A '^ per cent short-time note would be a popular instrument; I

think the rate, perhaps, might be too low, but I am not going to

discuss that point—but if they had a short-time Government note

that could be sold at such a time and there was a demand for it

abroad, it would offset, if we may use that term, the export move-

ment almost inevitably. Now, as to the rate. It is quite evident

that there might be conditions arise where the Federal reserve bank

would be willing to sell a 3 per cent one-year note perhaps with a

maturity of three months and on a basis a little more favorable than

3 per cent. It is to be presumed that they would not always be able

to effect their transactions upon the expressed rate of the instrument

itself. Inasmuch as they were drawing higher rates in restricting

the country's credits, presumably getting a profit on that basis, they

might, at times, sell these notes at 3| or SJ or 3f, although there

would be a technical loss, apparently, on the particular transaction,
but no loss, broadly, even perhaps from the standpoint of the profits

of the bank, and ultimately a very great gain to the country as a
whole.
So I believe the plan that was suggested some time ago by Mr.

Warberg, that a portion of those Government bonds be taken and
converted as a basis for currency, a basis for financing any such
short-time notes, is a proper and sound principle.

Senator Nelson. It would not help the exports of gold unless you
got a market for those notes abroad?
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Mr. FisHEE. Exactly.
Senator Nelson. "WTiat assurance have you that we would have

such a market?
Mr. FiSHEE. No assurance, any more than we had an assurance in

New York City at that particular time that gold was being exported
or that we could sell the notes. You must remember that the average
rate abroad, looking back over a period of 40 years or more, has been
lower than the average rate in this country. We hope there will not
be that difference after you have passed this bill in modified form, but
it is quite likely that the differences between the rates will be very
much slighter and that the necessity for foreign borrowing will be
very much less than at the present time.

Senator Shafeoth. In the case of your $10,000,000 you would ship
over in bonds and get cash for, why would that be reflected imme-
diately any more than the $600,000,000 of the balance of trade that
we have in favor of this country?
Mr. FiSHEE. For this reason, that when the transaction was ini-

tiated exchange was at the gold export point. In order to get that
sterling abroad in this country in dollar form we had to sell exchange
through the exchange houses.
Senator Nelson. At a premium?
Mr. FiSHEE. At the expressed rate, but when you sell exchange for

a $10,000,000 loan you begin to protect the market, because there is

only so much exchange available. If we did not sell exchange, the
usual transaction would be this : That we would send the bills abroad
and arrange for a countervailing shipment of gold to this side, but it is

not done that way, as a rule, unless the trend of exchange is definitely

in favor of the shipment of gold. In this case we were shipping gold
to Europe, and that transaction ultimately impelled a shipment of
gold to us, and one offset the other, and it was made vital in the
selling of exchange to so protect the market for exchange and make
it much lower than the gold export point, and during the following
months there did not happen to be in this particular case any further

exports of gold. Such a transaction, I will admit, may very easily

be lost in the great aggregate of transactions ; but happening to be

involved in the matter personally, and happening to hear all the

trend of thought on the subject, and realizing that we might help

the country as well as get money at a lower rate, I initiated the

transaction with what, to me at the time, was a very startling result,

the immediate cessation of the gold export and the breaking of the

exchange rate.

Senator Weeks. Have you done that more than once ?

Mr. FiSHEE. Oh, yes. The city of New York borrows an aggregate

of $20,000,000 a month, so that you can see we are a very vital factor

in the exchange market when we borrow that abroad.

Senator Weeks. What has been the average rate?

Mr. FiSHEE. I should say about 4 per cent.

Senator Weeks. Are the securities actually shipped or held m
New York?

, .

Mr. FiSHEE. They are shipped in the aggregate, although m some

cases, owing to the tax laws abroad, there is a request to have them

domiciled m the portfolios of some of the trust companies, but
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finally, to all intents and purposes^ they are foreign transactions.

They have a memorandum abroad if they have not the actual bills.

In general, we know they are sent abroad because they bear the stamps
of the foreign purchasers when they come back to us for cancellation.

Senator Weeks. And you pay the expense of shipping?
Mr. Fisher. No.
Now, to come back and try to finish the discussion of this short-

time note principle. There have been suggestions that these bonds
be cut in half; that they be half short-time notes and half bonds in

the initiation of this plan. Upon that point it is suggested that no-

body knows the financing ability of the Federal reserve bank, and I

should suggest two elements of flexibility. People have been arguing
for flexibility in currency ; I would argue for flexibility in plan. For
instance, if the recommendation is made to cut the bonds in half and
have one-half notes, I should say that not more than one-half the

bonds be converted into notes and not less than 15 per cent, so that

the banks will be able to absorb the business, letting them take it on
gradually. Furthermore, if a 20-year limitation is made, I think it

would be entirely unsound, to the extent that you might have difficulty

in developing the principles of your plan, for the reason that they

would run to 21, 22, or 2.3 years. I should say to the extent that your
plan works slowly, putting the flexibility in at the beginning, to that

extent you might not need flexibility at the other end. You needto
introduce two principles of flexibility in the volume of those you wish

to absorb, either in one way or another, and flexibility on the other

end in the time of the ultimate applications of the principles laid

down. I think those two points are very vital.

Senator Weeks. Will you make a definite draft of your idea, not

only as to the refunding of the 2 per cent bonds but the handling of

the bonds in which they are refunded until maturity, and submit

that to the committee?
Mr. Fisher. What you want is a definite section contemplating the

philosophy that I have outlined, in the including of both elements

of flexibility?

Senator Shafeoth. Not the reason but the language itself, just

as it ought to go into a law.

Mr. Fisher. You have no objection to an argument?
Senator Shafroth. Not at all.

Mr. Fisher. That is all I care to volunteer to the committee, but

if any suggestions occur to you in regard to questions concerning the

work of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States in relation

to these points we have recommended I shall be very glad to answer

your questions, if I can.

Senator Nelson. In order to save us the time reading this pam-
phlet, is there any one of you gentlemen who can state what the

points are? I will not have time to read these things afterwards;

I would like to get them on the spot.

Mr. Fisher. You want a recommendation on the underlying phi-

losophy.
Senator Nelson. I would like to know what it is you desire to

have in the bill and your ground for it.

Mr. FiSHEE. I think I will start with the first item on page 5. 1

will give you the suggestions of the committee, and I will try to
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specify the principles of the philosophy underlying the suggestion,
if that is satisfactory to you ?

Senator Nelson. Yes ; that is satisfactory to me.
Mr. Fisher. The bill provides for a board of seven, of whom at

least one shall have had banking experience. This element of bank-
ing experience can be strengthened without weakening the element
of public control. We therefore suggest that the Federal reserve
board be increased to nine ; that the original seven shall choose two
additional members, subject to the approval of the President; and
that the board thus constituted shall elect the governor and the vice
governor of the Federal reserve board.
My conception of that is, perhaps, somewhat colored by the dis-

cussions which have taken place ; but I felt this, that in the first place
we desired to accept the general principle of Government control
that has been discussed here, and I need not go over it; and that the
element of three administrative officers out of the seven developed
lack of continuity in management. We have had some experience in
New York City with the lack of cotinuity in management, and I sup-
pose it cost the city $5,000,000 a year. I came into office four years
ago, and I go out of office at the end of this year. It took me a year
to digest and analyze all the principles involved in this broad ques-

tion of financing the city. I had to start in the second day and bor-
row $5,000,000. I lost 7 pounds during the first week, but gained it

all back during the second week. The point is this, it seems to me,
that what you want is continuity in management.

Senator Nelson. It has been suggested here, and with a good deal

of force, that instead of having three Government officials we only

have one Government official, the Secretary of the Treasury.

Mr. Fisher. I would agree to that.

Senator Nelson. Eliminate two, for there would be no occasion for

these extra two if that plan was adopted.

Mr. Fisher. There has been a great deal of talk about what we call

the political quality of the board. You have had experience with

bipartisan boards. I think it has been a definite mistake to try to

make this a bipartisan board. I would rather have President Wilson

appoint all Democrats, if necessary, than to be compelled—I mean
from the standpoint of quality—to search over the country for the

sake of balancing one party against another party. That is not what

you want; you want quality.

Senator Nelson. If we drop two of those officials the board would

be composed of seven?
Mr. Fisher. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And you would have six to which you could apply

your principle of continuity, so there would be no occasion to increase

the board by two ?

Mr. Fisher. The President, under the proposed law, appoints tour.

The Chairman. He would appoint six, under your suggestion?

Mr. Fisher. Then you adopt our suggestion in its essentials?

The Chairman. Yes: but we do not make it a board of nine.

Mr. Fisher. That is immaterial. You minimize the so-called polit-

ical quality.

Senator Nelson. Is that a good solution ?
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Mr. Fisher. That is an excellent solution, andJ think that my con-

freres would accept that.

In the next item we suggest the organization of a Federal reserve

council, elected by and representing the directors of the Federal re-

serve banks and serving in an advisory capacity.

This council should meet at stated periods in conference with the

Federal reserve board. The president and vice president should re-

side in Washington, and sit at the meetings of the board, but without

vote. The compensation of the officers and members of the council

should be fixed and paid by the Federal reserve banks. You see the

idea is not to destroy the philosophy of the bill.

This recommendation of the report has been partially adopte.d.

The reprint of the bill provided for a Federal advisory council, to

consist of as many members as there are Federal reserve banks, each

Federal reserve bank by its board of directors annually selecting one
member. The meetings of said advisory council shall be held at

Washington at least four times a year and oftener if called by the

Federal reserve board. The council may select its own officers and
adopt its own methods of procedure and a majority of its members
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

The council shall have power, first to meet and confer directly

with the Federal reserve board on general business conditions; sec-

ond, to make oral or written reports concerning matters within the

jurisdiction of said board ; third, to call for complete information and
to make recommendations in regard to discount rates, rediscount busi-

ness, note issues, reserve conditions in the various districts, the pur-

chase and sale of gold securities by reserve banks, open market opera-

tions by said banks, and the general affairs of the reserve banking
system.
These changes do not provide that the president and vice president

of the council should reside in Washington and sit at the meetings of

the board, but specify that the members shall receive no compensation
for services, contrary to the recommendation of the report that com-
pensation should be fixed and paid by the Federal reserve banks
which would make residence in Washington possible.

Senator Reed. This bill gives to the banks a control of the regional

banks directly and in the first instance. If there are 12 banks, there

will be 60 representatives of the banks upon the boards of those 12

banks, in constant touch with the central board, familiar, as a matter
of first instance, with the business with which they are concerned, free

at any moment to approach the central board and confer personally

or by letter. Why is not that a sufficient board or council to satisfy

anybody ?

Mr. Fisher. Because 60 men on various boards throughout the

country have not, inherently in their position, the consolidated ability

to express their judgment, and consequently, without in the slightest

degree destroying the philosophy of this bill. If you have a Govern-
ment board of seven men, with two officers, such a council as suggested

will give that consolidated voice where it is most needed, in the most
efficient manner, and without delaj^

Senator Reed. Let us see. How will these two men sitting there

get that consolidated voice ; from whom will they get it ?
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Mr. Fisher. I should saj^ that it would not express itself as a rep-
resentative vote or representative voice; it would be an expression of
judgment. ^

Senator Eeed. Of two men?
Mr. FiSHEE. Of two men, and, in the last analysis, representing

the banking rraternity.

_
Senator Eeed. Yes ; representing the banking fraternity and out-

side of this system ?

Mr. FiSHEE. Yes; but the banks of the country would have a check
on those men.
Senator Eeed. How ?

Mr. FiSHEE. By their recall.

Senator Eeed. The banks can recall them?
Mr. FiSHEE. Certainly ; through the medium of the Federal reserve

banks they could recall them.
Senator Eeed. Let us spend a moment on that. We create a system

of 12 banks—and I take 12 as the number merely because that is
named m the bill. The banks elect 72 men to directly represent them

;

they are elected from each district. Those 72 men are familiar with
affairs in the country at large.

Mr. FiSHEK. I should say that they are more particularly intimate
with their particular districts.

Senator Eeed. Very well ; but each of the six is particularly posted
with reference to his district ; he knows the facts, knows the condi-
tions of the crop; he knows the conditions of the money demand
and supply. He is in constant touch with 12 men who are impartial,
and whose business it is to manage the entire sytem. They have an
absolutely unselfish interest. If the central board is composed of
intelligent men who understand the system, understand banking, are
in direct touch with the sources of information all over the country,
are they not from the very best and highest source, and they are
in a position to receive the opinions and suggestions of all these

men who directly represent the banks, and nobody else ?

Now, I want to know if that is not a better representation of the
banks than they can possibly have by sending down here two men
who may have been picked by some banking organization which is

generally under the control of these big men ?

Mr. FiSHEE. I will again say no ; that it is not a consolidated repre-

sentation. They will express themselves in letters as to different

points, but I believe that the two men whom we must also put in the

catagory of the men of the same class you have stated would be

disinterested and work for the benefit of the country.

Senator Eeed. They can not be disinterested if they represent the

banks.

Mr. FisHEE. Do you believe that two more men, simply because

they happen to be chosen by the Federal reserve boards, will have the

quality of disinterestedness?

Senator Eeed. Two more men ? No.

Mr. FiSHEE. Or have the same quality of judgment?

Senator Eeed. But you gentlemen propose to have them selected

by the Federal reserve board, as I understand you.

Mr. FiSHEE. The proposition is this, that the directors of each

one of these Federal reserve banks will choose one man, and all
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(hose men will constitute a Federal advisory council; and, in the

second step, this Federal advisory council will choose two men to

represent them, and those two men will sit, without vote, with the

seven proposed in this bill for what they are worth. If they are

worth nothing they will do no harm
Senator Eeed. I do not follow your conclusion. I have known of

a great many occasions where people were not worth anything and
they did harm.
Mr. Fisher. The precedent of this suggestion is in the German

experience. They have there the imperial control, but they have in

that imperial control the voice of the banking and business interests

of the country, and that voice never has been at discord with the

imperial control. They work in harmony, and that is the best

possible illustration of the success of the principle suggested.

Senator Reed. The whole system OA^er there, of course, is entirely

different from this.

Mr. Fisher. We have to search somewhere for ideas, however.
Senator Reed. But you can not take one part of the system and

fit it on to another, and necessarily draw a conclusion as to its value.

I want to direct your attention to a fact that, it seems to me, the

adA^ocates of this suggestion oA'erlook, and that is that these banks
do have the right of direct appeal to their representatives, to the

central board, the right to ad^nse the central board, and the central

board has the right to listen, and will undoubtedly listen,' to great

financiers and, I hope, to small financiers.

Mr. Fisher. I will simply say in addition that this is intended to

furnish a definite basis for making that direct appeal forceful.

Senator Nelson. Would it not result in one of two things: Either
these representatives of the regional bank on this council must have
the advice and accord with the wishes of their boards of directors,

or else they go there as mere individuals, representing their in-

dividual views? I mean these members of the adA'isory council.

Now, which would it be? Would you have them go there as the

representatives of the boards of directors, taking their opinion be-

fore they act, or would you have them go there and express simply
their personal views?
Mr. Fisher. If there develops a definite opinion throughout the

country in relation to a definite policy, that would of course express

itself in a definite form in the minds of those two men. The truth

of the matter is, however, and you all know it to be true, that banking
recessions or accessions, the ebb and flow of banking, run along
such definite and fixed lines that almost every banker in the country
that has thought about it at all knows in advance almost what is

going to happen. We talk about this discount rate. I have been
told one week in advance what was going to be the policy of the

Bank of England, and yet I do not believe that a single member of
that board " leaked," as we call it, or in advance intimated to the
public what he was going to do. It simply means this: That they
inevitably had to advance or had to charge the discount rate ; it was
necessary. They knew it ; every banker in the country knew it that

was watching the broad aspects of commercial and business relations.

There is not going to be, gentlemen, this conflict between politicians

and bankers. You know your principle is sound and, in my opinion,
it is going to work harmoniously, but you want to get as high a
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basis of intelligent judgment as you can. We believe that by having
two men there, without a vote, but to advise and express their judg-
ment^even their own judgment, if you will, but rather the con-
solidated judgment of the banking world—will give a better result

in the aggregate than the method proposed.
Senator Eeed. Let me call your attention to this : The capital that

is furnished by these banks as their contributions to the capital stock
is, in the last analysis, furnished by the depositors.

Mr. Fisher. Yes.

Senator Eeed. They are the people of the country, speaking
broadly. I am not, in what I say, trying to put myself in a position
of antagonism to the banks
Mr. FiSHEE. I understand; you want to bring out the facts and

the truth, as far as you can get at it.

Senator Eeed. The Government then comes in and furnishes a

very large part of the money that constitutes the assets of these
banks, or, more properly speaking, the money that they have the

use of, and then proposes to lend to this system its power to issue

currency. The banks are put in control of the 12 regional banks.
They are not content then to let the Government manage the general
system on behalf of the bankers, on behalf of the borrowers, on behalf
of the farmers, but they want a special representative. Can you tell

me any more reason why the bankers should be specially and par-
ticularly and directly represented up there than the Farmers' Al-
liance ?

jlr. Fisher. Eepresentation in the sense that we recommend it is

not control. We stand for Government control. We have not sug-

gested that the bankers have even a minority representation on this

board of seven. We merely say that it may be desirable to give them
the ability to speak in a concrete and definite way in the meetings
of that board. It does not take one iota from the control. And if

their judgment is good, and if it is accepted, it is accepted with
the knowledge and consent of the seven Government representatives.

Senator Eeed. But you do not answer my question. Why should

not the farmers of the country have representation on that board in

an advisory capacity? Why should not the merchants of the coun-

try have direct representation on that board in an advisory capacity?

Mr. Fisher. They have it because the very fabric of.your bill pro-

vides that three of these members shall represent those very interests.

Senator Eeed. Oh, I am not talking about that ; I am talking about

the central board.

Mr. Fisher. We are not arguing for bank representation on the

central board ; merely a voice.

Senator Eeed. You are asking for a voi,ce. You and I are talking

about the same thing; don't let us get into a tangle about terms. If

the bankers should have representation in the shape of an advisor

upon this central board, appointed by the Government, why should

not the great business interests, and the small business interests, have

this same kind of advisor to represent them? Why should not the

farmers have the same kind of advisor to represent them ? And why
might we not extend that indefinitely ?

Mr. Fisher. Again I say that these two men represent not only the

banking interests, but the commercial interests and the farming in-
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terests, because they are chosen by a series of composite boards that

are manufactured by this bill to represent all those interests.

Senator Eeed. You know perfectly well, and I know perfectly well,

and every banker that has been on the stand that has been asked

about it has franldy said the banks will pick the six members from
the boards of directors of the regipnal banks. They do not make any
question about that, and we need not haggle about it now. It is

going to be bank representation ; it is bank representation •

Mr. FiSHEE. In the first instance.

Senator Eeed. Perhaps broadly so. Now, the bankers having that

representation already in the regional bank, the Government board
beipg here to represent everybody, if the United States Government
and all the people need to have the advice of bankers especially, why
not have some advice for great borrowers, and small borrowers, for

farmers, and for other classes of people ? I can not see why they do
not need it just as much as the banks do.

Mr. Fisher. Do they need it at all?

Senator Eeed. I think it is a piece of absolutely unnecessary ma-
chinery, because I hold that this board, if it is properly constituted,

will hear from all these original banks, will listen to financiers, to

borrowers, and to people generally who have advice to give. It will

not close its ears and cease to think, but any citizen that has a proper
case to represent can go there and represent it. And I think it would
be highly improper, if you want my opinion—and this is one ques-

tion I am ready to vote on—to put a banker on that committee and let

him sit ip the councils of that board as an advocate who may speak
behind closed doors.

Mr. FiSHEE. I will agree with you in the general statement that
the board could hear the farmers and the merchants of the country,
but, on the other hand, I do not agree with you that it will necessarily
hear them.

Senator Eeed. Oh, yes ; any proper board will.

Senator Bristoav. Now, let me ask you this : Suppose the bankers
were not required to subscribe to thi^ capital stock, that any citizen

could subscribe to the capital stock to keep this bank going •

Mr. Fisher. Mr. Chairman, I want to make the reservation, of
course, at this point that what I am saying in this ejaculatory manner
is purely personal and does not represent the views of the gentlemen
of the committee. I have to use my own judgment in answering these
questions.

Senator Weeks. May I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Fisher
has to catch the 3 o'clock train?

JMr. Fisher. I have already missed that train and shall have to be
an hour late. I am perfectly willing, under the circumstances, to

take the 4 o'clock train rather than the 3 o'clock if I can be of service.

Senator Bristoav. As I was saying, if the bankers were not re-

quired to subscribe to this stock—if it were purely voluntary with
them or any other citizen that wanted to subscribe—then, of course,
you would make no claim for representation ?

Mr. Fisher. It is not a claim for representation ; it is an attempt
to help the quality of management. I am not in sympathy with
the idea of representation particularly. All our discussions in the
past few months on this question, where intelligent men have got
together, has not been in favor of representation. When you appoint
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a man to the Supreme Court he has divorced himself from the bar;
he may be a lawyer, but he represents the country in that court. And
the banker does not expect to have a man on that board who will

listen to what this bank says and what that bank says ; he goes there

in a judicial capacity, and I think you want to drop the idea and the

bankers want to drop the idea of representation. The bill you have
before you frankly says " One man of trained banking exjDerience."

If you will alter the complexion of the bill, we may withdraw this

suggestion, but we have to take the bill as we find it. I do not wsyit

to see a board of whom only one man has trained banking experience.

Senator Reed. Although I disagreed with you a moment ago, I am
going to agree with you on that proposition.

Mr. Fisher. "We are arguing on this bill; not any other bill.

Senator Beistow. But I am inquiring about a different proposi-

tion and I want your views on it. Suppose we amend this bill—^which

I hope we shall do very materially—and that there is no compulsory
subscription required of the banks ; suppose we leave it voluntary as

to whether they subscribe or not, and that anybody may subscribe

Mr. Fisher. Then I will answer you flatly that what I am arguing

for, and what, I think, my confreres are arguing for, is quality of

judgment, which has nothing to do with the principle of stock sub-

scription.

Senator Bristow. Noav, this bank or banks created in that way
would perform functions similar to these, and in that event you would

not insist that we ought to have this advisory council ?

Mr. Fisher. Under the terms of this bill as it stands ?

Senator Bristow. That Avould not be the terms of this bill.

Mr. Fisher. You mean if you put these men or some other men on

that board
Senator Bristow. Oh, this bank would be governed by a board,

yes; but no banker would be compelled, in order to maintain his

charter, to subscribe to it.
. ^ , , .

Mr. Fisher. But you retain the principle of one trained banker m
the bill.

Senator Bristow. Oh, I do not care much for that.

Mr. Fisher. It makes a difference in myanswer. I can not answer

unless you change the complexion of the bill.

Senator Bristow. Leave it as it is.

Mr Fisher. Then I say have the advisory council, most certainly.

The Chairman. And you argue that that would be along the line

of the central auschuss of the Reichsbank?
,

• .1

Mr. Fisher. Yes; which experience has shown to be eminently

Senator Nelson. Would it not be simpler—I am putting a hypo-

thetical case, not to intimate that it expresses my views—instead o±

having this cumbrous advisory council and the board ot seven to

have two practical bankers not owners of bank stock or interested m
banks at the time, but with practical banking experience, on the

°Mr.' Fisher. I think personally that if the bill provided that at

least three trained bankers

Senator Nelson. No; two.
+^„„,,«„t.

Mr. Fisher. I am giving you my answer; I am not accepting your

idea. I would say this, that if the bill provided for at least three
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trained bankers, the advisory council would be much less necessary

under the terms of the bill.

Senator Nelson. Why would not two be enough?
Mr. FiSHEE. They might both be sick in bed.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be better to have these two out-

siders ?

Mr. Fisher. No well-managed organization to-day can be handled

successfully with only two officers. I think, by the way, Mr. Chair-

man, that is something you ought to contemplate in your amendments.
You have not provided, for instance, for a deputy for your Federal

reserve agents in case of illness or absence.

Senator Nelson. That would be provided by rules and regulations,

T think.

Mr. FiSHEE. And I am inclined to think that a chairman and vice

chairman are hardly sufficient. There ought to be provision for a

substitute in case of emergency. No well-managed bank to-day of

any size can successfully handle its business with only two executives,

because if one is away on vacation or, as he properly might be, per-

haps, in this case, in Europe studying banking conditions, the entire

responsibility on one man might be entirely too great. I think that

three, or at least two, with a provision for deputization of power, is

quite essential wherever officers of chairmen are provided for.

Senator Nelson. Would it not strike you as simpler to have a board

of seven, five appointed by the Government and two appointed by the

Government, but from a list furnished by the banks of practical

bankers, but not stockholders or officers in banks at the time? Would
not that be a solution ? I am putting a hypothetical case.

Mr. FiSHEE. No ; I think that as this is, after all, a banking enter-

prise, two is rather a small number for me to argue for.

Senator Nelson. Why three?

Mr. FiSHEE. For the very reason I have stated, that with one man
away there would only be one man left. If you have three, then
with one man away you have two left. Understand, I am not worry-
ing over the question of management. I am not worrying as to

whom President Wilson is going to appoint. I think it will be satis-

factory. We are discussing this thing from the standpoint of all

time, and two men in any capacity is too small a number from the

standpoint of practical business experience. Now, for the third
point. In the creation of a system of Federal reserve banks a begin-
ning should be made with the present central reserve cities, additions
to be made by the Federal reserve board gradually as, in their judg-
ment, conditions warrant them. Meanwhile the facilities required
by other centers could, in our judgment, be adequately supplied by
branches.

Senator Nelson. That means you would start with three regional
banks?
Mr. FisHEB. The philosophy underlying that suggestion is this,

that the credit fabric of the country, the loan fabric, has now been
built up upon the principle of central reserve cities and reserve cities.

Our thought was, although it is not fully expressed here, that a

Federal reserve bank, in the first instance, in every central reserve

city, with a branch in every reserve city, would be a scientific and
accurate basis of starting in this enterprise. That would mean that

there would be no shifting of reserves where they are now segre-
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gated. It would be handled by rediscount in the centers where they
now repose. I am inclined to think that is a very sound statement to
make.
Senator Nelson. There is a good deal of philosophy in it.

Mr. FiSHEE. If you take twelve, an arbitrary number—and I want to
state, gentlemen, that an arbitrary number is senseless. Why twelve?
Why thirteen? Why nine? Why eleven? I see no philosophy in
any arbitrary number. You want to draw a bill based on principles.
For that reason we suggest one in every reserve city. Of course,
when this suggestion was first made your reserve requirements were
more along the old lines. You have since changed them. Our
reconunendations here in some cases have been carried out.

Senator Nelson. Your theory is this, that if you made the regional
banks in the three reserve cities—New York, Chicago, and St.

Louis—and limited it to that

Mr. Fisher. At the start.

Senator Nelson. At the start, it would work less friction and less

jarring to the reserves of the country ? It would be more like these
banks stepping into the shoes of the old system.
Mr. FiSHEE. It would not break down a single dollar of credit by

diversion to the other sections, because your bill provides for redis-

counts of $216,000,000—I do not recall the exact amount, but some-
where between $210,000,000 and $220,000,000. Now, if you take the
bill as it stands and arbitrarily make 12 different centers there will

have to be support drawn in a general sort of way from certain sec-

tions, and the money will be diverted to sections where it can not
profitably be used.

Senator Nelson. And a good deal of it will come from these three

central reserve points?
Mr. FisHEE. Yes. Understand, I am not here arguing in support

of any selfish principle, and I am sure our committee is not.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Fisher, it seems to me to be a very practical

suggestion, because there would be less disturbance perhaps than

under any other that could be made. But I do not see anything scien-

tific about it, because in order to become a central reserve city all the

banks in a reserve city have to do is to keep 25 per cent of their de-

posits in reserve. In order to become a reserve city it has to be a cer-

tain size

Mr. FisHEE. You understand, since this suggestion was made, you

have taken away the vitality of the central reserve city and the

reserve-city idea largely.

Senator Weeks. There is nothing left. ^

Mr. Fisher. And, consequently, this suggestion has force only m
that the reserves in these sections are now supporting certain credit

Senator Weeks. We may say, then, as I have said, that it is a prac-

tical suggestion rather than one involving a principle.

Mr. FisHEE. The principle has been taken away, because you have

changed the reserve requirements, but it was based on a principle

when it was first suggested. It is now a practical suggestion rather

than a continuing principle, if you will note the distinction.

Fourth, at the end of paragraph 1 "Acceptances authorized by

this act" are placed in the list with lawful money, national-bank
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notes, Federal reserve notes, and checks and drafts upon solvent

banks as funds which must be accepted on deposit by Federal reserve

banks. This suggestion, gentlemen, I think, has no force now since

the bill was amended by the House committee. We need not consume
any time on that point.

Fifth, substitute for lines 21 to 24, after the word " securities," the

following

:

but it shall include obligations issued by tlie United States, or by any State,

county, or municipality in the United States, and maturing in not more than
six months.

I want to call your attention, gentlemen, to the fact that this sug-

gestion is fundamentally sound, and that the plan developed in this

bill is fundamentally unsound; that is to say, particularly if you
throw the burden on these Federal reserve banks, looking out for

these 2 per cent bonds, it seems to me you do not want to bring into

competition State bonds and municipal bonds and county bonds. But
1 think you can very happily for temporary purposes buy the short-

time obligations of States and cities. You know you have had a

great deal of argument here before you from time to time on the

subject of fluid and fixed credit; and if there is any philosophy in

those arguments it certainly is all directed against this principle in

the bill, and if you do include it as a principle in the bill it should

only be for capital purposes.

Senator NeiJson. You are violating by putting a part of the re-

sources of the bank or investing it in fixed securities what I call the

principle of natural elasticity. Elasticity, as I understand it, is to

be based on the commercial wants of the country—on what trade,

traffic, and commerce need. You want part of it diverted to buy these

•securities ?

Mr. Fisher. 'No ; I say take fixed securities out and accept our sug-

gestion of taking the fluid type.

Senator Nelson. All those securities are, in a sense, fluid.

Mr. FiSHEE. What I mean is this: Suppose the city of Philadel-

phia has taxes due on the 1st of July, and experience shows they col-

lect 80 per cent of those taxes. They issue on the 1st of April a short-

time instrument due the 1st of July to be paid by those taxes. That
would be an absolutely gilt-edged investment, a type of investment

that could be sold abroad, that would be bought abroad, and would
in a measure help these Federal reserve banks in safeguarding market
relations between Europe and this country so far as the gold question

is concerned. I see no reason why strictly fluid city securities, or

even State securities, which are to be paid out of taxes should not

have just as good standing as the other type of fluid instrument. It

has got to come from the people.

Senator Nelson. If you adopt that principle you would have our

currency measured not only by the commercial wants of the country,

but you would have our currency measured by the amount of these

municipal notes issued, and you would get an artificial elasticity.

You would measure it not only by what commerce needs in the shape
of notes and bills of exchange and acceptances, but in addition to that

you would inject into it this matter of municipal bonds, and you
would absolutely destroy the scientific principle of elastic currency.
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Mr. FiSHEE. I want you to consider in that connection this feature,
that the better type of these short-time instruments are very popular
in Europe.

Senator Nelson. I do not care about popularity; here is the prin-
ciple. Our currency under this system would fluctuate by the munic-
ipal wants of these cities according to the volume of municipal notes
they issued.

Mr. FiSHEE. If you will let me finish what I was going to say:
These short-time instruments are growing popular in Europe, and
would be a character of investment—and I am making a distinction

now between a currency basis and an investment basis—which could
be sold in Europe. It would be a very easy instrument through
which these Federal reserve banks could control the gold reserves.

I have shown you, as an example, how the city of New York has been
able to protect the gold reserves of this country by selling these in-

struments
Senator Nelson. But you are all the time assuming that for this

volume of municipal notes there would always be a market in Europe.
Mr. FiSHEE. I am suggesting further—and you remember I stated

it in the beginning—that the principle of the investment of capital,

which is an entirely different thing from the use of deposits, should

be considered. You agree with me that this should be stricken out,

as it stands?
Senator Nelson. We do not want municipal bonds in there. We

do not want that the basis of our new currency.

Mr. Fisher. j3ut you should considerj however, if you are going

to have anything of this nature in your bill, this short-time-note prin-

ciple, because it has a bearing on the subject entirely separate and
apart from the currency question

Senator Weeks. Mr. Fisher, would your recommendation be that

the reserve banks should be authorized to purchase public bonds hav-

mg not longer than nine months to run ?

Mr. FiSHEK. I told you what is really the scientific handling of

this question. Of course, the warrants of small municipalities are

easily handled by the local banks. The large cities, of which there

are not very many, have a volume of issues that do go outside of their

particular environments. Now, if this is to be treated properly, I

believe that ior capital purposes these Federal reserve banks could

take the type of notes that would be issued in anticipation of definite

revenues; and there should be in contemplation the history of _
ex-

perience. In other words, if the preceding year the taxes received

were paid at the rate of 80 per cent, no issues should be taken that

were not justified by the experience of the preceding year.

Senator Weeks. You know we have a law in Massachusetts which

authorizes municipalities to borrow in anticipation of taxes. Taxes

are collected the 1st of November, and those obligations are always

paid.

Mr. Fisher. Alwavs paid except those against arrearages.

Senator Weeks. That is a very small percentage, and even now a

considerable amount of foreign money is invested in those short-time

notes.
. , J 4

Mr. Fisher. Now, if you will limit it to capital purposes and not

take in deposit money, it will make an excellent investment, because

it is something that might be sold abroad, when you could not sell a

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—Tol 3 37
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short-time Government bond. That is a' suggestion. It is at least

worth considering.

And I think our suggestion has a sound basis. I fully recognize

what our friend here says about the question of the commercial as

against municipal credit; but these are strictly fluid credits; they are

always promptly paid, as you know from your experiences, and I be-

lieve for capital purposes it would be a very desirable and a very use-

ful type of investment.

Senator Nelson. I do not want to interrupt you, but it is merely to

clear up my ideas.

Mr. FiSHEE. I agree with your fundamental principle, and conse-

quently I would say that these short-time notes should be used only

for capital purposes and should have some carefully drawn instrument

which should provide for the quality of the revenue bonds taken.

Senator Weeks. I suggest that you draw up for us what you have

in mind.
Senator Nelson. Your modification of it. You understand my

view of an elastic currency—we call it an asset currency—that i',,

based upon the commercial wants of the country ; and it should fluc-

tuate, ebb and flow with the commerce of the country.

Mr. Fisher. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Now, I do not look upon these bonds as a part of

the commerce of the country in that sense.

Mr. Fisher. Neither do I.

Senator Nelson. And that is why I make the suggestion.

Mr. Fisher. And I agree with you that there should not be any
orinciple developed by which State or municipal issues should become
Wie basis of a broad expansion of currency; and I think that my con-

ferees will agree with me that that should be a capital investment.

Prof. Johnson, how do you feel about it ; am I right ?

Prof. Johnson. Thoroughly.
Mr. Fisher. I think we have now come to item No. 6.

Senator Nelson. If you will be kind enough to state what section

that refers to as you go on, it will be easier for us to follow you.

Mr. Fisher (reading). " It seems to the committee that such a lim-

itation "—the bill provided originally that there should be a limita-

tion of $500,000,000 for the currency issues. That having been

changed. I will omit making any reference to it.

So I will go next to item No. 7. [Reading :]

An issue of Federal reserve notes is hereby authorized. The said notes shall

bear on their face the guaranty of the United States and shall be issued at the

discretion of the Federal reserve board, and solely for the purpose of supplying^

currency to Federal reserve banks, as hereinafter set forth. They shall be
receivable for all taxes, customs, and other public dues, and shall be redeemable
in gold on demand at any Federal reserve bank.

Now, of course, this refers to what some regard as a very sore

point in this bill. Our committee suggests •

Senator Nelson (interposing). Under section 17, the United States

is not technically a guarantor of these notes. It is the principal

debtor.

Mr. Fisher. The suggestion is fundamentally this, that instead of

these notes being called the obligations of the United States, which

seems to our committee an extremeljr indefinite thing, and rot sup-

ported by any means by which the obligation is made definite, that
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a flat and definite guaranty will serve the purpose of developing the
philosophy of the bill, which I take to be, that in the initiation of
this enterprise the developing of Federal reserve banks with indi-
vidual issues, thereis to be a solidarity to all the issues, so that there
will be no discrimination between New York and New Orleans, or
Chicago or St. Louis.

We believe the principle of guaranty will be justified, so far as
the Government is concerned, by the excess earning power which the
biU plans to give to the Government.
Now, that vdll give the unity to the issues. It will be economically

sound, because you can not have any fiat issues under a guaranty of
some other people's notes, whereas at some time, at some distant

future time, it might be possible that other types of obligations will

come into competition with this bank obligation. I need not discuss

the economic basis of the obligation. But if you do adopt it, I have
no doubt you will have all the security you will need, under a prin-

ciple that is economically sound and eminently practical.

Senator Beistow. Why should the Government guarantee the note

of the bank ?

Mr. Fisher. Why should they be Government obligations, as pro-

vided in the bill?

Senator Nelson. Well, is there any practical effect—not legal ef-

fect ? Take the bill as an entirety ; it provides that the regional bank
shall keep a 33^ per cent reserve.

Mr. FiSHEE. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And they are required to redeem the notes them-

selves ?

Mr. FisHEK. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Practically, in one sense, although the phrase-

ology is not such, it amounts to this, that the Government—the prin-

cipal debtor, in effect, is the regional bank and the Government is

the secondary debtor?
Mr. FiSHEE. We have another recommendation in that connection,

which is simply this, that all the Federal reserve banks be mutually

responsible for all these notes. That will make even less necessary

the principle of Government obligation or guaranty.

Senator Eeed. Well, you are rather inclined to the view, I take it,

that when this currency is issued it ought to be a currency that is

backed by the assets of all these banks?

Mr Fisher Y^gs sir.

Senator EEkn. And then ought to have, in legal effect, the guar-

anty of the United States Government on top of everything else'

Mr. FiSHEE. That is what we argue for.

Senator Eeed. So that it would be a currency as stable as the Gov-

ernment itself ?
. .,..,,. xj

Mr. FiSHEE. Yes. I am not expressing any individual view, i do

not think it is necessary. » , . i j o

Senator Eeed. That is the opinion of this board <

Mr. FiSHEE. That is the opinion of this committee.

Senator Eeed. That is a question which we have had some discus-

sion about.
. . n-xx

Mr. FiSHEE. But there is a very important difference

Senator Beistow (interposing). That is what I want jou to clear

up. I do not think you differ from the others who have appeared.
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Explain the difference, will you, please, between an obligation of the

Government and a guaranty of the Government.
Mr. Fisher. A guaranty, in the last analysis, implies the possibUty

of a loss. In working this thing out properly there should be a segre-

gation of the earning power of these \'arious Federal reserve banks to

establish a fund to meet such losses, and the Government, in effect,

will be the trustee of that fund—will be its disbursing agent—and
will provide for these losses.

But in order to make their action potent and effective it has got
to take some form; and we believe that the flat guaranty, the same
as the flat guaranty of a surety company, where it gets premiums as

a consideration, is a business proposition, as against putting in, in a

broad, indefinite fashion, the words, " These are the obligations of
the United States."

Senator Hollis. Well, instead of the certificate or note bearing
the statement, " This is an obligation of the United States Govern-
ment," you would have it bear the words, " This note is guaranteed
by the United States Government," would you ?

Mr. Fisher. I would say this, in substance, " In consideration of

the surplus earning power of the Federal reserve banks, which, under
section so-and-so, subdivision so-and-so, is segregated for this pur-

pose, the Government hereby guarantees, under the audit of the

Secretary of the Treasury, this note."

Senator Nelson. You need not put in any consideration, as would
be the case in a contract?
Mr. Fisher. It would be logical ; that is all.

Senator Bristow. The surplus earnings are to go to the Govern-
ment—or the Government could put a tax on them?
Mr. Fisher. There are many ways of handling it.

Senator Beistow. And that could be a sinking fund, and the

Government, by virtue of having this fund collected from this busi-

ness, could guarantee that these notes would be paid ?

Mr. Fisher. Certainly, in a businesslike way. And they are

watching their job, too, so that they will not have any losses.

Senator Bristow. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Would you want these notes payable on demand

in gold?
Mr. Fisher. At the banks.
Senator Nelson. At the banks?
Mr. Fisher. Not at the Treasury. Only when there is loss is the

Government interested in the thing. When there is loss, provide for

it specifically, either from the fund or in some other way.
Senator Nelson. Will you tell me where this bill provides for the

regional banks getting gold to redeem them?
Mr. Fisher. This bill?

Senator Nelson. Yes; this Glass-Owen bill. Is there any direct

provision in this bill which enables the banks to get the gold in the

first instance, the 33^ per cent gold?
Mr. Fisher. Well, that is an automatic proposition.
Senator Nelson. How do you mean, an automatic proposition?

Mr. Fisher. The development of a number of regional reserve

banks and establishing deposits will throw the gold
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Senator Nelson (interposing). There is nothing in this bill re-
quiring these stock subscriptions or this 5 per cent deposit to be made
in gold.

Mr. Fisher. But you can get the gold the next day.
Senator Nelson. Where would the regional reserve banks get the

supply of gold?
Mr. Fisher. Oh, you can get the gold the next day—by the collec-

tion of other items.

Senator Nelson. What items?
Mr. Fisher. It might be well to amend your bill to make it " law-

ful money "
; but mechanically it would be awkward to ship lawful

money to Washington or New York or Chicago. A certified check,
in ordinary banking practice, would bring you gold in the ordinary
course of business.

Senator Nelson. But we will say that all these stock subscriptions
and the 5 per cent fund can be paid in national-bank notes, for
example, what then ?

Mr. Fisher. I think if you make it " lawful money " that you will
safeguard what you have in mind.

Senator Nelson. That is lawful money. They could be paid in
either silver, gold, or greenbacks—all three.

Mr. Fisher. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Suppose the banks in their subscriptions and in

their 5 per cent reserves—suppose they dumped in nothing but green-
backs—or silver, if you please ?

Mr. Fisher. Yes.
Senator Nelson. What then ? That would leave the bank to start

without any gold, and it would throw the whole gold redemption
onto the Government, if you leave the bill as it is, would it not?
Mr. Fisher. As a matter of business practice, I should suppose,

unless there is some plan to the contrary, the Federal reserve bank
would be inclined to change that to gold.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be better, in order to give these

regional banks a gold redemption fund to start on, to require at least

a part of this stock subscription and a part of the 5 per cent deposit

to be paid in gold coin ?

Mr. Fisher. I believe that a percentage, based on the relative

amounts of money in the countiy, so much gold and so much green-

backs, and so much silver certificateSj if you will, will be about as far

as you can go. In other words limit the proportion relative to the

poportion now existing in the currenc;^ of the country.

Senator Nelson. Now, my recollection is that the last bank state-

ments—and the chairman, who is well up in figures, will correct

me if I am wrong—showed that our national banks have over

$700,000,000 in gold coin in their vaults ?

Senator Nelson. That is my impression. I think I am not far out

of the way, am I, Mr. Chairman ?

The Chairman. That is substantially right.

Senator Nelson. Yes; I think a little over that. So that they

could provide an ample reserve from that stock, could they not?
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Mr. Fisher. Yes. I think that the words " lawful money," how-
ever, would be logical, and that the trend of experience would give

the proportionate amount of relative items that would be appropriate.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. FiSHEK. If you compel them to give gold, flatly, you would be

compelling them to alter the normal, natural relations of their pres-

ent reserves.

Senator Nelson. But would you not throw the whole burden on the

Government in that case? Suppose we had a condition as we had
during the last two years of Cleveland's last term, where it should

pay the brokers and people of New York to ship gold to Europe ; they

would get those national-bank notes and go to the Treasury and snake

out the gold and ship it to Europe and you would be throwing the

whole burden of gold redemption on the Federal Government, would
you not?
Mr. Fisher. It seems to me that what j^ou call the burden on the

Government to the extent that it is a burden, would be in favor of

this semi-Government bank, and consequently no harm would be

done. In the last analysis, it is more desirable to have the protec-

tion of the Government's gold supply in the hands of these banks
than in the hands of the Government, because they have commercial
means of protecting those supplies.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Fisher. And so 1 have no special horror of that condition

that you suggest ; for even if these Federal reserve banks did go and
exchange their greenbacks for some of that gold it would do no
particular harm, because it would be merely a change of place of the

deposit of that money.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Fisher. Of course, no one knows just exactly what the expe-

rience would be if " lawful money " were used. And if you want
to be severely scientific I suppose if you compelled it to be paid in
" lawful money," as I said before, in the proportion in which the

banks now have money, it would be about as good a result as you
could expect.

Senator Nelson. Now, a part of the object of this bill, and I thuik
a most worthy object, is to confer power on this system to do what I
call the foreign exchange business, which is now done through the

large foreign banks. In other Avords, to control the shipment of im-
ports and exports with our American banking system. Now, if we
base our money—get it out of line with the money of Europe, with
the Bank of England, and make our money redeemable in the alter-

native, in gold or in national-bank notes, we are not in a position to

compete with London and the London market in the matter of for-

eign exchange, it seems to me. You are putting us out of skew, to

use a vulgar expression, with the banking system abroad.
Mr. Fisher. We have got to effect our ultimate exchange with

international money ; that is true.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Fisher. But you always have the protection of peremptory

mandate. The Bank of France, if it wants to—and there is no law
that I know of that covers the situation—pays out silver, and they
naturally discriminate between the demand of their local people and
the demand of international trade. We. in our experience, naturally,
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would have to accept and comply with the demands of international
trade. But I presume that if it came to a crisis we would be per-
emptory in our relations with our own people. In other words we
would give them some of these notes that you criticize.

'

Senator Nelson. Now, let me give you a concrete case—and this
is a real case. A wholesale grocer in Minnesota, in importing coffee
from South America, has to do it in this way : He has to buy a letter
of credit on a bank or an accepting house in London, and then he
has to issue his draft, draw on that bank or accepting house in order
to get his coffee, and pays for it in that way. Now, that is the system
we are acting under now.
Mr. FiSHEE. Our merchants are paying two charges for their ex-

change.
Senator Nelson. Yes. Now, we ought to get away from that sys-

tem, ought we not ?

Mr. Fisher. Your bill provides, in broad terms, to get away
from it.

Senator Nelson. Now, can we get away from it and accomplish
what you set out to do, unless we make our monetary system in
harmony with the Bank of England notes, redeemable in gold ?

Mr. FiSHEK. Now, I will refer to
Senator Nelson (interposing). Well, I will not ask you any

further

Mr. FiSHEE. Well, it seems to me that we have got to accept for
the time being, the fact that our currency is somewhat heterogeneous.
But with the establishment of these Federal reserve banks, and with
the full knowledge that we have $1,000,000,000 of gold deposited with
the Government at the present time; and without any antagonism,
gentlemen, on your part, I believe that those gold certificates will

gradually drift into these Federal reserve banks, and that the notes of
the Federal reserve banks will gradually take their place—that you
have got a potential and very positive force which will increase the
relative amount of gold in banking circles of the country. With
all this, I think there is nothing ahead that is particularly dangerous.

Senator Nelson. Do you think that, dollar for dollar these new
notes of the regional banks will take the place, without any " ifs " or
" ands " of the gold certificates ?

Mr. FiSHEE. Gradually; and if you will advocate the principle

which is advocated by some, that these Federal reserve banks are to

hold the reserve money of the banks of the country, you would have
a very much greater reserve of gold, than you will under this bill.

I am not prepared to argue for that principle ; but it is being thought

of; and it will give you a larger store of gold in the center than you

can possibly have under the bill.

Senator Reed. If these notes issued under this system are meant
to meet 'the needs of commerce
Mr. Fisher (interposing). Domestic commerce.

Senator Eeed. Yes. That, of course, involves the idea of expand-

ing and contracting, as the demands of commerce are greater or less.

Now, it has been argued here by nearly every witness that there was

no danger in the amount issued, or but little danger, because they

would be speedily turned into the banks and redeemed.

Mr. Fisher. It properly developed.
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Senator Eeed. Now, if you were to permit those notes to be used

as bank reserves that would tend to deter the redemption and destruc-

tion of them and the retirement of them, would it not?

Mr. FiSHEK. Yes. But that is a different question. The time might
come when through- the relative lessening of the amount of gold

in the Federal reserve banks the broad results of an international

purpose of developing great stores of gold in the centers might justify

the substitution of these notes for gold. It is not a question to-day,

but the time may come. In Germany, the notes of the German Bank
are held in the reserves of the banks. That throws a larger store of

gold to the center. Truly, the redemption proper is much more slow,

and in some cases the bills may never be presented. But it gives us a

more potent gold power which may onset that inflation to which

you refer. I am not arguing for it ; but I want you to consider the

point.

Senator Reed. What I am trying to get your views upon—because

you have had a good deal of practical experience—is this : When a

man brings a promissory note or bill of exchange to a bank and that

bank deposits it with the Federal reserve bank and gets currency for

it, of course that is currency based upon credits.

Now, if you substitute as a redemption fund credit money, it

seems to me that we would be in a position of redeeming credits with

credits, and therefore we would destroy the idea of an ultimate

redemption in something that the world calls money.
Mr. Fisher. The more prompt the clearing and the more prompt

the redemption the less the inflation and the more accurately the

commodities exchange themselves.

Senator Reed. Therefore ought we not to insist that the reserve,

whether it be a 33^ per cent reserve or a 20 per cent reserve or a 75

per cent reserxe—whatever it is—should be an actual reserve in gold?

Mr. Fisher. Yes.

Senator Reed. I thought I had misunderstood you.

Mr. Fisher. Not at all. I merely want to call your attention to

the fact that the time may come when it is desirable to get into the

center for international purposes some of the gold now reposing in

the reserves of our national banks and our State banks and trust

companies.
Senator Reed. What do you mean by " into the center " ?

Mr. Fisher. Into the Federal reserve banks. And to the extent

that there are Federal reserve notes outstanding there will be a trend

of gold to the center, and it will be a greater trend if some of these

notes were held for reserve purposes. But it would mean this : That
the aggregate reserves of the country would be relatively less. We
ha^e very much higher reserves here than in Germany or in France
or England, and the time may come when we may have to be more

on a parity of reserves, and that would be an easy way, and in some

respects the best way—to reduce the reserves without reducing the

percentages.

Senator Reed. Now, it is a little aside from what you have been

talking about, but it is kindred to the theme we are spealring of.

Do you not believe that the very fact that the Federal Government
has in its vaults a billion and nearly one hundred million dollars of
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gold, and in addition to that $150,000,000 more of gold stored away,
is a great element of strength in our present financial system?
Mr. Fisher. In 1908, when I 'was invited to appear before the

then House Committee on Banking and Currency, I argued on the
plan that was then suggested—that the Government always should
have behind all banking its own store of gold.
Senator Eeed. You would like to see that maintained ?

Mr. Fis-HER. And it will be maintained under this bill to the extent
that the certificates of that gold are held for reserve purposes.
Senator Eeed. Yes.
Mr. Fisher. It will be lessened to the extent that you can substi-

tute in the hands of the people Federal reserve notes for gold certifi-

cates now locked up in safe-depoit vaults and in stockings all over the
country.

Senator Eeed. Yes.
Mr. Fisher. In other words, if the gold, as you say, in the national

banks is about $700,000,000
Senator Nelson. A little over.

Mr. FiSHEE. It is probable that there will be a gradual trend, by
which $300,000,000 more gold will come to the banking system under
the Federal reserve banks.
The Chairman. There is a little over $900,000,000 of gold in all

the banks, and a little less than $600,000,000 in the national banks.

Senator Nelson. I was referring to the national banks, Mr. Chair-

man. I am mistaken. You say a little less than $600,000,000?
The Chairman. Yes ; in the national banks.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Senator Eeed. You are a little away from the thought I had, Mr.
Fisher. If it is a good thing to have this store of gold, whether it is

represented by gold certificates or however it may be represented—if

it is a good thing to have that great store of gold, which you and I

seem to agree upon^

Mr. Fisher (interposing). Well, Germany has that principle, if

you remember.
Senator Eeed. "Well, if that is true, I wanted to ask you if, under

our present bank-currency system and greenback system, this gold

that is now in the Treasury is not accumulated there by virtue of the

fact that the greenbacks and the bank notes circulate generally among
the people, performing the functions of money, but at the Treasury

of the United States—at the custom house—they are not receivable

as a full legal tender, and therefore gold flows in?

Mr. Fisher. I think that is one source of the gold supply. And
the second and greatest is that nobody wants gold.

Senator Eeed. Very well ; they do not just now.

Mr. Fisher. No.
. ,^^ ^ ^ .

Senator Eeed. That is about the only way we get it. Would it not

be the part of unwisdom to retire those two forms of currency without

substituting some other method by which we would gather this

gold in ?
, 1 J

• J
Mr. Fisher. If I recall rightly, in the recommendation of our com-

mittee to which we are coming, there was the thought—although we

did not say so in so many words—that it might be possible, as an

added use of the earning power of the Government, as an outgrowth
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of this system, to give the Government the privilege of buying up
its own obligations.

Now, that expression " own obligations " is a broad term. It may
mean notes, it may mean bonds. And if 1 recall the discussion on
that point, it was broadly regarded as unsound to develop any
principle in banking in this country that did not ultimately contem-
plate—perhaps not immediately, but ultimately contemplate—the

retirement of the greenbacks, on the ground, perhaps, not so much
that they are any particular danger to-day ; they have been absorbed
in the credit relations; and any effect that has come from increased

prices has been lost sight of for many years; but it has been recog-

nized that, if you have the principle of Government issues based on
them, in one year you may have a larger amount than in another
year; and just as soon as you increase such issues, just so soon do you
inflate prices. That is an automatic result. You know it was the

case in war times, and it may be the case at any time in the future

while you have an issue based on debt. So that all economists and
practically all bankers, although they recognize there is no particular

danger to-day with the greenbacks, also recognize that fundamentally
it would be a very desirable thing to get rid of them.
Senator Reed. Well, if you think the issuance of money based upon

debt works inflation and governs prices, then it seems to me that this

bill ought to be scanned with some care, because we propose to

issue money here based upon debt.

Mr. Fisher. What kinds of debts?

Senator Reed. Debts of individuals indorsed by banks and rein-

dorsed by the Government.
Mr. Fisher. When payable ?

Senator Reed. At various times.

Mr. Fisher. Not to exceed?
Senator Reed. Well, let us say 90 days; and there is no reason

in the world why they should not be immediately renewed and kept

out upon new paper, so that the volume would be constantly greater.

Mr. Fisher. Well, in this state of the wisdom of the banking
world, or of the legislative world, it would be absolutely impossible

to make a scientific relation between commodity prices and banking
practice—I will agree that we can not do that, but we understand
the general trends.

Now, there is a vast difference between a note based upon a debt

which grows out of the sale of commodities, which is manufactured
to exchange those commodities, which clears itself and is paid, and
the commodities consumed, and a debt of a Government for war sup-

plies, or any other kind of supplies which may be paid, never, or from
1 to 20 years hence.

Senator Reed. I know.
Mr. Fisher. There is a vast difference in solidity.

Senator Reed. There is a difference in the two systems, and a very

radical one, if you assume, first, that the Government issues its cur-

rency to pay its running expenses and makes no provision for the

speedy retirement of that currency; and then you issue another cur-

rency based upon obligations that all mature within 90 days, and

thereby the currency is retired.

But we must take into consideration that as far as this bill is con-

cerned if $1,000,000,000 of money was issued on 90-day paper to-day,
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there is no reason why as that 90-day paper matures other paper can
not be substituted for it-a continual flow of paper coming in to take

S'nfc'o°nn?''*
""^'"^

'! ^l'^
°^' ^^^ *^^« ^he currency be kept-

$1^00,000,000 in excess of what it was before the operations began.

r wl'T""; 7k^^
^^''^^

''.' V^^.
^^^* yo" say is entirely the prac-

tice of the last 16 years, and during that period you have seen prices
g» up in this country 40 per cent. One of the chief elements, in my
judgment, for prices having gone up in such a fashion has been the
development of credit on collateral loans, on single-name paper, we
build factories and other enterprises. And, strictly speaking we
can not get any nearer to a correct relation between money and prices
than prompt clearing, and everything you can develop in this bill to
ettect prompt clearing will bring you nearer to that relation. I think
credit currency is absolutely sound, but you can not do any morem this form than to provide the trend.
Senator Eeed. Can not that be worked out to a great extent bv

using this term " automatic "
?

Mr. FiSHEE. I do not think you can possibly, scientifically, develop
the absolute correct relations between the loan made upon fixed and
upon flmd credit. We understand the philosophy of it, and within
the last year there has been a great deal of thought and attention
paid to that subject. I agreed to write two suggestions for two
amendments; but I would not agree, and I do not believe any man in
the world would agree, to write any amendment that would segre-
gate scientifically and correctly the relations between fixed and fiuid
credit.

Senator Eeed. Would it be your idea if a certain currency has been
out a certain length of time, it should begin to bear some kind of
interest charge which would compel its retirement?
Mr. Fisher. This bill provides that currency shall not be issued

by any other bank than the one that originally issued it. In other
words, it will come back for redemption. Now, we have two definite
experiences. If I remember rightly, at the very most Canadian cur-
rency does not remain out more than 30 days. I think the Scotch
experience, perhaps, because of being a smaller country, is that it

remains out a shorter time. I do not remember the exact figures. I
do not think you need worry about inflation under the bill, because
you provide prompt redemption. Other than that, it is based on fluid

credit. Of course, going into the broad question, you have developed
scientifically that collateral loans should always be against time
deposits that can not be spent. Fluid loans should be the only basis
for currency issues, and should be the only basis for demand deposits

;

and if you carry those ideas out into the realm of the savings bank,
into the realm of the trust company, of the State and National
banks, you are developing the principle—if you could give the proper
relations that would help. You have done something in this bill

that I think will cause added confusion between the prices of fixed

and fiuid credits, and that is putting the savings bank section in the

commercial bank section. Unless there is an absolute segregation,

and an absolutely scientific management, you have provided a means
by which you can do a broad business upon a lower reserve basis and
upon a fixed form of credit.

Senator Eeed. You think there is some danger of infiation unless

it is safeguarded?
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Mr. Fisher. Unless the segregation between the savings and com-
mercial banking is properly safeguarded.

The Chairman. There are one or two questions I would like to

ask you, Mr. Fisher. It has been suggested, with regard to the 2 per

cent' bonds, that a certain volume of those bonds might be annually

retired upon the plan which I shall explain to you—-that is, that the

2 per cent bonds held as a basis of note issue might be taken over in a

certain fixed amount. We will say, for the purpose of convenience,

10 per cent of the outstandingvolume, amounting to some $70,000,000,

to be taken over annually. Then, when those twos would be taken over
by the United States, the United States would, in that event, assume
the redemption of the national-bank notes issued against those par-

ticular bonds now held by the Comptroller of the Currency. The
United States, in redeeming those national-bank notes, which now
rest upon the 2 per cent bonds, would issue its own Treasury notes,

payable in gold, at the Treasury in Washington, and place in the

reserve division of the Treasury those $70,000,000 of twos, but in the

form of threes, with a right in the Treasury Department or the Federal

reserve board to issue them either as bonds maturing in 20 years

or as annual notes renewable during a period of 20 years at the 3

per cent rate. In that way it would provide a basis of obtaining

gold, if necessary, to redeem such notes, and to issue those notes in

small denominations so that they would be readily absorbed as till

change, and therefore prevent, by that arrangement, the rapid de-

livery of these notes for redemption.
Along with that suggestion, as a part of it, it was proposed that a

like amount of gold should be put in the Treasury reserve by taking

the gold from the current funds of the Treasury and putting them
into the reserve division and issuing, in lieu thereof, a like amount of

Treasury gold notes. The effect of that would be, in one such trans-

action, $70,000,000 of bonds and $70,000,000 of gold going to the re-

serve division, and against it $140,000,000 in Treasury notes pay-
able in gold at the Treasury in small denominations.

Is that too complicated a proposal for you easily to follow ?

Mr. Fisher. The proposition for the Government to redeem its

bonds with short-time' obligations is good. The currency provision
I do not like at all. It would simply be an added confusion to our
currency system.
The Chairman. The purpose being eventually to retire

Mr. Fisher. I would let the currency be handled by the banks.
You might better let the short-time notes go into the banks and let

the banks finance the $70,000,000. Let the Government retire and
finance, perhaps^ the sale of 3 per cent bonds, but it seems to me the

issue and financing of short-time notes should be done by the banks
and not by the Government. I would not confuse the two prin-

ciples.

The Chairman. The proposal was to retire the national-bank notes,

and this was the method by which to retire the national'-bank notes

instead of the 2 per cent bonds alone. There would be in lieu of that

50 per cent of bonds and 50 per cent of gold.
Mr. Fisher. It seems to me the retirement of the national-bank

notes can be effected by the Federal reserve bank. You have the
germ there of a good idea, but the currency function should be

handled by the banks and the other end of it by the Government—
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that is to say, pay off the long-time bonds by short-time notes. But
I would not let the redemption gold reserve of the currency function
unify itself with the general principles of your bill, and I think it
will be very much more satisfactory because, potentially, as you
give it, there is an element of inflation there.
The Chaiejian. The note issue would be identical ; there would be

no inflation whatever. The notes issued would be notes to take the
place of the national-bank notes on the one side and to take the place
of the gold on the other.

Mr. FiSHEE. That probably could be done if there were no col-
lateral bank plan developed at the same time, but I do not think the
two together would be desirable.

The Chairman. The purpose was to provide for the 2 per cent
bonds in a way that would be satisfactory to the banks of the country,
who have been a little apprehensive that they would suffer a loss.

Mr. Fisher. I believe the plan, however, to let the Federal reserve
bank retire a certain percentage each year by the issue of bonds or
currency either, maximum and minimum, as I have suggested, would
be a much better plan and the whole fabric of our currency would
be much stronger.

The Chairman. Mr. Simmons, who have you now ?

Mr. Simmons. If you will permit me, I will continue with that.

STATEMENT OF W. D. SIMMONS—Continued.

Mr. Simmons. I will not attempt to follow Mr. Fisher's lead in the
scientific discussion, but from the standpoint of a business man, with
the exception that we utilize, as business men, the services of Mr.
Fisher and a number of men in conference with us to give an ex-

planation to us of certain points ; and, as a result of those conferences,
we have formed our conclusions and made a report to the business

men of the country.
Mr. Fisher stopped at No. 8. It speaks there of a tax upon notes,

and the point I wanted to make is that our conclusion was that the

taxing of notes put a tax upon certain elements of the business

interests of the country, because they have occasion to use notes and
as compared to those who only have occasion to use checks. And it

was a discrimination which we thought ought to be avoided, because

we saw nothing in it but discrimination. Inflation is next. Inflation

could be without any issue of notes at all. It could occur, in fact,

where no notes are called for or desired. That covers 8 and 9.

As to No. 10, the mutual guaranty of the notes, that was covered

by Mr. Fisher.

No. 12, the statements of the Federal reserve bank has been covered

in your recent draft of the bill.

No. 13, the authorization of the Federal reserve banks to make
deposits in and discounts for any other Federal reserve bank. We
distinguish there between authorization and requirement. It seemed

to us that unless your requirements were very thoroughly protected,

perhaps as has been proposed since, it was very much better and

safer to trust to the judgment and patriotism of the Federal reserve

banks and their directors, as a whole, than to leave there a require-

ment with a possibility of the use of it as has been suggested might

occur.
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Senator Nelson. Mr. Simmons, Mr. Vanderlip suggested that un-
less you had such a compulsory process the system would not work at

all. You must have it so arranged that you can pipe the reserves

from one regional bank into the other, and you could not do that

unless you had the compulsory system.
Mr. Simmons. I say unless it was safeguarded, as has been sug-

gested, by a nonpartisan element and the requirement of unanimous
consent.

No. 14, the automatic continuance of the banking system. It

seemed to us there was a danger to the business interests of the

country to have no provision for the automatic continuance of the

existence and authority of banks to do business in case there should
be some delay in forming some substituted plan when these charters

expire. There have been such things as deadlocks and things of that

kind, and it seemed to us that some provision should be made here
so it would be automatic and have the business of the country con-

tinue, rather than have the whole business of the country thrown in

a turmoil.

Senator Nelson. This does not interfere with the automatic busi-

ness you refer to, except in the bond provision providing for the

gradual retirement of the circulating notes and in the change of the

reserve provision of the existing law. This system of pyramiding
reserves, the bill provides for a gradual change from one system to

the other within three years, beginning with 3 per cent during the

first year and culminating at the end of the third year with 5 per
cent. Otherwise it does not interfere with the existing system of the

national banks.
Mr. Simmons. But their charters would practically all expire at

the same time.

Senator Nelson. Oh, no ; their charters continue. They would ex-

pire if they did not come into the system, but if they come into the

system they would continue under their charters as they are.

Mr. Simmons. Indefinitely?

Senator Nelson. No ; those charters are only for 20 years in each

case.

Mr. Simmons. That is the point, and that is the reason we thought
if at the end of those 20 years there was not some substitute legisla-

tion the banks should be allowed to continue.

Senator Nelson. We do not change that system; there are a great

many banks that have renewed their charters. They renewed after

the 20 years. Some have had two renewals and lots of them have had
one.

Senator Eeed. And, Senator, there has never been a renewal denied

in case the bank was sound.
Senator Nelson. I do not recall any renewals being denied where

a bank was sound. They were always given as a matter of course.

And, for instance, if the bank joins this system its charter is for 20

years and, assuming it has run for 10 years and has 10 years more to

run, it would run under that. And at the end of the 10 years, unless

we change the law and this bill does not change that part of it, as

a matter of course they could get a renewal if in a sound condition.

I think there are only two changes, and they are in the matter of re-

serves and in the matter of gradual retiring of the circulation, which
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is squinted at in one section with reference to the bonds. Outside of
that they are left intact.

The Chaiesian. The intention of this bill was to limit the life of
those reserve banks to 20 years, and I understand Mr. Simmons's
suggestion relates to putting in an automatic provision, in this con-
nection, with regard to the life of the Federal reserve banks and not
the ordinary national banks.
Senator Nelson. No ; he referred to national banks. You referred

to national banks, didn't you ?

Mr. Simmons. If I did, I beg your pardon; I did not intend to
refer to national banks. Our one point is, as we understand this law,
to provide that the Federal reserve banks should automatically con-
tinue at the end of 20 years if, at the end of that time, there is no
provision made, or there is no substitute provided. Unless there is

some provision made for that, they should automatically continue
the same as directors continue until their successors are elected.

Senator Nelson. The same as in the case of the national-bank act.

I thought you referred to national banks.
The Chairman. It would require affirmative action, of course, at

the end of the 20 years.

Senator Nelson. I think the bill ought to provide as the national-

bank law does for renewal under proper conditions. Otherwise, the

system would be at the mercy of Congress.

The Chairman. The intention was to make it at the mercy of Con-
gress, instead of having Congress, possibly, at the mercy of the
system.

Senator Keed. There ought to be a phrase put in there providing,

in the event of no other legislation, that the system might continue.

Mr. Simmons. That is our whole point.

Senator Eeed. We will consider that.

Senator Nelson. You are right. In case the system is retained,

then there can be a renewal, if the bank is sound.

Mr. Simmons. No. 15 has been covered by Mr. Fisher, except it

refers to the use of some of these profits to liquidate the existing de-

mand obligations of the United States. The situation as we see it

from a business standpoint is that those notes, as they come out, with

lawful money as a reserve against them, are practically the obligation

of the maker, the United States, backed by security—good commer-
cial paper—and then against them for their protection, a reserve—

the obligations of the same maker, without any backing. Our idea is

that the existence of the greenbacks is what makes that necessary, and
it would be wise, so far as possible, or, as soon as possible, to get rid

of that which makes that obligation.

Senator Nelson. You would avoid that by making the new notes

redeemable in gold?
Mr. Simmons. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Don't make war on the greenbacks. The green-

backs and the soldiers are what saved this country, and I want you

to remember the soldiers carried the greenbacks in their pockets

while they carried the muskets on their shoulders. It was not the

capitalists who saved the country ; it was the people of the country

who were willing to take that currency and the people of tho conn-
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try who shouldered the muskets. Don't make war on the green-

backs.

Mr. Simmons. I am not making war on the greenbacks, but I am
suggesting taking a rather anomalous situation out of the way.

Senator Eeed. Senator, you never came around and growled be-

cause you took those greenbacks at 35 cents on the dollar, did you ?

Senator Nelson. Oh, no; we took the greenbacks and were glad

to get them.
Mr. Simmons. The only other section that requires attention is

»,he one with regard to the use of the words " Secretary of the. Treas-

ury," and his position. It seemed to us that the provisions relative to

the Secretary of the Treasury were, in some cases, the way this bill

v?ame to us—some of those instances have since been changed—were

rather conflicting in respect to his relation to the board of which he

was a member. In some cases he was practically in a position to

supersede the action and authority of the board of which he was a

member. It seemed to us wise to suggest that it be made entirely

clear. If the Federal reserve board principle is to obtain—and we
are ready to grant it is perhaps the best one—then it would seem to

us the Federal reserve board should be and have entire control and
should not be superseded by one member of that board. The other

points, I think, have all been covered in your recently drafted bill.

Senator Beistow. I was not present during the statement of Mr.
Fisher. I was called out and did not get to ask a question I wanted
in regard to the character of the Government's guaranty of these

notes—that the Government stood as a guarantor, and, by virtue of

the Government's standing as such indorser of those bank notes of

these banks, it should receive the profits from and above the 5 per

cent—60 per cent of it—and, presumably, those profits to the Govern-
ment would create a fund which would justify it and make it safe

in standing for this security for the ultimate redemption of these

notes. Is that an idea that reflects the opinions of your coniinittee ?

Mr. Simmons. Yes. It reflects the conclusion we came to under
existing conditions. I think the opinion of our committee generally,

and I think the general consensus of the business opinion of the

country, is that it would be well to have these notes a bank issue,

and then, if you want that Government protection, it can be ; but there

is something to go back of that, something where the Government
supervises and guarantees the holder of that note, perhaps, but does

not get into the shape of a maker, and the compensation being that

it shall have the profits of this fund to make it entirely safe.

Senator Beistow. That is a sound business principle, is it not?

Do you not think it makes it entirely so ?

Mr. Simmons. It appears so to us; yes.

Senator Bristow. Now, what would you think, in order to give

this bank and national banking system of the country greater

stability, of having a similar provision in regard to the deposits of

the bank. Let the Government levy a tax of some kind on the

operations of the bank, to create a fund which would guarantee

losses by depositors in case the national bank failed.

Mr. Simmons. I would think the general consensus of opinion is

against anything in the shape of the Government guaranteeing de-

posits, based upon experiences that have been had.
Senator Beistow. What experiences do you refer to?
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Mr. Simmons. I think the experience they had in Oklahoma, which
I think your chairman can tell more about than I can. I am not
stating except what I believe is the general opinion on that point.
Senator Bristow. I mean where there has been some condition of

failure in Oklahoma. But suppose the Government did not stand
sponsor, but that it created a fund by taxing the banks and that
fund was in the nature of a sinking fund out of which any of these
depositors would be paid, similar, we will say, to the Kansas law,
it simply administered an insurance department of the banking de-
partment. As I understand, there are private insurance companies
now created to guarantee against the loss of bank deposits. Such
companies are in operation now, as well as State companies that
have been organized. In the State of Kansas there is a company
that is supervised by the banking department—that refers to the
State banks—and another company is organized which insures the
deposits of national banks. It is a private insurance company for
that purpose.
Why would it not be just as practicable for the Government to

create a fund, which fund, so created under the supervision of the
Government, should be pledged to the payment of depositors for
losses upon the same principle we are creating a fund to incure the
payment of any of these notes that might fail.

Mr. Simmons. I am not authorized to speak for the National
Chamber, because that point did not come up, but I think I under-
stand the general attitude of the business interests toward that
proposition, and that it would be unwise because it would practi-

cally put a premium on lack of care in the use and loaning of the
deposits, the idea being it would not make any difference and would
help most the man who regarded the thing least, with the least care

in his work and the least care in his credit, without himself taking
the risk.

Senator Bristow. Have you ever examined the operation of the

Kansas law ?

Mr. Simmons. Not sufficiently to speak with thorough knowledge
of it ; no, sir.

Senator Pomerene. What is your judgment of that, Senator?

Senator Bristow. The actual operations of the law have been en-

tirely satisfactory. A depositor can not lose anything in a Kansas
State bank. It is a voluntary fund; it is entirely voluntary as to

whether a bank comes in.

Mr. Simmons. It is not as to the depositor ?

Senator Bristow. No; it is not as to the depositor.

Mr. Simmons. He is the citizen, and he pays the bill ; he loses his

share.

Senator Bristow. No ; the citizen does not pay the bill. It is like

insurance exactly.

Senator Pomerene. How many bank failures have you had since

that time?
Senator Bristow. One.
Senator Pomerene. Within what period?

Senator Bristow. Four years. And the depositors receive imme-

diately a certificate for the amount of the deposit, which bears 6 per

cent and it at once goes to a premium.

Mr. Simmons. That is not an insurance company.

S. Doe. 2:'2. (;;!-l—vol .'! 3S
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Senator Bristow. It is by insurance. It is a mutual insurance com-
pany organized by the State and supervised by the banlcing depart-

ment. It simply provides that any bank which desires to insure its

depositors can subscribe to this fund and pay its assessments, and that

goes into a fund that is kept in the State treasury. If a failure occurs

of any of the banks, the banking department of the State pays the

depositors, takes possession of the failed bank and closes up its

affairs, and then the receipts from the winding up of the bank's

affairs go into this fund which has been drawn upon.
Senator Nelson. That is practically the Canadian system.

Senator Beistow. It works just as Mr. Dawson said the Canadian
system worked. The depositors of the failed bank really get more
money, because their certificates at once go to a premium.

Senator Nelson. They get certificates that draw 6 per cent interest.

Senator Beistow. Ours is exactly the same. The national banks
have organized a mutual insurance company which they supervise,

and it is not supervised by the State. They have had no failures.

Mr. Simmons. Who is it in that case that decides who shall

come in?
Senator Bristow. It is wide open to anybody that will comply with

the conditions.

Mr. Simmons. It is not wide open to anybody, but they make
conditions.

Senator Beistow. The State makes conditions also. Nobody can

come in except a bank that has a proper standing.

Senator Pomeeene. With your experience in Kansas, it would
hardly be fair to say that banking insurance placed a prelum on

bad banking.
Senator Bristow. No. That is the argument of people who do

not know anything about it.

Senator Nelson. The real opposition is it places the big banks
that are such good institutions on a level with the others that are

not so good—with the small institutions. They have as big a show
to get deposits under that system as we have, and that is where the

opposition comes from.
Senator Ebed. Mr. Simmons, are you directly interested in the

banking system yourself?
Mr. Simmons. I am a director in a bank

;
yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. Your principal business is running the great hard-

ware business with which you are connected?
Mr. Simmons. Yes, sir; entirely.

Senator Reed. And I think you have one of the largest wholesale
hardware businesses in the country. Now, your banking business is

a sort of an incident?
Mr. Simmons. A very decided incident.
Senator Reed. As a business man, you recognize the fact that you

are constantly interfered with in your business by the uncertainty as

to whether a bank can let you have all the money you want, even
when there is absolute solvency ?

Mr. Simmons. The uncertainty as to whether they are going to

continue to be for some time to come.
Senator Reed. And you fear these financial panics and depressions

that come. Do you think, under all the circumstances and in view
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of the conditions, that every line of business, including the banks, can
afford to make some sacrifice in order to get a stable system ?

Mr. Simmons. Well, I think they already have ; it is a question of

what you mean by sacrifice.

Senator Eeed. That a bank can ever afford to sacrifice it profits ?

Mr. Simmons. Yes ; I do ; undoubtedly ; a financial sacrifice.

Senator Reed. And that they could all get together and cooperate

to work out a system and not be, as I fear some people have been,

fighting a system ; I do not mean you bankers.

Mr. Simmons. Perhaps I can answer you by calling your attention

to the pending clause of the report of our committee, lecommending
that we recognize here a definite effort to do a constructive thing and
to supply this country with the kind of currency system. The atti-

tude of the committee was to see to what extent they could be helped

to do that; not to find fault, but to see what we could do to add
strength to that.

Senator Nelson. You have a very able report, and I want to con-

gratulate you on the points you have made and to the sound basis on
which you have argued. I think you have been very helpful to us

here in making your suggestions.

Mr. Simmons. You are very kind to say that, Senator.

Senator Reed. I agree with that remark.

Mr. Simmons. If it is agreeable to the committee, Mr. Wheeler, the

president of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, will

address you now. He can give you a pretty clear idea of the purpose

of the chamber in taking up this matter.

The Chairman. We will be very glad to hear Mr. Wheeler.

STATEMENT OF HAREY A. WHEELEE, VICE PRESIDENT OF
THE UNION TEUST CO., CHICAGO, ILL., AND PEESIDENT OF THE
CHAMBER OF COMMEECE OF THE UNITED STATES.

Senator Reed. Will you give your name and your business connec-

tions.

Mr. Wheeler. Harry A. Wheeler, banker; vice president of the

Union Trust Co., Chicago, 111., and president of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, this matter has been so clearly stated,

it seems to me, by Mr. Fisher and Mr. Simmons relative to the points

covered by our committee on banking and currency, and submitted

for the vote of the chambers of commerce of the United States, that

if I should go over that matter it would be a waste of your time and

simply a repetition. I would like to put into the record, however, a

statement of how we came to ask for this hearing on behalf of the

chambers; how they are tied together, and how the vote was taken;

for Senator Nelson,' voicing the idea that chambers of commerce have

always acted through a few men who voice the sentiments of all the

members, holds the impression that we fear some of the rest of you

gentlemen hold that this vote was taken in a desultory sort of way

without the idea of getting the sense of the organizations and there-

fore would represent merely the sentiment of the few men who might

have received the report and read it and voting aye or no.
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Now, the chamber of commerce-
Senator Nelson. I am disabused of that idea. I think our experi-

ence here in Congress, of getting resolutions of chambers of commerce
and other organizations which do not mean very much may have
given us that impression, but after hearing what you gentlemen have
had to say to-day I am satisfied that that does not apply to your

case, because you seem to be working on bedrock all the time.

Mr. Wheeler. I thank you, Senator.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States was formed only

18 months ago. It was an organization to bring together as a united

body all of the national trade organizations and the chambers of com-
merce and boards of trade of the country. And a chamber of com-

merce in a city of 1,000 inhabitants is made just as welcome as a

member, and it is made just as possible for them to become a member
as the Chamber of Commerce of the city of New York, or of the city

of San Francisco, or of Boston, or of any other of the larger cities, or of

the American Bankers' Association, or of the National Wholesale Dry
Goods Association. That democracy has been written into the organ-

ization, and its board of directors, which comprises 26 men chosen

from definite geographical divisions in every part of the country,

have had conferred upon them no power to commit the chamber to

any policy or any piece of legislation, and that it may be fully de-

cided whether the matters submitted to the chamber are of a national

character, and proper to be submitted to the various bodies for their

opinion, and if it is so determir^ed, then such a referendum as this

must be prepared and submitted to all the organizations affiliated

with the chamber.
Senator Reed asked whether there was argument. If you gentle-

men had the time I would like to have you see the manner in which
this is put up, with the report of the committee, its relation to the

bill then being considered, and the marginal notes with the sugges-

tions that were made, and with marginal notes relative to the amend-
ments that had been suggested. There is not one single syllable in

that urging any member of the chamber of commerce to support any

one of those provisions, but they are placed exactly before them in a

business way in order to endeavor to ascertain what is their mind
and what is their opinion in regard to that matter.
Now, gentlemen, when this referendum was issued there were 380

organizations represented in this body, and it represented 200,000

business firms and business men in the constituent membership of

these organizations. If I were to say to you that the vote which

has been taken and recorded to you by Mr. Simmons was the vote

of the business men of this country, I would deserve your censure

and condemnation, because it is not. You know as I do how hard

it is to get business men to take economic questions and study them

and record an intelligent opinion upon them. This went out to the

various organizations and associations and was voted upon by more

than one-third of the organizations and by 41 per cent of the full

voting strength of the chamber. The voting strength is made up

so that the Chamber of Commerce of the city of Boston, for in-

stance, has 10 votes and the Chamber of Commerce of Phoeniz,

Ariz., 1 vote. The maximum number of votes that any organization

may cast in regard to any question or piece of legislation upon which

a referendum is submitted is 10 and the lowest, of course, is 1. So

that an organization of thousands of members can not record more
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than 10 votes and never by any combination can dominate the vote
of the whole, and 41 per cent of all the votes that could have been
cast upon this question was cast by the associations.

Senator, it was my good fortune during the 45 days that this ques-
tion was pending before the business associations of this country to
visit a good many cities, working with them in connection with what
I regard as one of the most fundamental principles of our business
life, to get our business men interested in something besides trading
their own goods for other people's goods or their own goods for
profit; that they shall interest themselves in a sane way in finding
out what is going on, what is their relation to it, how it affects their
business, and get them to form a clear opinion and to express an opin-
ion where it may be of value.

In that the Chamber of Commerce of the United States from its

beginning has wished to say to the executive and legislative branches
of this Government in Washington we are not coming to you and
asking that you pass legislation for us ; we are not pressing bills for
your consideration; we are asking that you help us to help you if

you want the business opinion of this country upon measures that
are before you. We will give it, as we have tried to do in this case, an
absolutely impartial and unbiased opinion upon various points, pre-
senting the matters of these organizations, not asking that they sup-
port the measures as we proposed them, but that they give us their

advice and help and suggestions.

I never have seen business men more keenly interested in any sub-

ject than the people have been in this matter.

The boards of directors of various organizations have called their

organizations together, and when that was impossible they have
sent out extracts from this report and asked that these arguments
and extracts and explanations be read and the vote recorded, and
during the last 45 days, Mr. Chairman, I have sat in conventions of

business men who have asked me to come in and talk to them about

these seven provisions, and they have recorded their vote upon them.

You will know from Mr. Simmons's report that it is not a unani-

mous vote. There were some 90 votes against the one which received

the greatest number of negative votes and I believe some 390 votes

in favor of the provision which received the greatest number of

affirmative votes. So that there was thought in this matter, and in

presenting it to you as we do to-day we present it as the sober and

deliberate action, favoring these recommendations for amendment
or the suggestions for your consideration. They conie from 140 of

the largest commercial organizations in this country, in 28 States of

this country, and comprising a membership of more than 150,000

business men.
And if you have time to read the letters that have come from those

organizations which did not vote and find how conscientiously they

considered their relation to this subject you would be still more im-

pressed. I am only going to give you one. One organization having

had its committee at work upon this proposition, brought it before

its executive board for consideration and said^ " We can not approve

all of the amendments suggested by the committee of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States. We can not vote against your bill,

because in so doing it would tacitly approve the bill as now written.

Neither can we vote for your bill, and because we can not do either
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one we dare not vote at all." They have been conscientious in the

matter and tried to loolc at it in a fair way. I do not believe in that

standpoint. I do not believe that is a good thing, but these organi-

zations have, so far as possible, endeavored to form their conclusions

soberly and honestly, and I give them to you for what they are worth.
As this organization grows it will endeavor, whenever it comes be-

fore a committee of the Senate or House, to bring to you the honest
and unbiased and unprejudiced opinion of the members of these

various organizations.

I am very much obliged to you, gentlemen.
The Chairman. The committee very highly appreciates the pains

you have taken to carefully examine this bill and criticize it and
suggest amendments to it, and nothing could be higher evidence of

the opinion you have given than the form in which you have pre-

sented it to your own members.
Senator Shafeoth. We expect to utilize this very much.
Senator Beistow. Of course, this does not purport to reflect so

much the views of these men as to what legislation we ought to have
and what amendments ought to be made to this bill ?

Mr. Wheeler. That is right, Senator.

Senator Bristow. Now, some of us believe that a central Federal

bank would be better than 12 Federal banks organized as these are

proposed to be organized. Now, as to the choice between a central

Federal bank providing for the performance of certain functions in

our financial system or 12 banks organized as these are, we would
not have the judgment of these gentlemen as to that, but only an
amendment which they feel ought to be made to this specific bill?

Mr. Wheeler. That is right. Our committee on banking and cur-

rency when it came to Washington to study this bill and endeavored
to formulate a report felt that your effort in Washington was one

directed toward constructive legislation; that you had certain prin-

ciples which you believed should be worked into the bill, and we were
ready to try to support you in legislation on those principles.

We therefore put to our constituent members no question that was
not related to the bill itself. We did not argue that a central bank
was better than 3 or 12.

Since we came to look at this as a business proposition, knowing,
as business men do, the difficulty of establishing a great working
machine with a large number of branches thrown out, we felt, when
in the wisdom of the Federal reserve board of this association there

should be a gradual development of the regional associations in-

stead of endeavoring to establish a great number at once and thereby

making confusion, that possibly that could be avoided and yet not

destroy any of the principles that underlie this bill, beginning with

the natural centers and increasing as the demand came or as the

Federal reserve board saw fit to increase them. That is the nearest

we came to that point.

Senator Bristow. Would we infer properly from that that in your

opinion if this Federal reserve board should start with one Federal

reserve bank, extend branches of it or establish others of a similar

character until it gradually absorbed the entire functions which are

contemplated, would be safer and create less possible disturbance of

the normal operations of our business affairs than to undertake to

create the whole thing at once in one general enactment?
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Mr. Wheeler. Not from the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, because it has expressed no voice upon that. Personally, if

you are going to adhere to the provisions of the bill relative to the
number of regional associations, and you want convenience as well
as safety, I believe that more than one regional bank started at the
beginning is desirable rather than detrimental.

Senator Bristow. How many would you suggest?
Mr. Wheeler. I hold with my own committee that with per-

fectly natural conditions certain three centers might be chosen, and
then you may have within six months nine more. That develop-
ment would be the natural and logical development under the de-
velopment of the Federal reserve board.

Senator Nelson. Your suggestion is that we start with three in
the central reserve districts.

Senator Bristow. That strikes me as an interesting suggestion.
I would like your own opinion on this phase of the subject. We

are creating here by this bill a Federal reserve board that sits here
in Washington and supervises these banks at a distance without any
personal contract with them. Under your suggestion there would be
three. These three banks that are in active operation as banks are
presided over by boards of directors and superior to them stands
this Federal board. Would it not be better, from a business point
of view, safer, and tend to efficiency to have that board itself in the
active management of the bank, so that with its experience in con-
tact with the operations of the banking business it would have a

judgment based not only upon its theoretical knowledge but on the

actual experience of the men who are to decide, ultimately?

Senator Nelson. You mean one single bank?
Senator Bristow. Well, yes; if those men were in charge of a

bank, would they not be better equipped to pass wisely upon the

questions that would come naturally before them?
Mr. Wheeler. You ask this as my personal opinion?

Senator Bristow. Certainly.

Mr. Wheeler. I think if it were possible to secure it from Con-
gress and with the consent of the country, that the highest efficiency

would come through greater centralization, but I am also equally

convinced that if is not practical at the present time to do it.

Senator Bristow. That suggestion has been made to us heretofore.

Please tell me why you think it is not practical.

Mr. Wheeler. I think that the same reason that brought into

disrepute the bill put out by the Monetary Commission—the fear of

control which would always be present—would probably have the

effect of making your central bank distasteful to a large number of

the people of the country.

Senator Bristow. Have you taken into consideration the wide dif-

ference between the Monetary Commission's plan and the one sug-

gested ?

Mr. Wheeler. I thinli. Senator, that you have a very admirable

adaptation in the present plan. It is in a sense a broadening of the

scope of the other, and in another sense it is a contracting of that

scope through the elimination of a very large amount of machinery

that might have been very difficult or expensive to operate. Person-

ally I have no fault to find with the provision of the bill creating, as

it does, a given number, or even if you make it an indeterminate num-
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ber, in the discretion of your Federal reserve board or regional asso-

ciations that shall be linked together definitely by a board that shall

have control of the issue and shall really have control in large meas-
ure of the actual direction of the banking functions of the country.

Senator Beistow. You think that board, situated, as it will be, at

a distance, in Washington, as a governing board, and not actively in

touch with the operations of the banking business, will be more
capable of passing wisely upon the questions that grow out of the

operations than if they were m active touch with the situation ?

Mr. Wheeler. In so far as they are required to do it in their gen-

eral supervision. If you gentlemen can, in your wisdom, work into

the bill some advisory capacity that is real and not fanciful, that ha?

responsibilities and that is responsive to the country itself, then I say

yas, they can do so.

Senator Reed raised the question of the relationship of the two
members of an advisorj^ council. May I suggest, Senator, that their

relationship, to my mind, is like this : They are elected by an advisory

council, one member of the council being chosen by each regional

bank, by the vote of the directors of that bank, representing three

banks, three representing the commercial and industrial and agricul-

tural interests of the country, and three appointed by the Federal
reserve board. You have, therefore, a board of directors of your re-

gional association elected a member of the advisory council or board
of the regional association, really being representative of the three

elements that constitute our national lire.

I believe that you can safely say that an advisory council elected

as suggested is really representation more than the bankers, although

I grant you that six of the nine board of directors of the regional

bank are elected under certain provisions of your bill by the member
banks; but they are so safely guarded that your Federal reserve board
has the right to change that representation, and therefore your ad-

visory council, in my judgment, with either 5 or 7 or 12 or 20, would
really be representative of the several sections of our life rather than

only the banking elements of our life. If the council was then

elected, and out of their number best qualified to serve them in an

advisory capacity with the Federal reserve board at Washington,

charged with no other task than to keep informed relative to the

financial and the agricultural and commercial conditions in their re-

gional districts, and had that as their sole task, I believe you add dis-

tinct strength, because your Federal reserve board is charged with the

task of guiding and supervising all the affairs of the regional banks

and practically protecting all of the functions of those banks, and

they have a task which is a big one for seven to perform, and these

two men will bring live-wire information to the seven relative to the

districts and their condition.

Senator Beistow. As I understand you, you would prefer to have

these three regional banks governed as the provision is made in this

bill rather than to have one central bank governed by a board se-

lected similar to this Government board ?

Mr. Wheelee. Again, personally; I can only reiterate what I said

before. From the point of my efficiency, if it seemed possible, there

are advantages in a central bank, as there are always advantages in

centralization. But, next to that—which does not seem to me practi-

cable—I believe this plan is good.
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Senator Bristow. But please leave out the proposition as to
whether it is practicable or not

Senator Nelson. "Will you allow me to put in this remark right
here in connection with this, that in answering the Senator you
must bear in mind that the Aldrich bill, so called, was controlled by
the bankers, and this plan is to give the absolute control to the
Government.
Senator Beistow. That is exactly the point. This proposition is

that the Government shall control a United States bank, and the
bankers shall not appoint any of the officers that shall control it.

They need not subscribe to the stock unless they want to.

Mr. Wheeuee. Senator, I think the difference very largely is
this: Under the so-called Aldrich plan, which was a control by the
banks, as you say, your central bank had full banking functions, but
had attached to it a very large amount of a very cumbersome ma-
chinery—more district associations than you gentlemen have reserve
associations in this bill, and tacked on to this a large number of local
banks that were feeders into these others.

Senator Beistow. If you will pardon me, I would rather have
this than the Aldrich system, but I am very much against this.

Senator Pomeeene. I thought you favored the Aldrich system.
Senator Beistow. I should not vote for it under any considera-

tion. But I am trying to get at another thing. I want to know if

you believe that a central bank, controlled by the Government, by a
board appointed for that purpose, operated by that board, perform-
ing all the functions that are intended to be performed by this system,
providing means for the mobilization of reserves, a bank of issue, a
bank of Government deposit, a bank of rediscount—if you think it

would be more efficient than three regional banks governed as sug-

gested in this bill?

Mr. WheeiiEE. I do not.

Senator Beistow. Why do you not?
Mr. Wheeuee. The only advantage we can get from a central

bank, governed and controlled as you would have it in relation to

this same sort of movement, would be a possibly greater mobiliza-

tion of reserves. The power of issue lies with the Federal reserve

board, as you have it here in your bill, and the supervision likewise,

and with a central bank you must have branches, and many of them
probably, to serve, as you will in this case have to have branches

of your regional association. And I believe that for convenience

Siake where you have tied up your regional association through such

a number as you here propose—and I depart from some of the testi-

mony that has doubtless been given by many in my own profession

relative to the power that you may give to cause reserves to be

transferred. I believe they should be in some wise safeguarded, but

the permissive power to require certain functions to be performed

must be given to your central body, whether it be a Federal reserve

board, as planned in this bill, or the board of directors of a central

bank such as you may suggest. And I believe that for the con-

venience of the country it will ultimately work out better, as ex-

perience is gathered and as we may make certain amendments, in the

operation of these regoinal banks and in the control of the Federal

reserve board, to have them located at various parts of the country

instead of absolutely centralized at one point.
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Senator Beistow. Now, suppose that instead of having these di-

rectors of the regional banks selected as they are we have them all

appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, so that the

regional banks are controlled and governed by a Federal board.

Senator Pomeeene. I do not believe I understood your question.

Do you mean that all of the members of the regional board be ap-

pointed by the President ?

Senator Beistow. Yes; that is just what I mean.
Mr. Wheeler. Senator, I think, that if you were to do that you

would either be compelled to work into this bill some provisions that

would absolutely compel the banks of the country to join in this

movement, or you would drive them away from it. If you compel

subscription to the capital stock of a body that has to do not only

with that capital but with the reserves and without any voice or con-

trol whatsoever in the matter except such as may be delegated to it

by an appointive power from a distant point, I think it would be

an injustice to the men who contribute the capital, and I think they

would not feel very much like joining into a regional association plan

of that Idnd.

Senator Beistow. You think it is more unjust, if I understand

you correctly, for the Government to appoint the managers of the

regional banks than it is for the Government to appoint the board
which supervises the action of the managers of the regional banks?
Mr. Wheelee. I think the central board, which is in the control

and appointing power of the Government, is the supervisory power
of the functions of all the banking of the country and the power
of issue, and the Government in this bill to stand back of the notes

that are issued, and if it stands back of them as responsible it has the

right to name the men who shall control that issue and who shall

supervise—and wisely supervise, we in business believe—the banldng
operations and functions of the country.

Senator Beistow. You distinguish, then, between this supervisory

board here at Washington, that you do not care to have a member on,

but that you want to be in intimate relations with—^you distinguish

between that board and a board that is to actively manage these

banks ?

Mr. Wheelee. Yes; I do.

Senator Beistow. Now, there are some of us that believe that the

same interest that would control Mr. Aldrich's central bank would
control these regional reserve banks—some of us have not any doubt
about it—that this provision is simply a very adroit way to avoid the

unpopularity of Mr. Aldrich's plan and still not lose the essential

substance of it.

Mr. Wheeler. Well, you have safeguarded yourselves in this way.

Out of the board of nine, six are elected under certain conditions

—

and, I think, very ingenious conditions. And I do not agree with

you that they are likely to work to central control by the member
banks. Let us not forget that three of the nine are appointed by the

Federal reserve board and that three of the nine may be removed by
the Federal reserve board if they should not be representative of the

interests that are supposed to be covered by the provisions of that

bill.

Senator Beistow. Suppose that we here, in our judgment—I am
not saying that many members of the committee would favor it

—
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make six of them appointed by the Government direct, or seven, and
Jet the bankers elect two ; in other words, have the same proportion
of the management of these regional banks that you want on the
Federal board here.
Mr. Wheeler. Again, personally. Senator—because these are only

personal opinions, and they have nothing to do with the referendum—
I like the present plan better.

Senator Bkistow. That is what I have been trying to get at. I
have an impression that the great interests which are so much inter-
ested in this legislation are willing to accept a Federal board pro-
vided they can have a close relation to it, but with supervision in a
general way; but they would strenuously object to having the re-
gional boards have direct personal control, even if they did not have
to subscribe the stock.

Mr. Wheedee. Admitting now there should be another method of
stock subscription?

Senator Beistow. Yes; what would you think of that?
Mr..Wheeler. I think if you leave the banks out of it altogether

they have no voice. Make it optional for them to come in or not.

You choose your method of control as you please. Not speaking for

the banks, but from a common-sense viewpoint, I should judge they
would not be interested when they were not parties to the transac-

tion, in any sense of the word.
Senator Beistow. Do you think that kind of system would succeed

in this country; that kind of Federal bank, based on popular sub-

scription ?

Mr. Wheelee. I am not competent to answer that question.

Senator Bristow. Is it not quite similar to the French system?
Mr. Wheeler. They have a widely scattered stock holding; so

have the others ; so has the Bank of England, but not absolutely open
to the general public in point of controlling power. If you are

going to give your shareholder in your American bank, who holds

one share, voting power, then naturally you would confer upon him
something they do not have among those who hold stock in the Bank
of England. You democratize it; I do not know that you benefit

the selection, by any means, of the directorate.

Senator Beistow. What is the capital of your trust company ?

Mr. Wheelee. $2,000,000.

Senator Beistow. And its deposits?

Mr. Wheeler. The deposits are $22,000,000.

Senator Bristow. You are the vice president?

Mr. Wheeler. Yes.

Senator Beistow. Who is the president?

Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Frederick H. Kawson.

Senator Nelson. Are you affiliated with a national bank?

Mr. Wheeler. Senator, I am not.

Senator Nelson. I do not mean you personally, but the trust com-

pany?
Mr. Wheeler. We are not.

Senator Nelson. No national bank is a stockholder or has any

interest ?

Mr. Wheeler. Not in the slightest degree.

Senator Nelson. There are some trust companies that are only

annexes of national banks. Yours is not one of them?
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Mr. Wheeler. Happily, ours was organized in 1869, and has stx)od

on its own legs since that time, and has no other affliation.

Senator Nelson. There is one point more I should like to call

your attention to. As I understood it, your opinion and the opinion

of your delegation is this, that inasmuch as we are now starting on a

new experiment, the issuing of what I call asset currency, a currency

that we have never had since the old system of State banks before

the war, you feel—and I understand it is the force of your referen-

dum—that that currency should be guaranteed, although it is a cur-

rency of the banks ; that it should be guaranteed by the Federal Gov-
ernment ?

Mr. Wheeler. That is the recommendation of the referendum.

Senator Nelson. That is as I understand it. That is all.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Wheeler, if the Senate passed the bill as it

came to it from the House, would your trust company come in under
the bill and become a member of the association ?

Mr. Wheeler. I do not think it could. Senator, because the bill as

I read it now in the last copy that I have is so clouded with respect

to the relation of the State bank and trust company to the other

scheme that I doubt if it could come in without some changes in the

present bill.

Senator Weeks. If the bill were changed to conform to the recom-
mendations made by the chambers of commerce, do you think that

that would change the conditions so that you would come in ?

Mr. Wheeler. That would not change it. Senator.

Senator Weeks. Then you do not think your trust company would
become a member of the association under any circumstances that are

likely to prevail?

Mr. Wheeler. Quite to the contrary, I think they would, but I

think the necessity would be to clear up certain phases of the bill

which are now rather indistinct in our minds relative to the savings-

bank section. There are provisions there relative to liabilities. As
I understand it, the bill was drawn with the idea that it should

apply to the national bank, and not any very great care was used in

phrasing the bill to make it possible to apply it jointly to the Na-
tional and State banks.

Senator Weeks. You have not discussed that, of course, in any
form, because you are here to discuss the report which the chamber
of commerce has made ; but I suggest to you that you in some way
communicate to the committee your views on that particular point,

because that is something we have to consider, or should consider,

before we finally report the bill.

Senator Shaeroth. We should like very much to get your trust

company in.

Mr. Wheeler. I think if you can make this attractive enough so

that the State banks and trust companies will be desirous of affilia-

tion, it will greatly strengthen the whole thing.

Senator Weeks. We want to make it attractive enough, and we
want to know what we have to do to do that.

Mr. Wheeler. Senator Weeks, you received from Mr. Hulbert, of

the Merchants' Loan & Trust Co., certain suggestions from the State

banks of Chicago.
The Chairman. Yes. Do you happen to have a copy of that?
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Mr. Wheeler. I have a copy at the hotel, and should be glad to
send it to you.
The Chairjiax. I should be glad if you would. I had a copy and

lost it.

Mr. Wheeler. Those we subscribe to ; and while I was present at
the meeting which considered Mr. Hulbert's suggestions the bankers
present distinctly stated that in making these suggestions they did
not say that the bill with those suggestions incorporated would be
one that would invite them in. They asked the Senate committee to
give consideration to them to clarify the provisions of the bill so as

to make possible their coming in, whereas now they feel they could
not.

Senator Weeks. I want to bring up just one point which you have
discussed during the questions which Senator Bristow asked you,
and that is about the question of local credit. You are in close touch
with the depositors and the borrowers of your trust company. You
have talked with them about their needs, and you try to respond by
loaning to them when they need it. Do you think a board here in

Washington is going to be competent—it does not make any difference

how wise the men are—to determine that a customer of yours does
not need the accommodation, or that you should not lend him the

money, even if you needed to make a rediscount by so doing?
Mr. Wheeler. I do not think. Senator, that any Federal reserve

board at Washington can properly sense the needs of the customer of

an individual member bank.
Senator Weeks. Let me put that proposition of mine in a little

different form? Don't you think this law ought to be such that a

member bank may, within certain limitations as to amount, be able

to go to the reserve bank and get rediscounts—assuming, of course,

that it is paper that comes within the provisions of the law—without

any veto from anyone?
Mr. Wheeler. I think that would add greatly to the attractiveness

of the measure and its working basis, but you have, as I understand,

in your reserve association the power of discrimination with respect

to paper, or you intend to have it.

Senator Weeks. I have not very much confidence in the power of

a board in Washington to discriminate as to the paper of your cus-

tomers in Chicago.
Mr. Wheeler. What about the board of the regional reserve as-

sociation? ..

Senator Weeks. Well, I have not very much confadence m that

even. I would rather have your judgment. I want to have this law

finally framed so that your customer needing money may go to you,

and 'if you agree that he does need it, you may make a loan, even

though you have not the money to lend and need to make a redis-

count by so doing, and that you can get your rediscount as a matter

of right, not as a matter of say so of some board—up to some limit,

of course. I do not think we ought to provide for rediscountmg an

amount greater than the capital of the bank—perhaps some such limit

as thai>^but, up to some such limitation, I thmk the banks should

have the right to go to the reserve bank and get accommodations with-

out any veto from anyone. If we do that we are going to have a

national system and we are going to accomniodate the business in-

terests of the country, as those interests are determined by the local
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banker and by the local borrower and not by a board in Washington
or anywhere else. If we are going to provide that a board shall deter-

mine those things, in my judgment we are going to have all kinds of

confusion and dissatisfaction.

Senator Nelson. Senator Weeks, let me call your attention to one

thing that occurs to me
Senator Weeks. I intended to have Mr. Wheeler express an opin-

ion. I was doing the talking when I intended to have him doing the

talking.

'

Senator Nelson. I was waiting for his answer.

Senator Weeks. I wanted to know, Mr. Wheeler, if you agreed to

that proposition.

Mr. Wheeler. I am in agreement for anything in this bill that

will make flexible the operation of the bill with respect to the mem-
ber banks.

Senator Weeks. And that will accommodate the business interests

of the country with certainty?

Mr. Wheeler. Yes. There is, however, just one question that I

think deserves consideration in connection with that statement. If

you make it a matter of right up to a certain limitation to demand
the rediscounting privilege of the paper that comes under the class,

you do not then give any consideration to the ability of the regional

bank to meet those demands which may at some time grow excessive.

And I think therein the supervisory power—the veto power—is good.

You strengthen in that case rather than weaken your system, for the

safety of the whole fabric must lie upon the ability of these regional

banks to do the things they are asked to do and that they could not

be forced to do by making it the right of a member bank—something
that we are not in a position to do with respect to funds available for

the purpose.
Senator Weeks. "Why, Mr. Wheeler, if we had no reserve board at

all, if member banks were allowed to go to the member banks and
rediscount every dollar of paper they had in their portfolios, in my
judgment that paper would be redeemed and taken care of, and you
never would hear of any disturbance at all, without any supervision

whatever. I do not mean to say I am in favor of removing all

supervision and restriction, but I think there is no question that

would be the result.

Senator Nelson. Senator Weeks, here is one thing that occurred to

me in this connection. These regional banks practically have two
kinds of discounts—one is a discount for the purpose of obtaining

currency and the other is an ordinary discount where they seek to

borrow money. Now, ought there not to be a brake on the discount

for obtaining circulation in order to prevent inflation?

Senator Weeks. I should like to discuss that with you sometime,
but I do not think we ought to interrupt Mr. Wheeler's statement in

order to do so now.
Senator Nelson. Can you not see there are two kinds of discount

there—one for the purpose of circulation and the other for the pur-

pose of obtaining a loan?
Senator Weeks. I can see that the borrower might use the discount

for two different purposes, but, as far as the effect is concerned, it

would be of the same character.
Senator Nelson. Probably.
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Senator Pomerene. Would you advise the rediscounting of certain
classes of paper which you would not permit to be used for purposes
of issue of currency ?

Senator Weeks. Probably ; I should be glad to talk with you about
that matter.

Senator Pomerene. I should be glad to talk with you about that.
Senator Nelson. That is the point I referred to—the discounting

of paper for other purposes and securing currency.
Senator Eeed. Mr. Wheeler, I want to discuss with you for a

moment the question of this advisory board, and see whether, after
all, there is any necessity for it. You do not doubt for a minute, do
you, that the central board of control will be in reasonably close
touch all the time with the 12 regional banks, if it is a competent
and proper board?
Mr. Wheeler. Eeasonably close; yes.

Senator Reed. It has a direct representative on the board of
directors of that regional bank, and the bank in interest has the
president of the bank—for, of course, they will elect him. So that
each of these 12 regional banks would be in a position to directly
correspond with and make their wishes known to a central board
through two agents, one of which is the president of the bank, selected
by the men the bankers have selected—that is, by the six directors

—

the other will be the chairman of the board of directors selected by
the Government. Now, there are pretty direct sources of information
and advice, and they, in a way, represent different interests, do they
not?
Mr. Wheeler. Yes.
Senator Reed. Now, do you think, if you constituted yourself this

central board, and you had those two sources of information, to-

gether with daily reports as to the transactions of the bank, you
would have much difficulty in getting all the advice you needed from
both sides of the question, and sound advice?
Mr. Wheeler. I think, Senator, if you impose upon the directors

of the Federal reserve board the necessity for securing this informa-
tion, it is going to be a slower process than if you had two men sitting

with them who were supposed to have the information and to have
nothing else to do but to get it and keep it available. And it seems
to me a matter not of multiplying methods, but really of concentrat-

ing to a point that would make available to the seven members of

the board, without the necessity of correspondence or of communica-
tion, except to verify, as they may wish to verify, with their own
agent in that regional association, the information they desire relative

to the needs of that district.

Senator Reed. Now, these two men sitting in Washington would
have to get their information somewhere ?

Mr. Wheeler. Yes; just exactly the same, but they would have

solely the business of getting it, and not the business of following the

affairs of the banking system of the country, whereas the seven men
are responsible for some very heavy operations.

Senator Reed. Don't you know, when you boil the criticism down,

that there is not much 'in it. particularly when you take into con-

sideration the fact that these banks would effect any kind of organi-

zation they want for the purpose of having a representative here in
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Washington who can go down to the board every day and talk with

the board and the board always be willing to listen to him, as long

as he comes in a proper way ? Don't you know that is the way this

will work out?
Mr. Wheeler. It may, if the authorized source inclusive in the

machinery
Senator Reed. I would not have any objection at all to allowing

the banks to have two agents in Washington ; but I do object to have
them sitting with this board.

Mr. Wheeler. Well, they are powerless, unless they do.

Senator Reed. Well, certainly they are powerless, except to give

the board information. Now, if you mean to put them on this board
for the purpose of controlling this board let us be frank about it

and say that.

Mr. Wheeler. That is ridiculous. Whether the president of the

United States is the present incumbent, or any other, this Nation
will always trust him to appoint men in that important capacity that

could not be controlled by two men elected by a dozen representatives

of the Federal reserve or regional association.

Senator Reed. Now, it is ridiculous that they should control.

Therefore, all that is left is that they should advise. Is not that

true?
Mr. Wheeler. That is just what we ask from them.
Senator Reed. Do you doubt for a minute—and is it not ridiculous

to assume; I will adopt your adjective—that any Federal reserve

board would refuse to listen to any man Avho substantially repre-

sented the banlring interests who came there with a proper sug-

gestion ?

Mr. Wheeler. I thoroughly believe that your Federal reserve board
will do just that thing. But rather than have to wait until some
man may come, as chance may send him, or as a crying need in his

region may demand that he go, if you can have instead a continuous
representation there on the ground, in communication with those

who have the information at their hand and can give it to them, I

think it is an advantage to the Federal reserve board to have this

representation present at all times rather than have it come spas-

taodically.

Senator Reed. Well, I think the suggestion would not be urged
with such pertinacity and in such a serious way unless there was
in the back

_
of somebody's head the thought that those bankers

would have a potential influence—I do not mean an improper in-

fluence
; but I do think, since we are talking about it, that a Federal

reserve board properly organized, with its machinery and its em-
ployees, will be every day—and I will go further and say every
hour of the day—in actual touch with fte 12 regional banks and
know exactly what is going on. If it does not, I do not want to see

the system established.
Mr. Wheeler. Senator, might I suggest this to your mind? You

assume that these men would be bankers ; and I think you are abso-
lutely right ; and they would be, in a sense in the employ of the re-

serve associations, as they would be elected by those' who were
elected by the regional boards of directors. But when it comes to

the question of residence in Washing-ton and having authority to

eit there, and have their cause stronglv advocated before that board,
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please do not forget that the bankers have absolutely eliminated
from their recommendations the idea of the advisory council, and
have asked you for another thing in connection with the P'ederal
reserve board. The Council at Chicago which was held a few weeks
ago distinctly said " No " to the advisory council, and had it been
one of those propositions that the banks of the country were inter-
ested in putting two men on that board, without vote, in order that
they might be watchers, they certainly would not have seen fit to
forego that as one of their recommendations.
But the suggestion does not, as I understand it, come out of the

banking fraternity. I think the first suggestion that was made for the
advisory council was made by the committee of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, and I think that Senator Owen, the
chairman, talked with the members of our committee back in July
on that question. At any rate it was worked into the bill after that
conference had been held here in Washington. Now, it is not a
banker's proposal, Senator, as I understand it. It is a proposition
that comes from the commercial interests of the country.

Senator Reed. Well, if it came from the bankers, I would not
turn it down on that account.

Mr. Wheeler. We are not all bad.
Senator Eeed. No. I say there are two very ridiculous things

going on. One is the gentleman who indulges in writing a letter

denouncing all bankers as wicked, and the other the bankers getting
together and denouncing Congress as a lot of socialists, and between
the two I think I have the most sympathy with the fellow who
writes the letter, because he has got the most sense; but not much
with either.

Now, suppose that, instead of adopting your suggestion, this com-
mittee should conclude to recommend taking the Cabinet officers out

of this board, leaving the Secretary of the Treasury, and should

conclude to require, say, three practical bankers to be appointed, and
that they should recommend that the bill should provide for good
salaries, and that the permanency of this board as to its membership
should be largely assured, do you not think that would go a long

way toward satisfying the demands that you people make along that

line?

Mr. Wheeler. I think that you would have reduced the necessity

;

but the utility of the advisory council from an advisory standpoint

still remains.

Senator Reed. Well, I will not argue that point. I think there are

objections, but I am very much obliged to you.

Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Chairman, will you please accept my thanks

again for your courtesy in hearing me?
The Chairman. The cQmmittee very greatly appreciates you gen-

tlemen having been here.

Gentlemen, it is now 10 minutes after 5 o clock.

Senator Reed. There is a gentleman here from my State—but 1

believe he has gone.
.-t -•« ) i i +

The Chairman. Then, suppose we adjourn until 10 o clock to-

morrow? , ., i„„n Tl/T

Senator Bristow. Would it not be better to make it 10.30, Mr.

Chairman ?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 39
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Senator Nelson. Yes; half past 10 would be better. Who are to
be heard to-morrow ?

The Chairman. Prof. Jenks, of Columbia University. Mr. Gil-
bert was to follow him, but he says he can not get here at that time.

Senator Nelson. I want to hear somebody on the foreign-exchange
question.

The Chairman. That is Prof. Gilbert.

The following additional statement of Mr. George H. Shibley
was filed with the committee

:

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, wlien I was before you on
October 7 and had closed my statement, a request was made of me by one of
your number that I incorporate my ideas in a bill, and I have done so, suggest-
ing amendments to the House bill. Herewith I present the copy to the com-
mittee, and will ask that it be published in the record, together with a brief
summerization of the main points.
My proposal is for legal-tender notes, whereas the House bill proposes a

paper currency that would be inferior to gold money in legal-tender qualities,

and therefore the banl^s and individuals would hold gold and thus keep it from
being placed in the Nation's gold reserve.

I propose a single gold reserve in connection with 12 banks of issue. At
tiie start the gold reserve would amount to more than $1,250,000,000—all of
the gold at present in the United States Treasury—which Is more than six

times the amount of England's central gold reserve and one and one-half times
more than the French central gold reserve, the largest in the world to-day.
An added power for the Federal reserve board that I propose is that the

law shall transfer to it the $759:000,000 of United States bonds, now held by
the Treasurer of the United States as security for the bank-note circulation,

this change to be brought about by the retirement of the bank notes, followed
by the purchase of the bonds by the Federal reserve board through the issuance
of Federal reserve notes. The proposal is to reissue the bonds to the Federal
reserve board as 3 per cent's, to be used as needed to retire paper currency to

prevent inflation. Paper currency will have to be retired somewhat in. propor-
tion as the national bank reserves are lessened

;
probably $350,000,000 of paper

currency will have to be retired as rapidly as the bank reserves are lessened
if stability in the purchasing power of money is to be maintained; and then
there is the immense output of gold from the mines. This volume of gold

from the mines is such that doubtless something like $100,000,000 of paper
currency should be retired yearly during the dull season of the year until such
time as the mint price for gold is reduced throughout the gold-standard world.

These needed provisions for retirement of paper currency can be met by placing

within the control of the Federal reserve board the large volume of United
States bonds, as I have suggested.
To meet the unusual demands for money within our country, the only thing

needed is authority to provide an elastic volume of legal-tender paper currency,

the same as is supplied in each of the leading European countries except
England.
To provide for the prompt retirement of the paper currency that may be

Issued in times of threatened bank failures, I have proposed a plan for the

resale of commercial paper by the Federal reserve banks to such of the

member banks as may have more money on hand than is needed.
The success of the proposed system would in nowise be dependent upon the

cooperation of the national banks or the State banlcs or trust comi)anies.

Immediate and continued success would be assured, and both the biinks and
the people should heartily approve the system. ' All are vitally interested in

the establishment of a system that will promote prosperity, as the proposed

system unquestionably w.ould, for it is constructed upon the principles in

successful operation in Europe for 40 years. No untried ideas are suggested;
whereas the present bill is in many of its details in direct opposition to the

successful experiences in Europe, as I have explained in my statement of

October 6 and 7.
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[The parts to be eliminated from tbe House bill are in brackets, anrl tUe iiarts
to be added nre in italics. Comments jire in parentheses.]

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY Mr. GeORGE H. ShIBLKY TO II. E. 7S37, SiXTY-THIBD
Congress, First Session.

AN ACT To provide for the establishment of Podeial reserve banks, to furnish an elastic
currency, to afford means p£ rediscounting commercial paper, to establish a more
effective supervision of banking in Iho United States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hoase of Rciircsentatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, Tbat tbe short title of this act shall
be the " Federal Reserve Act."

FEDERAL RE8EUVE [DISTRICTS] Ranks.

Sec. 2. That within ninety days after the passage of this act, or as soon there-
after as practicable, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Agriculture,
and the Comptroller of the Currency, acting as " The reserve bank organization
committee," shall designate from among the reserve and central reserve cities
now authorized by law a number of such cities to be known as Federal reserve
cities, and shall divide the continental United States into districts, each district
to contain one of such Federal reserve cities: Provided. That the districts shall
be apportioned with due regard to the convenience and customary course of
business of the community and shall not necessarily coincide with the area of
such State or States as may be wholly or in part included in any given district.

The districts thus created may be readjusted and new districts may from time
to time be created by the Federal reserve board hereinafter established, acting
upon a joint application made by not less than ten member banks desiring to
be organized into a new district. The districts thus constituted shall be known
as Federal reserve districts and shall be designated by number according to the
pleasure of the organization committee, and no Federal reserve district shall be
abolished, nor the location of a Federal reserve bank changed, except upon the
application of three-fourths of the member banks of such district.

The organization committee shall, in accordance with regulations to be estab-

lished by itself, proceed to organize in each of the reserve cities designated as
hereinbefore specified a Federal reserve bank. Each such Federal reserve
bank shall Include in its title the name of the city in which it is situated, as
" Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago," and so forth. The total number of reserve
cities designated by the organization committee shall be not less than twelve,

and the organization committee shall be authorized to employ counsel and
expert aid, to take testimony, to send for persons and papers, to administer

oaths, and to make such investigations as may be deemed necessary by the said

committee for the purpose of determining the reserve cities to be designated and
organizing the reserve districts hereinbefore provided.

[Every national bank located within a given district shall be required to

subscribe to the capital stock of the Federal reserve bank of that district a sum
equal to twenty per centum of the capital stock of such national bank fully paid

in and unimpaired, one-fourth of such subscription to be paid in cash and one-

fourth within sixty days after said subscription is made. The remainder of

the subscription or any part thereof shall become a liability of the member
bank, subject to call and payment thereof whenever necessary to meet the obli-

gations of the Federal reserve bank under such terms and in accordance with

such regulations as the board of directors of said Federal reserve bank may
prescribe: Provided, That no Federal reserve bank shall commence business

with a paid-up and unimpaired capital less in amount than $5,000,000.] The
organization committee shall have power to appoint such assistants and incur

such expenses in carrying out the provisions of this act as it shall deem neces-

sary, and such expenses shall be payable by the Treasurer of the United States

upon voucher approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, and the sum of

$100,000, or so much thereof ag may be necessary, is hereby appropriated, out

of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the payment of

such expenses.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

See. 3. The powers and duties of each Federal re-ierve bank shall be:

{a) To establish and maintain throughout the Nation an improved system

for the transfer of money and credit, to be knotm as the Federal reserve sys-
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tern, to consist of twelve or more Federal reserve hanks, also a supervisory
hoard, and as many of the privately oicned banks as care to join, each of said

privately owned hanks to deposit with the Federal reserve hank in its district

sufficient reserves to settle the daily balances.

(6) Through the mechanism hereinafter provided each Federal reserve bank
shall control the interest rate for money within the district where the said bank
is located, the rate of discount to be subject to the supervisory power of the
Federal reserve board provided for in this act, and the aim shall be to promote
stability in the purchasing power of the standard of value, thns to aid in the
development of the industrial system and of prosperity and deal justly as be-

tween the industrial groups.
(c) In connection vnth the official rate the Federal reserve bank shall at

all times (1) offer to supply money to the national and such other banks as
cowiply with the requirements of this act, the cash to be distributed by redis-

counting short-time business paper as hereinafter provided,' and (2) be in

a position to reduce the volume of m,oney in circulation (a) by retaining the
cash received from the payment of the short-time business paper, (6) by re-

selling business paper should offers for it be made, and (c) should occasion
require to retire from time to time some of the existing currency or its sub-
stitutes. [Two additional sources of change in the volume of money in circula-

tion will be the inflow and the outflow of gold from our shores.]

(d) The national board of the Federal reserve system shall be placed in con-
trol of the gold in the United States Treasiiry, subject to the existing obligation

with the holders of gold certifleatfs, and there shall be maintained a gold
reserve for the entire Nation, so -that demands for gold from abroad will not

affect the volume of money in circulation in the United States, and that the

gold standard of prices will assuredly be maintained, resulting in a fixed par
of exchange with the other countries using the same standard.

(e) In connection with the paper currency, which shall be legal tender, there

shall be back of every dollar issued an equal amount of gold or an equal amount
of commercial paper, as hereinafter provided for, or bonds of the United States
or of a State or of a municipality of this Union, and every dollar of paper cur-

rency in circulation from whatever source shall be redeemable in gold at the

main offices of the Federal reserve board upon demand, at par.

if) Branches within the district shall be established ivherever the board of
directors shall deem best, subject to a right in the Federal reserve board to

finally decide.

(g) With the consent of the Federal reserve board, to open and maintain
banking accounts in foreign countries and establish agencies in such conn-
tries wheresoever it may deem best for the purpose of purchasing, selling, and
collecting foreign bills of exchange, and to buy and sell with or without its

indorsement, through such correspondents or agencies, prime foreign bills of
exchange arising out of business transactions which bear the names of two or

more responsible parties or are secured on the property sold. (Compare page
27 of House caucus bill.)

(ft) To accept payments for the Federal Government without charge, and,

without charge, to make payments for the said Government to the extent of
its eredit balance, and as far as may be requested by the said Government to

take over for safe-keeping or management, free of charge, securities and' valu-
ables belonging to it or placed under its management. (From Swiss law.)

(i) The said bank shall become a body corporate, and, in the name desig-

nated in the organization certificates, shall have power to perform all the acts

necessary and proper to carry out the purposes of this act, and shall have suc-

nession for a period of twenty years from its organization unless soner dissolved

by act of Congress.

ij) The Federal reserve board and the boards of directors of the Federal
reserve bank shall not invest funds in real estate except imth the consent of
Vongress.

ONE GOLD RESERVE.

See. 4. That as rapidly as gold certificates shall be paid into the Federal
reserve system, and paid into the United States Treasury and the subtreasuries,
they shall be retired, and in their place shall be issued a like amount of legal-

tender notes provided for in this act. (See page 1846 of Hearings.)
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As rapidly as the Treasury notes and the Vnitcd States notes now outstanding
shall be paid into the Federal reserve system and paid into the United States
Treasury and suMrcasuries they shall he retired, and in their place shall be
issued a hke amount of the legal-tender notes called for in this act
Whenever gold bars or gold coins are tendered to a Federal reserve bank at

its mam office it shall forthwith purchase it at the rate of $18.60 per trou ounce
nine-tenths fine, and when pure at $20.66% per ounce. The purchase monen
shall be the legal-tender notes provided for in this act, and all of the gold re-
ceived by each Federal reserve bank shall be held by the national board. (See
Hearings, page 1825, last paragraph.)
As rapidly as gold coins shall be received in the United States Treasury and

subtreasuries they shall be transferred to the Federal reserve banks in exchange
for the legal-tender notes called for in this act unless the Government shaU
choose to retain them. (See page 1825 of Hearings.)

ADDITIONAL POWER IN THE FEDEEAL EESEBVE BOAED.

Sec. 5. That the circulating notes of the national banks shall be retired under
regulations to be provided by the Federal reserve board hereinafter provided.
The said board shall offer to purchase at par and with accrued interest the
United States bonds on deposit with the Treasurer of the United States as se-
curity for the said circulating notes, payment to be in legal-tender notes issued
under authority of this act. The bonds purchased shall be canceled, and in
their place shall be issued to the Federal reserve board an equal amount of
three per cent United States bonds, to be lield by the said board for future use.
The bonds shall be made payable at such times as the Federal reserve board
shall specify: Provided, That the time shall not exceed twenty years from the
date of sale by the said board. These bonds shall be exempt from Federal,
State, and municipal taxation, both as to income and principal, and shall be
used by the Federal reserve board to retire paper currency whenever required
for promoting stability in the purchasing power of money, and may be used to
maintain the gold reserve. (On the proposed basis of maintaining stability in
the purchasing power of money probably $350,000,000 of paper currency will
have to be retired to prevent inflation from the reduction in the volume of the
national-bank reserves. To prevent inflation from gold from the mines it may
be that each year $100,000,000 of paper currency may have to be retired until
an international agreement is reached to reduce the mint price for gold; pages
1773-1781 of Hearings. The total volume of paper currency in circulation be-
fore the retirement of any of it as above suggested would be $2,355,000,000,
with a gold reserve amounting to more than 50 per cent.)

If at any time $200,000,000 of paper currency shall be retired to make place
for gold from the mines, the President shall invite the Oovernments of the earth
that are coining gold to unite in an agreement that each will amend its mint
law by reducing to an agreed figure the price at which gold shall be coined.
(See pages 1775-1782 of Hearings; also memorial by Mr. Shibley dated May 12,

1913, pages 7, 18, published by Senate Committee on Banking and Currency.)

[FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.]

Boards of Directors of Federal Reserve Banks.

Sec. [4] 6. [The national banks in each Federal reserve district uniting to

form the Federal reserve bank therein, hereinbefore provided for, shall under
their seals, make an organization certificate, which shall specifically state the

name of such Federal reserve bank so organized, the territorial extent of the

district over which the operations of said Federal reserve bank are to be car-

ried on, the city and State in which said bank is to be located, the amount of

capital stock and the number of shares into which the same is divided, the

names and places of doing business of each of the makers of said certificate

and the number of shares held by each of them, and the fact that the certificate

is made to enable such banks to avail themselves of the advantages of this act.

The said organization certificate shall be aclaiowledged before a Judge of some
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court of record or notary public; aTid shall, be, together with the acknowledg-
ment thereof, authenticated by the seal of such court, or notary, transmitted

to the Comptroller of the Currency, who shall file, record, and carefully pre-

serve the same in his office. Upon the filing of such certificate with the Comp-
troller of the Currency, as aforesaid, the said Federal reserve bank so formed
shall become a body corporate, and as such, and in the name designated in such
organization certificate, shall have power to perform all those acts and to enjoy
all those privileges and to exercise all those powers described in section fifty-

one hundred and thirty-six. Revised Statutes, save in so far as the same shall

be limited by the provisions of this act. The Federal reserve bank so incorpo-

rated shall have succession for a period of twenty years from its organization,

unless sooner dissolved by act of Congress.] (See sec. 3, par. i.)

Every Federal reserve bank shall be conducted under the oversight and con-

trol of a board of directors, whose powers shall be the same as those conferred
upon the boards of directors of national banking associations under existing law,

not inconsistent with the provisions of this act. Such board of directors shall

be constituted and elected as hereinafter specified and shall consist of nine

members, holding office for three years, and divided into three classes, desig-

nated as classes A, B, and C.

Class A shall consist of three members, who shall be chosen by and be rep-

resentative of the [stock-holding] member banks.
Class B shall consist of three members, who shall be representative of the

[general] public interests of the reserve district except the hankers.
Class C shall consist of three members, who shall .be [designated by the

Federal reserve board] representative of the public interests of the reserve
iistrict e-vrept the bankers.

Dirctors of class A shall be chosen in the following manner

:

It shall be the duty of the chairman of the board of directors of the Federal
reserve bank of the district in which each such bank is situated to classify the
member banks of the said district into three general groups or divisions. Each
such group shall contain as nearly as may be one-third of the aggregate number
of said member banks of the said district and shall consist as nearly as may be
of banks of similar capitalization. The said groups shall be designated by
number at the pleasure of the chairman of the board of directors of the Fed-
eral reserve bunk.
At a regularly called directors' meeting of each member bank in the Federal

reserve district aforesaid the board of directors of such member bank shall

elect by ballot one of its own members as a district reserve elector and shall

certify his name to the chairman of the board of directors of the Federal reserve

bank of the district. The said chairman shall establish lists of the district

reserve electors, class A. thus named by banks in ench of the aforesaid three
groups and shall transmit one list to each such elector in each group. Every
elector shall within fifteen d;>ys of the receipt of the said list select and certify

to the said chairman from among the names on the list pertaining to his group,
transmitted to him by the chairman, one name, not his own, as representing
his choice for Federal reserve director, class A. The name receiving the greatest
number of votes, not less thiin a ma.iority, shnll be designated by said chairman
as Federal reserve director for the group to which he belongs. In case no can-

didate shall receive a ma,iority of all votes cast in any group the chairman
aforesaid shall establish an eligible list, consisting of the three names receiving
the greatest number of votes on the first ballot, and shall transmit said list to

the electors in each of the groups of banks established by him. Each elector

shall at once select and certify to the said chairman from among the three
persons submitted to him his choice for Federal reserve director, class A, and
the name receiving the greatest number of such votes shall be declared by the

chairman as Federal reserve director, class A. In case of a tie vote the balloting

shall continue in the manner hereinbefore prescribed until one candidate
receives more votes than either of the others.

[Directors of class B shall be chosen by the electors of the respective groups
at the same time and in the same manner prescribed for directors of class A,

except that they must be selected from a list of names furnished, one by each
member bank, and such names shall in no case be those of officers or directors

of any bank or banking association. They shiiU not accept office as such during
the term of their service as directors of the Federal reserve bank. They shall

be fairly representative of the commercial, agricultural, or industrial Interests

of their respective districts. The Federal reserve board shall have power at

its discretion to remove any ilirector of class B in any Federal reserve bank
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if it Should appear at any time tliat such director does not fairly represent
the commercial, agricultural, or industrial interests of his district

[Three directors belonging to class C shall be chosen directly by the Federal
reserve board and shall be residents of the district for which they are selected
one of whom shall be designated by said board as chairman of the board of
directors of the Federal reserve bank of the district to which he is appointed
and shall be designated as " I'ederal reserve agent." He]
Directors of class B ana class G shall be appointed iy the Federal reserve

hoard from among those xoho shall have been nominated by the organised citi-
zens of the district other than the bankers, subject to the advice and consent
of the Senate. The aim shall be to select residents of the district who shall be
fairly reprcsentatire of the citizens of the district other than the bankers.

. The chief e-xeciitive officer of each Federal reserve bank, shall be known as
governor and shall be nominated by the board of directors and confirmed by
the Federal reserve board. His term of office shall be indeterminate, subject
(i) to the icill of a majority of the board of directors, or (2) the Federal
reserve board may call for the nomination of a successor.
In the transaction of business bctiveen the Federal reserve board and each

of tlie Federal reserve banks, the national board shall be represented by its
appointee, who shall be a person of tested banking experience, and shall be
designated as " Federal reserve agent." He may be present at all meetings of
the board of directors at which business is officially transacted, and shall have
unrestricted access to the books and papers of the bank [and in addition to
his duties as chairman of the board of directors of the Federal reserve bank of
the district to which he is appointed,]. He shall be required to ipaintain under
regulations to be established by the Federal reserve board a local office of said
board, which shall be situated on the premises of the Federal reserve bank of
the district. He shall make regular reports to the Federal reserve board and
shall act as its official representative for the performance of the functions
conferred upon it by this act. He shall receive an annual compensation to be
fixed by the Federal reserve board and paid monthly [by the Federal reserve
bank to which he is designated] from its treasury upon vouchers issued by
order of the said board.

Directors of Federal reserve banks shall receive, in addition to any compensa-
tion otherwise provided, a reasonable allowance for necessary expenses in

attending meetings of their respective boards, which amount shall be paid by
the respective Federal reserve banks. Any compensation that may be provided
by boards of directors of Federal reserve banks for members of such boards
shall be sub.iect to review by the Federal reserve board.
The reserve bank organization committee may, in organizing Federal reserve

banks for the first time, call such meetings of bank directors in the several dis-

tricts as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this act and may exercise

the functions herein conferred upon the chairman of the board of directors of

each Federal reserve bank pending the complete organization of such bank.

At the first meeting of the full board of directors of each Federal reserve bank
after organization it shall be the duty of the directors of classes A and B and 0,

respectively, to designate one of the members of each class whose term of office

shall expire in one year from the first of January nearest to date of such meet-

ing, one whose term of office shall expire at the end of two years from said date,

and one whose term of office shall expire at the end of three years from said

date. Thereafter every director of a Federal reserve bank chosen as herein-

before provided shall hold office for a term of three years; but the [chairman of

the board of directors of each FedernI reserve bank designated by the Federal

reserve board, as hereinbefore described, shall be removable at the pleasure of

the said board without notice, and his successor shall hold office during the

unexpired term of the director in whose place he was appointed]. Vacancies

that may occur in the several classes of directors of Federal reserve banks may
be filled in the manner provided for the original selection of such directors, such

appointees to hold office for the unexpired terms of their predecessors.

MEMBER BANKS—THREE CLASSES.

See. 7. That in connection with mch Federal reserve bank there shall be three

classes of member banks, as follows:

Class A. The national banks.

Class B The State banks and trust com.panies that comply with the regula-

tions of the Federal reserve board concerning the rediscount of commercial

paper.
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Class G. The hamJcs that ieoome members of the Federal clearing house.

Each national hank and each State hank and trust company in the United
States on the mainland may hecome a memher of the Federal reserve system for
clearing-house purposes, and the condition of membership shall be the depositing

of sufficient funds to settle the daily balances, also the compliance with the other

clearing-house regulations to be issued by the Federal reserve board.

To entitle a State bank or trust company to the right to rediscount cowr
mercial paper as hereinafter provided it shall comply with the regulations by
the Federal reserve board on this subject, which shall not request that banking
capital be deposited with the Federal reserve system.
To safeguard the national banks against runs by depositors and to safe-

guard the citizens against losses and inconveniences from insolvent national
banks, the Federal reserve board shall issue regulations whereby each national
bank shall be entitled to rediscount commercial paper, and also, when neces-

sary, secure direct loans from the Federal reserve system to the amount owing
to depositors: Provided, however. Thai the liability of the Federal reserve
system and of the Oovernment of the United States for losses from this source
shall be limited to the amount of the profits of the Federal reserve system for the
preceding ten years. ( See pages 1841-1842 of Hearings.

)

FEDERAL KESEKVE BOARD.

Sec. [11] 8. Tbat there shall be created a Federal reserve board, which shall

consist of [seven] five members, including the Secretary of the Treasury, [the

Secretary of Agriculture, and the Comptroller of the Currency] who shall be
[members] a member ex officio, and four members appointed by the President
of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate [. In
selecting the four appointive members of the Federal reserve board, not more
than one of whom shall be selected from any one Federal reserve district,

the President shall have due regard to a fair representation of different geo-

graphical divisions of the country. The four members of the Federal reserve

board appointed by the President and confirmed as aforesaid], who shall devote
their entire time to the business of the Federal reserve board and shall each
receive an annual salary of $10,000, together with an allowance for actual

necessary traveling expenses [and the Comptroller of the Currency, as ex
officio member of said Federal reserve board, shall, in addition to the salary

now paid him as comptroller, receive the sum of $5,000 annually for his

services as a member of said board]. Of the four members thus appointed by
the President [not more than two shall be of the same political party, and]
at least one [of whom] shall be a person experienced in banking. ' [One shall

be designated by the President to serve for two, one for four, one for six,

and one for eight years, respectively, and thereafter each member so appointed
shall serve for a term of eight years unless sooner removed for cause by the
President.] The term of office shall be four years unless sooner recalled by the

President. (Pages 1787. 1816, and 2526 of Hearings.) Of the four persons thus
appointed, one shall be designated by the President as manager and one as vice

manager of the Federal reserve board. The manager of the Federal reserve

board, subject to the supervision of the Secretary of the Treasury and Federal
reserve board, shall be the active executive officer of the Federal reserve board.

[The Federal reserve board shall have power to levy semiannually upon the

Federal reserve banks, in proportion to their capital stock, an assessment suffi-

cient to pay its estimated expenses for the half year succeeding the levying of

such assessment, together with any deficit carried forward from the preceding
half year.]

The first meeting of the Federal reserve board shall be held in Washington.
District of Columbia, as soon as may be after the passage of this act. at a date

to be fixed by the reserve bank organization committee. The Secretary of the

Treasury shall be ex officio chairman of the Federal reserve board. No member
of the Federal reserve board shall be an officer or director of any bank or

banking institution or Federal reserve bank nor hold stock in any bank or

banking institution ; and before entering upon his duties as a member of the

Federal reserve board he shall certify under oath to the Secretary of the

Treasury that he has complied with this requirement. Whenever a vacancy
shall occur, other than by expiration of term, among the four members of the

Federal reserve board appointed by the President, as above provided, a suc-

cessor shall be appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of the
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Senate, to fill such vacancy, and when appointed shall hold office for the unex-
pired term of the member whose place he Is selected to fill.

The Federal reserve board shall annually make a report of its fiscal opera-
tions to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, who shall cause the same
to be printed for the information of the Congress.

Section three hundred and twenty-four of the Revised Statutes of the United
States shall be amended so as to read as follows :

" There shall be in the De-
partment of the Treasury a bureau charged, except as in this act otherwise
provided, with the execution of all laws passed by Congress relating to the issue
and regulation of currency issued by or through banking associations, the chief
officer of which bureau shall be called the Comptroller of the Currency, and
shall perform his duties under the general direction of the Secretary of the
Treasury, acting as the chairman of the Federal reserve board :

" Provided,
however. That nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect any power
now vested by law in the Comptroller of the Currency or the Secretary of the
Treasury.

Powers and duties of Federal reserve loard.

Sec. [12] 9. That the Federal reserve board hereinbefore established shall
be authorized and empowered

:

(a) To examine at its discretion the accounts, books, and affairs of each
Federal reserve bank and to require such statements and reports as it may
deem necessary. The said board shall publish once each week a statement
showing the condition of each Federal reserve bank and a consolidated state-
ment for all Federal reserve banks. Such statements shall show in detail the
assets and liabilities of such Federal reserve banks, single and combined, and
shall furnish full information regarding the character of the lawful money held
as reserve and the amount, nature, and maturities of the paper owned by Fed-
eral reserve banks.

(,ai) To control a central gold reserve for the heneflt of the entire Nation.
(b) To permit or require, in time of emergency. Federal reserve banks to

rediscount the discounted prime paper of other Federal reserve banks [, at least
five members of the Federal reserve board being present when such action is

taken and all present consenting to the requirement!. The exercise of this
compulsory rediscount power by the Federal reserve board shall be sub.1ect to
an interest charge to the accommodated bank of not less than one nor greater
than three per centum above the higher of the rates prevailing in the districts

Immediately affected.

(c) To suspend for a period not exceeding thirty days (and to renew such
suspension for periods not to exceed fifteen days) any and every reserve require-

ment specified in this act : Provided, That it shall establish a graduated tax
upon the amounts by which the reserve requirements of this act may be per-

mitted to fall below the level hereinafter specified, such tax to be uniform in its

application to all banks; but said board shall not suspend the reserve require-

ments with reference to Federal reserve notes.

(d) To supervise and regulate the issue and retirement of Federal reserve
notes [and to] including the prescribing of [prescribe] the form and tenor of

such notes, except that the notes shall 6e issued in the name of the Federal
reserve system.

(di). To formulate the method whereby the index number or gauge showing
the purchasing power of money (see paragraph b of section 3) shall be con-

structed, and be maintained.
(e) To add to the number of cities classified as reserve and central reserve

cities under existing law in which national banking associations are subject

to the reserve requirements set forth in section twenty of this act; or to re-

classify existing reserve and central reserve cities and to designate the banks
therein situated as country banks at its discretion.

(f) To suspend the officials of Federal reserve banks and, for cause stated in

writing with opportunity of hearing, require the removal of said officials for

incompetency, dereliction of duty, fraud, or deceit, such removal to be subject to

approval by 'the President of the United States.

(g) To require the writing off of doubtful or worthless assets upon the books

and balance sheets of Federal reserve banks.

(h) To suspend, for cause relating to violation of any of the provisions of

this act, the operations of any Federal reserve bank and appoint a receiver

therefor. .^ ,
'

. ,. , .

(i) To perform the duties, functions, or services specified or implied m
this act.
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[FEBEBAL ADVISORY COUNCIL.]

(Inquiries and advice.)

Sec. [13.] W. There is hereby created a Federal advisory counci], whicli

shall consist of as many members as there are Federal reserve districts. Each

Federal reserve bank by its board of directors shall annually select from its

own Federal reserve district one member of said council, who shall receive no

compensation for his services, but may be reimbursed for actual necessary

expenses. The meetings of said advisory council shall be held at Washington,

District of Columbia, at least four times each year, and oftener if called by

the Federal reserve board. The council may select its own officers and adopt

its own methods of procedure, and a ma,iority of its members shall constitute

a quorum for the transaction of business. Vacancies in the council shall be

filled by the respective reserve banks, and members selected to fill vacancies

shall serve for the unexpired term.

[The Federal advisory council shall have power (1) to meet and confer

directly with the Federal reserve board on general business conditions: (2) to

make oral or written representations concerning matters within the .lurisdiction

of said board; (3) to call for complete information and to make recommenda-
tions in regard to discount rates, rediscount business, note issues, reserve con-

ditions in the various districts, the purchase and sale of gold or securities by

reserve banks, open-market operations by said banks, and the general affairs

of the reserve banking system.]
That the representatives of the tyanlcers on the boards of directors of the

Federal reserve hanjcs and every national organization of citizens rrixiy inquire

of the Federal reserve board concerning its affairs and answer shall be made.
Also, representatives of the said organizations may rightfully tender advice.

<See page 17S9 of Hearings.)

KEDISCOtTNTS.

Sec. 11. That banks in classes A and B may, at an office of the Federal reserve

hank loithin the district wherein the applying bank is located, rediscount notes

vnd bills of exchange that arise out of commercial transactions as hereinafter

defined.

The paper that shall be eligible to rediscount within the meaning of this act

shall consist of notes, bills of exchange and acceptances issued or drawn for

agricultural, industrial, or commercial purposes, or the proceeds of which have
been used, or [may] arc to be used, for such purposes, the Federal reserve

board to have the right to [determine or] define the character of paper thus
eligible ; but such definition shall not include notes or bills issued or drawn for

the purpose of carrying or trading in stock, bonds, or other investment securities,

nor shall anything herein contained be construed to prohibit the rediscounting
of notes and bills of exchange secured by staple agricultural products, or

other goods, wares, or merchandise.
The security to the Federal reserve banks shall include the indorsement of

the banks.
The maturity of the paper eligible to rediscount shall he .stated from time

to time hy the Federal reserve board, together with such other regulations as

it may deem proper.

The aggregate of [such] notes and bills, based on the exportation or importa-

tion of goods, and bearing the signature or indorsement of any one person,

company, firm, or corporation rediscounted for any one bank shall at no time
exceed ten per centum of the unimpaired capital and surplus of said bank;
but this restriction shall not apply to the discount of bills of exchange drawn in

good faith against actually existing values.
Any national bank may, at its discretion, accept drafts or bills of exchange

drawn upon it having not more than six months' sight to run and growing out

of transactions involving the importatinii or exportation of goods; but no bank
shall accept such bills to an amount eqnal at any time in the aggregate to more
than one-half tbe face value of its paid-np and unimpaired capital.

Section fifty-two hundred and t\^o of the Revised Statutes of the United

States is hereby amended so as to read as follows: No association shall at

any time be indebted, or In any way liable, to an amount exceeding tlie amount
of its capital stock at such time actually paid in and remaining undiminished

by losses or otherwise, except on account of demands of the nature following:

First Notes of circulation.
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Second. Moueys deposited with or collected by the association
Third. Bills of exchange or drafts drawn against money actuallv on denosit

to the credit of the association, or due thereto.
aeposit

I'ourth. Liabilities to the stooklioldors uf the uswoi-iation for dividends 'md
reserve profits.

Fifth. Liabilities incurred under the provisions of sections [two five and
fourteen] eleven of the Federal reserve act.

'

LOANS TO MEMBER BANKS.

(From the Owen-Glass bill.)

Sec. [14.] 12. Whenever in the opinion of [the Federal Keserve Board] o
board of directors of a Federal reserve banh the public interest [so] requires
[the Federal Reserve Boai-d may authorize the reserve bank of the district to]
that the hunk shall Gisconnt the direct obligations of member banks, secured
by the pledge and deposit of satisfactory securities, authority so to do is hereby
granted. (See section 7, above.) [ ; but in no case shall the amount so loaned
by a Federal reserve bank exceed th.-ee-fourths of the actunl value of t!ie secur-
ities so pledged or one-half the amount of the paid-up and unimpaired capital
of the member bank.]

OPEN-MABKBT OPERATIONS.

Sec. [15] 13. That any Federal reserve bank may, under rules and regula-
tions prescribed by the Federal reserve board, purchase and sell in the open
market, either from or to domestic or foreign banks, firms, corporations, or in-
dividuals, prime bankers' bills, and bills of exchnnge of the kinds and maturities
by this act made eligible for rediscount, and cable transfers.

[KBDISCOtTNTS.]

Deposits.

Sec. 14. That any Federal reserve bank may receive from any member bank
deposits of current funds in lawful money, national-bank notes. Federal reserve
notes, or checks and drafts upon solvent banks, payable upon presentation ; or,

solely for exchange purposes, may receive from other Federal reserve banks
deposits of current funds in lawful money, national-bank notes, or checks and
drafts upon solvent banks, payable upon presentation.

Resale of commercial paper.

Sec. 15. That whenever m,ember banks of class A or B possess excess cash
they may purchase interest-bearing paper from, the Federal reserve bank in

their respective districts. The Federal reserve board shall prescribe rules

under which the reserve banks shall offer to resell the paper they have pur-

chased.
NOTE ISSUES.

Sec. [17] 16. That Federal reserve notes, to be Issued at the discretion of

the Federal reserve board for the purpose of making advances to Federal re-

serve banks as hereinafter set forth and for no other purpose, are hereby au-

thorized. The said notes shall be obligations of the [United States] Federal

reserve system and shall be [receivable for all taxes, customs, and other public

dues] legal tender. They shall be redeemed in gold [or lawful money] on de-

mand [at the Treasury Department of the United States, in the city of Wash-
Inton, District of Columbia, or at any Federal reserve bank] at the office of the

Federal reserve board in each of the Federal reserve banks.

Any Federal reserve bank may. upon vote of its directors, make application

to the local Federal reserve agent for such an amount of the Federal reserve

notes hereinbefore provided for as it may deem best. [Such application shall be

accompanied with a tender to the local Federal reserve agent of collateral in

amount equal to the sum of the Federal reserve notes thus applied for and

Issued pursuant to such application. The collateral security thus offered shall

be notes and bills accepted for rediscount under the provisions of section 14 of

this act and] Delivery of the notes shall be made as called for, and at the

close of each business day the Federal rcsenw bank shall transfer to the Federal
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reserve agent an amount of acceptable commercial paper taken under authority of

sections 11 and 12 of this act, which, together with the amount of gold ceriiflr

cates and of gold received, shall equal the amount of notes used. The Federal
reserve agent shall each day notify the Federal reserve board of Issues and
withdravcals of notes to and by the Federal reserve bank to which he is ac-

credited. The said Federal reserve board shall be authorized at any time to

call upon a Federal reserve bank for additional security to protect the Federal

reserve notes issued to it.

[Whenever any Federal reserve bank shall pay out or disburse Federal reserve

notes issued to it as hereinbefore provided, it shall segregate in its own vaults

and shall carry to a special reserve account on its books gold or lawful money equal

in amount to thirty-three and one-third per centum of the reserve notes so paid

out by it, such reserve to be used for the redemption of said reserve notes as
presented ; but any Federal reserve bank so using any part of such reserve to

redeem notes shall immediately carry to said reserve account an amount of gold

or lawful money sufficient to make said reserve equal to thirty-three and one-

third per centum of its outstanding Federal reserve notes.] Notes [sol paid

out 6j/ each Federal reserve liank shall bear upon their faces a distinctive letter

and serial number [, which shall be assigned, by the Federal reserve board to

each Federal reserve bank]. Whenever Federal reserve notes issued through
one Federal reserve bank shall be received by another Federal reserve bank
they shall be returned for redemption to the Federal reserve bank through
which they were originally issued[, or shall be charged oft' against Govrenment
deposits and returned to the Treasury of the United Slates, or shall be pre-

sented to the said Treasury for redemption]. No Federal reserve bank shall

pay out notes issued through another under penalty of a tax of ten per centum
upon the face value of notes so paid out. [Notes presented for redemption at

the Treasury of the United States shall be paid and returned to the Federal
reserve banks through which they were originally issued, and Federal reserve
notes received by the Treasury otherwise than for redemption shall be ex-

changed for lawful money out of the five per centum redemption fund herein-

after provided and returned as hereinbefore provided to the reserve bank
through which they were originally issued.]

[The Federal reserve board shall have power, in its discretion, to require Fed-
eral reserve banks to maintain on deposit in the Treasury of the United States

a sum in gold equal to five per centum of such amount of Federal reserve notes
as may be issued to them under the provisions of this act; but such five per
centum shall be counted and included as part of the thirty-three and one-third
per centum reserve hereinbefore required.] The said board shall also have the
right to grant in whole or in part or to reject entirely the application of any
Federal reserve bank for Federal reserve notes ; but to the extent and in the

amount that such application may be granted the Federal reserve board shall,

through its local Federal reserve agent, deposit Federal reserve notes with the
bank so applying, and such bank shall be charged with the amount "f such notes

and shall pay such rate of interest on said amount as may be established by the

Federal reserve board, [which rate shall not be less than one-half of one per

centum per annum,] and the amount of such Federal reserve notes so issued to

any such bank shall, upon delivery, become a first and paramount lien on all the

assets of such bank.
[Any Federal reserve bank may at any time reduce its liability for outstand-

ing Federal reserve notes by the deposit of Federal reserve notes, whethei"

issued to such bank or to some other reserve bank, or lawful money of the United
States, or gold bullion, with any Federal reserve agent or with the Treasurer of

the United States, and such reduction shall be accompanied by a corresponding
reduction in the required reserve fund of lawful money set apart for the redemp-
tion of said notes and by the release of a corresponding amount of the collateral

security deposited with the local Federal reserve agent]
Any Federal reserve bank may at its discretion withdraw collateral deposited

with the local Federal reserve agent for the protection of Federal reserve notes

deposited with it and shal-l at the same time substitute other collateral of equal

value approved by the Federal reserve agent under regulations to be prescribed

by the Federal reserve board.
[It shall be the duty of every Federal reserve bank to receive on deposit, at

par and without charge for exchange or collection, checks and drafts drawn
upon any of its depositors or by any of its depositors upon any other depositor

and checks and drafts drawn by any depositor in any other Federal reserve

bank upon funds to the credit of said depositor in said reserve bank last men-
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aoned, nothing herein contained to be construed as prohibting member banlis
from making reasonable charges to cover actual expenses incurred in collecting
and remittmg funds for their patrons. The Federal reserve board shall make
and promulgate from time to time regulations governing the transfer of funds
at par among Federal reserve bunks, aqd may at its discretion exercise the func-
tions of a clearing house for such Federal reserve banks, or may designate a
Federal reserve bank to exercise such functions, and may also require each such
bank to exercise the functions of a clearing house for its member banks.] The
Federal reserve hoard shall issue regulations providing for a clearing house for
the entire Nation on the mainland. The rates at which funds shall 6e trans-
ferred through the said system shall 6e fixed from time to time by the Federal
reserve hoard, and its decision after a puhlic hearing shall be final. The hear-
ings shall be published.

Sec. [18] 17. That so much of the provisions of section fifty-one hundred and
fifty-nine of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and section four of the
act of June twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and section eight of
the act of July twelfth, eighteen hundred and eighty-two, and of any other
provisions of existing statutes, as require that before any national banking
association shall be authorized to commence banking business it shall transfer
and deliver to the Treasurer of the United States a stated amount of United
States registered bonds be, and the same is hereby, repealed.

BANK EESEEVES.

Sec. [20] 18. That from and after the date when the Secretary of the Treas-
ury shall have officially announced, in sucla manner as he may elect, the fact
that a Federal reserve bank has been established in any designated district,
every [banking association] national bank within said district [which shall have
subscribed for stock in such Federal reserve bank] shall be required to estab-
lish and maintain reserves as follows:

(a) If a country bank as defined by existing law, it shall hold and maintain
a reserve equal to twelve per centum of the aggregate of its deposits, not includ-
ing savings deposits hereinafter provided for. Five-twelfths of such reserve
shall consist of [money which national banks may under existing law count as
legal reserve,] legal-tender notes held actually in the bank's own vaults; [and
for a period of fourteen months from the date aforesaid at least three-twelfths
and thereafter at least five-twelfths of such reserve shall consist of a credit

balance with the Federal reserve bank of its district] The remainder of the
twelve per centum reserve [hereinbefore required] may, [for a period of thirty-

six months from and after the date fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as
hereinbefore provided,] consist of balances due from national banks in reserve
or central reserve cities as now defined by law and balances due from a Federal
reserve bank or banks. [From and after a date thirty-six months subsequent to

the date fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as hereinbefore provided the

said remainder of the twelve per centum reserve required of each country bank
shall consist either in whole or in part of reserve money in the bank's own vaults

or of credit balance with the Federal reserve bnnk of its district]

(b) If a reserve city bank as defined by existing law, it shall hold and main-

tain, for a period of sixty days from the date fixed by the Secretary of the

Treasury as hereinbefore provided, a reserve equal to twenty per centum of the

aggregate amount of its deposits, not including savings deposits hereinafter

provided for, and permanently thereafter eighteen per centum. At least one-

half of such reserve shall consist of [money which national banks may under

existing law count as legal reser\'e,] legal-tender notes held actually in the

bank's own vaults. [After sixty days from the date aforesaid, and for a period

of one year, at least three-eighteenths and permanently thereafter at least

five-eighteenths of such reserve shall consist of a credit balance with the Federal

reserve bank of its district] The remainder of the reserve [in this paragraph

required] may[, for a period of thirty-six months from and after the date fixed

by the Secretary of the Treasury as hereinbefore provided,] consist of balances

due from national banks in central reserve cities as now defined by law and

balances due from a Federal reserve bank or banks. [From and after a date

thirty-six months subsequent to the date fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury

as hereinbefore provided, the said remainder of the eighteen per centum reserve

required of each reserve city bank shall consist either in whole or m part of

reserve money in the bank's own vaults or of credit balance with the Federal

reserve bank of Its district.]
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(c) If ii central reserve city bank as defined by existing law, it shall hold

and maintain for a period of sixty days from the date fixed by the Secretary
of the Treasury as hereinbefore provided, a reserve equal to twenty per cenfum
of the aggregate amount of its deposits, not including savings deposits here-

inafter provided for, and permanently thereafter [eighteen] Uoelve per
centum. [At least one-half of such] This reserve shall consist of [money which
national banks may under existing law count as legal reserve,] legal tender
notes, held actually in the bank's own vaults and balances due from a Federal
reserve bank or banks. [After sixty days from the date aforesaid, and there-

after for a period of one year, at least three-eighteenths and permanently
thereafter at least five-eighteenths of such reserve shall consist of a credit

balance with the Federal reserve bank of its district. The remainder of the

eighteen per centum reserve required of each central reserve city bank shall

consist either in whole or in part of reserve money actually held in its own
vaults or of credit balance with the Federal reserve bank of its district]

Sec. [21] 19. That so much of sections two and three of the act of June
twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, entitled "An act fixing the

amount of United States notes, providing for a redistribution of the national

bank currency, and for other purposes," as provides that the fund deposited

by any national banking association with the Treasurer of the United States

for the redemption of its notes shall be counted as a part of its lawful reserve

as provided in the act aforesaid, be, and the same is hereby, repealed. And
from and after the passage of this act such fund of five per centum shall in

no case be counted by any national banking association as a part of its lawful
reserve.

A NEW TITLE.

Following is a proposal for a new title for the bill

:

"A bill to provide for the establishment of Federal reserve banks, to establish

a unified control of the purchasing power of money and that shall aim to pro-

mote stability, to insure competition in the loaning of money, safeguard the

solvency of banks, guarantee the safety of deposits in national banks, and for

other purposes."
Mr. Shibley. Gentlemen, there is an important detail in connection with the

proposed law that I merely touched upon in my statement of October 6 and 7.

In the House bill there is a proposal that of the four members of the Federal
reserve board who are to be other than Cabinet members and the Comptroller

__

of the Currency

—

" One shall be designated by the President to serve for two, one for four, one
for six, and one for eight years, respectively, and thereafter each member so

appointed shall serve for a term of eight years unless sooner removed for cause
by the President." (Sec. 11, lines 16-20, p. 18.)

The effect of this proposal if enacted into law would be to abolish to some
extent the people's self-government in connection with the monetary system.

The proposal is that the term of office of a majority of the seven members of the

Federal reserve board shall be eight years, and therefore is nearly as oligarchical

as the plan whereby the people elect Senators for six years and a Chief Execu-
tive for four years, thereby making it possible that the people's will as expressed

at an election of Representatives may be blocked for two or four years. The
proposal for the Federal reserve board is that it might be nearly two years

after the people had turned a set of leaders out of power before they could get

control of the Federal reserve board. To realize the far-reaching nature of

this proposal let us briefiy review the history of the Government of our country.

The Revolutionary War was successfully fought under a system of self-

government by the people. The people's will prevailed because of a system of

government in which the nomination and the election of members of the legisla-

tures and the governors was comparatively simple and direct, in combination
with a system whereby the voters instructed their representatives at will, and
the legislatures elected the members of the Congress, subject to recall at any
time. And Congress controlled the national executive department.

It was through the use of this system that the colonists fought the mother
country and, with the aid of Frmce ;ind Divine Providence, won their freedom.

With the coming of peace and the opening of the country to trade with Eng-
land the small nniount of gold and silver that was in the country was largely

shipped abroad to pay for purchases. This export of the gold and silver re-

sulted in falling prices for commodities and the usual hard times." The control

of the volume of money was in each of the 13 States, and, as usual, there was
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much debate as to what should be done about issuing paper currency In NewHampshire tbe voters at town meeting balloted upon a proposed State law for
the issuance of more paper currency and rejected the proposal. In Massachu^
setts the volume of money was such that prices for commodities fell tremen,
dously and mortgages were foreclosed at a mere fraction of what had been the
selling prices for property. The creditor class controlled the legislature and
continued to do so for seieral years, which gave rise to Shay's rebellion during
tlie latter part of 17S6 and the first few months of 1787. The Constitutional
Convention for the proposing of amendment to the Articles of Confederation met
early in 1787, and it was a reactionary organization, having been elected by the
existing legislatures. The people were not permitted to elect the delegates It
was so reactionary that of the 56 patriots who 11 years before had signed the
Declaration of Independence only 6 were elected as delegates to the National
Constitutional Con^-ention.
In other words, the Federalists were in control. Instead of carrying out

the instructions whereby they held office, namely, to propose amendments to the
then-existing system of National Government, they at once closed the doors
of the convention to the public and proceeded to plan a new and a reactionary
system of government, one that would, if placed in operation, effectually abolish
self-government by the people. The people were to be denied the right to instruct
the men in office, thereby making the few in office a set of elected rulers; and
only one of the four sets of officials in the National Government were to be
elected by the people.
In the campaign for the election of delegates to the State conventions that

were to pass upon this proposal it was described in various ways, among others
in a set of letters by leading Federalists in what has come to be termed " The
Federalist." In Letter No. X it is plainly stated that the will of the majority
ought not to be permitted to prevail. The plan proposed was " The delegation
of the Government to a small number of citizens elected by the rest."

And the letter continues

:

"The effect is to refine and enlarge the public views by passing them through
the medium of a chosen body of citizens." (P. 57, Lodge's edition.)

But the reactionists did not fully succeed. The only way that they could get
the approval of the needed number of States for the proposed limitations on the
people's power was to agree with the patriots that the First Congress would
submit amendments restricting the power of Congress. This Massachusetts
plan, as it was termed, resulted in the first 10 amendments materially limiting
the power of Congress.
And eight years later the people's leaders succeeded in establishing party gov-

ernment. Washington was to retire from office and the patriots nominated Jef-

ferson for the Presidency, and as they had developed quite an organization
throughout the counlry they almost succeeded in securing control of the entire

Government. They secured a majority of three in the House, and thus could
stop some of the reactionary measures.
But two years later, owing to unfortunate conditions in France, a country that

tad made a failure of an attempt at popular government, the Republicans in

the United States lost control of the House and the Federalists came info full

control. They acted so In violation of the doctrines of popular government that
In 1800 the people turned them out of the Presidency, the House, and the Senate

and the incoming organization, headed by Jefferson, was pledged to majority

rule and all of the other doctrines of the people's rule, and the pledges were
kept.

Thus the people recovered their liberties to a very large degree. But there

still remained the six-year term of office for the Senators and four years for

the President, so that a people's victory in an election of Members of the House
might not give them the control of the Government. That system of checks

upon the people's rule is unknown in most of the countries in Europe. In

England, France, Italy, and most of the European countries the party organi-

zation in control in the most popular branch of the legislative body has become
the ruling power throughout the nation.

And here in the United States of America the tendency is to open a channel

so that the party organization that is successful at the polls shall take charge

of the Government and be given an opportunity to promote the general welfare,

instead of dividing the control of the Government between two sets of party

leaders, so that one can ve'o the acts of the other.

Therefore the forthcoming currency and banking law should provide that

whenever a party organization shall elect the head of the Government he shall
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be authorized to carry out in the administrative department the pledges made
to the people ; for example, carry out the pledges as to the control of the price

level and the other features of the currency and banking system that are under
the control of the Federal reserve board. The control within this board should

be the same as in the Department of the Interior and the other departments,
so that the head of the Government, whom the people elect, shall at once enter

upon control as soon as he is sworn into ofBce. It would not do to provide

that the departments should be placed under boards not controlled by the pao-

ple's elected representative, nor will it do to provide that the Federal reserve

board shall not be responsive to the people's will at a presidential election. In

order to make the needed change in the bill there should first be dropped the

provision for private capital stonk and a vast amount of bank reserves. Then
the conditions would be such that it would clearly appear that the control of

the Federal rererve board should be in the head of the Government, elected by
the people, the same as the control of the Treasury Department.

I now turn to another sub.1ect, and one upon which I have been asked to speak.

Some of the witnesses before this committee have not recognized that during

recent years there has been a scarcity of fluid capital, but declare' that there

has been a scarcity of money. That is a serious error.

Each year an immense volume of consumable articles are produced through-
out the world, termed " fluid capital," as distinguished from fixed capital, such as

the railroads. The result of establishing a unified control of the interest rate

in this country will be that intelligence will be used in adjusting the interest

rate for money, so that it will be fed out at rates that will conserve the volume
of products. Money and bank credits are used to purchase the consumable arti-

cles, and the interest rate should be such as to spread out the consumption over

the entire year and not run into a shortage. That will be accomplished through
the control of the interest rate by the Federal reserve board if it properly per-

forms its duties.

The principal thing in this connection is to distinguish between a scarcity

of consumable things; that is, fluid capital and scarcity of money.
One more point. I have been asked if the gauge for the measurement of the

purchasing power of money should include houses, lands, railroads, and other

forms of fixed investments.
The proper answer, I believe, is no, because there are so many other factors

than the volume of money that affect the prices of houses, lands, and railroads.

The recent law for railroad valuation h:is affected the prices of railway stocks,

and the changes in the density of population in each community affects the

prices of land and of houses, whereas the prices for products in the primary
markets—that is, the leading wholesale markets—are at once affected by
changes in the interest rate for money. Thus the prices for commodities at

wholesale have come to be used to measure the purchasing power of money.
Economists are agreed on that point.

That concludes what I wish to present.

(The chairman presenied the following, with request that it be

printed in the record:)

Report of Cubkency Committee of the Utica (N. Y.) Credit Men's
Association.

To the officers and memliers of the Utica Credit Men's Association.

The entire work of this committee during the past year has been in connec-

tion with the efforts of the commercial interests of this country to bring about

a proper and adequate reform of our banking and currency laws. Owing to the

great hick of knowledge of business men generally upon the subject, the com-
mittee has devoted a considerable part of its efforts to forwarding the campaign
of education which has been carried on by the national association.
Under date of February 17 we issued to the members of our association, and

to business generally in this vicinity, over SOO of the national association's

leaflets No. 1, together with a circular letter from the Utica association calling

particular attention to the leaflet and the points covered by same.
On May 23 we issued in a similar manner, the national association leaflet

No. 2.

On January 18, under the auspices of the Utica association, a meeting was
held at Hotel Utica, to which a general invitation was extended to anyone in-

terested, and which meeting was addressed by Edmund D. Fisher, deputy comp-
troller of New York City, an acknowledged authority on banking and finance.
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Another important part of the committee's work consisted in issuing to our
members and business men in tliis vicinity bulletins requesting them to urge
upon the various authorities in Washington proper consideration of this im-
portant subject.

We feel that the work done by the national association in its various branches
has contributed very largely to the progress already made in this matter, and
we also feel that the most important work lies ahead and that the immediate
future is the most critical point in the progress of this much-needed legislation.
It is a well-known (act that practically all legislation in countries such as ours
must, to a certain extent, be in the nature of a compromise, and that it is im-
possible to obtain the passage of any law that will please all.

The national committee on banking and currency, and also your local commit-
tee, have carefully considered the bill now before Congress, and while, they feel
that it is not all that could be desired, they believe that an honest and earnest
effort is being made to give us a law that will overcome the principal defects in
our present system. We feel that any criticisms should be made in a friendly
and helpful spirit, and that we should aim to make only such as are of a con-
structive nature. After careful deliberation, your committee feels that it can
do no better than indorse the changes to the so-called Glass-Owen bill recom-
mended by the banking and currency committee of the national association,
and which are embodied in a brief presented by them to the Senate Committee
on Banking and Currency at a hearing which was accorded them on September
24, a copy of which brief it attached and made a part of this report.
We therefore offer the following resolutions

:

Whereas it is a well-known fact that the waste incident to financial crises has
always been a serious burden to the business interests of the country ; and

Whereas the TJtica Association of Credit Men includes in its membership prac-
tically all of the larger and more important commercial interests of Utica
and vicinity, and is a part of the National Association of Credit i\Ien, repre-
senting the larger part of the business interests of the United States ; and

Whereas the banking and currency committee of said association has carefully

considered the so-cnlled Glass-Owen currency bill and changes recommended
in same : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That this association urges upon the proper authorities at Wash-
ington and in particular upon the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency
the necessity of the following changes in order that the bill when enacted into

law will fully meet the situation and gi'S'e us the relief from the recurring crises

and financial panics which it is aimed to obtain:
I. That the number of Federal reserve banks be materially reduced. A

smaller number, not over six, would insure banks of larger capital and resources
and would overcome to a great extent the present serious defect of scattered
reserves and would simplify the supervisory work of the Federal reserve board.

II. That either the Federal reserve banks have a representation on the Fed-
eral reserve board or the powers of the advisory board be increased and that the
advisory board be allowed to select its own officers and that two of such oflicers

receive salaries, maintain an ofBce where the office of the Federal reserve board
is located, and attend the meetings of the Federal reserve board but without a

vote. We believe that the influence of these two members of the advisory

board, supported by public sentiment, would be more effective than were they

granted voting powers.
III. That the Federal reserve notes should not be the obligation of, nor be

guaranteed by the Government, but be the direct obligation of the bank that

issues them and redeemed by that bank in fjold on demand. Making the

Government guarantee the notes presupposes that the Government is to be a

beneficiary in some way or receive a valuable consideration through the issue

of them, and to compel the Treasury to redeem them on demand presupposes

that the Treasury will have the means of acquiring the gold required for such

pui-poses. Being a direct and first lien upon the assets of the issuing bank and
secured by prime commercial paper and other high-class securities acceptable for

rediscount under the provisions of the act and a gold reserve of at least 33i
per cent there will be no doubt that such notes without further security would
circulate freely at par and perform their functions properly and adequately.

That the reserve against notes issued should be gold exclusively, and that

the words " lawful money " as applied to reserves for the redemption of notes

should be stricken from the bill.

IV. That the interest be not paid by Federal reserve banks on deposits of

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 40
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any sort, but tliat if it is to be paid on Government moneys tlie same rate shbuld

be pnid to banljs as an inducement to them to deposit that part of tbeir reserve-

which the measure leave optional with them to keep in their own vaults or to-

deposit with the Federal reserve bank.

V. That the provision for saving departments in connection with national

banks be stricken out entirely. We believe that commercial and Investment
banking should be kept as nearly separate and distinct as possible.

Resolved, That certified copies of these resolutions be forwarded to Hon.
Elihu Root and Hon. James A. O'Gorman and to Hon. Robert L. Owen, chair-

man of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency, and that they be
urged to give them their most careful consideration and that they be assured
that the criticisms or suggestions are offered in the most friendly spirit and
with the sole object of contributing to the end that is desired.

Respectfully submitted.
W. T. Taber.
F. W. Sessions.
A. H. DoEsoN, Chairman.

A Beief Pbesented to the Senate Committee by the Banking and Cueeenot
Committee of the National Association of Ceedit Men.

Our commercial history shows that the waste attending financial crises falls

heaviest upon business, and business men are therefore directly interested in

the adoption of a banking and currency system that will meet the needs of a

growing commerce and save them from the occasional heavy waste and the con-

stant menace of an ineffectual system.
The banking and currency committee of the National Association of Credit

Men has closely examined the proposed Federal reserve act to ascertain its

powers as a regulative measure to provide for the nation's banking and currency
requirements and to save business from the depression and waste of financial

crises.

The committee is convinced that the spirit of the proposed act is constructive.

The framers of the bill could not foresee all the situations that such a measure
is destined to meet, therefore Congress should receive in a friendly spirit the
criticism which is directed by bankers and merchants aigainst some of its

provisions which, if not changed, may impair its efliciency as a governmental
instrument of regulation. Such criticism should not be regarded as prejudiced,
but as coming in a spirit of helpfulness from those whose experience qualifies

them to forecast the effect of the proposed law upon the business of the
country.
The committee offers the objections hereinafter set forth in the friendliest

spirit. It is believed that the changes suggested are essential to win the con-

fidence of the people and make the meausre a safe and effective means of ac-

complishing the purpose for which it is Intended.
Other changes, suggested by a careful study of the measure, but which seem

to be of minor importance now, can safely be left for consideration until after

the bill has been enacted into law and its practical application has demon-
strated the need and value of such changes.
The committee suggests and urges the following changes

:

I. the number of federal reserve banks.

The minimum number of Federal reserve districts and Federal reserve banks
required by the proposed act, namely, 12, should be materially reduced.
The needs to be met and the benefits to be derived from au adequate reserve

system are best assured through banking associations of large capital and re-

sources. A smaller number of Federal reserve banks would be more elBcient

in consolidating and mobilizing reserves and protecting and conserving the
Nation's supply of gold than the minimum number mentioned in the bill, and
would concentrate and economize the supervisory work of the board of control.

.The needs of different sections of the country can be met by branches of

Federal reserve banks just as effectually as that service may be performed by
the parent banks.

II. control and management.

The Federal reserve board is to possess very great powers and is to perform a
public function of far-reaching importance. Therefore its members should be
above suspicion of inefBciency, prejudice, and political control. They should
possess high qualifications, based on a profound knowledge of and a wide ex-
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perience In the theory and practice of finance. We can see no menace in hav-
ing the Federal reserve banks represented upon this board, but if the Federal
reserve banks are denied representation upon the Federal reserve board, then
the powers of the advisory board should be increased. This board should be
allowed to select its ofBcers, and two of such officers should receive salaries,
maintain an office where the office of the Federal reserve board is located, and
attend the meetings of the Federal reserve boiird, but without a vote. The in-

fluence of these two members of the advisory board, supported by public senti-
ment, will be more effective than were they granted voting powers.

III. FEDERAL RESEKVE NOTES.

These notes should not be the obligation of nor should they be guaranteed by'

the Government, as there is no provision in the bill for the Treasury to acquire
and maintain the gold reserve necessary for their redemption. They should be
the direct obligation of the bank that issues them and redeemed by that bank in

gold on demand.
To make the Government guarantee the Federal reserve notes and compel the

Treasury to redeem them on demand presupposes:
A. That the Government is to be a beneficiary in some way or receive a val-

uable consideration through the issue of said notes.

B. That the Treasury will have the means to acquire the gold required for

redemption purposes.
As the Government will not receive a valuable consideration through the

issue of these notes, and all Government moneys will be deposited in the Fed-
eral reserve banks under the provisions of this measure, leaving the Treasury
powerless to acquire gold except by issuing bonds, it will be dangerous to the

credit of the Government to impose upon it this redemption requirement.
As a direct and first lien upon the assets of the issuing bank and secured by

prime commercial paper, acceptances and other high-grade securities, acceptable

for rediscount under the provisions of the proposed act, and a gold reserve of

33i per cent, there need not be any doubt that such notes without any other

security will circulate freely at par and perform their functions properly and
adequately.
The reserve of not less than 33J per cent and not more than 40 per cent held

by the issuing banks for the redemption of these notes should consist of gold

exclusively. The words " lawful money," as applied to reserves for the redemp-
tion of notes, should be stricken from the bill.

IV. INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.

From an economic standpoint the Federal reserve banks should not pay
interest on deposits therein, but if interest is to be paid on Government moneys,

the same rate shoud be paid to banks as an inducement to them to deposit that

part of their reserve which the measure leaves optional with them to keep in

their own vaults or on deposit with a Federal reserve bank. There should be

no preferred depositors in Federal reserve banks.

V. SAVINGS DEPARTMENTS IN NATIONAL BANKS.

That provision should be stricken out entirely. It is dangerous. A careful

reading of that provision of the bill impels one to believe that unless the Federal

reserve board exercised very close scrutiny and established strict regulations

very nearly all of the functions performed by the commercial department of

a bank could be exercised by the savings department upon a very small and in-

adequate reserve, thereby defeating the reserve requirements of the bill as ap-

plied to national banks and jeopardizing the security of depositors.

We urge the eliminations and chmisas suggested in these five objections as

directly concerning essential parts of the proposed act, and without which its

powers to do the work for which it is directly intended may be seriously ques-

tioned. .,

The committee urges upon legislators, business, and banking men, m consider-

mg banking and currencj' legislation, that is in its judgment the greatest of

our present national questions, a spirit of deep patriotism, so that the general

and not special interest may be served.

(Hearing held Sept. 28, 1913.)

(Thereupon, at 5.10 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

tomorrow, Friday, October 17, 1913, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)
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friday, october 17, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Currency,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. C.

The committee assembled at 10.45 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Hitchcock (acting chairman), Eeed, Pomerene,

Shafroth, Hollis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.
Senator Shafroth. Prof. Jenks, will you please give your name,

your business, and your experience in banking?

STATEMENT OF PROF. JEREMIAH W. JENKS, PROFESSOR OF GOV-

ERNMENT, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY.

Prof. Jenks. My name is Jeremiah W. Jenks and I am professor

of government in New York University. What more information

would you like along this line?

Senator Shafroth. Well, j'our experience in any matters con-

cerning economics or banking.
Prof. Jenks. I have been professor of economics for something

over 20 years, and have taught along these lines more or less.

At the time that the question of the establishment of a new mone-
tary system for the Philippines was under consideration I was asked

by the War Department to visit the English and Dutch colonies,

to look into their monetary systems, and advise on the legislation for

the monetary system in the Philippines. I made a report on that,

and a year or two later at the request of Secretary Root, at that time

Secretary of War, I went to the Philippines again to advise further

with reference to the establishment of that system.

I was also a member of the Commission on International Exchange
that, at the request of the Chinese Government

—

—
Senator Shafroth (interposing). That commission was asked to

advise with them as to the establishment of a monetary system ?

Senator Nelson. You were also on the Industrial- Commission, were

you not?
Prof. Jenks. I was not a member of the Industrial Commission,

but was special agent in charge of their investigation of industrial

combinations.
Senator Bristow. Have you ever been engaged in the banking

business ?

Prof. Jenks. Not at all.

Senator Bristow. You are just a student of these problems?
Prof. Jenks. I am just a student of these problems.
Senator Shafroth. Now, Prof. Jenks, you can tell us what you

think of the bill, and what features of the bill are good and what
features, in your opinion, are bad.

Prof. Jenks. I have been looking over the bill with a great deal of

interest, and it seems to me that, fundamentally, it is good, and that

there is very good reason for believing that it will improve very

decidedly our present very defective banldng system.
The three special points that have seemed to me of dominant inter-

est are, first, that with reference to the issue of bank notes, because

I think that our banking system has needed, almost more than any-
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thing else, a system of currency that would have sufficient elasticity

to adapt the supply of currency to the needs of business from time to
time. I shall have one or two suggestions to make on that point, but
it seems to me that, on the whole, the bill covers that point quite
satisfactorily.

Secondly, heretofore we have had nothing that we could speak of
as a real banking system for the country—a unified system. The
bill aims to cover that feature; and although I think some changes
in the bill as it stands now should be made on that point, it will, with
some changes, meet that need quite satisfactorily.

In the third place, we have hitherto lacked any organization by
which the bank reserves against deposits and against the issue of
notes also could be easily mobilized to meet the needs of business in

the different sections of the country at any time. The bill is making
provision for that, which, again, I think is not quite satisfactory,

but is clearly looking toward that ; and it is likely, with son:je amend-
ments, to accomplish that fairly well.

Most important of all, and underlying all of these, is the desira-

bility that the currency system of the country should be on an abso-
lutely sound basis ; that it be a system so based upon gold that there
can be no question in the mind of any person here or abroad that it

is really sound from that viewpoint. There must be confidence on
the part of the business men, here and abroad, as to the real stability

of the system.

Along that line also, I think it desirable that new measures be
taken so that the gold reserve of the country will be maintained in

suiEcient quantity and with a sufficient degree of stability so that con-

fidence will not be disturbed.
There, again, it seems to me desirable to have some slight modifi-

cations made in the bill.

Those are the four most important needs that I had in mind.
There are one or two other minor matters. Perhaps it would be well
if I were to speak of those four points in that order, and then let

other questions come up afterwards.
Senator Shafeoth. Very well ; that will be agreeable to us.

Prof. Jenks. Regarding the note issue, my own opinion has been

—

as I think it has been the opinion of most people who have been stu-

dents of currency and banking—that it is better to have the elastic

part of any currency system bank notes, rather than Government
notes.

On the other hand, I have myself felt, in looking through this bill

with a good deal of care, that although these are Government notes,

the provisions for the issue of these notes, for their redemption, and
for the reserve against them, are such that they possess practically all

of the features of a bank-note currency issue with a Government
guaranty.

Under those circumstances, while I myself should prefer to see it

provided frankly and openly that they are bank notes, with, if it

seems desirable, a Government guaranty—although I think they can

be protected so that such guaranty would not be necessary—I think

there is no very serious objection to them as they stand, because they

are quite different in nature from the ordinary Government note that

proved so disastrous in our earlier history and in the history of
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almost all countries where Government notes have been directly

issued.

Senator Eeed. Now, may I interrupt you there ? I came in a little

late and did not get your name.
Prof. Jenks. Jenks.

Senator Nelson. He is Prof. Jenks, of New York University.

Senator Reed. You referred to the disastrous results which fol-

lowed from the issuance of Government notes. Do you refer to the

greenbacks in their early history?

Prof. Jenks. I think that is a very good illustration.

Senator Reed. What other Government notes do you have in

mind?
Prof. Jenks. I have in mind some of the French Government

notes ; some of the French assignats of the earlier days.

Senator Reed. They were issued without proper safeguards, were

they not?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; issued withovit proper safeguards; and also

without the possibility of ascertaining what the business demands
called for, and without proper provision for redemption.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Prof. Jenks. It seems to me that, as regards the plan proposed in

the bill, those defects are very largely covered
Senator Reed (interposing). Well, Prof. Jenks, do you not think

that the trouble with the Government note was not the fact that the

Government issued it instead of the bank but that it was an im-

provident issue?

Prof. Jenks. I think that is very largely true ; but that brings up
also another phase of the matter

Senator Reed (interposing). Well, just a moment, if I may cut off

your answer ; we will give you plenty of latitude.

Prof. Jenks. Yes; certainly.

Senator Reed. The experience of the world with bank notes has

been about a thousand times as disastrous, has it not, as the ex-

perience with Government notes—for the very same reason that the

proper safeguards were not taken?
Prof. Jenks. It has been often disastrous.

Senator Reed. So that the "unsafety"—if I may use that sort of

an adjective—of the issue does not depend upon the question of

whether the Government issues it or a bank issues it, but upon the

conditions under which it is issued ?

Prof. Jenks. I would agree to that. On the other hand, it is, I

think, also true that the notes issued by the banks have a better op-

portunity—the people who are in charge of the bank issue, if they

are the bankers themselves, have a better opportunity of adjusting

them to the needs of business than Government oiEcials have.

Senator Reed. Do you remember the days of wildcat banking in

this country?
Prof. Jenks. At the time of wildcat banking in this country con-

ditions were such that the difficulty was the other way; the people

who were in charge of issuing those bank notes had an opportunity

of issuing them fraudulently; they were not properly watched or

safeguarded.
Senator Reed. Those were the evils in that system.
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Prof. Jenks. Yes ; there were many evils in that system.
Senator Eeed. I was interested in getting your opinion, because I

have never been able to fathom the reason for the assertion which
faas been made that a bank note was perfectly good until the United
States Government wrote its guaranty on it, and then it at once be-
came an element of danger and a poor kind of currency.

Prof. Jenks. The matter depends, as I said before, upon the pro-
visions for adapting it to the needs of the country and also to the
secunng of its ultimate safety. And, as I said before you came in,
it seems to me that the provisions of this bill, while making Govern-
ment notes, are substantially identical with providing what a bank
note would be, if properly supervised and guarded by the Govern-
anent, with an added Government guaranty, because the Government
itself makes no provision whatever for the redemption of the notes
by itself until after the banks have exhausted all of their resources.

Senator Eeed. Does not the virtue of the banking system and the
strength of the Government make it safe ?

Prof. Jenks. To a certain extent that is true. I should prefer it

the other way myself, for almost all banks the world over have been
in the habit of looking at this question from the standpoint of the
bank note; and I think that many of the attacks which have been
made upon this bill by the banks because they are Government notes
instead of bank notes have been made without looking at the funda-
mental provisions made in the bill.

Senator Reed. I am ^lad to have your analysis of the way the
bankers look at it. While the bankers look at' it that way, 99 per
cent of the people of the United States would rather have a Govern-
ment note than a bank note. And it seems to me that that feeling is

a great element of safety for the Government note.

Prof. Jenks. I differ in my estimate as to how people look at it.

I should say that, aside from the bankers, the business men of the
country, the leading merchants, the leading importers, the leading
manufacturers, and so on, would be more inclined to look at the
matter in the other way than in the way you put it.

Senator Reed. They are the 1 per cent of the people of the United
States, but I am talking about the other 99 per cent.

Prof. Jenks. There, again, we should differ as to the percentage.

The fundamental thing, after all

Senator Shafeoth (interposing) . What has been the matter with
our greenbacks, I should like to know ?

Prof. Jenks. The fundamental trouble with our greenbacks? I
am glad you raised the question. I was going to raise it myself in a

•different way.
Senator Nelson. You had better let the greenbacks alone; I give

you fair warning. [Laughter.]

Prof. Jenks. I am willing to leave them alone.

The point, of course, is this, as regards the Government issue of

greenbacks: It was an emergency issue made at a time when the

Government was very much in need.

Senator Reed. And the Government was in an emergency.
Prof. Jenks. I say the Government itself was in a very serious

emergency.
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Senator Shafroth. The Government saved interest on $300,000,-

000 or $400,000,000 for 30 or 40 years.

Prof. Jenks. I am inclined to think that it cost a great deal more

than that saving, because of the depreciation of the notes.

Senator Shafeoth. That was not a result of the notes, but of the

war condition.

Senator Nelson. You overlook the fact that the people who took

that money were our soldiers. I carried a musket and a rifle, and I

carried those greenbacks in my pocket, and thought, as Fitz Green

Halleck expressed it, we were " ready to smoke the pipes in peace

and carry the tomahawks in war."
Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, we had enough faith in the Government to

take that money, and we never raised an issue on the depreciation.

That came from the fellows higher up that gobbled up the money
after we got through with it. [Laughter.]

Prof. Jenks. I agree with that ; but it would have been better for

you, if instead of carrying a 40-cent or a 50-cent dollar you had bgen

able to carry a 100-cent dollar. It may be that the Government had

no other alternative; but it would take most of the day to discuss

that question.

But granting it that it was an emergency matter, a case of necessity

at the time, it was, after all, forcing the soldiers and others into a

situation that was very unfortunate. Prices were double what they

otherwise would have been; perhaps somewhat more than that at

times.

Then, when it came to the getting them back ultimately to the

gold standard, by contracting the currency, the only way possible,

over a series of years, it led to a depreciation of business that was
very serious. I think we would all agree on those facts.

Senator Nelson. It was very helpful during the war in paying
old debts. [Laughter.]

Prof. Jenks. That is a viewpoint, however, I think, that in the
piping times of peace that we have now we should hardly like to take
as a principle.

Senator Eeed. Prof. Jenks, I just want to call your attention to

some figures. I am not just making an argument on the greenbacks.
But there has been so much said about it. Now, I have always had
an idea that the only trouble with the greenback issue was the size

of the Confederate Army. [Laughter.]
And I want to call your attention to some figures. I find that this

is the situation

:

Specie payments were suspended in 1862 and remained suspended
until 1879. The greenbacks—the average gold value of the United
States note ran in this way: In 1862 was 63 cents on the dollar.
Senator Nelson. I guess in 1864 it was the lowest.
Senator Reed. In 1863 it was 68.9 cents. In 1864 it was 49.2 cents.

Senator Nelson is right.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Reed. In 1865 it was 63.6 cents. In 1866—now we have

got through the war—it was 71 cents ; in 1867, 72.4 cents ; in 1868,
71.6 cents; in 1869, 75.2 cents; in 1870. 87 cents; in 1871, 89.5 cents;
in 1872, 89 cents; in 1873, 87.9 cents; in 1874, 89.9 cents; in 1875 it
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dropped back to 87 cents; in 1876, it was 89.9 cents; in 1877, 94.4

cents ; in 1878, a year before the resumption of specie payments, it had
gone to 99.2 cents.

So, I think that the war had something to do with that ; and when
we commenced to get our debts paid off and get some money in the
Treasury, it got to be pretty good money.

Prof. Jenks. We began retiring them, and it was known that we
were perfectly certain to retire them.

Senator Reed. And in 1879 we resumed specie payment.
Prof. Jenks. Certainly. As soon as people became convinced that

the greenbacks were going to be redeemed, and enough of them were
redeemed, of course they went up in value.

Senator Reed. But that is not all. They went up before that.

Prof. Jenks. Of course, they were going up during that period.

But when we do get depreciation, and it becomes essential to contract

the currency to restore its value, that act tends toward the depression

of business generally.

Senator SnArEOTH. There have been no discounts on them since

1879, 34 years, have there?

Prof. Jenks. No.
Senator Hitchcock. Prof. Jenks, are you arguing against the issue

of United States notes ?

Senator Nelson. We had better drop greenbacl<:s and get back to

this bill.

Prof. Jenks. No, Senator, what I was arguing for was this: I said

that under the circumstances my own opinion had been in favor of

bank notes rather than Government notes, but that all of the pro-

visions that have been made in this bill have given the Government
notes practically the character of an excellent quality of bank notes,

with a Government guaranty back of them.

So it seems to me that the difference between those who are advo-

cating Government notes, as provided in the bill, and those who are

advocating bank notes, is really very slight ; the difference is largely

a matter of name.
Under these conditions, personally, I have little objection to the

bill as it stands on this point, although I should prefer to have it put

the other way—straight bank notes.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you made any study which would

enable you to decide whether the reserve provided for in the Treasury

for the redemption of these notes is adequate ?

Prof. Jenks. I have thought this with reference to that question

:

The proviso made for the reserve in the Treasury is 5 per cent; and,

of course, it can call upon the reserve banks to have that supple-

mented at any time, if necessary. I imagine that would be sufficient.

Of course it might happen that there could be a sudden demand upon

the Treasury from some section of the country that it would be a

little difficult to meet out of that 5 per cent that came from that sec-

tion of the country, but I think if you take the whole Treasury

reserve, and the fact that it can be supplemented immediately by

telegraph if necessary, I do not see why that is not sufficient.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that 33^ per cent reserve pro-

vided for in the bill is ample? ^ , . , ., .

Prof. Jenks. I had a suggestion to make on that. 1 think it is

much better to have that reserve handled in a somewhat different
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way. The proviso in the bill as it stood earlier—some amendments
have been made—was that the Federal reserve board should have the
right to suspend that provision v?ith reference to reserves, and no
provision wsls made in the first place with reference to a tax upon a
deficiency of reserves. That has been changed.
My own judgment upon that matter would favor the form in

which the bill stands now as regards bank notes. The Federal re-

serve board should not be called upon under any circumstances to

suspend the provisions of the law, but that the law shall provide a
tax for any deficiency in reserves. I prefer to make the reserve a

little higher than 33^ per cent—say, 35 per cent—and then impose a

tax for every 1 per cent below that 35 per cent, and a steadily in-

creasing tax, so that the pressure would come pretty soon—say, by
the time the reserve got down to 30 per cent—so that the banks would
only under the most extreme emergency be inclined to let the reserves

go lower.

I did have some objection to the suggestion that you could put the

reserve at 50 per cent and then tax it 1^ per cent for every 2J per cent

deficiency. A 60 per cent reserve is unnecessarily high.

The thought occurred to me that you could start with about 35

per cent reserve and tax every deficiency ; 1 per cent for every 1 per

cent fall, until the reserve reached 30 per cent and then increase your
tax to 1^ per cent for every 1 per cent of decrease. The tax would
thus be 12^ per cent when the reserves were 20 per cent. The rate

might increase more rapidly if it seemed best.

Senator Hitchcook. What advantage is there in taxing that de-

ficiency in reserve rather than increasing the charge for the notes?

Prof. Jenks. I think the point is quite different. I will speak of

the two separately, if I may.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes; certainly.

Prof. Jenks. As regards the deficiency in reserve, the thought is

this: We do not provide for a reserve of just 33^ per cent, or what-
ever per cent we take, with the idea that there can be no going below
that. We expect the bank, in case of emergency, is going to violate

that provision. And it is a very bad thing for the country, I think,
to have a banker or any other man think he can violate a law as it

stands.

Now, what you want to do is this : You want to have a reserve large
•enough so that you can feel that at all times it is safe, and then when
the pressure comes for the extension of credit in the time of a threat-
ening crisis you want to be able to make the man who takes the
credit under those circumstances pay for it, and pay high enough
so that he will not want to take very much, but take just what is

necessary to save his business.
The bank, of course, will extend the credit or will not extend the

credit as it sees fit ; the bank ought to be willing to extend the credit
just as far as it safely can.

If the bank has to pay a considerable tax upon the deficiency in re-

serve it will keep stiffening up the terms under which it makes the
loan, without absolutely stopping, in such a way that it will, in many
cases doubtless prevent the bankruptcy of individual concerns, and
at the same time will not be violating the law. That much as covers
the reserves.
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It seems to me that you have a sufficient degree of elasticity to

msure the safety of the system and to protect the business men of

the country, because you can under tlaese emergencies give them
accommodation without violating the law.

On the other hand, you are making your terms severe enough so

that there is no danger of your reserves_ getting below a perfectly

safe amount at all times.

Now, that is a perfectly automatic process, and every one of our
laws ought to work automatically, just as far as thev can, and you
ought not to confer upon any board or any individual the right to

exercise discretion more than is necessary. The'banks have to exer-

cise discretion anyway with reference to the credit of the person
who wants the loan, but when it comes to the demand for suspension

of the law I do not see how the Federal reserve board can act really

intelligently on a question of that kind.

Let us assume a case like this : The Federal reserve board has its

seat in Washington. They, of course, have their Federal reserve

agents reporting to them from all over the country. There comes a

pressure, let us say, in a distant part of the country, San Francisco,

a very severe pressure that comes suddenly ; they will have to take the

judgment of the Federal reserve agent out in that section as to

whether, on the whole, they should suspend that provision. They
are not really in a position, as a board, to take intelligent action in

the case, based upon their own knowledge, because, if action is taken,

it ought to be taken within 24 hours.

Senator Hitchcock. I agree with you fully. Prof. Jenks; but
would not an increase in the interest rate or the tax charged for the

use of the currency by the reserve bank have the same effect ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; in part ; but that also requires special discretion,

and is not automatic. May I take that up separately, and it will

answer your question?

Senator Nelson. In connection with that subject, there are two
questions in connection with this matter of currency that I would
like to call your attention to. One question was suggested the other

day by one gentleman who appeared before the committee, and that

is that after these notes—the regional-bank notes—have been issued

under the bill they are required to be redeemed by the bank issuing

them.
Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Or, if they came into the hands of another re-

gional bank, they have got to be sent to the issuing bank.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, the question that was raised the other day

was: After those notes are received in that way can they be put out

into circulation again, or have they exhausted themselves?

Prof. Jenks. I shoiild prefer, myself, having them canceled.

Senator Nelson. Well, is the bill clear on that? That is the

point.

Prof. Jenks. I do not think so.

Senator Nelson. That question was raised—as to whether the notes

when received are retired, or can they be put out again into circula-

tion. That is a very important question.

Prof. Jenks. I think it is.
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Senator Nelson. Now, the Bank of England notes, you know,
after they are once redeemed, that is the end of them.

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; that is the end of it.

Senator Nelson. And the question is whether
Senator Hitchcock (interposing) . There is a radical difference in

the two cases, because in the case of the Bank of England when a

note comes in gold is paid out for it.

Senator Nelson. Certainly ; I understand that.

Senator Hitchcock. Or a credit is given for it. upon the books of

the bank.- But in this case when the notes come in the Federal reserve

bank may pay over to the Government of the United States the

amount it has borrowed, and its commercial paper may still be segre-

gated for the security of that loan.

Senator Nelson. Well, it may owe the money to the regional bank
upon the commercial paper deposited.

Senator Hitchcock. No ; I mean the regional bank which receives

this note from the Government may still owe to the Government of

the United States the amount that it borrowed when it got the note,

and those securities may still be on deposit with the Government for

the payment of that note.

Senator Nelson. But it did not borrow from the Government.
Senator Hitchcock. Certainly it did.

Senator Beistow. Yes ; it borrowed from the Government.
Senator Hitchcock. The regional bank, in order to get currency,

Has got to segregate a certain amount of its notes, its commercial
paper. Now, then, it procures a loan, say, for 30 days by the segre-

gation of a particular batch of paper, and it gets currency.

Senator Nelson. It gets it for its notes.

Senator Hitchcock. It has borrowed this for 30 days. It procures

$50,000 of currency. Now, suppose $10,000 of that currency comes in.

Why should it be required to cancel it when it still owes the amount
to the Government of the United States?

Senator Nelson. It simply owes it on the commercial paper that

it has put up.

Senator Hitchcock. No; it owes it. It is an absolute obligation

to the United States Treasury.
Senator Nelson. As an indorser of the commercial paper; that

is all.

Senator Beistow. But how is it to get back this commercial paper
from the Government?

Senator Hitchcock. It still has an obligation of $50,000. The'

only way to get back that $50,000 is to return either gold or cur-

rency, in the meanwhile the time has only half run, and $10,000 of

those identical notes come in. Why should not the bank continue
using those notes in its business until the 30 days have expired?

Senator Nelson. That is the question.

Senator Hitchcock. I am drawing a distinction

Senator Nelson (interposing). I suggest the bill is not clear.

Senator Hitchcock.. I am drawing a distinction between the Bank
of England, which borrows nothing, and the reserve bank, which
does make a loan.

Senator Nelson. It is not a loan from the Government, strictly

speaking. The Government is acting simply as a depository. The
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bank deposits this commercial paper with the Government, with the
bank's indorsement, and the bank is only liable to the Government
upon that paper as an indorser. The principal liability is upon the
man who executed the commercial paper. Is not that so ?

Senator Hitchcock. No; the reserve bank has procured this
$50,000 of currency.

Senator Nelson. It has procured it how ?

Senator Hitchcock. By depositing commercial paper which it has
in its assets.

Senator Nelson. I know, and that commercial paper is the prom-
ises of A, B, C, and D.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; but the only security for the reserve
bank

Senator Nelson (continuing). And the bank that deposits that—
the member bank—indorses that and is liable as indorser.

Senator Hitchcock. The member bank indorses it to the regional
reserve bank, and then the regional reserve owns the security dis-
counted. Now, owning this paper, it wants to procure $50,000 of
currency from the Government. It segregates this paper in its vault
instead of sending it on to Washington. Now, then, it has borrowed
$50,000 on this collateral security. When the 30 days are out it

can pay the $50,000 in cash or return its notes, the currency, to the
Government—either one.

Senator Nelson. Oh, not return the notes to the Government;
return them to the member bank that got the notes.

Senator Hitchcock. No; I am not talking about the commercial
notes; they are paid; they are canceled. I am talking about the
currency notes.

Senator Nelson. They are exactly the same.
Senator Hitchcock. No; the currency notes are secured from the

Treasury.
Senator Nelson. They are not secured from the Treasury. The

only security for the notes is- the notes deposited with the bank with
the indorsement.
Senator Hitchcock. Senator, I think we are confusing terms by

using notes. Let us resort to " currency." I will say this currency
comes from the United States Treasury to the reserve bank, and the
reserve bank deposits collateral as security for its loan. That col-

lateral represents the notes which have been discounted for the mem-
ber banks. Now, then, if the reserve bank has procured this currency
for 30 days, say, at the regular rate of interest or tax, when the 30
days have expired the reserve bank can either pay in gold or pay it

in the currency which it has secured.

Senator Nelson. Yes; but we will put a case. Let us say here is

a member bank which goes to the regional bank with $1,000 of com-
mercial paper, and says, " I want currency for this. I want cur-

rency of your regional banls for this commercial paper. I have in-

dorsed it," and the commercial paper is left there on deposit with

the regional bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Oh, it is not left ; it is discounted. These are

banks of discount.

Senator Nelson. No ; it is left there. The member bank does not

keep that paper; it is left with the regional bank.
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Senator Hitchcock. I say it is discounted there.

Senator N^elson. The bill does not even saj' that he has to put up
notes.

Senator Hitchcock. I understand there are two methods by which
the member bank can secure either credit or currency. It may borrow
and deposit security or it may discount its commercial paper.

Senator Nelson. That commercial paper is due from time to time,

and suppose that is paid ; in the meanwhile—suppose the commercial

paper is redeemed in the meanwhile; paid from time to time.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Senator Nelson. The note

Senator Hitchcock (interposing.). What notes?

Senator Nelson. Just put yourself in this position : I am a member
bank and you are a regional bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Senator Nelson. I come to you and deposit $100,000 of notes, com-
mercial paper. I want to get circulation.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Senator Nelson. You give me circulation.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Senator Nelson. In the meantime, as those notes fall due, I am
redeeming them. I send you money for those notes, and keep re-

deeming them.
Senator Hitchcock. You mean the commercial paper?
Senator Nelson. The commercial paper, yes. I keep redeeming

those notes as thev are due.

Senator Hitchcock. You have nothing to do with them.
Senator Nelson. Of course I have. I have indorsed them.
Senator Hitchcock. No ; the reserve bank owns them.
Senator Nelson. Yes ; but I am indorser.

Senator Hitchcock. But the reserve bank owns that commercial
paper. When it becomes due it sends it out for collection.

Senator Nelson. Have not I the right to pay it? I am an in-

dorser on it.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; but you won't be when it is paid, if the

maker pays it.

Senator Nelson. The maker may pay it. Suppose the notes are

paid; never mind whether they are paid by the maker of the notes

or the indorser; they are paid, and I shall keep redeeming them.

They are redeemed and paid off, and still the notes are out in cir-

culation.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean the currency is out in circulation.

Senator Nelson. Yes; the currency is out in circulation, but the

notes in the meantime are redeemed.
Senator Hitchcock. That is all right. The reserve bank mean-

while is making other loans. That identical currency does not have
to be returned when the commercial paper is paid.

Senator Nelson. Won't it lead to inflation? That is the question.

Senator Hitchcock. I think not, because other loans are being

demanded all the time, and the amount of advances which the reserve

bank will require of the Treasury will depend upon the aggregate

demand which the member banks are making upon it for discounts.

Senator Nelson. It is not of the reserve bank. The demand for

currency comes from the member banks upon the reserve bank.
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Senator Eeed. Senator Hitchcock, I think what Senator Nelson
has m mind—It bothers me a little now—is this : A bank goes down,
with $100,000 of promissory notes and it goes to the regional bank
and puts up this $100,000 of notes.
Senator Nelson. And indorses them.
Senator Reed. And indorses them, and thereupon the regional

bank issues or delivers $66,000 of currency and sets aside $34,000 of
gold. Now, the transaction is thus far complete.
Senator Hitchcock. No; I think you stated it erroneously, Sena-

tor. When a member bank presents $100,000 in notes for discount,^
commercial paper for discount, it gets $100,000.

Senator Eeed. Does it get $100,000 and the other bank set aside
$33,000? I do not care either way. There is $100,000 then out. It
is out in paper currency, and that bank, which deposited the promis-
sory notes, has used that paper currency and it has gone into the busi-

'

ness of the country. At the end of the 30 days this $100,000 in prom-
issory notes which was deposited as collateral is paid into the re-
gional bank. The $100,000 of paper currency is still out in circu-
lation, and the regional bank has now $100,000 of ordinary money
in its vaults and has in circulation $100,000 of its notes. Now, what
is the provision for the retirement—compulsory retirement of those
notes ?

Senator Nelson. Let me add to that example, there: Suppose the
member bank, after taking out this currency, taking out this new
currency, and while this is outstanding—suppose the makers of
these notes that have been deposited for circulation, of the member
bank—^suppose they come in and redeem these in national-bank notes.

In that way, you will have a double quantity of currency. If you
will have those promissory notes that were deposited as security for
circulation, and you will have them redeemed by national-bank notes
and then you will have the paper currency outstanding-

Senator Hitchcock. Those national-bank notes are redeemable
at the Treasury in gold, so that if you call on the Treasury for gold,,

you will get gold for them.
Senator Eeed. You have got to put in this bill a provision, if it

is not already here in some form, that when that $100,000 promissory
note has been paid, the regional bank shall thereupon retire $100,000'

of its currency notes.

Senator Nelson. Can you have it elastic without that? I would
like to hear Prof. Jenks on this point.

Prof. Jenks. May I explain the way it has seemed to me the bill

intended to have this ?

Senator Eeed. We ought to be doing that instead of arguing this

with each other, but occasionally that is the case with us.

Prof. Jenks. It is extremely important for me to know what the

bill means. I had supposed the case was a little different from the

way Senator Nelson expressed it. May I take the same illustration ?

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Prof. Jenks. When the member bank wants to have $100,000

of these notes, that it can loan out, of course, to .50 or 100 differ-

ent people, it takes the promissory notes from its customers as

you suggest, indorses them, deposits them with the regional bank,

and asks for $100,000 worth of notes, and gets the $100,000, I think.
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as Senator Hitchcock suggested. The regional bank itself, of course,

is compelled to keep, in addition to that $100,000 worth of indorsed

commercial paper, 33-J per cent of lawful money, also, as a reserve.

Now, Senator Hitchcock suggests that as those individual notes be-

come due they will be sent . out for collection. They, presumably,
will be sent to the member bank and be collected through the mem-
ber bank. But, as I understand the matter, as long as that member
bank keeps that $100,000 worth of notes, which Senator Nelson says

are out in circulation, it must keep, also, $100,000 worth of commer-
cial paper in the vaults of the regional reserve bank. Now, this indi-

vidual note, we will say, for $1,000 that is paid, must be replaced, by
another note for $1,000 that will meet the approval of the reserve

agent. So there is a continual exchange, say day after day, almost,

of these small individual notes indorsed by the various member
banks, that are held against the notes issued from the regional re-

serve bank. They must keep, all of the time, the full amount there,

but it is not the same notes all the time.

Senator Hitchcock. No ; it is not a segregated lot of paper, it is

just a limit that has to be kept.

Prof. Jenks. It is fluctuating every day. Now^ here, I might add
one thing that I think is an objection to this procedure. This Fed-
eral reserve agent at a large Federal reserve bank will have com-
ing up for approval 100 or perhaps 1,000 different commercial notes

every day. He has to be sending out some for collection, and he has

to have others coming in to take their place. I do not see, myself,

how he is going to be able to exercise any large amount of discre-

tion. Neither do I see, under those circumstances, why there should
be an absolute segregation of those notes. What he can do as a prac-

tical matter, and that is all he can do as a practical matter, is to see

that there is kept against the notes that the bank has out an equal

amount of paper which he considers good. Now, if they should be

taken off one shelf in the vaults and put over onto another shelf,

instead of merely having an entry made in the bank's books, I can

not see that the process would be improved. If, instead of saying

you would segregate in the vaults of the bank a sufficient amount of

commercial paper, you would say you would segregate on the books

of the bank an equal amount of commercial paper, that shall have
the approval of the Federal reserve agent, it seems to me it is abso-

lutely the same thing in practice. But, nevertheless, if you leave in

your bill that it is to be segregated in the vault, it simply means that

every one of those piles of notes has to be pulled over every day,

practically, and perhaps 1,000 notes taken out and another 1,000 put

in, and the Federal reserve agent could not do it.

Senator Pomeeene. Your thought there is that means physical

segregation ?

Prof. Jbnks. I so understand the bill. If it does not mean physi-

cal segregation then it means what I suggest, that it ought to be

segregated on the books of the bank. That, I think, is essential.

Now, may I add a word to what Senator Nelson suggested in re-

gard to inflation. Supposing, as the Senator says, that one man, to

make the illustration specific, has borrowed $5,000. He has taken

that $5,000 out in these new notes. He comes and pays them off with

national bank notes. There, as you see, the national bank notes are
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paid in, and the new notes are out in circulation. There is no infla-

tion as long as those national bank notes stay in the bank. What
the bank would do in a case of that kind I suppose is this : Wlien it

gets those national bank notes in its vault—^I am speaking of the
member bank—it may, if it wants to, send that $5,000 of notes into

the regional reserve bank and say, " I would like to cancel $5,000 of

my obligation," which I suppose it has a right to do. But it is more
likely, I should suppose, for the time being at any rate, to hold those

as part of its reserve and get the chance to put out other notes, the

new Government notes, as best it can.

Senator Nelson. So, other than that, it will lead to no duplica-

tion or inflation?

Prof. Jenks. The point about inflation, as I think was suggested

a little while ago, depends pretty largely upon the bankers them-
selves and depends upon how careful they are as to getting good
security for the notes. Now, that is what I was going to bring out

in a little different way. I think there is great danger under this

bill of depleting the gold reserve of the country.

Senator Nelson. Before you go into that, I was going to ask you
another question in connection with the subject. What provision

is there in the bill for the regional banks acquiring the necessary

gold reserve, assuming the reserve must be in gold, instead of lawful

money—what provision is there in the bill; how can those regional

banks secure under this bill an ample gold reserve? What machin-

ery is there in the bill?

Prof. Jenks. There is no machinery in the bill by which they can

secure a gold reserve, as I understand it. Of course the bill says,

regarding the reserve, " gold or lawful money." There is no provi-

sion in the bill, as I understand it, that covers 'that point, except that

the different member banks, to organize the regional reserve bank,

have to pay in 10 per cent of their capital. I suppose that will be

paid in in cash.
.

Senator Nelson. Suppose we make these notes redeemable m gold

;

ought we not in that case to require the subscription to the stock, or

a part of it, to be paid in in gold ?
t i

•
i

Prof. Jenks. I would quite agree with that, Senator ; I think so.

Senator Nelson. So that the regional bank could start with some

gold as a reserve.

Prof. Jenks. I think so. I would quite agree to that.

Senator Weeks. When you say cash, you mean gold?

Prof. Jenks. I mean lawful money.
.^ ,

Senator Pomerene. They would have the Government deposit, and

of course there is a substantial amount of gold.

Senator Nelson. That is a fluctuating amount.
^, ^ ^

Prof Jenks. Yes ; but would it not be a wiser plan, as the Senator

suggested, to have the capital subscription paid in part at least m
gold ? Because I was going to suggest that the reserve against these

Sotes be kept in gold instead of "lawful money " I suggest that

for this reason: If the banks are as careful as I should suppose they

would be, considering their responsibilities and considering also the

responsibilities of the regional reserve banks, and the fact that the

Federal board is watching them all the time—if they are careful

as to the quality of the commercial paper they take, I do not see any

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 41
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danger of any extreme or dangerous inflation. Whenever the de-
mands of business get larger the notes would come out, and when-
ever those notes are paid off the cash—whether it be in these notes
themselves or in the national-bank notes or gold—goes into the

vaults of the banks and goes from there into the vaults of the Federal
reserve banks, as they redeem their obligations there. And if the

Federal reserve bank wants to get rid of its obligation it will go
back into the United States Treasury, and with this procedure there

is no inflation. But, on the other hand, I can not help but feel there

is danger of the country losing too much gold, and for this reason:

These bank notes, of course, are not available for reserves at all.

The consequence is that when any of these banks take in over their

counters greenbacks, or gold certificates, or silver certificates—either

the gold or the silver certificates—they will hold those. They won't

pay them out, because they are all available for reserve, and they

will want to hold them, of course, as reserve. They will pay out

the new notes, just as now, with national-bank notes, and hold the

others for reserve, and they will keep paying them back again into

the regional reserve bank. Now. the consequence is,' if there comes
any slackening in business at all in any way they will have been

pushing out those notes as fast as possible, and there will be a tend-

ency toward inflation. It will be a slight tendency, I think, be-

cause that takes care of itself. There will be enough of a tendency
probably, to push prices just a trifle up—not seriously, but enougl
to make a demand for the export of money. Now, the almost in-

evitable result, if you have even a little surplus of money in the

country, is a tendency toward the export of money, and the only

currency we can export is, of course, gold. I am inclined to think,

with the enormous business demands, because the people are borrow-
ing all the banks will let them, the banks will want to loan money
just as long as there is a profit in it and as long as they think it is

safe; that the banks will always pay out the notes and hold back
the gold as a reserve. But there is a tendency toward inflation. I

do not think it is a dangerous tendency, except to this extent, that

it is almost sure to lead to a considerable export of gold. Now, I

think, if you adopt Senator Nelson's suggestion and say that the re-

serve must be kept in gold
Senator Pomerene (interposing). You mean the 33 per cent?
Prof. Jenks. Yes—should be kept in gold, then we have a demand

for gold in this country that would be quite worth while, and it would
be but a short time until we could make arrangements to simplify

the currency by having some of these other forms of currency retired.

May I say another word in reference to that export of gold? We
have, at the present time, a very large amount of gold in the coun-
try—a very large gold reserve. If, through the substitution of these

new notes for gold it should lead to an export of gold in an amount,
say, of several hundred millions—because I believe that is entirely

possible—it would, beyond any question, tend toward an increase of

world prices, which we all feel is not a good thing for the country
now. I believe that is really a serious danger—not so much of getting

too many notes out, but the substitution of notes for other forms of

money—that would lead to the export of gold.

Senator Nelson. Prof. Jenks, we have an abundance of gold in

this country for any amount of currency we need, have we not?
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Prof. Jek k& Surely ; I think so.

Senator Nelson. And all we have to do is to husband tbat and
keep it so that it -won't slip away from us.

Prof. Jenks. I think so. That brings up another point along, that
same line. Isn't it a good thing to make provision just as soo-m as it

can reasonably be done for the retirement of a considerable qwaTiiiHy

of national-bank notes—I, myself, would say the greenbacks, too?'

We are not going to have the use made of these new notes to so great

an extent as I think would be, on the whole, desirable unless we
make provision for the retirement of some other form of currency.
Senator Nelson. Will yo« allow me to make a suggestion ?

Prof. Jenks. Certainly.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be wiser to leave the greenbacks
alone and provide for the gradual retirement of the national-bank
motes ?

Prof. Jenks. Personally I should favor the retirement of the
national-bank notes first.

Senator Nelson. So that you would have one kind of bank notes;

that is to say, practically, as you stated a moment ago, bank notes

with a Government guaranty?
Prof. Jenks. Yes ; in essence.

Senator Nelson. And it would be better to have this currency
gradually supplant the national-bank currency?

Prof. Jenks. I agree with that.

Senator Nelson. But you must let greenback alone.

Prof. Jenks. I probably shall, in view of the feeling shown here.

[Laughter.]

Senator Hitchcock. Now, I think you assented to a ' suggestion

made by Senator Nelson, that the banks in joining this new system
should be required to pay their capital of $105,000,000 in gold?

Senator Pomekene. Only a part of it.

Senator Nelson. I did not suggest the entire subscription; I said

at least a part of it.

Prof. Jenks. The point of the matter, I think. Senator, hangs on
just this: If we are going to make these notes redeemable in gold
it is desirable that we provide some means for the regional reserve

banks to secure gold, and I can see no simpler or better way than to

say they shall pay at least part of the capital subscription in gold,

and in that way cover that.

Senator Hitchcock. We already have pretty good evidence it is

going to be a serious matter for the banks joining the association to

part with this large amount of cash capital, because at the present

time we only have in these national banks about 8 or 9 per cent of

their deposits actually in gold or lawful money; and if their re-

serves are to be depleted by taking gold or legal tender out of it, it

is going to make much more difficult their joining the association

and is going to require them to call in loans for the purpose of raising

the means.
Prof. Jenks. Would it not be sufficient to provide, as I understand

was really implied in the Senator's question, that the gold could be

paid in more or less gradually?

Senator Hitchcock. You mean the capital ?

Prof. Jenks. You could pay in the capital in installments also,

because the demands will not come upon it immediately; but if you
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give a few months' time—six months—they ought to be able to get

the gold.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean the individual banks joining this

association?

Prof. Jenks. Yes. If they call in loans, as you suggest, they would
not need to call them in to any great extent, because the large major-
ity of those loans mature in six months. It would check things
slightly. But, at the same time, their customers have need for loans

'every day, and they would be glad to get loans through the new note

system.
Senator Hitchcock. What I mean when I said they ^vould call in

their loans
Prof. Jenks (interposing). You mean it would check the amount

that is put out?
Senator Hitchcock. I mean when notes come due, they would re-

quire their payment instead of renewing them. Under the present

system the body of loans throughout the country does not fluctuate

from season to season. It would to some extent.

Prof. Jenks. When the notes come in, if they want them renewed,

they would renew them in credit. They are not required to be paid,

but they could make another loan in these new notes.

Senator Hitchcock. There seems to be a contraction of credit

almost inevitable in the banks if they are going to be required to pay
cash. It has even been suggested that the banks be permitted to

make a part payment of cash and a part payment of commercial
paper, discounted simultaneously. But if you take the other course

i^nd require the banks to pay all in gold or in legal tender, you are

going to add to the apprehension that already exists.

Prof. Jenks. It may be arranged in this way, as I said before:

Supposing they would pay part in gold and part in commercial paper.

That would, of course, keep working toward the place where the time

limit would expire, so that gradually you could substitute one for the

other. But they do not need to get this large gold reserve immedi-
ately, because they will only need to redeem those notes as the notes

come out, and are presented for payment, and these notes are only

going to be gradually substituted for the other forms of money. It

IS sufficient if the substitution of the gold for the other type of secur-

ity is made in proportion to the issue of the notes themselves.

Senator Shai-roth. What is the use of having guch a large gold

reserve in these regional banks, when $150,000,000 has been ample to

sustain the whole structure of national bank notes and the green-

backs—probably a billion of dollars?

Prof. Jenks. There are two reasons, I think. The first reason is

because it is of prime importance that there be no question of the

quality of these notes in order to secure confidence ; and, the second

reason, the one I have given before, that, unless we do make a pro-

vision for these banks to hold gold to a very considerable extent in

their reserves, we are almost sure to have a large export of gold

because of the substitution of these notes for the other forms of

currency.
And if we export gold to any very great extent it will, in the first

place, lessen confidence in the security of the new system, and in the

second place, if as much as four or five hundred millions go out in the
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co\ir?e_of a year or two, that would have a tendency toward increas-
ing prices in the world's market, and I do not think we want to do
anything—

—

Senator Shafroth. Do you think any money will go out of the
country except for the purpose of settling balances against us?

Prof. JE^'Ks. Those balances, of course, shift with the course of
trade, and it is, as far as I am aware, the universal experience—and
if I may go back again to the old technical expression we have heard
so much of, Gresham's law—that if you put into competition in
any one country different kinds of currency the currency that, on
the whole, is the cheapest for the people is the currency that is going
to stay.

Senator Shafboth. Unless it is redeemable in gold ?

Prof. Jenks. Well, unless it is redeemable in gold. Now, if you
are going to make them redeemable in gold

Senator Shafroth (interposing). The question purely is whether
there should be a gold reservoir in the United States Treasury for
the purpose of doing this, or whether we should have gold in each
regional bank.

Prof. Jenks. I should say both.
Senator Shafroth. That would take four or five times as much

gold.

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; and I think it is a very desirable thing.
Senator Shafroth. I do not believe in locking up the gold for fun.
Prof. Jenks. But is it locking up gold for fun ? Here is the situa-

tion, and I think it is what Senator Nelson has in mind as to the
danger of inflation. When you have a dollar in gold you can not loan
more than that dollar, but if you can issue notes on that dollar you
can issue, if there is anybody who will give you good security for
them, three or four times the amount of the gold, and still have a
reasonable degree of safety. Three to one gives all the safety we want.
When it comes to putting this money into circulation, the banks are
going to prefer to put out these notes instead of their national-bank
notes or the gold certificates ; they are going to put those out, and by-

putting them out it drives these others all into the reserves, and it

will only mean the very slightest inflation. Prices will go up a

little here, and as soon as prices go up only a little here, we shall

find that we are in a position to export gold.

Senator Hitchcock. The exports of merchandise will be checked;
prices rising will check the export in merchandise, and that com-
pels the gold to go?

Prof. Jenks. That is it. It is a matter simply of the cost of ship-

ping gold to Europe. If we can make a demand in the banks for re-

serves of some hundreds of millions of gold, then we will check that

tendency. It is as the Senator says, if these notes are absolutely re-

deemable in gold and we keep enough gold here we are not going to

ship it abroad. Even then there is a tendency toward expansion, be-

cause for every dollar in gold the notes are perfectly safe, 3 to 1,

and that is all the law requires. I believe in the bank-note system,

largely because it can adapt itself so easily to the necessities of

trade. But I should think it extremely unfortunate if we were to

export, in the course of the first two or three years, $400,000,000 or

$500,000,000 of gold.
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Senator Shafroth. We have had some very large inflation in the
issuance of banking currency, expanding from two hundred and
some odd millions in 1909 up to $750,000,000 now, and yet we see no
movement of gold going away.

Prof. Jenks. I simply do not believe that there has been an in-

inflation beyond the demands of business.

Senator Shafroth. But there has been a large amoimt of new
money used ?

Prof. Jenks. That is true.

Senator Weeks. It has not increased any more rapidly than the

business demanded it ?

Prof. Jenks. I do not think so.

Senator Weeks. I do not think so, either.

Prof. Jenks. I do not think there has been any inflation, except

a temporary inflation.

Senator Weeks. Where there is an increased demand there is go-

ing to be an increased inflation now ?

Prof. Jenks. May I explain that again ? May I explain this with

reference to the question of inflation. When business has been best,

at times our national banks have issued considerable quantities of

notes, but no more than business needed. When there came a slack-

ening of business, we may have had a little too much currency at

times, and at times we know gold has gone abroad. That export has

not been enough to be at all serious. I think these new notes are

likely to bring about a condition which is a good deal more serious,

and that for this reason: There is a better opportunity for the banks
to make money, to make their profits in loaning these notes and hold-

ing the other kinds of lawful money in reserve. These new notes

can not be held in reserves. Whenever they get currency available

for reserve they are going to keep that in their vaults instead of the

new notes. Whenever they are called upon to make a loan they will

pay out the new notes. That is good judgment.
Senator Weeks. Do you think they ought to be made legal reserves?

Prof. Jenks. No ; I do not think so. What I think should be done

is this : To make provision as fast as can be done for the retirement

of our national-bank notes and see to it that we keep our gold here.

If we retire the national-bank notes as soon as we can, then I should

say that will make a void for a lot of these notes. I should be glad

to see the system come down to nothing except gold and these notes

and small currency. I think it would be wise to have these notes in

denominations of not less than $5. I should leave the small coins

and small certificates for the ordinary small change, because that is

not so elastic as $5 notes and notes above that. I should be glad to

see the present national-bank notes retired as soon as possible. Then
if we have enough gold here we are perfectly safe. If we send

abroad $500,000,000 of gold, or two-thirds of that, we shall feel it

in increasing prices.

Senator Weeks. I want to discuss the question of sending gold

abroad. Say Europe owes us money and we owe Europe money all

the time; if that condition obtains either way, eventually the debt

has got to be paid. We may delay the payment of the debt by various

artificial means and the payment of the debt may be delayed, because

the creditor in that case may find it to its advantage to loan its

credit in the debtor countrv.
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Now, suppose we have a balance of trade against us—it is not
usual, but suppose we do have a balance of trade against us for a
couple of hundred million dollars. In the ordinary course of business,
if it were an individual transaction, we would have to pay that, and we
can only pay it by shipping gold. That is one of the things you have
in mind.
Let us suppose the interest rate is materially higher in this country

than it is abroad, which is ordinarily the case. Is it not true that
that money is likely to be loaned in this country so that we would
not ship gold unless there was some scare which would induce the
owner of that money abroad to draw it home and loan it out there at
a lower rate ? When this system is established—assuming it will be
established—are we not going to have the means of preventing the
shipment of gold under such conditions? For instance, we should,
in my judgment, authorize the regional banks to invest some part of
their capital and deposits in foreign bills, and instead of shipping
gold we simply Avould send home their evidence of indebtedness
against us, or we may increase our interest rate and should do it,

which would have a moral influence in checking the exportation of
gold.

By various other artificial means, such as Mr. Fisher indicated to

us yesterday, in selling them short-time notes, either municipal or
Government notes, it has been suggested that we refund some of these

2 per cent bonds in short-time Government notes, and use them for

that purpose. Do you not think we can in that way, if that whole
question is treated properly and scientifically and practically, that

we can control the question of gold exportation from this country

so that there will not be any probability of our losing gold in an
amount that would embarrass us? That is a pretty comprehensive
question.

Prof. Jenks. That is a pretty comprehensive question. As regards

the way in which the question is put, I think I should agree to every

individual statement, but at the same time I would answer the ques-

tion you have asked in the affirmative again, that there is danger,

I think. May I explain that ?

In the first place, these various measures that you have suggested

are, part of them, at any rate, as you say, artificial methods. Take,

for example, the raising of the rate of discount. I suppose you mean
by the Federal reserve board?

Senator Weeks. I do, and the raising of the rate of discount would
have a tendency to induce the owner of the money to loan it here

because he could get a higher rate.

Prof. Jexks. That is perfectly true.

Senator Hitchcock. We only postpone the day of settlement.

Senator Weeks. So that we can settle in some other way.

Prof. Jenks. There is where the point comes. It is an artificial

method that must be applied by a group of men who are not really

in touch with business, although they are in touch so far as get-

ting reports is concerned. It is an artificial method that has to be

employed from day to day. Is it not better to have a system that

works substantially automatically, so that it will adjust itself? There

are times when ,it is a good thing for this country to export gold and

there are other "times when it is a good thing to import gold. It all
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depends upon the natural course of prices. As you say, Senator, we
may at times postpone settlement. We may at times, perhaps, hasten

settlement, if you want to.

But all oi that is ignoring this fundamental condition that the

banks are going to want to substitute these new notes for the money
we now have on hand. As has been said repeatedly, there is money

enough now in circulation to do our business very well under ordi-

nary conditions. But if we are going to get the new notes into cir-

culation we must either retire some other currency that we have in

circulation now, or else we are bound to have, if these new notes are

put into circulation, a surplus of currency, which will mean that we
shall ship gold. I do not think it will make inflation to such an

extent that it would be likely to cause a crisis. I think it would be

much simpler for gold to flow abroad, as it would, unless we adopt

these artificial means. But if we do adopt them, there is no telling

just where we are going to stop, because this process is going to keep

on for years. Why should it not?

If you are a banker you are going to use these new notes. If we
provide that the gold shall be in the reserves there is a reason why
the gold will stay here, and then we shall soon retire some of these

other forms of currency, which I think should be done.

Senator Weeks. I think so, too. I have grave doubt whether the

condition which you indicate is likely to exist- yet if there is any

probability of it I admit that precaution should, be taken to prevent

it, and that is why I am in favor of a bank-note circulation, because

I think that is absolutely responsive to trade, and it is impossible, as

a practicable proposition, to get out more circulation than the needs

of business require.

Prof. Jenks. I think that is so when you have a sound system to

begin with.

May I state, in a little different way, the conditions under which
gold goes abroad ? You say that in the trade between different coun-

tries and this country, if the balance is against us we shall have to

pay, or if it is the other way we shall get the balance.

What do we pay that balance in? The statement is ordinarily

made, and especially by banks, that we have to pay that in money.

As a matter of fact we always pay balances in whatever is the cheap-

est to pay them in. That simply means this, that if we have a pretty

big wheat crop, so that the price of wheat is low, we are paying those

balances in wheat; and if we are having a big cotton crop and the

price of cotton is low, they are being paid in cotton.

Senator Weeks. But the net balance is being paid in gold?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; although you suggested a moment ago that it

will be done by artificial means. The net balance is not necessarily

paid in gold. It is, of course, when we come to the bank statements,

but ordinarily it shall be paid in other things. What I am afraid of

in this system, as it stands, and what I think is almost certain to

happen, is that we will find it cheaper to pay in gold than in anything
else. That means that whenever anything occurs to increase prices

here a little bit, then other people want to sell here. •

Senator Hitchcock. Exports are checked ?

Prof. Jenks. Exports are checked and the imports are increased

at the same time.
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Senator Hitchcock. Exports of merchandise are checked and im-
ports are stimulated.
Senator Weeks. You forget that this tariff bill is going to so

stimulate our foreign trade that there will not be any question about
the settlement of our indebtedness.

Senator Hitchcock. It is also going to stimulate our exports.
Senator Weeks. That is what I mean.
Prof. Jenks. So far as I have seen the signs in the stores, they

think it is going to stimulate the imports. But it is immaterial. I
always feel that this currency question is much more important than
the tariff question.

Senator Hitchcock. Certainly.
Prof Jenks. I feel pretty strongly on this matter, that there is

this tendency toward an expansion which may not run to the danger-
ous length of overspeculation, or to the extent of bringing on a crisis,

but which is almost certain to run to the extent of a pretty large
export of gold.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give us any idea. Prof. Jenks, of the
effect of an expanding currency upon the prices of commodities ?

Prof. Jenks. Well, yes ; speaking generally, I think so.

Senator Hitchcock. Does an increase in the supply of gold tend
to increase prices?

Prof. Jenks. Yes; beyond all doubt.
Senator Hitchcock. Does an increase in the supply of paper cur-

rency have the same effect ?

Prof. Jenks. Unless that is immediately so responsive to the de-
mands of business that there is really no more money in circulation
than is needed to meet its immediate demands.

Senator Hitchcock. Does an increase in bank credits have that
effect?

Prof. Jenks. It all has the same effect.

Senator Hitchcock. Of raising prices.

Senator Shaeeoth. To the same extent as gold ?

Prof. JenkS. No. We are fixed on a gold basis, as practically all

the leading commercial nations of the world are. This gold basis
is really the basis of practically all of the currency in these different

nations, and also to a very considerable extent—it is in the terms of
gold that we have all these credits. Whenever we have any new
device in the currency system that tends to make the use of gold more
effective, that has much the same effect as if we were to increase the
amount of gold. I think that the putting of this new currency into

circulation here is going to make gold more effective; if it does, it

will have the same tendency, and so far as that is true, it will have
the same effect in increasing prices that an increase in the ffold supply
would have.

Senator Hitchcock. It is proposed in this bill to very materially

reduce the limit on reserves held by 7,000 national banks. What
effect is that likely to have upon the volume of currency and upon
prices ?

Prof. Jenks. I should say again that while I am inclined to ap-

prove of that myself, I nevertheless feel that the effect is as your
question intimates, practically the same as increasing the amount of

currency. By currency we mean money in circulation, in distinction
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from the money locked up in the vaults of the banks and that in any
country.

Perhaps, I may venture to suggest something that I was saying to

Senator Shafroth a little while ago, that as regards this question of

the effect of the increased supply of gold upon prices, I feel that that

is by far the most important element in the increase in prices that we
have had the world over since 1897. In the same way again, the

quantity of gold was by far the most important element in the de-

crease in prices that we had between 1872 and 1873 and 1897. I was
sajdng to one of the members of the committee that I had made at

two different periods some special studies which seemed to make that

clear.

In 1897 I was asked to read a paper before the New York State

Bankers' Association on " The causes of the fall of prices since 1873."

By means of diagrams that showed the course of prices and the out-

put of gold and silver and things of that kind, taking account of

minor influences that always come in, it seemed to be clearly estab-

lished that the chief reason for the fall in prices was the lessening

output of gold, together with Avhat was of still more importance, the

very largely increased demand for gold in Europe, as several of the

countries went over to the gold standard.
Then about a year and a half ago I was asked to read a paper

before the State Bankers' Association of Michigan, and I suggested

the question of " The causes of the increase in prices," and I applied

the same principles, and see if they would work. Taking absolutely

the same data, bringing them up to date, it established, with substan-

tial clearness, that the main cause of the increase in prices had been

the very largely increased output of gold without a corresponding

increased demand for it.

Senator Shafeoth. Has there been, at the same time, a great in

crease in the use of bank currency in France and Germany ?

Prof. Jenks. There has been; it is all along the line. In all coun-

tries of the world, we are getting more and more to substitute methods
of business for gold. You take, for example, our own country. Our
country has more fully developed, particularly in the eastern part,

the use of checks than probably any other country. In Germany
they do not begin to use the number of checks that we do. But never-

theless they are getting to use them more and more during the last 10

or 15 years far more than earlier.

Senator Hitchcock. On the whole then, there has been since 1897

all over the world a great increase in the volume of the circulating

medium ?

Prof. Jenks. Beyond all doubt. In addition to that there have

been improved methods, so that it has tended to stimulate the effect.

That is the point in this bill. You are going to improve your method
of handling gold so much that it will make it more serviceable than

before. There is that tendency toward expansion of currency unless

we retire more largely some of the other media of circulation. If you
will retire other currency and require gold as reserve, we shall keep

our gold.

Senator Nelson. I see your theory is that the rise and fall of prices

is governed by the volume of currency ?

Prof. Jenks. Not entirely, but tliat is the most fundamental thing.
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Senator Nelson. Have you not overlooked the fact that in this
country at least one of the main causes is that production has not
kept pace with the demands for consumption; is that not a great
factor ?

Take it, for instance, in the matter of beef just now. It is not cur-
rency

,_
it is because the ranch business is becoming obsolete, and we

are raising less cattle in this country, and beef is becoming scarcer.
Prof. Jenks. I quite agree with that. My point is this: If you

take any individual article like beef, you, of course, will find your
immediate answer in the relation of the demand to the supply. If
you take the great mass of commodities—of course, the best estimate
that we have of those are in the figures collected by the Government

—

we get the average price as nearly as possible. Take those the world
over and you will find a very decided increase in prices, some special
commodities down and some up.
Senator Nelson. There is no great difference in the volume of cur-

rency in this country this year and last year ?

Prof. Jenks. No ; that is perfectly true.

Senator Nelson. Now, then, I want to call your attention to this

fact. Have you observed the difference between the price of corn
this year and last year, and the price of cotton this year and last year,
and also the price of potatoes this year and last year. Can you charge
those differences to the volume of currency ?

Prof. Jenks. That is the point I made a moment ago, when you
take single individual articles, and that is especialy true of agricul-

tural products, because when you take those you will find a tem-
porary explanation from year to year in these local influences you
spoke of. If you draw a chart of the course of general prices over a

series of years there will be very little fluctuation from year to year
but you will find the great waves of change over periods of years.

Senator Nelson. Is it not a fact with this country. Prof. Jenks,

that our population, our body of consumers has been increasing faster

than our producers have, especially producers of raw material?

Prof. Jenks. It is certainly true as regards the producers of raw
material, but as regards the manufacturers it is not true.

Senator Nelson. Compare the difference between our urban and
rural population, you can see the great change.

Prof. Jenks. I quite agree with that in regard to individual cases.

Senator Nelson. The urban population is a body of consumers,

while the rural population is a body of producers ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes; I grant that with regard to individual cases.

Senator Beistoav. Has not this vast increase in agricultural prices

had a tendency to lift the entire price level ?

Prof. Jenks. Beyond question. On the other hand, there have

been some counter influences.

Senator Beistow. Not in agriculture?

Prof. Jenks. Not so much ; a little in improved methods.

Senator Beistow. Do you not think this increase in the price of

agricultural products is due practically wholly to what Senator

Nelson called the congestion of the population in the centers ?

Prof. Jenks. If you add to that also the difference in crops. As I

was saying the other day, I am not sure that the short corn crop this

year is not going to offset some of the effects of the traiff, because that
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affects very materially the general level. Those are annual fluctua-

tions.

Senator Beistow. I can see that a short corn crop would, because

the wheat is not very high and corn is very high, relatively.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Beistow. But you take this movement from the farm to

the city, and it seems to me that that is as much responsible for thp

advance in prices as the circulating medium.
Prof. Jenks. That, beyond any question, is considerably so all over

the world, because that tendency is practically universal. But at the

same time, if you will go back over a period of 50 or 75 years and
note the general changes in prices, you will find that the funda-

mental reason is, the output and use of gold, to my mind—of course,

there are differences of opinion—but to my mind, that is more im-

portant than any other one of these things.

Senator Reed. What is?

Prof. Jenks. The supply of gold as it relates to the demand for it.

Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Barry testified before the committee a few
days ago, and he said that while there has been an apparent rise in

the price of commodities, that so far as fixed investments are con-

cerned, the prices are no higher than they were 12 or 15 years ago.

He cited the stocks of railroads and urban property, and things of

that kind. What do you think of that theory?
Prof. Jenks. That is true to a considerable extent, but I do not

think it affects the question particularly. It is not true as to railroads.

Senator Reed. Nor as to railroad stocks, either.

Prof. Jenks. It is as regards a good many stocks.

Senator Reed. But the general average price of railroad stocjis,

except those companies that have absolutely flooded their treasury

with watered stock, is much higher, the aggregate of the stock is

higher—I mean the value of the whole stock issue is greater, but the

value of an individual share may not be so great, because they have
issued so many shares.

Senator Shafeoth. I think the increase in farm lands has been
going up because of the increase in the prices of products.

Prof. Jenks. There is another point in connection with that also.

There is always a tendency in all countries as the demand for farm
products increases, and the people have to use more and more in-

tensive methods of agriculture to go to lands that originally were not

quite so fertile as the other lands, and there is always a tendency
for the price of agricultural products to go up, and that will continue.

Senator Reed. May I get back to a matter that concerns the bill?

You stated, in discussing the difference between bank circulation and
other forms, that one of the virtues of the bank circulation was that

it responded to the business needs of the country. Now, I understand
you to say that there has been going on in this country in recent years

a real expansion outside of the mere matter of the amount of money,
growing from the fact of an additional use of money through checks,

so that the same dollar may be used many times m a day without
passing from the plaice of deposit. That has been going on ex-

tensively ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Reed. There has been an increase of gold, which has been

an expansion. Now, on top of all that expansion, is it not true that
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the national bank circulation, instead of retiring, as it ought to have
done under those circumstances, has been increasing right along in
this country ?

Prof. Jenks. There is this other point, though, that the demands
of business have also increased very greatly. And when we are speak-
ing of an increase of the currency we always ought to speak of it in
relation to the demand for the currency.

Senator Reed. But the demands of business—and we are coming
right to the point I wanted to get at—always multiply in the face of
an inflation, do they not?

Prof. Jenks. Surely.
Senator Reed. So that as you get inflation you get more demand

and then more inflation to meet the demand, and these bank notes
that are supposed to be an automatic check and to reduce that de-
mand have utterly failed to do it, and have gone right along with the
inflation, and therefore I think. Professor^ that that is an idle dream
that has been put before us many times—that the bank notes will
retire automatically.

Prof. Jenks. Our national-bank notes will not, not our present
notes.

Senator Reed. Certainly not. In 1911 there were $687,000,000,
•dropping the odd dollars. In 1912 there were $705,000,000, and
there is a steady increase of those notes almost from the first, with
the exception of a very few years when there was a decrease, and it

seems to me those facts demonstrate that a bank-note circulation fol-

lows an inflation just like any other character of money.
Senator Weeks. Will you allow me to make this suggestion? I do

not know anyone who ever contended that the national-bank currency
which we have outstanding fluctuated with the volume of trade. The
trouble with the circulation is that it has depended on tlie price of
Government bonds rather than on the needs of the commercial com-
munity. If a bank could make 1 per cent or 2 per cent, or some other
per cent on circulation, or a prospective profit on the principal of the

bond which it purchased, then it would take out additional circu-

lation.

Senator Hitchcock. Why will it not be so in this case? If a bank
can make money by borrowing from the reserve bank, why will not
the result be to stimulate loans ?

Senator Weeks. Because the security which the bank holds is paid,

and it has no need for the circulation any longer. In the case of the

Government bond the security was never paid.

Prof. Jenks. Yes. I was about to say that I do not agree to Sena-

tor Reed's proposition for practically the same reason. Our present

bank-note issue is not a bank-not issue in anything like the same
sense as provided in this bill, or like a bank-note issue in Germany,
France, or Canada. Canada is one of the best illustrations we have.

Senator Reed. I beg pardon for interrupting

Prof. Jenks (interposing). Before you ask another question, I was
going to suggest some means by which, I think, this system would

now contract, and I was going to make one or two suggestions with

respect to a method of making it contract still more promptly.

Senator Reed. That is what I wanted to get ; but before we come

to that let us consider this. I will waive the present bank note as a
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demonstration, although to my mind it has not been fully answered,

although I think that the considerations offered are entitled to weight.

But I go back to the proposition I made a minute ago, to which you
assented, that an increase in the volume of money increases prices,

thus making a demand for more money. The increase in prices and
the increase in volume of monej' stimulate industry, stimulate busi-

ness, apparently, at least, and the greater the quantity the greater

the demand. Thus we have an endless chain, if you please, constantly

in operation. The appetite grows by what it feeds upon. And there-

fore I do not believe, and I have to be convinced, that there is any
bank-note issue in the world or that can be devised that will auto-

matically retire itself unless there is attached to its issue conditions

forcing its retirement. I want to bear' how that is going to be done

under this bill.

Prof. Jenks. I am verj' glad you put the question in that way.

I think there are two things to be said about that, and I quite agree

with you when you say they either have to be forced to retirement

or else there must be some inducement. Inducement is better than

force

Senator Reed (interposing). When I say "forced," I only mean
that there must be a force created to cause their retirement. That
force may be in the form of an absolute command or it may be in

the attaching of conditions which make it desirable to get rid of

that piece of paper.
Prof. Jenks. Yes. Now, as regards your first proposition, I would

agree that an expanding currency—other things equal, unless there is

a corresponding expansion of business—does tend toward increasing

prices; and also that a tendency toward increase in prices does tend

to make business go on faster. People want to expand their credits,

and that is the fundamental cause of most of our crises, if they are

monetary crises. And the trouble has been ordinarily, whenever we
have had a monetary crisis, that there has not been this inducement
toward a contraction of the currency. That has been the danger in

many cases where we have had Government note issues or specula-

tive bank-note issues not properly controlled.

There are two ways in which we can see to it that the currency does

lessen when a normal business demand slackens. One is along the

line of the German system, by which, when we get a certain amount
of money out we put a tax on any larger amount and leave the banks
to raise their rates of interest.

Senator Reed. I call that a force.

Prof. Jenks. That is a force. Another way, which, on the whole,
I think, better, is the plan that is used in Canada. It is this : Each
bank being anxious to get its own notes out so far as it can with
safety, takes up the notes of every other bank and sends them back
for redemption immediately. Now, as has been intimated here a

number of times this morning, and was said a moment ago by the

Senator
Senator Reed. That certainly is a force, but it is not applied by

the Government but by the other banks.
Prof. Jenks. All the better, because it is much more nearly auto-

matic. They are both forces; that is true.
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Let me suggest again that when a man makes a loan and gets these
notes out there are that many in circulation. If he pay back his
debts in notes, either of that bank or any other bank, that lessens the
circulation by an equal amount, so that ordinarily in the course of
business we have the expansion of the currency and"^ contraction of the
currency just in accordance with the normal demands.
Now, may I speak of the system you have in the bill. You have a

system under which people wdll borrow. They will get these notes
into circulation. We are speaking now, of course, of the member
banks. When the notes are paid into the member bank, whether they
are paid in these notes or in the notes of another Federal reserve
bank, they will be held in the vaults of the member bank, and will
be paid out over and over again. The system will not work auto-
matically in the way it does in Canada. That is, they will not be
sending any of the notes of the other banks back, and if those notes
get quite a long way from home, there will be a considerable element
of expansion.

Now. there are two ways in which that can be covered. The bill

itself covers that in part by taxing the notes that are advanced to the
separate regional banks, and if it seems that the demand is getting
too strong the tax rate would be raised. That, again, is not automatic.

Senator Reed. That rests in human discretion.
Prof. Jexks. And that I do not think is wise. I was going to make

another suggestion that perhaps may help. The amendment that was
made to the bill providing that no reserve bank should issue the notes
of another reserve bank was a very wise one, and that they redeem
the notes of any other reserve banks that may come into their hands.
That is wise. Why not extend that principle further ? There are two
ways : In the first place, say that no member bank shall pay out over
its counter any notes except those of its own regional bank. That
would strengthen the law a great deal along that line. The only
objection I can see to that is the cost of shipping the notes that come
in from any other regional bank back to the home regional bank,

and I think the home regional bank could very well atford to pay
that. That would go a long way toward strengthening the redemp-
tion system. That would bring it much more near the Canadian
system.

Senator Pomereke. Would the Federal board, under the terms of

this bill, have that atithority ?

Prof. Jenks. I had not supposed it would have that authority;

and it seems to me the wise thing to do is to provide for that in the

bill. And, further, what makes the Canadian banks return notes so

promptly is that they are making money by doing it. Why not

apply that same principle here ?

Senator Pomerene. Let me see if I understand your limitation.

Assuming that there is a regional bank in New York and a member
bank of the Chicago regional bank would receive a New York note;

then you would have that returned to New York, would you?

Prof. Jenks. What I mean is this : Supposing a member bank in

Chicago—not the regional bank—gets this New York note. It would

be allowed to lend that out over its counter, as I understand it, under

this bill. It is only the Chicago regional bank that can not issue it
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Senator Pomeeene. I understand that, but that does not quite an-

swer the thought I had in my mind. Would you refuse to permit the

member bank of the Chicago regional bank to pay out a Chicago note

also?

Prof. Jenks. Oh, no.

Senator Pomerene. That is, I mean after it had been once paid in.

Prof. Jenks. That I do not think is of very great consequence,
whether it does that or not. The bill, as I understand, provides that

it could pay out its own regional bank notes over and over again.

Personally I should like to have every regional bank not allowed to

pay out its own notes the second time, as was intimated before

—

practically the Bank of England plan. It would be a little more ex-

pensive, but, in the first place, it would be an absolute check against

counterfeiting, as these notes are being retired all the time; and an-

other advantage would be, as in England, that you are in touch with
your circulation all the time. But I think that is of much less im-

portance.
Senator Reed. Are you not thereby circumscribing this to such an

extent it would cease to have any value as money ?

Prof. Jenics. Not at all, I think.

Senator Eeed. Let me see if I understand you. Suppose I run a

member bank in Kansas City ; Senator Bristow runs a member bank
across the street. I go over to Senator Bristow's bank and get

$100,000 from the regional bank on 30, 60, and 90 day paper.
Prof. Jenks. You mean from his Federal reserve bank?
Senator Reed. No ; from you, as a Federal reserve bank. A man

comes in to borrow $100,000, and I pay it to him in cash. He walks
across the street to Senator Bristow's bank and deposits that $100,000.

Senator Bristow then has practically to cancel it.

Prof. Jenks. No ; I do not mean that at all. The point I make
is this: Suppose that you get $100,000 from your regional bank in

Kansas City. There is no reason why you can not pay that out back
and forth as much as you like. But suppose a customer comes in,

and when he makes his deposit with you he deposits some notes from
the Chicago regional bank. Then I should say you should not take

those and loan the Chicago reserve bank notes over your counter.

Senator Eeed. What value do I get out of them? What good
are they to me if I can not lend them out ?

Prof. Jenks. You can get them redeemed through your regional
bank.

Senator Reed. I must send those in to be redeemed ?

Prof. Jenks. You must send them to your regional bank, which
is across the street, as you say. Your regional bank would charge
them against the Chicago bank.

Senator Reed. I can not find this bank across the street ; it is 600
miles away.

Prof. Jenks. Then you send them to your regional bank, wherever
it is, and the regional bank should pay—

—

Senator Reed (interposing). And have a constant stream of money
going in every day by express?

Prof. Jenks. Absolutely; a stream of notes for redemption. Not
necessarily by expi-ess ; I should make a sound provision to use the

parcel post these days.
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Senator Eeed. And I send these bills by parcel post?
Prof. Jenks. I think I should.
Senator Eeed. I should want to cancel them before I send them,

then.

Prof. Jenks. That is something you can arrange. There is this
point to that, Senator

Senator Eeed (interposing). Is there not a plan that is much
simpler than that and that will absolutely work? Let me suggest
it to you.

Prof. Jenks. I have not finished with my plan yet.

Senator Eeed. I thought you had. Proceed, then.
Prof. Jenks. I was going to say that I do not think that plan, is

as cumbersome as it might appear to be. In the first placCj we know
it is workable, because it is the plan that is worked contmually in
Canada and has been worked for years, and they pay the express
charges without difficulty and are glad to do so for the sake of get-
ting the notes of rival banks out of circulation.

Now, if you are a member of the Kansas City regional bank you
are going to get 40 per cent of the profits they may make. You
would be rather glad to have that currency circulation reasonably
profitable.

Senator Eeed. We are going to take that out of this bill, I think.

Prof. Jenks. That is something, of course, I have not any discre-

tion about.

Senator Eeed. I do not laiow, but I am just judging by the talk.

Prof. Jenks. I am not sure that it would be wise to take it out,

because here would be an inducement to keep your circulation down.
Now, if instead of paying that currency from Chicago out over and
over again over your counter whenever you get the chance you send
it to your regional bank you compel them to redeem it. You do not

need to send it every night, but certainly as often as every week, and
you would very likely send it every two or three days, as in Canada.
And your regional bank could afford to pay the express charges in

order to have that done, and you could afford to have them paid to

get them out of circulation in your region.

Then there is another thing about it : By far the largest proportion

of the bank notes in circulation in your region would be those of your
own regional bank, of course. There would be relatively few from
the Chicago region or the San Francisco region. That would help

very decidedly this situation.

Another thing that would help still more is this : Why should you
charge interest to the regional banks for having these notes issued to

them unless it is necessary to keep the rate fluctuating from time to

time to contract the currency? If the Federal reserve board charges

interest to the regional bank, that interest is almost sure to be added

to the loans to the customers throughout the country, and why should

a farmer in Texas or a grain grower in Minnesota pay a half per cent

or 1 per cent, or 2 per cent, maybe, for his bank notes, to put revenue

into the Federal Treasury, unless the plan is absolutely necessary to

contract the currency ? If it is, I say by all means do it.

But it seems to me that by far the better system, and one that

would tend to keep the rate of interest somewhat lower, one that

would make the bill far more automatic, also relatively lessening the

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 8 42
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power of the Federal reserve board, would be not to charge interest

and to let them have the profit that is suggested ; but to provide they
shall issue over their counters only the notes of their own Federal
reserve bank and send the others back for redemption. Then you
will get a system that will work practically as automatically as the

one in Canada, I am inclined to think.

Senator Reed. I may suggest something that may be utterly chi-

merical, but I make the suggestion. Suppose we write into this bill

that when money has been issued by any Federal reserve bank it shall

at the end of not to exceed 90 days—or some other period—turn over
to the agent of the Government an amount of these bank notes—

I

call them that to distinguish them—equal to the amount that is issued.

That is to say, a reserve bank to-day issues upon proper collateral

to member banks $1,000,000. At the end of 90 days that Federal re-

serve bank must turn over to the Federal reserve agent $1,000,000 of
their circulation, and if it can not do that it has to turn in other

money. Now, you have expanded the currency by $1,000,000 and you
have provided absolutely to end that expansion at the end of 90 days,

which is the maturity of the paper that was put up. What is the use

of all this circumlocutiop ? Why not just do it? Maybe I am
wrong

Prof. Jenks (interposing). I really think you are.

Senator Reed. If I am, I should like to have somebody point out .

where.
Senator Hitchcock. I rather sympathize with that position of

Senator Reed. It seems to me the plan you propose. Professor, and
which seems to be contemplated by this bill, is going to involve tre-

mendous shipping of currency. It is going away from civilized

methods and getting back to the dark ages where actual transfers

had to be made. At the present time it is a mere matter of credit

which is transferred on the books of the banks, very largely, but you
propose the physical shipment of currency.

Prof. Jenks. Only the physical shipment of currency from sec-

tions of the country remote from where you are doing your business.

Senator Hitchcock. But this is a country which does business in

a very homogeneous way. We have no national lines, and business

does not run according to State lines.

Prof. Jenks. The essential thing, of course, is to see that you have

your contraction prompt; that you get your bills out of the way and

redeemed.
Senator Reed. And then, if this is workable, as I suggested, you

do not have to keep the printing presses running printing new money
and a lot of clerks destroying it. You set aside this money when it

comes into the Federal reserve bank, this $1,000,000; you take

$1,000,000 of these notes out of circulation and put them over with

the Federal reserve agent and he holds them. Day after to-morrow
that bank needs another $1,000,000 for a similar transaction. It

comes over and gets $1,000,000 of this currency that has been through

the channels of trade and takes it and loans it out, and at the end of

90 days it has to retire that $1,000,000 again, and you do not have to

keep the printing presses running. Maybe there is a hole in all

that

Senator Pomeeenb (interposing). You make a fixed quantity of it?
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Senator Reed. No ; that does not make it a fixed quantity.
Senator Pomeeene. There is $1,000,000 issued, and you destroy

$1,000,000 at the end of 90 days.

Senator Reed. That is exactly the point. The point is, we have
issued this $1,000,000 for the purpose of floating certain commercial
transactions which we have been told all along are to pay this off.

They are to do it within 90 days. At the end of 90 days, therefore,
the use of this money for that particular transaction has ceased. If
you leave it out longer you have an inflation. Now, this provides
that the bank shall take it by direct methods—not by the indirect

method of canceling bills that come into the wrong place—shall take
up $1,000,000 of that currency.

Suppose we have $150,000,000 out, for the sake of illustration;

that is, what we think is safe. We have issued $100,000,000. To-day
the banks issue $5,000,00 more. Now, we have $105,000,000 out.

To-morrow there is $5,000,000 more of this paper that has to be
taken up. It is carried over here and retired with the Federal agent.

The next day they need $5,000,000 more. They have taken out of the
aggregate that is circulating around, and they have this money over
there with the Federal reserve agent. They have gathered it up, and
they simply take it and issue it upon this collateral. Then every
time that collateral comes due—every 90 days—they have to have a

contraction that equals the expansion, and that 90 days does not
mean each period of 90 days

;
you are contracting and expanding all

the time.

Prof. Jenks. That is the question, I think, the Senator here had
in mind, and I was going to ask a question. What you mean, I under-

stand, is this, that on every day a provision shall be made that there

must be paid in to the Federal reserve agent as much money, or as

many notes, or the equivalent of those notes, as was taken out 90 days

before.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Prof. Jenks. So it keeps up a continuous process. So far as that is

concerned, that is practically provided in the bill now, and I do not

see that it affects the situation.

Senator Reed. If that is provided, that ends it, does it not?

Prof. Jenks. I do not think it does quite. What is provided is

this, that the Federal reserve agent has reported to him every day, of

course, what the situation of these accounts is. If a collateral note

is paid off, he is either going to have the Government notes back or

have some other collateral notes substituted.

Now, if the business is expanding, the chances are 10 to 1 that he

does not get these bank notes in; and I do not quite see now that

he ought to get the notes in, because he has substituted, we will say,

for the $50,000 of collateral notes that are due to-day $50,000 others;

and I am inclined to think that your plan would involve a good deal

more shipment of money than mine would.

Senator Reed. I do not think it involves any.

Prof. Jenks. In this way: These loans are not made by the re-

gional banks themselves, but through the different member banks

that are scattered 100, 200, or 500 miles away.

Now, if those actual physical notes that are sent out from this re-

gional bank have to o-o back to the regional bank so that they can be
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turned over at the end of 90 days and the equivalent amount of them
substituted, you have got a good deal more of shipment under your
plan than I have under mine. Perhaps, however, I misunderstood
you.

Senator Reed. No ; I think you have gone into a detail that I did
not take up.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Eeed. Well, the member bank now owes the regional bank

$1,000,000, which it got from the regional bank 90 days ago?
Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Reed. And its collateral is up with that regional bank?
Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Reed. If the regional bank collects that collateral, it has
now got in its vaults all the money it loaned out, and the $1,000,000

is still kiting around the country somewhere—the $1,000,000 of

currency.
Now, the question is, how to get that back.

If you provide that the bank which got the accommodation wipes
out its obligation by either—its obligation is already wiped out by

the payment of this collateral if it is done in that Avay. I do not

assume that it will be done in that way ; I asume that those collateral

notes will be collected by the member bank and remitted to the re-

gional bank; and I asume that there will be passed through that

regional bank, consequently, a large flow of this currency; that it

will go there in vast quantities and that all it has got to do is to

take the $1,000,000 of that that is coming in, retire it from circulation

for the time, and turn it over to the Federal Government.
Senator Pomekene. Is it your contention that this $1,000,000 shall

be set aside at the end of 90 days?
Senator Reed. Set aside; yes; at the end of a given period. In

other words, I go down to a bank—I look at the transaction in this

way: I go down with my credits to a Federal reserve bank, with

$1,000,000 of promissory notes.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Reed. Now, I in fact borrow from the Federal Govern-
ment, for temporary use, $1,000,000 of this currency. The purpose
is now, if I understand the thought of this bill, to carry me until the

transaction involved in that 90-day paper which I put up has been

completed and the paper has liquidated itself. That is the theory

of this bill. Now, at the end of 90 days, that collateral has all

matured.
Senator Nelson. And is paid.

Senator Reed. And is paid. Now, either the member bank has

collected that or the regional bank has collected it. Assuming, for

the present, that the regional bank has collected it, then at the end

of 90 days, the regional bank is whole. It has got its money back,

but it has got $1,000,000 of its notes floating around.
But, coming to that regional bank must be a constant stream of

this bank currency, and I would make it the duty of the ofiicers of

that bank, at the end of 90 days, to take $1,000,000 of those notes and

retire them. Then the transaction is completed; it is over.

If the member bank was to collect the collateral, it would be reim-

bursed now. And then I would make it the duty of the member
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bank in that case to notify the regional bank, and the regional bank
would deduct from the amount of credit to that member bank
$1,000,000 and retire at once $1,000,000 of this paper.
Why is not that workable ? I am not a practical banker—but you

have got to pay that debt; and they have been telling us the reason
there was not any inflation in this bill, or any dangerous inflation,

and the reason it was a safe money was because the money was issued
upon promissory notes, which represented an actual commercial
transaction which liquidated itself. Now, that is

Senator Nelsok (interposing). Now, if I understand, Senator
Eeed, will you allow me to put your question into shorter form ?

Senator Reed. Certainly. You generally can do that better tlian

anybody I know.
Senator Nelson. If you would not take any offense, I would like

to do it.

Senator Reed. No; I would not take any offense at all.

Senator Nelson. Would that be better, when one of those regional
reserve notes, or currency, is redeemed by the Federal reserve bank,
that that was the end of that note ; that it was retired from circula-

tion? Would not that cover the point?
Senator Reed. That is what I mean.
Senator Nelson. Would not that be the safest way of regulating

the currency automatically?
Prof. Jenks. As far as I understand, the bill does that now pretty

well, except that it does not cancel its own notes.

Senator Shafeoth. It holds them.
Prof. Jenks. It holds them. But there is a point that I am not

quite sure I understand, and that is this : I think that most of these
notes will be collected through the member banks.
Senator Nelson. You mean redeemed?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; redeemed. Well, now, I ought to put it this

way : I ought not to have said " note." I mean the commercial paper.
Senator Nelson. The collateral for the currency.
.Prof. Jenks. Yes; the 90-day paper which the Federal reserve

bank is holding will be sent back to the member bank for collection.

When that is collected it will be paid in these notes—^this currency—
and if it is paid in these notes, the proper credit is given to the mem-
ber bank and some other commercial paper substituted in the regional

bank.

But, now, why should that member bank—why should that cancel

the currency note from its own regional bank? And the present bill

does not provide that it should. It lets it hold that as long as it

wants to. And I think that is all right ; that will avoid shipping
the notes back and forth. If they are to be shipped back and forth,

as the Senator suggests, there would be a great deal of shipping.

Senator Reed. I do not think there would be any at all, if we
follow it on. Let us take this transaction: You are a* regional bank
and I am a member bank.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Reed. And I go to you and say, "I want to borrow

$1,000,000."

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Reed. And I say, " Here is $1,000,000 collateral." It is pu^

u^ with you simply to make you say, "1 issue my obligation foF
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$1,000,000." It is due in 90 days. At the end of 90 days I have got
to take it up. You give me the money. I talce it home to my bank
and loan it out.

The 90 days expires. I ovre you $1,000,000. I have a balance there

with you. I have been maintaining a balance. You charge me
$1,000,000, and instantly substitute $1,000,000 for these notes that

have been coming through your windovr, putting them with the

representative of the Federal Government, who locks them up ; they

are no longer in circulation.

Now, I have no credit with the bank whatever. Of course I have
to send you the money, or I have to send you a draft for that

$1,000,000 on some other bank. And almost all of it will be done
in that way. And all there is in the whole scheme of physical labor

is the book entries and the action of the Federal reserve agent com-
ing over to the bank across the aisle each day, and saying, " There
is $1,000,000 of this paper to be retired

;
give it to me." And he takes

it and locks it up.
Prof. Jenks. Let me ask you one question further. Now, suppos-

ing when he comes over and asks for that $1,000,000 I should say,

" I have not $1,000,000 here in the notes that have been coming in,

but I have," we will say, " $700,000 in those notes, and I will turn over

$300,000 to you in lawful money."
Senator Reed. That is all right. The money has been shrunk that

much. NoWj you know mighty quick, when you get the notes, you
will say to him, " I want to swap those notes for lawful money."

Prof. Jenks. I understand that the bill provides for that at the

present time, with this exception, that if the notes that are on hand
at the Federal reserve bank are its own notes it turns them over and

they are held there to be issued again. If they are the notes from
some other regional bank, they are canceled and sent back for re-

demption.
Senator Reed. I am not in favor of issuing a sectional currency in

this country. So far as I am concerned, I want a dollar that has got

the Government of the United States stamped on it
;
good not only in

every part of this country, but I would like to see it good in every

part of the world.
Senator Hitchcock. I think it might be a pretty serious embar-

rassment to the western reserve bank to have suddenly dumped upon
it a large volume of the reserve notes of another bank, because it

ean not pay those notes out without a penalty of 10 per cent. It can

not hold them in its reserves, which it is obliged to maintain. It has

got to suffer all the loss while it is sending them to the Treasury for

redemption.
You take a western reserve bank; perhaps it would be a week or

10 days before it could get that back from the Treasury. And I

agree with Senator Reed that there ought to be some way in whicli

these reserve netes ought to be as good for any use in one part of the

country as in another.

Prof. Jenks. They are as good till they reach the reserve bank. I

do not see how they can be as good for reissue and still insure their

prompt redemption so as to contract the currency. So far as that

point of delay that you are making just now is concerned, that would

seem to be a matter of the credit, that could be arranged with the

Treasury and reserve agent promptly. There is no delay necessary.
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Senator Eeed. Why will not the currency be made absolutely stable
for this reason ? Let us take the illustration a little differently.
Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Eeed. Take your illustration. Here is $1,000,000, which

it is the duty of Senator Bristow, as Federal reserve agent, in your
regional bank, to see that the $1,000,000 that I have got from you is

retired to-morrow.
Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Reed. To-morrow morning he comes in to you and says:

"Here is that paper that you issued to Senator Seed's bank and it

is due and I want you to retire it."

You say, " We have only $700,000 of his paper." "All right," says
Senator Bristow, " give me your $700,000 and give me $300,000 gold."
And he takes that over and puts it in the Government till.

The gold that you have there is a complete answer to any danger
or any question of inflation. You have it there to redeem these notes
on demand. You have it there for every purpose. It is a little

better than your note.

The whole scheme amounts to no more than this, that T issue my
check and I start it kiting around the country. It comes due and
you are my agent of redemption. Well, when it comes due the check
is not there. You say, "All right, let the check stay out for $100
give me $100 in gold, and I will retire that gold from circulation.

There is the same amount of circulation out, a;nd while that circula-

tion which is out is not of the highest type, as long as the gold is

there locked up to represent it and redeem it at any moment it is

pretty good.
Prof. Jenks. Yes ; that is all right.

Senator Nelson. Prof. Jenks, you must not think that we are

spending time unnecessarily

Prof. Jenks (interposing). I think that is an extremely important

point. Senator Nelson. It is a new matter that I had not seen before.

Senator Nelson. This matter which Senator Eeed and others have

been discussing is to me very, important.

Prof. Jenks. Certainly, iit is important.

Senator Nelson. Let me put a case like this to you:_We will say.

that you are a member bank and that Senator Eeed is a regional

bank.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And you deposit with him $100,000 of commercial

paper due in 90 days.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And you get $100,000 in his notes?

Prof. Jenks. .Notes
;
yes.

Senator Nelson. Or currency.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. You loan that out to people around the table

here, let us say.

Prof. Jekks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. By and by that currency comes back to Senator

Reed for redemption, 'and he has to redeem it.

Senator Nelson. In the meantime the 90 days have run and that

commercial paper is paid. It has been paid to the bank that issued
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the notes. The commercial paper has been paid; the 90-day paper
has been paid ; and there are the proceeds of that 90-day paper with
Senator Eeed and there are the notes. Now, should not the proceeds

of those notes that have been paid wipe out that currency? If you
are going to keep that currency in circulation after you have got

the commercial paper redeemed, you must put other commercial paper
in there in place of it.

Prof. Jenks. Surely.

Senator Nelson. So, if you put other commercial paper in place

of it you must return the money that has been collected on the 90-day

paper to the member bank.
Prof. Jenks. Unless you are substituting one piece of commercial

paper for another.

Senator Nelson. If you change it before they are paid.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. But if you do not change it before they are paid,

what then ?

Senator Hitchcock. We have been going on the assumption that

the Federal reserve bank secured this currency from the Government
upon a definite length of time.

Prof. Jenks. I did not suppose so.

Senator Nelson. Oh, no.

Senator Reed. No; I did not mean that. The Federal Treasury
gives to its reserve agent—will furnish its reserve agent with a large

amount of these bills and instruct him how he is to pay them out.

And he will have it on hand in these banks till the time, undoubtedly.
Prof. Jenks. Oh, yes; undoubtedly. He could not go to Wash-

ington every time any demand came in.

Senator Hitchcock. They will change from day to day.

Senator Eeed. And every day the Federal reserve board will be

notified as to how much money there is out.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Eeed. And when they see that there is more money out

than the law allows—and I am in favor of putting an absolute limit

upon it—they, of course, stop. And beneath that point which I hope
the law will fix they will have a discretion, and if they see that there

is too much money going out will raise the interest rate ; so that the

interest rate to-morrow will be so much. Or they will say, " We will

not issue any more." I know you shake your head, Prof. Jenks, at

the absolute limit of the law.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Eeed. But I have got more confidence in the law than

I have in the best human judgment when it comes to. matters of this

kind.

Prof. Jenks. I agree to that also, but I should think
Senator Eeed (interposing). There should be a limit. I think it

might be generously fixed.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Eeed. But there should be some point that this board can

not exceed until Congress and the President pass another law chang-
ing it.

Prof. Jenks. Why not put the limit on the basis of your reserve,

which will make it all absolutely safe? Then you have got it ad-

justed to the demand of business, whatever it may be.
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Senator Hitchcock. One o'clock has come, shall we take a recess ?

Senator Shafeoth. I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that we meet again
at half past 2.

Senator Hitchcock. All right. We will take a recess until half
past 2.

(Thereupon, at 1.05 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until
half past 2 o'clock.)

AFTER RECESS.

Senator Hitchcock. Prof. Jenks, will you resume your statement?
Senator Nelson. I would like, Mr. Chairman, to get back to a

question that is not clear to me at all; and I am going to put the
question in a little different form from that in which I put it this
morning. Prof. Jenks, this currency issued by the regional banks
is nothing but the promissory notes of the regional banks which are
guaranteed by the Government?

Prof. Jenks. Substantially that.

Senator Nelson. A promissory note to obtain money.
Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Well, we will say that you are a member bank and

I am a regional bank. You deposit with me $100,000 in notes

—

90-day commercial paper—and you get $100,000 of that currency from
me. You put that currency in circulation, it goes around, and ulti-

mately it comes back to me?
Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator ^^^elson. I redeem it as the regional bank. Now, it may

not come back until after all that commercial paper has been paid
and collected.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Nelson. We will suppose that you did not want to renew

those notes or put in new notes. You allowed the notes to be paid,

they were collected, and the money went to the regional bank, and
the reserve notes that were issued upon it came back to the regional

bank. Now, in that case are not the notes paid ?

Prof. Jenks. The notes are paid.

Senator Nelson. The notes are paid, and they ought to be extin-

guished, and there would be no warrant to put them in circulation

again in such a case. Now, the only warrant for keeping those notes

in circulation. Prof. Jenks, seems to me this, that in order to con-

tinue them in circulation the regional bank must keep paper there-

substitute paper for the 90-day paper?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And keep a continuing stream of that paper ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. As soon as you cease to do that, and the last

deposit of notes you have left there are paid or redeemed, and the

money goes back to the regional bank that issued the notes, those

regional notes are paid, are they not ?

Prof. .Jenks. Those regional notes are paid—redeemed.

Senator Nelson. They are redeemed.

Prof. Jenks. Yes. , . . , ^.

Senator Nelson. And they ought not to be m circulation again.

Do you understand my question? I will put it again, so that you

can understand it.
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Senator Hitchcock. Yes; I would like to Hear you restate it.

Senator Nelson. Suppose Prof. Jenks is a member bank and I

am a regional bank. He deposits commercial paper, 90-day paper,

with me, and I issue to him $100,000 in this new currency. He puts

the currency out; it travels around through the world and finally

comes back to me, the issuing bank. In the meantime those notes

—

that commercial paper that he deposited with me has become due

and it is paid. Paid in to me, the regional bank.
Now, does not that, when those notes—suppose he does not care

about renewing the notes or giving more notes.

Senator Pomebene. Renewing the collateral, you mean?
Senator Nelson. Yes; renewing the collateral. He allows those

notes to be paid to me, the regional bank, in full. I get the money
and the regional notes that are issued for that commercial paper

come back to me. Now, are not those notes paid, those notes of the

regional bank?
Senator PIitchcock. Well, my judgment would be that, as fast as

the commercial paper is paid to the regional reserve bank, that bank

will see its reserve increasing.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And as its reserve increases it will reduce its

•obligation to the Government by turning in notes or gold without

waiting for the particular currency to return ; that it will be a daily

transaction, that as the reserve of the regional bank increases by

reason of the payment of commercial paper the regional bank will

reduce its obligation to the Government, and it will not wait for the

particular currency to come back ; and when that comes back it may
«ither be paid out for other loans or it may be turned over to the

agent of the Government in the regional bank.
Senator Nelson. No. But as a matter of fact this new currency,

while it is in form the obligation of the Government, is really the

obligation of the bank, and it is a debt that you owe to the bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; but I

Senator Nelson (interposing). And if that debt has been paid,

why should those notes circulate any longer?
Senator PIitchcock. It is like a national-bank note now. The na-

tional-bank note comes in for redemption at the bank. A man may
come in and present it and get gold for it. But within five minutes

afterwards the national bank, if it has a demand for loans, will pay it

out to a man borrowing money, or will pay it out to a depositor who
is withdrawing money.

Senator Nelson. But you see the Government bonds as security

are a continuing security which remain there.

Senator Hitchcock. And for that reason the bank is not able to

reduce its currency. It remains stationary. But under this new sys-

tem, from day to day, as its cash reserve rises, it will pay oif its

currency obligation to the Government. It will not wait for any
particular currency to come back ; and on the other hand it will, even

after it has come back, continue to keep it out until it has additional

use for it and the state of its reserves requires its use.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. I think it is the reserve in the bank which is

going to govern the volume of currencv. Do you not agree with me,
Prof. Jenks?
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Senator Nelson. Let us go back to Prof. Jenks as the member
bank. He has got this currency from me, the regional bank.

Senator Hitchcock. I think you are mistaken there.

Senator Nelson. And the currency he gets is the promissoi-y note
of the regional bank.

Senator Hitchcock. I think you are mistaken that he necessarily
gets currency for it. If he runs a bank and he desires to discount
[japer with you •

Senator Nelson (interposing). There are two kinds of di.scount.

1 am putting a case where he discounts paper with the regional bank
for the purpose of getting currency issued by that bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, let us say he discounts paper with you.
It is for him to say whether he wants it in the form of notes of your
bank or currency, but whichever way he gets it, he gets something
which he can use in his business.

Senator Nelson. What do I get ?

Senator Hitchcock. He does not necessarily get currency.
Senator Nelson. I am taking the case where the discount is made

purely for the purpose of getting currency.
Senator Hitchcock. You may get gold.

Senator Nelson. Not necessarily. I deposit this paper under the

provisions of the bill, and say, " I want to get currencj' for it."

Senator Hitchcock. The bill does not give him any right to say
that he wants currency for it.

Senator Nelson. But, upon application, he may do so. It is, of

course, in the discretion of the board to issue it.

Senator Hitchcock. No; it is in the discretion of the bank; but
it uses that currency just as it uses gold or national-bank notes. And
upon any application from a member bank—it will depend upon
what that member bank wants—as to what that bank gets. It may
merely want a credit upon the books of the reserve bank.

Senator Hollis. He has got a right to assume that he will get

currency upon his application.

Senator Hitchcock. He has a right to assume that he will get
currency, but it is not treated differently from any other form.

Senator Nelson. But what is that currency, except a promissory
note of the bank to pay it

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). That is right. Here is a

national bank
Senator Nelson (interposing). But he has deposited with me as

security for the redemption of that currency commercial paper due
in 90 days.

Senator Hitchcock. It is not for the redemption of that currency.

It is for the payment of the notes

Senator Nelson (interposing). It is for the redemption of pay-
ment of that currency.

Senator Hitchcock. No; I think not.

Senator Nelson. The currency is issued on that commercial paper
and on nothing else.

Senator Hitchcock. I think you are mistaken, because that paper
can be changed from day to day.

Senator Nelson. Suppose he does not want to change it ?

Senator Hitchcock. If he leaves it to you, as the reserve bank, you
can change it from day to day.
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Senator Nelson. How can I change it, unless you have new sets

of men who have given new notes to the member bank ?

Senator Hitchcock. No; the bill gives the reserve bank the power
to change that security from day to day.

Senator Nelson. But how can the reserve bank change it?

Senator Hitchcock. Very easily. If Prof. Jenks has deposited

$100,000 commercial paper with you and taken out either currency

or credit, the very next day—^you deposit that with the Government
agent—and the very next day you can go to the Government agent
and say :

" I want to withdraw $50,000 of that paper and I will give

you $50,000 of other paper in its stead.

Senator Nelson. But suppose Prof. Jenks does not care to do
that? Suppose he lets that paper go to maturity and the money is

paid in ? Suppose he does not care to substitute other paper for it ?

Senator Hollis. Then at the end of 90 days he walks in and gives

you lawful currency to take the place of that issued to you ; and he
owns that absolutely because he hds paid you for it ; and those bank
notes stay out to take the place of the lawful currency you turned in.

Prof. Jenks. May I answer the Senator's question as I understand
it ? It seems to me that he is perfectly right when he says this, that

whenever those notes which have been issued for this $100,000 of

collateral come in and are presented to the bank and redeemed that

closes that transaction, and those notes are redeemed and that ends it.

Senator Nelson. And they should not be issued again.
Prof. Jenks. And the Senator says they should not be issued

again. Now that might be put in in this way : They may be canceled
completely and some new notes of the same denomination printed;
but in case the bank and the Government think it is wise, instead of
having that extra expense of printing, they might have these same
notes go out again; it is the same printing, but it is really a new
transaction; it is substantially a new note.

It is just the same as if I were to issue my personal promissory
note to the Senator for an obligation, if it would be likely that he
would take it payable to bearer on demand, and without interest.

Then, whenever I pay that note off he gives it back. Suppose, a
week later, I have not torn that note up and I want to borrow some
more money from him ; if he wants to take the same piece of paper
back again that is all right. It is a new note, of course. It would be
unusual, but if I have in hand that form it may be used.

Senator Nelson. It is a new note?
Prof. Jenks. It is a new note absolutely. So I say this: If the

note has been redeemed, and either that paper or some other piece of
paper is put out, it is in reality a new note, a new obligation.

Senator Nelson. And should have a new deposit of commercial
paper back of it ?

Prof. Jenks. Oh, certainly, it would have a new deposit of com-
mercial paper back of it.

"Senator Pomeeene. Does not the difference here arise from the fact
that we provide that the reserve notes are not issued on the initiative

of the member bank, but upon the initiative of the reserve bank ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. And all that the member bank is concerned

with is to get the proceeds of its discounted or rediscounted paper?
And it is a question, primarily, for the reserve b^nk to make applica-
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tion to the agent of the Federal Government for the reserve notes?
And it is a question between the reserve bank and the" agent as to

when that collateral shall be renewed; and it is not a matter about
which the member bank concerns itself ?

Prof. Jenks. But, as I understand Senator Nelson's question—

—

Senator Nelson (interposing). Well, Prof. Jenks, will you tell

me this: How can the reserve agent and the member bank renew
those notes without action of the makers of them? They have got
to be renewed by the makers of the notes, have they not?
Senator Pomeeene. The reserve bank might take notes from the

New York bank, or the S3'racuse bank—I mean collateral notes—or

the Buffalo bank, or any other bank ; and it is a question between that

reserve bank and the agent as to when this paper shall be redeemed
and what additional collateral may be hypothecated from time to

time.

Mr. Fisher. The point I understand Senator Nelson to make is

this, that when the reserve bank finally returns these notes to the

reserve agent and as they are redeemed and he takes something else

instead, whether that closes that transaction. As I understand it, it

does close that transaction.

Senator Pomerene. I think so.

Prof. Jenks. But it is still possible, under the law—and I judge is

contemplated under the bill—that these same pieces of paper may
be reissued a second time for new collateral put up. They do not

need to print new paper every time.

Senator Pomerene. No ; I should think not ; I do not so understand
the bill.

Prof. Jenks. I judge, also, if these notes are redeemed by the

Treasury, that the Treasury sends those notes back to the Federal

reserve bank and that the Federal reserve bank is authorized to put
them into circulation again against proper collateral. They do not

need to reprint everj"^ time; that is the point; but it is practically

a new issue of notes every time after they have been redeemed once.

Senator Pomerene. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, do you think the effect of this is going

to make it easier for banks to lend money?
Prof. Jenks. I think that, as the bill stands, it is going to make

the banks rather more desirous of lending money, because there is a

chance of a somewhat better profit than under the present national-

bank note system. Under the present system, as I underetand it, the

direct profit of the banks on circulation is kept pretty low, below 4

per cent, including the interest on the bonds, as a rule. Under this

system the profit of the banks would be substantially on the amount

loaned above the reserve, whatever the rate of interest might be at

the place where they were making the loans, less the interest that

might be charged by the Government for the issuance of the note at

the Federal reserve bank. That would presumably be the case.

That, I should suppose, would be rather more than under the present

circumstances, so I think they would be a little more eager to get the

notes into circtilation.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, if a man comes into a national bank in

the city to borrow money, if he is perfectly good the bank will not be

able to lend him because it is so near the limit of the reserve.
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Prof. Jenxs. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. If he goes into. such a bank, after this bill

passes, that bank will be perfectly free to lend him, if his credit is

good, because of its ability to rediscount his note or any other note

like it at the reserve bank, an;i the operation would be profitable.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, I want to ask you, under those circum-

stances, whether the result will not be that there will be a probable

expansion of bank loans ?

Prof. Jenks. I think there is likely to be some expansion of loans.

I do not see any reason for thinking there is going to be any very

large expansion of bank loans. The reason for that is, that at the

present time, although a bank may decline a loan, and sometimes I

suppose has to, because it is near the limit of the reserve, that does

not very often happen. It is only in times of extreme emergency that

it happens. And there is where, it seems to me, is the special ad-

vantage of this bill. It is in times of real emergency when there is

really a great emergency that the bank wants to go beyond a certain

fixed limit. Under this bill, by means of rediscounts, it can. And,
further than that, this bill allows the bank, without violating the

law, to go below the fixed reserve of 33^- per cent, as you have it

in the bill.

Senator Hitchcock. Has not the experience of Germany been,

with a system very similar to this, that there have been periodic ex-

pansions of credit which have been followed by a severe strain upon
their banking system and then a depression because of the contrac-

tion?

Prof. Jenks. I think we are bound to have anyway, no matter
what system we have, certain periods of expansion and, following
them, periods of relative depression, but we ought not to say that the

expansion would be the cause of the contraction. Contraction is part

of the phenomenon, but I do not think it is strictly because of expan-
sion. If I may explain a little further what I mean by that, I should
say that ordinarily most of the panics we have had come from what
we might call simply the weakness of human nature. When business

is running on well and there is a tendency toward prosperity,
every business man is anxious to expand his business, of course.

He is making a good profit, and he goes to a bank and gets credit,

and he continues expanding that credit as much as possible. The
bank shares that same feeling. It says, " This man is good, and I

will loan him freely " ; and so the whole movement of the country,
at times, is toward expansion of credit. There is practically no limit.

But if credit keeps on expanding and everybody is borrowing, the

people begin to get speculative; they take more and more risks, and
the banks share in that feeling for a while. But finally the banks
see things are going too far, because they are likely to be conservative
on that line, and then they will say to the borrowers, " I have got to

stiffen my rates a little," and they begin to check down on credits.

When they do check down on loans, naturally that makes the man
who has been borrowing have some trouble to pay his obligations and
there is a tendency toward stress. Now, if the banks start this

process early enough, by putting the discount rate up promptly and
keeping the brakes on steadily, that may prevent a too great expan-
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sion, and then, perhaps, a sudden panic. But I do not see how, con-
sidering human nature as it is, we are going to avoid those times of
expansion, followed afterwards, perhaps, by times of rather rigid
depression. Then, in a little while the same process is repeated. I
think that is inevitable in human nature. The difficulty we want to
avoid is as many bankruptcies as possible. As soon as people get
to this highest period of expansion, under the present circumstances
when there are one or two failures the banks feel the danger and
begin to contract loans. The banks who have deposits with the re-
serve banks call on them, and the reserve banks find their reserves
called out by the smaller banks all over the country. Each one is

grasping to get its reserve out, and they shut down suddenly and too
emphatically upon loans; then the big failures come and we have a
panic.

Senator Hitchcock. I think it was in March or April the bank
statement showed a very low level for the reserves. They were down
to the danger line, and since March, up to September, the banks have
been strengthening their reserves, because it was seen they were down
to the danger line. Now, suppose in March the banks had not been
able to see the danger line indicated by the low reserve ; suppose they
had been able to go to the reserve bank and get additional currency
to lend their depositors; then that danger line would not have been
seen, the natural contraction would not have resulted, and we would
have gone on expanding credit in this country. Would not that

have led to a worse disaster if the banks had been in a position to

put that off by rediscounting paper ?

Prof. Jenks. I do not think there is that danger, for this reason

:

When we are getting down toward the danger line under this sys-

tem—provision is made here that the reserves shall be a certain fixed

amount—then we can see it is time to contract the credits.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean the reserve kept, not in the indi-

vidual banks, but in the regional bank?
Prof. Jenks. In both.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not see how the individual bank would
know, because the individual bank, if it finds its reserve low, all it

has to do is to rediscount paper with the regional bank and fortify

itself with cash.

Prof. Jenks. Of course that would appear also in the falling re-

serve of the regional bank when it did that.

Senator Hitchcock. That would at once strengthen its reserve

and every bank could do the same thing.

Prof. Jenks. The regional bank, when it saw things going that

way, would say, " We are not prepared to discount paper except at

a higher rate."

Senator PIitchcock. The regional bank?

Prof. Jenks. The regional bank directors, as well as other banks,

will be able to see it in time.

Senator Hitchcock. Where do they see it?

Prof. Jenks. The Federal reserve board notices the reserves are

getting low and it will notify the banks. Its statements are to be

published weekly, as I understand it; at any rate, so that the whole

country will be notified if the country does get into that situation.

Under those circumstances the presumption is that the regional
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banks would already have begun to put on the brakes, anyway, at

about the same time. But, if they do not, it is the business of the

Federal reserve board to say you must.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose the reserve of the regional bank ap-

pears to be getting low, down to 33 per cent—and you favor allow-

ing them to go lower in the banks?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; and put the tax high enough to stop it.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose they had gotten down to 33 per cent.

Now, a bank having applied for currency, can go there and get, say,

a million dollars of currency from the Government, and set aside

$300,000 for reserve and have $700,000 for

Prof. Jenks. Oh, I beg your pardon, it does not set aside 33 per

cent of that; it has to set aside 33 per cent in gold, which is quite

a different proposition.

Senator Hitchcock. It is not so very different, because by putting

out that currency it draws gold in. Gold is coming in over its counter

all the time. It could not set aside the reserve out of that partic-

ular million dollars, but by getting that million dollars of currency

it would be only required to keep $333,000 of gold or legal tender,

so it would have $667,000 to advance the banks.

Prof. Jenks. If it keeps the requisite amount of gold back of it

continually, and is careful with reference to the credit of the peo-

ple to whom it is making its loans, it is safe. But of course there is

always that danger, and I think that always will be true under what-

ever sj^stem you get. We shall expand in times of good credit, of

real prosperity, all along the line, and the regional bank will be do-

ing the same as the individual member banks. There is always

danger of that. That can not, so far as I can see, be absolutely

avoided. Under the proposed system, when we are on the verge of

a crisis, with our reserves down to substantially 33 per cent, and a

case comes in where a bank is on the verge of bankruptcy unless it

gets a little help to carry it over and it can put up good collateral, the

reserve bank will say, " Very well, you can have that, but you must
pay a good high rate." And the presumption is, seeing that coming,

they will be putting up the rate before the crisis comes, and that is

what is done in Germany and France continually. As soon as they

see the reserves diminishing they put up the discount rate, arid that

does put the brakes on.

Senator Hitchcock. You rely, then, on the Federal reserve bank
checking the loans of the member banks?

Prof. Jenks. The reliance is all along the line, but the ultimate

reliance is upon the Federal reserve board. Next the reliance is

upon the boards of directors of the regional reserve banks, and then,

beyond that, upon the boards of directors of the member banks, and
that is one of the great advantages in this bill—you have there one

great system. Eeally, if the proper requirements are made for hav-

ing the regional banks and the Federal reserve board working to-

gether, you have one great system, where, as the law is now, you riave

25,000 different fellows working in different ways.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose John Smith comes into the bank now

and applies for a loan and the banker tells him :
" I am sorry, Smith

;

you have perfectly good credit, but I am not able to loan you because

there is such a strong demand for money and we are down to our

reserve limit." That is an answer to John Smith.
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Suppose, now, under the new order of things, John Smith comes
into a bank and the bank says, " We are sorry, Smith, we can not
lend you; we are down to our reserve." Smith says, " That does not
make any difference; you can discount your paper with the reserve

bank." That is no answer to Smith.
Prof. Jenks. I think it is an answer to Smith, because the bank

would put it this way : If John Smith is perfectly good and the bank
is confident he is all right, then it is up to the bank to rediscount his

paper and accommodate him.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, apply that to the tens of thousands

of borrowers and the thousands of banks; is not that one influence

alone going to expand bank loans?

Prof. Jenks. It will, some, but I think it will do no harm, and the
reason for that is this that John Smith is told :

" Under the present
circumstances you realize that the rate of discount has gone up, and
instead of your paying 4| per cent, as I have been charging you
before, because you are a good customer and have rather large loans,

I have got to make it 6^ per cent," and that will rather open his

eyes. And especially if it goes to 7, he will say, " I guess I will hold
off a little bit."

Senator Bristow. When it goes to 7 what is the bank paying the
Government for the money?

Prof. Jenks. What the bank would be paying the Government for

the money would depend upon what the board of directors of the

regional bank says, with the approval of the Federal reserve board.

Senator Beistow. How much would you, in your judgment, think

that ought to be?
Prof. Jenks. I do not believe I have much of a judgment on that

matter. I do not think that question could be answered categorically

in that way. It would all be dependent upon the circumstances of

business at that time.

Senator Pomerene. That would be a variable quantity ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Beistow. Here is John Smith and his loan is turned down,
and he says, " I will have to charge 7 per cent," when you have only

been charging 6. He knows; he is an intelligent man and under-

stands this bill. He knows on good security you can get money at

the bank. You decline to do it and give those reasons. Now, sup-

pose you lend this money at 7 per cent, how much is the bank to pay
the Government for the use of that money ?

Senator Nelson. The bill presupposes a tax of not less than a half

of 1 per cent upon the currency.

Prof. Jenks. I do not think that covers it, Senator. It presup-

poses that tax, which I personally may be inclined to object to, but

the point, I think, is rather dependent upon the discount rate. Now,
I should suppose that the discount rate of the regional bank, in ordi-

nary times, would not be high. I am not a banker ; I have not much
of an idea, but I should say, really, it would be very low—2 per cent,

perhaps.

Senator Beistow. Two per cent?

Prof. Jenks. Eemember, I do not want to be held to that as a

definite thing, but I say when you get to this condition of affairs you

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 43
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are speaking of, then I should expect the regional bank to put the

rate up to 4 or 5 or 6 per cent, perhaps. You see, there is quite a

difference between the question you are putting to me and the ques-

tion that comes up in the Keichsbank in Germany or the Bank of

England, or any of those that have a fixed rate of discount, and
that difference is essentially this : In this country we are to deal only

with the banks, but they also deal with the individual concerns.

They go into the market in competition with other banks. The pur-

pose of this bill, I think, is very wise. It does not deal with John
Smith, no matter how big a man John Smith may be. It deals with

other banks. And, moreover, the purpose of this Federal reserve

bank is not to make profits. Its reserves are to back up the indi-

vidual reserves throughout the country. It would, I should suppose,

under the circumstances throughout the country, keep its interest

rate down low enough so that it could pay the 5 per cent or 6 per

cent and, if anything beyond that, enough to make it reasonably

safe. But I do not think it should keep the rate of interest high
enough to make big profits for the regional bank. They let the

profits—and it in fact will have to—go to the member banks, or the

member banks would not be in business with them.
Senator Beistow. Now, Professor, there are a number of sides to

this. If this regional bank is loaning these member banks money
for 2 or 3 or 4 per cent less than that member bank is asking its

customers, your system will not stand 12 months in this country.

Prof. Jbnks. Let us put the matter in this way : When the regional

bank is rediscounting the paper of the member bank it is, after all,

not of itself taking any large profits, while, if it would charge more
than 1 or 2 per cent, tlie individual bank would not come to it. Why
should it ? The citizen knows that you are the manager of the local

bank; you can loan money at 5 per cent, and where you get your
money to loan, ordinarily, is from the deposits, on which you pay no
interest at all. You have to keep a third of your deposits in your
vaults in order to keep yourself safe and in order to be within the

law, and you are getting a large part of what you loan for nothing.
Senator Beistow. That is not the fact, though.
Prof. Jenks. Not quite. Of course, we know in a bank with large

deposits it has to pay 2 per cent.

Senator Beistow. The country banks pay more than that for the

large part of their deposits.

Prof. Jenks. I suppose they do sometimes.
Senator Bristow. Usually.
Senator Shafeoth. Most of the banks will require accounts of

$5,000 balance before they will pay any interest.

Prof. Jenks. I was going to say also in the case of most of the
banks in the larger cities they require the small depositors to have an
account of at least $200 with no interest.

Senator Beistow. You take the average banks, and they pay inter-

est on deposits of $200 to $500 on time certificates of deposit, the rates
running all the way from 3, 4, or 5 per cent.

Prof. Jenks. That is another situation—the time deposit—that is

another matter. We are talking about demand business. On de-

mand business they do not.

Senator Beistow. No ; on demand business they don't.
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Prof. Jenks. On demand business, they do not, and a very con-
siderable portion of their loans are made on these deposits.
Senator Shafeoth. Three-fourths of them.
Prof. Jenks. Yes. Now, if they do that, why should they ordi-

narily go to the regional banks and pay any large amount of inter-

est ? In case of emergency, they will.

Senator Beistow. I will tell you why: They have loaned out all

of their deposits, and along comes a farmer that is good, and they
do not want to refuse him. He wants more money, and they are
going to accommodate him. They can not turn him down. They
have an excuse now. We are dealing with human nature.
Prof Jenks. Certainly. That is an emergency.
Senator Beistow. He comes into my bank; our relations are very

cordial, and he says, " I want $5,000." I will say, " Now, I don't

know, our reserve is down, and I do not know what is coming, and I
do not like to spare it." He will say, " Well, that is true," and he
will be satisfied. He will have to be. But now, he will say, " We
have a new system here; we have a Federal reserve bank here that

you are a stockholder in, and they will discount your paper and give
^ou the money to loan to me, and I want it ; I need it." That bank
is going to ask for that money.

Prof. Jenks. Oh, yes. And, for that matter, under those circum-
stances, which is a real emergency circumstance, he will pay the

regional bank whatever they ask to be able to let him have it, if

necessary.

Senator Beistow. Yes. Now, then, he says, " Here, your bank
charges me 7 per cent, and it comes down here to Washington and
gets the money for four," and it gets the money from the Govern-
ment, as the public understands this to be, because if that is not what
it means, then you are buncoing the public.

Prof. Jenks. Under those circumstances which are not the normal
I should say they will charge the going rate there, whatever that is.

Senator Beistow. Professor, that is going to happen in every bank
in the United States, just as sure as this law goes into effect, and I

think you are up against a pretty serious proposition.

Senator Weeks. It seems to me you have probably fixed, in your

mind, the rate of interest that will be charged by the reserve banks

much lower than it will be in actual practice.

Prof. Jenks. Excuse me, I had not fixed any rate, at all.

Senator Weeks. I mean the rate you stated. That is the French

bank rate.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Weeks. But the actual result in European countries is

that the rates have been substantially the same in the joint-stock

banks and the central banks for a long period of years.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. It is a little higher in the ]oint-stock banks?

Senator Weeks. Frequently; sometimes higher and sometimes

lower. I agree with Senator Bristow that if there were to be a dif-

ference in the rate of 2 or 3 per cent the people would not stand

for it.

Prof Jenks. I agree to that, too, Senator.

Senator Weeks. I do not think that would be a good thing. I

think it would be a bad system, but I think, being in a developing
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country as we are, the rate of the reserve bank should be higher than
the European banks, and it would gradually equalize and lower the

rates in the United States.

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; I agree to what you say on that point.

Senator Nelson. But here is one point that strikes me : If a mem-
ber bank can not charge a greater rate of interest than that paid to

the reserve bank
Prof. Jenks. It must.
Senator Nelson (continuing). It would have no profit; it would

have the expenses of borrowing the money and loaning it again

without any profit whatsoever.

Prof. Jenks. I do not understand Senator Bristow to imply that

the rate should be the same.
Senator Bristow. I think the people might stand for 1 per cent,

probably, or a half per cent, or something like that.

Prof. Jenks. Wasn't the point this, Senator, that the charge made
by the smaller national banks would be made independently of the

regional banks ? The regional banks are primarily a reservoir to use

when the member banks are pushed somewhat.
Senator Bristow. I will tell you, Professor, what I think. I think

we are creating machinery here that invites me to go to my own bank
and ask for credit when otherwise I would not, because I know there

is a great reservoir here where this banker can get the money. I

think that. I think we are creating too complex a machinery, a more
complex machinery than is necessary to take care of a simple problem.

What we need is an elastic currency.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Bristow. And, they say, mobilization of reserves. The
result of these hearings shows that there is not much to that. That is

theoretical more than practical, because these reserves are being used

every day now just about as much as they can. The fact is we have

6 per cent reserve in national banks, or a very little more. But, be

that as it may, if there was some automatic way by which the bank

at Salina, Kans.—that is where I live—could make me a loan, and let

the loan depend on its action and its ability, but when the crisis

came upon the center—the crisis, I think, never originates outside

the center ; it is never in the country ; it is always in the center—when
the crisis comes, so that the center can not get money to pay out to

the exterior regions when they want it, but let it go to the G-overn-

ment with its assets and get that money. If New York, in 1907—
that is where the crisis started—could have gone to the Federal sub-

treasury with assets that were good and gotten $500,000,000, which is

down here printed now, there would never have been any panic. Now,

why can not we make some simple addition to the oresent facilities

without taking the chance. Nobody knows what this bill will do. We
can guess at it ; we can theorize on it, but what will be the practical

operation of it is an experiment.
Prof. Jenks. Of course, that is true with reference to almost any

new thing. But it seems to me, on the other hand. Senator, that

unless you do have the machinery of something of the type pro-

vided here, you are not going to get what you have put down as the

first consideration, and that is, your elastic currency. That is some-

thing that must be provided for readily and steadily all the time.
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This point you made last, with reference to the time of emergency
is what is provided for in this bill, first, in the way of their being
ultimately in a position to rediscount—and it is not expected that
they will rediscount from day to day, as I understand it—to redis-
count pretty freely, and to get notes to practically an unlimited
amount, as long as they can put up the security.

Senator Beistow. If they shall not have to do it from day to day.
But we have no currency except this and the greenbacks; and the
national-bank notes are to pass out ?

Prof Jenks. Ultimately.
Senator Beistow. All the currency we have is to be this currency,

regulated by human judgment?
Prof. Jenks. Regulated by the demand of the local banks them-

selves. That is what it will amount to. I would not say it was en-
tirely regulated by human judgment.

Senator Beistow. Would it not be? If the local banks want to
issue these notes when it needs them, and then let them nominally
retire and let the Government guarantee them?

Prof. Jenks. I, myself, said at the beginning of the hearing that
my own personal preference would be for bank notes, properly se-

cured. I said, so far as this bill is concerned, I think it is excellent
along that line; although they were Government notes, they were
issued only through the banks on the demand of the banks, with the
banks responsible first, and responsible in practically all points up
to the double liability of the stockholders and that the Government
was only ultimately responsible, so that in effect, I think you have in
this system here substantially what you are asking for, a bank note
with a Government guaranty. That is what I think it really is,

under a different name.
Senator Beistow. Yes; that is the theory advanced here by a

number of people. Say that it is a bank note with a Government
guaranty. Why should it not be arranged so that I could go into a
bank at home, and if I borrow, say, $1,000, the bank gives me credit

for $1,000; I simply deposit that. That is the way it is done, and
that amount is there subject to my check.

Prof. Jenks. It is, now.
Senator Beistow. Now, if I wanted currency instead of credit,

instead of a check book, why should not the bank give me its notes

instead of a check book?
Prof. Jenks. As I said before, I think that this, with very slight

modifications, could be so arranged that it would give its own note.

I should say that substantially now the bank in giving these Govern-
ment notes—is giving its own notes, because it is responsible for

them just the same as if they were its own notes.

Senator Beistow. If that is true, why do we want the bank at

Salina, Kans., to pay 5 per cent down here at its regional bank, and
take 10 per cent out of the capital stock, and drain that little com-
munity of that much of its accumulations in order to do that?

Prof. Jenks. I think, perhaps, I see now the difference of opinion

which we would have. I should say the reason why it had, the

chief reason why it had to do that is because it is desirable to have
a real system that will give a mobilization of reserves back here,

so that if your bank finds itself more or less pinched at any time it
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will be in a position to handle its reserves, whether or not it could

under the absolutely independent circumstances it is in now. Even
under our present system your bank out there has to keep a deposit

in a reserve bank, and it is probable that it would anyway, even if

it did not have to, as a matter of convenience.

Senator Beistow. Now, Professor, I think that the hearings we
have had here have demonstrated this to my mind, that the reserve

which we now have is much more elastic and more mobile than the

reserve will be in the regional bank. It comes about in this way:
Take the bank at Salina, Kans. It keeps its reserves at Kansas City,

Chicago, and New York. Say it has $1,000,000 deposits ; it will keep

$90,000 ; we will say it has $30,000 in each of these cities. Now, in

the course of its business it will sell exchange, probably $30,000 worth
in one day on Kansas City and have very little demand on New York.
Now, it has a little above the 9 per cent always. It has to be

to make this secure. If it has more than 6 per cent in its vaults

the amount runs up from $60,000 in the vaults until it is $75,000. It

can go below $15,000. It has reserves in all of these cities; it can

take out every dollar it has in New York or Chicago or Kansas City,

if the sum total amounts to that, and so the bankers have told us that

some days they do sell their entire account in Chicago, and the next

day or the next week there may be a run in some other city. But
in all of the cities and at home they have that mobilization and
versatility, while now they have to have 5 per cent at home and 5

per cent m the regional banks, and they can not credit one with the

other.

Prof. Jenks. Under the new system I believe the larger part of this

will be done substantially as it is now, so far as that is concerned ; but

they must keep these minimum reserves, and as you say, the larger

part of the business they will probably handle as they do now.
Senator Beistow. Then you will be impounding 5 per cent in this

way here, which is of no use to them except as an insurance.

Prof. Jenks. There is the point. And, of course, there is a little

bit more than that. There is the insurance, which is quite worth
while, because these times of stress come every few years anyway, and
in addition to that they are getting some return on this 5 per cent.

Senator Beistow. On the capital ; not on the deposits ?

Prof. Jenks. On the capital ; not on the deposits.

Senator Beistow. In times of stress the experience of the country

is, and I think it would be admitted b)' all of us now, that the country
banker never has any trouble to get money from his reserve agent if

that reserve agent can get the money.
Prof. Jenks. That is the point.

Senator Beistow. He does not have any trouble. Most of them
get enough. The testimony here has been that the country banker's

reserve agent takes care of the country banker. If the reserve agent

can take care of himself by going to the Treasury, as he could now,
if it were made a little more flexible, and get this Government money
we have printed down here, which has all the qualities which our

timid friends want, there would be no trouble. Now, what is the use,

as a practical proposition, in our taking the chances on disaster here

when we can remedy the defect by such a simple process ?

Prof. Jenks. Could not the question be put fully as well the other

way? What is the use of our taking the risk of not having a pro-
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vision of this kind, which is secure and certain, for something that
would not be so sure and certain the other way? Just let me add
one word further. Suppose we were to adopt the system you have in

mind, and say we would permit—I do not know whether you mean
the large private or national banks in the central reserve cities to get
money there?

Senator Bristow. Any bank which has the assets.

Prof. Jenks. And then leave it to them to determine how they shall

take care of their customers. There is a great deal of competition
among the different bankers for currency all over the country in

times of stress like that, and my impression is that the large majority
of the people would prefer to have an institution of this kind pro-
vided in the bill, where they know they can go and there can be no
chance for any question of discrimination on the part of some private
banker who will have some customers he would be much more likely

to want to take care of than of others.

Senator Beistow. I would let any bank that had collateral come in

and get relief, any bank that wanted it. But, so far as the practical

operation is concerned, if he had an opportunity to go to the sub-

treasury which might be located in a reserve city and get relief, there

is not a correspondent that would not take care of him because they
know they could not hold him up.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention to this difference:

Take a bank in a central reserve city ; it is required to keep a reserve

of 25 per cent, and technically under the law it has no right to pay
that out. Now, this 5 per cent fund in the reserve bank can be used

as a basis for discount ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Nelson. There is not that inhibition against the use of

that by the reserve bank that there is in the case of the central reserve

bank?
Prof. Jenks. That is true.

Senator Nelson. So it can be made 5 per cent, and while it is a

fixed amount it is not as fixed as under the central reserve system;

it can be made the basis of discount by the regional bank, whereas

under the other system the 25 per cent under the law could not be

used at all.

Prof. Jenks. That is true. There was still another point I was
going to make with reference to what has been said before. That

question in regard to a subtreasury opens up the very broad question

of the single central bank of the question of a Federal reserve board

with active banking power, and, of course, that is an entirely different

question.

Senator Beistow. I would like to have your judgment on that as

compared with this.

Prof. Jenks. My own personal feeling on the matter is agam
largely on account of this matter of the mobilization of reserves, that

the best system would be a single Federal reserve bank with branches

that should be established where it is necessary, rather than a Fed-

eral reserve board.
Unless you can have that central bank, and have that handled m a

way that would be for the interest of the country under very careful

Government direction, I think the Federal reserve board should have
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its powers as far as possible supervisory rather than immediately

directive. That is one criticism that can be very properly made
against this bill, that in a number of cases the Federal reserve board

has so many powers given it, and it has such discretion given it, that

it is in itself practically a central bank.

Senator Beistow. Why not make it in fact a central bank and let

it operate the bank just like a board of directors operate the regional

bank?
Prof. Jenks. Personally, I should favor that.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be better to have one central bank
under the control of the Federal board, with all the powers that this

board has, than to have a number of reserve banks ?

Prof. Jenks. I think there is no question about that.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be perfectly safe if it was under

Government control?

Prof. Jenks. I think so ; that is my own personal preference.

Senator Nelson. Could not the reserves be utilized much better

and be more available if there is 1 bank than 10 or 12 ?

Prof. Jenks. That is my judgment, clearly. I think the number
of 10 or 12 is a very serious defect in the bill. If that number were

put at 3 or 4, with the board so organized that they could have pretty

ready intercommunication, I think that would do fairly well. I per-

sonally would prefer 1. I think it would be better.

Senator Beistow. I am trying, and I am glad to say this for the

record, that I would like us to develop a system that will serve the

country the best. I do not care who is the author of it or who gets

the credit for it.

Prof. Jenks. Surely.

Senator Beistow. It is the best thing for all of us to devise and
work out some scheme that will satisfy the people better by giving

them the best service.

Prof. Jenks. Clearly.

Senator Beistow. I have been exceedingly hostile to the Aldrich
scheme of a central bank. I believe it would be controlled by a few

men for selfish purposes. That is my judgment. That practical plan

which has been suggested here occasionally seems to me would be so

much more simple than the one suggested in the bill ; the control of it

would be the same, because it would be controlled by the Government
itself ; and then if there was anything in the mobilization of reserves

you get the best that can possibly be had, because you have a single

reservoir, and then any bank that wanted to become a member would
avail itself of the privileges, whether it was a State, national^ or

private bank, if they met certain requirements.
Prof. Jenks. I had not understood when you used the word " sub-

treasury " that you had in mind a single central bank.
Senator Beistow. I did not.

Prof. Jenks. I should have agreed with you more promptly if I

had thought that was what you meant. I supposed you meant some
Government official whose main business was something else, and that

I think is an impossibility. If you are going to have a central bank
to do this business you want expert managers who know the business

through and through and whose business it is to look after it.

Senator Nelson. And they want to be men independent of the

banks ?
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Prof. Jenks. Yes; I would agree to that.

Senator Nelson. Absolutely under the control of the Federal Gov-
ernment.

Prof. Jenks. I should agree to that. I think I should prefer this.

however, since we are speaking of this Federal reserve board: It
would be better if we had a single bank with a board of directors.

If we are going to have anything like the Federal reserve board
named in the bill, I should like to have it made clear that the banks
that are supplying the capital have some minority representation. I
should not care to have them appoint the directors. T favor some-
thing of this kind, that out of a board of seven or nine they appoint
two or three, or select a number of men from whom the President
would make the appointments.

Senator Nelson. Present a list?

Prof. Jenks. Present a list. If they were to have a choice of three
out of nine, I should say they should present a list of, say, 9 or 10,

from whom the President could select three appointees.

Senator Nelson. Or two out of seven ?

Prof. Jenks. Let them present a list of six or eight, and let the
President take any two out of that list, or reject them all and ask
for another list if he did not care to select any out of the list that was
first submitted.
The banks, after all, are putting up the capital. They have great

interest in it. In fact, they are the customers ; they are the depositors.

Everybody has a great interest in it, and it is extremely important
that any system we have should have the confidence of the com-
munity, including the confidence of the bankers.

Let them have a direct representation, with men who have had
experience. If they nominate 10 men, the President could take any
2 out of their list, and they would know they were men whose judg-

ment they could trust, and they would know everything that was
going on, and I think that would be better than the system proposed

in this bill.

Senator Nelson. You think that would be better than the advisory-

board system?
Prof. Jenks. I think so. If we are going to have the present sys-

tem with the advisory board, I think the advisory board's functions

ought to be changed. Say the chairman and the vice chairman of the

advisory board be given the right to sit, without vote, with the Fed-

eral reserve board, so. that they would know everything that was go-

ing on and have a chance to express their opinions in regard to all

matters that were up for consideration. I think the common people

of the country, who are interested in these banks, because most of

them are depositors or are interested in the bank notes, I think they

would prefer that. I was very strongly opposed to the Aldrich bill

because I thought it was economically unsound to give so much con-

trol to the banks. The representation of the Government was an

ex officio representation. I think the banks ought to have a repre-

fcentation, but distinctly a minority representation.

While we are speaking in regard to the board may I add that if

we are going to have a Federal reserve board such as is proposed here

it would be much better if ex officio members were not put upon it?

What can the Secretary of the Treasury do in the way of actual direc-

tion when it nearly kills anv Secretary of the Treasury to do his
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present work ? If he is chairman of the board, that implies that he
is going to appoint committees. He can not give the work the atten-

tion which it ought to have. It seems to me that while the Govern-
ment should have representation, and, for that matter, should have
the controlling representation, it should surely be a representation by
men who are appointed because they know the business and can give

their whole time to it.

Senator Nelson. Devote their whole time to it ?

Prof. Jenks. Devote their whole time to it. They can call on the

Secretary of the Treasury for any information within his power to

give, and they can do the same with the Secretary of Agriculture and
the Comptroller of the Currency. There is another point, however,

about the Comptroller of the Currency. He is in a position to ex-

amine these banks. He will be playing in two capacities. I think

that is rather unfortunate. I think the Federal reserve board would
be distinctly better if the three ex-officio members were left off.

Senator Nelson. Some people have suggested that we take off two
and leave the Secretary of the Treasury on alone. What do you
think of that?

Prof. Jenks. I should be inclined to leave the "Comptroller of the

Currency on rather than the Secretary of the Treasury, if I were to

leave any of them, because his business is primarily with the bankers,

and the business of the Secretary of the Treasury is primarily not

with the bankers.
Senator Nelson. The business of the Secretary of the Treasury is

with the entire fiscal system of the United States ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes. And, moreover, the Treasury Department is

so enormous and the demands are so strong that no man as Secretary

of the Treasury can give any attention to this business that is worth
while.

Senator Nelson. You think it would be better to leave on the

Comptroller of the Currency rather than the Secretary of the Treas-

ury?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; of the two I should prefer to leave on the

Comptroller of the Currency. He is devoting his time entirely to the

banking question, but to a different phase of the banking question,

so I should think it would be better if none of them were left on and
the entire board be made up of men who would give their full atten-

tion and time to it.

When it comes to the inauguration of this system, with the selection

of Federal reserve districts, I think to make of these three men an

organization committee, as is proposed in the bill, can not be a prac-

tical thing. They can not give any time to this very difficult task

of organizing the system to begin with. They will have to deputize

it to secretaries and clerks. Instead of doing that, why not appoint

three or five men who are men of the right type for the organization

committee to begin with? That is simply in addition to the other.

It seems to me a mistake, especially at the inauguration of the system,

when they are going to make the whole plan, to put on men who are

not expert bankers and who can not give any time to it. Why not

put in three men that the President can pick out who are really ex-

perts and let them give their whole time to it and get the thing done
right?
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Senator Hitchcock. The sentiment of the committee is strong in
that direction.

Prof. Jenks. I think as regards the board also, the ex officio mem-
bers really can not do the work that ought to be done. If the board
is going to have the powers given by this bill, it is extremely im-
portant that the members of the board should be able to give their
whole time to the work. No man ought to take a position on that
board if he is not an expert and is not willing to give his whole time
to it. He ought to be well paid for it, and expect to give his whole
time to it.

Senator Bkistow. You spoke of the banks having representation
on this board because they were the stockholders. How would it do
to have the stock of this central bank a voluntary subscription ?

Prof. Jenks. I had a suggestion along that line that I thought of
putting before the committee later, but since you raise the question
I will put it before you now. I do not feel that I can speak with
quite the degree of positiveness about this that I should like to, but
1 think it is worth consideration. I think it is rather unfortunate to
drive national banks into this system, or drive anybody into the sys-
tem. It seems to me that, on the whole, the wise plan, as I said about
the notes, is to make a system that seems best for the countrj', and
make it so attractive that most of the banks would want to come in.

Now, this brings up the question of the bonds and of the way in
which the banks come in. As it stands at this time you are practically
to force them into the system. Would it do to say this to the banks

:

You have your 2 per cent bonds now on which you are issuing cir-

culation. You may come in or you may stay out just as you like. If
you stay out you keep your 2 per cents and continue as now ; if you
come in we will exchange the twos for threes and we will give
you all the privileges of the system. If you do not come in you will

get none of the privileges, but at the same time you are free to do as

you please. I think the banks have some reason to feel that when the
2 per cents were issued they were supposed to hold them until 1930,
and we can say to them, at the end of that time, " You will have to

give up your circulation, and in the meantime you may be free to do
as you like."

Then, in case the banks do not take enough stock to supply the

capital that you want, say $100,000,000, open the subscription to

private individuals to take the rest. Then, of course, the banks are

in this position: If they have not come in within the time of that

subscription, and want to come in afterwards, they must find their

stock; they will have to buy from somebody else. In that case you
would be sure of your capital, and as sure of your control as you are

now. You would not have a great group of people feeling that they

were hurt and were rather disposed to stay out, or feeling that they

were being coerced, or anything of that kind. I rather think that

under those circumstances most of them would want to come in.

Senator Shafeoth. Would not that policy lead to the principal

object of the reserve banks being to make money, because their stock-

holders being paid stockholders, they naturally would want to get

as big a dividend as possible ?

Senator Beistow. Why not limit the dividend?

Prof. Jenks. There is 'another side to that. May I just add a word
along that line ? I rather think there will be no trouble, because you
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liave what is substantially, at any rate, a 5 per cent guaranteed divi-

dend. It is not quite that, but I think it would amount to a 5 per

cent dividend, and if you leave also a 40 per cent return on the

amounts above that on the stock invested, you would have no trouble

in getting investors, and you would find banks coming in and bidding

for it before a great while, and I think you would have your stock

above par.

Senator Shafeoth. If you start with $285,000,000 of deposits by
the Government and $400,000,000 of reserves and $150,000,000 of gold

reserves, you have over $800,000,000 to start with, and you are bound

to make money out of that?

Prof. Jenks. I think so. It seems to me that in all governmental

matters it is a desirable thing to make the legislation rather attractive

than compulsory, so far as it can be made so, and at the same time

the rules must be rigid, in order to prevent abuse. I think most of the

banks rather than keep their 2 percents and stay out would prefer

to take their 3 percents and come in and give up their circulation

and take their privilege of rediscounting ; and incidentally that would
bring about the other thought, which I think Senator Nelson has in

mind, that we should get rid of all the present national-bank notes

very promptly and substitute the other notes for them.
Senator Hitchcock. I would like to see how you can figure out

a profit for the regional banks.

Prof. Jenks. I do not know that we can.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose they make a margin of 1 per cent

on their loans to member banks?
Prof. Jenks. It seems to be the opinion of a number of people hera

that they can not make more; that if they do there will be trouble

on the part of the people ; they would not stand for it at all.

Senator Hitchcock. What do you think would be a proper mar-

gin?
Prof. Jenks. On that question, as I said before, I should prefer

not to give any figures, because I do not know. I am not a banker;

I have not been in that kind of business at all, but there is this situa-

tion that is certain with reference to that : If they were to go into

the regular banking business they could make large profits. .
They

are not supposed to do that, but I should suppose that with the de-

posits they ha-^'e and the loans they will make to other banks, it may
be expected they will charge enough so they would be sure to pay
their 5 per cent dividend and something beyond that, at any rate.

Senator Shafeoth. To adopt the suggestion of the Senator from

Kansas would make them make more money, if there is only to be

a difference between the amount of discount and the amount the Gov-

ernment pays in relation to the matter. They must charge 4 or 5

per cent. If it goes to 5 per cent, it goes into their treasury.

Prof. Jenks. If you make the division a little differently and allow

the Government to get more, would the people stand for that, too ?

Senator Beistow. But when they discount a note they get all but

just a bare margin, enough to permit the member bank to come out

even.

Senator Hitchcock:. Of course, that is all guesswork. I want to

ask a few questions about something you suggested, Prof. Jenks,

sometime ago. Do you think this bill provides for such a mobiliza-
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tion of reserves as is brought about by the European organization of

a central bank ?

Prof. Jenks. No, I do not; I think there are too many regional
banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose there were only one bank. Would
that be such a mobilization as they have in Europe ?

Prof. Jenks. I see no reason why it should not.

Senator Hitchcock. Take the Credit Lyonnais, in France. It is

a customer of the Bank of France, but the law does not compel the
Credit Lyonnais to keep any per cent of its deposits in its own vaults

So the result is it only keeps till money in its own vaults. The rest

of the money is loaned up virtually. That is absolute mobilization

;

the reserves are all in use; they are all centralized in the Bank of
France. But in the system we have here the banks are required to

keep a certain per cent of their reserve in cash in their vaults, and
what is cash in their vaults is not mobilized. They are required to

keep another certain per cent with the reserve agent, and only two-
thirds of that is permitted to be used, so that is only mobilized to the
extent of two-thirds, is it not? Is not our mobilization in efficiency

far below the European mobilization ?

Prof. Jenks. Under the bill as it stands it clearly is. If we were to

have a single central reserve bank with its branches in different places,

or even have two or three, or even four, your reserve banks would
be in a much better position by charging one branch and crediting

another with funds ; to transfer their credits from one section of the

country to another than they are now under this bill. Under this

bill there is a provision for reserves here and there in different sec-

tions of the country. And even although there is a provision made
in the bill that the Federal reserve board may compel them to redis-

count—and if you are going to have the 12 regional banks, I see no
way out of that—I do not think that is a normal, easy, ready way
to do it. I think it is desirable they keep in their vaults a certain

amount, say, 5 per cent, for cashing notes as they come in, for pay-

ing depositors, etc. They must keep a certain amount there, and
it does not seem to me that is too large.

But when it comes to going back to the larger reserves, they ought

to be held so they can be distributed wherever they are needed in

different sections of the country, and I do not see how with 12 banks,

even with your Federal reserve board to order them to rediscount,

you are going to get that reserve in anything like as fluid a condition

as they have in the European systems.

Senator Hitchcock. Perhaps the mobilization of reserves is not

as good an expression as efficiency of deposits.

Prof. Jenks. Efficiency of the resources.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; where they do not need reserves in any

shape at all.

Prof. Jenks. The efficiency of the resources of the banks, I think,

would be greatly increased with a central bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Is there not another reason why this is not

effective, that the banks that do not belong to the system are not

allowed to deposit, so, as far as they are concerned, there would be

just as much scattering of deposits as there is now ?
_

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; though that depends upon what their credit is

•with the banks in the reserve cities, and, as indicated by Senator
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Bristow some time ago, by the condition of those banks themselves

in time of stress.

Senator Hitchcock. How do you estimate the relative importance
of the mobilization of reserves as compared with providing an
elastic currency? Which is more important?

Prof. Jenks. It is hard to answer where both seem so absolutely

essential. My own feeling is that the thing of most importance now,
under the present circumstances, taking the matter as a whole, is

the question of the elasticity of the currency. I should put second
the question of the disposal of the reserve. If we include in the
question of the elasticity of the currency the system we have here
for increasing that currency promptly, I should say that is far and
away the more important.

Senator Hitchcock. That is what will save us from disasters ii

the shape of panics?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; under our present system of issuing notes I

should think it would be the other way. But with the system you
provide in the bill, where they can rediscount and get notes directly,

I should say the note issue is far and away the more important.
Senator Shaeeoth. They dovetail into each other; when the re-

serve gets low, the notes issue.

Senator Beistow. The reserve is a minor quantity when you can
get the notes.

Senator Shafeoth. What would you think of this, Mr. Chair-

man: Provide that these reserves which are specified in this bill as

a minimum could be drawn upon by the banks upon the consent of

some person like either the Comptroller of the Currency or the

president of the regional bank, so that instead of having it fixed

as it were, and the bank trying to get along without doing that in

emergencies, letting them go into that and run it down to zero ?

Senator Hitchcock. I think the professor's suggestion about that

is the best, that the banks be permitted to run below the limit on
condition of their paying the tax upon their percentage of deficiency.

Senator Shafeoth. That is good ; T^ut as a matter of fact, if you
ao not get that it seems to me that there ought to be some power
that can give it in times of emergency.

Senator Hitchcock. I much prefer the automatic method.
Prof. Jenks. Of course, your bill now provides that the Federal

reserve board may suspend that provision, which, I think, is unfor-

tunate. But, on the other hand, this automatic provision—^suppoa-

ing you had a rule that there shall be 35 per cent of reserves, and
that for every 1 per cent your reserve drops below that you charge

a 1 per cent tax. It is suggested, I believe, that when you get below

30 per cent you charge 1^ per cent. Then you are in this position:

When you get down to 30 per cent reserve you are going to pay 5 per

cent ; when you get down to 29 per cent you pay 6^ per cent ; when
you get down to 28 per cent you are going to pay 8 per cent, and so

on. By the time you are down to 25 per cent reserve you can not

make any loan at all unless a man is practically on the verge of bank-

ruptcy-—as in a case I heard of during the panic, when a large con-

cern needed very much to borrow $5,000,000—^it was a huge concern.

It got it at 6 per cent and paid $1,000,000 bonus. Well, that was

better than going into bankruptcy.
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Senator Shafeoth. Prof. Jenks, could you put down in concrete
form that amendment you suggested, and exactly where it is to
come in ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator SHArEOXH. And will you take with you one of these bills

and make in it all other changes that you think advisable, and mark
it "Amendments suggested by Prof. Jenks " ?

Prof. Jenks. I should be pleased to do that.
Senator Beistow. I would like to ask you to amend this bill so as

to provide for a central Federal reserve bank—a central bank gov-
erned by a Federal board. I have a preference—although I do not
want to suggest it to you; of course, you would use your own judg-
ment—for independent stock holding, the same as the Bank of France,
so that the public would subscribe to the stock. Then any repu-
table banking institution that wanted to keep a reserve with this
Federal bank could, by virtue of keeping that reserve, come to it for
aid in time of need and get it on the proper collateral.

Prof. Jenks. I should have no objection to either of those.
Senator Beistow. Then any banking institution that was sound

and had collateral could get it in time of need, and it would not
break up in any way our democratic banking system, which, I think,
is the pride of our country.

Prof. Jenks. For that matter, this present bill does not break up
our present banking system.
Senator Beistow. Oh, I think it does ; I think it breaks it up. This

other could not. There is this concentration
Prof. Jenks (interposing). I am not sure about that. I think

the concentration in the other would be pretty nearly as much as

in this; because I think, if you are to have a bank of that kind, a
national bank of that type, it should be the sole source of the issuing
of notes. Ultimately, as I think it should be, it would almost of
necessity need to establish a good many branches.
Senator Beistow. Of course, you have to have branches. But,

Professor, suppose this Federal bank here in Washington could stand
behind the notes of any banking institution in the country that had a

proper standing—that was regularly examined by the Comptroller
of the Currency, or whatever means we have for examining these

banks—and that such a bank could issue up to the amount of its

capital stock, whatever it is, of these bank notes ?

Prof. Jenks. If by that you mean an independent issue of notes

by that bank, I should not favor that ; no. If you are going to have
a central Federal bank, I should favor making it such a bank sub-

stantially as the Bank of Germany, as far as the note issue is con-

cerned.

Senator Beistow. I do not know but what you are right
;
yes. It

would issue notes and discount, and the Government would be behind

it, because it would be a Government institution.

Prof. Jenks. That would be the point. I should be glad to do
that.

Senator Nelson. Would you have no limitation at all behind the

note issue ?

Prof. Jenks. No; I would not in definite numbers of dollars. As
regards definite figures there, it seems to me
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Senator Nelson (interposing) . I mean definite proportions.

Prof. Jenks. Compared with the reserves? I would.

Senator Nelson. I mean of these reserve banks, of the amount of

notes they could take out. Would you allow them to come in and

apply on their commercial paper for any amount they saw fit?

Prof. Jenks. I would leave it discretionary with the central bank,

of course, but I would limit only by the character of the paper you

are going to put in and the amount of reserve that was kept.

Senator Nelson. But not otherwise?

Prof. Jenks. No.
Senator Nelson. You would not limit it in proportion to the stock

and capital of the bank?
Prof. Jenks. No; I do not think I would. In a good many

countries they do put the limitation at the amount of the capital

stock, as in Canada. I do not see why that is necessary.

Senator Nelson. I know there is a limitation in Canada. What
is that?

Prof. Jenks. The capital stock. They can issue up to the capital

stock and not beyond, except from October 1 to January 31, when to

move the crops they may issue, in addition, up to 15 per cent of the

capital and surplus on payment of a tax. I do not think a fixed

amount is a desirable thing myself. I do not see any reason why
there should be any limit except a limit of absolute safety.

Senator Nelson. If we limit it to the capital stock, we could know
then, in a general way, that they never could exceed that limit.

Prof. Jenks. We might want them to exceed that limit.

Senator Nelson. I do not think so. If this system prevails, we
would never want them to exceed the amount of capital, if we get

all the national banks into it.

Prof. Jenks. You mean the amount of the capital stock of the

central reserve bank ? I think we will.

Senator Nelson. The capital and surplus. The law contemplates

they shall have a surplus of 20 per cent.

Prof. Jenks. Yes. I do not see any reason for that kind of lim-

itation.

Senator Nelson. Would there not be danger, unless there were

some kind of limitation, that we might get an undue inflation of our

currency—^that it might lead to undue speculation and to going a

little too fast, as we commonly say ?

Prof. Jenks. I do not feel that there is that danger, provided we
have the proper supervision and provided we make our restrictions

pretty rigid as regards the keeping of the reserves. I think the de-

mands of business will attend to that and the proper methods of

redemption also—a good many redemption centers.

Senator Nelson. Have not our troubles in the past come rather

from poor banking than from bad currency ; that is, from the banks

unduly extending credits?

Prof. Jenks. It is still worse than that, I should say. Senator.

Take the panic of 1837 for example. It was not merely that they

were extending credits, but they were only too anxious—dishonestly

so—to get these notes out that did not cost them anything.
Senator Nelson. Of course that is no criterion, that old State

bank currency. I can remember as a boy seeing some of that old
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stuff. But take the panic of 1893, and especially the panic of 1907,

which the people at large call the bankers' panic. It did not arise

from any vicious or unpropitious economic conditions in the coun-

try. The country as a rule was in a prosperous condition, and money
was abundant in the country as a whole. It grew out of vicious

banking and overextention of credit and an insufficiency of reserves.

Prof. Jenks. May I add just a word to that? In the main, I

should say that was true, but it seems to me when it came to the

panic finally it practically came from this, that there had been very

prosperous years, there had been undue extension of credit until it

was reaching the danger point, and then these larger banks that had
been extending credit were practically forced to shut down on loans

to a very considerable extent.

Senator Nelson. -And shut down on their reserves. They would
not respond on their reserves.

Prof. Jenks. How could they? Because here were the banks all

over the country, each one anxious to strengthen its own reserves and
pulling out its deposits from the others.

Senator Nelson. Do you know, Prof. Jenks, that, as a matter of

fact, out in the Mississippi Valley a large number of our smaller

banks, the banks with capital from $100,000 down to $25,000, never

suspended at all, but kept open shop day after day, so the panic had
no effect upon them ?

Prof. Jenks. I know that, but it did have a little effect in some

places. I remember going to a bank for some little loan, and the

cashier said, "What do you want it for? We are taking care of our

depositors and customers. If you need money to pay obliga-

tions "

Senator Nelson (interposing) . That was a case where you wanted

to borrow. I am speaking about depositors. Our depositors could

draw on their accounts without limit.

Prof. Jenks. Oh, yes ; they could where I was.

Senator Nelson. That showed the healthy condition of the Mis-

sissippi Valley, which is the heart of the agricultural part of the

country. We were in a good condition out there.

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; and at the same time I do not think. Senator,

it is quite right to say you were in good condition as long as they

were shutting down on loans on good security.

Senator Nelson. Why were we shutting down? Because under

this vicious system of reserves our reserves were tied up in the East.

Prof. Jenks. That is so, certainly.

Senator Nelson. If our banks had had their supplies at home they

could have supplied the local demand.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, Prof. Jenks, I understand you feel

there is some probability of an expansion of credits under this new

system?

Prof. Jenks. Yes. „

Senator Hitchcock. More than under the present system (

Prof. Jenks. A little more; yes. Not enough, I thmk, to be a

serious matter, provided you look after the proper gold reserves.

But, as I said before noon, I think it will come in this way: ^yery

bank will want to hold in its own vaults and to keep to its credit in

the Federal reserve bank and elsewhere the lawful money that it

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 44
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can use as a reserve. The consequence is it is going to pay over its

counter whenever it can do so these new notes, and pull the other

kinds of currency out of circulation. It is a substitution of one for

the other. Now, under those circumstances we are going to have
piling up in our vaults rather more of this lawful money than, on the

whole, we need. My impression is it does not need to pile up enough
to have the effect of raising the rate of exchange on London and the

prices more than 1 or 2 per cent until we shall begin to see our best

money going abroad—that is, our gold. I think the expansion will

not be enough to force any panic at all to begin with, but at the same
time it is desirable that the people of this country have the utmost
confidence in the new system, whatever it may happen to be. If we
should have $50,000,000 of gold going out peoj)le will say, " That
looks very bad; things are going bad," even if we do not need that

here ; even if it would go under normal conditions. And if it got to

$100,000,000 it would be a very serious matter on account of the effect

it would have on confidence in the country.

Now, as a matter of fact, there might not need to be more than a

very slight expansion in order to send that gold out. It would be

simply a substitution of these new notes for another kind of money
that would send gold out of the country. We need just expansion
enough to raise the rates of exchange so we will ship gold instead

o'f shipping more goods, and that does not take very much. It seems
to me that the simplest way of stating what leads to the export of

gold is this, that we always pay our foreign obligations in whatever
IS the cheapest thing to pay them in. Usually we pay them almost

entirely in goods of some kind or other, but in times when money is

peculiarly plentiful and prices here are getting a little high on that

account, then we export gold. And that is a good thing under
ordinary circumstances. If we have a good stable system, whenever
business is in such a condition that prices here go up a little it is a

good thing for something to go abroad. It comes back in the same
way, and there is no trouble about that if your system is sound.
Senator Hitchcock. One of the evils complained of in this country

&t the present time is the high cost of living.

Prof. Jenks. That is what I was saying before, that the high cost

of living would be affected by that only to a very slight extent in

the first instance. It might put up prices a trifle, but not enough, I

think, to detect it. It would be felt somewhat by people doing the

exchange business, sending the gold abroad. But within three or

four years, if we let three or four hundred millions of gold go abroad,
or even more than that, as we could without endangering our system
at all, I think we should have another increase in world prices that

would be unfortunate.
Senator Hitchcock. And in the cost of living ?

Prof. Jenks. Certainly.
Senator Hitchcock. Why, then, do you favor a bill of this sort

when it involves this danger ?

Prof. Jenks. Here is exactly why I favor it. As I suggested be-

fore, we have under the present conditions the most inelastic system
that any country in the world that pretends to do business has.

Senator Hitchcock. Is our system any less elastic than that of

England?
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Prof. Jenks. Distinctly so.

Senator Hitchcock. They issue no notes at all, except $90,000,000,
that are not represented by gold. The rest are all gold certificates,

practically.

Prof. Jenks. They have enough notes in hand to do their ordinary
business, and now and then they can issue an unlimited amount
against the deposit of gold.

Senator Hitchcock. But they are nothing but gold certificates.

Prof. Jenks. That is eventually true.

Senator Hitchcock. What elasticity is there in the currency of the

Bank of England ? The Banli of England to-day can not issue a note
except gold is deposited. When the gold comes out the note goes in.

Prof. Jenks. There is this, however, that tends to make their sys-

tem—^but not as far as that point is concerned—very elastic, and that

is the elasticity of their credits. But as regards our currency, in

connection with our reserves, we will have a good elastic currency if

we provide for the proper system of redemption, which I think we
have done in part, but that, as I said before, I think, ought to be ex-

tended further along that line.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to get back to what Senator Bristow

said

Prof. Jenks (interposing). May I just finish what I was saying

here before you take that up ? I ido not think there is any material

risk under this new system that can compare at all with the benefits

under the new system, provided you will see to it that the reserves

as fast as you can do it are put on a gold basis. You could do it

within a year—six months, I think. And as long as your reserves

for the redemption of these notes are to be in gold, if you will also

make arrangements for the retirement as fast as necessary of the

national-bank notes or of some of our other substitutes for money, so

that these elastic notes will have the opportunity of circulation, you
will have an excellent system. There is no danger of overexpansion if

you make your gold reserves larger.

Senator Nelson. Prof. Jenks, is it not a fact that London is the

seat of the international exchange market of the world ?

Prof. Jenks. I suppose it is; yes.

Senator Nelson. And they require less currency, because it is a

world clearing house, so that all the currency they require there is to

settle balances on their international transactions ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; that is largely true.

Senator Nelson. Now, you take it, I believe, that these notes should

be absolutely and unconditionally redeemed in gold ?

Prof. Jenks. 1 should myself favor that
;
yes.

Senator Nelson. This bill proposes in one feature that we enier

the international exchange market, as we ought to do, m order to do

our business with foreign countries through our own banks. Now,

we could not go into that field unless we have our notes, our currency,

absolutely and unconditionally on a gold basis, could we?

Prof. JENKS. There is no doubt about that.
, , ,

Senator Nelson. And under this system our regional banks here

could establish branch banks in London, and those banks could, tor

this country, act as accepting houses and accept bills of exchange,

and in that way we could carry on our business. In order to transnet
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our business now we have to rely on what they call accepting houses

over there to accept our checks and bills of exchange. It is only after

they have been accepted there by a merchant or bank or accepting

house in London that they will accept them and allow them to cir-

culate at par. Is not that true?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, we can, under this system, if I understand
the purpose of it, if we adhere strictly to the gold standard, enter

that field, and compete with the Europeans, at least so far as our

own foreign trade is concerned.

Prof. Jenks. I see no reason why we should not.

Senator Nelson. And we need to do it.

Prof. Jenks. I think so.

Senator Nelson. And we are not in it at all now.
Prof. Jenks. No.
Senator Hitchcock. Here is a difference between currency and

bank credits that I should like to have you clear up. I should like

to see how under this bill any currency at all can be issued without

inflation. If this plan is put into operation, we are going to have

$100,000,000 of capital that the regional banlrs can lend. They are

going to have Government deposits, say, of $150,000,000, of which
thej' can lend two-thirds, or $100,000,000. They are going to have

$450,000,000 of deposits of banks, of which they can lend $300,000,-

000. So that before they advance any currency at all to the banks

of the United States they will have $500,000,000 of cash that they

can lend to the individual banks. Now, does it not follow, therefore,

that bank loans may be swollen to the extent of $500,000,000 before

any currency is issued?

Prof. Jenks. Is not the implication of that question that you are

getting this $500,000,000 without taking it from any place? Is not

that money that you are speaking of now taken from places where

it is loanable now ? The Government deposits, for example, are—not

entirely, but to a considerable extent—in other banks now.
Senator Hitchcock. Not very much. There has been only about

$60,000,000 in the banks until very lately.

Prof. Jenks. Some of them are. And what comes from other

banks into this regional bank here can be loaned now.
Senator Hitchcock. Oh, yes; ordinarily the Government has to

keep about $60,000,000 in bank, but it has about $150,000,000 in the

Treasury, which now is to be put into the regional bank. So I have

made it very moderate when I say the Government deposits will be

about $150,000,000, of which $100,000,000 can be loaned. The capital

of $100,000,000 is taken out of other banks, and to some extent that

is now being used probably. But the reserves amounting to $450,;

000,000 are largely located in bank vaults now, and not available,-

because the reserves are not used except to a partial extent. So it'

fceems to me inevitable that these reserve banks will have actual cash'

funds to lend to the extent of three or four hundred, or possibly five;

hundred millions before they will call on the Government for any

currency at all ; and you are going to have an inflation of bank credits

without any addition to the currency or any elastic character' given'

to it.
; ,

•

Prof. Jenks. There is this, it seems to me, that covers the question:

of bank credits as well as the bank currency. You are not going to
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lend to people that are not going to make some use of the money
and pay for it

;
so far as the expansion is concerned along the line of

either credit or currency, that depends, I think, entirely upon the
control that your banking system has over the lending of that money.
Moreover, my own feeling is that there is rather more of that

money loanable now than you had in mind, but that is a matter of
detail.

Senator Hitchcock. These reserve banks will have large funds at
their disposal to lend before they ask for any currency at all.

Prof. Jenks. Yes. But then there is also this about it. They
can not go directly to the lending public. They, of course, may ad-
vance to the other banks ; otherwise they do not use it.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Prof. Jenks. And, as I understand the essential purpose of this

bill—and the same thing would be true of a national bank—it is to
back up the other banks when they need help.
Now, if the other banks need that, here is a great reservoir that

can be drawn upon, just as now we have from time to time in the
Treasury lying idle, considerable money and in time of emergency
the Secretary of the Treasury has, in exceptional cases, put it out
into circulation. This will come out in a much more normal, easy,
businesslike way than has been done heretofore.

Senator Hitchcock. We will assume that there is some truth in
these figures given here; and the idea has just occurred to me, and
I want to ask you what the effect will be in this big expansion of
bank credits and loans, without a corresponding increase in actual
currency; is that a healthy thing?

Prof. Jenks. Why, I consider it not in the least unhealthy to have
the banks have resources by which they could supply the business
interests of the country freely at rather low rates.

One advantage that I hope is going to come from this system is on
the whole something of a reduction in the rates of interest through-
out the country. So far as this system is going to make our loanable
capital more easily available, and more promptly available than it

is now, so far there is going to be a tendency to a slight reduction
in the rate of interest, and I think that is desirable. That is the only
effect, so far as I can see.

The fact is, of course, that no bank is going to loan money unless
there is a legitimate demand for it for business purposes ; and under
those circumstances it is rather desirable to have the capital so mobil-
ized that it can be readily supplied at reasonable rates.

I would like, if that covers that question, to take up a question

which I did not finish this forenoon, which you. Senator Hitchcock,
as well as Senator Keed, were asking me about, because it is connected
with this.

Senator Eeed, in speaking of the redemption of these bank notes,

spoke as if he were opposed to having the notes of the different re-

gional banks distinguished one from the other ; and he put the ques-

tion somewhat in this way : In case one of the member banks goes to

the Federal reserve bank and borrows $1,000,000, and takes that

$1,000,000 in notes and deposits securities that would mature, we will

say, in 90 days. Senator Eeed's thought was that this bill should con-

tain a provision—^the law should contain a provision—that at the
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end of 90 days the Federal reserve bank should account to the Federal

reserve agent for $1,000,000 in notes, so far as it had notes in hand;

and beyond that, in gold, provided gold is what is made the reserve;

otherwise in lawful money ; and his idea was that that should be em-

bodied in the law.
He asked me what objection I had to that. And the committee ad-

journed before that was brought out fully. What brought that ques-

tion out was the statement I had made earlier that I thought it would

be' desirable to extend the system forbidding the regional bank from

payin^jlilJ'over its counter the notes of another regional bank. In

case WajKystem that the Senator was speaking about were put into

effect, and the $1,000,000 had to be immediately accounted for in

either notes or lawful money, I do not see that the system would

work at all, because I do not see why any of the local banks, the mem-
ber banks, would take out notes under those circumstances.

The reason why banks take out notes and issue notes instead of gold

ovcF their counter is because they can hold the gold as reserve, and

they oarf iaite three to one on it.

Now, in case they had to account at the end of 90 days either with

the notes themselves, to begin with, or the money that had been used

as a reserve, lawful money, they would not make that profit because

they would have to call in loans to meet the obligation; and they

simply would not take it out, the currency. If you limit the question

to any one bank, one can easily see how that would be. The bank de-

posits its collateral in the form, we will say, of 90-day paper, and

takes out its bank notes, which it pays out over the counter. At tlie

time that commercial paper is redeemable it is taken up, to be sure,

but its place is supplied in nine cases out of ten by still other paper

that is put in—commercial paper that is put in there instead.

And in that way, by keeping their notes out and keeping the secur-

ity—only continually changing the commercial paper—and the re-

serve of one-third, they are able to make a profit on two-thirds; that

is, on three times as much as they would if they had to lend the gold

itself.

It seems to me that the Senator's plan would practically force them,

in some way or other, to redeem those bank notes every three months

or to pay up the full amount in lawful money ; and if they were to

pay up the full amount in lawful money they would not make any

profit on it.

Now, as a matter of fact, if each one of the member banks was in

the same situation as this one bank that I have spoken of, the Federal

reserve bank would not be getting in, from day to day, enough bank

notes so that it could pay back all of the loans that were out. It

would probably get back, we will say. a quarter or a third, and the

rest would have to be paid over in the lawful money of the country

that they are holding as reserves, and that would take the profit all

away.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, it can pay it in the notes of other banks.

Prof. Jenks. But they could not possibly get in the notes of other

banks enough to cover. The main notes of other reserve banks that

it got would be those that were sent in to pay obligations of member
banks. They would not get the notes of other reserve banks in, any

more than they would get in the notes of their own bank, unless the
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proviso which I suggested were put in, that no member bank was
allowed to pay- out over its own counter the notes of any reserve
bank other than its own. Then they would get the notes ; otherwise,
not. How would they do so ? Suppose you were a member bank and
had deposited $1,000,000 in gold commercial paper, and had taken in

$1,000;000 of notes and were loaning them from day to day. You
are keeping in your vaults or with the reserve bank cash to redeem
any presented. But when it comes to a man paying the loan back to
you, and he pays it in your own notes, you will not send them to the
reserve bank; you will lend them to somebody else. Under the sys-

tem as proposed in the bill, if, instead of paying you the notes of
your own bank he pays the notes of another Federal reserve bank,
you will do the same thing with them. There is no reason why you
should send those notes in; you will loan those notes to somebody
else the next day. The consequence is that you are not going to have
a steady, regular redemption of the notes in this system.
Senator Hitchcock. That will lead to inflation.

Prof. Jenks. I fear it will, more or less. I think that is some-
thing of a danger.
Senator Hitchcock. Would not danger also result from the fact

that all State banks would be permitted to use these funds as a

part of their reserves?

Prof. Jenks. That is another matter that I think—I do not know
that that makes any very serious difference, because they can use

the national bank notes for reserves now.
Senator Hitchcock. And they do use them very largely.

Prof. Jenks. Yes; they do use them to considerable extent. But
there is this point to be made: It does not seem to me in this bill

that we have gone far enough in way of providing for a steady,

regular contraction.

Now, the only way we have provided for the contraction is : That
when the member bank gets in a number of these notes—that is,

when they find that people are not borrowing enough money from
them so that they are getting a pretty large supply of these notes

on hand—then if they want to reduce their credits with the Federal

reserve bank they will send them in ; they do not want to pay interest

on them any more.
Then, the Federal reserve bank will turn them in also, and they

will be redeemed. But that will not happen excepting from time

to time when the bank feels that it is carrying more of these notes

than is desirable to carry.

On the other hand, if you make this further provision that not

only the Federal reserve bank must not pay out over its counter any

notes except its own notes, but that none of its members shall pay out

over its counter any notes of any Federal reserve bank except its

own, those notes of other banks 'will be coming in every day to a

very considerable extent ; the cost will be the cost of shipping some

of those notes. But that, in my judgment, is a relatively small item

as compared with a steady, regular contraction ; and the reason for

the contraction will be the same as in the Canadian system.

Senator Hitchcock. You will have to penalize the bank for pay-

ing these out, will you not ?
-o j i

Prof. Jenks. Certainly; as now you will penalize the Federal

reserve bank.
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Senator Hitchcock. That is another objection, then, to their be-

longing to the association ?

Prof. Jenks. No ; I would more than overcome that by issuing the

notes to the Federal reserve bank without any tax, and there would

be a decided difference arising from that. Your provision in the

bill is that you must charge a minimum of one-half of 1 per cent tax.

I would take that tax off. This other provision for sending the notes

back would be only, if I remember rightly, according to the rate

under which the express companies carry currency now—I think it

would not be over one twenty-fifth or one-fortieth of 1 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Let us see, then; there is another dilemma.

If you issue this currency to the reserve bank without any charge, of

course you either make a very large profit for the reserve bank which

pays that currency out to its members, or else you make a very low

rate of interest ?

Prof. Jenks. Exactly. I think a low rate of interest is desirable.

Senator Hitchcock. If you make a low rate of interest you stimu-

late borrowing and lead to inflation?

Prof. Jenks. If you keep a proper supervision over credits it need

not do so. I do not think there is any danger of inflation.

Senator Hitchcock. Then I come back to my former illustration

of John Smith coming into a bank to borrow money. Let us suppose

you are running a bank, we will say, at Wichita, Kans., arid John
Smith comes in to borrow money from you now, and under the pres-

ent conditions you have not the money to lend John Smith, because

your reserves are down to your legal limit, and you tell John Smith
that.

But, after a while this new system is put into operation, and you
are a member bank and John Smith comes in to borrow money of

you, and you tell John Smith that you would like to accommodate
him but can not do so because your reserves are down, and John
Smith thereupon says to you

:

That does not make any difference If your reserves are down; you can always
get currency from your Federal reserve bank at a low rate of interest, and
therefore you can accommodate me if you want to.

There are thousands of member banks and hundreds of thousands

of John Smiths, and how can you possibly avoid a great increase in

the borrowing of money, because you have removed the great barrier

which the banks now have in their reserve requirements. But there

is no check at all if that bank can get indefinite rediscount from the

reserve bank upon that paper.
Prof. Jenks. There is this to be said all along the line : Your na>

tional bank also has to keep its reserves against its deposits. But
entirely aside from that, the whole question lies here: Is it not a

desirable thing to have, on the whole, a low rate of interest and a

lower rate of interest than we have now ? One reason why I think it

would be desirable to remove this half per cent tax is because I think
it would, in all probability, lower the average rate of interest through-
out all the Middle West and the West and the South by one-half per
cent ; and I think that would be a very desirable thing to do, provided
you can be sure of your security.

Now, I think if John Smith comes in and can put up the proper
security and can show he is going to use the money in a proper way

—
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and if he is one of my customers I know whether he is going to use it

properly or not ; otherwise I would not let him have it—I do not see

why the loan should not be made. If, instead of charging him 7 per
cent, I can let him have the money at 6 per cent or, better, at 5 per
cent, it will be a good thing.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, take the case of John Smith again.

Suppose he is going into the sheep business, and another John Smith
is going into the sheep business, and another is going into the sheep
business, and you get a great many John Smiths who are going into

the sheep business. It looks profitable, but we all know that at times

it has been enormously overdone, and has been followed by great
losses all around. But suppose another John Smith is going into

buying farms and another John Smith is going into the exploitation

of an electric road. Where is going to be the check that the bank now
has on the limit of its reserve against overlending? We know that

there comes a time when they overlend. We know that there comes a
period in every country where there is overexpansion and credit

extended until disaster follows. How are you going to avoid it in

this instance?

Prof. Jenks. But we know also that after that period of disaster

there comes a period when credits are checked a good deal more than
they ought to be, and everybody goes the other way.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; and then they go the other way.
Prof. Jenks. I do not think it is possible to avoid those periods.

That is human nature, and it is going to come. But I think it will

go a long way to prevent reaching the breaking point if this plan
is adopted.
Now, as to John Smith going into the sheep business and going

into the farming business, we are not going to lend any money at all

-to John Smith, except on what we call bank paper, that is to say,

it must be short-time paper; 90-day paper; the large majority of it

should not be over 90 days.

Senator Hitchcock. That is, the reserve banks will not, but the

individual banks will lend a great deal of money on paper that is

not available with the reserve banks; they do not expect to rediscount
all the paper they take in.

Prof. Jenks. That is doubtless true. But with that pressure on
them, that they can not dispose of any paper with the Federal re-

serve bank that runs beyond 90 days, they have got that restraint

upon them; and the question with them is what proportion of their

paper shall go out for a period longer than 90 days—and the propor-
tion ought to be kept pretty low.

Senator Bkistow. Prof. Jenks, you say that you have got that an-
swer to John Smith, that they can not lend it to him because his note
does not mature in 90 days.

Prof. Jenks. I said let him have it whenever you could.

Senator Beistow. Yes ; but if I understand your theory, that limits
the credits to 90-day loans, which would be a safer loan than the
loan to John Smith who was going into the sheep business, or en-
larging his farming business.

Suppose that, instead of John Smith being in the sheep business,
he sees a fine opportunity to prosecute some commercial business

—

say to buy and sell wheat, to go into the grain business—and he buys
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his wheat and he buys it for the j)urpose of holding it for, we will

say, 60 or 90 days, thinking the price is going to advance. He buys

the wheat which he is going to sell, and he gives a 90-day note for

it; and here is your merchantable product. And wheat goes down.

That note is not as good as a six-months' note of the farmer who
grew the wheat, because the farmer has got his farm and other things

besides the wheat.
Now, you are taking the note that depends upon the wheat, which

the man is likely to lose and break up on, and you are refusing the

note of the farmer who has bought cattle and given a six-months'

note—as he will have to do in order to market his cattle.

Prof. Jenks. So far as that is concerned, that is a matter for the

judgment of the banker as to the nature of the credit. Of course

it is true in our larger centers where wheat—using your illustration

—

is held in large quantities and is salable any day, that a great deal of

money is loaned by the banks on elevator certificates; and if they
allow a reasonable margin there it is a perfectly safe loan when that

is done. But, on the other hand, if the wheat were, we will say, in

the farmer's barn, it would be an entirely different proposition; the

banks could not realize on it.

Senator Bristow. Why could they not?
Prof. Jenks. There is no bank that, as a practical matter, could go

out on the farm and sell a man's wheat out of his barn. On the other
hand, if the person who has given the note has his wheat in an ele-

vator and has a receipt for it that he has assigned, that is an easy
thing; and where the wheat is sold from day to day on the board
of trade, it can dispose of it at any time within 24 hours.
The same thing holds on loans on farming lands. I would not

say that I am positively opposed to this provision of the bill with
regard to farm loans ; but I should very much prefer that this pro-
vision relating to farm loans and to the savings be dropped out and
provided for in other laws. There are sytems of agricultural credits

to which it would apply better than it would apply in this bill. That
subject I should like to see in another bill.

The chief reason for my belief that mortgage loans are not good
bank loans is they are too slow, they are not realizable ; they are all

right as a good security.

Senator Nelson. Is not that the case with these long-time railroad
bonds which are sold on the market ?

Prof. Jenks. That is a different thing.

Senator Nelson. They are not matured ; they are simply auctioned
off.

Prof. Jenks. As I understand, those will not be accepted anyhow
as a basis for circulation.

Senator Nelson. But the big New York banks have been loaning
on them, and they call them their secondary reserves.

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; that is call loans ; and this bill will dispose of
that largely, I think.

Senator Nelson. "We had a banker here from Minnesota who was
speaking of the panic of 1893. He had said he had real estate mort-
gages

;
and of all the securities he had in his bank—of all the com-

mercial paper he had in his bank he found those farm mortgages the
most liquid. [Laughter.]
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And he found that the life-insurance companies and other investors

were ready to take them like hot cakes, that they would take them
in preference to any other paper he had. And I knew of a case in

that same panic where two banks in southern Minnesota stopped
runs on their banks by passing out to the people who had certificates

of deposit in those banks martgages which they held. They told

their depositors, " We lent out that money to your neighbors on these

mortgages." They passed out the mortgages tothem and that stopped

the run. [Laughter.]

Prof. Jenks. I hope you will grant that those are very exceptional

circumstances: and the people did not get cash, though their fears

were stopped by the mortgages.
Senator Nelson. Oh, no ; if you lived out in a farming community

such as we have in the Mississippi Valley, where there are little

country banks, you would find that the universal sentiment is that the

safest loans they have are those lands of loans.

Let me also tell you this: I live in a town where we have three

banks ; and the trouble with our banks is that they get more money on
deposit than they can loan out. They used to invest it in what they
call " mill " paper and " flour " in Minneapolis for 4^ or 5 per cent.

By and by they bought the notes of a big Milwaukee brokerage house
and it went into bankruptcy. They lost a good deal of money. They
do not know how much money that institution had out. And the
banks, while they invested in that kind of paper, were paying 8
per cent dividends. Instead of that in the last two years they have
invested in Dakota real estate mortgages; and they have got twice
the dividend and they have never had any trouble about the cur-
rency. Now, that is the way it works and your theories do not tally
with our experince in the West.

Prof. Jenks. I was going to say that the main trouble there as re-

gards the illustration you gave was that the loan made to the mill
people was made on poor security really ; it went to pieces.

Senator Nelson. The security itself was good enough, but they
had overloaned.

Prof. Jenks. Yes; there is the point.

Senator Beistow. It is commercial paper that is floating all over
the country now.

Prof. Jenks. Merely because paper is commercial paper is no rea-
son one should lend on it. You want the paper which you as a
banker approve because you know the parties and the nature of the
security. You do not take any commercial paper that comes in.

I must say I think there is likely to be a weakness in this system
as regards the Federal reserve banks. I think that a good many
of our country banks sometimes do take commercial paper that is not
first class. I do not see how the Federal reserve agent is going to

exercise any great intelligence in examining that ; he has got to get
the indorsement of the local bank.
Senator Nelson. Well, let us take this case: A railroad bond is

secured by a mortgage, and that is considered good security for these
call loans—liquid security.

Prof. Jenks. That is the reason •

Senator Nelson (interposing) . Now, in the case of a farm loan, it

is a note secured by a mortgage, but sometimes it is a bond. It is
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exactly on the same footing. And it is simply the question whether
there is a market for those securities.

Prof. Jenks. That is it.

Senator Nelson. They have no stock exchange for those mort-

gages; but there is a constant demand for them; and the insurance

companies and the savings banks in the East can see that. They pre-

fer them to railroad bonds. There is a good market for them ; and
that makes them just as liquid as those securities they have on the

Stock Exchange in New York. That is what you overlook.

Prof. Jenks. No. I agree with that ; but I do not entirely ; and the

reason for that is this: With reference to those farm mortgages, it

happened that the university I was connected with earlier in my ex-

perience, Cornell University, had, some years ago, some $2,000,000, if

I remember rightly, in farm mortgages, and they practically did not
lose one dollar.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Prof. Jenks. And they were getting their returns in. But they
did not have to realize on them on short notice. If they had been in

the position of many banks here that are likely to be called on to pay
out deposits in 24 hours, those loans would not have been a good Innd
of loan for them.
On the other hand, if they had had bonds of the New York Central

Railroad they would not have paid so much interest, and would not
have been any more secure^perhaps not as good security as the farm
loans.

Senator Nelson. But in the midst of a panic, such as 1907, those
bonds were no more salable, because the people that had made caU
loans could not borrow the money from another bank on them. They
had to get the money, and the result was that they were sacrificed on
the stock exchange.

Prof. Jenks. I was going to say, with reference to those loans, that
you can sell them on the stock exchange at any time—at a price. Of
course the margin on the loans—the banker is supposed to be and is

pretty careful to see that the margin is big enough so that it is se-

cure.

Senator Nelson. Mr. Vanderlip, the head of the biggest bank in
the country, says he is certain that, in the case of panic or money
stringency, those were the worst kind of loans, that they were any-
thing but liquid; and he thought the great virtue of this bill was
getting away from those loans altogether.

Prof. Jenks. I quite agree with that; I think this bill, if put into
effect, will to a very considerable extent turn investments, not only
of New York banks, but other banks, away from call loans and stock-
exchange loans into commercial loans up the State and elsewhere.
Not only the big banks in New York make these call loans, but the
smaller banks throughout the country, not merely put their money
into New York banks at 2 per cent and have them loan it out, but
they will send it to New York and say

:

Loan this for me on the call market at 6 per cent or 7 per cent or 8 per cent, if
money is tight.

Now, it is a bad thing for small country banks to speculate on the
stock exchange on those call loans.
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Senator Nelson. The national banks are partly driven to that be-

cause they have been cut oS from the very best loans—real-estate

loans.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. 'Now, I want to ask you on another feature of

this bill, and that is the savings-bank attachment to this bill. Do
you think that it is advisable, especially in reference to the smaller
commercial national banks?

Prof. Jenks. I was going to say—may I just add a word more on
farm loans, and then I will answer that question.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Prof. Jenks. As regards the farm loans, I think this is rather
closely connected with the savings loans in a certain way, or with the
savings department. In the case of most savings deposits, you take

those savings with the understanding that you are to have notice be-

fore paying, 30 or 60 days' notice—some notice.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Prof. Jenks. Now, I should say that, as a basis for a savings de-

partment, where, when you are called upon to pay, you have a right

to the 30 or 60 day notice, then this kind of security you are speak-

ing of is all right.

Senator Nelson. Are you aware of the fact, Prof. Jenks, that the

small banks of the country practically are running a savings depart-

ment?
Prof. Jenks. I understood that they were.

Senator Nelson. Yes. They pay interest on time deposits.

Prof. Jenks. Yes; I understood so.

Senator Nelson. If you limited the real-estate mortgages instead

of basing them on capital—if you allowed them to lend 25 per cent

of their time deposits on real estate, that would make it perfectly safe.

Prof. Jenks. I was wondering why that change had been made in

this bill. In the earlier form of the bill there was a provision for

lime deposits, that has been stricken out of this bill—I think unwisely.

Senator Nelson. I do not know how that came in. I think it is the

result of the caucus in the other House. [Laughter.]

Prof. Jenks. I think, myself, in regard to time loans, that it is a

different thing. I have known savings banks in Illinois, where they

are not restricted as these New York savings banks are, to have a

V£iry large part of their securities in good farm mortgages.

Senator Nelson. I want to tell you, Prof. Jenks, you go back in

the interior, in the Mississippi Valley, and you will find the small

banks with $25,000 capital, and they have been a great blessing, and
the banks with $50,000 and $100,000.

Prof. Jenks. Yes; I grant that.

Senator Nelson. You will find, on the average, that sometimes

two-thirds of their deposits are time deposits—really savings de-

posits.

-Prof. Jenks. Yes.
^Senator Nelson. Why should not they, on that class of deposits,

which are practically like savings-bank deposits, why should not they

bd -allowed to lend a limited amount of their time deposits on real-

estate mortgages?
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Prof. Jenks. I think they should be.

Senator Nelson. I am ' glad you finally agreed with me.

[Laughter.]
i. u •

Prof. Jenks. I not merely finally agreed; I agreed at the begin-

ning. I had not understood we were talking about time deposits ; I

thought we were talking about demand deposits.

Senator Nelson. If instead of a professor you were a farmer out

West, you would be better qualified to speak about that. I hope

you will take that in a Christian spirit. [Laughter.]

Prof. Jenks. Certainly.

Senator Pomekene. Professor, why would it not be wise, in view

of the fact there are savings deposits in the national banks now,

as I understand it, not permitted, perhaps, from the legal standpoint,

but conducted rather by permission of the Comptroller of the Cur-

rency than by any legislative rule—why might it not be well to pro-

vide by a section in this statute for the plan now in force and omit,

if I may say, so cumbersome a purpose in this bill ?

Prof. Jenks. What I have said forinerly with reference to this

farm loan and savings department was this : That I thought provi-

sion should be made for agricultural loans, but made elsewhere.

This bill is primarily a special currency matter. Now, why is it not

wise, considering the extreme diificulty of this bill, to hold to the

one main purpose of the bill and get that as nearly perfect as possi-

ble and take up, when you have the time, the matter of the agricul-

tural loans and these savings loans, too? I think that would come
in more naturally than the farm loans would, but you can handle

that independently. I think one of the great needs of the country

is an agricultural-loan system.

Senator Pomeeene. I think so, too. You made a statement a while

ago that there were other farm-credit systems which were preferable.

Did you have any particular system in mind?
Prof. Jenks. I have in mind the mutual cooperative loan systems

they have in Europe—Germany and elsewhere. They are quite

closely allied, as regards the general plan, to cooperative loan and
building associations and organizations of that kind. The general

idea is much the same. I do not think that belongs in this bill.

Senator Hollis. That is already covered in a bill introduced by
Mr. Fletcher.

Senator Martine. We have in the Senate now what is known as

the Fletcher bill, covering this whole thing.
Prof. Jenks. Exactly. Why should we put it in here? I think

you are quite right on that.

Senator Bristow. But that deals with an entirely different kind
of country.

Prof. Jenks. That is true.

Senator Bristow. And if the banks in the small communities must
be able to acquire all the deposits that are available, both time de-
posits and otherwise, or you rid the small communities of the facili-

ties which they normally have now. If the banks are permitted, as
they are now and ought to be, to take in all of those securities, then,
in order that that community may have all the advantages of its
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own resources in loaning to its own people for the good of its own
community, they ought to have the opportunity to make this class

of loans when they have the time, deposits, it seems to me.
Prof. Jenks. As the Senator suggests, on the time deposits I have

no objection.

Senator Bristow. That is all we contended for.

Prof. Jenks. You see, that provision was made in an earlier bill.

There was a certain proposition for the time deposits, but that was
dropped out of here. I have no objection to the time deposits.

Senator Hitchcock. Professor, do you think a uniform rate of

interest should be established throughout the United States?

Prof. Jenks. I do not believe that is quite practicable. The con-

ditions are quite different in different sections of the country, and I

do not believe the conditions are such it would be practicable.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that one rate of interest should

be charged to a reserve bank in the East and a different rate of inter-

est should be charged to a reserve bank in the South for the use of

currency ?

Prof. Jenks. You remember my own preference is that the cur-

rency should be issued without any charge to either of them. But
then, it seems to me, the situation is this : The rate of discount should

be determined largely by the conditions of that section.

Senator Hitchcock. You think the directors of each Federal re-

serve bank should regulate the rate of interest ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes. I think if you retain the bill that way it would
regulate the interest, subject to the approval of the Federal reserve

board. But I would let the iniative be taken by the local people, sub-

ject to the supervision of the board.

Senator Hitchcock. That means, practically, you would give to the

Federal reserve board the power to establish one rate of interest in

the East and another rate of interest in the West ?

Prof. Jenks. Ultimately ; but practically I should suppose the Fed-
eral reserve board, under most circumstances, would expect that the

local reserve boards would handle that wisely.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, this is a Government facility we
are providing : Should we charge the people in one State one price for

a Government facility and the people in another State a different

price?

Prof. Jenks. I do not think that is quite the right way to put it.

It is this : The people in a locality are asking for an accommodation,

and they pay for the accommodation the normal market rate, and the

Government permits it to have the accommodation at the normal

market rate. Now, if the normal market rate in Illinois is different

from that in Massachusetts, well and good.

Senator Hitchcock. You say this is not a Government facility ?

Prof. Jenks. No ; I say they are going to ask for this facility, and
why should not they pay for it ?

Senator Hitchcock. Why should a man in Nebraska pay, to the

same public corporation, backed by the Government, having special

privileges from the Government, a higher rate for the use of the

facility than the man in Massachusetts? Why should the bank in
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Nebraska pay a higher rate when it has contributed one-tenth of its

capital and one-fifth of its deposits to the reserve bank, than the

bank in Massachusetts, which has made the same contribution ?

Prof. Jenks. I think the situation is this, that it is only in the

rather exceptional cases that these Government facilities are fur-

nished. As regards the normal course of business the rate of inter-

est is determined largely by what can be made on the capital invested,

and there can be probably more made on it there than in the East
and other places, because the supply is not so great?

Senator Hitchcock. I would have to question that right off.

Prof. Jenks. Local conditions largely determine, I think, the rate

of profit on the investment of capital.

Senator Hitchcock. No rate of profit has been higher than has
been made by the manufacturers of the East ; no bank profit has been
greater than the bank profit in New York City, anywhere in the
world. And, on the other hand, there are out West borrowers with
just as good securities as in the East, and I can not see the reason
why a bank in Nebraska should pay more for the use of the Govern-
ment facility there than should be paid for postage stamps there

—

something provided by all the people.
Prof. Jenks. The only diflSculty as I can see—as a mater of fact,

the rate of interest is largely determined by the profits that are

made on capital in a normal investment as compared with the supply
of capital there. Now, we do find higher rates of interest in prac-

tically all of the interior and relatively speaking undeveloped sec-

tions of the country, because of that added profit and because of

that added demand, as compared with the supply. Those are the

conditions that fix, that will regulate the normal rate of interest.

That is what all the people pay for it there. Now, under those

exceptional circumstances, the people go to the bank for accommoda-
tion, and they are granted the accommodation along the lines of

what they are accustomed to pay, and along the lines of what regular

business pays. i

Senator Hitchcock. Of course I would have to dispute your
assumption.

Prof. Jenks. Let me add a word ; if you can show that the regu-

lar business rate of interest is the same throughout the country, sub-

stantially, then I would agree with you.
Senator Hitchcock. What we are going to do is to unify the

country, to unify the banking system, which has been diverse. I

think your argument falls to the ground there. But if your argu-:

ment is true, then a man with a profitable business should be charged
a higher rate of interest than a man with an unprofitable business.

Prof. Jenks. No; I do not think that follows. The profit of a

man's business is not dependent entirely upon local conditions ; it is

dependent, to a very considerable extent, upon his skill, enterprise,

and knowledge of the business, and things of that kind. That is

-where the chief source of his individual profit comes, and that does

not determine the interest rate. The idea I had in mind and what
I said was that the average profit upon capital, as compared with
the capital that is available, determines the usual rate of interest,

ordinarily. Now, it may be that under this system the facilities will
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be improved a great deal, and if capital becomes as plentiful and
profitable in the West and South as it is in the East, or substantially
the same, that will of itself equalize the rate of interest. I think
the bill has,a tendency that way, but I do not think it will be uniform
throughout the country.

Senator Hitchcock. Then you think a man doing business in the
"West who is prompt in paying his notes should be charged a higher
rate of interest than a man in the East who is equally prompt in
paying his notes simply because he happens to live out in the
country ?

Prof. Jenks. That is not all.

Senator Hitchcock (continuing). Where capital has been scarce,

when the purpose of this bill is to unify the country and make the
whole banking system into one ?

Prof. Jenks. Let us put it the other way: Suppose you are a
banker loaning money out in Nebraska. You find there is a demand
for the capital you have there, so that you can loan it out on good
security at 6 per cent right along ; whereas, on equally good security,

we find the supply of money in Massachusetts is such that a man is

borrowing at 4 or 5 per cent. Now, you have a supply of money and
you can get 6 per cent for it

;
you are not going to lend it at 4 or 5.

When a man comes to you and asks for a loan you say, " Certainly,

I will give you the loan, and I will give it to you at the normal rate.

If you are not prepared to take that loan at that rate, here is Jones,
next door to you, who is ready to take it." That is the way the busi-

ness is done. The bank gets the current rate charged in the region
where it is. It is the one that fixes that rate. Now, when it comes
to get this additional help from the Government bank, why of course

he applies, furbishes his security, and he gets it, and the rate of inter-

est in the different sections of the country is determined by the local

conditions largely.

Senator Beistow. You understand the bill, as it stands now, gives

each regional bank the power to fix the rate of interest they will

charge to the member bank ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. And has to charge each member bank the

same rate ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. You also understand the bill gives the central

board the power to require the reserve banks to modify that rate of

interest ?

Prof. Jenks. I understood so. My understanding of the bill was
this, that the local reserve boards, the directors, fix the rate first, and
they then have to get the approval of the Federal reserve board.

Now, if they try to fix a rate higher than the Federal reserve board

thinks wise, the Federal reserve board won't approve it, and it has to

be put down. I think that is right.

Senator Shafroth. I think it has, perhaps, under this provision

which says, " to supervise and regulate the issue and retirement of

Federal reserve notes and to prescribe the form and tenor of such

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 45
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notes." That provision, evidently, implies the power to fix the rates

of interest, and all that, and determine the rate of discount and the

issuance of notes.

Senator Hitchcock. I think, virtually, the Federal reserve board

has such large powers that it could influence the reserve banks by

control of the public deposit of the issuance of currency, and that a

hint to them to raise or lower rates would be followed.

Senator Shafeoth. Then there is a further provision here, "to

perform the duties, fimctions, or services specified or implied in this

act."

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Is there anything further ?

Prof. Jenks. I was simply going to add a word in connection with
what you just said. I think, myself, the Federal reserve board should

use its influence, as far as it can do so without disturbing condi-

tions, to make a uniform rate of interest. It does not seem to me the

business conditions of the country are such that they could now make
it uniform, but I think, ultimately, you may have the rate of interest

the same throughout the country, and I think they should use their

influence to that end.

I would just like to add one word more in connection with what I

said a while ago. It will take only a minute. It is this : I was speak-

ing, some little time ago, with reference to the Federal reserve board
and its constitution. It seems to me that whatever the composition

of the Federal reserve board may be, provision should be so made
that you would have only one member retiring each year, so that the

board would really be a continuous board; and I think the time
should be long enough so that no one President can possibly appoint
a majority of the board after the first one has been appointed.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you think of having those mem-
bers subject to recall by vote of the House of Eepresentatives ?

Prof. Jenks. I should not favor that at all.

Senator Hitchcock. Appointed by the President, confirmed by the
Senate, and subject to recall by the House of Representatives?

Prof. Jenks. I should object to the second part.
Senator Hitchcock. For what reason?
Prof. Jenks. I think it is extremely desirable, in the light of what

we have had going on in New York for the last few weeks, to keep
anything like party politics out of the currency system, and I can
not help feeling that a vote of the House of Representatives on any-
thing of that kind would be sure to be colored by party lines.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose that it turned out that a member
of the board was misusing his office ?

Prof. Jenks. I have not the slightest objection to having a mem-
ber of the board removed.

Senator Hitchcock. Removed by vote of the House of Representa-
tives without impeachment ?

Prof. Jenks. No; I should say removed by the President, with
charges filed, giving sufficient reasons.

Senator Hitchcock. You would rather trust the President than the
House of Representatives?
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Prof. Jenks. On anything of that kind. [Laughter.]
Senator Nelson. I have received a letter from Mr. G. D. La Bar,

president of the First National Bank of Brainerd, Minn., which I
desire to have go in the record.

Senator Hitchcock. Without objection the letter will be incor-

porated in the record.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

The First National Bank,
Brainerd, Minn., October I4, 191S.

Hou. Knute Nelson,
United States Senator, Washington, D. G.

My Dear Sik: Is the currency bill in the shape that it passed the House
at all likely to go through the Senate? If so, how is a country national bank
to compete with State banks? We are compelled to pay interest on time de-
posits—as practically all State banks do—and at the same time we are obliged
to take the required amount of stock in the Federal bank, with an annual re-

turn of not to exceed 5 per cent, and also to carry the required percentage of
deposits in the Fefleral bank as reserve, and on which balance we receive no
interest whatever.

State banks would not be required to take stock in the Federal bank and re-

ceive not to exceed 5 per cent returns. Neither would they be compelled to
carry a certain definite percentage of their deposits with the Federal bank as
reserve and receive no interest whatever oil such a balance. It is certainly a
serious handicap for national banks that are compelled to qualify under the
present bill.

We have heretofore been able to receive 2 per cent interest on reserve bal-

ances, which, in a measure, partially offsets the interest we have paid on de-

posits. We must continue to maintain some sort of balances in large cities

for the purpose of drav/ing drafts to make the usual commercial transfers.

It seems to us that the new bill will have a tendency to contract rather than
increase the loaning inclination of the country banks, particularly among con-

servative bankers, who dislike rediscounting paper, and having certain definite

obligations maturing in large amounts at definite dates instead of the usual
moderate withdrawals of deposits. I do not recall that we have rediscounted
any paper in 20 years, and I am consequently very fearful of the new bill with
its many peculiar and objectionable features.

The savings department plan of segregating assets does not appeal to us
as practical or just.

Is it not possible to pass some bill which will enable banks to issue emergency
currency with proper collateral, charging a sufficiently high tax, so that the
same will be quickly retired, which, in addition to our present banking laws,

would answer the requirements of the country much better than the pro-

posed bill?

It certainly seems to us that the banks should have some voice in the matter,

and that their suggestions should be given consideration and not entirely be-

littled and made to appear to the country at large as emanating from tlie big

New York banks. We certainly have a few ideas of our own, and do not want
to have our business endangered in the manner that it appears to us will be
the case by the present Glass-Owen bill.

I have been with this bank over 30 years and have a considerable financial

interest in it. We have built our bank slowly, but steadily and solidly, and we
believe that we have been a factor in the upbuilding of the city, county, and even

outside territorv.

We trust that the provisions of whatever currency bill that is passed will not

be so objectionable that it will compel us to change into the State system in-

stead of continuing as a national bank.

Respectfully, 6. D. La Bar,
President.

Senator Hollis. Mr. Chairman, I wish to put in the record a

letter which I have received from Mr. Frank H. Foster, cashier of
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the Claremont National Bank, of Claremont, N. H., having special

reference to the saA'ings-bank provisions.

Senator Hitchcock. Without objection the letter will be incor-

porated in the record.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

Clabemont National Bank,
Claremont, N. S., September IS, 1913.

Hon. Henry F. Hollis,
United States Senate, Washington, D. G.

Mt Dear Senator : I have received your kind letter of September 9 and am
much Interested to learn that the savings-department section of the Federal
reserve act will receive careful attention by the Senate committee.

I am going to take the liberty to present a number of criticisms which occur
to me on the section as it stands, which I assure you are offered in an entirely

friendly spirit. It is my hope, which I am sure is shared by most national
bankers in New Hampshire, that the act will be passed and in such form
that it will not result in a wholesale surrender of national-bank charters.

Such result would be deplorable, both from the standpoint of the general
public interest and the credit of the administration. It would inevitably bring
heavy financial loss to all national banks through the depreciation in the

market price of the 2 per cent bonds, which would follow any general with-
drawal from the national system ; a loss which would fall with equal severity

upon banks which remained in the system. As I understand it, any national
bank surrendering its charter is obliged to deposit lawful money to the amount
of its outstanding circulating notes, and the bonds would then be released to

it and would, of course, come on the market. Should any considerable per-

centage of the $800,000,000 or so of twos now held by the banks be thrown on
the market they would have to be sold practically on the basis of their in-

vestment value, and the market price, under these circumstances, might easily

fall to 75 or SO.

Beginning with the phraseology of section 27 : The section seems to take
away with one hand what it offers with the other. First, on page 45, lines

2, 3, 4, and 5, and on page 46, lines 1 to 10, the purpose seems to be announced
to exempt savings departments from restrictions existing In the present national-

bank act. But there follows, on pages 46, 47, and 48, a set of new restrictions

in regard to investments far more drastic than any existing in the present law.

Second, on page 45, lines 20 and 21, it seems to authorize savings departments
to make loans on personal security, while the restrictive clauses, lettered A to

F, on pages 46 and 47, eliminate loans on personal security altogether.
Furthermore, the language of the section is certainly ambiguous as to the

status of savings departments now being operated by national banks under the
present law, as it does not expressly state that such departments may not

continue to be operated as at present.
Another criticism to which the section seems to me to be fairly open relates

to the provisions requiring segregation of assets for savings-department busi-

ness. It seems to me that segregation of assets is of little importance so long
as no prior lien is created in favor of savings depositors upon assets so segre-

gated. It is difficult to see wherein protection to depositors in savings depart-
ments would result, unless they were protected from loss made by the banks in

their commercial departments. On the , other hand, it is probable that the
amount of capital stock segregated would in most cases constitute a smaller
margin of protection to the savings depositors than they now have, where the
whole capital, surplus, and undivided profits of the bank stand as a general
guaranty fund for protection of all the depositors. I find that in the State of

New Hampshire at the present time, as shown by the last published abstract
from the comptroller's office, the national banks have in their capital, surplus,
and undivided profits and stockholders' liability a guaranty fund equal to 60
per cent of their total deposits of all classes, and the percentage for the whole
of New England is 52. In view of this very liberal protection to depositors, I

can not see how the public interest calls for any separation of assets for the
special protection of one class.
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Again, on pnge 49, lines 1 to 13, a requirement is Inserted in regard to de-
posits carried in otlier banks, miiliing it necessary to carry separate accounts
for such funds of tlie savings departments as may be deposited with other
banliS. This seems to be unnecessarily burdensome. Again, tliere is the pro-
vision, in lines 11, 12, and 13, forbidding tlie savings departments of the na-
tional banks to keep any current funds on deposit in the commercial department
of the same bank. It seems to me that is the very place where they onght to

be kept—at least a portion of them. As to the clause relative to a notice of
withdrawal being required of savings depositors, that would be of very doubtful
value to any bank. The requiring of such notice would only be resorted to in

times of stress, and would in such case be a danger signal which would seri-

ously imperil the bank in its commercial department. We have always gone
on the theory that our assets must be kept Invested in such a manner that we
could meet heavy withdrawals without requiring any notice, and that to re-

quire such notice would come so near to being an act of insolvency in the eyes
of the public that it would be of very little value to us.

The restriction upon Investments of mutual savings banks imposed by New
England and New York States, where such banks have been familiar to the
public for many years, have been imposed, as I view it, mainly for the reason
that the depositors are the bank, and any losses sustained must fall directly

upon the depositors, whereas in national banks an entirely different situation

exists, the stockholders necessarily assuming all risk of loss up to the amount
of their stock and 100 per cent liability in addition. It does not seem logical to

apply restrictions and regulations to national banks which may be entirely wise
and proper in the case of purely mutual institutions. The management of every
national bank must be credited with an honest purpose to safeguard not only
the money of its depositors but also the interest of the stockholders, who must
stand in the breach absolutely whenever a loss occurs.

If I were to be asked to make recommendations, they would take form some-
what as follows

:

(o) Require no segregation of capital or assets.

(6) Allow not exceeding 50 per cent of savings deposits to be invested in

loans on real estate in the State, Territory, or district where the bank is located,

such loans being limited to 60 per cent of the value of the property.

(c) Allow, say, 20 per cent of savings deposits to be invested, subject to the

approval of the comptroller, obtained In advance of such investments. In the

stocks of railroads or other public-service corporations in the United States

which have regularly earned and paid dividends for five years next preceding

date of such investments.
(d) Require 9 per cent reserve against savings deposits, one-third cash in

bank, one-third with regional reserve bank, and one-third with reserve agents.

If the principle of segregation of assets and restriction of savings deposits

to certain specified classes of securities Is to be retained in the bill, the lines

should certainly not be so drawn as to needlessly exclude from the field of

Investment good notes, bonds, and mortgages obtainable In the locality In which
the bank is doing business. As the restrictive clauses stand a great majority

of country banks would be unable to invest any considerable percentage of their

savings deposits at home, as will be seen by an examination of the clauses in

detail, as follows

:

(o) Page 46, line 15. Farm mortgages having not over five years to run and
not exceeding 50 per cent of the assessed valuation of the property. Savings

banks in New England are allowed to make loans on any real estate without

definite maturity -up to 60 per cent in some States and 70 per cent in others of

the value of the property, and it is left to the discretion of the bank Itself to

determine the value for the purpose of loaning.

{d) Page 47, line 6. Under this clause all municipal bonds in the States of

New Hampshire and Vermont would be ruled out by the 25,000 population

limitation except bonds of the cities of Burlington, Manchester, and Nashua.

Whether these would come in at all under the 5 per cent debt limitation I have
not ascertained. Most of the States, in defining what municipal bonds may be

purchased by mutual savings banks, do not prescribe any population limit.

Some of them prescribe a 5 per cent debt limit, exclusive of debt incurred for
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waterworks iu the case of cities, and a 3 per cent limit exclusive of waterworks

bonds iu tlie case of towns.
.

(e) The limitations imposed iu this clause seem rather unscientmc tor the

reason that many second mortgages or general lien railroad bonds are better

secured than some first-mortgage bonds, as is well known to anybody at all

familiar with such securities. For instance, some railroads and public utilities

are built largely out of the proceeds of their first-mortgage bonds, which might

not be a desirable security for a bank under any circumstances, whereas such

active bonds as American Telephone & Telegraph Co. general lien bonds, or the

convertible bonds of the same compauy, which are not mortgage bonds at all,

would be a perfectly conservative investment of bank funds, readily marketable

at all times.

(/) Bonds of real estate corporations are not to be had in this part of the

•country, or at least I know of none such ever having been offered to us.

It seems to me that these proposed restrictions display the futility of attempt-

ing, by statute, to lay down rigid rules within which investments must be made
governing banks all over the United States. Doubtless the purpose is a laud-

able one, but if the banking business of the country is to be strengthened and

broadened the field for investment must not be narrowed to the vanishing point

and a wide range must be left for the judgment and discretion of the officers

of the bank itself, who must be credited with an honest purpose to safeguard

the interests of their depositors and to loan the funds in their charge in such a

way as to further the commercial interests of the communities which they are

serving.
It does not strike me that it would be practicable to require that savings

departments of national banks make their investments in conformity to the laws
governing mutual savings banks in the States where they are located. It might
work all right in New Hampshire, but mutual savings banks are little known
outside the Northeastern part of the country, and the diversity and voluminous
minutiae of the many State laws governing savings-bank investments, together

with the practical nonexistence of mutual savings banks in some of the States,

would make the administration of such a system very arduous to the authorities

at Washington, and I believe unsatisfactory as well.

I wish it were possible for the new act to enlarge the powers of national

banks to permit them to compete on more equal terms with trust companies

—

that is, to empower them, under proper regulations, to act as trustees and
executors. I believe thoroughly, in the proposition that a Federal bank charter
should convey broad enough powers to enable the bank operating under it to

transact any legitimate branch of banking, including the functions of trustee-

ship normally incidental thereto.

In conclusion, I feel impelled to strongly urge the elimination of the savings-

department section altogether, or, if that should not meet with the approval of

the committee, the substitution for it of a few short clauses reducing somewhat
the reserve required against such deposits from the present 15 per cent and
authorizing the investment of some portion of savings deposits in loans secured
by real-estate mortgages and some reasonable percentage in approved railroad
or public-service corporation stocks, leaving the existing field of investments
otherwise untouched.
Thanking you for the opportunity given me to present these suggestions, I

remain,
Very truly, yours, Frank H. Fosteb, Cashier.

Senator Hitchcock. The committee will now stand adjourned
until Monday at 10.30 o'clock a. m.

(Thereupon, at 5.20 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

Monday, October 20, 1913, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cuekenct,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.

The committee assembled at 10.40 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Hitchcock (acting chairman), O'Gorman, Reed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, HoUis, Bristow, Weeks.
Senator Hitchcock. The committee will come to order, and we will

hear this morning from Mr. Victor Morawetz.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR MORAWETZ, ESQ., OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you please give your name, address, and
business, Mr. Morawetz, so that we may have them in the record.

Mr. Morawetz. Victor Morawetz, New York.
Senator Hitchcock. And your occupation?
Mr. MoEAWETz. I am a lawyer.

Senator O'Gorman. And you have, I believe, specialized in corpora-
tion and banking law ?

Mr. Morawetz. I was for a period of 12 years chairman of the

executive committee of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad
Co., having special charge of its financial affairs, and I am now a

director of the National I3ank of Commerce, of New York.
Senator Hollis. You might tell us what textbooks you have pub-

lished and on what subjects.

Mr. Morawetz. I have given special attention to banking and
currency questions for the last five or six years, and have published

a small book and numerous pamphlets treating on this important
subject.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you please proceed with your statement

in your own way, and I would like to ask whether you care to be

interrupted with questions, from time to time, or whether you prefer

to finish your statement in consecutive order ?

Mr. Morawetz. I prefer to be interrupted by questions whenever
any member of the committee finds that I am not entirely clear or

wishes additional information.
Gentlemen, for more than four years I have written and spoken

in opposition to the central bank or Aldrich banking and currency

plan. I have advocated the adoption of the regional or divisional

reserve bank plan, which is, in substance, the plan embodied in the

bill now before this committee. All my prejudices, therefore, are in

favor of this plan. I am anxious to have the bill, now before the

committee, perfected, so that it will carry into effect the plan which

T have been advocating, and which I believe to be the best and most

practicable plan for this country.

However, careful examination of the House bill before the com-

mittee. No. 7837, has convinced me that it contains a number of very

serious defects, and that if it should become a law without amend-

ment it would fail to carry into effect the beneficient purposes of

its authors.

The first point to which I shall address myself is the issue of the

notes provided for in this bill. The bill provides for an issue of notes

which is to be printed by the Government and delivered to the banks,
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which subsequently are to issue these notes. The bill says that the

notes are to be Government obligations. Presumably, therefore, they

are to be in the form of promissory notes of the Government. But
the Government is not to issue any one of these notes ; they are all to

be issued by the banks.
The Government is not to pay any one of these notes; they are

all to be paid by the banks. It is clear, therefore, that these notes

are to be entirely unlike the present issue of greenbacks, which are

promissory notes issued by the Government to pay its debts, and
which are to be paid by the Government out of its funds. Under
existing law the Government has pledged itself to maintain a very

large reserve of gold for their payment.
The proposed notes, in truth and fact, are to be bank notes, al-

though in form they are Government notes. They are, in truth and
in fact, to be like our present national-bank notes, except that they
are not to be secured by a deposit of Government 2 per cent bonds,

but they are to be an asset currency secured by a first lien on the
assets of the banks, and with a provision that the banks are to keep
a reserve of 33^ per cent for their payment.
The Government also is to be liable on these notes, nominally as

maker, but really as guarantor. That is the honest fact concerning
these notes.

Now, I have no quarrel with that arrangement except as to its

form. It is artificial, and to many it is and to many it will be mis-
leading.

Senator HrrcHcooK. Will you stop there to let us know how you
think it will be misleading?
Mr. MoRAWETz. It is misleading to all those who do not study the

provisions of this bill and ascertain the real facts underlying a cer-

tain amount of disguise.

The framers of this bill have been subjected to criticismj and I
think very unjust criticism, within the last week on the ground that
the bill provides for the issue of more greenbacks—fiat money, if

you please. I say that criticism is unjust because these notes are
not, in fact, to be Government notes ; they are not to be issued by the
Government; not one of them is issued by the Government. They
are really notes of the banks, guaranteed by the Government.
Furthermore, it seems to me that this arrangement is likely to prove

more or less misleading to those of our citizens who still adhere to
the ideas which were prevalent 20 or 30 years ago, that it is desirable
to pay the debts of the Government in its promissory notes and to
have outstanding currency consisting of Government fiat money.
They will not get under this bill what they may suppose they are
getting.

And there is another consideration. It seems to me that a due re-

gard for the opinion of foreign nations and of posterity is a reason
for adopting a more direct method of issuing these notes. People
will wonder why on earth the Congress of the United States found
it necessary or desirable to resort to this indirect way of issuing
what really amounted to guaranteed bank notes, and it is somewhat
galling to my pride as an American citizen to think of the reasons
which would have to be assigned to explain why these notes were put
in this form.
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Senator O'Gorman. Let me ask you, Mr. Morawetz, is it unusual
for Governments to guarantee bank issues ?

Mr. Morawetz. Very unusual.

Senator O'Gorman. Do any Governments guarantee bank issues?

Mr. Morawetz. I do not know of any Government which, in terms,
guarantees the notes of any bank, though the great foreign central

banks are so closely allied to the Governments that I believe there

exists a practical guaranty by the Governments for their ultimate
redemption. I should not myself see any objection to the Govern-
ment of the United States guaranteeing this issue of bank notes.

They will be perfectly good, and personally I see no objection to

placing the guaranty of the Government on them.
Senator O'Gorkan. Then, so far as the responsibility of the Gov-

ernment is concerned, it will make no difference whether the Gov-
ernment becomes the primary responsible party for the purpose of

redeeming the notes or whether it is acting as a guarantor behind
the bank? In either event the Government is responsible for the

notes ?

Mr. Morawetz. In either event the Government would be second-

arily responsible.

Senator O'Gorman. In one case secondarily responsible and in one
case primarily responsible?

Mr. Morawetz. In both cases secondarily responsible, because this

biU would have to be read into the notes; it would be a part of the

notes, and this bill says, in so many worcls, that the notes are to be
paid by the banks ; they are to be the primary obligors, and that the

notes are merely loaned by the Government to the banks as accommo-
dation paper.

Senator O'Gorman. Then, in either event the Government be-

comes responsible for the notes,?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. And as I understand you, up to the present

time you only criticize the method or the form ?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes, sir; I criticize only the form. I think it

important that the form should be right, taecause of the reasons I

have assigned and because of the precedent it might establish in the

minds of many people who would not understand the real facts of

the situation.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you see any advantage in the form pro-

posed by the pending bill with respect to the enlarged confidence

that might result from the Government apparently being the respon-

sible party behind the notes ?

Mr. Morawetz. None whatever. If people should, attach greater

faith to these notes because they are executed by the Government as

principal obligor, then they would be misled, because the Government
is not the principal obligor, and it will not have a dollar of money
of its own for their payment. It can draw only on the banks to get

the money to pay these notes if they should be presented to the Gov-

ernment.

Senator Weeks. You suggested, Mr. Morawetz, that if it were nec-

essary to explain the reason for issuing the notes in this form in the

future it would be an embarrassing thing to do.

Mr. Morawetz. I think so.
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Senator Weeks. What reason do you think could be assigned for

issuing them in this form ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Political reasons.

Senator Weeks. Any other?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I include in political reasons the platform of the

Democratic Party.
Senator Weeks. Then you mean^party reasons ?

Mr. MoHAWETz. Party reasons; yes.

Senator Weeks. Any other reasons?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I know of none.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose we assume, Mr. Morawetz, that

among the 90,000,000 people in the United States there is a certain

proportion, perhaps a large proportion, of people of an undiscrimi-

nating character, not able to understand the science of money, who
will look upon these notes as money, and who think, primarily in

their own minds, that money should be issued by the Government and
that if issued by the banks, it gives the bank an unfair advantage
and opens the possibility of imperilling the rights and interests of

the common people, would you still say, taking that fact into ac-

count, that the Government, representing all the people, should nev-

ertheless legislate so as to create bank notes which many of that class

of people lack confidence in and which they reprehended as not
desirable ?

Mr. Morawetz. My answer, in the first place, is that the facts are

not as assumed. We have to-day outstanding $720,000,000 of na-

tional-bank notes which are accepted as good as gold by the people
of this country. These national-bank notes have not even on their

face the guaranty of the Government, but they are indirectly guar-
anteed by the Government under the legislation pursuant to which
they were issued. So, the assumption that it is necessary to issue

these notes in the form of Government notes is entirely unfounded;
but even if it were so I should not consider it justifiable to issue the
notes in this form, and I should educate the people to the true situ-

ation.

Senator Hitchcock. It is true, as you say, that throughout the
country there is this confidence in these particular bank notes, but I
think it is also true that there is a very considerable sentiment
among the people that the issuance of those notes constitutes a spe-

cial privilege to that class of banks, out of which they have made a
great deal of money, as they think, at the expense of the people.
Does not that prejudice constitute, at least in part, the sentiment for
the retirement of those notes ? I do not share it, but that does exist,

does it not ?

Mr. Morawetz. I think, Mr. Chairman, it will be harder to de-

fend before the people the loaning of the notes of this Government
as accommodation paper to the banks than to defend the guaranty
of properly constituted bank notes by the Government, because, as I
have stated, this paper is simply accommodation paper which the
Government is to lend to the banks.

Senator O'Goeman. Will you pardon me right there while I ask
you a question, Mr. Morawetz ?

Mr. Morawetz. Certainly.

Senator O'Gorman. Would your view regarding the obligation of
the Government be affected at all if it appeared that the Government
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would receive a substantial consideration from the banks of the

country for the assumption of this liability? For instance, I have
in mind what has been suggested more than once, that the profits

of the regional banks, if we have regional banks, in excess of the

5 or 6 per cent that will be returned to the member banks as a return

on their capital contribution, that the excess of surplus ought to go
to the Government, and it has been estimated that that would amount
to many millions each year. What do you think of the proposition

that in return for that affirmative benefit to the Government, the

Government, to advance the system generally, should undertake to

issue these notes and become primarily responsible ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. I attach no importance whatever to that con-

sideration. In the first place the Government of this country is not
in the business of selling its credit. The fact that the Government
may receive a profit from these regional reserve banks is no reason
for the issue of the notes, or for the lending of the credit of the Gov-
ernment. The only reason why the Government might be warranted
in lending its credit in this way is to benefit the whole country by
providing it with an unquestionably sound issue of currency. Per-

sonally I hope that the regional reserve banks will be managed so

that there will be no profit m them. I hope they will be managed in

such a way as to keep our banking and currency system on an abso-

lutely firm and sound basis. That is the benefit to be obtained by
this scheme, and none other.

Senator Weeks. Has it occurred to you, Mr. Morawetz, that there

is a good deal of confusion in the minds of not only the average
citizen but in the minds of many who have given some consideration

to this subject as to the difference between money and credit instru-

ments, and that many men who have taken the position, leaders and
teachers in this subject, have believed that it was the duty of the

Government to issue credit instruments as well as money ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. No doubt there is that idea prevalent among many
of the people, including some of the political leaders in this country,

but it is not so anywhere else.

It has been asserted that the provisions of this bill for the issue

of notes may lead to an inflation of the currency, with all the dangers

consequent to an inflation of the currency. I do not share those

fears. If we are to have in this country a flexible currency which

will be subject to contraction as well as expansion, and which will

adjust itself to the business needs of the country, it is absolutely neces-

sary to place somewhere the power to control the issue of the notes,

to limit their issue, to force their contraction when necessary.

Under his bill the several regional reserve banks are to have

the power to issue notes subject, however, to an absolute veto power

in the Federal reserve board representing the Government. This

arrangement, therefore, is more conservative and safer than the

Canadian plan, under which the banks have the power to issue notes

without this outside check placed upon them. The only possible

danger of inflation, of an excessive issue of currency under this plan,

will arise from the number of regional banks. The more of these

banks there are the more danger is there that they will put out more

currency than the country really needs. If the number of these

banks were limited to five or six, I should say that tlie danger of
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inflation would be removed entirely, even veithout the veto power
of this central board.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you outline how you think this tendency

toward inflation will occur? As it stands now—

—

Senator Beistow (interposing). If Senator Hitchcock will allow

me, before you go into that matter, I would like to ask a question. I

understand you feel that there should be imposed in some board the

authority to say when there shall be a contraction and when there

shall be an expansion?
Mr. MoRAWETZ. Not to say when there shall be an expansion, but

to force a contraction when the country requires it.

Senator Beistow. And that would be a matter of judgment?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. How are you going to provide against the very

wide diversity of opinion that prevails among men as to what would
be an expansion and what would not be?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. It is a banlring problem which experienced bank-

ers do not have much difficulty in dealing with. It is a question

which arises wherever there is a central bank, and in Canada, where
there are nearly 30 banks, 10 or 12 of them, however, being leading

banks, and practically ruling the others. They have no difficulty

in these cases in determining the volume of notes that is safe.

Senator Beistow. This Federal board is not a bankers' board. It

is a political board ; it is a board appointed by the President to ex-

ercise political functions. Otherwise it would not be made a Govern-
ment board. Government is politics; I do not mean partisan poli-

tics, but its functions are political.

Senator Shafeoth. A people's board, you mean?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. It is a governmental board.
Senator Beistow. A governmental board. One political school of

thought in regard to banking matters may be in control or another
political school of thought may be in control. If Mr. Bryan was at

the head of that board he might say the currency out was not suffi-

icent ; that we did not have enough. If Mr. Aldrich was at the head
of that board he might say it was excessive, and that there ought to

be contraction. The difference of opinion among men is so varied

that might there not be danger of precipitating this matter into

politics and making it become a political question instead of a busi-

ness question?
Mr. MoEAWETz. If you please, I will take up the question of party

politics entering into this plan a little later. What I wish to say now
is that I do not fear that there will be inflation of the currency so

long as the number of the regional banks is limited. If there were
no central board of control, there would be no danger of inflation,

provided that the banks are required to keep an adequate reserve for

the payment of the notes on demand. I should consider that the

danger of inflation would exist even if there were no veto power in

the central board.
Senator Hitchcock. We have had discussed at these hearings this

question of possible inflation, and I was going to ask you to outline

briefly the processes under this bill by which inflation might result.

I do not know whether you mean an inflation of bank credits or an
inflation of currency, or both ?
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not Icnow how there could be inflation under
this bill if you have a fairly intelligent management of these regional

reserve banks.

Senator Hitchcock. I understood you to suggest there might be,

under this bill.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. It has been asserted. I say I do not agree with the

criticism.

Senator O'Goeman. Did you not say whether there would be infla-

tion or not might depend upon the number of banks ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes; I do say that if you increase the number of

these banks so largely as to prevent them from adopting a uniform
policy they might put out so many of these notes unless restrained

as to practically force all the gold and lawful money in circulation

into the bank vaults, thereby increasing enormously the reserves and
credit power of the banks.

It is this process which in Canada has resulted in this situation

:

The only curiency in Canada which is current among the people

consists of bank notes and small government notes and subsidiary

coin. All the gold in Canada has been taken into the banks, which
have issued their notes in exchange.
Senator O'Goeman. Do you think there would be greater danger

of inflation with 12 regional banks than with 5 ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I think so. The same process has caused the na-

tional-bank notes all to be outstanding. They have displaced, taken
the place of, that much lawful money, because every bank when it

receives currency combs it out, keeps the lawful money, and issues

its notes when currency is demanded. But to the people the notes

and the lawful money and the gold are of equivalent value. When
a man has more currency than he wants to carry in his pocket or

keep in his till he does not pick out the national-bank notes and de-

posit them in the bank. He takes his currency without regard to its

description and deposits it. But the bank immediately combs it out,

as I have stated, and keeps the lawful money while issuing its notes

whenever it can pay its debts in that way. By that process bank
notes will become the circulating medium among the people as far

as the people will take them and as far as the law permits them to

be issued, while the gold or other lawful money will be taken into

the banks.

Senator Hitchcock. "What is the provision in Canada regarding

the redemption of these bank notes? Suppose a bank receives one

of its own notes, can it pay it out again ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I think not; no.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose the bank receives the note of another

bank?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I do not know whether they are permitted to pay
it out, but I Imow the practice is to send them in for redemption.

Senator "Weeks. "Well, they are permitted to pay it out?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. They are permitted to pay it out.

Senator "Weeks. And whether they pay it out or not is dependent

on whether it is profitable to put out their own notes?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes.
Senator "Weeks. If it is profitable to put out their own notes they

do so and send the notes of the other banks in for redemption.
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Mr. MoRAWETz. But this process of substituting notes for money
in circulation among the people will go on without regard to whether
or not there are easy redemption opportunities. When a bank sends
the notes of another bank in for redemption in lawful money, that

does not put the lawful money into circulation; it merely transfers

it from one bank to another bank. It is in my judgment a delusion

to imagine that easy redemption opportunities will restrict this proc-

ess of substituting bank notes for gold or other lawful moriey in

circulation among the people. The only thin^ that will restrict that

process is an absolute limit on the amount of bank notes which can

be issued.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that limit should be placed
within the the judgment of a supervising board?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. It has to be somewhere. Now, I should be satis-

fied if that limit were placed in the regional reserve bank with a veto
power on the part of a Government board.

In the plan which I outlined some years ago for the creation of
regional reserve banks, and for the issue of bank notes by them, I
contemplated that the regional reserve banks would have a central

bureau consisting of representatives of these banks, who would de-

termine what amount of notes might be issued by the banks.
As I shall point out a little later, I think some such provision would

be a beneficial one in this bill—I mean the constitution of a central

board to deal with the issue of notes by the regional banks, instead
of having each one separately deal with the Government.

Senator Hitchcock. Is not the power to limit or fix the volume
of the currency the power to affect prices?
Mr. MoRAWETZ. I do not think so.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you conceive of a condition of a con-
siderable expansion of the currency that does not advance prices and
stimulate business; or can you conceive of a contraction of currency
that will not force sales and reduce prices? Are those not the in-

evitable consequences of those conditions?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. There is a good deal of loose reasoning, as it seems

to me, about the functions of currency. Nothing the banks can do;
nothing the Government can do will put a dollar more of currency
in actual circulation among the people. The people will carry in
their pockets, and in their tills whatever amount of currency they
find convenient; and no matter what quantity of the currency may
be printed, they will not carry any more. If there is a surplus,
they will deposit in the banks.

Senator PIitchcock. Does not the quantity in circulation in the
pockets of the people, or in the tills, depend upon the activity of
business, and is not the activity of business largely affected by the
ease of loans?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Now you come to the real point. Business may be

affected by the credit situation in the country—the ability to borrow
from the banks. And this credit situation depends, first, on the
ability of the banks to grant credit; secondly, upon their willingness
to grant credits ; and thirdly, on the confidence of the people in the
future ; their willingness to take credit and to embark in enterprises.
The only way in which an increase of the currency—we will assume

of course that the currency is all kept at a parity with gold—the only
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way in which an increase of the issue of bank notes can affect this
situation in the least is by displacing gold, or lawful money, in circu-
lation among the people ; driving that into the bank vaults and thus
increasing the reserves of the banks and their power to grant credit.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose a law was passed compelling the

banks to increase reserves; would not that inevitably contract the
currency ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. No; it would not contract the currency; it would
contract their power to make loans'.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I mean under a note-issuing power.
Suppose there was a power to issue currency, controlled as proposed
in this bill, or as you suggest, by the banks ; then suppose there were
changes made in the law which increased the reserves from 33^ to 50
per cent ; would not that inevitably contract the currency ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. It would not contract—it depends upon what you
mean by contracting the currency. It would contract the power of
the banks to make loans surely.

Senator Hitchcock. And it would also contract their power to

issue their demand obligations, and that would contract the currency,
would it not?
Mr. MoRAWETz. It would not contract the amount of currency in

circulation among the people.

Senator Hitchcock. It would contract credits, would it not ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. It would contract the power of the banks to make
loans; yes.

Senator O'Gorman. Therefore, it would have a restraining influ-

ence upon the credits that the banks would extend throughout the

country.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Certainly.

Senator O'Gorman. I do not want to anticipate you, Mr. Mora-
wetz

;
probably you are going to touch on it again ; but in view of a

remark you made a little while since, I should like to ask you a ques-

tion or two. You said that the danger of inflation under a system

substantially such as is .proposed in the pending bill would be less

with 5 or 6 regional banks than with 12 ; is that correct ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes.
Senator O'Gorman. The danger would be still less if you had but

three regional banks, would it?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I think so.

Senator O'Gorman. Would not the danger be entirely removed, if

you had but one?
Mr. Morawetz. No. A central bank managed unwisely could in-

flate currency just as much as 3 or 5 or 12 regional banks.

Senator 0"'Gorman. Yes. Now, would there be less danger with a

single bank than with three ?

Mr. Morawetz. I doubt it. I think if you had a number of these

banks, each watching the other, it would tend toward conservatism,

rather than to the contrary.

Senator O'Gorman. Then you think it would be better to have 12

than 5?

Mr. Morawetz. No. I think 12—1 think it would be better to

have 5 than 12, for various reasons, which I will touch on a little

later.
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Senator O'Gohman. Yes. Now, I have but one other inquiry to

make at this time. You said a little while since, while discussing

what you conceived to be the impropriety of the Federal Government
issuing these notes, or taking primary responsibility for them, that

there were certain political or party reasons which seemed to suggest

this change; and I think there was some reference made, either by
you or by some member of the committee, to some declaration of the

Democratic Party in its last national convention on the subject. Now,
was any declaration made that makes it necessary for the Democratic
Party to insist upon a Government issue, rather than a bank issue?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think so.

Senator O'Goeman. Well, I have the language here. I do not find

any such declaration.

Senator Shafkoth. Will you read it into the record, Senator
O'Gorman?

Senator O'Goeman. The declaration made by the Democratic Party
at the Baltimore convention last year is as follows [reading]

:

We oppose the so-called Aldrlcli bill or tlie establlsliinent of a central bank

—

As I read that, the central bank referred to is the central bank in

the Aldrich bill, which was a central bank to be dominated by private

interestSj which was the only kind of a central bank ever discussed up
to that time

—

And we believe the people of the country will be largely freed from panics and
consequent unemployment and business depression by such a systematic revision

of our banking laws as will render temporary relief in localities where such
relief is needed, with protection from control or dominion by what is known as

the Money Trust.
Banks exist for the accommodation of the public and not for the control of

business. All legislation on the subject of banking and currency should have
for its purpose the securing of these accommodations, on terms of absolute se-

curity to the public, and of complete protection from the misuse of power that

wealth gives to those who possess it.

We condemn the present methods of depositing Government funds in a few
favored banks, largely situated in or controlled by Wall Street, in return for

political favors, and we pledge our party to provide by law for their deposit by
competitive bidding in the banking institutions of the country, national and
State, without discrimination as to localty, upon approved securties, and sub-

ject to call by the Government.

That is the only declaration made by the party; and it does not

touch upon the subject to which your attention was invited a moment
ago.
Mr. Moeawetz. I can not deny it.

Senator O'Goeman. That is all, Mr. Morawetz, for the present.

Senator Weeks. Then the only reason you had in mind that could

be assigned for issuing notes in the manner proposed in this bill

does not exist?

Mr. Moeawetz. It seems so.

Senator Weeks. I wanted to ask you if you recalled any instance

where a central bank had been managed with such lack of wisdom
that there had been an inflation in the country served by that bank?
Mr. Moeawetz. I know of no such instance; but my information

is limited to the principal commercial countries of Europe.
Senator O'Goeman. But you never Imew of an instance in the his-

tory of any of the important commercial countries of Europe, did

you?
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Mr. MoEAWETz. None.
Now, gentleman, I wish to call attention to one provision of the

bill relating to the issue of the notes which I regard as absolutely
fatal to any sound or safe plan ; and that is the provisions that the
notes shall be paid or redeemed in gold or lawful money.
The objection to this provision for the payment of the notes in

lawful money is not based on the ground that it would lead to infla-

tion. There is no more danger of an undue increase of the aggregate
amount of the currency if the notes are payable in lawful money
than if the notes are payable in gold only.

But there is another danger. It is this : If the notes can be paid
in lawful money, that is to say, in silver, or in greenbacks, the inevita-

ble result will be to drain off from this country its gold and sub-
stitute notes in the place of the gold, without increasing the aggre-
gate amount of the currency.

Senator O'GoEMAjsr. I think you will find every member of the
committee in perfect accord with you in that last observation.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, the Senator from Colorado is not in
accord with that.

Senator O'Goeman. I am not surprised.

Senator Shafeoth. No; I can not agxee to that. I do not see

how you come to that conclusion, Mr. Morawetz, in view of the fact

that we have had bank notes payable in lawful money to the extent

of $740,000,000 and we have not had our gold leave the country.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Because of the limit of the amount of the bank
notes that could be issued, due to the limited amount of Govern-
ment bonds available for their issue.

Senator Shafeoth. Well, $740,000,000 is a very large amount, con-

sidering what it was in 1900—$236,000,000.
Mr. Moeawetz. The country has grown since then. Will you let

me take this question up in due course?
Senator Shajteoth. All right.

Mr. Moeawetz. Any indebtedness which we have to pay to foreign

nations has to be paid in gold. The balances of trade have to be
settled in gold. So that it happens every year—sometimes twice a

year—that gold sufficient to cover these balances has to be shipped one
way or the other way.
Furthermore the different interest rates in this country and in

foreign countries sometimes results in shipments of currency from
the country where the interest rate is low to the country where it is

high, in order to obtain the profits resulting from the higher interest

rate.

Now, as long as notes and gold and lawful money are at a parity,

it is wholely immaterial to us in this country whether we use gold

or lawful money. Foreign nations, however, can only use the gold,

and when we have to make a payment to a foreign nation, it has to be

made in gold. But subsequently, if we need more currency—if we
require to use again the gold which we shipped abroad, what would

happen under this bill, if you can keep lawful money in the banks as

a reserve for the payment of the notes ? Why, notes would be issued

and the gold would not be imported. The gold would go out; but it

w6uld never come back, because notes would be issued whenever in

this country there is a need for the additional currency.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 46
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Senator Shafeoth. When balance had to be met coming to this

country, would not they have to ship the gold in here?

Mr. MoEAWETz. No, sir. You could loan it out.

Senator Shafeoth. Yes; but investments here invite capital also;

and that means the shipment of gold here. We have had shipment of

$5,000,000 gold, on the average, a year since 1878 ; the flow has been

inward.
r. ^nn -n-

Mr. MoKAAVETZ. It is true, because we have sold about 6,000 millions

of dollars of stocks and bonds to Europe.

Senator Shafeoth. Well, we have had a very large export trade

also.
.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Although, on its face, our exports of physical

property exceed our imports by about $500,000,000 a year just

now
Senator Pomeeene (interposing). More than that.

Mr. MoBAWETz (continuing). The true balance is heavily against

us because of the enormous interest and dividend payments which we

make abroad, the enormous expenditures of our people abroad, and

the shipments of money by immigrants and other invisible exports.

Senator Shafeoth. Yes ; but that is a matter of guess, very largely,

is it not?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I think not very largely. I think you can figure

it out pretty closely.

Senator Shafeoth. Well, I can not find statistics on it.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. However, I will take that up a little -later; that

is a little off my question.

The point I make is that as long as these notes are payable in

lawful money the tendency will be and the result will be to deplete

the country of gold, to make silver and greenbacks constitute our

bank reserves and leave this country in a very dangerous position in

case of any contingency arising which would require a large amount
of gold for shipment. If we should have a war, or if for any other

reason a sudden demand should be made upon this country for a

large amount of gold, we might soon find gold at a premium and our

notes and silver currency at a discount.

Senator Shafeoth. We had the Spanish War, didn't we, and gold

did not go to a premium?
Mr. Moeawetz. Oh, yes ; that was a small matter
Senator Shafeoth (interposing). Do you anticipate we are going

to have any
Mr. Moeawetz (continuing). And we had not these notes out.

Senator Shafeoth. We had quite a large number of national-bank
notes redeemable in lawful money.
Mr. Moeawetz. It is a question of degree. This country to-day has

vastly more uncovered paper currency than any other commercial
country in the world, not absolutely, but also in proportion to the

amount of gold in the country and per capita of population. There is

not one of the leading countries in the world to-day which has any-
thing like the amount of paper currency and silver that the United
States has.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you call national-bank notes uncovered!
Mr. Moeawetz. I do.
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Senator Hitchcock. Because a gold reserve is not provided against
them?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Practically no reserve.

Senator I-Ltchcock. Although they are protected by national
bonds?
Mr. MoKAWETz. That does not protect them.
Senator O'Goeman. It simply gives them the credit of the Gov-

ernment.

Senator Shafeotii. You admit that the Aldrich bill was generally
favored by the bankers of this country?
Mr. MoKAvs^ETz. I believe it was by the majority of the ,bankers

;

yes.

Senator Shafeoth. Do you not recall the fact that the currency
which was authorized to be issued under that bill provided that it

should be payable in lawful money, and did not even mention gold ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes ; but that does not affect me.
I want to make a confession right here. A few years ago I sug-

gested a regional bank plan providing for an issue of notes by the
regional reserve banks and I proposed that the notes should be pay-
able in lawful money. At that time I-considered only the question
of inflation, and I did not consider that to make the notes payable
in lawful money would cause any inflation, but I overlooked this

other danger. I confess I made a mistake then and I hope that this

committee will not make the same mistake in the bill which you
report to the Senate.

Senator Shafeoth. How long ago did you get that plan up?
Mr. MoRAWETZ. About four and a half years ago.

Senator Shafeoth. My view is that making this money payable
in lawful money has a tendency to preserve the gold reserve and
therefore to make it easier for the Government to maintain a gold
standard, because you do not have such a drain on gold. If you are

going to have gold in each one of these regional banks, you are going
to have 12 centers competing against the United States Treasury
for gold which will take three or four times as much gold, scattered

around in 12 regional banks, than it would if they were redeemable

in lawful money and the lawful money redeemable in gold. It is a

kind of buffer which the banks put up against paying it in gold, and
therefore has a tendency to maintain the gold reserve and to main-

tain the gold standard. My usual illustration is, if a man has $1,000

in this currency and goes to one of these regional banks and says,

"I want gold," the regional bank can say, "No; it isn't convenient

for me to give you gold ; I will give you lawful money." Then the

man sends it down to Washington, and says, " I want gold for my
lawful money," and the Government says, "Yes." The regional

bank locks up its $1,000 and the Treasury here locks up its $1,000.

Mr. Moeawetz. "What money will the Government have in Wash-
ington to pay for this silver in gold ?

Senator Shafeoth. Gold.
Mr. Moeawetz. Where will it get it?

Senator Shafeoth. It has got $150,000,000 of gold

Mr. Moeawetz (interposing). It has not a dollar, sir; not a dollar

of that belongs to the Government.
Senator Shafeoth. It has got $150,000,000 of gold reserve.
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Mr. ]\loEAWETz. That is pledged for greenbacks alone.

Senator Shafeoth. Certainly; and this proposes that there shall

be a reserve of 33^ per cent.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Not for the silver.

Senator Shafeoth. No ; not for the silver.

Mr. MoEAWETz. You say a man can get his gold by going to Wash-
ington and presenting his silver

Senator Shafeoth (interposing). I do not know whether thej

have ever settled that or not, because silver is a full legal tender,

and it seems to be taken current no matter whether the Treasury

undertakes to do it one way or the other. But he has a right to

demand gold; it is legal-tender money, and he gets it, and in that

way the Government can act as a double redeemer. That is, with

less money I can redeem greater quantities of outstanding currency

by having the reserve bank cooperate with the Government in paying

off and preserving the gold standard.

Mr. Moeawetz. I candidly confess I do not see how that would
operate in that way. I know in all cases I have observed bank notes

took the place of gold in circulation.

Senator Shafeoth. Did you ever hear of a national banker that

wanted to make the present national-bank notes redeemable in gold

instead of in lawful money ?

Mr. Moeawetz. I do not know of any case.

Senator Shafeoth. Isn't it because it has a tendency to preserve

the gold?
Mr. Moeawetz. I think not.

Senator Shafeoth. There is a less quantity of gold than there is

of gold and lawful money, and consequently it would be easier to

maintain the gold reserve if it were redeemable in one or the other

than if it were redeemable only in gold, it seems to me.
Mr. Moeawetz. I don't think it would operate that way. I think

that the trouble with this provision is that no conservatism on the

part of the banks and no conservatism on the part of the Federal

reserve board can prevent the substitution of notes for gold as long

as the gold does not have to be kept for the redemption of the notes.

Senator Shafeoth. You know that the Bank of France prevents

a run on gold by reason of the fact that their paper money is payable
in gold or silver?

Mr. Moeawetz. No, sir ; I paid a premium this summer for gold
in France. When I asked Morgan, Harges & Co. for gold they said,

"We will give you 500 francs," $100, "but do not ask us for more,
because we have to pay a premium for gold when we ask for it a,t

the Bank of France."
Senator Shafeoth. What was the premium?
Mr. Moeawetz. A very small premium.
Senator Shafeoth. A tenth of 1 per cent?
Mr. Moeawetz. I do not know.
Senator Hitchcock. Unfortunately we have a session of the

Senate at 12 o'clock, and we shall have to take a recess. In order
that we may be close at hand during the session, we will meet this af-

ternoon in the Judiciary Committee room in the Capitol.

(Thereupon the committee took a recess at 11.55 a. m. until 2 p. m).
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AFTER EECESS.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Morawetz, I think you had perhaps better
proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR MORAWETZ, ESa.—Resumed.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Before the adjournment of the committee I en-

deavored to point out that the provision in the pending bill allow-
ing the banks to redeem the notes in lawful money inevitably would
result in driving a large amount of gold out of this country and sub-
stituting notes m its place, and this result would occur without any
fault or lack of conservatism on the part of the banks or of the
Fedeiral reserve board.
The bill provides that national banks which fail within a year

to come in under this plan shall be dissolved. If any considerable
numljer of the national banks should be dissolved in this way there
might ensue a very disastrous result, which apears not to have been
contemplated or considered by the authors of this bill ; there would be
an enormous contraction of the currency, because the national-bank
notes of these dissolved banks would have to be taken up in lawful
money. The contraction of the currency which would occur, if only
a third of these banks failed to come in, in my judgment, would very
lively result in a very severe money stringency and possibly a great

panic. For that reason it seems to me that this provision dissolving

such of the national banks as fail to come in under this plan should be
stricken out of the bill.

If the plan is a good one, as I believe it is in substance, let the plan
be put in operation first and at the next session of Congress, or within
a year, if you please, let Congress then deal with those banks which
have remained out. It would be an enormous peril, not to the banks,

but to the country, to force the dissolution of any considerable num-
ber of these national banks as long as they have their present issues of

bank notes outstanding. I am confident, from conversations which I

have had with officers of leading national banks in New York, that

all or nearly all of them will gladly join in carrying out any plan

along these lines which they believe to be economically sound. I

believe they will willingly make large sacrifices of profits rather than

stay out of any plan which they believe sound. This threat of dis-

solving these banks is not really a threat of doing a great injury to the

banks themselves; the pistol is not pointed at the banks, but it is

pointed at the country. The effect of that provision is practically

to say to the banl?:s

:

Tou must come in under this plan ; if you don't tlie country is going to suffer

from a great money stringency and possibly a panic.

Now, I do not think that is permissible legislation.

Senator Hitchcock. May that money stringency be overcome by
the issue of asset currency under this bill ?

Mr. Morawetz. That is the very point. It can not be. If the

banks stay out, the reserve banks would not be strong enough, if

they can be formed at all—they won't be strong enough to issue the

requisiste amount of these new notes to take the place of the national-
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bank notes which must be withdrawn, because you will observe fot

every one of these notes that may be issued the reserve banks must
put up an equal amount of the prescribed collateral and, in addition,

a reserve in lawful money equal to 33 J per cent of the notes. The
fact ought to be recognized that the cooperation of the banks is es-

sential in order to make this plan a success, and the banks will give

their cooperation if they are given half a chance; but I think it is

due to them, it is due to the country, that the Government should

try to put this plan through with the cooperation of the banks and
not force it upon them in the first instance. First establish these re-

serve banks with the cooperation of such of the banks as are willing to

join, and then let Congress, which always will have the mastery,

deal with such of the banks as refuse to come in.

Senator O'Gorman. Would you permit the banks that refuse to

come in to avail themselves of this rediscount privilege?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Certainly not. Only the banks which come into

the plan and become members should have these privileges. I have

not a doubt that practically all of them, particularly the big banks
that I have come in contact with, will gladly come into this plan

at considerable sacrifices, if it is made economically sound.

Senator O'Goeman. You see it would be quite difficult to exclude

nonparticipating banks from the privileges of the rediscount sys-

tem, inasmuch as they could, by indirect and not entirely illegitimate

methods, pass their paper on to a bank that is a member of the sys-

tem and that bank would in turn enjoy the advantages of the redis-

count features of this system.
Mr. MoRAWETz. It might be so if the member banks join with the

banks that are not members to defeat the purpose of the bill.

Senator O'Goeman. It is fair to say in this connection, Mr. Mora-
wetz, that a number of bankers who have testified before you have,

without any reservation, expressed the opinion that this plan, if de-

vised, should have all the national banks in it, and they favor the

compulsory feature of the proposed bill which compels them tf

come in or surrender their charters. It has been stated, in that same
connection, that bankers are, of course, like other people and, if it

is entirely optional with them to come in or stay out, they would be

likely to defer their coming in at all events until some one else experi-

ments, and that, in that way, it might be difficult to complete this

system within any such period as the authors of the bill hope it would
require.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I agree that all the national banks should be re-

quired to come into this plan, but I think that this requirement
should not be imposed by Congress until it can be done with safety

to the country. And it can not be done with safety to the country
until after you have established the reserve banks and assured the

success of the plan. It is possible, it is probable, that if you do not

make this plan compulsory, but make it permissive merely, there will

be established, at the outset, only three or four of these reserve

banlis. Under a permissive plan, I am confident, a strong reserve

bank would be established in the eastern part of this country, New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, and the neighboring cities. There would
be enough banks there to form a strong regional reserve bank. I

mean enough would come in.
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Senator O'Gorman. Do you mean by that one bank in that ter-

ritory ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. One for that territory. I believe that another
bank could be formed without the compulsory provision, in and
around Chicago; another one could take care of the Central West,
and another one on the Pacific coast.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, now, are you sure as to that Pacific coast
proposition ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. I am not sure as to the Pacific coast proposition.

Senator O'Gorman. Would it not meet your view, as you have in-

dicated during the day, to start out first with the reserve board in

Washington, and then three regional banks to take the place of the

banks in the central reserve cities, New York, Chicago, and St. Louis,

and leaving the power confided to the reserve board to provide for

one, two, or three, or possibly a greater number, ultimately, of reserve

banks in excess of the initial number, as the needs of the country
seemed to require and as the disposition of the country banks ap-
peared to be favorable to the plan ?

Mr. Morawetz. I should start with authorizing the central board
to organize five of these banks, one for the Northeast, one for the Cen-
tral West, including Chicago, one for the Pacific coast, one with its

headquarters in St. Louis for the South and Southwest, or possibly

one in St. Louis for the Southwest and another one in the South for

the Southern States—the old Southern States. That would be five.

But I should put the plan in operation as fast as any of these five

banks should be organized. If three only should be organized, let it

start with three.

Senator O'Gorman. Or if one or two ?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes.

Senator Pomerene. Would you have those three cover the entire

country or only sections of it ?

Mr. Morawetz. Only sections of it.

Senator Bristow. Then would you have a double head and operate

the old system in one part of the country and the new system in

another ?

Mr. Morawetz. I do not think there would be any difficulty.

Simply the banks in those sections in which a regional bank had not

been established would be in the position of nonassenting banks.

There would be no difficulty.

Senator Weeks. You speak with considerable confidence of what

would be done in the East and the Middle West. Do you thmk that

could be done unless changes were made in the pendmg bill ?

Mr. Morawetz. Certainly not. I think changes would have to be

made in the bill—changes not to benefit the banks financially, but

changes which experienced bankers deem necessary to sound banking.

Senator Weeks. That is substantially what you are pointing out,

or what you are intending to point out^the changes you think neces-

sary or desirable ?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes, sir.
. , ,, ,;r .. i, l^

Senator Weeks. Now, do you not thmk, Mr. Morawetz, we have to

use the greatest care not to produce confusion and uncertainty ot

what is going to come from this legislation or when it is going to take

effect?

Mr. Morawetz. Assuredly.
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Senator Weeks. Otherwise, is there not going to be a natural con-

traction and hesitation and stopping of business enterprises of the

country ?

Mr. MoKAWETz. I believe that is going to happen no matter what

legislation you pass and I think that a great many of the voters of

this country will charge the legislation which is passed, whatever

it may be, with being the cause of it.

Senator Weeks. You recognize we have a very delicate proposition.

Mr. MoEAWETz. You have a delicate proposition and you have a

delicate situation to deal with.

Senator Weeks. And we ought to be quite sure of what we are

doing before we do it?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Certainly.

Senator Bristow. Now, Mr. Morawetz, before you leave that point

:

You spoke of starting with three, possibly, and adding the others

later. If it will come in now as part of your remarks, just as well,

what objection would you have to the Federal board which is created,

having the immediate charge of the Federal bank itself ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. You mean to establish a central bank which is to

be managed by the Government?
Senator O'Goeman. By the Federal board.

Senator Bristow. By the Federal board.

Senator O'Goeman. Of seven commissioners.

Senator Beistow. Yes ; of seven commissioners. This is the idea I

had in mind, and that is, that this board which will not have any
ex officio officers—I do not think there ought to be any Government
officers on the board—but let them be in the active management of the

bank itself so that they are coming in direct personal contact with the

operation of the business and thus understand it. I do not say a

central bank, because according to my view it would not be a central

bank ; it would be a Federal bank.
Senator O'Goeman. A Federal bank of discount and reserve.

Senator Beistow. A bank of discount, a bank of reservCj and a

bank of deposit of Government funds, and any reputable banking
concern which has the proper assets could discount those assets at

this bank, and let its operation be extended to the various sections of

the country so as to meet the convenience of the people.
Now, what objection would you see to that?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Well, that is, in substance, the central bank or the

Aldrich plan over again.

Senator Bristow. No. Now, I beg your pardon
;
you do not under-

stand. This we will have now is the Aldrich plan with the head
cut off. AVe have now, with the Aldrich plan, a bank managed by
bankers, owned by bankers, operated by bankers—a private enter-

prise so far as the regional banks are concerned. Now, the central

bank of the Aldrich plan has been left out, and in lieu of it a

Federal reserve board of supervision has been created. Now, in sub-

stitution for that plan, I would create a bank that is not owned by
the bankers, that is not operated by the bankers, but that is owned by
stockholders and operated by the Federal Government for the con-
venience of the banking system of the country, but not controlled by
the bankers at all.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I understand. It is to be a central institution or
central bank, the capital of which is to be furnished by private indi-
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viduals, if you please, anybody who wants to take stock in it or will

take ktock.

iSenator O'Goeman. Preferably by the banks who want to come
into the system.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. They are not to have a vote in it, but it is to be man-
aged by the Government itself through this board.
Senator Bristow. The subscriptions will be wholly voluntary.

Now, it is not a central bank, and I will tell you why : A central bank
is the center of a banking system, connected up, and it is the head
and the center. Now, it is not proposed that this shall be the center
of a banking system, but this shall be a Federal institution which will
come to the relief of the banking system of the country, the demo-
cratic system which now exists, when such relief is needed.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Of course, it is all a question of definition, whether

you call that a central bank or not. I should call it a central bank

;

it performs the functions and is very similar, in substance, to several

of the great central banks in Europe which are managed by gov-
ernment appointees.

Senator Beistow. I guess there is but one, and that is the Bank
of France?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. The Bank of Germany.
Senator Beistow. The system we are now discussing is more nearly

like the Bank of Germany than the one suggested by the question.

Mr. MoBAWETZ. I do not think so, but that is of no consequence.
Senator Beistow. Is the Bank of France called a central bank?

That is, the Bank of France, is it not ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. It is generally called a central bank
;
yes.

Senator Beistow. I have never heard it called the central bank ; I

always heard it called the Bank of France.
Mr. Moeawetz. That is a question of definition. I consider it a

central bank, a large central institution which is the principal de-

pository of the bank reserves, and whose function is not primarily
to make money for its shareholders but to act as the balance wheel
of the banking institutions of the country and to keep the finances of
the whole country sound and safe. But that is a matter of definition.

This is one of the points I expected to take up later, but I will take
it up now. To my mind, the particular objection to any such scheme,

which I call a central-bank scheme for the United States, is that it

would inevitably result in sectional controversies and inject politics

into the management of the whole system. In European countries

banking and currency questions never have been considered political

questions. In this country banking and currency questions have been

considered as fit subjects of party politics from the beginning of the

Government up to the present day. Tlie First Bank of the United
States ended in 1816 or 1817 in bitter political controversies and in

the dissolution of the bank. The Second Bank of the United States

ended in the so-called bank war in Jackson's time, and the bank
was dissolved, not because it was inefBcient or because it was not a

useiful institution but because the banking question was seized upon
by the two political parties as a suitable political issue, and Mr. Clay

and Mr. Jackson made it the principal issue of their presidential

campaigns. After the war we all know that the question of the

issue of our Government notes became a political question—not an
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economical question, to be dealt with on its merits. Sections of the

country wanted the National Government even to pay the interest on
its bonds in its own depreciated paper currency. Then for 12 years
the silver question was the principal issue between the political

parties—I mean the free coinage of silver at 16 to 1. After that

we had the compulsory guaranty of bank deposits as the principal

issue of a presidential campaign, and now this very question—this

very bill we have before us—is a party measure and, possibly, will

have to be forced through by party caucus.

Senator O'Goeman. There is no substantial sentiment, of which
I am aware, justifying that last conjecture of yours.

Mr. MoRAWETz. I hope it may not be so ; but I was going on to say,

if it should be so, I do not blame anybody; I do not think anybody
here should be blamed. It is the result of the conditions which have
prevailed in this country from Washington's time down. It is be-

cause the people of this country have chosen to treat banking and
currency questions as fit subjects for party politics. What I am
leading up to is this: The moment you have a central institution

which is to dispense credit or take care of the banks throughout the

country you immediately will have sectional demands made upon the

central institution. At sometimes the South will want this central

institution to lend credit to the banks of the South, so that they can
help the planters to corner their cotton ; at other times the West will

want credit from this central institution to help the farmers to carry

their products. And so it will be impossible, if you have a single

central bank or central institution in this country, to avoid these

sectional differences and sectional controversies, and the moment
sectional differences and sectional controversies arise party politics

will seize upon them and make them political issues.

Now that, to my mind, is the principal reason why one central

bank or central institution for the whole of this country is unwise.

It is wholly unnecessary. You can avoid these sectional differences

by dividing the country into districts each as big as any country in

Europe and quite big enough to have a central bank of its own. The
central-bank system has been tried and has been found, to work per-

fectly in every country in which it has been tried. The principle of

the system unquestionably is sound. I would simply apply that prin-

ciple, and you will have to apply it if you ever have sound banking
in this country, but I would take each great division of this country
separately and give it its own regional central bank.

Senator Beistow. Mr. Morawetz, suppose we do that. You have
presented your views clearly, I think. Suppose we do that. Then
do you favor giving the central board, which we create here in

Washington the power to compel one regional bank to discount the
paper of another regional bank?
Mr. MoRAvraTZ. I am convinced that it would not be wise to give

the Federal board this power. I should give the Federal board some
powers which are not given it by this bill, but I should take away
that particular power to which you refer. If I believed that it was
necessary to give the Federal board the power to hand over the re-

serves of one regional bank to another bank, I should consider the plan
unsound. If these regional reserve banks are not strong enough to

stand independently without giving that power to the Federal
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board I should consider that they were not adequate to serve the pur-
poses for which they are created, and the whole plan, in my eyes,

would stand condemned. But I believe that if you establish not more
than five of these banks they would be strong enough, and they would
serve all the purposes for which ,they were created without giving
this power to the Federal reserve board.

Senator Beistow. If it is necessary to give that power to the
Federal reserve board then the Federal reserve board would become
the tyrant of political attacks, unless upon the request of a regional

bank it would call upon some other regional bank to discount its

paper. Now, the South might be in need of help.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes.

Senator Bkistow. New York or Chicago might think they could
not spare the help which the South wanted, and decline, because they
would feel their own section of the country needed all the resources.

The South would appeal to the Federal board to require them to do
it, and this would at once precipitate the political controversy which
you seek to avoid, it seems to me.
Mr. MoRAWETz. Exactly. And, furthermore, I think that provision

would lead to unsound banking. It would be an invitation to some
of these banks to rely upon the Federal board to help them with the

reserves of other banks; and furthermore
Senator Shafroth (interposing). Do you think they would do

this. Senator Bristow, in view of the fact that each one of the re-

serve districts has a right to present the bank paper to the reserve

bank and have money issued on it? What is the use of going to

another bank?
Senator Beistow. But the authority is in the bill ; and Mr. Vander-

lip and others have said that they believed that authority was neces-

sary.

Senator Shafeoth. Well, it may be necessary in verjr extreme
cases; but I do not believe it would be necessary one time in a year.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. With great deference to these gentlemen, I be-

lieve it is not necessary.

Senator Pomerene. I was going to ask you a question in that con-

nection. As I understand, your position is this : That each of these

regional banks, when organized, would have sufficient strength and
power of itself to meet the demands of that particular section. Now,
if that be so, then what harm could come from giving the Federal

reserve board the right, in the event that an emergency should arise,

to transfer from one regional bank to another ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Each of these regional reserve banks, if properly

managed, would be strong enough. But if you are going to start

in hy saying, " Go on, if your reserves fall short; if you extend your-

self too much we will help you by turning over some of the reserves

of the New York banks or of the Chicago banks," you are going to

make unsound banking; and furthermore

Senator Pomerene (interposing) . Well, for what reason would it

be unsound banking

?

'

•
i .i, • j-

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Because they would be too free with their dis-

counts. They would not keep up their discount rate to the proper

point to prevent overextension in their sections of the country.

Senator Shafeoth. If there were only one central bank, however,

they would practically do the same thing, would they not< ihey
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could take from the reserves of the central bank and say, " New Or-
leans needs more than this, and we will give it an undue proportion."
Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. Or they may say, " California needs more and

we will give it to them." And under one central bank it would
have exactly this same power.
Mr. MoKAWETz. That would result in the sectional controversies

which I want to avoid. And so this provision, I think, would lead
to sectional controversies and ultimately would introduce politics

into the situation.

Gentlemen, this country under its present system, without any
regional banks or central bank, has prospered beyond all other
nations. We have had occasional panics. Most of these panics
were due to unsound currency conditions which no longer exist.

Our currency to-day is all as good as gold, and there is no danger

—

if it is not increased—that any of it will ever become less valuable
than it is.

All that is needed now, in my judgment, to prevent a recurrence
of this scramble for money is to centralize to some extent—^not wholly,
but to centralize to some extent—the reserve money, so that it will be
available when and where it is most needed. And that is the object

of these regional reserve banks.
My advice would be, as I have stated, to limit the number of the

banks to five; to establish them as fast as you Can get them estab-

lished by the vohmtary action of the banks ; and then, after you have
your plan in working order, take up the question what shall be
done with those banks which stay out. I think, ultimately, they

ought to be coerced into coming in, but only after you have estab-

lished a successful plan, and after this great difficulty of the present

situation has been provided for—the difficulty arising from the out-

standing national-bank notes. You can not dissolve any considerable

number of these national banks until you have made adequate pro-

vision, through the regional banks, for the issue of currency to take

the place of national-bank notes which will be redeemed.
Senator Bristow. Mr. Morawetz, you approve, as I understand,

the appointment of this Federal board by the President, so that it is

an appointive board ?

Mr. MoRAAVETZ. Pbelieve that if this system is adopted there should

be a central board appointed by the President with the fullest su-

pervisory powers, and also certain powers of controlling the opera-

tion of the banks. But these powers of control—these discretionary

powers—should be strictly limited in such a way as to keep out sec-

tional controversies and so as to prevent politics interfering with the

operations of the board.
Senator Beistow. Well, if this central board is the supreme and

superior authority, and if it is appointed by the President—

—

Mr. MoEAWETZ (interposing). On certain subjects only.

Senator Beistow (continuing). Yes. Now, it seems to me—this

is my view of it; it may be erroneous, of course, but I very firmly

believe that the real authority in the management of this system

—

that is, the practical authority—exists in the board of management of

the regional banks.

Mr. MoEAWETz. It ought to be there.

Senator Beistow. Now, why should not
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Mr. MoRAWETz (interposing). You say the board of management
of the regional banks. Do you mean the board of directors of each
bank?
Senator Bristow. Yes ; of each bank. That is the real governing

force in this system. The other authority is off here in Washing-
ton—not in direct contact with the system. Of course, there may
be complaints here and there, and it interferes with the system
more or less. It might manage it wisely and it might not ; but why
should not the Government appoint the board of directors of the
regional banks if these regional banks are to be the real controlling
factor in the administration of the system ?

Mr. MoRAAVETZ. Because I do not think that such a management
by Government appointees would be a good management. There
have been cases in which the Government has appointed directors

of Pacific railroads. You remember there used to be Government
directors of some of the Pacific railroad companies, such as the Union
Pacific. But I think that all railroad men will agree that the Gov-
ernment directors were not helpful to the good management of those
railroad companies.
Senator Bristow. They were political appointees, were they not ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I am simply stating a fact.

Senator Bristow. Well, if it is wise for the President to appoint
the supreme board, with authority in theory, why should not he ap-
point the managers who have authority in fact ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. It is all a question of fact, not of theory. Now, as

a fact, there is no doubt in my mind whatsoever that the business
management of these institutions should be in the business men chosen
by the banks. I think you would then have a good management.
But the supervision of these institutions should be in the hands of a
Government board, which should consist wholly of appointees of the

President, and upon which the banks should not be represented.

Senator Bristow. Well, that is similar to the authority which the

comptroller has over the present system.

Mr. MoRAAVETz. Yes ; and something more.
Senator Bristow. Yes ; and something more. That is a theoretical

supervision ; and where something radical goes wrong, he takes pos-

session—^but it is after it has gone wrong.
Mr. MoRAWETz. That would not happen here. The comptroller has

7,000 and odd banks under him. Here there would be five ; and you
would have a body of eight first-class men, I hope, who would be

appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of

the Senate; and they would be in constant direct communication with

each of these institutions and would have wider powers than the

comptroller has over the individual banks now.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Morawetz, my objection to Mr. Aldrich's plan

was that it was controlled by the banks, and that the central bank,

which was the central authority and for which in this plan the cen-

tral board has been substituted—was chosen by the banks ; and I be-

lieve that certain great interests would control this institution so as

to promote their desires when occasion required it.

And I believe that the country is against the plan suggested by

Mr. Aldrich, because the country believes it would be controlled by

selfish interests to serve their own purposes.
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Now this system takes away the central bank and substitutes a

board. But it centers the real control which the central bank under
the Aldrich system had, in regional banks, and leaves the control of

those regional banks exactly where Mr. Aldrich would put it in his

system.

So my objection to this is that, instead of preventing the thing

which the country feared would happen in Mr. Aldrich's bill, will

actually happen by the control of the regional banks in this bill ; and
it is altogether

Mr. MoEAWETZ (interposing). I frankly must say that I think you
are conjuring up a specter of the imagination.

Senator Bristow. Well, then, what is the objection to Mr. Aldrich's

system ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I will come to that in a moment. These regional

banks—what will they control ? All they are there for, and all they

are to accomplish is, to introduce a bond of unity among the scattered

banks of the district to enable them, in a measure, to pool reserves, so

that, in case of stress, or trouble, the reserves will be available to stave

off a run upon individual banks, or a panic of any kind, and to fur-

nish a general market for commercial paper, so that the banks will

not be obliged to loan so much on stock-exchange collateral.

It is, to my mind, not a centralization scheme at all. It is a most
democratic scheme. It is to help to strengthen the individual banks,

the small banks particularly, and to make their credit—the whole of

their credit—available for the commerce of this country, instead of

forcing the individual banks to tie up a considerable part of their

resources in railroad bonds and in stock-exchange loans.

Senator Beistow. Well, why could not all that you Have said in

behalf of these regional banks be said in behalf of Mr. Aldrich's sys-

tem of organization?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. It could, sir; it could. The fault of the Aldrich

plan or of any central plan, as I have endeavored to point out, is that

it inevitably will introduce sectional controversies and party politics

into the management of the whole business.

Now, I brush aside as of minor importance in the Aldrich plan

the controversy as to who shall control the board of directors of the

central institution. I know that there are many who believe that

some of the rich men of this country who would in some way, by
hook or by crook, get control of that board of directors. I do not
think so myself. I think the greater danger under the Aldrich plan
was that the scattered small banks throughout the country—the

country banks—would get the control of the management and that

unsound banking practices—possibly inflation—^might be the result

under the Aldrich plan.
But, it is not a question of that; I do not care who controls the

central institution. If it were controlled by individuals to-day, next
year you would have the Government step in and take charge because
sectional controversies would certainly arise. You never could work
in this country a single central institution which would have to

establish a uniform discount rate for all the country, or different
rates for different sections, under any central bank, without having
sectional controversies occur.

Senator Beistow. Well, it has been alleged, and we are urged to
pass this bill because it is alleged, that it will break up what is com-
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monly termed the " Money Trust " ; and that the intention of this leg-

islation is to break up the control of credits that has been complained

of, and that this legislation is intended for that purpose. Well, Mr.
Bryan, the Secretary of State, in his speech which he delivered at

Waterloo, Iowa, has stated, last ^yeek, that that was Avhat this legis-

lation was intended to do. And he intimated that those of us who
were insisting upon examining the subject with some care, before we
approved or disapproved the legislation, were simply the agents of

Wall Street in undertaking to delay legislation, because it was legis-

lation that would interfere with the operations of Wall Street.

Now, with such eminent authority as that making such statements

as that, it seems to me that we can not ignore the fact that this

legislation is primarily intended, at least, to free the country from
what it is believed to be the controlling authority of certain great

financial interests. Well, if that is the case and these interests are in

control of the regional banks
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Will you permit an interrup-

tion there, Senator Bristow ?

Senator Bristow. Certainly.

Senator O'Gorman. You know that the authors of this bill have
never stated that that was the purpose of this legislation. They have
invariably claimed, and I think correctly, that the only need of this

legislation is to provide a system whereby the elasticity of our cur-

rency can be promoted and whereby the metallic reserves of the coun-
try can be concentrated—mobilized.

Senator Bristow. That is true. I think that is true. But this

other element has been
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Injected.

Senator Bristow (continuing). Very forcibly, in a way, injected

into this question. The papers have been full of it and it leads me to

inquire if that is the purpose of this legislation, then should we not

undertake to provide against that evil? And I maintain that with
the banks in control of the actual authority, by having control of the

regional board, they are just as much in authority now—will be

under this law—as they otherwise would be.

Mr. Morawetz. Ohj" no; not at S,ll, in my judgment. This plan

makes careful provision for keeping the control of each regional

reserve bank out of the hands of any clique of banks. The division of

the board into three classes of directors, and the division of the banks
into groups for purposes of election, would wholly eliminate any

danger of that kind. The few big banks, in New York, for instance—

and those are the ones which I suppose are the " niggers in the wood-

pile "—would have very little to say in choosing the board of direc-

tors of the regional reserve bank which is to control them.

Senator Bristow. Well, now, Mr. Morawetz, you are a practical

man, and I try to be one. Do you not think that the influential

bankers in these regions will control the election of these directors ?

Mr. Morawetz. I do not.

Senator Bristoav. What makes you think they will not?

Mr. Morawetz. Because of my general knowledge of mankind

and of the conditions existing.

Senator Bristow. Do you not think they would like to control i

Mr. Morawetz. Oh, yes ; anybody would.
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Senator Beistow. Yes; any great banker would like to have con-

trol of the management of this great institution with which he is

doing business.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.
Senator Beistow. Now, has it not been your experience that a few

powerful men can carefuUj^ organize an election and control it—or a

convention and control it?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Sometimes, if it is not too big.

Senator Beistow. Did you ever see a convention so big that a few
powerful men could not control it ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Oh, yes; I have seen a good many unexpected
results happen at presidential conventions. [Laughter.]

Senator Bristow. Yes ; unexpected ; that is true. But, nevertheless,

the powerful men were there. It has been suggested—and I think

with a good deal of practical sense and judgment—that men thor-

oughly familiar with our region of the country can name now tlie

men who would control the election of the board of directors of the

regional bank. I think that a few of us can tell who will be in con-

trol of the regional bank out in that section where we live.

Senator O'Goeman. Are they good men ? [Laughter.]
Senator Beistow. Yes ; they are good men. But I think they have

certain interests that they would protect first, and they would think
they were doing the right thing in doing that; but it would be their

interests with which they had a personal connection, which they

would protect first.

Now, it is advocated by those who stand for these regional banks

and their methods of electing directors, that it is a very democratic

way of electing these boards of directors.

It has been my lot to attend a good many county and State con-

ventions ; and in a county or State convention every delegate has one
vote, whether he comes from a township and is simply a farmer or

whether he is a great lawyer living in the city; they are all on an
equality ; every man has one vote.

But it would be idle to say that the innocent farmer that comes up
from the township has as much influence in the control of the action

of that convention as the strong, aggressive man from the city.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Of course, intelligence everywhere ought to have,

and does have, more influence than ignorance. This country woul^
go to ruin in a very short time if superior ability did not give supe-

rior control, superior power. It ought to be so.

Senator Beistow. Now, in managing a convention—and this is a
•convention that is to elect the directors—intelligence plays a great
part, of course, and it should do so. I do not want to discredit in-

telligence. But Sam Smith will say to John Jones, "You fellows
down in your part of the county support our man for clerk of the
court, and we will support your man for county superintendent."
And they fix up a slate the night before the convention meets ; an(i

the next morning it goes through—unless some clog gets in the wheels
unexpectedly.

Senator O'Goeman. Is that the way they do it in Kansas, Senator
Bristow ? [Laughter.]

Senator Beistow. That is the way they do it everywhere—New
York, California, and Texas, and everywliere else.
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Senator Shafkoth. They do not do it when the direct primary
comes into effect.

Senator Bbistow. Now, in order to avoid the evils which have
grown up in our political life under that system, the direct primary
has been injected in and made a part of our political institutions.

Now, we propose here in this bill, in selecting directors of this power-
ful institution that is to control the currency and banking system of

a vast region, the old method. There has not been a method used by
a political boss for 50 years that can not be used effectively in the
selection of these directors, in my opinion.

Mr. Morawetz. I do not agree with you as to that. I think this

is a very democratic system which will work perfectly, and I think
the other system of having the management appointed by the Gov-
ernment will be sure to inject party politics into the selection of the^

directors and to introduce every vice which you very justly wish to

exclude. I think it would have just the effect which you wish it not
to have. However, of course, that is merely a matter of judgment.
Senator Bristow. I do not believe I have gotten your reasons

clearly as to why it is desirable to appoint the general supervising
board and not to appoint the actual operating board.
Mr. Morawetz. Because the one is a business board having the

business management of this banking business and the other is a
supervisory board, with only very limited powers of direction con-

ferred upon it for the protection of the general interests of the whole
country.

Now, under this plan each reserve bank is required to pay the notes

of any other reserve bank which comes to it and is to collect them
from the issuing bank. There is no provision in this bill which
would enable the paying bank to recover from the issuing bank the

costs of exchange and the loss of interest. I think that ought to be
covered. Under this plan if the New York reserve bank should issue

a million dollars' worth of notes and those notes should be sent to

California, the California bank would have to hand out a million

dollars of its gold or lawful money and it would have to then reim-

burse itself by sending the notes to New York a,nd getting its gold

back, and it would have no recourse under this bill for the exchange

or loss of interest. That certainly is a defect which ought to be

covered.

Senator Hjetchcock. There is a provision in the bill under which
the San Francisco bank could charge those notes to the Government
account.

Mr. MoRAvraTZ. If it has a Government deposit there, and then the

Government would lose. It would stand in the breech.

Senator Hitchcock. The Government would then be required to

demand payment of those notes from the New York bank ?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes. But there is another provision in the bill

which requires a reserve bank to receive at par as a deposit checks

drawn or drafts drawn on other reserve banks. That is subject to

the same criticism. It is not fair ; it is not wise.

It seems to me that an essential feature of this plan is to require

these reserve banks to establish a clearing house, and each reserve

bank to keep a part of its reserve in that clearing house, not for

banking purposes, but to settle balances that can not be cleared,

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 47
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whether they be upon notes or other claims, such balances to be
charged to the several banks with proper charges for exchange.
That, however, is a practical matter which the banks would easily

and readily work out for themselves. All that would be required
is to give them authority to do this under regulations to be approved
by the central board.
Now, my judgment is that inasmuch as all these provisions relat-

ing to the note issues are very imperfect, and I think practically

unworkable under the present bill, the best course would be to strike

out of the present bill not only the provisions dissolving the banks
which do not come in within a year, but also all the provisions re-

lating to note issues, and to take up these subjects at the next session

of Congress, or within a short time after the organization of these

banks. I do not think that provision for the issue of additional

notes is at all necessary. The United States has, as I pointed out
this morning, a superabundance of paper currency. We have more
uncovered currency, more currency which is not gold, than any other
country in the world, not only absolutely but also in proportion to

our supply of gold and per capita of population.
Senator Pomeeene. That has probably answered the question I was

going to ask you as to whether or not the ratio between the paper
currency uncovered in this country and the gold was greater or less

than the ratio between the paper currency and gold in the other
countries.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Much greater in this country. It is about twice
as big in this country as in any other great country. We have out-

standing, year in and year out, more uncovered paper currency than
any of the great countries of Europe when its currency is expanded
to its utmost.

Senator Shafeoth. Do not the Dominion notes of Canada have a

reserve of only 25 per cent behind them ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes ; I will take that up in a moment.
Senator Pomeeene. Is not our commerce very materially different

from that of the other countries, so that we really need more of the
currency ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I speak of the ratio between the paper and the
gold. We do not need as much currency for circulation as does
France, where nearly all the debts are paid in currency, and not by
check. But in England they have practically no paper currency at

all. There are outstanding £18,000,000—under £18,000,000—under
$90,000,000 of Bank of England notes, issued against Government
deposits. Every other Bank of England note is issued against an
equivalent amount of gold locked up in the vaults of the bank, and
specifically set apart for its payment. So that Bank of England
notes, for practical purposes, are the same as our gold certificates.
Therefore in England there is gold enough to cover the currency for
practical purposes. Yet England is the principal center of com-
mercial credit for the whole world, and it is also the principal source
from which the whole world draws gold when gold is needed. How
do they do it? Simply because they have a proper reserve back in
the Bank of England. It is not an enormous institution, but it is a
properly managed reserve bank, such as we want to establish under
this bill. The Bank of England is sufiicient to keep financial condi-
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tions sound and strong in England, and is sufficient to enable England
to maintain her supremacy in commercial credits and in money trans-
actions throughout the entire world.
In my judgment, if this bill is right, if it is worked out correctly,

conditions in this country would be perfectly safe and sound without
providing for the issue of another dollar of paper currency.
However, in urging
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Will you discuss, for a mo-

ment, the paper currency of France and Germany as you have dis-
cussed that of England ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. The system in France and in Germany, of course,
is different. The Bank of France and the Imperial Bank of Ger-
many have the power to issue notes, asset currency, to a limited ex-
tent ; but they use that power very sparingly.

As I have stated several times before, they never, under any cir-

cumstances, have as much uncovered paper currency in those coun-
tries as we have outstanding year in and year out. Each one of these
banks is managed as a reserve bank ought to be, and I hope as these
banks are going to be managed. They use their power of issuing
notes solely as a means of keeping the financial situation in equi-
librium throughout the country.

Senator Hitchcock. Is there any real restraint upon the Imperial
Bank of Germany in the issuing of notes except that they must
always keep a reserve of 33^ per cent ?

Mr. MoRAVTETZ. Thirty-three and a third per cent. When they get
beyond a certain point they have to pay 5 per cent tax.

Senator Hitchcock. Does that not seem to be a rather moderate
limitation? Is there anything very stringent there?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. No ; but, gentlemen, a tax is not necessary in Ger-
many, because the management of that bank would not dream of put-
ting out notes merely to make money, and the tax is not really neces-

sary to deter them from putting out notes when notes ought not to be
put out.

Senator Hitchcock. At the time that Germany had her reserve

below 40 per cent, how much uncovered currency did that involve ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. I do not know the figures.

Senator Hitchcock. You are sure it would be less than we have?
Mr. Morawetz. Oh, yes; much less. I have forgotten just what

those figures are. I think about one-half as much as we have, per

capita.

Senator Hitchcock. In France the limitation is a little less than

6,000,000,000 francs; a little below 6,000,000,000 francs?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes; but they carry an enormous reserve of coin

in the Bank of France, as you know.
Senator Hitchcock. Our uncovered currency is about $200,000,000

of greenbacks
Mr. Morawetz (interposing). $200,000,000 of greenbacks, $600,-

000,000 of silver, and $725,000,000 of national-bank notes.

Senator Hitchcock. Germany has a great deal of silver ?

Mr. Morawetz. Not nearly so much. France has more silver in

proportion than Germany.
Senator Hitchcock. In speaking of uncovered currency I sup-

pose you are only referring to demand currency ?
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Mr. MoEAWETz. I am speaking of all currency which has to be

kept up to the gold standard. Silver, except subsidiary silver, is

exactly the same, for practical purposes, as paper.

Senator Pomebene. I have been informed that the actual per

capita circulation in France, and by that I mean in actual circula-

tion, is about $40 per capita. In this country, while nominally we
have about $33 or $34 per capita, as a matter of fact we have only

about $17.70 per capita actual circulation. I mean that, taking the

reserves from the total money of the country, which is in fact not in

circulation.

Mr. MoEAWETz. About $17, 1 think, is right. But you understand
the reason for that is that in this country we pay largely by checks.

In France scarcely anything is paid by checks. Every tradesman
always collects payments and makes payments in money.

Senator Hitchcock. You recommend that this bill be passed after

striking out the clause authorizing the issuance of additional cur-

rency ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I recommend—I think really the wisest course

would be to do that, with the intention of dealing with the currency

question separately at the next session of Congress.
Senator Hitchcock. In that case the reserve banks would have

nothing to loan to the member banks and nothing with which to dis-

count the notes of member banks, except the reserve in the vaults.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Except capital and deposits.

Senator Hitchcock. Would there not be a tendency to produce a

stringency by that process of moving these reserves from their pres-

ent place to the new place and not authorizing the banks which have
been created to issue currency?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think so. Of course you would not do it

all at once. The transfers would be made gradually.
Senator Shafeoth. There would be no currency, in that event,

to take the place of the retired national-bank notes.

Mr. MoEAWETz. There would not be any retired national-bank
notes. They would remain outstanding for the present. You can

not deal with the question until you have your divisional reserve

banks successful and sufficiently strong to enable them to issue notes

in place of such of the $700,000,000 of these notes as are retired.

Senator O'Gorman. Where would your relief come from in a time

of stress or in time of conditions such as we had in 1907 ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. The relief would come through the use of the

reserves which have been pooled in the divisional reserve bank.
The trouble in 1907 arose from the fact that whereas there was

plenty of reserve money each bank locked up its reserve and was
afraid to use it to help the weak banks.
Now if this reserve money has been in a central institution, in a

divisional reserve bank, it would have been available, and we would
not have had the trouble. As a matter of fact, the trouble was
stopped by this very process of pooling reserves through the clearing

house. What you want to do is

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Was there not something
more than that? Did not those clearing houses issue clearing-house
currency which relieved the stringency ?
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes; but it really was not that. The clearing
house forced the banks to accept these orders upon each other, but
if the currency had been in the hands of the clearing houses so that
the clearing houses might have said, "We will rediscount some of

your paper ; here is the money," the trouble would have been avoided.
This bill, if it works at all—and it will work—will give us five

banlis working on the same principle as the Bank of England, and
each one of these banks will have a territory five times as big as the

Bank of England.
Senator Pomerene. Mr. Morawetz, I think, in answer to a ques-

tion a moment ago by Senator Bristow, you made a statement that

you would take from the Federal board the power to make transfers

from one regional bank to another, but at the same time you would
give it certain other powers, but I do not think you went into that

subject.

Mr. Morawetz. Not yet.

Senator Pomebbne. Have you that in mind ?

Mr. Morawetz. I have it marked down, and I will discuss it a little

later.

Senator Pomerene. I would like to have your suggestion.

Mr. Morawetz. I recognize fully—I think anyone must recognize

that these regional banks will have to be under very strict govern-
mental supervision, and that certain discretionary powers must be
vested in the governmental board. I think everybody must agree
also that the greatest possible pains should be taken to exclude party
politics from this central board.
Now, the bill as drafted here provides that of the four appointed

members not more than two shall belong to the same political party,

thus recognizing the likelihood of politics entering into it. It goes

on then and provides that three of the seven members shall be ap-

pointed by the administration. In fact, two of them are to be
Cabinet officers. Now, it seems to me that is a most unwise pro-

vision, because inevitably the result would be to make the adminis-

tration responsible in the eyes of the people for the acts of this

Federal reserve board. I strongly urge that all of the seven mem-
bers of this central Federal reserve board shall be appointed by the

President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and that

all the restrictions which are imposed by the bill in the selection of

the members of this board be eliminated. We must trust somebody,
and I think far and away the safest plan is to trust the President and
the Senate to get good men for this board.

Senator Hitchcock. What do you mean by " good" men? What
type of men will they be ? What qualifications should they have ?

Mr. Morawetz. Men of high character, who are not in politics,

and who are not in the banking business.

Senator Hitchcock. For instance, would you appoint a lawyer

who had never had any banking experience?

Mr. Morawetz. There are a great many lawyers who have not had
banking experience who, in my opinion, would probably fill this po-

sition better than the average 'banker. The fact is, gentlemen

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Would you appoint a college

professor ?
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Mr. MoEAWBTZ. Not too many of them.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you think there should be upon the

board any men who are familiar with the workings of a bank ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes; I think so. I think probably one or two of

them. I think it is better that they should not all be ex-bank presi-

dents. As a matter of fact, men of the

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Why would you object to prac-

tical bankers ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not object to them, but I recognize the fact

that the great majority of the successful bank presidents in the

United States are routine men, who started in as clerks and worked

their way up, and who really do not know very much about finance.

They know all about discounting paper and making loans, and they

know the mechanical end of banking. Some of them, of course, are

very able financiers, but I am speaking of the average. I think there

are many successful bank presidents who would be wholly inadequate

to fill this position.

Senator Shafeoth. You were about to comment on the qualifica-

tions of the lawyer as a member of this board, and you were stopped

by a question. Will you go on with that ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I was about to say that there are a great many
lawyers who have acquired a general business knowledge which

would make them eminently fitted for this position.

Senator Beistow. What about newspaper men?
Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not know. I presume there are some news-

paper men who might be fitted for the position. You can not, by

any statutory definition, insure the appointment of good men to this

office. You have got to rely on the President of the United States

and the Senate, and there is no better reliance.

Senator Hitchcock. I was trying to get at your idea as to what
class of men should be on this board, or what general qualifica-

tions they should have. Should they be men of experience in the

financial history of the world, for instance, and familiar with the

history of banks of issue; familiar with the experience of Germany
and France and England and Canada, and with world commerce,

or should they be men who understand the details of the banking
business, or should they be college professors -and theorists?

Mr. MoEAWETz. They should not be college professors or theorists.

Senator Hitchcock. Would a professor of political economy be

qualified ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. No ; I do not think so. His knowledge of political

economy would not disqualify him, but, I think, perhaps he would
not have sufficient practical business laiowledge to enable him to fill

the position.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you object to nominating the eight

men in the record here ? [Laughter.]
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I should object

;
yes, sir.

Senator Shaeeoth. You might start a boom for some of your
friends. [Laughter.]

Senator O'Goeman. Just in passing, Mr. Morawetz, so we may
keep this record straight, you are a lawyer yourself ?

Mr. Moeawetz. I am a lawyer.
Senator O'Goeman. And you know something about banking?
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. A little.

Senator Bkistow. Now, it has been the practice in the national in-
stitutions to appoint a Secretary of the Treasury who has been a
banker and then let him choose his assistants from newspaper boys
who have been useful about the Capitol. Do you think that would be
a good plan for this board, or do you think that would likely happen
in the creating of this board ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think that would happen ; no, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. Not under Democratic administration.
Mr. MoEAWETz. I think everything would depend on how this

system is started, and I am satisfied, under the present administration,

it would be started right. The standard would be high. It has been
suggested that the men on this board should be men of high stand-
ing, similar to the judges of the Supreme Court, and, I think, the
Interstate Commerce Commission, likewise, has been mentioned. I
believe that if the standard were set high at the beginning it would
be kept up.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Morawetz, I am clear in my own mind
that there is no reason a Secretary of Agriculture should be a member
of this reserve board. I am equally clear that the Comptroller of the
Currency should not be. I am a little in doubt as to whether there
may not be some special reason why the Secretary of the Treasury
might not be a member of the board. What is your impression as

to that?

Mr. Morawetz. I thought over that a good deal, and my first im-
pression was that it was desirable the Secretary of the Treasury
should be on that board. But I have reached the firm conviction

that it would be better not to have him on that board at all, so that
the action of this board should not be considered the action of the

administration.

Senator Bristow. Do you think, Mr. Morawetz, there is any more
reason for putting the Secretary on this board than there would be
for putting the Attorney General on the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission ?

Mr. Morawetz. There is some difference, but the illustration is

not inapt. Of course, the Secretary of the Treasury represents the

financial interests of the United States, and the United States will

have large dealings with the banks. Nevertheless, I think the Sec-

retary of the Treasury should stand apart, and he should be supreme
in all things within his jurisdiction. If he were on this board he

would only be one-seventh of the board, and he never should be put
in that position.

Senator O'Gorman. Then, apart from that, you would suppose that

the Secretary of the Treasury would have all of his time occupied

with the duties of that office?

Mr. Morawetz. I am very sure of it.

Senator O'Goeman. And that it would not be fair to impose addi-

tional burdens upon him?
Mr. Morawetz. I feel that way. That is another reason and a

very strong one.

Senator Hitchcock. It has beeen suggested that the Secretary of

the Treasury, however, should control to some extent the deposits

of the Government funds and, in that way, he probably would be

able to influence die system.
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Mr. MoEAWETz. That is a different matter. If the deposit of Gov-
ernment funds is to be discretionary, then, of course, the Secretary
of the Treasury should exercise that discretion. You mean the

choice of the banks?
Senator Hitchcock. Not altogether. A question has been raised

here whether or not the bill wisely makes it absolutely obligatory
upon the Secretary of the Treasury to deposit in these banks every
dollar of Government funds as fast as it comes in. An emergency
might arise which would make it necessary for the Secretary of the
Treasury to accumulate funds or accumulate gold, or an emergency
might arise in which the administration might not approve a certain

policy of the board. It might feel that the policy was getting in the
direction of inflation, and that the withdrawal of Government funds
would tend to counteract it.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Perhaps I have a more trustful disposition than
some of the gentlemen present, but I should trust the Secretary of the
Treasury with a discretion in that regard, just aB I would trust the
managers, the boards of directors of the reserve banks, with the same
measure of honesty and sense of fair dealing with which I would trust
the Government officials.

Senator Shafeoth. Is it not important that the Secretary of the
Treasury should be on this board because the question as to whether
Government funds shall draw interest or not is to be determined,
and we have, at the present time, about $280,000,000 of money that
would be Government deposits?

Senator O'Gohman. If you are going to give the Government all

the surplus profits earned by the regional banks beyond the 5 or 6
per cent that will be paid to member banks as interest on their
capital contributions, what advantage is there in giving the Govern-
ment interest, because you are simply making the Government pay it?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Then, there is another pgint
Senator Shafeoth. It is not the way it is now.
Senator O'Goeman. No; of course not.
Mr. MoRAWETZ. As the bill is drawn, after paying 5 per cent

dividends on the stock, part of the surplus is to be given to de-
positors by way of interest, and the Government would share in
that. I do not like the provision in the bill requiring the payment
of special interest on Government deposits.
Senator Pomeeene. In that connection it has been urged that the

Government should not have interest unless the member banks get
interest.

Senator O'Goeman. On their deposits ?

Senator Pomeeene. On their deposits ; but, on the other hand, the
member banks, a great many of them, if not the majority of them,
pay their depositors interest. This is particularly for the benefit
of the banks. Now, if the depositors in the member banks are to get
interest, what reason is there why the Government should not, for
the same reason, get some interest on the deposits it may have?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Why, because the deposits in the member banks

are used in the regular course of the banking business whereas the
deposits of these reserve banks are not there to make money, but are
there for the purpose of rediscounting.

Senator Pomeeene. For the banks.
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Mr. MoRAWETz. For the benefit of the banks, yes. This bill con-
tains a provision which will make it necessary at the end of 20 years
to go through all this turmoil over again, because at that time the
charters of these banks are to expire. I suggest that this limitation
be stricken out, the charters of these reserve banks being subject to
withdrawal or dissolution at any time by Congress and the bill itself

being subject to amendment, alteration, or repeal at i ' e will of Con-
gress. You wiU recall the cases of the first bank of the United
States and of the second bank of the United States, which had simi-

lar provisions.

Senator Pomeeene. That is, you would let power be vested in some
administrative branch of the Government to renew the charters?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. No, sir. I should have the charters run indefi-

nitely until repealed. If ever there was a lesson of history which
we ought to heed, it is that such banks should not be chartered for a
limited period. The bill says

:

The Federal reserve bank, so incorporated, shall have succession for a period
of 20 years from its organization, unless sooner dissolved by act of Congress.

Now, what I would provide is, " shall have succession until dis-

solved by act of Congress." At the end of the bill, furthermore, there
is a provision that the right to amend, alter, or repeal this act is

hereby expressly reserved. Therefore this limitation of 20 years is

wholly unnecessary for the protection of the public, but it makes it

necessary before the expiration of 20 years to pass a new act of
Congress to keep the banks alive.

The bill does not make Specific provision as to the executive man-
agement of the reserve banks. It provides that there shall be a
chairman of the board of directors, who is to be appointed by the
central board. But it does not indicate what his powers shall be. In
my judgment, the executive management of the bank should under
no circumstances be in the chairman or representative of the central
board. The business management should be in a president and other
officers selected by the board, all of whom should hold office at the
will of the board. The chairman appointed by the central board
should merely preside at the meetings of the board of directors and
should perform the other functions assigned to him under this bill as

representative of the Federal board of control.

In section 16 there is a provision giving to the reserve banks the
power to fix their discount rates, subject to the review and determi-

nation of the Federal board. The purpose, as I understand it, of
that reservation of power to the Federal board is to enable that board
to compel a reserve bank to raise its discount rate, if, in the opinion

of the Federal board, the bank has established too low a discount

rate that is depleting its reserves too fast by making rediscounts. 1

think that should be amended by expressing the purpose which I

understand to imderly this reservation of power, namely, that the

Federal reserve board shall have power to fix the minimum discount

rate of a Federal reserve bank. No reserve bank can be kept safe

and sound if its board of directors can be compelled by some outside

authority to lend out its reserves when they think the reserve ought
not to be lent out, when the bank ought to strengthen itself. The
control over the discount rate should be simply to enable the Federal
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board to require the discount rate to be raised to such a point as the

Federal board thinks necessary for the safety of the banks.

Senator Beistow. Well, now, would not that lead to one reserve

bank raising, and, possibly by so doing, seek to fortify its reserve

and another bank undertake to do the same thing, and so you
will have a competition among the reserve banks for reserve?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not think so. Of course it is conceivable that

the management of these five regional reserve banks, if there are five,

or the management of a single reserve bank, may so manage their

affairs as to harm the interests of the country. But you have' to tnist

somebody.
I have already discussed the question as to the number of regional

reserve banks. I only want to say that the whole plan is enormously
weakened by having so many as 12. I do not think, myself, it will

be practicable to carry out the plan at all, as under this bill they are

compelled to start with 12 of them. I doubt very much whether it

would be possible to establish 12 regional reserve banks at the present

time with the qualifications prescribed in this bill.

Senator O'Goeman. And, as you understand this bill, if 11 of the

regional reserve banks were formed and organized and ready for

business, they could not do anything until the twelfth was organized?

Mr. MoEAWETz. That is my understanding. But there is no possi-

ble advantage that I can see from having so many. The whole object,

to my mind, of this plan is to have a separate reserve bank for each

great subdivision of the country—I mean subdivision according to

interests. The East, the South, the Central West, the. Pacific States,

and possibly the Southwest. Every additional reserve bank you
establish will simply weaken the scheme. Now, the capital of these

banks is to be subscribed by the member banks. There is a provision

that each member bank shall subscribe for capital of its reserve bank
an amount equal to 20 per. cent of its own capital, of which 10 per

cent is to be paid up and the other 10 per cent stand as an overhang-

ing debt.

Senator O'Goeman. It is a double liability.

Mr. MoEAWETz. It is a stock liability. Now, that provision is, to

my mind, unwise. The interests of the member banks and the regional

reserve banks are the same and their needs probably will come hand
in hand. Whenever a regional reserve bank will want to call in the

unpaid capital, the member banks will need it a great deal more than

the reserve bank. Whatever capital is subscribed should be paid up
promiDtly—that is, within six months or in installments; but it should

be paid up. I should limit the subscriptions of the banks to 10 per

cent of their capital, but I should authorize the regional reserve banks
to obtain additional capital by issuing and selling to the public a

5 per cent cumulative preferred stock without any voting power,

such stock to be free from taxation.

Senator Hitchcock. State taxation or national?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Both. It would be a very attractive investment. I

have no doubt people would subscribe for any amount of it that would
be needed, and it would greatly strengthen these banks and also

interest the public in their management. I should be glad to see it

arranged so that only a limited amount of this stock may be held by
any one person.
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Senator Hitchcock. Free from taxation. Do you think it would
be necessary to offer such stock on a 5 per cent basis ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. No ; I should say 5 per cent would be a maximum.
Senator Hitchcock. It seemed to me it could bear less very easily

if it is free from taxation.

Mr. MoEAWETz. At the present time I do not think it should bear
less than 4 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Oh, not less than 4. I thought you said 5.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I did say o.

Senator Beistow. Do you think, Mr. Morawetz, the Federal Gov-
ernment would have any trouble in getting subscriptions to the Fed-
eral bank stock with a 4 per cent dividend free from taxation ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. No. The Government, as long as it keeps up the
gold standard and as long as it issues obligations strictly redeemable
m gold, I think, can obtain money at a 3^ per cent basis to-day.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Morawetz, do you thoroughly believe in
this system of having the banks rediscount their paper in order to

increase their business ? Of course it is un-American thoroughly ; it

is a new departure. Now, are not there some evils in that we are

likely to have?
Mr. MoBAWETz. No. The rediscount rate will always be kept up

so high that there will be very little, if any, profit to the bank in re-

discounting. There will be no profit to them in rediscounting except

as they want to replenish their reserve.

Senator Hitchcock. That is not the case in other countries having
a rediscount system. The rediscount rate is quite low, and it is to

encourage rediscounts.

Mr. Moeawetz. They vary, of course. They are regulated accord-

ing to the prevailing conditions.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, is it possible that the discount rate

will be high in this country and low in the European countries after

the banks in the United States have contributed a tenth of their capi-

tal and impounded their reserves, neither of which is required in

European countries? If, then, they are to be subject to a high dis-

count rate

Mr. MoKAWETZ. In European countries the central bank has a capi-

tal a considerable capital, as we propose here.

Senator Hitchcock. But I mean none of it has been contributed

by the banks. The banks of Europe are not asked to make any sacri-

fices at all to their central iDanks—none whatever.
Mr. Moeawetz. They did that originally.

Senator Hitchcock. No.
Mr. Moeawetz. They did originally, because the capital had to

come from somewhere.
Senator Hitchcock. In the case of Germany they bought up the

Bank of Prussia and there was no forced contribution from any other

banks. And in the case of the Bank of France, as I recall, a new
institution was established.
Mr. Moeawetz. The capital of the bank, the money of the bank,

has been taken from somewhere.
Senator Hitchcock. Not necessarily from the banking capital of

the country.

Mr. Moeawetz. Where would it come from?
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Senator Hitchcock. Why, it may come from many different

sources.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. What source?

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose it is thrown open to public subscrip-

tion?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Then the people to get money to pay for their

subscription will have to draw the money out of the banks.

Senator Hitchcock. It does not detract from the investments of

the banks. Let me instance you : A bank is making 10 per cent on

its capital. It is required to take out one-tenth of that and be con-

tent with 5 per cent. That is a real sacrifice. Now, shall a bank in

the United States be required to make that sacrifice and then be sub-

ject to a higher discount rate than European banks are ? How high

a rate of discount were you estimating, in your judgment, when you

thought the rate of discount would be high?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Why, the rate of discount I should say would be

adjusted according to the reserves of the reserve banks.

Senator Hitchcock. At that ime?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. For the time being.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, if it is a high rate, as you seem to

think it ought to be, is not that a direct burden upon the borrowing
public ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think so. So far as the deposits in the re-

serve banks are concerned, they are the same as cash in vaults. They
continue to be reserves of the banks which may be the depositors in

the reserve bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Do you think, as the authors of this bill argue,

that this will result in reducing the rate of interest to the borrowing
public ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I think it will ultimately; yes. It will take time

to adjust it, however.
Senator Hitchcock. How do you reconcile that with having a high

rate of discount and make it difficult for the banks to discount?
Mr. MoRAWETz. When I say " high rate," I mean higher than a low

rate. It will be a steadier rate.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me instance you : Suppose the rate of dis-

count in a Western town—the bank was lending money at 6 per cent.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. What rate of discount will the bank have to

pay in order to get money from the Federal reserve bank ?

Mr. MoEAViTETz. That, I would say, would depend on the condition
of the Federal reserve bank. If the Federal reserve bank found that

credits were expanded, it would make a discount rate of 7 per cent,

perhaps. If, on the other hand, it found that money was accumulat-
ing, and that the rate ought to be lowered, it would make a 5 per
cent rate, and that would bring down the rate of the banks. It is in

that way that the Bank of England regulates the discount rate—in-

directly regulates the discount rate for the whole country. The bank
rate nearly always differs a little from the open-market rate—I mean
the current rate.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, I understand you to argue that the dis-

count privilege is not likely to be very largely used ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. It will not be largely used Avhen money is easy; it

will be largely used, it will be valuable, only when money grows tight.
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Senator Hitchcock. Now, if these Federal banks start out with
$100,000,000 capital, $400,000,000 deposits, and $150,000,000 Govern-
ment deposits they would have available $100,000,000 in capital, and
they would have two-thirds of $400,000,000 itself, for loans, which, we
will say, is $275,000,000, and they will have available two-thirds of

the Government deposits, which will be $100,000,000—or $475,000,000.

Now, will there be a demand for anything like that amount from
banlcs that are members of the organization ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think there will be a demand for that

amount when money is easy.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, how are these reserve banks going to

pay expenses if they are not going to be able to loan out the cash

they have, and they have these enormous running expenses to pay,

because they are clearing houses for the whole country ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Well, whenever money rates go up, then the banks
will avail themselves of the rediscount privilege and the. central bank
will make money—will make a high rate of interest.

Senator O'Goeman. The rates will be regulated according to exist-

ing conditions ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. According to the existing conditions. There will

be times when the earnings of these reserve banks will be small.

There is no doubt about that, when money is very easy. However,
in this country money rarely is easy for a long time. When money
is easy the banks will prefer not to rediscount their paper, but to

keep it for themselves. I do not doubt myself that these reserve

banks will be able, while keeping a large reserve, 50 per cent reserve,

which they ought to keep in normal times, to make the 5 per cent

dividend on their capital and something over.

Senator O'Goeman. You do not think they will?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I think they will. I am sure they will.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you made any computation of the cost

of clearing these checks and drafts for the whole country ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I have not. I think that this scheme would con-

siderably reduce the cost of clearings of member banks among thern-

selves—that is, the members of a particular reserve bank—^because it

would be by simply book entries and would involve no cost except a

little postage. Clearings among the different reserve banks also

could largely be adjusted without shipments of coin, and, so far as

it should involve expense, the expense would have to be paid by the

different banks. But I do not think it would amount to a very large

sum.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that the rate of discount in

these banks—say there are a dozen of these regional reserve banks

—

should be under the control of the Federal board ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. No. As I stated a little while ago, I think i;he

Federal board should have or may properly have the power to require

a reserve bank to raise its rate of discount, if it is too low. But it

ought not to have the power to lower a rate of discount which the

board of directors think is necessary.

Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Morawetz—if you will pardon me. Sen-

ator?

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Go ahead.

Senator Reed. One of the great reasons for undertaking to estab-

lish this system is to prevent a congestion—congestion is not the
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right term—it is to prevent a squeeze, if you please, in the money
market.

Senator Pomeebne. Contraction in the money market. It is to-

prevent the accumulation of large sums of money in given places^

which may be very necessary to have in order to relieve a stringency.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes.
Senator Eeed. If you take away the power of a controlling board

to reduce the rate, do you not defeat one of the principal objects of
this legislation?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not think so. I think that the great ma-
jority of stringencies in this country invariably have resulted from
too low discount rates. The cause of all money stringencies—the
ultimate or original cause of all money stringencies—is interest rates

so low as to invite the overexpansion which causes the trouble.

Senator Eeed. Well, that you maintain is the primary cause ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes; the primary cause.

Senator Reed. Let me give you a concrete illustration—I do not
mean to interrupt you. But these 12 banks, if all the banks of the

country join, or the greater proportion of the banks. State and
National—they are powerful institutions, they will have enormous
capital. That, indeed, is the very object of the bill, to make them
powerful; and most advocates of this system who have appeared
here have advocated making a smaller number in order that each
bank might be more powerful.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Certainly.

Senator Eeed. So that it may come to the aid of the country in

time of distress. That thought implies that there will come a time
of distress, a time when banks become somewhat frightened; when
the public gets somewhat frightened.
Now, if each of these 12 banks, being great reservoirs of money

and power, are run by the bankers who are the directors, of course
the first thing that they will desire to do will be to protect their

banks; make them safe.

Therefore, when a stringency comes on, when a shiver goes over
the financial world, their disposition will be that which obtains in

every bank, to conserve their resources and get ready for the evil day,
and be sure they are very ready.
The very purpose of this bill is to draw on this reservoir at a time

of that kind ; to make it so that the small banks of the country and
the banks of the cities will have a place to go that is not drawing
in money at the time all the other banks are drawing in money, but
stands ready to pay it out. Do you think it is wise to take away from
this central board the power to say that the time has come to pay
it out?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I think it very unwise to do that, because it would

lead to unsound banking, and it is not right, in my judgment, to say
that these banks are established to quell panics. Their purpose is

to prevent the conditions which result in panics.
Senator Eeed. I understand that.
Mr. MoEAWETz. The main purpose of these banks is to prevent the

cause of panics; and the cause of panics in almost every instance is

too low discount rates, or interest rates.

Senator Eeed. Then you think the purpose of these banks, stating
it practically, is to raise discount rates in this country ?
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. No ; to steady the discount rates.

Senator Keed. To keep them up?
Mr. MoHAWETZ. To steady the discount rates ; to make them suffi-

ciently high at certain times to prevent overexpansion and to make
them low, reasonably low, at other times. In France the discount
rate does not vary 1 per cent year in and year out ; and it is all be-

cause of this system.

Senator Reed. Do you think it is safe then to vest in the board of
directors of the regional banks the power to raise discount rates and
to lower discount rates ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I think it is necessary and proper to give them the
power to adjust the discount rate according to the banking situation.

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. MoRAWETz. It must be—we can not have any properly man-
aged bank unless its directors have this power. It is through the
discount rate that a bank can keep itself sound and strong ; and only
by that means.

Senator Reed. Yes. Then you think it is safe to put that power
in the regional-bank directors ?

Mr. Moeawetz. Surely.
Senator Reed. Of course, six of those men are elected by the

banks.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes.
Senator Reed. And will represent the banks?
Mr. MoRAWETz. Yes.
Senator Reed. And they will dominate and control ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes.
Senator Reed. Do you think those six men will be any more

patriotic, any more intelligent than the seven—or nine—men that

may constitute the central board?
Mr. MoRAWETz. They will be more capable of managing the affairs

of their district than the seven members of the central board, as-

suredly.

Senator Reed. Suppose there was a central bank, Mr. Morawetz,
with about 12 branches—almost everybody advocates the central bank
around here—not everybody ; but there is a great trend that way.
Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Morawetz says not.

Senator Reed. I am not saying Mr. Morawetz does. But if there

was a central bank with 12 branches, what would the directors of

that central bank do? They would raise and lower discount rates,

would they not ? Do you think they could do that intelligently ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not think they could do it intelligently for

the whole country. I think it is utterly impracticable that the same
discount rate should be established for all the country at the same
time.

Senator Reed. Well, I do not mean that.

Mr. Moeawetz. Now, under a central-bank plan, you would either

have to do that, have a cast-iron rate applicable to the whole country,

or you would have a varying rate. I do not think any central board
could establish a varying rate ; no.

Senator Reed. We'll, m the last analysis your position, as I take
it, is this : That the regional bank directors having been elected by
the banks, the regional bank would be under the control of the

bankers and not under the control of the public ?
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Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.

Senator Eeed (continuing). Ought to be allowed to run that

bank and have the full right to raise the discount rates as far as they

wanted to raise them and to lower them as far as they desired to

lower them—subject only to the right of the central board to re-

c[uire the raising of the rates?

Mr. MoEAWETz. To require a minimum rate.

Senator Eeed. And that is because you think, first, that a central

board is not so closely in touch with the situation as the directors of

the 12 banks will be ; and secondly, is it not because you also think

the bankers are better capable of handling this business than the

public ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes; that is true.

Senator Eeed. So that what you really want is a bank-controlled

system of banks?
Mr. MoKAWETz. With certain limitations.

Senator Eeed. Yes. And I suppose you think that the Govern-
ment ought, by statute, then, provide that the Secretary of the Treas-

ury must put all of the money the people now have, and all of the

money they may hereafter get, excepting the 5 per cent reserve, in

the system of banks that is to be controlled by the banks ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. No, sir. As I said a little while ago
Senator Eeed (interposing). I did not hear that; I was not here

then.

Mr. MoEAWETz (continuing). I should leave that in the discretion

of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Senator Eeed. From the experience of the past, the bankers hav-

ing run the banking business of this country in their own way, and
disaster after disaster having occurred, do you not think it is almost
time that the representatives of the public should put, if not a con-
trolling hand, at least a restraining hand, upon the banking system
of the country?

Mr. MoEAWETz. No, sir. Every disaster, every financial disaster
which has happened to this country, with the exception of the last,

I should attribute to Congress, and not to the banks. I should at-

tribute it to the unsound currency system which has prevailed
throughout this country.
And the last trouble was due to a variety of causes. It was due to

•overexpansion ; to the fact that the banks gave the public all the
credit the public wanted, instead of holding it down; so that there
was overexpansion, and a smash came. When the smash came, the
leading banks in New York and the leading trust companies got
together and they poured out their money and stopped it.

Senator Eeed. They stopped it principally with money from the
Federal Treasury, did they not?
Mr. MoEAWETz. No, sir; they poured oui^there was a little trust

company m which I happened to be a small stockholder, and I
know that word was sent to hand over $500,000 to help this situation,
and they handed it over.

_
Senator Eeed. Yes. I know the banks can do that there as they do

in other places.

Now, you speak of Congress being to blame for all the panics in
this country. We did not have any national-bank system until the
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war, did we, and Congress did not do much legislating about the

banks before then ? And we had wildcat banks all over this country,

did we not ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Well, Congress refused to renew the charter of

the First Bank of the United States, and Congress refused to renew
the charter of the Second Bank of the United States.

Senator Eeed. Are those two of the crimes that you attribute to

Congress ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Well, when you go back so far; I will say that I

was not thinking of those olden times ; I was passing them over. I
was only thinking of events within my own memory.
Senator Reed. Let us come then to what act Congress did that

brought on the panic of 1876.

Senator Shafroth. 1873.

Senator Reed. Yes ; 1873. What did Congress do along that time
to bring that panic on ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Well, it had not enacted a sound currency system.

Senator Reed. Well, then, you simply put it to the question of the
enactment of a sound currency system—at least by Congress ?

Mr. Moeawetz. We have that now. I consider the present cur-

rency system sound. I think the present currency is all right. There
would never be any trouble if you leave it alone.

Senator Reed. What brought on the panic of 1893 ? What act of
Congress brought on the panic of 1893 ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. Well, the silver coinage.

Senator Reed. The silver coinage?
Mr. MoRAWETz. Yes ; the issue of silver dollars.

Senator Reed. Do you think that brought on that panic ?

Mr. Moraavetz. I do.

Senator Reed, You do not think the banking situation had any-
thing to do with it ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes ; undoubtedly. I have been preaching always
that our banking situation is defective, because we have no concen-

tration—we have no reserve banks in this country ; none at all.

Senator Reed. Well, the banks have always had a chance to get up
a reserve scheme of their own, and they have not done it. I do not
think it is just or fair, Mr. Morawetz, for a man of your distinguished

reputation as a lawyer in this country to charge if a thing does hap-
pen under a law that it is the result of a law that Congress passed

;

and then, if it happens that there is no law, to say that Congress
is chargeable with not having passed a law ; and then, in the same
breath, that Congress ought not to interfere in these matters, but
ought to let them run themselves.

Mr. Moeawetz. Of course, it was not fair if construed strictly.

After all, Congress only does what the people of this country want
Congress to do; and the real culprit is the whole people; we did
not

Senator Reed (interposing). You do believe that Congress—that

the people must pass the laws which provide the currency system?

You believe that that is to be done by the laws of Congress, do
you not?

Mr. Morawetz. Certainly.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 48
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Senator Keed. That far, then, we are agreed. Then, again, you

believe that Congress ought to establish a system of banks, do you

not?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Of reserve banks

;
yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And I suppose you are in accord with the establish-

ment of the national-bank system?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes.

Senator Eeed. Well, if we are going to establish this system of

banks, and if we have had all of these troubles, do you not think

there ought to be checks and safeguards put into the law that will,

as far as possible, make that system a safe system?

Mr. MoBAWETz. Yes; making sure that these safeguards will not

introduce evils greater than those they are designed to correct.

• Senator Reed. Yes ; of course, we had better abide a present evil

rather than to experiment a while?

Mr. MoRAWETz. Or introduce a worse one.

Senator Reed. Yes ; I agree with you on that. Have you discussed

the question of possible inflation under this bill? I came in rather

late.

Mr. Mokawetz. Yes; I have.

Senator Reed. Then I will not ask you a question about that.

Mr. Moeawetz. I will state, in just a word, that I consider that

the issue of these notes is all wrong in form, but it is all right in sub-

stance. I consider that there is no danger of inflating the volume of

the currency, because it can only be issued by the voluntary action

of these reserve banks, subject to the veto power vested in the central

board.
Senator Reed. But you are going to veto their right to stop re-

ducing rates, are you not?
Mr. Moeawetz. I am speaking now of the issuing of notes, sir.

I say the issuing of notes is safer even than the Canadian system,

because there the banks issue the notes when they want to.

Senator Pomeeene. Did you say it is safer " in Canada " or safer

than the Canadian system?
Mr. Moeawetz. Safer than the Canadian system, because here the

banks can only issue the notes subject to a veto power vested in the

central board. But I was going on to say that the provision in

this bill permitting the notes to be paid and redeemed in lawful

money is a fatal defect, not because it leads to an inflation of the

volume of the currency but because its inevitable result will be to

drive the gold out of the country and substitute these notes for it,

notwithstanding the utmost conservatism on the part of the banks

and of the central board.
Senator Reed. Mr. Morawetz, you said a little while ago that every

financial disturbance had back of it the fact that money was too

cheap
Mr. Moeawetz (interposing). I said had been.
Senator Reed (continuing). That money flowed out too easily;

the rate was too cheap.

Mr. Moeawetz. Yes.
Senator Reed. Now, who has fixed the rate?

Mr. Moeawetz. The competition of the banks.
Senator Reed. Congress never fixed it, did it?
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Mr. MoEAWETz. No; the banks did.
Senator Eeed. The banks did?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.
Senator Eeed. Now, you propose to leave in these Federal reserve

directors the power, still, to reduce the rates ?

Mr. MoBAWETZ. No, sir; I say that the central board shall have the
power to raise them.

Senator Reed. Yes ; to raise them. But you leave in the bank the
power to reduce. You take away from the board up here the power
to fix, and you vest in the banks the power to raise if it wants to and
lower if it wants to the rate, and limit the powers of the Federal
board to simply raising it?

Mr. MoRA^^^ETz. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. You still leave in the banks that very power which
has proposed, according to your theory, all the panics, do you not?
Mr. MoEAWETZ.

_
No, sir. Of course, no bank can be managed un-

less its board of directors can fix its discount rate.

Senator Eeed. Yes.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Of course, you are quite right, that the fixing of

the discount rates must be left with the banks. But I see no objec-
tion to giving to the central board the power to raise the rate if it

thinks that safety requires it. The trouble under the present system
is that we have 25,000 banks, all competing for business.

Senator Eeed. That will still continue, will it not ?

Mr. Moeawetz. Yes, sir; the 25,000 will compete for business,
each lending its resources up to the limit. But these reserve banks
will not be managed that way.
Senator Eeed. Do you not think that a wise central board would

never order one of these regional banks to lower its rate of discount
unless it became manifest that bank was piling up money, and in

some way injuring business pretty plainly?
Now, I am talking about a board that is composed of wise men,

students of finance, and appointed, as such a board ought to be, of

the very best talent of the country ?

Mr. Moeawetz. I do not think that it is any more practical to

get high-class able men to act on this central board than it is to

get them to act on the boards of directors of the reserve banks. On
the contrary, I think it would be easier, much easier, to find able,

conscientious, patriotic men to act as directors of these reserve

banks than it will be to find such men to come here to Washington
and devote their lives to sitting on that central board. That is my
judgment.

Senator Reed. But your wise and patriotic man who is selected

here is utterly disinterested. Your wise and patriotic man who sits

upon the board of directors of the regional bank is not disinterested,

for two reasons : First, he is selected by an interested class ; and, sec-

ond, he is very likely to be financially interested in the transactions

that he must handle from time to time—and any man would be in-

fluenced by that. Do you think an interested party is as likely to be

as patriotic as a disinterested one ?

Mr. Moeawetz. Oh, the self-interest is far off. I can only speak

of my own experience, my own observation, my own beliefs. We
are now speculating on things that may happen in the future. I am
satisfied that you will get as able, as patriotic, and as disinterested
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action from the directors of these reserve banks appointed by the

banks as you will get from that Federal board sitting in Washington.
Senator Reed. You say the interest is far off. Let us see if that

will necessarily follow. If you were to put upon this board of direc-

tors of the regional banks, say, a country banker that had a bank with

$50,000 of capital, his interest might not be very great. But suppose

that the banks of New York City were to select as one of the directors

of the regional bank there located Mr. Vanderlip, whose bank carries

$250,000,000 of deposits, and suppose they were to select the next two
largest bankers of New York, men who were interested not only in

one bank, but in a dozen banks ; men who had organized trust com-
panies that are to control the stocks of banks, and who control the

trust companies through voting trusts, and so on. So that if they

could control the rate of discount in that regional bank they might
be able to raise it, say, 1 per cent, whereby they would gather into'

their own particular banks very largely increased profits. Do you
not think that would be a pretty substantial interest ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes, sir ; I do ; I do.

Senator Eeed. I am glad to hear you say that, because I looked for

you to be just that frank.

Senator Hitchcock. How would you avoid that danger; that evil?

That is a new thought which Senator Reed develops. Here are these

big banks in the city interested in maintaining a higher rate of inter-

est, possibly. If represented on the board they might use their in-

fluence to fix such a rate of interest for the reserve bank as would
enable them to continue to get the maximum rates on their customers?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I think all bankers of experience will agree that the

interest of the banks is not to have tight money or a very high inter-

est rate; but it is to have a fair, steady interest rate without pres-

sure, and that they will always try to obtain. They do not make
money when the interest rate is very low, and they do not prosper
when the interest rate is very high and their deposits are drawn out.

Of course, we will never make much progress by assertions of

what people will do, because you never can prove it. But I should
suggest that a proper course would be to enact this bill with the few-
est limitations upon the action of the bankers—of the banks, or inter-

ferences by this central board with the action of the banks—as possi-

ble. Then, if you find on trial that changes in the bill, restrictions

upon the board of directors of the reserve banks, or an extension of

the power of the central board is advisable, why. Congress will so

enact.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that the same rate of discount
should prevail all over the country?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. No, sir ; I think it would be utterly impracticable.

- Senator Hitchcock. Well, is it right for Congress to create a great
public facility of this sort, a utility, and then make it possible to

charge people in one part of the country a higher rate for its use
than the people in another part?
Mr. MoRAWETz. You speak of Congress creating a public utility.

Congress is merely enabling the banks of each district to serve their

constituents.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, let me take that up a little. It is sup-
posed to put $150,000,000 in the banks to be loaned out.
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Mr. MoRAWETZ. On the terms proposed I should prefer to have the
Government keep this money.
Senator Hitchcock. I am talking about the bill as it is. It puts

$150,000,000 in the banks.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Presumably the Secretary of the Treasury will

put the money in those banks which he thinks deserve to have it the

most.

Senator Hitchcock. In addition to that, it is loaning its credit on
the notes?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think the banks want it. I do not think
so. I do not think it is necessary.

Senator Hitchcock. I am talking about the bill as it is. As a
matter of fact, the Government's credit is being loaned to the banks,
and the money is being used for the supposed purpose of standardiz-

ing and reducing the rate of interest to the people and making the

banks safe for depositors. Now, then, is it proper to make such a

public utility by using what belongs to all the people, namely, the
Government s balance and the Government's credit, and then per-

mitting them to charge the people in one part of the country a higher
rate of interest than is charged to the people in another part of the

country for its use ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I grant you that the money or the credit furnished
by all the people should not be furnished to some of the people on
better terms than to others. But what is proposed here is to take
the money from some of the people and give it to other people.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, let us see what is proposed here. There
are to be 12 regional banks, we will assume, and each of those repre-

sents a certain district. It holds the reserves of that particular dis-

trict. Each of those reserve banks, in addition, has the right to

apply to the Government for currency upon the segregation of a cer-

tain class of paper. Now, that currency is Government currency.
Is it right to have one rate of interest charged for the use of the
Government's credit to one section of the country at a higher rate
charged to the people in another part of the country ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. The Government should charge the same.
Senator Hitchcock. We are agreed upon that point. Now, do

you think the reserve banks should be required to charge the same
rate to each one of their member banks ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. For the same kind of paper, most assuredly.

Senator Hitchcock. The same rate should prevail over any given
area covered by any given bank. Do you not think, in addition to
that, that the Federal board should have the power to equalize the
rates charged by the different reserve banks?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not.

Senator Reed. Then we would have the spectacle of a bank, say,
m Minnesota, being compelled to pay and discount, possibly, at the
rate of, say, 7 per cent, and a bank down in Virginia having a rate
of, say, 5 per cent, and of course that would mean that the borrow-
ing community in Virginia would be getting its money at a lower rate
of interest than the borrowing community in Minnesota would be
getting its money, although the people in Minnesota have contrib-
uted just as large a proportion of their means and resources to the
institution as the people in Virginia have.
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. Why is the rate higher in Minnesota than in Vir-

ginia ?

Senator Hitchcock. I do not think it should be. I think that we
are undertaking to unify this system, or ought to unify it.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. There is a reason for it. It is a question of sup-

ply and demand, is it not?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. The rate in Minnesota is high because Minnesota
has not the same capital or because there is greater speculation going
on in Minnesota.

Senator Hitchcock. You are taking just as large a proportion of
the capital of Minnesota as you are taking of that of Virginia.

Mr. MoRAAVETz. I know ; but the interest rate is due to the supply
and demand of all the capital within the district.

Senator Hitchcock. And yet you are agreed that the currency
which you sent to Minnesota should bear the same rate of interest as

the currency which is sent to Virginia ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not see how it can be avoided.

Senator Hitchcock. But that the regional bank which gets the

currency should not be required to put it out on the same basis ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. The regional bank fixes its rate of discount accord-

ing to the necessities of its situation. It puts it up if it finds that

its reserves are running out. It has to do that as a matter of pro-

tection.

Senator Hitchcock. In Minnesota the regional bank pays nothing
±or its reserves. In Virginia it pays no interest upon its reserves.

It receives its reserves on the same basis. Its operating expenses are

no larger in Minnesota than they are in Virginia. Why, then, should
the regional reserve bank be permitted to charge its member banks
higher rates of interest in one place than another?
Mr; MoRAWETZ. Because it has only a certain amount of reserve

money, and it is bound to hold on to a very large amount of that in

order to meet the situation of its constituents.

Senator Hitchcock. But this currency furnished by the Treasury
Department is supposed to supply whatever lack there may be.

Mr. Moeawetz. That is a delusion, I think. I do not think it will.

The currency furnished by the Government of the United States is

not going to give credit power to the banks. All it possibly can do
will be to save the banks from the necessity of paying out reserve

money.
Senator Hitchcock. You are speaking now of the reserve banks?
Mr. Morawetz. The reserve banks

;
yes. What can a reserve bank

do with this currency ? It can not loan on it. It can not rediscount

on it, and the bank which wants to replenish its reserves—a local

bank which wants to replenish its reserves—will not find any conso-

lation if the reserve bank offers it some of these notes which are no
good as reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. That is very true. But the reserve bank is

constantly receiving funds for deposits, every day ?

Mr. Moeawetz. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. If it can hold the gold which comes in and

the legal tender which comes in, and loan out instead, on application,

the currency it receives from the Government, it seems to me it is

expanding its means and serving its customers.
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Mr. MoEAWETz. All that these note issues will amount to and all

that they are good for is to take care of the fluctuations in the amount
of currency used in circulation by the country, the hand-to-hand cir-

culation. It will not give credit to the banks, and what the people
want is credit.

Senator Hitchcock. At certain seasons of the year heavy with-
drawals are made from the banks by depositors that these notes will

take care of.

Mr. MoEAWETz. During the crop-moving season more money is

used, more hand-to-hand circulation, and these notes will supply
that. But the high interest rate is due to a demand for bank credit,

because the banks are loaned up to the limit, and then they charge a

very high rate. The issue of notes will not help that.

Senator Hitchcock. It seems to me that as long as the reserve

banks can keep a 33^ per cent reserve it can continue to procure cur-

rency from the Government and advance it to its member banks, and
that the member banks can use that currency to meet the demands of

the depositors.

Mr. MoEAWETz. To the extent that they want circulating currency,

and there is a fluctuation of, perhaps, $200,000,000 a year. You can
not make people take more than that.

Senator Hitchcock. You think the elastic character of currency

should be only to the extent of $200,000,000 a year?
Mr. Moeawetz. That would be about enough.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you not think, in view of that fact, that it

is foolish to tear up this $700,000,000 of national-bank notes when
this system is thoroughly established and satisfactory ?

Mr. Moeawetz. I think there is no hurry about it. I should like

to see this matter postponed until the next session of Congress. I

do not think it is necessary to settle this matter at present.

Senator Hitchcock. We have interrupted you a great deal and
would be glad to have you continue now.
Mr. Moeawetz. I will enumerate a few more points that I would

like to call to your attention. Under this bill the reserve banks are

given power to invest in Government, State, and municipal bonds.

1 think that is all wrong. They should no more have power to in-

vest their reserves in Govermnent, State, or municipal bonds than in

railroad bonds. No part of the reserves of these banks should be

tied up in anything except business paper. They should, however,

be authorized to buy short Treasury warrants or obligations of the

Government, obligations having no more than six months to run.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you think of having the 2 per

cent bonds converted into bonds which should be at pleasure convert-

ible into currency and having the reserve banks buy those bonds ?

Mr. Moeawetz. If I understand you, the reserve banks are to buy

the 2 per cents and the Government is to convert them into noninter-

est-bearing notes ?
• u j

Senator Hitchcock. On demand, and convert them back into bonds

on presentation. Have the Treasury stand ready at any time when
2 per cent bonds are presented to issue currency to the same amount,

and when the currency is presented issue bonds, so that when the de-

mand for currency ceased it would stop interest on the bonds, and

when the demand for currency subsided it would be returned to

the Treasury and the investor would get his 2 per cent investment.
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Mr. MoEAWETz. The Government notes are promises to pay gold on

demand. Suppose they are presented and payment is asked for in

gold, how is the Government going to pay them ?

Senator Hitchcock. They would be made only payable in 10

years, so that they would be 10-year bonds and meanwhile at any

time payable in currency certificates or bond certificates which would
pass as currency.
Mr. MoKAWETZ. Yes ; but who is going to redeem those certificates

if they are presented ? They are payable on demand._

Senator Hitchcock. The certificates are payable in bonds.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. You mean it is a kind of fiat money ?

Senator Hitchcock. No ; it is a currency payable in bonds, and the

bonds payable in currency, interchangeably, and good for reserves

in reserve banks.
Mr. MoRAWETZ. Then it is an irredeemable Government note.

Senator Hitchcock. No; at the end of 10 years it is payable in

gold.

Mr. MoEAWETz. It is a Government note redeemable at the end of

10 years.

Senator Hitchcock. The bond would be a Government note pay-

able in 10 years in gold ; the currency would be payable in the bond.

Mr. MoEAWETz. But it is, as I say, simply a note of the Govern-

ment in 10 years.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; that is what it is now, but it is payable

in 30 years.

Mr. MoEAWETz. No ; it is not currency at all now. It is supposed

to be an investment. You want to have this pass from hand to hand
and make it a legal tender ?

Senator Hitchcock. No ; it has been proposed that these are to be

used by the banks for reserves.

Mr. Moeawetz. But, sir, a reserve

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Either in the form of a

bond
Mr. Moeawetz (interposing). A reserve is not a reserve unless it

is gold. It would be a sham reserve. It would not be real money.

Supposing a man wanted to cash in his bank notes. Suppose he

wanted to send gold abroad or pay a debt in gold—for many debts

are payable in gold. They would be of no earthly use to him, would
they ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; they could be made redeemable in gold

at the banks, just as the other currency is made redeemable in gold.

They would be just as available to the banks as gold.

Mr. Moeawetz. If I understand you, then, the banks would be-

come obligated to pay in gold the $700,000,000 of 10-year notes ?

Senator Hitchcock. The plan suggested to the committee through
Senator Thomas was that $75,000,000 of the 2 per cent bonds should

be retired every six months, and in lieu of them should be issued

10-year Government bonds payable in gold, bearing 2 per cent in-

terest. Those bonds should be available by the banks—by the reserve

banks—for reserve purposes, and in case they needed currency to

meet obligations they could turn the bonds into the Treasury instantly

and get currency, and when the bonds were in the Treasury they

would cease to bear interest. When the demand for currency sub-
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sided the currency would be returned to the Treasury and the bonds
would be returned to the banks and resume bearing interest.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. If I understand that, sir, it seems to be utterly

unsound.
Senator Hitchcock. We thought it was rather peculiar. We

would like to have you point out the defects in it.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. In the first place, the 10-year bonds are no more
reserves than are 1,000-year bonds. Reserve money must be gold
or legal tender; it must be real money. Now, these bonds, when con-

verted into Government notes, would not be money, if I understand
the matter. If I understand you correctly, they would be the promis-

sory notes of the Government to pay money in 10 years.

Senator Hitchcock. As I recall the proposition, the reserve banks
would be under obligations to redeem them in gold on presentation.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Redeem the Government notes ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; just as they are required to do under
this bill.

Mr. MoKAWETZ. Oh, well, then, the scheme, if I understand it,

amounts to this, that the banks are to buy these Government bonds
and are to have the option, instead of holding the 2 per cent bonds
as an investment, they are to have the option to issue in exchange
therefor their own notes payable in gold. Is that right ?

Senator Beistow. Yes; whenever it was more profitable to take
out currency and currency was needed, they could take it out and
retire the bonds ; and then when the currency was not more profitable

and the bonds were more profitable they would take out the bonds
and retire the currency.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I presume that the United States ultimately would
expect to pay those 2 per cents; that is, if a bank should take back
its currency, it could go to the Treasury and get back its bonds ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. MoEAWETz. The scheme would be unsound, for the reason that

the banks would be issuing their promises to pay in gold without
having any reserve for the payment of those notes in gold.

Senator Hitchcock. They could afford to keep a reserve against

those notes just as well as the notes provided for in this bill. They
would have currency when there was a strong demand for currency,

and they would have a 2 per cent investment when the demand was
slack.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Well, if the banks are strong enough; that is, if

they have the gold reserve, I do not see any objection to it, if I un-

derstand it correctly.

Senator Weeks. How are the banks to be reimbursed for retiring

Government indebtedness ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. If I understand the statement of Senator Hitch-
cock, at the end of 10 years the Government is going to pay them in

gold.

Senator Weeks. That is the proposition, yes. But suppose, at the

end of one year the notes are presented at the bank and the bank
retired them ?

Senator Hitchcock. These notes then are in the vaults of the

bank, and as soon as it has a sufficient number of notes it presents

them to the Government and gets back its bonds and the bonds bear
2 per cent interest.
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Mr. MoEAvvETz. It really, sir, appears to be a substitution of new

bond-secured notes for the present national-bank notes.

Senator Beistow. And gives it flexibility?

Mr. MoRAWETz. Only there is a flexibility about it, and there will

be an adequate reserve for these notes. It seems to _me that limited

to the present issue of national-bank notes, it is all right.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you suppose these 10-year bonds would be

salable abroad?
Mr. MoRAWETz. No ; I do not think they would be salable now at

an acceptable price.

Senator Hitchcock. It has been suggested, Mr. Morawetz, that in

order to allow you to keep your engagement to-morrow morning,

you might return to-morrow afternoon and Mr. Gilbert might go

on in the morning.
Mr. Morawetz. I would rather come at half past 10 o'clock, morn-

ing, if it suits the committee.

Senator Hitchcock. Very well. If there are no further questions

at this time
Senator Reed (interposing). I wanted to ask Mr. Morawetz one

question on the theme that we were talking about a while ago, and

which I have not quite finished.

I want to return to the proposition in regard to the control of a

regional bank in New York City. I suggested to you, Mr. Mora-

wetz, that if, for instance, Mr. Vanderlip should be a director—

I

do not know which of the banks in New York City are next largest

to the bank of which he is president.

Mr. Morawetz. The Bank of Commerce is the largest, and the

First National Bank is next after that.

Senator Reed. Now, if the presidents of those banks, or men selected

by them, were selected, you agreed with me that they might have a

substantial interest in the question of the rate of discount, because it

would affect their bank. I want to proceed one step farther than

that and ask you if it is not a pretty well known fact that a consid-

erable number of banks in New York, generally known by the name
of Morgan group, while they have independent directors, at the pres-

ent time, nevertheless, they have a trustee arrangement by which

the directors of those banks are controlled through this voting trust.

Mr. Morawetz. A voting- trust?

Senator Reed. I will put in plain, blunt, speech.

Mr. Morawetz. Yes; so I will understand it.

Senator Reed. I am not vouching for the accuracy of this, but I

am asking you thinking you may know : It has been stated to me that

there are a considerable number of banks in New York City, all of

them having their separate directors, and yet having an agreement

by which three men name the board of directors of all of these banks,

and that one of these men is Mr. Daniel Reed. Do you know any-

thing about that?

Mr. Morawetz. I never heard anything of that kind before; no,

sir. But if you ask me whether I believe it to be a fact, I should say

no, I do not. It is something entirely new to me.
Senator Reed. You do know, do you not, there is a system of inter-

locking directorates there, of course ? There are a good many banks
who have upon their boards of directors a number of men who are
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on tlie boards of other banks, so that there is an interlocking in that
way. I do not think, of course, that is the result of accident, do
you? That means that there is some plan back of that condition

—

some reason for it.

Mr. MoKAWETZ. Yes; of course there is some reason. But may I
explain ?

Senator Eeed. Certainly. I am not insinuating that it may be a
malicious and bad reason, but there is some reason. Now, do you
know what that reason is? And you can make any explanation, of
course, Mr. Morawetz, you desire to. We are asking your advice
here.

Mr. Morawetz. Let me explain. In the management of a big
bank you have a board of directors, generally a large board, of men
prominent in affairs who might once a month, rarely oftener, have
read to them a report in general terms of how many millions were
loaned each week on call and how many on time, etc., and a state-

ment of the condition of the bank. Then they ratify the action of
the executive committee of the bank, the executive committee of the
bank having met sufficiently often to pass on the discounts. The
board of directors at their meetings, no matter how able, how wise,
how acute they might be, could not possibly pass on the active busi-

ness of the bank. That is managed by the executive committee and
the president.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Morawetz. Now, these large banks like to have prominent

names on their boards of directors, and occasionally—very rarely,

however—some great question may come up upon which the opinion
of the full board is desired.

Senator Reed. But this board of directors does something else than
that, does it not?
Mr. Morawetz. The board of directors choose the president and it

chooses the executive committee.
Senator Reed. Exactly. The man, then, that controls the board

of directors controls that bank, does he not ?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes ; ultimately.

Senator Reed. And the man who influences potentially the board
of directors potentially influences the bank ?

Mr. Morawetz. The management of the bank.

Senator Reed. Now, don't you think, Mr. Morawetz, that there is a

reason for this interlocking directorate system that has been so ex-

tensively followed, outside of any mere desire of the bank to have
prominent names?
Mr. Morawetz. Unquestionably if a man owns a large amount of

the stock of a bank he chooses the people whom he trusts, whom he
believes in, to act as directors.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Morawetz. And the people who are chosen by him would

realize or recognize that fact. But in the vast majority of cases I am
sure that the directors of these large banks, even when they hold a

small amount of stock, would act according to their best judgment
without any regard to the control of the stock of the bank.

Senator Reed. I am not challenging motives
;_
that is, I am not

attributing unnecessarily any sinister or bad motives.
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Mr. MoRAWETz. Yes.
Senator Reed. But I am trying to get at this thought, whether

there is not a reason for that system, and whether, if I may suggest,

the banks have not practiced this for the purpose of a unification

of interest.

Mr. MoRAWETz. I do not think so; no.

Senator Reed. Let me see if I can not cite you something that may
have a bearing on it. You know, do you not, that Mr. Vanderlip's

bank created a trust company with $10,000,000 of capital, and that

it created every dollar of that capital by declaring a dividend to its

stockholders out of the city bank?
Mr. MoHAWETz. Surplus.
Senator Reed. And transferred that over to the coffers of the trust

company. You also know, do you not, that provision was made and
written upon every share of stock of that trust company that it

should be voted for a long period of years by three trustees, and that

those three trustees were officers of the city bank?
Mr. MoRAWETz. It was really a part of the city bank. It was

intended to continue part of the city bank.
Senator Reed. Now, you know, do you not, that that trust company

immediately embarked in the enterprise of acquiring the stock of

other banks, and that the larger portion of its assets were speedily

invested in the stock of other banks, so that, among other things, it

absolutely owned all of the stock of the Butchers' Bank—the Butchers'

and something else. Now, does not that look a little as though there

was an attempt at unification of interest and control of the banks as

a whole, as a system?
Mr. MoRAAVETz. Obviously, to that extent.

Senator Reed. Now, adding to that fact, you find the same system

of banks that have been largely supposed to be dominated by one

great controlling interest, and you find the directors of each of these

banks interlocking with the directors of other banks or being a part

of the directors of other banks. Taking into consideration the

fact that the whole trend of modern business is toward consolidation

and against active and keen competition, and adding to all that that

they got up a clearing-house association in the city of New York
which transacts some very important business and has very large

deposits on hand—I am just asking you to take all that into con-

sideration as a sort of a hypothetical statement—and then I want to

ask you this question: If you do not think that these same great

interests, through a joint-stock ownership in a reserve bank estab-

lished in New York City, with full power of control in the board of

directors, elected by these banks, would be able to pretty thoroughly

dominate the New York financial market, and if they will not make
that the very medium of control—if there is not a danger there, now.

I am asking you as a patriotic citizen if there is not a danger there.

I am not using this as an attack on New York; I am just talking

about the condition.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Well, I will answer you frankly. If I thought that

the results would be as you say, I should think there was a danger.

But I am perfectly convinced that there is not any danger whatso-

ever. In the first place, I do not think that this unification of interest

is carried nearly as far as you have, apparently, in mind. In the sec-

ond place, I do not think that these large institutions ia New York,
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under this arrangement here, would get the control of the reserve

bank.

Senator Reed. Of the regional bank in New York.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. The regional bank in New York.
Senator Reed. Now, why would they not inevitably control it?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think they would have the voting power
in the selection of the directors here. Every country bank—this

regional bank in New York would include Pennsylvania, and, I
suppose, all of the States north of the Pennsylvania line.

Senator Reed. What division of it would have to be made? If you
go according to capital, I think there would be a regional bank in

New York City alone.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I do not think that there ought to be. I should
have one for all the Northeastern States, including New York—-well,

all the States north of Maryland and east of Ohio.
Senator Reed. That would, of course, make the bank very large

—

the largest bank in the country.

Mr. Moeawetz. It would
;
yes.

Senator Reed. And very much the more powerful.
Mr. Moeawetz. It would be

;
yes.

Senator Reed. And the talk that has been had here of deconcentrat-

ing—if I may use that term—the congestion of money in New York
and sending it elsewhere would at once be defeated, because you
would create a regional bank there that would have a tendency to

secure further increases.

Mr. Moeawetz. I do not see how it would draw from the other
parts of the country.

Senator Reed. It will draw from all this territory you propose to

add to New York.
Mr. Moeawetz. It would strengthen the banks there. I do not see

how it would diminish their credit power in the slightest.

Senator Reed. You then do not think it would be wise to establish

a regional bank in New York City ? You would want to take in some
country territory as a kind of a safeguard ?

Mr. Moeawetz. No, sir; not on that ground. I would take it in

because I think the number of these regional reserve banks should be
hmited to five. I see absolutely nothing to gain by multiplying the
number of these banks, and I see a great deal to lose.

Senator Reed. Is there anything to be gained in having more than
one?

Mr. Moeawetz. Yes.
Senator Reed. What is the gain? If 12 is too many and 1 is too

little, you must have in mind, of course, some reason why there should
be a definite number. Perhaps you have gone into that, and if you
have I will not detain you, because I will read your evidence.

Mr. Moeawetz. I have gone into it quite fully. But to tell, in a

few words, my reason, it is this : One of the important things to avoid

is the injecting into the management of the banks sectional controver-

sies and party politics, because if you do that you will not only ruin

the business interests of the country but you will bring ruin, fre-

quently, on a political party which does not deserve ruin. If you have
the management of these banks an issue of party politics, the party to

which the administration for the time being belongs will inevitably
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be held responsible by a larpje number of the voters of this country
for the management of the banks, and when times of business depres-
sion, of unemployment and distress, come, such as I believe there will

be before long, the party which established these banks or has control

of them will be held responsible—unjustly so, but it will be held re-

sponsible. Therefore I think it is in the interest of sound business, and
it is in the interest of good government, at any rate in this country,

that sectional controversies and party politics be kept out of the man-
agement of the banks. If you have one bank representing the whole
country, you are bound to have sectional controversies and party
politics. Therefore the only safe course, in my judgment, is to have
a separate reserve bank for each of the great sections of the country

—

one for the East, one for the South, one for the Central West, one
for the Pacific coast, and perhaps one also for the Southwest.

Senator Reed. Then, that would argue you perhaps ought to have
more than 12, because then you could so distribute them that the

whole question of sectionalism would be avoided.
Mr. MoRAWETz. Then you won't have any reserve banks, you know.

That would defeat the plan. There would not be the concentration

of money which was necessary to any safe plan.

Senator Reed. If you had $100,000,000—it is a very pleasant sug-

gestion I am making now
Mr. MoEA-nrETz. I am smiling.

Senator Reed (continuing). Which I hope will produce a favorable

reply—and you had it all in one place, do you think it would be much
more powerful than if you had it in 12 places and you could instantly

reach the 12 places?

Mr. MoRAWETz. Well, I could only answer that by quoting Lord
Bacon. One of his aphorisms was, " Generalities are barren." I

think that is one of those general statements.
Senator Reed. I am going to apply my general statement. Sup-

pose there was, in the 12 regional banks, a given amount of money?
Mr. Moeawetz. Yes.
Senator Reed. It is one-twelfth of the whole amount in the banks.

But there is a central power that can use each of the 12 parts in-

stantly. Do you think that system is much weaker than if you had
it all piled up in one treasury dominated by the same controlling

power ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. It is practically the same thing.
Senator Reed. Exactly. That is the way I understand this system.

Mr. MoHAWETz. And if you are going to have the Federal reserve

board have this power you will have the pricipal vice of the Aldrich

plan back again.

Senator Reed. Only this, that this is controlled by the people of

the United States, while he proposed to have it controlled by the

banks of the United States.
Mr. MoEAWETz. Well, by the representatives of the people—that is,

by the political party in control of the Government for the time

being.

Senator Reed. I hardly think so under this system, because this

board is, in effect, a permanent board.
Mr. MoEAwwETz. Well, they would be held responsible, sir.

Senator Reed. Oh, yes.
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Mr. MoRAWETz. It would have the evil effect of-
Senator Keed (interposing) . Well, we must choose between bank

control and Government control, in the last analysis, must we not,
Mr. Morawetz ?_ We can not get away from one or the other ; and
each of them will have their defects.

Mr. Morawetz. I think there is a middle course, and that is bank
control, subject to supervision by the Government, and subject to
limitations in special matters.

Senator Hitchcock. It is now half-past 5 o'clock, and the com-
mittee will adjourn until to-morrow morning at half-past 10, to
meet in the regular committee room of the Committee on Banking
and Currency.

(Thereupon, at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until
to-morrow (Tuesday) October 21, 1913, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)

tuesday, october 31, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Currenot,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.

The committee assembled at 10.40 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Hitchcock (acting chairman), O'Gorman, Eeed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.
Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Morawetz, will you resume where you

left, off yesterday, as nearly as you can?- I will say that we have a
session of the Senate at 12 o'clock.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR MORAWETZ, ESQ., OF NEW YORK, N. Y.—
Resumed.

Mr. Morawetz. The bill before the committee provides that each
reserve bank may establish a limited number of branches within its

district, and it may be held that it does not permit a reserve bank
to establish any other branch offices or agencies.

I think this power should be broadened and each regional reserve

bank should have power to establish branches, offices, or agencies for

the transaction of any of its authorized business anywhere within

its district or outside of its district, in its discretion. I think the

broadest power should be given to these banks to carry on their legiti-

mate business wherever it is found advisable; and in particular I
think the broadest power should be given to each of these banks to

deal with other reserve banks throughout the country.

Senator Hitchcock. What phraseology would you suggest as to

the establishment of branch banks by reserve banks ?

Mr. MoRAViTETZ. I should provide that each reserve bank may estab-

Hsh branches or agencies wherever its board of directors may deem
advisable, within or without its district.

Senator Hitchcock. Would there be any occasion to establish

them outside of the United States?

Mr. Morawetz. No; probably not. It might be limited to the

United States.

Senator Nelson. Would you have those branches outside of the

district of the bank?
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Would there not be a conflict, then, between those

regional banks and other regional banks ? Would there not be com-

petition, then, between the different regional banks in their irespec-

tive territories?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not mean to give to the reserve banlis power

to carry on their operations at will outside of their districts. But
whatever proper and legitimate business a bank may have occasion

to carry on outside of its district it should be enabled to carry on

through an agency established for that purpose.

Senator Nelson. Well, would you allow it to do a deposit and
discount business outside of its district?

Mr. MoHAWETz. I should not. But each reserve bank should have

authority to employ another reserve bank or any agency to take

care of the redemption and collection of its notes and to do whatever

the statute permits the reserve bank to do outside of its district.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, the power might be, then, to establish

branches within its district or to locate agencies outside of its dis-

trict for the transaction of legitimate business.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I think that should be the provision, exactly.

Senator Hitchcock. There is a difference between a branch and
an agency of a bank?
Mr. MoRAWETz. Yes, sir. I do not mean to broaden the authorized

operations of the reserve banks by this provision which I am sug-

gesting.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; I see. Will you proceed?
Mr. Moeawetz. As I stated yesterday, I think that the reserve

banks should be empowered—I think they might be required to

establish a central clearing house to clear the debts, including notes,

among the various reserve banks.
Senator Nelson. By the term "notes," do you refer to the ordi-

nary promissory notes?

Mr. Moeawetz. I refer to the proposed currency notes.

Senator Nelson. The currency notes
;
yes.

Mr. Moeawetz. The success of this plan depends upon securing an

adequate concentration of reserve money in the r^ional reserve

banks. I think that under this bill the desired result would not be

attained, and that for two reasons.

One reason is that the number of reserve banks is too large. It

should be limited to five or six at the most.
The other reason arises from the provisions of section 20 of the

bill, relating to the disposition of the reserves of the member banks.

Senator Weeks. Do you think that your testimony given here

before the committee yesterday will clearly set forth your reasons

why you think a number of reserve banks are preferable to one? I,

did not hear all of it, so that I am not sure whether it did.

Mr. Moeawetz. I have endeavored to cover that point. My prin-

cipal reasons for preferring the regional reserve-bank plan to the

€entral-bank plan are that any plan providing for a centralization of

all the reserves of the country in one bank, or any plan subjecting

control of the reserves of all the banks to one central body, would
inevitably result in sectional controversies, and would inevitably

inject party politics into the control of the banking situation of this

country. That, to my mind, would be absolutely fatal.
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Senator Nelson. But do you not think that this system of regional
banks would be entirely ineffective if you did not compel one regional
bank, willingly or unwillingly, to discount the paper of another
regional bank?
Mr. MoRAWETZ. I do not, sir. I dealt with that point yesterday.
Senator Nelson. You think they could do business without that

provision in the bill ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I do. I think that provision in the bill would be
a source of weakness rather than a source of strength. If this plan
is worth anything, each regional reserve bank would be strong
enough to stand independently. If this plan is worth anything,
each regional reserve bank would be ample to enable the banks
within its district to serve the public adequately.
Senator Nelson. Your theory, then, is that these regional banks

should be conducted as though they were the only bank for that par-
ticular region ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And as though that region, in respect to the bank,
was a country by itself ?

Mr. MoBA-iVETZ. I think that each of these regional banks should
be conducted as a reserve bank for the banks located within its dis-

trict. If the number of these banks were limited to five or six, each
having a territory larger than Germany or France, and nearly all of
them being very powerful institutions, I think that the centralization

of reserve money would be adequate.

Senator Nelson. Suppose a regional bank, during the seasonal de-

mand at New Orleans, should be short of funds, and suppose at that
same time a regional bank at Chicago should have an abundance of

loanable fundSj you would not have anything in the law, then,' com-
pelling the regional bank at Chicago to help out the regional bank at

New Orleans?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I should not. I should trust the business sense

of the banks; and I should leave to the Government, through the

Secretary of the Treasury, the power to dispose of the Government
deposits.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. MoEAWETz. At his discretion; and, also, I should leave to the

central board the power to permit particular banks to issue notes

—

to permit notes to be issued by anyone of the regional reserve banks
which it thinks is in need of currency.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; but it could not do that without an applica-

tion from the regional bank and the tender of securities by it.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Exactly.
Senator Nelson. The tender of commercial paper.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Exactly.
Senator Nelson. The move would have to come from below, not

from above.

Mr. MoEAWETz. In the case you mentioned, the regional bank at

New Orleans would apply for notes, and probably it would apply
also for the deposit of more Government funds, and the Secretary

or the central board would then pass upon the propriety of the ap-

plication.

Senator Nelson. Well, would not that embarrass the administra-

tion, if they should use the Government funds in favor of one par-
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ticular reserve bank as against another; dump them all into New
Orleans, instead of putting them into other places; would not that

lead to friction and embarrassment?
Mr. MoRAWETz. I think not. That is being done now ; and I think

public opinion
Senator Nelson (interposing). Well, is that not one of the criti-

cisms of the system now in vogue ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. It is the subject of some criticism; but I do not
think it is a severe criticism. I think if you had the five regional

banks established, and had also this power in the Secretary of the
Treasury, each would operate as a check upon the other.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. MoRAWETz. And I think there will be less criticism than there

is at the present day.
Senator Nelson. Then, the long and short of it is that you believe

that this provision in the bill compelling one regional bank to dis-

count and help out another regional bank, whether it was willing
to do so or not, on the mandate of the Federal reserve board, is un-
necessary and ought to be eliminated ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. I think it is unnecessary, and I think it is bad in

its results, for several reasons, one being that it will inevitably re-

sult in sectional demands and sectional controversies and in party
politics entering into the question of controlling the action of the
central board.

In the second place, it may lead to unsound banking, because in

some instances it may cause the weaker regional banks to discount
notes when they ought to hoard their resources.
And, thirdly, it will prevent any of the regional banks from being

managed safely, because no bank can be managed with safety if

the disposition of its reserves is in the hands of an outside body.
The only way in which a bank can be kept sound is by the control
of its reserves, and no board of directors can manage the bank
properly unless it has that control.

Senator Nelson. But are you not doing violence in your theory
to the fundamental principles? The fundamental principles, as 1

understand them, are, first, to provide an elastic currency based upon
commercial paper. The other is to mobilize the reserves and make
them available in case of an emergency.
Now, in the case I put to you of the New Orleans bank, you said

relief would come from two sources. One was from the Govern-
ment deposits and the other was from the issue of these new bank
notes upon application of the bank.

So, in that matter, instead of relying upon two of the main fea-

tures of the bill, you took one principle of the bill and then that col-

lateral matter ; the one principle of the bill you took was the right to

issue asset currency, and the other—a sort of collateral issue—was
the right to handle Government deposits. And you overlooked the
other fundamental principle of the bill and would not apply that,

or did not apply it, in respect to the mobilization of the reserves!

In other words, when it came to that feature of the bill, you would
confine that to the operation of the bank at New Orleans. Do you
not see that that is where your doctrine leads you to ?

Mr. Morawetz. I stated that if this plan is worth anything, if

these regional banks are strong enough to serve their purpose, it will
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not be necessary to take away the reserve from other sections and
transfer them in the way proposed. This bill, if it gives this power
to the central board, practically is the central-bank plan shorn of
a good many of its advantages. Instead of having
Senator Nelson (interposing). No doubt it is the central-bank

plan, as it is in the bill.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. It has the vice of the central-bank plan without its

advantages. It practically—instead of having a properly organized
banking institution having control of all of the reserves of the
country—splits them up under the management of separate boards of
directors and then puts the control in the hands of an outside board
sitting in Washington. It is the Aldrich plan, or the central-bank
plan, in a disguised form, shorn of many of its business advantages.
Senator Nelson. Well, is not the radical difference between that

and what you call the Aldrich plan the fact that, under his plan,

the banks were to control, while under this plan the control is

absolutely in the hands of the Government, through a board ap-

pointed by the President?
Mr. MoRAWETZ. Yes, sir; it is an artificial, badly constructed cen-

tral bank, with a board of directors appointed by the Government
and sitting in Washington.
Senator Nelson. Yes. It is, then, in essence a central bank as

the bill is framed.
Mr. MoEAWETz. I think so.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Weeks. Well, does it not provide for as great concentra-

tion of power in its final analysis as most central bants ?

Mr. MoBAWETZ. Very nearly it does. It introduces the principal
vice of the central-bank system, namely, that it will inject sectional

controversies and party politics into the management of the banks
throughout the country.

Senator Weeks. It does not seem to me that I am able to follow
you, Mr. Morawetz, as to the question of sectional influence or sec-

tional policies, if we have more than one bank. It seems to me that
if, as you suggest, we have five banks representing five different sec-

tions of the country, that in itself is going to create a sectional policy.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. The reason it seemed to be advisable to have in

this country what practically amounts to five central banks or reserve

banks, which is the same thing, is that in this way you are able to

avoid the conflict which arises from the great difference in the re-

quirements of the different sections of the country for credits and for

currency. It enables you to establish a bank for each of the prin-

cipal sections of the country; and if you keep down the number
sufficiently, these banks will work in harmony with each other volun-

tarily, not under compulsion.
You have in Europe, and Europe is not larger than the United

States, territorially, you have 15, I think, central banks. They do
not fight each other, but they work harmoniously with each other,

each country having its own bank and looking out specially for its

own interests ; but in large matters the banks act in harmony.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Morawetz, that is a question that I am
greatly interested in. Can you detail briefly how these central banks
of Europe operate together ? Do they buy and sell paper of each

other?
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. Not under ordinary circumstances.

Senator O'Gorman. Do they under any circumstances buy and sell

paper of one another?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Well, whether they buy paper or not, I do not

know. They lend gold to each other.

Senator O'Gokman. They lend paper to each other?

Mr. MoEA'\\'ETz. They lend gold to each other.

Senator O'Gorman. They lend gold?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes; they lend gold to each other.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, in the case of a loan of gold, is that a

loan or is that a transfer by the purchase of commercial paper or

national obligations?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. My understanding is that it is by way of loan.

Senator IIitcpicock. A direct loan or a deposit at interest?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I regret that I can not give you definite and reli-

able information on that point.

Senator Nelson. Is it not a fact

Mr. Moeawetz (interposing). My understanding is that on occa-

sions—for instance, the Bank of France has loaned large sums of gold

to the Bank of England, which, after some months, was returned.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, is that not due to the fact that all of

these central banks are interested in stable conditions in Europe?

Mr. Moeawetz. Yes, sir ; it is.

'Senator Hitchcock. So that if conditions result in a stringency

in one country it is to the interest of the other, if it has a surplus, to

relieve it?

Mr. Moeawetz. Yes. But I think the cooperation of the central

banks in Europe is more in the form of adjustment of the bank rates

than by the actual transfer of gold. Each one of these institutions

keeps itself informed as to conditions in the other countries, and of

the central banks of these other countries. And then there is a

mutual adjustment of the bank rate, so as to allow the gold to flow

where it is needed the most.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, in this country, for instance, if one of

these reserve banks had a slack demand for advances, or for loans,

and another bank had a strong demand in its district, the one having

the surplus of cash could readily buy paper of the other one; that

would relieve the necessity of having that other one apply for

currency.

Mr. Moeawetz. Exactly. And I will strongly urge, as I have said

before, that power be given to these reserve banks to deal freely with

each other. In the present bill it is only after obtaining permission

from the central board that a reserve banlf can rediscount paper or

otherwise deal with another reserve bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, there is no reason why these reserve

banks should not buy and sell exchange of each other, very much as

a bank in New York buys and sells European exchange.
Mr. Moeaavetz. Most assuredly.

Senator Hitchcock. In fact, it is necessary for the equalizing of

conditions in the country that they should do that very thing, is it

not?
Mr. Moeawetz. Assuredly. I think the correct policy in the draft-

ing of this bill is to give the broadest power to these banks to deal

Avith each other and see how they exercise those powers. Congress
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will be sitting here every year, and if the practices developed by these

banks should not be satisfactorj', Congress can easily remedy the

situation by additional legislation. It is true that a power for good
may be abused and become a power for evil. But you can not have
a good bank and make these institutions beneficial to the country
unless you give broad, discretionary powers of management to their

boards of directors.

Senator Weeks. It does not seem to me, Mr. Morawetz, that your
territorial theory has any bearing on this case at all ; but it is simply
a question of a political unit. If it had any bearing in Europe they
would have half a dozen regional banks in Russia, for instance, be-

cause the territory of Russia is 20 times as large as the territory of

the Netherlands—or perhaps 30 times; I do not know how many
times. If territory has any bearing, I should think that that condi-

tion would prevail in Europe. But the central banks of Europe are

established in each country, because it is a political unit, and the

citizens of that country want to have their own bank, and not be
obliged to go to the bank of some other country for their rediscounts

and their accommodations.
Mr. Morawetz. I grant that it is not merely a matter of territorial

expanse. It is. a matter of sectional interest and of traditions of the

country. In no country of Europe are banking and currency ques-

tions considered fit questions for party politics; and in no country

of Europe do the people of the various sections of the country at-

tempt to regulate the banking policy of the country.

In the United States, on the other hand, banking and currency

have, from the very beginning of the Government to the present day,

been considered particularly attractive subjects for party politics.

Senator Weeks. You know that is all over now, do you not?

[Laughter.]

Mr. Morawetz. I do not, sir. I see it going on at the present day,

in connection with this very bill which you have before this com-

mittee.

Senator O'Gorman. Where do you observe evidences of that?

Mr. MoEAWTETz. In the newspapers—not among members of the

committee. [Laughter.]

Senator O'Gorman. Well, I think it is fair to say that in my own
opinion—and I would almost venture to speak for all my colleagues

on this committee here—there is less reason to suspect that partisan

considerations have anything to do with the national banking and

currency system at this time than at any previous time of the history

of the Government.
Mr. MoRAWTETz. I hope that that is true, sir.

Senator Nelson. You need not hope about it; it is really true.

[Laughter.]
' Mr. Morawetz. I am sure it is true in this committee. But

whether it is true throughout the country is another matter.

Senator Nelson. Oh, well, the country has a great faith m this

committee. [Laughter.]

Senator O'Gorman. And I think that opinion very generally pre-

vails among public men in Washington that the time has passed, not

to return, when political or partisan considerations will have any-

thing to do with banking and currency legislation in this country.
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Mr. MoRAWETZ. I sincerely hope so.

Senator Pomeeene. There is not any doubt about it.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I was going on to say
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Well, I would like to ask the

Senator from New York a question : Whether he thinks it would be

possible to incorporate in this bill a system of note issue not in accord

with the Democratic platform ?

Senator O'Gorman. The Democratic platform of 1912, which is the

only party declaration now recognized by members of the Demo-
cratic Party, has nothing to say on the subject alluded to by the

chairman. It makes no reference whatever to note issues.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I had in mind the Democratic platform
of 1908, which did cover that point.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, I think it would be assumed that the

party creed now influential with followers of the Democratic Party
is to be found in the national platform of 1912, and in no other

platform.

Senator Weeks. I suppose, Senator O'Gorman, that your conclu-

sion would be that the Democratic Party had been progressive in that

respect ?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes; it has been progressive. This is a pro-

gressive age. The Republican Party has progressed so far that it has

lost a very respectable part of its former following. [Laughter.]

Now, I think we may return to the bill. [Laughter.]

Mr. MoRAWETz. I was going on to say that the provisions of this

bill would prevent adequate concentration of the reserve money in

these reserve banks for two reasons : One being the large number of

banks required to be formed ; and the other, the provisions of section

20 of the bill, relating to the reserves of the individual member banks.

These provisions, in my judgment, should be altered; instead of

compelling each individual bank to keep locked up in its own vaults

a certain specified percentage of its required reserve, it should merely

permit them to keep a specified percentage locked up and compel

them to deposit all the rest in the reserve banks.
It may be that it is expedient to have 6 per cent of the reserves—

6

per cent of the 15 per cent of the reserves of the country banks locked

up in their vaults, because some of the country banks may be at some

distance from a reserve center where they can obtain currency when
needed.
But there is certainly no reason why city banks should be required

to retain, locked up in their vaults, more than the country banks,

because they will have within reach at any time the reserves of the

Federal reserve bank of their district or some branch of this reserve

bank.
Senator O'Gorman. In other words, the city banks will have

greater facilities for procuring aid when needed?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes; when needed.
Senator Reed. Greater than the country banks?
Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes, sir; they need less cash in their vaults than

the country banks.
Senator Reed. Do you think there ought to be any system estab-

lished that would discriminate in favor of city banks as against the

country banks?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. No, sir.
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Senator O'Goeman. That is the discrimination that he wants to

avoid. If the country bank may contend that 6 per cent of its re-

serves locked up in its vaults is enough, there is no reason why the
city bank should be required to keep a larger amount.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. The city banks will be in a better position to ob-

tain currency from the reserve banks.
Senator Keed. That is just what I asked: Do you think there

ought to be a system established that would give the city banks a
facility that was not extended to the country banks ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. Now, can you see any occasion, Mr. Morawetz,
in view of the tenor of this bill and of the plan proposed—can you
see any occasion for keeping up the distinction between country
banks, banks of reserve cities, and banks of central reserve cities;

could we not now, under this system, adopt one uniform plan as to

reserves for all three classes of banks ?

Mr. Morawetz. I think so. I think you are probably right in

that regard.

The only reason why the reserve city bank, or central reserve city

bank, should be required to hold larger cash reserves than the coun-

try banks, is that those reserve city banks and central reserve city

banks hold the reserves of other banks. But if the

Senator Nelson (interposing). But they will cease to do it now
under this bill.

Mr. Morawetz. They will cease to do it under this bill.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, now, will they ?

Mr. Morawetz. They ought to.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, as a matter of fact, will they, under
this bill? Suppose half the banks of the country do not come in

under this system ; they must still have their city reserve agents.

And suppose also the banks that come into the system desire to

keep a part of their balances with city banks^as they undoubtedly

will, according to all the testimony here—those balances will be sub-

ject to seasonal withdrawal, often quite sudden.

Should the city bank be permitted to run so low on the reserves

that whenever the country banks begin to draw out their balances

the city bank must rush to the reserve banks for assistance? Would
not that be apt to put a sudden strain upon the reserve banks?

Mr. Morawetz. I think you are right. But I hope that ultimately

it will be provided that no bank shall keep any part of its reserve

as a deposit in any bank except a reserve bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, of course, we can not legislate for State

banks, which constitute two-thirds of the banks of the United States

;

and if, after this bill is passed, a large number of country national

banks denationalize themselves, they are not permitted to keep their

reserves in the reserve banks; and they must necessarily keep them

in the city banks.
^ ,

. ^

.

Mr. Morawetz. Then the subject might be covered by providing

that any bank which holds reserves of other banks shall itself keep

up a larger reserve, and that the banks which do not hold reserves

of other banks shall be required only to keep up the smaller reserve

required for the country banks.
_

.

Senator Hitchcock. I think some distinction ot that sort is im-

perative, because the situation will not be the same m this country
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as it is in Europe. The European private bank or the incorporated
bank is able to do with a very small reserve for the very reason that

it has no country-bank balances.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I fully agree with that policy.

Senator Nelson. Have you looked into this question: Does this

section 20, providing for this new system of reserves of national

banks, operate to repeal the existing system of reserves, or is that

wiped out by this

Mr. MoEAWETZ (interposing) . It is, as I understand it, wiped out

by this as to member banks.

Senator Nelson. Repealed by implication? There is no express

repeal of that part of the law; there is not in this section at all

events.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. This section relates only to member banks.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; but I mean while this provides the reserves

of member banks shall be kept in their own vaults and in the regional

banks, does it do away with the other system?
Mr. Morawetz. Of those banks which are not member banks?
Senator Nelson. No. Does it do away with the system as it now

exists—depositing in reserve cities and central reserve cities? Does
this become a complete substitute for the present system?
Mr. Morawetz. As I understand it

;
yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Well, it is only by implication; it does not di-

rectly repeal the other system.

Mr. Morawetz. It begins by stating

:

That from and after the date when the Secretary of the Treasury shall have
oflacially announced, in such manner as he may elect, the fact that a Federal
reserve bank has been established in any designated district, every banking
association within said district which shall have subscribed for stock in such

Federal reserve bank shall be required to establish and maintain reserves as

follows

:

I think that, in connection with the remaining language of this

section

Senator Nelson (interposing). It repeals it because it is incon-

sistent with the other provisions.

Mr. Morawetz. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. It is repealed by implication.

Mr. Morawetz. By implication
Senator Nelson (interposing). Arising from inconsistency.

Mr. Morawetz. Yes, sir ; if you like.

Senator Weeks. As a practical proposition is there any reason

why a bank in a city where a reserve bank is located, or a branch of

a reserve bank, should keep any of its reserve in its own vaults?

Why should it not keep all its reserves with the reserve bank?
Mr. Morawetz. I think it should keep all of its reserve with the

reserve bank, except a small amount convenient for the use of the

day.
Senator Weeks. That is exactly what it would do unless the law

prevents it.

Mr. Morawetz. Exactly ; but the proposed bill prevents it, and it

ought to be changed in that regard. I suggest that this provision

be amended by requiring each bank to deposit in a reserve bank or

banks the whole of its lawful money reserves except such portion,

not exceeding in any event 5 per cent, as it may carry in its own
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vaults. I should be willing to give all the banks coming in under
this plan, city banks and country banks, the privilege of keeping in
their vaults 5 per cent out of the prescribed percentage required, but
compel them to deposit in the reserve banks the balance.

Senator Weeks. I think you would make a mistake to do that, be-
cause the reserve which the country bank must maintain depends
very largely on the location of the bank. It may be removed from
any other bank such a distance that its requirements would compel
it to carry a larger amount of cash than a bank located in the same
town with other banks or in a community near other banks. I think
the bank itself has got to determine the amount of cash it shall carry,

and that must be determined by the experience it has had with its

customers.

Senator Pomeeene. You would leave that optional with each
bank?
Senator Weeks. To some degree, I think, it has to be.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I fully agree with you. Senator, in that regard, but
certainly no bank should be required to lock up in its vaults more
reserve than the bank itself thinks necessary.

Senator Weeks. No ; I do not think so either.

Senator Eeed. Now let me ask just one question about this matter.
I am going to ask it in the form of a statement. It seems to me that
the reserves of banks were ultimately intended as a security to deposi-

tors. Therefore, if the bank has that reserve where it is absolutely
certain to be ultimately and within a reasonably short time at the dis-

posal of the depositors, it seems to me the purpose of the measure is

met. It seems to me utterly immaterial therefore whether a country
'bank has 1 per cent reserve or no reserve or 20 per cent reserve in its

own vaults, provided it has the full reserve in the vaults of the re-

gional bank, because it is there and can be obtained.

Senator Nelson. How can it be obtained from the regional bank?
Suppose a local bank is in an emergency, a run is made on it. How
can it get those reserves ?

Senator Reed. For the mere matter of meeting a run the reserve
does not do any good. You are not allowed to impair it except under
these penalties. Then it is rarely the case that a country bank is so
far from another country bank that it can not get help from there on
the instant, and any country bank would advance the ten, twenty, or
thirty, or even one hundred thousand dollars if it absolutely knew
that the bank asking the accommodation had that amount of money
with the regional bank subject to its call. So that if a few hours^
time were necessary they could get help in that way. Now, does not
that affect this question of reserves all the way through ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. It is a practical question. Each case depends upon
the circumstances. The principle, however, is that no bank should
lock up in its vaults more money than is reasonably necessary ta
meet its immediate requirements.
Senator Reed. I agree with that.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Under this bill a bank can only deposit its reserve

in its own regional reserve bank. I think that is a mistake. In
effect it will force the country banks throughout the United States,

and the reserve city banks, to keep separate bank deposits in other

cities for the purpose of transacting their necessary banking busi-

ness in those cities.
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Senator Hitchcock. That has been my judgment, but that objec-

tion has been answered by stating that drafts of a member bank on
a reserve bank will pass at par under the terms of this bill anywhere
in the United States, and, therefore, a member bank will have no
need for a New York correspondent, even though its reserve bank
is located in New Orleans, because the draft on New Orleans will

be accepted by the regional bank in New York at par.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I don't think that is a sound way of meeting the

difficulty. I think a better plan is to permit a member bank to

keep part of its reserve in any other of the reserve banks in the

country.
Senator Nelson. Do you see where that leads to, Mr. Morawetz?

Your doctrine that you stated a moment ago was that each regional

bank should be, as it were, a law unto itself; that it should conduct
its business independently of other regional reserve banks, especially

as to reserves. Now, if you make these territorial reserve banks and
allow the member banks in that territory to put their reserves

in other districts you can cripple a local regional bank. Suppose
the member banks in the regional bank at New Orleans, instead of

depositing their reserves with that bank, could deposit them all in

New York and Chicago. Would you not cripple the New Orleans

regional bank? Would you not deprive it of a part of its reserve

that is supposed to be a help for it in time of need ?

Senator Pomerene. Except that under this plan the Federal re-

serve board could require a transfer.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; but he is opposed to that ; he says that ought

not to be. He says that the provision of the bill never ought to be

in here ; that they do not need tliat. That is why I am asking this

question. Would not that cripple the regional reserve bank at New
Orleans, if the member banks in that territory could keep their re-

serves in the regional bank at Chicago or New York?
Mr. MoEAWETz. If the member banks in New Orleans should make

a practice of keeping their reserves, or most of their reserves, outside

of their district, it would undoubtedly weaken the local bank. But
the member banks are not there for the benefit of the reserve bank.

The reserve bank is established to benefit the member banks. The
member banks would keep in the New Orleans bank so much of their

reserves as business conditions indicate ought to be kept in New
Orleans, and they would keep

Senator Nelson (interposing). Mr. Morawetz, can you not see

that the application of your doctrine would pile up the reserves in

great centers like New York and Chicago; that if it were optional

with the member banks where to put their reserves they could all

be piled up in New York and Chicago?
Mr. Morawetz. They would not be any more than they are to-day.

The piling up of money in New York to-day is due partly to the fact

that all these banks throughout the country have to keep some money
available in New York for their legitimate business, and that should

be continued, and it must be continued under any plan which yon

adopt. Largely, however, this concentration of money in New York
is due to the fact that the money can be loaned out on call in New
York on stock-exchange collateral, and the banks holding this money
pay interest on the deposit. Now, under this plan the money is not

available for those purposes. If you do not allow the banks through-
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out the country to keep a sufficient amount of their money deposited
in the reserve banks of Chicago and of New York to transact their
legitimate business in those cities you simply force them to keep that
amount of money deposited in ordinary commercial banks in those
centers, and that is a thing to be avoided, because no commercial
bank should act as a depository of the reserves of other banks. You
do not avoid the thing which you wish to prevent by providing that
the banks of each district must keep all their reserves in their own
reserve bank. You simply force them, in addition, to keep adequate
deposits in those money centers where they have to transact business
for their customers.

Senator Eeed. Now, ]\Ir. Morawetz, what business is there that can
not be transacted through the regional bank under this plan? Sup-
pose that a bank in Omaha, Nebr., has a large amount of business to
transact in New York regularly—large numbers of drafts that it

must draw from day to day. Why can not those drafts be put
through the regional bank of New York?
Mr. MoEAWETz. In the case you mention I understand that the

Omaha bank would have payments to make and payments to receive

in New York.
Senator Keed. Yes.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. If that be so, the business ought to be transacted
in New York—must be transacted in New York—and can best be
transacted by a bank in New York.
Senator Reed. Well, we are assuming we will have a regional

bank in New York. Now, the merchant in Omaha wants to pay a

bill to an importer in New York.
Mr. MoEAWETz. He draws on his deposit in New York.
Senator Reed. He makes his draft>--

—

Senator Nelson (interposing). No; he draws on his deposit at

St. Louis. Call that the regional bank. That is the way you want
to put it.

Senator Reed. Well, I do not know that that would follow. He
wants to pay this man in New York, and he goes down to his bank,

and he gets a draft on that bank. He sends that draft to the mer-

chant in New York, and the merchant in New York puts it through

his bank, gets credit for it, and that bank puts all the drafts through

the regional bank, and the balance is effected there. Why is not that

entirely practicable?
Mr. Morawetz. It means that the Omaha merchant is going to pay

the importer by giving him in effect the money in Omaha.
Senator Reed. No ; it gives him the money in New York, and the

balances are arranged between the regional bank that is located in

Omaha and the bank there.

Mr. Moeawetz. It could be done in that roundabout way, un-

doubtedly.
, . , .

Senator Reed. How is it done now ? They send it on to their cor-

respondent in New York, where they have some money, and it is

paid.

Mr. Morawetz. Paid there?

Senator Reed. Paid tiiere. And this provides that all this paper

shall be par, and therefore when the merchant in New York goes

with a draft drawn by a member bank in Omaha he gets his money.
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Mr. MoEAWETz. It ought not to be par. It is all wrong, according

to my view, that the exchange and loss of interest through exchange

should be suffered by
Senator Reed (interposing) . I think what you say there is worthy

of favorable consideration, but let us say that it is not par, and that

their rate of exchange is fixed and is a reasonable rate of exchange.

That would have to be paid, of course, to any bank in New York

where you kept the money, or else you would have to keep enough

money there to offset the accommodation. First or last, these things

have to be paid off.

Mr. MoRAWETz. The suggestion I made is not vital, I agree. It

could be worked out without this privilege given to member banks

to keep part of their reserves outside of their district. I think it

would be an advantage.
Senator Reed. Now, I want to spend a moment with you on that

reserve question. You are anxious to get away?
Mr. MoEAAVETz. I understand the committee will rise at 12.

Senator Reed. I shall be through in a moment with this one ques-

tion. I understand one of the great evils of our present system is

this : We have what we call a reserve. We keep part of it in the

vaults of the member banks, and that is a reserve. We deposit the

balance in other banks, and they redeposit it and loan it out, so that

the reserve practically ceases to exist as a real reserve in case of

emergency. Now, that is the evil we are trying to get rid of. What
is the use of perpetuating that evil by providing that a part of the

reserves shall be kept in other banks? That is only clinging on to

the evils of the present system. Why not put the reserves down to

the lowest point they can safely be maintained at, and require an

actual bona fide reserve at that point—a real reserve that can not be

impaired except under penalties ? Then, having reduced that reserve

as low as it can safely be reduced, let the banks deposit their other

moneys wherever they please, not calling them reserves when they

are not reserves, but calling them what they are, deposits of money
with other banks. Why not do this thing directly, and not have a

reserve that is not a reserve?
Mr. MoEAWETz. I think the bill does do so, only it does not go far

enough in requiring the reserves to be concentrated in these reserve

banks. The deposit by one bank in another commercial bank, which

is not conducted in the way in which a reserve bank must be conducted

to be safe, is a possible danger which I think ought to be avoided.

Senator Reed. Let me ask you one further question. Do you not

think that the great element of danger, or one great element of

danger, is in the fact that money is deposited from one bank to

another, and then perhaps to still a third or fourth, so that when the

money is tied up by any one of this chain of banks it ties up that

amount of money in all of them? Is not that one of our dangers

to-day?
Mr. MoEAWETz. I think it is.

Senator Reed. Now, why would it not be proper to require a bank

receiving the deposits of another bank to keep a larger reserve as

against the deposits of that other bank than it is required to keep

where it simply receives a deposit from an ordinary customer?
Mr. MoRAWETz. That suggestion, I think, is entirely sound. I

published it myself some years ago.
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Senator Reed. I have not seen it. I am glad you did.

Senator Pomerene. Was not that thought borne in mind when you
said a moment ago a large reserve was required in reserve and central

reserve cities

Senator Nelson (interposing). Will you excuse me a minute,

Senator ?

Senator Pomerene. Surely.

Senator Nelson. Now, the reserves outside of the vaults of the

bank are to be put in the regional reserve bank ; is not that so ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And does not the bill contemplate that the re-

gional bank shall have a reserve of 33 per cent ?

Mr. Morawetz. As a minimum.
Senator Nelson. As a minimum against deposits as well as cur-

rency ?

Mr. Morawetz. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelsox. So that under the law, as I understand it—and I

wanted to get his views on it—these regional banks are required to

keep a reserve of 33^ per cent on their deposits ?

Senator Eeed. I understand that, Senator.

Mr. Morawetz. It ought to be larger.

Senator Eeed. And I recognize the value of that, but I am dealing

with a little different question.

Senator Nelson. I see.

Senator Reed. Assume, now, that a bank has its reserves in the

regional banks, but now it is required for purposes of business to

deposit a large sum of money in another bank outside of the reserve,

and that bank then takes it and redeposits part of it, so that you have
a lot of money now that is not called a reserve but which, neverthe-

less, is money which must be used by the bank in case of emergency,

and which is liable to be tied up by the same processes through

which the reserves have heretofore been tied up.

I am directing my inquiry to this proposition, whether it would
not be wise to provide that ordinary commercial banks, where they

receive the deposits of other banks, shall hold a larger reserve in

their vaults against those deposits than they are required to hold

as against the deposits of the ordinary customer, so that not so much
of this money will be loaned two or three times ?

Mr. Morawetz. I cordially agree with the Senator's suggestion. It

is economically sound.
I shall say little on the subject of loans on farm lands. I thmk

everybody agrees that making nine months' loans on farm land is

not sound banking.
Senator Nelson. Oh, no ; we do not agree about that at all. What

we disagree about is that nine months is of no account. It ought to

be five years.

Mr. Morawetz. Then, I should say, it is not banking at all.

Senator Nelson. What about your railroad bonds that are due m
20 to 30 years? Loans are made with those bonds as security, and

the railroad bond is secured by a mortgage.
.

Mr, Morawetz. The loans are not made for five years, sir. ihe

only kind of loans which a properly managed bank ought to make

are a short-time loan on business paper.
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Senator Nelson. Not on stock collateral?

Mr. MoRAWETz. Any collateral. The collateral is not the point.

The objection is not to the security. I am not objecting to the security

in this case. Farm lands may be perfectly good security, but it is

the character of the loan—nine months and probably not payable
then.

Senator Eeed. Do I understand you to mean this, that I am a

member bank and Senator Pomerene comes in to me with a farm
mortgage payable in five years and borrows from me $100,000 and
puts up a farm mortgage as collateral. He puts up his note with that

collateral attached to it. His note is carried by me to you as a re-

gional bank. Do you mean that is a perfectly good transaction

because I put the money out on 30 days or 60 days ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. There is no insuperable objection to that, but it is

another proposition.

Senator Reed. That would put us on the same basis as though we
had attached a railroad bond secured by a mortgage due in 50 years

as collateral.

Mr. MoRAWETz. There is no material difference between those two
cases ; but that is not the point I am discussing. I am discussing

Senator Reed (interposing). That is the one I am discussing now,
because I am glad to find some man that agrees with me that a farm
mortgage as collateral is just as good as a railroad bond as collateral.

Mr. MoRAWETz. I think it is, or it may be.

Senator Reed. It is the character of the maturity of the paper and
not the maturity
Mr. Moeawetz (interposing). Of the collateral.

Senator Reed. Yes; of the collateral.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. I thinlc everybody agrees to that; it is the char-

acter of the loan itself. But the point I am referring to is that con-

tained in section 26 of this bill, which provides that a national bank-

ing association not situated in a reserve city or central reserve city

may loan not only its part of its surplus but part of its capital on

nine months' paper secured by a farm mortgage. I say that is not

sound banking. The only thing that can be said in mitigation of this

section of the bill is that the baby is not going to be a very large one

by reason of the limitations placed by this section upon the exercise

of the power.
Senator Nelson. Instead of a percentage of the capital and sur-

plus, suppose you took a certain percentage of the time deposits of

the bank, as distinguished from the check deposits?

Mr. Moeawetz. Well, I do not think that would make any differ-

ence, because time deposits are not for nine months or anything like

nine months.
Senator Nelson. Oh, yes; any amount of deposits are for six

months, nine months, and a year.

Mr. Morawetz. It is very rare, however.
Senator Nelson. No. You are not acquainted out West, evidently.

Mr. Morawetz. I stand corrected, then.

Senator Pomerene. In the Western States, even in Ohio, there is a

very large amount of bank deposits there made for a year, and cer-

tificates of deposit are taken.

Mr. Moeawetz. I supposed they were all payable upon 30 days'

notice.
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Senator Pomeeene. Oh, no. They issue certificates of deposit.

Mr. MoEAWETz. Then I stand corrected.

Senator Nelson. Drawing interest.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I acknowledge that the nine-month loans on farm
mortgages are not really more objectionable than the loans which
I believe are made in certain sections of the country for a shorter
period with a perfect understanding they are not going to be paid
at maturity. I should like to see this subject also dealt with in the
bill so as to prevent that practice, which I believe is quite common in

certain sections of the United States.

The bill provides for savings departments in the national banks,
and it contains a very strict provision that if a bank establishes .a

sayings department the securities or the assets in such department
shall be physically separated from the assets of the commercial de-

partment. Now, we all recognize that it is of the utmost importance
that savings banfa should be kept absolutely safe and sound. A
default of a savings bank is, to my mind, a very much more serious

thing than the default of an ordinary commercial bank. For that

reason I trust that this committee will not listen to any suggestions

that would tend to a weakening of the security of the depositors in

the savings departments of the banks which may be established under
this clause. But in particular I hope the committee will not listen

to the suggestion which I believe has been made that the banks be
permitted to establish these savings departments and to commingle
the assets of the two departments and to carry them on as one bank.

Senator Pomeebne. You think they ought to be entirely separated ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I think the bill is right—^they ought to be sepa-

rated.

Senator Pomerene. With separate books, etc. ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes, sir.

Senator Pomeeene. Well, you would be practically doubling the

expense in these smaller banks ; for instance in the West where they

have $15,000, $25,000, or $50,000 capital stock.

Mr. Morawetz. I do not think that would be the result. What-
ever system may be adopted it certainly will be necessary to keep the

books, whether in separate volumes or different portions of the same
books, in such a manner as to indicate the liabilities and the assets

of the savings departments.
Senator Eeed. How will you get the banks in theii, Mr. Morawetz ?

At the present time it appears that nearly every national bank in the

country is engaged in doing what is here termed a savings-bank

business. It receives time deposits and it receives time deposits to

an enormous amount.
Senator Nelson. And pays interest on them.

Senator Reed. And pays interest upon those deposits. Now, when
this bill is prepared I can not see where a national bank has a sub-

stantial right that every State bank does not possess. And if we
make the restrictions in this bill hard there will be nothing to keep

the national banks from denationalizing and going into the State

systems where they are permitted to mix their funds and permitted,

in addition to that, to do many things a national bank can not do.

Now, how are you going to keep them in? That is one of the hardest

problems this committee has to solve.
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Mr. MoEAWETz. It should not keep them in by enabling them to do
their business in an unsound and unsafe way. Time deposits I do not
consider savings deposits. They are two distinct things.

Senator Reed. Well, if you draw that line and say that a bank
may, notwithstanding any inhibition of this bill, receive money on
time deposits, that would, of course, meet many difficulties that have
been raised. But throughout these hearings all bankers have in-

sisted that a time deposit is merely a savings-bank arrangement.
Mr. MoEAWETz. I do not think that is correct. Savings deposits,

are deposits which are to be invested in securities and which are to be
repaid only on a substantial notice.

Senator Hitchcock. Twelve o'clock has now arrived, and the

Senate meets at 12. If there is no objection the committee will take

a recess until 2 o'clock.

Senator Reed. Does Mr. Morawetz have to leave now ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I have an appointment at 3 o'clock in one of the

Government offices which I must keep.

Senator Reed. Will it take you the rest of the afternoon?
Mr. Morawetz. That I do not know.
Senator Hitchcock. Then Mr. Gilbert has been here for two days.

This is the second day. Mr. Gilbert is president of the Market &
Fulton National Bank of New York City.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, I make this suggestion, that any of

the members of the committee who feel it is necessary to go over to

the Senate will go and the rest will remain. We get this notice to

go there, for every Democrat to be in his seat, and so forth, and then

we get notice we must get this bill out very quickly, and it is difficult

to do both. I would be content to sit here until 1 o'clock unless we
get notice. We might send a guard over there to see they do not

make any mistakes iji our absence.

Senator Hitchcock. I will ask Senator Reed to take the chair as

I am going over. There are several papers here which probably
ought to be printed in the record.

Senator Reed. You can all read Mr. Morawetz's testimony.

Senator Hitchcock. Without objection the communication from
Mr. Scudder of the Richmond Trust & Savings Co., will be printed

in the record as an addition to his testimony heretofore given. Also

the communication from Mr. Sereno S. Pratt, secretary of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the State of New York, transmitting a report of

that body on the Federal reserve act. Both of these, I think, should

be printed in the record and also a supplemental communication
from Mr. Flannagan, who testified before us, and who asked for the

privilege, as I recall, of submitting a supplemental communication.
(The papers referred to will be found at the conclusion of Mr.

Morawetz's testimony.)

Senator Reed. The matter is before you. Are there any further

questions you desire to ask?
Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention, Mr. Morawetz, to

this fact. A practice has grown up among the national banks of the

West and I do not know how far east it extends (I mean the great

agricultural States of the Mississippi Valley, the upper valley) , of

national banks doing practically a savings-bank business. That is,

they receive time deposits agreeing to pay interest on them, usually
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in the form of deposit, which generally run from four months to-

a

year. They hardly ever pay interest unless they are kept at least

four months. And their rates vary. If they are certificates of de-

posit for one year they pay a greater rate of interest than they do
for four months or six months. Now, that business has grown up
there, and the banks, especially in the agricultural communities, that

is the small banks with $25,000 capital, have over half of their de-

posits of that kind. In many instances two-thirds of their deposits

are time deposits. Now, that practice has grown up and it has
worked satisfactorily in those communities, but they require the same
reserves for that kind of deposit as for the other. The proceeds of

that money are used like the other proceeds in a bank for commercial
purposes. It has worked well. Now, Whithers, in his book on
money, describes something analogous in the English system. He
says the banks there have two forms of deposits, one he calls " cur-

rent deposits," subject to check, and the other is a deposit account
which requires notice before they can withdraw it and on which they
pay interest. That is, the joint stock banks in England have two
accounts with their customers, one they call a current account sub-

ject to check, on which no interest is paid, and the other is a deposit
account requiring 20 days' notice, or 30 days', I do not know which,
on which they pay interest.

Mr. MoEAWETz. That is correct.

Senator Nelson. Now, that is analogous to the system our banks
out West have been operating; and the banks doing that kind of

business see no occasion for establishing a separate savings bank
department as contemplated in this bill. That would be deterring in

the case of the country banks and would be tying up over half of the

deposits of those banks for purely permanent investments such as

contemplated by a pure savings bank, instead of making them avail-

able for commercial purposes. Now, can you see any harm in that

system which has prevailed in these country banks?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I see no harm in that system.

Senator Nelson. And is not that better than requiring these small

banks to have an independent savings department and keep their

funds, as you said a moment ago, physically separate ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I agree with all the Senator has said. And if I

supposed this provision of the bill relating to savings departments
applied to time deposits such as the Senator has subscribed I should

unhesitatingly agree that it ought to be amended. I think there is

no need, either, of keeping as large a reserve for such time deposits

as for demand deposits. But the time deposits should fall into the

category of demand deposits within a certain number of days before

thw mature.
Senator Nelson. You must never lose sight of the fact, Mr. Mora-

wetz, that while in a big city you can have three branches—^you can
have a commercial department; you can have a savings department;
and you can have a loan and trust company—in the small country

town of 2,000 or 3,000 people it is utterly impossible to have those

three institutions. They can not live. A bank there must do all of

those kinds of business, and must do it in order to make it pay for

the bank, and must do it to accommodate the public.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 50
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Mr. MoEAWETZ. I agree to that. In a pamphlet which I published
several years ago I urged that power to establish savings departments
should be given to the national banks. I agree, further, as I have
stated, that the reserves for these savings deposits should be ma-
terially less than for the demand deposits.

Senator Nelson. Well, that should not be the case where the
moneys derived from the deposits are mingled together and kept as

one fund for commercial purposes, should it ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. I think so.

Senator Nelson. Our banks, while they carry on this savincs

business that I have described, when it comes to loaning their money
they mix all these deposits, both savings and the other deposits—they
mix them all. It is a common fund, and out of that common fund
they supply the wants of the community.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I appreciate that, but reserves are kept to secure

the immediate payment of the deposits. They are not to make good
the loans. Therefore, if a bank has large demand liabilities in the

form of deposits, it should keep large reserves. If it has large obli-

gations that mature at some future time, there is no need why it

should keep equivalent reserves on hand until about the time when
these time deposits are going to mature.

Senator Nelson. Now, what other parts of the bill here—I was not

here yesterday, and I regret very much I could not be here—what
other parts of the bill which you have not referred to would you
like to refer to and take up and discuss with us now ?

Mr. MoKAWETz. "Well, I have gone over—I think there are more
than 20 different provisions in the bill which I discussed.

Senator Nelson. I shall read what you said yesterday.

Mr. MoEAWETz. If I may be permitted, in closing my testimony,

I will state a few of the provisions of this bill which I think it is

vital to amend.
Senator Nelson. Yes ; I will be very glad to have you recapitulate

in brief. ^

Mr. MoEAWETZ. First, the proposed notes to be issued under this

bill should be payable in gold.

Senator Nelson. Nothing, else?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Nothing else. Second, great care should be taken

to eliminate from this bill all provisions which are likely to result

in sectional differences and controversies, because sectional differences

and controversies will bring politics ultimately to bear upon the

control and management of the banking system. The Federal board

of control should be a body entirely separate from the admiiiistra-

tion for the time being. No Cabinet officer or officers, subject to

appointment and removal by the President, should be a member of

the Federal board of control. In my judgment, also, no banker or

appointee of bankers should be on that board. It should be made
up of seven high-class men appointed by the President, by and with

the advice and consent of the Senate.
All those provisions giving to this central board discretionary

Eower to interfere with the management of the regional reserve

anks where sectional interest or sectional demands are likely to

arise should be eliminated. The Federal board of control should

not have power to hand over the funds of one reserve bank to

another. It should not have power to fix the discount rate of any one
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reserve bank, but it may have power to fix a minimum discount rate
for any separate district.

Third, the provision of the bill dissolving all such national banks
as fail to come into the plan vpithin a year should be stricken out

—

not out of consideration for the banks. The banlis have no constitu-
tional or moral right to continue in existence and to do business
under the existing laws if the welfare of the country requires that
the law be changed. It is the right of Congress, in fact it is the
duty of Congress, to change the laws governing national banks
whenever and to the extent that Congress deems changes necessary
for the welfare of this country.

Senator Nelson. Even to legislate them directly out of existence.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes; even to legislate them directly out of exist-

ence.

Senator Nelson. Suppose we have no new currency law, but simply
pass a bill, make a bill providing for the immediate dissolution of all

national banks.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. If it were for the welfare of the country, you
would have a right to do it, and I think it would be your duty to do
it. But, sir, the objection to this provision is that under existing con-

ditions it would be fatal to this country to destroy the national banks.

It would be fatal in its result. If this bill were passed in its present
form and any considerable number of the banks went out of existence,

it would be fatal for the reason that the result would be such a

contraction of the currency of this country as would almost certainly

precipitate a panic.

Senator Reed. Suppose they do not come into the system ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. If they do not come into the system, after you have
gotten these reserve banks established and after you have made pro-

vision for the issue of a safe currency to take the place of the out-

standing national-bank notes, then pass an act compelling them to

come in or go out of existence.

Senator Reed. But if they do not come into the system, perhaps
we will not have any power to establish these banks. The establish-

ment of this system presupposes that the national banks or some
banks will come in enough to create regional banks with sufficient

power so that they amount to something.
Mr. MoEAWETZ. Mr. Chairman (Senator Reed), it seems to me that

it is necessary to face the fact you can not carry out this plan or any
other plan without the cooperation of a large part of the banks.

Senator Reed. I agree to that, but the point that is troubling me
now is this : You say we shall not compel the banks to come in, be-

cause if we should pass the law in that way and a large part of them
should disorganize there would be universal ruin following. That
is not your expression, but that covers it. Now, let us grant that is

true.

Senator O'Goeman. It is not universal, it would be national ruin.

Senator Nelson. Yes; that expresses it.

Senator Reed. National ruin. I mean universal as applied to our

conditions in this country.
Senator Nelson. It might reach into the Philippines.

Senator O'Goeman. Or Porto Rico.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; or Porto Rico.
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Senator Reed. Accepting the correction: Now, if the banks were
so averse to this bill that they would lay down their charters and
cease to do business rather than come in, does it not almost neces-

sarily follow that they would not voluntarily come in, and if they

do not voluntarily come in, we would have nothing with which to

establish these banks. Therefore, the suggestion you make that after

the system is established we might apply coercive measures if we de-

sire, seems to me to have the fallacy in it that we can not establish

the system unless the banks do come in.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I see no fallacy. I have stated that you must face

the fact that you can not carry out this plan unless a large proportion

of the banks come in. Not all need come in, but a considerable pro-

portion of the banks. After you have established the reserve banks
with such of the banks as come in, then you will be in a position tq

put pressure to bear upon those who remain out.

Senator Nelson. But what Senator Reed means, and you overlook,

is: Suppose j'ou leave it entirely optional with all national banks
whether they will come in or not, under this bill, and do not provide

in the first instance that if they fail to come in they shall be subject

to forfeiture or loss of their charters as national banks. Would there

then be a sufficient number of national banks coming into this volun-

tarily to establish these regional reserve banks ? Have you any idea

they will be sufficient, if you leave the matter wholly voluntary ?

Mr. JsIoEAWETz. I am confident that if this bill should be amended
in the few particulars, all of which, according to my view, are neces-

sary to make the scheme economically sound and safe, a considerable

majority of the banks in the East will come in.

Senator Weeks. What makes you confident of that ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. My conversations with financial men in New York.

Senator Reed. Mr. Morawetz, what .would you say of applying the

power of Congress under its interstate-commerce rights to this situa-

tion so that the banks would find it very unprofitable to stay out?

Mr. MoEAWETz. You mean all of the banks ?

Senator Reed. Yes ; the banks doing an interstate business ; that is,

sending checks and drafts from one city to another.
Mr. Morawetz. I am very strongly opposed, on principle, and also

as a matter of policy, to legislation by indirection. I think a much
better and a wiser course would be to make this bill acceptable not to

all banks but to fair-minded bankers, such as I believe a majority of

the bankers to be.

Senator Weeks. Is not this true, as a practical proposition: It is

necessary to start the system and it must be started fairly promptly,

or else we are likely to have chaos in our banking and industrial

affairs.

Mr. Morawetz. Y^es.

Senator Weeks. Now, unless we compel banks to come in, are we
not likely to see all banks hesitate and want to see what develops,

what the experience of the others who have gone in is or has been, a

generally conservative desire to take advantage of the experience of

those who have tried the experiment ? That is exactly what happened
when we passed the Aldrich-Vreeland bill, which you and I agree was
not a great measure, but might be a very useful one. We provided

that associations should be formed, and the associations were not
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formed until pressure was brought by the Treasury Department
on groups of banks to form the associations as provided by the
bill. Now, will not exactly that thing happen in this case, unless we
compel national banks to join, and join without any considerable
delay ?

Mr. MoRAWETZ. Well, my objections to the clause of the bill which
we are discussing are not founded on consideration for the banks. I
should be willing to put pressure upon them, but I urge that you
can not put the pressure upon them in that way. You must find

some other way of bringing pressure to bear upon the banks to come
iato this plan. You can not, with safety to the country, adopt the
method which is provided in this bill.

Senator Reed. How would this do, Mr. Morawetz : If I under-
stand, the kernel of the objection to compulsory measures, in your
mind, lies in the fact that if we provide in the bill a hard and fast

rule by which, at the end of a given time, banks not coming in will

cease to exist, and therefore, as they are the sources of the bank
currency, whenever they would go out of business that currency
would be contracted and a sudden contraction would bring panicky
conditions. I understand that to be the kernel of your thought
That is your thought ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, how would it be, instead of providing a hard
and fast rule that at the end of 12 months those not coming in

should be forced out of existence, to provide that this board, this

central board, should have the right, or the Secretary of the Treas-
ury should have the right, to arrest the charter of such bank or

banks as he saw fit, so that he might apply this pressure or might
not; he might apply it to all banks at once, or he might apply it

to part of them.
Mr. Morawetz. I do not think that would be any better than the

provision now in the bill. I should urge that the proper course

would be to make the provisions of this bill in such form as tobe
acceptable to a majority of the banks for, after all, their cooperation

is essential. It would be a sound policy to work in consultation with
the banks in preparing a bill which a majority of them will be will-

ing to accept and work under. And then, after you have succeeded

in organizing some of these Federal reserve banks, pass a law com-
pelling the remaining banks to come in. But I should like to see

the compulsion extend a great deal further than this bill provides.

I should like to compel the State banks as well as the national banks
all to come in.

Senator Reed. How could we do that, because the interstate com-
merce powers of the Government have already been stretched to a

point that sometimes I think is alarming.

Mr. Morawetz. I am inclined to think it could be done.

Senator Reed. I wish you would suggest how. I have very great

regard for your opinion as a lawyer.

Senator Nelson. I would suggest to him that we ought to have

done it in the income-tax law requiring State banks to take out a

license before doing business as State banks, and then put in the con-

ditions. Perhaps we could have reached it in that way.

Senator Reed. That would be exercising the taxing power.
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Senator Nelson. How is that?

Senatoi' Reed. That would be applying the taxing power.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. MoRAAVETz. I am utterly opposed to the exercise of the taxing

power to nullify the Constitution by indirection. I do believe, how-
ever, that sound banks, organized and conducted according to a

uniform system, are as necessary to the transaction of interstate com-
merce as are railways and highways, and therefore I do believe that

Congress has a broad power of regulating the banking business

throughout the country.

Senator Reed. Under the interstate-commerce provision?

Mr. MoEAWETz. Yes.

Senator Reed. That is what I suggested. Now, can you give us a

method of practically applying that? By what means? Just by a

general law that all banks engaged in interstate commerce must
become members of this system? That is compulsion with a ven-

geance.

Mr. ]\IoRAWETz. I should like to consider that question further

before answering.
Senator Reed. I wish you would.
Mr. MoRAWETz. I wish to state, however. Senator, that I have

given very careful consideration to the constitutional powers of

Congress to regulate corporations engaged in banking or interstate

business of any kind, and I published an article in which I dis-

cussed that matter in the June, 1913, number of the Harvard Law
Review.

Senator Reed. I am sure I speak for the other members of the

committee, both present and absent, when I say that we would like

very much if you would file with us your views as to the method of

applying this principle, and we will have the clerk of the committee

get your article, unless you desire to rewrite it, applying it to this

proposition. That is a matter which has not been much discussed,

and I am glad to find a lawyer of your eminence agreeing that we
have that power.
Now, I want to ask you this, as a practical proposition, aside, and

in asking this question, I do not mean that I am committing myself

to it. It is a mere suggestion : How would it do as a matter of induce-

ment to banks to come into this system if we were to provide a very

low rate of exchange, or an absolute parity, as is in this bill, for

member banlis, with a higher rate of exchange for business done by

other banks passing through, and permit all business of other banks

to pass through, under some regulation, making a discrimination in

favor of the member banks ? That is, by way of inducement, rather

than compulsion.
Mr. MoKAWETz. I should be disposed to doubt the efficacy of the

plan just suggested. I think that the way of accomplishing the

desired result would be to make a few changes in the bill to meet

the ideas of the leading bankers as to what sound banking demands.

Senator Reoed. But, Mr. Morawetz, we can not, in order to get the

banks in, permit the bankers to write this bill for the country.

Mr. Morawetz. I do not mean that, sir.

Senator Reed. I know you do not mean that.

Mr. Morawetz. I did not mean that. You need not see them

again. You probably know, from the testimony before this com-
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tnittee, what will be needed to satisfy the leading bankers; and as

the leading bankers go the great majority of the bankers will go.

Senator Reed. I mean more than that. We can not afford to write
a bill for the whole country which gives to the banks any advantage
tiiey ought not to possess. Neither do I think, under the same con-
struction, that we can afford to deny to the bankers those rights
which are necessary to the maintenance of a banking system ; but we
might make this bill so attractive to the bankers that it would be so
unattractive to everybody else that it would not live long.

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Sir, I believe that a great many of the leading
bankers of this country are patriotic men, who will come into this

plan even at a great loss to their own banks.
Senator Reed. I am glad to hear you say that. Let me ask you

one question which is aside from that. This bill, in the contribution
to the capital of the regional banks, proposes to require, a contribution
of a certain aniount of capital. Now, many banks in the country
have a very small capital in proportion to their real assets; I mean
their real net assets. They have a very large surplus, and they have
other funds. Do you not think that the contribution ought to be, not
upon the basis of capital but upon the basis of capital and surplus,

whatever the percentage might be?
Mr. MoKAWETZ. I do not think so.

Senator Reed. Let me see. I think there is a bank in New York

—

I have forgotten which one
Mr. MoEA^^TETZ (interposing). You are probably thinking of the

Chemical National Bank, which had a surj3lus perhaps 40 times the

amount of its capital.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. MoEAA\'ETZ. But that has all been changed. The Chemical

National Bank increased its capital stock enormously and changed
surplus into capital.

Senator Reed. But now, as banks are ordinarily organized to-day,

right in the inception of the organization most of them provide

capital stock and at the same time provide surplus, and start « ith a

surplus. Now, the surplus in some banks is very large; and then

they have undivided profits, which is also a very large sum some-

times. Is the amount of the capital stock the real starting point?

Mr. Moeawetz. It is. The capital is fixed and can not be impaired.

The surplus is a.fluctuating thing, which can be paid out as dividends,

and which changes from year to year and from month to month.

If thought advisable, there would be no objection, to my mind, in

requiring a corporation to take stock in its reserve bank equal to 10

per cent of its capital and surplus at the time of its formation._

Senator Reed. That is what I meant.
Mr. MoRAWETZ. But I do not think it would serve any useful pur-

pose, and it would introduce uncertainty in the plan, because the

surplus is not a matter of record. It is subject to constant change.

The bank could increase the surplus the day after its subscription to

100 per cent. And it could pay out its surplus to its stockholders.

Senator Reed. I do not refer to what would happen hereafter, but

I meant in the primary subscription of the bank.

Mr. Moeawetz. Suppose a bank, then, reduces its surplus. What
then?
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Senator Reed. If it does that-

Mr. MoEAWETz (interposing). It gets part of its subscription back.

Senator Reed. It has increased its assets, and it would have a larger

contribution to the central bank than it would then need to main-
tain—

—

Mr. MoEAWETz (interposing) . Than it would be allowed to have
under the bill?

Senator Reed. Yes; than it would be allowed to have under the

bill.

Mr. Morawetz. I really think the advantage is so very trifling that

it is entirely outweighed by the manifest inconveniences which would
arise if the right or the obligation to subscribe were fixed by the

surplus, which is not a matter of record, and which is subject to daily

fluctuation, and which is wholly within the control of the bank. I

do think, however, and I urge the committee to consider my sugges-

tion carefully, that it would be advisable to require member banks to

invest 10 per cent of their capital in the stock of their reserve bank,

to be paid up within six months and subject to no further liability

to contribute an additional per cent, as provided in this bill, but to

authorize the reserve banks, under the supervision and control of the

Federal board, to offer for public subscription a preferred stock

without voting power, entitling the holders to cumulative dividends

when earned at a rate not exceeding 6 per cent. It is very desirable

to strengthen the capital of these reserve banks as much as possible,

so that they will not be so largely dependent on the deposits of other

banks for their power to help the banking situation in time of need.

Senator Reed. You would have that preferred stock paid this 5 per

cent dividend before the banks received any profits?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Surely.
Senator Nelson. Mr. Morawetz, do you not think that if we here

in the Senate should have gone to work and passed this bill just as it

came to us from the House that it would have wrought a great deal

of financial and commercial disturbance in this country and proved a

detriment to the country?
Mr. MoEAWETz. I think it would have resulted in a catastrophe.

Senator Nelson. You thinli this committee, then, is fully justified

in deliberating and carefully considering this bill, in order to improve
it?

Mr. Moeawetz. I think it is more than justified, sir, in doing that.

Senator Nelson. And to get all the light we can from experienced

men like yourself and others?
Mr. Moeawetz. I do not like to include myself.
Senator Nelson. Well, I think you have given us a good deal of

valuable information.
Mr. Moeawetz. But I cordially agree with the view that this bill

needs a careful overhauling.
Senator Nelson. And ought we not, in a matter of such supreme

importance to the welfare of the country, proceed with caution and

deliberation ?

Mr. Moeawetz. Surely.
Senator Nelson. And is it not a further fact, Mr. Morawetz, that

this fall we are in a fairly good condition ; crops are moving ; there

seems to be plenty of money in the country to handle the crops;
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there seems to be no immediate urgency for making a running pace.

Is that not so ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. That is true.

Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention to the fact that a
short time ago the Secretary of the Treasury proposed to distribute

$50,000,000 to move the crops throughout the country. He could
only succeed in disposing of half of that. He offered $3,000,000 ta
our banks in Minnesota to move the crops. You know we are a great

wheat State. Of the $3,000,000 he offered a million and a half, I

think, to Minneapolis, which is a great grain center, and half a

million to St. Paul and half a million to Duluth, and Duluth took a
half a million, but Minneapolis and St. Paul did not need it.

Mr. MoEAWETz. They are very prosperous cities.

Senator Nelson. Do you not think under those circumstances we
should take time to act with deliberation and caution and judgment ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. I feel that of all legislation none requires more
care and deliberation than banking and currency legislation, and it

would be a fatal thing to this country if this banking and currency
bill were passed in as incomplete and unfinished and imperfect a
condition as was the income-tax bill.

But, on the other hand, I think it is very desirable that banking
and currency legislation subjects be disposed of with all practicable

speed. It has been hanging over the country now for years, and
it is in itself a disturbing element. While all time should be taken
to make the bill as perfect as it can be made, no time should be
wasted.

Senator Nelson. You must remember one thing, that while we
may be able to pass fairly good laws, we can not manufacture good
bankers.

Mr. MoEAWETz. That is true.

Senator Nelson. And do you not recognize the fact that the

bankers' panic in New York in 1907 came rather from bad banking
than from bad laws?
Mr. Morawetz. I think it came, sir, from a bad system, a system

under which there existed 25,000 individual banks scattered over this

country with no means of obtaining cooperation or unity of action

with regard to the use of the reserve, the aggregate amount of which,

was quite adequate.
Senator Nelson. The trouble was, Mr. Morawetz, the little country

banks in the interior, like rivulets, had all been pouring their streams

into the big central reserve cities, especially New York and Chicago.

They had been pouring it in freely, gathering it up from their country

merchants and farmers and sending in their money to those cities,

and when the emergency arose they found a good deal of it tied up
in call loans on stock collaterals, and they could not get it. Is not

that a fact?

Mr. Morawetz. It is a fact, as I stated a little while ago, that the

underlying trouble was that there was no way of using the reserve

money in the aggregate when and where it was needed, and that

situation was due to the fact that the deposits of the country banks

of their reserves with reserve city banks and the central reserve city

banks were of no use as reserves.
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Senator Nelson. Do you not consider the fact—now to begin with,

a national bank, in the ordinary sense, is supposed to be a com->

mercial bank, is it not ?

Mr. MoEAWETZ. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Now, do you not think it is diverting the busi-

ness of that bank from its legitimate commercial purposes to invest

the moneys of such a bank in call loans on stock collaterals, for the

purpose of carrying what they call margins.

Mr. MoRAWETz. I do.

Senator Nelson. Is it not a diversion of the business of such a

bank from its commercial purposes, for which it was designed, into

channels it ought not to go into?

Mr. MoKAWETz. To that I agree.

Senator Nelson. That is a thing that has grown up, not because

the law directed it, but because the banks have been guilty of that.

That is what the banks have been guilty of, is it not ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. That practice has grown up because of the absence

of any reserve banks which would furnish a market for the redis-

counting of paper held by the banks.

Senator Nelson. The law did not plan that system. That is a

system—this system of loaning on call loans is a system which has

been created and built up by the banks, it is not ?

Mr. MoRAWETz. It is because of the defective nature of the system.

Inasmuch as under this system there is no rediscotint market for com-
mercial paper, it is not a liquid asset. Each bank feels that it must
keep part of its assets so that it can get reserve money when it needs

it. That is the reason why the banks make these call loans.

Senator Nelson. Do you not know that in the case of a bank these

stock collateral loans are anything but liquid loans?
Mr. MoRAWETz. Yes.

Senator Nelson. They are not liquid.

Mr. MoRAWETz. Each bank looks no farther than its own situation.

Each bank says, " We will keep part of our assets in the form of

these call loans on stock exchange collateral, so that when we want

the money we can demand it," but it does not consider the fact that

«very other bank is in the same position, and that when one bank
calls a loan to replenish its reserves the money must come out of some

other bank, so that the gain of the one bank is the loss of the other.

Senator Nelson. Yes. Is it not a fact, Mr. Morawetz, that in the

midst of a panic or stringency such as we had in 1907, that really the

only liquid loans are bills of exchange, accompanied by bills of lading

for the necessaries of life, like cotton, wheat, flour, and such products?

Those are really the only liquid loans. Was it not by means of such-

bills that we secured upward of $100,000,000 of gold in the panic of

1907? Some people called them documentary bills; some people

called them commercial bills. Was that not what brought nearly

$100,000,000 of gold into the country ? It was not brought here on

finance bills.

Mr. Morawetz. That, and to sales of commodities and bonds and
stocks.

Senator Nelson. My information was, and I got it from no less

an authority than Mr. Vanderlip—I have his letter written some time

ago—and he said that the 95 million odd of gold were obtained upon
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commercial bills of exchange drawn against wheat, flour, and cotton,

and not through what they call finance bills. You know the distinc-

tion between a commercial and a finance bill ?

Mr. MoRAAVETZ. Perfectly. I think. Senator, this gold was ob-

tained in part also by sales of securities and out-and-out sales of
commodities, and probably
Senator Nelson (interposing). Mr. Vanderlip, and I have his

letter for it, says not.

Senator Eeed. It would be strange if there was not something of
that kind done.

Mr. MoEAWETz. I think a great deal of it came in that way. The
foreigners undoubtedly bought more wheat than usual, and more
cotton than usual, but not such a vast amount more than usual. A
great deal of it was

Senator Nelson (interposing). You recall that during that fall

the crop of wheat in the world was not very large, and there was a
great demand for it ; there happened to be, fortunately, a great de-

mand abroad for wheat that fall. There was not such a surplus
at this time, so that, Mr. Morawetz, when you study it you will

find that the banks, by the stock loans, loans on stock collateral

for the purpose of carrying margins, have built up a system that has
proved in times of stress their own ruin. Is that not a fact, to some
extent ?

Mr. MoEAWETz. To some extent, it is quite true
;
yes, sir.

I want to add that I have no sympathy with the argument which
has often been advanced by the bankers and officers of trust com-
panies that the investment of these institutions of large sums in

bonds and stocks, principally bonds, makes a kind of secondary re-

serve in times of stress.

Senator Nelson. But not in times of panic?
Mr. MoEAWETZ. I say I do not sympathize with that view. Such

investments are less excusable than the collateral loans. It is un-
doubtedly true that the call loans are a very convenient way of

using part of the credit power of the banks.

Senator Nelson. In normal times that may be so. What we
should legislate against is a hurricane and a storm.

Mr. Morawetz. What you want to legislate for is not to create a

cyclona-proof cellar to protect people in case of a hurricane, but what
you want to obtain is a system which will prevent a hurricane from
ever striking this country again. You want to prevent the recur-

rence of panics and not merely mitigate these dangers after they

have occurred.

Senator Nelson. You see, in piping times of peace, we get along

fairly well with our present national banking system. We have at

all events had a sound currency if it has not been elastic.

I am old enough to have had a little experience with our old

State banks' paper currency. I knew what that meant. We have

had a good currency, and a safe currency. It may not have been as

elastic as it might have been. But outside of that currency this

system has brought on the catastrophes in New York time and again,

and did not grow from that currency system. It grew out of a

vicious system of banking.
Mr. MoEAWETz. The panics in Cleveland's time were due to the

currency.
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Senator Nelson. No.
Mr. MoRAWETz. The currency to-day I regard as sound. There

is not the slightest danger.
Senator Nelson. You are mistaken. In Cleveland's time the

country ^was in a state of stagnation, and then we had injected a
good deal of silver into our currency, but in 1907 the country was in

a prosperous condition, and economically sound. There was no
occasion for that panic, and to show you that I will state that out
in the West there were a good many places, small country towns,
where they kept open shop and paid out money and took in money,
just as though there had been no panic in New York at all.

Mr. MoRAWETZ. The currency in this country
Senator Eeed (interposing). Had you anything else to say, Mr.

Morawetz ?

Mr. Morawetz. I was going to reply to Senator Nelson's question.

Senator Reed. I beg your pardon. Go right ahead.
Mr. Morawetz. The currency of this country, in my opinion, is

jDerfectly safe and sound at this day. The issue of silver dollars

worth 50 cents, intrinsically, to the dollar has been stopped. The
issue of greenbacks has been stopped and the Government has pledged
itself to jDay those outstanding on demand in gold, and to maintain
an adequate reserve in gold; and the issue of bank notes has been

stopped by the exhaustion of the Government bonds.
Senator Reed. Mr. Morawetz, I think I am warranted in thank-

ing you, sir, on behalf of the committee, and I only wish you might
continue your talk indefinitely.

At 2 o'clock Mr. Gilbert will begin at once. Unless we are forced

to remain in the Senate, we will reconvene at 2 o'clock this afternoon.

(The papers referred to by Senator Hitchcock are as follows:)

Richmond Trtjst & Savings Co.,

Richmond, Va., Octoier 20, 191S.

Hon. Robert L. Owen,
Chairman Senate Committee on Banking and Currency,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : Pursuant to the committee's request of last week I now beg to

submit my suggestions in writing for the consideration of your committee, viz:

(1) Federal reserve districts (sec. 2).—Reduce the number of Federal re-

serve banks to seven and name the points to wit : New York, Boston, Wash-
ington, New Orleans, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco. The headquarters of

this Federal reserve board to be established at Washington, but with a clause

authorizing removal to any other "Federal reserve bank point" (for instance,

in time of national danger) ; i. e., by and with the consent of Congress.
The capital to be supplied on a basis of 6 per cent of the member banlis'

capital, surplus, and undivided profits as of July 1, 1913 ; one-half payable at

once, one-fourth in 60 days, and the remainder in 120 days. (It must be ob-

vious that the only fair computation is on surplus as well as capital.)

(2) Division of earnings (sec. 7).—Six per cent instead of 5 per cent.

(3) Federal reserve ioard (sees. 11 and 13).—Abolish the "Federal advisory

council " by entirely eliminating section 13. Increase the Federal reserve

board to 11, so that one appointment can be made by the President from each

of the seven sections or districts having in it a Federal reserve bank, the eighth

member to be chosen by vote of a majority of the banks belonging to the entire

system. Make the term for life, subject to good behavior, just like the Su-

preme Court judges, and, in order to get good men, place the salary at $12,000

per annum.
(4) Rediscounts (sec. 14).—^Amend line 1, page 26, to read: "Any member

bank " instead of "Any national bank."
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I thiuk it important to prohibit Federal reserve banks lending either on their
own stock or on the stock of any other Federal reserve bank, directly or
indirectly.

(5) Open-market operations (sec. 15).—Place a conservative "limit" on
these transactions.

(6) 'Note issues (sec. 17).—On page 33 amend by erasing in lines 14 and 15
the words " at par and without charge for exchange or collection," and insert
instead, after line 19, these words, "in accordance with the rules and regvila-
tions to be prescribed from time to time by the Federal reserve board." Erase
lines 20, 21. 22, and the word " patrons " in line 23, and insert the following
words instead: "Member banks shall make such charges to their patrons for
collecting checks and drafts as shall be prescribed by the rules and regulations
issued from time to time by the Federal board."

(7) Savings department (sec. 27).—The conditions regarding "savings"
being entirely different in some sections of the country from the conditions
prevailing in other parts of the United States, I suggest that this entire clause
be simplified as follows :

"

" That the Federal reserve board shall be, and is hereby, authorized to exempt
the savings departments of national banking associations from any and every
restriction upon classes or kind of business laid down in the national banking
act. And it shall be the duty of said board within one year after its organi-
zation to prepare and publish rules and regulations for the conduct of business
by the savings departments of every member bank under this act."
But if the committee insists on Inserting in this section all that the Federal

reserve board shall do, then I call attention to the fact that they should amend
the eighth line, page 48, by inserting, after the words " savings department,"
these words : "As well as the method and form of withdrawal."

(This is important because in many localities pass-book withdrawals have
degenerated into wholesale checking accounts ; to the great danger of the com-
munity, by thus destroying the only known safeguard on " savings deposits.")

(8) Foreign ^ranches (sec. 28).—^Amend line 16, page 49, to read that any
" member bank " instead of any " national banking association "

; and wherever
this same error in phraseology occurs, in the entire bill, amend accordingly.

(9) Change of numbers.—Amend sections 29 and 30, numbering them instead
respectively 30 and 31.

(10) Agricultural credit banks.—Add section No. 29, as follows:
" The Federal reserve board shall have the power to consider applications for

the establishment of, and to establish throughout the country agricultural credit
banks under such rules and regulations as it shall formulate and promulgate
from time to time; but in no event shall any Federal reserve bank subscribe
exceeding 5 per cent of its capital stock toward the capital stock of an agricul-

tural credit bank, and then only when such agricultural credit bank is located
in the district covered by the said Federal reserve bank. No "branch" of a
Federal reserve bank and no member bank under this act shall subscribe to the
capital stock of such an agricultural credit bank, nor lend directly or indirectly

upon the stock of such agricultural credit bank."
Yours, very truly, S. D. Scudder,

Vice President and Treasurer.

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York.

New York, N. Y., October 20, 1913.

Hon. Robert L. Owen,
Chairman Committee on Banking and Currency,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sib ; I am directed to send to you the inclosed printed copy of a report

adopted to-day by the New York Chamber of Commerce on the Federal reserve

act and to call your earnest attention to it.

This report was adopted on recommendation of a committee, 11 of whom
are prominent merchants and 6 are leading blinkers of this city. A copy of

the report and also a copy of the Federal reserve act, as it passed the House of

Representatives, were sent to each of the 1,600 members of the chamber in

advance of the special meeting of October 20, to consider the same.

> Note carcEuUy.
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Every effort was made to obtain a full and free expression of opinion by the

membersliip of the cbamber; and its adoption at tbe special meeting is there-

fore proof that it represents the sentiment of New York on this great measure.

As will be seen from the language of the report the desire is to cooperate with
Congress in perfecting this most important legislation.

Tours, very respectfully,
Sereno S. Pratt, Secretar-y.

[In closure.]

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York.

At a special meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York,
held October 20, 1913, the following report, presented by the committee on
finance and currency, was unanimously adopted. The committee was enlarged
by the addition of 11 merchants, and the report and a copy of the proposed act

were sent to every member of the chamber in advance of the meeting.

John Claflin, President.

Attest

:

Sereno S. Pkatt, Secretary.

REPORT ON THE FEDER.AL RESER\E ACT.

New York, N. Y., October 16, 1913.

To the Ghuniher of Commerce

:

Your standing committee on finance and cuiTency, composed of 7 bankers,
having been enlarged by the addition of 11 merchants for the purpose of the

consideration and report upon the Federal reserve act (H. R. 1837), now pend-

ing in the United States Senate, has made a careful study of this important bill

and now respectfully submits its report. This report was first adopted by a

subcommittee of 5 merchants and later by the full committee of 18. Its con-

clusions are based upon an independent study of the provisions of the bill,

which study was illumined by the instructive discussion of the measure at the

recent conference conducted by the Academy of Political Science. The two
sessions of the conference, held in the hall of the chamber, were attended by
hundreds of the members of the chamber, who listened with the deepest interest

to the statements of Chairman Owen, of the Senate Committee on Banking and
Currency, and Representative Bulkley, of the House Committee on Banking and
Currency, and the debate which followed. In order that our membership might
be further prepared to act intelligently upon this measure, a copy of the Federal
reserve act was mailed to each member, and, moreover, a copy of this report has
been sent to the members in advance of the special meeting called to pass

upon it.

Your committee believes that experience is the greatest asset as it is also

the surest guide to wisdom and the best preventive of errors in judgment in

professional, political, commercial, and industrial life.

If there is one phase of the complex conditions of modern business in which
more than another the wisdom gained by experience should obtain and be ex-

pressed it is in the currency and banking system of any great nation and in

its administration.
For reasons which it is not necessary to discuss or review here the United

States has long rested under a system unscientific, if not, indeed, unsound,
which has proven inadequate to stand the strain of stressful times; and with
many serious restraints and setbacks has achieved its material progress in spite

of rather than because of the structure of its financial system.
Yet all the while we have had the example of other great nations pursuing

their way through wars and pestilence, through fire and fioods, through collapse

of unwise speculation and shrinkage of security values with no disastrous dis-

turbance or serious interruption to the progress of their productive energies

and the interchange of commodities.
Experience, therefore, lies ready at our hand. Shall we avail ourselves of

it; and, grasping the fundamental principles which miderlie all successful

systems, differing only in details, apply them to our own needs and conditions

with equally beneficent results.
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It is tlie conviction of your committee that such has been the intention of the
Federal Congress and administration ; and if we differ with them in our views
as to the methods to be employed, it is because we believe that some of the pro-
visions of the present bill will not permit of the free play and influence of some
of those pronciples which it has attempted to recognize and which experience
has proved are fundamentally necessary to security, flexibility, and fluidity of
credit and exchange.
We should be untrue to ourselves and to the record of this chamber on the

banking and currency question if we failed to point out what we believe to be
the ideal solution, and frankly recognizing that, because of the complex condi-
tions in our country, the ideal may be unattainable at this time, to suggest
such changes in the present bill as we believe of vital importance to accomplish
the ends which the needs of our commerce demand and which the security and
advancement of our industrial and financial existence require.
The ideal solution, in our judgment, would be one central reserve association,

dealing. only with member banks and the Government; issuing currency against
commercial notes having a definite and limited maturity, redeemable in gold
and protected by an adequate gold reserve, this currency to be the obligation
of the central reserve association issuing it and not involving the credit of the
Government for its guarantee or redemption ; other outstanding forms of cur-
rency to be gradually retired ; the Government to use the reserve association
as its depository and fiscal agent and to be adequately lepresented on its board
of management ; its operation generally to be under Government supervision,
but not under absolute political control.

If this solution is not attainable at this time, recognizing that the
present bill contains some features greatly superior to the existing

system, your committee urges amendments to the proposed act in the
following particulars:

1. The reduction in the number of Federal reserve banks to not
exceeding four, with powers to operate branches within their own
Federal reserve district.

Note.—If the desired strength resulting from the concentration of reserves is

really to be obtained, and if in times of emergency there is to be a greater
strength by unity of action of the reserve banks, with a small number of Fed-
eral reserve banks, cooperation tending to approximate the advantages of a
single reserve reservoir might be possible. With 12 or more we believe that
would be diflicult and improbable and that there would in emergencies be likely

to develop the same individual struggle for reserves that we have seen cause
disaster before. The fewer their number the greater their strength would be
in proportion, and the greater therefore the sense of security in the minds of all

the people in their respective districts, a factor which must not be overlooked, for

timidity and fear breed panics.
With too many districts it is entirely possible that in some of the large centers

there would be a number of joint-stock banks and possibly even of private

banks of greater financial power than the Federal reserve bank of that district,

which in itself would deprive the latter of much of its expected influence, and
of the confidence of the people. Four reserve banks as the maximum, suggested

by your committee, would amply permit, North, South, East, and West to be
fully embraced.

2. That membership in the Federal reserve banks be made of such

importance to the national banks that it need not be made compul-
sory.

3. The retirement as promptly as possible of existing national-

bank notes by the purchase by the Government at par of the out-

standing 2 per cent bonds, or by some equitable arrangement by which
the Federal reserve banks would take over these bonds from the

national banks.

Note.—This country has long since passed the point where it needs to sustain

a market for its bonds by an arbitrary and artificial means, which operates to

the disadvantage of its commerce and of its citizens by maintaining an inflexible

currency.
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Ou tlie other hand it is unjust that banks which have invested their funds in

<5ovevnment bonds which did not return in interest and profits on circulation a
sufficient sum out of which to create a sinliing fund, should have to suffer loss

toy the withdrawal of the privilege or the substitution of a bond unmarketable
at par.

4. That of the seven members of the Federal reserve board, not

more than five should be appointed by the President, none of whom
should hold other executive office, and not fewer than two should be

elected by the member banks of the regional reserve banks, and that

the compensation of the members of the Federal reserve board should

be not less than $25,000 per annum each.

Note.—The present provision in the bill designates three of the seven consti-

tuting the Federal reserve board from executive members of the Government
•charged with a multiplicity of duties in administration which must inevitably

absorb so much of their time and thought that it Is not apparent to your com-
mittee how they could possibly also exercise the important and responsible func-

tions entailed upon members of the Federal reserve board.
In urging as strongly as we know how that at least two members of this

board should be elected by the member banks of the Federal reserve banks,

your committee again refers to the opening paragraphs in, this report, pointing

out that experience in administration is, in its opinion, of vast importance,

and while this proposal would preserve a majority and control for the Govern-
ment representatives this plan would assure beyond peradventure a minority of

men trained and experienced in such special functions.

Private capital, and particularly banking capital, has been charged with being
grasping and with the desire to take to itself great earnings, but even if this is

true private capital has shown great care in the selection and liberality in the
compensation of men to place at the head of its banking institutions, and
stockholders in banks of even moderate size have always been ready to pay to

a talented man several times the salary provided for the members of the Fed-
eral reserve board in the present bill. If private capital has indeed been grasp-

ing, it has been willing to pay large remuneration, because it believed that
thereby it could secure high talent, and your committee believes that it will not

be possible to secure the talent, experience, and judgment requisite to admin-
ister the broad powers and responsibilities of the Federal reserve board at the

compensation proposed in the present bill.

5. That the rate of dividend to be allowed to member banks on
their proportionate shares of the capital of their regional reserve bank
should be 6 per cent instead of 5, and that all further profits of the

regional reserve banks should be paid over to the Government of

the United States.

Note.—If the Federal reserve banks are to be in fact public-utility institu-

tions, chiefly if not solely for the safeguarding of the commerce, industry,

and financial operations of the country, they should be operated primarily for

that purpose and not for profit beyond a reasonable return upon the necessary
•capital contributed, and member banks should be free from the influences or

temptations to govern their relations with regional banks by expected further
profits, which the present provisions in the bill might tend to create.

6. That the Federal reserve notes be issued by the Federal reserve

banks without guaranty by the Government.

Note.—It is questionable whether in the proposal to make these notes the

•obligations of the United States the question has been considered from an
international viewpoint as thoroughly as from a purely national one. Whether
it desires to be so or not the United States is about as much affected by inter-

national monetary conditions as any of the foreign nations. Already the great

nations of western Europe as well as India in the East are engaged in an
extraordinary struggle for the accumulation of increased gold reserves. Con-
ceive of the conditions which might be caused by a great European conflagra-

tion ot war intensifying this struggle for gold to titanic proportions. Possibly

the citizens of the United States, no matter what domestic financial conditions
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arrive, may not create embarrassment by wholesale demands for redemption
in gold; but ricb as the United States is it Is still an immensely debtor
nation and must continue to be so for many years, while there remain many
natural resources to be developed and new industrial activities to be provided
with capital, and moreover there remain enormous quantities of our securities
held for investment abroad.
A European conflagi-ation, and it has been perilously near at least twice

within the past three years on the admission of the 'leading statesmen of
Europe, would certainly result in an enormous foreign demand for gold, and
the liquidation of our securities would dominate our international exchange
marljet.

Conceivably, conditions might thus arise which would create such an ebb
tide of gold that even the Federal reserve banks, if they were the issuers of
the currency, could not stem or stop it, and in such an event the Government
might have to come forward with its power and credit for the preservation
of our domestic interests, but in that case the Government would be entering
the lists with undiminished power on behalf of others and for the sustaining
of other's credit and not entering the contest as a suppliant on its ovm behalf
and for the preservation of its own credit, an immensely different position in
strength and effectiveness than would exist If the Government Itself had issued
the notes.

Having these various considerations in view, your committee pro-
poses the adoption by the chamber of the following preamble and
resolution

:

Whereas we are Iseenly alive to the defects of our present banking system and
to the great advantages to commerce and industry that will certainly follow
the enactment of a law recognizing the correct principles governing a cen-
tralization of banking reserves and the creation of an elastic bank-note
currency; and

Whereas we believe that the measure which has passed the House of Repre-
sentatives and is now pending in the Senate of the United States embraces
in a considerable degree the recognition of those principles, and with neces-
sary amendments may, if enacted into law, be of untold value to the com-
merce and industry of America; and we are in strong sympathy with the
desire of the administration for the enactment of an adequate law : There-
fore be it

Resolved, That the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York recom-
mends the enactment of the present measure after such changes have been
made as banking and commercial experience may indicate to be necessary for

the practical working of the law, and that this body specifically recommends

:

(1) The reduction of the number of Federal reserve banks to not more
than four;

(2) That a strong effort be made to save the national banking system from
a loss in numbers through national banks taking out State charters, by making
the provisions of the measure sufficiently satisfactory to banks to obtain their

cooperation, and, if possible, to secure the accession of State banks and trust

companies to the Federal reserve organization, so that the measure will tend

to unify our banking system

;

(3) That provision be made for a speedier retirement of the present bond-

secured national bank note circulation by the redemption of Government bonds
now securing circulation, in order as promptly as possible to make room for a
sufficient amount of the new notes to give true elasticity to the currency

;

(4) That at least two members of the Federal reserve board shall be elected

by the member banks of the Federal reserve banks, and that the members to be

appointed by the President shall not hold other executive offices

;

(5) That after paying 6 per cent dividend on the capital of the Federal

reserve banks that any further profits shall be paid into the Treasury of the

United States Government;
(6) That the proposed note issue be the obligations of the Federal reserve

hanks issuing the notes and not of the United States: And be it further

Resolved, That if the pending measure be amended so as to conform in funda-

mental principles and administration to the approved practices of world banking

in security and flexibility, we urge upon the management of national banks a

broad and unselfish view and a hearty cooperation, believing that any temporary

inconvenience arising from changed methods will be far more than compensated

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 51
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by advantages which will flow from a sound banking and currency system that
will benefit the commerce of the whole country.

Respectfully submitted.

Cornelius N. Bliss, .1r. ; John Claflin, ]jresident; Ralph L. Cutter;
Otto Ij. Dommerich ; Samuel W. Fairchild ; Alexander J. Hemp-
hill; Francis L. Hine; Augustus D. Juilliard; Joseph B. Mar-
tindale; Eugenius H. Outerbridge; William Jay SchiefCelin;

Mortimer L. SchifC; William Sloane; James Taleott; Prank A.
Vanderlip, chairman ; Clarence Whitman ; Albert H. Wiggln ; of
the committee on finance and currency and members of the cham-
ber associated therewith for the consideration of this subject.

New York, October 16, 1913.

Additional Statement by William W. Flannagan, of Montclair, N. J.

On reading pages 1650 to 1656 of the record of the committee, it seems that the
questions and answers lead to the conclusion, that in order to prevent an over-

Issue of circulating notes by the Federal reserve banks, it will be necessary or
desirable to regulate the interest rate by the time for which the discount is

made ; the examination concludes by the witness saying :
" There should be some

slight excess of the rate from month to month," the questioning Senator con-

ceding " that is of course reasonable."

Now, we know that this is entirely impracticable, and that if such a provision
was put into the bill it would raise " a howl " from one end of the country to

the other as being an effort to uproot the business usage of the country. How
could you defend the assertion that this was putting a penalty upon the exten-

sion of reasonable credit in accordance with usual trade requirements and was
encouraging, in addition to interest charges, the demand for the payment of a
useless premium for the nearest approach to cash transactions?

I believe this wrong conclusion is based upon the false premises assumed, as
shown in the examination of the witness, to wit

:

(1) " That a discount by the reserve bank is a loan of money."
(2) "That the issuance of circulating notes is measured by the volume of

discounts made."
Banks don't lend money. They lend a substitute for money. I know this

assertion will be called by some, uselessly drawing a technical difference
" spliting hairs," " a distinction without a difference," all of which I deny. On
the contrary, the fact is fundamental ; it is the statement of a distinction which
must be drawn in order to understand the mechanism of banking, especially by
our legislators, if they would save themselves from wrong conclusions and the

people from the result of grave errors occasioned thereby.
The common belief, exemplified in the expression that banlts receive money

from one class and lend it to another class is entirely erroneous. They do noth-
ing of the kind. If it were true, then the total amount of the loans by the banks
would be the volume of money in circulation or less, which we know is not so.

The loans and discounts by the national banks alone are more than double the

total " money " of the country, including as " money " all the coin and all the
paper substitutes in circulation, whether issued by the Government or by the

banks, and all held In their vaults.

I said the banks lend a " substitute for money "—it is usually called " credit "

—

and this term Is apt to produce confusion of thought from the various meanings
In which the word " credit " is used.

It is " credit " that is loaned or given, but only In the sense of a book credit

made by the bank, as an acknowledgment of a debt; it is not "credit" in the
usual sense of confidence nor of belief in future compliance with a promise.
This latter " credit " is what the bank's customer extends to the bank when he
accepts the book credit. This book credit made by the bank is the debt of the
bank ; it is called in banking parlance a deposit ; it is the " substitute for money "

which the bank lends, and it is used as such substitute by the borrower by means
of a check.
At a risk of being prolix I would say that the mechanism of banking consists

of the exchange of bank debts for other debts or for money. In the case of

exercising the function of discount or loan, the bank exchanges its promise
to pay on demand for the customer's promise to pay in the future. Because
the fulfillment of the bank's promise is occasionally immediately required it

does not change the nature of the transaction. This requirement, as a matter
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of practice is usually, if not invariably, a separate transaction by means of a
check—either tbe customer's or the bank cashier's check.
In the case of exercising the function of deposit the bank exchanges with

the customer its promise to pay on demand for some other promise to pay when
the deposit is in the form of a check or currency (paper money), or gives
such promise to pay in exchange for coin when the deposit is made in coin ; th^
latter does not constitute 1 per cent of the deposits made.
The remaining function of banking is called circulation or note issue; it,

is properly only a change in the form of the bank's debt and should be exer-^
cised only for the convenience of the depositor and not for the profit of the
bank. We have been erroneously taught through the national-bank act to look
upon the bank function of note issue as a source of profit. This profit was the^
great inducement held out by the framers of that act, for it allowed the draw-
ing of interest from the Government on the bonds deposited and at the same
time the earning of interest from the public on the circulating notes Issued—i. e.,

double interest on the same capital invested. But this act was adopted pri-
marily to provide a market for the Government bonds, not for the purpose of
providing a uniform currency. The former destroyed the true bank function
of note issue, from the evils of which destruction we now seek relief, while-
the latter is the unexpected benefit which we must retain.

The only difference between the debt of the bank represented by the circulate
ing note and the debt represented by the deposit is that the first named is a
debt to the public—1. e., an unknown creditor—and the last named is a debt to
the depositor, a known creditor. A circulating note can not properly come Into
existence except in discharge of a preexisting debt by the bank, either in the
form of a deposit created by the exchange for other debts or coin, or as the
proceeds of a loan or discount; and hence it follows this form of bank debt
should be created only at the creditor's option.
To illustrate the mechanism of banking with a concrete case, and in order

to emphasize what I have said, let us take the example of a bank with a paid-
up capital of $100,000, and say that on the first day it opened it received cur-
rent deposits of $100,000 from many customers, of which $50,000 was in checks
on other banks, $40,000 in currency, and $10,000 in coin. At the close of busi-
ness that day the statement of condition would show as follows

:

Assets

:

Cash for capital paid in $100,000
Due from other banks 50,000
Cash-

Currency $40,000
Specie 10, 000

50,000

Total 200,000

Liabilities

:

Capital stock $100, 000
Deposits 100,000

Total 200, 000

We will suppose that within a week the bank has made discounts at 6 per
cent to the full amount of its capital and to the extent of one-half the first

day's deposits at an average time of, say, 60 days; supposing, also, that the
checks paid and the deposits received during the week have left the net deposits
from customers (other than discounts) the same as on the opening day.
Then the statement of condition will show as follows

:

sets:

Bills and notes discounted $150, 000
Due from other banks 50,000
Cash-

Capital paid in $100, 000
Currency 40, 000
Specie 10, 000

150,000

Total 350,000
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fjiabilities

:

Capital stock $100, 000
Discount and interest 1, 500
Deposits 248,500

Total 350, 000

The statement shows a much stronger position than prudence requires or
banking practice ever demands, the bank having a reserve in quick assets of 80
per cent of its liabilities. But the statement shows also that the bank has loaned
$150,000 and has added $148,500 to the circulating medium of the country, at
a profit of $1,500, and still has $200,000 in available cash assets, being double
the amount of the capital with which it started.
This looks on its face as a case of " having your pie and eating It, too," but

the truth is that this and many other transactions In banking are exemplifica-
tions of this supposed Impossibilty.
The reson of this and the solution of the paradox is that the banks create a

debt which the public—i. e., the banks' customers—accept as a substitute for coin.
The promise of payment or debt, as evidenced by the credit on the bank's
books, is accepted by the customer in lien of payment, and this credit—or
deposit—is transferred by the customer by means of an order—or check—which
Is used by the customer to discharge other debts created in the dally interchange
of commodities and service by the people, called the requirements of trade.
Now, these deposits or debts of the bankers are as much a part of the cir-

culating medium of the country as If they were coin or bank notes: indeed,
they constitute more than 95 per cent of this circulating medium, and are
used to perform all the functions of money except the final cancellation and
extinction of debt, which can be done only with coin.

To the extent that this substitution of bank debts for coin can be safely made
both the people and the banks benefit. It has become a necessity for all civil-

ized peoples and is the essence of banking everywhere.
All banking and currency legislation in every country are but variations or

restrictions under which this substitution may be made. In order to accord wth
the habits, customs, and development of the people, all such laws being only
different methods of securing safety in this substitution from the people's stand-

point.

The banker's problem is to have the people substitute his demand debt for coin,

to the fullest extent consistent with safety, which safety, from his standpoint,

consists in being in the position at all times to discharge this debt whenever de-

manded. Experience has demonstrated that the law of average applies to these

demand debts in a similar manner as it does to the business of life Insurance.

Men don't die all at one time, nor do they demand payment of their deposits at

sny one time.

Epidemics do sometimes come, and we provide against them as best we may
by sanitary laws and quarantine. Financial panics also sometimes sweep over

the land, and against these you are now seeking to provide as a part of the

beneficial legislation you are considering.

The Federal reserve banks are intended to do for the member banks what
the member and other banks do for the people. They are to furnish a debt,

which can and will at all times be accepted as a substitute for coin, irrespective

of commercial crises and financial panics. This debt, unless our whole business

methods are revolutionized and entirely changed (which does not appear likely

and certainly is not desirable), will be in the form of deposits to be transferred

and used as a circulating medium, as now, by means of checks.

The member bank, when It asks for a rediscount from the Federal reserve

bank, will have the proceeds placed to its credit and will use these proceeds In

Its regular operations by means of checks, or drafts as they are usually called,

when made by a bank. It should not be presumed that these proceeds will be

asked to be remitted in circulating notes any more than is done now. There

appears to be no reason why such would be the case.

At some seasons of the year these notes will be required, but only because the

member bank needs them for its customers. It being wisely provided that these

notes can not be counted as reserve money by the member banks.
The measure and limit of discounts by the reserve banks will be the demand

by the member banks, restricted to commercial paper as defined by the act,

and further restricted by the required gold reserve to be held by the reserve

bank against deposits as well as note Issues. The volume of notes which may
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be issued has no relation whatever to the amount of discounts which mav be
asked by the member banks.
The reserve banks will grant discounts as the business requirements of the

member banks demand, limited by the reserve requirements of the law The
issuance of notes is entirely a different function and will be exercised 'in re-
sponse to an entirely different requirement.

Abdeess by Raymond B. Cox, Assistant Cashieb Foueth National Bank
OF THE City of New Tobk, Befoke the Clearing House Section of thb
Ameeican Bankers' Association, Thirty-ninth Annual Convention at
Boston, October, 1913.

'

" needed reforms in check-collection laws and methods."

The history of banking is the history of note issue. Note issue, in a broad
sense, may be defined as the process through which the individual exchanges
his credit, which has only a local value, with the credit of the bank, which has
a general value. While the granting of credit may be said to be the founda-
tion on which commercial banking rests, the effective use of credit through
credit instruments is the test by which a banking system is measured to de-
termine its success or failure. Note issue has been declared to be a lost art in
American banking, a statement that is not without same basis of fact when we
consider that the system provided by the national-bank act fails almost entirely
to properly perform those functions for which a bank-note issue is especially
intended.

It is an economic truth that commerce and trade depending for its existence
upon exchange will find a medium of exchange whether or not one is provided
by the Government under which the exchange of commodities is effected. Thus
we find shells and beads performing the functions of a medium among primi-
tive peoples. In colonial days, when there had been little specie imported to
the newly discovered country, skins of animals, tobacco, and other forms of
wealth supplied the deficiency, not through any legislative statute, but in obe-
dience to natural law which knows no rule save the law of necessity.
The operation of this law of economic necessity is well illustrated in the

evolution of our chief circulating medium during the period between 1865 and
1875. When the national-bank act put an end to the issue of notes by individual
banks we were left without a medium that would respond readily to the de-
mands of trade. Obedient to the economic law of necessity something else was
substituted that performed the functions of the more elastic State bank notes
which had been discontinued. The instrument employed was the bank check,
not new in itself, but new in the sense that it took on an increased importance
from that day, an importance that has steadily increased to the present time,
until now more than 90 per cent of payments are made by check.
This development has been due not only to the need of some such medium

as has been suggested, but also to the fact that the check is superior in many
ways to the true bank note which it so closely resembles in use. It is better
adapted to the service of the people and to our independent system of more than
25,000 banks. People are encouraged to open bank accounts and make use of
checks who would never carry such accounts otherwise. Thrift is thus encour-
aged and millions of dollars are turned into productive channels instead of
being allowed to lie idle. We have educated the people to carry check books
rather than wallets. While the amount of profit resulting to the banks is not
entirely tangible, it can be appreciated even by the most shallow observer of
financial conditions. It is hard to see how the business public could very well
get along without the check, and bankers of to-day would not think of doing
otherwise than encouraging the use of checks to the fullest possible extent.

But while the check is like the bank note, both in function and principle, in

form it is like the bill of exchange, and hence we find that it is governed by the
law applying to bills of exchange. It is drawn upon a bank as drawee, to the
order of a payee, and is signed by the drawer. It is for a definite amount
payable at a certain place on demand. Hence it seems only natural that the
laws of the bill of exchange should govern the use of the check. Yet this is

only relatively true. The bill of exchange is a commercial commodity to be
bought and sold, but the check must be considered from the side of the function
it is intended to perform. A check is primarily for the payment of debt, and is
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seldom intended to be used for any other purpose. In this it enjoys an
advantage over the bank note in that it can be made to fit the debt, whereas
the note is ready made. It is for the exact amount of the debt and can be

negotiated only by the payee. Title does not always pass by delivery, as is

the case of the bank note, but usually by indorsement. Hence the check for

many pui'poses is as superior to the bank note as the clearing-house currency

certificate is superior to actual gold for the payment of clearing-house balances.

Unfortunately, however, in the rapid development of the check system, banks
have utilized the check to a gradually increasing extent for their own advantage,

' so that now its original function has disappeared from the minds of bankers
and they consider only its collection, and this as a means of enlarging their

business or of enhancing their profits. This perversion of the true purpose of

the check has been further augmented and complicated by the lack of definite

and uniform State or National laws governing its increasing use in this country.

In other words, both practice and law operate to hamper Its rapid passage from
payee to paying bank. As result of this hopelessly confused condition bankers
are confronted with the problem of first reorganizing their own practice and of

then securing from the courts a code of statute laws which will be specifically

drawn for the check and which will similarly apply thereto throughout the

Nation, as checks are sent from every State into every other State.

It is not the purpose at this time to state definitely the changes which should

be made in our customs and laws, but to analyze the present status of the bank
check and to suggest the nature of changes which are necessary before our bank-
ing system can ever be considered economic and scientific, for checks are just

as important a part of the system as are note system and reserves.

As previously stated, checks are created generally for the sole purpose of

satisfying an existing debt. The drawer of a legitimate trade check never
contemplates that his instrument is to be used for any other purpose, and it is

a function of the bank to use its facilities for the consummation of this purpose
and for no other. The extent to which they do otherwise is a clog in the wheels
of commerce and a tax on other business industries. However, banks, in the

mad rush for deposit balances and profits, seem to have disregarded this

fundamental business principle. It must be admitted in the first consideration

of this subject, however, that all of these errors are the outcome, directly or

indirectly, of what is known in this country as the collection-exchange charge.

Orighial offenders are the banks which charge more than expenses for payment
of their own checks presented through the mails. Rarely does a bank ever

charge even expenses for payment of checks presented in person at its own
window. On the other hand, rarely do they neglect to charge a distant holder,

who has not the opportunity of objecting. This is the practice followed or

encouraged by nearly all banks, which has created a system in this country
which must be called at least inconsistent and unscientific. It is to avoid this

charge upon these checks which can not be collected by the receiving bank's
own messengers that they are sent here, there, and everywhere, apparently
irrespective of their place of payment, and in being so sent are used for addi-

tional incidental purposes both by the sender and by the receiver. The sender
not only adopts the group system to reduce expenses, but also to use these

checks for creating balances in desired cities, a purpose most certainly not
contemplated by the makers.

If this sender is also one of those banks which charges more than expenses
in remitting for its own checks, it is therefore guilty of excessive tax, delayed
presentation, and perverted use of checks. Further, if this same bank solicits

from other banks, as do most city institutions, large volumes of checks payable
outside of its own city, it does so mainly to secure the balance which it may
require for such collection service. Having secured these balances and the
volume of business, the bank sees another opportunity to secure an additional
balance from these same checks, and for this purpose it proposes to pay a sub-

agent for collecting a portion of the business in return for a commensurate
balance. Such are the ramifications through which probably 50 per cent of

the checks pass before they are finally presented for payment. Necessarily,
such a system extremely hampers and retards the free circulation and rapid
redemption of checks, which is demanded by the best interest of commerce and
industry. Not only would a remedy of this situation be a benefit to business
generally, but also it would be a boou to the banks themselves, if they would
realize it, and as a unit cooperate to that end. There is no aggregate profit

in such business, for what one makes another loses, and as has been aptly said,

no industry as such can tax itself rich. To eliminate this confusion would be
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to dispense with many of the present-day unprofitable biclserings and to place
the banking business on a more scientific basis.
The problem has been partly solved in some sections of the country through the

operations of what is linown as the country clearing house. The entire solution
of the problem and its complete elimination from American banking is now
offered to the public in paragraph 6, section 17, of the proposed Federal reserve
act The very fact that such a paragraph has been introduced into the bill
indicates that the situation has become so serious that Federal legislation seems
necessary. While comparatively insignificant, this is undoubtedly one of the
most important and most carefully constructed sections of the bill. Its author
was evidently thoroughly familiar with existing conditions, and he has in a few
brilliantly conceived sentences proposed to reform through the new system the
great practical weakness and difficulty in our present banking methods. Its
influence will be far-reaching and be equally beneficial to the banks and to the
business public, for whom alone the banks are organized. If enacted and op-
erated as at present outlined, checks will assume their proper place in the trans-
actions of the Nation's business. They will serve the purpose for which they
are created by business men, and when this is done they will be immediately
redeemed and disappear instead of being used in many subsidiary ways inci-
dental to the business public, yet expensive to them and confusing to the banking
system. Banks will then be as they should—purely Institutions of discount,
deposit, and issue, and will conduct their business accordingly without having
to assume the r81e which they do. Pyramided bank balances will disappear
and deposit balances will represent the true funds or credits which their figures
indicate.

That such a condition should have become part of our system is no discredit
to the American banker. Our present system, the amalgamation or adoptions
from many heterogeneous systems, has been in a continual process of develop-
ment and has been forced to serve many varying conditions of war and peace,
of trade activity and inactivity. Throughout our history the entire banking
effort has been to provide funds and credit to build up our industries, with little

time to consider perfection of the machinery used for the purpose. The condi-
tion is peculiar to this country, for the European systems of banking were
thoroughly established before the advantages of checks were realized, and it

was an easy matter for them to adjust their check system to the banking sys-
tem, which they did. The crossed-check system and the London Country Clear-
ing House, organized in 1858, or 175 years after the establishment of the Bank
of England, regulates such matters in that country. Likewise does the Giro
Conto- serve the business public of Germany.

This, however, is but one phase of the question, the practical phase. The
legal status of the check is equally confused and undetermined, not only here,

but also in England and wherever used. While this subject has not received
much consideration in America, it has been conspicuously before foreign bank-
ers, and for many years they have been endeavoring through local and iuter-

- national conferences to adopt a code which, while establishing the necessary
laws to regulate checks, would permit them to facilitate commercial transac-
tions, for which they exist, in a manner free and unhampered by legal uncer-
tainties or differences.

Now that there is proposed a remedy for the existing wrong check-collection

methods, it would be most opportune to join with other countries and consider
at this time the revision and unification of check-collecting laws. While the
uniform negotiable-instrument law is generally in force in this country, yet this

statute is designed primarily for bills of exchange, and, as has been said, the

check is but one form of a bill of exchange and is so different from all others
and plays such an important part in the commerce of the country—90 per cent of
the transactions being effected by it—that a uniform check law would not only
be justified, but has become almost a necessity. Such a reform would be entirely

within the province of the American Bankers' Association, and for this purpose
no other organization or body of men are so well equipped.

Reviewing the present legal status of the check of the United States we find

that its free circulation and redemption are hampered by certain legal encum-
brances—variances between statute laws of States and differences of prominent
judicial decisions in similar cases. Conspicuous among these handicaps and
differences may be noted the following

:

The permission under the negotiable-instrument law to indorse checks as bills

of exchange, qualified and conditionally, thus subjecting them to the complica-

tions of law possible in such cases and imposing a burdensome duty on the
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paying bank. Legal indorsements on checks should be simplified to include only
those which are necessary to complete the transactions for which the check was
Issued.

Indefiniteness and length of time which may elapse after delivery before a
check is presented for payment.
Lack of definiteness in the prescribed form of drawing a check.
The wide differences among statutes and decisions regarding the relations

between banks and depositors and banks and correspondents.
It is a universal practice among banks to receive checks from depositors and

give them immediate credit for the same. Despite this common custom, the
courts differ as to who is the real owner of the checks in question and what
liability the banks assume in their actions. This should undoubtedly be defi-

nitely established by uniform statute, as should the relation between banks
which send miscellaneous checks to each other. All goes well until the check
is lost or some bank interested in its collection fails, when there is a needless
confusion. The courts seem to disregard the present-day customs and intent of
parties and base their decisions on rulings passed many years ago under very
different conditions. A code of laws definitely regulating these matters would
eliminate many disputes and difficulties occurring daily in banks all over the
country. Likewise there should be a uniform statute relieving banks of respon-
sibility for sending checks direct to the paying bank for redemption.
These are but a few of the local problems in the check-collecting laws which

should be regulated, yet even these few are of sufiicient importance to justify
this body in giving serious consideration to the subject.
In Europe international conferences have been held at The Hague to draw up

a uniform bill of exchange act. The International Law Association has held in
all about 30 conferences, with the result that not only are the laws of shipping
and carriage by sea fast approaching unification, but the laws governing the
bill of exchange have narrowed down from a dozen or more conflicting codes to
practically two, the law of Continental Europe and that of England and
America, which are nearly identical. It is a significant fact that these many
conferences have developed the thought that there should also be a uniform
international check law. The efforts in this direction have disclosed that nearly
all the important nations abroad recognize that checks should be subject to

laws of their own, paralleling yet distinct from the bills of exchange laws.
We need not concern ourselves in this paper with international check law,

except to make the broad statement that in any legal remedies proposed we
should consider the future possibilities of the use of the bank check as a

medium for making International payments. It is universally admitted that
there are many matters concerning checks which must be adjusted to conform
to local customs and practices. It is with this phase of check legislation that we
are interested, especially since American laws in this respect seem to be far

behind those in force in other nations. It is not within the possibilities of a
paper of this length to note all the very interesting laws that are in force

abroad pertaining to the collection of checks. It is enough to draw the contrast

that there are such laws where we have none. For example, in nearly every

country except England and America there is a law requiring checks to be
presented for payment within a definite time. In Belgium the period between
date and presentment is 3 to 6 days; Prance and Switzerland, 5 to 8 days;

Germany, 10 days; and so on. Even Japan has a limit of 7 days. The need

of such a law has not been so apparent in England, probably because since

1858 country checks have been collected through the London Clearing House.

That there should be a law of this nature in our country, based, of course,

on distances, is not an extravagant proposition in any sense.

Another custom prevailing abroad that is worthy of note is the practice of
" crossing " checks. By drawing parallel lines across the face of a check the

maker gives notice that the check may be negotiated only between banks, and

It is therefore useless between individuals or subsequent indorsers. Protection

is thus afforded the banks against Items that may be lost or get into the hands

of improper parties who could get value by forging an indorsement. The
custom of " crossing " checks is spreading from England to France and Ger-

many. Is it too bold a statement to suggest that a better plan in this country

to protect both banks and the public would be to limit the number of Indorse-

ments? Such a precedent is already established by the Government in con-

nection with post-oiBce money orders, which might otherwise be used as a

circulating medium instead of being sent for prompt redemption.
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Generally speaking, the foreign banker enjoys a mucli more certain ground
than his American confrere in making payment of checks sent for collection
As a German writer has well put it:

"In the mighty rush of daily business the clerk to whom the settling of
these instruments Is trusted ought only to look at the balance of the customer
and his signature, and not ponder over any judicial questions and possible
discrepancies of check laws."
Summing up the various conditions that operate against the proper use of

the bank check as a convenient and satisfactory debt-paying credit instrument,
it has been shown that they classify themselves into two groups : Those which
may be termed unscientific, if not actually improper banking practices on the
one hand, and legal obstacles and differences on the other. There is every evi-
dence that the first difl5culty is already in process of correction, and whether
it shall be left to organization of banks, such as this body or clearing houses
or individual banks, or whether, as seems probable, the solution will come
through new currency legislation, the effect will be the same.
On the other hand, the legal phase of the check-collecting subject seems to

hinge upon the following points, which can only be cleared up by legislation
similar to the uniform negotiable instrument act:

(1) A separate code should be enacted covering bank checks.
(2) The relationship between the depositor and the bank must be definitely

fixed as regards the deposit of checks for collection when credit is given at the
time the deposit of checks is made.

(3) The relations between banks handling such Items for collection must be
established.

In adjusting these problems several Important details are involved, such as
the intent of indorsement stamps, fixing of the time between the date of
delivery of a check and the date of presentation, the liability of banks in

choosing proper agents, and the rights of both the banks and depositors when
checks are unpaid.
These reforms can not be accomplished without considerable study and much

discussion. It is apparent, however, that they must be provided for if we
really wish to adjust our banking system to the best interest of the Nation's

commerce and industry. Now that banking reform is at such a critical stage,

it would be well for the American bankers to begin at once a serious and
active consideration of our check-collecting laws and methods.

(Thereupon, at 1 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess until

2 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

Senator Keed. Mr. Gilbert, will you please state for the benefit of

the record your name, place of residence, and your business ?

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER GILBERT, PRESIDENT OF THE
MARKET & FULTON NATIONAL BANK, OF NEW YORK.

Mr. Gilbert. My name is Alexander Gilbert; I reside in Plain-

field, N. J. I am president of the Market & Fulton National Bank,

of New York.
Senator Nelson. Of what bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Of the Market & Fulton National Bank, of New

York.

Senator Eeed. How long have you been in the banking business?

Mr. Gilbert. I am almost ashamed to answer that question. I

have been in the banking business over 50 years.

Senator Eeed. And what is the capital of your bank and its sur-

plus?

Mr. Gilbert. The capital is $1,000,000 and the surplus is $1,900,000.

Senator Eeed. How long have you been president of that bank?

Mr. Gilbert. I have been president for 17 years.
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Senator Pomerene. What deposits have you in that bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Our deposits are about $10,000,000.

Senator Eeed. Can you tell us, in the rough, what proportion of

your deposits are the deposits of other banks?
Mr. Gilbert. About $2,500,000.

Senator Keed. Have you been, at any time, the representative of

other banks, or of other banking associations, such as clearing

houses, etc.?

Mr. Gilbert. I was president of the New York Clearing House
during the panic years of 1907 and 1908.

Senator Eeed. Had you, prior to 1907, been the president of the

clearing house?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; I had been a member of the clearing-house com-

mittee, but prior to 1907 I was not president of the association.

Senator Eeed. Were you president at the time the panic came on,

or did you come into office after that ?

Mr. Gilbert. No. I was president before the panic.

Senator Reed. How long before the panic?
Mr. Gilbert. I think I was elected in October, 1907. The panic

broke out very shortly after that.

Senator Nelson. On the 21st.

Senator Eeed. And, prior to that, you had been a member of

what board of the clearing house?
Mr. Gilbert. The clearing-house committee.
Senator Eeed. Well, the clearing house of New York is composed

of what?
Mr. Gilbert. It is composed of 31 national banks, 17 State banks,

and 15 trust companies.
Senator Eeed. Do you laiow what the aggregate capital of the

members of the clearing house is?

Mr. Gilbert. The banks have a capitalization of about $119,-

000,000, I think.

Senator Eeed. You say " the banks." Does that include the trust

companies ?

Mr. Gilbert. That does not include the trust companies. I could

not say definitely just what the capital of the trust companies is.

Senator Eeed. This clearing-house association, does it have any
fund that it carries for any purpose?
Mr. Gilbert. No. It has no funds outside of its yearly income,

which is all used up for administrative purposes every year.

Senator Eeed. I had in mind
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). Except that it owns its own real

estate.

Senator Eeed. What I had in mind was a fund for the purpose of

clearing, that was kept in some form.
Senator Pomerene. That is, do the banks keep a fund in the clear-

ing house?
Senator Eeed. Yes; do they keep a fund in the clearing house?
Mr. Gilbert. Practically, yes; and practically, no. The banks

deposit gold in the clearing house and take out clearing-house cer-

tificates, which they use in settlement of their daily balances. That is

simply in order to protect the banks against loss—from carrying

their cash settlements through the streets.

Senator Eeed. It is a sort of guaranty fund ?
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Mr. Gilbert. Well, the certificate is substituted for the gold.
Senator Eeed. And the clearing house is the custodian of that

gold ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Eeed. Do you know about how much of that there was in

1907; about what that fund was?
Mr. Gilbert. No; I do not. I think it very seldom amounts to

more than $50,000,000 or $60,000,000. It varies with the amount of
cash. When I say "cash," I mean the clearings of cash, lawful
money, gold, and legal-tender notes, which, from time to time,
accumulate in the banks. Of course, when the banks get a larger
amount than they want to carry in their own vaults they send it

down to the clearing house and take out clearing-house certificates,

because those clearing-house certificates are always available for
settlement of our daily balances.
Senator Eeed. And when the bank comes and gets clearing-house

certificates they are charged against this gold ; is that it ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; on the books of the clearing house.
Senator Eeed. Well, why do they keep gold instead of lawful

money ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, they keep a certain amount of both. The New
York bankers, the clearing-house bankers, are, and always have been,
a very conservative body of men. I do not think it would be possible
to find a more conservative body of men in the world than the bankers
of the New York Clearing House ; and they always aim to develop
and maintain the highest degree of conservatism among their mem-
ber banks and are very strict and rigid in their examinations from
time to time.

Senator Nelson. This money, or this gold, is deposited there by
the brokers
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). Brokers have nothing to do with it.

Senator Nelson. I mean the banks deposit it.

Mr. Gilbert. The banks deposit the gold in the clearing house.

Senator Nelson. The banks deposit the gold in the clearing house

;

and is the gold actually kept in the vaults of the clearing house ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, yes.

Senator Nelson. You have a sort of bank, then, for that business ?

Mr. Gilbert. The clearing house has its own vaults.

Senator Nelson. Yes; and the gold is deposited there, and you
issue these clearing-house certificates?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And that is used in liquidating the balances?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pomerbne. And for no other purpose?
Mr. Gilbert. And for no other purpose.

Senator Nelson. And it is to save the lugging around of the gold

or the money, is it not?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes. And in answer to Senator Eeed's question as

to why they keep gold instead of lawful money, they realize it is a

good policy to establish and to carry from time to time a good gold

reserve.

Senator Eeed. That is a good way to keep it in one place.
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Mr. Gilbert. Yes. I want to emphasize just one thing, and that is

these clearing-house certificates differ from the clearing-house certifi-

cates which we issued during the panic in this respect only, that in

the panic in order to protect our lawful money reserves, we issued

these clearing-house certificates against the assets of the member
banks—that is, commercial paper and such other bond securities or
stock securities as they might have—and those certificates were not
used outside of the clearing house ; they never circulated as money.

Senator Eeed. What certificates do you mean ?

Mr. Gilbert. The ones that were issued during the panic.

Senator Shafroth. The clearing-house certificates?

Mr. Gilbert. The clearing-house certificates.

Senator Nelson. But let me ask you this question: Those certifi-

cates were certificates held by the individual banks, were they not?

Mr. Gilbert. By the individual members.
Senator Nelson. They did not do as was done in the panic of 1873,

make them a joint liability of the clearing house?
Mr. Gilbert. Oh, yes; the joint liability of all the banks who were

members of the clearing house.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. But they were not used outside of the clearing house
association; they were only used for the purpose of settlement of

balances from day to day.

Senator Nelson. They took the place of those other gold certifi-

cates that you had?
Senator Reed. You did not pay them out over your counter?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; we did not pay them out over our counters ; and

they did not go out of our possession ; and there was a penalty against

using them outside the clearing house. I want to again emphasize
that, because there is a wrong impression which has gotten abroad

about these certificates.

Senator Reed. They used them generally in my district as cur-

rency.

Mr. Gilbert. During the earlier panic, in 1873 and 1893, before

their use extended itseli to other clearing houses of the country, they

were not used outside of the clearing houses; and New York has

never departed from that custom. It was simply an agreement among
the member banks with each other, in which they practically said,

" You have not the money to pay us in gold ; we will lend you this

money; you owe it to us." And we owed one another; that is all;

and these certificates were simply due bills which represented the

debts one bank owed another in the clearing house; they never went
outside the clearing house.

Senator Nelson. But these due bills were the joint due bills, then,

of the entire association, were they not?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Nelson. But they were delivered to the banks which had

an account to settle ; and if that bank used when to settle its balances,

they were a debt from it to the clearing house, were they not ?

Mr. Gilbert. When a bank found its lawful reserves were getting

low it would take security to the clearing house committee and say,

"I would like to take out a certain amount of clearing-house cer-

tificates to settle balances," and the clearing-house certificates were
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issued on the deposit of securities with a margin of 25 per cent over
and above the amount of certificates issued.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. The collateral consisted of approved bonds,

did it?

Mr. Gilbert. Approved bonds and commercial paper.
Senator Pomerene. And stocks?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; stocks that were approved by the committee.
Senator Reed. Can you tell us, in the aggregate, how much of that

was done ; what was the aggregate of the certificates ?

Mr. Gilbert. That were issued during the panic?
Senator Eeed. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. I think the maximum issue was something over
$90,000,000.

Senator Reed. At one time?
Mr. Gilbert. At one time; and those certificates bore 6 per cent

interest.

Senator Pomerene. That is $90,000,000 in addition to the gold cer-

tificates which were out?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; $90,000,000 of clearing-house certificates.

Senator Nelson. I suppose, for the time being, they took the place
of the other certificates ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; for the time being they were used for that.

Senator Nelson. In lieu of those you issued on the gold ?

Senator Reed. You held your gold intact, did you not?
Mr. Gilbert. Now, gentlemen, in connection with that, let us dis-

cuss this feature—section 17 of this bill.

Senator Reed. May I interrupt you, Mr. Gilbert, to ask one
question ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; certainly.

Senator Reed. You were charged 6 per cent on those certificates

during the panic?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Reed. Why?
Mr. Gilbert. So that a member of the clearing house would not

keep them out one day longer than was absolutely necessary.

Senator Reed. You bankers, dealing among yourselves, thought
it was a proper and necessary thing to put that sort of a check on the
issue of those certificates, did you ?

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly; that was it, I think. And it served its

purpose, because just the moment a bank found that it was in a posi-

tion to pay off those clearing-house certificates, or a portion of them,
they were paid off or reduced.
Senator Weeks. How long did they remain outstanding ?

_

Mr. Gilbert. Why, I think that they were all retired within four
months ; that is my impression ; four or five months.
Senator Weeks. And most of them within 60 days?
Mr. Gilbert. Most of them within 90 days; I would not say 60

days.

Senator Weeks. Your rate of interest was lower than the rate on

clearing-house certificates that was charged in some cities.

Mr. Gilbert. Our rate was never higher than 6 per cent.
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Senator Weeks. In Boston the rate was 7.2 per cent.

Mr. GriLBEET. Our rate was never higher than 6 per cent.

Senator Nelson. Those other certificates that you spoke of first

—

they do not draw interest, do they?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; those certificates are simply substituted for gold.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; they are like our gold certificates here ?

Mr. Gilbert. Now, section 17 of the new bill. I would like to call

your attention to this while we are on that subject.

Senator Reed. What page is that on?
Senator Pomerene. It begins on page 29, I think.

Mr. Gilbert. I was looking for the section. I thought it was
section 17 which provides that.

Senator Shafroth. Section 17 is the section about the note issue.

Senator Nelson. It is the discount provision that I think you are

after.

Mr. Gilbert. It refers to the prohibition against the issue of

clearing-house certificates hereafter.

Senator Pomerene. Oh, I did not know that was what you were
after.

Mr. Gilbert. I thought it was section 17. Well, I can not find it

just for the moment; but the bill provides, in substance, that here-

after no
Senator Reed (interposing). Here it is.

Mr. Gilbert. Will you read it, please ?

Senator Nelson. What page?
Senator Reed. I found it on page 36—^beginning at the bottom of

page 35. [Reading:]

Meanwhile every national bank may continue to apply for and receive cir-

culating notes from the Comptroller of the Currency based upon the deposit of

2 per cent bonds or of any other bonds bearing the circulation privilege

Mr. Gilbert. That is it.

Senator Reed. [Reading:]

But no national bank shall be permitted to issue other circulating notes,

except such as are secured as in this section provided, or to issue or to make
use of any substitute for such circulating notes in the form of clearing-house

loan certificates, cashier's checks, or other obligation.

Mr. Gilbert. That is it, exactly. Now, you will notice the lan-

gTiage there

:

But no national bank shall be permitted to Issue other circulating notes,

except such as are secured as in this section provided, or to issue or to make use

of any substitute for such circulating notes in the form of clearing-house
;

loan certificates, cashier's checks, or other obligation.

What I want to call your attention to is, that the clearing-house

certificates as issued by the New York Clearing House under panic

conditions never were issued as a substitute for circulating notes. So

that this prohibition does not apply to those clearing-house certificates

that were issued, for they never were used as circulating notes. Do
you get my idea ?

Senator Reed. Yes ; I get your idea.

Senator Pomerene, Well, were they so used among the members of

the clearing house ; if so, they served the same function, did they not?

Mr. Gilbert. They never were circulated outside the clearing

house, or served any other purpose than to settle the balances between

the members.
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Senator Reed. Well, what would you say as to this provision, is it

not broad enough to cover it.

But no national bank shall be permitted to issue other circulating notes,
except such as are secured as in this section provided, or to issue or to make
use of any substitute

Mr. GinBEET. Where is that. Senator Reed ?

Senator Reed. That follows right on.
Mr. Gilbert. In section 20?
Senator Reed. No ; in section 19.

Or to issue or to make use of any substitute for such circulating notes in
the form of clearing-house loan certificates, cashier's checks, or other obligation.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, the point I make is that they never were used
as a substitute for circulating notes, any more than cashier's checks
as generally issued are so used.

Senator Shaeroth. Well, in case they were used as currency it

would apply.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; it would apply to them then.

Senator Reed. Well, do you think this language ought to be
broadened so as to stop the thing that occurred in New York during
the panic?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not think it should. I think the time may
come when the use of clearing-house certificates for the purpose for
which the New York Clearing House uses them might be very ad-
vantageous.

Senator Reed. Between the banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; between the banks.

Senator Reed. For use between the banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. You would not want a section put in the bill that

would bar the banks of New York from the privilege of taking, say,

$50,000,000 of gold to a common center and putting it into the cus-

tody of some man or institution and then issuing a certificate to each

bank for its proportion of that gold, so that it might exchange those

certificates for liquidated balances? You would not think that

ought to be done ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, no.

Senator Nelson. Well, what about the other certificates, such as

you issued during the panic ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I was going to say that you can not appreciate

without having had practical experience the great advantage to the

business interests of the country that arises from the fact that the

New York banks can maintain "the settlement of exchanges through

the New York Clearing House, through which checks, drafts, and

other items to the extent of $200,000,000 or $300,000,000 are passing

for redemption every day, and are redeemed by the use of those

clearing-house certificates between its members.
Senator Reed. That is, the gold certificates ?

Mr. Gilbert. No. That is the clearing-house certificates which

we issue in times of panic against securities held by the banks.

Senator Reed. Well, I wanted to be sure.

Mr. Gilbert. Of course there could be no objection against the

gold certificates, because they are simply certificates issued against

the deposit of gold.
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Senator Nelson. I suppose you think this language, " loan certifi-

cates," leaves the certificates that you issued during the panic out-

side—not covered by the bill ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I think it could be so interpreted. I hope it

could be so interpreted, because I think it very essential that they

should not be prohibited.

Senator Eeed. Well, would that be so necessary if you could take

collateral directly over to the regional reserve bank and get the

money ?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; if the regional reserve bank maintains its char-

acter at all times as a reserve association and does not dwindle into

an ordinary, commonplace bank, through its desire to do a large

business. I can foresee the possibility of one of the regional reserve

banks loaning its assets to such an extent that it would not be able

to afford any relief in time of panic.

Senator Shafroth. The power to issue money, however, would be

there.

Mr. Gilbert. The power to issue circulating notes.

Senator Shafroth. Upon collateral.

Mr. Gilbert. Upon 33J per cent gold reserve.

Senator Shafroth. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. Which ought to be 50 per cent. But even that

power may be exhausted if we should pass through a period of in-

flation to which the regional reserve banks would give way.
Senator Nelson. It would be contingent on whether the banks

had the commercial paper to deposit with their reserve bank, would
it not?
Mr. Gilbert. It would be contingent upon their ability to loan any

further.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. They may have exhausted their loaning power.
Senator Reed. You think, Mr. Gilbert, that we might confront a

condition sometime when, if you needed $100,000,000 in a great emer-

gency, the $50,000,000 in gold could not be produced—if we had a

60 per cent reserve—or the $33,000,000 under the present provision

—

could not be produced?
Mr. Gilbert. I think it is possible.

Senator Reed. And right at the very crucial hour we would have
to stop.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; why not?
Senator Reed. And you think there ought to be a saving clause of

some kind in the bill to cover that situation?
Mr. Gilbert. Why, in our own clearing-house banks we are obliged

to cariy a 25 per cent reserve, and when the indication of an ap-

proaching panic is most seriously felt it is indicated by our reserve,

which has got down to a limit which makes it necessary for us to stop

the loaning, because we have exhausted our loaning limit.

Then the demand is for banking credit. It is not for currency;
currency would do us no good, because currency does not count in our
" lawful-money " reserve. And very few people are able to differ-

entiate, really, in discussing this question, lawful-money reserve,

banking credit, and currency. And almost every man who—I will

nbt say almost every man, but a very large number of magazine
writers who write on banking reforms—seem to think that the bank
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aote is the most important factor in the problem, the great cure-all

for panics and money crises.

Senator Reed. What do you think about it?

Mr. Gilbert. The fact is that banking credit is the thing ; 95 per
cent of the business of the country is done on credit, and when a
merchant goes into a bank, in times of great stringency, and says,
" I want you to loan me $10,000, or $15,000, or $20,000 to meet notes

1 have coming due," he does not want bank notes, he wants the bank
to put $10,000, or $15,000, or $20,000 to his credit.

Senator Nelson. So that he can check against it.

Mr. Gilbert. So that he can check against it. And the bank says

:

"Why, I can not do that; if I do that, I have got to increase my
lawful money reserve. I am below my reserve now ; I can not loan

any more." Bank notes would not do the bank any good.
Senator Nelson. And that very loan would make you put up a

bigger reserve?

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.

Senator Reed. Well, if these notes are received as a reserve only

requiring 33^ per cent to be kept against them in the regional reserve

bank, then he could get $3 for $1. That is, he could take $100,000

of gold to the regional bank—I mean a bank can do this—and they

can get $300,000 of paper. Now, they could use that paper in their

own reserves.

Mr. Gilbert. No ; he could not do that.

Senator Reed. Under this bill?

Mr. Gilbeet. No ; he could not do that.

Senator Nelson. No; they can not issue currency on the deposit of

gold, can they ?

Mr. Gilbert. No.
Senator Shafegth. It must be additional

Senator Reed (interposing). Of course, I implied that they carry

over paper that this man who desires to borrow $300,000 would give

to the bank—his paper for $300,000. They would have that. They
would have to carry that over to the regional bank, and they would
have to carry over $100,000 of gold, and then they could get $300,000

of paper.

Mr. Gilbert. Do you not see that if they had $100,000 of gold they

could increase their own loans on the basis of that $100,000 of gold?

Senator Reed. They could increase their own loans on that basis,

but they could increase them more with the currency, could they not?

Mr. Gilbert. No; they could not, because $100,000 of gold in a

national bank will carry an expansion of $400,000 of loans.

Senator Reed. Of loans ? But $300,000 of this paper money would

carry $1,200,000
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). Will you please let me explain?

Senator Reed. Yes ; that is what I want.
^^

Mr. Gilbert. A merchant comes in and says to the bank :
I want

to make a loan of $400,000 and I want you to put it to my credit.

Now, if they had that $100,000 free

Senator Nelson. In gold.

Mr. Gilbert. In gold. That $100,000 would be sufficient reserve

to carry against that $400,000 loan.

Senator Nelson. Under existing law?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 52
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Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; under existing law.
Senator Reed. Yes ; I understand. But suppose that you had your

$100,000 of gold, and you get your $400,000 of paper from your
merchant, and you take the $100,000 in gold and your merchant's
paper and go to the Federal reserve bank, and they issue $300,000 of
this money, which you carry over and put in your vaults—and which
is a full legal tender—a reserve now is held against that money,
and there is held in the regional bank the gold reserves.

Mr. Gilbert. You are reasoning on the theory that the notes of
the Federal reserve bank will be not only a legal tender but " lawful-
money " reserve in a member bank, and that will not be the case.

Senator Reed. Well, let us leave the question out, for the moment,
of the lawful-money reserve.

Mr. Gilbert. But it could not be left out.

Senator Reed. You think that you could not use them for re-

serves—you would have to go and get 25 per cent of gold to put ,

up in your own vaults—do you?
Mr. Gilbert. I mean to say that they could not make the loan

unless they had the reserve there.

Senator Reed. Of gold?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; the reserve of gold.

Senator Reed. Then it is necessary to make these notes available

as reserves or you destroy their utility ?

Mr. Gilbert. You destroy the elasticity of the bank notes by mak-
ing them available for reserve purposes.

Senator Nelson. It would make them inelastic if they are used as

reserves ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Yes. But if Mr. Gilbert is correct, and I under-

stand him, the sum of his reasoning is that there could be no possi-

ble benefit coming from this bill.

Mr. Gilbert. I do not say that. I have not said that.

Senator Reed. But if you said that a bank having enough money

to put up with the reserve bank in gold, and putting it up and get-

ting this money, and carrying it back in the proportion of 3 to 1

and putting it into its vaults, is no better off

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). No; you misunderstand me.

Senator Reed (continuing). And can not loan any more money

than it could before

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). You misunderstand what I say.

Senator Reed. I evidently do.

Mr. Gilbert. If I wanted to use the Federal reserve bank to in-

crease my reserve I would simply send over the bills receivable to

the Federal reserve bank and tell them to put those to my credit.

And that balance in the Federal reserve bank would be additional

reserve for me, because my balance in the Federal reserve bank

counts as part of my reserves.

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. It would not be necessary for me to take the gold

out of the Federal reserve bank.

Senator Reed. I understand that.

Mr. Gilbert. And then there might possibly be this condition,

which frequently happens in the ordinary everyday banks—in the
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large banks—there might be this condition in the Federal reserve
bank, that they had all loaned up to the full capacity of their reserves.
Senator Eeed. Their gold ?

Mr. Gilbert. Their gold; and they would not be able lawfully to
increase their loans. I only instance the fact of the New York banks
to show that it is possible for the reserve banks in the course of time
to be placed exactly in the same condition that the present commer-
cial banks of New York are frequently placed in.

Senator Reed. Well, do you think that the remedy for that is to con-

tinue—or provide that banks still can get together and, among them-
selves, circulate their own obligations?

Mr. Gilbert. No; I do not. But I mean to say that, when con-

ditions arise in New York and a panic is about to ensue, the use of
the clearing-house certificate as it has been used by the New York
banks in the time of panics simply between the members, not as circu-

lating notes but simply between the members for the settlement of
balances, confers very, very great advantages on the business inter-

ests of the country, for the reason that if the daily settlements at
the New York Clearing House should become paralyzed so that they
could not settle their daily exchanges, you can not foretell what might
happen.

Senator Reed. Then you would want to add to this bill a clause

something like this:

Provided, however, That nothing herein contained shall prohibit banks which
are members of clearing houses from arranging betwee nthemselves a method
for clearing their balances through clearing-house certificates.

Mr. Gilbert. In times of extreme emergency.
Senator Reed. Yes ; in times of extreme emergency.
Senator Nelson. How would it be, Mr. Gilbert, to put in a proviso

that you should have authority with the consent of the Federal re-

serve board?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, I think in a case of that kind I would be

perfectly willing to leave that in the hands of the board, because I
think any board composed of intelligent men would see how neces-
sary it would be.

Senator Weeks. The present law provides sufficient means to pre-
vent issuing clearing-house certificates and putting them into circu-

lation, does it not?
Mr. Gilbert. I think that they have been issued by various clear-

ing houses in the country and circulated.

Senator Weeks. A great many clearing houses issued them and
put them in circulation.

Mr. Gilbert. I think that ought to be stopped.

Senator Weeks. Well, if you apply the 10 per cent tax on State
circulation, that would stop their circulating, would it not?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; that tax would stop it.

Senator Reed. Mr. Gilbert, a suggestion comes from Senator Bris-
tow, which is that when you have concluded your statement, in order
that the statement may be in concrete forni—either to-day or within
two or three days—you take one of these bills and prepare your sug-

gestions as amendments and attach them right to the bill.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
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Senator Eeed. And then we will have them in a form in which we
can use them.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Eeed. That has been done by one or two others. Now, Mr.

Gilbert, is there anything else along this line of which you wish to

speak ?

Senator Pomerbne. Before Mr. Gilbert leaves this question in ref-

erence to certificates, I want to call your attention to this language.

This inhibition here applies to national banks alone :
" But no na-

tional bank shall be permitted to issue," and so forth.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pombrene. It seems to me, from my reading of this, that

in view of the fact that State institutions and trust companies are

permitted to come in under the bill, whatever this inhibition is, it

ought to apply to all of them, as well as to national banks. What is

your thought about that?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, of course it would not apply to any other than

national banks.
Senator Pomerenb. Not as it stands ?

Mr. Gilbert. No.
Senator Nelson. The clearing house is not a national bank; it is

an association of national and State banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And these certificates are the notes of that con-

cern?
Mr. Gilbert. This inhibition applies to the clearing houses.

Senator Pomerbne. But this says :
" No national bank shall be per-

mitted to issue," etc.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Reed. And it is not broad enough to cover the clearing

houses now. It should be " no national bank, member bank, clearing

house, or other association." And that language will have to be

broadened not only to cover the member banks but the association

formed by banks.
Senator Pomerbne. Clearing-house associations.

Senator Rbed. And then, should this bill not contain an absolute

prohibition against any bank that is not a member bank, or a tax for

engaging in this business ?

Senator Pomerbne. That may be so, too.

Senator Nelson. You could add a proviso there, after the word
" obligation."

Provided, however, That such loan certificates may be issued in times of

financial stringency with the consent of the national board.

Senator Pomerbne. The Federal reserve board ?

Senator Nelson. Yes; with the approval of the Federal reserve

board ; that is, if you get their approval, then you can issue such cer-

tificates as you did in the panic.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Nelson. As I understand it, you simply believe that the

privilege should exist in case of an emergency or financial stringency;

you do not want it for any other purpose, and you want it on that

account, that you fear that these regional banks may not always be in
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a position to bridge you over in such emergency, and you want this
place of safety left open for you ?

Mr. Gilbert. The question would then arise as to whether the re-
lation of the Federal reserve board to the clearing houses of the coun-
try would be such that they could exercise any power in that direc-
tion. Their control is simply over the regional reserve banks.
Senator Nelson. Yes. But suppose we put in a condition that you

could not use those clearing-house certificates without their consent
and gave the board jurisdiction to that extent ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes. That is something that would have to be
thought over very carefully.

Senator Reed. I want to make this suggestion in that connection:
That that power can be exercised through a taxing power to provide
that such certificates when issued should bear some tax burden which
would stop it.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Reed. And I want to suggest and impress on the commit-

tee the propriety of considering whether the system ought not to be
so drawn that the nonmember institution could not avail itself of
these benefits, offering an additional inducement for the banks to
come in.

Are there any other questions on this branch? Mr. Gilbert, you
may proceed with your suggestions.
Mr. Gilbert. You have no other questions?
Senator Reed. No.
Mr. Gilbert. I have given a good deal of thought to the question

of how many regional reserve banks ought to be organized under
this bill, and I was asked to write a paper upon that subject, and if
you have patience enough to listen to it I will read it to you.
Senator Nelson. I would be very glad to hear it.

Senator Shafroth. All right ; we would like to hear it.

Mr. Gilbert. In studying carefully the provisions of the "Act to
provide for the establishment of Federal reserve banks " I am per-
suaded that inasmuch as the Federal reserve banks are authorized to
establish branches it would be unwise to provide for more than six
reserve banks at the outset, for the reason that the proposed system is

theoretical and experimental and should be started from a lower level

and developed with the business requirements of the country.
The establishment of 12 reserve banks with an aggregate capitali-

zation of $100,000,000 is illogical, and I fear would prove disappoint-
ing for the reason that the capital of a majority of them would be too
small to give them much importance or usefulness as reserve associa-

tions. And again, it is doubtful if divided into small units they could
be made to pay dividends promised the member banks on the capital

invested. The dealings of the Federal banks are restricted to the

member banks and the Government. Their principal source of in-

come will be derived from rediscounting commercial paper for

member banks. Outside of this they are restricted to investments
in United States, State, and municipal bonds, gold and foreign ex-

change. They can also in the open market buy and sell prime bank-
ers' bills—domestic and foreign. If their transactions are largely con-

fined to rediscounting for member banks they would fulfill their most
important function and prove their right t« exist ; but it does not ap-
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pear that they could earn dividends. The last report of the Comp-
troller of the Currency shows that borrowing and rediscounts by all

the national banks of the country at the present time amount to about

$108,000,000, which divided between 12 regional banks would hardly

pay running expenses, and this in a year of exceptional strenuous

money conditions.

Senator Reed. Will you kindly read that last paragraph again ?

Mr. Gilbert. The last report of the Comptroller of the Currency
shows that borrowing and rediscounts by all the national banks of the

country at the present time amount to about $108,000,000, which
divided between 12 regional banks would hardly pay running ex-

penses, and this in a year of exceptional strenuous money conditions.

I do not mean the principal, of $108,000,000, divided up, but the

interest.

When conditions are normal the demand for rediscounts is not

nearly as large. Possibly the facility for obtaining rediscounts

offered by the Federal reserve banks might awaken the spirit of

speculation and tempt the member banks into new fields of invest-

ment, and thus increase the demand for rediscounts. Or they could

go into the bond market and purchase such bonds as the law permits,

and thus increase their earning capacity, but they could not do this

to any great extent without impairing their usefulness as reserve

associations. Their power to buy prime bankers' bills of the kinds

made eligible for rediscount in the open market would avail them

little until an open money market is fully developed, which is not

probable in the near future. Banks are not selling paper in the open

market, neither are they accepting paper for their customers—I mean
by that, accepting drafts—although it is within the range of possi-

bility that the open market may be more quickly developed under

the operations of the act than is now anticipated. Investing in prime

sterling bills would be a safe and conservative investment, and prob-

ably a wise one, for the reason that it would give them command of

gold to the extent of the investment when wanted; but the rate of

interest on this investment would not be very high. It would be

much easier for 6 reserve banks to earn dividends than for 12. The

running expenses would be . largely reduced and their usefulness

would be increased in proportion to their increased strength. The

Comptroller of the Currency in his reports divides the national banks

of the country into six groups, viz : New England, Eastern, Southern,

Middle West, Western, and Pacific States. If one Federal reserve

bank could be allotted to each group, it would, in my judgment, better

conform to the present geographical and business requirements of

the country than to have 12 ; and each reserve bank would by reason

of its greater strength in capital and deposits exert greater influence

in time of need. Under such a distribution the following state-

ments will show, in round numbers, the aggregate capital, deposits,

and borrowings of the respective groups as shown in the comp-

troller's report of August 9, 1913. Now, here I have divided the

banks of the country into these groups, as shown
Senator Nelson (interposing). Have you followed the grouping

«of the comptroller?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; I have followed the grouping of the comp-

troller. I will show how much capital each group would have under
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present conditions, and then I have made another statement showing
what the strength of the reserve banks in these groups would be.
Senator Pomerene. Are you limiting your figures to national

banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; limited to national banks.
Senator Pomerene. Alone?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir ; the national banks.
Senator Reed. Assuming they all come in ?

Mr. Gilbert. Assuming they all come in.

Senator Eeed. And assuming they all borrow from these regional
banks, whereas they might borrow from other banks.
Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.
Senator Nelson. What is the capitalization of the several groups ?

Mr. Gilbert. The present capital of the several groups is

:

New England States: Capital, $101,000,000; deposits, $598,000,000;
rediscounts and bills payable, $4,300,000.
The Eastern States

—

—
Senator Pomerene. No; $4,000,000,000, you mean, do you not?
Mr. Gilbert. $4,000,000.

Senator Nelson. Discounts?
Mr. Gilbert. That is the discounts—their borrowings.
Senator Pomerene. Oh, I misunderstood you.
Senator Bristow. Do I understand the total amount of the bor-

rowings is only $4,000,000?
Mr. Gilbert. The total of the New England group, as shown by

the comptroller's report, was only $4,300,000, which shows how little

they borrow.
Senator Nelson. You mean the rediscounts of the banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; the rediscounts of the banks.
Senator Nelson. The amounts borrowed by the banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. The amounts borrowed by the different banks of the
whole group. And j'ou want to bear in mind a very small portion
of that is rediscounts. By far the larger proportion is on what they
call bills payable, that would not be eligible for rediscount.

The Eastern States—that means New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Delaware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia. The pres-

ent capital of the national banks in the group amounts to $336,000,-

000; the deposits, $3,145,000,000; rediscounts and bills payable,

$18,600,000.

Senator Bristow. $18,000,000?
Mr. Gilbert. $18,600,000.

Senator Reed. I am going to suggest that when you prepare this

for print you name the States—the New England States, such and
such, etc.

Senator Shaeroth. You can do it by initials—" N. Y.," etc.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; I can prepare that very easily.

Senator Nelson. He has followed the grouping of the Comptroller

of the Currency.
Senator Reed. Yes ; but there is nothing in this paper that would

indicate to a Member of Congress just what the groups were, and he

would have to go and look it up.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Gilbert, let me get that clear in my mind,

the deposits were $3,145,000,000?
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Mr. GiuJEET. Yes.

Senator Bristow. And the rediscounts only $18,000,000 ?

Mr. Gilbert. Rediscounts and borrowings.

Senator Nelson. What the banks borrowed ; not what they loaned

out?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; $18,600,000.

Southern States: Capital, $173,000,000; deposits, $796,000,000; re-

discounts and bills payable, $63,000,000.

Senator Nelson. Larger in proportion than anywhere else.

Mr. Gilbert. The South is a larger borrower than any other group.
.

They borrow three-fifths of all that is borrowed.

Senator Weeks. That is due, first, to insufficient capital ; second, to

the cotton crop maturing at practically the same time, and, third, to

the fact that the South is developing very rapidly now.
Mr. Gilbert. Middle West: Capital, $283,000,000; deposits,

$2,293,000,000 ; rediscounts and bills payable, $11,000,000.

Senator Bristow. What States does that take in?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, the Middle West takes in

Senator Bristow (interposing). Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, In-

diana
Mr. Gilbert. I have it here.

Senator Nelson. It is in the comptroller's report.

Mr. Gilbert. It takes in Illinois, Ohio
Senator Reed. He can get those States, and he will give them in his

table.

Mr. Gilbert. Western States: Capital, $72,000,000; deposits,

$539,000,000 ; rediscounts and bills payable, $4,400,000.

Senator Shafeoth. If you could follow up your statement with

just naming those States and leaving out these interruptions in rela-

tion to the States, I think it would make it more intelligible.

Senator Nelson. I think this statement I have here will show it.

Mr. Gilbert. That will show it—the grouping.
Senator Nelson. The New England States are Maine, New Ham-

shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut; the

Eastern States, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, and the District of Columbia ; the Southern States, Vir-

ginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, and Tennessee; Middle Western States are Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri; the

Western States are North Dakota, South Da,kota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and Oklahoma; and the

Pacific States are Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, Arizona, and Alaska.

(The figures given above by Mr. Gilbert are as follows:)

New England States (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Connecticut) :

Capital
, $101, 000, 000

Deposits 598, 000, 000

Rediscounts and bills payable 4,300,000
Eastern States (New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, and the District of Columbia) :

Capital 336,000,000
Deposits ,S, 145, 000, 000

Rediscounts and bills payable 18,600,000
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Southern States (Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee) :

Capital $173, 000, 000
Deposits 796, 000, 000
Rediscounts and bills payable 63, 000, 000

Middle West (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Min-
nesota, Iowa, and Missouri) :

Capital 2&S, 000, 000
Deposits 2, 293, 000, 000
Rediscounts and bills payable 11, 000, 000

Western States (North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kan-
sas, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and Okla-
homa) :

Capital 72, 000, 000
Deposits 589, 000, 000
Rediscounts and bills payable 4, 400, 000

Pacific States (Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, Arizona, and Alaska) :

Capital 89, 000, 000
Deposits - 566, 000, 000
Rediscounts and bills payable 7, 500, 000

Mr. Gilbert. Then I have made another table which shows the

statement of Federal reserve banks of above groups, showing capital,

deposits, cash, and amount of rediscounts for member banks at be-

ginning of business if all of the national banks of the country imme-
diately subscribe and pay for stock and transfer that portion of its

reserve which the law requires after 14 months.
Senator Nelson. The 5 per cent?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes. In the New England group the capital of the

regional reserve bank would be $10,000,000, deposits $30,000,000.

Senator Nelson. That would give it $40,000,000?

Mr. Gilbert. That would give them cash $35,700,000; bills dis-

counted, $4,300,000.

Senator Bristow. Now, there are a number of banks, are there not,

that are that strong in New England ?

Mr. Gilbert. That would be the Federal reserve bank—$10,000,000.
Senator Bristow. I mean there are a number of banks there now

that would have larger deposits than it would ?

Mr. Gilbert. Not many. I doubt if there are more than one or two

banks. Senator Weeks probably would know. What is the largest

bank in Boston, Senator Weeks?
Senator Weeks. The National Shawmut.
Mr. Gilbert. What is its capital ?

Senator Weeks. $10,000,000.

Mr. Gilbert. And deposits?

Senator Weeks. Deposits of about $85,000,000.

Senator Eeed. Now, there is one misleading statement m your

phraseology, and that was the amount of rediscounts. The amount

of rediscounts which you have figured there is the amount of redis-

counts that they now use in New England?
Mr. Gilbert. I mean to say, the Federal reserve bank would have

all that borrowing if they borrowed the same amount. They would

borrow it from the Federal reserve bank. They borrow $4,300,000.

Senator Eeed. I understand; it is plain now, and I knew what

you meant. ^^ ^r i xt t
Mr. Gilbert. In the Eastern group, that is, New York, ^ew Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and the District ot LX)-
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lumbia, the capital of the bank would be $33,600,000; deposits

$160,000,000, and they would have cash on hand $175,000,000 and
bills discounted $18,600,000.

Senator Pomeeene. If it will not interrupt you, you would ex-
pect, of course, under the new system that the rediscounting would
be very materially increased, would you not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I would think this, that possibly the facility

with which rediscounting could be obtained might stimulate the

banks of the different groups to enlarge their business—to go into

new fields and make new investments—and consequently require

larger rediscounts.

Senator Pomeeene. Well, it would be practically introducing into

this country the rediscount system which prevails in Europe.
Mr. GiLBEET. Much of which is done in the open market.
Senator Pomeeene. Yes. That might be done here too, but have

you taken into consideration this fact; for instance, in the group
of New England States, where your figures were capital and de-

posits of about $40,000,000. Now, you are taking away from the

banking capital of the New England States $40,000,000, which you
are segregating in the regional bank, and there being that much
under the control of the regional bank, it must necessarily follow, it

would seem to me, that the rediscount privilege would have to be
very greatly increased in order that the New England States might
have the same banking capital that they had prior to the adoption

of the system.
Mr. Gilbeet. They will have the same banking capital. The

member banks will continue doing business. The only question is

how much the member banks will borrow.
Senator Pomeeene. Yes; but they have $40,000,000 now that are

in the ordinary course of trade now segregated and put into the

regional bank.
Mr. GiLBEET. It is part of their reserve, which they have been

carrying, and will not be required to carry, that is put into the

Federal reserve bank. There is no decrease of banking capital at

all.

Now, the Southern group, would have a capital of $17,000,000;

deposits, $40,000,000; bills discounted, $63,000,000. They would be

required to issue notes, because their cash would be overdrawn.
Senator Eeed. They would start out borrowers.
Mr. GiLBEET. They would start out in debt

;
yes.

Senator Reed. Instead of being a reserve, there would be a deficit

there.

Mr. Gn^EET. In the Middle West the capital would be $28,-

000,000; deposits, $115,000,000; bills discounted, $11,000,000; and

cash, $132,000,000.

Senator Nelson. What do you base that cash on ?

Mr. GiLBEET. That is the cash that is transferred to them by the

member banks as reserve.

Senator Nelson. You count that as cash ?

Mr. GiLBEET. I am giving a table of Federal reserve banks as they

would stand if all of the reserve of member banks was transferred.

Senator Nelson. You count the part of the reserve transferred

as cash?
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Mr. Gilbert. In the western group the capital would be $7,200,000;
deposits, $27,000,000. Of course in this table I have not made any
allowance for United States deposits, because I do not know how that
would be distributed. Bills discounted would be $4,400,000 and cash
$29,800,000.

Now, as to the size of these various regional banks: There would
be one bank with $7,200,000. The next smallest would be $10,000,000,
the next $17,000,000, the next $28,000,000, and the next $33,000,000.
New York would be the largest, the Middle West would be the next,
and the South would be the next.
Senator Bristow. You did not read the Pacific coast division.
Mr. GiLBEKT. No ; I will give you that now.
The Pacific slope group capital would be $8,900,000: deposits,

$28,300,000; bills discounted, $7,500,000; and cash, $29,700,000.
Senator Eeed. That is the smallest bank, then ?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; the Middle West—the western group.
Senator Nelson. The western group is the smallest.
Senator Pomerene. What was the Pacific coast capital ?

Mr. Gilbert. $8,900,000, and their borrowing $7,500,000.
Senator Nelson. To make that come up to the others those two

divisions ought to be grouped in order to make them have a capital
commensurate with the others.

Mr. Gilbert. I have only introduced this to give you gentlemen an
intelligent idea of how it would be possible to group those banks.
Senator Bristow. If we made 12 of them, we would have a lot of

trouble, would we not ?

Mr. Gilbert. I think you would.
(The figures above given are as follows:)

New England States (Maine, New Hampsbire, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut) :

Capital $10, 000. 000
Deposits 30. 000. 000
Cash 35, 700. 000
Bills discounted 4, 300, 000

Eastern States (New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, and the District of Columbia) :

Capita] 33, 600, 000
Deposits 160, 000, 000
Cash 175, 000, 000
Bills discounted 18, 600, 000

Southern States (Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee) :

Capital 17, OOO, 000
Deposits 40, 000. 000
Bills discounted 63, 000. 000
Cash Overdrawn.

Middle Western States (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri) :

CapitaL ^ 28, 000, 000
Deposits , 115, 000, 000
Bills discounted 11. 000, 000
Cash 132, 000, 000

Western States (North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and Oklahoma) :

Capital 7, 200, 000
Deposits..^ 27, 000, 000

Bills discounted 4, 400, 000

Cash - 29, 800, 000
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Pacific States (Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, Arizona, and Alaska) :

Capital $8, 900, 000
Deposits 28, 300, 000
Bills discounted 7, 500, 000
Cash 29, TOO, 000

Mr. Gilbert. An analysis of these statements shows that more
than three-fifths of the borrowing and rediscounting was for the

southern group and that the Federal reserve bank of that group is

the only one that would show a paying business for 1913. A care-

ful investigation of the comptroller's figures convinces me that the

business of the country does not require at the present time 12

Federal reserve banks; it does not require 6, but 6 would be better

than 12, and if the proposed system is to become a law I should favor

the division of the country into reserve districts to correspond with

the grouping of the comptroller in his reports, viz., one each for

New England, Eastern States, Southern States, Middle West, West-
ern States, and the Pacific States.

It should be borne in mind that the object of banking reform is

not to increase banking facilities but to remedy existing defects in

our present system and make it conform to the requirements of mod-
ern business conditions. It would appear that the framers of the

proposed Federal reserve bill have failed to differentiate these two
objects and that the proposed 12 Federal reserve banks will if organ-

ized never attain to the dignity and prestige that should character-

ize Federal reserve banks. We hear much about the influence to

result from these new banks in stimulating business, lowering" the

rates of interest, and giving to banks facilities they never before

enjoyed. But herein lies one great danger which if not properly

guarded against may lead to dangerous expansion of credit. It is

important that the Federal reserve bank or banks, whether there is

one or more, should not lose the character of a reserve bank, but
always be in condition to weather the severest storm that it may be

called upon to pass through. In this respect I believe 1 bank would
be better than 12—would be stronger, could be administered more
economically and would not necessitate a close investment of its funds

to make dividends for its stockholders. The reserve bank or banks
should never in normal times carry less than 50 per cent reserve

against liabilities in order to be ever ready for the unexpected.
Senator Eeed. Now, that is very interesting, and it seems to me

that you have argued the impracticability of establishing six banks
with the country divided as it is divided, into these particular six

groups, that it would be necessary to modify that grouping, even if

we had six banks, so that the southern bank would be stronger.

Mr. Gilbert. That is what I remarked a moment ago. I only put
in these tables from the comptroller's figures in order to present the

idea. I did not mean to give the idea that it would be wise to'

follow.

Senator Shaeroth. You would require a new grouping?
Mr. Gilbert. It might possibly, yes. But, inasmuch as the group-

ing was there in that form, I thought it would show not only the

banking capital of the different sections of the country, but the bor-

rowing capacity of the different sections of the country, which was
the important- thing I had in mind.
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Senator Eeed. Now, of course if all the national banks did not
come in just in proportion as they stayed out this whole system is

weakened ?

Mr. GnjiERT. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. Just in proportion as the State banks and trust

companies might come in, m addition to the national banks, it would
be strengthened.

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.

Senator Reed. And the whole question of how many will come in,

of State banks at least, and trust companies, is problematical. The
amount of rediscounts that banks might indulge m is problematical

;

the effect of the withdrawing of deposits of the reserves from the

places they now are and the placing of them over into this reserve

system is also problematical, is it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Reed. And does not all that indicate that in starting this

system it would be well to start gradually ?

Mr. Gilbert. That is what I recommend, that the system should

be developed and built up as the business of the country requires;

that you do not want at the outset to build up an entirely new system

and substitute it for the present system.

Senator Reed. Will you kindly refer to your figures of the New
York bank ? I will assume that one of these regional banks in that

group would be located in New York.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Reed. I would like to have you kindly tell me what its

capital would be.

Mr. Gilbert. $33,000,000.

Senator Reed. It would be a little larger, then, than the largest

bank of New York?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; it would be $33,600,000; deposits, $160,000,000.

Senator Reed. And its deposits would be less than the deposits of

the City Bank now?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Is there any other bank in New York that would

have more than that?

Mr. Gilbert. No. I think the City Bank has a surplus of $10,-

000,000.
, ^^

Senator "Weeks. It would not have as large resources as the Ma-

tional City Bank?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; but that would be in its favor, really.

Senator Reed. You say the City Bank has a surplus of $10,000,000?

Mr. Gilbert. I think it has a surplus of $10,000,000.

Senator Reed. So that it would then be, counting its surplus, a

little larger than the capital of this bank?
ATt» (tILBERT l^GS

Senator Reed. And its present deposits would exceed the deposits

of this particular bank? „ ,

Mr. Gilbert. Yes. This bank would come next to the City Bank

Senator Reed. Let me ask, do you think there ought to be a imit

on the amount of capital any one bank could have—private bank

.

Mr. Gilbert. No ; I do not.
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Senator Eebd. Do you think there ought to be any limit on the

amount of deposits a bank should have in proportion to its capital?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I never have thought so. I have thought
this, along that line, applying simply my thought to my own bank,
that about as large a business as we ought to do, to do it safely and
conservatively, ought not to exceed six or seven times our capital

and surplus. That is what I have thought with regard to our own
business.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Gilbert, if you will let me correct your state-

ment about the City Bank, it has $25,000,000 capital and $25,000,000
surplus and $4,500,000 undivided profits.

Mr. Gilbert. And how much is the Commerce ?

Senator Weeks. The Commerce has $25,000,000 with $10,000,000
surplus.

Senator Keed. So there would be two banks there with a greater
capital than this bank?
Mr. Gilbert. How is the First National?
Senator Weeks. Ten, fifteen, and six?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Reed. I wish. Senator Weeks, that right in this connection

and at this point you would put in the capital and surplus and un-

divided profits and deposits of the larger of the New York banks, so

that they might appear in the record.

Senator Weeks. The banks which have the largest capital and sur-

plus are the National City Bank, the National Bank of Commerce,
the First National Bank, the National Park Bank, the Hanover
National Bank, the Chase National Bank, and the Mechanics and

Metal National Bank.
The capital, surplus, and undivided profits of these banks are as

follows

:

Name.
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underlying the proposed bill, it is that the regional reserve banks may
have the same facilities; that what one section lacks or what one
reserve bank lacks another may be authorized to make up.
Senator Bristow. I understand that. That is the theory. Now,

you said that this Federal reserve board would then not be necessary.
That would then leave the control of the central bank in the hands
of the bankers?

Mr. Gilbert. Unless you made other provisions
Senator Bristow (interposing). Yes.
Mr. Gilbert. Of course, I can see a possibility of your surrounding

a central bank with the same safeguards and restrictions that you
throw around this regional reserve system. You could give it the
same safeguards and might not require the central reserve board.
Senator Bristow. I think there were a number of features—at least,

I beheve that the proper thing in order to accomplish the purpose
which this bill intends would be to have a Federal bank with
branches, but I would not consent, so far as my vote goes, that there
should be one bank as powerful and commanding as it would be if it

were controlled by the bankers themselves. I would want that con-
trolled by the Government, with the Federal bank giving all the
facilities to the banks that their own bank would give, so far as the
rediscounting of paper or the issuing of currency was concerned;
and, of course, it would be a place of deposit ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Bristow. It would not be run for profit, except to make a

fair and reasonable return to the stockholders.

Mr. Gilbert. That is my idea of a Federal reserve bank—that it

should not be run for profit.

Senator Bristow. It should not be run for profit, but run to sup-
plement and strengthen the present banking system as it is ?

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.
Senator Bristow. To do that I think it ought to be independent

from the control of any element of the banking system, or all elements
of the banking system, and ought to have the same rights and the
same opportunities, absolutely free. I think—I may be wrong, but I
very firmly believe that the only way to do that and to satisfy the

country that it is done is to have this Federal bank governed by a
board appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. I
would have the stock subscription voluntary—not compel anybody
to come, but invite them to come in and make it so useful that no
bank could afford not to come in.

Mr. Gilbert. I think that is feasible and wise. I think in the case

of one bank it could be done, because the capital would be forthcom-
ing in the case of one bank. It might be more or less, but it would be
sufficient to meet the requirements of a central bank. I say central

bank; it would not be a central bank along the lines of the European
central banks, because it would be confined to member banks alone,

and would deal only with banks and the Government.
Senator Eeed. Be a Government bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes. You can call it by any name you please—Fed-

eral reserve bank, central bank, or central reserve bank; anything
you please.

• Senator Eeed. Just so you do not call it the Bank of the United

States ?
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Mr. Gilbert. Yes. I think in that case the capital would be forth-

coming and it would not be necessary to make it compusory, and

for that reason it would be much less objectionable, and I think, if it

was not made compulsory the objection to Federal control would
entirely disappear. I think there would be no objection at all. I

think a good deal of the objection to Government control as provided

in the present bill arises from the fact that the banks are compelled

to subscribe to capital and to furnish 75 per cent, more or less, of the

three-fourths of the deposits and are denied representation. They
practically own the Federal reserve banks. They have two-thirds or

three-fourths of the deposits, and are denied representation. They
do not ask for control. They never have asked for control, but they

ask for proper representation on that board of control, in order that

they may inject into it a healthy amount of banking knowledge and
banking capacity and banking conservatism.

Senator O'Goeman. Would that not be supplied by the advisory

council named by the bankers?
Mr. Gilbert. The advisory council is entirely without power. It

would meet four times a year.

Senator O'Goeman. If the bankers had a minority representa-

tion

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). But the advisory council-

Senator O'GoRMAN (interposing). They would not be in control;

the majority would control. The only advantage of having a minor-

ity representation of the banks would be that they would be enabled

to intelligently advise the entire board what to do and how to manage
the business. That same advice would be given by the advisory coun-

cil named by the banks.
Mr. Gilbert. It would, with this exception. Senator. As I imder-

stand the composition of the advisory council, the members are with-

out a vote. Take three bankers on a Federal board of control com-
prised of nine; while they would not control, they would have a

vote, and if they were voting in favor of a correct policy, and two or

three members were in unison with them, they could prevent the

adoption of any unwise policy.

Senator O'Gorman. Not any more than the protest of the ad-

visory council. Public opinion has much to do in the regulation of

governmental affairs, and it is difficult to conceive of a reserve board
consisting of seven citizens doing anything with respect to the busi-

ness aspect of it which would invite the condemnation and criticism

of the other men constituting the bankers' advisory council.
Mr. Gilbert. Now, admitting all that as true, let us look at it from

another standpoint. There is great opposition on the part of the

bankers to that feature of the bill simply because they feel, as I said

a moment ago, that they own all the capital and two-thirds of the

deposits, and they ought to have representation. Why not give it to

them ? They do not control ; they can not control. \Vhy not rendove
that opposition? It will go a long way toward inducing the banks
to come in.

Senator Reed. How do you think the banks would feel if we would
apply .that at the other end ? If we gave the banks a minority repre-
sentation on the central board, and the Government took a further
representation in the regional banks?
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Senator O'Goeman. In other words, what would the banks do if

they had a minority representation on the reserve board and a mi-
nority representation in the regional bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, of course, the Federal board of control is the

board that will shape the policy of the regional banks, and while
they nominally have the election of six directors in the regional
reserve banks, they feel they have not control after all.

Senator Reed. How do you think it would suit them if we gave
them, say, one-third at both places?

Mr. Gilbert. I have felt this way about it myself, as I said awhile
ago: Why not give them three members on the Federal reserve

board ? What harm can come from that ?

Senator Nelson. Would not two do ? Give them two out of seven.

Mr. Gilbert. You have nine

Senator Nelson (interposing). No; seven on the Federal reserve

board, is it not?

Senator O'Goeman. Seven.
Senator Nelson. If you gave tlie banks two out of seven they

ought to be satisfied with that.

Mr. Gilbert. I think very likely they would be.

Senator Reed. Do you think they would be satisfied, then, if they
had three out of the nine directors of the regional banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Why should they be?
Senator Reed. I understood you to say a moment ago that it was

8 question of representation rather than control, and I thought per-

haps we could make a swap.
Mr. Gilbert. Why would you want to make a swap ? That would

only open another door for opposition. I would not do that.

Senator Eeed. Of course, we can wipe out all opposition to this

bill among the banks very readily, but we might get into some diiB-

culty with the people of the country.
Mr. Gilbeet. I do not think so. I do not think the people of the

country are so anxious to have this—that is to say, I do not think
the people of the country understand and interpret the bankers of

the country as our legislators in Washington do, or a great many of

them do. I think that the bankers, especially the bankers of the

East, and more especially the bankers of New York, are misunder-
stood and misinterpreted at Washington to a very, very much greater

extent than they are throughout the country at large.

Senator Reed. You do not live out in the country at large, and I

do, and I say frankly I think there is a great deal of prejudice which
is unjust against banks—absolutely unjust prejudice—and there is

also some prejudice among the bankers against the people at Wash-
ington just as unjust. I think there is some right and wrong, but I

thmk this, since we are discussing this matter in this desultory way

:

That the people in this country would never tolerate the creation of

a great central bank controlled by bankers, nor the creation of a sys-

tem over which they did not exercise a supreme control as to its

broad and general policies. Now, I think that is the sentiment. I

know it is the sentiment of the part of the country in which I live.

Mr. Gilbert. I think the bankers would be perfectly willing to

concede all that.

Senator Reed. I said the other day to some gentleman that I get

letters every few days attacking all the bankers, which I think are

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 53
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very intolerant. Yet I think that when bankers get the notion that

there is somebody here at Washington wanting to wipe out the bank-

ing system, they are equally intolerant and less excusable, because

they ought to know better. We want to make the banking system

of this country strong; we do not want to destroy the banks; we
want to make a strong banking system, and that is the purpose of this

bill.

If you are through with that branch of the subject, there is one
thing I want to ask before you leave the stand.

Senator Beistow. If you will pardon me a moment. Senator Eeed,
there is one question I would like to ask him before he leaves that.

Senator Eeed. Certainly.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Gilbert, speaking of the control of these

regional reserve banks, I am frank to say that I am opposed to the

present system of control of the regional reserve banlis. I do not

.

believe in the control of the regional reserve bank as is provided in

this bill, and I am going to do what I can to have that phase of

the bill amended. There may not be many members of the com-
mittee who agree with me, but I do not m.ind saying what my views
are. If we are to have a Federal system, I want a Federal system

open and frank and let the Federal Groveinment take the responsibil-

ity for it. I do not want any hybrid. Which do you think would
be the best—I want your judgment—to have a Federal reserve bank
organized, as I suggested a while ago, governed by a Federal board
similar to the one proposed in this bill, except that I would not have
any ex officio members on it, with sufficient branches in the reserve

cities of the country to handle the business, governed by a Federal
board absolutely, with vohmtary subscriptions to the stock, and let it

perform all the functions which are needed in order to control the
situation, as has been outlined. Would that be, in your judgment, a

tetter system than the one we are undertaking to provide here, even
with the reduced number of regional banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. I think that it would.
Senator Bristow. I believe that the banking business of the coun-

try, so far as the credits that go to a large enterprise which comes
in competition with such institutions as the Steel Corporation and
some of the great railroads are concerned, have been controlled, so
that the amount of money necessary to build a railroad, if it is in
competition with some of the powerful lines, could not be obtained,
and they would be strong enough with the banking institutions of the
Nation to prevent it, and this does not break up that control.

I do not believe it does. I am asking you frankly, because I want
your judgment on that. From your point of view, would this Fed-
eral bank—could it not be made absolutely independent of such
selfish control?

"^ ^

Mr. Gilbert. I think it could.
Senator Bristow. And could not that be done without endanger-

ing any legitimate commercial or financial enterprise which any
bank might want to promote?
Mr. Gilbert. I think it could.
Senator Bristow. Is that not all you want to do when you have

provided for any emergency system? Is not our banking system
good enough for any nation on earth?
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Mr. Gilbert. I think it is. Let me say in that connection just
this: I have been officially connected with the New York Clearing
House for 60 years. I have passed through every panic since the
Civil War. And I think I can say conscientiously that I never have
seen a panic that, in its incipiency, could not have been arrested and
held in check if we had had one bank of reserve, a Federal bank of
reserve, a central bank of reserve, or a Government bank of reserve

;

if we had had one bank of reserve to which the banks of the central
reserve cities could have taken their short-time commercial paper
and had it converted into cash in order to have held their reserves
together.

Senator Eeed. You have led up to the very question I wanted to
ask you about. You have been the president of the New York
Clearing House and have had a long experience. I would like to
back up on this question of panics, beginning with the latest. I
wish you would tell this committee, in as succinct a way as possible,
what brought about the panic of 1907, and what signals of warning,
if any, the banks had, and give us your views on it.

Mr. Gilbert. Now, gentlemen, in order to do that I would have
to go back to about 1900 or 1901.

Senator Eeed. Very well. Begin at whatever place is most logical
with you.

Mr. Gilbert. At the time the United States Steel Corporation was
formed, that was the beginning of the era of big corporations in this
country. The successful launching of the United States Steel Cor-
poration and the large amount of money that was made out of it

stimulated the formation of these big corporations throughout the
country.

Senator Reed. What we commonly call trusts?

Mr. Gilbert. Trusts; yes. One after another was formed until

the country was flooded with syndicates seeking to merge big business
enterprises and form big corporations.

Senator Reed. Issuing a lot of watered stock?
Mr. Gilbert. That always follows, of course.

Senator Nelson. That always follows in those cases.

Mr. Gilbert. And that was followed by the formation of large

trust companies throughout the country to finance the securities of

these big corporations. That stimulated every kind of business en-

terprise. The result was excessive expansion of business and exces-

sive speculation during all the years between 1901 and 1907.

Senator O'Gorman. Would you call those boom years?

Mr. Gilbert. I would call them years of great business inflation

—

boom years; yes—1907 saw the culmination. It was something
that had to come. It grew out of what had been taking place

for four or five years before. It was like the thunder shower
that comes to clear up the atmosphere. And it did clear it up.

Nothing else would have cleared it up.
I do not have any sympathy whatever, gentlemen, with the theory

that it was bad business management or the bad business operations

of the banks of the East that precipitated the panic of 1907. The
business inflation and the speculation which grew out of it was
country-wide. It was all over the country. It came from every

section of the country.
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Senator O'Gorman. What was the immediate cause of the panic?
Mr. Gilbert. I think the immediate cause, as I recall it, was the

failure of the Knickerbocker Trust Co.
Senator O'Gorman. What could have saved that situation?

Mr. Gilbert. A bank of rediscount.

Senator O'Gorman. Then there was a scarcity of currency at that

particular time?
Mr. Gilbert. A scarcity, not of currency, but of banking credit.

Senator O'Gorman. Credit?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; banking credit. The credit of the country had

become so strained that merchants could not get the accommodation
which they required of their banks to meet their maturing obliga-

tions, and when that condition ensues it is only a step from that to

distrust, apprehension, fear

Senator Reed (interposing). Panic.

Mr. Gilbert (continuing) . Rising interest rates, the dropping of

securities, panic, and a crash. Every panic comes the same way.
Senator Reed. Reduced to a sentence, the organization and over-

capitalization of the big industrial combinations brought on the

panic of 1907?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, I would not put it in that shape, exactly.

Senator O'Gorman. Overexpansion of business activities for six

years ?

Mr. Gilbert. That is it, exactly.

Senator Reed. I will add to my previous statement that the multi-

plication or increase of business incident to that overcapitalization

and speculation ; would that be about it ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I would prefer

Senator Reed (interposing). To let your statement stand?
Mr. Gilbert. Y es ; to let my statement stand as it is.

Senator Nelson. The first place in New York where trouble broke

out was in the Mercantile Bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; I think, very likely.

Senator Nelson. I think that was the first.

Mr. Gilbert. The Heinze Bank.
Senator Nelson. Yes; the Heinze Bank, and then the two trust

companies ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And it was like a prairie fire; it got away from

you up there ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Reed. I wanted to ask you -a few more questions. You

have been dealing with generalizations; you have been saying that

there was overstimulation of business ; the merchant could not renew

his loans or get his accommodation as he had expected, and that

introduces an element of distrust, etc. Now, that was country-wide.

Did that result in a drain of money from New York and the other

central reserve cities, or did the New York and the other central

reserve city banks have more money? Did they draw money to

themselves or was the money drawn away from them before the

panic actually came ?

Mr. Gilbert. No; the demand for money became so great that

credit facilities were strained, and the New York banks commenced
to lose their lawful money reserves.
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Senator Keed. Now, did they lose through other banks withdraw-
ing; through country banks withdrawing?
Mr. Gilbert. Through withdrawals by interior banlis. Of course,

the very approach of a panic stimulated the fears of the interior
banks, and they, actuated by a desire to strengthen their lawful
money reserves, drew on New York very heavily.
Senator Reed. So that New York had a drain upon it instead of

New York drawing upon the country for money and locking it up ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, indeed, yes; New York ran largely below its

reserves. I can not give you the figures now. I wrote an article for
one of the New York magazines which gave a concise statement of
the condition of things at that time.

Senator O'Gorman. When were the first symptoms of the ap-
proaching panic in 190Y observed ?

Senator Nelson. The 19th of October.
Mr. Gilbert. I was going to say about the 20th to the 25th of

October.

Senator O'Gorman. Were those the first symptoms?
Mr. Gilbert. Those were the first symptoms—or, at least, the first

acute symptoms.
Senator O'Gorman. I ask that because I have a recollection of

meeting a gentleman in July who had large business interests in New
York, who spoke of the probable approach of the panic which cul-

minated in October afterwards. In July that was.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Gilbert. Well, of course, the bankers themselves, for two or

three months prior to the outbreak of the panic, realized that there
was great danger of inflation and speculation being carried to such
a point that it would get beyond control. And they felt a mis-
giving as to the actual condition of things as early as July and
August. There is no question about that.

Senator Reed. You have spoken about the reserves in New York
being lower in the banks. But that is a little different proposition
from the one which I have put—^your reserves might have been
lowered by loans made in New York?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; they were not.

Senator Reed. Were your reserves lowered through the withdrawal
of balances, or parts of the balances, of the banks outside of New
York?
Mr. Gilbert. They were lowered by actual shipments of money.
Senator Nelson. Mr. Gilbert, one witness here stated that on the

first Sunday of the panic a committee of the clearing house met and
decided that they would not extend any help to that Heinze bank or

to the Morse baiik, unless they would remove Morse and Heinze from
the control of those institutions. That is true, is it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. That is practically true.

Senator Nelson. Yes. And this witness also claimed that that

very fact, that that committee of the clearing house took that action

on Sunday and it became known the next morning—that was one of

the things that bred the want of confidence in your money institutions

of New York.
Mr. Gilbert. No; that is not correct. I have a very clear recol-

lection of that, for I was one of the committee of three that went to
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the Mercantile Bank on that Sunday morning, and I was the spokes-

man for the three.

Senator Eeed. What did you go there for ?

Mr. Gilbert. We went there because, I think, through an examina-

tion made by our own clearing-house examining force, we discovered

that the Mercantile Bank was in a strained condition and it had
applied to the clearing house for help.

Senator Eeed. Oh, they had applied for help, and you went there

to see whether you ought to give it to them ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, they had applied for help

Senator Nelson (interposing). And you decided that you would
not give it unless they removed Heinze; is that not correct?

Mr. Gilbert. Let me give the story as I remember it—and I think

my memory is very clear on that point. They had applied to the

clearing house for help. The clearing house, before deciding, sent

their examining committee to look over the -affairs of the bank and

see how they stood. The committee reported that, through mis-

management, the bank was in a bad condition—that is, they were

not insolvent; they had assets enough to pay their liabilities; but

they had made unwise loans and had mismanaged in a way that made
it desirable for a change of administration •

Senator Reed (interposing). What was the character of that mis-

management? Were these loans made to themselves to promote
their own enterprises?

Mr. Gilbert. You see, gentlemen, I am speaking entirely from
memory.

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Gilbert. And I do not wish to go into details for fear I may

make some misstatement. If I had my memoranda before me, I

would be perfectly willing to give it to the committee.
Senator Reed. I wish we had it, because it refers to a point which

has been much disputed in the hearings before this committee.
Mr. Gilbert. In a general way I will tell you what happened.
We went there Sunday morning. First, we had a meeting at the

clearing house and we resolved that before extending any help we
would call for the resignation of all the directors, in order that the

bank might be put into new hands. And we went there. We were

all gathered around the directors' table, as we are now, and I arose

and stated what the decision of the clearing house was. I said

:

Gentlemen, we are willing to help you. We are anxious to help you. Tour
banlj has a long and honorable record; but there is only one condition upon
which we will help you, and that is that the directors hand in their resigna-

tions to us and allow us to put the banli into new hands.

Senator Reed. Well, was it to be put in particular hands ?

Mr. Gilbert. Our policy was to obtain the resignation of certain

ones of the old directors, and in order to accomplish this to get the

resignations of all

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). That is, you wanted the resig-

nations of some of them ?

Mr. Gilbert. We wanted the resignations of some of them; we
wanted some to resign. This was accomplished; the ones objected

to resigned, the others remained', and they chose their own president.

They had one or two men in view. So far as that is concerned, the
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thing was done in a businesslike way and there was no clearing-house
pressure in the direction of the management of the bank at all.

Senator Eeed. They actually did it?

Mr. Gilbert. They actually did it.

Senator O'Gorman. And they all handed in their resignations, did
they not?

Mr. Gilbert. They all handed in their resignations.
Senator Reed. That was what bank?
Mr. Gilbert. The Mercantile National Bank.
Senator Eeed. And who was president?
Mr. Gilbert. Mr. Heinze.
Senator O'Gorman. Was it Heinze or Miles O'Brien?
Mr. Gilbert. I think Miles O'Brien was vice president.
Senator Nelson. Heinze was president.

Senator O'Gorman. Miles O'Brien was the active officer.

Senator Nelson. What steps did you take with Morse's bank?
Did you take similar steps with his bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Morse's bank—let hie recall. Morse was the presi-

dent of the Bank of North America.
Senator Weeks. Morse was not the president, was he? Was not

Curtis the president?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; Curtis was the president. I think Morse was

vice president.

Senator Weeks. I think so.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; I think Morse was vice president.

Senator Nelson. Well, tell us what you did with Morse and his

bank.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I am trying to recall now just how the thing

occurred with the Bank of North America.
Senator O'Gorman. That was a very large bank, was it not?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; it was a large bank—a good-sized bank.

Senator O'Gorman. With approximately what deposits ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, I think they had about $30,000,000 of deposits.

It was not one of the largest banks, but it was a large bank.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, to refresh your recollection there, was
there not some statement at that time that Morse was using the

credit of his own bank to promote some of his industrial enterprises?

Mr. Gilbert. There was that statement; yes. I think the resig-

nation of Morse was brought about through a meeting of some mem-
bers of the clearing-house committee, with some of the directors of

the Bank of North America, which resulted in their obtaining Morse's

resignation and Curtis's resignation, and making Mr. Havermeyer
president of the bank. That is my recollection, but just exactly

the details of the thing I do not remember.
Senator O'Gorman. Well, a practical question: Did the clearing

house give all the assistance to the Heinze and the Morse bank that

they needed at the time ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; we issued clearing-house certificates to them

and gave them what help they asked for.

Senator Nelson. That is atter they had purged themselves in the

manner you have indicated ?

M!r. Gilbert Yes.
Senator Nelson. Well, do you not think that that action--! am not

criticizing the action of itself; it may have been warranted; but do
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you not think if the public found out the action you had taken oh that

Sunday with Heinze's bank and Morse's bant, that tended to breed a

want of confidence?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not think so.

Senator Nelson. Did it not aggravate it ; was it not worse after

that?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not think so. I think the public were highly

satisfied with our elimination of the objectionable elenieht.

Senator Nelson. But did you not follow that up immediately with
suspension ?

Mr. Gilbert. Not for several months afterwards.

Senator Nelson. Why, the banks closed?

Mr. Gilbert. No. The Mercantile Bank
Senator Nelson (interposing). I do not mean suspension of the

bank ; I mean suspension of payments.
Mr. Gilbert. Oh, no.

Senator Nelson. Oh, yes. They closed within a week after that.

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, no ; the Mercantile Bank did not close.

Senator Nelson. I do not mean the bank suspended and went into

liquidation; but I mean your banks there stopped paying cash, as

you say, promptly.
Mr. Gilbert. We issued clearing-house certificates.

Senator Nelson. That is what I mean. Immediately the follow-

ing Monday or Tuesday after this Sunday?
Mr. Gilbert. I can not tell you whether our dealings with the

Mercantile Bank were before the issuance of clearing-house certifi-

cates or afterwards. But I think that
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Now, Mr. Gilbert, will you get

down to the panic preceding that-—the panic of 1893 ?

Senator Eeed. I would like to ask this question before you leave

this subject : Do you know anything about a meeting at Mr. Morgan's
house at which it was decided to refuse to return to the banks of the

interior the money that was in the New York banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Never heard of such a thing.
Senator Eeed. Would you have been likely to know of it if it was

true?

Mr. Gilbert. I very likely should.
Senator Reed. Before I leave the question, if Senator O'Gorman

will pardon me one further inquiry—^you spoke about being unable to

give details because you did not have your memoranda, and said if

you did have it you could probably give the details. I am very

greatly interested myself in clearing up this much-disputed question,

because it has been contended in said quarters, and believed by some
people, that the banks of New York for certain reasons desired to

eliminate Mr. Heinze and Mr. Morse, and that they started with the

purpose of eliminating them, and that the result was a distrust which
finally came mighty near eliminating all of them for the time being.

Now, it would therefore be interesting, and I think very valuable,

to have at first hand from a man who was on the ground the details

and the reasons—the exact reasons. I think it would be of value to

the banks—of value in the matter of advising the public.

And if you have no objection, I would thank you very muchif yo»
would procure that memoranda and give us a statement of it, either

personally or in writing.
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Mr. Gilbert. I would be only too happy to help clear it up. I
would be only too glad to go home and refresh my memory and come
back and tell you all about it.

Senator O'Gorman. You probably would not have to come back if

you would just dictate the statement to your stenographer and send
it to the chairman of the committee, giving your recollection of the
incidents connected with the panic of 1907.

Mr. Gilbert. I wOuld rather come back, because I want to put it

ia right.

Senator Eeed. I should be very glad to have you do so.

Mr. Gilbert. I do not want to make a bald statement which might
be misinterpreted.

Senator Bristow. Yes; it would be more satisfactory to have you
return and give it to us personally.

Senator O'Gorman. Going back to the panic of 1B93, what were the

features of that, and the conditions that led up to it ?

Mr. Gilbert. The 1893 panic?
Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. I think that grew out of the Treasury conditions,

did it not
Senator O'Gorman. Well, your recollection is not clear on that ?

Mr. Gilbert. No.
Senator O'Gorman. What was the cause of the 1873 panic?
Mr. Gilbert. General expansion and speculation.

Senator Nelson. The Jay Cooke failure.

Senator O'Gorman. The general inflation ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. That explains everything, does it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; excessive speculation, general inflation of busi-

ness, too much railroad construction after the war. This reached its

culmination in 1873.

Senator Nelson. With the Jay Cooke failure also.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. But do you not remember this, Mr. Gilbert, that
after the panic of 1873 you appointed a committee of the clearing house
to investigate that panic and to make a report, and that committee
reported unanimously to the clearing house of New York that the one
bad feature that brought about the situation there was the fact that

they were paying interest on the deposits of banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; I remember that.

Senator Nelson. And that the board unanimously recommended
that the banks cease paying interest on bank deposits ?

Mr. Gilbert. I recall that; yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Yes. And that you attempted to enforce it, but
there was a small minority of the banks that would not agree to it.

Is that not true ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes
;
quite a large number would not agree to it.

Senator Nelson. Well, do you not think, still, that that has been

a vice of the present reserve system—the drawing of funds of the

country banks to the cities and paying them interest on them; that

that has been one of the things that has piled up money in New York
and led the banks to protect themselves, or to recoup themselves

from paying that interest on bank deposits to loan out their money
on call loans with stock collaterals ?
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Mr. Gilbert. Well, I do not think they did it for that purpose

—

to loan out the money on call loans—because they never get a very

high rate of interest on their call loans.

Senator Nelson. Well, they get more than 2 per cent—a little.

Mr. Gilbert. Not much ; not enough to justify them in doing that.

Senator Nelson. Well, they save themselves.

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, this much I will agree to in your statement:

That it would be better for New York if so large an amount of money
did not concentrate there.

Senator Nelson. In dull times.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator O'Goeman. Why would it be better?

Mr. Gilbert. Simply because in times of panic the withdrawal of

that money, or the danger of withdrawal, is one of the things that

we have to look out for; and if it was not there, the interior banks

could not make such heavy drafts upon us.

Senator Nelson. And the payment of interest attracts the money
there, does it not?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; the payment of the interest. The interior banks

send it to New York because they get the interest on it, of course.

Senator Reed. To what extent did the loaning of money on call in

New York upon stock-exchange securities contribute to the panic

of 1907?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, that is hard for me to answer ; that is a situa-

tion that is hard for me to diagnose. There is one thing you want
to bear in mind, and that is to differentiate what I would call legiti-

mate, nonspeculative Wall Street loans from what you would call

speculative Wall Street loans.

Senator Nelson. Marginal loans.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I would not say marginal loans, because the

marginal principle is connected with every branch of business that is

carried on in this country. Tobacco is bought on margin; wheat

is bought and sold on margin; corn is bought and sold on margin;

everything is bought and sold on margin.
Senator O'Goeman. And the business man nine times out of ten

is carrying on his business on a margin.
Mr. Gilbert. Exactly; and a very large proportion of the busi-

ness of this country is carried on without any margin at all. It is

carried on open accounts on the books of the merchant, and 95 per

cent of the business of the country is done on credits.

But I want to fix your thought on this Wall Street business, which

seems to be somewhat misunderstood and exaggerated in your minds.

There is a large amount of that Wall Street business that is just as

legitimate and nonspeculative as any business in the world.

Senator Nelson. But look here, Mr. Gilbert—excuse me if you

have not finished.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; let me finish, please. There are a large number
of large, respectable banking houses in New York that have to bor-

row large sums of money to carry the securities of the country that

are placed in their hands for sale and distribution, without which

the country could not get along. Those houses and those loans are

just as important to the business enterprise of the country as any

other business.
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Take our large transportation companies and all our large in-
dustrial enterprises that are issuing bonds and stocks and other se-
curities. They could not get along were it not for the facilities
that are offered by these big houses to furnish money as they re-
quire it.

New York—Wall Street, the stock exchange of Wall Street—that
is the largest and quickest open market in the world for the sale of
securities. It is the quickest call-loan money market in the world.
And we can not get along without it. Under all the restrictions and
safeguards you may throw around it you can not lessen the amount
of money that Wall Street in its legitimate business requires to bor-
row from the banks of New York.
Senator Nelson. I know ; but is not that diverting the liquid assets

or money from the channels of commerce and manufacturing indus-
tries into quasi-permanent investments? Is that not drawing it out
from our every-day trade and commerce that should be supported

—

the traffic of the country—and is it not investing it in something of
a more permanent character? Is it not more of the permanent in-
vestment and diversion of funds from purely commercial purposes ?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; it is not a permanent investment at all.

Senator Nelson. No; it may not be in the sense that it is per-
petual; but, still, it is more of a long-time investment than com-
mercial paper, ordinarily.

Mr. Gilbert. The banks of New York carry a certain amount of
their money in call loans to have what you would call a secondary
reserve—^to adjust the fluctuation of their lawful money reserves.

And it is always quick and responsive, except
Senator Nelson (interposing). But not in times of panics?
Mr. Gilbert. Not so much so; but it does not entirely lose its re-

sponsive character in times of panic. It may with some houses ; but
there are always a large number of houses that are able to respond.

Senator Nelson. Now, I want to ask you a question, and I am
very anxious to get to the bottom of it. My recollection is that dur-
ing the panic somewhere about $95,000,000 of gold was imported,

mainly on commercial bills. The bank circulation was increased, in

round numbers, about $50,000,000 during that period, and the Gov-
ernment deposited mainly in the New York banks and mainly in two
or three banks between $30,000,000 and $40,000,000.

So that during the panic—I mean during the panic when you were
living on clearing-house certificates there—there was injected $95,-

000,000 of gold, $50,000,000 of additional bank-note circulation, and
Government deposits to the extent of—my recollection is somewhere
around $40,000,000.
Now, where did that money go to during that period ? Was it used

to stop the panic on the stock exchange ?

Mr. Gilbert. No; it was not used to stop a panic on the stock

exchange.

Senator Nelson. Where did it go? Most of the money—the Gov-

ernment deposits—went to New York at that time, nearly all of it.

Mr. Gilbert. In 1908 I appeared before the House committee or

the Senate committee—I think both—and I was asked this question

:

"Is it true that you are loaning money at this time to stock-exchange

houses for purposes of speculation ? " I said :
" It is not true." But
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are you not loaning money to stock-exchange houses at this time 2"
" We are."

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. " We are loaning money and trying to protect every
weak spot that legitimately needs protection in order to stay the
panic."

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. "And if it is a responsible Wall Street house that

needs protection or a responsible dry goods establishment or indus-

trial corporation, we loan the one as quickly as the other."

Senator Nelson. What about these stock brokers who deal in call

loans and put up securities ? What about them ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, it is necessary that you should understand this

connection with the stock brokers : There are a large number of first-

class, strong stock brokerage houses
Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert (continuing). Who keep large accounts with certain

of the New York banks and do a legitimate business.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; I am not criticizing. I am not saying it is

illegitimate, but my idea is that it is a business that is of a specula-

tive character.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Gilbert—^are you through, Senator

Nelson ?

Senator Nelson. No
;
just a moment. But I will stop if you want

to go on now, Senator O'Gorman.
Senator O'Gorman. No. I only wanted to ask a question sug-

gested by a remark which you made, Senator Nelson. Is it not a

fact that when New York received about $170,000,000 or $175,000,000,

in the manner indicated by Senator Nelson, inclusive of the money
that was furnished by the United States Government and sent over

to Wall Street, a large part of that money was used by the New
York bankers to accommodate the country bankers throughout the

country during that time, Mr. Gilbert?

Mr. Gilbert. To accommodate the country bankers?
Senator O'Gorman. Yes; to make loans. We have had country

bankers testify here before this committee that right in the midst

of the panic they went to New York and got their money. I received

a letter to-day from a country bankers to the same effect, that during

the height of the panic he received from the New York bankers at

6 per cent.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; we were sending them money all the time;

just as we could afford to spare it.

Gentlemen, I try to make every word express conscientiously what

I have to say upon this subject, but I want to say to you that al-

though I was close to the command of the ship during the whole

panic of 1907, I never really became aware of anything m our busi-

ness transactions, either with Wall Street houses or the bankers of

the country or the merchants of the country, that I would be ashamed

to tell in the utmost detail.

I have seen statements made from time to time about the New
York banks dealing with Wall Street that were not only very much

exaggerated but which were untrue. They simply showed that the

people who made those statements—and they were made in high

political quarters—did not really understand the transaction of busi-
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ness between the banks of New York and Wall Street or the neces-
sity for their making advances here, there, and in other places.
But during the panic of 1907 the bankers of New York—the

clearing-house bankers—worked as conscientiously as they possibly
could to help every legitimate business man who needed it, if he had
an account with them.
Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Gilbert, will you allow me to ask you

another question here ?

Mr. Gilbert. Certainly.

Senator O'Goeman. It has been suggested that there is an induce-
ment to the country banker to send part of his reserves to New York
because he is able to secure 2 per cent of interest; and that to the
extent that he is induced to send his money to New York local

legitimate demands in his own locality are neglected.

Is it not a fact that every country banker who sends his money
to New York does it more because he wants to be in a position to

get accommodation from city banks than because he gets a nominal
return of 2 per cent interest on deposits?

Mr. Gilbert. There are two or three things which influence the

country banker to keep his account in New York. In the first place,

he wants to be able to draw against the New York bank for New
York exchange. He wants interest on his money. It constitutes a

part of his reserve. The law requires him to carry a reserve, and he
can get interest on that portion he keeps in New York, and he can

get rediscounts from his bankers. If he did not have a balance there,

of course he would not have any claim on his bank and would not ask

accommodation.
Senator Nelson. Do you not think this bill is much better as to

the reserve than the existing system ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes. I really think it will be to my interest to say

so. I think it favors the banks.
Senator Nelson. In one respect we have carried out the report of

your clearing-house committee in 1873; that is, to not pay interest

on balances.

Mr. Gilbert. Now, gentlemen, while we are talking about this

clearing-house business, here is a thing I would like for you to know.

Senator Nelson. I am afraid I am diverting you.

Mr. Gilbert. No; that is all right.

Senator Beistow. You started out, originally, when Senator Nel-

son began interrogating you, and stated there were two kinds of busi-

ness in Wall Street, and' the Senator did not allow you to finish, and

you have never stated what the two kinds of business are that are

done on Wall Street. Now, what is the difference in those two ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, the difference, I tried to explain, was what I

would call a legitimate, nonspeculative Wall Street business which

the New York banks have to handle, is the business of those large

concerns who negotiate loans and securities for the large corpora-

tions of the country. Take our transportation lines and our indus-

trial lines that are issuing securities all the time, and which need to

be distributed, and they need advances on those securities before they

are distributed.
, i j j j.

Senator Bristow. That is, if the Santa Fe Railroad concluded to

extend its lines somewhere or double its track, and wanted to issue
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bonds to get the money to do it, there is a banking^ house on Wall

Street that takes and floats that security on commission?
Mr. Gilbert. There are banking houses, there are large banking

houses of New York or in the near adjacent large cities that are

always willing to undertake the sale and distribution of those securi-

ties.

Senator Bristow. You would call that legitimate banking busi-

ness?
Mr. Gilbert. I think it is not only legitimate, but I think it is a

highly important business.

Senator Nelson. If you will allow me, I would like to have you

explain to the committee how they go to work—what is the plan on

which they float those securities and what is the bonus or compen-

sation ?

Mr. Gilbert. I could not go into that, because I do not belong to

the inner circle.

Senator Reed. You still have not given us the speculative. You
have told us about the legitimate things but you have not told us

about the speculative business.

Mr. Gilbert. The speculative business is what you call the margi-

nal business. It is the purchase and sale of stock on the stock ex-

change, which is carried on margin.
Senator Reed. Now, was there, during this panic of 1907, a lot of

capital used for the purpose of enabling certain institutions or men
to control that market?

Mr. Gilbert. So far as my knowledge goes, I should say no; I

never heard of it.

Senator O'Gorman. You mean to steady the market, Senator?

Senator Reed. Suppose I am a speculator on Wall Street. I am
not a speculator, I am a broker ; and I have been doing business for

a lot of speculators by buying and selling simply on margin for

what they can make from day to day. Now, the Santa Fe Railroad

Co. finds its securities are tumbling, and they give me a lot of money
to go in and steady the market with. Was a lot of that done ?

Mr. Gilbert. Not done through the clearing house.

Senator Reed. By the banks?
Mr. Gilbert. Not to my knowledge.
Senator Reed. Now, let me ask you another question. Do you

know anything about any refusal to advance money to any large

institutions so that they were forced into liquidation or forced to sell

just prior to that panic?
Mr. Gilbert. No, I do not.

Senator Reed. Not during the panic?
Mr. Gilbert. No; I do not.

Senator Reed. I refer, now, to be specific, to the Tennessee Coal &
Iron Co. It has been claimed here that it was a perfectly solvent

concern, and that their credit was shut off at the bank, and they were

forced to sell.

Mr. Gilbert. I do not know anything personally about the Ten-

'

nessee Coal & Iron Co. I was not present at the meeting at Mr.

Morgan's house.

Senator O'Gorman. Or the subsequent meeting at the White,
House?
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Mr. Gilbert. No ; I was not.

Senator Nelson. I happened to be at the White House that very
night, about an hour before.

Mr. Gilbert. But I can easily understand they could have applied
for loans and were not able to get them.
Senator Reed. I understand that could happen to anybody. But

it would be a mighty diflPerent thing if it happened to a legitimate
enterprise, when the banks were in cash and it is a part of the busi-
ness of the banks, as you have stated, to take care of these large in-
dustrial concerns—to float their loans for them. Now, that being the
case, it is quite one thing to have denied an institution credit which
was tottering on the verge of bankruptcy, and was about to fall,

and to have denied credit to an institution that was entitled to credit
for the ultimate purpose of forcing that institution either into bank-
ruptcy or into a sale they did not desire to make. That is what I
am talking about.

Mr. Gilbert. Of course. I know what you are after; but, at the
same time, as I say, I am not familiar with the inside history of
that. I was not at the meeting, and I never learned the details.

Senator Nelson. You suffered from that panic through a scarcity

of currency ?

Mr. Gilbert. We always do in time of panic.

Senator Nelson. The newspapers sent out a report that Mr. Mor-
gan had stopped the panic and relieved the financial situation and
broken the back of the panic by absorbing the Tennessee Coal & Iron
Co. Now, what he did—he did not put any money into it—he ex-

changed the 4 per cent bonds of the Steel Trust for the stock of the
Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. Can you explain how that made currency
more plentiful in New York City ?

Mr. Gilbert. No; I can not. I would not undertake to do that.

But I do not think the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. had any relation

whatever to the currency. When currency became scarce, when the

speculators in currency saw that it was getting scarce—they always,

in times of panic, know that currency will probably get scarce—
they commenced to hoard it for speculative purposes.

Senator Nelson. Then Mr. Morgan did not really relieve the panic
by effecting that exchange of securities ?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; not at all.

Senator Nelson. It had no effect on it at all ?

Mr. Gilbert. It had no relation to it.

Senator Nelson. How do you account for the fact that the papers

heralded it—what a great thing he had done ?

Mr. Gilbert. I would hardly be responsible for what the news-

papers said.

Senator Nelson. You remember the papers said so ?

Mr. Gilbert. I can not say I do.

Senator Pomerene. You remember at that very time there were

$27,000,000 in Government funds deposited in banks in New York?
Mr. Gilbert. There was $25,000,000.

Senator O'Gorman. I do not know that we are making much
progress, Mr. Chairman, with our bill. This, of course, is all very

interesting. Is there anything else you want to say, Mr. Gilbert?
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Mr. Gilbert. While we are on that Wall Street theory I want to

say this

Senator Reed. I want you to discuss, if you kindly will, this pro-
' vision of the bill which undertakes to limit the loaning of money
on speculative collateral.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes. You will allow me to introduce this?

Senator Eeed. Oh, certainly.

Mr. Gilbert (continuing). Because I think it has some bearing
on the subject, and I think it possibly may correct a wrong impres-

sion which prevails in Congress in regard to the relation of New York
banks and Wall Street to other sections of the country.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Gilbert, you will not find that impression

prevailing in this committee, except on the part of those gentlemen
from the West.

Senator Nelson. Oh, I want to disabuse the Senator's mind. Mr.
Gilbert, while I have asked many questions, I have no prejudice

whatever against the banks ; not at all. I am only, in these questions,

voicing the sentiment of the Mississippi Valley, of our people out

there ; that is all. [Laughter.]

Mr. Gilbert. This is a statement that was made up at the close of

business on September 24, which showed
Senator O'GoEMAN (interposing). This year?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; September 24 of this year. It shows the dis-

tribution of loans and discounts made by 30 of the largest banks and
trust companies in New York, each having approximately $20,000,000

or more of loans and discounts, and aggregate loans and discounts

of $1,226,974,500. I present this to show one thing, that the state-

ment made here by one of your body—one of the Senators—that the

banks of the South failed to get accommodations from New York
because New York was investing its money in Wall Street, was not
correct.

Senator O'Gorman. That has been contradicted by other southern
bankers during this hearing.
Mr. Gilbert. I would like to read this to you just to show you

how far from the truth that is. The loans made to Wall Street

brokers for banks outside of the city of New York ; that is, through
their New York correspondents on September 24

Senator Reed (interposing). What year?
Mr. Gilbert (continuing) . This year—was $174,945,900. That is,

loans made to Wall Street brokers for banks outside the city of

New York.
Loans made to Wall Street brokers for banks' own account ; that

is, by the New York banks, $264,383,800.
Senator Bristow. One was $179,000,000?
Mr. Gilbert. $174,000,000 loans made to Wall Street brokers for

banks outside of the city of New York; that is, the interior banks.
Senator Bristow. The other was $264,000,000?
Mr. Gilbert. The other was $264,383,800.
Other loans, discounts, and advances of every nature, distributed

geographically as follows

:

Northern States : Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut. Eastern States: New York, Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, District of Columbia, and Delaware,
$617,830,800.
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Southern States: Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Texas, and Arkansas, $174,140,500.
The Middle Western States: Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri. Western States: North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana, Wyoming, Colo-

rado, Oklahoma, and New Mexico. And Pacific States : Washington,
Oregon, California, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and Arizona, $167,720,600.

Foreign (Canada, etc.), $2,898,800.

Making a total, altogether, of $1,226,974,500, out of which
$264,000,000 was made by New York banks to Wall Street. So there

is nearly one thousand millions of dollars loaned outside.

Senator O'Goeman. That is, made by New York City for the rest

of the country ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; made by New York for the rest of the country.

Senator Nelson. It was investments made by the brokers for coun-
try banks, was it not ? Loans ?

Mr. Gilbert. No; you do not understand; $174,000,000 was sent
to New York banks by their interior correspondents—the country
banks.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; for investment.

Mr. Gilbert. For investment ? To loan on call, so that they could
have it as a secondary reserve. Some of these large interior banks
carry a secondary reserve in New York all the time, so that they can
get it on demand.
Senator O'Gorman. $175,000,000 came from interior banks to New

York?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. Now, during the same period, how much
money went out of New York City to the various sections of the
United States?

Mr. Gilbert. At the same time New York banks were loaning for
their own account $264,383,000 to Wall Street, and to all other sec-

tions of the country, including that $264,000,000, $1,226,974,500.
Senator O'Gorman. Then approximately, in rough figures, Mr.

Gilbert, while $174,000,000 or $175,000,000 came from the interior
banks for investment or deposit in New York
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). No; not for deposit in New York. It

was not sent for that purpose.
Senator O'Gorman. For investment in New York call loans, New

York was sending out almost a billion dollars through the country ?

Mr. Gilbert. That is it exactly.

Senator Nelson. And New York had a little over $200,000,000 in
call loans?

Senator Eeed. But while New York was sending this money out
for loan over the country, it ought to be stated how much New York
had of the moneys of the country banks deposited in her banks.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, they had due national banks outside $330,-

000,000.

Senator Reed. So that New York was not furnishing money to the

country, but New York was receiving from the country something
like $100,000,000 more than it loaned back. Am I not correct?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, no. We were loaning a billion dollars.

Senator Reed. Oh, I understand.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 54
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The figures above given by Mr. Gilbert are, in tabulated form, as

follows:)

Distribvtion of loans and discounts made Bj/ SO of the largest hanks and trust

companies in 'New York City, each having approximately $20,000,000 or more
of loans and discounts, and aggregate loans and discounts of $1,226,nil)rW)
at close of business September 24, 191S.

First, loans made to Wall Street brokers for banks outside of the
city of New York $174,945,900

Second, loans made to Wall Street brokers for banks' own ac-

count 264, 383, 800
Third, other loans, discounts, and advances of every nature dis-

tributed geographically as below

:

Total Eastern States: Northeastern States—Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connect-
icut ; Eastern States—New York State, Pennsylvania, New Jer-

sey, Maryland, District of Columbia, and Delaware 617, 880, 800
Total Southern States : Southern States—Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas, and
Arkansas 174, 140, 500

Total Western States: Jliddle Western States—Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Mis-
souri ; Western States—North Dakota, South Dakota, Ne-
braska, Kansas, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Oklahoma,
and New Mexico ; Pacific States—Washington, Oregon, Cali-

fornia, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and Arizona 167,720,600
Foreign: Canada, etc 2,898,800

Total banks' own loans 1, 226, 974, 500

Senator Pomeeene. Let me understand what is the nature of those

loans. With money from the outside you say there is more tha^n a

billion dollars loaned out. What is the nature of those loans ?

Mr. Gilbert. It is paper discounted and loans in various ways.

Senator Pomeeene. Does it include bond issues and matters of that

sort?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes, to some extent; seven-eighths of the amount
would be probably commercial paper and loans on securities.

Senator Eeed. How much of that money loaned to the country was

insurance money that had been collected from the country?
Mr. Gilbert. I do not know what you refer to by " insurance

money."
Senator Eeed. Insurance premiums collected over the country and

brought into the insurance coffers and put into the banks.

Mr. Gilbert. That has never exerted an important enough influence

to be spoken about to any extent. I never heard anything about it.

Senator Reed. Is it not something like $300,000,000?
Mr. GiLBEET. I could not tell you that. Of course the insurance

companies in New York keep their bank accounts in New York.
Senator Eeed. What I was interested in was a question Senator

O'Gorman apparently had in his mind—^he was never quite able to

bring it out—was that New York not only financed itself, but the

business of the rest of the country, and I am trying to disabuse his

mind. [Laughter.]
Senator O'Gorman. But you see that, for a gfven year, 1913, while

$175,000,000 has come into New York from interior banks. New York

sends out over a billion dollars.
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Senator Nelson. As I understand your figures, Mr. Gilbert, see if I
get the right idea : One hundred and seventy-five million dollars has
been sent in by country banks for investment in call loans.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. But during that same period New York banks
have invested something over $200,000,000 in the same kind of loans.
Mr. Gilbert. $264,000,000.

Senator Nelson. And about 1,000 millions in commercial loans
through the country.

Mr. Gilbert. That is it exactly.

Senator Eebd. The country banks have deposited $300,000,000.
Mr. Gilbert. $331,000,000.

'

Senator O'Gorman. In addition to the $175,000,000?
Mr. Gilbert. That is the amount of reserve money that they car-

ried, due other national banks.
Senator Bristow. That was national banks only ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Bristow. What about State banks and trust companies ?

Mr. Gilbert. It is not a large amount. I should say, in round
figures, about $150,000,000. But I can tell you accurately just what
it is. [After a pause.] No ; I can not, either.

Senator Reed. Was that money sent to the country banks, or was
it in the shape of bank credits—that 1,000 millions of dollars?

Mr. Gilbert. Why, it was discounting commercial paper and ex-

tending accommodations of all kinds, asked for by merchants, manu-
facturers, and banks of the country.

Senator Bristow. Of course. New York is not a commercial center,

and this 1,000 millions that you sent out, of course, you got from the
country in the processes of business. It did not originate—there is

nothing in New York that is created there? It is simply a mart of
trade, is it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, my dear fellow, nothing in New York that is

created there.

Senator Bristow. What do you create in New York?
Senator O'Gorman. Will you allow me to interpose? Our manu-

facturing interests in the City of New York exceed in volume all

the manufacturing interests of all the New England States, includ-

ing the great manufacturing State of Massachusetts.

Senator Bristow. In the City of New York?
Senator O'Gorman. In the City of New York. It is the greatest

manufacturing city in all the world.

Senator Nelson. They make all the clothing there for America.

[Laughter.]

Senator O'Gorman. Am I right. Senator Weeks?
Senator Weeks. I think you are substantially right, but that is

not disparaging New England.
Senator O'Gorman. Not at all.

Senator Nelson. I think from your total, Mr. Gilbert, from the

1,000 millions your banks advanced for commercial purposes to the

outside country, you should deduct the $200,000,000 of country de-

posits you have, reserve money. Give them credit.

Senator Bristow. That was $331,000,000.
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Mr. GiLBEKT. Why not deduct all the deposits we receive from all

of our customers?
Senator Nelson. No ; I refer to bank deposits.

Senator Reed. Why not deduct them all?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; why not deduct them all ?

Senator Nelson. So you can not claim you are loaning out your
own money, altogether.

Mr. Gilbert. We have nothing but our capital and surplus. All

the rest belongs to our depositors.

Senator Nelson. And the bulk of your deposits, a large share of

them, are country bank deposits?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, no.

Senator Pomerene. A great many manufacturing concerns are in

the West.
Mr. Gilbert. The deposits in the clearing-house banks amount to

about $1,350,000,000.

Senator Nelson. How much of that is represented by New York
discounts ?

Mr. Gilbert. A large portion of it. That is the fund we use for

discounting purposes.

Senator Nelson. Your deposits, you know, are to a large extent

bank credits that you give for your discounts.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, a merchant comes in there and gives his

note for $10,000. You hold his note and give him credit for $10,000

on the books and call that part of your deposits.

Mr. Gilbert. We do, of course, because we loan out our deposi-

tors' money.
Senator Nelson. Yes. And, deducting your discounts to New

York people from your deposits, what is the net amount?
Mr. Gilbert. That I could not tell without going into a very close

calculation. The deposits from customers amount to 200 or 300

millions daily, principally in New York City. That is actual de-

posits.

Senator Nelson. How much do your discounts average?
Mr. Gilbert. I could not tell that.

Senator Nelson. They constitute the bulk of your deposits?

Mr. Gilbert. What I am speaking about now is the actual deposits.

Senator Pomerene. Mr. Gilbert, let me suggest in that connection:

You have a large number of manufacturing establishments and mer-

cantile establishments in the Western States that carry accounts in

your New York banks?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. Large manufacturing establishments will get

lines of credit of your banks?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. And they carry heavy accounts in your banks?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. So that while there is a large amount of paper

discounted, there is a large amount of deposits also made over your

counter by western concerns. That is correct, is it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. Can you state the amount?
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Mr. Gilbert. Well, I would not try to. It would be simply strain-

ing my memory.
Senator O'Goeman. The particular item he is interested in is, Can

you give an idea of the amount of Ohio money coming into New
York City? [Laughter.]

Senator Reed. I am interested in this question, as to how much of

the deposits of this money that New York sent out to the country was
actual money belonging to the citizens of New York and how much
of it was money that belonged outside of New York. Could you
tell us that?

Mr. GiUiEET. Well, it would be rather difficult to differentiate.

T would like to express it on the general principle that the business

of the New York banks is to receive deposits from their customers

and to loan out the deposits of their customers after keeping a law-

ful reserve against it in their vaults.

Senator Kebd. And their customers are not limited to New York,
but extend over the country?
Mr. Gilbert. That is it exactly.

Senator Eeed. So that there is a large-sized hole

Mr. Gilbert. We do not differentiate as to whom we loan or where
we loan it. We have our own clientele and the interests of the bank
is to accommodate its customers, if it can do it with safety.

Senator Eeed. I was only discussing Senator O'Gorman's
Mr. Gilbert (continuing). And it always tries to do it. It does

not discriminate between the man who lives out of New York and
the man who lives in New York.
Senator O'Gorman. Your bank would take Kansas City money

just as readily?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; it would take Kansas City money just as

readily.

Senator Reed. But just as soon as it takes that Kansas City money
Senator O'Gorman says it is New York money. [Laughter.]
Senator Nelson. Now, Mr. Gilbert, are there other portions of the

bill you want to discuss ?

Mr. Gilbert. After listening to Mr. Morawetz with a great deal

of interest last night, I went home and wrote this off before I went
to bed

:

Whatever view is expressed as to the practical worliing of the proposed cur-

rency bill must be on the assumption that all of the national banks will enter

the nevr system. If we could definitely determine this point we could accu-

rately determine the changes that would follow the introduction of the measure.
If perchance it should happen that a large number of banks should decline

to make the change, it would imperil the success of the bill at the start. The
advantages which this bill offers would seem to outweigh the disadvantages,

and yet there are some features which serve to keep alive a good deal of oppo-

sition to the measure, and which can be removed without any sacrifice of prin-

ciple. The most prominent of these is the refusal to give the banks a proper

representation on the board of control. They are to become the owners of all

the stock and about two-thirds of the deposits, and be without voice m the

management. They do not ask for control, but simply for a healthy leaven

of banking knowledge, banking capacity, and banking conservatism. Why
not concede this? The request is reasonable and logical and would be justified

by all business practice. ^ ., _ ,

The compulsory features of the bill compelling subscription to capital and

deposit of reserves seem very obnoxious, but it must be admitted they are vital

to the working out of the plan as laid out.
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Tliey would not seem so obnoxious if tlie member banks should be given
proper representation on the board of control, but to be threatened with disso-
lution on refusal to accept the plan creates an opposition that otherwise might
not exist. And if the penalty should have to be enforced to any great extent
the result would be disastrous for a time to the business interests of the
country.
While it may be that all national banks will within a reasonable time enter

the system, it would not be wise to rely entirely on compulsion to get them in.

Senator O'Goeman. Does that conclude your views?
Mr. Gilbert. Unless you want to talk to me on some other point.

Senator Reed. I want to ask you a question : If this bill is put into

effect, of course the money that goes into those regional banks must
come from some place. I take it that a large amount of the money
will be withdrawn from central reserve cities in order to transfer it

into the regional bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Eeed. And, of course, from the reserve cities there will be

money drawn from, strictly speaking, the country banks?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Reed. Now, during that transition period, will that in-

volve any considerable contraction?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I have some figures here which bear on that

point. I will give it to you in gross.

Senator Reed. Have you written an article upon it ?

Mr. Gilbert. No; but I have a calculation that was made by a

personal friend of mine, a banker, which he gave me to look over.

I do not feel at liberty to present it, but it contains the information

you would like to have. From this analysis of the best working of

the proposed bill it would appear that at once after the law goes

into effect the banks in New York City may be called upon to pay out

the amount of $85,000,000 of the present deposits from national

banks, which, after allowing for the 20 per cent reserve released

thereon, would mean a contraction of loans to the amount of

$68,000,000, all of which, it would seem, would have to be provided

for from their own resources, because their deposit of 3 per cent of

their reserve with the Federal reserve bank is not called for until

after 60 days, and they probably would have no claim upon said

bank for discount accommodations until deposit had been made. In

addition to the contraction of the amount named above would be the

amount required to meet two of the 4J per cent that the reserve city

banks could draw out after 60" days, which would amount to

$34,468,263, and the 10 per cent payment on account of the capital

of the Federal reserve bank, which would amount to $11,970,000,

thus producing a total contraction in the loans of the New York
City national banks, after allowing for the 18 per cent reserve re-

leased on deposits withdrawn, of $40,000,000 at the expiration of 60

days after the act goes into effect ; showing that in 60 days after the

act becomes operative the withdrawal of deposits of national banks
i^ the city of New York would amount to $120,000,000, and the

loans of such national banks of the city of New York would be con-

tracted $108,000,000.
Senator Reed. That is the application of this to the city of New

York?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir ; to the clearing-house banks of the city of

New York.
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Senator Eeed. Now, if that_ is true, and assuming we want to
create this system and that it is a desirable thing, what suggestion
have you to make as to a method by which the system could be
created without suddenly withdrawing that money and so doing the
work of creating the system_ as not to give the financial situation a
violent and sudden lurch or jar?

Senator O'Gorman. Suppose that provision were made to have the
20 per cent payment made in five different installments of 4 per cent
each

Senator Nelson (interposing). They will be in two payments; the
other is only subject to call.

Senator O'Gohman. I understand that. My question will only
relate to the first payment of 10 per cent. I am making that in five
payments, extending over a period of 18 months. Would that lessen
the contraction?

Mr. Gilbert. That is only a matter of $11,000,000.
Senator Nelson. Senator, will you kindly allow me to suggest

another thought in connection with yours, and that is, if we adopted
Mr. Gilbert's plan of one central bank, or reduced the number to four
or five we could reduce the corporation to half the amount and get
enough capital for this central bank to start on.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; if it were one central bank $20,000,000 would
be ample to start with.

_
Senator O'Gorman. Suppose you make the actual cash contribu-

tion 5 per cent, in 5 payments extending over a period of 18 months.
Mr. Gilbert. I do not think, so far as the capital paj'ments are

concerned, it would cut very much of a figure.

Senator O'Gorman. Suppose the same idea were carried out with
reference to the deposits; instead of requiring the deposit of 5 per
cent of the reserves

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). That would make a very good deal of

difference.

Senator O'Gorman (continuing). Have that in 5 equal pay-
ments, covering a period of a year or more. Would not that mini-

mize the disturbance necessarily incident to such a change ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; it would, of course. But it would also lessen

the ability of the Federal reserve banks to discount, because they

would rely on the transfers of reserves.

Senator O'Gorman. But the development of the bank would in that

way be gradual.
Mr. Gilbert. You could easily see, though, from the statement

I have furnished here, that the borrowing by the banks of the

country is not heavy, and they probably would have ample resources

to accommodate all legitimate borrowing.

Senator Eeed. Besides that the banks would not need to borrow a

large amount if they were required to transfer only a small amount.

Mr. Gilbert. No ; they would not.

Senator Bristow. If we followed out the idea of the Federal re-

serve bank, of one Federal reserve bank, this transfer could be made
with very much less disturbance, could it not, to the whole banking

and financial system of the country ?

Mr. Gilbert! Yes ; it could be. It would not require as much capi-

tal to commence with, and the transference of the reserves to the

central bank could be made in several installments.
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Senator Beistow. If experience demonstrated that we needed
more; if we found that, because of the peculiar conditions in our
country, additional banks should be created, that could be done as
experience pointed out the way?

Senator O'Gorman. The power could be confided to the reserve
board from time to time to create additional banks, indicating the
limit to which the board might go.

Senator Beistow. Yes ; that might be done. It would simplify it

very much.
Mr. GiujEET. I think it would

;
yes.

Senator O'Goeman. Let me ask you another question right there.

Do you think, Mr. Gilbert, that a Government board of seven mem-
bers, such as is proposed in this bill, constituting the reserve board,

could dispose of the applications for rediscount from the member
banks as intelligently as the members of the regional banks as con-

stituted by this bill ?

Mr. GiLBEET. I do not.

Senator O'Goeman. You would have more confidence in the per-

sonnel of the regional banks
Mr. GiLBEET (interposing). The administration of the regional

bank alone is competent to decide the question, it seems to me.
Senator O'Goeman. As to rediscount?
Mr. Gilbert. As to rediscount.

Senator O'Goeman. You do not think this reserve board could

take up that work ?

Mr. GiLBEET. I should not think it ought to do it.

Senator O'Goeman. It would have to do it if we had but a singie

bank.
Mr. GiLBEET. No ; the administrative officers of the bank could do

it. The Federal board would simply supervise.

Senator Nelson. Suppose, Mr. Gilbert, you had, under the Fed-
eral board for this central bank, a discount committee of nine.

Mr. GiLBEET. Every well-regulated bank of any size has an execu-

tive committee. Now, the bank officers are the ones that are familiar

with the standing of their customers. The administrative officers of

a regional reserve bank would know the banks of their district. It

would be their duty to become familiar with their habits.

Senator O'Goeman. You evidently look upon that as one of the

advantages of the regional bank system, do you ?

Mr. GiLBEET. It is an advantage
;
yes. At the same time the central

bank should distribute its branches throughout the country and the

branches would come in close and intimate contact

Senator O'Goeman (interposing). And perform that same func-

tion?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Pomerene. I think that Mr. Gilbert, among other things,

was going to discuss before us the question of foreign 'jxchange, and

I was anxious to hear him.
Mr. Gilbert. I do not want to go into that now, but perhaps the

next time I come I shall do so. However, here are one or two things

that I jotted down last night, and that I should like to emphasize.

Much stress is being laid on the industrial expansion that will

result from the establishment of the Federal reserve bank owing to

their capacity to expand credit. It must not be overlooked, however,'
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that there is a limit to their power to expand credit, and when that
limit has been reached they will be simply ordinary banks in com-
petition with each other with no reserve power to meet unexpected
crises. The reserve bank should not seek to build up a big business,
to expand credit, or to make profit. Its prime object should be to
maintain its reserve power and be always ready to perform its proper
function in a money crisis. If it can not do this and earn dividends
it would be better to dispense with the dividends. Under normal
business conditions it should not carry less than 50 per cent reserve
against all its liabilities, otherwise it will not be ready for a crisis

when it comes. Under normal conditions it is doubtful if all of the
reserve banks can pay dividends to stockholders ; certainly not for
several years.

The bank-note issue should not be guaranteed by the United States
Government nor made payable at the United States Treasury. This
would be a mistake that would prove embarrassing to the Government
in a panic. We have only to go back to the panic of 1907 to find a
parallel case in the volume of national-bank notes that were presented
for redemption.

I was in Washington in 1908 and I called on Secretary Cortelyou,.

to talk over the Aldrich-Vreeland bill, which was then before
Congress. He told me at that time that the Treasury Department
was very much embarrassed by the large volume of national-bank
notes that were being presented for redemption ; that it had almost
exhausted his cash balances ; and that his force was not large enough
to send the notes that were presented for redemption home to the
banks of issue, and he was waiting for an appropriation to enlarge
his force to do that. After talking with him, I suggested that he
use his influence with Congress to omit from the face of the notes
issued under the Aldrich-Vreeland bill, if the bill became a law,

the words " Payable by the Treasury of the United States in lawful
money," and I think it was done. I know that he and I both com-
municated with several of the influential members of both Houses at

that time, and I think when that bill passed it was omitted. I think
it is very necessary you should consider that, because it is not neces-

sary that these bills should be payable at the Treasury of the
United States.

Senator Weeks. If you will allow me to interrupt you, you will

find that the bills that have been printed since have all been alike,

and they have had these words on them :
" Secured by a deposit or

United States bonds or other securities," instead of " Secured by
deposit of United States bonds " as heretofore. That, I think, was
the only change made in the bill.

Mr. Gilbert. But, under the national-bank act, the old bills were
stamped on their face, "Payable at the Treasury of the United
States."

Senator Weeks. I have not one of the bills in my pocket, but if

that were true I think that has been left off.

Mr. Gilbert. I think it has been left off, and I think it was left

off as a result of that experience in 1907. Don't you remember ?

Senator Weeks. Yes; I remember very well. But even now in

normal times the Treasury has redeemed more national-bank bills

than the 5 per cent fund amounts to. There is an actual debit there

to-day against the banks.
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Mr. Gilbert. The volume was very, very large, indeed, and it

embarrassed the Treasury Department very much.
Senator Reed. What is the limit, Senator?
Senator Weeks. There is no limit.

Senator Nelson. You believe, of course, that these notes should be
redeemable in gold only?
Mr. Gilbert. I do. Let me continue.

Let these be the notes of the Federal reserve banks protected by a
60 per cent gold reserve, a first lien upon the assets, and payable on
presentation in gold at any Federal reserve bank. They would be
amply secured by the 50 per cent reserve and the commercial paper
behind them, and the fact that they were not guaranteed by the Gov-
ernment might possibly add to their elasticity by causing them to be
presented for redemption more quickly than otherwise would be the

case.

Federal reserve banks should pay out their own notes only. Notes
of other Federal reserve banks when received should be sent home
for redemption. If not guaranteed by the Government, they would
be less likely to be carried in reserves of State banks and trust com-
panies, nonmembers.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you see any advantage at all in having
the notes Government notes?

Mr. Gilbert. No; I do not.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you know why it is proposed that they

be Government notes rather than bank notes ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not. Since I became familiar with the bill I

have formed the impression that there is an influence in the Cabinet

which is in favor of having the Government issue its own notes, in-

stead of allowing the banks to issue notes.

Senator O'Gorman. That is the only explanation you can think of?

Mr. Gilbert. That is the only explanation.

Senator O'Gorman. You do not approve of it?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not.

Senator O'Gorman. You think it is not sound ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not think it is sound. My own view is that

I would as much as possible divorce the Government from
Senator Reed (interposing). Do you think that the 50 per cent re-

serve under this bill against notes issued by these Federal reserve

banks would be perfectly sound?
Mr. Gilbert. I do.

Senator Reed. Do you think they should always be redeemable

in gold?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; I think so.

Senator Reed. If that is true, if you have a system that provides

that the notes shall always be redeemed in gold at the till of the bank,

a system which is safe and sound, how can a run upon the Treasury
be effected, and Avhy should it ever be effected ? The minute you say

that currency is absolutely safe you take out all danger to the

indorser.

Mr. Gilbert. There never was any question about the national-

bank notes, but they were turned home in such large volume for pay-

ment to the Treasury of the United States.

Senator Reed. That is because there was a raid on the gold; they

were raiding for gold, were they not?
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Mr. Gilbert. They were payable in lawful money.
Senator Nelson. Ought not the burden of gold redemption to be

put entirely on the regional banks instead of the Government?
Mr. Gilbert. I think we should do everything we can to con-

centrate in these regional reserve banks a large gold fund.
Senator Eeed. And make them keep it?

Mr. Gilbert. And make them keep it.

Senator Nelson. And call upon the Government to supply the gold.
Mr. Gilbert. In fact, I sometimes think that, being regional re-

serve banks, they ought to be a higher order of bank than the
ordinary commercial bank of the country, especially as we have be-
tween Too and 800 million of national-bank currency outstanding, and
that it will be a good many years before it is largely reduced, and that,

in order to make these regional reserve banks extra conservative, we
should compel them to carry a much larger gold reserve.
Senator O'Gorman. Why do you urge a 50 per cent gold reserve

instead of the 33-^ per cent proposed in the bill ?

Mr. Gilbert. Because I think it would be safer.

Senator O'Goeman. Would not 33^ per cent be safe?
Mr. Gilbert. I do not say I do not think 33| per cent reserve

would be good, conservative management—using care to discount
short-time commercial paper—^but a reserve bank should only dis-

count short-time commercial paper; it should be maturing all the
time.

Take the Bank of France. Under the First Empire, when Napo-
leon became Emperor he felt that he wanted a bank that would have a
little more banking power than the Bank of France, as it existed at

that time, had. So he said to his finance minister, " I have drawn
up a scheme for a bank; I want to read it to you." And he read
it over to him. It was a scheme which provided for making ad-
vances on short-time commercial paper, with three good names,
and a very small gold reserve, but a gold reserve large enough to

meet any demands that might be made for the redemption of the

notes. He said to him, " I want you to take that to the corps legis-

latif and present it as your own bill, because if they know it is

my bill they won't pass it. If you present it as your own bill they

wUl give it more consideration." That bill was introduced and
eventually became the system under which the Bank of France was
organized and operated.
I only mention that to show he had the right idea there, that a

reasonable gold reserve and short-time commercial paper amply
secured, which would be redeeming itself all the time, would keep

that bank amply supplied with gold to meet its notes as they be-

came due.

Senator O'Goeman. You now touch upon an objection which has

been strenuously urged on behalf of the country bankers. It is

this: In various sections of the country the country bankers do not

deal m the commercial paper with which the banks in large cities

are familiar—the paper running for 30, 60, or 90 days. They deal

largely in what is called " seasonal paper," very frequently running

from six to nine months. It is claimed on their behalf that they

can not avail themselves of the rediscount privileges of this bill,

or, if they do enjoy the privilege at all, they can only en]oy it in a

modified way. Of course, it is suggested that even with six months
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paper it is available for discount during the second half of that

period; so also with the nine months' paper. But it has appeared
before this committee that under the plan proposed in this bill

country banks will only have a modified use of this privilege. How
can you remedy that?

Mr. Gilbert. Unfortunately that is an obstacle.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you think it possible that the reserve

board might, under rules and regulations, permit a certain per-

centage of the rediscounts in certain regions to be used for paper
maturing longer than 90 days ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not think the correct working of the system

ought to admit of the rediscounting of
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). You think any maturity longer

than 90 days is not a liquid asset?

Mr. Gilbert. I do for a reserve bank.
Senator Nelson. I think there is an avenue out of the difficulty,

and that is this : The large commercial banks would always have an
abundance of such paper to discount, and they could supply the

smaller banks. The smaller banks could obtain their discounts from
the larger banks.

Senator O'Gorman. That is true

Mr. Gilbert. They could supply the currency.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. The fact would still remain that the country

bank is not permitted to enjoy the rediscount privileges of this

bill

Senator Nelson (interposing). That is true.

Senator O'Gorman. To the same extent as the large city bank.

Mr. Gii^ERT. That is right.

Senator Pomerene. I was about to suggest this thought with regard

to that matter: Assuming you are right as to the 90-day provision,

here is a farmer who wants $1,000, and he gives his season note for it.

He expects to pay that out of his wheat crop or out of the sale, it may
be, of stock which he has fatted. Assuming that his credit is the

same as that of the merchant who has commercial paper within the

contemplation of this statute, why should he not be given the same
right? Why should not that paper be given the same right of dis-

count at the bank as the merchant's note that is given for merchan-
dise? Why is it not one and the same thing?

Senator O'Gorman. They are maturing at different periods.

Senator Pomerene. I am waiving that, for the time being. If a

note of that character is to mature within 90 days, why should it

not have the privilege of discount Just the same as the merchant's

Jiote ?

Mr. Gilbert. The only reply I could make to that would be this:

I understand the character of the farmer's paper very well, and I

know it is difficult for the farmer to borrow money on the same terms

as a merchant can borrow money. Of course, the farmer borrows

from his own bank, and the amount of paper that is received from
farrners must be a very small portion of the amount of paper that

the bank would discount.

Senator Pomerene. That depends. If you go into the agricul-

tural regions—for instance, in Minnesota, Kansas, or Nebraska,
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where the industries are ahnost entirely agricultural or closely allied

thereto—I suspect a goodly part of their paper would be farmers'
paper.

Mr. Gilbert. They would have to have a suiEcient amount of good
commercial paper, eligible for discount, to supply their needs, I
should think, in case they wanted rediscount.

Senator Eeed. That is what we are told by these gentlemen from
the small banks that are reallj^ farmers' banks; that is, banks of
which the farmers are the principal supporters or shareholders.

Senator Pomerene. And that is true in a good many of the rural

'listricts.

Mr. GiuBERT. Exception might be made in favor of the paper in

<;he agricultural districts, up to a certain percentage. I can not see

any other solution.

Senator Pomeeeke. Would there be any objection to it from an
economic standpoint?

Senator O'Goeman. If you will pardon me, Senator, it occurs to

me there might be this objection: The success of this proposed sys-

tem depends upon several requirements, an important one being that

the assets of these regional banks shall always be liquid ; and, in the

estimation of bankers, an a-sset can not be considered liquid that

takes more than 90 days to mature.

Senator Pomerene. Here is a farmer that wants $1,000, which he

expects to pay as soon as his wheat crop is harvested and marketed.

When he borrows it it may be 6 months' paper, but when it is within

90 days of maturity
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). He can use it under this bill.

He may have a 1-year note, but during the last 90 days he can dis-

count it.

Senator Pomerene. That is just one of the difficulties here. It is

said by some of the witnesses that that is not really commercial paper,

within the contemplation of the act.

Mr. GiLBEET. I should say so, too.

Senator O'Goeman. That it is not commercial paper?

Senator Pomeeene. What is there inherently different between the

merchant's paper maturing within 90 days and the farmer's paper

which is maturing within 90 days? I am assuming, of course, that

they are men of equal credit and standing in the community.

Mr. GiLBEET. Is it not true that the farmers as a class rely upon

Iheir banks to carry them until their crops are marketed?

Senator Eeed. But he has drawn the note

Senator Pomeeene (interposing). He has drawn the note so the

note has to mature, and its collection is enforcible just the same as

the collection of the merchant's paper is enforcible.

Senator Eeed. It is a 9 months' note, due in the month of August,

and he intends to pay it out of his wheat crop, and by that time his

wheat crop is harvested, thrashed, and marketed. Now, it is not put

up with the bank until the 1st day of July. It is then due, we will

say, the 15th day of August.
Mr. Giujeet. If his crop did not turn out well, it would have to be

carried another year. „ -r» , vi +

Senator Beistow. What about the merchant? If the crop did not

turn out well
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Mr. Gilbert (interposing). He is provided with the merchandise
to pay his note.

Senator Pomerene. The farmer has the same credit, even if his

crop is a failure. He expected to take care of it in the same way.
Mr. Gilbert. Of course, we draw our conclusions from experience.

We find that, as a rule, the commercial paper we get from business

men is very largely paid at maturity, and our experience with eastern

farmers—of course, we have had no experience with western farm-
ers—is that a note payable in even three, six, or nine months is really

payable at the farmer's convenience.

Senator Pomereke. I suspect we have got to recognize this as a

fact : That when any paper is rediscounted the regional bank is going
to depend largely upon the indorsement of the member bank.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Pomeeene. And if the member bank is willing to take

the paper of the farmer and to rediscount it, he would understand
whether or not it was probably going to be paid when it matured.
Mr. Gilbert. Here is one question I would like to submit to you

gentlemen. I read the remarks made by Senator Owen last night at

some gathering of bankers in this city. The remarks appeared in

the papers this morning, and the question arose as to the banks'

ability to buy paper in the open market, and the Senator is quoted as

having said that one of the powers of the regional reserve bank would
be to enter the market and buy commercial paper. Some banker
present raised the query as to whether or not that would not be com-
peting with other banks. It occurred to me—

—

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). That is only for the purpose of

regulating the interest and discount rate.

Mr. Gilbert. It occurred to me that under the law as I understand
it the regional bank can only enter the open market to buy commercial
paper that is eligible for rediscount, and only paper that has the

indorsement of a member bank is eligible for rediscount.

Senator Nelson. You are right about that, I think.

Mr. Gilbert. And there will be no paper in the market that is in-

dorsed by member banks until an open money market is created. Is

that not correct?

Senator Keed. I think you are right on that.

Senator Nelson. It seems to me you are right about it. I think

your deduction is correct.

Senator Eeed. Unless the bill is amended.
Senator Nelson. There is one question more I would like to ask

you, Mr. Gilbert, and that is do you not think that the extensive dis-

count privileges are the discount privileges extended here to the re-

gional banks and the privilege that the member banks have to discount

may lead to the inflation of credit ?

Mr. Gilbert. It can very easily do that.

Senator Nelson. And be very general?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And there may be a danger in it ?

Mr. Gilbert. I think so.

Senator Nelson. Can you suggest any limitation that we ought to

put into the bill ?
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Senator Eeed. I do not think that construction follows—that con-
struction which has been made here. I do not think that construction
necessarily follows.

Mr. GiuBEET. What is that?

Senator Eeed. That they could not buy anything unless it was
paper indorsed by another bank.
Senator Nelson. It must be paper eligible for rediscount.

Senator Eeed. Of course, in construing any act you must take into
consideration all of its language.
Section 15 says

:

That any Federal reserve bank may, under rules and regulations prescribed by
the Federal reserve board, purchase and sell in tlie open marlset, either from or
to domestic or foreign banks

Mr. Gilbert. " From or to."

Senator Reed (reading) :

From or to domestic or foreign banks, firms, corporations, or individuals,
prime bankers' bills

Mr. Gilbert. " Prime bankers' bills."

Senator Eeed. Yes. [Eeading
:]

And bills of exchange of the kinds and maturities by this act made eligible

for rediscount and cable transfers.

Now, I think the construction that would necessarily be put on that

would be
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). What would you call "prime bankers'

bUls " and " bills of exchange " ?

Senator Eeed. What are prime bills or bills of exchange ? I have

contended all along we have no rule to go by. But, waiving that, I

am simply discussing the question whether a bank would have to

indorse them. I think this section certainly would be susceptible of

the construction and would probably be construed to mean this : That
the words " bills of exchange and the kinds and maturities by this

act made eligible for rediscount," that that would mean that they

must be promissory notes or bills of exchange maturing within 30

days and signed in the manner in which a note must be signed if it

passes through a bank and is indorsed and by it rediscounted, but

that the indorsement of a member bank—I hardly think that would

be necessary under that language.

Mr. Gilbert. I am sorry if that is the proper construction.
_

Senator Bristow. I think that is undoubtedly a good construction.

Now, Mr. Gilbert, do you find anything in the bill as to the differ-

ence in the paper that can be used as the basis for currency or which

the bank will rediscount? Could the bank rediscount paper that

could not be used as a basis for currency by the regional bank?

Mr. Gilbert. As I interpret the bill, you can only rediscount com-

mercial paper of certain maturities.

Senator Bristow. Any paper that it can rediscount can be used as

the basis for currency, as I understand it.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, it will be used, of course.

Senator Nelson. That is the way the bill reads.

Senator O'Gorman. It is contemplated that the paper must be ot

a character upon which currency can be issued by the Government

.

Senator Nelson. There is no doubt about that.
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Senator Weeks. If we had a strictly correct system, when that

rediscount was made it would be put to the credit of the bank mak-
ing the application, and it would not make any difference to the

reserve bank whether it gave the discounting bank currency or a

credit on its books or a check.

Mr. Gilbert. None at all.

Senator Weeks. It would be the same thing.

Senator Reed. I believe that is all at this time, Mr. Gilbert. If

you can come back, say, on Friday, and give us the additional in-

formation which was asked for, I think we can near you on that day.

Mr. Gilbert. I can return on Friday.
Senator Eeed. I have here a letter which was handed me by Sen-

ator Martine for insertion in the record, and, if there is no objection,

the letter will be placed in the record at this point.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

First National Bank.
Plainflelcl, N. J., October l.'i, 1913.

Hon. James E. Mabtinb,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir : We feel constrained to call upon you to use your utmost endeavors
to defeat the passage of tlie present currency bill. Among the features particu-

larly objectionable to us are the segregation of savings and commercial funds.

If the proposed bill becomes law, we will be forced to call in loans aggregating
over $1,000,000, and you can readily imagine what that would mean to mer-
chants of Plainfleld, or, as an alternative, we must surrender our national
charter and throw our Government bonds on a sagging market which at to-day's

prices would mean a loss of from $12,000 to $15,000. It would seem that if

banks situated as we are are to be forced out of the national banking system
a method should be provided by which the Government twos should be paid

ofC immediately at par.

We have been 10 years building up our savings department business, and this

segregation of assets plan would be the destruction of it, as we can not pay 4

per cent interest, as we are now doing and are forced to do by the trust-com-

pany competition, and loan the money at a profit on the securities to which it is

proposed to restrict the investment of such funds. The proposed plan is not

only bad for the banks, but bad for the community at large, as it curtails our

loans to our home people who need the money and! forces Investment in outside

securities. Moreover, it would immediately create a situation whereby we would
have a surplus of funds in our savings department and an extreme shortage in

our commercial department. The act proposes to prohibit one department using

the surplus funds of the other, or, in other words, we must let our savings-depart-

ment money lay idle or invest it out of town and borrow money to supply the

needs of our customers, or else refuse to loan them their reasonable require-

ments. W^e believe the strict enforcement of the proposed law will put the

country in such a state of chaos that business men will not know what to do.

We urge you to give this matter most careful consideration, and would greatly

appreciate a favorable reply from you.
Very truly, yours,

J. A. Hubbard. W. R. Codington.

C. Frank French. J. A. Smith,
B. Frank Coriell. A. J. Brtjnson.

D. M. RXJNYON. P. Z. Zeiglio.

E. H. Bird.

(The following are inserted at the request of the chairman of the

committee:)

Statement showing clearings for 1912, from Jan. 1 to Dec. 28.

New York City J $100,111,150,886

Outside of New York City 73, 609, 760, 971

Total 173, 720, 911, 857
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IFrom the Fluancial Age, Nov. 30, 1912.]

Report of the Committee on Inland Exchange to the New Yokk Clearing
House Committee.

The subcommittee on inland excliange wliicli was appointed by the clearing-
house committee last April to investigate the subject of exchange charges on
inland checks after months of constant activity made its report last Monday.
After quoting the resolution under whicli tlie committee was appointed, the

following results of the investigations are set forth

:

Tour committee approached this investigation with an entirely unprejudiced
mind and has maintained an attitude of strict impartialty throughout. It has
given careful consideration to the facts it has gathered and feels that it is
now in a position to report its conclusions and the findings upon which these
conclusions are based.
Under its direction two forms were prepared. A copy of one of these forms

was sent to each bank and trust company member of the New York Clearing
House Association, the purpose being to place the committee in possession of
information with respect to what, if any, changes they felt should be made in
our existing rules and regulations affecting the collection of country checks.
In furtherance of your' committee's desire to receive as many different

points of view as possible on this most important subject it met frequently at
the clearing house during the spring and summer months for the purpose of
discussing it in a frank and unbiased way with the president or such officer
as he elected to represent him of each clearing-house institution.
The second form prepared under the committee's supervision was designed for

use in conveying to it certain information for statistical purposes in respect
of the amount, source of receipt, disposition, and cost of collection, as well as
time consumed in collecting foreign items received by each individual institu-
tion during the month of May, 1912. A copy of this form was handed to each
member's representative at the time he appeared before the committee, with
a careful explanation of its purpose and confidential nature.
The figures compiled from the data contained in these reports indicate that

the gross income of the members of the clearing-house association from collec-
tion exchange during the year 1911 was

—

Collection exchange during 1911 $2, 139, 551. 00
Exchange cost $1, 176, 162. 00
Proportionate share postage, rent, stationery, and

salaries for 1911 569, 461. 78
Estimated loss of interest on interest-bearing ac-

counts where immediate credit is given for for-

eign checks, based upon figures submitted by
eight of the largest institutions in the clearing
house 296, 460. 00

2, 042, 083. 78

New income 97,467.22

It should be borne in mind that this net income is the result of handling a
volume of business, based on the figures gathered for the year 1911, of, approxi-

mately, $4,859,187,900, and when distributed between the 64 active members of

the clearing-house association represents an annual increment of income to

each of only about $1,500.
The figures gathered by your committee for the month of May, 1912,

'
show

:

Daily average of foreign checks received, $16,284,346.
As to discretionary and charge points this volume was distributed as follows:

Discretionary points $11,404,363

One-tenth points 3,938,198

One-fourth points 865,785

It will be observed from these figures that of our daily volume of out-of-town

business for May, 1912, 71 per cent was on the discretionary points, 24 per

cent was on the one-tenth points, and only 5 per cent was on the one-fourth

points.

The daily average amount of cash items outstanding during the same period

was $68,215,328, indicating that the average time consumed in the collection ol

our country checks was 4.19 days.

S Hrvf. 989 Rq_1 „r.l S ^-
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Your committee also procured from the members of tile clearing-house asso-

ciation the data with reference to the average daily outstandings of cash items
during the year 1911, which amounted to $67,'866,658. Considerable labor was
involved to the banks in providing this information, but as a medium for com-
parison with the same figures for May, 1912, which, as previously stated, totaled

$68,215,328, the committee was enabled to confirm its impressions that the
month of May, upon which its principal figures were based, was an excellent

average month.
The succeeding table shows the average daily amount, the average time con-

sumed, and the average cost of collecting checks on the discretionary points,

and also on a number of other more important nondiscretionary cities of the

United States

:

City.
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volved, the rules should be modified with advantage alite to ourselves aud to
the inland banks and business interests affected by them.
After a careful consideration of all the questions involved it furthermore

respectfully recommends that all banks and trust companies in the States of
Massachusetts, Ehode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York which
will engage themselves in writing to the manager of the New York Clearing
House over the signature of the president, cashier, or treasurer to remit to
the members of the New York Clearing House Association at par in New York
funds on the day of receipt the charge shall in all cases be discretionai-y with
the collecting bank.

It is not proposed that the foregoing recommendations shall in any way dis-

turb the relations now existing between our members and the banks located in

the present discretionary cities.

In the opinion of your committee this proposed modification of the rule re-

specting discretionary places, so as to include the entire region mentioned, pro-

vided the local banks themselves in any community wish it, rather than ex-

tending the privilege to a few specially designated cities or towns in that ter-

ritory, will, if adopted, do much toward relieving the irritation and dissatis-

faction which have heretofore existed among many near-by banks not situated

in a discretionary city. This proposal affords opportunity to the banks in each
locality to determine for themselves and for their customers whether or not they
wish to enjoy the benefits and share the burdens of a discretionary or free

collection point.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
James 'G. Cannon,
Walter E. Feew,

. Joseph T. Talbert,
Edward Townsend,
John W. Flatten,

Committee on Inland Exchange.

The report will be considered by the clearing-house committee and its recom-

mendation acted upon by the full membership at a meeting to be held in the

clearing house on December 4 at 2 p. m.

Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America.

RiGQS BOTLDING,
Washington, D. C, OctoTier 18, 1913.

Hon. Robert L. Owen,
Chairman Committee on Banking and Currency,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

Dear Senator Owen: Pursuant to my promise I herewith submit for the

record a complete tabulation of the referendum vote of this chamber upon the

report of its committee on currency and banking relative to the Owen-Glass

currency bill.*******
Very sincerely, yours,

Elliot F. Goodwin, Secretary.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEB 22, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cueebngt,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.

The committee assembled at 10.40 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators O'Gorman (presiding), Hitchcock, Eeed, Hol-

lis, McLean, Nelson, Bristow, and Weeks.
Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Gilbert, you may resume where you left

off last night.

STATEMEHT OF ALEXANDER GILBEET—Resumed.

Mr. Gilbeet. The only part of my testimony which was not com-
plete was that which dealt with the relations of the clearing house

with four banks which afterwards went into liquidation. I did not

yesterday feel that I could state clearly and definitely the dealings of

the New York Clearing House with those banks, because the dates of

the different borrowings with relation to the outbreak of the panic

had escaped my mind entirely.

Senator Hollis. What year was that, please ?

Mr. Gilbeet. That was in 1907. After I got back to vaj hotel

last evening I looked over my papers, and I found some memoranda
there which refreshed my mind, so I got the thing pretty clearly in

my mind.
By the by, before I go ahead with this I would like to correct my

testimony of yesterday. I was asked when I was elected president

of the clearing house, and I stated October, 1907. That was true,

but I had first been elected president of the clearing house October,

1906, so that during the years 1906 and 1907 and until October, 1908,

1 was president of the clearing house, which covered the entire period

of the panic and one year previous. That enables me to say this,

that during the years 1906 and 1907, from October, 1906, to October,

1907, before the outbreak of the panic, there were four banks which

were being very closely watched by the clearing-house committee.

Senator O'Goeman. You mean they were suspects?

Mr. Gilbeet. They were suspects.

Senator Weeks. Were they members of the clearing-house associa-

tion?

Mr. Gilbeet. They were members of the clearing-house associa-

tion.

Senator Nelson. Have you any objection to giving their names ?

Mr. Gilbeet. None whatever. They were the Mercantile, the

Bank of North America, the Mechanics & Traders, and the Oriental.

Senator Nelson. Those were all banks—not trust companies.
Mr. Gilbeet. They were banks.
Senator O'Goeman. All Federal banks?
]Mr. Gilbeet. No ; the Mercantile was a national bank ; the Oriental

and the Mechanics & Traders were State banks; and the Bank of

North America, I think, was a national bank—the National Bank of

North America—yes. Two national banks and two State banks.

Senator O'Goeman. Will you state, briefly, why they were under

suspicion ?
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Mr. Gilbert. The Mercantile Bank was under the Heinze in-
fluence.

_
Heinze had obtained a control of the stock and elected him-

self president, and of course the bankers in the clearing house were
very familiar with Hein7,e's_ operations, and thej^ knew pretty well
what Mnd of a banking administration he would be likely to give the
Mercantile Bank.
The Bank of North America was under the Morse influence, and

Morse was in various operations which made him one of the suspects.
The Mechanics' & Traders' Bank had been captured by a man named
SuUivan, who owned a chain of banks in Brooklyn under the leader-
ship of the Union Bank in Brooklyn. He had, I think, 20 or 22
branch banks in Brooklyn, and he had acquired control of the Me-
chanics' & Traders' Bank, because the Mechanics' & Traders' Bank
was a clearing-house bank in New York, and he wanted to get a
direct connection with the clearing house, and Sullivan became a
suspect.

Senator O'Goeman. Is he in prison now ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; he is in prison now.
Senator O'Gorman. He was afterwards indicted.
Senator Nelson. And imprisoned ?

Mr. Gilbert. He is in prison now; yes. The Oriental Bank had
a change of management. I think it was a southern representation
that got control of the Oriental Bank, and from a number of their
practices which the clearing house became cognizant of they thought
it their duty to watch the Oriental, although the Oriental had had a
long and honorable record.

Senator O'Goeman. It subsequently liquidated and paid every-
body.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; I think it did.

Senator O'Gorman. I was a judge in New York at the time, and
there were certain proceedings that came before me affecting that
bank, and I know they liquidated and paid everybody.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; I think you are right. Three or four days

before the outbreak of the panic these small banks—one or all of
them—applied to the clearing house for help. That is, before the

outbreak of the panic.

Senator Nelson. Applied to the clearing house for help ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes. And the clearing house at that time, when they
applied, had not issued clearing-house certificates. Please take note
of this; I want to emphasize this to show you that there was no
desire on the part of any member of the clearing house or the admin-
istration of the clearing house to crush any of these banks, because

as soon as they applied for help, although we had not issued clearing-

house certificates, we formed a syndicate among ourselves to advance
them the money they wanted.
Senator Hollis. Was that not partly, at least, a measure of self-

protection ?

Mr. Gilbert. Certainly.
Senator Hollis. Because as soon as you get a hole through a dam

the whole dam is apt to go.

Mr. Gilbert. Certainly. We wanted to save the situation, and we
simply said to the members who were gathered around the advisory

board of the clearing-house committee: "How much will you lend
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this bank?" "How much will you?" "How much will you?" to

each of the members present, and we contributed to it and raised a

fund to help these banks before we knew we were going to issue

clearing-house certificates. I mention that to show you the banks
appreciated the situation, and there was no desire on the part of any
member to crush out any other bank because of competition. We
wanted to save the situation.

Senator O'Gohman. You looked on the management of those small

banks with distrust ?

Mr. Gilbert. We did, and yet we wanted to help them. We
wanted to sustain them if we could.

Senator Nelson. When you started to help them what then took

place ?

Mr. Gilbert. Let me read here, which is evidently a statement by
some member of the clearing house, because it details very correctly

the situation. It is headed, "A Tale of Two Banks." It was pub-

lished in the Boston Transcript.

Senator O'Gorman. If you have no objections, Mr. Gilbert, we
Avill have the stenographer place that in the report.

Mr. Gilbert. I will not read it all, but let me read first the case of

the Mechanics & Traders Bank.
Senator Nelson. That i^ the Heinze bank?
Mr. Gilbert. No; the Sullivan bank. I stated yesterday in my

testimony, so far as the Mercantile Bank was concerned, after they

applied for help we made an examination of the Mercantile Bank
and that resulted in the Sunday morning interview and our asking

the resignation of the officers and directors so that a new adminis-

tration could take charge and continue the bank. The Mercantile

Bank was assisted promptly and they worked out all right and Mr.

Morse and his influence resigned from the bank, and we eliminated

that influence, which was a very good piece of work so far as the

Mercantile was concerned, because the Mercantile was shortly re-

lieved of its troubles and put on its feet and worked out splendidly.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Morse was not an officer in the Mercantile,

was he?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; he was one of the directors, but Heinze was the

president.

Senator Weeks. Are you quite sure about that? My recollection

was the same as Senator O'Gorman's that Mr. O'Brien was the presi-

dent. Are you sure of that?
Mr. Gilbert. No; Mr. Heinze was president.

Senator O'Gorman. He may have been the vice president.

Mr. Gilbert. That is right.

Senator O'Gorman. He had had a long Mercantile career and

association in the house of John Claflin. I think he had been in-

vited to go into the bankijig business by Mr. Morse perhaps five, six,

or seven years before the failure.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; I think you are right about that. Now, with

regard to the Mechanics & Traders, between October 18 and 25 the

banks of the clearing house made cash loans to the Mechanics &
Traders Bank of $2,220,000. This was converted into clearing house

loan certificates October 26, 1907. As soon as the clearing house

issued the clearing-house certificates then the loans which had been
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made to the bank by various other member banks were retired and
the clearing-house certificates took their place. These loans were
made on the assurances of Chief Examiner M. W. Hutchins of the
State banking department that the bank was solvent. The aggre-
gate issue amounted to $4,520,000.

Senator Weeks. To that bank?
Mr. Gilbert. To that bank.
Senator Nelson. Clearing-house certificates?

Mr. Gilbert. Clearing-house certificates.

Senator Weeks. What was the capital of that bank?
Mr. Gilbert. I think the capital of the Mechanics & Traders was

$2,000,000.

Senator Weeks. And how much in deposits did they have?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, it was not a large bank. The deposits were

not, I think, over $10,000,000 to $15,000,000.
Senator Weeks. Then, in all probability their loans were not

smaller than, say, seven or eight millions ?

Mr. Gilbert. Probably not. Of course, I have not the definite
data before me and I could not speak intelligently.

Senator Weeks. In other words, they must -have taken out clear-

ing-house certificates equal to about half of their loans?
Mr. Gilbert. I think they took out pretty nearly as much as they

had negotiable assets to borrow upon; that is, good liquid assets to
borrow upon. That Was my impression. The aggregate issue
amounted to $4,620,000, and these were outstanding 137 days. That
is nearly five months.
January 30, 1908, this bank was placed in the hands of the super-

intendent of the State banking department. The charge was made
and reiterated before the Pujo committee that had the clearing-house
loan committee extended credit the bank would have been saved.

The inference intended was, of course, that credit could and should
have been extended, and that if it was not, the reason was that two
representatives of the Corn Exchange Bank, who also were members
of the clearing-house committee, had used their influence to put a

competitor out of business. That was the statement made to the

committee.

Senator Nelson. The Pujo committee?
Mr. Gilbert. It is true that the clearing-house committee de-

manded more and a different kind of collateral from the Mechanics
& Traders Bank, and that when this was not forthcoming it refused

to extend credit. The collateral back of the loans had a face value

of some $6,373,000, but before the receivers of the Mechanics &
Traders Bank paid off the balance due the clearing house, $2,100,000,

the committee had begun to collect $3,447,000 of the collateral and
had received $1,000,000 in cash ; the balance went to protest. The
point is that the result of the attempt to collect on the collateral

clearly demonstrated that the loan committee of the clearing house

exercised good judgment in confining their advances to the propor-

tion they did. This bank had from October 26, 1907, to January 30,

1908, to adjust its affairs. It wanted more money, but at no time

could offer acceptable collateral in addition.

The point was made by Mr. Untermyer, in questioning witnesses

before the Pujo committee, tliat the Metropolitan Bank of New York
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had taken over the Mechanics & Traders and paid off all its de-

positors in full, thus, according to the intimations of Mr. Unter-
myer, confuting the judgment of the clearing-house committee that

the bank was in danger when further loans were refused.

But the testimony was not permitted to go far enough to tell all

the facts in the case. It is true that the Metropolitan took over the

New York branches of the Mechanics & Traders and paid off the

depositors, but it is also true that the bank was allowed to reopen

by the State banking department on the deferred-payment plan

under the title of the Union Bank of Brooklyn.
Senator O'Gohman. Would you prefer to read it all ?

Mr. Gii^EET. Yes ; I would like to have this go on the record.

Senator O'Goeman. The only reason that justifies my making this

suggestion is that there are two witnesses who were here yesterday,

and they were promised a hearing this morning.
Senator Hoijjs. I do not see the exact bearing of this.

Senator O'Goeman. It was in answer to some inquiries made last

night, particularly by Senator Heed, who is not here to get the benefit

of it, as to how the panic of 1907 began in New York.
Mr. Gilbert. I am- exceedingly anxious that the Senator should

understand this, because the New York banks have been placed in a

wrong position in regard to this.

(At this point Senator Reed entered the room-)
Senator O'Gorman. Senator, Mr. Gilbert is giving at some length

an explanation as to the panic of 1907.

Mr. Gilbert. As I was saying, the Mechanics & Traders' was per-

mitted to reopen and go into business again under the title of the

Union Bank of Brooklyn. After Sullivan, who was at the head of

the Union Bank of Brooklyn, got control of the Mechanics & Traders,

and when the Mechanics & Traders' went out of existence he simply

got permission to go ahead under his old banking affiliations in

Brooklyn. I was just referring to the failure of the Mechanics &
Traders' Bank, because the statement was made that because of the

refusal of the clearing-house committee in New York to extend it

additional credit, it was compelled to go to the wall, whereas if credit

had been extended it could have been saved. That is all in the record

now, and I will go on.

The testimony was not permitted to go far enough to tell all the

facts in the case. It is true that the Metropolitan took over the New
York branches of the Mechanics & Traders' and paid off the de-

positors, but it is also true that the bank was allowed to reopen by
the State banking department, on the deferred-payment plan, under

the title of the Union Bank of Brooklyn. This occurred in October,

1908. This Union Bank, successor to the Mechanics & Traders', closed

its doors April 4, 1910, and up to date it has not paid one cent to its

depositors.

The books showed that a large portion of the unliquidated assets

X)i the Union Bank were in the Mechanics & Traders' Bank when
that bank closed January 30, 1908. In other words, the Union Bank
allowed deposits of money to be used to pay off all deposits. Now, the

probabilities are said to be that after a long wait the Union Bank
depositors will receive dividends not to exceed 50 per cent. The
former president of the Mechanics & Traders', David J- Sullivan,
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and W. C. Damron, a director of the same bank, are serying terms
in the State prison for oiienses growing out of the situation de-
scribed.

Senator CGgejian. Who is the director?
Mr. Gilbert. William C. Damron, a director.
Senator O'Goeman. A Brooklyn banker?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes. Now, that, it seems to me, ought to pretty fully

clear up the situation, as far as the Mechanics & Traders' Bank is
concerned.

Senator O'Goeman. When did the Carnegie Trust Co. go under?
That is more recent?

Mr. Gilbert It is more recent
;
yes.

Senator Keed. So the sum of it then was that this bank was actu-
ally in an insolvent condition?
Mr. GiLBEET. To state it briefly, the bank borrowed money before

the clearing house commenced to issue clearing-house certificates.

Senator Nelson. It borrowed of the clearing-house members.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; they borrowed of the clearing-house members,

and after the clearing-house certificates were issued they paid off

those loans with the clearing-house certificates, and the clearing
house loaned them up to the extent of four or five millions of dollars,
which was all they had collateral to offer for, and when they wanted
more the clearing house refused to give it to them.
Senator Eeed. As I say, the sum of it all is that the clearing house

supported them to the full extent of their good assets, and the bank
was actually insolvent, and the clearing house, having gone to the
point where it could go no further without danger of losing, stopped
advancing money?
Mr. Gilbebt. That is it, exactly.

Senator Weeks. Now, Mr. Gilbert, the real point at issue, I think,

in all this controversy is whether the New York Clearing Housa
is preventing banks coming into the clearing house on account of a
desire to prevent them from developing into active competitors, or
whether it is using its strength and power to destroy banks that it

wants to get rid of because they were competitors. When you boil

all this controversy down about the New York Clearing House I

think it is covered in that statement. You have had long experience
with the clearing house, and I think if you will state to the commit-
tee whether within your knowledge there has been any case where a

bank has been refused membership in it or has been forced out, if it

were solvent and serving the public, I believe you will cover the

whole question.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, of course, Mr. Weeks, you, as a member of

banking interests in Boston, know that the clearing house has its

rules and regulations with regard to the qualifications for member-
ship, etc. A bank to enter the New York Clearing House must have
a capital of $500,000 and a reasonable surplus; and before being

admitted to membership they are examined very carefully—very

rigidly, I will say—with reference to their methods of doing busi-

ness, the character of their assets, and their banking habits. I never

bave known of any disposition on the part of members of the clear-

ing house to force out or to deny membership to any bank that was
worthy of membership. As an illustration of that—well, I will let
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the statement stand there. I have never seen any disposition what-
ever on the part of the membership of the New York Clearing House
to bar from membership any bank that was really eligible for mem-
bership; and any bank that is not eligible for membership really

has the facilities of the clearing house through its ability to make
negotiations with member banks to clear for them.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you ever known a case where business

rivalry or jealousy has been sufficient to keep out a bank that wanted
to come in the clearing house?
Mr. Gilbert. I never have known a single case, Senator; I can

not recall a single case.

Senator O'Goeman. Whatever may have been said with regard to

the banking interests of New York toward Mr. Morse and Mr.
Heinze and their banking activities, the objection of the clearing

house to them was due to their methods rather than any other cause.

Mr. Gilbert. Entirely.

Senator O'Goeman. I think that covers that situation. Is there

any other question?
Senator Hitchcock. I did not have the pleasure of hearing Mr.

Gilbert yesterday afternoon, and I would like to ask a few ques-

tions. Suppose, Mr. Gilbert, under this new system, when it is in

vogue
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). Do you know who the writer

of the article is ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not.

Senator O'Goeman. But it correctly states the facts?

Mr. Gilbeet. It correctly states the facts as I know them.
(The article referred to by Mr. Gilbert will be found at the con-

clusion of his statement.)

Senator Hitchcock. I wanted to propose a hypothetical condition

to Mr. Gilbert and see what course would be adopted. If this new
system were in practice which is proposed in this bill, suppose there

should follow a condition when there should be a considerable deficit

in our national revenues. Suppose that should be accompanied, as

it might be and has been in the past, by a condition of fear in the

business world, and railroads going into the hands of receivers, and

a considerable exportation of gold, and such a stringency in the bank-

ing world as to produce runs on the banks of the country or some

of the banks here and there, with possibly an occasional bank failure,

say, of a bank not in the system. What method would then be

adopted by the board of control to check such a condition or the con-

ditions that would arise under those circumstances?
Mr. Gilbeet. That would be a very serious situation. It is really,

I think, an extreme case. I think it would tax the regional banks

to their utmost. Their discounting facilities would have to be exer-

cised to their fullest extent and the issue of bank notes would have to

be permitted up to the fullest extent of its reserve.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, suppose they made a great issue

of national currency under those circumstances. Would not that

intensify the exportation of gold?
Mr. Gilbert. It probably would, if they had to go beyond their

gold-reserve limit. If they could keep up their gold reserve, if they

could keep it from going below 33^ per cent, it might not have that

effect.
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Senator Hitchcock, Would it not be very hard to maintain the

gold reserve while there was a constant demand for more currency ?

Mr. Gilbert. I think it would.
Senator Hitchcock;. And the more the currency expanded the more

easily it would flow abroad?
Mr. Gilbert. I think it would.
Senator O'Gorman. Do you know of any way, under those condi-

tions, to discourage or prevent the exportation of gold ? Could it be
stopped ?

Mr. Gilbert. In the panic of 1907, when currency had been
hoarded and a premium of 4 or 5 per cent existed on currency, the

banks imported gold, but they were only able to import gold through
the issuance of clearing-house certificates. You say. How did they

do it through the issuance of clearing-house certificates? We could

use our clearing-house certificates for the settlement of our balances

in the clearing house. We could arrange through our large foreign-

exchange houses to import gold for us. We were paying them for

currency and a premium for doing it, but we were paying them in

our checks, which were settled in the New York Clearing House,

and our balances in the New York Clearing House were settled, not

with money but with our clearing-house certificates. So we could

buy gold or we could import gold from abroad so long as there were
foreign-exchange balances abroad to draw against.

Senator O'Gorman. Would not the conditions that would permit

you to import gold also permit you to retain the gold in this coimtry ?

Mr. Gilbert. That would depend largely upon the condition of

the exchange market.
Senator O'Gorman. In that connection, I want to make this obser-

vation. It has been suggested here at some time during these hear-

ings that we could control the gold in our own country, or discourage

its export, by placing a tax on the exportation of gold. What would
be the effect of such a practice ? Would it discourage the importation

of gold?

Mr. Gilbert. I think it would have a disastrous effect on foreign

trade as well as gold imports.

Senator O'Gorman. You think it would?
Mr. Gilbert. I think it would. I think it would be difficult to pre-

vent by tax the outflow of gold.

Senator Eeed. It would be a danger signal

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). A dangerous thing to do; it would be

an interference with the natural laws of trade.

Senator Keed. What do you actually pay for this gold? Say you

want $10,000,000 of gold from Europe. Of course, you have to pay

for it. What do you pay for it? What do you pay for it with?

Bills of exchange or what ?

Mr. Gilbert. If we want $100,000,000 of gold from Europe we have

to buy foreign exchange; we have to arrange with a foreign exchange

house to import the gold for us.

Senator Reed.. How do you pay that foreign exchange house i

Mr. Gilbert. We pay the foreign exchange house m New York

that imports the gold in check drawn against funds here which covers

the gold, with interest, shipping charges, and commission added.

The balances abroad accumulate ]ust in proportion to the volume ot

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol .3 56 —
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our export commodities more or less. If we have a balance abroad

we can buy exchange just as we can buy any other commodity.
Senator Eeed. I was assuming that the balance of trade was against

us, and, of course, there would be a balance abroad then, but it

would probably be small

Mr. GiiBEET (interposing) . Then your balances must be constituted

in some other way, either through borrowings abroad, or finance

bills

Senator Reed (interposing) . What do you include in finance bills

in this sense?
Mr. GiLBEET. Well, if a bank wants to borrow a half million doUars

abroad for immediate use it would, through a foreign exchange house,

sell foreign exchange.
Senator O'Goeman. Where will it get the foreign exchange; will

they get it in the market in the first place?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; it will create foreign exchange by drawing on a

foreign bank or banking house through its agent in New York and
depositing securities with the New York agent. This draft is in-

dorsed by the New York agent and forwarded to the foreign bank or

banker for acceptance. When accepted it becomes a prime bankers'

bill, eligible for rediscount or sale in the open market abroad. These
drafts are generally drawn for 60 or 90 days and are cashed by the

New York agent at the prevailing market price of exchange, less the

agent's commission. When due they are payable in sight exchange.

This is the modus operandi of borrowing on finance bills.

Senator Eeed. Just to get that down in A, B, C style, if your banlc

^A^anted $5,000,000 of gold you would first try to ascertain whether
there were balances over there that some of your correspondents or

people you were in relations with could draw against?
Mr. Gilbert. If we wanted the gold, we would have to import it

through a foreign exchange house, either by negotiating a loan and
depositing securities against it or by paying cash for it in New York
or by buying foreign exchange and using it abroad. If we wanted
mone}' for immediate use, we could arrange to sell foreign exchange
in this market, as I have already explained.

Senator O'Gorman. To sell or to buy?
Mr. Gn.BERT. To sell. They practically sell it in this market and

give us the proceeds.

Senator Eeed. You would then make a draft upon whom ?

Mr. Gilbert. Upon the foreign exchange house with which we
were dealing.

Senator Eeed. And this local exchange house would indorse the

draft?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; and we put up the securities.

Senator Eeed. And you would put up bonds and stock, etc. ?

Mr. Gilbert. Or commercial paper—any acceptable security.

Senator Eeed. Then, that draft having "been indorsed in this way,

it would be sent over to the agent of this foreign exchange house in

London and he would take that draft to a bank or capitalist and

sell it?

Mr. Gilbert. It would practically be sold in this market. They
would buy it themselves, and they would give us the cash, and then

they would send it to their agent for acceptance. If he wants to
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hold it until it matures, well and good ; but if he wants money over
there, it is eligible for rediscount.
Senator Eeed (interposing) . They give you the gold ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; if we should desire it.

Senator Reed. Very well. I merely wanted to get the details of
that method.
Senator O'Gorman. Would you get the gold or the proceeds?
Mr. Gilbert. The draft, after it had been indorsed by our foreign

exchange house—the one we were dealing with—would be practically
sold in this market. That house might buy it themselves, and they
would give us their check at once. We want the money at once.
They sell that for us ; we are selling it to them.
Senator O'Gorman. Now, you get a check, for what?
Mr. Gilbert. A check on their bank for currency—clearing-house

money.
Senator Eeed. How does that bring gold in?
Mr. Gilbert. They can arrange to give us the gold if we want it.

Senator Eeed (interposing) . They send it abroad and they bring
the gold in?

Mr. Gilbert. If they want it; yes.

Senator O'Gorman. And adjust balances from time to time.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it customary for the New York banks to
keep balances in London?
Mr. Gilbert. Some of the larger banks do ; those who deal largely

in foreign exchange.
Senator O'Gorman. Of course, if there are certain large banking

institutions, like Mr. Morgan's firm, that have large foreign con-
nections ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, yes; and there are banks like the City Bank
and the Bank of Commerce and others who deal largely in foreign
exchange and have balances on the other side.

Senator Hitchcock. They keep those balances simply for the pur-
pose of accommodating their customers who have remittances to

make to London?
Mr. Gilbert. Why, yes ; they keep those balances to draw against.

Senator Hitchcock. Just as a western bank would keep a balance
in New York, because western men must have New York exchange.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; exactly.

Senator Hitchcock. So the only way in which a man in New
York can get exchange on London is by buying it of New York
concerns ?

Mr. Gilbert. That is it.

Senator Hitchcock. And that compels New York concerns to

keep balances in London?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, do London banks keep balances in New

York?
Mr. Gilbert. Not to any great extent.

Senator Hitchcock. How do people in London, then, make their

remittances to New York for grain and cotton and such goods as

America sells?

Mr. Gilbert. They would do it by buying foreign exchange,

through foreign exchange bankers.
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Senator Hitchcock. Then the London firm which sells them the

exchange must have an account to draw against?

Mr. GiiBERT. Of course.

Senator Hitchcock. So some of the London banks do keep balances

in New York?
Mr. Gilbert. Of course. Suppose a merchant wants to settle a

bill in New York. He goes to a foreign exchange banker there and
buys a bill of exchange and sends it over here.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, a bill of exchange is simply an order

on some one in New York, and that order can not be issued unless

there is a credit there, can it?

Mr. Gilbert. Of course not.

Senator Hitchcock. So there must be balances kept in New York
banks by European houses.

Senator O'Gorman. They might not be balances; they might be

credits.

Mr. Gilbert. There are always debits and credits on both sides.

Foreign exchange houses are constantly buying and selling exchange
and adjusting balances by the shipment of exchange or gold.

Senator Hitchcock. Is there anywhere anything like a report as

to the extent to which those balances exist?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not know of any.

Senator Hitchcock. We have, for instance, complete knowledge
of the credits in New York belonging to the West, and we have
knowledge of the credits in Chicago belonging to the West, and we
have not any figures at all to show to what extent the New York
houses have credits in London.
Mr. Gilbert. You see, this whole question resolves itself into this:

It depends entirely upon the volume of exports and imports. A mer-

chant abroad wants to pay for the importation of goods from this

side. A country that is not exporting to this country, of course,

would have no balances here to draw against, and consequently a

country that has very small export relations with this country would
probably have to settle its balance through -London and send us

London exchange.
Senator Hitchcock. Partly because London is a great buyer.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; London always has balances to draw against on

this side. The ability of one country to maintain balances to draw
against on this side depends entirely upon its export and import

business.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to revert again to the question I

asked you, based on a hypothetical condition. I understand you

to say that if the country should be afflicted as I pictured, if_we

should have a considerable exportation of gold to Europe, possibly

by some perfectly legitimate method; if we should have runs on

banks and uneasiness in the banking world and should have a deficit

in our national revenues so that the Government would be drawing

its funds out of these reserve banks in order to meet that deficit; if

United States notes were being presented at the Treasury for gold,

and gold certificates were being presented at the Treasury to procure

gold, and gold exportations were in progress, and the reserve banks

were met by a large demand from their member banks for redis-

counts, and in order to grant those rediscounts they were coinpelled

to call upon the Treasury for additional paper currency; and if that
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additional paper currency were issued so that there would be an
expansion of our currency, that very remedy would tend to intensify
the exportation of gold ?

Mr. Gilbert. It would tend to inflate things materially. So long
as they demanded currency for their customers, of course they would
have commercial paper to deposit with the Federal board agent for
additional currency, but their gold reserve might be depleted; it

might not be sufficient to maintain the volume they would have to
carry. In that case they might have to borrow gold abroad. Fre-
quently in a money panic England has to borrow of France, and
they borrow on exchequer bonds or on commercial paper.
Senator Hitchcock. The difficulty about emitting an increased

amount of paper currency is that it makes it easier for gold to leave
the country, is it not?
Mr. GiLBEET. Yes; that is the effect.

Senator Hitchcock. So the remedy they would be compelled to
apply would really intensify one of the evils they were seeking to
combat?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; it would. The greater the volume of bank

notes issued

Senator Nelson (interposing). But could not the discount fever,

as I call it—^the eagerness for excessive discounts—^be checked by
raising the discount rate to such a figure that it would not be pos-
sible to disccunt? Would not that be a restraining influence?

Senator Hitchcock. Senator, perhaps you have a misconception.
I am not basing this increased issue of currency upon the idea that
people are asking for an unusually large amount of credit at the
member banks. They are not. But the member banks are embar-
rassed by demands for deposits, and in order to satisfy those demands
they take paper which they already have to the reserve banks, have
it discounted, and get the currency.

Senator Nelson. But the depositors are the member banks.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; but it is the individual men and women
who are drawing this money out that creates a demand on the mem-
ber banks for currency, and it is in order to settle the demand of the

member banks for currency that the reserve banks are compelled to

discount commercial paper. It is because commercial paper is being

turned into currency.
Senator Nelson. But suppose the discount rates are high, it can not

be profitable.

Senator Hitchcock. That does not make any difference. The
bank that has a run on it, a withdrawal of funds that are being taken

out to be put into stockings, can not benefit matters ranch by raising

the rate. It must go to the reserve bank to get the relief.

Senator Nelson. But the reserve bank, in issuing currency

Mr. Gilbert (interposing) . Of course, that is a very extreme case,

you know, and it is really a panicky condition that prevails.

Senator Hitchcock. That is what we want to provide against, and
I am asking whether the remedy that is provided in such a case is

really going to meet the situation.

Mr. Gilbert. When a panic prevails and is under full headway
no ordinary safeguard can check it.

Senator O'Gorman. It is like a fever ; it must run its course.
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Mr. GiuJERT. It must work itself out. It is like a disease in the
system. You have lived at a riotous pace until you have disordered
your system to such an extent you must have a fit of sickness before
you can relieve yourself of that condition.

Senator Reed. Are we to understand, then, that there is no way of
preventing these panics?
Mr. GiixBERT. There is a way of preventing panics, but I am speak-

ing now with reference to the case that Senator Hitchcock stated.

Senator O'Gokman. You wish to be understood, Mr. Gilbert, as

saying that there is a way of preventing the conditions
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). The conditions which lead up to

panics.

Senator Eeed. But if we take such a case as that stated in Senator
Hitchcock's hypothetical question, which, I think, reaUy involves a

panic, then you think there is a day of reckoning and there has got

to be trouble and disaster, and how it will work out depends upon
the particular conditions of each case?
Mr. Gilbert. That is very true.

Senator Reed. Then, I understand, you think that with such a

panicky condition given, neither this bill nor any other bill you can

suggest would enable immediate relief to be given ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not know of any bill that would.
Senator Reed. You do not think the issuance of this paper money,

«ven in very large volume, would end the panic?
Mr. Gilbert. No; not after it got started. In 1907 the issuance

of clearing-house certificates stopped the panic immediately, as far

as credit was concerned. It made it possible for the banks to accom-

modate their dealers and give them what they required for legitimate

business purposes. Of course, no bank wanted to take out clearing-

house certificates to a greater extent than was necessary, but they

were all willing to take out a volume sufficient to accommodate the

customers for their legitimate requirements. Before the issuance of

clearing-house certificates, when a merchant went to his bank and

?aid, "I want $10,000 or $15,000 to meet my immediate obligations,"

the bank was compelled to say, " Now, you will have to go very easy

with us, for we are below our reserve and we can not increase our

]oans and discounts." But after the banks had decided to issue

elearing-house certificates the banlcs could hypothecate their securi-

ties and obtain clearing-house certificates, and then they could extend

to their customers accommodations for their legitimate requirements.

The trouble was this—that there was a hoarding of currency. Cur-

rency, of course, is needed for certain things—for the payment of

wages, for all our retail business operations, and for other things

—

and our manufacturers and those who required currency wanted

currency, and they wanted gold to make their customhouse pay-

ments; but the hoarding of currency locked up not only the paper

money but gold, and it was difficult to get that.

I came to Washington at that time. Senator Weeks probably re-

members, because I went before his committee, and I suggested that

they make an amendment to the banking act which would permit the

New York banks, or the central reserve city banks, to deposit the

clearing-house certificates with the controller and take out currency

against those instead of being required to furnish United States
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bonds—that the term "other securities" would embrace clearing-
house certificates. Do you remember?
Senator Weeks. I think I do.

Mr. Gilbert. Now, if we could have been granted that facility
at that time we could have broken the premium on currency in 10
days, because the very moment we could advertise the fact that the
Government was going to receive our clearing-house certificates and
issue currency against them

Senator O'Goeman (interposing). Do you understand there is any
legal difficulty in the way of the Treasury accepting those clearing-
house certificates?

Mr. Gilbert. I think I had a talk with Senator Weeks at that
time. I wrote an amendment and presented it to his committee, and
I think Senator Weeks told me afterwards " the difficulty is, we can
not get such an act through Congress."
Senator O'Goeman. As a matter of law, you probably would not be

required to put it through Congress, because under a recent interpre-
tation of the same law by the same administration it will be in the
discretion of the Secretary to accept that as adequate security.

Senator Eeed. Senator, is there not a basis there for misapprehen-
sion? Mr. McAdoo deposited the moneys of the United States in
various banks upon that kind of security. Mr. McAdoo did not
issue new money.
Senator Eeed. Now, I confess that I am not clear as to how the

issuance of the clearing-house certificates between the banks enables
the banks to extend accommodation to their customers.
Mr. Gilbert. I will try to make that clear.

Senator Eeed. For instance, John Wanamaker wants to borrow
$5,000,000 for the purpose of meeting obligations, the notes of his
firm that are out floating around the country and that are maturing.
Now, he comes to your bank and says, " I want $5,000,000." The
currency of the country is tied up and we have the condition of
1907. Take that condition. How does the issuance of clearing-

house certificates enable your bank to extend to him $5,000,000 of

credit and give him the money to actually pay that $5,000,000 of

debt?

Mr. Gilbert. I will try to make that clear to you. The necessity

for maintaining a lawful money reserve in gold and lawful money
is largely to meet our payments day by day in settlement of our

balances with the clearing house. All the checks that are drawn
against us and the notes that are maturing that are payable at our

bank come to us, as a rule, from the clearing house. We take to the

clearing house every day at 10 o'clock all the checks of the various

banks, all the items drawn on the various banks in New York. We
take them to the clearing house, and we receive all that are drawn
against us, and we settle the balance.

Senator Eeed. And you may transact $5,000,000 worth of busmess

and actually not use $1,000 of cash ?

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.
Senator Eeed. Because one offsets the other ?

Mr. Gilbert. We strike a balance. But when there comes a time

when we have not the money to use for the settlement of our clear-
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ing-house balances—becalise they must be settled in gold or lawful

money—then we have to provide some othier means of settlement,

and so long as we can provide some other means of settling our bal-

ances at the clearing house every day we can go on making loans

as usual.

Senator Eebd. But they do not pay this money out.

Mr. Gilbert. No ; we pay it by settling the balances every day.

Senator O'Gorman. How do you settle them? Just by adjusting

the debit and credit?

Mr. Gilbert. Just by adjusting the debit and credit. When we
make a loan it is not drawn out, Senator, in cash. It is drawn
against us in a check and it comes against us into the clearing house

the next day, and it is offset by the items we send to the clearing

house for settlement, which are checks on other banks deposited

with us.

Senator O'Gorman. How do you make the difference good—^by

cashier's checks?
Mr. Gilbert. No ; by taking the actual gold there.

Senator Hitchcock. Until you begin issuing clearing-house cer-

tificates.

Senator Reed. I must ask your pardon for my apparent dullness,

but you New Yorkers must have some charity for Senator Bristow
and myself. Now, here is $5,000,000 that John Wanamaker owes to

100 men scattered over the country. He must pay them $5,000,000

on notes that mature on the first day, we will say, of the month of

July. That money has to be taken out of New York and sent to these

people. In the ordinary course of business he would come to you;
he would give you his note for $5,000,000; you would give him a

credit upon your books for $5,000,000. He would immediately draw
his checks for $5,000,000 and get drafts and send those drafts out to

these different people to take up his notes. The drafts would come
back, and the money would have to be paid.

Mr. GilbIert. Yes. Now, they would all come back through the

New York Clearing House. If they were all on our bank they would
come back to us from time to time through the New York Clearing

House. Every day at the New York Clearing House we receive every-

thing that is drawn against us, and we take to the New York Clearing

House everything we receive from our customers drawn on other

banks through the New York Clearing House, and we offset the debits

and credits by settling the balance.

Senator Reed. Now, there has actually been sent from New York
$5,000,000. Does not that depreciate tTbe aggregate of the money
that the New York banks would have by that amount, although you

use the clearing-house certificates?

Mr. Gilbert. It would, if we were not getting money every day

from other sources.

Senator Reed. If I understand you, then, at the same tiine this

transaction goes on and that money is going out of your bank in this

way there is another bank which collects in

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). It goes to some other banks, of course.

Senator Reed. Collecting in money^
Mr. Gilbert (interposing). Yes.
Senator Reed. What you really do by the clearing-house arrange-

ment is to unite all the banks into one general scheme whereby the
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debits and credits on the whole offset each other; and there must be—
if you maintain your clearing-house stability and do not di'ain the
whole system of banks—a stream of money or credits coming in to
equalize the stream that is going out?
Mr. Gilbert. Exactly. The balance required to settle the whole

every day at the New York Clearing House is a very small percentage
or the whole.

Mr. GiLBEET. Exactly, and the balance required to sustain the
whole every day at the New York Clearing House is a very small
percentage of the whole.

Senator Eeed By this system checks and drafts all take the place
of money for the time being, so that you can have transactions ag-
gregating, perhaps, $50,000,000 or $60,000,000 carried on through
checlis and drafts, and perhaps there will not be $20,000 of actual
cash in the transaction to digest the balance?
Mr. Gilbert. That is the theory exactly.
Senator Eeed. And the fact of the clearing-house certificate being

issued carries that balance from day to day, and what you lack to.

supply that to-day in the way of cash the clearing-house certificate is.

given, and to-morrow the balance being the other way, you use that
certificate and wipe it out?
Mr. GiLBEET. That is it exactly. When we have not the money

to supply the balance we issue clearing-house certificates and use

Senator Eeed. It looks a good deal like the miracle of the loaves
and fishes, but I guess you make it work.
Senator Hitchcock. That is all right when conditions are normal.
Mr. Gilbert. That is when conditions are abnormal. Senator.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose rumors get afloat that a certain big

bank is in trouble, and a run starts on that bank and some of the
depositors go and demand their cash and others write their checks
for the amount of their balances and deposit those checks in other
banks, and the result is such a tremendous flow of checks upon that
bank that they much more than offset the checks which it receives

on other banks, so that that bank is not able to meet its clearing-

house balance. Then the question arises whether the clearing house
wUl issue certificates or give the bank credit.

Mr. Gilbert. The general rule would be for the members of the

clearing house to protect that bank. They would examine that bank
to see if it was in a solvent condition.

Senator Hitchcock. What method of protection can they adopt?-

Mr. Gilbert. Loaning it money to meet the balances at the clear-

ing house.

Senator Hitchcock. Eediscount its paper?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; rediscount its paper.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, I want to ask you this question : Sup-

pose after this bill is in effect it becomes necessary for the Federal

board to exercise one of its powers and nominally to suspend one of

the Federal reserve banks for violating any of the provisions of this

act. The Federal reserve bank is required to keep a reserve of 33^

per cent against its notes and its deposits. Suppose its reserves, in

spite of its efforts, fell to 25 per cent and the board should suspend

that reserve bank and appoint a receiver. What would the effect of

that action be?
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Mr. Gilbert. The effect of that action upon the district repre-

sented by the Federal reserve bank would be very serious.

Senator Eeed. Would it not be so on the whole system ?

Senator Hitchcock. There would be several hundred banks in the

whole region which would suddenly have their reserves tied up ?

Mr. Gilbert. Their rediscount privileges suspended.

Senator Hitchcock. Their rediscount privileges suspended. What
would they do for rediscount?

Mr. Gilbert. They would have to make arrangements elsewhere.

Senator Hitchcock. No reserve bank could rediscount their paper

under this bill?

Mr. Gilbert. No.
Senator Hitchcock. Is not that a serious possibility?

Mr. Gilbert. It would produce a serious condition.

Senator Hollis. It is a very serious possibility when a man owes
money and can not pay it.

Senator Eeed. Is there not a great difference between failure of a

bank of this character, where there are some 600 or 700 or possibly

2,000 banks in a region, the stockholders in which all have their re-

serves in the one bank, and that one bank has issued a large amount
of circulating notes, and, as Senator Hitchcock has put in his hy-

pothesis, they have not been able to maintain their gold reserves,

and that is the only bank of reserve for all the 600 or 700 or 2,000 or

3,000 banks, and you close the doors of that bank. What will happen
to those other banks?

Senator Hollis. My point is that that is exactly what would hap-

pen if you assume that the Bank of England, or the Bank of France,

or the Imperial Bank of Germany—if such a thing should happen
there it would not mean a disaster.

Senator Reed. I am not contrasting them with the Bank of Eng-
land.

Senator Hollis. Because the Bank of England would have a re-

serve.

Senator Eeed. This bill, put into operation and a condition as-

sumed as Senator Hitchcock has stated in his question, is a very
different proposition from that which would occur now, and I want
to contrast the proposed situation with the present situation. Atthe
present time the banks do not have their reserves in any one bank.

They may be in many banks, and in fact are in many banks. In the

second place, they do not have any common stock ownership.
Their capital is unimpaired. They act as integers, each bank.

Each bank is a thing by itself, and, as a matter of fact, in the last

panic, the majority of the strictly country banks—I do not refer to

the legal definition of country banks, but the small banks out in the

country districts—never closed their doors and never restricted pay-
ments, because they were independent banks. We are asked to leave

that system and go into a new system, and it is very pertinent to

know what the dangers are, as well as the advantages, and I confess

I am greatly interested.

Sentor Hitchcock. I think it is one of the defects of the bill that

the spectacle is presented of one of these great reserve banks being
suspended and in the hands of a receiver, probably because it is in-

solvent. It has then a great many stockholding banks whose stock

would be impaired, and it has a great many stockholding banks
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whose reserves would be impounded, and it is a clearing house for a
vast region which is practically paralyzed for the time being, and it

seems to me there may be a condition involving a possibility of a
great dislocation of commerce, with nothing provided to be done
under the circumstances.

Senator Hollis. My point was that any system that can be con-
ceived by man can be supposed to be in a condition where it is hope-
less. I can not assume a condition that would
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Do you not think, if such a

condition should arise^ the bill should contain a provision as to what
should bedone. Are we to have a financial desert and no provision
for anything which may be done?
Senator Hollis. What I mean is that you can not build up and

construct a system concerning which you can not also assume that it

may break down.
Mr. Gilbert. Let me say this: The men who framed the present

national banking system were fully as wise, in their day and genera-
tion, as the men who are trying to legislate for a financial system
to-day. They thought over this question of reserves and mobiliza-
tion of reserves a long time before they adopted that bill. They did

not do it without knowledge. It is not true that under this system the

reserves of the banl^s are scattered over the country in a thousand
and one places. It never has been true. That has been one of the mis-

statements which has been accepted and considered as true in all

the discussion of this currency question.

What did they do? They divided the banks of the country into

three groups—the country banks, the reserve city banks, and the

central-reserve city banks. They said the country banks shall carry

15 per cent reserve, three-fifths of which may be on deposit in a

reserve city bank. They said the reserve city bank should carry 25

per cent reserve, one-half of which should be on deposit with a

central-reserve city bank, and the central-reserve city bank should

carry 25 per cent cash reserve in its vault. The tendency has been for

the reserves of the country to grow steadily toward the central-reserve

cities, so that the central-reserve cities, and particularly New York—
the central-reserve cities, we will say, are the banks of rediscount for

the other banks of the country, the country banks and the reserve city

banks.

Now, that provided for a simple and natural flow of the reserves

of the cities toward a point where they would naturally flow in

harmony with the natural trend of business.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me go on a little further. Suppose such

a condition should arise so that the Federal reserve board felt re-

quired, under the terms of this bill, to suspend a great reserve bank

with, say, 2,000 member banks and a mass of reserve deposits and a

great deal of currency outstanding, subject to presentation, and a

receiver were appointed, as provided for in this bill. That receiver

could not go on and discount paper, could he? Suppose the bank

is put in the hands of a receiver, could he go on and discount paper?

Mr. Gh^ekt. Not at all, unless provision is made by law to meet

the emergency
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). As it is now, when a bank goes

into the hands of a receiver, that stops the operations of the bank i

Mr. Gilbert. Nothing can be paid out.
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Senator Hitchcock. It must be liquidated. Do you think it is a

wise provision to allow such a thing to happen ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not.

Senator Hitchcock. It seems to me that is one of the serious

defects.

Senator Eebd. What can we do to remedy it ?

Senator Nelson. If you will pardon me for interrupting you, the

only way you could do that is to provide that all of the assets of the

bank put in liquidation should be put into one of the other live

regional banks, and let that live regional bank carry on the balance

of the work. That is the only way you could do it. You would have
to provide the machinery.
For instance, if we had five regional banks, and one of them should

suspend or be put in liquidation, the only way you could get im-

mediate relief would be for it to turn its assets into another bank
for payment.

Senator Reed. How would it be to have the Secretary of the Treas-

ury take hold of it and proceed to do very much as is done now;
instead of closing its doors, as the bank examiner might do now,
that they proceed immediately to discharge its obligations?

Mr. Gilbert. How would it do to provide that the Federal reserve

board should take charge of it?

Senator Hitchcock. It might, under its receivership, if it were
proTdded for.

Senator Reed. Now, I want to suggest, in this connection, a thing

that has been in my mind for some time. I am not referring to bank
guaranties, but I am asking you if it is not wise for the income of

these banks to be so arranged that there is some surplus income, and
that income to be set aside and held in the Federal Treasury in

some special fund for the purpose of strengthening the whole bank-
ing sjGtem, retiring the debts of the Government, possibly, in part,

to have a fund to make good just such a situation as this, or to make
good any failed member bank, so that depositors could be paid?

I understand there is in Canada a system by which the banks pay
a voluntary tribute into a fund, so that if any bank closes its doors

the depositors at once get their money.
Mr. Gilbert. That is to protect the circulation?

Senator Eeed. That is to protect the circulation. Why not ex-

tend it to the protection, actually, of depositors?
Mr. Gilbert. I never believed in the principle of guaranteeing

deposits.

Senator Reed. I am not speaking about an absolute guaranty; I

am speaking about creating a fund in this way that could be used for

that purpose. There is a difference, of course, between paying, so

far as the fund might go, and absolutely guaranteeing them.
Mr. Gilbert. I think the whole thing suggests this : How unwise it

would be to undertake to force this measure through hastily. It re-

quires a great deal of careful deliberation. There are a number of

problems that will be discovered in this bill that you have not yet

discovered. You have been wrestling with this question for some
time. You have heard the views of numerous people. You do not

understand it. You simply understand the surface features of the

bill. We do not know how it will work after it is set up as a piece

of machinery, and you have got to carefully weigh this thing, to get
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iill the expert advice on the subject that you can, in order to help you
to solve all these problems which now perplex you, and have them
worked out, so that you may determine beforehand how it will be
necessary to perfect this machinery before setting it up into practical
operation, because if it is not right when it is set up, it may be very
annoying or may be very disadvantageous to the business of the
country.

Senator Eeed. But, in view of the fact that we need a house, and
we are displeased with the whole plan, do you not think we ought to

build the house and then let the architects pass on it afterwards and
find out whether it will stand up ?

Mr. Gilbert. I think this: I think that time is not an essential

element. I think that the old system is working well now, and there

are no portents of ill in the financial skies. I think we can run
along with the present system for a number of years yet. There is

no excessive speculation, no panicky conditions. The country is in

excellent condition in a business way, and I think it will pay you
gentlemen, and I think it will pay the whole country, to take all the

time that is necessary to work this out and reduce it to its most per-

fect state before substituting an entirely new system for this old one.

Senator Reed. Eeferring to the proposition that was put to you
in the form of several questions, but which remains as a proposition,

as far as I am concerned, and I think I speak for the committee, you
say you can not answer that now offhand ?

Mr. Gilbert. No.
Senator Eeed. I recognize the fact that a question of that kind

ought not to be answered offhand, and is not answered offhand by
thoughtful men. Will you, after you return home, if you think of a
possible solution, suggest it to us in writing ?

Mr. Gilbert. I will. If you will reduce to writing several of
these questions and send them to me, I will give it my most thought-
ful consideration, and give you the benefit of my conclusions.

I am just as anxious as you are to help solve this problem and to
work it out. I would like to say—I feel, in order that you may
understand my position—I want to say this, that I am thankful to

you gentlemen for undertaking to try to give us a bank of rediscount.
It is the one thing we have needed for years and years. Ever since
the panic of 1873 we have felt the need of a bank of rediscount, and
have never been able to find any way to get it, and we are indebted
to you for trying to give it to us. In trying to give us that you intro-

duce a number of other problems which require very careful con-
sideration, and I will be only too glad to help you all I can in solving
this problem.
Senator Eeed. May I ask you a question on one other matter? I

do not think Mr. Gilbert has touched on this matter. What method
should be adopted to restrict the issuance of paper, so that a redun-
dancy may not be created ?

Mr. Gilbert. Do you mean bank notes?

Senator Eeed. Bank notes; yes. I mean this circulation that is

contemplated in the bill, whether we call them bank notes or Treas-
ury notes. What checks are necessary in order to prevent inflation ?

Is it an arbitrary amount fixed by law ? Is it the interest rate ; and
if so, how should that be applied ; or is it a combination of both ?
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Mr. Gilbert. I should say the best thing to restrict the issuance

of bank notes is the requirement that a very heavy gold reserve should

be carried against it.

Senator E,eed. Of course, that is an absolute restriction.

Mr. Gilbert. And that the paper rediscounted should be of such

a quality that banks could not have it in overabundance. I do not

think that in any other way it would be wise for you to undertake to

restrict the issuance of it, because when a merchant rediscounts at a

Federal reserve bank, he is entitled to draw against it, either as a

bank credit or in currency—draw his check against it or draw bank
notes—and he would not draw bank notes for any other purrpose
than for which he legitimately required them.

Senator Reed. Mr. Gilbert, I am absolutely unable to formulate
in my mind, and I have not heard anybody else yet formulate a

definition of commercial paper that to my mind means much. We
can say that a note shall be commercial in its character, in accord-

ance with the law merchant. We can say it must be signed by two
people or three people, or any other number. We can say it must
mature within a given period of time, and that before currency is

issued against it, it must be indorsed. Of course, that system has
many safeguards, the principal one being the fact that the member
bank will probably not accept and indorse the paper unless the

makers are supposed to be good. I do not know how you are going
to go beyond that, unless you, following this idea of paper being
self-liquidating, attach a bill of lading or a warehouse receipt to the

paper, and everybody has said that will not do.

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, no ; that would not do.

Senator Reed. So that we come to the question of a promissory
note of a certain maturity. Is not that a certain way ?

jVIr. Gilbert. It grows out of a legitimate business transaction.

Senator Reed. How will you know it grows out of a legitimate

business transaction? I am distressed about this situation. I wish

somebody would give us a solution.

Let me suppose that you run a bank out in the State of Kansas,

or in the city of New York, and you want some money. I come to

you with a note signed by John Jones for $100,000, and I put it

through your bank, and you take it down and have currency issued

against it, putting up $33,000 of gold, and we get $100,000 of cur-

rency. Now, we have increased the circulation of the country

$66,000 net. The other is there in gold, and that transaction can

be indefinitely multiplied. On its face it is an absolute compliance

with this bill. In times of speculation, in times of stress, I do not

see how that is to be avoided.

Mr. Gilbert. Let me say. Senator, you are building up a situa-

tion that is not likely ever to exist.

In the first place, with regard to the overissuance of currency,

it does not seem to. me that there can possibly be any inflation of

the currency if you will provide a 50 per cent gold reserve to be

kept and maintained against the issuance of currency, and that the

bills shall be payable in gold on presentation at any Federal reserve

bank, and that no bank shall pay out bills of any other Federal

reserve bank. It seems to me that that will undoubtedly take care

of the situation, so far as inflation is concerned.
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Senator Keed. I concede that when you raise the gold reserve
higher, that, of course, is almost an absolute check.
Mr. Gilbert. In addition to that
Senator Eeed (interposing). But there is a great difference be-

tween 50 per cent and 33^ per cent, is there not?
Mr. GiLBEKT. I know there is, and I think it ought to be 50. In

addition to that, your trouble about the paper currency is not likely
to exist, and for this reason

:

In the first place you are discounting for your member bank,
and your member bank is offering to you a short-time commercial
paper which it has discounted for its customers. It may once in a
while slip in a piece of paper that would not probably measure up
to commercial paper, but he will endeavor to give you commercial
paper, and -when you rediscount that for him he is not going to
ask you to give him currency against it; he is either going to redis-
count it to make good his reserve, because he will not come to you for
rediscount until his reserve requires it, and if he wants it for cur-
rency perhaps he will not want very much, because currency is not
required very much. Ninety-five per cent of the business of the
country is done on credit, and currency is an unimportant thing except
as it may be wanted for the payment of wages, and to carry on our
retail trade, and the merchant generally gives his notes, and does not
want currency unless it is for small retail items. He draws his
check, and the issuance of currency by the Federal reserve bank is

not likely to be very heavy. Of course, in manufacturing towns
currency may be required to pay wages, and they may draw cur-
rency for that purpose.
Senator Reed. Then your one idea is that the best check is a larger

gold reserve, and if you make that 50 per cent you think that, in

itself, fixes the line of safety ?

Mr. Gilbert. I think that with the care that will be exercised

about the quality of paper that is rediscounted and the making
of these notes payable in gold by the banks of issue—the Federal
reserve banks—and prohibiting one bank from paying out any but
its own notes it will prevent inflation.

So far as the inflation of the currency is concerned, that does

not trouble me at all in connection with this measure. It is the

inflation of credits that I would fear more than the inflation of

currency.

Senator Reed. Well, how would you prevent the inflation of
credits ?

Mr. Gilbert. By being very careful as to the character of paper
that is rediscounted.
Senator Eeed. Well, that goes to the question of the management

of the regional bank, does it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly; that is true.

Senator Eeed. And we can hardly write it into a bill, can we?
Mr. Gilbeet. No; we can not.

Senator Eeed. We have got to leave it to the board of directors

of a bank—just the same as if I go to your bank to-morrow and
want to give you my note and get a loan.

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly; that is it.

Senator Reed. You, then, are going to pass on the question of

whether you are going to give me that money or not?
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Mr. GiiiBEHT. Yes.

Senator Reed. And that puts the same power, then, in the regional
bank over the member banks which the ordinary bank has to-day
over its customers. You say that is where it ought to be vested ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Then there is this unfortunate thing in connection
with that. To-day the individual who is not satisfied with his bank

—

of course, if he thinks he is badly treated, he goes to anotlier bank?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes; that is right.

Senator Reed. But these banks, being members of a regional bank
and living under its system, will have only one place to go, and if

they are refused accommodations there they would be in pretty bad
shape, would they not?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Reed. Well, that is not exactly desirable, is it?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, do you refer to the member banks being

refused ?

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, it would simply impress upon the adminis-

tration of the member banks the necessity of doing business on wise

and conservative principles.

Senator Reed. Suppose the board of directors, however, being pos-

sessed of this great power should unjustly use it and discriminate

against certain member banks?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, of course, there is always that risk. We are

on the planet, and we have got to go around with it ; and we are all

human, and we have got to consider human defects, you know.
Senator Reed. Well, the present condition is this : It is one where

that element of human selfishness or human prejudice or individual

mistakes has been constantly guarded against and offset by the oppor-

tunity to go elsewhere.

So that it seems to me that, when I deprive you of your opportunity

to go to a number of places and confine you to one place, it is my
duty, if I am doing that, to be pretty careful to see that you shall

be fairly treated at that one place. Now, is there not some way to

provide for that

Mr. Gilbert. Well, as a general rule. Senator Reed, every man is

fairly treated according to his deserts, you know—especially in the

business world.
Senator Nelson. You have one check here, Mr. Gilbert, on this

discounting, and that is that these member banks always have to

indorse and guarantee all paper that they seek to have rediscounted.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; that is true.

Senator Nelson. And naturally will not that make the banks care-

ful as to what paper they take?
Mr. Gilbert. It certainly will, and it is a good thing.

Senator Nelson. And does not a banker, as a matter of fact, in

making his loans take into account who the borrowers are as well as

the signature and the time the note runs ?

Mr. Gilbert. They are very, very careful indeed.

Senator Reed. All that is true of the general run of banks. The

general run of banks do business honestly and discreetly. I am think-

ing about the power of this regional reserve bank to crush a bank

if they wanted to do so. And I think that the reputation of a bank
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for sohency is almost as delicate a thing as the reputation of a
woman; suspicion is almost equal to destruction.
Mr. Gilbert. And do you not realize this, that the fact of a mem-

ber bank, when it applies for rediscount, having to expose the char-
acter of paper that it has taken from its customers, is goine to make
it very careful ? » &
Senator Reed. Yes; I think that is true. But now I am speaking

about the other end of it. The power is put into the hands of the
board that controls the regional banks to say " Yes " or " No."
Suppose you come up with perfectly proper paper—paper that is

ordinarily good—they refuse you. Then Senator Bristow comes up
with paper that is no better and gets the accommodation. Every
bank in the district will know inevitably—or at least a lot of them
will know—that you have been refused by that regional bank.
Mr. Gilbert. Well, refusing
Senator Reed (interposing). And your customers will get to

know it.

Mr. Gilbert. I think any emergency of that kind would correct
itself, because any member bank that was being unjustly dealt with
would inevitably appeal to the Federal reserve board and say, " We
are not being treated right."

Senator Reed. You think that is the real check?
Senator Beistow. Well, it would be all over with that bank, as far

as its reputation is concerned, if it has to take an appeal and fight
out, practically, a lawsuit to establish its reputation with the public,
you know.
Mr. Gilbert. Well, the customers of a bank understand pretty gen-

erally what the reputation of the bank they deal with is, I find.

Senator Bristow. Well, this power will be abused—all power is

abused more or less.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, of course, that is a
Senator Bristow (interposing). The powers of the courts have

been abused outrageously in some instances. Receivers have been
appointed for solvent concerns at the instigation of selfish and de-
signing men.
Mr. Gilbert. But if the Federal reserve bank is administered as a

reserve bank and not as a bank to make money, that spirit is not
likely to prevail ; and that is why I emphasized the point yesterday
that these Federal reserve banks should be of a higher class than the
ordinary, everyday bank. They must be made to administer the
business at all times, remembering that they are reserve banks. They
have got to maintain that character and they have got to be ever
ready for an unexpected crisis. And the question of profit must be
something that is not thought of.

Senator Nelson. And that is one reason why they ought to have a
50 per cent gold reserve.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; that is one reason they should have a 50 per cent

gold reserve.

Sfinator Nelson. Yes. They should be the conservators of the
credit of the country.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; they should.
Senator Bristow. Why would it not be better—it grows on me more

and more as we go on from day to day—for this reserve bank to be

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 67
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a Federal bank and not owned or controlled by the banks at all; an
independent Federal institution, with a capital and enormous re-

sources of its own, so that any flurry that happened in the ordinary
banking business of the country would not affect it ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I have always felt, and I feel now, that the

banking business of the country, apart from the question of control,

ought to be divorced from the Government. It ought not to—the busi-

ness of the country will take care of the banking end of it, if it is per-

mitted to without too much interfering. I see the necessity of Gov-
ernment control. Government supervision, to the extent that the

Government now supervises national banks of the country. But I

do not think it would be wise to put the Government into the posi-

tion where it could interfere with the legitimate business operations

of the country.

Senator Beistow. Well, this Federal reserve bank would certainly

not interfere with that ?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; I think this bill recognizes the idea which I have

in mind ; it is simply supervision rather than administration.

Senator Nelson. The fundamental principle, Mr. Gilbert, is this,

that the basis of our whole credit system is founded after all, when
you boil it down, upon the commercial paper, upon the notes and bills

which your customers discount at the banks—which you discount.

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly; that is true.

Senator Nelson. They come to your bank and put up their notes

ajid bills of exchange.
Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.
Senator Nelson. And you credit them on the books and call them

depositors, and that is the whole basis of the fabric ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; that is it.

Senator Nelson. Of course, if the Government would go into the

business and say to the people :
" Come here and file your notes and

bills with us and we will open an account with you, and give you a

credit on the other side of the ledger," then you could go to the Gov-
ernment in place of the private bank.
Mr. Gilbert. Except that the Government would surround itself

with restrictions and safeguards and technicalities.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Gilbert. That a real business operation of the banks would

not do.

Senator Nelson. Now, the deposits that you parade, you banks

—

and I am not using the expression in an odious sense; but in one

sense you are really parading what you owe to your customers.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; if you exempt from that our capital and surplus.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; I mean if we exempt your capital and sur-

plus. The deposits that you parade before the public are really

what you owe to your customers.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And those debts which you owe to your cus-

tomers—^what you have to show for them are the notes and bills

which they have deposited with you ; is that not a fact ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And that is the whole basis of the matter. And
when you speak of the volume of the bank's credits it simply means

how much the people of the country have put up in commercial paper
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and deposited with the banks. That is the basis of it, is it not—out-
side ot the mere capital and surplus?
Mr. GiiJJERT. Well the whole problem could be very easily stated.

The merchant goes to his bills payable » account and he finds he has
a larger amount of notes maturing than he has money in bank to
pay. What does he do? He simply goes to his portfolio and he
takes out a certain amount of commercial paper and says to his
banker, " Put that to my credit."

Senator Nelson. And you credit it on the books of the bank?
Mr. Gilbert. And we simply say " indorse it "

Senator Nelson (interposing). And then you credit it to him on
your books and call him a " depositor ?

"

Mr. Gilbert. And his notes are presented for payment and are
settled, and the world knows nothing about it whatever, and business
goes on as usual. Now, that thing is taking place all the time. That
constitutes the main business of the banking system all over the
country.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Gilbert. And this builds up this tremendous superstructure

of commercial credits that is alwaj's outstanding; and that tremen-
dous superstructure rises and falls p.nd represents the exact rise and
fall of the volume of business of the country.
And if anything happened to interfere with that so that when

the merchant goes to his bank, when credit is stringent from over-

expansion of business, or excessive speculation, or both combined, or

from any other cause, and he goes to his bank and he finds that he
can not do that as usual, then something happens.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. Now, abroad nothing would happen. And why?
Because the joint-stock banks there, when they find that condition,

go to their portfolios, as the merchant did in the other case, and
take out their " bills payable " and go to the bank
Senator Nelson (interposing). The Bank of England?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes ; or the Imperial Bank of Germany, or the Bank

of France ; and they say to one of those banks :
" Put this paper to niy

credit;" and they rediscount for their customers; they give their

customers what they want, and everything goes on as usual, don't you

see?

Senator Nelson. Yes.
.

Mr. Gilbert. But here when we come to that point that credit is

strained and we can not accommodate our customers something

happens. What is it ? Credit gets scarce, interest rises, prices of se-

curities fall, distrust prevails, and then panic.

Senator Bristow. But now when the joint-stock bank m England

goes to the Bank of England, it does not own the Bank of England,

it has not any stock in the Bank of England.

Mr. Gilbert. But it has an account there.
jt-r^ ^ a

Senator Bristow. Yes ; it has an account, but the Bank of England

is an independent institution, over which that bank has no control,

and with which it has nothing to do, except as a creditor.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, the cases are parallel there, because our cus-

tomers do not own our stock.

Senator Bristow. But in this institution that we are providing tor

under this bill, the banks own an interest?
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Mr. Gilbert. Certainly.

Senator Beistow. They are operating these institutions; and it is

a part of the banking system?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Bristow. And it would be affected by the same influences

that affect the banks ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I do not think that that necessarily follows.

Senator Nelson. We propose to take the control away from them.

Senator Bristow. Well, this control is, perhaps, a superficial and
nominal control at Washington. It looks big, but there is nothing to

it, any more than the power the Comptroller of the Currency has

now—I would not say there is nothing to it, but
Senator Nelson (interposing). There is under the new system.

Senator Bristow. I am referring to the new system. There is

very little control over it.

Senator Reed. You hold that in the practical operation of this

bill, the six members of the boards of directors of the regional banks,

who are elected by the banks, will run those banks, do you ?

Senator Bristow. They will run the institutions.

Senator Reed. And that there will be no interference by the cen-

tral board, except some such regulation, perhaps, as the Interstate

Commerce Commission exercises over railroads?

Senator Bristow. Well, it is entirely different from that.

Senator Reed. Very different ; but I am using that, Senator Bris-

tow, only as a parallel to the extent that it is a supervision and not

management.
Senator Bristow. Yes; that is true; except that the Interstate

Commerce Commission has more the functions of a court than this

will have ; and its cases are tried out. The citizen who thinks that he

is abused and is not treated fairly by a railroad goes to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and the commission examines into the case

and orders the railroad to do a certain thing. I do not think this

Federal reserve board will sustain that relation to the banking busi-

ness of the country. I do not think that would be possible. It seems

to me it would be more logical—like the supervision of the comp-

troller's office over the present system—or will be in its practical

operation.

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I do not think there will be any objection to

that.

Senator Nelson. It is away beyond the power which the comp-
troller has now.
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Of course, they would have more power than the

comptroller has now.
Senator Nelson. Absolutely.
Senator Reed. Well, it is a power—and I am not prepared to differ,

with the Senator from Kansas at the present time, although I reserve

the right to do so. [Laughter.] But it is a power, probably, that

will not be exercised except where the board of directors of the re-

gional bank are manifestly doing an unwise thing. And therefore I

think what the Senator says is true. You have a bank owned by

bankers and controlled by bankers, and in that respect it is to be dis-

tinguished very radically from the Bank of England.
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Senator Beistow. Or the Bank of France ; I think so, very much.
Senator Nelson. Well, in this banking situation it is not altogether

dependent on the statutes or laws that we enact, but it requires good,
honest men. Now, there are a great many Eepublics in America that
have, on paper, as good constitutions and laws as we have here in

the United States; but their Governments are failures, because the

men do not know how to use those instrumentalities.

But we ought to assume here^ I think, in all fairness, that if we
make a fair law the bankers of this country will seek to administer

that in a spirit of fairness in the interest of the American people.

Their very life depends on it.

Mr. Gilbert. I think they will.

Senator Nelson. What makes the elasticity in currency is the wants
of commerce. Suppose I go to you as a banker, and I make a loan. I

give you my note for $10,000, and I say to you, " Mr. Gilbert, I want
$5,000 of currency."

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And the other $5,000 you give me credit for?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, that transaction grows out of commerce.

Mr. Gilbert. We give you credit for the whole, and you draw
what currency you want.

Senator Nelson. Yes. I take the currency ; and I say I want $5,000

in currency, and the rest give me a book credit for. Now, that is a

business transaction and it grows out of my needs and wants.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And that is what regulates the ebb and flow of

credits, is it not?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Or something of that kind. And that is how you

get an elastic currency, when you base it upon the real commercial

wants of the country.

But, now, vou bankers have a mission, high and low, and that

is not to give credits, not to take the notes of people that are not

entitled to credit.

Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.

Senator Nelson. Not to allow gamblers or promoters, who engage

in hazardous enterprises, to float them by giving them credit on your

books, either in the shape of credits or in currency.

Mr. Gilbert. It is in the banking, as it is m every other business,

everything depends upon the wisdom and conservatism of the men

who are engaged in it.
, . . x

Senator Nelson. Yes. After all, we can pass the most stringent

laws, and if you bankers are all scoundrels and rogues and a? not

want to carry on your business in a legitimate way the laws will be

^
M^elbert. Yes; and I want to state this: That I have a much

higher opinion of the bankers of the country than—I will not say

you, gentlemen—the average legislator has. [Laughter.]

I think, when you consider that in every town m this country and

in every city in this country the banking men are looked up to tor

advice by their customers, and the banking men are confided m and

believed in and respected

Senator Nelson (interposing). That is true.
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Mr. Gilbert (continuing). They must be a pretty high class of
men.

Senator Eeed. Well, Mr. Gilbert, I want to get myself clearly in
the exceptions in this legislative condemnation. I want you to un-
derstand that I have the profoundest regard for bankers. They lend
me money. [Laughter.]
Now, I do not think we need discuss this phase of it. But I want

to discuss one feature. I want to suggest to the Senator from Kansas
that, while it is true that there is merit in having a bank entirely
disassociated from bankers, there are certain elements of strength
in it ; and while it is true that these regional banks under this system
will be controlled by the banks, that might be an element of strength
instead of an element of weakness if it is properly managed. And
for this reason:
Every bank that is a member of that regional bank is interested

in the maintenance of the regional bank. If it fails, all go down
together.

Mr. Gilbert. And if it is unwisely administered all will go down.
Senator Reed. Yes; if it is unwisely administered all wul suffer.

They are not only interested in that, out they are interested in the

solvency and in the safe business methods of all other member banks,

because if a member bank is doing an unsafe business with the re-

gional bank there the security of each other bank is impaired.

So that there is that compensating element, and it may be great

enough to overbalance the objection. I do not want to discuss this

at length ; I simply want to drop that thought here, because I think

it is a matter that we ought to consider.

Is there any other question that any member wants to ask Mr.
Gilbert?

Senator Nelson. There is just one other matter that I do not

know that I ought to bother him with. But I wanted to go back to

that importation of gold into the United States. As I understand,

those importations are made through two kinds of bills of exchange—
what I call finance bills and commercial bills, usually accompanied
with a bill of lading. For instance, a draft is drawn on a business

house or a merchant in London, accompanied with a bill of lading

for so many thousands of barrels of flour shipped from Minneapolis,

or so many thousand barrels of wheat. That is a commercial bill of

exchange, and on that gold can be brought here, can it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; anything that piles up a balance abroad, you

know, gives us a balance to draw on.

Senator Nelson. Yes. Now, the difference with a finance bill is

that it is not based on any such articles of commerce ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; it is simply borrowing money abroad.

Senator Nelson. It is simply borrowing money abroad on secu-

rities that you have put up.
Mr. Gilbert. On securities that are deposited there.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; on securities deposited there—for the bene-

fit of the man that is drawn on abroad ?

Mr. Gilbert. No ; for the benefit of the man who wants the money.

Senator Nelson. Well, the securities are for the benefit of the

man abroad.
Mr. Gilbert. Exactly.
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Senator Nelson. And it is on those two classes of bills that we
get gold here from abroad ?

Mr. Gilbert. Well, I would not confine it to those, because those
foreign banking houses have their expedients for getting gold. I

am not, of course, a dealer in foreign exchange, and I only have a
general knowledge of the subject.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. Of course a foreign exchange house, with strong
backing abroad, can resort to other methods of building up its bal-

ance there.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. It might borrow on bonds, or it might have some
means of discounting over there.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; a great deal will depend upon whether you
have to ship actual gold ; and that is very seldom. But a great deal

also will depend on the balance of trade, will it not ?

Mr. Gilbert. Oh, yes; a great deal will depend on the balance of

trade.

Senator Nelson. The balance of trade, whether the foreign country
is owing us or we are owing them.
Mr. Gilbert. Although in the panic of 1907, at the very worst

time, we imported $100,000,000 of gold from abroad.

Senator Nelson. Yes; well, Mr. Vanderlip tells me that that was
imported on commercial bills.

Mr. Gilbert. Very likely it was largely on commercial bills.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; not on finance bills, but on commercial bills.

Mr. Gilbert. But, prior to the outbreak of 1907, there was bor-

rowed abroad oii finance bills about $500,000,000. And it was
that •

Senator Nelson (interposing) . Yes ; now, I remember the time-
Senator Eeed (interposing). Senator Nelson, will you not let Mr.

Gilbert finish his sentence? You say, Mr. Gilbert, it was that that
did what ?

Mr. Gilbert. It was that, largely, that created a feeling of ap-
prehension here, some months before the panic broke out ; the knowl-
edge that so large an amount of money was being borrowed abroad.

Senator Nelson. Yes; on finance bills.

Mr. Gilbert. Because we were putting ourselves at the mercy of
our creditors over there ; the moment they would say :

" The time has
come for you to pay up," and ask us to pay up, it was going to cause
a drain upon us.

Senator Reed. Now, if you had borrowed that on commercial bills

;

On bills representing wheat, cotton, corn, or cattle

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). Our basis then would have been a

sound commercial basis.

Senator Reed. Then the wheat, cotton, corn, and cattle, etc., would
have liquidated it?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Yes ; would have liquidated it. That is the differ-

ence between a commercial bill and a finance bill ?

Mr. Gilbert. Yes; that is it.

Senator Nelson. Now, I recall that during the last year of Cleve-
land's administration there were firms in New York who were con-
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tinually shipping gold abroad ; they would use the Treasury notes to

get the gold out or the subtreasury.

Mr. Gilbert. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And then they were paying for the gold oyer

there, and those firms found it profitable to ship it, and they shipped
the actual gold. I remember one firm—I think it was Heidelbach,
Ickelheimer & Co., or some such name as that—that kept shipping
week after week.
Mr. Gilbert. I do not know that it was confined to any one firm.

Senator Nelson. No; but there were shipments of actual gold in

those days.

Mr. Gilbert. But the export or import of gold depends, as a rule,

entirely on the profit in doing it.

Senator Nelson. Yes, of course.

Mr. Gilbert. If there is no profit in exporting gold, it will not be

exported.
Senator Nelson. And it depends a great deal on the state of the

exchanges.
Mr. Gilbert. Entirely. That is what regulates it.

Senator Nelson. Yes; if the balance, when you look over the

whole horizon, is in our favor gold will come here, and if the balance

is against us it will go abroad.
Mr. Gilbert. Gold will come here if it is in our favor, unless it m

temporarily thwarted by raising rates abroad.
Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Gilbert. Making it more profitable to keep the gold over there

than to send it here.

Senator Reed. Is there anything in this bill now that will enable

us, in an effective way, to control discount rates, or exchange rates, I

should have said, so that if the gold started to drop it could be

gathered in by these banks—I mean our gold reserve ?

Mr. Gilbert. I do not see how. The raising of the interest rate

by the Federal reserve bank would have this effect on its members,
and no other effect that I can see: It would compel its members to

confine their rediscounts to sheer necessity; to borrow as little as

possible—that is, to borrow only what was absolutely required to

accommodate their customers—and if there was any, if among their

customers there was anything like a tendency to expansion, or specu-

lation, the member bank would try to control its customers and
say, " You must not push me too hard, because the interest rate has

been advanced and I do not want to pay the rate." Do you not see

that it could have that effect?

Senator Nelson. There is only one possible exception that I can

see. Take a great regional bank at New York City. If their dis-

count rates were very high, a great deal higher than abroad, and we
make our paper redeemable absolutely in gold, why, foreigners

might come here and say, " If we can get 7 per cent in New York, we
will invest some of our funds there instead of at 5 per cent in Lon-
don."
Mr. Gilbert. That might be if we had an open money market

here and had the same class of prime paper always to be bought;
but the foreigner is not apt to come here to buy our ordinary com-

mercial paper, because he does not know anything about it. "When
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he can buy the class of paper that is indorsed by strong, conserva-
tive banks, it might tempt him.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Kjeed Now, you speak about an open money market.

What about that? Do you think that is a good condition to have^
Mr. OriLBEKT. Excellent.
Senator Eeed. Well, what is necessary to bring it about « Is it a

thmg that can be brought about by any law, or is it a thing that must
grow up out of business conditions?
Mr. Gilbert. It must grow up out of business conditions.
Senator Reed. Why has it never grown up here?
Mr. -Gilbert. Simply because we never have exercised our banking

privileges—or rather, we have never had the same banking privi-
leges the bankers have abroad. The provision in this bill which per-
mits bankers to accept the drafts of their customers drawn on the
bank would make the same class of paper which prevails to a large
extent abroad—prime bankers' bills.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Gilbert. But they do not have that here now.
Senator Nelson. No; you see, they do not deal in promissory

notes, as we do. They deal in bills of exchange and drafts.
Senator Reed. Acceptances.
Senator Nelson. Acceptances, yes.

Senator Reed. Is there any further question to be asked of Mr.
Gilbert?

Senator Nelson. No.
Senator Hollis. I just want to ask you this, Mr. Gilbert: Do you

r^ca,ll how it was that we borrowed that $500,000,000 before the panic
af 1907?
Mr. Gilbert. Well, it largely grew out of speculation.
Senator Hollis. What was that?
Mr. Gilbert. Out of stock-exchange speculation largely.

Senator Hollis. That is, you sent gold abroad to speculate in se-

curities ?

Mr. Gilbert. No; we borrowed gold from abroad.
S,ena,tor Hollis. Oh, you borrowed it from abroad?
Mr. Gilbert. Just negotiated the ordinary finance bill, by deposit-

ing ^curities and borrowing abroad instead of here.

Senator Reed. Do you know that recalls to my mind the fact that,

while we started yesterday to discuss the question of the undesira-
bility of the banlcs loaning money for speculative purposes—we will

say on the New York Stock Exchange—we never did get down to

what method of restriction, or what safeguard should be interposed.
Mr. Gilbert. I do not think that you can interpose any safeguard

or any restriction that will prevent that condition, because
Senator Reed (interposing). This bill undertakes to do it.

Mr. Gilbert. I know it does ; and it will, to a certain extent. But
then, I do not think there will be any less amount of money loaned
to the stock-exchange houses in New York than there is now. Of
coursi^, speculation may be restricted to some small extent.

But there always is, and always will be, a certain volume of money
required to carry on the legitimate—and when I say " legitimate " I

mean the nonspeculative business of Wall Street and its large houses,
and what you would call the speculative interests. There always will
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be speculative interests. In one sense it is legitimate, unless it is

carried to excess. And there always will be a demand for a certain

amount of money to carry on that business. It exists in every civil-

ized country in the world under the best banking conditions. And
after this bill goes into operation the result will be, probably, to limit

the amount of call loans and to expand to a larger degree the time

loans.

Senator Hollis. Now, I want to ask you this

Mr. Gilbert (interposing). There is one thing that you want to

bear in mind, that those loans are so well secured that they are very

desirable loans. I can not recall, in my long connection with the

banking interests in New York, a single case where there has been

an absolute loss to any bank from the loans made in Wall Street;

and they are considered prime loans; and that is why the country

banks, in order to make a secondary reserve, send their money there

to have it invested on call. And a great volume of the money that is

loaned in Wall Street is on time. It is attended with very much less

risk than going into the market and buying commercial paper.

Senator Eeed. I understand perfectly that a financial house,

whether it is located on Wall Street or on Pennsylvania Avenue, that

is engaged in gathering together large amounts of money and using

them for the purpose of financing a new railroad or an electric-light

plant or a telephone plant or anything of that kind, is engaged not

only in a legitimate business but probably in a very useful business

for the country, and that that involves the sale of the stock of that

railroad or that electric light company, or the bonds, or both.

Now, that is legitimate. But what about this thing that is set up
there in New York, where they post the value of stocks and men are

betting that the stocks are going up two points; and if the stock

goes up they make money and somebody else loses, so that you have

a wild, almost indescribable mob, surging and beating back and forth,

and suddenly the market breaks, and when the market breaks all

the country, to a certain extent, reflects that condition, and then it

breaks and breaks until the banks that held those securities begin to

break?
It seems to me there must be some remedy for that sort of thing,

and I wondered if you could not suggest it.

Mr. Gilbert. But, Senator, if you were to go to New York and

go into the stock exchange and watch the buying and selling of

stocks, and then go down to the cotton exchange and watch the buy-

ing and selling of cotton, and then go down to the wheat pit and

watch the buying and selling of wheat, and then go down to the to-

bacco exchange and watch the buying and selling of tobacco, you

would see exactly the same conditions.

Senator Eeed. Well, that only argues this, that whereas we once

had in this country gambling joints running everywhere, a man
who attacked the system could have been answered, " Why, they have

them in every city." I want to know if there is not some way that

that influence, noit only in the stock exchange ; I am not saying it is

worse than the others, but all that illegitimate speculation, gambling

pure and simple, can be stopped and business reduced to a legitimate

level. There ought to be some means to do this.

Mr. Gilbert. I will say this : Since the report of the Hughes com-

mission, five years ago, which grew out of the conditions of 1907,
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strenuous efforts have been made. It was admitted at that time
that there were evils existing in the New York Stock Exchange
which ought to be corrected, and strenuous efforts have been made
to correct them, and there is less to complain of in the New York
Stock Exchange in that respect now than there ever has been before.
I think there have been a great many reforms instigated, and they
have gone about as far as they can go at the present time to reform it.

But it is only necessary to go back a few years to a time when the
same agitation prevailed in Germany, and they actually passed laws
there to prohibit this marginal speculation on the stock exchange.
And after a year of two they repealed the law, because they found
it was really injurious to the country. They repealed the law.
Senator Reed. Yes ; I know that that fact has been stated, although

I have never understood the particular reason for it.

Mr. GiLBEET. And in every coimtry, and in this country particu-
larly, where fortunes are so easily made that men always have
money, there is a disposition to speculate in something; and the
easiest thing to speculate in is stocks and bonds, and one of the
legitimate results of that speculation is the maintaining of prices
at which these securities can always be sold. You can always find

a place to sell them.
And if it was not for the fact that those prices are maintained

through the daily operation of these exchanges men would be
reluctant to invest in railroad securities. They would say, " I do
not want to buy a railroad security, because I can not dispose of it

when I want to; I do not know, I might want to convert it and
get my money back, and there is no regular market or opportunity
for doing that."

But the daily operations of the stock exch^ngjfe make it not only
the quickest market in the world for the disposal of those securities,

but make it a market that maintains the prices of securities. And
it is the same with wheat and grain and tobacco and corn.

Senator Reed. I believe that is rather aside from the purposes of

this bill, but it dovetails in along the line of the effort to control the

call loans.

Mr. Gilbert. But it is interesting as a side issue.

Senator Reed. Yes. Now, is there anything further to be asked
of Mr. Gilbert?
Mr. Gilbert. Am I excused, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Reed. Yes ; we are very greatly obliged to you, and appre-

ciate your having given us your views.

Senator Nelson. Yes; we are very much obliged to you.

Mr. Gilbert. I am very glad to have been with you, gentlemen;
and if I can render any further assistance I will be very glad to

render it.

Senator Reed. If you will agree to revise your opinion of the public

men of Washington, we will agree to look as charitably as possible

upon the bankers of New York.
Mr. Gilbert. I want to say this, gentlemen, that I will go away

entertaining a very much higher respect for our public men than
I had when I came here.

Senator Nelson. You have come to the conclusion that we are,

after all, searchers after truth, have you ?
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Mr. GiLBEKT. I have come to the conclusion that you know more
about this banking business

Senator Nelson (interposing). Than you thought we did?
Mr. Gilbert. Yes.
(The newspaper article referred to by Mr. Gilbert follows:)

[From the Boston (Mass.) Transcript, Saturday, Mar. 1, 1913.]

A Tale of Two Banks.

SOME NEW LIGHT ON MONEV-TRUST INVESTIGATION—MB. UNTEBMYEB HAS SOUGHT
TO CREATE PKEJTJDICE AGAINST THE CLEARING HOUSE ASSOCIATION

; BUT THE
WHOLE STORY HAS NOT BEEN TOLD—A QUESTION OF COLLATERAL—SOME DETAILS
OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE ORIENTAL OF BROOKLYN AND THE MECHANICS &
TRADERS' OF NEW YORK—MONEY PLENTIFUL AT THE TIME OF THE DOWNFALL.

[Regular correspondence of the Transcript.]

WASHINGTON, February 38.

In the attack of the Pujo committee upon the" New York Clearing House As-
sociation and some of its practices, much stress has been laid by Attorney
Untermyer upon the cases involving the Oriental Bank of Brooklyn and the
Mechanics & Traders' Bnnk of New York. Mr. Untermyer in fact has sought

to create a general prejudice against the Clearing House Association by alle-

gations, repeatedly hammered in at the hearings, that these two banks were
closed by the action of the committee in refusing them credit during the panic

of 1907-8, and an attempt has been made to show that this refusal proceeded

from a desire to stifle competition.

The whole story of the events which led to the suspension of these banks
was not told to the Pujo committee nor does the committee report set forth

the facts in the two cases. On the contrary, tliis alleged abuse of the power
of credit by the New York Clearing House has been worked for all it is worth

to prejudice the country against certain of the New York financiers and to

indicate to Congress that drastic legislation directed against the New York
Clearing House is necessary.

CASE OF THE JtECHAKICS & TRADERS' BANK.

The facts are that between October 18 and October 25, 1907, the banks of the

clearing house made cash loans to the Mechanics & Traders' Bank of $2,220,000.

This was converted into clearing house loan certificates October 26, 1907. These

loans were made ou the assurances of Chief Examiner M. W. Hutchins, of the

State banking department, that the bank was solvent. The aggregate issue

amounted to $4,520,000. Certificates of the Mechanics & Traders' were outstand-

ing 137 days.
January 30, 1908, this bank was placed in the hands of the superintendent of

the State banking department. The charge was made and was reiterated before

the Pujo committee that had the clearing-house loan committee extended credit

the ))ank would have been saved. The inference intended was, of course, that

credit could and should have been extended, and that if it was not, tjie reason

was that two representatives of the Coi-n Exchange Bank, who also were mem-
bers of the clearing-house committee, had used their influence to put a com-

petitor out of business.

BETTER COLLATERAL WANTED.

It is true, according to the most trustworthy information, that the clearing-

house committee demanded more and a different kind of collateral from the

Mechanics & Traders' Bank, and that when this was not forthcoming it refused

to extend credit. The collateral back of the loans ha,d a face value of some

$6,373,000 ; but before the receivers of the Mechanics & Traders' Bank Piaid off

the balance due the clearing house—$2,100,000—the committee had begun to

collect $3,447,000 of the collateral and had received $1,000,000 in cash ; the 'bal-

ance went to protest. The point is that tlie result of the attempt to collect on

the collateral clearly demonstrated that the loan commttiee of the clearing

house exercised good judgment in confining their advances to the proportion they
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did. This bank had from October 26, 190T, to January 30, 1908, to adjust its
affairs. It wanted more money, but at no time offered new collateral.
The point was made by Mr. Untermyer, in questioning witnesses before the

Pujo committee, that the Metropolitan Bank of New York had taken over the
Mechanics & Traders' and paid ofC all its depositors in full; thus, according
to the intimations of Mr. Untermyer, confuting the judgment of the clearing-
house committee that the bank was in danger when further loans were refused.

THE REMAINDER OF THE FACTS.

But the testimony was not permitted to go far enough to tell all the facts in
the case. It is true that the Metropolitan took over the New York branches of
the Mechanics & Traders' and paid off the depositors, but it is also true that the
bank was allowed to reopen by the State banking department, on the deferred
payment plan, under the title of the Union Bank of Brooklyn. This occurred
in October, 1908. This Union Bank, successor to the Mechanics & Traders',
closed its doors April 4, 1910, and up to date it has not paid one cent to its

depositors.

The books showed that a large proportion of the unliquidated assets of the
Union Bank were in the Mechanics & Traders' Bank when that bank closed
January 30, 1908. In other words, the Union Bank allowed new deposits of
money to be used to pay off old deposits. The probabilities are said to be that
after a long wait the Union Bank depositors will receive dividends not to exceed
50 per cent. The former president of the Mechanics & Traders', David J.

Sullivan, and W. C. Damron, a director of the same bank, are serving terms in

the State prison for offenses growing out of the situation described.

ORIENTAL BANK CASE ILLUMINATING.

The case of the Oriental Bank is equally illuminating when reviewed with
knowledge of the actual facts. As with the Mechanics & Traders' Bank, its

affairs came to a crisis January 30, 1908. It had borrowed several million through
the clearing house loan committee and certificates for a part of its borrowings
wei'e outstanding. Most of the clearing house certificates in other parts of the
country had been retired—those of the Chicago Clearing House were finally can-
celled on January 17, the Chicago Clearing House on January 11 having decided
that certificates could no longer be used in meeting debit balances.

The New York Clearing House Association became anxious for a return to

normal conditions, and on January 25 the clearing-house committee, believing

that the emergency which had made the use of loan certificates necessary had
passed, sent, through its chairman, a. letter to each bank which had not retired

its certificates, expressing the desire of the clearing-house committep that all

loan certificates be re:ired on or before February 6. On January 23, two days
before this action, the directors of the National Bank of North America (the

Morse bank) had requested that the national-bank examiner take charge of

their bank because of heavy withdrawals during the previous three weeks and
farther expected heavy withdrawals. Notwithstanding that the Oriental and
the Mechanics & Traders' had had more than three months in which to clean up
their affairs, both banks notified the clearing house that they would be unable

to retire their certificates. The clearing house, seeking to aid these ins itutions

as far as was deemed prudent, immediately instructed its manager to notify the

two banks that the no'e of the committee expressing the desire that all certifi-

cates be retired by February 6 had been recalled and that the two banks would

not be pressed to redeem their certificates. This was done by the manager on

January 28.

DIRECTORS' EEFTJSAL TO GUARANTEE.

The story of the Mechanics & Traders' already has been told. The Oriental

Bank not only was unable to comply with the request of the clearing house, but

it called on the clearing-house committee for a million dollars more. It was

notified that it would be accommodated with the loan, provided the directors of

the Oriental Bank would guarantee the loan. This evidently they were un-

willing or unable to do. The clearing-house eommi'tee waited until midnigbt

of January 29 to hear from the directors of the Oriental Bank, and as no word

was forthcoming the bank was closed the next day. How the Oriental Bank
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could have beeu treated more considerately, consistently with the principles of
safe banking, is not explained in the report of the Pujo committee.

It will be recalled that the downfall of the Oriental Bank was imputed in part
to the machinations of two directors of the Corn Exchange Bank, of whom one
was Walter B. Frew, now president of the bank, and one of the most interesting
witnesses before the Pujo committee. Another witness was R. W. Jones, jr.,

former president of the Oriental Bank, whose reflections upon the New York
Clearing House were made part of the Untermyer ammunition.

ME. JONES WHITES MR. FEEW.

How Mr. Jones reconciles his testimony before the Pujo committee with the
following letter written by him to Mr. Frew, under date of January 17, 191],
Is another of the mysteries unexplained in the Unterinyer report

:

New York, January 17, 1911.

My Deab Me. Feew : I have been endeavoring for the past two or three days
to call upon you personally and express the pleasure which I have had at the
announcement of your election as president of the Corn Exchange Bank. While
it has not been my pleasure to know you intimately, I want to avail myself of

this opportunity especially to express to you the appreciation which I have
always felt of the attitude taken by you at the time of the panic of 1907, in

connection with the situation which surrounded the Oriental Bank at that

time ; and while your efforts to protect us did not succeed, they were none the
less appreciated by both Mr. Hugh Kelly and myself.

I extend to you my very best wishes in your new ofliclal connection, and you
may be assured that If an opportunity is ever presented to serve you it will

afford me a great deal of pleasure to avail myself of It.

Tours, very truly, B. W. Jones, Jr.

It is cited as interesting in connection with the period of the downfall of the

Oriental and the Mechanics & Traders' Banks that at that time the call rate of

Interest was only 2 per cent, which shows that money was plentiful. The sur-

plus cash reserve of the members of the New York Clearing House Association

was $40,526,000. Loans on proper security or good paper were easily obtainable

at that time. It is asserted by gentlemen with authority to speak tliat if the

Mechanics & Traders' Bank had been able to offer proper security the same
accommodation would have been offered to them as was offered to the Oriental

Bank on January 30.

W. E. B.

Senator Eeed. There is a gentleman in Greensboro, Pa., who
wrote me. His name is Motsinger, and he wrote me on the letter-

head of the Rotary Engine Co. He would like to appear before the

committee. He says that he has studied this bill, and he thinks

there are many objections to it which ought to be considered. And
I take it, from the general tone of his letter, that he does not mean
he is against the system, but he thinks the system needs amend-

ment. I think it is rather an antibank man ; that he thinks that the

banks have too much power.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Reed. I know nothing about him, except the letters he

has written, which are intelligent; and I want to submit to the com-

mittee whether we can hear him. He writes:

I feel that I can be of service to your committee and will gladly sacrifice

my private duties for greater public ones.

If a date for Friday of this week were arranged, or better still, for Saturday,

it would please me.

What will the committee do about this ?

Senator Holms. Well, on Friday we have the Minnesota country

Vmnkers and Mr. H. Parker Willis, and Saturday we have the

national-bank examiners. I think we might invite him for Friday.
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Senator Nelson. I think we had better invite him Thursday, be-
cause I do not know how many of the Minnesota country bankers,
are coming here.

Senator Eeed. With the consent of the committee, then, I will
notify Mr. Motsinger, by telegraph, that if he is here Thursday the-
committee will try to hear him.
Then there is another communication that has reached me. I

presume that copies have been sent to the other members of the
committee. It is on the letterhead of the First National Bank of
Tombstone, Ariz., and seems to be signed by T. R. Brandt, cashier
of that bank. It incloses a memorial in the nature of a criticism
of certain features of this bill. It seems to have been prepared with
some care, and I suggest that it be printed.
Senator Nelson. All right ; let it go into the record.
(The memorial referred to will be found at the conclusion of this,

day's proceedings.)
(Thereupon, at 1 o'clock p m., the committee took a recess until

2 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER RECESS.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. LONG, FRAMINGHAM, MASS., MANU^
FACTURER OF SHOES AND SHOE MACHINERY AND DEALER IN
SHOES AND SHOE MACHINERY.

Senator Hollis. Mr. Long, we will hear from you now. Please
give your name and address to the stenographer so that we will have
it in the record.

Now you may proceed and make your statement in your own way..

Mr. Long. I appear before the committee as a manufacturer and a

merchant, and my reason for coming is that I had not seen any ac-

count in the papers that merchants and manufacturers had appeared
before the committee to any extent, and I believe the currency bill, if

it is enacted, should consider the merchants, manufacturers, and farm-
ers fully as much as any other factors in the country. Under the
present conditions of banking as it is in New England I believe the-

credit that is given by banks goeg first to the large industries that are-

represented in the banks or connected with them, and after that to

the men who are engaged in buying and selling stocks, and that the-

commercial man comes last.

I am in favor of the bill as it is, rather than not have a currency bill

enacted. I believe a currency bill should be enacted to bring about

more independence in banking circles and to give the trading peopl&
of the country, who are engaged in real business rather than specula-

tive business, a better chance than they have to-day.

Senator Bristow. Now, if you will pardon me, Mr. Long, wherein
do you think this bill would make more independent the banking
busmess of the country ?

Mr. LoNO. I believe the regional banks—that the individual bank-

ing houses would do business with them where now they do it largely

with a few banks. I believe it would be distributed better.

Senator Bristow. But the regional banks are owned by the bank-

ers; they are run by directors elected by the bankers; it is part of the-
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banks ; and the control is a banker's control and a banker's ownership.
Now, wherein you are going to get independence is what struck me.
Mr. Long. I believe the banking interests now are controlled by a

few people. For instance, in New England the banking interests are

controlled largely by a few banks in Boston. They have cori-esporid-

ents largely throughout New England.
Senator Beistow. You say through correspondents in Niew Eng-

land, in your opinion, there are a few banks in Boston that control

the credit?

Mr. Long. That is it.

Senator Beistow. Have you any doubt that if the banks which
those few banks control are to elect the directors of the regional bank,

which they are to do under this bill, there will not be any difficulty iii

those banks controlling the directors ?

Mr. Long. I do not think the bank ought to elect a majority of the

directors. But I think, even if they do, that the control of the re-

gional bank, so far as it goes, from the men appointed by the reserve

board, will make those regional banks much more independent than
the banks are to-day of banking control.

Senator Beistow. Of course you think that. I think there will be
less independence myself. I have not any doubt about it. Instead of

fetting away from the thing you are seeking to get away from, by
avoring this bill I think you are simply riveting it by law upbri this

country. Now, let me suggest to you that those banks—with 1,500.

2,000, or 4,000, I do not know how many banks you have in New
England—with this independent arrang^riient, if they can not get

discount at Boston, can go to New York or some place e'ls^ if they

want to. If, with this democracy in the ba,nking business in New
England that we have now, these men are able to control and domi-

nate as you suggest, then if they succeed in getting control of the

board of directors of the regional banks they have absolutely got it,

and you are helpless. You have got to go to that bank the^; the

banks could not go any place else under the law.

Mr. Long. I do not understand that the bill would prevent the

national banks or those that come into the regional bank—I do not

understand it would prevent them from going to any other banks

to do business. Is that a part of the bill ?

Senator Beistoav. They can not discount, because they can not keep

their reserves except at the regional bank. The country bank dis-

counts its bills now with the citj' bank, the reserve bank where it keeps

its reserve.

Mr. Long. Yes.
Senator Beistow. Now, if it is not satisfied with the reserve bank

where it keeps its reserve, it will go to some other bank. It has ah

opportunity of going to other banks.
Mr. Long. Doesn't it have the same opportunity under this bill?

Senator Bristow. No; the law requires it to carry its reserves in

this regional bank, and it can not carry them any place else.

Mr. Long. Could it not keep a deposit any place else?

Senator Beistow. Oh, it can keep a deposit, but it can not keep the

reserve. The reserve, under the law^ must be in the regional banlt.

Mr. Long. As I understand it, this bill would not affect the banks

except those that go into this system. The other banks would be

independent.
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Senator Bhistow. They would be just as they are now.
Mr. Long. And the fact that the manager of the regional bank

would be appointed by the Federal reserve board would take away
the entire control, as the regional bank would not be so entirely con-
trolled by the banks as the banks are to-day.
Senator Beistow. There would be a difference of opinion there. I

think it would be more so, but then I am just giving you my views.
I do not want to interrupt you any further.
Mr. Long. I believe, however, that the bank should not control

the reserves of the regional bank, and that the capital for those banks
should not be required from the national banks. I think it should
be subscribed by the public, so that it would make the regional banks
entirely independent. In that case it would take away, to a certain
extent, the monopoly of credit that is now held by a few people.
Senator Beistow. That is, you would have the board of directors

of the regional banks appointed by the Government instead of
elected by the banks ?

Mr. Long. Yes; if the capital was supplied by the public there
would be no reason for the banks appointing the directors.
Senator Bristow. No.
Mr. Long. As I understand, this bill provides they shall elect six

directors.

Senator Beistow. Yes ; they shall elect six directors.

Mr. Long. I believe that if the banks are to elect directors they
should only elect three, and the Government should elect the ma-
jority.

Senator Beistow. In that event you would not recommend com-
pulsory subscription; that is, you would not advocate the principle
of compelling the banks to create this institution and then not
allowing them to have the control or a voice in managing a thing
which their own money had created? You would advocate that it

be a voluntary subscription and independently managed ?

Mr. Long. That is it—voluntary subscription and independent
management. And if the 5 per cent dividend was not sufficient to

get the capital necessary, I believe it should be increased to 6, so as

to allow the stockholders to have a dividend of 6 per cent.

Senator McLean. Have you ever had trouble in socuring accom-
modations ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir ; I have had troubles.

Senator McLean. Do you have competitors in the shoe-machinery

business ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir; I do not know whether the committee would
like to hear it.

Senator Hollis. I wish you would give us a short history of your

experience.

Senator McLean. A year and a half ago, in a hearing before the

Committee on Interstate Commerce, Mr. Brandeis, or some one,

then testified before the commitee of the existence in New England
of parties who were very anxious to organize a competing concern

to the manufacturers of shoe machinery. As he stated, if I recollect

correctly, the project failed because the people interested in this new
concern could not get accommodations from the banks, and they

could not get it because the banks were in a conspiracy with the old

shoe-machinery concern. Perhaps you are the person he referred to.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 58
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Mr. Long. No ; I was not the person he referred to, but I did have
troubles along that line. If the committee would like to hear them,
I can tell them briefly.

Senator Holus. I would like to have a brief statement of that.

Mr. Long. It was in 1907; I petitioned for a bill in the Massachu-
setts Legislature to prevent the shoe-machinery company from mak-
ing certain contracts, and that bill was enacted into law after con-

siderable controversy. At that time I was a shoe manufacturer of

this machinery comj)any, and I wanted to be free. During the time
that contest was on in our factory we discarded the machines of the

machinery company.
Senator Hollis. You mean what is known as the United Shoe

Machinery Co. ?

Mr. Long. Yes. My company discarded the machines of that

company, and a new company was organized to manufacture shoes

with machines we bought—secured in different places. Shortly after

that the United brought seven or eight suits for infringement against

me personally and against the different companies that made the

machines and against the new company we organized to carry on
the shoe business, and I was informed, soon after that, by the

manager of our machinery company, which was a very small com-
pany, that if we did not stop trying to do business in competition

with the United Co. and give up opposing them, they would see we
were put out of business.

Senator McLean. Who informed you ?

Mr. Long. The superintendent of our machinery factory. He said

he was informed by a machine man, and that the information came
from the management of the department of the United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co. The information came to me that they had a representa-

tive in every bank in the city of Boston, and they would see to it I

could not borrow a dollar in Boston of any of the banks with which
I was doing business. At that time I had a credit line, when I wanted
it, of, perhaps, $200,000, and soon after that all the banks I did busi-

ness with told me to pay up, and since that time none of those banks
would give me any credit. I was also informed that this machinery
company had power to prevent me from getting credit at any bank
through New England or even through New York. I had had credit

in those cities—New York, Springfield, Worcester, and Albany

—

and while I applied for it and they gave me to understand it would

be granted, it was turned down. I did find one bank in Springfield

where one of the directors arranged for a line of $25,000 credit. I

met the credit man of that bank in Framingham on his way to

Boston, and I was informed that his Boston correspondent would like

to open an account with me and gave me a line of credit, and he

took me and introduced me to the vice president of that Boston bank,

and the vice president, after the Springfield man went out, said:
" You do not suppose, Mr. Long, you are going to get any credit here,

do you; don't you know that the president of the United Shoe Ma-
chinery Co. and five other directors in that company are directors

here and, of course, you can not get any money here ? The result was
that the Springfield bank turned down the credit.

Senator Weeks. What bank was that, Mr. Long ?

Mr. liONG. That was the First National of Boston.
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Senator Beistow. Now, you attribute that to the influence of the
United Shoe Machinery Co.?
Mr. Long. I had the information before, and that was the result.
Senator Beistow. Was there any legitimate question as to the va-

lidity of your solvency ; that is, your ability to fulfill your obliga-
tions ?

Mr. Long. There should not have been more question then than
there ever was.

Senator Beistow. Before that you had no trouble in getting credit?
Mr. Long. Before that I had no trouble in getting credit.

Senator McLean. How many years have you been in business?
Mr. Long. Since 1896, the old company. This was in 1908.
Senator McLean. Were you asking for a much larger line of credit

than usual ?

Mr. Long. No. No ; the banks had loaned me $50,000, or $75,000,
on credit altogether.

Senator McLean. You said you wanted $200,000 ?

Mr. Long. No ; I said we had lines of credit of about that amount.
The local bank of Framingham would always give us credit when we
asked it. They would be as well informed as anyone.
Senator McLean. What reason did the banks give you for denying

your credit?

Mr. Long. Some of them said I had better get out of the shoe-ma-
chinery business. They were afraid of the machinery company, what
it would do to us.

Senator Beistow. That is, you think that these banks that would
have had a disposition to let you have the money were afraid that in

competition with the Shoe Machinery Co. you would fail and were
afraid you would not be good ; or were they afraid that the hostility

of the Shoe Machinery Co. to them would make them lose more
money than your business was worth to them ? Which was it ?

Mr. Long. I think they thought it advisable to be friendly to the

Shoe Machinery Co., which had a large amount of money on deposit

in Boston in the different banks. And they did have representatives,

directly or indirectly, on the boards of most of the banks of Boston,

or a large number of the banks.

Senator Beistow. Now, the story you tell is very interesting, and
of course I think a good deal of that kind of business has been done
in this coimtry myself. But the strange thing is that gentlemen

hke you think this bill would remedy that situation. I think it

makes it worse. It seems to me, Mr. Long, you must admit that if

the banks that can be influenced by the Shoe Machinery Co. should

control the election of the board of directors of the regional bank
for New England then they have everything they want, because they

control the very source of supply and the banks could not go out and
seek independent help, because the reserves are, by law, forced into

this bank.
Mr. Long. That would be true to some extent, but I think even

under this present bill the three members of the board of directors

who are appointed by the Federal reserve board would help to bring

about more independence in banking.

Senator Beistow. Suppose they were not unfriendly to the Shoe

Machinery Co. ; then what would happen ?
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Mr. Long. Suppose they were unfriendly ?

Senator Beistow. Suppose they were not unfriendly.

Mr. Long. Those three members ?

Senator Bhistow. Yes.

Mr. Long. I do not see anything in this bill that would make the

condition any worse than it is.

Senator Beistow. It would not make it any better, would it?

Mr. Long. I think it would tend to make it better.

Senator Beistow. Will you please tell me just how?
Mr. Long. I believe under the present condition there is a large

concentration of credit. I believe that with these regional banks the

credit would be distributed.

Senator Beistow. What makes you think that when the regional

banks are all controlled by the very men that now control the credit?

Mr. Long. That gets back to the credit, whether the three men ap-

pointed by the Federal reserve board would have enough inde-

pendence to see that those banks would not be influenced.

Senator Beistow. They are in the minority, aren't they ?

Mr. Long. Yes ; they are in the minority.

Senator Beistow. How much influence does a minority stockholder

have in the management of those corporations ?

Mr. Long. I understand that the Federal reserve board have the

right to remove any of the members of the regional banks, and if

those three men were independent and saw the banks were not being

carried on independently they could appeal to the Federal reserve

board and have those directors removed. But I believe the situation

would be much better if the banks did not control these regional

banks—if they did not have a majority of the board of directors.

Senator Beistow. I agree with you—have the bank as an inde-

pendent bank, and that the banks do not own it and do not control it.

That is an entirely different proposition.

Mr. Long. I believe it should be that way.
Senator Beistow. But I understood you to suggest that you

wanted this bill as a remedy, and for my life I can't see it. I think

instead of getting a remedy you are fastening your hands with

shackles a great deal worse than you are to-day.

Mr. Long. I am not looking at myself at the present time.

Senator Beistow. I was referring to men situated as you have

been.

Mr. Long. Yes ; but I think this bill, while it would not be a real

remedy, it would to an extent be a remedy, and it would tend toward

bringing about more independence in banking. I believe, as I un-

derstand, this bill intends to bring about a method where banks can

rediscount their paper and have a credit that will be more elastic

than the present. I think the principle is a good one.

Senator Beistow. Yes, Mr. Long. I am sorry to say that a good

many gentlemen have the same impression you have from political

stories that have been circulated through the country in order to

give favor to this bill. ' But, for myself, I think it is an erroneous

impression ; that that does not come from applying your Imowledge

of practical affairs to the provisions as they are written in the bill.

Mr. Long. Well, I believe that under this present bill if a person

was discriminated against in a line of credit he could go individu-

ally to his local bank, and if they did not give him relief there he
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could personally go to the Federal reserve board and point out the
situation, and it would help to bring about a better condition But
I do not think it is a perfect bill. I think a bill for the purpose of
having a better system of credit could be drawn, and I think this
bill should be amended, and I think the best way to amend it would
be to take away the control from the banks and not require the banks
to furnish the capital, except so far as they wished to do it.

Senator Beistow. I entirely agree with you on that proposition,
and, so far as I am concerned, I am in favor of that kind of a bank.
But that is as antagonistic to the provisions of this bill as anything
could be.

Mr. Long. Well, you do not think this bill would make the situa-
tion any worse than it is ?

Senator Beistow. I think it would; yes. I think so. I think it

concentrates the credit a good deal more than it is now—makes it

possible.

Mr. Long. Don't you think the publicity that would be brought
about in the conduct of the affairs of the regional bank would bring
about more independence in banking?
Senator Beistow. I do not see any publicity here that is provided

for.

Mr. Long. You do not think the three men appointed by the Fed-
eral reserve board would have any influence?

Senator Beistow. I do not think they would pay much attention
to it. If the board of directors did not pay any attention to this

experience of yours—the board of directors was off somewhere; it

was the officers of the bank that turned you down. You will have
nine on the board of directors, but the officers will run this thing.

That the directors will come, and they will be presented with the
matter, and they will decide it is a delusion and a snare for men
situated as you are, in my opinion. That is the reason I am opposed
to it, because I do not think it accomplishes anything at all that gen-

tlemen situated as you are feel the need of. I do not Imow anything
about the facts of your case, but I have no doubt but what certain

powerful interests can prevent a man from getting credit, no matter

how good he is, because the banks do not want to incur the hostility

of those interests; and the men who control those interests have
power enough and selfishness enough to want to destroy their com-

petitors and to do it in any way they can, and they will use their power
with the banks, and the banks do not want to go up against a dan-

gerous proposition. It may not be because they have any part in

the conspiracy in question, but they are prudent business men and

do not want to get into a controversy that will be dangerous or detri-

mental to the interests of the stockholders, and that will stop them.

Mr. Long. There is one provision of this bill relating to farm

loans that I think would be a good thing for all parts of the coun-

try, because the farmers could have a way of borrowing money.

Even in New England there are a good many small farmers that

need money for a few months, who own property that is not mort-

gaged, and if they could borrow money for a few months from their

own bank, dealing with the regional bank, I believe that would be

a material help.

Senator Beistow. It would be a benefit to the farmers you have

in New England?
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Mr. Long. I think so. I think, in my own town of Framingham,
there are farmers it would help.

Senator Beistow. Can you tell us—a few months would not do
us any good out West—the kind of paper that the farmers have ?

Mr. Long. I understand those farm loans would be short-time

paper with the property as collateral.

Senator Hollis. A mortgage.
Mr. Long. Yes; a mortgage.
Senator Beistow. Would that be of much use to the farmer in New

England ?

Mr. Long. I think it would.
Senator Beistow. How do they make their loans up there

;
just as

business men do, three months' time ?

Mr. Long. Three or four or six months. As I understand the bill,

they could borrow for six months or eight months, and the banks
would carry it for a few months and then send it to the regional bank
for discount.

Senator Beistow. In the farming regions in the West and Central

West a 12-months' limitation would destroy the usefulness of that,

because their loans practically are all made for five years ; and I won-
dered what conditions in New England would make a 12-months'
farm loan of value to you that it would not be to us out West. What
crop does the farmer gather that enables him to meet the note ?

Mr. Long. They raise hay and other crops. I think hay is the

principal crop. But there are times that the farmer needs money,
and I think any help you can give to the farmer might help him to

raise larger crops and reduce the high cost of living?

Senator Beistow. Well, the high cost of living does not come from
the high price the farmer gets for what he raises. It comes from the

prices we have to pay after it leaves the farmer. The farmer is not

getting any more for his wheat now than he got many, many years

ago. A few things are higher but many things are not. The high cost

of living has been charged to the farmer, and in making this tariff

bill—which ought not to be referred to, I suppose—he has been made
the victim. The real evil is the commercial system we have and not

the high cost of producing the farm products, in my judgment
Senator O'Goeman. Has this witness concluded?
Senator Beistow. There is nothing else, unless Mr. Long wishes to

add something else to his statement.

Mr. Long. I think I have said about everything I wanted to say, ex-

cept to reiterate that I think in this bill, before it is finally enacted, the

merchant, the manufacturer, and the farmer should be considered ; but

even in its present form I think it would be a benefit to them and
bring about more independence in banking.

Senator Eeed. How are we to consider the merchants, the manu-
facturers, etc., in this bill? How are they to be protected any more
definitely than they are by virtue of building up a strong, safe bank-

ing sj^stem, regulated in its great outlines by the Government?
Mr. Long. In times of stringency I believe the merchant, the manu-

facturer, and the farmer is the man that is refused credit first, and T

believe this bill, with its rediscount feature, as it is in its present form,

with its rediscounting privileges, will make a more elastic system of

credit.
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Senator Nelson. You know, of course, that the fanners and mer-
chants can not go to these regional banks and get a discount, don't
you?
Mr. Long. But their own banks. A merchant would go to his own

bank.

Senator Nelson. They can do that now, can they not?
Mr. Long. Yes; but the bank in a small town could not loan over

a certain amount of money to a manufacturer. If he wanted more
money than his bank could loan at the present time, he would be
obliged to go elsewhere; but if the bank could rediscount his paper,
he could get a larger line of credit.

Senator O^Goeman. Can not any bank now find adequate oppor-
tunity to rediscount its paper when it has to do that ?

Mr. Long. I think under the present condition—at the present
time—the leading banks frown on the idea of rediscounting paper.
It is not considered to be sound banking.
Senator O'Goeman. And you think the custom will become legiti-

mate under the proposed plan?
Mr. Long. I believe under this bill if the banks were required to

deposit a certain amount of money with the regional banks it would
brmg about a practice of rediscounting paper.
Senator Nelson. Do you believe that the banks are the creators of

wealth, or any banking system ? Does that create wealth or credit of
itself?

Mr. Long. I think a banking system may limit credit or enlarge
credit. I do not thinli they create credit.

Senator Nelson. Does not the credit and currency of the country
hinge upon the prosperity of the country ?

Mr. Long. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And the volume of production—what the farmers
produce and the manufacturers manufacture, and the merchants
handle ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Is not that what makes business? Is not that

what builds the credit ?

Mr. Long. That is.

Senator Nelson. And the banks do not do it. They are simply the

vehicle; the instrumentality?
Mr. Long. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. Does any other Senator desire to ask a ques-

tion?

Senator Reed. I did not hear this gentleman's testimony. I have
been told you say you were engaged in the manufacturing business

and could not get money ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir; I was manufacturing shoes and shoe ma-
chinery.

Senator Reed. Where?
Mr. Long. Framingham, Mass. I introduced a petition for a bill

in the Massachusetts Legislature in 1907 that became a law after

quite a contest, and at that time I was using machines from that

company under contracts of lease, and while the legislation was going
through the house and senate we discarded the machinery from that

company, and our old company that was imder contract went out of
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business and a new company was organized to manufacture shoes with

machinery that we bought. Soon after that the superintendent of a

branch of our business that was looking after the machinery in-

formed me that through another machinery man, a representative of

the United Shoe Machinery Co., word had come along to me that if

I did not stop opposing them they would see I would not be able to

borrow any money in Boston from the banks I was doing business

with. At that time I had lines of credit in Boston of about $200,000.

That credit was taken away, and since that time I have not received

any discounts from those banks.

Senator O'Goeman. Was any reason given by the banks for taking

that away from you?
Mr. Long. They said that I had better go out of the machinery

business and stop opposing the United Shoe Machinery Co.

Senator Weeks. What banks were you borrowing from?

Mr. Long. I was borrowing from the Commonwealth Trust Co.,

of Boston.
Senator Weeks. How much credit did you have ?

Mr. Long. I had a line of $100,000. I owed them $50,000, and I

was promised $50,000 more. The Atlantic National Bank, of Boston,

I had a line of credit there up to about $75,000. I was offered a line

of credit by the New England National Bank of $50,000.

Senator Reed. You did not go out of business, did you ?

Mr. Long. No, sir.

Senator Reed. Where did you get your money?
Mr. Long. I was obliged to limit my business, to sell through

retail stores that I owned, and be slow in paying my bills until we
made money enough to be more independent.

Senator Reed. Are you running now ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Has your business been prosperous since ?

Mr. Long. Not anywhere near as prosperous as before, because I

was limited for a time in credit.

Senator Reed. But you have not had any failure?

Mr. Long. No, sir.

Senator Reed. You have been doing a paying business all the time?

Mr. Long. We conducted business all the time.

Senator Reed. What I am trying to get at is whether there was
any such condition in your business, at the time you say those credits

were refused, to have led a conservative banker to have refused you

credit because your business was not in a good condition?

Mr. Long. I do not think there was. We paid the notes, and the

different banks refused to make further discounts.

Senator O'Goeman. Did the bank have reason to fear that your

competition with these other large interests might so involve you as

to impair your ability to meet your obligations ?

Mr. Long. I do not think so. I owned real estate, free and clear

of encumbrance, that cost me nearly $500,000.

Senator Nelson. Were you an incorporated company?
Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. You succeeded another company, as I under^

stand it?

Mr. Long. Yes; the Framingham Shoe Co. is the company that

succeeded the old company.
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Senator Nelson. The old company succeeded that ?

Mr. Long. The Framingham Shoe Co. is the present company.
The old company was the E. H. Long Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Senator Nelson. Did you buy out the old company when you

formed the new company ?

Mr. Long. I owned the old company. I owned all the stock.
Senator Nelson. And you changed into a new company. What

did you make the change for?

. Mr. Long. I did not change into the new company. The old com-
pany went out of business. It had contracts with the United that
it could not use any other machinery, and that company went out
of business.

Senator Nelson. That was your company, too?
Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And then you formed a new company ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. How much stock and bonds did it have?
Mr. Long. The new company has a capital of $225,000.
Senator Nelson. In stock?
Mr. Long. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And how many bonds outstanding?
Mr. Long. No bonds.
Senator Nelson. No mortgage?
Mr. Long. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. And who held the stock?
Mr. Long. I held the stock, all but a few shares.

Senator Nelson. All but 2 shares ?

Ml-. Long. All but a few shares—maybe 8 or 10 shares.

Senator Nelson. So it was really a one-man company?
Mr. Long. Yes, sir. The notes I offered to the banks were the-

notes of the Framingham Shoe Co., payable to me, with my indorse-
ment.

Senator O'Gobman. With your indorsement?
Mr. Long. With my indorsement; and I at that time owned real

estate in Framingham that cost me about $500,000.

. Senator Keed. Now, you are bucking, as the term goes, this United
Shoe Machinery Co., consisting in refusing their machines and no-

other ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. And putting in a rival machine ?

Mr. Long. Putting in other machines
;
yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And your old company had had a contract binding
it to use the United Shoe Co.'s machines?
Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Did you repudiate those contracts—that is, break

any contract in any sense—or just refused to keep the machines

longer ?

Mr. Long. Yes ; we claimed their contracts were illegal.

Senator Reed. Had you agreed to use their machines for a given

period of years?
Mr. Long. Yes.
Senator Reed. And you repudiated that by means of reorganiza-

tion?
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Mr. Long. Not exactly that; the old company was a Massachu-
setts company, which simply went out of business.

Senator Keed. It went out of business, and the contract came to

an end because you no longer used them ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Keed. Did this contract bind your company to use the

machines for a given period of time, or was it terminable when the

company ceased to manufacture?
Mr. Long. Most of the contracts would practically terminate when

the factory ceased to do business. There were some which were con-

tinuous.

Senator Eeed. Was there any claim that you had been really guilty

of a breach of good faith when you adopted this method of escaping

from the contract?

Mr. Long. There was never a suit or claim brought against the old

company on account of the contract. There was some infringement
suit against me personally.

Senator Nelson. Were you the principal owner of the old com-

pany ?

Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. So you simply changed your corporate name?
Mr. Long. No ; the old company went out of business.

Senator Nelson. You went out of business, and then you took on a

new name?
Mr. Long. A new company was organized.

Senator Nelson. A new company was organized?
Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. What did the old company do with its plant?

Mr. Long. They had a plant which they hired.

Senator Nelson. Did they have any plant which they turned over

to the new company?
Mr. Long. No; the new company bought some merchandise.
Senator Nelson. What did the $250,000 of stock represent?

Mr. Long. Investments.
Senator Nelson. In what?
Mr. Long. Merchandise and cash.

Senator Nelson. Good will?

Mr. Long. No. There was $25,000 of good will in the company.
Senator O'Goeman. You say the plant held by the first company

was rented?
Mr. Long. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. From you?
Mr. Long. No.
Senator O'Gorman. From whom?
Mr. Long. From the Coburn Manufacturing Co.

Senator Keed. You said there was some infringement suit brought.

When was that brought, before or after you changed your company
name?
Mr. Long. They were brought after the new company was organ-

ized.

Senator Reed. They claimed you were then using a machine which

was, in fact, an infringement of other patents ?

Mr. IjOng. Yes.
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Senator Eeed. Did those suits claim large amounts of money as
damages ?

•'

Mr. Long. There was no amount ; it was simply a suit with a re-
quest for an injunction.

Senator Eeed Were those suits for injunction pending at the time
the banks said they did not care to let you have any more money

«

Mr. Long. Some of them were.
Senator Eeed. After the suits had been disposed of, did you ever

again apply to these banks for credit?
Mr. Long. I did.

Senator Eeed. Was it still refused to you ?

Mr. Long. Yes.
Senator O'Gorman. How were the suits decided?
Mr. Long. So far as they went they were decided in my favor.
Senator O'Gobman. Are you doing business with any of those

banks which refused to give you credit then ?

Mr. Long. No. sir.

Senator Weeks. Did the United Shoe Machinery Co. have an
account with the Atlantic National Bank at this time?
Mr. Long. I do not think so.

Senator Weeks. You do not know whether it did or not ?

Mr. Long. No; I do not.

Senator Weeks. Did it have any director on the board of directors
of the Atlantic National Bank ?

Mr. Long. I do not know.
Senator Weeks. Did anybody connected with the United Shoe Ma-

chinery Co. own any stock in the Atlantic National Bank ?

Mr. Long. I do not know.
Senator Weeks. Did the United Shoe Machinery Co. have a de-

posit in the New England National Bank?
Mr. Long. I do not know.
Senator Weeks. Did anybody connected with the United Shoe

Machinery Co. belong to the board of directors of the New England
National Bank?
Mr. Long. I think they did.

Senator Weeks. Who?
Mr. Long. I do not know, except from what the vice president said

to me about the loan.

Senator Weeks. You do not know who?
Mr. Long. No.
Senator Weeks. Did they own any stock of the New England Na-

tional Bank?
Mr. Long. I do not know.
Senator Weeks. Did the United Shoe Machinery Co. keep an ac-

count with the Commonwealth Trust Co.?
Mr. Long. I understand they did.

Senator Weeks. Do you know whether it did or not ?

Mr. Long. I was told they did.

Senator Weeks. Did it have any directors on the board of the

Commonwealth Trust Co.?
Mr. Long. I do not know that.

Senator Weeks. Did they own any stock in the Commonwealth
Trust Co.?
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Mr. Long. I do not know.
Senator Weeks. Before Mr. Long leaves the stand I want to make

a brief statement, and I would like to have him make any corrections

in regard to it before he leaves, if there are any points he wants to

raise.

This is an old story which he has brought to us relating to a con-

troversy between himself and the United Shoe Machinery Co. I

know nothing about its merits; neither do I know of any influences

brought to bear by any large corporations to prevent their rivals

from obtaining accommodations in banks. It is possible that such

may have been done in some cases, but I see no evidence of it in the

complaint he has made, but in regard to the First National Bank, I

want to say the information Mr. Long has given the committee is,

in my judgment, not entitled to any credit.

Mr. Long. If you will allow me to interrupt you.

Senator Weeks. Let me finish my statement, and then you may
make any corrections you desire.

At the time to which he refers I was one of the directors of the

First National Bank, and as I was here in Washington I knew noth-

ing personally about this matter. Mr. Long was my opponent in

the primaries last fall as a candidate for Congress and made his

campaign against me because of my being on a board of directors

with certain directors of the United Shoe Machinery Co.
At that time I naturally wanted to find out whether Mr. Long had

any real grievance against the First National Bank, of which I was
an officer, so I made inquiry, and I learned as a result of my inquiry

that Mr. Long did apply for a loan at the bank, but he never had kept

an account with it. He asked to open an account at the bank by
making a loan. Ordinarily, when a man predicates opening an

account by making a loan, there is hesitation on the part of the

bank as to proceeding any further with him. In this particular case

one of the vice presidents of the bank, Mr. Dimmell, did say to Mr.

Long that he did not think his statement warranted the bank's loan-

ing him money under such circumstances, and later on, after he had
investigated Mr. Long and obtained a report upon his commercial

rating, he was confirmed in that opinion, so that at another time

when Mr. Long called at the bank and saw the president and asked

to open an account and make a loan, the same reply was made to him
and that reply was made because, in the first place, Mr. Long had

been engaged in business in Belchertown, Mass., and had made a

pretty bad failure in his business, and, in the second place, he not

only was manufacturing shoes and shoe machinery but he main-

tained a considerable number of stores. He manufactures and sells

the Waldorf shoe. It constitutes a business with a good many strings

to it, and it has not been the policy of the bank to loan money under

those circumstances to any borrower.
But these replies made by the president and vice president of the

bank were made without any consultation with any director con-

nected with the United Shoe Machinery Co. or any other director.

They were based entirely, in my judgment, on the merits of the case,

and had no other motive whatevex'.

Mr. Long. I would like to correct one statement made by Senator

Weeks in regard to a failure in Belchertown. I did not make any
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failure. The same company was in business in Framingham that was
in business in Belchertown.
Senator Weeks. I have always been told—I do not want to do you

any injustice—that there were a number of people in Belchertown
who lost money through your manufacturing industry there.
Mr. Long. That was a political story.
Senator Weeks. If so, I apologize, and would strike that from the

record.

Mr. Long. I did not come here to refer to my own troubles with
banks. I came before this committee to say that in framing the bill
the manufacturers and merchants should be considered in the fram-
ing of the bill that is to be enacted into law—^manufacturers, mer-
chants, and farmers. I think they need additional credit facilities
more than the big industrial corporations and people connected with
the stock exchange, who, in my opinion, have the first call on the
money in the banks.
Senator Weeks. That is a general opinion, I think.
Senator O'Goeman. Are there any further questions ? If not, Mr.

Long, we will excuse you.

We will now hear from Mr. Vinson.

STATEMENT OF TAYIOR VINSON, ESQ., OF HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Vinson, state your full name, your resi-

dence, and business activities for the record.

Mr. Vinson. My name is Taylor Vinson; my residence is Hunt-
ington, W. Va. ; I am a lawyer and interested in the coal business.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I want to apologize
for the presumption I have in appearing before your committee.
There are some phases of this bill which is now under consideration

which I have looked at from the practical point of view of the man
who has most business with banks as as a borrower, as it affects his

own personal affairs. I think, in that respect I represent one of a

very large and numerous class of business men.
I am encouraged to proceed with this statement I am going to make

by reason of statements I have heard since I have been here, coming
from different members of the committee. They foreshadowed what
I have to recommend, and I would not be here, in view of the very
great and continued criticism coming from such high and respectable

sources against this bill if I did not have something, which, in my
judgment, is better to offer as a substitute. I hope that will be a

sufficient apology, Mr. Chairman, for taking up your time for a few
moments.
In my study of the principles of legislation, which I had to do as

a student of law, there are two or three fundamental precepts which,

if followed, ought not to lead any legislative body very far astray.

There are one or two also which I would like to read, and which I

think are axiomatic.
One is that the supply of currency is a governmental function and

not a private function. I lay that down as a principle which I will

elaborate a little later. The exercise of a governmental function

should never be committed to private persons having personal interests

to serve. In other words, no judge should decide a case in which he

is personally interested.
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The central-bank plan, known as the Aldrich plan, and the

regional-bank plan which is outlined in the bill before this committee

are the same as far as this principle is concerned, and both these plans

violate this principle. That is, the regional banks and the central

bank are owned and controlled by private persons representing pri-

vate rights and yet exercising the most sacred governmental func-

tions.

Criticisms that have been directed toward the central-bank plan,

as originated by ex-Senator Aldrich, so far as its being a private in-

stitution, governed and controlled by private individuals repre-

senting private stockholders, as being a most dangerous exercise of

power over the supply of currency that is to be issued and controlled

by a purely private institution—I say the argument is just as strong,

if not more so, against the principle that a regional bank as provided

for in this bill.

Those are two precepts, and I have another on the question of re-

serves. The necessity for reserves is to create primarily in the mind
of the depositor the implicit confidence in the ability of his bank to

return his money whenever he calls for it. To divert the bank re-

serves into the purchase of bills and notes by the reserve agent

weakens and impairs that confidence and produces fears and appre-

hensions that, at times, necessarily lead to panics.

In other words, reserve money if diverted and spent for other

purposes, however redeemed, ceases to be reserve.

Along that line and carrying out that idea, Mr. Chairman, I

have prepared a bill which, if I had the honor of being a member
of this committee, when the committee got into executive session, I

would move to substitute for the bill now before you.

I will state the principle of this bill very briefly. It is to create

a currency department of the Treasury of the United States. That
currency department would be, for the sake of convenience, called

a Treasury bank. I used that term because I did not think of any-

thing more appropriate. That Treasury bank would be governed and

controlled entirely by a board of governors composed of seven mem-
bers. Of course six of these members would be appointed by the

President ; and the Secretary of the Treasury, by reason of his affilia-

tion with the business, would be ex officio a member of the board

but not the chairman.
These members would be appointed for periods of 12 years—

I

mean the 6 members. That is, the first appointment would be two

for 4 years, two for 8 years, and two for 12 years, so that no Presi-

dent, even if he might have the mind to do so—which I feel sure

lie would not—could put in different persons on the board—persons

affiliated with any particular political party; he would be unable

to do that.

This would be a board of governors, each of whom would have

necessarily as a qualification an intimate laiowledge of banking con-

ditions, but yet be entirely divorced from banking or any banking

interests, whether as a director or stockholder. This board would

be as strong and as great in character and in ability to discharge the

functions that they would be called upon to discharge as you find

in the character and ability of the members of the Supreme Court

of the United States to discharge the duties that they are called upon

to discharge. It would not be influenced by any personal considera-
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tions whatever. In other words, it would have a new form along the
very particular lines of an interstate commerce commission, vested,
however, with very much greater responsibilities and requiring a
more conservative exercise of judgment.
Now, then, if that board were created, and we had this bank, if

you please, which is simply another name for that part of the Treas-
ury Department ; we will call it a Treasury bank, because under that
name this department would exercise its functions. Then, if any
bank in the country, whether National or State bank, desired the
jjrivUege of rediscounting any of its commercial paper, or I might
say short-time paper, it would make its application to this board
of governors along the same lines as provided in this bill, the same
as would apply to the regional bank. The application ^vould not be
made directly to the board of governors, would establish State offices,

if you please, in each collection district of the United States, if it

was necessary to accommodate the local banks, and they would use
the internal-revenue collector for that particular district as their

representative and agent, and he would be under their direction. So
that when an application came it would go first into his hands, and
then, having the supervision of the income tax and the excise tax on
all corporations in his territory, he would have practically a credit

statement showing the individual credit of most men and most makers
and indorsers of paper that would come before him for action.

Senator Weeks. What you propose is to make a separate bank in

the Treasury Department, which shall, essentially, be a central bank
under Government control ?

Mr. Vinson. Absolute^.
Senator Weeks. That is your proposition.

Mr. Vinson. That is it.

Senator Weeks. Without going into details?

Mr. Vinson. Without going into details. It is necessary to go into

a few details, so that these details may be contrasted with the pro-

visions of the bill before you.

Senator Hitchcock. Where does the bank get the money it is to

loan?

Mr. Vinson. The Treasury bank?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. Vinson. Well, in the first place, it would be authorized,

directly, to issue notes—to issue Treasury bank notes. The bonds

that are now held by the Treasury to secure the circulation of the

national banks would be reissued and turned over to this Treasury

bank as 3 per cent bonds instead of 2 per cent bonds, and then all

the national banks, and all other banks having national-bank notes,

would simply send those notes to the Treasury bank, and the Treasury

bank would issue those notes, and in that way you would have a

retirement of your national-bank notes, the payment of which is

secured by the $725,000,000 of bonds, 3 per cent bonds instead of

2 per cents, with the right of the Treasury bank to pledge these bonds

at any time the gold reserve might run low.

Senator Hitchcock. The $700,000,000 of national-bank notes would

be supplanted by $740,000,000 of Treasury notes to begin with—

United States notes ?
, i v . i

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir. Back of those Treasury notes would be the

same amount of United States 3 per cent bonds.
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Senator Hitchcock. They would all be outstanding?
Mr. Vinson. They would all be outstanding.

Senator Hitchcock. As the bonds came in, where would the

Treasury bank get the additional funds to lend ?

Mr. Vinson. Well, I have not yet reached that point. I wanted
to explain how the bill will mathematically retire all bank notes, and
silver certificates and gold certificates, so that the whole country will

have but one character of paper money.
Senator O'Gorman. Do you provide for the retirement of the

greenbacks ?

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. Before you go on with that, I want to come back
to your original premise. On what do you base your statement that

it is a Government function to issue circulation?

Mr. Vinson. I base it upon the criticisms that were offered by the

iriends of the present measure against what we call the central-bank

^idea of the Aldrich measure.
Senator Weeks. Is there anything in the Constitution or in the

practice of nations which warrants any such conclusion?

Mr. Vinson. I do not know that it would be a constitutional

requirement.
Senator Weeks. But it is a constitutional requirement for the Gov-

ernment to coin money.
Mr. Vinson. I mean that would oblige the Government to keep to

itself the sole power of regulating the currency.

Senator Weeks. Is there anything in the practice of other Gov-
ernments which warrants the conclusion that it is a governmental

function to issue circulation?

Mr. Vinson. I thinlf the practice of other Governments is directly

to the contrary.

Senator Weeks. You want to throw away the experience of the

world and adopt something new ?

Mr. Vinson. I would like to throw away the experience that

Avould not be applicable to our own country. A great deal of stress

has been laid by the friends of the Aldrich plan upon the fact that

the banks of England, Germany, and France have been controlled

along parallel lines to the proposed Aldrich bank so successfully for

such a long period. That is the precedent which the lawyer would

call it, that he sites in support of his proposition. But the condi-

tions are so very different there from what they are here that the

precedent ceases to be a precedent upon analysis.

Now, I have no doubt that the people of England and the Gov-

ernments of these various countries feel that the Government, as

such, must retain every particle of the credit that it has, so that it

may, on extremely short notice, be able to use all that credit and raise

a tremendous war fund, and that the people, Imowing that fact,

have more confidence, in all probability, in the stability of these

banks of issue than they would have if the Government stood back

of them. That is not our condition.

Senator Nelson. Your idea is to retire the present national bank

notes by substituting 3 per cent bonds for the 2 per cent bonds,

and having the Government keep those 3 per cent bonds as a basis

for this new circulating medium?
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Mr. Vinson. As a basis rather of redemption. In other words
the bonds would only be let out whenever the notes which the Grov-
ernment issued to retire the national-bank notes were presented for
payment.
Senator Nelson. Would you measure the quantity of the notes by

these new 3 per cent bonds?
Mr. Vinson. I think you would measure the quantity the same

as now.
Senator Nelson. Would you not still have this bond-secured cur-

rency to that extent? You would have a currency based on 3 per
cent bonds instead of 2 per cent bonds?
Mr. ViKSON. Yes; that would be it, substantially.
Senator Weeks. How can you redeem a note with a bond ?

Mr. Vinson. You would get one with a bond.
Senator Weeks. How?
Mr. Vinson. By selling it.

Senator Weeks. To whom are you going to sell them ?

Mr. Vinson. I think anybody would buy them.
Senator Weeks. Any time anybody came with a note to redeem,

you would sell the bond?
Mr. Vinson. Certainly not. I take it the governors of the bank

always have on hand a sufficient quantity of gold to meet all re-
quirements.

Senator Weeks. Have you provided for that?
Mr. Vinson. Absolutely. I would give the governors the power

to sell the bonds
Senator Nelson (interposing). You would have the currency re-

deemable in gold?
Mr. Vinson. Absolutely.
Senator Nelson. And made a legal tender?
Mr. ViKSON. Absolutely. My idea is this: That any currency

—

that is, the currency ought to be just as good as gold, under any
and all circumstances. I think the very idea of the expression
"lawful money" used in this bill is bad. The idea of having any
money that is not lawful money, paying debts with it and using
it in our every-day affairs, using money that is not strictly speaking
lawful money, is a bad idea.

Senator Nelson. I am asking simply in order to get some light

on your proposition. Now, beyond the circulation that would arise

from the conversion of the 2 per cent bonds to 3 per cent bonds,

what would you base that other extended circulation on, the circu-

lation beyond that?
Mr. Vinson. For the discount of the notes?
Senator Nelson. Well, if you issued more circulating notes than

would be covered by these new 3 per cent bonds, what would you
base those on ?

Mr. Vinson. You would not issue any more than were covered by
the 3 per cent bonds and these notes would have back of them pre-

cisely the same governmental guarantee which they have now.

Senator Nelson. You would have Government bonds as the basis

of that currency?
Mr. Vinson. Oh, to be sure. The faith of the Government would

be back of all the note issues.

Senator Nelson. How could you get elasticity in the currency i

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 59
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Mr. Vinson. Very simple. As a bank would borrow money, or

rather, rediscount it at this Treasury bank by the approval of the
board, it would take notes that would mature inside of 120 days
out of its own portfolio and have them discounted, and when those

notes were paid the money arising from the payment of the note

would go into the Treasury bank again.

Senator Nelson. Then, unless you provide the Treasury with a

special discount fund, the Treasury would simply discount this paper
by issuing more currency?
Mr. Vinson. It would.
Senator Nelson. So that really you provide, in addition to this

bond-secured currency, more currency, based upon the paper dis-

counted.
Mr. Vinson. Asset currency.

Senator Nelson. Go on and give us the rest of your plan.

Mr. Vinson. That is the plan, in a very few words ; so that at no
time could any individual or any section, or any bank, have any other

feeling, so far as the currency supply is concerned, than a feeling that

they had been exactly and justly dealt with.

Senator Hitchcock. How much would you allow a bank to redis-

count ?

Mr. Vinson. Forty per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Of what?
Mr. Vinson. Of their loans and discounts.

Senator Hitchcock. How do you arrive at that particular feature?

Mr. Vinson. Forty per cent?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Vinson. Well, I took up the idea and made some little inves-

tigation about it and found that, generally speaking, particularly

among country banks, they would have 40 per cent of what you
might call loans that would certainly be paid upon maturity. I

called upon the banks at home in order to get that figure. I do not

mean to say that is accurate at all, but in order to prevent an infla-

tion of the currency there should be a limit of the amount of dis-

count that any bank may secure.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, of course, the more the bank extended
its loans, the greater its ability would be to secure currency from the

Treasury ?

Mr. Vinson. That would naturally follow, just as in the bill before

you the more loans the bank would have the more capacity it would
have to secure Treasury notes.

Senator Hitchcock. Would it not be safer and more conservative

to place a limit on the bank's capital rather than on its action in

inflating its loans?
Mr. Vinson. As the loans would mature the primary basis of the

money to be secured on them would be better.

Now, then, there is another change which it seems to me is par-

ticularly desirable. I would reduce the reserves from the 25 per

cent now required, and the 15 per cent now required—reduce them

down to 10 per cent; 5 per cent of that reserve would be deposited

with the Treasury bank and the other 5 per cent would be required

to be kept in the vault of the bank-
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose a bank had taken out bills to the

full limit, and, in the first place, had loaned out all of its loanable
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funds, so that its reserve is down to the danger line, and then it
procured 40 per cent additional currency, to extend its outstanding
loans, and suppose, when it was unexpected, there would be a run
on it; what would you do?
Mr. Vinson. It would be limited to 40 per cent at any one time
Senator Hitchcock. Take a hypothetical case of a bank which lias

$100,000 capital and a million dollars of loans. That is possible • they
sometimes run as strong as that. Suppose such a bank, h'avino'
loaned to its limit, should go to the Treasury and secure $400,000
of currency and loan that out, so that it would have $1,400,000 of
loans outstanding, and then suppose its depositors began a run on
it so that it was pretty well extended. What would that bank do
to protect itself ?

Mr! Vinson. In the first place, it would have its reserve to start
on, in the Treasury bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Of course, but you say it would be only 15

per cent. It would still have 85 per cent of its depositors to pay,
if they all came in at the same time.

Mr. Vinson. Where there is a threatened run on a bank it can use
all of its other assets to borrow additional money in order to stop
that run if in the judgment of the governors it is entitled to it.

Senator Hitchcock. It has exhausted its resources and the Treas-
ury would extend its loans ?

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose it finds itself in a weak position, and
its depositors get into a panic. Having exhausted its resources, how
can it protect itself from its depositors ?

Mr. Vinson. It has the other 60 per cent, together with this 10
per cent of reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. It can not discount those.

Mr. Vinson. I know. I have a section covering that, so that when
a bank run is threatened or started upon a bank the Treasury board

—

I mean the board of governors of the Treasury bank—may come to

its rescue, if in their judgment it is entitled to the credit.

Senator O'Goeman. You would call that an emergency fund?
Mr. Vinson. Absolutely for an emergency, and the board of gov-

ernors would exercise their discretion as to whether it should have
aid or not.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you think it is prudent to allow the privi-

leges of rediscount in order to enable a member bank to extend its

line of loans, or should the advantages of rediscount be restricted

only to the procuring of money with which to pay depositors ?

Mr. Vinson. Senator, I think that, to a certain extent, and I

might say a limited extent, the bank ought to have .-e power to

get additional money, provided always that it has paper—I mean
bills and notes—in its vaults that have maturities running from 20

to 30 to 40 or 60 days up to 4 months that will surely be paid at

maturity.

Senator O'Gobman. Is that not always subject to the danger of

inflation?

Mr. Vinson. It can only be an inflation for 4 months at the

outside, and the inflation settles itself. It redeems itself.

Senator O'Gorman. Going back for a moment, you suggested sub-

stituting 3 per cent bonds without the circulating privilege?
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Mr. Vinson. No circulation would be required.

Senator O'Gohman. It would simply be a 3 per cent investment ?

Mr. Vinson. That is it.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you think that is a sufficient rate of in-

terest in these times, even for a Government security—3 per cent?
Mr. Vinson. Of course those bonds and the interest arising from

the bonds would be nontaxable, nor would the interest on the bond
itself be subject to the income or inheritance tax ; but I think bonds
iof that kind would command a premium.
Senator O'Goeman. Do you really think so?
Mr. Vinson. Yes; I do. They are practically commanding a

premium now.
Senator O'Goeman. The 3 per cent bonds ?

Mr. Vinson. I think so.

Senator Hitchcock. They are about par.

Mr. Vinson. About par? I think I saw them quoted at 101.

Senator McLean. I think they have been quoted at 99.

,
Mr. Vinson. The last quotation I saw was 101.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think the normal trend in the

future for the interest rate will be upward rather than downward ?

Mr. Vinson. That depends on the supply of money.
Senator O'Goeman. Having in mind our experience in recent years,

the trend has been upward ?

Mr. Vinson. That is because the business has grown faster than

the money, and, of course, as greater capital demands are made,
naturally that increases the rate which business has to pay for its

capital. You take the best railroads in the country to-day, and it

is very hard for them to get money under 7 or 8 per cent. Four or

five years ago, until this tremendous capitalistic demand was created

by the growing business of the country, they could get money for

4| or 5 per cent.

Senator O'Goeman. Yes ; and some of the best city bonds are now
being sold at 4^ per cent?

Mr. Vinson. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. But nevertheless you feel confident that the

3 per cent bond would maintain its value at par ?

Mr. Vinson. I think so, judging from past experience, Senator. I

do not believe there would be any doubt about it.

Senator Hitchcock. Eeturning now to this incident of a bank with

& million dollars of loans, which, on the strength of its loans has se-

cured $400,000 of currency, or 40 per cent from the Treasury ; then its

loans amount to $1,400,000- Now, then, would it be entitled to an ad-

ditional 40 per cent on the $400,000?
Mr. Vinson. Certainly not. It would not be entitled to any more

loans until those loans had been paid off and the money arising from
them was all sent back to the Treasury Department. You would have

a continuing redemption.
Senator Hitchcock. You would just allow it to make one loan?

Mr. Vinson. No ; I would give it credit for 40 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. This additional $400,000 would entitle it to an

additional credit of $160,000?
Mr. Vinson. Not at all.

Senator Hitchcock. It is commercial paper.
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Mr. Vinson. But you would base that on its deposits out, and it
may be when it was running up to its full limit; then all that would
have to be retired and paid before it would be eligible for another
loan.

Senator Hitchcock. Just allow it one loan?
Mr. Vinson^ Just allow it one loan up to 40 per cent.
Senator O'Gorman. You would give it 40 per cent practically all

the time ?
• j

Mr. Vinson. Yes; 40 per cent practically all the time, at the time
when they required it.

Now, if the paper which was pledged or sold to secure that credit
was all paid, there is no reason why, if it has sufficient satisfactory
paper m its vaults, that another 40 per cent credit might be added to
it at the time the loan was paid back.
Senator Hitchcock. Let us make it specific. On January 1 the

bank has a million dollars of commercial paper. It applies to the
Federal Treasury and gets $400,000 of currency and that exhausts
what it is entitled to on its commercial paper ?

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Five days after that it comes to the Treasury,
and as I have here $400,000—I have now $400,000 of commercial
paper.

Mr. Vinson. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. No ; at that time it would have
Mr. Vinson. It would not have that $400,000.
Senator Hitchcock. "Well, I will restate that. On the 1st of Jan-

uary it has $1,000,000 of loans and applies to the Treasury nud se-

cures $400,000 of currency. As security for that currency it puts
up $400,000 of commercial paper, leaving $600,000 of commercial
paper in its vaults, but exhausting its right.

Mr. Vinson. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. It thereupon loans out this $400,000 of cur-

rency and secures $400,000 more of commercial paper, bringing its

commercial paper up to $1,000,000 again. Would not it then be
entitled to another $400,000 of currency ?

Mr. Vinson. I do not think so. Senator, under the plan.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, you have to guard against that.

Mr. Vinson. They would hold the securities, I think, in there. I

think it would be limited to the 40 per cent.

Senator O'Gorman. Have you prepared a bill?

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir; T have prepared a bill to that effect.

Senator Hitchcock. There is something in your suggestion ; but I

think the standard has got to be the capital of the bank.

Mr. Vinson. Well, I figured the other way—on the loans and dis-

counts.

Senator Hitchcock. You would put a premium upon risky banking.

The conservative way to figure it would be upon the actual cash capi-

tal of the bank, and not upon the paper the bank is manufacturing.

Mr. Vinson. That may be a good way to do. I had running m
mind, however, the loans and discounts.

And on the matter of reserves, a great deal has been said about

reserves; and going back to my primary principle, if you please, a

reserve that is used for other purposes than a reserve ceases to be a

reserve. That follows necessarily. Just as to-day the reserves that
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the country banks send to their New York reserve banks under the
existing system, those banks are practically compelled to use those
reserves and not keep them there.

Senator Hitchcock. Five per cent of them.
Mr. Vinson. Yes. I say that it is a business necessity that they

must be used. And the very minute they lend that money out,

whether it is on a stock-exchange collateral, or on time paper, or

whatever they do with it, it then ceases to be a reserve. And it is

that fact, if you please. Senator, that creates in the minds of most
bankers that apprehension, that dread, that fear that

—

some time in the next month, or two or three months, we will have a money
squeeze, and if we do, I had better be looking out about my reserves, because I

know to-day that they are not in existence.

Now, it seems to me that that is one fault, if not the great and
chiefest fault, of our existing system.

Senator Hitchcock. You do not mean to have the bank keep them
all in cash, do you ?

Mr. Vinson. I would keep it in cash ; one-half of it in the bank
itself for its daily uses. I would have it keep that much more over
its daily uses. Of course, it would have to deposit a lot of other cash

in its correspondents, to take care of its business. And yet I would
keep in the Treasury always a 5 per cent reserve, available any
minute.

Senator Hitchcock. What would the Treasury do with it ?

Mr. Vinson. They would simply hold it as a basis of its own circu-

lation, if you please. I would have that paid in 1 per cent a month,
for 18 or 20 months; have it paid in there as a permanent reserve

fund.
Senator Hitchcock. You mean as a basis for circulation?

Mr. Vinson. I mean as a basis for the notes it issued to the banks
that applied for them.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean in case they are presented for pay-

ment?
Mr. Vinson. Yes ; in case they are presented for payment. A por-

tion of that reserve, or a small portion of that reserve, might be used.

Senator Hitchcock. Would not the Treasury be doing exactly

what you object to the New York banks doing, using the reserves of

those banks?
Mr. Vinson. That is true ; but it will be limited to using a very

small portion of the reserves. The very fact, however, that the' gold

is there will create in the minds of the people into whose hands (he

notes go a confidence and a belief that they are safe.

Senator Hitchcock. What portion of it would you allow the

Treasury to use?
Mr. Vinson. From 1 to 2 per cent of it. The very fact that it is

there, however, and available for the use of the bank is a creator of

the confidence that is necessary in the conducting of the bankmg
business.

So, I think, that our experience along that line should justify a

position that would be against the diversion of reserves by the banks

as they exist—and also the same practice that is now proposed to be

perpetuated in the bill that is now pending.
In other words, the regional banks will lend out the banks' reserves

for the district in which it is located.
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Senator Hitchcock. Only two-thirds of it.

Mr. Vinson. Two-thirds of the reserves?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. Vinson. Well, that would be subject to control, would it not?
Senator Hitchcock. No

; the banks are required to keep a reserve
themselves of S^ per cent, which means that they are permitted to
lend out a maximum of 66| per cent of their reserves.
Mr. Vinson. Of their reserves? That is what I thought. Thev

would lend out two-thirds of the reserves that are put in there, and
upon which the banks would have to depend to be used iu a case of
emergency.
Now, I want to point out, or make some contrast
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Well, of course, in case of

emergency, those individual banks can always apply to the reserve
bank, and the reserve bank can procure currencv to meet an emer-
gency.

Mr. Vinson. Yes ; if it has got the gold.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. Vinson. If it has not got the gold it can not.

.
Senator O'Gorman. Do you think an internal-revenue collector

could as intelligently pass upon applications for rediscount as the
officers of a regional bank, as provided for in this bill ?

Mr. Vinson. I think. Senator, very much more so.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think the average collector, under
the new income-tax law, will have all he can attend to in performing
the ordinary duties of his office, without imposing this additional bur-
den upon him ?

Mr. Vinson. I would think there should be ; and mj^ bill provides
for an increase of his force, so that he would be at the head of the
business that he has now to attend to.

Senator O'Goeman. Your plan, then, would really impose upon an
internal-revenue collector a substantial part of the banking system
of the country, would it not ?

Mr. Vinson. Only in getting information and passing upon the

solvency of the paper that the banks have to offer; and also

Senator O'Goeman (interposing). Well, that is one of the two
most important functions of the proposed bill, is it not?

Mr. Vinson. That is one of tfie functions that he would have to

exercise, and he would have most of the information right in his office^

by reason of his other duties.

Senator O'Goeman. You, of course, recognize that the abilities

that might qualify a man for internal-revenue collector might not

furnish the necessary equipment for performing the duty that you
would now assign to him?
Mr. Vinson. That may be very true. I say that might be very

true, but the machinerv to get at the information concerning the sol-

vency and the desirability of the paper which the banks would offer

for rediscount could be ascertained very much quicker by him.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think that couM be used to very

much better advantage—and I can see that it could be used to advan-

tage—by putting that information that an internal-revenue collector

may have at the service of a regional bank, for instance, or the offi-

cers of a regional bank? They would be at liberty, under the law, to
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make an examination of anj^ returns that may be lodged in the office

of the collector of the district.

Mr. Vinson. I can readily understand that, if the regional bank
would establish in each State or in each collection district an agency
for securing this information

Senator O'GoEMAN (interposing). For credit information

?

Mr. Vinson. Yes ; for credit information. Why, doubtless it could

be done as well. It would have to be done, though, in connection with
the internal-revenue collector's office ; that is, to make it accurate.

Senator O'Gorjman. Yes.

Mr. Vinson. Now, it could be done, I think, very much more
effectively if it was done under his direction, because he has already

got most of the information in his office.

Senator O'Gokman. You see, there is a sentiment prevailing in

this committee largely, if not entirely, at the present time that the

provision in the original bill making certain Cabinet officers members
of the reserve board is unwise and will probably be rejected by this

committee—if I may venture to say that much now—because of the

belief that a Cabinet officer has all that he can attend to in looking

after the business of his department, just as an internal-revenue col-

lector has probably all he can attend to in looking after the affairs

of his office. And men charged with the great responsibility—none

greater, perhaps, under our system—of looking after the banking
facilities of this country as contemplated by this bill or any similar

bills will be required to be capable and big men, giving all their

time
Mr. Vinson (interposing) . That is true.

Senator O'Goeman (continuing) . To those duties and to no other

duties.

Mr. Vinson. I say that is true. The idea I had in making the

Secretary of the Treasury a member of this board was not so much
to exercise the same kind and character of functions as the other

members of the board—I mean the same time and duty—but to have

him be in touch with it.

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Vinson. So that one could be interdependent upon the other.

Senator O'Goeman. If you have your bill ready, we will have the

stenographer insert it in the record.

Mr. Vinson. Thank you. Yes; it is ready.

(The proposed bill referred to will be found at the conclusion of

Mr. Vinson's remarks.)
Senator Nelson. Let me ask you a question in that connection.

In your system what change, if any, do you make in bank reserves ?

Mr. Vinson. I reduce them ; I reduce them from 25 to 10 per cent.

Senator Nelson. Yes
;
you reduce them. But would you still al-

low the reserves to be kept in reserve cities or central reserve cities,

or would you have the reserves kept in the Treasury Department ?

Mr. Vinson. Kept right in the bank.

Senator NelsoN. You would reduce the reserves and have them all

kept in the Treasury ?

Mr. Vinson. I mean one-half of them.
Senator Nelson. And the other half in the vaults of the bank ?

Mr. Vinson. Yes ; the other half in the vaults of the bank.
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Senator Nelson. "Would you do away with reserve cities and cen-
tral reserve cities ?

Mr. Vinson. Absolutely.

Senator O'Gokman. That would be your method of mobilizing and
concentrating reserves ?

Mr. Vinson. Absolutely. My own idea is that a reserve should be
a real and an actual reserve.

Senator Nelson. And a protection for the depositors?
Mr. Vinson. And a protection for the depositors, and not a reserve

that is represented only by a credit on some bank's books.
Senator O'Goeman. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Loans and discounts?
Mr. Vinson. Yes ; loans and discounts.

Senator Nelson. I see.

Mr. Vinson. Now, I want to contrast some of the provisions I have
outlined with the provisions of the present bill.

Senator Nelson. Yes; I would be glad to hear you do that.

Mr. Vinson. I want to take up the difference between the board of
governors that I have outlined and the board of directors of the
regional banks, and let us see which one would probably, if not neces-
sarily, do the simplest and fairest justice to all the banking interests

and the industrial and commercial interests.

I will first take up the regional directors. There are six of these
directors and that is a majority of
Senator Nelson (interposing). Of two-thirds.

Mr. Vinson. Of two-thirds that will have the control of this bank.
Now, to illustrate the criticism that I have to offer on the bill as now
drawn
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Is that not a modified control?

It is all subject to the final supervision and control of the Federal
reserve board here at Washington, is it not ?

Mr. Vinson. I do not understand that the reserve board at Wash-
ington would pass, or assume to pass, on the judgment exercised by
the board of directors of the regional bank on questions of discount,

I mean on questions of rediscoimting paper ; I do not think they have
any power to do that under the present bill.

Senator Nelson. Well, they would if it was the purpose to obtain

currency. If the rediscount was for the purpose of obtaining cur-

rency by the regional bank, then the board would have a voice in the

matter.

Mr. Vinson. I do not understand. Senator, that the reserve board

would ever pass on the application of any bank for rediscount to the

regional banks. I understand that that would be determined entirely

by the board of directors of the regional bank. I mean
Senator Nelson (interposing) . You mean to the member banks ?

Mr. Vinson. To the member banks, yes; that is what I am speak-

ing of.

Senator Nelson. Well, the member banks can not draw currency

except indirectly.

Mr. Vinson. Well, they can get credit, which is the same thing.

Senator Nelson. They" have to apply to the regional bank for the

currency.
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Mr. Vinson. I understand. That is what I say, that the directors

of the regional bank will pass upon whether it will allow me, as a
banker, to get currency and rediscount my paper there or not.

Senator Nelson. Yes; you are right about that.

Mr. Vinson. And the reserve board will have nothing to do with
that, except, of course, to furnish a general supply of currency that

goes into the regional banks. But how that supply shall be distributed

to the different banks in the different sections of that particular re-

gion is left exclusively to the board of directors of that bank.
Senator Nelson. Of the regional bank?
Mr. Vinson. Yes ; of the regional bank, I mean.
Now, let me illustrate by what probably would be a fair example

in the event that this bill becomes a law as it is now written.

The States of West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ala-
bama, and Georgia would, in all probability, go into one region.

Then in the organization of that regional bank there are six directors

to be elected by the banks—in three groups. The three largest cities

in that group would be Richmond, Va. ; Atlanta, Ga. ; and Louis-

ville, Ky.
Each one of these groups would elect two directors. One would be

a director of one of the banks and the other would be a friend.

The larger cities, controlling the money centers and having their

correspondents all over the States, particularly that in which they are

located, can concentrate the vote upon the man they would recom-

mend, whereas in a State like Tennessee or West Virginia, that has no
large city, the banks there would not know the people who had been

offered or nominated by these large banks. And in that way each of

these three large centers, if you please, both commercial and industrial

and bi'nking centers, would dominate necessarily the selection of these

directors.

Senator Nelson. That might be possible as to six of them, but three

of them
Mr. Vinson (interposing). I am speaking of the six now. Senator,

and I will come to the three a little later on.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Vinson. Now, what is the result of all of that ? Take, for in-

stance, the group of the banks in Louisville, Ky., to illustrate the

point I want to make. They select from among their number a direc-

tor of one of their banks for class A. Then they select some friend,

who is supposed to represent the industrial and commercial interests,

under class B.
Now, of course, that will be a personal friend, necessarily, of that

particular group of banks that will get together and combine their

efforts; and they will secure the greatest number of votes in the dis-

trict—I mean in that particular group in that district—just exactly

as it will occur in Richmond, Va., and will occur in Atlanta, Ga.

In other words, with the influence of the large centers, why, they

can say and will say, " We want our directors to be elected here, be-

cause we want men that we know ourselves." In other words, they

will proceed upon the theory that " we want our friends in court," and

it is perfectly natural that they should do that. Then, when they get

their friends

Senator O'GoRMAN (interposing). If they can.
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Mr. Vinson. Well, they can do it, because they have got more
power, and they can concentrate.
Senator O'Gorman. How will they have more power ?

Mr. Vinson. They will have more power in this way: Take the
banks in and around the larger cities and the small towns ; they do
their business in these large cities, and frequently the same parties
that get a control of the larger banks in the city have shares of stock
in a small way in a country bank, so as to tie the two together,
rather, in a system and work in harmony. That is a characteristic
all over that section of the country. You will find that the repre-
sentatives—the cashiers and presidents, or some large stockholder—
in a large bank will have his friends and his interests with the small
banks, in order to get their business. It is rather a close corporation.
It is a usual practice, and is a benefit to both of them.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose they get the directions they want,

what can they do with them ?

Mr. Vinson. Well, let us see. Then the directors are installed.
There are two there representing the interests of the bankers in Rich-
mond, Va. There are two representing the interests of the bankers
in Louisville, Ky. There are two representing the interests of
bankers in Atlanta, Ga. There are none there to represent the inter-

ests of local banks, outside of a minority that would be appointed
by this Federal reserve board.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, assuming that, what can they do?
Mr. Vinson. Let us see : The first thing they will do is to sit down

and appoint a discount committee, composed, perhaps, of three
members.
Now, that discount committee is the real governor of that bank;

and, of course, they will appoint that committee out of their own
number. Naturally, they will have the power to do it and will exer-

cise that power. Every piece of paper that comes up there from any
bank in those five or six States must meet the approval of this dis-

count committee.
It must be remembered and kept in mind that each member of this

discount committee—or, rather, one member of it, surely—is a

director of a bank of his own, and the other two are so tied up with
the banking interests, either as borrowers or as friends of the bank

—

they may be railroad presidents, for that matter, or they may be

the heads of the largest manufacturiiig establishments of the coun-

try—yet they are great borrowers of large sums of money. In other

words, those banks select their friends.

Then the question comes up of segregating and determining who
shall have discounts at the bank and who shall receive favors, if they

are not in a position to grant favors all around ; and it is more than

human nature could be expected to do, I think, to expect that those

men will not grant their favors to their own cities.

Senator Beistow. There is no doubt about it.

Mr. Vinson. Do you think there is any doubt about that, Senator?

Senator Bristow. Not a bit.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you think of a provision that a

member bank is as a matter of right entitled to discount to the extent

of its capital stock, and no member bank shall have the right to dis-

counts exceeding twice the amount of its capital stock, so as to limit

the power of this board of directors ?
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Mr. Vinson. Senator, there is not any question in the world that it

does and can mean nothinjy else. I know that there has been a lot of

fear expressed by well-meaning people that the Federal reserve board
and also the local board, although selected by banks, would be sub-

ject to political manipulation. I have no fear of that. But, Sen-
ator, the thing that I do fear is that they will be subject to and inter-

ested in business manipulation.
Senator O'Gokjian. What is your answer to Senator Hitchcock's

question ?

Mr. Vinson. I beg your pardon. Will you please ask the question

again? I did not get it.

Senator Hitchcock. I say, what would you say to the proposition

that the discretionary power of the board of directors should be so

limited that any bank, being a member of the system, should be en-

titled to discount to the extent of its capital stock at any time on the

presentation of paper that comes within the terms of the bill, and
that no member bank should receive discounts in excess of twice its

capital stock?
Mr. Vinson. Senator, if you are going to pass this bill along the

lines on which it is drawn, it seems to me that your suggestion will

be an absolute necessity.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you allow the board of directors some
discretionary power?
Mr. Vinson. Naturally, I would allow them the discretion of say-

ing what paper is good and what paper is not good. Of course they

could use that discretion to the very great detriment of a section or a

lot of banks which they do not want to favor.

Senator O'Gorman. Would not Senator Hitchcock's suggestion be

also valuable in minimizing the dangers incident to inflation and
overexpansion, which might exist if there was substantially no limit

upon the activities of the regional bank in extending credits?

Mr. Vinson. I think undoubtedly that it would l3e a most danger-

ous thing to do to leave the bill in the form in which it is now, which

is that a bank may get a discount to an unlimited extent upon the

paper which it has.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, another question. What would you

think of having one rate of discount on paper up to the extent of the

capital stock of a bank and a higher rate of discount if it goes above

that in its discounts?

Mr. Vinson. I think that the rate of discount should be variable,

so that if a bank had a disposition to extend to too great an extent its

discounts it could be discouraged.

Senator Nelson. And check by a higher rate?

Mr. Vinson. Yes; checked by the higher rate.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Vinson. In the bill I have prepared I provide that the board

of governors shall regulate the rate, not less than 2 per cent and not

more than 6 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I think the rates ought to be the same

to every member bank ; and I am inclined to think that when a bank

passes a certain amount in its discounts and still requires, more, it

ought to pay a higher rate for those discounts.
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Senator Nelson. You will find in practice—as to having one uni-
form rate, if you had a dozen regional banks, or six or eight you
would find that it would not work in practice.

'

Senator Hitchcock. I mean to say that every regional bank must
have the same rates for its member banks.
Senator Nelson. Yes; but we could not have the same rate for the

several regional banks over the country.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, I want to approximate that at least by

providing that the currency furnished the regional banks shall be
furnished on the same terms to each of them.
Senator Nelson. Yes ; that is right.

Senator O'Gorman. Have you concluded your observations, Mr.
Vinson ?

Mr. Vinson. I simply wanted to point out, in a brief way, some
other objections to the present bill.

One objection, and I think it is a very serious one, is that it will
withdraw, by reason of the requirements under the bill that the bank
shall pay 20 per cent of their capital into the regional banks—10 per
cent at all events and probably 20—and in addition to that an aver-
age of about 8 per cent on all deposits

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Five per cent.

Mr. Vinson. That is, in the
Senator Nelson (interposing). Country banks.
Mr. ViKSON. Yes ; in the country banks. Nine per cent in the large

banks, Senator, I think it is.

Senator Nelson. It will probably average about 8 per cent.

Mr. Vinson. I think it will average about 8 per cent.

Senator Nelson. That is after three years.

Mr. Vinson. Yes; I mean when the bank is really in running order.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Vinson. Now, let us see just what that really means. That

really means that, in round numbers, there would be something over

$100,000,000 on a 10 per cent basis, or $200,000,000 on a 20 per cent

basis ; and for the sake of the power vested there, we will say the $200,-

000,000 is withdrawn from the banking power of the country by
reason of the assessments on their capital.

Now, in addition to that, there is withdrawn an average of 8 per

cent on all deposits, which, in round figures, would be $480,000,000

more.

Senator O'Gorman. Of course, you think that would all possibly

cause a contraction in the credit?

Mr. Vinson. Naturally.
Senator O'Gorman. Yes. Now, suppose the contributions were

not made until the time had arrived—or it was close to the time when
the banks could begin the rediscount features of the bill, so that the

two tilings would be simultaneously—the money paid in and the right

to withdraw it ?

Mr. Vinson. That was the very point I was coming to. I think

(and I believe I have very good grounds for thinking) that the banks

would be very reluctant to go into the discounting at all, and would

only do so under compulsion. . .

Senator O'Gorman. What would you think of a proposition re-

quiring the national banks to contribute only 5 per cent of their capi-

tal, and allowing them to pay that 5 per cent in five payments?
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Senator Nelson. Monthly payments—what -would you say to that?

Senator O'Goeman. Monthly, or perhaps a longer period, extend-

ing to a year or 18 months. Would not the withdrawals be so grad-

ual that they would not perceptibly interfere with the credit of the

country ?

Mr. Vinson. If you would limit it to 5 per cent, I think that would

be true. But when you are holding over these banks—every one of

them—the prospect, and you might say the expectation, of a call for

10 per cent more
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). No; I say suppose the law pro-

vided for only 5 per cent ?

Mr. Vinson. I mean, if you limit it to 5 per cent—that is, the

amount of capital to be taken by the banks—and then do run it over

a period of 18 to 24 months of course it would be withdrawn so grad-

ually that it would not be the same shock to the business community.

Senator O'Goeman. Would you say that that would create a suffi-

cient fund for the regional banks to do business with ?

Mr. Vinson. I think so.

Senator Nelson. What have you to say as to the number of regional

banks ?

Mr. Vinson. I do not loiow. Senator. If you are going to have

regional banks at all, I do not see any objection to having four or

five.

Senator Nelson. What about a dozen?
Mr. Vinson. Or a dozen.

Senator O'Goeman. What about two dozen ?

Mr. Vinson. Well, of course, you limit the power of the regional

banks to do good by increasing the number. But you do more than

that. There is an advantage to it, because you bring it down closer

to the banks that need it; and these local banks will exercise more

influence and be more independent the greater the number of regional

banks.
Senator O'Goeman. Well, if you had but four or five regional

banks, each regional bank would have branches and agencies within

its region.

Mr. Vinson. Yes; that is, I mean if you have competitive agen-

cies located in the different localities, then I think two or three

regional banks will be sufficient.

Senator O'Goeman. Yes.
Mr. Vinson. They would have to do all their work through their

local agencies everywhere and simply sit up there and pass upon

those things.

Now, there is one other matter I want to call the attention of the

committee to, and that is the character of the paper that is eligible

for rediscount. I am constrained to believe that the authors of the

bill allowed this provision to go in through oversight—^that is, the

kind of notes that are to be eligible for rediscount in the regional

reserve banks.
According to this, and the definition is not clear, it says

:

Upon the indorsement of any member bank any Federal reserve bank nwy
discount notes nnd bills of fxchnnge arising out of commercial transactions.
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And then the bill undertakes to define what the term " commercial
transactions" means.

That Is, notes and bills of exchange issued or drawn for agricultural, indus-
trial, or commercial purposes, or the proceeds of which have been used or may
be used for such purposes.

And then it limits definition as follows

:

But such definition shall not include notes or bills issued or drawn for the
purpose of carrying or trading in stocks, bonds, or other investment securities.

Now, I can not quite believe that the committee that prepared the
bill really meant just what they have said in there, because if they
did, it means that most of the transactions in the country—I mean
the business transactions and the paper growing out of them, how-
ever solvent and safe it may be—are blacklisted ; they are outlawed.
In other words, if I own stock in the bank and I want to sell that

stock to some person, no matter how good their credit may be, he
may say, " I will give you my note for it due in 90 days," and I am
more than willing to do it.

The man who gives the note, the maker of the note, there is no
question of his responsibility. I take that note to my bank and I

want to get the currency to get it discounted. My banker looks at

it and says, " You secured this note by selling your stock to Mr.
Smith." I say, " Yes." He says, " Then I can not take it."

Senator O'Goeman. I do not think it is necessary to dwell on that,

because it was obvious that it was the design of the authors to con-

fine the restriction to purely speculative transactions.

Mr. Vinson. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. And the committee, if I mistake not, will see

that the verbiage of that provision is substantially changed, so that

it wUl not operate to your prejudice in a case such as you now sug-

gest.

Mr. Vinson. Yes. Well, I am very glad of that.

Senator Bristow. I unfortunately had to leave during a part of

your statement, Mr. Vinson, but, as I understand it, you propose a

Treasury bank, in substance?

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. That shall exercise these functions of rediscount,

and so forth?
Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir.

. .

Senator Bristow. And that the evil that you think is incident to

this bill in the organization of the boards of directors of the regional

banks, and I agree fully with your ideas, would be entirely elimi-

nated, because this Treasury bank, as you call it, would be governed

by a board appointed by the President?

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. And it would be a bank of rediscount i

Senator O'Gorman. And of reserve.
, , , . ,

Senator Bristow. And a bank of issue and a bank of reserve '

Mr. Vinson. Yes, sir. j ui u i-

Senator Bristow. And as a practical man you have no doubt but

that the control, the vital control, of the regional banks will be by the

big banks that have the largest number of country correspondents in

the region ?
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Mr. Vinson. I think it is absolutely inevitable.

Senator Bristow. And any practical man can not have any other
view about it, it seems to me.
Mr. Vinson. I do not think they could.

Senator O'Gorman. Are there any other questions?
Senator Nelson. You had better leave your bill with the committee

Mr. Vinson. And I ask, Mr. Chairman, that the bill be printed in

the record.

Senator O'Gohman. Yes; it will be printed in the record.

Mr. Vinson. I want to extend my thanks for your courtesy, gentle-

men.
Senator O'Gorman. We are very much instructed by your sugges-

tions.

(The bill referred to is as follows:)

an act To create a Treasury bank, to provide an elastic currency, to affori! means o£
SPllins or rediscounting commercial paper to provide a more effective supervision o!
banking In the United States, and tor ether purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houae of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, That the short title of this act shall be the
" Treasury bank act."

Sec. 2. There is hereby created an additioanl department of the Treasury of

the United States, to be known as the United States Treasury bank, to be or-

ganizer! and vested with the powers and duties as hereinafter prescribed. It

shall continue in existence until such time as Conarress may determine by sub-

sequent legislation. Under the name of "Treasury bank" it miy bring and
prosecute any suit in equity or action at law in any court of the United States

within whose territorial jurisdiction any one of the defendans may reside, re-

gardless of the amount in controversy, for the purpose of enforcing any claim

it may I'a' e growing out of the provisioas of this act. It shall be located in the

city of Washington, D. C
Sec. 3. The Treasury bank shall be under the control and direction of a board

of governors composed of seven members. The Secretary of the Treasury shall

be ex officio member of the board. The other six members shall be appointed

by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. Two
members of the board shall be appointed for the term of 4 years and two for

the tei'm of 8 years and two for the term of 12 years, and thereafter all appoint-

ments of members of the board shall he for a period of 12 years, except fip-

pointments to fill vacancies shrll be for the unexpired term only. Not more
than three of the board to be appointed by the President shall at any time

during their term be members of the same political p:n'ty. The appointed mem-
bers of the board shall receive a salary of $12,000 per annum, ,and the Secre-

tary of the Treasury shall receive a salary of .$4,000 per year for acting as

member of the board. From among their number the board shall from time to

time select a chairman. The boi'rd is hereby authorized .^nd directed to appoint

3 secretary and such agents, representatives, and employees as may be neces-

sary in executing the provisions of this act. The board shall prescribe the

duties and fix the compensation for all persons appointed or employed by it.

All appointees and employees of the board shall I'old their positions only during

the pleasure of the board. The boarrl is hereby empowered to establish all

rules, regulations, and conditions for the purposes of carrying out and enforc-

ing the provisions of this act. Tl'e members of the board appointed by the

President shall devote all their tinie to the duties herein imposed ."nd shall have

no pecuniary interest in any b'mking institution sublect to this act during the

time they are acting as such members. At least thr^e members of the board

shall have had a banking experience prior to their appointment. The board

shall cause to be kept a record and books of account of all their transactions

and proceedings. The board shall provide suitable offices in the Treasury

Building if practicable, and if there should not be accommodations in that

building then as near thereto as may be. Any member of the board may, be

Impeached for incompetence, neglect of duty, drunkenness, or gross partiality
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in favor of or against any bank or group of banks, or locality, in the aclminis-
tration of this net. Such impeachment proceedings shall be the same as nro
ceedings for the impeachment of Federal judges, and during the time the im-
peachment is pending such member of the board shall be suspended and nro-
bibited from acting as a member of the board. -

Sec. 4. The Treasury bank shall be the custodian and depositary of all Gov-
ernment moneys and funds, which shalls be drawn upon by check or draft to
meet governmental expenses and appropriations, under rules and regulations
to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury : Provided, however That all
Government deposits In national banks at the time this act goes into effect may
remain with such banks until such time as the Secretary of the Treasury may
determine. Government revenues as collected may be deposited with the Treas-
ury bank at its State offices, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by
the board. The board is hereby empowered to use the office of the collector of
internal revenue for each diserlct as a State or local agency, and the collector
of each district shall be under the control and direction of the board in aid of
executing this act. The board shall prescribe the compensation to be paid the
collector.

REDEMPTION OP EXISTING NOTES.

Sec. 5. All national banks shall, as soon as practicable after this act takes
effect, transmit to the Treasury bank all the notes of national banks and all the
notes and certificates issued by the United States, except gold certificates, which
they may have or thereafter acquire, and shall receive therefor an equal amount
of the notes of the Treasury bank in such denominations as the national banks
may designate.

Sec. 6. The Treasurer of the United States shall turn over to the Treasury
bank all the bonds deposited by national banks to secure circulation, and
thereupon the obligation of national banks to redeem their outstanding notes
in species shall cef se and determine, but said banks may redeem their outstand-
ing notes in Treasury bank notes. The Treasury bank shall redeem all na-
tional-bank notes on demand either in gold or with its own notes at the election
of the holder of the national-bank notes. Upon application of the board the
Secretary of the Treasury shall issue 3 per cent bonds of the United States in
exchange for 2 per cent bonds at par. The interest on the bonds to be issued
shall be payable semiannually and the principal in 25 years, both principal and
interest payable in gold. The bonds so issued shall become the property of the
Treasury bank and may be pledged or sold from time to time to provide specie
when required for redemption purposes. The Treasurer of the United States
shall determine the premium on bonds deposited to secure circulation, based on
the average market value of such bonds for the 'year 1912, and shall pay such
premium to the banks depositing the bonds, and shall also refund to the national
banks the 5 per cent heretofore retained to cover expenses of redemption.

Sec. 7. Any holder of notes or certificates heretofore issued by the United
States in any form or denomination, or of gold coin or gold bullion, may deposit
the same with the Treasury bank and receive therefor the notes of the Treasury
bank in like value and amount. All notes and certificates heretofore issued by
the United States coming into the Treasury bank shall be redeemed by the
Treasury of the United States by paying to the Treasury bank the specie there-

for according to the tenor thereof and in compliance with existing law for

such redemptions. The notes and certificates redeemed as in this section pro-

vided shall be canceled or destroyed.
Sec 8. After this act becomes operative no notes shall be issued by national

banks, nor shall the United States Treasury Department issue any notes or

certificates to be used as a circulating medium. Any notes issued by State

banks, trust companies, or State banking institutions, intended as a circulating

medium, shall pay an annual tax of 10 per cent on the par value thereof to the

United States. The issue of notes or certificates intended as a circulating

medium shall hereafter be limited to the Treasury bank. And all notes issued

by the Treasury bank shall be redeemed in gold, on demand, either by the

Treasury bank or the United States Treasury at the election of the holder

thereof.

Sec. 9. The United States Treasurer shall pay to the Treasury bank in gold

the principal and interest of the bonds delivered to the Treasury bank as the

same become due and payable, after deducting any sums which the treasurer

may have paid i» redemption of national-bank notes.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 60
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PUBCHASE OF SECURITIES FROM BANKS.

Sec. 10. It shall be the duty of the Treasury bank to purchase negotiable
notes, acceptances, and bills of exchange from national banks and pay therefor
its own notes issued for that purpose upon the following terms and conditiou»
viz:

'

(a) The amount of such securities which may be purchased from any national
bank shall not at any one time exceed 40 per cent of the loans and discounts of
the bank selling the same; and

(&) The maturity of the securities purchased under this section shall noi
be for a longer period of time than 120 days from the dates of their purchase-
and

'

(c) All such securities shall be approved by a majority of the board of gover-
nors of the Treasury bank. The board may for any reason reject any security
so offered for sale; and

(d) All securities purchased hereunder shall be indorsed by the hank offer-
ing the same, authorized and directed by resolution of the board of directors of
said bank. Such indorsement shall constitute a first lien upon all the assets of
the bank as a security for the payment of the paper so indorsed at its ma-
turity; and

(e) Upon default in the payment of the purchased security when it is due
and payable, the governors of the Treasury bank may direct the Comptroller of
the Currency to take possession of said bank and all its assets, and forthwith
collect therefrom a sufficient sum to pay any such defaulted paper, unless the
indorsing bank shall pay the same to the Treasury bank In the same manner as
if there had been no default ; and

(/) Upon all securities purchased the Treasury Bank shall charge a discount
fee of not less than 2 per cent nor more than 6 per cent per annum of the prin-

cipal and accrued interest, to be deducted from the proceeds arising from said

sale, the residue of such proceeds to be transmitted to the order of the selling

hank in the notes of the Treasury Bank; and
(g) The funds arising from the payment of the securities purchased shall be

forthwith returned in currency to the Treasury Bank, which when done shall

release the indorsing bank of its obligations assumed by virtue of its indorse-

ment ; and
(ft) The board of governors of the Treasury Bank shall cause such Independ-

ent examinations to be made of the national banks and the securities offered

and owned by them from time to time, as in their judgment may seem expedient.

STATE BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES.

Sec. 11. Any trust company or banking institution organized under the laws
of any State or Territory of the United States, having a paid up and unimpaired
capital of not less than $25,000, may avail itself of the provisions of section 10

of this net and sell to the Treasury Bank negotiable notes, acceptances, and bills

of exchange owned by it upon the same terms and conditions applicable to

national banks.
Sec. 12. From the sums arising from the bond-Interest payments provided for

In section — and the discount on purchased notes provided for in sections 10

and 11, and interest paid on deposits in banks, section —, the board of governors

shall pay the cost and expense of executing the provisions of this act. and the

interest on sums deposited with it as reserves, as required in section — , and the

residue of its income shall be credited to the United States at annual periods.

Sec. 13. Each national bank shall keep an available cash reserve of not less

than 5 per cent of its deposits in its bank and not less than 5 per cent of its

deposits with the Treasury Bank. Deposits of reser-ves with the Treasury Bank
shall be m gold and may be made in five equal instalments of four months

each after this act takes effect. Reserves required by the law novc in force shall

not be reduced below 15 per cent until the full 5 per cent has been deposited

with the Treasury banks. The reserve shall only he used in emergencies to

meet the demand of depositors, and shall be subject to call by the bank owning

the reserves with the approval of the board of governors of the Treasury Bank.

Sec. 14. The board of governors of the Treasury Bank may, in their discretion,

,'idvance notes of the Treasury Bank to any national bank or trust company or

State banking Institution in an amount suflScient to meet a run upon said banks
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or trust companies by its depositors, whenever in the judgment of said board
such bank or trust company is perfectly solvent. But the board of governors
shall only issue such Treasury Bank notes upon ample and easily convertible
security to be approved by the board.

Sec. 15. The board of governors may authorize the Treasury bank to deposit
with national banks, State banks, or trust companies any Government funds
not required to meet current demands. Such deposits shall be secured by bonds
of the United States, or State or municipal bonds, delivered to the Treasury
bank for that purpose. Not more than 75 per cent of the par value of State
or municipal bonds so delivered shall be deposited with the applicant where such
bonds are offered as security. Such deposits may be withdrawn at any time
by the Treasury bank upon giving 20 days' notice of its intention so to do. The
board of governors in determining the banks to receive such deposits shall be
governed as far as practicable by the currency requirements in the different
sections of the country. The bank receiving such deposits shall pay to the
Treasury bank interest at the rate of 3 per cent per annum. As additionaS
security for the repayment of such deposits, the Treasury bank shall have t>.

first lien upon all the assets of said banks.
Sec. 16. The board of governors may establish branch offices of the Treasury

bank in each of the States and Territories of the United States where the con-
veniences of the banks located in that State or Territory may require, and
prescribe rules and regulations for the management of said offices.

Sec 17. Banks and trust companies desiring to sell securities to the Treasury
bank, as provided in section 10, shall make application therefor upon blanks to
be furnished by the board of governors, specifying in detail the kind of security
with names of makers and indorsers and date of maturity, and upon receiving
such application the board shall send a representative forthwith to examine
said bank and the securities offered, who shall report to the governors. For
the purpose of making the investigation the board may designate any regular
bank examiner who is available. The Treasury bank may keep at any branch
office a sufficient amount of Its own notes or Government funds to facilitate

the delivery of proceeds of purchased securities to the bank selling the same.
Sec. 18. The governors shall publish a weekly statement of the transactions

and condition of the Treasury bank, and make a report to the Senate and House
of Representatives every six months, and at such other times as either may
request.

Sec. 19. The board of governors may authorize national banks to establish

branch banks In foreign countries, under such requirements, rules, and regu-

lations as the board may prescribe.

Sec. 20. The board of governors shall prescribe the form, size, and denomina-
tion of all T'reasury bank notes to be issued hereunder, and may exchange new
notes for notes that are mutilated or soiled. All notes issued by the Treasury
bank shall be a legal tender, and accepted in payment of all debts, dues, and
obligations, public and private.

Sec 21. The board shall prescribe rules and regulations whereby national

banks will be permitted to make loans on real estate security: Provided, hoio-

ever, That loans upon real-estate security shall ft no time exceed 20 per cent

of their paid-up and unimpaired capital.

Sec 22. All notes Issued by the Treasury Bank under the provisions of this

act shall become obligations of the United States, payable in gold on demand,
at the office of the Treasurer of the United States, and the Secretary of the

Treasury is hereby empowered to issue and sell, or pledge the bonds of the

United States for the purpose of providing gold necessary to redeem the notes

issued by the Treasury Bank as the same may be required. The bonds author-

ized to be issued under this section shall be 40-year bonds from the date of

issue, bearing 3 per cent per annum, payable semiannually, both principal and

interest payable in gold. Neither principal nor interest of such bonds and those

mentioned in section — shall be subject to any tax or levy by the United States,

or any State or municipality thereof, nor shall the same be subject to any

income or inheritance tax imposed by the United States, or any State or

municipality.
. . „ ,, .

Sec 23. All acts and parts of acts, inconsistent with the provisions of this

act, are hereby repealed.
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STATEMENT OF F. J. SYME, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

Senator O'Goeman. You are the publisher of The Shareholder,
Mr. Syme?
Mr. Syme. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. What is The Shareholder ?

Mr. Stme. It is a regular Wall Street paper ; strictly a Wall Street

paper.
Senator O'Goeman. What do you mean by that?

Mr. Syme. I mean that the news it contains is almost exclusively

relating to Wall Street affairs.

Senator O'Goeman. It is a financial paper, is it ?

Mr. Syme. It is a financial paper; yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. You have been conducting it for how many
years ?

Mr. Syme. For 17 years.

Senator O'Goeman. You are the editor of it?

Mr. Syme. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. What were your business activities before you
became the editor of this paper?
Mr. Syme. For a time I was interested in the selling of municipal

bonds. Previous to that, however, I was located in New Orleans,

La^ and was largely in the rice-milling business.

Senator O'Goeman. And then for the last 17 years you have been
a student of finance, have you ?

Mr. Syme. A student of finance, yes.

Senator O'Goeman. And you have been familiar with the financial

conditiVns in the country?
Mr. Hyme. Yes, for the last 25 years.

Senator O'Goeman. You have read the pending bill, have you ?

Mr. Syme. I have
;
yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. Will you state to the committee what comment
you have to make upon it?

Mr. Syme. Well, gentlemen, one of the objections to that bill, as I

see it, is the fact that it takes from Congress the right to designate

what securities shall be taken to the Treasury Department and
currency given for them. That has always been a right of Congress.

Congress has always exercised that peculiar right. It was congres-

sional legislation that stated that gold could be deposited with the

Treasury Department and Treasury notes given out for the gold.

It was also under a law of Congress that Government bonds could be
taken to the Treasury Department in the same way and currency
issued for those Government bonds.
At a later period the question came up whether silver could be

taken to the Treasury Department and the holder receive currency
for it ; but Congress balked at silver and said " no."
Now, these were all congressional functions, the functions of Con-

gress. At the present time it is proposed that a different class of

securities shall be taken to the Treasury Department and currency

issued for them; but the bill does not say that Congress shall say
what those securities shall be. It does not state, for instance, that

Congress shall say that such and such a security can be taken to the

Treasury Department—

—
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Senator Nelson (interposing). But can Congress do any more
than lay down general rules ? How can Congress take up each piece
of paper in detail and examine it and say whether it may be used ?

Mr. Syme. Very easily, Senator ; that is done every day.
Senator Nelson. How could we pass on the paper here in Wash-

ington ?

Mr. Syme. I will tell you how it is done. Take the stock ex-
change of New York, for instance. It designates certain stocks and
bonds which shall be listed.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Syme. Our various State legislatures also designate what bonds

shall be safely invested in by the savings banljs. That question of
designating is not near as difficult as you would suppose. It is very
easy, in fact.

Senator O'Goeman. What change would you suggest in the lan-

guage used in the act ?

Mr. Syme. On that particular point ?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Syme. I would suggest, for instance, that all this designating
be done by Congress.
Senator O'Gokman. Congress will designate in this act, if it is

enacted.

Mr. Syme. No; I do not understand it so. Your act says that

the regional bank shall do the designating—start the thing. It is

their volition that starts the whole proceeding.

Senator Nelson. No; we lay down the rule in the bill. We de-

scribe the class of paper.

Mr. Syme. You describe the class ?

Senator Nelson. Yes ; in the bill.

Mr. Syme. You do not designate the particular thing. You do
not say, for instance, that the bonds of the New York Central Eail-

road Co. can be taken to the Treasury Department.
Senator Nelson. We do not want them.

Mr. Syme. Well, I took that stock as a case in point. There are

lots of other things you do want. For instance, what you want—--

Senator Nelson (interposing). What we want is commercial paper.

Mr. Syme. That is not the whole object of the bill. All right,

then, state your man. You pass a law that the notes of John D.

Eockefeller shall be received at the Treasury Department and

Treasury notes be issued for them. State your man. If you want

a certain man, state your man.
Senator Nelson. We have got to have a census of the country on

that. [Laughter.] .

Mr. Syme. I say I rather object to this bill on account of its

change of the whole tendency of the country on that particular

point, as to the designation of what shall be used and what shall not

Senator Nelson. We would have to have a census of all possible

borrowers in the country in order to put them in an act of Congress.

Mr. Syme. I do not think that is the case. Of course that is a

nmtter of opinion. But I do not think that is so. I think, m other

words, that Congress can, in a very short time, pick out a billion

or two of dollars of stock throughout the country, or, it you choose,
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commercial paper throughout the country, and that when this is

presented to the Treasury Department currency shall be issued for it.

Now, there is a whole lot of trouble that has grown out of the fact

that Congress proposes to give up that right to designate. That
right to designate, I do not think for the best interest of the country

or Congress itself, for that matter, it should give it up. I think it

is one of the perquisites of Congress, and it should be held onto.

Senator Nelson. Well, we are glad to get everything we can.

[Laughter.]
Mr. Syme. You just take and see where all that leads to. You

take, for instance, a case where Congress does not do that. These
regional reserves do do it. The result of it all is that instead of

looking at the thing, which Congress would look at, these regional

reserves look at the man, and all the modern finance is directed to-

ward looking at the thing. For instance, a man comes to that bank
and wants to get a discount, say, of $100,000, or $200,000, or, if you
choose, $1,000. The bank president considers the man more than he

does the actual thing.

Senator Nelson. What is the actual thing in that case ?

Mr. Syme. In that case it would probably be the man's general

reputation. He was known as a man of good repute, and because •

he is known as a man of good repute the discount is allowed. As to

what he brings there, it is not of near as much value as his general

repute. In other words, the banking system of the country gradu-

ally gets down to the point where good repute is everything and the

ihing on which the loan is to be made is nothing. Good repute is

at a premium. The actual thing itself is at a discount. Now, I

can illustrate that, perhaps, very well by a little incident that oc-

curred in my own affairs only two or three days ago. I went to a

certain gentleman from whom I had been accustomed to borrow for

the last 10 years. I, of course, do not owe anything at the present

time. He was a private banker. I wanted to get a loan on some
presses, some newspaper presses. We happened to need a little

money. I suggested to him that he make me a loan on the two
presses we had. He would not do it. The thing was not the right

thing. There was a case where the man was a sensible man.
Senator Nelson. Did you offer a mortgage?
Mr. Syme. Oh, yes. That part would have all been fixed up, but

lie objected. The thing was not right ; the security I offered him was

not right. My general repute was all right, of course, and also the

party who was interested with me, but that man, of course—he was

a wealthy man—took the right view of the case. He wanted the

thing to be right, and not the man. Now, this law will reverse all

that. It will make the man everything and the thing nothing.

Most of the loans that will come into the Federal Treasury under

those circumstances will be based not upon the thing but upon the

general reputation of the man, and I regard that as slightly objec-

tionable. I think, in other words, that the Government, in loaning

Its money out, ought to stick to the general idea of regarding the

security more than regarding the individual that brings it there;

and the whole tendency of this law, so far as I can see, is to exalt

ilhe man above the thing that he offers as his security.

Well, now, there is another feature of the case. It is proposed,

"Hnder this bill, as far as I can make it out, that Government notes
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up to about seven or eight billion of dollars will be issued, and it is

doing it on pieces of paper that I do not think are legally drawn for

any such purpose as that. I have my doubts as to whether there is

any paper in existence, to any such amount as that at all events, which
the Government can, with safety, take and issue any such large
amount of governmental certificates for. In other words, I" think
before any such extensive amount of loaning out is gone into we ought
to have a system of national incorporation under which of course

there would be governmental supervision over a great many of our
corporations. And under those circumstances the loans of such com-
panies, I think, would be correct for this particular purpose. I have
my doubts as to whether a single piece of paper exists in the country

to-day on which the best results would be received by the Government
for the issuance of this very large amount of credit.

There is another decided objection to this plan, and that is the per-

manency connected with it. Under this plan these regional banks can
take a piece of paper to-day and pass it through and get the money
for it. To-morrow they probably would not do the same thing. So
there is no permanency connected with this peculiar thing. I do not

think, in other words, that the bill as it stands would improve the

general condition of the country a bit. I think it would raise a num-
ber of general conditions which would be unfavorable. I am satisfied

that what some of these gentlemen have said here to-day is true. I

am satisfied there would be a very large amount of favoritism grow-

ing out of it. Certain regional banks would make up their minds to

favor certain institutions, certain manufacturing establishments.

Take a case, for instance, where a regional bank was located in Louis-

ville, if you choose. That particular bank would want to build up the

interests of Louisville.

Senator Reed. Oh, we can not assume any such thing as that, when
this bank at Louisville will not be officered by Louisville bankers and

when the whole thing is under command of the general board. Is

there any other criticism you have of this particular bill ?

Mr. Syme. I rather think that it is a bad bill. I have nothing in

particular to say of the bill.

Senator Eeed. It is just a general idea ?

Mr. Syme. Yes.

Senator Reed. Is there any other gentleman here waitmg to be

heard ?

Mr. Peck. I would like to be heard for a few moments.

STATEMENT OF L T. PECK, CASHIER OF THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF HAWAII, HONOLULU.

Senator Eeed. Proceed, sir.

'Mr. Peck. I would like the privilege of callmg to the attention of

the committee, Mr. Chairman [Senator Eeed], that the act provides

for the entry into a new system of national banks located m the con-

tinental United States. That, in itself, elimniates the insular Umted

States-the organized Territory of Hawaii. I have no objections to

make to that. The bill, as it has come to the Senate, I am making

no objection to that part of it, but there are provisions m this bill
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which seemingly apply to all existing national banks, whether con-

tinental or insular.

There are five national banks in the island of Hawaii, one in the

island of Oahu, of which I am cashier, and four in the island of
Maui. Now, on the island of Oahu is stationed at present a large

military force, and large revenues are collected from public dues,

and large disbursements are made, relatively speaking. The pay of
the troops alone is something in the neighborhood of three and a half

millions a year. The disbursements, probably, will be upward of

five millions a year.

Senator Reed. What are the average deposits of that bank ?

Mr. Peok. The deposits of our bank at present, exclusive of the

Government deposits, are about one and a quarter millions. The
capital is $.500,000 ; the surplus and profits about $230,000 more.

Senator Reed. What other national banks are there on that island?

Mr. Peck. None, sir.

Senator Reed. Any other banks of any character?

Mr. Peck. Yes, sir; there are. The capital, surplus, and profits

of the four leading banks in Honolulu alone are something like three

and a half million dollars—the commercial banks. Then there are

trust companies, savings banks, and private banks which bring the

total capital and surplus up to about four and one half millions.

Senator Reed. How many national banks are there in the islands,

speaking of all of them?
Mr. Peck. Five.

Senator Reed. Now, what you want this committee to do is to

consider those islands and the advisability of taking the banks of

those islands into the bill?

Mr. Peck. Not exactly. Senator. I said I had no criticisms to

offer as to the action of the House in excluding Hawaii from the

benefits or provisions of the bill.

Senator Nelson. You are willing to be excluded?
Mr. Peck. I beg your pardon?.
Senator Nelson. You are willing to be excluded from the system?
Mr. Peck. We are not anxious to be excluded. We do not pre-

tend to come up from out little island Territory and suggest to the

Congress of the United States just how they shall legislate for this

Nation.
Senator Reed. But do you want to be taken into this general plan

or do you want to be left out of it?

Mr. Peck. Speaking for myself and for my own bank, the First

National Bank, which is the largest national bank there, I would
say that up to this time we have never felt the need of a rediscount

market. I do not think our bank has ever rediscounted a dollar of

its paper, and the banks in the Territory have taken care, very

readily, of the commercial needs of the Territory thus far. I came
here to suggest that in passing this bill the existing rights of the na-

tional banks in Hawaii be not unduly affected, because there are

provisions in this bill which seemingly provide for partial annul-

ment of portions of the national-bank act that would apply to us.

For instance, it says in this bill that the section referring to the

counting of 5 per cent redemption money lodged by any national

bank in the Treasury shall no longer be allowed to any national

bank. That, of course, includes the five banks in Hawaii; and it
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also provides in section 16, aiid this is the important part of it, which
I especially wish to bring to the attention of the committee, that
all moneys now held in the general fund, etc., shall be deposited
in Federal reserve banks, etc., and thereafter the revenues of the
Government shall be regularly deposited in such banks, and dis-
bursements shall be made by agents, drawn against such deposits.
1 should like to suggest that provision be made that that does not
affect the Government depository or such depositories as may here-
after be established in Hawaii. There is now a depository there

—

our own bank is a depository—with a maximum balance of $500,000,
and upon it is placed the responsibility of making all of the dis-
bursements and financing all of the cash needs of the Army, the
Navy, and the other bureaus of the United States Government sta-

tioned in Hawaii.
Senator Reed. Under a special act?

Mr. Peck. Under the general banldng act we have been designated
as a depository by the Secretary of the Treasury and deposit United
States bonds and Territorial bonds to secure that.

Senator Eeed. When you say " responsibility placed upon you "

you mean
•Mr. Peck (interposing). As a depository.

Senator Keed. You mean as to the matter of paying those bills?

Mr. Peck. As a fiscal agent of the United States.

Senator Hitchcock. The Government is really under compulsion
to use your bank there, if it uses any bank. It could not use a re-

serve bank in the United States to make payments in HaAvaii ?

Mr. Peck. No, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. At least, I suppose you have to cash the

Government checks there?
Mr. Peck. All of the disbursing accounts, 39 of them, are kept with

the depository itself and not in the Treasury of the United States.

That was for the convenience of the Government.
Senator Nelson. Does the Government remit the cash to you or

how do you get it there?
Mr. P^CK. I think it has only remitted once, in any actual cur-

rency.

Senator Hitchcock. What is the method of paying those bills?

Mr. Peck. They are paid in gold coin and silver.

Senator Hitchcock. Where does the Government get the gold

from ?

Mr. Peck. From the public revenues, the import duties, custonis,

and internal-revenue receipts, and also placing the main-land credits

to the credit of the depository when there are not suificient local re-

ceipts to meet the disbursements.

Senator Hitchcock. That is, the customs and internal revenues

are paid into your bank by the Government officers, and then taken

out by the officer who makes the disbursements?

Air Pepk "yp^

Senator Hichcock. The Government does not ship gold to make

payments there?
IS/Lr Peck ExRctlv.
Senator Hitchcock. But it pays out of your bank because it has

a credit in your bank from the receipt of revenues?
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Mr. Peck. Yes, sir; revenues.
Senator Nelson. That belongs to the Territory?
Mr. Peck. They belong to the United States Government.
Senator Nelson. They do not exceed the customs duties and inter-

nal revenues?
Mr. Peck. And surplus moneys and funds are deposited elsewhere.
Senator Nelson. I suppose you get exchange from the Pacific

coast—from San Francisco—do you not?
Mr. Peck. We utilize the exchange conditions between the islands

and the mainland, and do this free of cost to the Government.
Senator Nelson. Instead of shipping the currency there you ex-

change your credits?

Mr. Peck. Exchange them, as far as we are able. Occasionally,

actual shipments are made, and whenever the revenues between
steamers exceed the disbursements between steamers, we remit the

excess deposits to the United States Treasury.
Senator Nelson. Do the revenues of the Government that are col-

lected by the Government there equal the disbursements of the Gov-
ernment in your islands?

Mr. Peck. Not at present.

Senator Nelson. So there is a small balance that has to be sent

there in some way?
Mr. Peck. Quite a balance at the present time, Senator.
Senator Eeed. The question I want to get at is this, whether the

banks out there want to come into this system or whether they want
to be excepted from the bill and under some special provision ?

Mr. Peck. Well, Senator, we are the only national banks in

Honolulu, and on the island of Hawaii there are other banks of lesser

size.

Senator Reed. There are other banks on the island of Hawaii?
Mr. Peck. I said of lesser size. There are four banks on the island

of Maui.
Senator Reed. National banks?
Mr. Peck. National banks, country banks, located right out in

small villages.

Senator Nelson. There are four right outside of this bank of

yours, as I understand it?

Mr. Peck. Yes, Senator.
Senator Nelson. National banks. Now, what he wants—I can see

what he wants—he wants the Bank of Hawaii treated just like these

regional banks are to be treated in respect to Government funds;

that is, it is to be made the depository of Government funds there

for disbursement. That is what you desire, is it not, without com-

ing into the system ?

Mr. Peck. I am afraid I have not made myself clear. I will state

it again. In legislating for the national banks in the continental

United States I would suggest that you see to it that the legislation

in no particular unwittingly affects the present status of the insular

national banks in Hawaii. That is the proposition.

Senator Nelson. Where do you keep your reserves at present
?_

Mr. Peck. And let me add, also. Senator, that that has nothing

to do with the question of whether or not we come into the system.

I would answer that on its merits—that question. We keep our re-

serve in designated reserve agents with San Francisco and New York.
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own vauTtsf''''''''
^^'* ''' '^''P* ""^"^ ^^^ ^"^^ ^^^ ^^^^P ^^ y^^^^

Mr Peck. Yes. We are supposed to keep in our own vaults, by
law 6 per cent reserve; but on account of our isolated position, being
SIX days removed by sail from San Francisco, we actually have to
keep m our vaults, at present and have for some time past, something
approachmg 50 per cent of our demand liabilities, in order to be abll
to furnish the cash on the checks of the Government disbursing offi-
cers, m order to supply the coin for the pay of the troops, etc^ and
other disbursements of the Government. I simply want that the
status shall not be unwittingly affected by the passage of this bill

Senator Nelson. I would like to suggest that you prepare such
amendments as you think would fit your case.
Mr. Peck. I have just drawn up a few lines here. Senator. As I

am a layman, they very likely would have to be altered, but the sense
is in them. It would be, perhaps, to take the place of section 29

:

Each and every proTlsion of this act relating to national and other banks
banking associations, and trust companies shall apply only to those located in
the continental United States.

And I would also suggest that the committee make provision for
the proper collection and depositing of public revenues in all places
where there are collecting offices of the Government and no reserve
bank provided for at that point, or no agency of a reserve banlf,
because if neither a reserve bank nor a branch be established where
the revenues originate, there will be no place for the revenues pro-
vided for in the bill to be deposited at all ; because they must be de-
posited, apparently as collected, in those reserve banks.
Senator Nelson. I can see it would be a great outrage to your

Territory to take the revenues away from your bank and put them
into the continental United States. That would be a great mistake.
Mr. Peck. It would be an embarrassment to the Government which

would be severe.

Senator Nelson. The Government would have to transmit the

funds there to pay its bills ?

Mr. Peck. It would. And as everything there is paid in coin, and
if they should keep transporting the funds from month to month
eventually, perhaps, they would have a good share of the gold reserve

of the mainland in that island.

Senator Keed. Are you inclined to come into this system ?

Mr. Peck. I would like to ask if the committee thinks it is practiT.

cable to take us in, being practically 2,000 miles away, and, for all

commercial purposes being, as it were, like a foreign country. I

would like to discuss that with the committee, if it desires.

Senator Keed. I expect we ought to hear about it, ought we not ?

Mr. Peck. It is not provided in the bill now. It says the conti-

nental United States shall be divided into districts.

Senator Beistow. Would it be practicable for you, 2,000 miles

away from the United States, to be able to be a part of this system?

Mr. Peck. If we needed discounts in a hurry we could send word
by mail—six days to San Francisco, wait three or four or five days

for a return steamer—and six days later we would get our reply. And
in the meantime we might either be out of commission or not need the

relief.
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Senator Reed. Do you consider, then, you ought to be required to

carry a larger reserve by law than you are now, if you are allowed
to keep there, in this isolated position, an isolated banking system ?

Mr. Peck. We do that there now. We carry, instead of 6 per cent,

the minimum required by law, a minimum of probably 40 per cent.

And, in ordinary requirements, they practically balance each other in

one island, where the whole thing, as it were, is a wash between
debits and credits, and we provide for the coin requirements of the

United States Government for the pay of its troops, who are paid in

actual gold coin, and the naval expenditures—everything is paid in

gold coin.

Senator Reed. Why could not they be paid in ordinary national-

bank notes?
Mr. Peck. Because of the habits of the people.

Senator Reed. It is just a matter of habit, is it?

Mr. Peck. Yes, sir; from time immemorial. Originally in these

islands they had moneys from all parts of the world. In 1873 they

had a Hawaiian coinage minted in the United States.

Senator Nelson. Do you have currency circulating in the shape

of gold certificates?

Mr. Peck. No, sir; we have gold coin. The people do not care

to carry paper money. There is no paper money in circulation to

speak of.

Senator Bristow. None in circulation?

Mr. Peck. Not to speak of. As fast as it accvimulates from the

tourists it is gathered together and held for the' accommodation of

returning jtourists and the unused portion is shipped back by express

or registered mail, insured, to the mainland.
Senator Bristow. California uses a great deal of gold coin. I

suppose there is more down there than in all the rest of the United
States, and it is used even to a greater extent in the Hawaiian Islands,

is it?

Mr. Peck, It is universal.

Senator Bristow. It seems to me to be a great waste to be using

gold coin and wearing it out when it could be in the vault of a bank
and its representative in the form of a gold certificate could be car-

' ried around.
Mr. Peck. Some people think that coin is more sanitary.

Senator Reed. What about your own bank circulation? You have

a national-bank circulation?

Mr. Peck. We have $250,000 bank circulation.

Senator Reed. What do you do with it?

Mr. Peck. It is paid out and distributed through the agency of

the bank in Washington, as is the case with many other national

banks.
Senator Nelson. Do not your notes circulate among the people

there?

Mr. Peck. No paper money circulates there. We take that out

for the convenience of the currency system of the United States

Government.
Senator Nelson. You have to take out a given am ount ?

Senator Reed. What do you do with it? You say you have

$250,000 and that it was paid out through a bank in Washington?
Mr. Peck. Yes; through our agency here.

Senator Reed. I^liat do they do
;
get you gold ?
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Mr. Peck. Where it was originally—all they pay out now from
day to day is the redemptions which take place.

Senator Reed. I want to get this in my mind. You have $250,000
from the Federal Government of bank bills which you never put
back in circulation. What do you do with it ?

Mr. Peck. We put it in circulation through our agency here.
Senator Reed. You have a bank here with which you do business

and you put this money in that bank, and then that bank, I suppose,
bandies your bills of exchange and everything of that sort for you
in this country or part of it ?

Mr. Peck. Only in a very small way. As national-bank notes are
as good as any other form of money they are exchanged into eastern
credits, and those eastern credits we transmute to local credits
through the instrumentality of the exchange at Honolulu.
Senator Eeed. And in that way you get gold ?

Mr. Peck. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Transmit them into gold. I see the point. Then, if

I get you right, what you want is an amendment to this bill providing
that nothing in this bill shall impair the rights or the privileges

of the banks situated outside the continental United States which are
now national banks. You have no further suggestion than that to
make at this time?
Mr. Peck. Except^ if the committee had a notion that it might

alter, fundamentally, this provision and include insular territory as

well as continental territory and attach, as it were, our distant islands

to the Federal reserve districts in which California would be included,

for instance, I would like to discuss that point ; but if it has no such

notion I would leave the whole matter without discussing it.

Senator Reed. I do not know what the committee will do.

Senator O'Gobman. I do not think it was intended to extend be-

yond this continent.

Senator Nelson. We could amend this section 16, whicli says

:

That all moneys now held in the general fund of the Treasury shall, upon
the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, within 12 months after tho

passage of this act, be deposited in Federal reserve banks, which banks shall act

as fi,scal agents of the United States; and thereafter the revenues of the Govern-

ment shall be regularly deposited in such banks, and disbursements shall be

made by checks drawn against such deposits.

We could except Hawaii from that so that the revenues of the Gov-

ernment collected in Hawaii need not be deposited in these regional

banks.

Senator O'Goeman. Do vou think it was ever designed that this was

to be extended to Hawaii, "Porto Rico, or the Philippines?

Senator Nelson. I do not know that they have any national banks

Senator O'Goeman. It should be confined to this continent
;
in my

judgment that was the intention of the framers of the bill.

Senator Reed. We would have to go a little further than ^enator

Nelson's suggestion, because my attention has been called by Mr.

Peck to the fact that there is some other language m the bill which

repeals certain privileges of the national-banking act.

Senator Nelson. We would have to amend it. This relates to Gov-

ernment deposits only. He has suggested an amendment to the other
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provision of the bill. I do not know whether we have any national
banks in Porto Rico.

Mr. Peck. There are none there.

Senator Nelson. And none in the Philippine Islands?
Mr. Peck. None there.

Senator Nelson. I think Hawaii is the only place.

Mr. Peck. Alaska—if Alaska be a part or the continental Unit«d
States, then this bill must give Alaska representation in this scheme.

Senator Nelson. I suppose it is in the continent of North America,
and it would be a part of the continental United States; but, of
course, that would not apply to your islands or to Porto Rico. But
we can put a provision in the bill including Alaska in order to save

any question about it, if it is necessary.

Senator Reed. I suggest that you file with the committee your
suggestions as to what ought to be done, provided the system was
extended to Honolulu, and your objections to its being extended there

at all, if you have objections. I suggest that you file that with the

committee in the form of a brief, so that we may save a little time

and get through with the rest of the witnesses who are here to-day.

Mr. Peck. I do not feel that I am empowered to speak for the

other financial institutions of the islands.

Senator O'Goeman. How many banking institutions are there

there?
Mr. Peck. With the branches, about 15 or 20.

Senator O'Gorman. How many American?
Mr. Peck. Everything is American there, with the exception of

the branch bank of the Yokohama Specie Bank of Japan.
Senator O'Gokman. Is that a large bank?
Mr. Peck. It has the finest banking house in Honolulu.

Senator Reed. What is its capital?

Mr. Peck. I do not know. It is a bank with world branches.

Their headquarters are in Japan. It is a very powerful institution.

Senator Nelson. The bank which is in Hawaii is simply a branch

of this Japanese bank?
Mr. Peck. That is it. Senator.

I would like to call the attention of the committee to this phrase,

one page 14, line 9, of the bill :
" Any national banking association

now organized." The word " continental " is not used there. It

says

—

any national banking ai?sociation now organized wliicli sliall not within one year

after the passage of this act become a national banking association imder the

provisions hereinbefore stated, or which shall fail to comply with any of the

provisions of this act applicable thereto, shall be dissolved.

We want to feel sure that we will not be dissolved.

Senator O'Goeman. You will not be dissolved. How many na-

tional banks are there in the island of Hawaii ?

Mr. Peck. Five.

Senator Nelson. Those are small banks?
Mr. Peck. Four on the island of Maui; two have $25,000 capital,

and two have $50,000, and they are comparatively new, and the sur-

plus is not large. But on the island of Hawaii the banking opera-

tions are in rather large figtires. The exports every year amount to

about $55,000,000.
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Senator Reed. If yon care to express it, what is your opinion of
permitting foreign banks to maintain branches in those islands?
Mr. Peck. There are a great many Japanese aliens and Chinese

aliens m those islands who can not become American citizens. All
Japanese born there can become citizens. Eventually those that are
born there will outnumber the Americans considerably. They will,
of course, control the electorate of the islands.
Senator O'Goeman. When will that condition arise?
Mr. Peck. I think it has been estimated, but I could not tell, Sen-

ator. There is a very high birth rate there.

Senator Nelson. Probably within 25 years?
Mr. Peck. It might be within 25 years. It may be sooner. There

are a number of oriental voters there now.
Senator O'Goeman. How long have you been in the islands?
Mr. Peck. About 13 years ; Brooklyn is my birthplace.
Senator Eeed. Then we are in danger of having a dependency of

the United States controlled from Japan, are we not ?

Mr. Peck. That is a pretty large political question, not a banking
question, and, of course, I could answer questions as a banker better,

perhaps, along these latter lines, but at the same time the Congress
of the United States controls the status of the Territory of Hawaii.
What it made it can unmake. It has the power.
Senator O'Gorman. There is no doubt about that. What is your

suggestion in that respect, if you have any to make?
Mr. Peck. There is no danger whatsoever at the present time, and

I hope there will be none in times to come. I hope that we will

Americanize those Japanese who are born there and who are going
to hve amongst us and who are very worthy people, indeed. There
is no prejudice in Hawaii against the Japanese. Sometimes some
concern is felt as to the possible attitude of the Japajjese Government
toward America, as such concern is felt on the mainland ; but, so far

as the denizens in Hawaii are concerned, they mingle with us, they
do business with us, and comport themselves with dignity and in-

dustry, and I can not say anything but well of them.
Senator Eeed. You did not answer my question as to what you

thought of a foreign bank maintaining a branch in Hawaii. Do you
think it ought to be permitted to continue ?

Mr. Peck. I think so, sir.

Senator Hollis. What amount of your bank notes are redeemed in

Washington now?
Mr. Peck. I presume about the same proportion as that of other

banks.

Senator Hollis. You do not know exactly ?

Mr. Peck. I could make up that statement and have it sent to you.

Senator Hollis. I wish you would.

(The memorial introduced by Senator Eeed is as follows:)

Tombstone, Ariz., Octohcr 11, 191S.

The Senate Committee on Banking and Cukrency,
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: Before the "steam roller" is iiivoked to pass the Glass bill, I

desire to invite tlie attention of its sponsors to a point that appears to have
escaped their attention.
During the debate on the bill upon the floor of the House it was sought to

learn to what extent it would be necessary for member banks to rediscount
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with the Federal reserve banks in order to inaugurate the system and how long

it would be necessary to renew such rediscounts.

Mr. Bulkley, of Ohio, who is Mr. Glass's right-hand man, had the floor. I

quote from the Congressional Record of September 12, page 5152

:

" Mr. SiiiTH of Minnesota. Have you made any computation as to just when
the central reserve banks will be able to pay off that $162,000,000 that they
rediscount, or is it a sort of an endless chain, whereby they will have to keep
redepositing continuously?

" Mr. Bulkley. I think they may have to carry this for some time. I would
not be able to say exactly how rapidly these banks will be able to read,1ust

their circumstances; but certainly they are enormously in debt now because of

deposits which have been made with them by country and outside banks, and
in course of time they will have to liquidate that debt. This table only shows
that there will be no embarrassment about their liquidating it. How long it

will take to work it off I could not say.
" Mr. Madden. Did I understand the gentleman to say that there would be

rediscounts amounting to about $300 000,000 altogether?
" JMr. Bulkley. The rediscounts will be about $266,000,000.
" Mr. Madden. In order to make the payments required witJi &e central

reserve bank?
" Mr. Bulkley. With the regional reserve banks.
"Mr. Madden. With the different banks that are to go into it?

"Mr. Bulkley. Yes; that is correct.
" Mr. Madden. That means that they do not have any money with which to

make the payment, does it not?
" Mr. Bulkley. It means that they are about that much short of having

enough.
" Mr. Madden. That if the cash was required to organize the Federal reserve

banks, they could be organized under this system?
" Sir. Bulkley. Yes ; that is true.
" Mr. Madden. When you rediscount the $266,000,000 in order to make pay-

ments for which you hnve no money, will not this rediscounted paper have to be

renewed at the end of the term for which it Is rediscounted?
" Mr. Bulkley. To the extent that it can not be paid, which would be to a

large extent, I think."

The inference to be gathered from the foregoing is that perhaps the larger

part of this papei' would have to be renewed and so carried for some time,

but there was no lii'ut or suggestion given of the wild inflation that lies jnst

ahead.
Here I desire to advert to the " report " of the committee when reporting

the bill to the House. I quote from item 12, on page 66:
" If it be asserted that this process will lead to inflation the answer to be

made is that whether it will or not is a matter in the hands of the reserve

oanks which will have it in their power, by fixing their rate of discount suit-

ably to prevent the banks from creating with them by rediscomuting reserve

oalances in excess of the required 5 per cent."
The 5 per cent referred to is the 5 per cent of the deposits of banks which

it is proposed shall be paid over to the Federal reserve banlts to inaugurate

ihe system.
So. Mr. Bu'kley states that it will be necessary for the banks to rediscount

266 millions of their paper in order to complete their payments of 5 per cent

of deposits, and that such portion of it as can not be paid at maturity will

have to be renewed.
The committee's report states that when the payment of 5 per cent Of de-

posits is complete that from this point foi-ward inflation will be within the

control of the Federal reserve banks through fixing the rate of discount.

Now I will call attention that the bill provides for the retirement of the

national-bank notes through a period of 20 years, amounting to 725 mil'ions of

dollars, and their replacement by Federal reserve Treasury notes. The Fed-

eral reserve Treasury notes must be based upon rediscounts taken over from the

banks.
To start the system the banlvs must rediscount 266 million, and at the end

of 20 years must have contributed further rediscounts of 725 millions, making

a round billion dollars of rediscounted paper that must be furnished by the

member banks to cover these two items alone, and which must be furnished

without vpfprence whatever to a discount rate. They are absolute require-

ments forced b.^- the transposition of the currency.
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It should be noted and understood that the transposition of the currency
will require 725 millions of rediscounts in addition to the 266 millions of re-
discounts first mentioned, the situation being this: Holding the 266 millions
of rediscounts, the Federal reserve banks could take out a like amount of cur-
rency, but not having any demand liabilities they can not pay it out except in
the purchase of additional assets (presumably further rediscounts). Thus,
when they had paid it all out they would then have 266 millions of rediscounts
in addition to the first 266 millions of rediscounts.
Therefore the minimum requirement to inaugurate the system and trans-

pose the currency will be a billion dollars of rediscounts forced over from
the member banks.
Furthermore, the natural growth, population, and business of the country

will call for additional currency, which likewise must be based upon further
rediscounts.

It is fair to estimate this increase for the coming 20 years at perhaps 500
millions, which, if correct, will swell the volume of rediscounts to a billion and
one-half.

Lastly, we come to the rediscounting for purely credit purposes, .nnd which
Item is properly controlled by the discount rate.

From what has been said of the bill we have been led to believe that
everybody and your Uncle could borrow all kinds of money under this bill,

and renew about as you please. Banks are invited to loan without limit.
What will be the aggregate of rediscounts held by the Federal reserve banks

at the end of 20 years?
Will the proponents of this bill answer the question?
Let us be conservative and guess the amount of rediscounts held at 1,500

millions.

If this amount of the choicest paper in the bartks be taken over, where will

the banks get paper from to replace it with, and what will be the quality of
said last paper?
Do the makers of this measure think that sound loans founded upon matured

business grow on bushes over night?
What new path do you seek to lead us in?
The question, which will this bill produce, inflation or contraction, is no

longer a matter of doubt. The facts as set forth and taken from the bill itself

prove to a certainty that it is the wildest scheme of inflation set up within
an age. Forced inflation at that.

Again, at the same time, we could easily experience drastic contraction in

the attempt to install this system ; causes by the banks declining to rediscount
as it is intended they shall, but instead, exercise their right to call in their

loans resulting in a panic in credit.

This bin is loaded at both ends.
Let us look at the earnings of the Federal reserve banks a moment ; 1.500

million of rediscounts at 5 per cent brings 75 millions of dollars a year

—

quite a chunk of interest and should leave very handsome earnings to be

divided 60 per cent to the Government and 40 per cent to the banks ; but we
are not quite sure of the 40, for the Federal reserve board might (will) take

a notion to raise the interest rate on currency from the minimum of one-half

to possibly 3i and in this way take over practically all the proflts before division

time comes.
Coming back to Mr. Smith's question of, when will the banks Become able

to free themselves from liability on rediscount?
The answer is absolutely plain; never under the sun. It goes the other

way.
The banks are to be permanently yoked to that burden and our system of

individual and independent banks blotted out.

A continued and swelling line of rediscounts must be furnished by them
forevermore.
Why was it that when this information was asked for on the floor of the

House that it was withheld?
What was the object?
Why did not Mr. Bulkley inform the gentleman that this 266 millions was

only an entering wedge, and that the amount was to be augumented by a

forced increase multiplied many times over within the next 20 years?

Why this deception? What? Te gods, is it possible that Mr. Bulkley him
self did not know any different?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 61
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If this be true, then, what of the high company he has been associated with
m the preparation of this most wonderful mistake?
Did they not know different? If they did, why then did they not disclose

the facts in their report?
Which conclusion shall we arrive at?
There are other weighty objections to this bill, which are under current

discussion, but the defect herein pointed out is fundamental and vital.

The bill must be reframed entirely. Therefore I suggest, gentlemen, to lock
your steamroller up and go home and lets think it over a while longer.

We are not in the least danger from a currency panic and will not be as
long as we have the Vreeland law (which can be extended), and as for the
credit situation, we are now suffering from inflation and a moderate restraint
upon credit for some little time to come will be all for our own best good.

Study the subject; we can learn much yet; we have just commenced.
Make haste slowly.

Very truly, T. R. Beandt.

(Thereupon, at 6 o'clock p m., the committee went into executive

session, and afterwards adjourned to meet at 10.30 o'clock a. m.,

to-morrow, Thursday, October 23, 1913.)

thursday, october 23, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Currency,
United States Senate,

Washington. D. G.

The committee met at 10.65 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators O'Gorman (presiding), Hitchcock, Eeed, Pom-

erene, Shafroth, Hollis, Nelson, Bristow, McLean, and Weeks.
Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Crozier, we will now hear you. Will

you kindly give your full name, address, and business activities to

the stenographer?

STATEMENT OF ALFRED OWEN CROZIER, OF COLLEGE HILL,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Senator O'Goeman. What is your business?
Mr. Crozier. Lawyer and author of two financial books—The

Magnet, and United States Money v. Corporation Currency.
Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Crozier, I think I have been reading, with

great interest, one of your productions during the last few days.

Mr. Crozier. With my sympathy if you have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator O'Gorman. No; it is adding to whatever information I

may have on the subject. You are not a banker yourself?

Mr. Crozier. No, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. You have a brother who is a banker?
Mr. Crozier. I have

;
yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. You have written on the subject of banking

and currency?
Mr. Crozier. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. You have spoken and lectured at times?

Mr. Crozier. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. You say you are a lawyer ?

Mr. Crozier. I am; yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. You have no banking affiliations?

Mr. Crozier. None whatever.
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Senator O'Gorman. You have read this bill?

Mr. Ceozier. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. Now, you may state your views of this bill.

Mr. Ceozier. Before discussing the subject more generally, if in-

stead of adopting a complete ideal banking and currency plan it is

decided to merely prop up the present system by enacting the meas-
ure recently passed by the House, I respectfully suggest the follow-
ing modifications:

First. Make cash reserves of each bank 15 per cent, of which 5 per
cent shall be kept in the bank's vaults, 5 per cent in the regional
reserve bank, and 5 per cent in any banks in that system, the amount
so deposited in any bank shall not exceed 10 per cent of the capital

stock of the depositing bank, or of the bank receiving such reserve
deposits.

Senator Beistow. Just give me that again; I did not catch that
fully.

Senator Nelson. Read the whole paragraph.
Mr. Crozier. First, make cash reserves of each bank 15 per cent,

of which 5 per cent shall be kept in the bank's vaults, 5 per cent in the
regional reserve bank, and 5 per cent in any banks in the system.
Senator Nelson. Ajiy other banks?
Mr. Crozier. Any other banks in system. The amounts so de-

posited in any bank shall not exceed 10 per cent of the capital stock

of the depositing bank or of the bank receiving such reserve deposit.

Senator Hollis. That would cut it up very badly in the case of
most banks that would have a fairly small capital and very large

deposits. You have that in mind, and that is your idea ?

Mr. Crozier. Precisely. Let me finish the paragraph, and then I
would be glad to make any further explanation. If all State and
national banks join, this plan would centralize about $500,000,000 of

reserves for the purposes of protection and rediscount; leave $500,-

000,000 in the banks' vaults and decentralize and scatter in small

amounts for safety the other $500,000,000, instead of centralizing

same in a few large cities. If the reserves had been scattered in 1907
there would not have been a general' panic and suspension of cash
payments by the banks.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Crozier, let me ask you here: You ap-

peared before the House committee last year, did you not?
Mr. Ceoziee. In 1908.

Senator O'Goeman. As far back as that?

Mr. Ceoziee. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. You appeared before the so-called Glass com-

mittee a year ago, did you not?
Mr. Ceoziee. I did, by invitation of the committee, but it was sub-

mitted in printed form, rather than in person.

Senator O'Goeman. You presented then the same views you are

presenting here now ?

Mr. Ceoziee. No, sir; an entirely different side. You will find,

Mr. Chairman (I will say right here, in this connection) that through
your courtesy you have already included in the report of your hear-

ings an entire complete substitute bill and an analysis of the_ various

systems, which I submitted through a Senator, a friend of mine, and
that will be found in part 18 of your printed hearings.
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Senator O'Goemak. So that what you have to say to-day will be
supplemental to that?
Mr. Ceozier. Supplemental to that, but largely on a different sub-

ject than there discussed.

The purpose of this, gentlemen, is to scatter, to concentrate a por-
tion of the reserves for protection and rediscount and scatter the rest

for the safety of the banks, and to also do justice to all parts of the

country in giving a large part of the country an opportunity to have
for local use a portion of the bank reserves. I do not believe it is

fair or right or wise or safe to continue the present reserve system
which compels by law the taking away of vast sums of money from
every section of the United States and concentrating it in a few large

so-called reserve cities for the exclusive benefit and use of those

reserve cities. Now, if this change is made in your law, which you
can do here, it will mean that the large banks in the cities will scatter

their reserves. Why? Because outlying sections, the country banks
in outlying sections, can afford to pay 3 per cent and sometimes 4
per cent for use of those reserves.

Senator Nelson. Is not that a danger, to allow them to pay inter-

est on it?

Mr. Croziee. I think not. I think that the demand for money.
Senator, should regulate largely the interest rate.

Senator Nelson. No; but I mean on these reserves. Would not

that be a temptation for banks to send it to remote corners where they

could get an extraordinary high rate of interest?

Mr. Ceoziee. I think there is no element of danger in that. Senator,

provided the deposit in any given bank is restricted to 10 per cent

of the capital stock of either bank.
Senator Nelson. Suppose you had 10 or 20 banks to make deposits

in one bank to that extent? You see what an enormous amount of

bankers' deposits they would have?
Mr. Ceozier. But the concentration would not be anything like

as great, Senator, as it is under the present system where New
York gets in the neighborhood of a third of all the reserve money
in the United States. And the present system has operated to make
a rate of interest of from 1 to 2 per cent in one financial center

where most of the reserve money is used for stock speculation, and

while money for those purposes is loaned for those rates, commercial
business of all sections of the country is compelled to pay 5 and 6

per cent for the use of money for their business. This would tend

to equalize the interest rate for the benefit of all sections of the

country, and would not impair the safety of the reserve system.

Second. Make more clear the power of the Federal reserve board

to remove class B bank directors for any act it deems not to be in

the interest of agricultural, commercial, or industrial interests of

the district, or for the welfare of the general public. That will make
the Federal board a real power, instead of largely an ornamental

figurehead. As now written, the Federal reserve board's right of

removal is only if it thinks those men have ceased to be representative

of that class. In other words, ceased to be agricultural, commercial,

or industrial people. Now, the board should have the power of

removal if those men, by their official acts fail to represent the agri-
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cultural, commercial, or industrial interests of the general public
because the Federal board represents the general public

'

Third. Empower the Federal reserve board to fix from day to day
for Federal banks the general discount rate charged local member
banks which shall be uniform throughout the United States. Re-
member, gentlemen, it is chiefly the public currency and revenues—
the property of the people—that is being loaned by the Federal
banks. When a system is created by an act of the General Govern-
ment to dispose of the public currency and public revenues belonging
to all of the people there is no justification in morals and should not be
in law for discriminating in the interest rate charged for public cur-
rency between sections of the same country. There is a further rea-
son, gentlemen, a scientific reason : If you would give to the Federal
reserve board the absolute power possessed by the Bank of England to
fix and change from day to day the interest rate, the discount rate,
you will have created one of the most useful powers in the hands of
an agency of the General Government of all the people by which it

can intelligently and effectively check improper general speculation
and encourage the development of prosperity. In other words, as you
know and have been told by distinguished financial men who have
been here, an increase in the general discount rate always tends to
check speculative operation and activities throughout the countiy.
On the other hand, a decrease of the general discount rate tends in-
stantly to release money and thereby a tenfold volume of bankers'
credit based on that money that the banks at once seek to find profit-

able outlets for, and business is artificially stimulated throughout the
country. So that the mere raising and lowering of the general dis-

count rate, if it is exercised wisely and intelligently by a central

patriotic authority, can be made a tonic and means a governor by
which automatically, to a measurable extent, the prosperity and busi-

ness conditions of the country can be regulated. Therefore a power
.SQ enormous should not, in my judgment, be delegated to any private
corporation or dozen private corporations to be used for private

profit, because those corporatins naturally would use it to increase

the interest rate and thereby inci'ease the profit of such banks as own
the corporations.

Fourth. Prohibit discrimination and favoritism by Federal banks
as between member banks in the matter of service or interest rates.

Now, gentlemen, while these regional banks are to be private cor-

porations this bill gives them very large special privileges and powers.

Senator O'Gokman. Gives to whom ?

Mr. Croziee. This bill gives to the Federal banks and regional

banks very large powers and very large and rich and valuable special

privileges. The system of control of these Federal banks is private.

Senator O'Gorman. Why private? There are three members ap-

pointed by the reserve board strictly governmental officials. Of course

the six others are selected by the various member banks.

Mr. Ceoziee. Precisely; and that is why it is private instead of

public in the control and management of the banks.

Senator O'Goeman. You say the three officers named by the reserve

board are private officials ?

Mr. Ceoziee. No, sir. No; you do not understand me. I said

the control and management of the regional bank is a private control

and not a public control and management.
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Senator O'Gorman. I can not agree with you. The regional banks,

even under the pending bill, are ultimately controlled by a public

governmental board residing here in Washington. I can appreciate

the observation you made a moment ago, that perhaps sufficient pow-
ers have not been conferred On the reserve board to give it effectual

control over the several regional banks.

Mr. Ceoziek. Yes.

Senator O'Gohman. That is a matter that can be easily corrected.

IMr. Crozier. Yes; but I am taking the present bill as it stands

now, Senator. The House has already passed it, and I must neces-

sarily discuss the b 11 in the legal form of its present structure.

Those are private corporations, they are privately owned and pri-

vately managed in law. Now, it is true that the Government board

has very large moral influence there, and that that moral influence

would be very beneficial and useful, I grant. But speaking legally,

the banks and not the Government choose six of the nine directors,

and therefore it is private control and management as the bill now
reads.

For that reason, it seems to me, as you are to take away from the

Government and turn over to 12 private corporations formed by the

banks an entire exclusive monopoly of every dollar of the pnblie

currency of the United States and every dollar of the public revenues

of the United States, and turn them over to these private central

banks, if you please, for the profit of those private corporations, it

seems to me it is the duty of Congress to absolutely insure in the bill

that these public funds will be administered by those private banks,

private corporations, without discrimination or partiality. For the

same reasons that the Interstate Commerce Commission is author-

ized——
(At this point there was a call for a quorum of the Senate.)

Senator O'Gorman. Gentlemen, we will now adjourn to the com-

mittee room of the Judiciary Committee on the ground floor of the

Senate wing of the Capitol, as it is necessary for us to answer the

roll calls.

(Thereupon, at 11.15 o'clock a. m., the committee adjourned to the

Judiciary Committee room in the Capitol.)

Senator O'Gorman. You may proceed, Mr. Crozier.

Mr. Crozier. The matters of prohibiting discrimination by Federal

reserve banks, as between local member banks, is a matter that is

equally justifiable with the law prohibiting discrimination by rail-

roads between customers in the matter of railroad rates and service,

in my judgment.
And it is in some respects more important, because it is not incon-

ceivable that, in some instances, a clique may obtain control of the

regional banks; and unless there is this safeguard provided there

may be favors extended to one local bank and denied to others, and
there should be nothing of that kind ; every bank, especially if they

come in under compulsion, should have the protection of an affirma-

tive prohibition in this law.

Senator Nelson. Now, how would you put that into the bill?

What rule could you lay down in the bill—putting it into words ?

Mr. Crozier. I would empower the Federal board to remove any

and all directors of Federal banks that participate or permit discrimi-

nation by Federal banks in the administration of their powers.
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Senator Nelson. But that would not be laying down a rule of
guidance for the regional banks. I mean, what rule would you lay

down for the guidance of the regional banks to prevent discrimina-

tion?

Mr. Ceoziee. The granting, for instance, of rediscounts to one
bank and refusing them to another bank on precisely the same class

of paper.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you thinls: of providing that

every member bank, as a matter of right, should be entitled to redis-

counts to the extent of the capital stock, and that no member bank
should be permitted to have discounts in excess of twice its capital

stock, except in case of an emergency, and then only upon reference to

the Federal reserve board ?

Mr. Croziee. That, Senator, is an absolutely essential provision if

the law of supply and demand instead of the arbitrary will of the
directors of a private regional corporation is to govern in the world
of finance and banking.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, what would you think of this further
provision, that the rate of discount should be the same to all member
banks, and should be higher when the member bank is accorded dis-

counts exceeding the amount of its capital stock ?

Mr. Croziee. I have already stated—I think you were not present

at the time—that I favor a uniform rate of discount throughout the

United States.

Senator Nelson. On the part of the regional banks. Mr. Crozier

took that stand.

Mr. Ceoziee. Yes ; on the part of the regional banks, and fixed by
the Government board, and changed from day to day or from week
to week. And I would say, further, that for extra loans granted as a

mere emergency I would make a special rate. I would provide in the

rules put out by the Government board a special higher rate that

would operate, when that emergency was over, to bring back the

emergency currency into the general pile.

Senator Hitchcock. That is, you would allow a bank, up to the

amount of its capital stock, for instance, to have the lowest rate?

Mr. Ceoziee. The minimum—the maximum, rather.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, the minimum rate.

Mr. Ceozibr. The minimum and the maximum are the same.

Senator Hitchcock. And then if it required discounts in excess of

its capital stock it should pay a higher rate ?

Mr. Crozier. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. But the rate in all cases to be the same to the

member banks ?

Mr. Crozier. Yes. I stated before that in morals, and I thought

in law, there was no justification for granting by law to private re-

gional corporations the power to discriminate between localities of

the same kind in the price of interest for public currency and public

revenues distributed through those private corporations for the pub-

lic use.

Fifth. Prohibit any bank in the system charging more than 7 per

cent for either time or demand loans, or discrimination between cus-

tomers in the rates paid for deposits or charged for loans under simi-

lar conditions. This refers, of course, to local banks.

Senator Nelson. Member banks.
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Mr. Ceoziee. Yes; member banks. You are all familiar with the
fact that the practice in New York has grown up on the stock ex-

change of bidding the price of call loans to 10, 20, 30, and 50 per cent,

and sometimes 100, 200, and 300 per cent—during the Northern Pacific

corner.

Now, that increased interest rate automatically acts as a magnet
and entices the money all over the United States away from local

business, local industry, and local banks into that one center, to be
used chiefly for speculative purposes. It is a scandal; it is a wrong
on the whole country ; it is a thing that ought to have been abolished

years ago.

Senator O'Goeman. What should be abolished?

Mr. Ceoziee. The charging of more than 7 per cent for either time

or call loans.

Senator O'Goeman. You mean it should be prohibited?

Mr. Ceoziee. Prohibited; yes; because it is a fraud on the whole

country. It is a thing that creates tensions, and it has done more
than any other one thing, gentlemen, to bring on panics in this

country.
Are the 48 States utterly helpless to change a condition in one

city of one State that repeatedly operates to demoralize the financial

and banking conditions of the whole country ? Are we helpless ? I

think we are not helpless, gentlemen, provided in this very measure
you gentlemen take the initiative and try to correct that wrong.

It is well known—it has been brought out in the investigations

which have been conducted by authority of Congress—thtit banks
incorporated under national law repeatedly participated in the

scheme of inflating call rates, and over and over have called loans

at one end of the bank for the sole purpose of forcing their cus-

tomers to go to the other end of the same bank and submit to a

usurious interest rate ; and all this under charters granted and exist-

ing by Federal laws. The system is wrong ; it is a scandal.

Sixth. Prohibit the granting or calling of loans for the purpose of

influencing the quotation prices of securities and the contracting of

loans or increasing of interest rates in concert or cooperation by the

banks to influence public opinion or the action of any legislative body
or the political action of bank customers.

Senator Nelson. Will you please repeat that? I did not get it.

Mr. Ceoziee. Six, prohibit the granting or calling in of loans for

the purpose of influencing quotation prices of securities and the con-

tracting of loans or increasing of interest rates in concert or coopera-

tion by the banks to influence public opinion or the action of any

legislative body or the political action of bank customers.

Senator Nelson. How could that be put in practical operation?

In what way would you do it?

Mr. Ceoziee. If you will make a declaration, a prohibition in your

law, a specific prohibition in this law, prohibiting that practice, even

if you put no penalty behind it, the statutes of the United States

will furnish a penalty of three years' imprisonment or not to exceed

$10,000 fine under the conspiracy act.

Senator Hitchcock. You would have to prove a motive?
Mr. Ceoziee. Yes

;
you would have to prove it. All criminal mat-

ters are subject to proof. If the proof can not be provided, then there

is no injury to the banks. But- I remember—and you gentlemen
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remember—within recent months the distinguished Secretary of the
Treasury of the United States was reported in the open press notices
as specifically charging that there was a conspiracy, or words to
that effect, among certain of the large banking interests to put a
contraction upon the currency and to raise interest rates for the sake
of forcing public opinion—to force Congress into passing currency
legislation desired by those institutions. I say that is not a proper
business for banks to engage in chartered under Federal authority.
And this is the place to correct that evil, if it is ever to be corrected.
Senator Nelson. Did the Secretary of the Treasury furnish any

proof of that fact ?

Mr. Ceoziee. I can not say that he did. He referred
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). Do you personally know of any-

thing that justified that suspicion or fear on his part?
Mr. Ceozier. No ; not on his part. No ; I am not in the confidence

of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Senator Shafeoth. Well, on your own part, do you know of any

combination ? Have you any proof of any combination ?

Mr. Ceozier. I am a lawyer, and a number of these gentlemen
are lawyers. We know that circumstantial evidence sometimes is the
most valuable.

Senator Shafeoth. Certainly.

Mr. Ceoziee. And six or seven months ago the condition of busi-

ness in this country never had been as healthy as at that time.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I do not know about that. In March^
when the bank statements were made, the reserves were at their lowest

ebb, and the banks have been struggling ever since that time to

strengthen them.
Mr. Ceozier. Senator, that has been, over and over, put up as

an unhealthy—or as an evidence of lack of prosperity in the country.

Senator Hitchcock. No; it shows a strained condition of the

banking resources.

Mr. Ceoziee. On the part of the banks.

Senator Hitchcock. But it does not show—and at once, when it

was revealed, the banks went to work to try to fortify themselves^

which they should have done.

Mr. Ceoziee. Yes; but not in the fire-alarm way in which it was
done. An official of the National City Bank of New York, which

bank is the leader, has always been the leader in taking away from

the Government and the people of the United States the control of

their public currency and putting it into the hands of a private cor-

poration—in other words, the leader in the movement for the Aldrich

central-bank plan—an official of that bank went out to Detroit in

the spring, and in a public address rang the fire alarm that natu-

rally would set every bank in the United States into calling its loans

and strengthening its reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you put into the record what he said?

Mr. Ceoziee. I have not it with me.
Senator Hitchcock. Can you procure it?

Mr. Ceozier. I think I could. tt t.
Senator Hitchcock. I ask that that be done. I would like to

know what this was—what specific thing was done; what specific

thing was said.
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Mr. Ceoziek. I will try to find that, because at the time I know I
was sure that started a movement for the contraction of the cur-

rency—for the contraction of bank loans that would be nation-wide
before it got through.

Senator Nelson. But do you not think the condition of the banks,
as revealed by the statement that Senator Hitchcock referred to

—

do you not think that that justified

Mr. Ceozier (interposing). It justified the banks. Senator, in

strengthening their reserves privately ; but it did not justify the pub-
lication in the public press of the whole country of an alarming con-

dition and the publication of it in the face of the announcement
from the President that an effort was to be made to put over cur-

rency legislation at this session of Congress. Now, it is impos-
sible

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). I think you are getting your
dates mixed, Mr. Crozier. The President did not take that position

until later. It was midsummer before the President took that

position.

Senator Siiafroth. It was the 24th of June.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes; and the condition of the banks of the

United States, as I remember, was revealed in their March state-

ments.
Mr. Ceozieb. I think you are correct as to the formal announcement

of the President; but shortly after the President's inauguration, if

my memory serves me correctly, it was pretty generally published

throughout the United States that currency and tariff were both to

be considered, at least, at this session of Congress. I do not think

that the formal statement of the President that they must be com-
pleted during this session was made until the time you speak of, but

it was generally understood by the banks and by everybody that cur-

rency would come up at this special session, at least for discussion;

and those people, the interests back of the Aldrich plan, have been

busy night and day for the last six years.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you any other views bearing on the

provisions of this bill, Mr. Crozier?
Mr. Ceoziee. Yes ; that is exactly what I am coming to.

SeAen. Empower the Federal reserve board to loan currency direct

to any local bank in the system, as well as to the regional banks, on

the same securities required by Federal banks.
Senator Nelson. Will you repeat that statement and let me see if

I understand it?

Mr. Ceozier. Seven. Empower the Federal reserve board to loan

currency direct to any local bank in the system, as well as to the

regional banks, on the same security required by Federal banks or

regional banks, whenever such board deems that the public welfare

requires such action.

Senator Nelson. Well, the Federal reserve board would not have

anything to loan ; the only way they could do it would be to order

one regional bank to loan to another.
Mr. Crozier. No. They have the public currency absolutely under

their sole control at the outset.

Senator O'Gorman. You may proceed, Mr. Crozier.
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Mr. Geoziee. That is the only way local banks and the business
public can be protected against possible abuse of the currency
monopoly by a regional bank; absolutely the only way. You are
creating, if you put this bill through, 12 private monopolies—private
corporations owned by the banks, to which private corporations you
are delegating by act of Congress an absolute monopoly of every
dollar of the public currency of the United vStates and every dollar

of the public revenues of the United States.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, that is the way the bill is now. It will

not be that way when it comes out of this committee.
Mr. Ceoziee. I hope not. But I have no way of seeing into the

minds of this committee.

You are doing that, gentlemen ; more than that. You are putting
into the hands of those regional I'eserve banks exclusively, and not
in the hands of the Government board, the exercise of the power of
elasticity that we all desire to establish.

Eighth. Preferably eliminate the regional-bank feature and merge
a reasonable portion of all bank reserves for purposes of protection

and rediscount under the control of the Federal board, such board
to be increased in size, and have its powers enlarged and properly
safeguarded. The number of regional banks should not be reduced
if they are to be owned and controlled by private interests instead of

the Government.
The object of the big banks in demanding fewer regional banks is

to increase their grip on the system and make more easy and certain

the monopoly of all money and bank credit, and of private control of

the public currency, which this measure openly grants to the powers
of privilege.

If the Government is to retain absolute, instead of pretended, con-

trol, then one bank or public agency is all that is needed, and will

be more simple and scientific than a dozen or any other number of

scattered agencies exercising currency powers.

The so-called administration currency bill grants just what Wall
Street and the big banks for 25 years have been striving for, namely,

private instead of public control of the public currency.

I know that, gentlemen, for on the I7th day of December, 1907, I

was in the city of ISTew York at the meeting of the National Civic

Federation, when the chairman of the committee, Mr. Seligman, in

the presence of the meeting in which the representatives of Wall

Street were in the majority, presented their currency resolutions.

This was right during the panic—or right after the panic.

I moved as an amendment a proviso to that resolution, and the

proviso was this

:

Provided, That the power to control the volume of the public currency in

circulation among the people shall not be taken from the Government and put

into private hands.

I asked Mr. Seligman and the committee in public to accept that

amendment, and they refused to do so.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that the Government now con-

trols the volume of currency ?

Mr. Ceoziee. It does to a large extent; but it is not elastic.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you point out to the committee how

the Government controls it?
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Mr. Choziee. It controls it.—it issues it and turns it over, of course,

on bonds
Senator HrrcHcocK (interposing). Well, how would the Secretary

of the Treasury—you mean by the Government, the Secretary of the

Treasury, I suppose—how would he go to work, now, to expand the

currency ?

Mr. Crozier. He can not do it under the present law.

Senator Hitchcock. Under the present law he can not contract it.

Mr. Crozier. Under the present law he can not contract it.

Senator Hitchcock. Then how do you say it is under the control

of the Government?
Mr. Croziee. I say it should be under the control of the Govern-

ment. That is the power I want put into the hands of the Federal

board or agency, the power of elasticity ; and I do not want it taken

away from the Federal board or from the Government or from the

people and put into the hands of private corporations, to be exer-

cised for private profit and without due regard to the general wel-

fare.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, do you know of any country where it is

under the control of the Government?
Mr. Crozier. Well, I can not say I do, in the strictest sense ; but I

do not know of any other Government where we have the people in

control of the Government as we have here—to the same extent.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me ask you this question: What would
be the effect if it were in the power of the Treasury Department and

the Treasury Department should be able to exercise it by greatly ex-

panding the currency? What would be the eifect of that?

Mr. Crozier. I am opposed to doing it in that way. I want cre-

ated a deliberative, law-controlled agency or, preferably, a depart-

ment of the Government segregated from the ordinary business of the

Government and from the financial affairs of the Government; a

United States monetary council ; a body just as deliberative and intel-

ligent as the Supreme Court of the United States.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, suppose that should be created to your

liking, and it should expand the currency, with the power that you

have suggested conferred upon it. What would the effect be?

Mr. Crozier. Increasing the volume of money in circulation would
increase the credit tenfold.

Senator Hitchcock. What would be the effect upon prices?

Mr. Crozier. The effect would be to increase them.
Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that any body of men ought to

have the power to increase prices?

Mr. Crozier. I think they ought to have the power to increase or

decrease them.
Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that we ought to empower a

commission to raise and lower prices in the United States?

Mr. Crozier. Yes; I think somebody is going to have that power
over the elasticity of the public currency, and I would rather in-

trust it to an agency of the Government than to intrust it to private

corporations that are run for private profit. It is only a choice of

evils, if you please.

Senator Hitchcock. Would it not be better to have the volume of

currency responsive to the needs of business?
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Mr. Croziee. It will be so under an intelligent and wise board.
That board will not be arbitrary, if it is intelligent and honest and
efficient.

Senator Nelson. But what rule of elasticity would that board fol-

low? Wliat would be the rules that would guide the board?
Mr. Croziee. The same rules that you have here, except that it

would have a better judgment and a more public judgment, because
it would have the instrumentality for influencing the thing with due
regard, not to locality, but to the whole country and the whole
situation.

Now, if we are to assume, gentlemen, that in a republican form
of government it is impossible for Congress to create a public body
that it is safe to delegate these governmental powers to and that
therefore we must take these powers away from the Government and
delegate them to some private corporation, run for profit, that is

different ; I do not agree with you. I believe in the republican form
of government and in the ability of that form of government to con-
struct a public agency, a department of government, that will be
absolutely free from all political taint or partisan bias and free from
control by the influence of Wall Street or anybody else—just the

same as the Supreme Court is to-day.

But it should be a separate department of the Government; it

should not be intermixed or intermeddled with the Treasury Depart-
ment work at all.

Senator Nelson. You would have to have a bureau of elasticity

then. [Laughter.]

Senator Hitchcock. A rubber bureau. [Laughter.]

Senator O'Gorman. You may proceed, Mr. Crozier, with your

remarks.

Mr. Crozier. If the gentleman will take the trouble and have the

patience to read, in part 18 of your published proceedings, you will

find a complete bill there.

Senator Nelson. I will try to read it.

Mr. Croziee. It will give you an idea of the precise machinery that

should be used for that purpose.

The so-called administration currency bill grants just what Wall
Street and the big banks for 25 years' have been striving for, namely,

private instead of public control of the public currency. It does this

as completely as did the Aldrich bill. Both measures rob the Gov-

ernment and the people of all effective coiitrol over the public money
supply and vest in the banks exclusively the dangerous power to

make money among the people scarce or plenty. The Aldrich bill

put this power in one private central bank. The administration bill

puts it in 12 regional central banks, all owned exclusively by the

identical private interests that would have owned and run the one

Aldrich bank.
Mr. Crozier. There is absolutely no difference between the two

measures in legal effect as to the control of the volume of currency

in circulation. In one case the Aldrich bank and in the other the 12

regional banks exclusively decide the quantity of public currency

that shall be put out among the people through local banks by redis-

counting commercial paper, what locality, and which banks shall get

it, and the price that must be paid for it. They also exclusively de-.

cide the quantity of currency that shall be taken away from the
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people by stopping the rediscounting and forcing local banks to

gather up the people's cash and hand it to the regional banks to pay
maturing rediscounted paper, and they only decide when this shall

be done.

Senator Hitchcock. None of that would be true if the law were to

provide that every bank, as a matter of right, should be entitled to a

certain line of discount at any time.

Mr. Croziee. That would help very much, and if you will increase

the powers of the Federal board over those banks ; to put the Federal

Government in supreme control of the discount rate, so that the law
of supply and demand will regulate it, I am in favor of this bill, if we
can not get an ideal system.

Senator Shafroth. You do not think then the central board itself

ought to have the power to increase and decrease ?

Mr. Croziee. I will explain that a little later.

Senator Shafeoth. All right.

Mr. Croziee. In other words, the imperial power of elasticity of

the public currency and the tenfold volume of bank credit are loans

built upon such currency, is wielded exclusively by these central

corporations owned by the banks. This is a life and death power
over all local banks and all business. It can be used to create or

destroy prosperity ; to ward off or cause stringencies and panics. By
making money artificially scarce interest rates throughout the country

can be arbitrarily raised and the bank tax on all business and cost

of living increased for the profit of the banks owning these regional

central banks, and without the slightest benefit to the people. These
12 corporations together cover the whole country and monopolize
and use for private gain every dollar of the public currency, and all

public revenues of the United States. Not a dollar can be put into

circulation among the people by their Government without the con-

sent of and on terms fixed by these 12 private-money trusts.

The Federal reserve board is utterly powerless. It can print and
pledge the credit of the Government to a billion dollars of pubUc
currency and turn it over on its terms to the 12 reserve banks. Then
its power ends. It can not compel the regional banks to put a dollar

into actual circulation through local banks, no matter how badly it

IS needed by the people as a medium of exchange. It can not prevent
the regional banks from suddenly withdrawing the entire billion

from circulation, even if that course demoralized all business and
wrecked all prices. The power to inflate and contract the volume of

the public currency in the hands of the people and banks is vested

not in the Federal board, but in the dozen private banldng cor-

porations.

Senator Reed. Do you think if the regional banks of this country
were to do the things you speak of that it would be more than about
two days and a half until the directors would be removed under the
power of removal?
Mr. Croziee. There is no power of removal. I have already dis-

cussed that. I discussed that before you came in, I think. There is

no power of removal. of the three class B directors, so long as they are

themselves commercial, agricultural, or industrial men. I asked for

an amendment along that line before you came in, Senator.
Senator Eeed. There is a, power of removal which is limited to the

three?
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Mr. Ceoziee. Yes.
Senator Eeed. If we could remove those three and appoint three

others, we would be able to run that bank again in a few days ?

Mr. Croziee Yes ; under this bill. I am only discussing the bill

which may be evolved.

Senator Reed. I am talking about this unbelieveable thing.
Senator Shafeoth. Of course, it is not likely that this will occur.
Mr. Ceoziee. Let me say in answer to the Senator, I am not saying,

and do not say, and would not say that every bank or any bank now,
next week, next month, or next year would do these things to this ex-
treme, but when you gentlemen are making a statute you do not as-
sume that the powers you grant probably will not be abused, but you
safeguard the language of the statute so that selfish interests can not
abuse those powers, even if they are inclined to do so.

Senator Eeed. That is all right. I was asking about your claim
that we could not control in an extreme case. Undoubtedly the con-
trol would be there.

Mr. Ceoziee. Yes- There is, under the language of the bill passed
by the House, no control or power in the Federal board to remove
the directors of Federal banks, so long as these class B directors are
themselves commercial, agricultural, or industrial men.
Gentlemen, that is private control of the public currency, the

power in private hands to manipulate or arbitrarily raise and lower
the prices of all securities, commodities, property, and human labor
by simply inflating and contracting at the will of such corporations
the outstanding quantity of the public currency of the United States.
Senator Reed. What do you say of this section in regard to the

powers given to this central board

:

To suspend the officials of Federal reserve banks and, (or cause stated in writ-
ing with opportunity of hearing, require the removal of said officials for incom-
petency.

That would cover the case you have been discussing.

Mr. Ceoziee. I do not think so.

Senator Reed. " Dereliction of duty," that would cover it ; would
it not? "Dereliction of duty, fraud, or deceit, such removal to be
subject to approval by the President of the United States."

Senator Shaeeoth. There is another clause in there to the effect

that when they shall be satisfied that they do not represent the agri-

cultural or industrial interests they may be removed.
Mr. Ceoziee. That means if they stop being agricultural men and

become bankers they should be put off the board. What I want in

there is a section providing that if they cease, by their official acts,

to serve the interests of those particular interests they should have
the power of removal.
Senator Reed. Section D provides, among the powers of this cen-

tral board

:

To supervise and regulate the issue and retirement of Fede'ral reserve notes
and to prescribe the form and tenor of such notes.

Read that in connection with paragraph (f), which says

:

To suspend the officials of Federal reserve banks, and, for cause stated in

writing with opportunity of hearing, require the removal of said officials for

incompetency, dereliction of duty, fraud, or deceit, such removal to be subject

to approval by the President of the United States.

It seems to me there would be a manifest power there.
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Mr. Croziek. Suppose, Senator, the regional bank directors should
say, " Speculation is becoming rife ; let us call in 25 per cent of our
loans." Now, the Federal reserve board might believe that that was
a tremendous burden on business, but it would be only an error of

judgment.
Senator Reed. But that would be incompetency?
Mr. Ceoziee. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. The Federal reserve board undoubtedly would have
the power, and there is no court in the country that would interfere

with their power.
Mr. Crozier. I would like to see that clause put in the bill, Sena-

tor. I would like to see that specific clause put in the bill, making the

Federal reserve board the supreme court on this and all other ques-

tions that come up under this bill.

Senator Nelson. Will you repeat that statement you made a while
ago?
Mr. Crozier. That is, private control of the public currency, the

power in private hands to manipulate or arbitrarily raise and lower
the prices of all securities, commodities, property, and human labor

by simply inflating and contracting at the will of such corporations

the outstanding quantity of the public currency of the United States.

All authorities agree, so far as I know, that an inflation of the money
in circulation, the money of the people, tends to automatically in-

crease prices.

Senator Nelson. The banks can not do it. The call for the cur-

rency must come from the regional banks. They must put up their

commercial paper. The regional bank can not issue, haphazard,
currency and scatter it among the people and then bring it back.

They can only issue it where there is a call by the member banks.
Mr. Crozier. That is true.

Senator Nelson. So the demand comes from the consumers in the

first instance?
Mr. Crozier. They have the power to refuse to comply with the

demand. If the law of supply and demand of legitimate business

—

and commercial paper is legitimate business, if it is genuine com-
mercial paper—if that law of supply and demand can be put into

your bill, so it will be the Government and not the arbitrary will of

the board of directors of the private corporation, you will take out

very much of the danger.
Senator Hitchcock. That is undoubtedly the purpose of the bill,

and the committee will see to it.

Mr. Crozier. I hope so.

Senator Shafroth. You have your amendment all prepared?
Mr. Crozier. No; I have just suggested it.

Senator Nelson. He has a bill in the record.
Mr. Crozier. I have a complete bill in the record.
Senator Shaeeoth. You had better put in your amendment just

as you want it, so that instead of going to your philosophy we can

go to the language used.

Senator O'Gorman. Let me make this statement for the record.

As I understand it, your proposed bill, which has been submitted,

really provides for a central bank with branches under Government
control ?
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Mr. Ceoziee. It is not a bank in any sense of the word whatever
but a central agency, a monetary council.

'

Senator O'Gobman. It is intended to discharge the two main
functions sought to be advanced by this bill, providing for the re-
discount of commercial paper?
Mr. Ceozdee. It is not strictly rediscount.
Senator O'Goeman. It is an accommodation?
Mr. Ceoziee. No

; it is loaning on the security of commercial paper
instead of bonds ; that is all. It is not a rediscount.
Senator O'Goeman. It also makes provision for the mobilization

of reserves?

Mr. Ceoziee. It is to form an ideal money and banking system.
I am here because of the expression in the newspapers that there
was some probability of this bill in its general form going through,
and if that is to be, then I wanted it changed in certain particulars,
and if it can be made so that it is a patriotic thing, so that the Gov-
ernment is in control, I have no objection to the banks. They should
be used. My bill provides that the currency must be put out through
the banks. They are natural agencies. They have the situation in
hand all over the country, but I want the banks to pay the Govern-
ment whatever the true value of that currency is, and I do not want
it given to them and allow them to make all the profits from the
Government. There is no reason why it should not be that way. It

is a business matter, pure and simple.

This measure makes it possible for selfish private interests for
selfish objects to use the whole public currency to harm or despoil

all the people in spite of the Federal board, or all the powers of the

Government of the Republic. Is this democracy? It is not rule by
the people, but rule of the people by the dozen calculating private

corporations.

The business heartbeats of 100,000,000 people can be stopped any
time without notice of these corporations to raise interest rates or

in^uence elections or legislation, suddenly obstruct the free play of

(;irculation, the currency, the life fluid of all business, by temporarily

stopping the rediscounting for local banks and requiring the payment
of maturing short-time rediscounted paper in cash by the banks. We
must remember that under our bank reserve system the volume of

feank credit loans is ten times the total cash in the reserves. That a

cjirrency contraction that withdraws $500,000,000 from bank reserves

will force the banks to instantly require their business customers to

pay up $5,000,000,000 of bank loans. The sudden and unexpected

contraction of bank loans five or even one billion dollars means

n^]tion-wide stringency, if not panic.

What folly, then, to put this dangerous power over all the people

and their business activities into the hands of the very private inter-

ests that will profit most by using such power for selfish purposes at

the expense of the people. Why not leave it where it now is and

has been for 50 years—in the hands of the Government—for the good

of all?

By establishing a proper Government agency to hold bank reserves

and use the same with the public currency and revenues to protect the

banjffi and put currency into circulation through the banks we can get

% desir&d currency elasticity in practical and scientific form with-

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 62
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out delegating these sovereign governmental powers to private cor-

porations.

The administration currency bill should be simplified and changed
so it will provide genuine public control of the public curr.ency. The
regional-bank feature should be eliminated and the Government
board enlarged, safeguarded^ and given adequate powers. It should
not be a bank or do a banking business. It needs no capital stock.

The bank reserves, currency, and public revenues will provide ample
funds for all purposes. Every dollar should be a real dollar, good
to pay a dollar of debt or purchase, full legal tender, redeemable in

and secured by an adequate reserve of actual gold. Behind it should
be the faith and credit and taxing power of the Federal Government.
Such a currency always will be sound and never depreciate. What
more do we need ? Why should we have less ? Congress must answer
those questions.

Gentlemen, one of the wickedest things in this bill is the fact that it

proposes to create a possible $1,000,000,000 of optional currency, not
one dollar of which can be used to pay any private debt, and the man
selling goods to a purchaser may refuse to accept it if it is tendered

to him. And yet it is to be an obligation of the Government of the

United States and for the banking of the Government of the United
States. I say that it is not the province of Congress to authorize the

creation and putting into circulation of $1,000,000,000 of 'currency

that the people think is real money, and when they tender it to redeem
some mortgage at the last moment to be told that that is not a legal

tender and that they have lost their property.

Senator Hitchcock. Do national-bank notes have that effect?

Mr. Ceoziee. They have not, and that is why I am opposed to it.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give us any instances of what you
refer to?

Mr. Ceoziee. I had one gentleman in Denver tell me of a case of a

piece of milling property of great value on which there was borrowed
in Wall Street about $150,000. The loan was made, and after they

received it they developed the mine to the point where immense ore

reserves were shown. These people suddenly foreclosed, and they got

the money elsewhere and got together their last dollar to redeem it,

and part of that money tendered was bank notes and part of it was
gold certificates, and they were refused, because gold certificates are

not legal tender, although there is 100 per cent of gold in the Treas-

ury to secure them. They were mere warehouse receipts.

There is nearly 90 per cent of money in actual circulation in this

country under the law of Congress which is not worth the paper it is

written on, if anybody cares to refuse it, because it is not legal-tender

money.
Senator Weeks. Did you investigate to see whether that story

which you have related to us was true or not?
Mr. Ceoziee. I did not personally investigate it, but it came from

a business man in Denver who, I suppose, knew what he was talk-

ing about.

Senator Nelson. Senator Shafroth mav know something about

that.

Senator Shafeoth. Not that particular instance, but I remember

a time when a man wanted to make a tender of $3,000, and he laid

down $3,000 in gold, because he felt sure the people with whom he
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was making the settlement would not take anything else. I have seen
several instances where they have resorted to that.

Mr. Crozeee. Now, gentlemen, I would like to ask some member
of this committee to explain why a gold certificate is not a legal
tender ?

Senator Hitchcock. I supposed it was a legal tender.
Mr. Croziee. It is not.

Senator Nelson. It is not.

Mr. Croziee. Over $1,000,000,000 of those certificates are put out
by the Government of the United States and they have 100 per cent
of gold behind them, and yet they are utterly worthless paper in any
business transaction between private individuals if the other party
cares to refuse to accept them.
Senator O'Goeman. Do you know any reason why any currency

issued with the authority of the United States Government and with
its approval should not be regarded as legal tender for all purposes ?

Mr. Ceozier. There is no reason.

Senator O'Goeman. I am asking if you know any good reason.

Mr. Croziee. I have asked that question of a great many learned
men about this legal-tender money, and the only answer I laave ever

obtained—I have asked it of college professors of economics, and
they are preaching it in the great colleges and universities of this

country to young men who are coming up to be the future citizens,

as the reason why it should not be the legal tender, and that is if it

is made real money some time the Government of the United States

may issue too much of it. In other words, they are preaching dis-

trust of republican institutions and the safety of republican gov-

ernments to those tens of thousands of young men in the educational

institutions of the United States.

Senator Eeed. That is interesting, but we can not undertake to

reform the universities of this country.

Mr. Croziee. But the Senator asked the question. I simply say

I have put that question to a good many men.

Senator Weeks. I do not think it is worth while to indulge in a

discussion of that subject at this time, but I think the reasons are

ample and conclusive why such a circulation should not be made

Icffs.! tGnncr

Mr. Crozier. I have never yet found any reasons that were ad-

vanced, excepting the one I have suggested, that there would be too

much of it.
1 ,1 • J V 4.-U

Now, then, my contention is this, that every dollar issued by the

authority of Congress should be a full legal tender—should be re-

deemable in gold and should have behind it a reserve of actual gold.

There can be no question about the soundness of that currency

because the Aldrich bill provided a currency that was to have behind

it not the guaranty of the Government, but only 33^ per cent of gold

and not really even that, because under the Aldrich bill silver could

have been used exclusively, and not a dollar of g9ld behind that

currency. Greenbacks could have been used exclusively and not a

dollar of either gold or silver to secure the Aldrich bill currency.

The same is true of your bill. '
r^i^+c Mr

Senator O'Goeman. You may proceed with your points, Mr.

Crozier.
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Mr. Ceoziek. The whole power of the Federal Government right
now IS being exerted to regulate or destroy trusts and combines as
unlawful, dangerous, and against the general welfare. How strange
that instead of protecting the independent banking system and com-
petition for loans by forbidding banks to. confederate to monopolize
money and credit and raise interest rates, this pending currency bill
would actually force the 25,000 banks to unite for mutual profit
and advantage in a dozen corporate combines to which an absolute
and binding monopoly of the entire public supply of money and
bank credit of the United States is granted by act of Congress. A
private monopoly of money and bank credit is the most dangerous
and burdensome of all monopolies, because no important business can
long thrive or even exist without a reasonable and ready supply of
currency and credit available at fair interest rates.

I can not believe that the President and his advisers have as yet
considered the question from this angle. It seems impossible that
they would knowingly fasten upon the country by law an odious
private monopoly of the public supply of money and bank credit, or
while publicly proclaiming Government control of the public cur-

rency actually seek to put through Congress a measure that in fact

and in law establishes absolute private control of the public currency
in most complete and dangerous form.

I have no desire to obstruct or unnecessarily delay currencj' legis-

lation if it is wise, sound, and patriotic. But we must not go faster

than we can analyze and understand the important and far-reaching

effects of proposed legislation. Although a lifelong Republican until

that party, under the lead of Aldrich in 1912, took its official stand
for private control of the public currency, my sympathies have since

been with the President and his supporters in Congress. But if

Democracy, in spite of the teachings of Jefferson and the warnings
of Jackson, is now to be also officially committed to private control

of the public currency and surrender everything to the big banks
for the sake of accomplishing currency legislation quickly instead of

more deliberately, the way is likely to be opened for revolutionary

political changes in the near future. There is not the slightest doubt

that the progressive two-thirds of both parties desire public instead

of private control of the public currency. Will not these progressives

come together in the Progressive Party or some new party in defense

of their birthright and to preserve popular control of the public

money supply if both Republican and Democratic Parties yield to

the pressure of Wall Street and the big banks and take control of the

public currency away from the Government and put it into private

hands? What else can they do? Gentlemen, you may be shaping

the issues of the next campaign and influencing powerfully the future

history of the country in designing this currency legislation. I will

gladly go with you in the support of any wise and practicable system

that does not surrender to private interests the great sovereign power

of issuing and regulating the volume of the public currency in circu-

lation among the people.

Garfield said that whoever controls the supply_ of currency would,

to a large extent, control the business and activities of all the people.

The great and immortal Jefferson declared that a private central

bank issuing the public currency was a greater menace to the liberties

of the people than a standing army.
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Senator O'Gorman. Did he have in mind a central bank controlled
by private interests?

Mr. Ceoziek. Exactly that; the same as these regional banks are.
Would not he, if now among us, say the same of a dozen private

central banks all owned by the same private interests and possessing
an absolute monopoly of putting into circulation every single dollar
of the public currency of the United States? Personally I shall
continue to follow the wise and patriotic teachings of Jefferson even
if all the leaders of modem Democracy choose to follow Aldrich and
other strange gods.

It seemed unfair to oppose one plan without at least tentatively
.suggesting another. Therefore I took the liberty of preparing the
plan for an ideal money and banking system found in the bill you
so kindly printed in full in part 18 of the published hearings of the
Senate Banldng and Currency Committee.

I have no prejudices against banks or bankers and want them
protected fully as to all their legitimate interests. But they must
keep out of the Government's business of issuing and regulating the

volume of public currency, and the Government should keep out of

the ordinary banking business. There can be no safe or justifiable

partnership between the Government of the Republic and any private

interests.

Senator O'Gorman. We thank you for coming before us, Mr.
Crozier.

Senator Shafkoth. Will you formulate those amendments which
you suggested and send them to the chairman, and mark them as

suggestions made by you for amendments to this bill?

Mr. CEOzrEE. I will be glad to do so.

Senator O'Goeman. I have here some suggestions which have come

from Mr. Dawson, who appeared before us some days ago, containing

proposed amendments to the pending bill, and, if there be no objec-

tion, his communication will be printed in the record.

Senator Beistow. I desire to say we requested Mr. Dawson to send

us suggestions.

Senator O'Goeman. And in the same way Mr. Vanderlip has been

recalled to amplify certain changes in the bill which he suggested

when he was here before.

(The communication referred to is as follows:)

First National Bank,
Davenport, Iowa, Octoter 18, 1913.

Hon. RoBEKT L. Owen,
Ghairman Committee OJi Banking and Currency, ^ , . ^ „ ^

Vnited Stoftes Senate, Washington, 1). G.

My Deab Mr. Chaikman : In response to the kind invitation of the committee

I herewith present the amendments suggested to the pendmg currency bill

which, in my opinion, will tend to make the measure satisfactory to the 7,UUU

so-called country national banks. ,, ^„,^
I am much stronger in the opinions presented to your committee on the 10th

instant than 1 was at that time. Upon my return I addressed a letter to every

countiT national bank in Iowa and to about 60 more m Illinois, ^tnat letter

I stated the essential changes which I had recommended to your committee and

asked for the opinion of the country banker with respect to^^^ same UP to

this time replies have been received from about 125 banks a^d these replies are

most interesting. I believe the committee will derive much information trom

them, and so I am foi-warding them to you for the record. . .^
Tou will, I am sure, be impressed with the smceri y and gooVrZ,^T2fo00 to

letters from men who are conducting the national bank of from i^/B.OUU to
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$100,000 capital In the average village or town throughout the country. You
will note also that hardly a single suggestion is contained in all these letters
that was not presented In my testimony to your committee. The most grati-
fying feature of all, however, is the inevitable conclusion which one reaches
after reading these letteis that, if the essential changes suggested to the bill

are made the measure will meet with general approval in the smaller com-
munities and by nearly 90 per cent of existing national banks.
As none of these essential changes go to the underlying principles of the bill,

but are merely matters of detail which are relatively unimportant in comparison
with the larger aspects of the measure, I am confident that they will appeal
strongly to the good .iudgniMit of the committee.
The changes which will make the bill satisfactory to the smaller national

banks are these

:

(1) Lessen the capital-stock subscription.

(2) Protection against loss on the 2 per cent bonds.
(3) Protection against loss in the shifting of reserves.

(4) Permit the rediscount of a limited amount of six months' paper.

(5) Equalize the privileges with State banks, with which they are in direct
competition.

I am Inclosing herewith copy of the letter which I addressed to the banlcers
in conducting my referendum and seeking to fairly ascertain the sentiment of
that large class of the smaller banks. I have endeavored to obtain a fair ex-

pression of their views, and this your committee will find in the responses which
I am sending for the record. I am sure your committee will appreciate that
this is about the only way that a direct expression from banks of this large

class can be presented for your consideration.
In forwarding these replies I have prepared them for printing in the hearings,

and, having carefully read them all, I am confident that your committee will

find them useful to have at hand in convenient form.
In submitting the amendments I have put them down in the order in which

they come in the bill. All of the amendments relate to the five changes above
enumerated, except, possibly, the one regarding section 11, which pertains to the

organization of the Federal reserve board.
Thanking you personally for your many courtesies, and assuring you that the

smaller national banks of the country will heartily appreciate the friendly con-

sideration of these suggestions, I am, with high regard,

Very truly, yours, A. F. Dawson.

[Inclosure.]

FiBST National Bank,
Davenport, Iowa, Octoher H, 1913.

Blank National Bank,
Blanktoum, Iowa.

Gentlemen: At the conclusion of an extended hearing before the Senate

Committee on Banking and Currency last Friday, I was requested by Chairman

Owen to prepare and submit such amendments as would tend to make the bill

satisfactory to the average national bank. In this hearing we discussed the

bill wholly from the standpoint of banks with a capital of $25,000 to $100,000,

of which there are nearly 7,000 in the United States; arguing that the pro-

posed system could not be a success unless these banks were induced to enter it.

I suggested the following changes to make the bill more satisfactory to banks

of this class

:

(1) Lessen the capital stock subscription.

(2) Protection against loss on the 2 per cent bonds.

(3) Protection against loss in the shifting of reserves.

(4) Permit the rediscount of a limited quantity of six months' paper.

(5) Give us equal privileges with the State banks, with which we are in

direct competition.

Will you kindly favor me with your opinion of these suggested changes and

any other amendments that you think will improve the bill?

This looks like an opportunity to secure legislation that will better enable us

to serve the people in our respective communities, as the amendments proposed

will have careful consideration by the committee when it comes to put the bill

in final shape to be reported to the Senate.
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Will you please give me tbe benefit of your advice and suggestion in this
important matter so that the facts may be fairly laid before the committee?
As the time for action is very short, I shall hope to have your reply by return
mail.

Very truly, yours, A. F. Dawson.

Amendments Submitted by A. F. Davpson, of Davenpokt, Iowa.

Page 2, line 22, strike out the word " twelve " and insert in lieu thereof the
word " five."

Page 3, line 4, strike out the word " required " and insert in lieu thereof the
word " permitted."
Page 3, line 5, strike out the word " twenty " and insert in lieu thereof the

word, "ten."
Page 8, line 10, after the word " districts," strike out all down to and includ-

ing the word " district " in line 15.

Page 12, amend section 7 so that it will read as follows

:

"Sec. 7. That after the payment of all necessary expenses and taxes of a
Federal reserve bank, the member banks shall be entitled to receive an annual
dividend of five per centum on the paid-in capital stock, which dividend shall
be cumulative. One-half of the net earnings, after the aforesaid dividend
claims have been fully met, shall be paid into a surplus fund until such fund

'

shall amount to twenty per centum of the paid-in capital stock of such bank,
and of the remaining one-half fifty per centum shall be paid to the United States
and fifty per centum to the member banks in the ratio of their average balances
with the Federal reserve bank for the preceding year. Whenever, and so long
as, the surplus fund of a Federal reserve bank amounts to twenty per centum
of the paid-in capital stock the member banks shall be entitled to receive an
annual di\'idend of six per centum on the paid-in capital stock. Fifty per
centum of the net earnings, after the aforesaid dividend claims have been fully
met, shall be paid to the United States and fifty per centum to the member
banks in proportion to their annual average balances with such Federal reserve-

bank; all earnings derived by the United States from Federal reserve banks
shall constitute a sinking fund to be held for the reduction of the outstanding
bonded indebtedness of the United States, said reduction to be accomplished
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury."
Reasons for changes suggested : It is a fair, businesslike proposition to pay a

reasonable dividend to the stockholder, and then divide equaly the balance
between the two partners, who supply the deposits. As the Government will

supply about one-fourth of the deposits and the member banks about three-

fourths a division of the excess profits half and half would seem to be eminently
fair to the Government.
Page 16, line 15, strike out the words "the reserve" and Insert in lieu

thereof the words " all the."

When State banks avail themselves of the privileges of the system they should

be subject to the same requirements as national banks.

Page 17, amend the first paragraph of section 11 so that it will read as

follows

:

" Sec. 11. That there shall be created a Federal reserve board, which shall

consist of seven members, and it shall be composed in the following manner

:

" First. One ex officio member, namely, the Secretary of the Treasury.

"Second. Two members to be elected by the member banks in the several

Federal reserve districts. They shall be elected by ballot, each member bank

having one vote. One shall be designated to serve for five and one for seven

years, respectively, and thereafter each member so elected shall serve for a term

of seven years unless sooner removed for cause by the President. Said first

election shall be conducted under rules and regulations prescribed by the

reserve bank organization committee. All subsequent elections shall be con-

ducted by the board of directors of the several Federal reserve banks under

rules and regulations approved by the Federal reserve board.
-^ ^ ^^ t.

"Third. Four members to be appointed by the President of the United btates

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. In selecting the four ap-

pointive members of the Federal reserve board, not more than one of whom
shall be selected from any one Federal reserve district, the President shall

have due regard to a fair representation of the different geographical divisions
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of tlie country. The foilr members of the Federal reserve board appointed by
the President and confirmed as aforesaid, and" the two members elected by the
member banlis shall devote their entire time to the business of the Federal
reserve, board and shall each receive an annual salary of $12,000, together with
an allowance for actual necessary traveling expenses, and the Comptroller of
the Curency shall, in addition to the salary now paid him, receive the sum of
$5,000 annually. Of the four members thus appointed by the President not
more than two shall be of the same political party, and at least one of them
shall be a person experienced In banking. Two shall be designated by the
President to serve for three, one for five, and one for seven years, respectively,

and thereafter each member so appointed shall serve for a term of seven years
unless sooner removed for cause by the President. Of the four persons thus ap-

pointed, one shall be designated by the President as manager and one as vice

manager of the Federal reserve board. The manager of the Federal reserve

board, subject to the supervision of the Secretary of the Treasury and the
Federal reserve board, shall be the active executive ofiicer of the Federal
reserve board."
This seems to provide a control which will be secure against political con-

trol on the one hand or the control of concentrated wealth on the other. This
attempts to steer between these two dangers.

Page 22, strike out all of lines 1 and 2.

^ I do not think the board would ever have occasion to suspend the reserve

requirements with reference to Federal reserve notes, but if an emergency
arose where such suspension would save the day it should not be prohibited.

Page 23, strike out all of section 13.

The proposed advisory council is unnecessary if member banks are given

representation on the Federal reserve board.
Page 25, strike out the third paragraph of section 14 and insert in lieu thereof

the following

:

" Upon the indorsement of any member bank, if a country bank as defined

by existing law, any Federal reserve bank may discount the paper of the

classes hereinbefore described having a maturity of more than ninety days
and not more than one hundred and eighty days; but not more than fifteen

per centum of the total paper of the classes described in this and the preceding

paragraph shall have a maturity of more than ninety days."
This permits the rediscount of a limited amount of six months' paper, and

I regard this as vital if the benefits of the system are to be conveyed to the

smaller national banks. The above might be Inserted as a new paragraph,

allowing the third paragraph to stand as it now is, if thought preferable.

Page 29, lines 2, 3, and 4, strike out the proviso.
This is a matter which, in my judgment, should be left to the discretion of the

directors of the Federal reserve banks and the Federal reserve board. If the

new system is not to be conducted as a money-making institution for the Gov-

ernment, some people can not understand why the Federal reserve banks should

pay interest on Government deposits and not on other deposits.

Page 29, lines 22 and 23, strike out the words " or lawful money."
These new notes should be redeemable in gold.

Page 23, line 13, strike out all down to and including the word " patrons " in

line 23.

This provision is very objectionable to the smaller banks. I am convinced

that It would be unwise to enter into this matter of exchange charges between

banks further than to provide that drafts drawn on a Federal reserve bank by

any member bank should be honored at par by every other member bank. This

can easily be arranged by a regulation of the directors of the Federal reserve

bank.
Page 30, line 13, strike out all after the word " accredited " down to the end

of the paragraph and insert in lieu thereof the following

:

" Whenever in the opinion of the Federal reserve board the collateral deposited

with the Federal reserve agent shall be less in value than the amount of the

notes issued to said Federal reserve bank, it shall require additional collateral,

In order that the collateral may always equal the amount of such notes, deduct-

ing, however, from the amount of the notes any deposits in lawful money

which may have been made with the Government to offset said notes, as here-

after provided."
Page 31, line 6, strike out all after the word " bank " down to and including

the word " out," in line 15.
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Page 36, line IT, amend paragraph (a) of section 20 so that it will read as
lOlIOWS I

"(a) If a country bank as defined by existing law, it shall hold and maintain
a reserve equal to twelve per centum of the aggregate amount of its deposits
not mcludmg savings deposits hereinafter provided for. Five-twelfths of such
reserve shall consist of money which national banks may under existing I'lw
count as legal reserve, held actually in the bank's own vaults After sixtv
days from the date aforesaid and for a period of six months at least one-twelfth
withm the. next succeeding six months at least two-twelfths, and thereafter at
least four-twelfths of such reserve shall consist of a credit balance with the
Federal reserve bank of its district. The remainder of the twelve per centum
reserve hereinbefore required may, for a period of thirty-six months from
and after the date fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as hereinbefore pro-
vided, consist of balances due from national banks in reserve or central reserve
cities as now defined by law. From and after a date thirty-six months sub-
sequent to the date fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as hereinbefore
provided the said remainder of the twelve per centum reserve required of each
country bank shall consist either in whole or in part of reserve money in the
bank's own vaults or of credit balance with the Federal reserve bank of its
district."

This provides a little more gradual process of shifting the reserves of country
banks. I believe the shift could be accomplished in this way without material
disturbance or inconvenience.
Page 39, after line 4, insert a new paragraph, as follows

:

"The board of directors of the Federal reserve bank may in its discretion
fix from time to time a rate of interest to be paid on the deposits of member
banks, subject to the approval of the Federal reserve board, and such rate
shall be uniform throughout the United States, and in no case shall it exceed
the rate of interest paid on Government deposits."

I believe this discretion should be included in the bill. We have seen how
potential this question of interest has been in centralizing reserves in private
hands. One of the main objects of this bUl is to mobilize reserves, and should
those in control of the system not be given discretion to employ such means
as wiU most successfully and fairly accomplish this reseult?
Page 39, lines 18 and 19, strike out the words " or lawful money."
I would allow section 26 to remain in the bill as it now stands, so that

national banks without a savings department might be permitted to make a
limited amount of farm mortgage loans running not to exceed one year.
Page 44, amend section 27 so as to read as follows

:

" SAVINGS DEPABTMENT.

" Sec. 27. That any national banking association may make application to the
Comptroller of the Currency for permission to open a savings department. In
making such application any national banking association may further apply
for power to act as trustee for mortgage loans subject to the limitations and
conditions herein prescribed. Whenever the Comptroller of the Currency shall

have approved any such application he shall so inform the applying bank, and
thereafter it shall be authorized to receive savings deposits as so defined, under
rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Comptroller of the Currency.

"All business transacted by the commercial department of any such national

bank shall be in every respect subject to the limitations and requirements pro-

vided in the national banking act as modified by this act, and such business

shall hence forward be known as commercial business.

"The savings department of each such national bank shall be authorized to

accumulate and loan the funds of its depositors, to receive deposits of current

funds, fo purchase securities authorized by the Federal reserve board, to loan

any funds so accumulated upon real estate or other authorized security and
to collect the same with interest, and to declare and pay dividends or interest

upon its deposits. In making loans secured by improved and unencumbered
farm land, no such loan shall be made for a period longer than five years,

nor for an amount exceeding fifty per centum of the actual value of the prop-

erty offered as security, and such property shall be situated within the Federal

reserve district in which the bank is located.

"The Federal reserve board is hereby authorized to exempt the savings

departments of national banking associations from any and every restriction

upon classes or kinds of business laid down in the national banking act, and
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It shall be the duty of said board to make and publish at its discretion lists

of securities, paper, bonds, and other forms of investment which the savings
departments of national banks shall be authorized to buy or loan upon; and
said lists need not be uniform throughout the United States, but shall be
adapted to the conditions of business in different sections of the country.

" It shall be the duty of every national bank to maintain, with respect to
all deposit liabilities of its savings department, a reserve in money which may
under existing law be counted as reserve, equal to not less than five per
centum of the total deposit liabilities of such department, and every national
bank authorized to maintain a savings department is hereby exempted from
the reserve requirements of the national banking act and of this act in respect
to the said deposit liabilities of its savings department, except as in this sec-

tion provided. Every regulation made in pursuance of this section shall be
duly published, and also posted in every member bank having a savings depart-
ment."
This change eliminates the segregation of capital, etc., which is impractical

and unworkable in the smaller banks. The farm loan provision, to be of any
material value in serving the people in this regard, must permit such loans
to run for five years. It is generally conceded that the best investments for

savings banks are first-mortgage loans secured by improved and unencumbered
farms.

All of which is most respectfully submitted.
A. F. Dawson.

Senator Reed. Before Mr. Vanderlip begins, let me make this

statement: Mr. Dawson forwarded to the clerk of the committee a

large number of letters which he had received from the bankers in his

State in response to certain questions which he had propounded to

them, and he asked that all these letters be printed in the record.

After looking through them in a desultory way and talking with
Senator Pomerene, we suggested to the clerli: that it would only be

necessary to print the letter sent out by Mr. Dawson and the number
of replies he had received in the affirmative or negative to each

proposition instead of printing the mass of correspondence, which
would take up a great many pages. I state that to the committee so

they may understand the situation.

Senator Shafroth. How many pages will this make now?
Senator O'Goeman. Oh, not more than about 10 pages.

(The additional statement of Albert F. Dawson, president of the

First National Bank, of Davenport, Iowa, follows :)

Mr. Dawson. Upon my return home after the hearing accorded to me by
this committee on the 10th instant I took immediate steps to ascertain the

views of the " country " national banks in the Middle West with respect to

those amendments to the pending bill which I had suggested with a view to

remove the objections made by banks with a capital of from $25,000 to $100,000.

In order to get a fair expression direct from each bank I sent a letter to each

of the 325 "country" national banks in Iowa and about 70 in addition to

bankers of the same class in Illinois. This letter was sent out under date of

October 14, and following is a copy of it

:

Davenport, Iowa, Octoher H, 191S.

My Dear Sir: At the conclusion of an extended hearing before the Senate

Committee on Banking and Currency last Friday I was requested by Chairman
Owen to prepare and submit such amendments as would tend to make the bill

satisfactory to the average national bank. In this hearing we discussed the bill

wholly from the standpoint of banks with a capital of $25,000 to $100,000, of

which there are nearly 7,000 in the United States, arguing that the proposed

system could not be a success unless these banks were Induced to enter it. I

suggested the following changes to make the bill more satisfactory to banks
of this class

:

(1

)

Lessen the capital-stock subscription.

(2) Protection against loss on the 2 per cent bonds.
(3) Protection against loss in the shifting of reserves.
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(4) Permit the rediscount of a limited quantity of six-months' paner
(5) Give us equal privileges with the State banks with which we '-ire In

direct competition. ^ '"

Will you kindly favor me with your opinion of these suggested changes and
any other amendments that you think will Improve the bill'
This looks like an opportunity to secure legislation that will better enable

us to serve the people in our respective communities, as the amendments nro-
posed wiJ have careful consideration by the committee when it comes to nut
the bill in final shape to be reported to the Senate.

Will you please give me the benefit of your advice and suggestion in this im-
portant matter, so that the facts may be fairly laid before the committee' As
the time for action is very short, I shall hope to have your reply by return
mail.

Very truly, yours, A. F. Dawson.
(Of the 123 answers to the above filed with the committee 122

expressed their approval of the suggested amendments, 1 being
opposed thereto.)

Senator O'Gobman. Mr. Vanderlip, you may proceed. The com-
mittee will be glad to receive any further suggestions you may have
to offer regarding the pending legislation.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF FRANK A. VANDERLIP, NEW YORK
N. Y.

Mr. Vanderlip. Following my previous hearing, it was suggested
by some of the members of the committee that I engage my mind
with the problem of whether or not a bank could be formed which
would be entirely under the control of the Government, and which
would be a feasible and workable institution. I have been giving
my very best attention to that subject. To state the conclusion,
rather than the road by which it was reached, I will say that I
believe that is possible. I believe you can create an institution every
officer of which will be appointed by the Government and the control

of which will lie solely with these public officers, an institution in

which the banks wiU have no word of Government whatever, and
which still would be satisfactory to the banks and would be a work-
able plan. I shall be glad to elucidate that plan, if you wish.

Senator O'Gokman. You may proceed.

Mr. Vaitoeellip. I would suggest the granting of a charter to a

Federal reserve bank, with $100,000,000 of capital—a fixed amount
of capital, not a variable amount. The head office would be located

in Washington, and there would be as many branches as the gov-

ernors of the bank might see fit to provide, probably starting with

12, the number of regional banks now suggested.

I would adopt the idea of the present bill in regard to the ap-

pointment, in the very first instance, of an organization committee.

The function of this committee would be to divide the territory of

the United States into, we will say, 12 districts, and to select one

city in each of those districts which would be the seat of a branch

of the Federal reserve bank.
The stock of this bank should be either entirely owned by the Gov-

ernment, the funds for the purpose being secured by the sale of

Government bonds at the lowest interest rate at which those bonds

would float, or it might be offered to the public generally, and the

success of that offering insured by requiring the banks to underwrite

a pro rata proportion. There would be no need of any restriction
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on the purchase, sale, or accumulation of the stock, because it would
have no rights whatever, except a right to receive a specified divi-

dend. The stock would have no voting power, and no right of any
character except to receive dividends and, in the event of liquida-

tion, to receive back the amount of money that was paid in, but no
accumulation of surplus, should there be any surplus—^which there

probably would not be—^in the event of liquidation.

I would have the Government of this institution absolutely and
completely in the hands of a board of seven men appointed by the

President of the United States with the advice and consent of the

Senate. These men would serve for terms of 14 years, the first board
to be classified so that the term of ofiice for one director would ex-

pire every second year, and thereafter appointments should be made
for 14 years. There should be no ex officio appointments, but aU
members should be selected by the President for these terms, and
there should be a clause in the act directive to the President that

these appointments shall be made from men qualified for the duties,

that the appointments shall in no case be made as political rewards,
and that three at least of the seven should be men who have had
acknowledged banking and financial experience.

Senator Eeed. And I suppose, Mr. Vanderlip, you would add that

at the time of their appointment and during the holding of that

office they should have no banking connections whatever?
Mr. Vanderlip. Oh, absolutely.

Senator Weeks. Stockholding or otherwise.

Mr. Vanderlip. And that would be the case of all appointees of

the bank in any official or executive capacity. They shoidd have no
relation, either official or financial, with any other existing banking
institution.

I would provide that each branch be equipped with an executive

committee of seven, to be appointed by the board of the Federal
reserve bank, and with the same directive clause that they should be

appointed for their qualifications or experience, and that at least

three of the seven should have had acknowledged banking and finan-

cial experience.

The President would designate one member of the board to act

as governor and one as deputy governor; and the governor, or in

his absence the deputy governor, would act as chairman of the board
and be the chief executive officer of the bank. In the case of the

executive committee the board of the Federal reserve bank would
designate a chairman and a vice chairman, and the chairman would
be chairman of the board, or in his absence the vice chairman would
be. The executive committee would elect officers of the branch other

than themselves. The titles of the executive officers would not be

president, vice president, etc., but their functions would be similar to

the functions of such officers in a bank; that is, the chief executive

officers.

Senator Hitchcock. Who would elect those officers?

Mr. Vanderlip. The executive committees.

Senator Hitchcock. The executive committees of what?
Mr. Vanderlip. Of each bank; that is, subject to the approval of

the board of the Federal reserve bank. Every act of the executive

committee would at all times be subject to the approval of the Fed-

eral reserve board;
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Senator Nelson. Here in Washington'''
Mr. Vanderlip. Here in Washington. That board would be su-

PTn«tn ' O'^
P^^ti<="l^.in the management of this institution

Senator O'Oorman. Will you state here, Mr. Vanderlip, why itwould be necessary with a branch to have officials other thin theseven governors who would be named by the reserve board?

tn.^'";7f>,Tw'^; ?^ branches wouW be the active executive fac-
tors of this institution. These branches would have the right to

banSr"''
rediscount commercial paper for member

There should be a permanent trained banking staff, who would
work under the direction, first, of the executive committee, and, in
the last instance, under the board of the Federal reserve bank
Senator Hitchcock. These directors would give their whole time

to the service of the branch ?

Mr. Vandeblip. That should be specifically provided, that they
should give it their whole time.

1 should have said in regard to the stock that I would attach a
double liability to it if it is sold to the public.

Senator_ Hitchcock. Would you limit the quantity that indi-
viduals might buy?
Mr. Vanderlip. I would not, because it would not make any dif-

ference in the management if one individual owned it all he would
have no influence whatever.
Senator O'Gorman. If this entire system is to become a public

utility system and is to be conducted not primarily for the purpose
of private gain, and if the return to the holders of stock will be re-
stricted to a fixed dividend rate of perhaps 5 or 6 per cent, would it

be well to impose an additional liability on the holders of such stock?
Mr. Vanderlip. On reflection, perhaps not. I probably was in-

fluenced by the present practice.

Senator O'Gorman. Would not that discourage the public from in-

vesting in such stocks ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it would, yes; and be such a discourage-
ment as would offset the benefit. I am inclined to think you are right
on that.

Senator Reed. Besides, Mr. Vanderlip, if this stock were sold, the
best holding in the world for it would be a general hold'ng among the
people; I should think that would be the most helpful construction.

And therefore it might be held in large part by people who invested
their savings in it, and a double liability would not amount to much.
Mr. Vanderlip. I quite agree with you and withdraw that sugges-

tion.

Senator Nelson. What dividend rate would you suggest, Mr. Van-
derlip, on that stock ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The lowest rate that will float the stock at par.

Now, there will be some question as to the earning capacity. Of
course, the cheapest thing for the Government to do would be to sell

its bonds at the lowest possible rate. It could sell $100,000,000 of

bonds at SJ per cent. I doubt if it could float $1 00,000,000 of stock at

5 per cent. My judgment would be, as conditions are now, that about
S^ per cent would be the point at which that stock would float; 6 per

cent would be a little too high, and 5 per cent would be distinctly
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doubtful. The rate ought to be such that the burden of underwriting
the stocks which you impose on the banks would not be a serious one
and would not result in the banks getting any great amount of that
stock.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you think 5 per cent would be too
low if it were made a cumulative dividend ?

Mr. Vanderlip. It should be cumulative, undoubtedly.
Senator Nelson. Do you not think a stock of that kind under those

conditions would be analogous to a permanent annuity, and would it

not be a popular investment for that purpose?
Mr. Vanderlip. It would after the bank had been running a suffi-

cient length of time to demonstrate its earning capacity, and I think
there would be no doubt about its earning capacity.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you think of the proposition to

have the Government subscribe for a part of this stock and issue

bonds to pay for it until a market was found for it?

Mr. Vanderlip. It might well be provided that the Government
instead of the banks underwrite the issue. That is to say, they would
offer it to the public and take what the public did not take and later

sell it to the public.

Senator McLean. How would it do to allot it to the highest

bidder?
Mr. Vanderlip. If you made the rate 6 per cent, I think I should

allot it to the highest bidder. I would think well of the plan that

was adopted when the Spanish War loan bonds were sold of allotting

to the smallest subscribers first, giving as wide a distribution of this

stock as you could—give it to the public
;
give it to the small investor

first. If the public won't take it, then the banks must take it. Or
we might adopt the suggestion that has been made here, and let the

Government itself underwrite it, and not make a forced underwriting
on the part of the banks. You must, in some way, if you launch

this enterprise, insure its success. You would have to insure its suc-

cass on the start by raising this money, and either the Government or

the banks would have to stand ready to take what the public declined

to take.

Senator Weeks. Let me give you another thought about the double

liability. Double liability presupposes the possibility of a failure.

I do not think there ought to be such a possibility in this kind of

bank.
Mr. Vanderlip. I quite agree with you. I think the double lia-

bility is wrong.
Senator Weeks. That the organization should be such that there

could not be such a thing as a failure of the bank.
Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Vanderlip, bearing upon your suggestion

that the stock be underwritten by the banks, you mean by all the

national banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. By all national banks, pro rata; that is to say, in

the proportion that the capital of each bank bears to the total capital

of all national banks on a given day.

Senator O'Gorman. Assuming there would be some national

banks—because there would be some—not in favor of this plan,

would they not be likely to protest, as they are protesting now, that

this additional burden should not be placed upon them?
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Mr VANpERLiP. They would protest exactly as they are protesting
now, but with less force because they would not be obliged to makf
a permanent investment. They could perfectly well measure their
loss, because they could sell the stock the day after they gSk
Senator O Gorman. Do you not think this plan would more gen-

erally inyite pubhc confidence if the banks had nothing to do with
the creation of the system, leaving it to the public and the Govern-ment 8

^l' ^T'f^^'V ^* ^""il^ be most desirable if you would be will-
ing to do that. Leave the banks out entirely; the banks will wel-
come that.

I should have said in regard to the appointment of the board of the
Federal reserve bank that the President should distribute them eeo-
graphically, so as to give due weight to commercial sections of the
country; not to geographical extent but to commercial importance
and that the members of this board should be retired automatically
at some age; the same age, perhaps, as the Supreme Court judges

(senator Keed. When you say they should be distributed commer-
cially, you mean distributed so that they could meet the present or
developing lines of commercial activity ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Vanderlip, why do you recommend 14 years
as the term of service ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I regard long terms as absolutely essential to
insure proper character for this board. It is through that point
that I am willing to come at all to the thought of an institution
entirely controlled by Government appointees. With one member re-
tiring eveiy two years there can then be hardly any question of par-
tisan politics in that board. I think there is the greatest safety not
only in the character of appointments, but in the ripe experience
which the men would gather and in the thought that it was prac-
tically a life appointment of the very highest character that a man
in finance or business could attain.

_
Senator Nelson. And you would get more of a continuity of prac-

tice, policy, and administration ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Bristow. What salary would you recommend ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The very highest you are willing to pay ; and any
salary that is now paid by the Government to any officers other than
the President would seem to me too small. I know you would find
it hard to give these men salaries higher than the Supreme Court
justices or Cabinet officers. Eeally, the minimum should be $15,000,
with probably $17,500 for the governor.
Senator Bristow. Why do you suggest seven directors for the

branches, the seven to devote their entire time to it, and then, out-

side of the seven directors, have the officers selected ? It seems to me
that that is a pretty big organization for a branch.
Mr. Vanderlip. It will be a pretty big institution. It will be an

extremely big institution with a tremendous amount of detail. If
this institution is to carry on the exchange business—which means
the collection of exchanges—that in itself will require an organiza-
tion—a genius of management—of the very highest character. It

will be a work of detail equal to almost any job you might think of.
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Senator O'Goeman. If I catch your meaning at this point, Mr.
Vanderlip, these seven officials managing the branch, appointed by
the members of the Federal reserve board, may act relatively a,s a

board of directors does in an ordinary private institution, and they
will control the action of the bank ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir ; but I would presume they would be some-
what closer to the detail work than is an ordinary board of di-

rectors. They would be more analogous to the managers of a foreign
bank, that is not run by a president, but is run by two or three ; or, as

in the case of some banks in Germany, five managers, and under them
the active executive officers.

Senator Nelson. Would not five be sufficient ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I should see no serious objection to that.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you make any guess as to the number of

employees such a branch would probably have?
Mr. Vanderlip. The branches would, of course, be of different

sizes.. A number of employees are going to be required to handle the
collections. That is a tremendously detailed work.

Senator Beistow. Why should it handle the collections?

Mr. Vanderlip. That is absolutely essential, it seems to me, to the

working of this plan, or any plan such as you have in mind. One
answer would be because it will be a great economy to the commerce
of the country, a great saving, a speeding up of the handling of col-

lections, and in every way an economy.
But there is a much more significant reason than that. To handle

collections banks have to keep deposits with other banks. That some
of them are seeking to avoid, or, at least, seeking to make unneces-
sary. You will find country bankers objecting—until they come to

understand this plan—to the fact that they must keep their reserves

without interest in the Federal reserve bank or the regional banks,

and they feel they must also keep about the same lines of deposits,

with their correspondents as they have before, because they do not

grasp the significance of the collection feature. If the Federal
reserve bank will undertake the collection business and will have the

proper rediscount facilities, there is practically no reason for one
bank to keep a balance with any other bank. Now, it is important
that that should be done, for if you are going to compel the country
bank to keep its reserve without interest, and still the exigencies of

business compel it to keep a balance with a correspondent practically

as large as it is already keeping, it works to the evident disadvantage
of the bank.

Senator Hitchcock. The branches you provide for would have
substantially the same functions as the regional banks under this bill?

Mr. Vanderlip. Almost precisely.

Senator Hitchcock. Are you able to make any estimate of the

number of employees such a branch would require ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That would, of course, depend almost entirely

upon the size of the branch and the volume of the collections. I

should think it would take easily several hundred employees in the

larger branches.

Senator O'Ctorman. Assuming, under the pending bill, that New
York City were constituted a single regional center, that we had oae

regional bank for New York City, have you calculated the probable

number of employees such a regional bank would require?
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Mr. Vandeklip. I suppose the City Bank employs more than 100
men on that particular branch of business.
Senator O. Gokman. Looking after collections ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The City Bank has about 14 or 15 per cent of the
total deposits of all the clearing-house banks. You can see from that
that a rough guess would be 700 men, or something like that. Of
course that is a very offhand estimate.
Senator Hitchcock. One man handles, I understand, 1,500 or 2,000

checks a day. Is that right ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I am not sufficiently familiar with that detail to
answer.

Senator Beistow. Why would it not do to let the country banks
divide their reserves, and let them keep part of them, say, with the
Federal bank—that is, make a smaller reserve requireinent, and let

them keep their deposits with commercial banks, as they do now, to
such extent as they think desirable ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That is feasible, but I have presumed the point
was pretty nearly settled that you wanted to take from the central
reserve city banks the duplication of deposits which results from
their holding the reserves of other banks.
Senator Eeed. That is the great danger in the present system, is

it not?

Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir ; that is not the great danger
Senator Reed (interposing). Or, is it not one great danger?
Mr. Vandeelip (continuing). I am inclined to think the present

system is not as good a system as you would have with all the reserves

in the vault or in the Federal reserve bank.

Senator Beistow. Now, suppose this were a bank of issue and
could issue currency to meet a stringency or demand ; could the evil

which has resulted from the pyramiding of these reserves result after

that system was once established ? Could not the banks get the relief

they desired so that there would be no trouble in these centers as a

result ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would not quite admit that the evil has come
from this system of holding reserves ; it has, in a measure. Either

system—the one of the Government bank or the one you have been

considering that has been passed by the House—will, I believe, ob-

viate the recurrence of any such condition as, for example, in 1907,

when it was a physical impossibility to supply the currency that was

demanded by 25,000 frightened banks that wanted to build up their

own reserves. There is the trouble. It is at the country bank end,

not at the city bank end, that our system is defective. Of course, the

two ends are related, but the trouble comes from the country bank

becoming frightened—and by "country bank" I really mean all

banks—and drawing to itself more reserve than it requires. What
we want is mobilization of reserves—a reserve reservoir—and we

want but one, and you will never get this thing just right until you

get but one, either actually or in fact, or by relating the members you

do have so they are in effect one.
. , • n

Senator Hitchcock. What reserves would you require this Gov-

ernment bank to hold? , ,

Mr. Vandeelip. Perhaps it would be better for me to run through

the plan and take these questions up in their natural order.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 63
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Senator NELSO^'. I should like to hear your reserve plan and your
currency plan.

Senator Beistow. That would be better.

Mr. Vandeelip. The earnings of the bank would—in the case of

the Government subscribing to all the stock—first be devoted to an
accumulation of a surplus of, let us say, 20 per cent. After that half

to the accumulation of a further surplus and half to the Government,
until the total surplus equals 50 per cent, after which all earnings
would go to the Government. In the case of the public subscribing

to the stock, the net earnings would first be devoted to paying the

dividend, then to an accumulation of a surplus up to 20 per cent,

then half to an accumulation of a further surplus and half to the
Government, and after the surplus had reached 50 per cent all the

remaining earnings to the Government.
I would devote all the earnings which the Government receives

to the cancellation of the public debt, under specific terms which
should be in the bill calling for tenders of bonds.

The customers of the bank should be only the Government and
qualified member banks. Qualified member banks would include all

national banks, and might include State banks and trust companies
under proper restrictions of admission.

The Government should deposit all of its general fund with the

bank and constitute the bank its fiscal agent.

Senator Hitchcock. Is there any objection to leaving that op-

tional with the Secretary of the Treasury?
Mr. Vandeelip. I should think so. This is a Government insti-

tution solely, and the funds of the Government ought to be deposited
there. Otherwise a Secretary of the Treasury might withdraw from
commerce that entire deposit, which would, of course, be the principal
deposit of the bank, and you might have the management of the bank
and the management of the Treasury at loggerheads, and the bank
could be broken.

Senator Hitchcock. What would lead a Secretary of the Treas-
ury to do that thing?
Mr. Vandeelip. I do not always know what leads Secretaries of

the Treasury to do what they do.

Senator Shafeoth. If these directors were long-time appointees,
say 14 years, there might be an entirely different political party, and
that might lead to a rupture.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think the withdrawal of Government
funds would seriously cripple the bank and possibly lead to its

breaking ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I can readily conceive a condition of the bank
where if you would draw $150,000,000 or more of reserve money out
of it the reserve would then be away below the legal limit, and this

would lead to the bank's serious embarrassment, if not to closing.

Senator Hitchcock. Of course, you are providing a power to issue

currency and a power to issue Government bonds
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). But the Government bank could

not pay its currency to the Government.
Senator Hitchcock. I understand you are giving the ofBcers of

the Federal board the power to issue Government bonds?
Mr. Vandeelip. No power to issue bonds ; no, sir. I do not under-

stand the question—power to issue bonds?
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Senator Hitchcock. Let me ask you this : You propose to give the
Federal board the power to issue currency?
Mr. Vandeelip. Certainly.

Senator Hitchcock. How do you propose to have that currency
secured ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I will come to that in the regular order, if I may.
Senator Hitchcock. Would not that involve the power to sell

bonds to get gold ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. The hour for adjournment has arrived, and
we will take a recess until 2 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 1 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2 o'clock

p. m.)

AFTEE EECESS.

Senator O'Goeman. I think we may resume, Mr. Vanderlip.

STATEMENT OF FRANK A. VANDERLIP—Resumed.

Mr. Vandeelip. The reserve requirement for national banks I
would have so changed as gradually to transfer the reserves from
correspondent banks now acting as reserve agents, so that ultimately

all reserves would be in the vaults of the member banks and in the

vaults of the Federal reserve bank in the form of balances. The
reserve requirement should be the same for all banks, country or

city, because no bank would have any reserve responsibility to another

bank, and there would be no reason why any one bank should be com-
pelled to keep any larger reserve than any other.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you suggest what that reserve ought to be ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I am inclined to think that a reserve of 12 per

cent for all banks would be sufficient; and, in that connection—

I

reached that conclusion for this reason—I would recommend that the

minimum reserve of the Federal reserve bank be 50 per cent rather

than 33^ per cent—that it would be 50 per cent for all outstanding

demand liabilities, including the notes that it might issue.

Senator Weeks. The same reserve for notes would apply to all

other forms of liabilities?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Fifty per cent?

Mr. Vandeelip. Fifty per cent for both notes and deposits. I

would permit the board of the Federal reserve bank in an emergency

to suspend the reserve requirements for 30 days and to continue such

suspension for periods of 15 days. The reserve bank would be em-

powered to rediscount for member banks paper of a self-liquidating

character, to be defined by the act.

Senator Nelson. But there would be no member bank under this

system, in the sense we have it in the bill ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No, not exactly in that sense ; but there would be

member banks. Perhaps a better'term would be " depositing banks."

Senator O'Goeman. Because that would be the only test._

Mr. Vandeelip. The only test would be. Are bank depositors—are

they permitted to deposit ? All national banks would be depositors,
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and State banks and trust companies might be, and all depositor
banks should have the right of rediscount.

Senator Pomerene. You would have no qualification?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would certainly have a qualification for the
State banks. I will come to that in due order.

Senator Pomeeene. But not so far as the national banks are con-

cerned ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Every national bank must keep its reserve deposit

as this law would indicate.

Senator Pomeeene. Of 12 per cent ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Of 12 per cent, a portion in its vault and a por-

tion with the Federal reserve bank. And, by the way, I should
permit it to keep any amount which it choose to keep in the Federal
reserve bank above the minimum that it must keep there. I would
not make it keep in its vault any more than its needs require.

Senator Nelson. Five per cent out of the 12 ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would not have any fixed amount. I would let

it keep as little in its vault as it could. For instance, a city bank
doing a character of business that required very little currency would
keep practically all of its reserve with the Federal reserve bank,
knowing it could, at a moment's notice, convert its balance there into

currency if it had a demand. Now, I would limit the amount that

the depositor bank might rediscount. I think a fair limit would be

the amount of its capital and surplus. I would permit the bank to

go into the domestic market
Senator Nelson (interposing) . Excuse me, but you say you would

limit it to that. You refer to discounts in general or discoimts for

the sake of obtaining currency?
Mr. Vanderlip. Discounts in general, made directljr on the applica-

tion of the bank that is rediscounting. I would limit it to the pur-

chase of paper in the open discount market that bore the indorsement
of a bank. I would permit the bank to go into the open discount

market and buy paper, but only paper that bore the indorsement
of a depositor bank. In the foreign market I would permit a bank
to go into the discount market and buy prime foreign bills without
any regard to an indorsement by a depositmg bank. The bank would
also have to have the power to deal in gold coin and bullion and in

the obligations of the United States Government, and probably of

the insular possessions.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose the Governm^ent had need of more
funds : Would it have the right to borrow of the bank?
Mr. Vanderlip. I should think it might have the right to borrow

from the'bank.

Senator Nelson. It ought to have that right?
Mr. Vanderlip. It probably ought to have that right, but there

would be something of a question. The bank is an instrument of

the Government. The bank is wholly controlled by Government
officers, by public officers. That is a question I would want to reflect

on before giving an opinion.

Senator Hitchcock. In Germany, as I recall it, the Reichsbank
loans to the German Government by buying short-time bills, but

those representing the stockholders have the right to put a veto on

it so as to limit the amount.
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Mr. Vandeelip. The trouble here would be that there would be
no one who could put a veto on it.

Senator O'GoHMAN. Why not? Why not have the reserve board
exercise that power?
Senator Hitchcock Because they are Government officials and do

not represent the stockholders.
Senator O'GoEMAN. It is true they represent the Government in

the sense that they are Government officials. Yet their principal re-
sponsibility lies m a proper administration of this system, and power
could very well be confined to them, notwithstanding the fact they are
appointees of the President, to use their own judgment as to the ex-
tent to which the Government might procure credit in an emergency
_
Senator Nelson. At all events, Mr. Vanderlip, excusing me for

interrupting you, the loans to the Government should be short-time
loans and not permanent investments.
Mr. Vandeelip. That is exactly what I was about to say. In no

event ought the Government to place its obligation with the bank
where the maturity was more than a year. It must be banking
paper.

Senator O'Goeman. The Government would at all times possess
the power it now has of getting money on its bonds—by issuing and
selling bonds in the open market.
Mr. Vandeelip. Always. Now, I come to a point that I regard as

of the greatest importance, and one that has always baffled me here-
tofore in trying to see how a central bank, officered by public officers,

could possibly be made to work. I think the question came up in
the hearing I had here before. A central bank covering the whole
country must have different rates of discount in different commu-
nities, else a community with a high interest rate will borrow all

the funds of the bank before the community with the low interest
rate reaches the point where it wants to borrow any.
Senator Hitchcock. Suppose you limit the amount that can be

advanced to any bank.
Mr. Vandeelip. Senator Hitchcock, you suggested in the hearing

this morning a thought which I had never heard before in any dis-

cussion, and one that I have embodied in this bill, and which I

thought was a new invention. I believe it is the most important
thought that we have had on the line of a Government bank. It is

this: I would have a uniform minimum rate of discount in every
branch and for every bank, but that uniform minimum rate would
apply only to a certain percentage of borrowing. If the individual

bank is permitted to rediscount up to an amount equal to its capital

and surplus, I would say that it may rediscount 30 per cent of that

at the minimum rate. Then as it increased its rediscount above that,

I would have a progressively increasing rate above the minimum
rate. There you get the repressive measure where it belongs—not

on the community but on the individual bank. You might have a

community in which nearly all the banks were borrowing over the

30 per cent and paying more than the minimum rate, and one bank
that had been running conservatively and borrowed nothing. When
it came in the market, if the rates were different in the different

parts of the country, it would be at a disadvantage. It would have
to be penalized because of what its neighbors had been doing. Under
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this plan the bank in a high interest, rate community, where every

one of its neighbors was paying more than the minimum, when there

came need for it to borrow could borrow at the minimum rate up to

30 per cent of the total amount it could borrow, the minimum rate

in the West being just as low as for New York banks, New England
banks, or any other banks. That would be perfectly fair to every

bank, and the minimum rate would apply everywhere throughout

the country to every bank alike, and would be advanced as the in-

dividual bank's borrowing increased above, let us say, 30 per cent

of the total.

Now, it was the discovery of that idea that brought me to the

conclusion you could have a Government bank officered by public

authority. Without that, this thing would be perfectly certain to

happen : There would be political pressure from the community that

was being charged a higher rate than some other community, and
that political pressure would certainly move a public body, and you
could not get the repressive action, of the discount rate which you
would be able to get by this very simple method. I was somewhat
astonished and greatly pleased that you had arrived at that con-

clusion.

Senator Hitchcock. I am yery glad to have your indorsement.

[Laughter.]
Mr. Vandeelip. As fiscal agent of the Government I would have

the Federal reserve bank charged with the duties now imposed on the

Treasury of the United States, and on the Bureau of Redemption in

the office of the Comptroller of the Currency. I would transfer the

present redemption fund which is now in the general fund—im-

properly in the general fund, because it is a trust fund—I would
transfer that to this bank to be held as a trust fund, never as a part

of its reserve, but to be held as a trust fund, and would charge this

bank with the detail of redemption and the custody of bonds to secure

national bank note circulation as long as that circulation is out-

standing.
Senator Hitchcock. Of course, that would not add to the resources

of the bank ; it would simply be for economical reasons.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Weeks. How much of a charge would that bank be per-

mitted to make for that service?

Mr. Vandeelip. I think it should not make any charge. The Gov-
ernment does not make any charge, and the bank ought properly,

as fiscal agent, to assume that duty. Now, that is a suggestion. It

is not an essential part of this plan, but it seems to be a sound
suggestion.

I would authorize this bank to issue circulating notes. Now, there

is the great difference and the great improvement that this plan

would have over any plan that has been having your consideration,

so far as I know. I think I said in my former hearing that I re-

garded the issue of these notes in the form of an obligation of the

Government as wrong and as tending to lead to disaster, but that

until it led to disaster that scheme would work. That I believe.

But the more I reflected on it the greater emphasis I put upon the

unwisdom of placing the Government obligation on the notes. Here
anyone who holds the opinion that the people should control the
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currency would find nothing contrary to that view by permitting
this bank to make the obligation and to be solely responsible for the
redemption of the notes. It would be the people. A bank wholly
officered by public employees is the Ai-oice of the people, and that is

the way the note ought to be issued—the obligation of the bank and
not the obligation of the Government.

Senator Hitchcock. What would be back of the note of such a
bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. The note should be secured by segregating redis-

counted paper to the amount of 100 per cent, or one-year exchequer
notes of the Government, to which I will refer later, and a 50 per cent

gold reserve. Or the note might be secured by 100 per cent gold
reserve.

Now, there might be conditions arise where there will be outstand-

ing notes in excess of the amount of commercial paper the bank
will have, but under those conditions the notes should be covered

by 100 per cent of gold, and the bank should be perfectly free to issue

its notes without limit so long as they are covered by 100 per cent

in gold. There will be an actual flow of gold into the bank, and notes

should be put out whenever they are demanded, and the bank's gold

stock could always be increased in that way with 100 per cent gold-

covering notes outstanding to any extent.

Senator Hitchcock. You mean notes may be put out even when
rediscounts are not coming in, simply because the banks are asked for

currency.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; but in that case they should have 100 per cent

gold back of them.

Senator Hitchcock. The bank asking for currency may procure

it either by depositing gold or drawing against their balances?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Pomeeene. Then you have two distinct classes of notes ? '

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir; they would be exactly the same. The

note must be covered either by 100 per cent of gold or by 100 per cent

of rediscount paper.

Senator Nelson. With a reserve of 50 per cent ?

Mr. Vandeelip (continuing). Or exchequer notes and 50 per cent

of gold.

Senator Nelson. Your reserve?

Senator Hitchcock. But to the extent that the notes exceeded the

discount paper, they must be covered entirely by gold?

Mr. Vandeelip. Entirely with gold.

Senator Pomeeene. You would expect those notes, redeemable then

by the gold, to be practically the same as all gold certificates?

, Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
, , ^ j q

Senator Weeks. Would you make them legal tender i

Mr. Vandeelip. I would not.

Senator Pomeeene. Why? -..^ • . i. t
Mr. Vandeelip. Because they are, after all, a credit instrument. 1

see no reason whatever why a gold ceiitificate which is not a credit

instrument, but a representative of gold, should not be a legal tender.

I can not conceive any reason at all why it should not But, paren-

thetically, I believe there are the strongest reasons why the size ot the

gold certificates should be increased. Gold in the form of gold certi-
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ficates of $10 and $20 denomination ought not to be found in the

pockets of the people. They ought to be in the bank reserves, and the

thing in your pockets ought to be the note of the bank, always re-

deemable in gold.

Senator Nelson. You would have these new notes legal tender?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would not, sir.

Senator Beistow. But you would make the gold certificates legal

tender ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you state briefly what evil might result

from making them legal tender?
Mr. Vandeelip. They are not money in any sense ; they are a credit

instrument ; they are a promise to pay—they are a promise to redeem
in money. They ought not to be made money, and no hardship can
follow not doing so. It may be that there has been sometimes a case

where a man presenting a national-bank note has met with the
statement, " That is not legal tender, and I will not receive it." That
case is so rare, if it ever did occur, that the point is negligible. Cer-
tainly the national-bank note was always convertible into legal

tender, and, of course, the note of this bank always should be.

Senator Hitchcock. I understand, as an academic proposition, it

is not sound or not wise or not legitimate to make them legal tender.

But as a practicable proposition, I can not see what evil would
result. Supposing it were done, just for the convenience of the peo-
ple, what evil could result?

Mr. Vandeelip. An obligation to" pay is and ought to continue to

be an obligation to pay money—to pay gold—not an obligation to

give somebody's promise to pay gold. I do not think that is aca-

demic ; I think it is real. On the other hand, I can see no objection

at all to their not being made legal tender, because they will perform
every function you want a circulating note to perform. I would
give them every quality that the present national-bank note has
They should be received for public dues, and they should have all

the qualities contained in the national-bank act in reference to na-

tional bank circulating notes.

Senator Hitchcock. I can see why they should not be made good
for bank reserves, because then the gold might get away from the

banks, which would be bad ; but I have not been able to see why they

should not be made legal tender. The man who receives them per-

force can get gold for them. I can not see that he suffers anything.

Now, there must be some practical reason.

Mr. Vandeelip. He does not suffer anything if he can get the gold.

If he can not get it, he certainly ought not to be forced to take the

promise to pay. •

Senator Hitchcock. You are assuming that the note is always

redeemable in gold.

Mr. Vandeelip. If that is so, the note will always circulate as

well as legal tender, except in the rarest possible instances.

Senator Hitchcock. I realize that, but is there anything that can

result as a practicable evil by making them legal tender ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes. If by any chance this bank got in such a

condition that it could not redeem those notes and reserve conditions

were suspended, and it was not compelled to redeem them, just as

the Government itself did not redeem its promises to pay for a great
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many years, then to force a creditor to take that ,^or,r.<.m»f a j.

instead of the gold he is entitled to, would be an etil
^ "'^^^^^ ""^''^

Senator Nelson. And they would be depreciated in price as wa^the case of the legal-tender notes during the war ^ '

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

centrotlh^Sar •
^'^^ "^^^ '°"^' ^ *^-^' ^ ^^ - ^^ or 35

to depreciadr^'''
^* ""'^^^ ''''* ^'* "' ^"^ "' *^^*' ^^* ^* ^^^^^-^ ^^^^

Senator Hitchcock Of course, those notes were issued withoutany gold reserve at all without any provisions that are now made
for safety But I am still not able to see who would suffer or what
evil would really arise by making them legal tender. They are legal
tender, as I understand you to propose, when presented to the Gov-
ernment.
Mr. Vandeelip. Because this is a Government institution.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

_
Mr. Vandeelip. The Government ought to be ready and announce

its purpose to receive them.
Senator Hitchcock. Therefore the Government, receiving them,

can pay them out for any purpose. They are perfectly good.
Mr. Vandeelip. It could not pay them for any purpose where its

contract was to pay gold.

Senator Hitchcock. Those cases are rare, and the great volume
of obligations could be made in them.
Mr. Vandeelip. Nearly every corporation mortgage for the last

10 years has been made payable in gold.
Senator Hitchcock. They would not be affected, then ; they would

not suffer by making these legal tender ?

Mr. Vandeelip. They certainly might if they became depreciated
and the income of the corporation was paid in the depreciated note,
while the outgo was paid in gold. It would suffer very much.
Senator Beistow. Would making these legal tender have a tend-

ency to have contracts made payable in gold more than would be the
case if they were not made legal tender ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would have a tendency. Contracts are now very
largely made payable in gold when the amount is large and the period
considerable.

Senator Nelson. Are these long-time railroad bonds payable in

gold?

Mr. Vandeelip. Almost invariably.

Now, on the subject of having those notes the obligation not of
the Government but of the banks I heard a witness in this room this

morning say that universities are teaching disloyalty to our Gov-
ernment. They are teaching history, and there never has been a case

in history where the Government established a fiat obligation that

that obligation did not go below par and usually lead to disaster.

Senator Nelson. Are jrou taking up the question of how to secure

the gold for the redemption?
Mr. Vandeelip. I am providing that they keep 50 per cent gold

reserve.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; but how is that gold to be acquired ?

Mr. Vandeelip. That will come in in the payment for the stock,,

in the deposits of the Government, and in the deposits of reserves by
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all the depositing banks. That will not all be gold; that will be

partly gold and partly legal tender. I think that part of the reserve

which specifically covers the note might well be made gold—to pro-

tect a note redeemable in gold.

Senator Nelson. Would it not help us if we made the customs pay-

able in gold ?

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir ; the customs in this case might just as well

be payable in notes as gold, because they are going to be deposited

right back into the banks. If the import dues were paid in gold, im-

porters would draw gold out of the bank for it and it would come

right back into the bank again.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you made any estimate as to the possible

volume of these notes which would be issued ?

Mr. Vandeelip. A suggestion I am just about to make would oper-

ate at once, or as soon as would be practicable, to replace $300,000,000

or $350,000,000 of national-bank notes by these notes. Except from

that I should doubt if in normal times there would be very many of

these notes with the present level of business. In the crop-moving
period I think there would be $200,000,000 more. Then in future

years, as the needs for currency expanded with growing business, the

amount of these notes would expand.
Senator Hitchcock. Why would you retire $360,000,000 of na-

tional-bank notes, when in your former testimony you expressed the

opinion that our currency is not redundant at any time to an extent

greater than $150,000,000, as I recall it?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would do that and keep exactly in accord with

my former testimony. It was to the eflFect that if you did not retire

some of the present existing national-bank notes there would not be

room enough in our circulation for the purely elastic factor; that in

normal times we have enough circulation. We would only, there-

fore, have to issue these notes for the peak of the load, and there

might be none at all in the springtime, but only in the fall, in the

crop-moving period. We ought to get some of these out of the way
to make room for a note of an elastic quality. And then I would
also provide the bank with a one-year exchequer note, as I explained

in the hearing before. In a word, the plan would be this: Gradu-
ally, and over such period as the Federal reserve board may decide

upon, the Federal reserve bank shall offer to purchase the 2 per cent

bonds of the United States deposited to secure circulating notes of

the national banks, at par, and up to an amount equal to one-half of

such bonds deposited with the Treasury of the United States as

security for national-bank note circulation. Now, it would pay for

these by taking the redemption responsibility for the notes tnat are

outstanding and would then exchange the 2 per cent bonds that it

got for the 3 per cent one-year exchequer notes.

Now, you may say at once that that represents a loss to the Govern-

ment. But with the tax the bank would pay^and that tax to be a

lien upon its earnings ahead of any dividends^—an amount equal to

1^ per cent on an amount of notes equal to these exchequer notes

issued—that would compensate the Government for the payment of

1 per cent additional interest, and would compensate also for the loss

or the one-half of 1 per cent tax now paid on circulating notes se-

"Cured by 2 per cent bonds.
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Senator Pomerene. Do I understand that tax to be on the ex-

chequer notes you referred to?

Mr. Vandeelip. The tax would be on circulating notes secured by
exchequer notes.

Senator Pomerene. Yes.

Mr. Vandeelip. I would gradually substitute rediscounted paper
for the exchequer notes and leave them free in the treasury of the

l)ank. This gives the bank an employment for its funds in normal
times. In normal times there will be no great amount of rediscounts

in this country. You remember the advantage of the rediscount sys-

tem is not to employ all of your funds all the time in such redis-

c'ounts. It is not for a bank to borrow from this central reserve

bank, and loan those funds at a higher rate to its customers. In
normal times the bank will not go to the central reserve bank to re-

discount at all.

The advantage is only that you can go there in the last emergency;

that is the great advantage of it, that you can always go there;

that you can always make your commercial paper liquid. Nor-

mally, the rate will'be too high to go there. Normally, a bank will

go into the open discount market and sell some of its commercial

paper; or it may borrow through other banks. But the knowledge

that it can always go there, can always make liquid its commercial

paper, is the great thing.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not believe I quite get clear m my mmd
this process. You would have the banks take over $350,000,000 of

2 per cent bonds now held in the Treasury for the various banks?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, what would the bank pay for those i

Mr. Vanderlip. It would assume the national bank notes now

outstanding. That would be equivalent to paying par for the bonds.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, the national-bank notes outstanding

belong to the banks of issue.
. , , ,, .t,

Mr Vanderlip. I know. Now, this bank would assume those

notes outstanding that are secured by this $350,000,000 of bonds.

Senator Hitchcock. It would assume their redemption?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes ; it would assume their redemption and retire-

Senator Hitchcock. And what would it redeem them with?

Mr Vandeelip. With its own notes, which it would be enabled to

issue 'by putting these exchequer notes under the new circulating

notes. Now, they would only remain under them temporarily.

Ultimately commercial paper would come under them and the ex-

chequer notes would be free in the Treasury. But generally speat

ins the $350,000,000 of national bank notes would be replaced by

$350 000 000 of notes of the Federal reserve bank.

^Senator hScScock. Well, the $350,000,000 of 2 per cent Govern-

ment bonds which would be taken over would be replaced then

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Substituted.

Senator Hitchcock. Substituted by exchequer notes

Mr Vanderlip. They would be absolutely retired by the Govern

ment They would be received by the Government, and in their

place the one-year exchequer notes would be issuea.

Senator Hitchcock. And they would belong to this bank?
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Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And bear 3 per cent interest?

Mr. Vakdeelip. They would bear 3 per cent interest; they would
mature every year ; but the bank would be under obligation to renew
them. They would renew them, probably, one-twelfth each months
or something of that kind.

Senator Nelson. But that right of converting 2 per cent bonds into

3 per cent exchequer notes, as you speak of, ought to be prorated

among the banks, ought it not?
Mr. Vanderlip. Oh, yes.

Senator Nelson. According to their bond holdings?
Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly.

Senator Nelson. Otherwise it would not be fair.

Mr. Vanderlip. It would not fair. Each bank ought to be per-

mitted to sell one-half of its bonds that are up to secure circulation

at par for this purpose.
Senator Hitchcock. But the Government would be paying 3 per

cent*on its bonds instead of paying 2 per cent. How do you compen-
sate it for that loss?

Mr. Vanderlip. By giving them the tax of 1^ per cent on the

notes.

Senator Hitchcock. What notes?
Mr. Vanderlip. The notes that the Federal reserve bank is to

issue to retire the national-bank notes.

Senator Hitchcock. But you see that would be taxing itself, would
it not?
Mr. Vanderlip. It would be taxing itself, except that I say that

that tax shall be a lien ahead of any dividends.

Senator Hitchcock. But, then, if the bank earns dividends any
surplus over the dividends it is allowed to pay goes to the Govern-

ment?
Mr. Vanderlip. Then you might say, in effect, that it will be taxing

itself.

Senator Hitchcock. So that you do not relieve the Government;
and the Government would be paying 3 per cent interest instead of

2 per cent.

Mr. Vanderlip. The Government would be taxing itself, in effect,

if you could accomplish all the purposes that are sought to be accom-

plished, without doing this thing and make the earnings of the bank
as high as they would be if you had not converted 2 per cent bonds
into 3 per cent notes. But the earnings of the bank would really be

materially higher as a result of converting bonds into notes ; so much
higher that the Government would profit instead of lose by making
the notes bear 3 per cent.

Senator O'Gorman. Would not the benefit that the Government
would derive from the enjoyment from the surplus profits of this

Federal reserve bank be more than ample compensation ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Very much more, in my opinion.

Senator O'Gorman. For the immediate loss to which it may be

exposed.
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. In paying 3 per cent interest, where heretofore

it has paid only 2 per cent.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.
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w^ld ^Th?^: ' '^^^ "^*' '"* ' '''' ^-^^ --fi<i-* tl^^t that

Senator Weeks. Do you think the dividends should be made
cumulative

«

Mr. Vandeelep. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. With a 50 per cent reserve in gold, Mr. Vanderlip,
could you not i^ue that currency based upon these exchequer bills in
larger volume than the par value of the exchequer bills—than their
face value i

Mr Vandeelip I would not advise that, and I would not encour-
age the bank at all to use these exchequer bills as cover for circulat-mg notes. Ihe rediscounted paper is what should be used, and the
exchequer notes should be held there in the Treasury for the employ-
ment of funds in a scant time. You see you pay 3 per cent on these
notes, but to whom do you pay it? You pay it right back to your-
self, practically, because the Government gets the earnings of the
bank.
Then these exchequer notes become of the greatest value in in-

fluencing a gold movement or in protecting the bank in any time of
stress. They would be a perfectly ideal bankable paper in any
commercial market m the world. With the highest possible credit
and short maturity, they would be the ideal thing for a bank to have
to operate with in the money markets of the world. The bank
could go to the Bank of France or to the Bank of England or any-
where where there was credit to be had or gold to be bought and buy
it with that obligation.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, as a matter of fact, would not they
slowly drift out of the country, and would it not happen aftei* 10
years that this bank would not have any of these choice 3 per cent
bonds ?

Mr. Vandeelip. At the end of every year they come back into the
hands of the bank. The Government pays them and issues new ones
in their place, which the bank buys. They can not drift out of the
country in the way you suggest. If they drift out of the country

—

that is, if the bank used them in order to buy gold, we will say,
in London as soon as thev mature—and some of them will mature
in 30 days, some of them will mature in 60 days, and so on, and the
last will mature in a year—they will at maturity be presented for
payment and new ones at once bought by the bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, suppose the United States should be-

come involved in war and it should find itself in a position where
it had to market great quantities of bonds, would it not happen that
it would not be able to renew these bonds on a 3 per cent basis ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The bank pledges itself for 20 years to renew
them
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Oh, you have that in the char-

ter of the bank, have you ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir. That must be fundamental, that the

bank is under pledge to renew them.
I would have this measure provide a national clearing house, as

I explained this morning, and not alone for the reason that it would
be a great economic engine, but that you must provide for the col-
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lection of checks without imposing on banks the necessity of keeping
balances with other banks.

_
(Senator Weeks. Mr. Vanderlip, that would be one of the most

difficult things to do in this measure which you propose. Country
banks—probablj^ 22,000 or 23,000 out of the 26,000 believe that their
interests are going to be jeopardized if that is done, and universally

they have opposed any such action. Now, what can we do to pre-

vent their making a material loss in revenues and still carry out the
suggestion which you make?
Mr. Vanderlip. Point out that they oppose it, not on economic

grounds, which, if they understand it they must admit are sound,
but on selfish grounds of earnings; and try to show them that if

they will be broad gauged and put into operation a measure that

will be for the best interests of this whole country, their earnings
will be larger, although reduced by this small amount of profit which
they make now on collections.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Vanderlip, let me give you a concrete

case. A gentleman representing the second largest bank in the State

of Mississippi testified before us recently that the net profits of the

bank amounted to $40,000 a year.

Senator Weeks. $48,000, was it not ?

Senator O'Gorman. Perhaps it was. It was something over

$40,000, and he said $20,000, almost 50 per cent of the net profits

of the bank, were derived from exchange charges; and he said, in

substance, that if a sj-stem were adopted by which their profits would
be so materially reduced, that they would, of course, surrender their

national charter, and continue as a State bank and continue to enjoy

that revenue. Now, what would you say to that?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would say that I fear that these $20,000 profits

were gross. If you analyze exactly what he said, he probably said

that he got $20,000 in gross—he may not have used the word
" gross "—in his collection charges. I can not believe that any bank
that is doing anything like a normal business derives half of its

net profits out of the net profits of the collection business. It is not

so; that is all.

Senator O'Gorman. We have been told by all representatives of

country banks that their profits, perhaps on a capital of $25,000 or

less, might probably not exceed $15,000 or $20,000 a year—and that

they may make as much as $2,500 a year or $3,000 ffom exchange

charges.

Mr. Vanderlip. A gentleman was making that statement to me the

other day, and I challenged it ; and he admitted that what he meant
was that the gross profits out of collections were equal to one-half

of his net earnings. Well, when you come to analyze that statement,

the taking away of the collection business would not fall so heavily

on that bank. If a bank is doing a business where half of its earn-

ings come out of the community for paying collection charges, it is

charging the community too much, and that community is paying

too great a charge for that bank's services.

Senator Weeks. Is it not true in the case of small banks of that

kind, that about the same force would have to be maintained, whether

they were doing this collection business or not; so that the receipts

from the collection business are practically net?
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Mr. Vanderlip. Well, that might be, in some measure, true
Senator Weeks. In small banks ?

Senator Nelson. Now, is not the situation altered somewhat under
your plan from what it is in the bill, because there is nothing com-
pulsory^ That IS, the country bank need not come into the sys-
tem

;
they can stay outside and are not obliged to come in.

Mr. Vanderlip. They must come in, so far as the reserve provi-
sions are concerned.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Vanderlip. That is all. There is nothing else compulsory,

particularly if you do not compel them to underwrite this public
subscription of stock. There is nothing compulsory at all, except
this reserve requirement; they must keep their reserve where vou
tell them to. That is all.

-^

Senator Nelson. They need not do their clearances through these
subsidiary banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. Not at all.

Senator Nelson. So that the situation is not, practically, under
your plan as it would be under the plan proposed in the bill ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Well, in effect this bank would do the clearing
business so cheaply and so effectively that it would take it away from
the other banks. The economy would be so great that that would be
the effect.

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. I would like to have your opinion on this,

Mr. Vanderlip. Suppose it is a fact, as I believe it to be, that there
are possibly several thousand small communities in the United States
which depend upon a bank, say, of $10,000 capital, and that bank is

a great convenience to that community, and it has, say, $7,000 of
deposits. It is not possible with that volume of deposits to have
loans sufficient to pay a dividend upon the capital and a decent salary
to the men that run the bank.
Now, they eke out dividends and their salaries by these collection

charges. Would you not say that the bank is of sufficient convenience
to that community to warrant a continuance of that system ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would say that it is a great convenience to the
community, and that under this plan it still would retain a consid-

erable amount of what it makes out of collections. That is to say,

a merchant in that community having a bill to pay in New York
will come in to buy a New York draft under our present system. In
order to sell a New York draft that bank has got to keep a balance
in New York to write it on.

Under the system that I propose, or that is proposed in the bill

that is before you, when a merchant comes in to get a piece of paper
that will pay a New York draft the bank will merely write its check
on the central reserve bank or, in the other case, on the regional

bank. Instead of writing it on a New York bank it writes it on the

central reserve bank or on the regional bank. It can sell it : it can

get some charge, some commission, there just the same.

But its check on its deposit in the central reserve bank is par in

New York or par anywhere else. It can write drafts for its custom-

ers that will be par anywhere in the United States, without keeping-
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the balance anywhere in the United States, except in the Federal
reserve bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, that is true. But it still is not getting
what it gets now. I understand a discount on such checks of its cus-

tomers has come to it for collection. And now suppose that bank, not
being able through a little charge on its drafts and through the
interest on its loans to make a living, to make an existence possible,

goes out of business. The people of that community then go back
to the idea of keeping their little hoards in stockings or in bedticks

•or under mattresses or they go 10 or 15 miles away and deposit it in

a bank. Has not that community suffered a loss?

Mr. Vandeelip. They have suffered a very great and very real loss

if that were the effect, but that will not be the effect. The effect wiU
be that that bank having the new facilities provided by either of these

plans will prosper more, even in spite of this small loss, than it ever

prospered before.

Senator Hitchcock. I think it is very questionable whether that

bank gets any advantage out of this new system, however, which is

proposed, because it has a privilege of discount now with its city

<.'orrespondent, and its city correspondent might take paper which
could not be available under the bill that we have before us or the one
which you have, so that it gets no benefit at all.

Mr. Vandeelip. The community in which that bank is operating

will get a lower level of interest under either of these plans.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I hope that will be the result, but I have
never been able to see how such a bank gets any benefit out of this

system.
Mr. Vanderlip. If the community does get a lower level of interest

rate, the community will prosper more.
Senator Hitchcock. But I thinl?: all these little banks wiU be wiped

out. They do not exist in any European country where the cen-

tralized bank system prevails. You will find no such banks in France
or in Germany or anywhere where that system prevails.

Mr. Vandeelip. Personally I should be very glad, looking at the

<]uestion from the point of view of the bank with which I am con-

nected, to pass a measure that will compel the small banks of the

country to Keep deposits with us. My whole personal interest is on

that side. But my judgment is that the advantage of the whole

country lies on the side of the national clearing house.

Senator Nelson. Well, the little country banks, Mr. Vanderlip,

not being required to keep deposits in other banks for exchange busi-

ness as they do now would have more loanable funds at home, would
they not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; and instead of getting 2 per cent for that

balance as they now do they would get 5 or 6 per cent.

Senator Nelson. And that would compensate them in a measure
for that small loss, would it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. I believe it would compensate them fully.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Vanderlip, if Senator Nelson is through, I

should like to ask you a question.

Senator Nelson. I have finished.

Senator Beistow. There is one feature that has been discussed a

good deal since you were here the other day in regard to this exchange
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matter, and that is the payments by check. Bankers do not like it,

but the people do.

We have developed these small banks all over the country, and
the country bank solicits from farmers and different citizens in its

community and asks the people to deposit their money with it, and
then to take a check book and pay out by check.

And I think that that has resulted—the use of cheeks in this

country in the establishment and maintenance of a great many small

banks, because it has drawn the money that was kept around in

bureau drawers and other places in the community into a center;

and instead of keeping the money in his pocket or hidden away
somewhere, the citizen takes a check, and when he pay for any article

of merchandise, or for a pig, or a cow he draws a check for it ; he does

not carry the money with him; the money is in the bank; and some-

body has borrowed it that needed it; and so it builds up the com-
munity.
Now, the use of checks has become so common in this country that

when a merchant in Salina, Kans., pays his Chicago house, he fre-

quently—I say usually—simply draws a check on his local bank and

sends it; it goes to Chicago, and they do not have to go and get a

money order; they do not have to go and get an express order, or

they do not have to go and buy a bank draft. The citizen does it

at night, after everything is closed up. And in our part of the

country the pay rolls are paid by check ; everything it done by check.

Now, with this discount system—not discount system

Senator O'GoEMAN (interposing). Clearing system.

Senator Beistow. Yes; clearing system that is suggested here;

would not that break up or interfere with that process?

Mr. Vandehlip. No ; it would greatlj^ facilitate it.

Senator Beistow. Now, tell me how it would facilitate it.

Mr. Vandeblip. By facilitating the collection of the check. If

that check reaches the Chicago merchant, he deposits it with his

bank and is charged exchange on it. Anything that will facilitate

the collection of that check is of advantage to the merchant, and

therefore of advantage to the man who issues the check, because, in

the end, that is where the cost must fall.

The merchant is not going to do business without profit. He is

going to put into his pocket something to cover the loss of time and

of commission in collecting that check. Anything that will facilitate

the collection of that check will increase the use of similar checks.

Senator Beistow. Well, that is very satisfactory if it will operate

Now there is another advantage to the local merchant or the local

citizen 'in our part of the country. Settlements are made the 1st

of the month ; and nearly all of the routine business is done and pay-

ments made the 1st of the month; collections are made the 1st of

the month. The merchant on the last day of the month aviU go over

his accounts. He knows what is due and where his check will reach

the creditor on the 1st of the month; that if it does, he will get a

discount probably. He collects on the 1st of the month. He draws

those checks when he probably has not the money m the bank. His

bank account may be low; it would not begin to pay them, and he

depends upon his collections on the 1st or 2d day of the month to

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 64
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meet those checks by the time they get back ; and that is done every-

where.
Now, in the normal operations of the business of the country there-

are thousands and hundreds of thousands of men who handle their

business in that way. And anything that we did here that would
disturb or make difficult this routine-established method of business-

would be i-eceived with very great disfavor. And I do not want
anything in this bill that we may pass here to in any way disturb

that situation.

Mr. Vandeelip. This measure will not facilitate the kiting of
checks. It will not facilitate the business of writing a check when
you have not a balance in the bank to pay it with. This will shorten

the time between the blotting of your signature on a check and the-

time when that check is charged against your account; there is not

any doubt about that.

Now, if you think it desirable for people to be able to write checks-

without having a balance in the bank, and let those balances come
after a while, and increase the time between the day you sign the

check and the day you are charged with it, you do not want this-

system.
Senator Pomeeene. And the kiting of a check is neither fair to the-

banker nor fair to the payee of a check, is it?

Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir.

Senator Shafroth. Mr. Vanderlip, how would it do to put a.

maximum charge of $1 a thousand for collection?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would not be prepared to answer that as to the-

figure. Certainly you do not want this bank to do a service without
being paid for it. You do not want to impose on this bank the neces-

sity of crediting in New York at par a check that has been drawn in

San Francisco, and that the bank can not get its credit for until that

check has traveled to San Francisco. You must permit it to charge
what it is right to charge—what would be fair for the service per-

formed—either a charge in the form of a commission, or in a de-
layed credit of the item

Senator Shafeoth (interposing). The only thing is, the country
banks are protesting very strongly against this bill, and there is also-

some protest that excessive charges are made ; and I thought that if

you could put a limit upon it it might be a compromise that would
be well to consider.

Senator Bristow. Mr. Vanderlip, suppose that I draw a check for

$1,000, living in Kansas, as I do, to pay a debt which I owed in

Chicago—we will say to the Butler Paper Co. And that company
deposits that check in a Chicago bank with which it does business,

and that check is then sent back to the bank upon which it is drawn
at Salina. The bank at Salina, Kans., does not charge me anything.
It wants me to make my remittances that way. It prefers that I

should do so. What charge is made—what bank gets the charges on
that check?
Mr. Vandeelip. I will tell you who does charge you something j

that is, the Butler Paper Co.; because you have paid them with
something that is not worth par

;
you have paid them with a piece of

paper that they have to do one of two things with, either to put it in

their bank and get a delayed credit for it, which means a credit after
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some days, just to give the bank time to collect it, or be charged a
collection commission.
Senator Beistow. Theoretically you are right, but practically you

are not.

Senator O'Gobjian. You are a favored depositor there. Senator
Bristow.

Senator Beistow. The Butler Paper Co. credit me with that check
just the same as if it were a bank draft, or a postal money order, or
an express money order ; it makes no difference to them. I get ex-
actly the credit, penny for penny, that I would even if I sent the
monej' by express.

Mr. Vandeelip. You will admit that it is worth less to the Butler
Paper Co. than cash or a Chicago draft, will you not?
Senator Beistow. I do not know.
Mr. Vandeelip. I can prove that it is, because I can tell you that

they will not be able to get a par credit for that. They must pay a
commission.
Senator Beistow. Well, I want to know what charges are made as

against this check in its trip from Salina to Chicago and back again.
Mr. Vandeelip. The Chicago bank will charge the Butler Paper

Co. a commission. The Chicago bank will probably send that check
to Kansas City and will pay nearly all of their commission to Kansas
City. Kansas City will send it on to Salina, Kans., and probably
has an arrangement with the Salina bank to remit once a week, so

that the Kansas City bank will be out an average of four days. It

must have charged a commission that will compensate it for interest.

The Chicago bank must have charged a commission that will com-
pensate it jfor interest, because it has credited this as cash to the

Butler Paper Co. It does not get it back under a week. It is not

cash, it is froth. It is a piece of paper in the mail. It will take a

week to get that back from Salina, Kans., and perhaps more; a week
to get it in the form of money in the vault of the Chicago bank.

The Butler Paper Co. has, however, obtained a balance that it can

check on, and they must be charged a commission for collecting that

piece of paper equal to the interest and to such work as may be con-

nected with the collection, interest for the period from the time the

credit is given to the paper company until the time the bank gets

into its vault the equivalent amount of money.

Senator Beistow. As a matter of fact, the bank may charge the

Butler Paper Co., and it may not. All banks do hot make a charge

for that.

Mr. Vandeblip. I believe they do in Chicago. I believe there is a

clearing-house rule there compelling all banks to charge.

Senator Beistow. Now we will take another illustration. Sup-

pose that I have a customer at Plainville, Kans., who owes me $100

and sends me a check on the Plainville bank in payment of that $100,

and I deposit the check and credit his account with $100. When I

deposit that check it is credited to my account for $100. Well, as a

matter of fact, that bank in the town where I live makes no charge.

I never pay anything, and my Plainville custoirer never pays any-

thing.

Mr. Vandeelip. You pay something, and you do not know it.

Senator Beistow. That 'is a very convenient way to pay debts.
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Mr. Vanderlip. You keep a deposit balance with that bank, else it

would not receive that check and credit you with it at once.

Senator Nelson. Why?
Mr. Vanderlip. And it pays you no interest on that deposit bal-

ance.

Senator Bristow. No.
Mr. Vanderlip. And that is where you pay it.

Senator Bristow. Well, if this system were changed so that I could

not do that, I would get no interest on the deposit anyhow.
Mr. Vanderlip. The system would not be changed so that you

could not do that. You could do all of these things. You could do
everything you have been talking about here. The new system would
only facilitate—it would only shorten the time, make the collection

more rapid.

Senator Bristow. I do not object to shortening the time. I do not

ask that this be artificially delayed. I think that it would be dis-

honest to artificially delay it. But I do contend that the system that
has been developed by the small country banks for the purpose of

gathering together the money in its vaults, so that the people can loan

to the bank and the bank can loan it to the people, and take it out of

the dark places where it does no good to_ anybody, and bring it where
it can be used by the community—which is all the product of or

which has resulted, rather, in the checking system—I think that any-
thing that would destroy the check system or retard it would be

injurious to the community and to the country as a whole.

And then its convenience is such that my sympathies have all been
with the country bankers, because I felt that it was of great advan-
tage to the country and that if these small banks had not been estab-

lished, so as to gather together these sums and send them to the cen-

ters, we would not have anything like the banking system we have

got now. And it is a wonderful convenience. And that is why I do

not want to favor any exchange provisions here that will in any way
interfere with that.

Mr. Vanderlip. The bank is compensated by the proposed new
conditions. They will more than compensate it.

Senator Bristow. So far as the checks of a bank are concerned,

that was only of secondary importance, except as it might affect its

earnings which are necessary, but I was primarily looking at the

convenience to the community, and I know that if that convenience

was taken away the measure would not be considered upon its merits;

it would be regarded as an aggravation ; it would be a source of great

opposition.

Senator Weeks. Is it not possible that the Butler Paper Co. might
have sold to Senator Bristow a bill of goods at a slightly lower price

if they knew they were going to receive cash instead of a check
which would take five or six days to collect?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it possible; certainly if it were a large

transaction.

Senator Bristow. I think the banks who get the use of this money
absorb that charge, because they can afford to do it on account of the

deposits they get, and the business men keep the deposits there be-

cause it is convenient to have them there. The banks absorb those

checks, and what I suspect is that the big banks who feel the burden
of those country checks would like to get out from under.
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Mr. Vandeelip. We get from $200,000 to $300,000 a year gross im
charges.

Senator O'Gorman. Exchange charges?
Mr. Vanderlip. Exchange charges.
Senator Bkistow. New York has the reputation of being pretty

swift on exchange charges.
Senator O'Gokman. I understand you are quite prepared to see a

system adopted by which you will lose that revenue?
Mr. Vandeklip. Yes, sir ; because we believe we would get other ad-

vantages.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you materially reduce the force in
your bank?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; quite materially.
Senator Weeks. I would like to call attention to a controversy

which has been going on in the press between two usually well-
mtormed men about the cost of this collection system, and I would
like your opinion in regard to it. I do not remember the figures
Senator Hitchcock. I have them right here. One man estimates

the cost of such a system to be $8,675,000 a year, and the other says
that IS about $6,000,000 more than it should be.
Senator Weeks. What have you to say about that, Mr. Vanderlip*
Mr. Vandeelip. I am not a technical banker. I did not grow upm a bank. I know very little about the technical details of a bank.

I am not prepared to express an opinion. I would suspect, perhaps,
that here, as m many other cases, the truth will lie between the ex-
tremes. I am not prepared to express an opinion on that. I know
the gentleman to whom you refer, and I have a very high opinion
indeed of the technical knowledge of the one who makes the highest
estimate. I am inclined to think he may be too high, but I would
not undertake to demonstrate that without a study which I have not
given to the subject.

Senator O'Gorman. You may proceed, Mr. Vanderlip.
Mr. Vandeelip. I would enlarge the charter rights of the national

banks in order to permit them to compete successfully with trust
companies that will be admitted to the system. That is to say, I
would not put a premium on a national bank going out of the system,
taking out a trust company charter and becoming a depositor of a
Federal reserve bank.
The main expansion of charter rights should be to permit a na-

tional bank to have branches in the city where it is located, and to
establish foreign' branches, and to exercise general trust-company
functions. That will prevent banks going out of the national bank-
ing system, taking out trust company charters, and becoming de-

positors in the central bank.
Senator Nelson. Let me see if I understand you right there. You

speak of trust-company functions. Would you include in that the

nght, under proper restrictions, to loan on farm mortgages ?

* Mr. Vandeelip. I would not, if I was personally writing the bilL

Still I sympathize quite strongly with the view of western bankers,

who find they can make a better loan on that kind of security, and
who find that State banks are competing with them.

Senator Nelson. You must remember one thing, Mr. Vanderlip,

and that is what a great thing those farm mortgages are for the big

insurance companies.
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Mr. Vanderlip. Yes; I know.
Senator Nelson. They are a very great source of investment. The

insurance companies prefer them to stocks and bonds.
Mr. Vandeelip. As I have said before, I do not believe the pro-

vision in this act that is on the table is a dangerous one. I do not
altogether like it, but I do not believe it is dangerous.

Senator Weeks. You spoke of foreign banks just now. Have you
eome to any conclusion in regard to the amount of capital that would
be required in order to establish a bank, for instance, in the Argen-
tine Kepublic, to successfully compete with foreign banks there?
Mr. Vandeelip. It would take a large amount of capital. They

are used to seeing very large figures in the capitalization of banks
there, although in that case the stock is not fully paid, as a rule.

We have, and I think should have, no system of partly paid capital
stock, and I think to successfully establish a bank in any South
American country will require a showing of very considerable capital

in order to compete with existing banks.
Senator Weeks. About how much?
Mr. Vandeelip. I would not think of anything under a million

dollars. In Buenos Aires, I should think $5,000,000 would be a
minimum for a great American bank.

Senator Weeks. That is, capital segregated for that purpose ?

Mr. Vandeelip. If you are going to segregate capital—I do not

quite see the point of it. It seems to me that the honor, and really

the credit of the whole bank, would have to be pledged to any branch
of the bank.

Senator Nelson. Would it not do to have a branch in South Amer-
ica and in London, and have those branches with the power of what
you call accepting houses?
Mr. Vandeelip. They should have.
Senator Nelson. So that drafts could be drawn on those branches

and accepted by them, and would not such drafts circulate like the

European drafts?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir; they would go into the open discount

market then.

Senator Nelson. They would go into the open discount market in

London and every other continental bourse.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Vanderlip, have you any acquaintance
with the banking requirements in different foreign countries where
some of our national banks would establish branches under either of

these plans?
Mr. Vanderlip. I have made a wide study of South American

banking conditions.

Senator O'Goeman. Of course, you would expect that any branch
of a national bank doing business abroad would continue to conform
to the requirements of the national banking act?
Mr. Vanderlip. Perfectly.

Senator O'Goeman. As we may modify it. Suppose the local laws

may have some requirements at variance with the requirements of

our national laws. How would that conflict be met—because the

natives of those foreign countries will have an interest in the proper

maintenance of these banks; they will be doing business with our

banks; they will be depositors and borrowers?
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Mr Vanderlip. As a matter of fact, the laws are very generous in
South American countries toward either branches of foreign banks or
banks organized under the laws of foreign countries. Of course
jou could not permit a bank organized under our laws to have
branches in another country that would impose conditions opposed
to the conditions you impose. They might impose conditions in addi-
tion to those; but you could not permit the establishment of a branch
where the law of some other country would in anyway fundamentallv
change the impositions of our own laws.

Senator Hitchcock. Would the reserves be kept in this countrv ?

Mr Vandeelip. They could not be entirely. That is a point that
would have to be worked out. The whole subject needs very careful
study, and is very lightly treated in the bill before you.
Senator Hitchcock. There is nothing in the bill that would indi-

cate what should be done with the reserves ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No.
Senator Hitchcock. You are opposed to segregation?
Mr. Vanderlip. I do not say I am opposed to segregation; but, as

a matter of fact, I feel sure that the whole credit of the bank is
pledged to the support of the credit of the branch.
Senator Hitchcock. Unless you have segregation and the branch

be organized, the reserves would necessarily have to be kept in this
country ?

Mr. Vanderlip. They would, and any till money that the branch
kept would have to be in addition.
Senator O'Gorman. Do you not think the laws of foreign countries

would have to be very liberal which would permit the reserves of
one of our branches in a foreign country to be retained in this
country ?

Mr. Vanderlip. There are few countries that have any minimum
reserve requirements.
Senator Eeed. Mr. Vanderlip, is not this question you are now

discussing—the amount of reserves to be kept in a foreign branch

—

one that would almost necessarily have to be referred to the discre-

tion of a central board of control, so that that board, within the
exercise of its discretion, could prescribe the rules and conditions
with reference to the reserves of such banks, and generally with refer-

ence to the transaction of their business ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I think it is, and I think it well could be with such
a board as I have suggested here—a board absolutely removed from
politics, made permanent, having continuity, and being of the char-

acter that I believe such provisions as I have suggested here would
insure.

Senator Nelson. These foreign branches, would they be branches
of this big central Federal bank, or would they be branches of our
national banks ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Those are two entirely different subjects.

Senator Nelson. TVTiat have you been referring to ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I have been referring to our national banks up
to this time. It is true that the Federal reserve bank itself ought
either to have agents or branches in at least three of the European
centers.

Senator Nelson. Ought it not to have branches there, through
which they could make our acceptances over there ?
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Mr. Vandeelip. I think, probably, it would have to be some-
thing in the nature of a subbranch. We have talked here of 12
branches and any number of subbranches, and I should think the for-

eign offices would be in the nature of subbranches.
Senator Weeks. Is the National City Bank doing any business

through such an agent at this time ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It is doing no business. The National City Bank
has a resident representative in London. He does no actual business.

I mean he signs no paper ; he is not an officer of the bank.
Senator Nelson. Does he make any acceptances?
Mr. Vandeelip. Nothing of the kind.

Senator Nelson. What we need is practically an acceptance house
abroad, is it not?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes; and we need the right of acceptance by na-

tional banks, and I would not limit that as in this bill to the accept-

ance of paper that arises out of the importation or exportation of
goods. I would permit acceptances also in domestic transactions, and
keep a limit to the amount of half

Senator Nelson (interposing). And acceptances of finance bills,

too?
Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. Commercial bills?

Mr. Vandeelip. Commercial bills.

Senator Reed. What limit do you refer to?

Mr. Vandeelip. Half the capital and surplus would be a fair limit.

Senator Reed. What is the objection, if any, to banks dealing in

exchange ?

Mr. Vandeelip. What is the objection to banks dealing in exchange?
Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Vandeelip. No objection in the world that I know of.

Senator Reed. Foreign exchange ?

Mr. Vandeelip. The National City Bank is quite the largest dealer

in exchange in the country, and I have never heard any objection to

engaging in that business. It is essentially a part of the commerce of
the country to handle foreign exchange.

Senator Reed. When I say exchange—what is the objection to a

bank dealing in acceptances with foreign banks, provided there is a

reasonable limit; is there any sound objection?

Mr. Vandeelip. There is no sound reason whatever, and there is a

great advantage. It permits a bank which has the power of accept-

ance to sell its credit, and it is a perfectly proper act for the bank to

do. Under our present system you can not sell the credit of a bank.

Its credit is only evidenced in the willingness of people to deposit

monev in it.

Senator O'Goeman. The moment a bank gives its acceptance, it en-

larges its liability?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. It is not contemplated that such a liability is

to be taken into consideration in fixing the reserve?

Mr. Vandeelip. No; and therefore you limit the liability and
hedge it about with collateral security. That is to say, collateral

credit in the form of the liability of the drawer of the bill you
accept.
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Senator O'GoRMAN. In other words, when you give your accept-
ance, It at the same time you btain adequate collateral, you are really

^"u/Mfilfties/^"^*"'
""^ ^^"'"^ ^° ^^"^ '''™^ ^""^^"^ y°^ ^^« increasing

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goejian. So the safety of the plan would depend upon
the judgment employed m the acceptance of the collateral?
Mr. Vanderlip. Exactly.
Senator Hitchcock. When you make a loan you increase your as-

sets, do you not?
Mr. Vanderup. It is just the same except that it does not take

the cash out of your bank. Some one else provides that, because
they put weight upon your credit which you have added to the
credit of the other man.
Senator Reed. And the same character of judgment must be ap-

plied in making an ordinary loan over the counter as would be
applied in issuing an acceptance or signing an acceptance. It is the
same thing?
Mr. Vanderlip. Just the same character, but perhaps a little more

caution would be exercised in regard to an acceptance because it
runs longer than the average loan. An acceptance might run for
six months, while the average loan of city banks is less than that.
Senator Js^elsgn. A good many of these bills are drawn upon the

proceeds of the bills of lading which accompany them, and that
amounts to a security accompanying the bill, does it not?
Mr. Vanderlip. That is a direct collateral security.

Senator Nelson. That is a direct collateral security in the very
highest grade of bills?

Mr. Vanderlip. It is typical of the right kind of loans a bank
should make.
Senator Weeks. As a result of your investigations in South

America, if proper provision were made in this bill for establishing
branches, do you think you would divert any of your capital to that
purpose ?

Mr. Vanderlip. There are great difficulties in the way. There is,

unquestionably, a profitable field there, and merchants of the United
States would be greatly aided by the establishment of American
banks. The greatest difficulty lies entirely outside of any legisla-

tion. It lies in the inability to get men of the right type who will

learn the language, and who will become residents among the people,

and who will absent themselves from the country. I have become
almost convinced that it is, at the present time, so difficult that at

least the establishment of South American branches is going to be
a slow process.

Senator Weeks. Do commercial houses have any difficulty in get-

ting men for that purpose ?

Mr. Vanderlip. They do.

Senator Hitchcock. If a bank should keep a reserve against a

note which it issues, why should it not keep a reserve against an

acceptance which it gives?

Mr. Vanderlip. Because an acceptance is not a demand obligation

;

that is, it is an obligation maturing at a fixed date. Why should

you keep a reserve against that any more than against loans?
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Senutoi' O'GoRMAN. You may continue, Mr. Vanderlip.
Mr. Vandeelip. I would permit State banks and trust companies

to be admitted to membership by conforming to the same capital,

reserve, and examination requirements which national banks are
obliged to meet in similar localities. The Federal reserve board
should have the power to examine any member bank, and should
examine a State bank before it was admitted to the advantages of

the system.
I would make the circulating notes of the Federal reserve bank

a first lien upon all its assets, and I would make
Senator Nelson (interposing). Prior to dividends?
Mr. Vanderlip. Prior to deposits, absolutely a first lien on every-

thing, and depositors could not be paid off until the circulating notes
were paid. I would protect the innocent holder of a circulating note,

absolutely. Then, in turn, I should let the Federal reserve bank have
the first lien upon assets of member banks for any indebtedness due
from the member banks. This central bank must not lose money on
bad loans. You would, by that method, give it not only the redis-

counted paper but you would give it a first lien beyond that if some
of the rediscounted paper proved bad. If it proved bad you have
recourse to the first lien.

In respect to the rate of dividend that you would have to pay in

order to float the stock at par, if you will exempt that dividend from
all taxes which it is feasible to exempt it from—I am not a lawyer
and I do not know how far you could go on that—that would be, of
course, helpful in enabling you to float the stock at a lower dividend
rate than otherwise.

These are the general heads of what I believe would be an econom-
ically sound scheme for a bank entirely controlled by the Government,
and I believe it would be acceptable to the bankers of the country,
after they came to understand it. I am not at all sure

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). You did not make any state-

ment of the subject of bank reserves since luncheon, did you?
Mr. Vanderlip. I believe I discussed that before luncheon; but I

would have a uniform reserve requirement for national banks. That
reserve, of course, would have to be kept either as a deposit balance or

as cash in the vaults ; rather, it would have to be kept as both, and I

would permit a national bank to keep any part of the reserve which
i t saw fit with the Federal reserve bank, but would compel it to keep
some minimum amount.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think that a bank which itself acts as

a reserve agent for country banks should keep a larger reserve than
the bank which does not?
Mr. Vanderlip. I know it should.

Senator Hitchcock. What would you fix the reserve to be?
Mr. Vanderlip. I think probably 12 per cent would be sufficient,

if you increased the reserve to be held by the central reserve bank. If

you left that reserve at 33^ per cent and dropped the reserve of all

national banks to 12 per cent, there would be too much capacity for

expansion. I would make the Federal reserve bank keep a minimum
of 50 per cent reserve.

Senator Nelson. For notes and deposits?

Mr. Vanderlip. For notes and deposits both.
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Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Vanderlip, why do you propose that the
central reserve banks should have 12 agencies? How do you fix on
the number as 12?

Mr. Vandeelip. I only fixed on it because presumably a great deal
of thought has been given to the subject, and 12 was fixed on by the
measure before you, and that seems to me about right.

Senator O'Gorman, Would you be prepared to recommend that
the number of agencies be left to the discretion of the Federal reserve
board ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I would. I should say it would be wiser to fix the
exact number in the first instance in the bill and leave it, after one
or two or three years, to the discretion of the board to increase or de-
crease that number.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Vanderlip, is there any substantial differ-

ence between the plan which you suggest and the plan described in
the pending bill, excepting that you have revived a method of creat-

ing a banking system without requiring the qualifying banks to fur-

nish the capital?

Mr. Vandeeltp. I believe there are most fundamental differences,

and one that is of more importance than any other is the fact that

you have made the bank note the obligation of the bank and not un-
necessarily and dangerously added the obligation of the Govern-
ment.

Senator O'Goeman. Even under tiie system proposed in the pend-

ing bill, that is still an open question.

Mr. Vandeelip. Of course, I can only talk to what the pending
bill is.

Senator O'Goeman. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. You say that is the obligation of the bank?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you conceive of the possibility that a

bank officered entirely by United States officials appointed by the

President would default on its obligations and those obligations not

be assumed by the National Government? Would not the National

Government be morally responsible for them ?

Mr. Vakdeelip. The National Government might ultimately as-

sume those obligations. I am not altogether sure. I do not think the

National Government has thus far shown to a certainty that it is

going to discharge its obligations against the 2 per cent bonds, and

the public does not think so ; if it did, the bonds would not be selling

below par.
, n r,

Senator Eeed. Mr. Vanderlip, say the Government sold a 2 per

cent bond to A B ; it agreed to pay him 2 per cent interest, and it has

done so. It agreed that it would pay that bond at a given date, and

that date of maturity has not yet arrived.

Senator Shafeoth. It will be 1930.

Senator Reed. How can you justly say the Government has de-

faulted in its obligations?
n » i. j • •.

Mr. Vandeelip. I do not say the Government has detauited in its

obligations, but I do say that it has not, as yet, indicated to a cer-

tainty that it is going fully to fulfill its obligation.

Senator Eeed. What is its obligation?
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Mr. "Vandeelip. Its obligation, presumably, is to leave a free field

for circulating notes to the national banks who buy these very low
interest rate bonds for the purpose of taking out circulating notes.

You now propose to fill that field otherwise.

Senator Reed. You are speaking about this bill, that we might in

this bill do something
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). Oh, certainly. It is the prospect as

to whether you will or will not do the right thing in this bill that has
sent the bonds below par.

Senator Eeed. That is a very different thing from saying the Gov-
ernment has defaulted. What you really mean to say is that some-
body has imagined that the Government may do something that will

impair a utility that has been heretofore attached to these bonds, and
that that gentleman, in anticipation of a general fall which may
never come, has been around peddling his bonds for less than their

face.

Mr. Vandeelip. I would also say that nobody has imagined you
would do something that would keep them at par and is therefore a

buyer at par.

Senator Reed. Of course, it is said that bankers are the most un-

imaginative people in the world. [Laughter.] And I suppose that

is a good thing. Mr. Vanderlip, I am interested in one question here
that I wish you would go into, even at the risk of repetition. It is

proposed to establish, under this plan which you suggest, a Govern-
ment bank. It is organized under a law to be enacted. It is to be
officered, from president to janitor, by men appointed by the Presi-

dent of the United States. Its very activity and power spring from
the Federal Government. It is to become the fiscal agent of the

United States Government, and into its vaults every penny of money
collected by the Government is to go. Now, that institution, created
in that way, is about to issue letters of credit, if you please, and put
them out to the people of the country as money. What reason is

there that it should not make them good?
Mr. Vandeelip. No reason under heaven, and you must be sure

that they will make it good and not depend on some outside agency
to do it.

Senator Reed. Now, if the people must make it good, what is the
diiSculty about saying on the face of the note that the United States
Government will make that note good?
Mr. Vandeelip. Because it is no function of the Government at

all to create a piece of fiat money and lend it to a banking institution.

And if I can read history, there never has been a case where a Gov-
ernment has started in to create fiat money in that way that it has
not, after starting on a sound principle, edged along toward an un-
sound principle and eventually found itself with its obligation below
par and discredited.

Senator Reed. I think we differ about terms. I want to ask you
what you mean by fiat money.
Mr. Vandeelip. I mean an obligation to pay on demand without

having deposited in full the thing that you have agreed to pay.
Senator Reed. Very well. I am not assuming now that this bank

will issue a single note unless it has back of that note gold coin or

gold bars or good commercial paper guaranteed by the member banks
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and all the safeguards thrown around this currency that can be
thrown around it. Now, you do not call that fiat money, do you ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Absolutely fiat. That only speaks for the" credit
of the borrower. The Government loans this note to the bank. The
Government has no reserve back of it ; it merely has looked well to
the credit of the borrower.

Senator Eeed. Very well. You say that it fiat money ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Absolutely.
Senator Eeed. Now, the bank, under proper management, may

want to issue a billion dollars of that fiat money, secured in that way.
If the bank makes a bad disposition of it, disposes of it without
proper collateral, of course the bank will go down. But it is pro-
posed to make the conditions so that the bad disposition is impos-
sible

Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). Then why add to a perfect note?
Senator Reed. I ask you the corresponding question. If a failure

is impossible, what difficulty is there about writing your name
upon it?

Mr. Vandeelip. There is no demand on the part of anybody who
will take that paper to have the name of the Government written on
it. If there is any danger at all then the danger is a great one to

the guarantor, and there is no demand for the guaranty ; there is no
necessity for it; you have created a good note. It will float on the

characteristics you have given it, and you should not involve the

credit of the Government by adding something that no one calls for

simply because you feel that the Government should control the issue.

Under the plan proposed the Government will control the issue, but

the obligation will extend only to the assets of the bank.

Senator Eeed. Now, I propose to sell to you the promissory note

of A B, which I decline to indorse except without recourse, and yet

I say to you, " There is no possibility of this note ever being de-

faulted." Mr. Vanderlip, is the only reason back of this argument

the possible fact that the Federal Government may incur a loss by

guaranteeing an absolutely sound currency?

Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir ; the reason is the Federal Government has

started upon a course of issuing these demand promises to pay and

loaning them to a bank. Started on that course, history tells us that

the next step will be the creation of more money of the same kind

for another purpose not so sound.

Senator Eeed. You are afraid, then, not so much of this system

which you propose to inaugurate, with the modification I am now

discussing, as you are that in the future the Government of the

United States might issue other and different money upon other and

different kinds of security? ',.-,.
Mr. Vanderlip. That it may issue exactly the same kind of money

upon a less security.
, , , , , -, j. i,- u

Senator Eeed. In other words, the bank board of seven men which

you propose to create might, simply because the Government created

the nate, proceed to let those notes pass out with less security than

they would if the Government had not created the note?

Mr Vanderlip. That is not the point; not that that bank board

will not care for the credit of that bank, but that there will come a

demand, if you are willing to create this fiat money and lend it to this
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central bank, that you next create some more of it and lend it to the

shippers of wheat and the growers of cotton, to whom you will

Senator Reed. I catch your point. You are afraid that the mere
fact that the Government guarantees this money would lead to the

demand that the Government guarantee other and different money.

That would be a very different proposition.

Mr. Vandehlip. History is full of just such instances.

Senator Reed. I know ; but, Mr. Vanderlip, history is full of every

kind of wildcat banking. History is full of every kind of failure in

government. The history of the world shows that there never was a

Government set up that did not end in a monarchy, and yet our

fathers had the temerity to build a Republic. I want to know if there

is anything economically sound except that, because I am very much
interested in it.

Mr. Vandeelip. No, sir. As I have said repeatedly, the plan in

this bill will work just as well if the note be the obligation of the

Government as it would if it were properly and soundly the obliga-

tion only of the bank, up to a point where the credit of the bank or

the credit of the Government becomes involved, or, of course, up to

a point where the Government will issue some more or similar notes

for a dissimilar purpose.
Senator Reed. Yes. Now, you propose, under your plan, to make

these notes a full legal tender?
Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir; I make them the same quality as the

present national-bank notes. They are receivable for public dues,

but are not a full legal tender.

Senator Reed. Receivable for public dues?
Mr. Vakdeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. That is, the Government must take them ?

Mr. Vanderlip. The Government must take them.
Senator Reed. But private individuals not?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, will you tell me why a private individual

should not take them?
Mr. Vanderlip. Because if a private individual has made a con-

tract to receive gold he should not be compelled to receive payment
in somebody's promise to pay gold. Now, in the case of the Govern-
ment, the Government would deposit its receipts with the bank daily

in any event. It may just as well receive them in the bank's notes as

in gold; whichever way it receives them, it would turn them that

day into a deposit balance with the bank. By depositing the note

the bank redeems the note.

Senator Shafegth. Why do you say, Mr. Vanderlip, that the con-

tract IS made for payment in gold, when we know when we can take

the Cnited States notes there and compel the party to take those in

liquidation of the claim?
Mr. Vanderlip. I say that it is payable in gold. It is true you

can compel the other party to accept something else, because you have
made a law which says that something which is not money is legal

tender. Because of that law you can compel a man to receive a thing

that IS not money. Now, that is wrong. However, it is the law.

Senator Shafroth. Do you not recognize that at the same time

we have not a sufficient quantity of legal-tender money to act as re-

serves for national banks?
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Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir.

Senator Shafroth. Do not a stream of redemptions go to the
Treasury every year to the extent of $600,000,000

«

Mr. Vanderlip. I am happy to say they do; that is the proper
function of the bank note. It should go to redemption
Senator Shafroth. Then you think that is an advantage instead

of a disadvantage? "

Mr. Vanderlip Unquestionably; that is perfectly fundamental.A bank note that did not go to redemption would cease to perform its
proper function. ^

Senator Shafroth Did they go to redemption as much when
there were fewer bank notes and proportionately a larger amount of
legal-tender money?
Mr. Vanderlip.' I think the proportion of redemptions was about

the same when the amount was very much smaller. Of course it is
true, and should be true, that if there is a greater demand for cur-
rency the bank note will not go to redemption so rapidly. That is
what should happen and that is what happens in this case. That is
to say, if there were a greater demand even for reserve money the
banks would collect reserve money from the public and it would be
replaced by the bank note.

Senator Shafroth. And is not the member bank sending that
money down here to Washington to get legal-tender money for it?
Mr. Vanderlip. It is.

Senator Shafroth. And you think if there were more legal-tender
money that would still continue? Would not the bank have actu-
ally more of the legal-tender money in circulation, and therefore
would not have to send to Washington for it ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No; it would go on just the same. If you had
more legal-tender money, if the bank reserves were redundant, the
bank loans would be expanded just as certainly as any effect will fol-
low a cause; and as the note came into the bank, not being available
for reserve, it would then flow down here to be "redeemed in legal
tender. We always want more legal tender, because we will always
expand our loans as long as we have legal tender enough to support
the expansion.
Senator Shafroth. Mr. Vanderlip, if the State banks and trust

companies come into this system, they will make a very large demand
for more legal-tender money, will they not, to act as reserve ?

Mr. Vanderlip. That would depend upon whether the total re-

serve requirement were larger in this measure than is now required
from State banks. That would not be the case in New York; it

would be the reverse.

Senator Shafroth. But if the 18,000 banks that now have a right

to keep bank notes for their reserves were to come into this scheme
with the same requirement as national banks, of compelling reserves,

would not that necessitate a great quantity of legal-tender money ta
act as reserve ?

Mr. Vanderlip. You mean to take the place of the bank notes that
they now hold in their reserves?
Senator Shafroth. Yes.
Mr. Vanderlip. I was told by the chairman of the committee at

the last hearing that the total amount of such notes held by State
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banks and in National banks was around $80,000,000, as I recollect.

It is not a large amount.
Senator Shafeoth. Yes; but don't you see the State banks are

not required to keep as large reserves, and if that requirement is

made larger there will be a large demand for legal-tender money to

act as reserves.

Mr. Vandeelip. But I say the State banks with which I am fa-

miliar are required to keep a larger reserve.

Senator O'Goeman. Of course, there are some States that do not
require any reserve.

Mr. Vandeelip. Exactly; but even if there were no reserve re-

quirement you would probably find they would keep a reserve about

as large as this provides.

Senator Reed. Mr. Vanderlip, I confess that I still am unable to

comprehend the real utility of a scheme which results in $600,000,000

of the $700,000,000 of national-bank notes being sent to the Treasury
every year, redeemed at the Treasury, and immediately reissued.

What useful purpose does that serve ? That may seem a kindergarten
question, but I want to get at it.

Mr. Vandeelip. A bank note ought to be the currency in the pock-

ets of the people, of course, ought it not ?

Senator Reed. The more we have of small currency in the pockets

of the people, I presume, the better.

Mr. Vandeelip. Not at all. You only want an amount in the pock-

ets of the people that will facilitate their ordinary business. And,
as I said, with much emphasis at my former hearing, that is a matter

over which you have as little influence as any matter connected with
the banking business. What we carry in our pockets is a fixed

amount.
Senator Reed. Very well.

Mr. Vandeelip. Now, that amount will fluctuate

Senator Reed (interposing). Why should it be a bank note rather

than any other note ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Because you want the reserve money to be in the

bank to form a basis for credit. You want circulating in the hands
of the people a note that will conform in volume absolutely to the

needs of the people and will be wiped out of existence as soon as it is

not in use in their pockets. As soon as it comes into the bank it

should disappear. And you can not pay that note out again, as you
say, unless there is a demand for currency. Frequently there is a

little demand for currency and we are unable to get out our own cir-

culation at all. That is the case through several months of the year

in some years. You can not always get out circulation. You have
an inflow of these notes for redemption that is much larger than the

outgo of currency that is demanded, and you redeem the surplus

Senator Reed (interposing). Let us say that your bank has—^how

many million dollars do you have out in bank notes?

Mr. Vandeelip. About $3,500,000.

Senator Reed. Very well. Those bank notes of yours are gathered

up by other banks and sent into the Treasury for redemption?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Reed. And pretty soon all your $3,500,000 is wiped out

and there has been sent out in lieu of it greenbacks, silver certificateB,

etc.
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Mr. Vandeelip. No. This is the point. There probably has beenaothmg sent out in lieu of it. There has been less demand for cir-
culation m the pockets of the people.

Senator Eeed. Very well ; it is retired ?

Mr. Vandeklip. Yes.
Senator Eeed. And you have not any money out?
Mr. Vandeklip. Yes.
Senator Reed. How does it get out again ?

Mr. Vandeklip. Then, when the people want more money when
we have crops moving, when we have to hire the labor for crop mov-
ing, and have that larger use for money, it comes out.
Senator Eeed. That is what I want to get at. How does it come

out?

Mr. Vandeklip. Because the banker in your State that is in a com-
munity where the farmer is going to use more money finds his re-
serves bemg. drawn out, and he sends to St. Louis for currency, and
St. Louis in turn sends to New York, and unless they ask for reserve
money we will send them a bank note. The bank note gets right out
into the hands of the day laborer
Senator Reed (interposing). And you send to the Government,

saying you want some more money ?

Mr. Vandekup. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. You say, in effect, " You have retired all our bank
currency, and now we want it again " ?

Mr. Vandeklip. As soon as it is retired we get it again and hold it

in our own vaults. We have to pay no tax on it as long as it is in
our own vaults. When a demand for currency comes we ship it out,
unless it is a demand for reserve money.
Senator Eeed. Now, you get $3,500,000 from the Treasury to-day.

You take it down and put it in your bank vaults and hold it there,
and you have to pay a tax upon it

Mr. Vandeklip (interposing). No, sir; we do not, until we emit it.

Senator Eeed. Unless you emit it ?

Mr. Vandeklip. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. It goes around and circulates and gets into the
banks in Chicago. The banks in Chicago send it down for redemp-
tion, and now it is retired. Immediately it is sent back
Mr. Vandekup. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And you either pay it out at once or lock it up until

you need it ?

Mr. Vandeklip. We lock it up if our receipts of national-bank
notes are larger than the shipments of money that need not be reserve

money. Now, we are shipping money, we will say, every day, some
of which must be reserve money, because we are asked to send reserve

money, and some of which need not be reserve money. We are re-

ceiving national-bank notes every day. If the amount of our_ ship-

ments is less than the amount of our receipts there is no point in

getting out our own notes for these shipments. We might just as well

pay out in these other notes and send the surplus down here for

redemption.

Senator Reed. Then, as I understand you, the whole question

amounts to this : The method of redemption, plus the tax, is a means
of limiting the amount of this currency which may be out. If you

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 65
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had no tax you would draw your $3,500,000, you would put it in your
vaults, and you would lend it whenever you pleased. It would go out

into circulation, other banks would keep it m their vaults, lending it

when there was a demand made. But, in view of the fact that there

is a place of redemption and that by sending it in a bank can thereby
escape this tax, there is an incentive to send it in and have it canceled?
Mr. Vanderlip. The great incentive is another one, however. The

bank that sends it in does not thereby escape any tax. The motive for
sending it in is to get reserve money. The bank has more currency
than it can pay out. You can not pay out currency unless somebody
wants it. It is not because you have a surplus of currency you are
going to increase your loans. A loan is usually collected in the form
of a deposit balance ; it is seldom collected in currency.

Senator Reed. But you must have a legal-tender reserve, so they
send it in and exchange it for a legal-tender reserve?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir ; that is the motive back of the redemption

of the national-bank note.

Senator Reed. In other words, the Government with its funds has
to continually furnish the reserves back of the national-bank money!
Mr. Vanderlip. The Government is merely an agent. The national

banks must first put up the money that the Government uses to

redeem these notes. It is not Government funds at all that are going
to be used to redeem the notes.

Senator Reed. It is the money we got for the bonds.
Mr. Vanderlip. Not at all ; it is the money that is put up in the

5 per cent redemption fund. It always has to be kept there, and
always does redeem all that comes in. We have to make that good
daUy

;
just as often as there are charges against it we are notified

that our redemption fund is deficient and we must buUd it up. Our
redemption fund is never exhausted.

Senator Reed. If those bank notes were a full legal tender and
could be used for reserves, there would not be any necessity for

sending them in at all ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No; nor any limit to the expansive possibihties

they would be made a basis for.

Senator Reed. Except that the bank would have to buy Govern-

ment bonds.
Mr. Vanderlip. That would be the only limit.

Senator Pomerene. Mr. Vanderlip, did you discuss the question of

the qualifications which you would require of State banks and trust

companies in order to enter into this plan of yours ?

Mr. Vanderlip. In a general way. I would make the qualifications

the same as for national banks, with similar limitations as to capital,

as to reserves, and as to examinations. I would permit the Fed-

eral reserve board to make such other regulations as they found in

practice necessary to make. I would always insist that that board

examine a bank before it was admitted as a depositor, if it were a

State bank.
Senator O'Gorman. Then, in a word, you would permit the State

banks to come into the system under such rules and regulations as

the reserve board would establish?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would ; such a reserve board as I have suggested

here. I would always emphasize the character of that board.
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Senator O'Gorman. Two of those essential requirements, however,
would be that the State bank would comply with the national-bank
requirements respecting reserve and the State bank would also, as
you stated, deposit in this Federal bank ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Oh, of course.

Senator O'Gorman. What is your suggestion as to the amount or
extent of the deposit that would have to be made by a State bank?
Would you leave that with the reserve board?
Mr. Vandeelip. It should make exactly the same deposit as a

national bank would make. It must have the same reserve require-
ments.

Senator Nelson. And the same capital?
Mr. Vandeelip. The same capital as a national bank in a similar

locality.

Senator O'Goeman. What would be the requirement of .a national
bank with respect to deposits ? I did not hear you state that.
Mr. Vandeelip. That the national bank would keep a reserve of 12

per cent, of which at least 5 per cent must be kept on deposit with
the Federal reserve bank.
Senator O'Goeman. When you spoke, then, of deposits by national

banks you had reference to the portion that would be deposited ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Nothing more at all.

Senator Eeed. There has been a great deal said here about the re-

luctance of banks to rediscount, and the figures compiled by the
comptroller show that there is an astonishingly small amount of dis-

counts recorded. What do you know about the custom of indirectly

discounting paper?
Mr. Vandeelip. There is such a custom.
Senator Eeed. To what extent do you think it is practiced ?

Mr. Vandeelip. I do not know. It is discouraged by leading
banks. I believe the highest amount of direct rediscounts that the

comptroller's reports have shown is $109,000,000, which was reported

last summer.
Senator O'Goeman. Outstanding at one time?
Mr. Vandeelip. Outstanding at one time. As a guess, I should

think there might be $30,000,000 of rediscounts that do not show.

Senator Nelson. What is the form in which those indirect dis-

counts appear?
Mr. Vandeelip. The form varies. A bank may induce a lending

bank to buy certain commercial paper which it holds and give it a

letter directing it to charge the borrowing bank's balance when that

paper matures. Sometimes the bank will sell to its own directors

commercial paper, and its directors will unite in making a loan, the

bank showing no rediscounts. Those, I think, are the two most

important methods.
Senator O'Goeman. Why is that resorted to?

Mr. Vandeelip. So as not to show a rediscount on the published

statement.

Senator Eeed. Mr. Vanderlip, I was told of one bank that carries

$9,000,000 of bank deposits, the president of which stated they actu-

ally had loaned $4,500,000 to the banks by what he called indirect

discounts.

Mr. Vandeelip. That bank was encouraging that sort of busmess.

That is not a fair average.
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(At this point, to enable members of the committee to vote in the

Senate, a recess was taken, at the expiration of which the hearing

was resumed.)
Senator O'Gokman. Mr. Vanderlip, have you any further observa-

tions to offer?

Mr. Vandeelip. I have gone through the details of the plan. I

have no specific observations to offer, except possibly to try further

to emphasize the essential differences between the plan I have sug-

gested, or outlined, and the plan that is before you, as it has passed

the House. I believe those differences are absolutely fundamental
and make the differences between a sound and unsound piece of

legislation. I should say there are three differences of vital impor-
tance :

The difference that makes the note the obligation of a bank and
not the obligation of the Government I regard as of the greatest

importance. I can not overemphasize my feeling in that respect.

The difference which permits of a single bank and of a single dis-

count rate alike to all banks I regard as a difference of great impor-

tance, and one which gives much greater equity to this measure than

to the other. It would be impossible to adopt this theory with 12

or any other number of various banks—this theory of a uniform dis-

count rate. It can only be adopted by a central bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you permit me to interrupt you for a

question ? I intended to ask you some questions before we took this

recess.

Senator Bkistow. He was outlining the differences between this

suggested plan, Senator, and the present bill. Suppose he completes

that first.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Vanderlip. This measure will not be compulsory upon the

banks unless you compel them to underwrite the stock, which you may
do. But, in that event, the compulsion would be not nearly so ob-

noxious, because the bank could sell the stock if it so desired. I think

it is superior in that it would distribute the stock to a large number
of people.

Senator Q'Goeman. Eight there, if you will pardon me. Having
in mind the dividend would probably be exempt from all taxation,

do you care to modify the view you expressed this morning that it

ought to be 5J or 6 per cent?
Mr. Vandeelip. I am inclined to think if the dividend is exempt

from all tax and there is no double liability on the stock, you could

float it at 5 per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, you speak of the national banks or

member banks underwriting this stock subscription.

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. You would give them a monopoly of the

initial purchase of this stock?
Mr. Vandeelip. Exactly the reverse. I would give the public the

monopoly, permitting the banks only to buy after the public had

refused to take it.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you permit the public to take it at

par?
Mr. Vanderlip. Certainly.
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Senator Weeks. How would you allot it?

_
Mr. Vandeelip. I would allot it first to the smallest subscribers,

just as the Spanish War bonds were allotted, so as to get as wide a
distribution as possible.

Senator Weeks. At par? I understood you to say you would sell
to the highest bidder.

Mr. Vandeelip. That would be another view to take. In that
event, of course, the stock would be allotted to the highest bidders,
and you could not allot it to the smallest subscriber.
Senator Nelson. The fairest would be to make the dividend so

fair and low that you would sell it at par.
Mr. Vandeelip. I think that would be the fairer way, to sell it at

par and then to allot to the smallest subscriber.
Senator Hitchcock. You would not exempt the dividend from this

stock as far as the income taxes are concerned—the Federal income
tax?

Senator O'Goeman. If you say " all taxes " that would embrace it.

Mr. Vandeelip. I would, if you deemed that feasible. That is to
say, if you want to float this stock at the lowest possible dividend
basis, then you will exempt it from all taxes. Any taxation you add
would in effect make it necessary to pay a higher dividend rate.
Whether the small amount of the income tax would make it neces-
sary to pay a dividend above 6 per cent is a question.
• Senator Hitchcock. Would not that be a direct inducement for
wealthy people who would have a very high rate of income tax to
pay, to invest in this stock and thus concentrate its ownership ? And
that is exactly what we do not want to do.

Senator O'Gorman. You could place a limitation as to the num-
ber of shares any individual would be permitted to take.

Mr. Vandeelip. That would be possible. There would be no point
in doing that, as the stock has no voting rights in any way.
Senator Hitchcock. But you said it was very desirable to have this

widely scattered among the people.

Mr. Vandeelip. I think so.

Senator Hitchcock. In rather small allotments, as those are people
who have difficulty in making investments ; but if you exempt it from
the income tax it would not affect many of them, because those people

have the minimum of income. But it would be an inducement for

the very wealthy people to buy this stock, because they might escape

a 10 or a 5 per cent income tax, so, I think, it should not be exempted
from the income tax.

Mr. Vandeelip. There is no principle involved in exempting it

from any tax. The only point in exempting it from a tax is to

enable you to float it at the lowest dividend rate.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you any doubt that a 5 per cent Govern-
ment stock of that sort would sell at par without any exemptions ?

_

Mr. Vandeelip. If you are perfectly sure of it, and will provide

that the Government will take any unsold part, all right.

Now, the last and one of the very important points of difference

I want to emphasize is the character of this board of management.
I think I said at the last hearing, in answer to a question of Senator

Tomerene, that I was not afraid of Government management ; I was
greatly afraid of inexperienced or partisan management. I believe
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this insures a management that is continuous, experienced, and that

will be free from partisan influence, and will be of a character that

the banks can fairly trust. The long term, without any ex officio

members, is of vital significance.

Senator Hitchcock. What limitation would you put on the power

of that board as to the rate it would charge for the use of redis-

counts ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No limitation whatever.
Senator Hitchcock. You would allow them to give this for noth-

ing—to give rediscounts for nothing?
Mr. Vanderlip. It is inconceivable that a board that is sane would

do that. They are governed by the reserve requirement. You do

not need a law further than that. If they must have a minimum 50

per cent gold reserve, they would very quickly reach a point where
they would have to raise the rate.

Senator Hitchcock. They might have a reserve of 60 per cent gold

and yet refuse to discount, too.

Mr. Vanderlip. They should never refuse to discount sound paper.

They should make the rate as high as the necessities of their position

dictate. They should never refuse to discount sound paper.

Senator Hitchcock. You place this absolutely in the hands of this

board—the power to say what the volume of currency should be—
subject to the demands of the business world?
Mr. Vanderlip. Ah; subject to the demands of the business world.

The board would have no influence whatever, any more than your

enactment would have an influence, upon what the volume of circula-

tion will be.

Senator Hitchcock. If it made a discount rate of one-half of 1

per cent, that would certainly greatly expand currency, would it not?

Mr. Vanderlip. No, sir ; it would expand the credits of the bank,

but not the currency.

Senator Hitchcock. That additional credit of the bank after the

reserve surplus of the deposits is exhausted would mean an increase

in currency ?

Mr. Vanderlip. How can a bank get out any currency that is not

needed for use in the hands of the people? Let us take a definite

illustration. Suppose the National City Bank is a member and

decides to rediscount $10,000,000 of paper, can it get out any more cur-

rency as a result of that ? It will have a credit ; it will have a balance

in the central reserve bank, but it can not make you carry any more

currency in your pocket, nor can it make any customer of the bank

take any currency because it happens to have a credit somewhere.
Senator Hitchcock. Let me put a case this way : Suppose a bank

out West has reached its legal capacity, and borrowers come to it for

additional loans, and it finds that by applying to a branch of the

United States bank it can discount paper on a very low basis. It will

make the loans, because the discount rate is so low as to enable it to

make an adequate profit.

Mr. Vanderlip. The discount rate of the Federal reserve bank will

never be lower than the current rate that the depositing bank is

loaning to its customers, presumably. It would be a very extra-

ordinary condition under which you would find the discount rate

lower than the current rate. The function of this bank is to be a

place of last resort to go to after banks have found, because of
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changed conditions, they have taken too much commercial paper It
offers a means to turn commercial paper into a liquid reserve
Senator Hitchcock. Take your bank. Suppose there is a strong

demand tor money, and you have been loaning freely, obtainino- U
and perhaps 5 per cent, and you reach a point when you want to
discount some paper. Suppose they refused to discount for you at
less than 6 per cent. What would you do ?

Mr. Vandeelip. We will discount at 6 if we find we are running
below our reserve. We would not do it in order to loan at 5J.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose they made a discount rate of 3 per
cent, what would you do?
Mr. Vandeelip. If they made a discount rate of 3 per cent it would

becertam we could not loan at 5^ per cent. That situation can not
exist, because our neighbors would also have a rediscount rate of 3
per cent.

Senator Hitchcock. If you could discount your notes at 3 per
cent you certainly can accept those loans that come over your
counter?

Mr. Vandeblit. At 5^ per cent; yes. But water would run up
hUl as quickly as such a situation would exist. It can not exist.

Senator Hitchcock. Has not that been the history in Germany?
Whenever abroad there has been a strong period of exploitation of
business and industry Germany has been developing and her foreign
trade has been growing; that the Grerman bank has rediscounted
heavily at the Keichsbank, and the Eeichsbank has finally reached
a period of expansion ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Has reached a period, undoubtedly, where it has
a large amount of rediscounts, but has always sustained itself by
advancing the discount rate until we have found the German banfe
borrowing in the New York market at times at 9 per cent. We have
loaned to first-class German banks at 9 per cent.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you expect, then, that this system of re-

discount will be used by a member bank for the purpose of making
new loans, or will it be devoted entirely to procuring the money to

keep up the required reserve ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It will be its function to keep up the required

reserve.

Senator O'Goeman. Now, with that limited field of activity on the

part of the Federal bank, will it be able to make this money that

will be required for its maintenance and pay 5 per cent, if that be

the dividend provided for, to the stockholders ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It will be able to employ $350,000,000 at 3 per

cent, less the 1^ per cent tax, and to loan $350,000,000 circulating

notes, as we have provided that amount of one-year Treasury notes.

It will be able to go into the open discount market and buy paper

indorsed by any member bank at whatever rate is ruling. It will be

able to go into the foreign discount markets and buy prime bankers'

bills at whatever rate is ruling there.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you explain how the bank can issue

$350,000,000 of notes? Perhaps you will let me ask some questions

to develop it. You say a bank with 100 millions of capital?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose that is all put in in gold.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
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Senator Hitchcock. You then propose that it shall take, we will

say, over $300,000,000 of 2 per cent bonds ; and you say issue $300,-

000,000 of its notes?
Mr. Vandeelip. It will issue them as rapidly as the notes that the

bonds are sustaining are retired ; that is, as rapidly as an equivalent

amount of national-bank notes are retired.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, it must keep a 50 per cent reserve

against those notes. How is it going to get that 50 per cent reserve?
Mr. Vandeelip. It will have 100 millions of capital, presumably

$150,000,000 of Government deposits. I have not the figures in

mind, but let us say four or five hundred millions of deposits -of

reserve banks.
Senator Hitchcock. It must keep, though, a 50 per cent reserve

against the Government deposits and also against the other deposits.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, then, what has it to loan in that case^

if its capital is more than absorbed by the reserve required against

the notes ? The notes are $300,000,000, and there will be $150,000,000
reserve there, at the outset. If the Government deposits $150,000,000,

that would require another 100 million of reserve.

Mr. Vandeelip. No; seventy-five.

Senator Hitchcock. $75,000,000 in reserve; and if the banks de-

posit, say, $300,000,000, that would require another $150,000,000 ia

gold reserve.

Senator O'Goeman. Did you not say the banks might deposit about
$400,000,000?
Mr. Vandeelip. I should think they would deposit about $400,000,-

000. The statement of the bank would be about this : It would have
capital, $100,000,000 ; Government deposits, $150,000,000 ; and bank
deposits, let us say, of $400,000,000.

Senator O'Gorman. Making a total of $650,000,000.
Mr. Vandeelip. It would have deposits of $550,000,000, against

which it would have to keep $275,000,000 of gold. It would have
$375,000,000 of gold free.

Senator Hitchcock. How does it get that $375,000,000?
Mr. Vandeelip. Capital, $100,000,000, Government deposits, $150,-

000,000, and bank deposits, $400,000,000.
Senator Hitchcock. How can all the banks—all the banks could

not pay in that much gold. How could you require the banks to
make their deposits in gold?
Mr. Vandeelip. They would pay in that much gold—gold or law-

ful money. They might have to rediscount some. I am presuming,
in setting up this statement pf the bank, that on the start they all

pay it in and rediscount nothing.
Senator Hitchcock. You have a need for $275,000,000 in gold

reserves right off.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Against vour notes.
Mr. Vandeelip. You have $375,000,000 of free gold or lawful

money.
Senator Hitchcock. You have $375,000,000 cash?
Mr. Vandeelip. Of cash.
Senator Eeed. You can loan that cash to the banks and rediscount

paper with it?
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Mr. Vandeklip. Let us say you loan $100,000,000 to the banks-
then you would have $275,000,000, and you would only need $175 -

000,000 as a gold reserve against this $350,000,000 of notes, and vou
will have $100,000,000 of free cash remaining. ' <^ y

^

Senator Hitchcock. You figure it will not be necessary to procure
gold in any way except through the sale of capital stock
Mr. Vandeelip (interposing). The deposit of the Government and

the deposit of the banks.
Senator Hitchcock. And that that would procure sufficient gold

for the initial issue of $350,000,000 in notes?
Mr. Vandeelip. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. Will interest be paid on Government deposits?
Mr. Vandeelip. Oh, no; not under any circumstances would in-

terest be paid. Now, Senator Hitchcock, if the bank did find itself
short, it could sell some of these one-year exchequer notes either in
the domestic market or abroad. They would be freed from segrega-
tion to secure the note issue as rapidly as the Federal reserve bank
discounted for other banks and got rediscounts in hand to put under
the note issue.

Senator O'Goeman. Does any other Senator desire to ask any ques-
tions?

Senator Beistow. I have been very much interested in this, Mr.
Vanderlip. I have been in favor of a Government bank, such as you
have described, controlled by the Government, the stock owned by the
people and not by the banks, which was entirely independent of the
banks and in shape so as to serve the banks when they needed it,

and -that this service will be extended under conditions which the
law prescribes, and any bank that complied with those provisions as
outlined in the law should have the right to the aid which it needed
in time of stress as a matter of right. I have been in favor of that

because I believe it is necessary in order to maintain the democratic
banking system which we have, so as to render all of the banks in-

dependent of any monopolization of credit. I do not think that there

is that independence now that ought to have been. I do not agree

with the opinion which you advanced in your last hearing, that any-

body who had good security could get credit at the banks. I think

that depends upon the interest of the bank, its depositors, and the

directors, and if some one should come and want credit that came in

conflict with the interests of some of the patrons of that bank that

were powerful and had enough influence with it, it would be denied,

not because it was not good but because it interfered with some other

business. Now, naturally I am interested in the view—I know you

are not for a Government bank, managed by the Government, for the

same reasons I have indicated, which are reasons that prompted me.

Mr. Vandeelip. I believe those reasons do not exist, and I challenge

you to present a single case where there has been such a discrimina-

tion in any important way in New York. I never have heard of it.

It may exist, but I do not believe it does exist^ and I know that it does

not exist as a general thing. But that is neither here nor there.

Senator Beistow. "We had one gentleman before the committee

yesterday who told us his story, which I believe to be substantially

true in some particulars.
j.. o j.

Senator O'Goeman. Did you credit the whole of it, after benator

Weeks's statement?
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Senator Bristow. No.
Senator Weeks. I am sorry that the Senator from Kansas believed

it, because I denied it explicitly.

Senator Bristow. The Senator from Massachusetts denied his

statement as to one of the banks, but not as to the others.

Senator Weeks. If the Senator from Kansas will recall, I asked the

witness if the corporation of which he was complaining had any de-

posit in any banks where his deposits were, and he replied in the

negative in each case.

Senator Bristow. I remember distinctly those questions, and I
think they were very ingenious and plausible; but, nevertheless, I
think the shoe machinery company is powerful enough to prevent a

man from getting credit if it interferes with their business.

Senator Weeks. I think that is likely, but I do not think it has

ever been done.
Senator Nelson. Would you limit the deposit to banks?
Mr. Vanderlip. Banks and the Government positively to be the

only depositors.

Senator Nelson. And would you limit the discounts to the banks?

Mr. Vanderlip. Unquestionably. I would permit them to have no

domestic transaction that did not bear the indorsement of a member
bank.

Senator Nelson. The deposits and discounts must all be carried on

with banks and not individuals ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Pomerbne. Would you permit it to go out and buy securi-

ties of any kind ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No securities except the bonds of the United States

and its insular possessions; and, really, the bank ought to have no
obligations of that sort except short time ones. I would be quite

willing to prohibit the bank having any obligation of any kind, even

of the Government, which ran over a year, except the first issue of 2

per cent bonds, which would at once be changed to exchequer notes.

Senator O'Goeman. You have alluded to some great differences

between the plan you suggest and the plan embodied in this bill, and

I think the Senators recognize the difference between the two plans.

With respect to one, I want to see if I understand you correctly, and
that is, while under the plan proposed by the pending bill the banks
will have a controlling interest in each one of the proposed 12

regional banks
Mr. Vanderlip (interposing). They will elect six of the nine di-

rectors.

Senator O'Gorman (continuing). Under your system, which you
recommend and suggest, the banking interests of' the country will

have no representation of any kind, from the top of the system in

Washington down to the most humble position in any one of the

agency banks.
Mr. Vanderlip. Absolutely none at all ; no more than it has in the

Treasury or in any other department of the Government.
Senator O'Gorman. Every official would get his authority either

through the President or through some one appointed by the Presi-

dent of the United States ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.
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Senator O'Gorman. Is there anything else to be asked of the wit-
ness?

Senator Beistow. Yes ; I have a number of questions I wanted to
ask. Continuing the matter which we were discussing, Mr. Vander-
lip, it of course would be unnecessary for you and I to proceed into
an argument as to the control of credits by these great institutions of
the country. I think Mr. Moffitt, in the financing of his railroad, was
handicapped by the banks of New York who refused him the credit
he was entitled to, because of the powerful interests he was antag-
onizing, and not because he was not promoting a railroad that was
just as good a railroad as those who were fighting him. And, I think,
in my own State, that the railroad enterprises have been killed not
because they were not good, sound, and economical, but because they
interfered with the interests of the Santa Fe Railroad, the Union
Pacific, the Southern Pacific, and other lines that run up there.
Mr. Vandeeup. Do you regard the building of a railroad as a

proper function for a commercial bank?
Senator Beistow. Banks that would be a part of this system

finance railroads and handle their bonds and sell them. That is done
by the banks that would be part of this system or any system that is

created. But that is simply an illustration.

But if those are the reasons which have prompted me, that is to
preserve the democratic independence of our banking system, which
I think is the best system in the world, because it gives opportunity
to men to go out into the banking business and make a success on
their own initiative; and this is one of the fields of activity in our
country that is not monopolized, except when you get into the larger
matters of credit. And I want to preserve that democratic inde-

pendence. Now, I was interested, therefore, in the reasons that led

you, holding views so radically different from mine, to finally come
to the same conclusion I do.

Mr. Vanderltp. I would say that I never would have reached this

conclusion, I believe, had it not been for the views you hold. I was
profoundly influenced in my mind when I was before this committee
the last time by what seemed to me a general opinion that tended

. toward this sort of a solution. I was given special impetus to study

the matter by the opinions you expressed—not at the hearing, but

afterwards—outlining almost exactly the plan that I have tried to

explain—^not in detail, but in a general form. It was the interest of

yourself and of other members of this committee that has led me to

put almost continuous study on this idea for nearly all of the time

since I was last before this committee.

Senator Beistow. Do you believe that such an institution as has

been outlined here would preserve the independence of our country

banks—the 25,000 banks that are now doing an independent business?

Mr. Vandeelip. I do.

Senator Beistow. Do you not think it is a very desirable thing

that it should?
Mr. Vandeelip. Extremely so.

Senator Beistow. Well, you say "loan only banks." Why not

loan to individuals in order to establish the rate ?

Mr. Vandeelip. And then, after a while, have the Government
issuing notes to individuals. There you go. [Laughter.]
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Senator Nelson. And would not that, Senator Bristow, compete-

with your little country banks ?

Senator Eeed. I suggest that the Senator from Kansas and Mr.
Vanderlip have another private conference, so that we may derive

still more benefit. [Laughter.]

Senator Beistow. Well, now, tell me the danger. I would like tO'

know the danger of this bank discounting paper in the open market?
Mr. Vandeelip. I can hardly conceive a greater danger to our

whole Government than the creation of a Government organization

which might loan directly to individuals. I can hardly conceive

of there ever having been thought of such a machine for the control

of politics or for the aggrandizement of a body of men than to put
in their power such a great aggregation of capital as this and allow

them to deal directly with individuals and to extend them credit.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you think that bank would be over-

whelmed with applications if that was done? [Laughter.]

Mr. Vanderlip. I am quite sure it would. And there would be
no relation of credit and deposit balance between the borrower and
the bank such as we are establishing by law here—between the de-

positing banks and the central bank. Here we are requiring that

the reserves shall be kept within the vaults of the banks themselves

and in the vault of the central reserve bank. That is the very sinew
that the central reserve bank has to loan. It is inconceivable to my
mind that there could be safely created such a machine as this that

would be permitted to deal directly with individuals.

Senator Beistow. You think, then, as I understand, that it would
be very dangerous for a reserve bank, a bank created to serve that

purpose, and thereby strengthen the independent banking system of

the country—for it to go and loan that money to individuals; you
think that would destroy the very purpose for which it was created?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Beistow. And make it impossible to serve it?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir ; and be filled with collateral dangers.

Senator O'Goeman. And discourage banks from entering the sys-

tem if the accommodations of the central bank were to be extended

to the public at large?

Mr. Vandeelip. I have no conception of government that would
permit the Government to enter into business in this way.

Senator O'Goeman. I do not understand that Senator Bristow

recommends this. He only wanted to get your views.

Senator Beistow. Well, I wanted to understand its dangers. It

has been urged, you know, that it would be necessary or ought to be.

Now, I do not know whether I got a very clear notion as to the

requirements that would be necessary for a bank to have in order to

avail itself of , the benefits of this central reserve bank. It would
become a part of the Federal system and be under its protection and
entitled to the aid which this bank could give. You would extend

it first to national banks, then to State banks and trust companies,

if I understood properly, provided that the requirements of the na-

tional bank and of the trust companies and of the State banks should

be the same, so that they would all be on an equality.

Mr. Vandeelip. The requirements as to capital, examinations, and
reserves.
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Senator Bristow. Yes ; and you would modify the national bank-
ing law so as to enable the national bank so as to enlarge their ac-

tivities in certain States so as to compete with certain State institu-

tions and be on an equality with State institutions ?

Mr. Vanderlip. I would, so as to prevent national banks from go-
ing out of the national system, taking out State charters, and then
joining this new organization.

Senator O'Gorman. Right there, if you will permit me one ques-

tion, that bears on what was asked by Senator Bristow : What would
be done by the national banks that, for any reason would not care to

come into the system, if it should be optional ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Any bank that refused to keep its reserves ac-

cording to law would have to get out of the system.

Senator O'Gorman. Then you would make it compulsory that

every national bank would have to keep part of its reserves in this

Federal bank?
Mr. Vanderlocp. I certainly would.
Senator O'Gorman. So that, to that extent, it would be com-

pulsory ?

Mr. Vanderlip. No more compulsory than the present reserve re-

quirements.

Senator Eeed. Just about as much.
Mr. Vanderlip. No ; not nearly so much in amount as the present

requirement.

Senator Shatroth. Mr. Vanderlip, how much money, under the

system you have proposed do you think it would be safe to issue?

Mr. Vanderlip. Just as much as you could cover with the proper

sort of rediscounted paper and with a 50 per cent gold reserve ; and

always have, really, something more than 50 per cent reserve, because

that would be the minimum permitted by law as a general reserve of

the bank.

Senator Shafroth. Can you estimate about what, in your judg-

ment, that would be—the maximum?
Mr. Vanderlip. If the whole plan were adopted, there would first

be $350,000,000, which would replace an equal amount of national-

bank notes. At the present time I think there would not be over

$200,000,000 in addition to that, and that much only at the season of

the year when there was a demand for the largest amount of circu-

lation. With the growth of the country, with the development that

would surely follow such a sound banking scheme, I can imagine that

amount might grow'to a very considerably larger volume. I would

hope to live long enough to see it 1,000 millions.

Senator Eeed. Have you consulted or talked with other bankers or

financiers about this plan of yours?

Mr. Vanderlip. I have.

Senator Reed. How have they received it?

Mr. Vanderlip. With great favor. I have talked with very ±ew.

Senator Reed. How do you believe it would be received by the

banks? Do you think they would accept it, or do you think we

would have another " Boston convention "—I do not speak ot that

unkindly : but it was an opposition convention. ,.

Mr. Vanderlip. It is difficult for me to say how they would receive

it at first. I think they would be somewhat shocked at the idea ot
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complete Government control. Wlien they came to understand the

safeguards that it is proposed to throw about that, the character of

the control which would flow from the method of its appointment, its

term of service, and so on, I believe that they would accept it with

great favor. They certainly would be relieved from the compulsory

features of the bill that is now before you. They would be relieved

from this extremely unsatisfactory but necessary provision for forced

loaning by one Federal bank to another. And, more than everything

else, they would be relieved, I believe, to find that the circulation was
to be bank-note money and not a fiat obligation of the Government.

Senator Reed. You spoke about requiring the banks to underwrite

a portion or all of the stock, except such portion as the Federal Gov-
ernment might take. How would that be worked out, in a practical

way?
Mr. Vandeelip. In a practical way, the banks would be compelled

to underwrite a prorata proportion, based upon the relation of an
individual bank's capital to the total capitalization of all national

banks.
Senator Reed. How compelled?
Mr. Vanderlip. By the act.

Senator Reed. And then if they did not ?

Mr. Vanderlip. If they did not, they would have to get out of the

system. Now, I do not recommend that plan, if you think you can
float the stock to the public without it or if you are willing to have
the Government stand in the gap and take any stock that the public

should fail to subscribe for. There is no desire at all to have the banks
do this. They would not regard it as a desirable thing to do. They
would not want to retain the stock. And the only reason whatever for

proposing such a scheme would be to insure the success of the public

subscription.

Senator Reed. As I understand your plan, you would first open the

subscriptions to the public?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. On a competitive basis, giving the preference to the

smaller subscribers?

Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Eeed. If, then, there was, by a given date, not enough
offered you would then have a provision in the bill that at that time

it would become the duty to take a certain proportion of these bonds?
Mr. Vanderlip. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And to pay for them at their face. Now, you spoke
of underwriting.
Mr. Vanderlip. I would not do it quite that way, because, if it be-

came obvious that it was going to be a failure—if that subscription

ran for 30 days and on the twentieth day it became evident that the

public was not going to take stock and that the banks would have to

do so—you might have a scramble right then to get out of the national

system. I would compel them to make the underwriting obligation.

Senator Reed. In the first instance?

Mr. Vanderlip. In the first instance. I would compel them to

agree to take all of that stock, provided the public did not take it;

but they would get none of it that the public was willing to take.
_

Senator Reed. Then you would provide, in this bill, that by a given

date the national banks of this country must file with the Federal
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Government an obligation binding each of them to underwrite—^to

accept that portion of these bonds which their stock bore to the entire
amount of the capital stock
Senator O'Gohman. In the national banks.
Senator Eeed. In the national banks. And that in the event of

their failure so to do, their charter should be arrested and their
business wound up.

Mr. Vandeelip. It would be equal to that.

Senator Eeed. If they did that, then you would further provide
that the banks had so underwritten the Government would offer this
stock to the general public, and so forth—we need not go into the
details.

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And that the banks could then only get what the
public did not take.

Mr. Vandeelip. That would be all.

Senator Nelson . I suppose in this plan you would adopt the same
quality or the same rules as to the paper that could be discounted as
there are in the bill before the committee, substantially.

Mr. Vandeelip. Substantially the same.
Senator Nelson. The same quality of paper ?

Mr. Vandeelip. Yes, sir; self-liquidating paper—that is, paper
arising out of commercial transactions.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Vanderlip, Senator Weeks has a question

or two he would like to ask you.

Senator Weeks. Suppose we provided for the engraving on the

notes of this reserve bank something like this—^I am led to ask this

auestion on account of your discussion of issuing a bank note rather

lan a Treasury note

:

United States of America. National reserve bank note. This note is secured

by a gold reserve equal to 50 per cent of its face value by Government bonds
or commercial paper equal to its face value by a first lien on all of the assets

of the reserve bank and wlU be redeemed on presentation at the reserve banks,

or any branch thereof, or at the Treasury of the United States.

Would that be a bank note or would it be a bank note with the

Government guaranty ?

Mr. Vandeelip. It would be a bank note with a Government guar-

anty of redemption.
Senator Weeks. Do you think it would be unfair to arrange the

guaranty of redemption—assuming that we provide in the law that

the bank shall keep the Treasury properly supplied with funds to

guarantee the payment of any notes that may be presented at the

Treasury.
, . xi ,^ i.

Mr. Vandeelip. I do; unnecessary and involving the Government

in a possibly dangerous obligation. ^ • . t
Senator Weeks. Well, do you think that would be sufficient as i

have written it ? , ... ,

Mr. Vandeelip. If the Government redeems them, it is as great

a danger as it would be if they were the obligations of the Govem-

Senator Weeks. Of course, we are going to provide that the

banks shall provide the means for the Government redeeming the

notes.
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Mr. Vanderlip. Very well, if you will so state on the face of the

note.

Senator O'Gorman. It would be stated in the bill that we pass,

Senatoe Weeks. Yes ; it would be stated in the law.

Mr. Vanderlip. You ought then to state on the note that they will

be redeemable by the Government, if the Government is in funds
provided by the banks for the purpose. Then that would be all

right. [Laughter.]
Senator Eeed. That would be worse than saying nothing.

[Laughter.]
Senator O'Gorman. Is there any other question any Senator de-

sires to ask of Mr. Vanderlip?
Senator Hitoiicock. I do not quite see yet, Mr. Vanderlip, where

you are going to get your gold reserve.

Mr. Vanderlip. I would like to figure that out with you.

Senator Hitchcock:. I wish you would put in writing in the record

the statement of how a bank would start in business when it had
$150,000,000 of Government deposits, bank deposits of $300,000,000,

and outstanding notes of $300,000,000.

Mr. Vanderlip. I should like to do that. I should like to ask if

it will be helpful to put in the record the plan as I have it, very

briefly outlined?
Senator O'Gorman. If there is no objection, the paper now in Mr.

Vanderlip's hands will be incorporated in the record. And when
will you be able to send the memorandum desired by Senator Hitch-

cock, Mr. Vanderlip?
Mr. Vanderlip. I shall hope to do so within 24 hours.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Vanderlip, the only means this bank

would have for securing additional gold for a reserve as its business

grew would be the use of these Treasury notes, would it not ?

Mr. Vanderlip. Or its obligations; it could sell its own obliga-

tions.

Senator Hitchcock. To whom?
Mr. Vanderlip. To anybody who would buy them—any foreign

money market. It could sell its obligations secured by rediscounted

paper.
Senator O'Gorman. I think that will be all, Mr. Vanderlip.
(The statement or plan referred to by Mr. Vanderlip is as fol-

lows :)

The Government is to grant a charter to the Federal reserve bank of the

United States, with capital stock of $100,000,000, the charter to extend for a

period of 50 years.
The head office is to be located in Washington, and 12 branches to be located

in the cities selected by an organization committee, and subbranches wherever
designated by the board of the Federal reserve bank.
As soon as practicable after the passage of the act the President is to appoint

a committee of five, to be designated as the " Federal reserve bank organization

committee." This committee will divide the country into 12 commercial dis-

tricts, and designate one city in each district as the seat of a branch of the

Federal reserve bank, and generally be charged with the responsibility of

organization.
The stock of the Federal reserve bank may either be subscribed for entirely by

the Government, with funds raised by the sale of bonds or offered for public

subscription, the success of such subscription to be insured by requiring all

national banks to be liable for the purchase of their pro rata proportion of any
stock not taken by the public.
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The stock shall have no voting power, and no rights of anv liind shall nttnoh
to It except to receive dividends. There need, therifore; be no restriction on Its
P",^'>.^''l?.°'' 'f^^

°'' accumulation, either by banks or individualsThe Federal reserve bank will be wholly under the management of a board ofseven directors, to be appointed by the President, with the a"Wee and conlnfof the Senate, with terms of 14 years, but the first- hnarri +7; kJ, „i •« °. *

the term of one director to expire each two years
^° ^' classified and

The bill should provide that the President will select men qualified bv exnerience and training for the proper discharge of the duties imposed and make no"appointments m order to confer political rewards At lea st thrpo nf f^i^
bars should be recognized to have had wide ZrctelaVdbanS experienceAppointments are to be distributed geographically so as to give due weight' tothe commercial sections of the country

weigni to

The President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, will designate onedirector as governor and another as deputy governor, and th^ goveiw or inhis absence the deputy governor, shall act as chairmaA of the board and he thP
chief executive oflScer of the bank. "^ ^°" "^ ^^^

Members of the board to automatically retire at the age of 70The board of the Federal reserve bank shall appoint for each'branch an exec-utive committee of seven memoers. The bill will contain the same ~aldirective clauses as to their character as in the case of the board Itself fncfuding the provision that at least three of the members of the executive commU?ee
shall be recognized to have had wide banking and financial exDerlence Th^
term of ofiice of the members of the executive committee will be seven vears
but m the case of the first members appointed they shall be classified so thatone director shall retire each year. One member of the executive committee will
be designated chairman and one vice chairman, and the chairman or in his
absence, the vice chairman, will act as chairman of the committee

'

All actions of the executive committees will be subject to the approval
of the board of the bank. Each executive committee will elect a president and
other executive officers to conduct the business of the branch, the men filling
these offices to have no official or financial relation with any other bank
The earnings of the bank shall, in case the Government subscribes to all the

stock, be first devoted to an accumulation of a surplus of 20 per cent and
thereafter one-half of the earnings will be devoted to a further increase of the
surplus until it reaches 50 per cent, and the other one-half go to the Government
After the surplus has reached 50 per cent all the earnings will go to the Gov-
ernmeut.
In case the public subscribes to the stock the net earnings will first be devoted

to paying a 6 per cent cumulative dividend, then to an accumulation of a surplus
equal to 20 per cent of the capital, after which one-half of the earnings will
go to the Government and one-half be devoted to the accumulation of a further
surplus until the surplus reaches 50 per cent of the capita], and thereafter all
the earnings beyond the dividend requirement will go to the Government.

All earnings received by the Government will be devoted to the retirement of
the Government debt.

The customers of the bank shall be the Government and qualified member
banks, which will Include all national banks and may include State banks and
trust companies.
The Government shall deposit all of its general fund with the bQuk and con-

stitute the bank Its fiscal agent.

The reserve requirement for national banks will be so changed as gradually
to transfer all reserves away from correspondent banks now acting ns reserve
agents, and after this gradual transfer has been fully accomplished all reserves
will be held in the vaults of the member biinks and with the Federal reserve
bank. The reserve requirement will be the same for all member banks and
sha] be ultimately 12 per cent.

The reserve to be held by the Federal reserve bank shall never be less than
50 per cent of Its demand iiabllltles, Including note issue, in gold or lawful
money.
The board of the Federal reserve bank may, in an emergency, suspend all

reserve requirements for 30 days, and continue such suspension for periods of

15 days.
The Federal reserve bank may rediscount for member banks paper self-liqui-

dating in character, to be defined by the act. It shall not rediscount for any one
bank an amount exceeding the capital and surplus of such bank.
The bank may buy in the domestic market from member banks, uonmember

banks, and individual self-liquidating paper under conditions to be defined in

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 66
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the act, bearing the indorsement of a member bank, and may buy in the foreign
markets prime banker's bills.

The baulf may also deal in gold coin and bullion and in obligations of the-

United States Government and its insular possessions.
The board of the Federal reserve bank shall establish a minimum rate of

discount, which shall be uniform at all branches and subbranches, and which
shall be changed from time to time as conditions demand.
While the minimum discount rate shall be the same at all branches and to

all banks, that minimum rate will only apply to the rediscounts of a bank
up to an amount equal to a fixed percentage of its capital and surplus ; thereafter
such bank shall be charged a uniform progressively Increasing rate upon
discounts until said discounts shall have amounted to a maximum ijermitted
by the act, fully equal to the capital and surplus of said bank.
As fiscal agent of the Government the Federal reserve bank shall be charged

with the duties now imposed upon the Treasurer of the United States and the
Bureau of Redemption in the Ofiice of the Comptroller of the Treasury in re-

spect to the custody of bonds securing national-bank notes and the redemption
of such notes. The 5 per cent redemption fund now in the general fund of the
Treasury shall be transferred to the Federal reserve bank as a special trust
fund and shall be held intact and shall not count as a part of the reserve of
the bank.
The Federal reserve bank shall be authorized to issue its circulating notes.

Such notes shall be secured by the segregation of rediscounted paper, as de-
scribed in the act, equal to 100 per cent of such notes outstanding or one
year exchequer notes of the United States Government hereinafter provided
for, and by a reserve in gold equal to 50 per cent. The notes shall have the
same qualities as the present national-bank notes, shall be redeemable at any
branch on demand in gold, and shall be the obligation of the bank. There shall

be no restriction upon the issue of notes by the bank when the notes are fully

covered by gold coin or bullion, it being intended that to the extent that the out-

standing notes of the bank are not fully covered by gold they shall be secured

by 100 per cent in rediscounted paper, or exchequer notes, and by a reserve in

gold equal to 50 per cent.

Gradually and over such period as the Federal reserve board may decide upon,
the Federal reserve bank shall offer to purchase 2 per cent bonds of the United
States deposited to secure circulating notes of national banks at par and up
to an amount equal to one-half of such bonds deposited with the Treasurer of the
United States as security for national-bank note circulation. It shall pay for

these bonds by assuming the responsibility for the redemption and retirement

of the national-bank notes secured by them. Upon acquiring these bonds the

Federal reserve bank shall receive from the Government of the United States

in exchange for the 2 per cent bonds an equal amount of one-year exchequer
notes bearing 3 per cent interest. The Federal reserve bank shall give an
undertaking to the United States Government that it will renew such one-year

exchequer notes each year at maturity for 20 years. These notes wiU be made
to mature at various periods during a calendar year. So long as these notes

are outstanding the Federal reserve bank shall pay to the United States, out of

Its earnings and before any dividends are paid upon the stock, a tax of IJ per

cent on an amount of circulating notes equal to the amount of exchequer notes

outstanding.

The bill should provide for a national clearing house.

The charter rights of national banks should be so enlarged as to permit banks

to have branches within the city in which they are located, to establish branches

abroad and to exercise general trust company functions to be defined in the act

National banks shall have the right to accept drafts of a character to be
defined up to an amount equal to one-half of their capital.

State banks and trust companies may be admitted to memberehip by conform-

ing to the same capital, reserve, and inspection requirements that natural banks

are obliged to meet in similar localities. The Federal reserve board shall have
power to examine any member bank.
The circulating notes of the Federal reserve bank shall be a first lien on all

the assets of the bank.
The Federal reserve bank shall have a first lien upon the assets of member

banks for any indebtedness due from them.
As far as feasible the Federal reserve bank shall be exempt from the payment

of all Federal and State taxes except taxes upon real estate. As far as feasible

the stock of the Federal reserve bank and the dividends thereon shall likewise

be free from all Federal and State taxes.
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(Mr. Vanderlip, at the request of the committee, also submitted
the following:)

Washington, D. O., October 2J,, 1913.
Hon. Robert L. Owen,

Chairman Committee on Banking and Currency,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

SiK : In compliance with the request made by the members of the committee
at my hearing yesterday, I am sending yon a statement of the Federal reserve
bank after a transfer of reserves from correspondent banks.
Snch a statement, of course, can not be made with accuracy, nor can any

figures be compiled with accuracy that will show the efCect upon the reserves
and upon the deposits of national banks, as there are too many variable ele-
ments to be considered.
The statement of the Federal reserve bank might be as follows

:

ASSETS.
Cash from stock $100, 000, 000
Cash from banks 356, 000, 000
Cash from United States 150, 000, 000

Total 606, 000, 000
Exchequer notes 350, 000, 000

LIABILITIES.

Capital 100, 000, 000
Government deposits 150, 000, OOO
Reserve deposits 356, 000, 000

Total 606, 000, 000

Circulating notes 350, 000, 000

DESERVE REQUIRED.

Against deposits 253, 000, 000

Against notes 175, 000, 000

Total 428, 000, 000

Bxcggg 178, 000, 000

It will be observed that the bank's holdings of cash will be sufficient to pro-

vide the minimum reserve of $253,000,000 against its total deposit liabilities, a

minimum reserve of 50 per cent against $350,000,000 of notes issued in retire-

ment of an equal amount of national-bank notes, and still have in excess of

$178,000,000.

It is probable that banks in central-reserve cities and, perhaps to some ex-

tent, banks in reserve cities would find it necessary to rediscount at the Federal

reserve bank in order to meet the drafts made upon them by correspondent

banks removing their reserve balances. I would estimate that rediscounts of

$100 000,000 would permit that to be done without undue strain upon the banks

of reserve and central-reserve cities. It is obvious that the transition from the

present system to any new system which would im.pound reserves m the vaults

of member banks and in the Federal reserve bank should necessarily be made

slowly and with great caution, and it would seem to me desirable that the board

of tiie Federal riserve bank should be given latitude as to the various periods

anring which this transition should be made.
^. <> +^o „n„^iHn,i r.f

The figures that I have used are based on the abstract of the condition of

national banks in answer to the call of June 4, 1913 as I did "ot l,ave the later

abstract at hand. Figures made up from the later ap^t™^*, would va^^

BUghtly, but in a general way the foregoing wirt indicate the possible position

of the reserve bank. F A. Vanderlip.
Respectfully,

STATEMENT OF JACOB S. COXEY, OF MASSILION, OHIO.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Coxey, will you state your name, your

residence, and your business activity?

Mr. Coxey. My name is Jacob S. Coxey. ,r ri 9

Senator O'Goeman. And what is your residence, Mr. Loxey '.
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Mr. CoxEY. Massillon, Ohio.

Senator O'Gorman. And your business activity?

Mr. CoxEY. I am in the stone-quarry business.

Senator O'Gorman. Have you read the pending bill?

Mr. CoxEY. I have, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. Kindly state to the committee your views in

regard to it.

Mr. CoxEY. As I view this bill, I take it, you are trymg-to arrange

a currency system that will transact the commerce of this country.

But I think you should take into consideration the burden under the

l-iresent system and under the proposed system that will be placed

upon the producers of this country in obtaining the funds to exchange

their products.
There are three Government functions, and this, the means of

exchange, is the greatest of the three, that are necessary for the ex-

change of the commerce of the country. The first one is the means

of communication. This one the Government has retained ; that is,

the postal system, and is operating that system at cost to the people.

They engrave and print the postage stamps and furnish them at cost

to the people. John D. Rockefeller, with all his corporations, if he

needs 10,000 postage stamps for the use of those corporations has no

advantage over the man who is tearing that brick building down over

across the street when he needs only 1 postage stamp.

That the postal is a Government function, and that is being fur-

nished at cost to the people, and when I say the stamps are being

furnished at cost to the people the stamp simply represents the cost

of the transmission of the mail that it is put upon. After it has

done that it is canceled and has performed its functions.

Now, when we come to the second one, the means of exchange, you

have granted franchises to private corporations. You have been

creating, and do propose to create, under this bill the money at cost

to these corporations, and then when even you, the creator, the Fed-

eral Government, needed or will need any of this money, as, for

instance, you needed it in the building of the Panama Canal, you is-

sued several hundred millions of dollars of interest-bearing bonds

that were nontaxable, sold them to the banks, and the Government
borrowed from the banks its own money and is now paying interest

for the use of its own money. This system seems to me to be' absurd.

When we come to the producers of the country, let us examine their

burden. Last year President Taft called the governors of the various

States together and he stated to the governors the necessity of estab-

lishing State banking institutions in order to lessen the burden that

was placed upon the American farmer. He said to the governors

that there were 12,000,000 American farmers, and that they were pro-

ducing annually $9,000,000,000 of products upon a borrowed capital

of $6,040,000,000, for which they were paying in interest and com-

missions in order to obtain that money 8^ per cent. This makes a

total burden of $513,000,000 annually, taken from the statement of

Mr. Taft, which burden is placed upon the tiller of the soil, who pro-

duces the products we are consuming in this country.

Senator Weeks. Do you think those figures as you have given them

to us are accurate as to the rate of interest?

Mr. CoxEY. Yes, sir; the average rate of interest is 8| per cent.
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Senator Weeks. I have heard those figures, and I do not know a
single State, even in the South, where that rate was charged.
Mr. CoxET. There are Senators here from "Western States where

rates as high as that are charged, and I think they will bear me out
in that statement.

Senator Eeed. The average rate in my State of Missouri is about
5| per cent.

Senator Beistow. It runs from 6 to 7 per cent in my State of
Kansas.
Senator Shafegth. In mining sections of my State of Colorado it

runs as high as 1 per cent a month.
Mr. CoxET. In the State of Ohio it is from 6 to 8 per cent ; 8 per

cent is the average.

Senator O'Goeman. What changes would you propose in the pend-
ing bill?

Mr. CoxET. I want to show you first where the burden lies under
the present system and will not be lightened under the pending biU.
President Taft called attention to the burden upon the tiller of the
soil of $513,000,000 annually. I see from the bank statements that
the other producers outside of the farmers are paying for the use

of that money and bankers' credit which the Government is creating

at cost to the banking institutions, besides legalizing 85 per cent of

the banks' credit, which they, the bankers, are levying a toll upon
to exchange the products, because the bank credits are exchanging
the products from the producer to the consumer, exactly the same
as the real money. I find from the bank statements that there are

about $17,000,000,000 of deposits and $13,500,000,000 of loans out

of those deposits, and one billion and a half of real money in the

banks as a foundation for those loans. That is nine of bankers'

legalized credit to one of real money. Now, an average of 6 per cent

upon that $13,500,000,000 is nearly" $800,000,000 annually for the use

of those banks' credits and money to exchange the products from the

producer to the consumer.
Now, the banks, in order to inflate their credits higher do as one

bank president from Columbus, Ohio, told me last spring, that he

wanted to use his bank reserves and he went to New York—he told

me this in New York at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel—he said, " Our
daily balance of legal reserves in New York amounts to about $100,-

000," and he went to four different banking institutions and tried

to get it through their noddle—that is the expression he used—that

they would make more money by carrying out his plan, and his bank

would make more money if they would make a loan to his bank o±

$100,000, upon which they would pay 4 per cent, and the New York

bank agreeing to make the loan, but the proceeds of that loan should

be held there with the New York bank as their, the Columbus bank s,

legal reserve, and then that the New York bank should pay them 2

per cent upon their daily balance. That would be making a prolit

to the New York bank of 2 per cent and make it cost the Columbus

bank 2 per cent, and it would allow the New York bank to loan out

75 per cent of that loan to their customers there at the market rates

and then redeposit 9 per cent of the reserves of the 25 per cent m the

reserve bank, they to receive 2 per cent on this reserve, mat al-

lowed the Columbus bank to withdraw the $100,000 of their cash re-

serves from New York, which the Columbus bank did loan at (,o-
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lumbus at 6 per cent. The Columbus banker got that through, and
that is the way he is doing to-day, utilizing his reserves and extend-

ing his bank credits in that manner.
Now, the question comes as to the remedy I will suggest here. You

must arrange under this bill to not only furnish the money necessary
for the exchange of the products and the commerce of this country,
but to furnish the money for all public improvements and for the
building and equipping of our railroads. It will take over a billion

of dollars annually for the equipment for our railroads.

Under the present system those railroads must issue bonds bearing
interest and sell those bonds to the banks in order to borrow this

money. Under the present system we must do the same so far as

public improvements are concerned. Take, for instance, the public
highways. At a road convention last fall, at Atlantic City, I spoke
upon that question, and I said the most important thing is the

financing of the highways; and that Atlantic City road congress

was inclined to ask the Government for Federal aid. I said it is not
Federal aid we need, but it is a Federal duty. When this Govern-
ment imposes a tax of 10 per cent on State issues of currency, it pro-

hibits its different subdivisions—the States, cities, counties, and town-

ships—from issuing a currency in order to relieve any stringency and
to make any public improvements. When they do that, then it is the

duty of the Federal Government to furnish this money at cost for all

public improvements by allowing the States to issue their noninterest-

bearing bonds to run for 25 years, and then deposit these bonds with

the Secretary of the Treasury, when it shall be mandatory upon the

Secretary of the Treasury to issue the face value of the bonds in full

legal-tender money.
Senator Nelson. Notes of the Government?
Mr. CoxET. Real money. I contend that the only real money is

the fiat of the Government. Money is simply an idea of Congress

enacted into law. It is a representative of value, and should never

have a value of or in itself. And as it passes from the Government
under this system, if these bonds were deposited with the Government
and the face value of them would be issued in full legal-tender

money, the cost of the engraving and distributing of this money
would be charged against this issue, and that would not exceed over

1 per cent. Ninety-nine per cent would be forwarded to its subdi-

visions, which they would have to use for the purpose of making pub-

lic improvements.
Now, under this plan you have the State, county, township, or

municipal noninterest bonds deposited as security for this issue of

legal-tender money. Then they start the people to work to make
improvements, and as the service is rendered or the material is fur-

nished this money is turned out, and it then represents that service

or that material and that value created.

As to the redemption or repayment of this money, levy a tax as

you do now, and instead of paying 4 per cent interest return 4 per

cent annually to the Government, and as it is returned and retired

annualljr it can be canceled. It has performed its function, and in

25 years you will have paid off the noninterest-bearing debt of all the

subdivisions of this General Government and there is no bonded

debt left at all, as the money has been furnished at cost, the same as

postage stamps are now.
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Senator Reed. Suppose the people do not take that money 2

Mr CoxEY They would be very glad to take it when it is made
legal tender for debt. There should be no money issued that would
not be a full legal tender for all debts.

Senator O'Goeman. You may proceed, Mr. Coxey. You were
speakmg of the city of New York, and I was someWhat interestedm that.

,

^^- 9?^^^- T-^^ ^H °^ ^^^ "^°^^ ^^^s a bonded indebtedness of
about 1,100 millions of dollars. They are not paying oflf the prin-
cipal; they are simply levying a tax rate in order to pay the interest
and they are pyramiding the principal.

'

There was an issue within the last year in regard to the building
of the subway._ They needed $200,000,000 to do that. They should
have passed this law, and if this law were put into effect the city of
New York could have issued its noninterest-bearing bonds for
$200,000,000, running for 25 years, and could have forwarded those
bonds to Washington and have had the face value of those bonds
issued in full legal-tender money, deducting 1 per cent to pay for the
engraving and printing and distributmg by the Government. They
would have had $198,000,000 to pay for all these subways, and then
out of the revenues of the subways they could return to the Govern-
ment annually $8,000,000, and in 25 years the entire bonded indebted-
ness would be paid off. Now, then, they propose issuing, and are
now issuing, $200,000,000 of 5 per cent bonds, which they will sell
or have sold to the banking syndicate, and they will pay interest for
50 years and still owe the principal.

I claim that this is a correct principle, Mr. Chairman. It is the
duty of the Government, I contend, this being a Government func-
tion, that all money necessary for all public improvements and
utilities should be furnished at cost to the people, the same as the
postage stamps are now.
Now, I have illustrated to you the plan of public improvements.

When it comes to the plan of furnishing the money at cost to the
producers to exchange their products there should be a Government
bank established in every municipality of over 1,000 population. In
towns under 1,000 and over 500 population this money should be
handled through the post oiBce. These banking institutions—take, for
instance, in the town where I live. We have five banking institutions.

The economical way of handling that would be to have one Govern-
ment bank, with a sufficient volume of money on hand there for the

needs of the community. It should be the same in every municipality

of over 1,000 population. That money should be furnished to the

people at a tax of 2 per cent. It will cost one-half of 1 per cent to pay
for the operating expenses of the bank, the furnishing of the money,
insuring the property pledged, and all necessary expenses. That
deducted from the 2 per cent will leave a net revenue to the Govern-
ment of IJ per cent. That means for the total amount of money
loaned bv the Government a total revenue to the Government, after

deducting expenses of operation, of $15,000,000 upon every billion

dollars of loans.

You can see from the statement of President Taft and from the

bank statements that there are about $20,000,000,000 now being loaned

by the banking institutions to the people in the shape of $9 of bank
credits to $1 of real money for the exchange of our commerce. If
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we take and gradually substitute this $20,000,000,000 of legal-tender
money that should be full legal tender for all debts and substitute

it in place of the same amount of bank credits being used now this

would establish a banking system which would give a revenue of
$300,000,000 annually from this source, besides saving to the pro-
ducers $1,200,000,000 annually in interest charges.

Senator Shafeoth. What security would you have for the obtain-

ing of money under those circumstances?
Mr. CoxEY. The same as the banks now take. I will illustrate with

my own business. I quarry stone and grind it into sand. I supply
some of the principal steel works of the country, and have been sup-
plying the steel works of the country for 32 years. When I ship out

a carload of sand to-day we get the railroad weight to-morrow, and
we make an invoice against the party to whom we have shipped the

sand. We attach a draft and bill of lading to the invoice, take it into

the bank, and the banker takes his rake-off of 8 per cent and credits

me with the balance. I make that draft due and payable on the

20th of the month following the month of shipment. If it is shipped

to-day, that account will be due on the 20th of next month, and I

make that draft for that number of days and they discount it and
place the balance, after deducting the discount, to my credit.

When they remit for this—they may remit direct to the bank or

they may remit to me, but in every case that remittance is taken in

and the draft taken out. If it is not paid on the day that it is due, it

runs on and the interest is charged up to me. That is one system.

Under that system the banks are furnishing the means to exchange
the products ; they are furnishing in this case the working capital

—

the money with which to do business—because we have first the

money for the investment in the enterprise which is necessary. In a

case of this kind the bank furnishes the working capital, but they

get their interest in Ohio of 8 per cent for doing it. That is one

means.
Another means would be for the people to bring in their tax dupli-

cate or tax receipt and loan direct to all people upon their taxable

real and chattel property.
This Government fixes a value upon your property and levies a

tax upon that property, and compels you to pay it, and therefore the

Government ought to be compelled to furnish you the money at cost

upon it in case you needed it for the exchange of your commerce.
Take, for instance, the farmer in the West. There comes a time

when he wants to turn his corn into beef or turn his corn into pork,

and he can go into the bank and put up his tax receipts to the bank
and borrow enough money to purchase the cattle or the hogs to turn

that corn into beef or into pork, and then as he ships it out he can

cancel his obligation to the bank.
Senator Nelson. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest that we

are running pretty late. It is now 10 minutes of 6.

Senator O'Gorman. How much longer will you be likely to take?

Mr. CoxEY. If there are no questions from the committee, there is

nothing further that I desire to say.

Senator Nelson. Now, what have you to say about this bill ?

Mr. CoxEY. I think it should be made to take into consideration

and lessen the burdens of the borrower. You do not propose to read-

just the interest rate in this bill at all. Here is an interest rate' of at

least 6^ per cent all over the country.
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Senator Nelson. Do you approve this bill ?

Mr. CoxET. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. What are its radical defects?
Mr. CoxEY. In the first place, I do not believe that any money

should be issued unless it is made a full legal tender for all debts,
and issued direct by the Federal Government.

'

Senator Nelson. What next?
Mr. CoxEY. And that it should be taken out of the control of the

bankers, who control the commerce of this country.
There is a little item that I have in my vest pocket here that I cut

out of the New York Times last Sunday, which shows that there is

very little car buying. Now, the average man reading that probably
would not see much in it. It shows what the railroads purchased
last year in cars. They purchased last year 235,000 cars. This year
they have purchased for the first nine months only 88,000, a falling
off of over 60 per cent.

Senator O'Gokman. Why is that ?

Mr. CoxEY. I have an idea what it is. I can give you my own
reason for it.

Senator O'Gorman. Of course that is all we want.
Mr. CoxEY. The gamblers in New York had gotten last year's

stocks up to a high point, and then they commenced to unload, and
they have sold and sold and sold them out at the high prices. Now,
then, they are commencing to break the market, and my contention is

that the people that control the money volume also control the trans-
portation of this land and control its commerce in the palm of their

hand. They can make times good or they can make times bad, be-

cause they have the interlocking system of directors in all the rail-

roads and banking institutions, so that they can order the railroads

to buy cars and other equipment, and this makes times good, or they
can order those railroads to stop buying, and when they stop buying
it simply stagnates the great manufacturing plants of the country.

They cut off the orders from the steel plants, and that throws hun-
dreds of thousands of people out of employment. My business in

the last four months has been cut in two. It is only 50 per cent of

what is was last year at the same time, and simply from this fact.

Now, the railroads of the country need the cars, but the railroad

directors and the money interests have ordered the railroads to stop

placing further contracts for material, and in doing that it is bring-

ing on a stagnation of business all over the country, and there will

be hundreds of thousands of people out of work just through that

fact. Now, that should not be allowed to go on, and therefore, while

it is not germane to this bill, yet I am of the opinion that we should

own, operate, and control the railroads.

Senator O'Gorman. The same as we ought to own and control the

banks?
Mr. CoxEY. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. You think the Government should control all

banks ?

JVXr. CoxEY Y^GS

Senator Nielson. You think all banks should be controlled and

nm by the Government?
Mr. CoxEY. Yes.
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Senator Nelson. Wouldn't that make a pretty big army of office-

holders ?

Mr. CoxEY. I am not afraid of an army of officeholders. We have
a pre|;.ty large army now. They have never scared me any.

Senator Nelson. Now, what other defects are there in the bill

here?
Mr. CoxEY. The main defects are simply these : That you are not

going to reduce the interest rate. That is the principal thing. It is

the burden that is placed upon the producer's back that should be

lightened, and this will not lighten it.

Senator Nelson. Would you have these notes redeemable in gold?

Mr. Coxey. No, sir.

Senator Nelson. What would you have them redeemable in?

Mr. Coxey. I would have them redeemable in the products of labor

and through taxation.

Senator Nelson. What would be the basis of issue for these notes?

Mr. Coxey. The basis of issue of the notes should be legal-tender

money issued, based upon State, county, township, and municipal
bonds, and for the commerce of the country the notes would be issued

upon the collateral that the people would put up.

Senator McLean. What would the total reach?
Mr. Coxey. Whatever the necessities of the people would be.

Senator McLean. You say there are about $20,000,000,000 of obU-

gations out now.
Mr. Coxey. And my idea is that instead of having the bankers do

this for us and charging an exorbitant toll we should utilize our own
credit and get it at cost.

Senator Nelson. Your scheme is very interesting, and I would sug-

gest that you prepare a skeleton bill giving us an idea of the legisla-

tion that you think ought to be enacted and leave it with the com-

mittee. I understand that you believe the Government should take

over all the banks?
Mr. Coxey. No; I believe that the Government should establish

banks itself.

Senator Nelson. You believe that the Government should estab-

lish its own banks?
Mr. Coxey. Yes. The first thing the Government should do would

be to build a bank in every town, the same as the post office, and they

should issue to pay for them legal-tender money. I told President

Roosevelt
Senator Nelson (interposing). You would not have that money

redeemable at all?

Mr. Coxey. Only through taxation, as it comes in through the

revenues of the Government.
Senator Nelson. You would not issue Government bonds, then?

Mr. Coxey. No; no bonds at all. There never should have been

a single interest-bearing bond issued by the Government.
Senator Nelson. Well, now, your scheme is very interesting, and I

wish you would prepare a skeleton bill and file it with the com-

mittee. That is what other gentlemen have done who have come
here with plans of their own, and we can judge of it better when you

put it into concrete form. You are a man of a good deal of business

experience and I can see that you look at it from the standpoint of

Ihe borrower.
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Mr. CoxEY. Yes; I belong to that side. I have been paying 8 per
•cent interest for the last 35 years.

Senator Nelson. Then you are the class of man that we want to
hear from, rather than the bankers.
Mr. CoxEY. Senator, that is the position that I took when I tried

to get a hearing here.

Senator Norris, of Nebraska, requests that I state how goods pur-
<3hased ni foreign countries would be paid for in case the Government
issue full legal-tender money under my proposed plan.
Just the same as goods are paid for under the present system, viz,

if goods are bought abroad and shipped to this country, usually they
have drafts attached to invoice and bill of lading, which is sent
through some bank to the purchaser, who then pays the draft either
by his check or cash. This releases the bill of lading and he obtains
the goods. The bank then remits to the foreign banker that which
he, the foreign banker, desires. It may be foreign exchange or it may
be gold or silver bullion or other American products or securities.
Money between countries has no particular significance. It can only
go to the United States line. If the banker desires gold or any
other product, it must be purchased at the market price, just the same
as if you want a draft to pay £100 in London.
That which most concerns us is to arrange a system to exchange

our own products at cost and we will have to settle foreign trade
balances as we have been doing for the last 50 years, with commodi-
ties such as gold, silver, steel, cotton, and other American products
and securities.

Senator Nelson. I think, Mr. Chairman, if he will file with us a
skeleton form of his bill we can then go over it.

Senator Shafeoth. And put in any suggestions that you want to

make.
Senator O'Gokman. Without objection, that will be done. We will

now adjourn until 10.30 to-morrow morning.
(The witness furnished the following for insertion in the record

in response to the above request:)

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committee : A request was made of
me by Mr. Nelson and the chairman that I incorporate my ideas in a skeleton
biU, which you will find attached. The first one is to furnish a money medium
to all of the people at cost through a system of Federal banks established in

all municipalities, towns, and villages over 1,000 population and through post
offices under 1,000 and over 500 population; these loans to be made upon their

real and chattel property, evidenced by the tax receipt and duplicates in the
various localities to the amount of the assessed value thereon ; also on cattle,

hogs, sheep, horses, all farm products, and lumber, ore, minerals, coal, stone,

sand, and all raw materials of every nature and description, as well as all

manufactured products and plants, the charge or tax for these loans to be at
the rate of 2 per cent per annum, payable semiannually. In case of long time,

25-year loans, which should be made so as to enable the farms to be occupied
and tilled and the workers in our cities to obtain homes and an opportunity

given the farmers and workers to live decently and pay for their farms and
homes, and allow the enterprising citizens of the United States an opportunity

to develop the resources of this country, therefore the rate of return of the

principal of such loans should be no less than 4 per cent per annum, the prin-

cipal, in whole or in part, to be payable on or before 25 years. Such reasonable

safeguards should be taken by the Government officials granting such loans as

to insure the return of the principal of such loans as well as the tax of 2 per

cent upon the same. The amount to be loaned upon the raw and unfinished

material should be determined by the amount of the actual cost in labor and
material expended upon the same, and upon the finished products, if in transit,
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the invoice value thereof. In case of wheat, cotton, corn, and other farm
products and all finished and raw products in warehouses loans should be made
to the face market value thereof.

The second one is to provide for public improvements and employment of the

citizens of the United States, to enco-irage industry and produce prosperity,

and to procure money to purchase and pay for public utilities, and for the

redemption of such money.
Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assemMed, That whenever any State, Territory, county,

township, municipality, or incorporated town or village deeming it necessary to

make any public improvements and give employment to unemployed citizens of
the United States, or to procure money for the purchase of or construction and
operation of State capitols and all State institutions, railroads, ship canals,

waterways, harbors, levees, bridges, ditches, tunnels, telegraphs, telephones,
puhlic roads or highways, courthouses, street car lines, waterworks, gas and
electric-light plants, schoolhouses, public halls, libraries, market houses, sewer-
ing and paving streets, public parks, or any other public utility so as to furnish
employment for all surplus or unemployed citizens in beautifying and improv-
ing the country when there is a surplus production or no demand for labor

in production at living wages, they shall deposit with the Secretary of the

Treasury of the United States a noninteresting-bearing 25-year bond and not to

exceed one-half of the assessed valuation of the taxable real estate, exclusive

of all improvements thereon, less all outstanding and existing indebtedness ia

said State, Territory, county, township, municipality, or incorporated town or

village, and said bond or bonds to be retired at the rate of 4 per cent per
annum.

Sec. 2. That whenever the foregoing section of this act shall have been com-
plied with it shall be mandatory upon the Secretary of the Treasury of the

United States to have engraved and printed Treasury notes in the denomiua-
tlons of $1, $2, $5, $10, and $50 each, which shall be a full legal tender for all

debts, public and private, to the full value of said bond, and deliver to said

State, Territory, county, township, municipality, or incorporated town or vil-

lage 99 per cent of said notes and retain 1 per cent for the expense of engraving,
printing, bookkeeping, disbursing, and taking care of this department.

Sec. 3. That on and after the passage of this act every State, Territory,

county, township, municipality, or incorporated town or village may deposit

their noninterest-bearing bonds in compliance with this act in order to give,

employment to any idle man or woman applying for work, and the rate shall

be not less than $1.50 per day for common labor, and not less than $3.50

per day for team and labor, and that eight hours per day shall constitute a

day's labor under the provisions of this act, the same rate to be paid to both

men and women.
Sec. 4. That any State, Territory, county, township, municipality, incorpo-

rated town or village issuing noninterest-bearing bonds under the provisions

of this act shall levy and collect an annual tax on all taxable real estate, ex-

clusive of all improvements thereon, of the State, Territory, county, township,

municipality, incorporated town or village depositing noninterest-bearing bonds

sufficient to pay into the United States Treasury each year not less than 4 per

cent of the total amount received from the United States Treasury until the

whole amount shall have been paid, and that whenever these Treasury notes

are returned to the Secretary of the Treasury at the annual payments of 4

per cent they shall be retired, canceled, destroyed, and not again reissued. In

case either gold, silver, or any other lawful money shall or may be sent In lieu

of the Treasury notes issued on any noninterest-bearing bond deposited under

the provisions of this act the Secretary of the Treasury shall hold or retain

such lawful money aforementioned until the Treasury notes issued on non-

interest-bearing bonds deposited by State, Territory, county, township, munici-

pality, or incorporated town or village shall come in or be presented through

the regular channels of business with the Secretary of the Treasury when

he shall release the lawful money so held and retire, cancel, and destroy as

hereinbefore mentioned.
Sec. 5. That this act shall be in full force and effect from and after its pas-

sage and all acts and parts of acts in conflict herewith be and they are hereby

repealed.

(Whereupon, at 5.55 p. m., the committee adjourned to meet at

10.30 o'clock a. m. Friday, October 24, 1913.)
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FBIDAY, OCTOBEB 24, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cuehbncy,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.
The committee assembled at 10.30 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators O'Gorman (acting chairman), Hitchcock, Reed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, HoUis, Nelson, Bristow, and McLean.
Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Kent, will you state your full name to the

reporter ?

STATEMENT OF FRED I. KENT, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
BANKERS' TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK.

Mr. Kent. My name is Fred I. Kent.
Senator O'Gorman. And your banking experience and activities?
Mr. Kent. I was connected with the First National Bank of Chi-

cago until 1909, since which time I have been one of the vice presi-
dents of the Bankers' Trust Co. of New York.
Senator O'Gorman. Where do you reside?
Mr. Kent. In New York City.
Senator O'Gorman. And you have been engaged how many years

in banking activities?

Mr. Kent. About 27 or 28 years.
Senator O'Gorman. You have been asked to come here to give any

views you care to offer with respect, particularly, to the subject of
foreign exchange and any kindred subjects. Are you familiar with
the bill now before the committee?
Mr. Kent. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. What general observations do you care to

make on the subject to-day?
Mr. Kent. Understanding that that was what you desired, I de-

sire to make a preliminary statement that I think will serve as a
foundation upon which the committee may ask me questions, if they
so desire.

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.
Mr. Kent. One very important and principal reason why it is

necessary that a proper banking system be established in the United
States is our present lack of properly concentrated effort to protect

or gold supply in times of need.

In the fall of 1907 the banks engaged in the foreign-exchange

business imported, including arrivals in January, about $107,000,000

in gold. But there was a period of time extending a little over 48

hours during which there was hesitation upon the part of the bankers

as to how to act. This uncertainty resulted in the stoppage of the

purchase of foreign bills for a sufficient number of hours to multiply

the uneasiness that was spreading throughout the country.

If there had never been a refusal or hesitation on the part of any

banker in the country to purchase drafts drawn against cotton, grain,

meat, etc., the great congestion that occurred in the credits drawn
against such commodities would never have happened. If we had
had a central bank in the United States at that time empowered to do

a foreign-exchange business and purchase gold and bullion and
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rediscount for bankers, the panic would unquestionably never have'

developed.

In the first place, the banks themselves would not have been afraid

to purchase the exchange, as they would have known that they could

sell it to the central bank if unable to use it, or, in the case of domes-
tic shipments, that they could have rediscounted the bills at the cen-

tral bank.
In the second place, the central bank itself would have been in

active operation maldng purchases of bills either from the banks, if

it had only had power to buy bijlls from them, or otherwise in the

market, and from the banks.

The strained conditions that were developing could have been

recognized and anticipated, and there would never have been one

moment during which any dealer in our commodities would have
been at a loss to know whether he was going to be able to finance his

sales.

With a system of 12 regional banks, such as are contemplated in

the present bill under consideration, there is considerable doubt as to

whether conditions would not have been worse rather than better, for

the expansion would undoubtedly have gone further before a break

came, and it is doubtful whether divided regional banks could operate

with any greater certainty and security in the foreign market than
the regular banks which were then dealing in foreign exchange.

If, instead of 12 regional banks there had been 4, it is also doubtful

whether they could have accomplished anything more than w^s done
by the foreign exchange banks which imported the $107,000,000.

There is a possibility, however, that the momentary hesitation in the

purchase of bills which vitalized the under current of fear might
have been avoided. One reason why four regional banks would not

have been as effective as a central institution would lie in the fact

that there would of necessity be competition between them, and ques-

tions of profit and loss would inevitably come up when it came to the

point of buying gold.

Supposing these four regional banks were situated in New York,
Chicago, New Orleans, and San Francisco, we should probably find

that the New York regional bank would purchase foreign exchange
ip the New York market, which would cover commodities of many
descriptions; we should find that the New Orleans regional bank
would purchase cotton bills; that the Chicago regional bank would
purchase meat bills ; and that the San Francisco regional bank would
purchase Oriental exchange. The New York institution, becavise of

its situation in the principal import and export city of the country,
would be the natural one to import gold. In order to be effective in

its undertaking, it might be necessary to take off of the hands of the

New Orleans and Chicago regional banks the exchange that they

were carrying. If this were true the question of rate might become
a cause of considerable friction between them.
For instance, if the New Orleans and Chicago regional banks pur-

chased, say, 60-day sight bills on London at 4.84^, and carried them
for, say, for 30 days, and the market demand exchange dropped in the

meantime, because of the conditions that had developed to, say, 4.84,

the New Orleans and Chicago banks would meet with a heavy loss if

they turned their 60-day sight bills purchased under such circum-
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stances over to the New York regional banks at the market rate of
the day. This would have represented a rate of 4.84, less 30 days'
interest at the prevailing London rate, which might easily have made
the value of the bills only 4.81^. If therefore the New Orleans and
Chicago banks turned their bills over to the New York regional bank,
they would have lost the use of the money for 30 days, and in addi-
tion 3 cents a pound, or $3,000 for every £100,000 delivered by them.
They might argue that if they could hold these bills until maturity,
the demand rate might recover and that consequently they might re-

ceive a proper interest on their investment. The New York regional
bank would not, of course, be willing to pay any more for the bills

than the market warranted, and if the Federal reserve board in
Washington attempted to straighten out the squabble, valuable time
would be lost that might endanger the whole position.

If the Federal bank ruled against the New Orleans and Chicago
banks and forced them to sell their exchange at a loss, it would un-
questionably make them feel as though the New York regional bank
had been favored, which might prevent a proper desire to cooperate

in the future. If the New York institution were forced to pay a
higher rate for the bills than the market warranted, it would nat-

urally feel abused, and its managers could properly say that there

was no reason why the New York bank should bear the burden of

bringing in gold, which was of value and necessary for the good of

the whole country.

In the case of a central bank, the purchase of foreign exchange
could be made anywhere in the United States and could be handled
as the needs of the moment seemed to require. The credits for all

bills purchased could be passed through the New York branch of the

central bank at once. This institution would then be in a position to

operate as the market seemed to require and would undoubtedly be

able to protect itself from being caught with quantities of bills that

would represent a large loss if turned into gold. The same conditions

would be true in the case of balances held abroad. If four separate

regional institutions carried their own balances, they would not be

worth as much to any one of them in case of necessity, and if the gold

operations were to be carried on by the New York bank and it re-

quired the balances of the other three regional banks in order to

properly protect the country, friction might again develop, as the

regional banks outside of New York might refuse to sell their ex-

change at the low rates that might prevail, unless forced to do so.

In the case of one central bank such balances would all be under the

control of one manager and could be used to the best advantage.

Balances in account with foreign banks might at times be the

principal asset that the regional banks in this country would have to

purchase gold, for they could not carry sufficient time bills m their

portfolio at all times of the year to give them very much power i±

trouble should develop at certain seasons. This is true because a very

large percentage of the exports from this country from, say, the mid-

dle of August on to, say, the middle of February are in 60 and 90

day sight bills, whereas the balance of the year the percentage is very

much smaller. The lightest months of export are those of May,

June, July, and August, and practically the only 60 and 90 day signt

bills that are purchaseable during those months are finance bills issued
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by bankers who expect to cover them with shipments against grain
and cotton which mature in the fall. The same reasons which would
cause the issue of the finance bills by other bankers might make them
unprofitable for regional banks to purchase and carry to maturity.

If the regional banks pay no interest on deposits, they could well
afford to carry large balances with European banks and accept the
rates of interest that such banks pay upon balances. These rates

would probably vary from 1 per cent to, say, 4 per cent at different

periods of the year in different years. Such balances could be used
to buy bills of exchange in the foreign bill markets, when the return
could be improved by so doing. Buying of this nature would not in

any way compete or conflict with the business of the ordinary Amer-
ican foreign exchange bank.

If we had had a central bank in 1907, we unquestionably could
have borrowed gold of the Bank of France against the deposits of
bills or other security in the same manner that the Bank of England
did, and so have directly relieved our situation, and much sooner than
was otherwise possible. Foreign interests at that time would have
been very glad, indeed, to have advanced gold under such circum-
stances, if they had had any bank of great responsibility to deal

with that represented this country. The individual banks all did
their part, but they could not operate with the same effectiveness

that a central bank could have done had it been in existence, as their

power was divided, and each proposition had to be based largely on
the question of profit, even though it is true that the banks of New
York paid out at that time many thousands of dollars in order to

obtain gold and currency which they shipped to country institutions

without such costs.

If we have 12 regional banks, no one of them could have sufficient

capital and power to command the credit that would be necessary

in order to have direct dealing with the European central banks,

whereas in the case of a central bank it would command such respect

that it could take part with the great European banks in protecting

each other. Even one of four regional banks might not be large

enough to meet the requirements. This might be true even if such

bank were larger in capital and deposits than the European central

banks, for those managing the foreign institutions would always
recognize the fact that the four regional banks were only as strong

as the power of the Federal board to hold them together, because they

would know that in case of crisis in this country such board would
require the New York regional bank, for instance, to loan to any of

the other regional banks, and if this were done because of inflation

in some other portion of this country, the foreign banks would be the

first to take fright. With a great central bank, properly managed,
the United States, in being able to take part with the great European
banks in relieving strained situations that might occur in different

localities, would be in position to command help for this country when
it might need it and other countries did not.

In the case of world stringency every country would, of course,

have to look out for itself, and the question of where gold went would

depend largely on trade balances and relative financial conditions.

It would seem wiser for this country to maintain the free-gold posi-

tion that prevails in England rather than the close position of France

or Germany.
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Senator Hitchcock. Will you explain what you mean by the
<' free-gold position" in England and the contrary position in
France ?

Mr. Kent. Banks throughout the world and investors realize that
when the Bank of England rate goes up high enough for it to make
it profitable for them to invest in bills on the English market, if it is

necessary for them to ship gold in order to obtain credits to use for
that purpose, they can get it back whenever they may wish. In the case

of France, they could not do so, because the Bank of France might
pay out in silver instead of in gold. And in Germany that would not
be true, because if the Reichsbank should give the hint to the other
<jerman banks that it did not desire to have gold shipped out of
Germany it would be almost impossible to get it.

Senator Hitchcock. And for that reason, then, they are more
ready to respond to an increased rate of discount in England and ship

their gold in there, because they know it can be secured back again ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Upon proper commercial action.

Mr. Kent. Exactly. And I think this country should be on the

same basis.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to get you to put in the record that

process which results in bringing additional gold to England as soon

as the rate is raised. Now, suppose the Bank of England raises its

rate from 4 per cent to 4^ per cent, does that mean that a large capital-

ist on the Continent can get a better return on his money in Lonodn
than he could before the action of the Bank of England ?

Mr. Kent. Yes; and I have that explained a little further on in

my statement in a way that I think will answer your question.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me put this further question

:

Then, if he has a credit in a London bank, all he has to do is to

notify them to buy paper for him ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. But if he has not a credit there he must ship

gold to London in order to make the loan?

Mr. Ejint. Yes ; unless exchange can be purchased in his country.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Kent. At better rates than it would cost to ship gold.

Senator Hitchcock. And that is the method by which the Bank

of England attracts gold to the country, is it?

Mr. Kent. Yes. t i, j
Senator Hitchcock. Now, can that same proceeding be made pos-

sible in this country?
Mr. Kent. It can; and I will endeavor to explain how.

England profits through its position because it can command gold

from all parts of the world when required, as those who ship it

know that they can get it back when occasion demands; whereas, m
France and Germany there is no such freedom. We do not wish

to place ourselves in a position where gold can not be obtained trom

us if others have the right to it, for it is one that carries essential

weaknesses. We could not, of course, do this in any event without

default, if the exchanges were going against us.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me interrupt you once more. Never-

theless, the fact is that the rate of the Bank of France is lower than

the rate of the Bank of England, and more steadily maintained.
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Mr. Kent. Oh, it is only taken advantage of in France.
Senator Hitchcock. But borrowers get money at a lower rate

in France than they do in England.
Mr. Kent. Yes; that is true. But it applies more to the com-

mercial business of France ; it does not attract gold. If the Bank of
France wanted to attract gold it would either have to raise its rate
or pay for gold as it has done in the past.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, the Bank of France has more gold than
the Bank of England.
Mr. Kent. Yes. But it is probably considered that it has enough

gold or it would raise its rate. But of course it can maintain its gold
reserve, because it can pay out in silver.

There might be times that it would be advisable to delay such ship-

ments when we could not do so without injury to our credit, but there

might be other times when we might prefer not to ship gold, that it

would be most inadvisable not to do so. In other words, we should
not establish a central bank or regional banks with any exj)ectation of
fighting for gold, but more with the idea of being in position to co-

operate with the other nations and to use our own resources to the best

advantage.
It must not be expected that our bank rate will be as effective in-

ternationally when our new banking system is established, nor for

many years after, as is the case at present with that of the Bank of

England. One reason for this is because our exports and imports, as

well as those of many other countries, are financed by drawings upon
English banks.
For example, take our exports. We will say that $10,000,000 in 60

and 90 day sight bills are purchased by the foreign exchange banks
in New York during a certain day ; that the Bank of England rate

is 4 per cent, and that the rate for money in New York is 4 per cent,

and for the purpose of explanation will consider the demand rate of

English exchange at a low enough point to justify the proposition.

Now, if the Bank of England raises its rate from 4 to 5 per cent,

and the private rate of discount, which is the one that would be

applied to the $10,000,000 in export bills referred to, followed the

Bank of England rate and was raised from 3f to 4f per cent, the

banks which purchased the bills instead of discounting them at 4f
per cent might prefer to hold them until maturity, as they could

expect a better interest earning than would be possible if the money
were invested in this country.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, now, just explain that a little further,

will you please? What bank would purchase those bill—New York
banks?
Mr. Kent. New York banks, Chicago banks, New Orleans banks,

Philadelphia banks, one or two banks in Pittsburgh
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Those bills consist of credits

in London, do they?
Senator Nelson. No.
Mr. Kent. I can describe it better, possibly, by telling you of an

actual bill. Suppose a seller of cotton in Dallas, Tex., has a credit

opened by a buyer in Liverpool for cotton the equivalent of about

£10,000.

The Liverpool buyer authorizes the seller in Dallas to draw upon,

say, the Bant of Liverpool (Ltd.), at 60 days sight to cover the cos*
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of the cotton. The Dallas seller draws such a bill, takes it to the bank
in Dallas, and attaches to it bills of lading for the cotton and such

other papers as are necessary.

Now that seller of the cotton becomes also a seller of foreign ex-

change, because he has his bills drawn at 60 days' sight on the Bank
of Liverpool (Ltd.) for £10,000.

Senator Nelson. With a bill of lading attached ?

Mr. Kent. With a bill of lading attached.

Senator Nelson. A commercial bill?

Mr. Kent. Yes. He wishes to obtain his money at once. In order

to get the best rate he usually applies to brokers. Those brokers go
to all the New York banks, the Philadelphia, Chicago, or New Or-

leans banks, possibly, that are buyers of exchange and ask them for

the best rate that they will pay for this £10,000 bill of exchange drawn
at 60 days' sight on the Bank of Liverpool (Ltd.). The seller of the

exchange will accept the best rate.

Now, this bill might be a part of this parcel of $10,000,000 that I

am speaking of. The bank that purchases that bill wants to make
all it can out of it, naturally. It has two operations before it—it can

either discount that bill in London at thf rate of discount prevailing

there and obtain demand exchange, which it can sell, and in that

way bring its money back into New York, or it can hold the bill to

maturity and then sell the exchange.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, then, the lower the rate of interest in

London at that time the higher the price they could get for the bill ?

Mr. Kent. Of course, it would also depend upon the price of de-

mand exchange, other things being equal. I think if I go on a little

further I can explain it more fully.

Senator Nelson. Eight here I want to ask you this question, if

it is not true that there are only three ways in which we can import

gold here. One is by commercial bills, another is by finance bills, and

tiie other is by actual shipment. Is not that true ?

Mr. Kent. Well, actual shipments must.be paid for by something.

Senator Nelson. I know ; but I mean gold is brought here either

on finance bills, commercial bills, or shipped.

Mr. Kent. Or, you may say, by balances abroad.

Senator Nelson. Well,' that comes through bills of exchange, un-

less the gold is actually shipped.

Mr. Kent. Originally
;
yes. That is, balances may be built up by

banks in this country with their correspondents abroad by means of

commercial bills that they may use to purchase gold.

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Kent. And I will take that question up also.

Now, if these same banks required demand, exchange in order to

keep their balances good, it might be profitable for them to ship gold

to make such balances rather than discount the bills.
_

Senator Hitchcock. That is another reason, then, why raising the

discount rate in London draws gold there.

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Let me ask you this question here: Betore you

can discount that bill that must be accepted by the drawee, must it

not?

Mr. Kent. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. That is, the London bank.
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Mr. Kent. The bank in Liverpool would have to accept the bill.

But you can secure discount upon it before its arrival; that is, the

bank which purchases that bill of exchange might arrange with a

discount company in London by cable for a rate at which the bill

jsivould be discounted upon arrival. Then the bill will be sent for ac-

ceptance and immediately turned over to the discount company, and
they would deposit the proceeds with the London correspondent of

the bank that had purchased the bill.

Senator Nelson. Yes. But where a bill of lading is attached to the

bill of exchange it is not necessary to deposit any security. The biU
of lading pays for the bill of exchange.

• Mr. Kent. Yes. But the bill of lading is given up to the ac-

ceptor bank.
Senator Nelson. Whj', of course; and that is where it gets the

money out of it.

Mr. Kent. That is its security to protect it from the party for

whom it accepts the bill ?

Senator Nelson. Certainly.

- Mr. Kent. Some bills at 60 days sight are drawn upon merchants,

and then it is the custom not to deliver the bill of lading upon accept-

ance, but only upon payment.
Senator Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Kent. Now, if the bank rate were raised by a central bank in

New York City, foreign bankers would not have any bills drawn
tipon us at 60 and 90 days that they would be tempted to hold to

maturity.
The result would be that the rise in our bank rate, in so far as

it changed the international situation in our favor, would apply
only to stop the withdrawals of bank balances that foreign banks
might have in this country, provided their arrangements enabled

them to obtain a higher interest rate on such balances in case of a

xise in the bank rate and such moneys as they might wish to loan

upon securities in this market, if the security rate were affected, or

purchase bills in our bill market, should such a market be successfully

established.

Foreign banks, however, would not be sufficiently conversant with

the bills in this market for some time to warrant them in making
purchases to any large extent, but they might be glad to buy domestic

bills from the central or regional bank with its indorsement, pro-

vided its standing were sufficiently high to warrant them in doing so.

Some of the banks might borrow funds from foreign banks, paying
them special rates of interest, because they might be able to use such

funds themselves in the purchase of commercial paper, leaving a

profit in between. This would be the reverse of some of the transac-

tions that hav.e been made in Germany, more particularly since

French funds were withdrawn from that country after the crisis in

Morocco.
Under the new bill it is contemplated that American banks will

be authorized to accept drafts drawn upon them against import of

commodities drawn at 60 or 90 days' sight. It will unquestionably
take some years to change a sufficient amount of drawings from
sterling drafts to New York drafts to be of any appreciable value in

making our bank rate effective, for foreign shippers will undoubtedly
fight it more or less.
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On the other hand, Germany and France have succeeded in having
quite a large total of drafts drawn upon their banks, even though their
markets for gold have not the freedom that would be true in this coun-
try. Such being the case, it will probably depend more upon whether
our importers are willing to cooperate and demand New York ac-
ceptances than upon any real feeling abroad, for the whole proposition
will come down to one of competition, and the foreign seller will be in-
clined to take New York acceptances if it means a loss of his sale
otherwise.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, will you explain what you mean by
" New York acceptances " ?

Mr. Kent. I mean acceptances that might be drawn on New York
banks to pay for imports in place of acceptances which are at present
drawn on European banks. For instance, suppose we import $10,000'
worth of coffee from Brazil. When that coffee is shipped the seller
there demands of the buyer in this country that he furnish a letter of
credit. That letter of credit is issued in favor of th seller in Brazil^
and it is drawn upon a bank in London. The bank in London, in
effect, is authorized to accept that bill at 60 days' sight and pay it out
of the funds of the bank in this country which issues the credit for
the buyer—that is, at maturity.
Now, a large proportion of our imports are brought in under

credits drawn upon London in that manner.
Senator Hitchcock. And accepted by London banks?
Mr. Kent. Yes; accepted by London banks and charged by the

London bank to the American banks when the acceptances mature.
Senator Hitchcock. How does an American bank come into that?

You say the draft is accepted by a London bank ?

Mr. K!ent. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, how do you bring the American bank

into the transaction?
Senator Nelson. By the letter of credit.

Mr. Kent. The letter of credit. The American bank authorizes

the London bank to accept it and charge it to the account of the

American bank at maturity.
Senator O'Goeman. Right there, will you also indicate why, in this

transaction affecting Brazil and the United States, resourse must be

had to the aid of the English banking system ?

Mr. Kent. The banks in Brazil and the people in Brazil are

familiar with the London banks. They have also a use for London
exchange. And it is a custom that has grown through a series of

years, that is based partly on the fact that the English gold market
is a free market and partly on the fact that British trade is the

largest trade in the world.
And what we wish to accomplish in authorizing American banks

to accept is to give them an opportunity to do their part—that is,

to take one side of it. At present the English banks finance the ex-

ports, or they accept against the exports, and they also accept against

the imports. We are willing that they should accept against the

exports but we think we should be in a position to accept against the

imports.

Senator Hitchcock. When you speak of " exports " you mean ex-

ports from that country?
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Mr. Kent. No; from this country.

Mr. O'GoKMAN. And imports to this country.

Senator Nelson. Now, there is a letter in the record from an im-

porter of coffee at Minneapolis, which I introduced, describing just

exactly this thing as Mr. Kent describes it.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it a fact that there are no banking interests

in New York now that give acceptances or sell acceptances?

Mr. Kent. I do not know of any.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, there are very large banking houses

there that have a world-wide reputation.

Mr. Kent. It is rather against the policy of American banks to

accept, even when they seem to have the authority, because

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). How about the large private

bankers that we have in New York and throughout the country ? Do
not they do it?

Mr. Kent. They have never been able to work up American ex-

change to a point where they could do it to any great extent. They
would need the cooperation of all the banking interests in this coun-

try in order to do it.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, take the London houses that accept.

They are not banks of deposit, are they?

Mr. Kent. Some of them are. The Bank of Liverpool is an ac-

cepting bank; the London City and Midland Bank (Ltd.) is an

acceptance bank. Those are both banks of deposit. There are many
private banks that accept also.

Seniitor Nelson. The joint-stock banks there have authority to

accept ?

Mr. EIent. Yes; they can accept.

Senator Hitchcock. But, as a matter of fact, that is not their

practice. They buy and sell them ; they do not give them.
Mr. Kent. Oh, yes; the London City and Midland Bank (Ltd.)

and also the Lloyds bank, and the Parrs Bank and many others do it.

Senator Nelson. There are three classes of acceptors: These joint-

stock banks ; then merchants accept, and then there are what they call

private accepting houses.

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, I was told by a London banker, who
visited this country recently in connection with the peace movement
with Lord Alverstone, that it was not the custom of any bank of de-

posit in England to sell acceptances or give acceptances.

Mr. Kent. That is a mistake.

Senator Hitchcock. But that it was largely done by private

houses, and by men of known wealth, and that banks of deposit were

more apt to give those acceptances than they were to sell them.
Mr. Kent. They buy them and sell them. I have acceptances now

in my portfolio, given by all of those banks I have mentioned.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, are those acceptances a source of con-

siderable profit?

Mr. Kent. The question of profit does not seem to me to have

much bearing upon it. That profit might be on an average of three-

sixteenths of 1 per cent on the total, taking into consideration those

acceptances that are issued for prime concerns, and those that are

issued for others.
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Senator Hitchcock. When a bank issues acceptances, does it take
security ?

Mr. Kent. Often ; that is an arrangement that it has with its own
customer ; that is based upon the standing of that customer.
Senator Hitchcock. It may or may not take security ?

Mr. Kent. Yes; in case of drafts drawn against cotton, the bills

of lading are delivered to the accepting bank. Now, if the accepting
bank wishes to deliver those bills of lading against trust receipts, to
the party for whom it is accepted, it can do so if it satisfied to do
so. Otherwise it might hold the bills.

Senator Nelson. You see when a bill of lading accompanies a
draft, that is the security for the draft.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; I understand. I want to get at the
fact whether an accepting bank receives security as a rule; whether
there is any practice of that kind.

Mr. liJENT. No; that is all a private arrangement between the
foreign bank and its customer ; and it undoubtedly is handled both
ways, exactly as it is in this country. In this country we have ship-

ments come in that are delivered to the party for whom the letter

of credit is issued, before the draft matures. And those goods are
delivered under trust receipt. But in other cases the goods are not
delivered before payment. Of course all of those credits at present
are drawn upon London banks, and the London banks are the
acceptors.

Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Kent, let me ask you a question here : Is

the importance of the English banks with respect to foreign exchange
promoted largely by the regular mail service between this country
and England?
Mr. Kent. Unquestionably, to a large extent.

Of course that commission profit is not so much. But that is not
the principal value of being able to accept. The principal value to

England in being able to have its banks accept those bills is due
to the fact that payment must be made in London for all of those

bills. Consequently, they are attracting money to London, and
that money will come to London before the bills mature, if the inter-

est rate is a more profitable one to the banks that have to meet the

bills from foreign countries than it is in their own country, and I

consider the principal value of that acceptance power to lie in caus-

ing the money to go toward the centers, rather than the commission
charge, which is really small.

Senator Nelson. Does it not arise, too, from the fact that the

party primarily holden on a bill of exchange, the acceptor, resides

in that country? The party primarily liable on the bill, in case

you. have to enforce its collection, resides in England. Is not that

of some consequence?
Senator O'Goeman. That is not the case in the coffee proposition

that Mr. Kent was telling about.

Senator Nelson. Oh, yes ; the acceptor on the bill resides there.

Senator O'Goeman. Oh, yes; you are right.

Mr. Kent. You can see what that would mean in the case of this

Brazil matter. This draft is drawn in Brazil at 60 days' sight, on
a London bank, for the account of an American bank. The Ameri-
can bank must arrange to meet that bill at maturity. Consequently
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it must have funds in London. That makes a demand for London
exchange, and that is a help toward making England the great

financial market it is.

Senator Hitchcock. Your judgment is that, no matter what we
do in this country, it will only be by a gradual process that we can
build up such a system in New York as exists in England?
Mr. Kent. Yes. And, as I say, it would be a matter of compe-

tition ; and the foreign seller would be inclined to take New York
acceptances, if it means the loss of a sale otherwise, provided, of
course, that the acceptance is drawn upon a bank whose standing is

sufficiently high to warrant his banker in negotiating the bill of
exchange.
That is, an acceptance issued by some small bank in a small town

or city that was unknown abroad would probably not be accepted.

Senator Weeks. Could you make an estimate of the amount of

commissions paid by American importers to London banks on ac-

count of these acceptances which otherwise would not be paid at all

or would be paid to American banks?
Mr. Kent. I question if that would be much more than a million

dollars. It is a little difficult to get a basis from which to figure,

because part of our imports are not handled by commercial letters

of credit. Some of them are handled direct. And when it comes
to dividing up our total imports of over a billion dollars into those

which are accepted and those which are not, and then figure, say,

an average percentage that you might think was being charged by
London for the whole, it would be merely a guess estimate, you see.

But it is not such a large amount. I do not think it is worthy of
consideration.

Senator Weeks. How much do American banks keep on deposit

in London in order to maintain this policy?
Mr. Kent. Their deposits vary according to the interest rates in

London and the interest rates in New York, to a certain extent.

For instance, take it now : The Bank of England rate is 5 per cent,

and the London joint-stock rate that they pay upon balances is ij

per cent under the Bank of England rate. That would mean 3J
per cent. Now, if the bank could get 3^ per cent upon its balances

in London, and it had money it did not care to loan on time, but
wished to have in its control, it would receive more for that money
in London than it could on the New York Stock Exchange—for in-

stance, upon a 3 per cent basis—always providing, of course, that the

demand rate of exchange is such that there will be no loss in ex-

change. For instance, suppose a bank in New York purchased
£100,000 at 4.87 to increase its balance in London. That means
$487,000. Suppose it has that balance in London for, say, 10 or 15
days, and the demand market drops to 4.86, and then it needs' its

money back in New York, it will lose $1,000, less the interest it re-

ceived. So when it comes to putting money on demand interest,

the demand rate of exchange must be considered very closely.

Senator Weeks. If there were American exchange in South
America, so that the South American bank could draw direct on

New York, the American importer would be able to save the com-
mission which he pays to the London bank, would he not ?

Mr. Kent. I hope not. He should pay the New York bank.
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_
Senator "Weeks. Does not the New York bank charge a commis-

sion anyway ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Weeks. It would not charge any larger commission
would it ?

'

Mr. Kent. It would if it could, naturally. It would be a question
of competition.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me ask you. I do not qute understand
the case you cited of a New York bank having put $1,000,000 on de-
posit in a London joint-stock bank. It would receive, you say, 3i
per cent interest on that deposit at the London joint-stock bank, and
the London joint-stock bank would be lending that money out at a
higher rate ?

Mr. EJ!NT. Oh, yes; undoubtedly; it could not be paying 3^ per
cent if it did not.

Senator Hitchcock. At what rate would it lend it ?

Mr. EIbnt. At present, 4|-.

Senator Hitchcock. And that is based on the Bank of England
rate of 5 per cent ?

Mr. KJENT. Yes; that is the private rate of discount. It is the
rate that is applied to prime bankers' bills in the London market. It

follows the Bank of England rate up and down. Sometimes it is a
little over the Bank of England rate, but very seldom. Usually it is

something under the Bank of England rate. And when it comes
down 1 per cent under the Bank of England rate that rate is usually
reduced unless the Bank of England feels it is not a safe situation and
does not wish to reduce its rate. Then it may go out into the mai-ket

and borrow itself in order to make its rate good.

Senator Hitchcock. So one of the effects, AA'hen the Bank of Eng-
land raises its rate,- is to increase the deposits of banlis on the

Continent and in New York in the various joint-stock banks?
Mr. Kent. Yes. And even if it did not actually increase those

deposits, it might be the means of retaining them.

Senator Hitchcock. Holding them?
Mr. Kent. Yes; holding them.
One important question that must be decided before the bill is

passed is whether the regional bank can go out into the market and*

purchase foreign bills of exchange or whether it must buy them of

member banlcs with the indorsement of the member banks. If the

regional bank is allowed to go into the market, it will have a great

advantage over other banks, because its money will not cost it any-

thing as it will pay no interest on its deposits. This being true, an

unfair competitor would be placed in the market that is already

drawn too fine for the sake of safety. Competition has reduced the

profit to bankers buying foreign bills which bear a contingent lia-

bility even after they are discounted from nothing to one-sixteenth

of 1 per cent. It does not seem a proper transaction for a banker to

assume a 60-day liability with an average insurance profit of one-

thirty-second of 1 per cent and with the possibility of that being

turned into a loss if the exchange rate goes against him.

The market having been cut in such a manner, the regional bank,

if compelled to buy its exchange from member banks, or with their

indorsements, could do so with such small difference over what it
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would have to pay direct in the market that it could more than
afford it in order to secure the cooperation of the outside banks, and
also to have their indorsement and not to be required to look into the
standing of the individuals and firms who were drawing the bills.

The value of this cooperation must not be underestimated. There is

no doubt whatever that neither the Bank of England, the Bank of
France, nor the Bank of Germany could make its discount rate

effective if the other banks in those countries did not cooperate with
them. For instance, the amount of money in the London market
is so many times the resources of the Bank of England that it could

not borrow suiEcient in the market of itself to make its rate effective,

if it did not have the cooperation of the other London banks. As
soon as the Bank of England rate is raised, or as soon as other

London bankers realize that the Bank of England wishes to obtain

control of the market, because the private rate of discount may have
dropped too far below the bank rate, they at once raise their rate.

Again, take the Reichsbank, in Berlin. It unquestionably could

not have increased its gold holding by $100,000,000 during the last

few months without the aid of the other German banks. A portion

of such increase was undoubtedly obtained through the issuance of

email notes (20 and 50 mark notes) , but that only took gold out of

the pockets of the German people, whereas a large part of the in-

crease came from importations, mostly from London. There is every

possibility that the Reichsbank purchased finance bills of numbers of

German banks, probably indirectly, in order to obtain the credit to

purchase the gold, and if it expects to be able to hold gold with the

knowledge that the foreign trade of Germany was working around

in such manner as to enable them to meet the borrowings at maturity.

Senator Hitchcock. You say the Reichsbank undoubtedly pur-

chased finance bills?

Mr. Kent. Yes; or may have had some other German bank oper-

ate for it, possibly the Deutsche Bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Will you explain what you mean by " finance

bill"?
Mr. Kent. A finance bill in this case would be a draft of, say, the

Bank for Handel and Industry, in Berlin, drawn upon its London
bank, say, at 90 days' sight, and against the credit the German bank

had established with the English bank. If the Deutsche Bank acted

for the Reichsbank, and the Reichsbank did not wish to buy this

finance bill itself, the Deutsche Bank could go in the market and buy

these finance bills from the German banks.

Senator Hitchcock. What motive would the Reichsbank have in

having the Deutsche Bank act as an intermediary?

Mr. Kent. I do not know. They might have preferred to have

some other bank handle it for them.
Senator Hitchcock. The chairman inquires what reason could the

Reichsbank possibly have for not desiring to appear in the open

market as the purchaser?
Mr. Kent. Well, if they purchased a bill of a German bank drawn

upon a London bank, it would be single-name paper until it was

accepted by the London bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Or until it had indorsement. I see. That is

very reasonable. Now, then, when the Reichsbank buys those accept-
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anoes or those finance bills from the Deutsche Bank, what does it pay
the Deutsche Bank for it ?

Mr. Kent. In a credit on its books.
Senator Hitchcock. What benefit does the Deutsche Bank get

from that credit?

Mr. Kent. The Deutsche Bank may use that credit in the market.
Senator Hitchcock. In procuring notes from the Eeichsbank

—

currency ?

Mr. Kent. They probably would not secure notes, except for such
amount as they might desire actual currency. It is the credit they
would probably use.

Senator Hitchcock. Of course they use the credits either in the
shape of notes or gold.

Mr. Kent. Or drafts upon it.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes. Now, then, up to that time the Eeichs-
bank has given the credit upon its books and received a draft on Lon-
don which is due in 90 days.
Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. In what way does the Eeichsbank use that

finance bill or draft?
Mr. Kent. If the Eeichsbank used it itself, and I question whether

it did—I think very likely it handled it through some other bank—it

would use that to build up a credit with its London correspondent.
It would send the bill to London and discount it in the London
market.

Senator Hitchcock. For gold?
Mr. Kent. Discount it in the London market and have the pro-

ceeds of that discount credited to the deposit with the correspondent
in London until the correspondent had a sufficient cash balance so

that it could purchase gold in the market and pay for it from that

cash balance.

Senator Hitchcock. By which it would either enable the Eeichs-

bank to draw gold from London or enable it to avoid sending gold
to London if the balance is against it.

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. I do not see that that brings any more gold

to Germany than would be brought to Germany if the Deutsche
or the Industril Haendlung Bank, you referred to, had done that

same thing.

Mr. Kent. No; it would not, but the Eiechsbank is the protector

of the gold reserve, and it takes the initiative when it is considered

wise to increase its gold reserve. The manager of the Eeichsbank
gave notice, I think, something like a year ago, maybe in December,
that he was going to increase the gold reserve and he started out to

do it in every way he could, but I am not sure that this is one of

the ways.

Senator Nelson. The deposit of gold in London to the credit of

the Eeichsbank in Germany is the same as though the Eeichsbank

had it in its vault.

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; but it would not bring any more gold

to Germany, than if the Deutsche Bank had done the same thing.

Mr. Kent. The Deutsche Bank does not have to keep gold ; it does

not have to keep a reserve. Enough reserve is provided by the
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Keichsbank. The Deutsche Bank would not care for gold, except as

it wanted to have credit in Germany at the Reichsbank.

Senator Hitchcock. There is cooperation, as I understand, be-

tween the 30 or 40 banks ox Germany and the Reichsbank.

Mr. KJENT. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. They cooperate with it and acknowledge its

leadership.

Mr. Kent. Yes. They have to do it to a certain extent, because

if they wish to rediscount their bills they have to go to the Reichs-

bank for their credit, the same as any London banks take their bills

to the Bank of England when they have to have money.
Senator O'Goeman. Mr. Kent, if the London market learned that

the Reichsbank was trying to increase its gold reserve, would the

London market be able to take advantage of that knowledge and in-

crease its rates in London?
Mr. Kent. Why, it did so. The Bank of England raised its rate

to 5 per cent just a short time ago, probably to protect itself from
Germany.

Senator O'Goeman. Now, instead of the Reichsbank indicating its

desire to increase its gold reserve, would the London market attach

any importance to an apparent effort on the part of some of the

smaller German banks to secure gold?
Mr. Kent. The London market would realize at once that gold

was being obtained in Germany.
Senator O'Goeman. I do not fully understand, yet, why the Reichs-

bank undertakes some of these movements to procure gold through
what we may describe in an American phrase—through the use of a

dummy bank.
Mr. Kent. The Deutsche Bank, for instance, has a London office

and is consequently in a much better position to operate in the Lon-
don market than the Reichsbank would be.

Senator O'Goeman. I see. And just as soon as the London market
ascertained that the Deutsche Bank was trying to get gold
Mr. Kent (interposing). They would realize it was for the

Reichsbank in Germany.
Senator O'Goeman (continuing). It would realize it was for the

Reichsbank ?

Mr. Kent. Certainly. So that it is not used to cover it up. The
gold purchased in the market, when it comes from South Africa,

is sold to the highest bidder.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Kent, a few moments ago you spoke of

French funds being withdrawn from German banks at the time of

the trouble in Morocco, and relations between France and Germany
were strained.

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Were those French funds on deposit in the

German banks at interest?

Mr. Kent. Unquestionably so, to a certain extent. These German
banks have a system under which they pay a higher rate for deposits

that are placed with them on the last day of the month and left with

them until the last day of the following month, or the second or

third month following, than they do on deposits that are in use. And
the reason is that under their industrial system, they are able to turn

those over to the industrial concerns at higher rates than they pay.
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For instance, just now the German banks are paying about 4y% and
4f per cent for money left with them from the 31st day of October
to the 30th day of November, whereas on other deposits they are pay-
ing probably only about 3 per cent.

Senator Nelson. Demand deposits?
Mr. I^JENT. Demand deposits.

Senator Hitchcock. You are not speaking of the Eeichsbank?
Mr. Kent. No ; that has nothing to do with the Eeichsbank.
Senator Hitchcock. It is the 30 or 40 other banks?
Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, what French institutions made those

deposits?

Mr. Kent. Probably banks like the Credit Lyonnais and the Comp-
toir d'Escompte and others of that nature, and it may have been
money of the smaller banlis. It was all a question of interest, and
when the money was withdrawn by France, Switzerland stepped in
and loaned and America stepped in and loaned.

Senator O'Goeman. Loaned to whom?
Mr. Kent. Loaned to Germany, and those funds took the place of

the funds withdrawn by France.
Senator Hitchcock. I remember at that time of hearing that the

French institutions when withdrawing those funds did not want to
produce a crisis, and so when they withdrew from Germany they
deposited in Switzerland with a view of having Switzerland transfer
funds to Germany.
Mr. Kent. That might possibly have been done, but I do not know

that it was. Of course, the German banks had notice these funds
would be withdrawn—that is, in this way: Suppose that about any-
where from the 19th to the 22d or 23d of the month the German
banks had advised the French banks that had deposits with them that
they would pay them a certain rate of interest on money that was
maturing at the end of that month. If the French banks refused to

accept that rate, then the German banks would know that that money
would probably be withdrawn on the last day of the month. They
would therefore see if they could obtain it from some other source,

and in this case they made direct offers to New York.
Senator Hitchcock. What would be the method of withdrawal ?

Mr. Kent. Checking on the account. *

Senator Hitchcock. French banks would draw checks on the Ger-
man banks and then what would they do with them ?

Mr. Kent. They might sell them in London. If exchange between
Paris and Berlin were such that they could not sell them there, they

might sell these checks in London ; that is, they would sell marks on
Germany to the English banks.
Senator Hitchcock. Or they probably did sell in Switzerland, very

largely ?

Mr. Kent. They may have done so. Probably they sold some to

Holland.

Senator Hitchcock. But they would not send them with a demand
for shipment of gold?
Mr. Kent. They did not demand shipment of the gold, because

they knew they would not get it.

Senator O'Gorman. Why not?
Mr. Kent. Sir?
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Senator O'Gokman. You say they knew they could not receive the

gold if they asked for its shipment. Why?
Mr. Kent. If the Eeichsbank gave the impression to the other

German banks that it did not vs^ant gold to go out, it would be pretty
difficult to get it, and therefore the French banks would not want
to insist upon it.

Senator O'Gofman. Let me ask here, Would the German banks
repudiate their obligations to the French banks?
Mr. Kent. No ; they would not. It would not have to go to the

point of repudiation. The exchange would be used by France where
it could best sell it. For instance, if it could sell part of it in Lon-
don and part of it in Amsterdam and part in Switzerland at a better

rate than it could obtain the gold—that is to say, suppose the Ger-
man banks say, " We will ship you gold, but we will charge you 1

per cent for it."

Senator Hitchcock. The fact is, then, that the deposits of the

French banks with the German banlfs were withdrawn from Ger-
many?
Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And the French banks, in order to get it, had
to draw a draft and sell it in the market ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And take whatever discount was involved ?

Mr. Kent. Yes. Of course, I do not know exactly the amount
that was handled in this way, because the French banks do not give

that out, and neither do the German banks. I could see how it could

have been done, but I do not know the actual operation in this case.

It will be just as necessary in this country for the bankers to co-

operate with a regional bank in order to make its rate internation-

ally effective as it is abroad. Witli a number of regional banks, in-

stead of a central banlf, this feature would also become more diffi-

cult to control, for the bankers in, say, Chicago and New Orleans,

under circumstances previously recited, might be as much opposed

to seeing their local regional bank lose money or be compelled to

operate against its will as the managers of the local regional banks

themselves.
Taking all of these matters into consideration, it would seem,

first, that a Antral bank is what we require for every reason in con-

nection with the protection of our gold supply, and, second, that such

bank should purchase foreign exchange only of member banks or

with the indorsement of member banks, in order to have their com-

plete cooperation, which would be necessary. It must be appreciated

and understood that the effectiveness of the bank rate and of the

operations of the central bank or regional banks can only be gradual

and that the height of power for good can not be reached until the

banks of the world understand that it is being and will continue to

be conservatively managed and that it can be trusted not to endeavor

to force its way too strongly against the natural currents of trade.

Senator Shafboth. Now, I would like to ask you a question or two

with relation to this rate of discount that is fixed or is to be fixed by

these banks or by the Federal reserve board. As I understand it,

in order to get gold into the country they raise the rate of interest?

Mr. Kent. Yes.
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Senator Shafeoth. Now, that, of course, does an injury to the
people who want to borrow at a low rate, does it not ?

Mr. Kent. It is always a tax on the trade of the country to have
the rate put up.

Senator Shafeoth. Isn't there any way by which it would be
cheaper to get this gold into our country than by raising the rate of
interest ?

Mr. Kent. I think not.

Senator Shafeoth. We have been getting our full share of gold
in the last 40 years, haven't we ? And we have had no bank that
can fix the rate of discount.

Mr. Kent. That is true, except that with the system we have at
present, or the lack of system, it is impossible for us to look ahead
and prevent gold going out, maybe, when we might otherwise be
able to. If we had a central bank, the question of the cost to the
public, then, would be represented by this : That with a central bank,
using this rate to attract the gold when it seemed necessary, the higher
interest rates would probably prevail for a shorter time than they
have done under our past system. In raising the rate at times j^ou

may prevent a high rate being carried for a long period. The Bank
of England, for instance, raised its rate to 5 per cent recently, ap-
parently because it was thought in England that that would prevent
enough more gold going out so that the bank might not be required

to raise its rate to the point where gold would be attracted. That is,

if by raising its rate to 5 per cent it stopped the outward flow of gold,

it would be cheaper for the country to pay that 6 per cent for a time
than to let the gold go and then have the country have to pay 7 per

cent to get it back.

Senator Shafeoth. How much paper is affected, in your judgment,

in this country, or would be affected if we had a raising of the rate

of discount?

Mr. Kjint. Only the paper that was discounted after the raise of

the rate and until it was lowered again.

Senator Shafeoth. How much do you think that would be?

Mr. Kent. Well, it would depend partly on the length of time the

rate had to be maintained at the higher point and partly on the time

of year.

Senator Shafeoth. Would it be as much as on a billion of dollars?

Mr. Kent. It might be, but it would depend something on the

time of year. At certain periods of the year 60 and 90 day bills are

drawn more largely than at other times of the year.

Senator Shafeoth. Then wouldn't that make a very expensive

method of getting gold into the country ?

Mr. Kent. It does not if the discount rate is handled properly.

Senator Shafeoth. That is, if it goes down promptly.
ATj» Kent 'Y'gs sir

Senator Shafeoth. I can very easily see how all banks would

cooperate with the central bank or central power m raising the rate

of discount, but I should think the banks would feel, if the higher

authority would say, " The rate must go down," that they would

begin to try to hold the rate up. It is human nature.

Mr. Kent. How could they if the central bank were loaning at 4

per cent and had sufficient power, was a large enough bank, to loan a
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large amount of money—how could the other banks be loaning at

four and one-half?
Senator Shafroth. But this operates only when there are dis-

counts, as I understand—the loaning of money of the Federal reserve

bank. But it seems to me that the banks could say, " Well, now, they

have raised this rate, why can not we get our interest at this rate? "

It seems to me it would have a tendency to make them cooperate with
each other to prevent a lowering of discounts, all of which would be
a detriment to the people who have to borrow money from the various

banks in the country.

Mr. Kent. On the other side, if we had a central bank we would
become, in time, a world financial power, and our bank rate would
have to be based partly on conditions in other parts of the world. If

we reduced our bank rate because the managers of the bank were
familiar enough with all the conditions in the world to think it was
desirable, if the banks in this country endeavored to hold for a higher

rate, money would come in from Europe and take the place of the

money the banks here would have to loan.

Senator Shafeoth. Do you think that the power to control the dis-

count rate would become effective unless the Federal reserve banks

had the right to go out in the market and power to deal with the

public?
Mr. Kent. I think it could be. It might be possible that it would

be better for the Federal reserve bank to be able to go into the market

for domestic bills. It would easily develop after the banks were estab-

lished, and in a very short time, and whatever conditions seemed nec-

essary could be met. You must always remember, and I want to em-

phasize what I just said about becoming a world financial power,

just as soon as we have a bank that the other banks in foreign coun-

tries can look to as an institution that has proper power and proper

standing that they can deal with, then we are going to be in a posi-

tion to command foreign money, and if our rates get too high here

then foreign money will come in. In time we are going to have ac-

ceptances outstanding, and foreign banks are going to be in the posi-

tion then that our banks are now. When they have 60 and 90 day
acceptances they can discount them or not, as they wish, and foreign

banks will hold them when profitable if our acceptance proposition

is made effective.

Senator Shafeoth. The only time I remember when the Govern-
ment attempted to get gold or prevent the outflow of gold was during

the Cleveland administration in 1895 or 1896.
Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. And at that time they sold bonds. Of course

there were two objects in view, one was to replenish the deficit in the

Treasury and the other was to maintain the gold reserve. Now, do

you regard that was more expensive or less expensive to the entire

people?
Mr. Kent. It was more expensive for this reason : The gold had

gone out of the Treasury through the presentation of greenbacks, and
then the greenbacks were put out by the Government again and used

once more to withdraw gold, so that the original issue of bonds which
brought in $50,000,000 of gold, as I remember it, did not accomplish
anything because gold went right out again. And when Mr. Morgan
-went to New York and conferred with Mr. Cleveland on the matter
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he was able to show conclusively that we must have foreign gold come
in to fill up the Treasury rather than to have American gold.

Senator Nelson. And that bond sale to Morgan & Co. covered not
only gold coin but gold bullion ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Shafeoth. That contract was made in gold bullion—so

many ounces ?

Mr. Kent. Yes. And Mr. Morgan, as I understand—I was not in

New York at that time—was able to stop shipments that were already

tagged for Europe, because he sold some of these bonds to these people

at a price that made it more profitable to invest their money in that

way than to ship their gold to Europe.
Senator Shafeoth. I can readily see that is some expense, although

this money was taken down to the Federal Treasury. But its prin-

cipal reason for going out was because the general expenses of the

Government had been more than the income.

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Shafeoth. But the question I want to direct your atten-

tion to (and your testimony is very enlightening to me), is the

relative cost—whether it is better for the Government to stand this

expense and thereby save to the people the increased rate that would
be established by reason of the decree of the bank or decree of the

Government that the rate should be high.

Mr. Kent. The expense to the people was very great at that time,

if I recall correctly, and money rates were up very high.

Senator Nelson. It is estimated J. P. Morgan & Co. cleared be-

tween $9,000,000 and $10,000,000 on it.

Mr. Kent. So that the people had a greater expense then than

probably would be necessary with a central bank that had the respect

of the world.
Senator Shafeoth. You know that even a little raise in the interest

rate on more than a billion dollars would make an enormous amount

of money coming out of the people.

Mr. Kent. That rate would not affect anything that had been

already discounted.

Senator Shafeoth. No ; that is true, but the discounts every day

are enormous.
Mr. Kent. Do you not think, for instance, if a 5 per cent discount

rate held, say, for a month, and by having put the rate up to that

point the bank was able to put it down again to 4^ at the end of the

month, it would cost the people less than if gold were allowed to go

out until the people were paying 6 or 7 per cent for two or three

months ?
, n

Senator Shafeoth. But there is no certainty that thev would pay

6 or 7 per cent, because that would check enterprise itself.

Mr. Kent. But that is the way it has worked m the past, as 1

Senator Shafeoth. Yes. But here is one feature about it that

does not seem to me exactly perfect, and that is that there may be

a consultation of interests in keeping this rate up instead ot down,

lean see that the banks want to get just as much interest as they can

legitimately and properly, and to loan a person who would pay a

higher rate of interest. For that reason, it Avould seem to me, it is

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 68
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not absolutely where the borrower is upon the same footing as the

lender.

Mr. Kent. In reply, I repeat again that money would come in

from foreign countries if our banks try to make the rate higher than

it normally should be.

Senator Shafroth. I just wanted to get a little light on the subject.

Senator Nelson. You have not finished your statement, have you?
Mr. Kent. Yes ; I have finished it. I do not know whether there

are any other questions you would like to ask.

Senator Nelson. The international balances of trade have to be

settled in gold, do they not?
Mr. Kent. If you will include the invisible balance of trade also,

they do; yes.

Senator Nelson. I mean the commercial balance of trade.

Mr. Kent. No ; it does not necessarily have to be settled in gold.

Senator Nelson. I did not mean in actual coin, but I mean on a

gold basis. You understand that?

Mr. Kent. Certainly.

Senator Nelson. That is the same, isn't it?

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Nelson. That is the same thing; that is, what we sell to

Europe they pay for on a gold basis.

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And what we buy from Europe we pay for on a

gold basis, do we not?
Mr. Kent. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Now, then, if the value of an acceptance—^ihe

value of an American acceptance either of a central bank or any bank

in this country—was, in commercial value, equal to a London accept-

ance, we would be in this condition, would we not, that drafts drawn

on our houses would circulate with as great facility as drafts drawn

on London houses?
Mr. Kent. Yes; provided that American exchange was as de-

sirable as London exchange.
Senator Nelson. Now, let us look at the question: Suppose our

New York acceptances were as valuable in the commercial world as

London acceptances^ the people of Europe, shipping goods to America,

would draw on the American banks, would they not?
Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And it would be accepted?
Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And when we ship our goods to Europe we would

draw on the London bank, say, and it would be accepted ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Nelson. So you have two sets of acceptances—for our im-

ports you have American acceptances and for our exports you have

London acceptances?
Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, those acceptances would be like commercial

paper in the clearing house, would they not?
Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Nelson. One would offset the other in the gold market?
Mr. Kent. Yes; as far as they were equivalent.
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Senator Nelson. Yes. Tliose acceptances, pro and con, one would
offset the other?

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Nelson. So that the balance of gold to be settled is the

difference between those bills of acceptance?
Mr. Kent. Yes. And that balance would be settled in many ways.
Senator Nelson. And it is that fluctuating balance of trade that

makes the rate of exchange to some extent?
Mr. Kent. Yes; that is true.

Senator Nelson. If upon that settlement of balances, if upon that
clearing of these bills of exchange, pro and con, it turns out they
owe us a balance, the exchange is in our favor, is it not ?

Mr. Kent. Yes. Of course, you understand, Senator, that there is

what is called the invisible balance of trade that sometimes might
offset the commercial balance of trade?
Senator Nelson. Oh, I understand that. But, for the sake of the

illustration, I do not refer to the invisible balance. What has made
the flow of gold here, given us such a power of gold, is that in all

these series of years as a rule the balance of trade has been in our
favor.

Mr. Kent. Yes ; about $500,000,000 a year.

Senator Nelson. And that, taken in the whole series of years, has
brought the gold here and operated to keep it here ?

Mr. Kent. It has operated to keep it here, certainly.

Senator Nelson. So that we only had to settle with Europe to

make up the balance they had against us in gold.

Mr. Kent. Yes. Now that you are only speaking about the com-
mercial balances of trade
Senator Nelson. The point we have to make in our system by leg-

islation and practice is to make the value of an American acceptance,

I will call it, an acceptance of a central bank or our banks here—make
the value of our acceptance as good as the London acceptance ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.
Senator Nelson. That would solve the problem, would it not?

Mr. I&iNT. That would help very materially.

Senator Nelson. Would not that be the solution of it?

Mr. KJENT. I do not think it would, because those acceptances

would not be as good as London acceptances unless other things had
been accomplished.
Senator Nelson. But if a coffee merchant in Brazil knew an accept-

ance on New York was as good as an acceptance on London, he would

take it just as quickly on New York ?

Mr. Kent. Yes.

Senator Shafroth. I want to ask you whether you have any sta-

tistics showing the amount of this invisible balance of trade?

Mr. Kent. Yes. Those statistics are very hard to get, and various

estimates have been made by foreign-exchange men and students.

For instance, in the first place we pay Europe a lai-ge amount m divi-

dends and interest. It has been estimated that Europe carries from

$2,000,000,000 to $6,000,000,000 in our securities. Say the average

is about $4,000,000,000. Now, if you figure the average rate we pay

on that $4,000,000,000 as 5 per cent, that would mean $200,000,000 we
would have to pay annually. Then, of course, we would undoubtedly

be receiving from foreign countries dividends and interest on foreign
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securities which our people held, but that would probably be very
much less than the payments.

Senator Shafeoth. Have you seen any estimate of what they are?
Mr. Kent. Possibly $50,000,000.
Senator Shafeoth. Then there is the tourist travel.

Mr. Kent. The tourist travel has been variously estimated at

$100,000,000 to $500,000,000; I think probably it is nearer $250,-

000,OOCi.

Then there is the question of freights. A large portion of our
foreign trade is carried in British vessels and also a large portion in

German and French vessels.

Senator Nelson. There, again, is a question that confronts us. The
stocks of a good many of these foreign lines are owned by Americans.
Mr. Kent. Yes; but probably a very small percentage.
Senator Nelson. In some lines there is very much.
Mr. Kent. Yes ; take the International Mercantile Marine. If you

make the proper deductions there I think the total may possibly come
to $50,000,000. It has been estimated as being very much higher, but
I think it would be about $50,000,000.
Then there is the money that is sent abroad by immigrants that

come to this country. For several years after they arrive they usually

send home money to pay for land over there or settle debts or send
to friends and relatives, and that amount has been estimated vari-

ously at from $150,000,000 to $400,000,000. I think likely it comes
to about $250,000,000 or $300,000,000.

Senator O'GoEBfAN. Within what period?
Mr. Kent. Within a year.

Senator Hitchcock. How can that estimate be correct? That
seems to be a tremendous sum.
Mr. Kent. $300,000,000?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes; that is $1,000,000 a day.
Mr. Kent. We have about a million immigrants come over every

year, and if 1,000,000 people are combining to send a very little it

mounts up very fast. You must remember that many of them con-

tinue to send money after they have been here two, three, four, five,

six, or seven years.

Senator Hitchcock. On an average, what amount of money do
they bring with them ?

Mr. Kent. That, we know, of course, is at least $30 each, but they

send back that $30 ordinarily the first year, I think. Those amounts
are really very large. Of course, they are in small remittances, but

I think they come very nearly to $300,000,000. Of course, that is an
estimate to a certain extent, because the remittances are made in so

many different ways. Some go through the United States post oflSce,

some through the express companies, some through" the national

banks, and some through the State banks, and some through private

banks.
Senator Hitchcock. It was $50,000,000 on dividends and interest.

Mr. Kent. That is the other way; that is coming to us, so that

. would make a net of maybe $150,000,000.

Senator Shafeoth. Against us?
Mr. Kent. Yes. You see those figures can not yet be ascertained

with any degree of exactitude. Suppose you talie the fluctuation of

American securities back and forth between Europe and this country
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during a year. There is no one that is able to tell whether Europe
holds more of our securities at the end of a given year than at the
beginning of that year. Those things change. For instance, I think
it was in March, 1907, if I remember correctly, Europe sold us a
large amount of securities and we were obliged to remit for them.
I think that in the latter part of that year they also sold securities

here. That is always a danger in a way. If foreign countries be-

come afraid of our monetary system and begin to sell their securities

to us, we shall have to pay for them. That is another reason, it seems
to me, why we must be very, very careful about changing our bank-
ing system, and be as certain we are right as possible before we do
so. If we put in any system here that is going to cause fear on
the part of foreign investors, they are going to sell our securities,

and there is not any question about it.

Senator O'Gokman. Let me ask you this, Mr. Kent. Is not the

comment of the foreign financial papers respecting our proposed
legislation favorable?
Mr. Kent. I do not loiow whether you would call it favorable or

not, because it is so mixed. They approve some things and others

they do not. They all seem to recognize the fact that many changes

may take place. The Economist, in London, has been publishing

a series of articles on the proposal, but they are more or less aca-

demic, and I am not sure but what they are taking the opinions

of people on this side.

Senator Hitchcock. What comment have they made on the decline

in value of United States bonds?
Mr. Kent. That has been merely academic. I have noticed articles

about it in a number of those papers, but they do not seem to con-

sider it of much moment at the present time.

Senator Shaeegth. They have not declined nearly as much in

price as the British consol, from 142 to 76.

Mr. Kent. Yes. Of course, they have not the circulating privilege

in connection with them
Senator Shafroth (interposing). Except that $90,000,000 which

the Bank of England issues upon uncovered gold.

Mr. Kent. Yes. But the Bank of England is able to use those

consols that it holds effectively, because if it wants to make its bank

rate effective it will borrow on those consols in the London market,

and in that way absorbs the funds that are there.

Senator Shafroth. The usual rate in the United States—I do not

mean in New York City, but the usual rate throughout the United

States—is higher than in Europe generally, is it not?

Mr. Kent. Yes. . . . -;

Senator Shaeeoth. And that always attracts investments ±rom

Europe here?
Mr. Kent. Undoubtedly; yes.

Senator Shafroth. And consequently that has a tendency to regu-

late the inflow of gold toward us ?
, t^ i,

Mr. Kent. Certainly; and that is one reason why Europe has

purchased our securities. That is, of course, the rate is higher to a

large extent because our country is a newer country and is not as

well settled, and the risks are greater in an unsettled country than

they are in other countries.
, i.- v q

Senator Shafroth. And the rate must be higher''
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Mr. Kent. Yes; as an insurance against the risk. Now, some of
the foreign countries lend money upon land in Argentina, and others

are lending it upon land in Canada, but it is very difficult to get

any of their money for land in the United States, because our rates

are lower than they can obtain in those places.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Kent, can you tell us what we can put in

this bill that will create American exchange in South America and
enable us to finance our South American business direct through
New York?
Mr. Kent. It seems to me that if you established a central bank

and authorized national banks, under proper conditions, to accept

60 and 90 day sight drafts, and also authorized the establishment of

branches of banks in foreign countries, that it will all right itself

naturally. I do not think it is necessary or advisable to include in

the bill establishing a bank regulation for the operations that are

going to take place. The simpler you can make it the better. Then
those that are managing the bank will meet each condition as it

arises, and they will be in a position to meet each condition as it

arises, and they will not have to break any law to do it. We do not
want any banking system that will necessitate our breaking a law
every once in a while if some condition arises that we must protect.

T am therefore in favor of the simplest possible form of a banking
law, with as few regulations as is consistent with safety and con-

servatism, and with full power to the managers of the bank to do
their business along conservative lines. I think that situation would
be taken care of as it went on.

Senator Weeks. You think the provision in the pending bill

which enables national banks to establish branches would be a long
step in advance ?

Mr. Kent. That woiild help; but in the case of South America
it would take longer, probably, to bring it about than in some other

parts of the world, because our shipments to South America are

very much less than their shipments to us. You see, we bring in

about $80,000,000 or $90,000,000 worth of coffee from Brazil, and an
immense amount of rubber from Brazil, and also sugar and other

things, whereas they take very little in value in return, compara-
tively speaking. That is, there is a large difference in our balances

of trade. And it is all handled through London and Germany now,
partly because the German banks have branches there, and the

London banks have branches there, and they are consequently in a

position to obtain that business.

Senator O'Gokman. Do you believe that closer banking relations

between the United States and South America would inevitably

tend to an extension of our commercial relations with South
America ?

Mr. Kent. Oh, unquestionably. There may be little extension

for a time. I believe the German banks lost considerable money
when they first opened their branches there, and also the English
banks, because they had to become familiar with the credits; but
I think it would work out very nicely as time went on.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you concluded your observations, Mr.
Kent?
Mr. Kent. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. The committee is very much indebted to you.
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STATEMENT OF BRADFORD RHODES, PRESIDENT FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, MAMARONECK, N. Y.

Senator O'Gokman. JNIr. Ehodes, what has been your banking ex-
perience ?

Mr. Rhodes. Besides being president of the First National Bank,
of Mamaroneck, N. Y., I am chairman of the board of trustees of the
Union Savings Bank, of Westchester County, and was the organizer
and for 25 years president of this institution. The national bank has
a capital and surplus of $150,000. The savings bank is a mutual
institution having no capital, the net earnings all belonging to de-
positors. I was also for many years editor and publisher of Rhodes
Journal of Banking, and in 1895 purchased the Bankers' Magazine,
consolidating the two publications. Shortly afterwards I disposed
of my interest in this field. For three consecutive terms I served as
a member of the assembly in the New York Legislature, being chair-
man of the banking committee each term.

Senator O'Goeman. Have you read the pending bill as it passed
the House?
Mr. Rhodes. Yes ; I have read the bill.

Senator O'Gokman. You may make any observations you desire to
make respecting it.

Mr. Rhodes. I wish to say, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, that
these preliminary statements are made solely for the purpose of indi-

cating my interest in banking matters, embracing both the theoretical

and practical sides. With your permission I should like to first

present briefly my views on the pending banldng bill, and shall then
be glad to answer any questions you may wish to ask. That our
existing system of banking needs overhauling, I think is too obvious
to require discussion; that the bill now before your committee at-

tempts to meet the problem in a comprehensive and statesmanlike
manner is also, I think, equally clear.

In Boston, some weeks ago, at the session of the American Bankers'
Association, of which I was New York City's vice president, I made
that statement about the first hour after I arrived there to the editor

of a paper, and he thought I must be somewhat of an advanced
thinker on banking lines. I said, "No; I am a country banker, and
I believe that the foundation of this Federal reserve system is to our
advantage."

The independence of our separate banking units has been one of the

most powerful factors aiding in the agricultural, industrial, and com-
mercial development of the United States. No other system of bank-
ing, in my judgment, whatever may be its special excellences, tends

so strongly to promote the growth of business as does the independent

American bank, intensely interested in the upbuilding of the enter-

prises of its own community and many of whose officers and directors

are themselves engaged in carrying on those enterprises.

To preserve the independence of our banking units should be one

Eim of whatever legislation may finally meet the approval of the

Congress.

But it is not enough to preserve such independence, for we have
learned by repeated experience—some of it costly and bitter—that

for the separate banking unit as well as for the individual member of

society there come times when collective action is indispensable. In
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society this is an age of wise cooperation, and it must become so in

banking if our really admirable financial institutions are to be effi-

cient servants of American commerce and industry.

The familiar story of the bundle of twigs that could not be broken
when bound together, but readily snapped when separated, aptly

illustrates the vital defect in our banking as conducted for many
years.

In fact, we have been extricated from the difficulties incident to

our financial panics through resort to the principle of cooperative

action, but invariably have resorted to it too late to do more than
check the final destruction, instead of invoking this remedy in the in-

cipient stages of the disaster, or employing it in a manner that might
have checked at the outset the tendencies that lead to panic.

When the conflagration was raging the banks have united, through
their clearing-house associations, to stay its ravages, and their action

when thus -taken has proved beneficial. But we need some method
upon which surer reliance may be placed, a cooperative system care-

fully and deliberately planned and operative at all limes. Such a

system, I believe, is provided for in the pending bill, which unites

all the banks for their own defense in time of danger and for the

protection of those who deal with them.
Banking is a quasipublic function, its operations vitally affecting

all business activities. The power of the banks as grantors of credit

is so large that sound public policy demands that it be subject to the

watchful oversight of the Government and to wise and just control.

It seems to me that bankers who fail to recognize this fact are not
sufficiently alive to the tendencies of the times.

The adherence to Government bonds as a basis of bank circulation

has heretofore rendered it impossible to impart any marked degree of

elasticity to the note circulation. The bill now before you wisely

departs from this policy.

Those familiar with banking problems through long study and ex-

perience have perceived the substantial identity between a bank note

and a bank deposit, agreeing that when a bank grants a credit it is

of little moment to the bank whether the person receiving such

credit shall receive the evidence of it merely in the form of a credit

in a pass book against which checks may be drawn or in the form
of obligations of the bank printed as circulating notes, the matter

to be determined by the convenience of the person obtaining the

credit. The further fact has been perceived by experts, namely, that

if all bank credits, including notes, were daily redeemed through the

clearings, banks might be freely intrusted with the privilege of issu-

ing their notes, even without lodged security of any kind, the pre-

caution of a moderate safety fund, a first lien on assets, and other

simple requirements being ample to assure the safety of the notes.

Of course, under the modern system of deposits and checks, the

volume of bank notes will always be vastly inferior to the volume of

checks employed in the transfer of credits.

But while the facts just cited in reference to bank circulation are

commonplaces to experts, they are unknown to the public at large.

For more than 50 years the American people have been familiar

with no other kind of currency except that bearing the stamp or

guaranty of their Government. They have come to regard this
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guaranty as an essential element of the quality of the paper circula-

tion. Business habits long established are not easily altered by
statute.

Few calamities would be greater than to have our people suspect
the goodness of their currency. It would result in universal dis-

trust, a feeling equivalent to that which comes during an earth-
quake, when even the solid earth seems slipping away beneath one's
feet. We can not run the risk of having our currency open to sus-

picion, and this risk can be avoided in no practical way except by a
Government guaranty such as this bill provides.
Sentiment may play an important part in popularizing a new cur-

rency system, and it is often stated that sentiment is simply an
expression of the common sense of the common people.

But while these notes are obligations of the Government, they
are issuable only to the banks, upon the deposit of approved collat-

eral and the setting aside of an adequate reserve against them. These
provisions and others guard against the inflation which often accom-
panies the free issue of notes by governmental authority, and confer
upon the new currency the substantial advantages of a carefully

guarded asset bank note, plus the responsibility of the United States

Government, thus combining the chief desiderata of a banli-note

circulation—safety and flexibility.

I would suggest that the notes be made redeemable in gold rather

than in lawful money. Since "lawful money" is substantially ex-

changeable for gold, we gain nothing by putting this intermediate

step between the notes and gold, and I think we should gain much by
declaring the notes themselves to be gold obligations. It is, in fact,

an evidence of our good faith and our ability to pay when we put all

our circulating medium on a gold basis.

The principle of massing our bank reserves in a series of regional

banks is bound, I think, to work a vast improvement in our banking

situation. That we need reserve banks more adequately equipped

than those now existing is strikingly evident. The Federal reserve

banks, with large capital, with the power to rediscount and to pro-

cure notes as needed, will be in a position to render services of vast

importance to the banks of the country.

By creating a rediscount market this bill releases the banks of the

country from restrictions which have frequently rendered it impos-

sible for them to furnish adequate credit facilities, and have made it

necessary for their own protection to curtail loans, thus entaihng

hardship upon the business community. It should not be forgotten,

also, that this bill reverses our present policy of basing our banking

system upon stock-and-bond collateral whose value shrinks fright-

fully in the face of unusual calls for money and links it with com-

mercial paper whose value is more stable and whose volume more

fairly corresponds to the fluctuations of business.

The rediscount privilege will make it practically possible for banks

to supply all demands for legitimate commercial loans and at the

same time will enable a solvent bank always to convert its liquid

assets into currency, thus avoiding the necessity of suspending cash

payments. Should this bill become a law and be accepted m good

faith by the banks, with a determination on the part ot the Lrov-

emment to deal justly with the banks, it is inconceivable that tiie
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country should again experience such, bank panics as marked the

years 1893 and 1907. To avoid the distress which these disturbances

occasioned seems to me worthy of the efforts of all the bankers of

the United States, even if we have to give up some of our prejudices

and long-cherished notions about banking legislation.

As a savings-bank ofiicer for a quarter of a century and one to

whom the utility and beneficence of the savings banks strongly

appeal, I wish to make a special plea in behalf of these institutions.

They are the bedrock of our financial system, inculcating habits of

thrift among their depositors, who by absolute self-denial not only

provide the means of protecting themselves against the encroachment
of disease and the oncoming of age, but gradually to take the steps

leading from dependence to a competence, if not to affluence. The
savings of these depositors, averaging less than $450 each, comprise
in the aggregate a sum vast enough to be of immense importance in

carrying on that part of the country's industry which is dependent
upon the safe investment of capital in mortgages, public-utility

securities, and the obligations of States and municipalities.

Savings deposits represent usually the small balances between in-

come and outgo which individuals are enabled to accumulate by the

practice of economj', and justice to these individuals no less than

sound state policy should impel us to see that the investments of these

savings are religiously safeguarded from the hazards of commercial
ventures, and treated as a separate fund, to be carefully invested in

accordance with well-defined principles.

The savings banks of New York and of the Eastern States gen-

erally, operated on what is known as the mutual plan, have estab-

lished a record for safety, economy, and efficiency that gives them a

unique position among the financial institutions of the country.

There are 630 of them in the United States, with aggregate deposits of

$3,608,657,828.11 divided among 7,851,377 depositors, giving them an

average of $459.62 each.

For many years the losses incurred by these banks have been so

small as to be almost negligible, and they have established a record

for safety hardly surpassed by banks anywhere.
This result has been due to the careful provisions made by the

State legislatures respecting the character of the investments and to

the further fact that the officers of these banks have complied strictly

with the law and have been faithful to their trusts.

It is questionable whether the mutual savings bank system is adapt-

able to all parts of the country. The slow growth of the system west

of the AUeghenies leads to the conclusion that it is not ; but of one

thing there can be no doubt, namely, that the same rules which have

been found necessary to the safe handling of savings deposits are

universally applicable—indeed, that they are indispensable to the

security of this class of deposits.

I should like later on to refer to the provision of the bill in regard

to savings departments in national banks, contenting myself for the

present by expressing the hope that Congress may never consent to

the lowering of the standard fixed by the successful mutual savings

bank system. I wish to state that I see no objection to the establish-

ment of savings departments in national banks in those States, or

even in the towns not having savings banks already established, but

that in all cases where national banks are permitted to establish sav-
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ings departments the savings deposits shall be separated from the
ordinary commercial deposits and invested in precisely the same man-
ner as such deposits are now invested by the regularly constituted
savings banks.

It must not be forgotten that savings deposits in commercial banks,
unless surrounded by adequate safeguards, are liable to be a source
of grave danger, especially in times when banks are subject to unusual
demands, for at such times the savings depositors are apt to show
apprehension and demand their money, thus subjecting the bank to
a general " run."

In concluding this general statement, I wish to say that while the
pending bill may not be ideal, it does fulfill the reasonable expecta-
tions of the people for a wise coordination of the banks of the country
under such governmental control as will assure the protection of the
public without injustice toward the banks. The bill does not attempt
to carry out impracticable theories, but takes careful note of condi-
tions as they are, including the institutions of the country, the habits
and predispositions of the people, and mindful of all these complex
elements which have made banking legislation so difficult, it seeks
to weld our disjointed banking units into a harmonious system, em-
bracing many of the principles tested by world-wide trial. The en-
actment of this measure, after such amendment as may be agreed on
as a result of wise deliberation, will, in my judgment, immeasurably
strengthen our banking system and immensely contribute to the wel-
fare and prosperity of all our people.

I desire, Mr. Chairman, to submit, in connection with this general
statement which I have made, a very few suggestions in regard to

the bill itself, which I have read with some degree of care.

At the outset it may be well enough to have the Federal reserve

board constituted as now provided for in the bill; but later on it

will probably be found that the duties of their positions will be so

onerous that the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Agri-
culture, and the Comptroller of the Currency will not have time to

attend to their duties as members of the board.

I would suggest that after the first year of their existence the

Federal reserve banks send to the President a list of 12 names, out

of which he shall select three members of the Federal reserve board
in place of the two Cabinet officers and the Comptroller of the

Currency.

The reserve requirements of the Federal reserve banks should call

for gold instead of " gold or lawful money."
Eedemption of notes should be in gold.

Reserves against the notes should be kept in gold.

I would favor making the capital requirements $5,000,000 for banks

desiring to establish foreign branches. Generally banks operating

abroad have a capital much in excess of $1,000,000. There are also

doubts as to the propriety of allowing banks with such small capital

to engage in branch banking, particularly in a foreign country.

Branches result in expansion, and if the branch is situated abroad it

is less easy to keep it under supervision than if located in the country

where the parent bank is domiciled.

The making of real estate loans by national banks is of doubtful

propriety, since it tends to put in fixed form investment funds that
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should be kept in liquid shape. Most bank deposits are payable

either on demand or after short periods. Farm loans, while good in

themselves when carefully selected, even at 12 months hardly ma-

ture quickly enough to make them a desirable and quick bank asset.

If, however, the national banks are permitted to establish savings

bank departments, segregating their savings deposits, real estate

mortgages would be a highly satisfactory form of investment. This

would make it possible for the national banks to perform an addi-

tional service in communities where there are no regularly consti-

tuted savings banks. The creation of a department for local invest-

ments would also tend to keep deposits employed at home instead of

sending them away to the large cities for temporary employment.
I wish to commend the provision for the separation of the assets

of the commercial and savings departments of national banks, and
to emphasize the necessity of a high standard of investment of sav-

ings deposits being prescribed by the Federal reserve board; also

that the creation or savings departments in national banks be limited

to those places where savings banks do not already exist. On the

ground of comity alone, the Federal Government would perhaps re-

frain from setting up a new institution to compete with others

already operating satisfactorily under State laws and meeting the

demands of the people. I feel sure that those who are familiar with

the success of the mutual savings banks would regard it as unfortu-

nate if the national banks should be empowered to compete with

them. But a useful purpose would be served by authorizing savings

departments in national banks in those communities now lacking

adequate savings facilities, with the proviso always that the savings

deposits shall be segregated and as carefully invested as are those of

the regular savings banks.

You gentlemen probably know that only about iT per cent of our

people save money. Out of our 90,000,000 people, only about 17 per

cent save anything, while over in Germany, or even in little Switzer-

land, they are better savers than we are. And even in debt-ridden

Japan their folks are better savers than we are, and a larger number
of them save than the people of the United States. That is a matter

of record.

Eefunding of the 2 per cent bonds should be on such basis as will

save the banks from loss on their investments. Purchase of the bonds
by the banks has been a leading factor in keeping up their prices.

Now that the Government is to deprive the bonds of one of their

chief advantages—the sole right to be used as a basis of bank-note
circulation—^it should see that no loss falls upon the banks by this

action.

The outstanding bank notes should be retired more speedily than is

provided for in the bill, so that the country may sooner get the

benefit of the elastic note circulation which the bill authorizes.
Gentlemen, that is all I have to say in a formal way. I have here

some memoranda in regard to banks of all sorts.

The number of savings banks in the United States in 1892 was
1,059 ; in 1902, 1,036 ; and in 1912, 1,922. The number of depositors

in 1892 was 4,781,605 ; the number of depositors in 1902 was 6,666,672,

and the number of depositors in 1912 was 10,010,304.
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The amount of savings deposits in 1892 was $1,712,769 026- theamount of sayings deposits in 1902 was $2,750,177,290 • and the
amount of savings deposits in 1912 was $4,451,818,522

• ts^'oV^'" *^'^fiOA*^-'"^fe
•!'''=*' ^^^^ *^ ^^^^'^g^ <i"e each depositorm 1892 was $358.20

; m 1902 it was $412.53, and in 1912 it wa= $444 72
That IS the amount which was due each depositor

I have some other figures here, Mr. Chairman, which, with vour
permission, 1 would like to have inserted in the record
Senator O'Goeman. Without objection, they may be inserted in

the record.

(The memoranda referred to are as follows:)

National banks in tlie United States (7,488) :

burpjus
725, 333, 629

Undivided profits ^59 549 -^gg
Circulation -. 724, 459 849
Individual deposits 5 ^gj 33J5 yg-^
Total resources III::::::::::::: lo; stg; S52; 343

state banks (13,381') :

Capital 459 qqj 206
Surplus 17j_ 307, 042
Undivided profits 94, 006, 902
Individual deposits 2, 919 977* 897
Total resources 3,' 597! 77o! 826

Mutual savings banks (630^) :

Surplus 248, 983, 429
Undivided profits 66, 440, 676
Individual deposits 3, 60S, 657^ 828
Total resources 3, 929, 001, 986

Stock savings banks (1,292') :

Capital 76, 871, 811
Surplus 31, 052, 596
Undivided profits 23, 154, 694
Individual deposits 842, 897, 859
Total resources 993,631, 303

Loan and trust companies (1,410') :

Capital . 418, 985, 771
Surplus 424, 313, 939
Undivided profits 136, 428, 039
Individual deposits 3, 674. 578, 238
Total resources 5, 107, 444, 382

Private banks (1,110') :

Capital 22, 348. 040
Surplus 9, 3.'53, 680
Undivided profits 4, 250, 634
Individual deposits 152, 494, 618

Total resources 196, 940, 397
State, savings, and private banks, loan and trust companies

(17 823 ') •

Capital^ 977, 272, 830

Surplus 890, 990, 687

Undivided profits 324, 340, 946

Individual deposits 11. 198, 606. 443

Total resources 14, 124, 878, 897
All bauks (25,309^) :

Capital 2, 033, 618, 616

Surplus 1> GIO, 324, 316

Undivided profits- 583, 890, 102

Individual deposits 17, 959, 945, 174

Total resources 25, 001, 731, 240

1 Comptroller's report, 1912. ^ On dates given.
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Numier of savings bo/nlcs in the United States, number of depositors, amount
of savings deposits, and average amount due each depositor, 1892, 1902, and
1912.'-

Year.
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Senator Shafeoth. Did you ever hear of a banker who was willing
that the national-bank notes should be made redeemable in gold

«

Mr. Rhodes. That is what they want to do.
Senator Shafeoth. National-bank notes?
Mr. Rhodes. They are practically based on a United States bond,

which represents gold money.
Senator Shafeoth. The national-bank notes are redeemable in

lawful money, are they not ?

Mr. Rhodes. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. The Aldrich bill was perfectly satisfactory to

the bankers, was it not ?

Mr. Rhodes. Fairly so.

Senator Shafeoth. They made their notes redeemable in lawful
money ?

Mr. Rhodes. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. Do you not think there is a good purpose to

be served in having this money redeemable in lawful money when
that lawful money is redeemable in gold, less the reserves required,
and therefore the greater ability of the Government to maintain the
gold standard ?

Mr. Rhodes. It is about as broad as it is long, anyway, because we
are all on a gold basis. I recollect that a few years ago there was
a Secretary of the Treasury here in Washington who redeemed the
silver certificates in gold in the Treasury Department here—paid
gold for them over the counter—and technically they are redeemable
in gold.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be so with the currency? The re-

serve-national-bank note is redeemable in lawful money, and then is

not that lawful money redeemable in gold? Does that not keep us
on the gold standard ?

Mr. Rhodes. It is an intermediate step.

Senator Nelson. Is not that intermediate step necessary in order
to prevent large gold reserves. If we are going to have 12 competing
points, we are going to require three or four times the amount of gold

that is to be hoarded.
Mr. Rhodes. Why not?
Senator Shafeoth. Because the reserves have got to be so much

more.

Mr. Rhodes. Each pool by itself, as it were, in a separate place?

Senator Shafeoth. That may be, but it is also redeemable at the

Treasury, all of it at the Treasury, and when you make this currency

redeemable at the bank in gold and then also at the Federal Treasury

of the United States, you can readily see that it will take a great deal

more money. Then, again, take the" Government's reserve. We have

been upholding in gold about $346,000,000 of greenbacks and $740,-

000,000 of bank notes, and it has only taken $150,000,000 of gold, and
if you scattered this gold reserve through these centers you are mak-
ing a competition against the Government itself.

Mr. Rhodes. That is possible, but we must remember the sentiment

of the people. Everybody in the United States, all of us, think we
are on a gold basis.

Senator Shafeoth. We are.
.

Mr. Rhodes. We ought to keep up our gold standard m good faith.
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Senator Si-iafeoth. Why do not the bankers want the same thing
when they have a bank eurrepcy out ?

They have a bank currency—that is, $740,000,000 of currency— but
none of them would consent that those notes would be redeemable in

gold, because they have to keep the gold there to meet them. When
the Aldrich bill came in, the bank provided there being a bank of
bankers, they provided that it must be paid in lawful money; they
did not mention gold. They made it payable in lawful money alone,

and they did it, why? Because they know it is easier to maintain
the gold standard. They know if you make too much pressure on a
limited quantity of gold in this country it is going to have a tendency
to keep gold in our vaults.

Mr. Rhodes. That is true, in large measure; but, as I said before,

the best illustration

Senator Shafroth (interposing). Let me ask you this question:

Of course we had no trouble in paying gold, except when there is a

run on the Treasury for gold?
Mr. Rhodes. I do not want any gold in my pockets.

Senator Shafroth. Now, in case of panic, by the cooperation of

these Federal reserve banks and the United States Treasury, can not

the redemption take place in such a way that it would be a great ad-

vantage in having the gold currency redeemable in the other currency

and the other redeemable in gold?
Suppose I have a Federal reserve note of $1,000, and we find there

is a run upon gold, and the Federal reserve board says we must co-

operate with the reserve banks, and a man comes to a Federal reserve

bank in New York and he says, " T have a Federal reserve note of

$1,000, and I want gold." The board says, " We have not got gold,

or, if we have, we do not choose to pay it, because that is payable in

lawfid money, but we will give you the lawful money, and you can

send it to Washington and you can get gold." So he takes the lawful

money, and the bank of New York says, " If there is going to be a

run on gold, we will lock that $1,000 note up in our vaults so we can

not get any more on that money."
So the man sends it to Washington, and he demands his gold on

that lawful money, and the Government says, " Certainly, here is

your gold." The Secretary of the Treasury says, " If we are going

to have a run on gold we will take that $1,000 in lawful money and

lock it up."
You have by means of $1,000 practically redeemed, or at least tem-

porarily, $2,000, and you could not do that if all of it was made pay-

able in gold, because the man who had $2,000 would get it, and the

man who had $1,000 in lawful money would get it. Is it not an

advantage when there is a run for gold in this country to have that

means, not of disturbing the gold standard, but of strengthening the

gold standard?
Mr. Rhodes. The discretionary power?
Senator Shafroth. Upon the part of the bank.

Mr. Rhodes. Of course, they exercise the same in principle in

some foreign countries. It is an arbitrary matter. It is purely arbi-

trary on the part of the reserve board in Washington.
Senator Shafroth. Of course, if they have plenty of gold they_ pay

gold, and it would be only in times of stringency when there is so

much hoarding that this would be invoked.
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Mr. Ehodes. It is not very likely. The people of the country have
more money in their pockets than we think—the common people—
and this system you are endeavoring so faithfully to perfect here
will make banks so popular that the hoarding of money will never
be resorted to by any people, no matter how ignorant they may be.

Senator Hitchcock. The next witness, I suppose, will be Mr.
Willis.

Senator Bristow. There is one question I want to ask. I want to

inquire whether Mr. Conant has yet submitted to the committee his

suggestions for a Federal reserve bank? When he appeared before
the committee some two or three weeks ago we asked him to submit
a plan for a Federal reserve bank, and we also asked Mr. Vanderlip,
Prof. Jenks, and Mr. Dawson to submit such a plan. If Mr. Conant
has not yet sent the committee his plan in writing, I would like to

ask that when it is received it be printed in the hearings along with
the plans submitted by Mr. Vanderlip, Prof. Jenks, and Mr. Dawson,
so that we may have them all together. I think that would be a great
assistance to the committee.

Senator Hitchcock. That can be done, and I am sure it would be
very helpful to the committee to have them all together.

Senator Bristow. This question has been handed to me to pro-

pound to you, Mr. Rhodes : What is the specific new feature of the

pending bill that you deem most valuable ?

Mr. Rhodes. Well, Senator, that is a very difficult question to

answer. Of course, I am not a big banker. I am a country banker,

although I associate much with big bankers in my territory, but I

verily believe, from my standpoint, that the meat of this bill to the

average country banker is its attempt to allow country bankers to

get money quickly.

Senator Bristow. The discount provision ?

Mr. Rhodes. The discount provision. I think that is about the

best of it. I am not afraid of the Government supervision. I say

the more supervision the better. A good banlf is not afraid of super-

vision; it wants supervision. Uncle Sam can come to see us every

day of the week and charge what he pleases. I am speaking on

behalf of my own bank now. Personally, I would like to have a

Government bank with the circulating medium.
Senator Hitchcock. I think it is so nearly 1 o'clock now that we

had better not try to start with Mr. Willis until after recess, and we
will meet again at 2 o'clock this afternoon.

(Thereupon, at 12.45 o'clock p. m., the committee took a recess

until 2 o'clock p. m.)

after recess.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Willis, we will hear you now.

STATEMENT OF HENRY PARKER WIIIIS, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

Senator Hitchcock. State for the record, Mr. Willis, your name,

occupation, and residence.

Mr. Willis. My name is Henry Parker Willis; I am a newspaper

writer in New York City.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Willis, you are employed upon a tinan-

cial journal, are you not ?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 69
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Mr. Willis. Yes, sir ; the Journal of Commerce of New York.

Senator Hitchcock. You have been a student of banking and cur-

rency subjects for some time?
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir ; for about 16 years or so.

Senator Hitchcock. You have had something to do with the

genesis of this bill, have you not ?

Mr. Willis. About 18 months ago, Mr. Chairman, that is to say,

about the 1st of April, 1912, a subcommittee of the House Banking
and Currency Committee, of which Hon. Carter Glass was chair-

man, asked me to cooperate with them as an expert adviser, and I

was appointed in that capacity. I continued working with them
during the last session of Congress, and then was reappointed at

this session of Congress in the same relation to the full committee,

and am acting in that capacity now.
Senator Reed. I did not understand the last part of your state-

ment.
Mr. Willis. I say I was appointed about 18 months ago in an ad-

visorjr capacity to the subcommittee of the House Committee on

Banking and Currency and then was reappointed in the same capac-

ity by the full committee at this session, and am occupying that

relation to the House Committee on Banking and Currency at the

present time.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you had any practical experience as a

banker, Mr. Willis?
Mr. Willis. None whatever.
Senator Hitchcock. You have not been in business at all ?

Mr. Willis. No, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you ever held any chair in a college or

university?
Mr. Willis. I was some years ago professor of economics in Wash-

ington and Lee University, later professor of finance in George
Washington University, and still later dean of the college of politi-

cal science there. I did my post-graduate work at the University

of Chicago, and took my doctorate at that institution, presenting a

thesis on a financial question, "The history of the Latin monetary
union," which I had prepared after study in European universities.

After that I was secretary or expert assistant to the Indianapolis

Monetary Commission, and had general charge, in conjunction with

Mr. L. Carroll Root, of the preparation of their report and of the

bill which they recommended to Congress.

Senator Hitchcock. What, in substance, was that bill? Can you

briefly outline it?

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. Did you say you were secretary to the monetary

commission ?

Mr. Willis. I did
;
yes, sir.

Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, I could get at your question better by
telling you what this commission was. The Indianapolis Monetary
Commission was a voluntary body organized by a convention of

boards of trade, which met for the purpose of recommending legisla-

tion designed to correct the district evils in the currency and banking

system, I think, in 1897. That commission was appointed at the

instance of this general convention of boards of trade.
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Senator Eeed. Did yon mean 1897 or 1907?
Mr. Willis. 1897. This commission was created as a result of this

general union of boards of trade, and did its work during 1897 and
1898. It finally recommended a bill to Congress, it having, however,
as I have said, no official quality. The substance of that bill was this|
I should say: First of all, the creation of an elastic banking cur-
rency; second, a definite declaration in favor of the gold standard
of value; and third, the introduction of certain changes into the
Treasury organization, calculated to bring about a segregation of the
trust funds which wei-e held behind the greenbacks; that is, to take
them out of the general fund of the Treasury; and various other
relatively minor modifications. Nothing was done with this bill at
the time, as you are aware.
Senator Reed. When was that bill reported to Congress ?

Mr. Willis. As I said, the commission was an unofficial body, but
the bill was placed before Congress, probably in the autumn of 1898.
Senator Nelson. Where was it introduced, in the House or the

Senate?

Mr. Willis. I think more attention was given to it in the House
than in the Senate.

Senator Hitchcock. Did it provide for a banking currency?
Mr. Willis. It provided for an elastic-note currency, with pro-

vision for getting rid of the bonds, and basing the issues on com-
mercial paper.

Senator Hitchcock. It was an asset currency?

Mr. Willis. An asset currency
;
yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Do you know who introduced that bill in the House
of Representatives?
Mr. Willis. My recollection is that it was introduced by Represen-

tative Jesse Overstreet, of Indiana.

Senator Reed. It was known as the Overstreet bill?

Mr. Willis. I think it was. That is my recollection. As I left

Washington after the work of the commission was done, I did not

follow the legislative details.

Senator Hitchcock. You had something to do with the drafting

of that bill?

Mr. Willis. Yes, sir ; I had expert charge of the work.

Senator Hitchcock. You have had, therefore, considerable ex-

perience in the work of preparing legislative matters?

Mr. Willis. I think I might fairly say so; yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Referring to your present connection with the

House Committee on Banking and Currency, you took up your work

in 1912, and are still employed by the committee?

Mr. Willis. Just so; yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Have you a copy of the draft of the bill as

first made by you ?

Mr. Willis. The bill presented by the committee was prepared

under the direction of the chairman, Mr. Glass, and such work as I

have done has been that of an advisor and investigator, cooperating

at each stage and carrying out the directions that were conveyed to

me by the chairman. Whatever authentic drafts of the different

stages through which the bill passed there are, are in the possession,
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SO far as I know, of Mr. Glass. There were a good many successive

drafts on various points.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give the committee an idea of what
the first draft provided?
Mr. Willis. I thinlf, substantially, the same as the present bill,

except that many minor details were changed, of course, perfected,

as we went along.

Senator Hitchcock. Were there 12 regional banks?
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. With a Federal board of control ?

Mr. Willis. I am not sure that that name was given to the board.

Senator Hitchcock. A board to bs appointed by the President?

Mr. Willis. A board of control
;
yes.

Senator Hitchcock. A board that was a board of public officials,

appointed by the President?
Mr. Willis. There were also banking representatives in the earlier

draft of this bill, some banking representatives.

Senator Reed. On what?
Mr. Willis. On the board of control.

Senator Hitchcock. How many banks were provided for ?

Mr. Willis. I do not Imow that I recall exactly. The first draft

of the bill, in any perfected form, became public at some time during

last June. It was given out then to the newspapers from some source,-

and the data are all given there. I think it would be better, proba-

bly, to refer to that.

Senator Hitchcock. In the newspapers?
Mr. Willis. It was given out and was printed by them.
Senator Hitchcock. Some of the members of this committee want

to get an idea of how this bill had developed.

Mr. Willis. The bill has been developed, as I have said, Senator,

with the cooperation of the Committee on Banking and Currency,

by a gradual process of study, extending over about 18 months; and
as far as my relation to it is concerned it has been, as I have said,

that of an advisor and investigator. I have done what I could to

advance the work, doing what ordinarily falls to one acting in that

capacity, carrying out the instructions of the chairman at each stage

of the process, consulting with him and doing what I was instructed

to do.

Senator Hitchcock. What was the size of the board, Mr. Willis?

Mr. Willis. It seems to me—I dislike, Senator, to give this data

simply from memory, and can speak only subject to the qualification

that I am speaking merely from memory, because there have been

so many difl^erent changes and drafts—that in this draft which be-

came public, and which was the first perfected draft, there was pro-

vision for two representatives from each of the regional hunks;

that is, a so-called commission was appointed, or elected, rather, and
then a given number of Government executive officers were ex officio

members of that body. That made a rather large body of, perhaps,

25 or 30 men.
Senator Hitchcock. If there were two from each regional bank,

there would be 24 of them.
Mr. Willis. Well, in this bill I speak of, I think the number of

banks may have been 15. That was the first number hit upon.
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Senator Reed. That would be, then, 30 men directly representing
the banks ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. Then you added to that bank representation of 30
the Secretary of the Treasury and who else ?

Mr. Willis. I think the same officers who are mentioned in the
present bill, the Comptroller of the Currency and the Secretary of
Agriculture.

Senator Reed. So the Government would have three representa-
tives and the banks would have 30 representatives ?

Mr. Willis. May I continue there ?

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Willis. This board was merely an advisory or consultative

body which elected an executive committee, and that committee was
vested with all the powers of the advisory body. In the executive

committee, which, I think, consisted of nine members, there were
three ex officio Government officers, and I think three who were
chosen by the banks, and three who were designated by the President

of the United States either from this commission or outside of it.

A provision was made, however, that bankers who became members
of the executive committee should resign all banking connections.

The effort was to get a board which fairly represented the business

interests of the country and the Government to act jointly.

Senator Reed. Was that the stage in which this bill was before it

was submitted to Senator Owen?
Mr. Willis. I beg your pardon ?

Senator Reed. Was that the stage in which this bill was when the

draft of it was submitted to Senator Owen ?

Mr. Willis. I can not recall in detail, as I say, the exact stages

through which the bill went. Senator Owen went over different

drafts of the measure as we went along, and cooperated in shaping

the terms of it.

Senator Reed. At one time was there not a discussion or argument

between Senator Owen and yourself in regard to the proposition

as to whether the Government was to have the ultimate control or

whether the banks were to have the ultimate control?

Mr. Willis. I do not recall such a discussion. Senator. Let me

say at this point, however, that my feeling at that time was that it

would be desirable to have certain banking representation on this

board. I thought that by so doing we could get into closer touch

with the banks of the country, and would have their advice, etc.;

that if the membership of the board were partly selected from the

best bankers, then called upon to resign their banking connections;

their connections with banking institutions, so that they would be-

come the servants of the public, you would have a stronger board tor

practical purposes than otherwise you would have. That was the

view of Mr. Glass, as I understood it, and was a view m which i

C0D.curr6(i

As he worked further on the subject, I think he came to feel that

the board should consist entirely of public appointees. When that

idea was suggested to me, Mr. Glass and I had some discussion of

the matter, I recall. I do not remember in detail what it was. i

think I said to him that it seemed to me that the entire ehmmation
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of bankers from the board would tend to lose us a good deal of sup-

port for the bill, and might result in weakening the plan in practical

operation.

That view was not accepted; but the form of the commission of
board was made what it is. And since then I have devoted a good
deal more of study to the thing, particularly in view of the rather

extensive public criticism that has been visited upon the mode of

control ; and I think that the board, as now provided, consisting ex-

clusively of public officials, as it does, is a good one and one that
can be trusted.

Senator O'Gorman. Are you still of the opinion that Cabinet
officers should be members of the reserve board ?

Mr. Willis. I think. Senator O'Gorman, that the Secretary of the
Treasury, by all means, should be, even if his connection with the
board were merely pro forma, in order to give him an active connec-
tion with this board ; for although it is true that the form of the bill

as now presented contemplates the taking of the general funds of
the Treasury, the commercial funds of the Treasury, out of the
Treasury and the placing of them in the banks, it is a fact that the

disassociation of the funds from the Treasury would not be com-
pletely effected for a good while, and the immediate cooperation of

the Secretary of the Treasury would be very necessary at every
point. I therefore

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Well, would not the board, con-

sisting of public officials, always have the cooperation of the Secretary

of the Treasury ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. Even though he were not a member ex officio

of the board?
Mr. Willis. I think that is perfectly true. At the same time, per-

haps partly for sentimental reasons, I should prefer myself to see the

Secretary of the Treasury a member. As to the other two officers

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Right there, if you will permit
me to ask another question : It has been suggested to us at different

times, as a reason for the exclusion even of the Secretary of the

Treasury, that this board should not be what we describe as a political

board, but as far as possible it should be divorced.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. From partisan suspicion or activity.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. And it has been said, in that connection, that

a President usually selects for Cabinet positions men who have been

active politically.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator O'Gorman. And that we may not always have as valuable

Secretary of the Treasury as we have at the present time.

Mr. Willis. Well, I agree fully with that view in general. But I

believe from what I have seen of our Secretaries of the Treasury dur-

ing a series of some years observation here, that the Secretary of the

Treasury is usually able to disassociate himself from purely commer-
cial considerations ; and I do rather strongly feel that he should be a

member of this board. I see no reason why the Secretary of Agricul-

ture should be a member of it.
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Senator O'Gorman. Why did you suggest that the Secretary of
Agriculture should be a member in the first place ?

Mr. Willis. Well, I do not know that I did, Senator O'Gorman.
Senator O'Gorman. Oh, I beg your pardon.
Mr. Willis. Senator Hitchcock also spoke of my having suggested

T-arious things—as if I had necessarily suggested or favored every
point in this bill. Let me say at this point, right here, that I believe
it to be a good one, recommend its enactment, and am heartily in sym-
pathy with it ; but that there are a good many things in the bill that
1 do not agree with.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, now, it is in that connection that I want
to ask a few questions. I am not much concerned about the genesis
of this bill.

Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. I am not concerned about the authorship of it,

but as you are a student of banking and currency I would be glad to
know whether you would make any suggestions at this time looking
to the modification of the bill ?

Mr. Willis. I should be glad to do so; and I had intended to take
that up when I was diverted to the early work on the bill, etc. If it

be your pleasure and that of the chairman, I will take that up now.
Senator O'Gorman. Very good.
Mr. Willis. I said a moment ago that it seemed to me that this

bill was a good one, and that I heartily recommended its enactment.
I repeat that, and I also repeat that I think there are some serious

defects in the bill at the present time, and that there are some tech-

nical defects in it; and I believe further that there are certain con-

cessions or changes that might well be made in the measure for the

purpose of meeting criticisms that have developed, and for the pur-

pose of strengthening it before the public without materially inter-

fering with its general objects.

I will now turn, with your permission, to the points that strike

me as rather serious defects in the bill.

In getting this bill into successful operation I think it will be

necessary to have the banks which are engaged in operating the sys-

tem act harmoniously, and so far as possible, in strong sympathy
with the plan. I say, if it be feasible to get that under reasonable

conditions.

In the second place, I think it is very desirable, in order to get

that cooperation from the commercial banks of the country, that they

should be in a measure protected to an extent that will enable them
to continue as active commercial banks.

Now, in this bill as it stands to-day provision is made for allowing

State banks and other banking institutions to become members of the

organization upon practically the same terms as national banks.

That means that instead of measuring up to the strongest unit in your

system you are rather inclined to measure down to the weakest. In

other words, the bank which is organized under the least strmgent

and the least satisfactory laws is the one that can come into the

system, get the advantage of what it holds out, and at the same time

extend its business broadly under the less stringent laws to which it

is subjected.
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Now, the national banking system, as you are all aware, has to-day

as its striking characteristic the note-issue function.

Under this bill it is to be expected that that note-issue function

will be graduallj'' eliminated, and that at the end of 20 years it will

disappear.

Under those conditions what would be the reason why a bank
should organize as a national bank, rather than as a State bank? It

seems to me that there will be no such reason, except the mere prestige

of the name " national," and the somewhat closer relationship, pos-

sibly, between the national bank and the Treasury and the Govern-
ment, than would exist between the State bank and the Government.

It has been stated by not a few critics of this bill that it would
probably tend to extinguish the national system, so that in the last

analysis you would have a corps of 12 reserve banks, or as many as

you decide upon, presiding over groups of member banks organized

under the laws of the States. I think that that, like all extreme or

general statements, is probably pretty far from the truth; but I

also think that the tendency would be quite strongly in that direc-

tion. I do not think that should be allowed to occur.

Senator O'Goejian. Do I understand you to say that, in your judg-

ment, the adoption of this bill as it now stands would be likely to

induce a number of the national banks to surrender their charters?

Mr. Willis. No, sir; I did not say just that. What I meant to

say. Senator O'Gorman, was that I thought that new banks—men
who were contemplating going into the national banking system

—

would be more likely under this bill to organize with State charters

than they would with national charters; certainly in many parts of

the country.

Senator O'Goeman. Well, would not the same reasons that would
induce men embarking in banking enterprises to take out State char-

ters also be likely to induce some of those who held national charters

to surrender them and change into State banks?
Mr. Willis. There would be that tendency; but, of course, it

would be held in check by the existing situation as to bonds.
Senator O'Gokman. Well, what is your suggestion?
Mr, Willis. I will come to that more fully later. Now, to sum up

my first objection, I think that in this bill State banks in order to be

eligible for membership in the system ought to conform to the same
limitations upon business as national banks.

Senator Reed. Now, let me understand you on that point

Senator Nelson (interposing) . Then they would not come in at all.

Mr. Willis. The State banks would not?
Senator Nelson. No.
Senator Reed. Let me understand this, because it is a matter of

very great importance. Would you, then, add to the powers of the

national banks a provision making them broad enough so that they

could exercise substantially the functions now exercised by State

banks and trust companies, or would you let the present national act

stand substantially as it does and prescribe the character of business

which could be done by the State banks and trust companies upon
coming into the system?
Mr. Willis. I was just coming to that point. Senator Reed.
Senator Reed. Very well.
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Mr. Willis. That is my second point. I mentioned two very
serious defects m the bill. May I just take that up in my own way ?

Senator Eeed. Certainly.
Mr. Willis. Secondly, I recommend the entire elimination of the

savings-bank section as now given in this bill, so that a national bank
would be restricted to its present line of business.
Senator Reed. Well, that was not in your bill when it was intro-

duced ?

Mr. Willis. In what bill, Senator Reed?
Senator Eeed. It was not in the bill when it was first introduced^

was it?

Mr. Willis. The savings section was introduced shortly before the
bill was reported to the House.

Senator Reed. I say, it was not in the bill when the bill was intro-
duced in the House?
Mr. Willis. No ; I think it was not.

Senator Reed. It was added by the caucus, was it not?
Mr. Willis. My memory, Senator, is that that was done while I

was not present. But I am speaking merely from memory. My
memory is that it was added in the committee, during the prelimi-
nary work in the committee, and then ratified by the caucus.

Senator Reed. Yes. Very well.

Mr. Willis. Xow, those two changes, I think, should be made
in the bill with a view to making this corps of banks a strong body
of institutions, organized for the purpose of doing a strictly short-

term banking business.

Senator Nelson. Would you limit the statement to that also?

Mr. Willis. I should make them conform. Senator, in every re-

spect, so far as it could be legally done, to the restrictions upon the

national banks.
Senator Nelson. Of course we could provide as to that, that they

could not come in except under that condition.

Mr. Willis. That is what I have in mind.
Senator Nelson. And you think we ought to do that?

Mr. Willis. I do.

Senator Nelson. Then you would fence them out pretty effectu-

ally from the system?
Mr. Willis. Well, I do not undertake to pass judgment on that. I

think a good many of them would come in just the same, because the

strongest State banks are, of course, to-day just as strong as many
of the national banks. But that is a matter of opinion wholly, and
I would not attempt to hazard anything more than a conjecture

about it. .

Senator O'Goeman. Let me ask you a question right here. If we
are attempting to improve and extend our national banking system,

why should we attempt to make a provision which will relate to

State banks? Why should we not confine our effort to an im-

provement of our national banking system—if it be sufficiently at-

tractive? And after we accomplish the improvement, it may induce

State banks to surrender their State charters and come into the sys-

tem. I would like to know why we should attempt in this measure,

with the constitutional limitations on our power, to legislate for

State banks?
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Mr. Willis. Well, that is practically the idea that I have sought

to express.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, do you mean we ought to eliminate

what is now in the pending bill with respect to State banks and trust

companies coming into the system?
Mr. Willis. No; I think they should be permitted to come in,

if they are willing to conform in every reasonable respect to the

national banking act.

Senator O'Gorman, Well, you encounter the difficulty, then, sug-

gested by Senator Nelson, that a State bank is permitted to enjoy

functions which you woulcl curtail and limit in the case of a national

bank.
Mr. Willis. I should say to the State banks that they should stay

out of the system if they are not willing, in every respect, to come
up to the national banking standard. To sum this up, my feeling

about the proposed plan is that it should provide a strong, select

corps of commercial banks, bound by the most rigid requirements

of modern banking practice, to keep their assets in a fluid condition

and to live up to stringent examination and investment standards.

Senator O'Gorman. Yes. You may proceed.
Mr. Willis. Now, I said I thought there were technical defects or

blemishes in this bill.

Senator O'Gorman. Pardon me; before you proceed to technical

defects, have you now exhausted what you conceive to be the serious

and substantial defects?

Mr. Willis. Those are, to my mind, the points in which the bill

is seriously at fault; yes, sir.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, then, will you briefly recapitulate the

serious, substantial defects?
Mr. Willis. First, the admission of State banks subject to their

existing conditions of law and operation.

Second, the weakening of the national system by the introduction

of a savings section which would enable the national banks to com-

pete, in a way, with State banks, and to tie up a considerable part of

their capital in other than purely fluid funds.

I might add there—and this I do with much less certainty—that

it has occurred to me that there might be some purpose served in

permitting the organization of national trust companies, the same

to be organized by the stockholders of national banks, and by them
only, and to be operated for the purpose of taking over such business

as did not properly fall within the sphere of a national bank, upon
condition

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). You mean that would not fall

within the sphere of a commercial bank?
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir ; upon condition that such banks should there-

upon disassociate themselves from the present relatioiis they bear

to State trust companies organized in the same way—a kind of joint

ownership of stock plan
Senator Nelson (interposing). Would you have them related?

Mr. Willis (continuing). Of which there are, I understand, about

300 cases in the country.

Senator Nelson. Would you have these trust companies, then, as

appendages of national banks?
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Mr. Willis. They would be that
; yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Well, what is the difference between appending
a trust company to a national bank and appending a savings bank
to it?

Mr. Willis. The difference is, as I understand it, that m this sav-
ings question there is no sufficient segregation or differentiation be-
tween the savings department and the commercial, but they are
simply departments of the same corporation. My feeling in the
matter is that a banking corporation organized under the national
law should be solely devoted to commercial business, and should be
organized for the purpose of carrying on that business in such a way
as to make it a suitable member of this system.
Senator Nelson. But would you allow the same set of men that

run the national bank to organize a company in the next room to
that, or in the building close by, a trust department as an attachment
to it?

Mr. Willis. But organize it under a separate charter, with differ-

ent liability, and with a different kind of inspection, subject to com-
plete differentiation of assets and possibly not allowed to have any
direct dealings in the way of deposits or discounts with the bank
itself.

Senator Nelson. Would you allow the same set of officers and
directors ?

Mr. Willis. I think I should allow the same set of directors, pos-
sibly. I would not say with certainty about that. As I stated in the
first place, I mean that merely as a means of meeting the apparently
widespread demand for a provision enabling national banks to do in

some way the business which at present is either driven away from
them by the stringent requirements of the national-bank act or else

is carried on by them under the fiction of separate organization of

trust companies under State laws.

Senator Shafeoth. In the State from which I come, Colorado,

a savings bank can do a general mercantile business.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Shafeoth. But when the bank fails the savings deposits

are reserved in toto, and the depositors have a first lien upon all the

assets.

Mr. Willis. I see. That is, they are preferred creditors.

Senator Shafeoth. Yes; preferred creditors. That complicates

very much the affairs of a failing bank.

Mr. Willis. Yes ; I see.

Senator Shafeoth. Because one side contends that the giving of

interest on their deposits really ought to make them deferred;

whereas, upon the other side, they say that these savings depositors

are poor people that are putting their money in, and that therefore

they should be preferred. I have generally favored segregation,

myself.

Mr. Willis. Well, I believe in that—the complete segregation ot

liability.
, ,

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Willis, had you finished your enumera-

tion of the chief defects of the bill?

Mr. Willis. I have, sir.
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Senator Hitchcock. Then, I want to draw attention to the fact

that after this bill was reported in the House there was a very decided
change in the market for United States 2 per cent bonds.
Mr. Willis. Yes ; I know.
Senator Hitchcock. And I want to ask you whether you think

that the bill adequately provides for our national credit ?

Mr. Willis. Well, Senator Hitchcock, may I reserve that point
until later? That is a topic that I thought of taking up fully a
little later on. With your permission I should like to deal with tliat

later.

Senator Hitchcock. But I would like to ask you at this time
whether you think that result was due to a defective condition in the

bill.

Mr. Willis. Do you mean the decline in the Government bonds?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Willis. I have thought somewhat upon that question. I do not
think that it was. But I do think this, that the 2 per cent bonds are in an
artificial condition. Their market is largely artificial, and always has

been. I think that any great change in legislation that does not

make an absolute, unmistakable, positive provision for the redemp-
tion of those bonds at par—that is, I mean in the near future—may
lead timid holders of those bonds to throw them on the market and
thereby bring about a depression in their price; and while I, of

course, can only advance an opinion on the subject I think that is

what occurred in this instance.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, you do not believe, do you, that na-

tional banks that intended to stay in the system as proposed in this

bill would market their bonds ?

Mr. Willis. Very few bonds in actual volume were marketed,
Senator Hitchcock.

Senator Hitchcock. No. But you believe, certainly, that the only

bonds which were marketed were marketed by banks which were
going to denationalize themselves, because they could not accept the

terms of this bill, do you not ?

Mr. Willis. Not necessarily, I should say. There are always
banks that are getting rid of their bonds, selling them; and it might
easily have been the case at that time that the banks were disposing

of bonds for the purpose of retiring circulation.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, under the existing law they are not

permitted to retire more than a very small proportion of their circu-

lation.

Mr. Willis. Certainly ; that is true.

Senator Hitchcock. But if they denationalize themselves they

will naturally retire it all ?

Mr. Willis. Yes ; they would retire all their circulation, and they

would sell their bonds if they could get a good price for them. I

can conceive of the bonds being at a price where it would be better

worth their while for the holders of them to continue to hold them,

rather than sell them on the market, as an investment security. Have
I answered your question ?

Senator Hitchcock. In part you have. But I wanted to ask

whether you felt when you finally approved the House bill—as I

believe you did—whether you felt that it took into account the fact

that there were some 4,000 national banks in the country which prac-
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tically derived no benefit from this bill at all, although they were
required to give up one-tenth of their capital under it
Mr Willis. Well, I did not feel then, and do not feel now, that

those banks derive no benefit.

.i.^^''^^Z^^n'^^''''''\^7^^}^-^'' r" ^"°^ o^ '^ny bank having less
than $100,000 m capital, doing business in a country community,
which is not able to get all the rediscounts it desires under the pres-
ent system f

^

,

.Mr. Willis. I should not like to name any individual bank of that
kind. I do not think I could.
Senator Hitchcock No; but you are aware that throughout the

West and the South there are thousands of banks which at certain
seasons of the year already rediscount their paper with their reserve
agents ?

Mr. Willis. Certainly.
Senator Hitchcock. And, of course, this bill gives them nothing

they have not already got.

Mr. Willis. I can not agree with that.
Senator Shafeoth. In times of panic it does.
Mr. Willis. I could not take that view of it.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, are you familiar with the condition of
these small banks in the country towns as they are at the present
time?

Mr. Willis. I have devoted as much attention to that as I reason-
ably could. As I told you, however, I have not had a technical bank-
ing experience and would not pretend to
Senator Nelson (interposing). Do you Imow the character of

deposits of these small country banks?
Mr. Willis. I think so.

Senator Nelson. What are they?
Mr. Willis. Let me see if I understand your question.
Senator Nelson. Do you know the character of the deposits of

these small country banks in a rural community—the nature of their
deposits ?

Mr. Willis. Well, I presume that they are made there in part by
persons who have funds that they want taken care of and in part by
local tradesmen and farmers going there to obtain discounts on their

notes.

Senator Nelson. Are you aware of the fact that the bulk of the
deposits in these small country banks are time deposits drawing
interest ?

Mr. Willis. I know a very large volume of such deposits exists.

Senator Hitchcock. You are familiar with the fact, now, that

through the West, at the present time, and in the South there are

possibly thousands of national banks which perhaps would dena-

tionalize in case this bill passes as it has come from the House ?

Mr. Willis. I have heard that stated, Senator, without knowing
exactly how much basis there was for it. Personally, I may say at

this point that I do not think it would be physically possible for

these banks to do that in any considerable number—any large number.

Senator Hitchcock. Will you state the reasons?

Mr. Willis. The reasons why they would not denationalize ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
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Mr. Willis. In the first place, an effort on the part of such a bank
to j^o out of the national system would cause it a rather heavy loss

on its bonds.

Senator Hitchcock. Now, is not that fact what has caused the de-

preciation of the bonds?
Mr. Willis. I do not think so, Senator. I do not think that has

been the cause of it; but, of course, I merely am expressing an
opinion.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose I told you I had received letters

from 130 national banks in the State of Nebraska, outside of Omaha,
most small national banks, and that 70 of them advised me they

would denationalize if the bill passed as it came from the House ?

Mr. AViLLis. Yes?
Senator Hitchcock. Taking that as a standard, how many small

national banks do you think would denationalize throughout the

United States?

Mr. Willis. Well, I should say unquestionably that that number
of letters represented a very strong disposition on the part of the

banks to denationalize. I should add, however, to what I said a

moment ago, in addition to the question of the loss on bonds, there is

this further idea

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). Let me stop you right there.

Do you assume that Congress will pass a bill which will permit the

2 per cent bonds to go below par?
Mr. Willis. I do not assume anything at all.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you think it would be right for Congress

to do that ?

Mr. Willis. I think it is right for the Government to make proper

provision for its debts, whatever that may be.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose those banks did denationalize and
retire their currency, would not that produce a stringency in the cir-

culating medium?
Mr. Willis. That is the point I wanted to speak of a moment ago.

Senator Hitchcock. Was that danger taken into account in fram-

ing this bill?

Mr. Willis. Fully.

Senator Hitciecock. Was it felt any banks would denationalize?

Mr. Willis. Under this bill, Senator, the bank, of course, which
wishes to denationalize is subject to the same conditions as at present;

that is, it has to leave currency—lawful money—with the Treasury

to the amount of its outstanding circulation. Now, under this bill

provision is made for the depositing of those amounts in the Federal

reserve banks. The Government, presumably, then would deposit all

of those funds now classed as general assets in such banks. Now, let

us assume for the sake of the argument that all national banks left

the system. Assume, further, that these banks have $750,000,000 of

bonds or of currency based on bonds. I think that is a little large,

but we may use it as a round number.
Senator Shafeoth. $735,000,000.

Mr. Willis. $735,000,000. It is evident, then, that the banks would
have to leave with the Government $735,000,000 of lawful money,

except in so far as they might have their own notes, which they would

turn in. Now, the banks have to-day, say, in round numbers, $950,-

000,000 of reserve money. In other words, an effort to do that would
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be out of the question. The banks could not do it, because they would
be turning over to the new reserve banks the great bulk of their cash
if it be assumed that any banks at all went into the reserve system, so
as to permit the organization of the reserve banks. Answering your
question in another way, it was recognized. Senator, when the bill
was framed that if it appeared that the banks were not willing to
enter the system in large numbers, so as to make it effective lind
workable, it would practically be necessary to provide for the takino-
up of the stock of these reserve banks, to some extent at least, by the
public at large, in order to get them organized and set them going
promptly.

Senator Hitchcock. That was provided for in the bill ?

Mr. Willis. It was not; no, sir. But it was considered—fully
considered. You asked me if that was gone over, and I said " yes."
Senator Hitchcock. The matter I wanted to have you discuss was

whether any account was taken of the effect upon circulation by the
denationalization, possibly, of 7,000 banks.
Mr. Willis. The conclusion we reached, Senator, was if the reserve

banks were organized, as it was supposed they would be, on some
basis, such retirements of circulation as might be effected by the de-
posit of lawful money would be offset, as the funds Avould be put
back into circulation immediately through the redeposit of that law-
ful money in the reserve banks, where it would at once constitute a
basis for rediscount. Do I make plain what I mean ?

Senator Hitchcock. How could you have organized 12 reserve
systems, with a minimum of $5,000,000 capital each, if any consider-

able number of banks denationalize ?

Mr. Willis. As I said a moment ago, Senator, it was thought then,

in case any reason appeared for thinking many national banks would
go out of the system—which I personally did not feel and have never
been convinced of—that if that did occur it would be necessary to

have the stock of the reserve banks thrown open to subscription by
the public in order to do just what you indicate—that is, to get them
started with a generous capital Have I covered the point?

Senator Hitchcock. You have; but I do not see, then, that the

retirement of perhaps $100,000,000 of national-bank notes would be

provided for. It seems to me there would be a violent shrinkage of

the currency and possibly a panic resulting through the refusal of

many banks to join the system.

Mr. Willis. I will say this. Senator: In my opinion it would be

an exceedingly unfortunate thing to have a great many banks leave

the system. If by any reasonable means that can be avoided, it

should be avoided, because the success of this system will depend in

very large measure upon the existing banks, or a considerable num-
ber of them, joining and loyally helping to put the thing into opera-

tion. This bill is not a central-bank bill in the ordinary sense of the

term, but it is a bill creating a series of reserve holding agencies,

That is the distinguishing feature of the bill.

Senator Nelson. But why do you propose this discrimination in

the matter of bank reserves? In the country banks, as defined here,

they must immediately deposit a portion of their reserves with the

reserve bank.
Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Country banks?
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Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Other banks have 60 days in which to do it.

^Vhy do you make that discrimination, that country banks must de-

posit the reserve immediately in these regional banks, while all the

banks in the reserve cities and central reserve cities have 60 days
in which to do it?

Mr. Willis. I do not so understand the bill.

Senator Nelson. You read it and see.

Senator Shafroth. Even in that case. Senator, the bank has a

year to determine whether it will come in, and it can be getting

ready.

Senator Nelson. To come in?
Senator Shafroth. Yes; to come in.

Mr. Willis. May I finish my statement? I was saying that the

bill provided for a series of reserve-holding institutions. Now, it

will be successful in large measure according to the degree in which
it gets the reserves of the bank. If they do not come in, but leave

the national system and become State banks, then, of course, there

will be no obligation on them to deposit their reserves there. In
other words, if you then threw open the subscription of the stock of

those banks to the general public you would then be creating a sys-

tem of Government banks—public banks. Now, I do not think that

would be a desirable thing to do, unless you are driven to it.

Senator Hitchcock. You do not favor the idea of a Government
bank?
Mr. Willis. I do not mean to say that in this connection. If you

want me to take that up now—I am getting involved in a good many
broad questions—I will; but I was going to defer that imtil later.

May I do that?
Senator Hitchcock. Certainly.

Mr. Willis. I think, then, it is highly desirable to get as many
banks as can reasonably be induced to do so to come into this system

at the start, in order that the system may begin business with an

adequate volume of reserves in the banks, ready for use in coopera-

tive work for the maintenance of their credit.

Senator Hitchcock. I had a question or two I wanted to ask yoH
that I omitted formerly. I wanted to ask whether you were the only

expert who assisted the committee in framing the bill ?

Mr. Willis. I think I am the only man who occupied an ofiScial

status in that way. We called in before the committee a good many
men of very high expert authority, who testified upon different points

as they came up, and told what they thought about given subjects.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you object to telling the committee
whether Prof. Laughlin, of Chicago, approved the substance of this

bill, in its fundamentals?
Mr. Willis. I do not know anything about that. I have never

heard him say.

Senator O'Goeman. Were there any hearings before any committee
at the time this bill was formulated ?

Mr. Willis. Not so far as I know, Senator, except those of last

winter. You mean in the House?
Senator O'Gorman. Yes. The first time hearings were had with

regard to this bill, and its provisions, were the hearings before the

Senate committee?
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Mr. Willis. I so understand it.

Senator O'Goeman. During the last five weeks ?

Mr. WiiiLis. I so understand.
Senator Hitchcock. You do not know that Prof. Laughlin had

assisted the committee in any way ?

Mr. Willis. I am quite sure he did not. At least, if he did so, it
'

was not within my knowledge. '

Senator Nelson. You said you were the only official expert. Who
were the nonofficial experts that appeared before you when you were
framing the bill ?

Mr. Willis. Their names are given in the hearings. I could hardly
give them all, Senator, but some of the principal ones were Mr. A. B.
Hepburn, of New York, who I think was chairman of the American
Banliers' Association Commission; Mr. Paul M. Warburg; Prof.
Laughlin, of the University of Chicago; Sir Edmund Walker, a Ca-
nadian banker, from Toronto; and a considerable number of other
well-known bankers. Their names are all of record in the hearings.
Then, in addition to that, the chairman of the committee sent out a

large number of lists of questions and inquiries, and so forth, to ca-

pable men, and their answers were at his disposal in making up his

mind on what ought to go into the bill. So that I think a pretty full

attempt was made to find out what the community thought on each
important point as the work was done.

Senator O'Goeman. In passing, I want to ask if I understand you
correctly. The bill as prepared, as I understand it, was the result

really of a collaboration of a number of people. Did you regard it

as the best plan that could be devised at the time it was presented to

the House?
Mr. Willis. Under all the circumstances. Senator, of every kind, I ]

felt then and I feel now, in all sincerity, that this plan is probably

as good, subject to reasonable changes and improvements, and so on,

as could be obtained.

Senator Nelson. You admit it could be improved ?

Mr. Willis. I have already pointed out. Senator, two or three

points which call for change, and I am going to indicate others.

Senator O'Goeman. I understood you a while since to say that

after further study and consideration, and as a result of the public

criticism of the bill as offered in the House, you now see where the

bill could be materially improved and you are proceeding to give some

of the suggestions along those lines ?

Mr Willis. No; not that, Senator. I think I said that as a result

of further study, and so forth, I had come to feel that the placing of

the reserve board entirely in the hands of Government appointees

was a safe thing to do, and, on the whole, a way of handling the

situation that was not open to criticism, all things considered. With

reference to these other matters I am mentioning now, a number ot

them are points that I have felt for years ought to be included m any

such bill. ,.,,.,, , -11 jx J
Senator O'Goeman. Were they included m the bill as offered in

the House? ,,

Mr. Willis. Certainly not, and they are not there now

Senator O'Goeman. Did you advise their insertion at that time^

Mr. Willis. I did
;
yes, sir.

Senator O'Goeman. Your advice was not accepted <

S. Doe. 232, 63-1—vol 3 70
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Mr. Willis. They were not included in the bill.

Senator O'Gokman. They were not acted upon ?

Mr. Willis. They are not in the bill, as a matter of fact. Now, as

to the technical defects or blemishes in this bill, while a number of

these might be mentioned, the only ones I think pressing are these

:

First, as to the redemption feature. I have thought all along that

redemption should be made in gold, or the equivalent of gold, such as

gold certificates, and that the language " gold or lawful money

"

was probably not wise. This country is now on a gold basis, and I

I think it is best to make the redemption direct in gold or gold cer-
' tificates for those notes.

Senator O'Goeman. You would strike out "or lawful money"?
Mr. Willis. I should; yes. That language strikes me as being

likely, possibly, to lead to some trouble. In a sense the difficulty is

not serious; certainly not under ordinary conditions, because I be-

lieve that lawful money redemption—which was accepted by the

bankers in the monetary commission's bill, by the way—would ordi-

narily be sufficient.

Senator O'Goeman. In passing, if you will permit an interrup-

tion, it is apparent the bankers have learned something with respect

to improving the banking system, even since the recommendations of

the monetary commission.
Mr. Willis. I always thought that feature of the Aldrich bill,

along with many other features, was open to serious objection. Now,
if you put that in there, and probably whether yon put it in or

not, I think the Government should be given the power to get gold for

redemption purposes by selling bonds, as it does now in connection

with the greenbacks.
Senator Nelson. There is no such direct power in the bill now?
Mr. Willis. There is not; no, sir.

Senator Nelson. And no other law by which they could sell bonds
for this purpose ?

Mr. Willis. I think that it is a question whether they might not

sell them under the existing law.

Senator Nelson. Under the law of 1900?
Mr. Willis. Yes; because ultimately. Senator, the redemption

would fall back on the fund behind the greenbacks, for which they

are authorized to sell bonds.
Senator Nelson. They could sell to redeem them, but not to re-

deem these?

Mr. Willis. But these would be redeemed in lawful money, and
lawful money means greenbacks. In other words, they would re-

deem in lawful money, which would be redeemed in gold, which
would mean it was redeemed by the $150,000,000 gold fund, which
would mean that the Government had power to reconstitute that

fund by selling bonds, which would mean, in the last analysis, it had
power to provide for the notes under this bill if it liad to. Under
ordinary circumstances I do not think such a situation would ever

come about, but I think it is better to avoid that criticism, since

you practically have gold redemption there now, and simplify that

provision by requiring their direct redemption in gold.

Senator Hitchcock. What objection was there to having a simple

provision for a gold redemption in the House discussion?
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Mr. Willis. I think that was discussed a good deal on the floor,
Senator. I do not remember all of the arguments, but as nearly as I
remember the only argument that impressed me seriously in that con-
nection was this, that if you are going to do that, sincerity would
dictate that you go further and retire the greenbacks, and it was sup-
posed that was a thing Congress was not supposed to be ready to
do. There was a multitude of arguments on the subject, but I'can
not recall them all now.
Senator Hitchcock. Why would it be necessary to go further and

redeem the greenbacks if you made an arrangement to redeem these
notes in gold?

Mr. Willis. If you will pardon me, I did not say it was, but you
asked me what argument was mentioned, and I said that was the "one
that impressed my mind chiefly. I do not think it is a conclusive
argument, as you see from the recommendation I have made.

Senator Hitchcock. The present greenbacks are redeemable in
gold.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Why were not these new notes made redeem-

able in gold ? I am referring now to your consultation on the bill.

Mr. Willis. I think they should be.

Senator Hitchcock. Did the bill originally provide for that ?

Mr. Willis. I think not. I would not be positive on that point,

but I think the lawful-money redemption was put in there on the

ground that it was in the Monetary Commission bill and therefore

represented something that had been indorsed by the banking inter-

ests and to which they certainly would not object.

Senator Hitchcock. That is one thing I wanted to draw your at-

tention to. The statement has been made before this committee by
one of the witnesses that the banking interests largely influenced the

original make-up of that bill.

Mr. Willis. What bill do you mean?
Senator Hitchcock. Of the bill in the House, with which you were

connected.

Mr. Willis. Yes?
Senator Hitchcock. And that Prof. Laughlin, president of the

Citizens' League, which was composed of bankers, was consulted,

along with yourself, and the bill was finally made to his approval.

Mr. Willis. Now, Senator, may I ask for the name of that witness?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes; that is Mr. Shibley.

Mr. Willis. I thought so. And I would like to say something

about that. Prof. Laughlin was called before the committee just as

others were called.

Senator Hitchcock. Let us first get the facts. Is he president of

the Citizens' League?
Mr. Willis. No; I do not think he has any connection with it now.

He never was president, so far as I know. He was a kind of repre-

sentative, or perhaps had the position of chairman of the executive

committee. I do not remember as to that.
,

Senator Hitchcock. You mean he represented the Citizens

League ?

Mr. Willis. I do; yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And the Citizens'' League was an organiza-

tion of bankers for the promotion of banking and currency retorm

«
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Mr. Willis. It was an organization, nominally at least, .of every-

body who wanted banking and currency reform.

Senator Hitchcock. The bankers put up the money for it ?

Mr. Willis. I have heard so a good many times.

Senator Hitchcock. It was stated they spent some several hun-
dred thousand dollars in this agitation which resulted in this bill.

Mr. Willis. I think that was testified to by Prof. Laughlin him-
self before the Pujo subcommittee.

Senator Hitchcock. On January 8 of this year Prof. Laughlin
appeared before the subcommittee of the Democratic House Commit-
tee on Banking and Currency?
Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. That was the subcommittee for which you
were the expert?
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. He described himself as " at the present time

chairman of the Citizens' League for the Promotion of a Sound
Banking System."
Mr. Willis. Yes? Do you want me to continue that a little fur-

ther, Senator?
Senator Hitchcock. If you care to. Inasmuch as it has already

been testified to before the committee
Mr. Willis. I read that testimony, and I felt it was very unfair.

Senator Hitchcock. Unfair to whom?
Mr. Willis. To everybody. And, if you will allow me, I will

state the facts about that. When the hearings were held, I think it

was the wish of the chairman to have as many national groups
represented in the hearings as possible; and to that end a good many
were invited, but some of them never, I am sorry to say, put in an
appearance. That is to say, the presidents of various organizations,

manufacturers and so on, were invited to come. Some came and some
did not. I remember the president of the Federation of Labor was
invited to come, as were others in like position, but did not. Among
the organizations that were to be represented was the American
Bankers' Association and the National Citizens' League. The Na-
tional Citizens' League was represented by Prof. Laughlin, I think,

and Mr. J. V. Farwell, if my memory serves me right. Prof. Laugh-
lin urged a plan of his own, and then subsequently placed in the

Jiands of the committee a draft of a bill which he said represented

his views. Now, in order to test the statement of Mr. Shibley, all

that is necessary is to take Prof. Laughlin's testimony and read it

and then take the bill that the committee finally reported and com-

pare it with Prof. Laughlin's bill—that is, the bill he prepared.

I think you will find there was no resemblance whatever between

the two, except the same family resemblance there is in all bills on

banking reform in their general features. For instance, it has been

repeatedly stated that this House bill resembles the Aldrich bill. It

does do that, so far as it contains certain fundamental ideas which

are found in all these bills. It also resembles the Fowler banlring

bill and various others. Now, as I recall the Laughlin bill, it was a

bill of the same general type as all of these others, but, of course, it

had its own special features. I do not recall that any of those were

adrtpted or incorporated, The bill has never been made a secret of,
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SO far as I know, and I have here a copy of it, which I would be glad V
to place at your disposal.

Senator Hitchcock. Would you please place that in the record ?

Mr. Willis. I should prefer not to do that, if you have no objec-
tion, Senator. The chairman of the House committee might allow
that, but it was filed in the House committee and I do not think I
would have the authority to do it. But my copy of it is at your serv-
ice, if you wish to see it—you and the other members of the com-
mittee.

Senator Hitchcock. The reason I sugested that is because of Mr.
Shibley's testimony.

Mr. Willis. Let me say, most emphatically, that the statements
referred to have no foundation whatever, but are unjust to everyone,
as I said before. Prof. Laughlin is a laiown expert and authoritative
writer on these subjects. He represented a pretty large organization
and was therefore given a suitable hearing before the committee.
That was his only connection with it.

Senator O'Goeman. Did not he approve of the Aldrich bill?

Mr. Willis. I think he aproved a great many ideas in it, if I

remember correctly.

Senator O'Gorman. Did not he give the entire bill approval?
Mr. Willis. I should not say so.

Senator O'Goeman. I have the impression he did.

Mr. Willis. It may be so.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me quote Mr. Shibley's statement in a

few lines, as a text for you to discuss. He says, " he outlined," that
is. Prof. Laughlin, " a proposal for a currency and banking system
that is almost exactly what became the administration bill."

Mr. Willis. Right there, Mr. Chairman, may I repeat that the out-

line of almost any one of these bills is similar to the outline of every
other, just as there is a general resemblance between human skeletons.

The differences come in when you begin to deal with the actual cloth-

ing of them with flesh and blood.

Senator O'Goeman. Is it possible Mr. Shibley had in mind that as

the Aldrich bill provided for an organization controlled by the bank-
ers, that" your initial bill provided for an organization in which the

bankers would have a very substantial representation?

Mr. Willis. Well, I do not know what was in his mind, of course.

What I do know is that it is not a fact that any one organization, or

outside individual more than any other, was instrumental in outlining

or framing this bill, so far as I have any knowledge or belief.

Senator O'Goeman. I think it is fair to say to you that none of the

committee, so far as I am aware, disagrees with you on that proposi-

tion.

Mr. Willis. And, in further support of that, I offer to place at the

disposal of the committee my own copy .of the bill that was suggested

by Prof. Laughlin.
Senator Hitchcock. That will hardly be necessary, and your

statement might be enlightening, somewhat.
Mr. Willis. Do you care to have me go on now with the technical

defects ?

Senator O'Goeman. Yes ; we want the benefit of your criticism of

this bill.
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Mr. Willis. I think the language in this bill relating to the re-

demption fund for Federal reserve notes, which is to be held in the

Treasury, ought to be clarified and strengthened, and I think that

the redemption fund should always be held in the Treasury in suffi-

cient quantity to insure the regular redemption of any notes that

may come in there. At present it is 5 per cent. I have been un-

certain, from the start, and I should think that everyone would feel

more or less uncertain, as to the adequacy of that 5 per cent. Now,
to remove that, I believe that the Federal reserve board, if you
should enact this bill or something like it—the Federal reserve board

\/ should be given power to require reserve, banks to maintain such
proportion of their 33J per cent reserve as may be necessary in the

Treasury. That is, instead of having it a flat 5 per_ cent, to have it

whatever experience may dictate. It might run as high as 10. Ex-
perience would be necessary in order to find out, I think, exactly how
much of that should be kept in the Treasury. Experience would
indicate about how many of these notes came to the Treasury in-

stead of going straight home. That, I think, is a somewhat im-

portant matter, in order that the Government might never be em-
barrassed through unnecessary delay in redeeming these notes. It is

the more important in view of the fact that under the bill all com-
mercial fimds of the Government are to go into the reserve banks,

so that it is thrown back upon this fund and must have enough of

that to make the redemption successfully and promptly.
In the next place—a matter I think is probably more important

than any of the other defects—the language of section 14, which re-

lates to rediscounts, is unsatisfactory. It provides that

—

Upon the indorsement of any member bank any Federal reserve bank may dis-

count notes and bills of exchange arising out of commercial transactions; that

is, notes and bills of exchange issued or drawn for agricultural, industrial, or

commercial purposes, or the proceeds of which have been used, or may be used,

for such purposes, etc.

I can not help feeling that the language " or the proceeds of which
have been used, or may be used, for such purposes" opens a door
of danger that perhaps would not be availed of but might be, and
I should like to see that language stricken out and the rediscount

section strengthened correspondingly.
Senator Weeks. Let me ask you a question about the rediscount

of notes. Why should any of these notes in the ordinary course be
presented at the Treasury for redemption?
Mr. Willis. Well, Senator Weeks, I think it is doubtful, as I said.

I think it would be a matter of experience to find out how many
would be. May I answer that indirectly? Why need any national

bank notes be presented to the Treasury for redemption ?

Senator Weeks. Because that is the only place you could redeem
them.

Mr. Willis. You could send them directly home. Now, I have
heard of a bank's making up a bundle of notes for redemption and,
out of " banking comity," including in that bundle a number of notes

issued by a bank across the street. It sends them to Washington and
has them redeemed there, and the Washington authorities send them
back to the bank across the street. Of course, I have no personal
knowledge of such a case, but I have heard such stories told.
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Senator Weeks. I do not think that is a remarkable story. There
are bundles of bills coming back to the Treasury that have never been
opened—new bills.

What I wanted to call your attention to was that there will be
branches of the reserve bank or reserve banks all over the country.

The member banks, if there are such, will do business directly with
the branch with which they are connected, or with the bank with
which they are connected, and they naturally would send their bills

to those banks for redemption. I do not see why they should send
them to the Treasury.
Mr. Willis. Senator, I do not see any very serious or important

reason why they should, but I think it is very hard to predict abso-

lutely the course of commercial events, and I think it would be un-
fortunate if we should find ourselves with a law that did not provide
3 definite gold fund there, although there was plenty of gold some-
where.

Senator Weeks. I think you are quite right about that.

Senator PgjMeeejje. I am not sure that I understand. What is

the particular vice you complain of in the phrase " or the proceeds

of which have been used, or may be used, for such jourposes " ?

Mr. Willis. Because that introduces. Senator, an element of doubt
or uncertainty into the judging of this paper.

Senator Nelson. It is pure guesswork, is it not?

Mr. Willis. Yes; I think it is too hazardous. I think the redis-

counted paper, Senator—in line with my former statement about the

necessity of making the banks strictly commercial institutions

—

should be only the cream of the paper ; that is, paper growing out of

bona fide commercial transactions.

Senator O'Gorman. Would that be a sufficient description of com-

mercial paper—paper that has grown out of commercial transac-

tions ?

Mr. Willis. I have had great difficulty. Senator, in framing a de-

scription of commercial paper, and I suppose everj'body recognizes

that difficulty. You will notice that in this bill the provision was

made that the Federal reserve board shall have the right to determine

or define the character of the paper.

If you happen to recall, after the Aldrich-Vreeland bill was

adopted there was found to be in that bill a provision about two-name

paper, I think, the idea being to get the cream of the paper. Expe-

rience speedily showed that in some parts of the West the best paper

was single-name paper, so that Secretary MacVeagh, if I recall, gave

out a rule that two-name paper was paper one of whose na,mes was

that of an indorsing bank ; which I never felt was the real intent of

the law, as I understood it. Now, I think that was a country as big

as this, and with business interests as variab'e as they are, it is a

pretty hazardous thing to try to introduce a definition of commercial

paper into a law, and if you do not have that, then one would suppose

it should be left to some proper administrative authority to settle.

Hence the provision referred to here.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me ask you a question. Suppose a gen-

eral merchant in a western town of 4,000 population goes into a bank

and borrows $2,000 in order to discount a bill ,of goods that he is

buying and get the cash discount. He draws his note for 90 days
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SO that he will be able to make his sales of the merchandise pur-

chased before the note matures. Is that commercial paper?
Mr. Willis. Will you kindly state that again ?

Senator Hitchcock. A merchant in a small town, purchasing a

bill of goods, desires to get the cash discount. He goes to his bank
and borrows $2,000 for 90 days
Mr. Willis (interposing). Securing it how?
Senator Hitchcock. Without security ; it is his note.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Is that commercial paper?
Mr. Willis. It is in the ordinary acceptation of the term.

Senator Hitchcock. Is it under the terms of this bill ?

Mr. Willis. I think the language as used could be interpreted to

cover that.

Senator Hitchcock. It is intended to cover that kind of paper?
Senator Nelson. The merchant is substituting the bank in place of

the seller of the goods.

Mr. Willis. Certainly. It is undoubtedly paper that he can use

in that way.
Senator Hitchcock. Now, suppose a man in a town goes into a

bank and borrows $2,000 for five months in order to help pay for

some cattle he is buying to fatten. He makes the maturity of his

note five months because before that time he will sell his cattle. Is

that commercial paper?
Mr. Willis. That is another question of definition.

Senator Hitchcock. Did you intend to have that covered by this

bill?

Mr. Willis. I think that the introduction of this language here

was intended to cover that, without doubt, and a good many other

classes of transactions of even broader scope.

Senator Pomeeene. Senator, allow me to suggest this language
here :

" Notes and bills of exchange issued or drawn for agricultural,

industrial, or commercial purposes."
Senator Hitchcock. Yes. Now then, if that is intended to cover

it, why did you limit it to 90 days when many of the transactions

out West and down South cover from four to five months?
Mr. Willis. I think I can say without violation of any confidence

that that was a matter of very serious consideration and of a good
deal of difference of opinion. After looking over all the data that

could be had and consulting with the Treasury Department, I think

those who were in charge came to the opinion that there would be an
abundant supply of this 90-day paper in the country. Secretary

McAdoo sent out certain blanks to banks more recently, asking them
how much there would be

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). That was not done at that

time?
Mr. Willis. Certainly not ; but we did at that time get all the data

there were, and the later investigation has borne out our conclusion.

Senator Hitchcock. Did you call in country baiikers to find out

what paper they actually handled?
Mr. Willis. Country bankers were before the House committee;

yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Who were they?
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Mr. "Wniis. I can not remember their names now. May I add
that there was a large correspondence with country bankers?
Senator Hitchcock. We have had a number of country bankers

here, and I have had a large personal correspondence with country
banks in my own State, and the almost universal testimony is that
the demand they have for rediscounts is at the time they are making
five and six months' loans, and that that paper is unacceptable under
the terms of this bill.

Mr. Willis. May I add one thing right there? As I said a mo-
ment ago the conclusion was reached that there was a sufficient sup-
ply of the 90-day paper in the country. For that reason it was
believed that enough of a vehicle was provided for letting out the
funds of these Federal reserve banks into general use, and the con-
clusion was reached that if there were a sufficient medium for letting
out those funds everybody that was entitled to discount, whether his
paper was technically rediscountable at the Federal reserve bank or
not, would get the benefit of it. Do you follow what I mean ?

Senator Hitchcock. He would get it indirectly from his city cor-
respondent ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Does this bill contemplate that a country

bank will still have its city correspondents ?

Mr. Willis. It does not distinctly say that it will have its city

correspondents, but there is nothing in it to prevent that, and my
own opinion is that in some cases that would continue to be the
practice.

Senator Hitchcock. What has developed, as a matter of fact, Mr.
Willis, is that the country bankers almost with one voice say that
they get no benefit out of this bill, that 10 per cent of their capital

is taken and their reserves impounded and taken away from the banks
where they can get discounts, and that is the reason they propose to

denationalize unless the terms of the bill are changed.
Mr. Willis. Well, as I said before. Senator, if you reach the con-

clusion as a positive fact that the terms of this bill are such that

the banks can not come in and do their service to the community,
then, of course, the bill is not going to perform its work and ought

to be altered to such extent as to bring about participation on the

part of the banks.
Senator Shafeoth. Do you not think, however, that many of these

statements and declarations are made for the purpose of obtaining

concessions in this bill, and that they will come into the system ?

Mr. Willis. I thinli that is human nature; just as, in the case of

previous legislation, we have had statements and predictions of abso-

lute panic and disaster contingent upon the adoption of some piece of

legislation. In this case—without meaning to be in any way insin-

cere or unfair—I think the attitude of a man who is going to be sub-

jected to business inconvenience—and any great measure of this kind

is likely to produce a great deal of business inconvenience—is to take

a dark view of the situation.

Senator Shafroth. And to make threats as to what he will do.

Mr. Willis. To look pessimistically at the future. I think anybody

is prone to do that—the banker no more than anybody else.

Senator Hitchcock. Perhaps you had better proceed, Mr. Willis.
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Mr. Willis. I think those are all the technical defects I care to

mention. Of course, scattered through the bill there are places where
the language could be improved.

Senator McLean. Have you had your attention called to the plan

suggested by Mr. Vanderlip before this committee yesterday?

Mr. Willis. I have only read what the newspapers said this

morning.
Senator McLean. Have you read enough about it so that you are

in a position to criticize it?

Mr. Willis. I should not like to do that upon a mere reading of

an outline. In a moment, if you will allow me, I shall speak of that

general type of plan.

Senator McLean. Yes.

Mr. Willis. Now, I think there is a third group of changes that

might well be made in this bill. They are changes that are not

necessarily an improvement from an abstract standpoint, in my
judgment, but they are changes that are likely to render it easier to

get the system started, perhaps, and make it less b"urdensome.

The first is in regard to the subscription to the stock. It seems to

me that the present subscription required—that is, 10 per cent paid

up—has been complained of quite a good deal. I think perhaps it

may be more than is absolutely necessary. If it is desired to make
a reduction in that and cut it down somewhat, I think that could

reasonably be done.

Then the question has been raised whether the subscription to the

stock should be absolutely compulsory, and whether it should be con-

fined to banks. If there is danger of a good many banks leaving the

system at first, or not coming into the system, then it seems to me
that the public might well be allowed to participate in the subscrip-

tions. That is, it might be stated that if within a reasonable length

of time the total capital stock had not been subscribed—that is,

enough to bring it up to the required minimum capital—by banks,

the remainder should be open to general public subscription.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Willis, why should these banks own the

stock at all ?

Mr. Willis. Why should the member banks own it?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.

Mr. Willis. I think there is no good reason for having them do

so, except to interest them in the scheme and get them to take a more
active part in running it.

Senator Hitchcock. The banks are not to be run for profit.

Mr. Willis. You mean these reserve banks?
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. Willis. No.
Senator Hitchcock. Why should these other banks that are or-

ganized for profit be permitted to take any interest in it? They do
not do it in any European country.

Mr. Willis. I do not think you can give any abstract reason why
they should not.

Senator Hitchcock. Can you give a concrete reason ?

Mr. Willis. Concretely, it has been supposed in all these plans, I

think, that by letting the banks control their own reserves in this way
you would get them to take a more immediate and active interest in
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the starting of the system. I might say that was the practical
reason.

Senator Hitchcock. As a matter of fact, would there not be a
great advantage to the American system of banking if we could add
$100,000,000 to the banking capital of the country, instead of simply
taking it off at one place and putting it in at another?
Mr. Willis. That is a matter I intended to speak of. The private

subscribers, of course, would have to get their money somewhere.
They will get it by drawing on their deposits in banks, so it will
come to about the same thing—the banks will have to provide the
money.
Senator Hitchcock. There is a vast difference between their tak-

ing their own funds and having their customers withdraw theirs.

Mr. Willis. Does it not come to about the same thing in its effect

on the reserves of the banks ?

Senator Hitchcock. I want to ask you this: Suppose there is a
community which has three banks of $1,000,000 capital each and an-
other bank of $1,000,000 capital is established there. Does not that
add $1,000,000 to the banking capital of that community?
Mr. Willis. It has to be obtained from some source.

Senator Hitchcock. But does not that add $1,000,000 to the bank-
ing capital of that community ?

Mr. Willis. It does, if it is drawn from some outside community.
Senator Hitchcock. Eegardless of where it is drawn from. It

may be taken out of building operations or safety deposit vaults •

Mr. AViLLis (interposing). If that is done it adds to the banking
capital.

Senator Hitchcock. Would it not be a good thing if we could add
$100,000,000 to the banking capital of the United States ?

Mr. Willis. Certainly, if you could be absolutely sure of getting

new capital.

Senator Weeks. Let me suggest this, too, Mr. Willis : If the banks

subscribe to the stock themselves they are reducing their capital that

amount. If their customers draw money out of the bank and sub-

scribe for the stock the bank is reducing its liabilities that much.

Senator Shafeoth. But if you had outside capital come in the

directors would have to be changed. It would not be right for the

banks to name them. There would have to be a different system of

electing directors.

Senator Weeks. That is easy enough.

Senator Shaeeoth. This whole system is intended for the benefit

of the banlfs, and that being the case, it seems to me the theory

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). We have been led to believe

this was not for the benefit of the banks, bilt for the benefit of the

people.

Senator Shafeoth. It is for the benefit of both, but at the same

time there is not any question that the right of a bank to go and

cash its paper at any time is a great advantage to the bank, and inas-

much as it does relieve them in their banking situation and make it

more safe for them, and at the same time make it more safe for the

people, it seems to me the bankers are the ones that ought to put up

the money.
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Mr. Willis. Now, there is another suggestion that I make with

some hesitation, but in view of all that has been said I believe it

would be a desirable change. Under this bill a bank can have a

year to decide whether it is going to join or not. In view of the

apparent imfriendliness of a good many banks toward the system,

I believe that is rather too long. A bank can decide a good deal

more quickly than that what it wants to do, and I incline to the

opinion that that period—that is, the period in which it must decide

—

should be shortened a gTeat deal in order to enable those who are

charged with the organization of this scheme to know as early as

possible how much they can count on. I do not mean I would
shorten the time Avithin which a bank has to give up its charter,

but I think I should materially shorten the time within which the

bank had to reach a conclusion. Just how short that period should

be is a matter of opinion.

Senator Nelson. You mean by that that they may decide within

a short time whether they will come into the system or not, but they

will have a year to go into liquidation ?

Mr. Willis. A year before they will be compelled to change their

charters.

These, gentlemen, are the principal changes or concessions, if you
call them so, that I thought of suggesting.

Senator Nelson. I called your attention a moment, perhaps out of

place, to the fact of the discrimination in the deposit of reserves

of the member banks with the regional banks. The country banks
are required to deposit their proportion of the reserves immediately
in the regional reserve bank, while the banks in the reserve cities

and central reserve cities have 60 days in which to do it. That is,

the country banks must plank down their share immediately, while
the other banks, the big banks, have 60 days. Do you not think that
is an unjust and unfair discrimination against the country banks?
Mr. Willis. If that is the meaning of it, I do.

Senator Shafeoth. I think. Senator, the reason there was a dis-

crimination made there is because the country banks usually carry
a higher percentage of reserves in their own vaults; and the city

banks having to be drawn on for such a large amount it was con-

tended, I think, that they should have a little more time to replace

the amounts that are withdrawn.
Senator Nelson. I call your attention to paragraph (a) on page 36:

If a country bank. «s defined by existing law, it sball hold and maintain a
reserve equal to 12 per cent of tbe aggregate amount of its deposits, not includ-
ing savings deposits hereinafter provided for. Five-twelfths of such reserve
shall consist of money which national banks may under existing law count
as legal reserve, held actually in the bank's own vaults; and for a period of

14 months from the date aforesaid at least three-twelfths

I call your attention there to the three-twelfths ; for a period of 14
months from the date aforesaid they are to keep that.
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Now, turn to the next page and you will find

in line 22 : "After 60 days from the date aforesaid, and for a period
of one year, at least three-eighteenths and permanently thereafter,"

etc.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
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Senator Nelson. Now, you see in the one case the big banks have
60 days in which to deposit three-eighteenths, while the others must
deposit three-twelfths immediately.
Mr. Willis. I see what you mean. Senator ; I did not understand

when you first spoke of it. The idea was this : You notice that the
country bank is let down at once from 15 to 12 per cent. You see,

its reserve then is released instantly.

Senator Nelson. But the city banks are released from 25 per cent.

Mr. Willis. At that time, but they have to provide this 3 per cent

;

they have to furnish it right away.
Senator Nelson. That is not true as to all country banks.
Mr. Willis. What is not true?
Senator Nelson. That they are assuming they furnish it to the

country banks.

Mr. Willis. I think the natural course of events under that pro-
vision, Senator, would be this : A is a country banker with $100,000
of deposits outstanding. Under existing law he has to keep 15 per
cent reserve. Now, we will assume he is down to the legal minimum

;

he has $6,000 in cash in his vaults, and he has $9,000 on deposit in

Pittsburgh, we will say. Now, this bill is passed. Under this law
he has to keep 12 per cent, of which 3 per cent has to be in the reserve

bank. Now, the natural thing for him to do would be to sit down
and draw a check on his Pittsburgh correspondent and forward it

to the reserve bank.
Senator Nelson. But you overlook the fact that a great many

country banks keep most of their reserves at home. You are assum-

ing that they keep everything above the 6 per cent in other banks.

Mr. Willis. Yes, sir ; but the figures show that the great majority

of them do do that. I have no doubt. Senator, that in this case and
a great many other cases throughout the bill there would be indi-

vidual instances of hardship and injustice.

Senator Nelson. Why should not these country banks have 60

days in which to deposit the three-twelfths as well as the big banks

have 60 days to deposit their three-eighteenths ?

Mr. Willis. You have to make a start in your shifting of funds at

some time. •
i.

Senator Nelson. But you should not make a start by makmg the

little banks the victims.

Mr. Willis. As I said before. Senator, if that is true in any con-

siderable number of cases

Senator Nelson (interrupting). Did you observe this when you

framed the bill?

Mr. Willis. This section was changed more or less m committee,

and I think there is no harm in saying that the language here used

is not precisely the language that I myself would have used. I do

honestly say, however, that there is, so far as I can see, no general

hardship inflicted on the country banks that is not inflicted on others.

Senator Reed. Now, let us say the country bank, having already a

portion of its funds in the reserve bank, will draw those funds out.

That will impose a burden upon the reserve bank, and therefore the

reserve bank ought to be allowed an additional time in which to pay

its own'^reserves ?

Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.
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Senator Eeed. Did it ever occur to you that if you required the

country banks to deposit at once, that that simply hastens the hour

when the reserve bank would have to produce that money, and,

therefore, that you did not help the reserve bank a bit by that

process ?

Mr. Willis. You mean when the present correspondents would
have to produce the money?

Senator Reed. Yes. In other words, to use an illustration, it is

going to be required that you contribute $50,000 to a certain fund,

and that I shall contribute $25,000, and I have $10,000 of my
$25,000 with you.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. Therefore, the assumption is that I will draw on

you immediately. Now, if you say to me I must contribute that

immediately, I must therefore demand from you immediately?
Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. And just in proportion as you make me pay quick,

I make you pay quick. I do not see what you gain.

Mr. Willis. I see what you mean. It is quite possible that the

language there is not satisfactory.

Senator Reed. It is true that the country banks do deposit, in the

aggregate, a considerable portion of their reserves with the ordinary

reserve banks of reserve cities, is it not?
Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. And it is true that the reserve banks in the reserve

cities keep large deposits in the central reserve cities?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. This bill—it is also true that each dollar of bank
money—money that is in banks, carries, on the average, about $8
of credits, is it not ?

Mr. Willis. I think so
;
yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Now, if the country national banks have in their

vaults $1,160,000,000 of the money of other banks, which is largely

the reserves of other banks, and they are required to suddenly re-

move those moneys from those banks, where are the banks going to

get that vast sum of money ?

Mr. Willis. Senator, that is a very pertinent question, and I think

if there is one thing in a great piece of legislation like this which is

more important than another, it is this—^that this is probably the

most important question in the whole bill.

If you have looked into the report made by the House Committee
on Banking and Currency on this subject, under the head of re-

serves, you may have noticed there the computations which are made
there. To sum those up briefly, it seems to me that the whole prob-

lem comes down to this : Is the total amount of cash needed under the

new legislation greater or less than the total amount of cash needed

to-day ? The cash has got to come from somewhere, and if it is not

available, it would have to be imported or else drawn out of ordinary

circulation. The computations there seem to me to show that, allow-

ing for the release of Government funds which would be deposited

in the banks, although they are now tied up in the Treasury, the

banking community would find itself about where it started, after it

is put through.
Senator Reed. After it is put through?
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Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Keed. I am not talking about after it is put through. I

undertand perfectly well that if this $1,160,000,000 of money that is

now deposited with the national banks was safely transferred to the
vaults of the Federal reserve banks there would be just as much
banking capital available then as there is now, because after that had
been done the banks of the system could rediscount their paper and
secure cash.

I am talking about the process of formation. Let rae illustrate

it. I think these figures which I am going to quote are substantially

correct, although they may be very far from the exact figures. I may
be confused about them in my memory, but I am not going to wait to

hunt them up, but they will serve for the purpose of illustration.

I think the banks in Kansas City alone have of country bank de-

posits about $52,000,000. Of that sum, I think, about $35,000,000
represents the reserves of country banks; and of that $35,000,000,

under the provisions of this bill, there would have to be transferred

about $22,000,000 into the Federal reserve bank by the country banks.

That would necessarily imply a withdrawal by the country banks
from the banks of Kansas City alone of that $22,000,000, in order that

they might be prepared to send it on to the regional reserve banks.

Mr. Willis. Will you allow me to interpose there ?

Senator Eeed. Yes.

Mr. Willis. Your regional bank would probably be located in or

close to Kansas City?
Senator Eeed. The probabilities are—T just guess that there will

be one at St. Louis.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

. Senator Eeed. And not closer. Of course, it ought to be in Kansas

City, because it is close to Kansas, and because it does more business

than any other town of its size in the world.

Senator Hitchcock. Except Salina, Kans. [Laughter.]

Mr. Willis. I quite agree with you. Senator Eeed.

Senator Eeed. Those are the cold features, too. But this $22,000,-

000 now is loaned out to business men in Kansas City.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Eeed. It is loaned to business men in Kansas, m Oklahoma,

and in all that section of the country, to cattle men, to merchants, and

to every class of people. And it carries, as I understand, this bank-

ing capital carries a vast amount of credits.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Eeed. Now, if there is no place for the banks of Kansas

City to get that money from except two sources, and one is to contract

their loans and the other is to withdraw a part of the money from

eastern banks, which, of course, bring trouble to them—if that was to

go on over the entire country, talring in Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Omaha, San Francisco, and Los Angeles—and there is no use naming

the list, because your mind will grasp it—what do you think would

happen?
^ i • i.u j.

Mr. Willis. Senator, I think the conditions produced m that way

would be so inconceivably worse than any business disaster we have

ever had in this country that they could not be spoken of m the same

breath.
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Senator Shafroth. If it all had to be done at one time?
Mr. Willis. Precisely.

Senator Reed. I am coming to what has to be done.

Mr. Willis. May I make a comment right there ?

Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Willis. I think you said they could look for aid from two

sources, first, the curtailment of loans, and second, by withdrawing it

from eastern banks.
Senator Reed. Yes.
Mr. Willis. I would suggest a third source, and the one which I

believe if one were an active banker he would avail himself of. The
banker would probably go to the regional reserve bank, or the Federal
reserve bank—I prefer the latter term—and secure from it a redis-

count of paper in his possession to such an extent as conditions would
warrant. He would then retain such cash as he had as a basis for

further operations.

Senator Reed. You have not made any provisions in this bill for

the rediscounting of paper until the bank is organized and ready to

do business, and as a condition precedent to the opening of its doors

for business you have required the deposit of this money with it.

Mr. Willis. You mean to say that the deposit has to be in hand
before the bank can do business?

Senator Reed. You require, first, payment of the money. You do
not say the payment of the money or deposit of securities ?

Senator Nelson. Your theory would lead to allowing them in

depositing their resorves to deposit commercial paper instead of cash ?

Mr. Willis. To such an extent as the reserve bank thought it wise

to permit.

Senator Nelson. Does the bill permit that?
Mr. Willis. Yes ; it does.

Senator Nelson. Instead of putting in the cash they can discount

paper for that ?

Mr. Willis. In so far as the reserve bank chooses to permit that.

Senator Reed. You say the bill permits that? Will you cite me to

the clause ?

Mr. Willis. I can not cite any one clause, but the provisions are

these: A bank has to keep a specified amount of reserve—call it 12

per cent in the case of the country bank. That reserve is to consist to

the extent of five-twelfths of actual cash, which under existing law
may be counted as legal reserve held actually in the bank's own vault

(you will find that provision on page 36, beginning at line 20). Then
the bill is specific, and it says

:

and for a period of 14 months from the date aforesaid at least three-twelfths,

and thereafter at least flve-twelfths, of such reserve shall consist of a credit

balance with the Federal reserve bank of its district.

Senator Reed. That is another question. I am talking about the

primarjr organization.

Mr. Willis. May I just finish that?

Senator Reed. Certainly.

Mr. Willis. The words " the date aforesaid " refer back to the first

line or two of section 20, where it says

:

That from and offer the date when the Secretary of the Treasury shall have
officially announced, in such manner as he may elect, the fact that a Federal
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reserve bant has been established in any designated district, every banking
association within said district which shall have subscribed for stock in such
Federal reserve bank shall be required

—

And so forth.

My interpretation of that language is this : The banks must first

put up the ctipital necessary to organize this Federal reserve bank.
When the capital is in hand and the institution is ready to open its

doors the Secretary of the Treasury announces the fact that it is

ready to do business. And then, and from that time forward, the

country bank must have five-twelfths of its reserve on hand in cash

in its own vaults and three-twelfths on hand in the form of a credit

balance on the books of a Federal reserve bank, we will say, at

Kansas City.

The Federal reserve bank in Kansas City is opened, and the country

banker somewhere near has taken stock in the Federal reserve bank,

lie has received his certificate of stock and has contributed, we will

say, $10,000 to pay for it. On the 1st of October, 1914, let us say, he

receives a notice from the Secretary of the Treasury that the Federal

reserve bank is ready to do business. It is necessary for him then to

comply with the law. I should think that would mean that by re-

turn mail, or as soon as reasonably convenient, he would do one of

two things—send to the Federal reserve bank a certified or a satis-

factory check or would otherwise remit, or else he would see the

Federal reserve bank and get it to give him a rediscount of satisfac-

tory paper to the amount he needed.

Senator Reed. How would you do it under this bill? Here is the

language, Mr. Willis

:

That from and after the date when the Secretary of the Treasury shall have

officially announced, in such manner as he may elect, the fact that a Federal

reserve bank has been established in any designated district, every banking

association within said district which shall have subscribed for stock in such

Federal reserve bank shall be required to establish and maintain reserves as

follows

:

^ ,

(o) If a country bank as defined by existing law, it shall hold and maintain

a reserve equal to 12 per cent of the aggregate amount of its deposits, not In-

cluding savings deposits hereinafter provided for.

That 12 per cent is certainly the legal reserve now referred to and

is of the same character of the legal reserve now referred to, to wit,

it must be cash on hand, and that cash must be gold.

Senator Nelson. Or lawful money?

Senator Reed. Or lawful money. Now, it says

:

Five-twelfths of such reserve shall consist of money which national banks

may under e.xisting law count as legal reserve, l^^ld actually in the bank s own

vaults- and for a period of 14 months from the date aforesaid at least

threltWelfths and th^ereafter at least Sve-twelfths of such reserve shall consi^^^

of a credit balance with the Federal reserve bank of its district. T^^ remainder

of the 12 per cent hereinbefore required may, for a period of 36 months from

and after the date fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury as hereinbefore pro-

vMed cons?s? of balances due from national banks in reserve or central reserve

cities as now defined by law.

Now we have a law and it requires the bank to keep a certain per

cent of cash in its own vaults, or in the vaults of reserve banks, and

now it requires the deposit with the Federal reserve bank of a por-

tion of the reserve, which it says must be a credit balance. It also

uses the same term " credit balance " with reference to the money now

'

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 71
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deposited with other banks, and that has never been construed to

mean that they could put up notes. It is also construed to mean that

they must have that much cash to their credit, and I do not think
there is any question that this has to be cashed.

Mr. Willis. I feel very sure that that latter point is in accord with
existing practice.

Let us imagine to-day that a bank is notified by the comptroller

that it is $10,000 short in its reserve. Let us suppose that bank has
the necessary amount of cash in its vaults—^that is, 6 per cent—but
its reserve balance with its reserve agent is below the necessary

amount, so that its return to the comptroller is insufficient. There
is nothing to prevent, in my understanding, subject to correction

—

there is nothing to prevent this bank, under this bill, from getting

that reserve in this way if it desires. It goes to its city correspondent

and asks for a loan, say of $10,000. The city correspondent asks it

to supply satisfactory collateral, which is furnished, and thereupon

the correspondent credits it with $10,000 on its books. In that case

it has a deposit with its city correspondent, and has filled up its

reserve to the required amount. The Federal reserve bank would do
just the same thing, as I understand it, that is now done in that way
by the city correspondent. You see what I mean?

Senator Reed. Of course the city correspondent, being a regular

bank for all purposes, can loan to another bank a certain amount
of money, but when it has so loaned, the money becomes the money
of that other bank, and is held as cash.

Mr. Willis. And the same would be true of these banks.

Senator Reed. But you have not gotten past the difficulty at all of

the contraction which occurs during the primary organization of

these banks. Do you not think this bill ought to be amended so

that that money is paid in more gradually ?

Mr. Willis. That is a point I have gone over many times with a

great deal of care, and here again I think there is no harm in stating

that at one time the bill contained a provision for the gradual pay-

ment of deposits into the Federal reserve banks. It should also be

stated, however, that at that time the amount of the total reserves

required was larger than it is now. The reserve was released later

down to the level where it now stands, and intermediate stages were
eliminated.

Answering your question specifically, I think there would be no
serious harm, and there might be some benefit in spreading this oper-

ation gradually over a longer period in just the way you suggest;

but I do honestly believe, from the computations that have been made,
that the reserve provisions as given here now would not cause a con-

traction, unless the banks became overanxious and attempted to

hoard money for some unexplained reason so that there was a short-

ening of credit. That might occur, Senator, under any condition,

if the banks took it into their heads to do that.

Senator Reed. We are making a reason for it. We do not want to

make one of the conditions.

Senator Hitchcock. I would like to ask you, Mr. Willis, how the

Federal reserve bank would be able to maintain a 33J per cent reserve

if its deposits were paid in paper?
Mr. Willis. Of course. Senator Hitchcock, the bank under this

plan would start off with its capital. It has to maintain a 33^ per
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cent reserve. Assuming that the total capital of all these banks was
$100,000,000—and it would be a little more than that if all the
national banks went in—then they could grant discounts of $200,-

000,000. It would also have very shortly Government deposits which
would be in cash, and would enable it to extend its discounts some-
what further.

Of course I do not want to say anything to indicate a belief that

all its holdings would simply consist of these rediscounts. I say it

might do that, and I think it should do it in all those cases where
it was necessary to lighten the requirements in any given section in

order to enable the banks to comply with the law without contracting

the supply of loans in that district. Just how much that would be
no one can state absolutely.

But what is very important, Senator, is to make absolutely sure

that the total amount of money called for at any one time in the
process of putting this into effect is not greater than the total amount
of money required to comply with the reserve requirements to-day.

I have said to Senator Reed that I do believe that that condition
is fulfilled by the existing provisions. If, however, on further evi-

dence or additional study, this committee feels that the period of

transfer would cause a hardship in the form of contraction of loans,

I am absolutely in accord with what has been suggested—that is,

that the process should be spread out over a longer period and be

carried through more gradually.

Senator Reed. What do you say about 10 per cent of the capital

of banks which shall be contributed in order to get a billion dollars

of credits? Does not that necessarily involve a contraction on the

part of the banks in order to transfer that fund over ?

Mr. Willis. Senator Reed, of course every investment of capital

involves the application of that capital to a specified purpose. A
hundred million dollars, taking the general capital commitments of

the country as a whole, is not a large sum. If you take the total

capital issues of the country for a year, $100,000,000 is not a great

sum, and I think that considering the provisions for the release of

reserves it could be effected without any hardship upon the country.

I am fully in accord with the statement made by bankers, that they

will get less money—that is, their income will be less on the invest-

ment which they make in this way, even if they get fully 6 per cent

thereon, than it would be if they were allowed to go on using this

money in loans at the rate at which they are now lending.

Senator O'Gorman. Would it be practicable to reduce this 10 to

5 per cent?

Mr. Willis. Senator O'Gorman, I suggested a few moments ago—
I think you were out of the room
Senator O'Gorman (interposing.) I was present, but I did not

hear your suggestion.

Mr. Willis. I suggested that while I thought the 10 per cent was

not too much, that I did not think it would do serious harm to cut it

down somewhat. i. .•

Senator O'Gorman. Let me ask you what would be the objection

to having the public furnish the capital for these regional^ banks ?

Mr. Willis. That question was raised before, and I will answer

that very frankly. That question is one which has given me a good

deal of concern, also.
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These banks are not central banks, in the sense in which that term
Is rightly used. They are organizations of reserve holders. Now,
the more you let the public in and the more you let the banks out,

the more these reserve banks approximate to the status of ordinary
banks, and the more they get away from the status of reserve-holding
associations of banks. In my judgment, it is very desirable, abso-

lutely desirable, if possible, if you can do it, by any reasonable ar-

rangement "that conforms to public opinion, to get the banks to go
in and take up the stock, because they will be, I think, more inter-

ested in the situation, and will come in more freely and will co-

operate in the operation of the institution afterwards.

Senator O'Gorman. Do you not think it would be more attractive

if the banks were able to get the benefits without contributing any-
thing except the deposit of their reserves?

Mr. Willis. It might be; but the system would lose its purpose
in part as a reserve banking system.

Senator O'Gorman. Let me suggest this, and I would like to liavp

your opinion on it. We have reason to doubt, in view of evidence
that has been presented before us, whether a sufficient number of

national banks would in certain regions enter the system in order to

enable the regional banks to have a $5,000,000 capital, as required by
the pending bills. Suppose the public in those and in all other

regions be invited to subscribe to the required stock for each regional

bank, and then the benefits of rediscounts will be extended to the

national banks, they, on their part, being required to deposit perhaps
half of their reserves in the regional banks?
Mr. Willis. Yes. Senator, if that places their reserve in the re

gional bank so that it gets the reserve and is a reserve holder, I slioulJ

see no harm in the plan ; but I think it is a very desirable change, and
I think it would bring about what has been sought by a good many
people who have worked on banking bills—and was sought by the

Aldrich bill, although in a very clumsy way—namely, the bringing

in of the outside business community as a factor in the control of

these banks, so that I am entirely in sympathy with the general sug-

gestion you make.
Senator O'Gorman. Roughly, we will assume that these 12 regional

banks might require a capital of $60,000,000 to $70,000,000. What is

your judgment as to the probability of the public contributing this

money, with a 5 per cent dividend return, without any privilege of

voting the stock?

Mr. Willis. May I ask you Oiere whether you mean what would be

the probability of their contributing if they were allowed to borrow

at the bank?
Senator O'Gorman. No; I leave that out.

Mr. Willis. Simply as a flat investment, you mean?
Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Willis. Of course, my opinion on that is not worth much.
That is an investment question. From what I have seen of the situ-

ation, I believe the stock would be promptly taken up, because it

would undoubtedly be what is called a gilt-edged investment of the

very highest type. My opinion is that it would be taken up without

any trouble at all.

;
Senator O'Gorman. Then, if I understand you, your judgment is

that this bill might be improved by allowing the public to furnish
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the capital of these regional banks rather than requiring the indi-
vidual national banks to supply it ?

Mr. ^ViLLis. Provided that the banks were to keep their reserves
with the reserve banks.
Senator O'Gorman. Yes; that is part of the proposition.
Mr. Willis. I do think so.

Senator O'Gorman. AVell, would not the danger of the contraction
to which reference has already been made be lessened if the money
was furnished by the, public rather than by these national banks?
Mr. Willis. I do not feel at all certain of that, because, as I said

before, it seems to me that the funds will, in the last analysis, be
drawn out of the banks.
Senator O'Gorman. Out of circulation, in some way ? <

Mr. Willis. Yes ; although it might be that a good deal would be
drawn from State banks that would not come in anyhow. So I will
answer your question specifically, by saying that I think there will
be a little less danger.
Senator O'Gorman. Well, now, having your opinion respecting

that proposed change, what would be your view regarding a further
change in the personnel of the officers of the regional banks, and
instead of allowing the member banks within a region to really name
six of the nine officers of a regional bank—and that suggestion was
based upon the fact that they were to contribute the capital; under
the suggestion I now convey to you they do not contribute the capital

;

that is contributed by the people—instead of having the member
banks name those officers, why should not the reserve board here in

Washington name the entire number of officers of the regional

bank?
Mr. Willis. Name the entire nine directors, so that they would

be under complete Government control ?

Senator O'Gorman. Absolutely a Government board.

Mr. Willis. And with the stock largely owned
Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Entirely owned by the people.

Mr. Willis. Entirely owned by the people?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Willis. Well, my feeling in that matter may be founded in

part on sentiment, I suppose
Senator O'Gorman. What sentiment—charity ?

Mr. Willis. I beg your pardon ?

Senator O'Gorman. What is the sentiment in your mind?

Mr. Willis. The sentiment that I think a man becomes more in-

terested when he is responsible for doing something than when the

Government does it for him. And I think if the public owned the

stock in the way you speak of, that it would be very desirable that

the public—that is, the stockholders—should directly elect at least

a good many of the directors.

Senator O'Gorman. Well, they would be, practically, through the

Government naming the entire nine.

Mr. Willis. But the Government is a far distant entity ;
it is not

very close to the ordinary man.
, , • .v

Senator O'Gorman. Well, I hope it is a little closer to him than

you seem to think it is. • i *

Mr. Willis. I think the ordinary man would take more interest

in these banks, and that the banks would be better run, if he has
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something to do with the appointment of the directors, than if the

Government simply names a set of directors for him.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think the public will be induced to

place greater confidence in the regional bank if the Government re-

serve board in Washington should name the nine officers of the

regional banks ?

Mr. Willis. Well, I think that depends entirely upon how the

officers manage them. If they do well, it might be so. But I think

that is a matter of experience.

Senator O'Goeman. Well, you do not see any particular objection

to that then, do you ?

Mr. Willis. The objection that I spoke of before, that I would
personally rather see the people who own the stock and are directly

concerned in the matter elect a due proportion of them—a fair pro-

portion.

Senator Nelson. Would not that be getting dangerously near to

the money power?
Mr. Willis. Would what be getting dangerously near to the money

power?
Senator Nelson. To allow the bankers, or the men who have the

stock, to elect the managers of the regional banks ?

Mr. Willis. Well, I assume that Senator O'Gorman does not in-

tend to allow these subscriptions to stock, if there were voting power
with them

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). They would have no voting

power at all.

Mr. Willis (continuing) . To be held in a few hands, but that they

should be more or less widely distributed.

Senator O'Goeman. It is the idea that- the stock be widely distrib-

uted throughout the various regions.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. And that the ownership of the stock carries

with it no voting power; that the owner will be confined, probably,

to his 5 per cent cumulative dividend.
Mr. Willis. Yes. Well, I like the plan whereunder a man is

called on directly to participate in the operation of the thing better.

Senator O'Goeman. You approve now—I do not know whether
you have always approved—of the idea that the Federal reserve

board should consist exclusively of Government officials?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator O'Goeman. Well, if that be a good plan for the Federal
board, why would it not be a good plan for the 12 regional banks ?

Mr. Willis. Well, Senator, that is a very incisive question ; and it

is one that I want to speak of.

Senator O'Gorman. Then, will you speak of it now?
Mr. Willis. Yes; if I may. It seems to me that the peculiar

feature, or one of the peculiar features, of this bill, and one that

commends the plan to me especially, is the fact that it keeps the con-

trol of the broad banking powers in the hands of the Government,
while it leaves the actual transaction of banking operations to practi-

cal bankers in the district.

If you had a large central bank, as some have proposed, wholly
under Government control, or even largely under Government con-
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trol, then you would have the Government directly " in the banking
business," as the statement is. Now, I am aware that there are many
people who do not look on that idea with any aversion. Personally
I do not like it, and it does not seem to me to be in harmony with
the general drift of things in this country. I prefer the idea of hav-
ing the banking operations carried on by bankers, and controlled,
within reasonable limits, by the people who have put up the cash
with which to carry on the business ; and to have the Government
exercise such large, general banking powers as are necessary in the
public interest to safeguard the welfare of the whole people.
The Aldrich plan, so called—the Xational Monetary Commission

plan—would, have had a central machinery, as well as the actual
banking operations, very largely in the hands of the bankers, with
what I thought was a too moderate degree of public control.
The proposed Government bank, operated by Government direc-

tors, seems to me to go too far in the opposite direction, since it vests
the Government with the function of banking—doing actual banking,
through its officers of course. I do not like that, and I do not believe
that you will get as good results in that way as you will in the other
way.

This bill has been criticized, I notice, in a good many quarters, as
putting the Government into the banking business. It seems to me
that it takes the Government out of the banking business. That is,

it puts the funds of the Government into commercial use, and then
lets the actual process of banking be carried on in these country dis-

tricts by trained bankers, and it keeps Government supervision

in the hands of Government officers.

As I stated before, I have felt in the past that a certain representa-

tion of bankers—perhaps without votes on the Federal board—was not

objectionable. But I do think that, however you make up the

Federal board, it should be predominantly under the control of the

Government.
Senator O'Goeman. Yes.

Mr. Willis. It should be an organization for the exercise of large

powers of supervision and control ; while I think that the individual

banks should be narrowly confined to business operations, going ahead

on their own initiative, so far as that does not conflict with the

general welfare. That strikes me as the distinguishing feature of

this bill.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think that the people in a regional

district who contribute the money under the plan I suggest to supply

the capital for the regional bank would have the right to have the

President of their country, or his representatives in the reserve board,

select the managers for the regional bank?
Mr. Willis. You use the word " right "

Senator O'Goeman. Well, would not it be a fair expectation ?

Mr. Willis. It is not an arrangement that I

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Heretofore—if you will pardon

me for completing my question—one reason principally, if not exclu-

sively, given for having a banking representation in the regional in-

stitutions, was that the bankers would furnish all the capital, and that

they were entitled to representation in its control

Mr. Willis (interposing). Yes.
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Senator O'Goeman. And for that reason, under the pending bill,

they would receive a two-thirds control.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator O'Goeman. Now, if the other plan should be adopted, that

the bankers will not furnish the money, and therefore they will be
relieved from that embarrassment—and as I view it this would make
the whole plan more popular with them than if it was the other way
—the only people furnishing the money being the public, it would
seem to be a very consistent and reasonable expectation that public

officials should be in charge of such banks?
Mr. Willis. Well, the public officials would represent in that case

the whole public.

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.

Mr. Willis. Whereas the stock would be owned only by a part of
the public.

My feeling about that is that it is fairer and better to have the

directors elected by that part of the public which owns the stock

—

that is to say, to have the work of technical banking carried on by
men representing that part of the public which owns the stock.

And if you ask me why, then I can only answer that that question

is a broad matter of point of view, which runs through a great many
things, and is not peculiar to this at all. I believe, myself, that you
get better results through private enterprise.

Senator O'Goeman. Then what excuse is there for this reserve

board, organized as the bill organizes it?

Mr. Willis. The same excuse, it seems to me, that there is else-

where, that unrestrained private enterprise goes to excess.

I do not regard the reserve board provided in the bill, as many
people do, as an organization vested with enormous powers that are

likely to be constantly used. It seems to me that the reserve board is

little more, in ordinary times, than a sort of expanded or glorified

Comptroller of the Currency. It has larger powers than he has. But
this scheme is larger; and the scheme involves a good many activi-

ties that the national banks can not now engage in.

In my conception of the reserve board, when once it has been organ-

ized and put into operation, its activities would be very largely those

of supervision, routine, comparison of conditions of credit here and
there, and consultation with bankers from different parts of the

country—and especially from the reserve banks—and the general

working out of policies, smoothing out of wrinkles and securing a

unification of work.
In times of panic or special stress, the reserve board has some

reserved powers of a large nature, such as are given by the com-
pulsory rediscount feature. But of course that is surrounded by
so many restrictions in this bill that it could not be used, and would
not be used except under very stern pressure, so that the reserve

board, in time of panic or stringency, would be a very different

organization from what it would be ordinarily.

Senator O'Goeman. Do you not think, if the public furnished all

the capital to regional banks, that the country banks, particularly,

would be likely to be thoroughly satisfied with the system, instead

of objecting as they do now?
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Mr. Willis Well I think it is awfully difficult to find out what
a country bank will be satisfied with. [Laughter.] I have given

Senator O'GoEMAN. Do you not think the plan would be more
P°?t''^w'^'^'^ *t?

country banks than the plan in the pending bill*Mr Wii^is. Honestly, I do not know. I suppose, when this bill
was formulated—seriously, I suppose that the fact that the banks
had to come m, and that when they got in had control of their own

Stter^S fact—^'
^^^ ^^'""^ ^'^ ''^^^''^ *° *^^™" ^"^ ''"'^' *® *

Senator O'Gorman (interposing). Well, you understand, Mr.
Willis, that the country banks lay great stress on two objections,
which they urge very strongly: First, that because of the long
maturities of the paper which they handle in their business, they
will have but a modified advantage under the rediscount feature
of this system.
Mr. Wnxis. Yes.
Senator O'Gokman. And, in the second place, that you are going

to deprive them of their right to exact exchange charges.
Mr. Wnxis. Yes.
Senator O'Gorman. And those exchange charges, according to

the testimony before us, amount in some cases to one-half of their
net earnings?
Mr. Willis. With reference to that, I understand, first, what you

say; I think that is a very concise and pointed statement of their
objections. But, with all due respect to the country banks, and with
all due allowance to the business inconvenience which this bill will
inflict upon them, and which, in my judgment, any large plan of
banking reform will inflict—we can not get any great thing with-
out suffering—in spite of that, I do not believe that those two con-
siderations are very good ones. The exchange feature of the bill

we have not mentioned before
Senator O'Gorman. Well, the relieving of the country banks, and

incidentally of other national banks, of the necessity of supplying
the capital, will it not, to that extent, relieve the country banks of
some of the burdens which this particular plan is intended to place
upon them?
Mr. Willis. Well, that may be. I think you will find, however

—

this is merely an opinion, you understand, and I do not intend it

in any invidious sense at all—but I do think that by the time you
formulated that plan and got it before the country, there would
be a new crop of objections to it springing up, and there would be
some fearful flaw in it that would be found when you began to

discuss it.

Senator Eeed. Let me ask you another question: You have never
had any practical banking experience, have you?
Mr. Willis. In the sense of actually engaging in banking, no.

Senator Reed. And among the men that Avere connected with the

committee that made the draft of the bill was there an actual, prac-

tical banker?
Mr. Willis. Was there such ?

Senator Reed. Yes.
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Mr. WiLiiis. Some of the members of the committee were bank
directors.

Senator Reed. Well, I mean a real banker ?

Mr. Willis. What is a real banker?
Senator Reed. When I say a " real banker " I mean a man that

goes into a bank and manages that bank or helps to manage that

bank.
Mr. Willis. The actual daily business?
Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Willis. There was no man of that kind on the committee, so

far as I know.
Senator Reed. Has it occurred to you that these complaints of the

bankers, which you say spring up constantly, may have sprung up
not because of the stubbornness or meanness of the bankers but be-

cause the shoe that had been made for a No. 7 foot was required to

be put upon a No. 10 foot, for instance, and therefore pinched ?

Mr. Willis. With reference to that

Senator Reed (interposing). Now, I do not say that to reflect on
you at all ; but you say there is no way to satisfy them.
Mr. Willis. And nothing I say is intended to reflect; very far

from it. But with reference to the work of the committee. Senator,

let me say this: As we worked along—as the chairman of the com-
mittee worked along on this bill, technical points came up, you un-
derstand, from time to time. And I sincerely think that no technical

point was acted upon without solving all reasonable doubts, so far as

that could be done, by communicating with practical men. I can say
to you, perfectly honestly, Senator, that I would not have been will-

ing to be connected with this bill and with the work of getting it up,

and would not have done so if I had not felt that the greatest care

was being exercised at every point in getting it into as good shape as

possible, and harmonizing it, so far as possible, with the views of

practical men.
When practical questions came up of exchange, etc., the chairman

of the committee did not hesitate to get the best advice that he could

to the given provisions and as to how they would work ; the views of

the practical banker, then, were not ignored in getting this up.

As to the attitude of the banks toward it, you use a striking figure

of speech. There are a great many feet in this country ; some of them
are sevens, and some other sizes. We can not fit them all ; and yet we
have to pass legislation that is uniform. And I do think that any
great bill that is passed in this way will pinch some feet and let others

have iriore room than they need. The question is whether, on the

average, the great bulk of the feet will be comfortable.
Senator Reed. Oh, no ; I do not think so. I think that if I was in

the shf;e business I would try to make a shoe that would fit everything

from babies to giants; or else I would advertise myself as limiting

myself to one class of people.

I do not think that we have any right to draw a banking bill here

for the purpose of benefiting a banking system and the country at

the same time which will crush out of existence any class of banks.

Mr. Willis. Neither do I.

Senator Reed. You say that the chairman of the committee, or

somebody on the committee, obtained the views of practical bankers

upon different phases of the measure. I have no doubt that was done.
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Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Eeed. And I am criticizing nobody.
Mr. Willis. I understand that perfectly.
Senator Reed. But I am asking you now this question: Whether

you got the views of the distinctly country banker—by which I mean
the man running a very small bank in a small community—and if so,
which one of those bankers said that the bank could live and thrive
and get along without any exchange ?

Mr. Willis. Well, Senator, that question was gone into fully, and
1 know there was a large correspondence about it. If you want me
to discuss the working of that exchange feature of the bill, I will do
the best I can in showing how it would operate. That is a point we
have not touched upon thus far.

Senator Nelson. Over half of our banks—yes; two-thirds of
them—are banks with a capital of $100,000 and less.

Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And we have over 2,000 banks of $25,000 capital.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Pomeeene. How many banks of $25,000 capital?

Senator Nelson. We have over 2,000 with $25,000 capital, and
those little banks are pinched worse than anybody else under this

law; and they are the ones that have brought the banking facilities

near to the people and gathered up the money from the stockings

and bureaus, and everywhere else, and got into those little reservoirs.

And they are the little reservoirs that have furnished capital for the

big reservoirs.

And yet a good many of the features of this bill—and I call your
attention here to the reserves—are a discrimination against them. It

is a king of a " freeze out." And I do not wonder at it
;
you are not

to blame
;
you have never been among those country banks

;
you do

not even know the character of their deposits.

Mr. Willis. Senator Nelson, may I assure you that very special

attention was given to the needs of the country banks and that every

effort was made to get at their views and, so far as possible, to con-

sider them? You have been kind enough to say that you do not

blame me for it. Well, I am not responsible for it in any case. But

those who were
Senator Nelson (interposing) . Oh, no ; I do not blame you.

Mr. Willis (continuing). But those who were—the chairman of

the committee and his coworkers—I do know gave very earnest

thought to the needs of the country banker.

I believe that this bill, as I said before, is not going to be an easy

thing altogether for all banks to put into effect, and there will be

some hardship, I think. And I think the sa:ve thing is true of any

other bill of similar scope. I do not believe you can get one that

will change our somewhat antiquated and unsatisfactory system with-

out doing that. The question is whether in so doing you are inflict-

ing an unmerited hardship upon the banks; whether you are doing

something you have no right to do and are taking away from them

property rights which they have honestly and legitimately acquired

and in which they ought to be protected.
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Senator Nelson. Do you know, Mr. Willis, as a matter of fat;t,

that in the panic of 1907 a large proportion of these little country
banks kept open shop and never suspended for a minute ?

Mr. Willis. Yes ; I do know that.

Senator Nelson. It was the big banks that suspended.
Mr. Willis. Yes; I know.
Senator Nelson. The little country banks kept open shop. And

why did they keep open shop? Because they dealt with the people
in their community; they had their money and they patronized the
people that furnished them the money. Now, you are inflicting great
hardships on them in this bill. And you do it for what you call the
general good. You make those country banks a sort of sacrifice for

your system.
Mr. Willis. Well, of course I do not think that. I do not mean

to be dogmatic in the n atter or to adhere too strongly to my views,

but I honestly do not think that is the case. I have been trying to

show you why I do not think so.

Senator O'Gorman. Mr. Willis, have you expressed your individual

views—your view as a student of banking and currency—as to

whether the notes should be issued by the Government or by the

banks ?

Mr. Willis. I have not spoken of that yet, but if you desire it I

shall be very glad to do so.

Senator O'Goeman. We will be very glad to have your views upon
that question.

Mr. Willis. My feeling about that is that as the bill is now
framed

Senator O'Goeman (interposing) . Oh, no ; I am not asldng about
the bill as drawn, and I do not wish you to be influenced—if I may
make a suggestion—by any part you may have had in its formation.

I am only asking your judgment upon the question as a student of

banking and currency.
Mr. Willis. Yes; In everything I have Said I am speaking as an

individual. I could not act, under the circumstances, in any other

way.
Senator O'Gorman. Do you think the Government should issue

the notes?

Mr. Willis. If I were speaking in my confidential relation to the

bill, I could not have made any criticism on this bill, but I assume you
want me to say what I think as an individual.

Senator O'Goeman. Yes: entirely.

Mr. Willis. And, speaking in that way, I do honestly think it is

better to have the notes issued on the sole responsibility of the banks

w
j
and without the Government participating in them, provided the

notes are so amply and unmistakably protected that there can be no
question whatever about their goodness.
In other words, I think the functions of the Government in con-

nection with these notes, or with any other notes, is to make it abso-

lutely sure, so far as it is humanly possible, that a note which is

issued and goes into the hands of the public shall be good. If there

is no other way to do that except by having the Government guaran-

tee it, very well. But I think there are plenty of other ways. I
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think these notes, for example, would stand just as high in credit
without the Government guaranty.

^i^uii.
,

Senator O'Goeman. Well, relatively, should the Government per-
form any greater function with respect to these things than it per-
forms with respect to the pure-food law

«

T
?""

y.'u^'f
Well, that is a pretty broad statement. I mean that

1 do not think it ought to perform any greater
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). I understood you to say a mo-mentago—and I rather was disposed to accept the statement as sub-

stantially correct—that a government's function ought to be limited
to seeing that the notes that are circulated are going to be paid—
represent good security.

Mr. Willis. I will put it this way: I do not think its function is
any greater than it is in connection with a properly administered
pure-food law.

Senator Reed. What would vou do with the Constitution of the
United States?

Mr. WiLLis. I would leave it where it is.

Senator Eeed. What do you do with it under the statement you
have just made ? There is something said in the Constitution of the
United States about
Mr. Willis (interposing). Coining money and regulating the

value thereof?
Senator Eeed. Yes; and it does not say anything about the Gov-

ernment manufacturing food.

Senator O'Goeman. Congress regulates that under other provi-
sions of the Constitution ; otherwise it could not do it at all.

Senator Reed. Yes ; under the " general-welfare " clause.

Mr. Willis. You come down to a general question now of "money "

as distinguished from " currency." My feeling is that the notes are

not money, but^that they are one form of bank credit ; and inasmuch
as the notes are a form of bank credit, they should be manufactured \

and put out by banks under absolutely guaranteed and known
conditions, with the most stringent kind of protection for those con-

,

ditions and the most absolute guaranty that legislation can give that

those provisions are honestly lived up to.

Senator Nelson. Would you not think 40 or 50 per cent reserves

for the notes would be better than S^ per cent—for the circulating

notes ?

Mr. Willis. You are asking me from an abstract standpoint ?

Senator Nelson. Certainly.

Mr. Willis. Well, from a purely abstract standpoint, I think a,

well-managed bank ought to be left to regulate its own reserves.

Senator Nelson. I mean reserves for the notes ; I do not mean for

the discounted paper.
Mr. Willis. I think that if these banks are what we hope they

will be and expect them to be, the amount of reserves they will hold

will be greatly larger than 331 per cent. But as human nature is

fallible, and as the people of this country are accustomed to fixe^

reserves, I think 33^ per cent is a good minimum requirement._
^

Senator Nelson. That is for the deposits; but I am speaking of

the reserves for the redemption of the notes—the gold redemption.
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Mr. Willis. So am I. I think in practice, on a good many oc-

casions, it will get to be much higher than that, probably 50 per

cent. I think the kind of men you are going to have in charge of

these reserve banks will be men of such conservative nature that

they will put the brakes on, just as the Bank of France does, and
that the reserves will be larger than required.

Senator O'Gorman. Then you do not approve of the Government-
note provisions of this bill ?

Mr. Willis. Well, Senator, I do not know that I would like to

answer the question in just that form.
Senator O'Goeman. Well, you need not do so. You have stated

your preference for the banks issuing the notes.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Some time ago, when Senator O'Gorman was
asking you some questions concerning a plan to have the Govern-
ment operate and control a great reserve bank, you objected to it

upon the idea that that was the functioa of private enterprise. Do
you think it is properly a function of private enterprise to care for

and control the reserves of the banking system of a country, and to

control the volume of currency of a country?
Mr. Willis. Well, I look on those as funds that are held in trust

for the country. That is, the use of wealth, like the use of other
things, is to be fulfilled and carried on in a way that is up to prevail-

ing standards. If it is not good, some change should be made.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, agreeing that an individual bank is a

private enterprise, subject to regulation
Mr. Willis (interposing). I will say this, that that is a question

of good results. If human experience and the operations of banking
elsewhere give reasonable ground for thinking that you will have
better results in the way that you speak of, then I think that ought
to be done.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, that is not my. question. We have in

this ".ountry 25,000 banks and trust companies.
Mr, Willis. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Some are State banks; some are national

banks. They are all organized under law, and they are private
enlerprises. We find by experience that it is necessary to in some
way provide a system and compel those banks to keep their reserves
in a certain way, under certain circumstances, and to connect with
the care of those reserves the discount of paper for those banks, and
the issuance of currency against that paper.
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. Do you really think that that is a private en-

terprise which should be farmed out to private individuals and
placed under their control; or is not that very act a governmental
function ?

Mr. Willis. No ; I do not think so. in the way in which you put it.

Put it that way and I shall have to answer no.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Mr. Willis. Put it in the way I have expressed it—and it is my way

of looking at it, whether correct or not—and I take a different point
of view with respect to it.
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Senator Hitchcock. Well, I stated the fact merely. Take these
banks; they will have their reserves, and they all have the need of
placing somewhere those reserves and issuing against them the loans
to the banks in time of need for the public benefit. Now, it certainly
can not be denied that that is a public function. It can not be as-
serted that it is a private enterprise that should be farmed out to indi-
viduals to make money out of.

Mr. Willis. I would not farm it out to them, and this bill does not
do so. In fact, it limits the amount of earnings which they can make
in that way.
Senator Hitchcock. It creates 12 great corporations.
Mr. Willis. It is not right to criticize this bill on the ground, on

the one hand, that it is so very severe on the banks and then, on the
other handj that it farms out to them a tremendous privilege out of
which they are going to profit.

Senator Eeed. Nobody has said the bill was severe on the banks as

a whole. They have spoken about it reaching certain banks; and
then the question has been, in the formation, whether there was not a

hardship to the country growing out of the formation.
Mr. Willis. I may have misstated that condition. My feeling is

that that is a question of the best way to do things, the best way to

get results. I believe you can get them best by having the technical

operations carried on in the several districts by bankers.

Senator Hitchcock. It has been said, for instance, that the busi-

ness of the Post Office Department could be carried on more econom-
ically and efficiently under private enterprise than under Government
operation; but you would not think of giving up that function to

private enterprise, would you?
Mr. Willis. That is a special thing, provided for in the Consti-

tution.

Senator Hitchcock. There is not any doubt about this under the

constitutional powers; the question is Avhether it is a public or pri-

vate enterprise, and I understood you to say that in your opinion it

is a private enterprise.

Mr. Willis. Not quite that. Senator Hitchcock, if I may modify

the idea. I mean that the best results in the performance of the

function may be obtained by committing the details to private indi-

viduals, which is, I think, a somewhat different point.

Senator Nelson. Mr. Willis, would not this system, in the case of

an emergency—this reserve system of the bill in the case of a finan-

cial stringency or emergency—absolutely break down if you did not

give the central board the power to compel one regional bank to

discount for another?
Mr. Willis. Absolutely break down.

Senator Nelson. It would ? Then, after all, have you not a single

central system by virtue of that?
. j., ^

Mr. Willis. No, sir; I do not think so. What you have in that

case is the exceptional use of certain essential powers of the centraf

system when they are specially needed, as distinguished from the

continual use, the regular use, of those powers as a matter ot every-

day business right along.
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Senator Nelson. There is another question I want to ask you. As
I understood you a while ago, you intimated substantially, in answer
to questions, that you thought that when it came to the matter of

paying in these reserves by the banks who entered the system, in-

stead of paying the cash they could come there and discount their

paper and do it in that way?
Mr. Willis. To some extent, yes.

Senator Nelson. Yes; and you said the bank was completely
organized when the stock had been subscribed?
Mr. Willis. Ready for business.

Senator Nelson. Yes. But how would the bank with that stock

subscription have any gold to start with, unless you made a part
of that subscription payable in gold? The banks might pay it in

any kind of lawful money.
Mr. Willis. And that would be immediately convertible into

gold. That is a very pertinent question; and I would like to say
that, in my opinion, the contribution of capital for this stock will

constitute a direct draft on the lawful money of the country and, if

they choose to make it so, a direct draft on the gold of the country.

Senator Nelson. Well, then, if the banks—we will assume now
that all of the subscribing banks pay in their stock subscriptions

in Treasury notes, in what we call "greenbacks"
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. How, then, could the bank have any gold to

start with ? It would have to turn around to Uncle Sam's Treasury
and say, " I want the gold on these."

Mr. Willis. That is theoretically possible; not practically. I do
not believe any such thing would occur.

Senator Nelson. Why?
Mr. Willis. Because the reserve banks would get their cash from

existing banks.

Senator Nelson. Well, how would they pay it in? In what cur-

rency would they pay it in?

Mr. Willis. Under the bill now they could pay it in lawful
money.

Senator Nelson. They could pay it in silver dollars, could they

not?
Mr. Willis. I had not thought of that; but I should think they

could.

Senator Nelson. They could pay it in silver dollars, or in green-

backs. And they could not even pay it in gold certificates, could

they?
Mr. Willis. Well, it may be that theoretically they could not, buit

in practice they would get it in in the same kind of money as any
other enterprise.

Senator Nelson. Gold certificates are not money; they are not

Segal tender in the sense that greenbacks are.

Senator Reed. Have you finished. Senator Nelson ?

Senator Nelson. Yes.
Senator Reed. Then I want to ask Mr. Willis a question. Mr.

Willis, you recognize the fact, do you not, that this entire plan is

somewhat theoretical; it has never been put into practice, in just
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this shape, at least, in any country, and therefore there is some chance
for difficulties to arise that can not be anticipated?
Mr. Willis. I will answer that by saying that I do not think that

anybody, or all the bankers of the country, could get up a plan
whose actual working could be absolutely forecast. And let me add
that, in my opinion, this plan contains no element that has not been
tested in experience and indorsed by the best judgment of bankers^
experienced bankers—and found to be both theoretically and prac-
tically applicable.

Senator Keed. Well, I do not care to argue that. I just wanted to
ask that one question. I was only asking it preliminary to another
question.

Now, I will take your answer as far as it has gone—and I do not
mean to cut you off, but we are getting along toward adjourning
time.

Mr. AA''iLLis. Yes ; that is all right.

Senator Reed. It being true that no such system has ever been
established—there are kindred systems?
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. There are similar systems. But no kindred sys-

tem has ever been established upon a basis such as we have in this

country.

Mr. Willis. Yes; I understand.
Senator Reed. Do you think there would be any impropriety in

starting with two or three banks instead of the whole twelve ?

Mr. Willis. Well, I have thought a good deal about that, and that
is one point I wanted to speak of—the number of the reserve banks.

I think the essential thing there is to have the number flexible, so

that it can be increased or diminished as experience dictates. In the

bill as it now stands a provision is contained that there may be an
increase of banks whenever a certain number of member banks apply
for it. If you could cut down the number considerably "below its

present level, I think that provision ought to be made a little more
flexible, so that if the banks of this country desired, they could,

without any material difficulty, upon manifesting a real disposition

for it, secure the creation of another of these reserA^e banks in any
part of the country.

I will go further than that. Senator : While this number of 12 was
put in here after very careful consideration, after the drawing of

maps covering the whole of the country and dividing it tentatively

into districts, and after the compilation of careful statistics to see

how it would work, I fully agree with you that the number is more or

less a matter of judgment, and that time will be required to .show

whether it is the correct number or not.

Senator Reed. There is nothing magic about the number 12, is

there?

Mr. WiiJLis. Not at all. I have thought this, that it might be fair

to leave the number blank; that is to say, leave it to the organization

committee to find out, after careful study and investigation, just

what the number ought to be. That is a matter I have been working

(tn for some time.
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Senator Nelson. Just one question here before you go on : Would _

it not be safer to start in in a small way, with a very few banks, and
then work up to a greater number than to start with a large number
and have to work down?
Mr. Willis. I should not like to agree to that in such a broad form,^

Senator. But may I just finish that statement of mine?
Senator Reed. Certainly.

Mr. Willis. As to this number, I would go further than that and
say I believe the banks of the country, taking them as a whole and
ascertaining really the general banking sentiment, can be trusted as
to the nuinber of these banks that are actually desired—taking the

banking and business sentiment of the country as a whole. Now,
this organization committee which is provided for in the bill has a

tremendously important function. There are no statistics now—no
data—upon which these districts can be reasonably laid off. Of
course, the problem of laying them off is essentially a jDroblem of
finding out the exchange relations between the several banks now
existing and putting them into the same district in direct relation

with one another, so that there will be as little break in the business

conditions as possible.

Senator Nelson. Is it not a question of ascertaining the seasonal

demands for currency?
Mr. Willis. That is one of the elements in it.

Senator Nelson. Is not that the most important ?

Mr. Willis. Only in one way. Now, this organization committee
has that function to perform, and it is an exceedingly difficult one,

calling for very careful scientific work, and it is one that has to be

done, unfortunately, rather rapidly. It would have to be done in

any case. I believe that a strong, capable organization committee,

properly advised by skilled exchange experts, could best do that.

Senator O'Gorman. Let me ask, are you contemplating an organi-

zation committee outside of the reserve board ?

Mr. Willis. That is provided for in the bill.

Senator O'Gorman. Is that outside of the reserve board?
Mr. Willis. Entirely so; yes.

Senator O'Gorman. Why should not the members of the reserve

board be all that is necessary to create this ?

Senator Shaeroth. Three of them are the same.

Mr. Willis. Senator Shafroth reminds me that three of them are

the same.
Senator Shafroth. The Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary

of Agriculture, and the Comptroller of the Currency.
Senator O'Gorman. Do you see any objection to having authority

to create the regional banks vested in the reserve board of seven men.

whoever they may be?
Mr. Willis. It is vested there now.
Senator O'Gorman. I gathered from your statement that a part

of the committee on organization

Mr. Willis (interposing). No; I am recommending that it should

be allowed to

Senator Nelson. The committee is to be composed of those three

officials of the reserve board.
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Mr. Willis. Yes. I would like to get that connected thought out,
if I might. May I go ahead ?

Senator O'Gorman. Yes.
Mr. Willis. This organization committee will have an exceedingly

important piece of investigation and work to do. Now, in the course
of that work, laying off the districts, it would be desirable if you had
a perfectly unbiased scientific judgment at your service, that it

should be left to that organization committee, on the strength of the
information it gets, to say just how many of these banks are actually
needed by the country—just how many of them can be properly pro-
vided for. Whether Congress would want to leave so great a power
as that in the hands of this organization committee is not for me to
attempt to conjecture. I think, personally, it would be safe to do
that if a way were open for subsequent increases or decreases of the
number of banks, upon suitable and proper application. I firmly
believe that the best judges of the number of banks that are needed
are the business and banking communities throughout the country,

and I think that when their sentiment has been properly and thor-

oughly ascertained—by the way, it never can be thus ascertained

through resolutions that are passed in a hurry and in the course of

an afternoon by some organization—but when it has been ascertained

I think it will be the ultimate criterion as to just how many of these

are wanted. And I believe you will find that the business and bank-

ing interests in the different sections of the country will want to have

a reserve bank of their own in every district within which there is

enough banking capital and enough banking reserve to give the

requisite strength.

Do I make that fairly clear ?

Senator Eeed. I think your idea is perfectly clear as you have

expressed it.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. I take it, then, it is a matter to be worked out and

to be developed in your mind if we are to get the best results ?

Mr. Willis. That would be the ideal thing. But because it was

deemed necessary to put in the bill some number of reserve banks,

that number was set at 12, after the most fair consideration that w6

could give to it.

Senator Reed. I understand. Now, why not, Mr. Willis, provide

that a system of reserve banks shall be established and start out by-

creating a reserve bank, and when you have that job done, or well

under way, and have developed the situation, to start another re-

serve bank? In other words, if you are going to build a number of

houses and do not know just how many you need, and do not know

whether you need 1, 2, or 3, or 25 or 30, why not build 2 or 3 at a

time and add to it?
. , , t .i i i j.i.

Mr. Willis. Yes; I think that is a good idea, but I think a better

one is to find out exactly how many are needed, how many there are

demands for, after a careful survey, and then buy the material in

wholesale lots and build all at once.

Senator Reed. That is all right if you know how many we are

going to have. But the first thing we have to do is to find how many

are coming in. You have an indefinite number of banks. Ts it not
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accessary to vest the power in this organization committee to work
that problem out, and, as sensible and reasonable men, to proceed
conser\atively in the construction of this system instead of trying

to do it all at once?
Mr. Willis. You have asked for an expression of opinion or judg-

ment, Senator, on a legislative matter, which is outside of my ken.

Senator Eeed. No, it is not a legislative matter, but an opinion as

to how that system could be best worked out. I am asking you, in

justice to the present condition, would you then undertake to start

12 banks at once, or start in a different way ?

Mr. Willis. I will answer your question by, saying I think it would
be safe to have this organization committee report to Congress the

result of its finding within such length of time as necessary, say 60

or 90 days, and then for Congress to decide.

Senator Nelson. That could be done easily if we remain in per-

petual session. [Laughter.]
Senator Reed. We will undoubtedly be here for 60 or 90 days,

anyhow.
Mr. Willis. Undoubtedly, and Congress could pass upon the exact

number of these reserve banks.
Senator Weeks. What would you say to start one, with the hope

that there never would be any more?
Mr. Willis. I should not like it. Senator, to be perfectly frank;

no, sir.

Senator Weeks. Do you know a first-class banker in the United
States who is in favor of more than one reserve bank ?

Mr. Willis. You say " first-class banker." That draws an in-

vidious distinction.

Senator Weeks. Can you name a single man, whose judgment is

worth anything, who is a practical banker, who is in favor of more
than one bank?
Mr. Willis. I should not like to do it offhand. Senator, and not

unless I had permission to quote men ; but I know there are.

Senator Weeks. This committee has not been able to find any such

man, and if you know of a man I wish you would give his name to

the chairman.
Mr. Willis. I will say this now. Senator : I believe it is true that

all kinds of production, theoretically, could best be carried on by a

great central association. I say that if we had one bank for the

whole world, for the economy of the reserves and looking at credits,

and to do everything in due proportion, it would be best ; but that is

like getting universal money and general peace.

Senator O'Goeman. You do not think universal peace improb-
able?

Mr. Willis. I am afraid I shall have to confess I do.

Senator Nelson. We could settle it at The Hague. [Laughter.]
Mr. Willis. I will go as far as this : I say I think in banlring, as

in everything else, the ideal thing would be to have one single central

bank, assuming it was properly controlled and carried on in the best

way for the public welfare, just as it should be. I think it would be

well if we could have one single central bank for the whole world.
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Senator Weeks. Let us talk about the United States.
Senator Pomeeene. And one railway system for the United States?
Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Pomerene. And one telegraph system and one steel com-
pany. [Laughter.]
Senator O'Gorman. Speaking of your last suggestion, regarding

your central bank—and we hear some reference to a central bank oc-
casionally—Senator McLean, I think, some time ago asked your
opinion as to the central bank proposed here yesterday.
Mr. Willis. As I said. Senator, anything I say on that must be

said with extreme hesitation, because I have not read the plan fully.

I would rather turn in a memorandum on that.

Senator O'Goeman. What would be your general impression
about it?

Mr. Willis. My general impression is adverse to it, for the same
reason I have been discussing with Senator Weeks and some of the
members of the committee. It ultimately all comes back to my feel-

ing that is not a good way to do things.

Senator Weeks. I do not know how many banks we will have when
we get through with this bill, but if we could start with one bank,

my judgment is the people of the United States would never tolerate

another, and you would wonder that you had ever expressed such an
opinion.

Mr. Willis. In the past. Senator, I have felt the greatest deference

for your opinion and valued it most highly, sir. I say that not as

a matter of compliment but because it is a fact. But I do not quite

agree with that view.

Senator Nelson. You said a while ago the plan of this bill corre-

sponded in many respects with the systems of other countries.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Do you know a system there where they have 12

regional banks?
Mr. Willis. Yes; I do.

Senator Nelson. Banks established under one head?

Mr. Willis. We have in Europe a central bank for each of the

countries there.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; each country ; but I mean in any one coun-

try, any one Government.
Mr. Willis. There is no country in the world that has the extent

of territory and breadth of business interests that ours has.

Senator Weeks. How about Kussia?
_ _

Mr. Willis. I do not want to put this country on a Kussian basis,

Senator. [Laughter.] ..

Senator Hitchcock. We have been trying to put the bill on a

Russian basis.

Mr. Willis. That is beyond me. [Laughter.]

Senator Eeed. You would not hardly like to put it on a German

basis either, would you

?

,, ^ , mi. t-u:^^
Mr. WiLUS. I do not think I would. Senator. TWe is one thing

I would like to say about this central-bank matter. While eveiybody

admits in a general sort of a way that a central bank is a splendid
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thing, and so forth, I would answer Senator Weeks in this way : There
is no argument in favor of a central bank that can not be adduced
with just the same force in favor of any other centralized bank that

covers enough territory and capital to furnish the necessary strength
that grows out of cooperation.

Senator Weeks. Absolutely; and that is just our trouble, too. Our
laws have brought about a centralized system which is concentrated

in New York. It is under private ownership and private control,

and that is what we are trying to get rid of.

Mr. Willis. But now you want Government control.

Senator Weeks. It is not that our present system has always
worked badly, but we are trying to change that centralized system in

New York.
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir; I believe that this system will do that. I

may be wrong about it.

Senator Beistow. Mr. WiUis, as I understood, your principal ob-

jection to a bank owned by the people of the United States by volun-
tary purchase of stock and controlled by the Government was that it

put the Government in the banking business ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Bristow. And you objected to the Government engaging in

business ?

Mr. Willis. I do not like it.

Senator Bristow. In that connection you have been, in my opin-
ion, confusing the central-bank idea with the idea that has been ad-
vanced here in the committee and which was indorsed yesterday by
Mr. Vanderlip of a Federal reserve bank.
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Bristow. Now, a Federal reserve bank, as some members

of the committee have ben advocating, is not a central bank that is

operated and owned and controlled by the banks of the United States.

Mr. Willis. I think that is a very excellent point, Senator, and I

quite agree with you.
Senator Bristow. It is a Federal reserve bank that is to supplement

i^ie banking system of the United States.

Mr. Willis. That is absolutely true. I made that same point

awhile ago, if you remember, in conversation with one of the other

members of the committee. I agree with you.

! Senator Bristow. It is to aid the banking business of the United

States.

Mr. Willis. It is
; yes.

Senator Bristow. It is not to absorb the banks themselves
Mr. Willis. Not at all.

Senator Bristow. It is to be a reserve bank, a great reservoir,

where any bank, whether the stock is $25,000 or $25,000,000, if it

complies with the legal requirements, may come and secure help when
it needs it.

Mr. Willis. Yes; but in doing that it has to cany on banking
operations—it has to judge the paper.

Senator Hitchcock. The Treasury Department is doing that now,

you realize.
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Senator Bkistow. Yes; it is taking commercial paper now for
deposits.

• Senator Hitchcock. And not only that, but it is sending experts
in every one of those national banks to judge of their commercial
paper—to say whether it is good.

Senator Weeks. Yes; not only doing that, but sending men who
are not experts. [Laughter.]
Mr. Willis. Senator, I think those points are well taken, but I

do not think that necessarily means the process is one we want to
continue and perpetuate.

Senator Beistow. Now, I want to call your attention to the fact,

and tell me if it is not somewhat a parallel : The Government owns
a railroad—the Panama Eailroad; the Government owns and oper-
ates it, and it is a Government institution. Do you not think it was
necessary for the construction of the canal that the Government
should own and control that railroad and steamship line ?

Mr. Willis. Yor are an expert on the Panama Canal; I am not.

I have heard it said it was.

Senator Bbistow. In the connection with the operation of this rail-

road company and steamship line, the Government is running a

steam laundry and an ice-cream factory, 30 eating houses, and 3

or 4 big hotels, as big as the Raleigh down here, and it is also

running 40 or 50 grocery stores. Now, that has been found necessary

in the construction of the Panama Canal.

Mr. Willis. My answer to that, Senator, is that if that is neces-

sary, and there is no other way to do it, then I am prepared to sub-

scribe to it. But I believe there is another and better way.
Senator Beistow. Won't you modify that by saying: "If this is

the better way to do it?
"

Mr. Willis. No, sir ; I can not believe that.

Senator Bkistow. You said there is no other way. Now, "there

are other ways.
Senator Reed. There is no other way to do it down there.

Senator Nelson. Yes; they could have done it on the regional

plan. [Laughter.]
Senator Shafeoth. As a matter of fact, because of the cost and

the probable losses, you would find that private enterprise never

would have undertaken that.

Senator Beistow. No; I beg your pardon. The Government did

that because it was afraid that private enterprise, m control of its

construction, without any competitor, would take advantage of that

and charge the people excessive rates. Now, it is proposed here, in

order to break up the monopoly of the credit of the country, Avhich

this bill is undertaking to do, to let the Government establish a bank

of a hundred million capital, invite the people of the United States

to buy the stock and operate that bank, so as to preserve the inde-

pendence of this democratic system we now have.
, ^ ^ ,

Senator Reed. As soon as the argument between the Senator from

Kansas and the Senator from Colorado is over, I move that we ad-

journ until to-morrow morning.
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Mr. Willis. I would like very much to be permitted to conclude
this.

Senator Eeed. So far as I am concerned, I would be forced to leave

at this time.

Mr. Willis. May I continue this ?

Senator O'Gokman. Yes.

Mr. Willis. Gentlemen, I will add this one point, if I may: A
great deal has been said about the necessity of having the banks take

up the Government bonds, refund them into 3 per cents or into short-

time notes, and then use those notes for the purpose of getting gold

on occasion. In my opinion, there is no necessity for any such plan

as that, and I do not think it is a courageous way of dealing with
the bond question. It would have the effect of tying up the funds of

a regional or central bank, if the latter were organized, and kefeping

them from being placed in commercial loans. I think that is not in

the bill now, and I think it would not be a good thing to do.

Senator O'Goeman. What would be your suggestion?
Mr. Willis. Well, sir, my suggestion would be, if the committee

does not think the banks have been sufficiently generously treated

under this bill,—that is, if they do not think justice has been done
them—then to do justice by having the Treasury get whatever money
is necessary in refunding and refund at such a rate as may be de-

sired. 1 do not like the roundabout way of dealing with such ques-

tions.

Senator O'Goeman. I think earlier during the day you stated those

2 per cent bonds should be refunded at par at a reasonably early

date.

Mr. Willis. I did not say they should.

Senator O'Goeman. You thought it would be just?

Mr. Willis. I think I said that that was about the only thing I felt

would absolutely certainly maintain them at par. That is what I

think I said.

Senator Hitchcock. I want to say right here I think it is not the

idea of members of this committee that the bonds must be maintained
at par as a mater of justice or generosity to the banks, but as a matter

of protection of the national credit.

Mr. Willis. I think that is a very reasonable distinction.

Senator O'Gorman asked me awhile ago, I believe, whether I ap-

proved of the note features in this bill, and then that question was
withdrawn. I would like to say with further reference to that. Sen-

ator, that I think in the form in which the note section is now stated

any objection that might come to us from those who hold th« ideas

that I have expressed is largely a theoretical objection and has not

very much practical force, although personally I hold the theory of

note issue that I explained.
That is all.

Senator Hitchcock. We will now adjourn until to-morrow morn-
ing at 10.30 o'clock.

{Thereupon, at 5.22 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned until

to-morrow, Saturday, October 25, 1913, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Curkency,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. O.
The committee met at 10.55 o'clock a. m.
Present: Senators Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Pomerene (presiding),

Shafroth, Hollis, Nelson, Bristow, Crawford, McLean, and Weelis.
Senator Beistow. I have a letter here from Mr. Larrabee, who ap-

peared before the committee, and I would like to read it so as to have
it incorporated in the record.

Senator Pomeeene. Was he a former witness?
Senator Beistow. Yes ; he appeared here, and this is a letter to sup-

plement his statement, which he wrote after he arrived home, written
from Stafford, Kans. He says, " I have been home several days," etc.,
and speaks of his enjoyable trip, and adds:

I am afraid that I did not make a strong enough impression on the com-
mittee in respect to the open-market opeiations of the regional banks. In the
morning of the day I was there you will remember that a banker from Denver
testified that he increased the reserve of his bank 12 per cent during the panic
of 1907 by collecting outside commercial paper; and unless the new banks are
permitted to go in the open market the business interests will be up against
a violent liquidation in the event of financial disturbance. This was what
happened in the panic of 1907, and concerns which sold their paper through
brokers were compelled to liquidate heavily. Bankers will not buy paper when
they have to discount it at once, and during the panic of 1907, owing to forced
liquidation, wheat declined 10 cents a bushel, and there was a heavy decline in
all lines of production. I have a suggested method to offer in handling the
2 per cent bonds. It is this: It amounts little to the Government who holds
these bonds, whether it is the national banks or whether it is the new reserve
banks, and I believe the national banks should be permitted to present their
bonds to the reserve banks and receive in payment therefor the notes of the
reserve banks, retiring their note circulation. This, of course, can be made
optional to the present holders.

You can provide that the Federal reserve bank need keep no gold
reserve for the notes then outstanding secured by 2 per cent bonds,

which they should be obliged to deposit with the Secretary of the

Treasury. There is no gold reserve behind these notes now, so there

would be no more occasion, it seems to me, for the regional banks
keeping a gold reserve behind national-bank notes that are based on
United States bonds than there is of the national bank, under the

present law, keeping a gold reserve behind such bonds.

They should, however, be required as are the present banks to keep a 5 per

cent fund with the Treasury Department. With the bonds with the reserve

banks the Government could refund them at the rate of 5 per cent annually,

retiring that amount of bank notes. The only difference there would be is the

reserve banks would issue the circulation instead of the national banks as at

present. The Government would be left in the same position as though the

national banks were compelled to keep the bonds. If additional currency at the

reserve banks was issued above the amount secured by the 2 per cent bonds,

they should be required to hold a gold reserve as the bill now provides.

In relation to the savings-bank section I notice—now. Senator

Nelson, this point I would like your attention to to see if you thmk
there is anything to it

—

In relation to the savings bank section I notice the law makes an establish-

ment in the savings section optional, and if it is left optional in the bill the
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objection passed by Mr. Tilton, of Pell City, Ala., falls to tbe ground. And if

such section is made optional with each individual bank, it can not be objec-

tionable and may be of some benefit to some banks.

That is all he says in regard to this. Now, is it optional, and if

optional and the bank did not see fit to establish a savings depart-

ment, could they go ahead with the time certificates as they do now
or would they be forbidden ?

Senator Nelson. I think they could go on unless we changed the

law. There is nothing in the law that directly prohibits it, and it is

a practice that has grown up.

Senator Beistow. Suppose the Comptroller of the Currency should

decide that was a savings bank—that is, a savings account.

Senator Nelson. Then it might lead to trouble, but it is a practice

that has been universal for years.

Senator Pomeeene. My thought about that matter had been this:

It seemed to be some question as to whether or not, under the na-

tional-banking law there was an authority to establish these savings

departments, but it has been done by leave of the Comptroller of the

Currency. Now, if you wanted to make certain that provision we
could simply incorporate a section in this bill legalizing that which
they had been doing.

Senator Nelson. Simply a provision in the bill that they shall

continue to do as they have been doing.

Senator Pomeeene. Yes.
Senator Nelson. And they ought to have the right.

Senator Pomeeene. I think so.

Senator Ceawfoed. Mr. Bristow, in what way will his scheme for

having these 2 per cents deposited with the regional reserve bank
make matters either better or worse?

Senator Beistow. Why, it would save a contraction of the cur-

rency. '

Senator Crawfoed. But, supposing you leave these national-bank
notes out just as they are, and not touch them at all. Why would
not that accomplish just the same thing?

Senator Beistow. Oh, yes; certainly. But this bill proposes to

retire them and then if the national bank does not come in under the

provisions of the bill, there is a forced retirement.

Senator Crawford. Yes; but we could change the bill so as to

permit them to remain out. That would amount to the same thing.

Senator Bristow. Oh, yes; that would amount to the same thing;

but this gentleman does not intend to come in unless the bill is very
materially changed, and of course he wants to get rid of his bonds,
but he won't sell them at a sacrifice. He said to me after he testified

here he intended to keep his bonds. He says

:

. I will hold them. The United States Government, I do not believe, will

repudiate its obligations, and I do not intend to sell below par, but I am going
out of the system.

Senator Nelson. As the plan is, as I understand it. Senator Bris-
^

tow, it is to have the new banks, the regional banks, take over these

bonds bodily and issue this new currency on them ?

Senator Beistow. Whenever a bank wants to get rid of its bonds,

the regional bank,, his idea is, shall take those bonds, and issue to the

banks
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Senator Nelson (interposing). These new notes.
Senator Beistow (continuing). Currency.
Senator Nelson. That would still make that currency bond-secured

currency.

Senator Bristow. It ^Y0uld still make the currency bond-secured
currency, except it would be carried to the regional bank-

Senator Weeks. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest to these gentlemen
who are discussing this matter, that this is a matter they can discuss
during the month of November, and that we take up these witnesses
here who are waiting.

Senator Beistow. That is a good suggestion. I have a letter here
from Senator Catron. He has written out to a number of bankers
in his State, and sent them a copy of the bill and asked their views,

and he writes and asks me if I will not have their views incorporated

in the record. He sends me the replies of four banks. I do not

know what they are, but I have them here.

(The letters referred to will be found at the end of the day's

proceedings.)

Senator Pomerene. I presume there would not be any objection,

and it is so ordered unless there is objection.

Senator Weeks. Mr. Chairman, I have a letter from a Massachu-

setts banker making some suggestions. 1 have not been over them,

and I do not know whether they should be included in thfe record, but

if I find some new suggestions. I would like to have his letter

incorporated in the record.

Senator Pomerene. If there is no objection, that will be granted.

Senator Nelson. I was going to suggest, Mr. Chairman, that

inasmuch as Mr. Willis was asked to remam over for the benefit of

Senator Eeed, we take up some other witness until the Senator

arrives.

Senator Pomeeene. Have you any additional statement, Mr. Wil-

lis, that you wanted to make ?

Mr. Willis. I have nothing, Senator, that I think is absolutely

necessary. It did occur to me that before closing I would give the

committee, with its permission, a brief statement of the points in this

bill that I think should be absolutely retained in any bill that the

committee, in its wisdom, may determine upon, if you care for them.

I do not care to volunteer them.

Senator Pomeeene. Yes. The witness will proceed.

STATEMENT OF PROF. H. PARKER WILLIS—Resumed.

Mr Willis This bill, gentlemen, as other bills of the same kind,

is a bill which may be changed in a great many details, and good argu-

ment can be put up on either side; that is, in favor of one set of de-

tails as against another. That is largely a matter of business judg-

ment and of adjustment to conditions. j • ^i, u ,,, +„
As I said yesterday, the effort was earnestly made m the House to

get what seemed like the best arrangement, but if subsequent develop-

ments or additional evidence which is adduced show that what wa.

done was not the best, and that in certain particulars alterations

should be introduced,.then obviously those alterations it is
f
he duty ot

the committee to make. There are, however, certain- fiindamental
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ideas in the bill that it seems to me should be held firmly in mind in

the process of acting upon it, if it be acted upon, and that these can

be stated pretty simply as a series of brief propositions. I think the

first one is the idea that was elaborated upon yesterday to a consider-

able extent, namely, that of providing for a number of these banks.

Senator Nelson. Why is that fundamental ? Instead of having one

reservoir for reserves and for the issuance of bills, why is that funda-

mental ? You did not' explain that yesterday.

Mr. Willis. I tried to do so, Senator.

Senator Nelson. I do not recall any reason you gave for that.

Mr. Willis. I may not have done it perfectly. My discussion was
broken a good deal by question, but my feeling about that is this

Senator Nei^son (interrupting). Before you go into that I want to

call your attention to this : The two fundamental things, I think, in

the bill are the conservation of the reserves, gathering those together,

instead of having them in the condition they are now, and making
\ them available, and the other is the issuance of currency based upon
I the commercial needs of the country founded on commercial paper
I with a sufficient gold reserve for their redemption. Now, those are

'the two fundamental propositions.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Nelson. The other proposition of regional banks or

whether you make this a compound currency make it absolutely a

promise of the banks with or without the guaranty of the Govern-
ment I regard as nonessentials.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Nelson. The other two, the gathering up of the reserves

and utilizing them, and the issuance of currency on the commercial
needs of the country—^they are the two fundamentals. Now, I would
like to hear why 12 regional banks are fundamental.
Mr. Willis. May I first say, Senator, that I did not intend to say

and do not go on record now as having said that I thought 12 were
fundamental. I tried to insist yesterday and I do say now, with the

greatest strength that I am capable of, that I think the number to be

established is a matter that is worthy of very careful investigation

and that while we did give—the House committee did give—as full

and thoughtful study to that as it was capable of, did have maps
drawn dividing the country into tentative districts, did compile

statistics

Senator Nelson (interposing). But that does not go to the root of

the" matter.

Mr. Willis. May I be permitted, Senator, just to finish that matter,

with your permission?
Senator Nelson. Go on.

Mr. Willis. While the committee did do all that and did, as a

result, come to the opinion that so far as i,t could reasonably and
humanly conclude, 12 was about the right number, if additional in-

formation showing that is not the right number is in the possession

of the committee, then the number should be changed. In other

words, as I said yesterday, there is nothing sacrosanct or positive

about the number 12.

Senator Nelson. But don't you see, Mr. Willig, you have not gotten

at the fimdamental reason ?
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Mr. Willis. Because I have not been allowed to develop my state-
ment.

Senator Nelson. It is not the question of numbers but why should
it be a regional system instead of a single system, that you have not
touched upon yet.

Mr. Willis. I tried to just a moment ago. I went over that yes-,

terday. The question in the last analysis comes to this : What is the
desirable unit of banking concentration? That is the real problem,'
Now, if it can be shown that it takes a country of just about the size

of the United States and of just about the total amount of capital
our banks have to provide the United States a desirable quantity of
banking concentration or degree of banking concentration, then we
ought to have only one bank. If, on the other hand, the evidence
shows that such a bank as that would be unwieldy, overcentralized,

in danger of subordinating the interests of one part of the country,
possibly, to the interests of another, or, if it be found that in any area
over which such a bank presides there are a number of business dis-

tricts reasonably separate one from the other in their affiliations, in

their type of credits, in their seasonal variations of crops and the

like, then the argument is strong for giving each of those districts a

separate banking organization which shall manage its affairs and
provide the necessary cooperation to guard against depressions and
panics and provide banks regularly with rediscounts.

Now, do I make that a sufficiently plain statement, Senator?
Senator Nelson. No; I do not think you reach the fundamentals.

Mr. Willis. Then tell me where I fail and I will try to do better.

Senator Nelson. The point is this : Why is a regional system safer

and better than a main, central reservoir ? I do not care what you call

it, but why not have one reservoir instead of having 12? The bill

admits that 12 is not good because it provides, as Mr. Vanderlip ex-

pressed it, for the piping of funds from one reserve to the other.

Without that you admit your system would break down. You ad-

mitted yesterday without that provision compelling one regional

bank to discount for another, your system would break down.

Mr. Willis. No, Senator. Some one asked me if I did not admit

that, and I said that " With due regard to everybody else's opinion,

I could not admit that," and I can not now admit it.

Senator Nelson. Then we might eliminate that from the bill with

Senator Keed. You did put in, you or somebody put in the bill

for some reason, a provision that the central board could order *one

bank to come to the rescue of another.

Mr. Willis. I think that is desirable, Senator, as an emergency

proposition.
i • , . .

Senator Keed. Now, let us see : If the system will stand without it,

it certainly is a very radical thing to do. If we have 12 separate cor-

porations, each owning their own capital, every dollar of their assets

being their own, and you put in a requirement that without their

volition or consent they may be compelled each to transfer their

funds to the other, that of course is a very tremendous power and a

very radical power. Now, is there any justification for it except

necessity ?
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Mr. Willis. I will answer perfectly frankly as to that, Senator.

The justification for it is the same as the justification for the use of

the police power, the same as the justification that gives the Gov-
ernment power to seize private property in time of war, the same

as creates eminent domain on the part of the Government, the same
as enables human society, as organized, to do any of the things which
violate or run counter to the ordinary course of affairs for the safety

of the whole of the community. It is the same thing that has led

the clearing house, a purely private organization, in time of panic

to get together and pool reserves, practically putting pressure—I do

not say in any illegitimate way—but practically putting pressure

upon every member of the organization to join with the others.

Senator Reed. Your illustrations admit the whole of the argu-

ment—the right of eminent domain.
Mr. Willis. That is an analogy. Senator, of course.

Senator Eeed. The right of eminent domain is the greatest power
the Government has.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. It is a life and death power, in fact.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. It has no justification, except supreme necessity.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. And never has been justified by a court except upon

the ground of public necessity. Now, if you admit, therefore, that

this provision is analogous to the right of eminent domain, you
bottom it upon necessity; and when you bottom it upon necessity

you admit Senator Nelson's hypothesis.

Senator Nelson. My hypothesis is that that very fact admits that

under certain financial stress these regional banks can not stand

alone. That is, each one of these regional banks is helpless; they

must hie to the others to get help.

Mr. Willis. It would likewise be a fact if you had a central bank
in this country—one single central bank. In time of stress condi-

tions might become such, and indeed have become such, that such a

bank is obliged to look to others unless the financial system is to

break down and go to pieces. That has been the case in European
countries—the banks of France and England have been friendly to

one another and have stood together and have aided one another,

although there was no poAver that could force it. Now, in this case,

I do not like to speak of myself as admitting that such conditions

are probable. I do not object to stating that they may exist. I say

frankly that I think this is an emergency power, and I think the bill

makes it evident it is to be used and can be used only in emergency.
I fully agree with Senator Nelson that there are conditions which
this was intended to meet under which difficulty might arise in some
one part of the country, serious difficulty, in which it would be de-

sirable to get help from other parts of the country. But I believe

that with this power in the bill that help will come voluntarily.

Senator Reed. Very well. I do not tnink we are very far apart.

The amount of it is, you think, one of these regional banks might be

weakened and might need help, and therefore you have put in the

power to give that help; and you admit, of course, that necessity

2nay arise (and we all hope it will arise very seldom and may even
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hope it will never arise), and the fact you put tlie power in is an
admission of a possible dangei-.

Mr. WrLLis. Yes.
Senator Eeed. Now, I want to ask you this question: I wish you

would tell us the difference there is, after all, between 12 separate
banks tied together by a central organization and united by a power
of that central organization to compel each to transfer its funds to
the other and calling that central organization a bank and gi\ing it

12 branches. AVliat is the real difference ?

Mr. Willis. That is a very pertinent question and goes to the
heart of the matter. The difference I conceive would be simply like
that between a centralized empire like Eussia and, on the other hand,
a nation like our own, in which local powers are lodged in local
governments. The difference now, coming down to a business analy-
sis, lies in the fact that whereas under a central bank plan the cen-
tral body ordinarily normally and constantly interferes in, shares in,

and directs the ordinary banking business operations of each one or
its branches, under a plan such as is proposed in this bill, each busi-

ness unit carries on its own affairs, provides for the conservation of
its own reserves, and directs its own interests, referring to the others
only in case of exceptional necessity and being governed by the cen-

tral power only in those broader and more general waj.s that are
deemed necessary to bring about a certain general unity in policy.

To sum up that answer, then, in a word, the difference is that be-

tween central and local control, in either case there being a genera!

unity of policies.

Senator Reed. Kow, nobody can go farther than I will go for the

right of local self-government in all these matters that can be con-

trolled by the people locally; but when you come to establishing a

think like a post office, local control would be ruinous.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Eeed. And it is conceded here that it is our duty to pro-

vide a currency not for each State, but in the exercise of the Federal

function to provide a currency and banking system for the entire

country.

Mr. Willis. May I interrupt there ?

Senator Reed. Yes; just when I finish my question. Don't you

weaken that system, that plan, when you interpose and mix up with

it the idea of local self-government ?

Mr. Willis. Answering that directly, Senator, I do not think so.

Further, you notice we have provided with some elaborate care in

this bill for exactly that unification of currency as distinct from

the purely banking operations which involve the passing upon paper.

The chieif idea in this bill, the main idea, is just that of keeping

within every district the power of passing upon its own paper—de-

ciding what shall consttute the basis of credit—instead of having that

decided somewhere else.

Under a central bank plan, as I understand such plans, the central

bank would have the power to withdraw funds from one part of the

country or to dispatch them there, and through its appointees tp

impose the stringent requirements of one part of the country as to

commercial paper upon another. Now, we all know that human

nature is about the same everywhere, and, in the last analysis, the
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goodness of our commercial system depends upon the goodness and
reliability of the men who are behind it.

Senator Nelson. May I ask a question right there—I want to

ask right here, in order to bring it to your attention : Under the cur-

rency provided for in this act, it is not issued on the order of the

regional bank, it is only issued on the order of the central board.

The regional bank must apply to the central board, to this central

board here, and it says whether the currency can issue or not.

Senator Reed. And whether the securities are satisfactory?

Senator Nelson. Yes.

Mr. Willis. The central board passes upon the question whether
the securities that have been O. K.'d by the district authority—^that

is, have been examined by it, approved by it—are or are not worthy
to stand behind a national currency to which the Government gives

its indorsement and the central board further reserves to itself the

power, if absolutely necessary, to say to a bank, " No more of this

currency shall come out," and this currency, under the bill, issues

only on the request of the regional bank, and that implies that it

will issue only on the request of member banks and their customers
who make application to it.

Senator Crawford. Eight there : I do not want to break in on your
thought, but is it not sound that the issuing of currency should be
controlled by the Federal board rather than by these banks that are
engaged in discounting paper?
Mr. Willis. For the sake. Senator, of getting uniform currency.
Senator Crawford. Aijid for the purpose of controlling the volume

and preventing inflation should not this Federal board control that
issue ?

Mr. Willis. It is desirable to prevent inflation ; and to have that
done by every means and at every point in the whole process here,

has been earnestly sought. I believe this bill is infinitely ahead of
the monetary commission's bill in its safeguards against inflation,

and I believe it fully and thoroughly prevents such inflation, while,
at the same time, enabling the business community to get what it

needs when it has the backing for it.

Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Willis, we are drifting away from the
one thing I want to talk about for a moment.
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. You believe, I take it, that the nearer we have local

control and yet have a strong system, the better.

Mr. Willis. I do.

Senator Reed. Now, let us see. Here is a system proposed by
which there is a regional bank organized, and every bank within
that district must become a member, and then that bank can get no
relief until it has secured the approval of that regional board.
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. And after it has the approval of the regional board

the regional board must get an approval from the central board.
Thus each bank's fate is made to rest not upon the security it is able

to offer, but upon the volition of the bankers who happen to control

the regional bank. Now, is that not a much less degree of inde-

pendence in each bank than it would be if each bank had the right,

under the law, to have discounted its paper, provided it came up to

a standard and acted as an independent thing—not as an adjunct?
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Mr. Willis. Senator, answering the main point of your question
first, yrhich is the last point—that question has been discussed a good
deal in the House committee, and I have devoted a good deal of
attention to it. I think there is argument for giving the bank the
right to have a certain amount of its paper discounted under limited
conditions. I think, also, that the putting of that into the bill would
create another outcry of opposition to it from bankers; and as I
believe that all reasonable discounts will be granted under this bill,

for the reason that it is to the interest of the banks to do it, and
they themselves are operating the regional banks, I think it is not
necessary, or on the whole wise, to put that in ; although, if there were
danger that any bank would be discriminated against and its life

endangered in that way, I should want to see it in. Now, then, I do
not believe there is any such danger as that, but I believe that the
business interests of the banking community are strongly in favor
of seeing to it that every bank that has good paper shall get accom-
modation and that there shall be no friction in the working of the
plan. That situation has existed already under our, very imperfect

system and would exist in a much higher degree here, where, if there

was the slightest injustice done to a bank, that bank could bring it

to the attention of the Federal authorities and an immediate rebuke
would result.

Senator Nelson. I want to call your attention to this fact, in the

matter of discounts : Do these regional banks act as a sort of middle-

man ? There has got to be a double discount.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Nelson. I come to you, a regional bank, and want to make
a loan.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Nelson. You discount my paper.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, you have to go, if you are short of funds, to

the reserve bank ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Nelson. And you have to discount, so there are two steps

in the operation.

Mr. Willis. Yes; that is true.

Senator Nelson. And each of those systems has to have a rake-ott.

Mr. Willis. Yes.
.

Senator Nelson. That is, instead of the borrower gettmg the whole

thing through his local bank, he gets it through the local bank as an

intermediary of the regional bank. So there are two steps in the

discount program. Your member bank borrows it from the regional

bank, and then the member bank loans it to the individual.

Mr. Willis. Yes; your point is very forceful and well taken,

Senator Nelson. Now you have a middleman. Would it not be

better to abolish that middleman in the matter of discount and let the

local bank do the business direct—to get discounts direcU

Mr. Willis. I would rather put it the other way. If you can in-

duce the bankers to have the regional bank deal direct with the pubhc,

so as to compete with them right along every day, it would be well.

There is a great deal of argument for that.

S. Doa 232, 63-1—vol 3 ^73
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Now, as to this question of profit or " rake-off," what you say is

absolutely true. My own opinion about it is, however, that the com-
bined payment of profit or " rake-off " will, by competition, be kept
down to the ordinary level for the use of capital, and that the mem-
ber bank which makes a loan, knowing it has to meet that loan itself

or go to the regional bank, will simply charge enough for its indorse-

ment (for that is what it amounts to) to cover its expenses and the

risk of loss in performing the transactions. I think the competition,

which is to be perfect under this bill, because any new bank that

organizes can come in, will keep that rate of interest down to a fair

return upon capital, and I am firm in that belief because of the fact

that under the existing system our banks, on the whole, have not had
an unreasonable rate of return. The comptroller places it, I believe,

at less than 10 per cent as the average rate of return on capital, which
is not an unfair return, as such things go, allowing for business

hazard and failure and all that sort of thing. That is my answer. I

do not think it would be unreasonable, and I believe competition
would keep it down. At the same time, I do think if you could per-

suade the banks and business interests, which have sprung up and are

opposed to doing that, to let those regional banks do some business, at

their discretion, with the public, thereby giving a very powerful
whip hand over the member banks, you will tend to keep the rate of

interest down. To get them to do that, I think, would be a difficult

thing, and I doubt whether it could be accomplished.
Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Willis, I want to get your idea about this

matter : Suppose we were to organize this system along this line, that

we are to provide 12 regional banks
Mr. Willis (interposing). Or some other number.
Senator Reed. I will take 12 as an arbitrary number.
Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed (continuing). We would require the banks in these

districts to underwrite the stock and then sell the stock of each of

these regional banks to whomsoever would buy it, the Government
of the United States taking a portion, so that the banks in the end
would not necessarily have the capital invested. Then require the

banks to keep their reserves either in their own vaults or in these

banks ?

Mr. Willis. At their own discretion?

Senator Reed. Well, leaving a discretion, but perhaps not as to

the entire fund. And then provide that these 12 banks should be
governed by a board of directors selected, not by the banks but by
the Federal Government?
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. So that there was no selfish interest controlling

those 12 banks. What would be the objection to that system?
Mr. Willis. Well, that was the question that was asked me last

night—I think by Senator O'Gorman. I think perhaps you were
not here at the time.

Senator Reed. If so, I did not hear it.

Mr. Willis. My answer to it was this: I firmly believe, perhaps
wrongly, but I believe that the use of selfish interests under proper
control in human life, in business relations, is a pretty desirable

thing; and I think you will get better results in the operation of

these banks by having them carried On subject to proper Govern-
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ment control in the interest of the public by the people who ownthem—who own the stock m them—and who are directly concerned
^^ ^}^^^^^H^^^^^on then you would in having it done entirely by
public oflttcials. You may say "^ -^

Senator Reed (interposing). Well, suppose we were to have the
banks have a mmonty representation on account of their deposits,

^®xj'?I^^™^®'^*^
maintaining the majority; what would you think

or thats
Mr. WiLus. That would be less objectionable to me than the other.
benator Keed. I ]ust want to get your opinion, because vou want

to get away and I do not want to keep you here very long.
""

Mr. Willis, have you any idea that the banks to-day—the great
banks of the country—exercise a somewhat dominating influence over
the financial market?
Mr. Willis. I do, of course, think so.
Senator Reed. Have you any idea that that influence extends out

^t"^41?"*
the country and reaches the large banks of the country?

Mr. Willis. I can not help thinking so.
Senator Reed. Well, have you any remote or nebulous notion in

^^^r ^ ^^* *^® "^^^^^^ ^^® "°* going to control this system

«

Mr. Willis. This system we have now ?

Senator Reed. Absolutely.
Mr. Willis. I have not only a remote and nebulous notion but a

very distinct conviction, which may be nothing more than a convic-
tion, but which I hold just as firmly as a man can hold a convic-
tion based entirely on study, and so on, that under this system the
banks of the several districts will be able to control their reserve
funds and tb keep them invested in the fluid securities of their own
district, and not in stocks and bonds issued at a great distance from
them, doubtless under proper control in many cases, but whose
fluidity and soundness is in no way related to the fluidity and sound-
ness of the paper of the district to which these reserves belong.
Senator Reed. That, to my mind, is an utterly different question,

and it is one that can be reached in an entirely different way.
Mr. Willis. Very likely.

Senator Reed. They have got the right in this bill to prescribe the
kind of securities that can be used by these banks or can be invested
in—all of them.
Mr. Willis. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. And that is a different question. But I am talking
now just about control. I will take, for illustration, the district in
which I live. There is one bank in the district that is the banker for
720 other banks.
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. There is another bank that I know of that is the

banker for 600 other banks. Both of those happen to be in my town.
In the city of St. Louis there are various large banks and trust

companies that probably do business for and are the depositaries of
more country banks than those I have named.
Senator Ceawfoed. Well, those are trust companies and State

banks, as well as national banks?
Senator Reed. Yes. ISTow, when these men come to a banker

—

when these bankers come to a great bank in a city—^they come to
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him, first, because they have confidence in him as a banker; they
come to him, second, because he is able to render them certain aid.

We have been told that there was a convention of bankers in Chi-
cago that a few men absolutely dominated. We have been told that

there was a convention of 2,000 or 3,000 bankers in Boston and that

a few men mapped out the program for that convention and carried

it through.
And everywhere power and influence works its way to success. I

do not know what you think ; but I have not the slightest doubt that I
could pick out 12 men in the district that is to be established in the
section in which I live and that 6 of those men at least will con-

stitute the directors of the regional bank.
Mr. Willis. Well, I think, Senator
Senator Reed (interposing). And if that is true, who are they?

They are going to be the great bankers of that district; they are

going to be the very men that you say are now under the influence

of the great financial powers.
Mr. Willis. May be, Senator, under that influence.

Senator Reed. Well, men that you say are now probably under it.

Mr. Willis. Probably; yes.

Senator Reed. Then, have you not made a machinery or devised a

plan by which all of the bankers are to be united into 12 banks; so

that it is therefore easier to control 12 banks than it was originally to

control 7,000 banks?
Mr. Willis. With reference to that, I can only say that I do not

think so and that I think the machinery of public control—^the

Federal board and the arrangement for Government participation

in the directorates of these banks—is enough to prevent. But as I

am perfectly free to admit, that is a question that is open to dis-

cussion. It is not really a banking question at all. It is the kind of

question that you have so clearly outlined; and if, in your opinion,

not enough has been done to guard against that danger of control

then more should be done.

Senator Reed. If we are not to require the banks to put up any
capital: if we simply require them to aid in forming this system,

then the Government would be perfectly justified in retaining the

control of these regional banks, would it not?
Mr. Willis. I think, without reference to justification—^because I

think anything is justified in order to get the best results for the

public welfare—that the best results—business results—are obtained

either in the way indicated in this bill, or in some similar way.
Understand me clearly; I am not a bigoted advocate of the details

of this bill. As I tried to convince you yesterday, I think there are

many places at which it can be improved, and I have indicated some
of the most important ones on my own responsibility.

Senator Reed. Well, do you think the plan I suggested would be

workable? I will not ask you whether it is as good as this one.

Mr. Willis. Theoretically, I think it would be workable.
Senator Reed. Do you know of any reason why it would not be

practically workable?
Mr. Willis. Practically—^that means the kind of men you get to

operate it ?
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Senator Reed. No ; I mean the formation of it. So far as running
it is concerned, I can dismiss from my mind, because I think that
can be accomplished.
Mr. Willis. Equally frankly, then, I think practically the success

of it would depend a good deal on the way in which it was worked
out, and the skill with which the details of the plan are developed.
Senator Reed. Please let me ask you one further question. You

have provided in this bill for the retirement, gradually, of the
national-bank notes. Will you tell me how we now get the gold into
our Treasury, which we have been enabled to pile up here as a re-

serve back of the

Mr. Willis (interposing). The way in which the country gets
gold
Senator Reed (interposing). Well, how do we get that into the

Treasury ?

Mr. Willis. Just in this way, I think—of course, that is a large
theoretical question of international balance of trade
Senator Reed (interposing). No; I mean the practical way it gets

into the Treasury.
Mr. Willis. Well, the way it gets in, I should say, Is that the use

of the paper currency, the certificates, is a good deal more convenient

to people with our habits of using money, than the use of the

gold
Senator Reed, (interposing). But we have to get the gold in the

Treasury before we use the certificates, how do we get that gold in

there?

Mr. Willis. A man takes the gold out of the ground. He takes

it to the assay office, and then it goes to the Treasury to be coined.

The man who is going to use it would rather have paper currency

than gold. He therefore asks the Government to take the gold and

give him paper currency for it. They hand out the gold certificates

to him and the gold stays in the Treasury, and the gold certificates

go into circulation.

Senator Reed. Well, that is not the sole source of the gold supply

of the Treasury.
Mr. Willis. Of course, we import gold from abroad, and we do

not want to use it as money, as the English and the French do, and we

get certificates for it.

Senator Reed. Who imports it?

Mr. Willis. Anybody who has a claim
_

Senator Reed. Of course, we all know that that is one o± the

sources by which money gets into the Treasury. The miner goes

to the assay office and says I want this gold coined; and then he

takes the gold and says I want to get gold certificates for this instead

of the coin.

Mr. Willis. Yes. ^ ,
,, • .u

Senator Reed. We understand that. But there is another source

Mr Willis. We get it through international balances of trade.

Senator Reed. But how does that get into the Treasury «

Mr. Willis. Just in this way, I should say: The ba ance of trade

in favor of this country is created through the purchase and sale

of goods.
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Senator Reed. But I am just assuming that gold is in this country.

How does it get into the Treasury ?

Mr. Willis. Just a.^ I say: A bank or an individual has posses-

sion of the gold, and prefers the currency to the gold, takes the gold
to the Treasury, leaves it there, and gets the currency for it.

Senator Reed. Now, has that ever been done ?

Mr. Willis. Do you mean an actual transaction ?

Senator Reed. Yes.

Mr. Willis. I could not point to an actual specific transaction, of

course.

Senator Reed. Well, Mr. Willis, is not this the way it is done:
The Government collects vast sums of money at its ports ; and it col-

lects an excise tax ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. And that tax can not be paid in national-bank notes.

The national-bank notes, therefore, are forced out of that use, and
something must take their place; and, therefore, it must be gold or

the equivalent of gold. So that there is being poured into the Fed-
eral Treasury because of that fact a stream of gold.

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. And when it once reaches there it can be laid aside

and gold certificates issued. Is not that the way it gets there?

Mr. Willis. Well, gold undoubtedly gets into the Treasury in that

way; but I do not think that accounts for the bulk of the increase

in the trust funds behind the gold certificates.

Senator Reed. Would not that flow of gold be greatly retarded if

we were to retire the national-bank issue of $700,000,000
Mr. Willis. I do not think so; not in the slightest degree.

Senator Reed. And we were to issue a Treasury note that was pay-
able for duties and imposts ?

Mr. Willis. I honestly do not think so.

Senator Reed. Have you ever gone to ascertain the practical work-
ings of this system we are now living under? One of the great

sources of our gold supply has been due to the circulation of the

bank notes.

Mr. Willis. AVhy, certainly, it is undoubtedly true that the bank
notes circulate as they do because we have not cared for gold in-

stead of them. We have had to supply the place of the pure gold

currency which we would have had had bank notes been entirely

absent; and we have supplied that hj the use of the bank notes.

That is certainly the case.

Senator Reed. And the baiik notes—is not this the practical op-

eration of it: A banker, knowing that the gold has certain uses

that the bank note does not have, in paying the money out over his

counter will pay out the bank notes, and they circulate in the

pockets of the people very largely?
Mr. Willis. Yes.
Senator Reed. Consequently, when you want to pay the United

States $10,000 in the way of duties, you go down to the bank. The
bank has already gathered up the gold, and you say you want
$10,000 in gold, and you carry that over to the customhouse, and you
pay it into the customhouse, and the customhouse sends it into the

Treasury and the Treasurer takes it and puts it over here in a pile

and issues against it $10,000 of gold certificates; and thus we im-
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pound the actual gold. Now, is not that one great function that hasbeen performed by the national-bank note«
'^"t.cion mat nas

Mr. Willis. I should not be inclined to attribute that function tothe national-bank notes. Indeed, my feeling has been that the national-bank notes have driven gold out of the counfry. I feel thatvery strongly-that they have been at times very redundant in cir-culation--and that they have actually prevented the gold from^eSig

FlfnL h 'i?"'''™^?*'..^^^^ '^ otherwise would have been andshould have been paid to the Government

totTn tiu?c?unS^f
"' '" *'"' '"' """''*'^" ^^^ '"'^''^ "^"^^^

Mr. Willis. That is a question I do not think anyone can reason-
ably pass upon. It varies a good de^il, and because it varies we need
elasticity in the currency.
Senator Eeed. Would you think that in 1896 it was too little, or toomuch ?

'

T
.^''- Willis Well, that is a good while ago. I do not know what

I thought at that time.
Senator Nelson. You mean 1906, do you not. Senator Eeed«
Senator Eeed. No ; I mean 1896.
Mr. Willis. I do not know what I thought at that time.
Senator Eeed. Did you at that time advocate the theory—the quan-

titative theory of money?
Mr. Willis. I never have believed in the quantitative theory of

money.
Senator Eeed. You do not believe that the amount of money has

anything to do with prices?
Mr. Willis. That is a little too strong a statement. It has some-

thing to do with it, but I do not believe it to be the sole regulator of
prices.

Senator Eeed. Not the sole regulator, but is it not a great factor?
Mr. Willis. It is doubtless an important factor, but not the

greatest.

Senator Eeed. Is it not the greatest single factor ?

Mr. Willis. I do not think so. That is a very much controverted
scientific question. Senator Eeed.
Senator Eeed. Well, did you ever follow the fluctuation of prices

and compare them with the amount of money in circulation ?

Mr. Willis. Yes; I have made, I think, a pretty elaborate study
of that.

Senator Eeed. Well, is it not true, as a matter of financial law,
that, taking prices in the aggregate and not picking out a particular

year, but taking a period of time great enough so that you can strike

a fair general average, that the rise of prices has always followed
the increase of per capita circulation?

Mr. Willis. I honestly do not think so. You ask me for an
opinion, and it is my duty to tell you just what I think.

Senator Eeed. Certainly.

Mr. Willis. I do not think so. But I also add to that there is

scientific opinion in favor of the view that you have expressed,

but that, in my judgment, the weight of scientific opinion is against

it—closing, then, with the statement that, while there is a great

deal of evidence on behalf of both sides, my own studies of the
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subject have led me personally to the conclusion that the quantitative

theory of money is not a sound, is not a tenable, one.

Senator Reed. Then, if that is true, it will not make any difference

how much per capita circulation we have out ; as long as it is good
money it will not affect prices.

Mr. Willis. Provided it is good money, and instantly redeemable,
I do not think the mere quantity in circulation makes any difference.

Senator Reed. One further question and I am through. Why
do you provide in this bill that the Secretary of the Treasury must
turn over all the money in the Federal Treasury, except the 5 per
cent, and the moneys held on special deposit and must hereafter

turn over all moneys acquired, to this system of privately owned,
privately controlled banks?
Mr. Willis. Well, eliminating the latter part of that question,

which I do not think is quite fair—that is, it would commit me,
you know, to the belief that it was a privately operated system,
which I do not think I can admit

Senator Reed (interposing). Well, not entirely; there is some con-

trol of it.

Mr. Willis. But answering the main branch of your question about
the Government deposits I would say this: I believe that there is

really no feature of our existing system that is so open to criticism

and is so unique among the fiscal systems of the world as that by
which the Government segregates its current receipts in money and
withdraws them from use.

And I believe that in times past very serious hardships and wrong
have been done to the country by withdrawing large sums in that

way and then depositing them back in banks at other points. For,
even with the best intentions in the world, under the most favorable
possible conditions, it is not practicable to put the funds back ex-

actly where they came from.
So that for those reasons I think it is better to have the funds re-

main steadily in commercial use instead of being drawn out.

Senator Reed. Well, now, do you not argue too much on that?
Mr. Willis. Perhaps so.

Senator Reed. You have a bill here that provides that these re-

gional banks, under the direction of the central power of the Govern-
ment, shall do identically that thing not only with the Government
money but with the private moneys of the banks ?

Mr. Willis. Certainly it was not believed that it would do that.

Senator Reed. Well, the Federal Treasurer has collected the money
that is due to the Government and belongs to the Government. He
sees fit, because he believes it ought to be done, to deposit $10,000,000

with the banks of Chicago, and recently $50,000,000 with the banks
of the West. It is his money—or it is our money ; it is the people's

money, and he deposits it. It is an arbitrary transfer of one's own
funds from one place to another. And you say that is bad, because
the money does not go back to the place where it originated ?

Mr. Willis. Yes.

Senator Reed. Very well, let us take this 12-bank system. The
banks of New York, we will say, pay into the Federal Treasury a

large sum of money. There is $100,000,000 there. There is a bank

—

a western regional bank, somewhere out in the West, that is in need
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of funds. A Government board orders the bank in New York to send
$50,000,000 to that bank.
Will you tell me why that does not have every single vice that is in

the system that now exists ?

Mr. Willis. I will answer that perfectly frankly
Senator Reed (continuing). With the additional vice that you are

taking private money against the will of the owners of that private
money, whereas under the present system you are only taking Fed-
eral moneys and depositing them, exercising the right of a pro-
prietor to put his money wherever he pleases ?

Mr. Willis. I will answer that perfectly frankly, Senator Reed.
In one view of the case I think your criticism is an absolutely just

one; and I would be inclined to defend that power just as I did de-

fend it before on the ground that it is an exceptional power, to be
used only under exceptional and unusual conditions when all else

has failed.

But I would make this one limitation, if you will permit, upon
your statement, that the withdrawal that occurs in the latter case,

you understand, under this bill is from commercial use and from
one commercial district to another commercial use and to another

commercial district, the funds being in continuous use at the service

of the business community all the time, whereas now the funds are

paid to the Government, a noncommercial body, are segregated in

the Treasury, oftentimes to the extent of hundreds of millions of

dollars, the surplus within recent years, I think, having run as high

as $260,000,000, and they are held out of use there for indefinite

periods.

Senator Reed. Has there ever been a time when $262,000,000 has

been in the Treasury? Has it not been in the banks of the country?

Mr. Willis. Under the Shaw administration, I think, the surplus

ran up to about that figure, the funds being distributed between the

Treasury and the various subtreasuries, but being out of commercial

use. That is, the total surplus; but there was, of course, a certain

part of it in the banks.

Senator Reed. Yes; the major part of it was m banks, was it not?

Mr. Willis. I do not think so; not at one time. Senator Reed.

Senator Bristow. Excuse me for interrupting you; but did not

Secretary Shaw distribute that surplus all over the country?

Mr. Willis. He kept distributing it, and calling it back again.

Senator Bristow. Well, he called it back as he needed it, did he

Mr Willis. No; he often called it back when he did not need it;

that is a matter of opinion, of course; I am not criticising anybody.

But I think he often called it back when he did not need it.

Senator Bristow. To my certain knowledge, he sent thousands and

hundreds of thousands of dollars out to the small country banks.

Mr. Willis. Oh, certainly he did that; and a good many ot those

banks deposited it in New York and other centers. But that is an-

other question. I think. Senator Reed m all frankness, that your

criticism of that power is a perfectly fair one, with the limitation

I have made. , ,, . -, u • ^^^a
Senator Reed. Now, I have in mind another thing. I have m mind

the stability of this Government. I am going to assume, for the sake
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of argument, that we came to a crisis when we were threatened with

a great war. I am utterly opposed to passing any law under which

the Federal Treasurer can not conserve in the vaults of the Govern-

ment any money, no matter what th6 emergency is ; no matter if this

whole chain of banks was tottering to its fall ; no matter what the con-

dition that he must put that money in the banks; do you not think

that power is too broad?
Mr. Willis. That is the matter that you mentioned yesterday. I

am glad you recalled that to my memory. I think we might very well

modify that so as to leave it discretionary with the Secretary of the

Treasury. I see no objection to that.

Senator Eeed. Would you draw the provision, then, something like

this ? Would you express it—not in this language, but substantially

like this:

That it is the policy of the Government to keep these moneys in the banks

Mr. Willis (interposing). Certainly, that is right.

Senator Eeed (continuing) :

But with a discretion vested' in the Secretary of the Treasury, whenever for

the public good he desires to retain it in the vaults?

Mr. Willis. Exactly so.

Senator Reed. I do not mean that that would be written in the law

in that way.
Mr. Willis. I understand ; that is the thought.
Senator Ceaweoed. Then you would repeal the Independent Treas-

ury act?
Mr. Willis. This bill does not repeal that.

Senator Reed. I am obliged to go, now, Mr. Willis ; but I am very

much obliged to you.
Mr. Willis. I thank you. Senator Reed, for your courtesy.

Senator Crawford. But it practically destroys it, does it not?
Mr. Willis. It destroys the working of it in ordinary business

operations; yes.

Senator Ceawfoed. Mr. Willis, the member banks who subscribe to

stock in the regional reserve bank and who want to rediscount paper,

it is not contemplated that in all cases that they shall get currency
for this paper, is it ? Will they not, in a great many cases, take their

assets over there and get a credit in that bank ?

Mr. Willis. Certainly; yes.

Senator Ceawfoed. Well, unless this Federal reserve board has this

absolute control over the issuing of currency, how in the world can
the temptation be withstood of getting currency on all the commercial
assets that these member banks want to lug over there, and in that
way inflate the currency of the country?
Mr. Willis. Well, in a great many cases the banks would not want

currency ; they would rather have the credit and would draw checks.

Senator Ceawfoed. Well, there is a temptation, always, to get cur-

rency when there is any chance to loan it out and get interest on it.

. Mr. Willis. The bank would just as soon loan out its credit.

Senator Ceawfoed. Then you think it is not necessary to have this

f.heck in the hands of the Federal reserve board on the tendency to

issue too much currency?
Mr. Willis. Personally, as I explained yesterday afternoon, my

theory is that the issue of currency, if it is amply protected, and if
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it is absolutely and unquestionably solvent and good will take
care of itself. But, for the sake of safeguarding it still further be-
cause It is so important a matter, we ought to make assurance doubly
sure; and 1 think it is well to leave a general oversight in the hands
of the Federal reserve board.
Senator Crawford. Well, the volume of this prime commercial

paper, these liquid assets, is so enormous that if they could lug it to
the reserve bank and get currency for it without limit it certainly
would inflate the currency, under certain circumstances.
Mr. Willis. I do not think that is a danger.
Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Chairman, is there anything further?
Senator Pomerene. I think there is nothing further.
Mr. Willis. May I be excused, then?
Senator Pomerene. Have the Senators any further questions to

ask? If not, Mr. Willis will be excused.
Mr. Willis. I thank the committee for its courtesy to me.
Senator Pomerene. We are obliged to you.
Senator Hitchcock. Yes ; the committee is obliged to you.
Mr. Willis. If I can serve the committee in any way in passing

upon any further point of doubt I will be glad to do so by letter.

Have I the privilege of reading my testimony and correcting formal
errors ?

Senator Pomerene. Yes
;
you can arrange with the reporter about

that.

Mr. Willis. In closing, I should like to add to my testimony a
very brief statement of the points in which I believe that the bill

should not be changed, no matter what alterations of detail may be
introduced into it. When I began my testimony this morning I
suggested that such a condensed review might be worth while by
way of completing what I had to say, but since then the discussion

has taken a wide range, and I have not been able to furnish the

enumeration of the essential points spoken of. May I say in con-

clusion, then, that I believe the vital points to be retained in the

legislation are as follows:

(1) First of all, it is necessary to have a number of reserve banks,

and, above all else, to keep the way clear for increasing this number
if necessary as different sections of the country desire. As I have

,

said, I do not feel a positive certainty as to any given number, but \

I am positive that the number should be a reasonable one, corre-

sponding to the general business and commercial division of the

country.

(2) Secondly, I am earnestly desirous to see the autonomy and

independence of each of these banks absolutely maintained, and to

that end I think that extensive business between them, involving the

keeping of large funds with one another, should not be permitted,

and that the general course of their operations with one another

should be closely supervised by the Federal reserve board.

(3) Thirdly, I esteem it absolutely essential to retain m the bill

the provisions for open market operations upon at least their present

scale of development. Otherwise the banks will not be able to make

their rate of discount effective.
, „ , „ ^- ^ ^x. ^

(4) Fourthly, it is absolutely and fundamentally essential that

the banks shall keep their reserves either in cash in their own vaults
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or else in the form of credits with the Federal reserve banks in whose
districts they are situated. The present system of pyramiding re-

serves, keeping balances with other banks which are counted as a part

of the reserves of the banks to which they belong is wholly vicious,

and should be terminated at as early a date as conditions will permit.

(5) Fifthly, the Federal reserve board should have enough power
to make it a genuine force, particularly in cases of emergencies, and
should always be in position to exercise within reasonable limits a

powerful control over broad banking policy.

(6) Sixthly, the bill should provide for a uniform system of do-

mestic exchange without any question or doubt. If possible, to effect

this without undue hardship it should be based upon par collec-

tion of checks within reasonable limits.

(7) Seventhly, there should be no provision tending to overload

the Federal reserve banks with Government bonds through any
system of purchase or absorption or transfer. Such a provision

\ /would inevitably result in tying up the funds of the banks to a cor-^ responding degree, thereby crippling them and preventing them from
furnishing sufficiently effective or active assistance in the granting

of rediscounts.

There are other essential and highly important provisions which
should appear in any bill, but I regard the foregoing as so pre-

ponderating in importance that I have thought it worth while to seg-

regate them for special attention.

Senator Hitchcock. I would like to read this telegram into the

record ; it is addressed to Hon. Robert L. Owen, the chairman of this

committee, and it is signed by some 30 of the leading wholesale

houses of Omaha, Nebr. It is as follows:

Omaha, Nebe., Octoier 2Jf, 1913.

Hon. RoBT. L. Owen,
Chairman Senate Committee on Banking and Currency,

Washington, D. C:
Tlie leading business of Omaha, in a called meeting here to-day, expressed

their alarm at some of the provisions of the Glass-Owen currency bill, believing

that it will have a blighting effect upon the business of jobbers, manufacturers,
packers, stockmen, grain men, retailers, other lines of business, and farmers.
They are actuated In making this earnest protest by the absolute certainty

that the bill if enacted will bring about a very serious contraction of credits,

not only in the West, but throughout the whole country. This is a vital effect

of the bill, which can not fail to work hardships upon business concerns large

and small. For instance, the banks of Omaha, under the operation of the pro-

posed law, will lose from $7,000,000 to $8,000,000 of their deposits. In order to

make up for this loss they must ask for a corresponding reduction in their

loans, say about $5,000,000. This means that the business men of this section

must reduce their lines of credit in their local banks all the wny from 20 to 30
per cent. It is well known that the large business houses of the West carry

lines of credit in Chicago, St Louis, Boston, New York, and in other large

financial centers. Under the operation of the pending bill these lines of credit

will be reduced for the same reasons that will impel their local banks to reduce

such lines of credit. In all this vast region probably we would have but two
regional reserve banks, leaving this section of the country very much handi-
capped for banking facilities. In the territory outlined there are now 17

reserve cities, which have been created by the Comptroller of Currency.
In response to the actual needs of business in the midwest the proposed law

would seriously disturb the trade relations which have been built up through
the natural growth and evolution of trade and traffic, a result which the West
could not tolerate. These ill effects would, in the very nature of the case, have
a secondary effect upon the retail merchants as well as stock growers, farmers,

mechanics, and others. The wholesale contraction of credits which the bill

would entail will inevitably work a hardship to the business men of all grades
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and the widespread retrenchment which must follow in consequence will also
affect interests of the mechanic and laborer to a very serious degree Kindlv
have clerk read this telegram to the committee.

uegree. ivinaiy

F. Colpetzer, Geo. H. Kelly, J. B. Kahm, Glen C. Wharton W M
Burgess W. D. Hosford, Geo. Brandeis, J. A. Sunderland, B. F.Marsha 1 C.W Hull T. C. Byrne, O. D. Kiplinger, H. S. Weller,
C. H. Walrath, R. J. Dmnmg, G. C. Cunningham, T. S. Windhelm,
C. S. Hayward, P. M. Andreesen, F. L. Haller, F. J. Hoel E E
Bruce, David Cole, A. J. Vierling, R. B. Busch, J. B. Blanchard,
W. L. Burgess, William Newton, F. E. Bailer, F. S. Cowgill.

Senator Hitchcock (continuing). I will say that those men who
signed that telegram are the leading business men of the city of
Omaha and represent very large interests.

Senator Pomerene.. There has been given to me a letter from a com-
mittee of the New York Credit Men's Association, under date of Oc-
tober 23, 1913, voicing certain criticisms of the bill, and if there is
no objection I will ask that this be incorporated in the hearings.
Senator Nelson. That is all right.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)

The New York Ckedit Men's Association,
New York, October 24, 1913.

Hon. Robert L. Owen,
CUairman Cammittee on Finance and Currency,

United States Senate, Washington, D. G.

Mt Dear Sir : Inclosed herewith I hand you copy of certain suggestions form-
ulated by the banking and currency committee of this association with respect
to " the Federal reserve act " now pending before your committee. I commend
the same to the thoughtful consideration of the Senate Committee on Finance
and Currency.

Respectfully, yours, A. H. Alexander, Secretary.

[Inclosure.]

The New York Credit Men's Association,
New York, October 23, 1913.

To the Committee of the United States Senate
ON Banking and Currency.

Gentlemen : The committee on banking and currency of the New York Credit
Men's Association, which association comprises 1,400 of the leading merchants,
manufacturers, and bankers of New York City, expresses its conviction that the
Federal reserve act now in the hands of the Senate Committee, when perfected,
will prove of great value to the country. The committee takes the liberty of
suggesting some modifications of several of the provisions of the bill, which it

believes would not impair its efficiency but would render it more popular and
useful.

First. The committee would be glad to see a smaller number of Federal re-

serve banks than 12, as named in the bill. We believe that a smaller number,
with necessarily larger capital, would be quite adequate to properly carry out
the objects of the act, and that the greater concentration of reserves would
better meet the needs of the country.

Second. We see no unfairness in the request of the banks who furnish the
capital of the reserve banks, that they should have some representation on the

Federal reserve board or a voice in the selection of the members of the board,

and recommend that the powers of the advisory committee should be enlarged,

Third. The notes of the Federal reserve banks, secured by a gold reserve of

33J per cent and by good commercial paper, we believe will be an acceptable

currency without the Government guaranty, and further believe that they

should be payable in gold and not as provided—in gold or lawful money.
Fourth. If interest is paid by Federal reserve banks to any depositors It

should be paid at the same rate to all depositors.

The committee commends to the favorable consideration of the Senate Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency the above suggestions. It further approves
the report of the committee on finance and currency of the Chamber of Com-
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merce of the State of New York, and the brief submitted by the committee on
banking and currency of the National Association of Credit Men, both of which
documents we believe are in the hands of the Senate committee.

Respectfully submitted.
Richard P. Messitee,
J. Heebebt Case,
W. E. Thatcher,
B. S. Haskins,
Otis Everett,

Committee.
Attest

:

A. H. Alexander, Secretary.

Senator Pomeeene. I also have here some resolutions passed by
the Richmond Chamber of Commerce, and, if there is no objection, I

will have them incorporated in the record.

(The resolutions referred to are as follows :)

Copt of Preamble and Resolutions Adopted bt the Board of Directors op
the Richmond Chamber op Commerce, October 21, 1913.

The Richmond Chamber of Commerce,
Richmond, Ta., Octol)er 22. 191S.

Whereas the Richmond Chamber of Commerce has for some time past urged
upon Congress the necessity for a revision of the currency and banking system
of the country, it wishes to express its recognition of the importance of the
recent action of Congress in formulating the pending bill, believing that the
commercial and manufacturing interests are more directly interested in this

measure than any other class of the people ; and further, that the prosperity
of the banks, not only in their soundness and strength, but also in their pro-

nounced success, is a most important factor in the development of every
industrial interest. It is, however, confidently thought that the bUl now
proposed will meet the requirements sought by the commercial and manu-
facturing Interests much more efficiently if certain amendments or changes
could be incorporated. The effect, in its opinion, of these amendments or
changes will be that the banks would see their way clear to most heartily take
advantage of all the good features of this bill, with the result that the country
will be helped, especially in the South, which is so rapidly developing and
must have more elasticity in its banking facilities to meet its requirements:
Therefore be it

Resolved, ty the Richmond Chamber of Gomm,erce, That it most earnestly
requests the Congress to adopt the following amendments or changes in the bill

now under consideration:
First. That the number of the Federal reserve board shall be seven, three

of whom shall be proposed by the reserve or regional banks.
Second. That the amount of stock that each bank shall subscribe to its

respective regional bank shall be reduced from 20 to 10 per cent, and that the
number of regional banks be reduced to not more than five.

Third. That the currency Issued by the reserve or regional banks should be
under Government supervision, but should be the obligation only of the reserve
bank issuing the same and the member bank to which it is issued, and not a
Government obligation or guarantee by the Government ; also, that this cur-
rency, namely, the notes issued by the regional banks, should be redeemable In

gold alone.

Finally, it is suggested that the provision for the segregation of savings-bank
deposits and the use of these funds in certain specified forms of investment,
might work a great hardship upon the commercial interests of this section, and
for that reason this provision of the bill should be made optional or entirely
eliminated.

W. T. Eeed, First Vice President.
Attest

:

E. A. Dtjnlop, Secretary .

Senator Pomeeene. I will also say, in a preliminary way, that

one week ago to-day Senators Martin and Swanson, of Virginia,
were waited upon by a delegation of bankers from Virginia, and the
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Senators got in touch with Senator Hitchcock and Senator Weeks
and myself, and they were informally heard before us ; and it was
suggested to them that they present any objections they might have
or any amendments they might propose, in the form of a brief t(>
the committee. I have that brief here and if there is no obiection
that will be incorporated in the record of this day.

(The papers referred to are as follows:)

Washington, D. C, Octoier IS, 1913.
The Senate Committee on Banking and Cureenct.
Gentlemen

: Pursuant to a suggestion made at an informal conference to-
day between Senators Hitclicocls, Pomerene, and Weeks of your committee and
Senators Martin and Swanson, of Virginia, and a committee representing the
Virgmia Banliers' Association, we respectfully submit for your consideration
the accompanymg memorandum of the amendments and modifications of the
pending currency bill which we believe to be desirable.

In making these recommendations we have not endeavored to cover every
section of the bill, our idea being to emphasize those portions of the measure
that we feel especially aftect our Virginia institutions.

Tours, respectfully,

Geo. R. B. Michie, Secretary.

A Beiee Summaet of Modifications in the Cuebency Bill Suggested by the
Committee of the Virginia Banking Association.

Stock subscriptions.—The stock requirements should not exceed 10 per cent
of the capital of member banks. A larger subscription would, in the case of
many small banks, cause embarrassment and injuriously restrict their opera-
tions. A suspended stock liability would create a feeling of uneasiness and
anxiety.

United States Tjonds.—The Government created a market for low-rate bond*
by giving them the currency privilege. Nearly all national banks purchased
the 2 percents at a considerable premium on account of this privilege. A
change in the currency system, which contemplates the withdrawal of this ^

privilege, should carry a provision which will substitute for these bonds some
security that will sell for 100 cents on the dollar. The credit of the nation
requires it. Good faith demands it.

Savings departments.—The provision in the pending bill for the segregation
of the savings deposits would lead to enormous contraction in commercial loans
in sections like Virginia, besides placing on the banks the burden of heavy addi-
tional expenses, incident to the proposed segregation of capital, deposits, funds,
and investments. These requirements, fraught with so much peril to our com-
mercial, industrial, and agricultural interests, should be eliminated or so

modified as to apply only to such banks as may elect to avail themselves of the
5 per cent reserve requirement for savings departments.
Dividends.—The first charge on the earnings of the regional reserve banks

should be a fair dividend on the capital stock. The member banks furnish all

the capital and are further liable for a sum equal to said capital. A reasonable

dividend on this capital should not be jeopardized by interest on deposits by
the Government or member banks.
Division of earnings.—On the basis of fair dealing, it would be difficult to

defend any division of earnings, after the payment of dividends and the accu-

mulation of the desired surplus, other than by apportionment among member
banks and the Government, in proportion to the average credit balance main-

tained by each with the regional reserve banks. Any other plan would, in a

measure, defeat the purposes of the bill, for while the earning capacity of the

regional reserve banks should be secondary to the important functions to be

performed by them, the active support and cooperation of the member banks

are essential to the highest degree of efficiency ; and member banks will certainly

limit their deposits in regional reserve banks to the minimum legal reserves,

unless they receive an equitable proportion of the profits. Conditions vary in

difeerent sections. While member banks, in some localities, will require redis-

counts at certain periods, other member banks will, at the same periods, have

funds in excess of the legal reserves. They should be encouraged to deposit
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this idle money in the regional reserve banks, enabling the latter to meet de-

mands for rediscounts.
Maximum limit necessary.—If the principle of paying no interest on deposits

should not prevail, it is most important that there be a fixed maximum limit

to the interest that may be paid. An abuse of the discretion given the Federal re-

serve board in this particular might be disastrous. Excessive interest on Govern-
ment deposits would tend to increase the rates of rediscount or might, to talse

an extreme view, amount to confiscation of the earnings and even the assets

of the regional reserve banlis.

Powers of the Federal reserve hoard.—The functions of the Federal reserve
board should be W6!l defined and its discretionary powers reduced to the narrow
limits requisite for safety in emergencies and unforeseen conditions.

Respectfully submitted.

Caldwell Hardy, president Norfolk National Bank, Norfolk; Hugh
M. Kerr, cashier National Bank of Commerce, Norfolk; Thos. B.
McAdams, cashier Merchants' National Bank, Richmond; K. B.
White, president Peoples' National Bank, Leesburg; Thos. P.

Beery, cashier Peoples' Bank, Harrisonburg; Henry Easley,
president Planters & Merchants' National Bank, South Boston;
J. B. Fishburn, president National Exchange Bank, Roanoke;
Nelson S. Groome, cashier Bank of Hampton, Hampton; Oliver
J. Sands, president American National Bank, Richmond ; Jos. M.
Hurt, cashier Citizens' Bank, Blackstone ; C. E. TifEany, president
Fauquier National Bank, Warrenton; J. F. Rison, president
Commercial Bank, Danville; J. Wm. Miller, cashier Peoples'.

Bank, Pulaski ; J. W. Bell, president First National Bank, Abing-
don ; Geo. R. B. Michie, president Peoples' National Bank, Char-
lottesville.

Senator Pomerene. I believe Mr. Edward E. Shields, representing
a group of Pennsylvania bankers, is to be heard.

Senator Reed. I have here a telegram from Mr. Festus J. Wade,
president of the Mercantile Trust Co., of St. Louis, which I should
like to read to the committee.

Senator Bristow. I think it ought to be printed in the record.

Senator Eeed. It will be remembered that Mr. Wade is one of the

bankers who came here from the Chicago conference of bankers. It

is addressed to the chairman, and not to me. It is as follows

:

St. Louis, Mo., October 25, WIS
Senator R. L. Owen, Washington, D. C:

Serious consideration of any new bill at this late date will, in my judgment,
be fatid mistake and'injure banking and currency reform for years to come.
I am quite certain, after the exhaustive inquiry of your committee and the .ad-

vice and counsel that have been given you by various business men and bankers
who appeared before your committee, you can amend Glass-Owen bill in such
a way as to make it workable and practicable as well as acceptable to great
majority of banks and trust companies throughout the United States. If you
desire to delay banking and currency reform until another panic, I know of no
better way you can do so than by advocating a new measure at this late date.

I sincerely hope you will rapidly bring in a unanimous report recommending
proper amendments to Owen-Glass bill, and pass same as amended at present
session.

Festus J. Wade.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD E. SHIELDS, SECRETARY GROUP 2,

PENNSYLVANIA BANKERS' ASSOCIATION, WEST CHESTER, PA.

Senator Pomerene. Will you give your full name, address, and
business ?

Mr. Shields. Edward E. Shields, secretary group 2, Pennsylvania
Bankers' Association, West Chester, Pa.

Senator Pomerene. With what bank are you connected?
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Mr. Shields. I am one of the officers of the Franklin National
Bank, of Philadelphia; I am an assistant cashier of the Franklin
National Bank, of Philadelphia; most of my adult life was spent
with the First National Bank of West Chester.

Senator Pomeeene. Will you please give the capital stock, surplus,
and deposits of your bank ?

Mr. Shields. My present bank ?

Senator Pomerene. The one you are now connected with.
Mr. Shields. The capital stock is $1,000,000, the surplus is

$3,000,000, and the deposits approximate $38,000,000.
Senator Pomerene. How long have you been actively in the bank-

ing business ?

Mr. Shields. By " actively," do you mean as an officer ? My whole
adult life has been spent in the banking business.
Senator Pojierene. That answers the question sufficiently. You

may proceed.

Mr. Shields. I thank you, gentlemen, for the opportunity of ap-
pearing before you.

It is not my purpose to give you my own views as to the proposed
Federal reserve act. I have no thought of doing that, and I am not
expected to do it.

My position is that of secretary to group 2 of the Pennsylvania
Bankers' Association. I will explain about that association in just
a word. The Pennsylvania Bankers' Association is divided into eight
groups. Group 2 is composed of six counties in the southeastern part
of the State, and, perhaps, is typical of the whole State, because of
the diversified interests in its territory. It has commercial in-

terests, as the city of Chester, being a city of much commerce. It has
mining industries, such as the coal industries in Schuylkill County.
It has large manufacturing industries, such as the iron industries

of Coatsville, Pottsville, Reading, and Pottstown, and it has large

farming interests, so that its activities are typical of the whole State.

I am sure you will want to know just why I am here and why I

say to you what I am to say.

There came to me as secretary of group 2 an appeal to have a

meeting of the members of the group, so that the members might have

recorded their expressions in regard to this proposed act. The re-

quest came too late to have a meeting, and so the executive com-

mittee met and authorized me to issue the following telegram, which
I did, night before last, in the shape of a night letter, to the members
of the group, the total number of which is 138, I think. The tele-

gram was as follows

:

Executive committee, group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Instructs

me to ask prepaid telegraphic reply Friday from an officer of your bank to

following

:

"Do you approve or disapprove proposed currency bill? Name prmcipal

objection, if any. Dependent upon answer committee may have hearing at

Washington Saturday before Committee on Banking and Currency."

C. E. Shields, Secretary.

Now, I have here a number of telegrams in answer to that telegram,

which I would like to read. I will read as many of them as you may
desire. They are from trust companies and national banks.

Senator Pomekene. Let me ask you what was your reason for

asking for the objections to the bill and not asking for an expression

of opinion as to the merits of the bill ?

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 74
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Mr. Shields. The executive committee of the association instructed

me to send this telegram. I had no option in the matter. It says,
" Do you approve or disapprove proposed currency bill?"

Senator Pomeeene. I know; but later on you ask them to name
their principal objections to the bill. Why would it not have been
fairer if you had asked them to designate the merits of- the bill as

well as to state their objections?

Mr. Shields. It might have been so, but I believe no harm has

been done the bill because of the fact that they express in the tele-

grams both their approval and disapproval.

Senator Weeks. Is it not fair to assume that they approve of those

features to which they do not offer objections?

Senator Pomeeene. That is possibly true.

Mr. Shields. I am awaiting your pleasure in the matter of reading

these, gentlemen.
Senator Shafeoth. We have heretofore in cases of this kind, in-

stead of encumbering the record with full copies of all telegrams, let

the gentlemen select a few and put them in, and then state that you
have so many more of the same tenor. I think we had one case in

which a gentleman said that there were 315 who disapproved of the

bill and the same number who practically approved of it, but the

exact language of each one of those telegrams would, I think, unnec-

essarily encumber the record. Can you not classify them?
Mr. Shields. I have them classified, and I can read a few which

will be typical of all.

Senator Beistow. Let us hear some of them.
Senator Pomeeene. I suggest you read those which are typical and

not take the time of the committee to read them all.

Senator Beistow. Where they contain practically the same lan-

guage, it would not be necessary to read them.
Mr. Shields. They are much the same. I hope I will not do any

injustice to any of them in making the selections. I have 13 telegrams
from trust companies and 57 from national banks. Of the trust com-
pany telegrams, 2 give unqualified approval of the bill and 11 name
their objections to the bill. Of the 57 telegrams from national

banks
Senator Pomeeene (interposing). While dwelling on the trust

company telegrams will you not read us two or three of them, in order

to give us the objections which they raise?

Mr. Shields. Here is one from the Chester County Trust Co.

:

West Chester, Pa., October iJ,, 191S.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.;

We are opposed to Glass-Owen bill for various reasons ; our two main reasons
because it segregates savings deposits and does not provide one central bank
with branches. Regard favorably Vanderlip Senate bill.

J. E. Ramsey,
President Chester County Trust Co.

Here is a telegram from the Lansdowne & Darby Saving Fund &
Trust Co.

:

Lansdowne, Pa., Octoher 24, 191S.

B. B. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.:

This company is not fully in favor of the proposed banking law.

The Lansdowne & Darby Saving Fund & Trust Co.
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The Merion Title and Trust Co., of Ardmore, Pa., through its
president, says:

Abdmoee, Pa., Octoier 2i, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove any bill tending tO Increase Government control of everything.

The Meeion Title & Teust Co. or Aedmoee,
JosiAH S. Peaece, President.

This is a short telegram from the Phoenixville Trust Co.

:

Phoenixville, Pa., October 24, 191S.
B. E. Shields,

Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove proposed currency bill in its present form.

Phoenixville Teust Co.

The treasurer of the Bristol Trust Co., of Bristol, Pa., telegraphed
as follows:

Beistol, Pa., October 24, 191?.
B. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove of proposed currency bill unless amended in several par-
ticulars.

The Bbistol Teust Co.,

Wm. p. McCoy, Treasurer.

Then I have here a telegram from the president of the Shenan-
doah Trust Co., of Shenandoah, Pa.

:

Shenandoah, Pa., October 24, 1913.

B. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove proposed currency bill ; favor Vanderlip's new plan.

H. M. Beadegan,
President Shenandoah Trust Co.

The next is from the president of the Quakertown Trust Co.

:

QuAKEETOWN, Pa., October 24, 1913,

B. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

I foresee great danger should present currency bill pass.

J. S. Haelet,
President Quakertown Trust Go.

The treasurer of the Bucks County Trust Co., of Doylestown, Pa.,

says:
Doylestown, Pa., October 24, 1913.

B. E. Shields, . .

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

This company disapproves the proposed currency bill; we disapprove of it

generally; it is not a thoroughly well-considered bill.

Bucks County Teust Co.,

T. O. Atkinson, Treasurer.
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From the treasurer of the Kennett Trust Co., of Kennett Square,

Pa., I received the following:

Kennett Squaee, Pa., Octoier 2i, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Banlce'rs' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove the proposed currency bill. Principal objection compulsory
subscription to regional banks ; would favor the Vanderlip plan.

The Kennett Tbust Co.,

J. W. Jeffebis, Treasurer.

The Delaware County Trust Co., of Chester, Pa., sent the follow-

ing:
Chester, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We approve of currency legislation ; we object to the small number of bankers
In the management. Men of financial experience should have a majority repre-

sentation.
Delawabe County Teust Co.

This one is from the Cambridge Trust Co., also of Chester

:

Chestek, Pa., October 2^, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Object to currency bill principally because it places absolute control of

finances in hands of seven men, five of same politicians—only one of whom
need be banker or business man.

Cambridge Tbust Co.

From the secretary-treasurer of the Coatesville Trust Co. I

received the following:

Coatesville, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Difficult to speak for the company ; higher oflicers absent and subject not been
discussed ; personally I favor bill ; think, however, any new legislation should
be subject to liberal initiative and referendum provisions to insure genuine
popular control, and Federal board should be subject to recall.

Aethue Hoopbs,
Secretary-treasurer Coatesville Trust Co.

Senator Hitchcock. Is that from Pennsylvania?
Mr. Shields. That is from Pennsylvania

;
yes, sir.

Senator Weeks. Where i^ that company located?
Mr. Shields. At Coatesville.

Senator Weeks. Where is Coatesville?
Mr. Shields. In Chester County, sir.

Senator Ceaweord. Is that from a banker?
Mr. Shields. He signs himself secretary-treasurer of the Coates-

ville Trust Co.
Senator Nelson. He is certainly a progressive.
Mr. Shields. It sounds very much like it.
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The last of the trust company telegrams is from the secretary of
the Schuylkill Trust Co., and says:

POTTSViLLE, Pa., Octoier 2Ji, 1913.
E. B. Shields,

Secretary Oroup S, Pennsylvama Banlcers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Approve, but generally we prefer one outlined yesterday by Vanderlip.

N. S. Faequhae,
Secretary SchvylTcill Trust Go.

Now, I come to the replies from the national banks. I have a num-
ber of telegrams and some letters from the national banks in our

group of the Pennsylvania Bankers' Association.

Here is a telegram from the Citizens Bank, of St. Clair, Pa.

:

St. Claib, Pa., OctoMr 2i, 1913,

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove as it stands. Objections: Do not believe Government should
assume absolute control without giving members contributing capital represen-
tation on the Federal reserve board ; do not believe it wise and safe to place
such vast powers in the hands of the appointed Federal reserve board where
the personnel need not necessarily be composed of either bankers or business
men ; not satisfied with the rediscount provision, the time limit being too short

for country bankers ; not satisfied with the provision that all reserve be carried

in regional banks as it would work a hardship to the country bankers.

Citizens Bank.

I have also a telegram from the cashier of the Chester National

Bank, -which says

:

Chestee, Pa., Octoier 24, 1913.

B. B. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove currency bill in present shape as to requirement of banks to sub-

scribe to capital stock; also character of securities permitted for rediscount;

think supervising control should be in hands of experienced bankers.

S. H. Seeds,

Cashier Chester 'National Bank.

From the Merchants National Bank of Quakertown I have this

:

Quakeetown, Pa., October 24, 1913.

B. B. Shields, . .

Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We oppose compulsory subscription to stock of regional banks. We opp^e

limiting dividend to 5 per cent. We oppose the reserve requirements. We
oppose alternating examiners. We oppose the intention of segregating savmgs

accounts with investments in specific securities.

Meechants National Bank of Quakeetown.

This telegram is from the cashier of the Grange National Bank,

at Downingtown: ^ ^ ^ . .,<„<„
Downingtown, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields, , ...
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association

" Philadelphia, Pa.:

Have prospered with present system and under now existing national-bank

act; we are decidedly opposed to the Glass-Owen currency bill-

Geange National Bank,
XJ. S. Bboadt, Cashier.
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I received this letter from the cashier of the National Bank of
Malvern

:

Malvebn, Pa., OctoT)er 24, 1913.
,

Mr. B. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Dbae Sir : Answering, we disapprove of the proposed currency bill. We
believe that, should it become a law, among many objections which will arise

Will be the fact that banks in accommodating their patrons and in working
for good welfare of the community, will be more handicapped in this mutually
good line, because of the investigations and criticisms as to local accommoda-
tions; and also in the fact of the proposed necessity of separating the saving-

fund deposits assets from the general assets, thus taking practically the saving
fund part out of the loans made in general accommodations of customers—thus
perhaps crippling them and impairing the bank's profits. We fear a political

central reserve bank and the evil of its control. Our present currency system
is good.

Most respectfully, Chas. C. Highlbt.

I also received the following telegram from the cashier of the

Downingtown National Bank:

DowNiNGTOWN, Octoicr 24. 191S.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove Owen-Glass currency bill generally; particularly segregation
of savings deposits and collecting items without exchange. Approve Vanderllp
plan.

T. W. TOWNINO,
Cashier Downingtown National Bank.

This telegram is from the cashier of the Union National Bank at

Minersville, Pa.

:

MiNEESviLLE, Pa., Octolier 24, 191S.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Opposed to new currency bill because no provision for redemption 2 per cent

bonds at par, compulsory membership regional banks, and reserve requirements.

Chas. E. Steel,
Cashier Minersville National Bank.

From the cashier of the Yardley National Bank I received this

telegram

:

Yakdlet, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Urge committee to oppose proposed currency bill. Favor Vanderlip plan.

Avoid radical legislation affecting credits.

Jesse B. Habper,
Cashier Yardley National Bank.

The next telegram is from the cashier of the Wernersville Na-
tional Bank:

Wernersville, Pa., October 24, 1913.

B. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Opposed to currency bill, especially nature of Federal reserve board.

Leonard M. Ruth,
Cashier Wernersville National Bank.
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The Pine Grove National Bank telegraphed as follows:

B. E. Shields, ^™^ ^^^''''^' P'^- Ocmer U, ms.
Secretary 'ch-oup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

mu XT -c, » x^ Philadelphia, Pa.:
The Hon. E. A. Hayes's address; see Pennsylvania bankers' convpntinn iqiqBook shows how we stand on currency.

u^uKers convention 1913.

Pine Geove National Bank

lowi'ngS^'a^:''
'"' '''"* ""''""^^ ^'""^ "^ ^^^^^ ^-* *^« ^^l"

B. B. Shields, ^^™^' ^^- October 2J,, 191S.

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Associaiion,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

nowlenmngTwa^hSn:*'
^^'''^ <^^^"^^'°^^^ °^ *^^ P-P°-^ ™ney blU

W. Lane Veelbnden, President.

This telegram is from the cashier of the National Bank of Avon-
dale :

E. E. Shields,
Avondale, Pa., October U, ms.

Secretary Ch-oup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Approve general purposes of bill; object to savings-department clause.

J. Howard Bbositts,
Cashier National Bank of Avondale.

Eobert Fussell, cashier of the First National Bank of Media Pa.,
sent the following telegram

:

'

„ „ „ Media, Pa., October Si, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We do not approve proposed currency bill ; too much power if concentrated in
a few, possibly politically controlled, hands.

EoBEBT Fussell.
Cashier First National Bank.

The First National Bank of Birdsboro sent the following response
to my inquiry

:

Biedsboeo, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We object to the proposed currency bill for the following reasons : Central
reserve bank should be owned by United States Government ; the segregation of
bank deposits should not be compulsory.

First National Bank of Biedsbobo,
Wm. Lincoln, Cashier.

This telegram is from the First National Bank of Auburn, Pa.

:

AuBUEN, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. B. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Do not approve proposed currency bill, especially clauses concerning circula-

tion and Federal reserve board ; would prefer Vanderlip plan in morning paper.

F. J. Vess.

Cashier First National Bank, Auburn, Pa,
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Then I received this telegram from the Bridgeport National Bank:
Bbidgepobt, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove currency bill, believing it means ruination for country banks.

W. H. Kneedleb,
Cashier Bridgeport National Banlc.

The First National Bank of Mahanoy City telegraphed as follows

:

Mahanoy City, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove bill ; opposed to make-up of Federal reserve board, refunding of

twos, and proposed compulsory rediscounting, and some more.

PiBST National Bank.

From the First National Bank of Perkasie I received the following:

Pebkasie, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2. Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Opposed to reserve and board of control features of bill.

Waltee K. Tebby,
Cashier First National Bank.

The Parkesburg National Bank telegraphed as follows

:

Paekesbueg, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:
We disapprove proposed currency bill.

M. F. Hamill,
Cashier Parkesburg National Bank,.

I received the following from the First National Bank of Newtown

:

Newtown, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Orou/p 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove of the proposed currency bill in general, as it bas many objec-

tionable features. Believe it would be a serious thing for tbe country if passed.

H. B. Hogeland,
Cashier First National Bank.

The following telegram was received from the Swarthmore Na-
tional Bank

:

SwABTHMOBE, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We are opposed to tbe Glass-Owen bill for various reasons. Our main reason

is because it segregates savings deposits.

C. Percy Webster,
Cahier Swarthmore National Bank.

The First National Bank of Frackville sent the following

:

Feackville, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. B. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.

:

Do not approve bill as a whole; commission should be appointed to draft

necessary currency legislation. If present bill passes, would not care to con-

tinue as national bank.
Robert G. Gaebett,

Cashier First National Bank.
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Tbe president of the National Bank of Oxford sent this telegram ::

B. E. Shields,
°-^''°™' ^^' ^"^^^^^ ^i' ^^13.

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvarda Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove proposed bill. Too many reasons to specify in telegram.

S. R. Dickey,
President National Bank of Oxford.

From the First National Bank of West Chester I received the fol-
lowing :

B. B. Shields,
^^^^ Chester, Pa., October ^, 1913.

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We are opposed to new currency bill. It Is too radical and will make the re-adjustment of present methods too disturbing.

First National Bank,
S. P. Clottd, Assistant Cashier.

This telegram is from the First National Bank of Cressona

:

„ „ „ Cressona, Pa., October 24, 1913.
B. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.:
Disapprove compulsory subscription to stock constitution Federal reserve

board segregation savings departments.

E. D. Meixell,
Cashier First National Bank.

The following telegram is from the Farmers & Mechanics' National
Bank, of Phoenixville

:

Pheonixville, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. B. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.

:

Opposed to bill in present form.
Farmers & Mechanics' National Bank.

From the Tower City National Bank, I received the following

:

Tower City, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. B. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.:

We approve plan opposing the currency bill.

Tower City National Bank.

I received this letter from the cashier of the Hatboro National

Bank:
Hatboro National Bank,

Hatboro, Pa., October 24, 1913.

Mr. E. B. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association.

Dear Sir : We disapprove of the following features of the proposed currency

bill:

Rate of dividends to be paid stockholders by the Federal reserve banks.

Elimination of exchange charges on country checks.

Five per cent reserve required with Federal reserve banks without interest.

Yours, truly,
Hatboro National Bank.
Wm. F. Wilson, Cashier.
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This telegram came from the Peoples' National Bank, of Lang-
home, Pa.

:

Langhoene, Pa., Ooto'ber 24, 1913.

E. B. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.:

We are opposed to present currency bill ; one of several objections is the
segregation of our savings deposits.

The Peoples' National Bank op Langhoene,
Horace G. Mitchell, Cashier.

The First National Bank of Eeading telegraphed as follows

:

Reading, Pa, October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Do not approve. Principal objection segregation savings deposits.

FiEST National Bank.

The Atglen National Bank sent the following:

atglen. Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove currency bill; political features are objectionable; opposed to

refunding 2 per cent bonds wltb 3 per cent; circulation privilege should be
extended until bonds are paid ; reserves should be withdrawn from depositories
gradually, covering a period of, say, five years.

HOKACE L. Skiles,
Cashier the Atglen National Bank.

The Farmers' Bank of Kutztown sent the following

:

KuTZTOWN, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We favor proposed currency bill modified to some extent.

Fabmbbs' Bank,
A. A. FiSTEE, Cashier.

From the Reading National Bank I received this telegram

:

Reading, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

'^nr principal objection to bill is segregation of savings deposits.

Reading National Bank,
Hbnby J. Harbison.

The First National Bank of Honeybrook sent the following:

HoNETBRooK, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We approve of the present currency bill now before Congress.

The First National Bank,
P. G. Hartman, Cashier.

The First National Bank of Coaldale sent the following

:

CoALDALE, Pa., October gj, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We approve of proposed currency bill.

H. F. Blanet,
Cashier First National Ba/nih.
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I also' received the following telegram from the president of the
Chester Clearing House Association:

E. B. Shields, Chester, Pa., October 2^, WIS.

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

The Chester Clearing House Association this day unanimously adopted
resolution disapproving currency bill in its present shape.

J. HowABD Koop, President.

The Farmers' National Bank of Bucks County, Bristol, telegraphed
as foUows

:

E E. Shields Bristol, Pa., Octoier 23, 1913.

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

This bank resents compulsion to subscribe to Federal reserve bank under con-
ditions Imposed, and if compelled to segregate assets for savings department,
constituting tvro-thirds our deposits, vcill be forced to lelinquish national charter

as means of self-preservation and serving community proiwrly. The proposed
bill aims death blovc at country banks that have prospered for 50 years under
the old system, and is menace to safe banking everywhere.

Chables E. Scott,

Cashier Farmers' National Bank of Bucks County, Bristol, Pa.

This telegram came from the National Bank of Chester County

:

_, _ „ West Chester, Pa., October 24, WIS.
JBj. i^. oHIELDS,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
'

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove of present bill; more time needed to thoroughly digest. Stock-

holders of reserve should have representation. Refunding of twos and threes

should be optional. Object to saving-fund section.

The National Bank of Chester County.

From the Delaware County National Bank I received the foUow-

inff:
Chester, Pa., October 2k, 1913.

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We are opposed to currency bill in present form, particularly compulsory

feature of section 2 and segregation of saving-bank deposits.

The Delaware County National Bank.

From the National Bank of West Grove, Pa., I received the follow-

ing telegram

:

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ October 2i, WIS.
E. E. Shields,

, , ..

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Assoctation,
^_^ ^^ _

The present bill with the changes recomraended by the conference of country

bankers at Boston on October 2, 1913, would be agreeable to us, though Vande^

lip's latest plan of a central bank with branches would probably work out better.

Milton C. Pyle,

Vice President West Grove National Bank.

The following telegram came from the Charter National Bank of

Media, Pa.

:

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^5^^ g^_ ^9^3.

E. E. Shields, , , ..„„

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Backers'
^«*«^^«.*;7g'jp^^„ p„ .

tion 27. J Lord Rigby,

Vice President ChaHer National Bank, Media, Pa.
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I received the following telegram from the Farmers' National Bank

Reading, Pa., October 2k, 1913.
of Eeading

:

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Banlcers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Urge reduction of regional banks to five if central bank with brances is

unattainable. Curtail powers of Federal reserve board, especially its power to

require one reserve bank to rediscount another's papers. Provide a fixed tax

on note issues. Oliange compulsory subscription of 20 per cent to voluntary
subscription of 10 per cent. Change section which describes note Issues as

obligations of the United States incurred for the purpose of making advances
to Federal reserve banks. Drop savings bank section, enlarge powers of
advisory council. Reserve against notes must be gold, not gold or lawful
money.

The Fabmebs National Bank.

The Jenkintown National Bank telegraphed as follows

:

Ogontz (via Philadelphia, Pa.), October 2k, 1913.

B. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We are opposed to currency bill in its present shape, principally on account
of political control reserve requirement and segregation of saving-fund deposit.

Jenkintown National Bank.

The Telford National Bank sent the following:

Telfoed, Pa., October 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

I disapprove of the proposed currency bill
; principal objections, locking up a

portion of our funds in reserve banks; the unfair treatment of United States
twos, which we were obliged to buy above par ; segregation of savings deposits

;

the great amount of securities now held by banks which will be forced upon
the market.

Vincent B. Kulp,
Cashier, Telford National Bank.

I received the following telegram from the National Bank of
Coatesville

:

Coatesville, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

This bank most emphatically disapproves of the currency bill now before
the Senate. We are opposed to Government control feature, and section 27,
pertaining to savings deposits, should be stricken out.

M. W. POWNALL,
Cashier, National Bank of Coatesville.

I received the following telegram from the Sellersville National
Bank:

Selleesville, Pa., October 2i, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Our principal objections to the currency bill are the following: Failing to

protect the 2 per cent bonds under all conditions, segregation of savings-fund
deposits, setting apart 20 per cent of capital and surplus of savings-fund depart-
ment, and the transfer of all reserve held in reserve city to regional bank; a
reasonable part should be continued in present reserve city banks.

Selleesville National Bank.
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This letter came from the president of the National Bank of Chester
Valley, Fa.., located at CoatesviUe, Pa.:

The National Bank of Chester Valley,
Mr. E. E. Shields, CoatesviUe, Pa., October fJt, 191S.

Secretary Qroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Dear Sir: Replying to your telegram of the 23(1 Instant relative to mvapproval or disapproval of the proposed currency bill, have to say that I mlapprove and think that there should be no action taken until thfnew admin s-tration at Washington takes time to examine into the proposed changesthoroughly so that there may be no mistake. This can only be done by in
telligent investigation. •'

My idea as a country banker is that our present law is good enough. It has
stood the trial of half a century, and we think we know its defects. Why notremedy them without changing it for a system that changes everything and will
have to be tried out before anyone can tell what the result will be? We want an
elastic currency on special occasions, which is the most vital defect

Tours, verj' truly,

H. J. Branson, President.

The president of the Perkiomen National Bank sent the following
telegram

:

East Greenville, Pa., October 2A, 191S.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We strongly disapprove proposed currency bill.

F. L. Pluck,
President Perkiomen National Bank.

I received the following telegram from the First National Bank of
Orwigsburg

:

Oewigsbxjrg, Pa., October 2Ji, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

This bank disapproves proposed currency bill ; objections against proposed
compulsory subscription to regional banks, segregation of savings deposits, ex-

change and reserve features.
First National Bank of Orwigsburg.

From the Keystone National Bank of Beading, Pa., I received this

telegram

:

Reading, Pa., October 2Jt, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Do not approve currency bill as drawn at present. Objections, political con-

trol, furnishing excessive capital, and small remuneration, and authorizing re-

gional reserves to lend our hard-earned money to other parts of the country

not so well off.

Jno. H. Maltzberger,
Cashier Keystone National Bank.

The following telegram came from the president of the Union
National Bank of Souderton

:

SouDERTON, Pa., October 2Ji, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Do not favor bill as it now stands ; should be amended
;
principal objections

seggregation of funds, to place vast powers in hands of Federal reserve board,

refunding 2 per cent bonds without circulating privileges ; reserve banks should

pay interest on deposits. A. (j. Reiff,

President Union National Bank.
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The cashier of the Farmers' National Bank of Boyertown, Pa.,

sent this telegram:
BOTEBTOWN, Pa., October S4, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove any currency legislation at this time.

Wm. D. Dchoenlt,
Cashier Farmers' National Bank.

The National Bank of Boyertown sent the following telegram:

BOYEETOWN, Pa., October 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Disapprove currency bill. Reasons, compulsory membership regional bank,
method retiring 2 per cent bonds, segregation savings in national banks.

M. H. SCHEALER,
National Bank of Boyertovm.

The president of the National Bank of Kennett Square telegraphed
as follows:

Kennett Squaee, Pa., October 2i, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove the proposed currency bill.

E. B. Darlington,
President National Bank of Kennett Square, Pa.

From the Farmers' National of Oxford, Pa., I received this tele-

gram:
Oxford, Pa., October 21f, 1913.

E. E. Shields,
Secretary Oroup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove of proposed currency bill as it now stands.

R. A. Walker,
President Farmers' National Bank.

This is a telegram received from the cashier of the Ashland Na-
tional Bank:

Ashland, Pa., October 2/t, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Opposed to currency bill. Principal objection, board of managers rediscount
privileges and carrying of reserves.

Geo. F. Rentz,
Cashier Ashland National Bank.

The last of the national-bank telegrams is from the First National
Bank of Hegins, and is as follows:

Hegins, Pa. (via Tower City, Pa.), October 2i, 1913.

E. B. Shields,
Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,

Philadelphia, Pa.:

We disapprove. Government will be charging us out of our premium on bonds
even though no guaranty will get par ; we furnish capital and no voice.

Valentine W. Quiqbl,

First National Bank.
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(The witness at a later date filed the following additional tele-grams for insertion in the record:)

Mr. E. E. Shields,
^^^it,o, Pa., October 24, 1913.

Secretary, care FranJcUn National Banlc, Philadelphia:
The Penn National Bank, at Reading, Pa., disapproves of the currency bill

rfr.if«°^'w J^
disapprove Of the segregation of savings and conTmercS de-posits. We disapprove of banks being coerced to owning stock in a reservebank. We suggest the Vanderlip plan.

^>^ n a lebtrve

A. J. Brumbach,
President Penn National Bank.

„ T, c, o ^
Lansdalb, Pa., Octoier 24, 1913.

B. E. Shields, Secretary:

Principal objections to currency bill: Opposed to segregation of savings de-
partment; opposed to reserve funds being placed with regional reserve banks
without interest

; opposed to subscribe up to 20 per cent of our capital.

E. R. MrrssELMAN,
Cashier First National Bank.

OOTOBEK 24, 1913.
E. E. Shields,

Secretary Group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association:
Disapprove of the Government having whole control of regional banks, the

circulation change, and restricting Investments as to savings deposits.

Btkn Mawe National Bank,
J. W. Matlaok, Cashier.

Shenandoah, Pa., Oototer 24.
E. E. Shields, Secretary Group 2:

Disapprove currency bill in present form for following reasons: Exchange
two 2 per cent bonds for three 3 per cent bonds with no circulation privilege.

Banks are not allowed enough return for the money they are compelled to fur-

nish to capitalize reserve bonds. Banks are not allowed to draw from reserve

banks below a minimum reserve amount. They should be allowed to draw all

their reserve when they need it, as they can do now from reserve agents. Banks
have not enough representation on the boards of reserve banks. Political ap-

pointments on the reserve boards should be cut down. One district can compel
another district to rediscount paper. This should be optional with each district

to a certain extent.
J. S. KiSTLBK,

President Merchants' National Bank.

The Atglbn National Bank,
Atglen, Pa., OctoMr 24, 1913.

E. E. Shields, Secretary Group No. 2.

Dear Sir : Small local bank like ours is not interested in many of the features

affecting a reserve bank. But we are unalterably opposed to surrendering the

circulation privilege and exchanging United States twos, 1930, unless they be for

4 per cent or selling at par. We favor central reserve bank with branches.

Stock owned by the public. It would seem fair to the reserve banks that their

reserve accounts should be withdrawn gradually, say, a limit of three or four

years. m t -p

Tours, very respectfully, ^- ' philips.

The National Bank of Topton,
Topton, Pa., Octoter 34, 1913.

Mr. E. E. Shields, . .

Secretarv Group %, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Mt Dear Sib: Complying with your request for an opinion regarding the

proposed currency law now before Congress, I beg to say:
„K„in„„iv

I am in favor of the bill now under consideration not because of its obviously

objectionable features, but in spite of them. I believe the small country banks—
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the kind you find in small cities, country towns, and villages—would fare better
under a law such as this than they would under the Aldrich plan, which, with
its process of elimination in the election of ofl3cers for the central reserve board,
would be more responsive to the requirements of Wall Street than to banking
interests and the needs of business generally. It seems apparent that If we do
not accept the Owen-Glass plan we will some day be obliged to accept the
Aldrich plan or something similar, and, as for me, I prefer the one now before
Congress.

Very respectfully, A. H. Smith, Cashier.

Merchants' National Bank of Pottsville, Pa.,

Pottsville, Pa., October 24, 1913.
13. E. Shields,

Secretary Bankers^ Association.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Deae Sib: In answer to telegram received asking to approve or disapprove
the currency bill. In reply will say

:

We object to the currency bill for the following reasons :

We do not approve of the feature requiring or compelling national banks to
purchase a certain amount of stock; it should be optional.

We do not approve of the feature limiting the holders of such stock to a 5
per cent dividend.
We are opposed to requiring the deposit of a certain portion of the reserve

without interest.

We favor 1 bank instead of 12, and think a fair representation on the board of
directors should be given the stockholders.

We beg to remain, yours, truly, Merchants' National Bank,
C. H. Marshall, Cashier.

The First National Bank,
Fleetwood, Pa., October 2^, 1913.

Mr. E. E. Shields,
Secretary Q-roup 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Association.

Dear Sirs We are in receipt of your telegram, and in reply would state that
we disapprove of the proposed currency bill as it stands to-day. One of the most
objectionable features that we think is not just is that the banks should hold
those United States Government bonds, 2 per cent, without the circulation priv-

ilege. The Government should redeem those bonds at par if they want to re-

move that privilege. There are other objectionable features which have been
referred to so often that we suppose you have.
Hoping this bill may be amended so as to meet the approval of all concerned,

we remain, respectfully, yours,
W. G. Hartman, Cashier.

, Pbnn Trust Co.,

Norristown, Pa., October 2Jf, 1913.

Mr. B. E. Shields,
Secretary Franklin National Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir: In reply to your telegram wish to say that being a State institu-

tion we have no decided objection to the currency bill, and have therefore no
particular suggestion to offer whereby it should be amended.

It does seem on the face of it as if the banking interests would not he bene-

fited by it and some suffer an injury if this bill should he passed, but we be-

lieve that the general purpose of the bill will be such a benefit to the com-
mercial interests of the country at large, that it should be passed and any defects

corrected later, rather than insisting upon certain desirable amendments being

added at the risk of the bill not passing.
Yours, very truly, C. H. Aldeefer, Vice President.

Senator Nelson. How many telegrams did you say were from
banks and how many from trust companies ?

Senator Pomerene. He stated that at the beginning of his tes-

timony.
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Mr. Shields. I think I have YO of them altogether. I classified
them when I began my statement. I have no further desire to take
up your time, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Pomeeene. Have you anything further you desire to say

«

Mr. Shields. I have not, sir.

Senator Weeks. Did you say that only two of the 70 replies were
in favor of the bill ?

Mr. Shields. I said there were 2 favorable replies from trust
companies and 2 favorable replies from the national banks out of
a total of 70.

Senator Hitchcock. Are those country banks, so-called?
Mr. Shields. Yes, sir.

Senator Hitchcock. Of what average size?
Mr. Shields. I presume the average capital would be $200,000, and

the average deposits would be, approximately, $1,000,000.
Senator Nelson. I call the attention of the committee to the fact

that these telegrams disclose that these banks are doing what our
banks are doing—a savings bank business.
Mr. Shields. I recently took a trip in western Pennsylvania and ob-

served the banliing conditions very carefully, and I find that in nearly
all the banks and trust companies they have savings accounts, on
which they pay 4 per cent interest, while the banks and trust com-
panies of eastern Pennsylvania- have savings accounts on which they
pay 3 per cent interest.

It has been a matter of surmise to me as to what would happen to
them if this bill should become a law, for I assume that the in-

vestments which would be designated by the board would be high-
class investments, yielding a low return in normal times. I was
very much interested in noting the conditions in the western and
eastern parts of the State.

Senator Nelson. Do they do this savings bank biLsiness through
bank books or do they give certificates of deposits ?

Mr. Shields. Largely through bank books, I believe. That is the
custom in eastern Pennsylvania. In some of the towns in eastern
Pennsylvania and in manjj^ of the towns of western Pennsylvaia the
entire loanable funds in the banks do not at times supply the local

requirements ; and if more than 50 per cent of their available funds

—

that is, the approximate percentage of savings funds in these banks

—

if more than 50 per cent are segregated, just what the local condi-

tions will be is rather a guess, because the savings funds will not be

available under the law for commercial local requirements.

Senator Nelson. Under your present system, while you do a

savings bank business in these banks, you are all governed by the

same reserves, and the funds are all pooled in the bank, are they not?

Mr. Shields. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. And used for commercial purposes ?

Mr. Shields. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. Whether you get them in the shape of saving

deposits or call deposits or check deposits ?

Mr. Shields. Just the same, sir.

Senator Nelson. So that they all become one general fund?

Mr. Shields. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. We have the same thing out West; only I think

we use more certificates of deposit.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 75
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Mr. Shields. Those are used to some extent in Pennsylvania.
Senator Reed. What do you mean by a savings department? Do

you simply refer to money that is put in on time, or do you refer to

the conduct of the ordinary savings bank business ?

Mr. Shields. What I had in mind was the discrimination that

some country banks make between their checking accounts on which
they pay 2 per cent and the other accounts on which they pay 3 per
cent?

Senator Heed. Now, assuming that a bank has gone no further
than to receive the deposits of customers on time, and is paying
interest upon those deposits, but is not conducting a regular savings

bank business as distinguished from the other, if this bill were to

provide that banks should have a right to receive time deposits

Senator Nelson (interposing). And pay interest?

Senator Reed. And pay interest thereon, would that injure these

banks ? Would the bill injure the banks j^ou refer to ?

Mr. Shields. Well, I presume it would; if you will allow me to

assume that the trust companies are going to continue in the same
community with the privilege of giving to the local requirements
their savings funds, where the national banks would be denied the
same privilege

Senator Reed (interposing). What do you mean by local require-

ments ?

Mr. Shields. The loans to manufacturer, merchant, and the
farmer.

Senator Reed. You did not understand my question.

Mr. Shields. Perhaps not, sir.

Senator Reed. Of course, you have such things as regular savings
banks ?

Mr. Shields. Certainly.
Senator Reed. They take in money, agree to pay it back at some

period of time in the future. They loan it upon real estate; they
invest it in a great many ways in which savings banks may and

'

do invest their money. That is a savings bank, as I am using the
term in this question.

Mr. Shields. Certainly
;
you do not mean a trust company ?

Senator Reed. A trust company may do the same thing.
Mr. Shields. It does.

Senator Reed. In other words, the trust company conducts a regu-
lar savings bank business in some of its departments, frequently.
But these national banks you have been talking about have been

doing nothing more, as 1 understand you, than to receive money on
time deposits.

If we were to provide in this bill that banks could continue to re-

ceive money upon time deposits, paying interest thereon, and permit
them to use it as they use demand deposits, would that avoid the dif-

ficulty you speak of?
Mr. Shields, Would that still permit them to use any part of their

savings funds?
Senator Nelson. Permit you to do what you are doing now.
Mr. Shields. If it will permit us to do what we are doing now,

I can not see how it would change the conditions very materially.
Senator Reed. What you are doing now is this: Say I take $1,000

to you; you asree to pay it back in 90 davs and Da.y me interest,
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and you would pay me a larger rate of interest for six months, and
you use that money just the same as you use $1,000 Senator Nelson
might put in on demand?
Mr. Shields. Yes, sir.

Sentor Nelson. Subject to check?
Mr. Shields. Subject to check; yes, sir.

Senator Reed. You are not loaning it upon real estate, are you ?

Mr. Shields. No ; the national banking act does not permit that.

Senator Reed. I understand that. If you are permitted to go on
and do that, you will not have any complaint ?

Mr. Shields. I can not see that the conditions would be changed
at all. I have entirely assumed that that was not going to be per-

missible.

Senator Nelson. I think the bill is not compulsory in regard to

establishing a savings department. You may do it; that is my
recollection.

Mr. Shields. It says

:

That any national banking association may, subsequent to a date one year
after the organization of the Federal reserve board, make application to the

Comptroller of the Currency for permission to open a savings department.

Senator Nelson. So that unless you make application for it, if

we allow you to keep on doing what you are doing now you would

not suffer?

Mr. Shields. I can not see how it would change the conditions

at all.

Senator Nelson. What struck me was this: We had the impres-

sion that the banks in the East were not doing it, at least to any

extent. But it seems they are doing the same business which our

banks in the West are doing.

Senator Pomeeene. I have here a letter presented by Hon. Howard
Sutherland, a Member of the House of Representatives from West

Virginia, written by Mr. George M. Jacobs, president of the Peoples

National Bank, of Fairmont, W. Va., relating to the bill under con-

sideration, which he would like to have incorporated in the record.

If there is no objection, it will be so ordered.

(The letter referred to is as follows :)

The Peoples National Bank of Faiemont,
Fairmont, W. Va., Octo1)er 15, 1913.

Hon. Howaed Sutherland,
Washington, D. C.

Mt Deab Sie: We are writing you to give our opinion
.f.^l^

effect the pro-

Dosed currency bill will have upon the national banks of this State and to ask

your advice and support in their behalf. We believe that tl^f« «/«
^fffJ«^^

damaging provisions in this bill which will be detrimental, not only to the

banks but to the business interests of this State.
„„„=^„^ f„^ thP <;flvir,2-q

First. The requirement to set aside 20 per cent <>* o"^^^
jL^P^^f^ /°^f^^!fk^f||

denartment would verv seriously impair or tie up the capita! of the banks, as

thTpTOfits on savings accounts will not justify the extra expense of conduct-

ing a separate depfrtment by an additional organization which will be re-

'le'cond. The national banks will also entail a
''^^\''lf,l^'?^^,^^''^

'^

riSsrofI ferr^arStmol? ^t^^LTloZMlZ^Ho ta\e

stock in another bank paying only 5 per cent.
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We believe that these three features of the proposed law would very seriously

handicap the national banks of this community. They would not only sustain a
very heavy loss in earnings but their usefulness to the business Interest of the
community would be very seriously curtailed.

The result of such legislation would no doubt compel many of the national
banks to surrender their charters and revert to State banks, and if the national
banks would take this step and surrender their United States bonds, for which
they paid above par, at the present marltet price, which is 94f per cent, you
can readily see that a direct loss of many thousand dollars would be sustained
by the banks of this State.

Frankly speaking, it is my opinion that the passage of this bill will practically
ruin the national banks of this State. If we are forced to revert back to State
banks, it means that the banks of every State will be operated under such
divergent State laws as to make the banking business a very haphazard affair.

Every State would have its own peculiar form of banking laws. We think a
national uniform system of banking would be much more preferable if a law
could be passed which would not be so disastrous in its effects.

Tours, very truly,

Geo. M. Jacobs.

Senator Pomeeene. Mr. Starek, I believe, is the next witness on the
calendar.

Senator Hitchcock. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Starek tells me that he
feels there are some very important questions which may be asked
him which he feels had better be discussed in executive session. It

is now 20 minutes to 1 o'clock, and I want to suggest a recess until

2 o'clock.

Senator Eeed. I suggest that it would be better to hear Mr. Starek
in executive session. There are no facts which he may have which I
can imagine this committee is not entitled to hear in executive session.

Senator Pomerene. Shall we recess uatil 2 o'clock?
Senator Eeed. I move that, if there is no other witness to be heard,

with the hearing of Mr. Starek's testimony these hearings do close.

Senator Shafeoth. There is one more witness here.

Senator Eeed. Then let us hear him now and take up Mr. Starek's
testimony this afternoon.

Senator Pomerene. Who is the other witness?
Senator Shafeoth. Mr. Lassen.

STATEMENT OF ALEX. C. LASSEN, PRESIDENT OF THE LASSEN
REALTY CO., OF NEW YORK.

Senator Shafeoth. Will you please state your name and business?

Mr. Lassen. I am president of the Lassen Eealty Co., of New
York. Formerly I was in the banking business, having entered it as

early as 1879 as exchange clerk of the Bank of San Francisco. Since

then I have been for 20 years editor and publisher of the Daily
Financial News, of New York.

Yesterday I heard some queries addressed to Mr. Kent, and I

thought I would give a little information along the same line that

might be of use to the committee. Mr. Kent explained foreign ex-

change, but I think he failed to state the real reason why South
American countries transact their business through London and not

through the United States. Exchange operations, as a rule, are

based on the rate of money. European markets are steady and low.

The greatest of all industries abroad is the trade in money. The
general rate abroad has averaged for some hundred years about 3 per

cent. As soon as the United States can supply a money steadily at a
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rate as low as a foreign exchange will provide it, then we can get the
trade of all of South America or any other country in competition
with European countries.
The raising of the Bank of England interest rate is a lever to

bring gold from abroad and also increase the income of English
capitalists. England, France, Belgium, and Holland are all creditor
nations—they have vast sums due them. The United States is a
debtor nation. If the bank rate is raised abroad or in this country
it tends to increase the cost of money.
The commerce of the United States is increasing at a tremendous

rate. The value of property in the United States is estimated to
represent a value of from 120 to 140 billions of dollars. The corpo-
rate 1 per cent income tax in the district of New York last year
showed an increase of 31 per cent over the former year and the tax
for the entire country shoAved an increase of 21 per cent.

If the development of the general country was at this same rate,
the value of property increased 25 billions of dollars. This increase
in one year was over one-third of all the value of property in the
United States in 1865. The development and increase of business in
the United States has been far more rapid than abroad. Clearances
of London banks and branches in 1890 aggregated £8,960,170,000, and
in 1909 £13,525,446,000, equal to an increase of about 63 per cent.

In the same period clearances in the banks of the United States in-

creased 272 per cent. Taxes and the many other uses for money have
been increasing. Money is the dish that carries produce. It is a
great measure of value.

As a merchant's business grows he provides more measures. If

he does not, his business is retarded, embarrassed, and his measures

are worked overtime. The dollars of this country are worked over-

time. The American dollars are as good or better than any other

dollars in any other part of the world, but there are not enough.

The experts, as a rule, that come here before you represent a special

interest, who want to substitute a new form of money to be issued to

them without cost and which they can loan at interest to the people

of the United States. These special-interest bankers want to have

impounded or retired the greenbacks, the best, the cheapest money ever

issued. The greenback has saved the people of the United States,

since it was issued some 50 years ago, as compared with the cost of

national-bank notes, $4,000,000,000.

The issue is plain: Does this Congress want a money that will

save the people as availed of not alone $4,000,000,000 but $40,000,-

000,000 the coming 50 years, or a Federal reserve money that is going

to cost the Nation $40,000,000,000?

The value of money is in the stamp of the Government, brold,

silver, and paper have value as products, but the stamp of the Grov-

ernment gives them value as money. Centuries ago shells and wam-

pum were used as money, but have since been relegated to the rear.

England has shown what can be done by simple legislation, it

demonetized silver, and it has to a certain extent also been relegated

to the rear. England has legislated against silver to her great ad-

vantage. The United States can legislate against gold to equal ad-

^^Th?most of the men who have come before your committee have

recommended a new money system. Where is there a single new,
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good proposition in the entire measure that can not be made in a

more direct and better manner by simply adding to—amending—^the

present national-bank act ? If, though, you deem you need a new sys-

tem, then build on a good foundation. You need additional accom-
modations for the housing of growing departments of the Govern-
ment. If an architect would come before you and say, " I can give

you a splendid plan; will build a new system, an ideal Government
building, a splendid section for each Government department. Each
Senator will have a magnificent suite of apartments. We will tear

down the present Government buildings in Washington. All present-

established Government business will he housed in the new building.

The Government will supply the money to do it, and when the build-

ing is done the Government will pay us rent for the building."

Such a proposition would not be any more absurd than the plan
offered in the Glass-Owen measure. The cost to the Nation would not
begin to represent a fraction of the cost to the people of the United
States if you approve a measure like the Federal reserve bill recently

passed by the House.
The foundation of a fiscal measure should rest upon a right prin-

ciple. The Glass-Owen bill is wrong in principle. The Government
should not enter any partnership with a baker, a lawyer, or a banker.
No Government partnerships, especially a bank partnership. Don't
let the tiniest seed of a Government partnership get into any measure
that passes from the Senate. If you do it will grow, and awful
rapidly. The bankers have a remarkable way of making people see

just as they want them to see.

Some people who claim to be great champions of the people have
come before you and told you the principle of this bill was good. It

is bad, and would be so even if ten times as many said it was good.

There are many claims made by friends of the proposed Glass-

Owen measure, such as holding out promises of " gigantic benefit to

the country," " commercial stability," " preventing possibility of

panic," "uniform low rate of interest," "serving equally well the

people of the country and the banks."

Such statements sound well, but I challenge anyone to show a sin-

gle good proposal in the measure that can not be made by amending
the present national-bank act. The promises held out will not stand

analysis ; as a rule they are based upon a false premise. The present

fiscal ills—if they may be called ills—are due to an inadequacy of the

currency. We have not enough money.
It will destroy the good market for United States 2 per cent bonds

and other United States bonds. The bill proposes to exempt all na-

tional bank property except real estate from taxation.

It will build up a partisan institution; a system of favor rather

than of right ; subserviency instead of independence.
The national banks of the country are to be forced to provide

capital for the reserve banks, which in time are predestined to fall

under the control of the great infliuential powers that have sponsored

the Aldrich bill and are now back—concealed—^behind the present

measure. The great influence and audacity of these people is indi-

cated when a Government partnership measure like the Glass-Owen
reserve act is brought forward in the face of a positive declaration

against such a measure by the people at the last presidential election.
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In addition to the gift, or, in modern vernacular, graft, heretofore
mentioned, the Federal reserve act would lose 40 per cent of the tax
upon present circulation and the benefit of a legitimate percentage
upon future money issues, which should be secured without anv
partnership appendage.
The statements reflecting upon the national-bank system have, I

believe, been made for the purpose of creating a sentiment against
our present system, and to educate the people to the idea that it is
bad and that a new measure is necessary.

I challenge anyone to show me a banking system that in any way
equals that of our national bank. The system is magnificent; it can
be amplified, improved, and made still more useful. Some of the
national bank laws have become obsolete and the banlring act should
be amended, but properly and in the real interest of the people.
Many hew independent national banks would then be organized and
grow up with the country, and State banks would rush to avail of its
charter privileges.

Every desirable feature that is proposed in the Glass-Owen bill
can be adopted in the national-bank act—in a simple, direct manner.

Senator Reed. Are you going to tell us how ?

Mr. Lassen. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Very well.

Mr. Lassen. The need of the hour is a safe, ample currency. The
first requisite is to determine how much it should reasonably be in-

creased, and then how much should it be reasonably increased per
year.

Then how to do it with the least disturbance to business in the
most advantageous manner to the people of the United States—the
best and cheapest manner.
At present our money consists of gold, silver. Treasury, green-

backs, gold and silver certificates, and national-bank notes. We coin
all the gold we can secure; free coinage, beyond increase of money
from this source, we are dependent upon national banks taking out
circulation. The only way they can emit it is to deposit United
States bonds against issues. The banks have availed of all bonds
they could procure, therefore the field has to be extended or a new
base of money provided.
The Glass-Owen measure proposes a " commercial paper " instead

of a bond-secured currency.

This translated simply means that the banks are to use the notes,

etc., discounted by them for their customers as collateral for loans of

money from the Government and deposits of United States bonds
dispensed with.
If this collateral is considered good, the Government can loan the

money directly to present national banks
Senator Nelson (interposing). You mean by that that we can

authorize national banks, in addition to the currency they have now—
bond-secured currency—to issue currency on paper money as this bill

proposes ?

Mr. Lassen. Yes, sir.

Senator Nelson. I want to say there is a bill before the committee

now that I introduced, carrying out your idea.

Mr. Lassen. If this collateral is considered good, the Government

can loan the money directly to present national banks, banks to guar-
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antee paper discounted and all the advantages and safety as is now

proposed and absolutely in the control of the Government.
_
The

Grovernment to charge a regular fixed tax upon such circulation

—

lawful money loaned.

The Secretary of the Treasury is doing practically this at present.

He deposits money with the banks agamst collateral loans, United

States bonds, and commercial paper, etc., and a fair interest charge

is made for such " deposits."

This character of depositing might be extended. A Federal

treasury board, maintained as part of United States Treasury, as

proposed in article 11 of the Glass-Owen bill, could probably serve

the Government profitably.

That is the one good thing you can use out of the Glass-Owen bill,

gentlemen—that and some of the amendments.
Wliat legitimate reason is there why the present mode of securing

circulation by deposit of United States bonds should be discon-

tinued ? Certainly United States bonds are a better basis than com-

mercial paper, acceptances, etc.

Senator Pomekene. Will the witness kindly suspend for a mo-
ment? It is now the hour for recess.

Senator Shafroth. I think we had better adjourn until 2 o'clock.

Mr. Lassen, how much longer will it take you to finish ?

Mr. Lassen. About 10 minutes.

Senator Crawford. Let us give Mr. Lassen time to conclude.

Mr. Lassen. Why should the present national-bank notes be re-

tired or the present banks in any way disturbed? The present na-

tional banking system, with a few changes, simple enactments, can

be made the best in the world.

United States band-secured currency should not be discontinued.

In the first place, money issued therefor is based upon the honor and
integrity of the Government. There can be no question of its safety.

The Government collects a tax of one-half of 1 per cent per annum
upon such circulation. If the right to deposit IJnited States bonds
for circulation is taken away, the United States 2 per cent bonds,

unless redeemed or otherwise cared for, will decline to 50 cents on the

dollar. Without the circulation right, it would be impracticable for

the United States to float new bonds on less than a 4 per cent basis.

This would mean the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars to the

United States.

Instead of retiring United States bonds as a basis for circulation,

why should not the field be extended and State, county, municipal,

and other public securities which have been approved on a high
standard as savings-bank investments and which have also been ap-

proved and recorded by the Secretary of the Treasury, or, say, a

Federal Treasury board, be made the basis for national-bank circu-

lation ? There are some billions of dollars of such good bonds. They
are an excellent basis for a national-bank circulation. With such

privileges such securities would advance in price and the present

interest costs could be cut in half. Good public securities would soon

be placed on a 2| to 3 per cent per annum basis instead of 4^ to 7

per cent as at present. The general country would benefit and then
enjoy a safe currency, predicated on a sound foundation.
Commercial paper should only be taken at emergency periods, and

then only as the basis for Government deposits. Commercial paper
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is far different from a properly issued bond. A note may be " gilt-
edged

_
to-day and worthless to-morrow. To authorize a " lawful

money,'' as is proposed in the Glass-Owen measure, for hundreds of
millions of dollars is the wildest money legislation ever heard of
Every dollar of our present legal-tender money can be put in as a
basis for two additional dollars and it means $6,000,000,000 additional
money.
Senator Eeed. What do you say it ought to be? Gold? If this

were to be adopted, would changing the phraseology so that nothing
but gold could be treated as reserve be a strengthening feature ?

Mr. Lassen. Senator, if you will allow me to take up gold after I
am through with this, I shall take pleasure in treating that separately.
Senator Reed. Very well.

Mr. Lassen. Just think. But this act proposes to issue billions—
practically the only limit is six or seven billion dollars of this
" butter-and-egg secured money." Just think, this is to be " lawful
money," and to be issued, but is not to inflate? To be guaranteed
by the United States and redeemable in gold.
This money is to be a new kind of money. The banks are going

to issue this money just as they issue the present moneys, but when
we get a million dollars in the bank it is not going to inflate. Just
think of it. It is a new style of money. If it is issued by the United
States it is going to inflate, but if it is issued by the banks it is not
going to inflate.

Rediscount money—generally representing an inadequate bank
capital—is the most dangerous character of money inflation. In
other words, if I were in New York and I heard a bank was redis-

counting its paper, I should say it was overtrading upon its capital,

that it was doing too big a business with too small an amount of
capital, and I should want to withdraw any money I had in that
bank, or put in a very small amount.
But the whole scheme of a Federal reserve bank, with its com-

mercial paper basis money, is an impractical, cumbersome ma-
chinery, is simply a cover, to flnd a way to secure the privilege of
issuing money and evade payment of as much tax upon circulation

as possible, and then control the issue and maintain, instead of re-

duce, interest rates.

It is a system that if inaugurated will prove to the advantage of
the few and the detriment of the people of the United States.

It will mean continued shortage of actual money and further ex-

tension of credits; for when there is a lack of real money people

have to borrow credit to their cost.

It is not a good measure; it is a bad measure. It is said that it

will avert panics. But if it is enacted the " big interests " can get

up a panic with less preparation than ever before.

Senator Reed. Do you think the " big interests " have ever gotten

up a panic ?

Mr. Lassen. I have a copy of one of the last editorials I ever wrote

for my daily paper, which I sent to President Roosevelt, with the

request that he take some steps toward admonishing the national

banks and the interests in the East, which I thought were then com-

bining for bringing about that very panic which they did afterwards

bring about.
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The new Federal reserve money is to be based on 33^ per cent of

gold or lawful money. The Federal banks to have the right to issue

three for one against present issues of gold and silver and legal

tender notes. Say there is issued $3,000,000,000 additional lawful

money and the " big interests " want to have another 1907 ; they will

simply withdraw gold and legal tenders, and the reserve banks wiU
have to call in circulation three for one. They will not be able to

renew commercial notes, and the " crop failure " will be duly

harvested.
The Federal reserve plan holds out many promises of the things

it is to accomplish, but they are made without warrant. Primarily,

it is based upon a false premise.

A firm foundation is the first essential for a banking measure.

Then you can build a structure, put in your rooms, partition them off

to suit the needs of the situation.

Some of the amendments proposed, mostly defeated, are good, but

the measure as originally proposed is simply an impracticable, theo-

retical plan, seemingly devised to conceal the feature of Government-
bank partnership in the issue of money.

There is no doubt that there is need of a great increase in the per-

manent money of the country. It has been the great need for 20

jears. Had it been adequately and properly increased there would
have been no panic in 1893 or 1897. The great immense fortunes

that have been piled up, not as a matter of industry, but largely

ns profits from " reorganizing " wrecked corporations and manipu-
lating the stock and other markets, would never have been brought
to the proportions that now exist.

.

At the present time the deposits in the national banks aggregate
about $7,000,000,000 and in State and private banks and trust com-
panies $13,000,000,000, making an aggregate of $20,000,000,000. The
national banks have to keep on hand in reserve cities 25 per cent,

country banks 15 per cent, and State banks and trust companies have
generally some similar regulation. If all banks and trust com-
panies only kept a reserve of 10 per cent it would equal $2,000,000,000.

If they kept on hand an additional amount to do general business

with of 5 per cent it would equal $1,000,000,000. This would make a

total of $3,000,000,000.

There is in the country of all kinds of money only $3,700,000,000,

and of this there is tied up in the United States Treasury some
$350,000,000. Deducting this and the $3,000,000,000 the banks have

to keep as reserve and to do business with and there remains only

$350,000,000—equal to $3.50 per capita—for the people of this country
to do business with.

Owing to the scarcity of money, money is doing 20 times as much
work at present, relatively, in this country as it is in any other

country in the world. Money naturally flows like water, it is liquid

;

it flows where it can do the most work, be safest, and get the best pay.

In New York it does the general business of the country. The
money Texas sends to New York is working for its Texas owners
•carrying the products of Texas. In New York it representatively
does 10 times as much work caring for Texas cotton and other prod-
ucts as if simply held and loaned in Galveston or other cities. It

ipays for the merchandise going to Texas.
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It is the same with the balance of the country. New York is a
vust clearing house for merchandise. As you restrict it you restrict
the ability of New York to help the country. The percentage of
speculative stock business and its bad effects are exaggerated. There
may be some five or six hundred brokers interested in speculative
stock business. There are 30,000 brokers in New York interested in
caring for the purchase and sale of investment securities, cotton,
wheat, corn, copper, silks, oils, gums, paper, fruits, nuts, exchange
money, and the thousand other products and things that the people
of the United States have to sell or want to have bought for them.
Handicap these men, and the great sufferers thereby will be the
South and West.
The great thing, the important thing, in the United States is to

have more money.
Utilize what has been proved good. The country needs a fair in-

crease in its currency—an ample currency issued on a safe, good
security. It does not want a deluge of money resting upon the indi-
vidual notes—promises to pay—of its citizens.

The present national-bank system is good. Continue to utilize
United States bonds as a basis ; amend the national-bank act so that
approved savings-bank investments can also be deposited to, say, 75
per cent of their market values, not to exceed par. This will leave
a margin of 25 per cent as safety. There are many billions of dol-

lars of good State, county, and municipal bonds, and it is reasonable
to believe that an adequate number would be gradually registered,

approved, and deposited for circulation. With the right to issue

circulation on such bonds, many national banks would avail of it.

With proper basis, circulation issued by a small bank is as good as

that issued by a large bank. A combination of large banks in no-

wise improves the situation. Reserve associations should not be
necessary with an adequate measure.
Not alone is there basis for a good, ample currency which can be

profitably taken out and circulated by the banks, but a large, sub-

stantial income made by the Government by a graduated charge of

1, 2, and 3 per cent per annum upon such circulation. National

banks at present pay 2 per cent upon deposits of Government money,
which are secured by deposit of approved bonds. Is it not reason-

able to believe they will take out circulation when they can secure it

upon even more advantageous terms?

The 7,300 national banks would compete and improve the market

for public bond offerings. A demand would then be assured for

all the Panama Canal bonds the Government desires to offer upon

a 2 per cent basis. The Government on June 3, 1913, held $176,-

097,700.95 to be placed upon the market. In the United States there

are some 25,000 banks. Every one of these banks can be made rela-

tively as valuable and useful 'in its territory as the Bank of France

is to France.
n i

•

We need independent banks conducted on behalf of good business

interests; no chain of banks; no " unification." The more independ-

ent a bank is, the less dependent upon another bank, the better it is

;

the more able it is to serve its constituency.
i , j

None of the present United States bond issues and legal-tender

notes, silver and gold certificates, national-bank notes, need be in-
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terfered with ; all continued as at present, without change. Further-

more, there is assurance that the rate of money will continue reason-

able and stable. If the rate advances the banks can even take out

circulation at a cost of up to 3 per cent. It can be retired as demand
declines—elastic. The present commercial-money rate of 5 or 6 per

cent would probably soon drop to a steady 3 per cent rate, the same
as in France. Do you representatives of the people understand what
this means? Do you know that it will cut the great burden that

bears down on enterprise and industry?
Do you appreciate what this white man's burden is? It is in-

terest. The yearly interest paid by the people of the United States

is over five times the value of all the gold produced in the world in

the same period. This interest, calculated at only 5 per cent per

annum, is equal in value to all the wheat and corn and other grains

raised in the country each year. It is one of the great factors in

the high cost of living.

The Glass-Owen bill means a perpetuation—an extension of this

burden. Amend the present national-bank act properly and United
States bonds will immediately go above par again. Good State and
county and city bonds will sell on a 2 to 3 per cent basis instead of

as at present, ij to 8 per cent. Industry and enterprise will thrive.

The measure will be for all, not for the benefit of a special few.

Do not inflict the Glass-Owen measure upon the country. If this

terrible Government-bank partnership is once inocculated into our

system it will first disorganize, then inflate, then ruin, then subjugate.

Does any Senator desire to ask me any question about the sub-

ject of which I have spoke ? '

Senator Reed. Well, I suggest it is 20 minutes past adjourning
time.

Senator Ckawfoed. Have you concluded your statement?
Mr. Lassen. One of the Senators desired to ask me a question

concerning gold. I have prepared a paper on that subject, and I

shall be glad to answer any questions you may ask me.
Senator Ceawfoed. What is the pleasure of the committee?
Senator Nelson. Let us adjourn until 2.30 o'clock.

(Thereupon, at 1.20 o'clock p. m. the committee took a recess until

2.30 o'clock p. m.)

AFTER KECESS.

Senator Hitchcock. You may resume your statement, Mr. Lassen.

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER C. lASSEN—Resumed.

Mr. Lassen. Mr. Chairman, a little over 100 years ago, English
capitalists who had due them large sums, payable in pounds sterling,

decided they could enhance the value of their obligations by demonet-
izing silver and make such obligations rest upon gold alone.
In 1873 they had a similar law enacted in the United States which

demonetized silver then quoted at $1.32 per ounce, which was prac-

tically on a basis of 15^ ounces of silver to one of gold.

Silver from that time until about 1897 declined and relatively

gold advanced, to the great advantage of English capitalists and to

the cost of the people of the United States, India, and other debtor

countries. It was good for creditors, bad for debtors.
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• l^S^^r
^^'^^^°^^- Is this matter in reference to pending leg-

Mr. Lassen. I think it covers about the most important feature
you have m your present measure.

Senator Hitchcock. I do not know how it is with other members
of the committee, but I feel very anxious that we should confine
ourselves distinctly to the pending legislation.
Senator Crawford. What are you steering toward—the demoneti-

zation or gold?
Mr. Lassen. I am steering toward the most important point in this

Senator Nelson. We had better let him go on.
Senator Hitchcock. You may proceed, but make it as brief as

possible.

/o^n;^"^nfo^^\^i^§'^*^^' ^* ^^ estimated, has over $30,000,000,000
(£6,000,000,000) loaned out all over the world. The scarcer and
dearer gold the better interest rates, tribute, or the more produce she
can get for a pound sterling.

The United States owes, including investmencs, to Europe, in-
cluding England, upward of $5,000,000,000.
As England's policy is to multiply use of gold, ours is to minimize.
England's plan to enhance gold by demonetizing silver has re-

dounded to her great advantage. Our true policy is to use as little
gold as possible, get as independent of gold as possible.
England has shown us what great results can be secured by simple

legislation. Let us benefit by her great lesson.
England has minimized the use of silver ; the United States should

minimize the use of gold.

The world owes England pounds sterling, which means gold. The
world t is in an English gold trap. There is due England directly
over four times all the money gold in the world, and it is impossible
for the debtors to pay the interest, not alone the principal, which
continues to mount steadily upward, to her great commercial advan-
tage and profit.

Europe's and the world's moneys have to a certain extent been made
redeemable in gold. Notes, mortgages, bonds likewise, as far as pos-
sible, also have been made payable in gold.

Each country that adopts the gold standard and each additional
contract that calls for payment in gold tends to enhance the value of
gold and ultimately benefit the owners thereof.

Governmental bonds issued by European countries are estimated to

aggregate over $30,000,000,000. The interest at 5 per cent alone

is $1,500,000,000 per year. Only a portion is being paid, balance re-

funded, and the principal is steadily increasing at a tremendous rate.

The total amount of money gold in the world is estimated at $10,-

000,000,000. The total world's production is estimated at $480,000,000

per year. Of this amount nearly four-fifths is used in arts, etc. It

is estimated that less than $100,000,000 is available for coinage into

money.
It should therefore be understood that England has the world short

of gold, that it is in a gold trap, and that all legislation or promises

to pay in gold tend to enslave the obligators.
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Senator Crawford. What is the reason, if there is $480,000,000 of

gold stock, and increasing every year, and is worth so much in the

form of money, that four-fifths of it goes into other channels ?

Mr. Lassen. Two-fifths goes to India every year.

Senator Crawford. "Why does it not go where it is most profitable?

Mr. Lassen. It does.

Senator Crawford. If it is so profitable to use it for money, why
is it not all coined into money instead of so much of it going into

something else?

Mr. Lassen. India's people have a religious desire to acquire gold

and they absorb $200,000,000 of it a year. If you doubt my figures

in regard to this—

—

Senator Crawford (interposing). Oh, I do not doubt them at all.

Mr. Lassen. I would refer you to Mr. Blumenthal's testimony in

your record. He is one of the best authorities in the United States.

You have his testimony in one of your earlier hearings.

Senator Craavford. The fact that four-fifths of it goes into other

channels must be evidence of the fact that it is worth more for these

other uses than for money.
Mr. Lassen. Yes ; it is very valuable to fill teeth and an enormous

quantity of it is used in that direction, and a great deal of it is used

in the "fine arts. So, finally, you have only $100,000,000 left for

money.
Senator Hitchcock. Is it not a fact that money is becoming cheaper

every year ?

Mr. Lassen. Pardon me?
Senator Hitchcock. Is it not a fact that money is becoming

cheaper every year and prices are rising every year ? It takes more
money to buy the same thing.

Mr. Lassen. That is not the result of your having more money,
but that comes from a number of other reasons. Your taxation is

a great deal larger and that is one of the great points. Your interest

rates are very large. In this country you are paying to-day the

highest rates you have paid in 20 years. I was in California last

spring, and the State of California has $5,000,000 worth of bonds
which it can not sell ; $5,000,000 for public improvements.

Senator Hitchcock. You may proceed, Mr. Lassen.
Mr. Lassen. The people of the United States at present have a

means to cut away the net that would further bind them in this gold

trap. Their obligations as a rule are payable in dollars and not in

pounds sterling. We can legitimately legislate ourselves into free-

dom. We can go back to the same position we had in 1900, make all

our legal-tender notes redeemable in gold or silver, or suspend pay-

ment 4n either when deemed to the interest of the Government.
France and Germany have similar rights. The outlook is that with
this provision all classes of our outstanding moneys will continue as

I'.eretofore. All interchangeable ; notes into gold or silver as desired,

but the Government protected against raids upon gold reserves.

Many hundred years ago shells and wampum were used as money,
and there is equally as good reason, with a clear insight, why both
gold and silver should also be relegated, as they have been, and money
simply based, as our greenbacks, as legal tender, token, or " lawful
money," irredeemable. " Greenback " money when good for custom-
house duties and full legal tender passed currently with gold. It is
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the " legal tender " quality that gives value, and resting vs^ithout be-
ing redeemable m gold or silver would prove as valuable in the future

n«A^T^^/® ^^. *^® P^^* ^^ y^^"^^- During this period the $346,-
000,000 legal tenders or greenbacks have saved the people (computed
at 6 per cent per annum, which is far less than the cost of national-
bank notes), the enormous sum of nearly $4,000,000,000, which is
equal to probably nearly half the money gold in the world.
There is no advantage, commercial or otherwise, in making our

money redeemable. It would rest as honorably and safely simplv as
token, " legal tender," or " lawful money."
Notes redeemable in gold when not backed up by actual gold place

the issuer in the same position as the short seller of stocks or any
other cornered commodity. A person that would knowingly sell or
promise to deliver a stock or commodity that was already sold short
to a far greater amount than existed would be generally looked upon
as a reckless, irresponsible individual. It is far more idiotic for a
nation to legislate, promise to pay in gold, when it is understood
that that commodity has been cornered not alone to five times the
a;^ ount in existence but to many times five times. In fact, the prin-
cipal of the obligation is so great that the annual interest alone would
absorb all the actual $10,000,000,000 money gold of the world; of
course, this interest is not being paid off, but is mostly being refunded,
added to the principal of the debt.

It may be claimed that our contract calls for us to redeem our out-
standing moneys in gold. With a clause " redeemable in either gold
or silver " or suspended at the discretion of the Secretary of the
Treasury, all legitimate business requirements can be served the
same as in France and Germany and we can keep faith and maintain
parity of all our moneys. Our gold when taken abroad simply goes
as bullion.

Should the United States adopt the above suggestion, France and
Germany would probably soon awake to the great advantage of such

a course and endeavor to unload their gold holdings, instead of hoard-

ing as at present, with the result that England would have to absorb

it to her personal cost
;
gold would naturally depreciate as silver has

through demonetization.
While population, taxes, and commerce of the United States are

increasing by leaps and bounds, the production of gold is relatively

very small. There is a common error in the belief that the produc-

tion of gold is increasing at a greater ratio than population and

wealth. The entire yearly production of the world, if it could be

secured to the people of the United States and was all converted into

money, would only amount to $4.80 per capita. The entire product

of the United States does not amount to 90 cents per capita. There

is little prospect of any material increase. Therefore it can be

readily understood that it is unreasonable to base any calculation or

predicate an increase of currency upon gold coinage or paper money

based upon gold reserve. Such enactment would result m a sub-

sidence of development until gold production relatively increased.

Our per capita circulation, which is about $34, should be increased

gradually in accordance with national development. Last year

United States corporate income tax increased 21 per cent. It is not

unreasonable to believe that this development has likewise extended

in all lines of business throughout the country. If our money has
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increased proportionately, it should have increased $600,000,000. In-

stead of this there was really a decrease in the money per capita the

last year.

Values largely depend upon quantity of money in circulation. In-

creased circulation, as a rule, means expansion and development;
contraction, uncertainty and depression. The lack of money at

present is causing a terrible strain upon all business, except where
credit or money is loaned at interest.

The estimated property wealth of the United States is $120,000,-

000,000. The great handicap of the Nation has been an inadequate

supply of money; it has resulted in a great Nation of debtors,

tribute-interest payers. There is owed by the people of the United
States to bankers the gigantic sum of upward of $30,000,000,000.

The interest upon this amount at only 5 per cent aggregates upward
of $1,500,000,000, or equal to twice the value of all the wheat raised

in the United States within the same period—a year—or over three

times the value of all the gold produced in the world the past year.

The lack of an adequate currency entails fearful tribute on com-
mercial business and labor. The great prosperity of France is based

upon a liberal currency, it having the equivalent of $30 gold, $11
silver, etc., equal to $41 per capita. This has resulted in practically

a steady 3 per cent per annum interest rate for almost 100 years.

Sovereign money never hurt any nation; it has proved financial

blood. We can secure it safely and honorably by reversing England's
policy.

Senator Hitchcock. If that is all

Senator Eeed (interposing). I just want to ask one question, Mr.
Lassen, and that is in regard to your figures concerning the amount of

deposits in the banks and the amount of reserves required by this

bill. I would like to have you state that again. And I would add to

my question the amount of money which you say would remain to

circulate among the people.

Mr. Lassen. The amount of deposits in the national banks is

$7,000,000,000; the amount of deposits in the outside banks is esti-

mated to be $13,000,000,000 more. That makes $20,000,000,000.
Senator Reed. Whose estimate is that?
Mr. Lassen. That is an estimate of Alexander Delmar. I have

since read it in reports before your commission.
Senator Nelson. You are referring to deposits ?

Mr. Lassen. Yes.
Senator Nelson. Which do not represent actual money ?

Mr. Lassen. Oh, no; they are only deposits; they are payable in

money, but they are only credits.

Senator Reed. You stated the amount of money which is on de-

posit in the national banks, and the amount of money which is on de-

posit in other banlcs. You did not state the amount of money, but
the amount of deposits ?

Mr. Lassen. Yes, sir.

Senator Reed. Of course, that money may have been deposited sev-

eral times and represent credits.

Mr. Lassen. When the national banks' total deposits call for

$7,000,000,000, they are supposed to keep in cities 25 per cent reserve,
and country banks 15 per cent reserve.

Senator Reed. I unaerstand.
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Mr. Lassen. If you have only 10 per cent of it—that is, $700,000,000
and then you take an additional 5 per cent—you have $1,500,000,000.
If you do the same thing with the State savings banks and trust com-
panies, you relatively get an aggregate of $2,000,000,000. That is,

the State banks and trust companies and the other institutions have
to have at least 10 per cent cash on hand, whether they keep it as
reserve or not, to provide for a contingency in the case of a call.
Now they have to have on hand, in addition to that, about 5 per cent,
which fluctuates m the towns they are in, and it comes back to them at
3 o'clock every day.

Senator Eeed. That makes an aggregate of how much actual money
to be consumed by the reserves and by this additional 5 per cent which
you say they keep ? How much actual money does that make ?

Mr. Lassen. $3,000,000,000.
Senator Eeed. What is the present currency ?

Mr. Lassen. $3,700,000,000, not including $350,000,000 held in the
United States Treasury which is not in circulation.

Senator Eeed. Your argument is, then, that if all the banks came
into this system and all of them complied with the conditions of this

bill it would lock up in the reserves practically all of the money of
the United States?
Mr. Lassen. You could not begin to bring about your banking

system at all. Before you have even inaugurated it, you would have
broken half the banks of the United States.

Senator Eeed. I wanted simply to get your point. Would it relieve

against that any if this was done gradually and rediscounting per-

mitted so as to allow the money that would be held in the way of re-

serves to be reloaned to the banks?
Mr. Lassen. I would say this, that unless you adequately increase

your permanent money you are absolutely in such a strained condition

now that your southern bankers, who were here a few days ago almost

begging upon their knees to get help—and your western bankers were

in the same position

Senator Nelson. Oh, no. They were not in a bad position.

Mr. Lassen. They were begging for money.

Senator Nelson. Oh, no. Minnesota was assigned $3,000,000 out

of that amount. They took only $500,000. They did not ask for any,

but they were assigned $3,000,000.

Mr. Lassen. Owing to the very wise act of the Secretary of the

Treasury in stating that he would give them relief, it relieved them

from the need of calling this money, but had it not been for the

wise provision of the Secretary of the Treasury there would have

been a scramble among them for the little money furnished, and you

would have had very hard times.

Senator Nelson. We would have taken care of ourselves out m
the West.
Senator Ceawford. I think the bank examiner has been waiting

here for some time.

Mr. Lassen. I am through. -
. .

Senator Beistow. Before the committee goes into executive session, 1

have a letter here from Prof. Jenks, which I desire to read [reading]

:

Nbw Xokk City, Ootoher Vi, 1913.

Mt Deae Senatob: I have been at work on the amendments to ttie c™cy
bUl providing for a central bank. Inasmuch as this involves to a considerable

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 76
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extent the rewriting of the whole bill, and I have had my university work on

hand, it Is not quite completed. But I shall be able to complete these amend-
ments so as to get them Into the hands of Senator Owen not later than Tues-

day, quite probably on Monday.
I notice In the morning papers that Mr. Vanderlip has presented a bill along

somewhat similar lines. A number of points, judging from the slietch In the

paper, will be in agreement, but a number are quite materially different. When
I first saw the announcement of this bill I had thought it might not be worth
while for me to complete this work, but I think the points of difference are
essential, enough so that It may be suggestive.

Very sincerely, yours,
J. W. Jenks.

Hon. Joseph L. Beistow,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

I have this in mind, that on Monday or Tuesday we will have these

proposed amendments of Prof. Jenks, and I thought we could prob-

ably have him come before us and explain the provisions in his

amendments and the relation of these provisions to other suggestions

that have been made, and while we close the hearings to-day, I do
not think we ought to forbid ourselves from talking with him.

Senator Reed. I think the committee can at any time call for any
expert it desires to call for, and I move, with that understanding,

that the hearings be now closed, except to hear from Mr. Starek, the

bank examiner, and that he be heard in executive session this after-

noon.
(The motion was carried.)

Senator Hitchcock. Without objection, I desire to insert in the

record a telegram addressed to the chairman from Mr. Charles N.
Dietz, of Omaha, Nebr.

(The telegram referred to is as follows:)

Omaha, Nebb., October 25, 1913.

Hon. RoBEET L. Owen,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C:

Noting newspaper account of meeting in Omaha and telegram sent you by
30 Omaha men, it was a case of the fox having charge of the chicken coop.

Tour currency bill Is all right, and with it the greater good will come to the

greater number of people. We hope you can put it through.

Chas. N. Dietz.

(The letters offered for the record by Senator Bristow are as

follows:)

The Fiest National Bank,
Las Vegas, ^^. Mew., Ootol)er 2, 1913.

Hon. T. B. Cateon,
United States Senate, Washington, D, G.

Deae Me. Catbon : Thanks for a copy of the currency bill (H. R. 7837), and
for your request for my opinion as to its merits.

Well, my dear friend, in all seriousness, I do not believe our friends of the

Democratic Party are capable of handling this country's business. While every-

one feels that the so-called " interests," as generally expressed under the head
of Wall Street, should be curbed in some way, it does not appeal to me that the
whole business of the country should be upset in doing so.

As to the currency bill, it seems to me that to make the regional reserve
banks a success, all of the national banks should come into it in a friendly

way rather than be forced to do so, which may cause the whole thing to fall flat

of its own weight. One central reserve bank, rightly constructed, could do the
business between the Government and the people, in my opinion. The present
bill makes it illegal to issue clearing-house certificates. This seems wrong to

me as, in event the change does cause financial troubles, a provision granting
this privilege for at least one year should be included in the present bill.
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It must be recognized that every crossroads, village, town, and city fromMaine to California and from Duluth to New Orleans is obliged to keen a NewYork City account for the accommodation of its business. This naturalv makes
a large accumulation of funds in New York that grows in proportion to theincreasing development of the country's business, and to attempt to legislate
these conditions out of existence is fundamentallv wrong and imDossible

Yours, very truly,
i u c.

Jefferson Reynolds.

San Miguel National Bank,
& „, „ „ -^ ^

.

^'^^ Vegas. N. Mex., October 1, 19J3.
Hon. T. B. Catfion, Washington, D. C.

My Dear Senator : I received from you an act to provide for the establish-
ment of Federal reserve banks, etc., whfch I have carefully read

In my opinion State banks, before being allowed to join and take stock in a
Federal reserve bank, should be examined by a national-bank examiner with
the same care that national banks are examined. State-bank examiners are fre-
quently incompetent for the position that they hold, often being appointed on
account of their political pull. It would hardly be fair to force a national bank
to take stock in a Federal reserve bank, as this bill does, with a State bank
which has been improperly examined and allowed to come in at their own dis-
cretion without any danger of losing their charter unless they do so. This pos-
sibly may be covered by the section on State banks as members, but I hardly
think it is explicit enough. It might be a very unfair and unjust partnership.
Furthermore, the western banks are forced to join in the organization of the
Federal reserve banks and are to receive no more than 5 per cent on the stock
unless—in a very remote contingency provided for in the bill—when it is a well-
known fact that they can get a higher rate of interest for all the money they
have to loan in their own locality. In all fairness this should be 6 per cent
instead of 5 per cent. Why should a national bank, operating under a charter
from the Government, be forced to do this ; and being forced to do so, should
they not have more say in the management of this Federal reserve bank than
this law gives them? The powers and duties of a Federal reservp bank should
be more restricted, else national banks in the vicinity of the Federal reserve
bank will be handicapped in the community in which they are doing business by
the prestige that the Federal reserve bank may have. If allowed to do even a
limited amount of general business they should pay taxes as a national bank
does. The board should be composed of bankers and business men of the high-

est character and ability. The Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller

of the Currency may be good selections, but why the Secretary of Agriculture,

who may know nothing of finance? All other large business is, as a rule, man-
aged by men selected for their knowledge of the duties required in their special

line. If managed by men selected on account of their political pull, this power
at times might be used to further the interests of some of the political bosses.

In the final analvsis, what the country needs is an elastic currency, something

that will legally do what, in the panic of 1907, was illegally done but

acquiesced in on account of the great urgency to prevent nation-wide disaster,

viz, the issuing of clearing-house certificates. No matter what kind of a cur-

rency bill is passed it will meet the objection of a great many people, and

whether it is good, bad, or indifferent, until the business community has become

accustomed to its workings the careful and conservative banker will feel his

way and be more careful in his loans. This probably in the end will result in

great good. In the meantime we must all go slow.

Thanking you for sending me this bill, and with kindest regards, I am.

Very truly, yours, J' M. Cunningham.

McKiNLEY County Bank,
GaUiip, N. Mex., October S, 1913.

Hon. T. B. Cateon, Washington, D. 0.

Deae Sir : We wish to thank you for sending us copy of the currency b!ll as

it passed the House.
, , , ,^„ ., „„^

While the bill is not the best bill possible, still we can get along undei it and

think it much better than our present system.
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It appears to us that the greatest hardship imposed on the banks of N6w
Mexico will be the elimination of exchange charges. In a small bank the siz6

of ours—and our bank is a fair average—the exchange account is an important
source of income. We would appreciate your efforts to try to have our present

exchange arrangements undisturbed by the currency bill when passed. I am
also quite sure that the other New Mexico bankers feel the same on this subject;

Very truly, yours,
T. M. QUEBEDEAUX,

Vice President.

PiBST National, Bank,
Santa Fe, N. Mew., September 2Jf, 1913.

Hon. T. B. Cateon,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

My Dear Senatob: I have the copyrf)f the currency bill, and in accordance
with the request contained in your note I submit the following

:

As to the organization of the Federal reserve banks and the Federal reserve

board, I hardly feel equal to offering any suggestions on those sections beyond
noting the possibility of political control of the latter under the provisions of

the bill, which might cause an improper exercise of its extensive functions.

I think the existing national banks should be permitted to join the Federal'

reserve district organizations, and not be compelled to do so. Their action
should be voluntary, not compulsory.

It occurs to me that the authority- to the Federal reserve banks to establish

branches within their districts to the possible number of 10 might be inimical

to the interests of the member banks in the district, inasmuch as the powers of

such branches do not appear to be defined in the act, unless It be held that
they can not have any greater powers than the parent bank.

It seems to me that inasmuch as the member banks contribute the entire

capital of the E'ederal reserve banks that instead of being limited to a 5 per
cent cumulative dividend on their stock and 40 per cent of the net profits

after the accumulation of a 20 per cent surplus they should be entitled to the
entire net profits thought advisable to distribute instead of having 60 per cent

of such net profits go to the Government to be used in the extinction of its

bonded debt. This seems to me to be calling on the member banks for too large

a contribution to the payment of the Government debt proportionately.
The Federal advisory council does not appear to me to have such powers

or functions as to make it desirable for bankers of great ability and experience
to serve thereon. Its powers should be enlarged or the provision cut out. The
class of paper discountable by the Federal reserve banks for the member banks
is not found to any large extent in this State, and in order for the banks
here to be in position to avail themselves of this rediscount privilege they
would have to buy this kind of paper from note brokers or from correspondents.
This would pro tanto lessen their loanable funds for local borrowers, and the

funds derived from such rediscounts would be practically offset by such pur-

chases. In this connection it seems to me that " commercial paper " as defined
in the act can hardly be considered such. The commercial paper largely
purchased by the banks at present is, in fact, the direct borrowings of indi-

viduals, firms, and corporations, whereas genuine commercial paper is the notes
or acceptances taken by manufacturers and dealers for sales of goods and mate-
rials, running 30, 60, or 90 days, to be paid off on the turning of such materials
and goods by sale and payment. The funds of the Government are to be de-

posited in the Federal reserve banks apparently without other security than
their general capital and credit.

The note issues, in my opinion, should be the obligations of the issuing Fed-
eral reserve banks and not of the United States, and their redemption should
be in gold and not in " gold or lawful money," and the reserve for their redemp-
tion should also be in gold alone.
The provision that " no two successive examinations should be made by the

same examiner " if interpreted to have a change of examiners at every ex-

amination would be a mistake, in my opinion, as an examiner making repeated
examinations of a bank becomes much more familiar with the character and
strength or weakness of its assets than from a single examination at long in-

tervals. There seems to me to be possible under tliis bill altogether too fre-

quent examinations.
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The shareholders" liability " at the par value thereof iu addition to the amount
invested in such stocli "—section 25. This seems to me somevyhat ambiguous.
Does it mean by the amount invested the price paid by a shareholder? If so,

in many cases this might create a quadruple liability instead of w^hat is now
a double liability.

I do not approve of the proposed loans on farm lands by national banking
associations. I believe another distinct and separate bank organization should
be intrusted with this class of loans.

I do not approve of savings departments for these banks. A national bank
could hardly set a period of notice for the withdrawal of savings deposits with-
out exciting the apprehension of its regular demand depositors.

I have given a few suggestions herein. It is quite a profound subject and I

hardly feel that my own experience is quite equal to throwing much light on
just what would be the most desirable substitute for the bill. I must acquiesce
in large measure in the recommendations of the bankers' conference, held at
Chicago last month, and formulated in a pamphlet and widely distributed.

It seems to me that the measure should be made acceptable to the reasonable
requirements of the banks, as without their acceptance of the bill and organiza-
tion under it the act will be merely a shell without any body, a skeleton without
any flesh.

Tours, very truly, R. J. Palen, President.

(The chairman of the committee presented the following, with the

requfest that they be placed in the record:)

The National Shawmtjt Bank,
Boston, October 23, 1913.

Hon. Robert L. Owen,
Boston City Clut, Boston, Mass.

Deab Senator Owen : Confirming our verbal conversation to-day, I beg to

give you the following figures regarding the Boston Clearing House as reported

to me by Mr. Ruggles, the manager

:

The annual total cost of operation is $60,000, and the number of employees 18.

The foreign department handles $600,000,000 of business a year, and the city

department $8,800,000,000. The foreign department is charged out of the total

of $60,000 with two-thirds, or $40,000, which mates the cost something under

7 cents a thousand. The city being charged with the balance of $20,000, making

the city items cost 2i mills a thousand.

Tou will see from the above that the cost of handling the foreign or out-of-

the-city business is 30 times the cost of handling the usual clearing-house

exchanges. Of course, these figures are, as I understand it, an approximate

average, but they form a very fair estimate of the cost of our doing business

under the Boston system. ^ „ , .

Yours very truly, Benjamin Joy, Cashier.

Treasury Department,
Office of Comptroller of the Currency,

Washington, October 25, 1913.

Hon. Robert L. Owen,
United States Senate, Washington. D. C.

Dear Sir: In compliance with your request of September 26, transmitted

through the clerk of the Committee on Banking and Currency, there are enclosed

a computation by the Government actuary relating to the probable gam or loss

in earning power of banks, as indicated, under the proposed currency bill com-

pared with existing law, and a table indicating probable clianges m reserves,

including the additional information requested m letter of September ^b.

Respectfully.
,^ p ^^^^^^

Acting Comptroller.

(Inclosures.)
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[Inclosure.]

Comparison of a typical central reserve city hank as to earning capacity under
the present law and under the provisions of H. R. 7837 after these provisions
are in full effect.

[Items that will differ alone are Iiere shown.]

Item.

Net deposits
Reserve, in own vaults
Reserve, with Federal rjseivo bank. .

.

NationEil bank notes outstanding
United States deposits
Bonds deposited with United States .

.

Capital stock of Federal reserve bank.

Under pres-
ent law.

828,110,000
7, 027, 500

120, 000
37,.500

470, 000

Under pro-
posed law.

$23,770,000
2,139,300
2,139,300

100,000

Tile above changes woulcl have the following effect

:
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Comparison of a typical reserve city bank as to earning capacity wider the
present law and under the provisions of H. R. 7837 after these provisions are
in full force.

[Items of diEEerences alone shown.]

Items. Under pres-
ent law.

Under pro-
posed law.

Net'deposits
Reserves in own vaults
Reserves with reserve agents
Reserves with Federal reserve hank
l)ational-bank notes outstanding
Bonds deposited with the United States

.

Capital stock ot Federal reserve hank

823,088,000
2,886,000
2,886,000

600,000
835,000

$19,247,000
1,732,000

1,732,000

"i66,'6o6

The above changes will have the following effect

:

Decrease. Increase.

Upon loanable funds:
Decrease in net deposits
Decrease in reserves
Retirement of circulation
Sale of bonds
Purchase of Federal reserve stock.

$3,841,000

""66o,"66o'

100,000

$2,308,000

836,"666

Total
Net decrease in free funds.

4,641,000
1,398,000

3,143,000

Upon income:
Loss of profit on circulation, about 1.2 per cent

Profit on balance with Federal reserve bank, about 3 per cent on
$1 732 000 . . - - - ---

Loss on deposits" withdrawn "from reserve agents, about 2 per cent on

7,200

51,960

$2,886,000
Dividends on stock of Federal reserve bank, 5 per cent.

57,720
5,000

Total
Net loss in income.

64, 920
7,960

56,960

,880 loss; in a 6 per cent locality, $91,840 loss;
Net change in earning power: In a 4 per cent locality, $63

in an 8 per cent locality, $119,800 loss.

The net deposits of all the reserve city banks is now about $1,946,000 000;

the deposit of reserves with them by other national banks is about $325,000,000.

This bank's deposits are about $23,000,000; therefore it is probable that its pro-

portionate part of the reserves withdrawn will be about $3,840,000.

The remarks made in connection with the Federal reserve notes and the

central reserve city banks and the Federal reserve banks apply also to these

banks.

effect. , , ,

,

[Items of diflerences alone are noted.]

Items.

Net deposits, ordinary
Net deposits, savings
Reserve in own vaiilts

Reserve with reserve agents -—
Reserve with Federal reserve bank. . .

.

National-bank notes outstandmg
United States deposits ........

Bonds deposited with Umted States..

Capital stock of Federal reserve bank

.

Present law.

,154,000
110,000
75,800

113, 800

'266," 566
20,000
232,000

Proposed law.

$1,154,000
110,000
63,200

80," 780

25,000
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The above changes would have the following effect

:
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Under the provisions of the proposed law, the conditions will be, upon a ner-centage basis, as follows

:

" i ub, uijuu a per
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The State banks had $657, and the loan and trust companies $911 in savings
deposits included iu their total deposits as shown above. Against these deposits
the new law requires only 5 per cent reserve. Treating these institutions as
country banlis, the following would be the result

:

For the first 60 days, and afterwards

:
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Taking the average of the above—that is, by treating one-half of these institu-

tions as country banks and the other half as reserve city banks—the following
will be the result:

First 60 days: Total reserve in vaults, cash, $752; total free, $5,738. After
60 days : Total reserve in vaults, cash, $555 ; total free, $5,935. Aiter 60 days

:

Reserve in own vaults, $424 ; with Federal reserve bank, $393 ; free, $5,673.

Federal reserve banks : Reserve in vaults, $131 ; free, $262.
By summarizing all the above, we have the table below, which shows at a

glance the total reserves and free net deposits as required by the present law
and by H. R. 7837 for all the national banks and State banks and loan and
trust companies of the United States:

Period.

Reserve required.

Present. Proposed.

Free net deposits.

Present. Proposed.

First 60 days
After 60 days tolyear
After 14 months to 36 months.
After 36 months

$1,944
1,944
1,944
1,944

$1,766
1,371
1,283
1,174

$11, 671
11,671-

11,671
11, 671

$11,601
11,925
11,903
11,872

The deposit of the currency carried in the general fund of the United States
with the Federal reserve banks will increase the deposits held by these banks
by about $125. The savings deposits held by the national banks as of June 4,

1913, were $829. Making allowances for these items, after the first 36 months,
the above table would be modified so as to show the following results

:

Present total reserve required in banks $1,944
Proposed total reserve required in banks 1, 158

Reduction in required reserve 786

Present allowable free net deposits 11, 671
Proposed allowable free net deposits 12,013

Increase in allowable free net deposits 342

Gash reserve reQuired.
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is evideut that there can be no conti-action of currency even in the transition
period when the new law is going into force and while the member banks are
purchasing the capital stock of the Federal reserve banks. After the first 36
months the net expansion in currency, because of the cash reserve released
under the provisions of the new law, will be about $343.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

The capital stock of the Federal reserve banks that is to be purchased by the
member banks is as follows : An amount equal to 5 per cent of the capital stock
of said member bank, payable in cash at once, and another 5 per cent, payable
in cash within 60 days. This stock should not be purchased with the deposits
of the banks, but with their surplus or other funds. The Federal reserve bank
can loan these amounts immediately upon their receipt. From this fact it is
evident that this provision of the new law will not affect the net reserves nor
the loanable funds. It will, however, modify the location of these funds. The
purchase of this 10 per cent in value of their own capital stock is in the nature
of a reserve deposit of cash with the Federal reserve banks, for this stock can
not be transferred nor hypothecated and is to be refunded at the withdrawal
of the member bank, for any cause, from the national-banking system.
The amount of these de facto deposits is as follows

:

Central reserve city banks $18
Reserve city banks 26
Country banks 61

Total national banks $105
State banks 46
Loan and trust companies j 42

. Total other banks 88

Total of all banks 193

This means a total reserve for the banks, after 36 months, of $871 in their

own vaults, $911 with the Federal reserve banks, and $193 of capital stock

reserve with said Federal reserve banks, a total reserve of $1,974. Of this

reserve the Federal reserve banks can use $800, holding $304 in its vaults. This

shows a total reserve in vaults^ as shown before, of $1,174, as against $1,944 as

now required.

The location of the savings deposits with the national banks is not known to

me, so they are treated as being with country banks, thus freeing 7 per cent

of the required reserve. If they were with reserve city banks, 13 per cent of

their required deposits would be released; that is, of the reserve required for

their savings deposits. JIaking allowance for this reduction in reserve re-

quired, $58, and for the free United States deposits, $83, we will have, as

shown above, a total net decrease in reserve of $786 and a total net mcrease m
free deposits of $342. ^ ^ ^-^

In all the above computations no allowance has been made for the with-

drawal of the national-bank notes from circulation nor of the probable issue of

the Federal reserve notes. The proposed law provides for the annual retire-

ment of the 2 per cent bonds of the United States deposited with the Govern-

ment by any national-banking corporation, by refunding them with 3 per cent

bonds without the circulation privilege. This is, however, optional upon the

part of these associations. At the end of 20 years all the 2 per cent bonds out-

standing, of the present Issues, will be retired at par. All the national-bank

notes then still outstanding will also be retired.
^„„„„j „r,^T, th«

The amount of Federal reserve notes to be issued will depend upon the

demand for currency, as modified by the opinion of the Federal reserve board

WUh the consent of this board, the Federal reserve banks '^^n have as miich or

as little of these notes as they will find profitable to use. This they can have

by deposmng with the Federa'l reserve agent 'collateral security as determined

and defined by the Federal reserve board, equal in value to the notes issued

?o them and by paying interest to the Government ^fonja.a notes ^s^^ by

the Federal reserve board, but not less than one-half Per cent per annum.

A« soon as the profitable demand for these notes shall have passea, any

Federal reserve bank can reduce its liability for said notes then m circulation
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at pleasure. This is the feature that makes for the element of elasticity in the

proposed law and why no allowance was made in the foregoing computations
for the retirement of the present national-bank notes.

Government Actuary.

Treasury Department, Octoter 17, 1913.

(The following additional statement of Edmund D. Fisher, of New
York, was filed with the committee for insertion in the record:)

In response to the request of the committee to frame a section covering re-

funding bonds and their conversion into short-term obligations of the United

States, I herewith submit my suggestions, which are premised upon the follow-

ing general principles

:

(1) That so far as practicable section 19 of the Owen-Glass bill remain as it

stands.

(2) That the Federal reserve banks buy gradually a sufficient number of 2

per cent bonds for conversion later into 3 per cent bonds to provide the desired

element of flexibility in the present Inert volume of circulation of the national

banks ; to make additional purchases of 2 per cent bonds now held to secure

Government deposits or held by the public, all such purchases in the aggregate,

however, not to be of so great a volume as to weaken the banking power of

the Federal reserve banks.

(3) That such purchases will maintain the 2 per cent bonds at par, which
should be done as a matter of good faith to the banks and the public on the

part of the Government.
(4) That all of the 2 per cent bonds purchased be converted into 3 per cent

bonds.
(5) That the 2 per rent bonds thus purchased and converted be in an amount

equal to 15 per cent of the bonds now held for circulation, and, with those ex-

changed through other purchases, be Interchangeable with 3 per cent notes of

the United States. All of these will approximate $150,000,000. Notes are more
salable, for banking purposes, than bonds, having shorter maturities, and may
be used to protect the position of Federal reserve banks in the open money
market and in International relations.

(6) That the purchases by Federal reserve banks provided for in No. 5

hereof be compulsory during a 3-year period on the part of the Federal reserve

bank if offered. That any further purchases by Federal reserve banks be op-

tional, and if purchased, be convertible into 3 per cent bonds or notes.

(7) That purchases under the provisions of No.-5 hereof bear the privilege of

being used to secure Federal reserve notes for a period of 10 years, with a

gradual reduction after the tenth year of 10 per cent annually. That use as

such security should be secondary to the use of commercial paper, which
means, in effect, that it Is not likely to be used at all, but may be used in

emergencies. That any additional purchases should not have the circulation

privilege.

(8) That the Government should make some progressive attempt to redeem
short-term notes and Government bonds, as from the surplus earnings of Federal
reserve banks, to be paid into the Treasury, or from the action of sinking funds.

Suggested Amendments to H. R. 7837, Mainly Covering Question of United
States 2 Per Cent Bonds.

Amend section 7 (p. 13, line 13) : Insert, after the words " United States," the

words " or notes into which bonds may have been converted as provided in

section 19a of this act," and eliminating, in lines 13 and 14, the following
phrase :

" Said reduction to be accomplished under regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury."
Amend section 12 : The following should be incorporated among the powers

of the Federal reserve board :
" To supervise and regulate the purchase, sale,

and conversion of the obligations of the United States as provided in sections 15
and 19a of this act."

Amend section 17, page 30, line 10, by inserting after the word " act " the fol-

lowing: " or obligations of the United States bearing the circulation privilege, as
provided by section 19a of this act." By inserting on page 31, lines 3 and 4, in
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place of the words "notes so paid out" the following: "all Federal reserve

'"'*^h;
..^^ I'lsertlng on the same page, line 10, after the word "notes" thewords: " except such as may be secured by the obligations of the Uni^S Statesas provided in section 19a of this act

"

uuitea otates,

ai^^^sl^^^^^^a^SeVc^^^^^^^^^^^^

Sns^lfTe^ctitiro^tKc^ '' ^ ^'''''' ^'^'^^ ^In^UJZT
as^wt"^"^

^^*'°° *" ^^ '™^'^'' ^^ "^^^" ""^ "^^'" ** renumbered, worded

Sec. 19a Investments in Obligations of the United States.—In consider-
ation of the privileges granted to them under this act all Federal reserve banks-under direction of the Federal reserve board and in proportion to their capital
shall offer to purchase from national banks 2 per cent bonds of the United States
except as may have been funded, as provided in section 19 of this act, as follows

•'

During the first year following the establishment of any Federal reserve
bank any of the Federal reserve banks that may have been organized under thl»
act shall offer to purchase under direction of the Federal reserve board from
national banks at par an amount of 2 per cent bonds of the United States de-
posited by said national banks as security for circulating notes equal, to 5 per
cent of the total amount of bonds on deposit with the Treasurer of the United
States by said banks for circulation purposes. Such Federal reserve banks shall
in like manner offer to purchase an equal amount of said bonds, successively,
during the second and third years following until an amount equal to 15 per
cent shall have been purchased : Provided, however. That to the extent that the
total volume of bonds provided to be purchased shall not have been offered, and
to the extent that national banks, because of the conversion of 2 per cent bonds
Into 3 per cent bonds, shall be unable to supply the full 5 per cent each year the
said purchases shall be extended from year to year until the full 15 per cent
shall have been purchased.
"After the full 15 per cent of 2 per cent bonds of the United States shall

have been purchased, as hereinbefore provided, the Federal reserve banks may
purchase, from time to time, under the direction and with the consent of the
Federal reserve board, such 2 per cent bonds as may seem desirable at a price
not exceeding par, but national banks shall not be compelled in any event to
sell bonds unless they shall so desire. Such additional bonds as mny be
purchased in such manner shall in no event be used as security for circulating
notes, but may be exchanged for 3 per cent obligations of the United States, as
hereinafter provided.

" It shall also be the duty of all Federal reserve banks, under the direction

of the Federal reserve board, to purchase in proportion to their capital, at
such times and in such amounts as said board may direct, 2 per cent bonds
of the United States not deposited by any national bank to secure circulating

notes upon tenders and at a price not to exceed par. The total amount of such
purchases, however, shall in no event exceed the aggregate amount of bonds
not deposited to secure circulating notes at the time of the passage of this act.

"All 2 per cent bonds of the United States, purchased by any Federal reserve

bank from any national bank under the 15 per cent limitation, or from other

holders without regard to said limit, as hereinbefore provided, or notes of the

United States into which said bonds may have been exchanged, as hereinafter

provided, shall be received at par as security for the issue of Federal reserve

notes when presented by a Federal reserve bank for a period of 10 years after

the establishment of any Federal reserve bank. After the expiration of such

period such bonds or notes of the United States shall be received as security

for Federal reserve notes on a basis of 10 per cent less each year until the

20th year, after which they shall no longer be accepted as such security:

Provided, however, That for a period not to exceed 90 days and upon a three-

quarter vote of the Federal reserve board on the application of any Federal

•reserve bank, the obligations of the United States shall be taken to secure the

issue of Federal reserve notes; and further provided that when issued and
secured In such manner the amount of such notes in circulation shall bear an

interest charge of 6 per cent per annum, to be paid into the Treasury of the-

United. Sts.t6S
" The foregoing provisions under which the obligations of the United States

shall be accepted from any Federal reserve bank as collateral security for

the issue of Federal reserve notes shall be limited to the extent that, so long as
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they may be available, preference shall be given to notes and bills accepted

for rediscount under the provisions of section 14 of this act.
" The Treasurer of the United States, upon application of any Federal

reserve bank and under the direction of the Federal reserve board, shall ex-

change all 2 per cent bonds purchased, as hereinbefore provided, for 3 per cent

bonds or notes of the United States of such maturities not exceeding one year,

as may be determined upon by the Federal reserve board. The Treasurer shaU
also exchange 3 per cent notes for 3 per cent bonds, and 3 per cent bonds for

3 per cent notes, upon the application of any Federal reserve bank, and by
and with the consent of the Federal reserve board. Any surplus earnings of

Federal reserve banks, payable into the Treasury of the United States, as
provided in section 7 of this act, shall be used, as available, to retire notes or

bonds of the United States, or both, as may be determined by the Federal
reserve board. Any or all of the 3 per cent notes of the United States, created

by the conversion of bonds, as hereinbefore provided, shall be renewed by
Federal reserve banks at their respective maturities for a period of 20 years
after the organization of any Federal reserve bank. All such notes which may
be outstanding at the expiration of said 20-year period, and which shall there-

after mature, shall be paid by the United States, when due, at par and accrued
Interest.

"All Federal reserve banks shall, under direction of the Federal reserve
board, buy or sell from or to each other, as may from time to time be necessary,
obligations of the United States for the purpose of equalizing their holdings of
such obligations in proportion to their capital."

In addition to the foregoing, and pursuant to the request of the committee, the
following suggestions covering State and municipal investments are sub-
mitted :

Amend section 15, page 27, lines 14 and 15, by eliminating the phrase " and
bonds issued by any State, county, district, or municipality " and substituting
therefor the following :

" and bills, notes, revenue bonds, and warrants with a
maturity from date of purchase of not exceeding six months, issued in anticipa-
tion of the collection of taxes or in anticipation of the receipt of assured reve-
nues by any State, county, district, or municipality of the United States ; such
purchases to be made in accordance with the rules and regulations prescribed
by the Federal reserve board."

It is important that the power of Federal reserve banks under subdivision B
to invest in United States bonds and other securities be subject to the super-
vision and regulation of the Federal reserve board. It is important to have a
check on the aggregate volume of such investments and a plan for their correla-
tion with the provisions of section 19a.

(The following additional statement of Mr. T. Gushing Daniel, of

Virginia, was filed with the committee for insertion in the record:)

Mr. Chairman, before giving a digest of the testimony presented to your
committee upon the pending bill I deem it only proper to state my qualifications
for so doing.

I am the author of Daniel on Real Money, published in 1911, and The
High Cost of Living—Cause; Remedy, published in 1913. The author brings
to the solution of this important economic subject years of experience in com-
mercial life, the study of law, familiarity with all the financial legislation of

Congress on money, the debates and records of all international conferences
on money since 1867, and the study of the leading economists on the subject,
supplementing these advantages in recent years by a personal investigation
of the monetary systems of foreign countries.
The question of money is approached in two ways—by the banker on the one

side as the loaner of money and creator of debts earning interest and by the
much larger class of borrowers and users of money as a circulating medium
with which they transact business. The latter class are the real workers and
producers, that build up the national wealth of the country. Money to circulate
and not money to loan is what the industrial well-being of the world needs.
The people are always at a great disadvantage when legislation on money is

heing considered and testimony being taken before the Banking and Currency
Committee of Congress, as they are entirely unorganized and therefore not
properly represented.
On the other hand, the banking interests of the country are thoroughly organ-

ized, having back of them the power of money and all that that means as an
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intelligent force to influence legislation. It will be readily seen from the
records of the Banking and Currency Committee of the Senate that 95 per cent
of the testimony has been presented fi'om the standpoint, directly or indirectly
of the banking interests. It will also be seen from a careful review of all legis-
lation on money in this country that the banking interests have successfully
opposed the issuing of real money by the Government in order that they cbuld
loan a substitute created by themselves.
They all want the gold basis, for this will always restrict real money to gold

only and enables banking corporations to loan their credit substitutes for money
to the people and thereby manufacture debts upon the borrowers upon which
they draw interest, and require the principal paid back in money.

I will now take up the testimony of the committee appointed by the American
Bankers' Association in Chicago, August 22 and 23, 1913, to represent said asso-
ciation before the Banking and Currency Committee of the United States Senate.
I will first refer to the statement made by Mr. James B. Forgan, president of
the First National Bank of Chicago, 111., page 26

:

" Hence, as the chosen representatives of the banks, we claim that in a very
real sense we represent the interests of all whose patronage the banks rely on
for success, and especially the interests of the innumerable hosts of thrifty and
desirable citizens who manifest their confidence in the banks by trusting them
with deposits aggregating more than $20,000,000,000. Individually bankers do
not experience the much-talked-of distrust of the banks. Rather they duly ap-
preciate the confidence evinced by the public by placing such an enormous line
of deposits with the banks under their management, and they are keenly im-
pressed with the responsibility such a trust imposes upon them."

This statement is altogether misleading, as most of this amount is made up of
debts created by the loaning of the banks' credit to the borrowers, the amount
being put to their credit as if it was actual cash deposited in the banks, when as
a matter of fact they are debts owed by the borrowers to the banks. In other
words, over $15,000,000,000 of these bank deposits were created by loans, with-

out the deposit of any cash. The total amount of cash held by the 25,195 banks
June 14, 1912, was only $1,572,953,479.

It is therefore plain that while the people have a comparatively small amount
of money deposited in the banks, they are really hopelessly in debt to the banks

for over $15,000,000,000.

Mr. Forgan. Jlr. Wexler and Mr. Wade were the main spokesmen, and rep-

resented the 114 clearing-house associations and the 50 State bankers' associa-

tions at the conference of the currency commission, American Bankers' Associa-

tion. As Mr. Wexler was designated to give most of the testimony, as is shown

by the following statement :

" Mr. Reynolds. Mr. Wexler, who is going to remain here, can answer these

questions as well or better than any of the rest of us."

It Is therefore only necessary to give a digest of the testimony of Mr. Wexler,

as the rest would only be a repetition, he having covered all the points and

stated in detail the position of the banking interests. I quote as follows from

the statements of Mr. Wexler

:

,. i, x, ,.» j.

" Mr FoBGAN All I desired to do was to make the suggestion on behalf ot

ourselves that you ask the men who have prepared themselves to answer on

these special topics, because we do not wish to give our own individual opin-

ions I want you to understand that we are here, appointed by the conference

held in Chicago and under the resolutions adopted by that conference.

"Mr Wexler. Might I be permitted to say a word? There are a number of

gentlemen who have been designated to study and speak upon the points which

lenato^ Re^d and others are asking me about, and I fee that I am monopo-

lizing the opportunity, and I feel very much as if I migf^^e excused. There

are others present who can answer these questions as well or better than I can,

and who have written and studied a great deal upon the very pomt you are

'''"^Senair HITCHCOCK. One trouble is that we do not know in advance what

the subjects are-if they could be given to is we would know
" Senator Pomerene. Jlr. Chairman, I want to suggest that i*

^^ P°^f ^ fj^^Vff.^

may be a difference of opinion among these gentlemen on the different subjects.

to the people their cheap credit substitutes for money, .^na/^ tney can cum

tol the gold through the credit substitutes for money issued by the Govem-

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 T7
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ment, redeemable in gold, tie official management of the proposed banking
and currency system when established will be merely nominal.
Those familiar with the working of any banking system know that the men

who own and control the money eventually manage the system. This has
been well known by all lenders of money, even before the House of Rothschild
reduced it to the broad maxim, " Let us control the money of a country and
we care not who makes the laws."

" Senator Nelson. I notice in the bill that provision is made for the redemp-
tion of these notes in gold or lawful money. That would mean, under our
present system of currency, silver and greenbacks as well as gold, would it not?

" Mr. Wexlke. Yes.
" Senator Nelson. Do you think they ought to be redeemable in anything

but gold?
" Mr. Wexler. I do not. I think that we should maintain religiously the

gold standard that has been established in this country.
" Senator Nelson. And then you would have these reserve banks provide for

a gold redemption?
" Mr. Wexler. Gold reserve.
" Senator Nelson. Gold reserve. Well, do you think 33 per cent is sufficient?
" Mr. Wexlee. I think 33 per cent would be sufficient

;
yes. We have sug-

gested that there should be 40 per cent.
" Senator Nelson. Yes.
" Mr. Wexler. We have raised it, because we believe that it would be better

to make the notes so absolutely good and impregnable that we would rather
err on the side of too much reserve than too little reserve."

"Mr. Wexler (interposing). Well, Senator, there have been some accurate
calculations made on that particular subject by some of the gentlemen who are
going to follow me, from which you may be astonished to see that there will not

be any expansion at all ; in fact, we are in considerable doubt, and we rather

lean to the belief that it is going to bring about contraction if we do not have
considerable amendment to this bill. In other words, we have not been able

to find where we are going to get gold enough to carry the reserves that are

necessary."
" Mr. Wexleb. You can have all the power granted to you by law that you

want, but when it comes to the exercise of that power the man you put the

exercising of it upon has got something to say. Suppose that you had been
required to sell $100,000,000 of bonds in the last six months for the purpose
of bringing gold into this country. You could not have sold them in any civil-

ized country in the world, except at a tremendous discount, because all of the

commercial nations of the world were begging each other for gold."
" Senator Reed. Yes ; I understand that.
" Mr. Wexler. You could not take a silver note, for instance, and do it.

" Senator Reed. I want to know how you can get that gold into the central

bank ; that is what I want to find out ; how it gets there.
" Mr. Wexler. I will tell you how it gets there : The circulating medium

that would be carried around In the pockets of the people, and so on, would
be these bank notes ; and the gold would gradually find its way into the vault

of the central bank, because it would never pay out any gold. Nobody would
ever pay out a gold note. We would never pay out any, nor would any bank
anywhere, nor would the Federal reserve bank ever pay it out, except in the

circumstance where a note holder came and said, " I want this note paid in

gold.' He might have some particular reason for wanting gold in that case."
'

" Senator Reed. Now, if the faith and credit of this big institution ever be-

came seriously impaird, it might have to get up gold very quickly, might it

not?
" Mr. Wexler. Well, of course, if the people lost confidence in the note issue

and everybody came to the window and demanded the amount in gold, it would
require a general liquidation of credit of all the notes of everybody which the
bank had, and the system would break down."

" Senator Hitchcock. I am asking for enlightenment on a different line. You
propose to inject perhaps $100,000,000 of credit currency into the money of

the country. Is there any danger that the injection of that debased currency
would tend to drive gold abroad?

" Mr. Wexler. Just the contrary."
" Senator Hitchcock. You propose using these bank notes which you want

to issue for the purpose of withdrawing the gold from the people and getting
that gold into the banks? "
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"Mr. Wexler. Exactly. I think that with this system in M.gue you would
not see any more gold certificates and very few greenbacks. TheV would be
the basis upon which the credit would rest."
"Mr. Wexlee. Senator, can you suggest a single individual outside of the

Halls of Congress and the Senate—I ask you, is there one in Europe or Amer-
ica—who believes that a Government note is better for the pur)joses of tht,
people than a bank note?

" Senator Reed. A single individual ?
" Jlr. Wexler. Yes.
' Senator Reed. My dear friend, I would like to make a wager, if we could

test it, that if you submitted it to a vote of the Ameiican people to-morrow,
that 90 per cent of them would vote for the Government note.

" Mr. Shafeoth. 99 per cent.
" Senator Reed. And take it every time."
Jlr. Wexlek. " It is fundamentally unsound for the Government to issue a

circulating medium."

Kestricting money to gold is the only hope of the banks to continue
to loan their credit substitutes for money—hence their firm and un-
alterable belief in gold.

As further evidence of the opposition of the banking interest to the Govern-
ment issuing the currency of the country, I quote the following:

" Senator Nelson. This Government in paying out money—the only way the
Government pays out any of its money it pays out for running expenses, its

liabilities, and its interest, whether in greenbacks or anything else. In no other

way can the Government put its money into circulation, can it?
" Mr. Wexlek. None that I know of.
" Senator Nelson. If the Government wants to issue its money and get Its

money out into circuation, beyond what is necessary to pay its current expenses,

it can only be done by allowing borrowers to deposit their commercial paper
with the Government.

" Mr. Wexlee. Yes ; and get currency for it.

" Senator Nelson. And the moment they do that has the Government not

gone into the banking business?
" Mr. Wexlee. Absolutely.
" Senator Nelson. And you can not get the Government's money into circula-

tion any other way?
" Mr. Wexleb. No, sir ; none in the world.
" Senator Nelson. Is it not also true that the Government can issue any

amount of legal paper money, but the question will always arise. How are you

going to get that money into circulation?
" Mr. Wexlek. Yes, sir.
" Senator Nelson. And the only way the Government can legitimately put its

money into circulation is by the payment of its current expenses, of its running

expenses and obligations; if anything more is paid out by the Government it

has to be done by a system of credits, by banking. I can go to the Government

and get my salary paid every month—that money goes into circulation—so can

every other employee of the Government; so does the bondholder get his

interest But if any more Government money is wanted in circulation it can

only come by application of the borrower to get that currency, and he must put

up some security for It.

" Mr Wexleb. It can be done in no other way.
. , ^

" Senator Nelson. Because it stands to reason that the Government would

not issue its currency without some consideration; and the moment it does

that—the moment the Government does that—it would perform one of the

functions that is implied in this regional reserve bill.

" Mr. Wexleb. Absolutely."

"Mr Wexlek. You have put out $700,000,000 of this ' fiat
'
money and taken

back your bonds and retired $700,000,000 of bank-note
"C"lfi°'^^„/i'„^i^^«!^*

Questions are- What kind of a note have you given me, how are you going to

meet it when are you going to meet it, are you going to pay it in gold, will we

''."f yo^wm sly what you are to pay for it, c.n you pay it? Ybu have to

'"1^^or"^^ci^^. wS'tr^-P—^ me that there Is son.e powerful

reason why the banks of the country want to own this bank.
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" Mr. WEXLiiK. Tlie only reason Is because they believe that they are the
proper people to own it. They believe they are the proper people to manage it.

" Senator Hitchcock. Certainly they can not be attracted by the 5 or 6 per
cent interest.

" Mr. Wexleb. No. The only thing that attracts them is the sense of safety
in having a central reservoir of credit.

" The Chairman. You mean giving stability to the banking system ?

" Mr. Wexlek. Yes.
" I want to say this to you : That the banking business of to-day is one -of

the hardest, most trying businesses that a man can be engaged in, for the
reason that the banker has a tremendous demand liability with absolutely
nothing to meet it with except 25 cents on the dollar. All that the banker
wants is the opportunity, the privilege of being able to go somewhere with
these time obligations he has and rediscount them so that he can meet the de-

mand obligations when the public wants their money.
" Senator Nelson. He wants a reservoir of credit to go to?
" Mr. Wexlek. That is all we ask.
" Senator Hitchcock. But he does not want to go to the Treasury?
" Mr. Wexleb. We do not care ; but why don't you go into the meat-packing

business or the farming business? It would be just as legitimate as going into

the banking business.
" Senator Nelson. Allow me to make another suggestion to you right there.

You bankers are nothing but middlemen
;
you do not add anything to the

capital of the country. All additions to the capital of the country come from
the farmers, who produce the crops, and from the manufacturers, who take the
raw products, the material, and increase its value. That is the only way in

which capital is increased, and you are simply the instrument to place that
capital.

" Mr. Wexleb. We are merchants ; dealers in credit.
" Senator Nelson. It is the farmers and manufacturers who make the capital

of the country, who add to it, and increase it. The bankers themselves do not
add a single dollar to the capital."

" Mr. Wexleb. Senator, let us see if we can not get this thought directly in

the minds of the committee: It is recognized that the gold is the standard of

ultimate redemption and the yardstick of measurement for the whole world.

It is recognized that that is the best money.
" Senator Reed. Yes.
" Mr. Wexleb. And it is the basis of credit.
" Senator Reed. Yes.
" Mr. Wexleb. If it is the basis of credit, then credit can exist only so far

as that gold rests in a certain mass in a certain place, sustaining that credit.
" Senator Reed. Is that correct?
" Mr. Wexleb. Yes, sir.
" Silver ought to be a subsidiary coin. If you have this bank note your

silver certificates would not be necessary at all. This bank note can supply
the place of the silver certificate and of the greenback, and then you have
nothing but gold, the ultimate money of redemption, and that would be ideal."

Under the operation of section 29, the parity clause, this condition would be
brought about : The banks, by controlling the gold money and creating artificial

currency—" bank credits "—would not only control the so-called Government
banks, but by controlling the credits of the country would have control of all

Its affairs.

J. P. Morgan stated the whole case in a few words. He said, " Credit is an
evidence of banking, but it is not the money itself ; money is gold, and nothing
else."

" Question. If a man controls the credit of a country, he would have control
of all its afCairs?"

" Mr. MOBOAN. He might have that, but he would not have the money. If

he had the credit and I had the money—the gold—his customers would be
badly off."

Under operation of the bill that passed the House of Representatives and
now being considered by the committee, the banks would control both the gold
and the credits. The people would be the customers, and, as Morgan admits,
would be badly off. The bankers would control not only the foundation—gold—
but the superstructure of credit and own the system.
Banks desire all Government notes retired in order that they may be replaced

by the cheap substitutes of bank credits which the people are compelled to

borrow.
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" Mr. Wexlbe. If the bill is so amended that it will strike favorably that great
number of banks throughout the country, it may never become necessary to call
for more than the original 5 per cent, which would be a distinct advantage, as it

would enable the bank to accumulate much more rapidly the 20 per cent surplus
required under the bill ; it would enable them to make a distribution of the sur-
plus earnings of the various contributing banks over and above the dividends
which you have named to be paid upon the stock, which in itself is not deemed
to be adequate, but it would enable a larger distribution to the Government as
its share of the profits to be applied to the retirement of the greenbacks."

" Senator Reed. I am speaking about fixing that part of it, assuming that it

can be fixed.
" Mr. Weslee. a number of experienced bankers might be able to set down a

figure exactly by which some system could be evolved of that kind, but it is so
contrary, in our opinion, to sound finance, that we never conceived the idea of
having the Government in any way mixed up in the banking business. We have
no other machinery for helping ourselves. I will state our case right now.
We borrowed such money as the law allows us, and we are using it to move
our cotton crops, our rice and our corn and the various business that comes
through our port. I can not get any more ; I have not the right.

" Senator Reed. Suppose you were given the right. I do not want you, in

answering my questions, to answer whether you think that the present system

just as it stands would be adequate, but whether, since you gentlemen all, thus

far, seem to want a central bank—one power—how would you like to have the

Government of the United States, under a plan similar to the one now existing,

simply to furnish money when it was needed to the groups of banks?
" Mr. Wexler. I would be very much opposed to it, Senator."*******
" Senator Reed. You want to issue the money?
" Mr. Wexler. Surely. We want to issue the paper, the circulating medium

;

we do not want to issue money.
" Senator Reed. You want to issue paper. Commercially we call it money and

It goes as money.
" Mr. Wexlee. Certainly. It is highly advantageous."*******
" Mr. Wexler. Absolutely. The Government has absolutely no money except

what it takes away from the people ; and under the principles of our party they

ought not to take one cent more than they actually need. That is the principle

of the Democratic Party, with which I am affiliated. Consequently the Govern-

ment has no business with a lot of money to be scattered around. If it takes

any more by taxation than is just and proper for running the Government, it is

a wrong principle. But we have gone along many years without any trouble.

You can have a war any time that will cost this country a thousand million dol-

lars. Where will you get the money? You would have to go around and get

the bankers to buy your bonds. Do you want to be behind another thousand

million of notes, with the possibility of having to sell a thousand milliop of

bonds? Would you bring thp ^nole structure down at one time? You must

'°
"Venator ReS^ But I think that is aside. If you had this great central bank

and the Government was liable to go down, do you think that bank would stand?

" Mr Wexler Absolutely, like a rock.
, ^, . • 4.„

" Senator Re^ But you think now, if the banks were to put this money into

theSs of t^GovefZent, that both banks and the Government would go

^°^r%f^li I do emphatically; just as certain as that the sun rises.

^enatorR^ED' WhaHo you t'hink about tbe-eati.no these enormous

"'"Tenltor'kEED. Would not they fix the discount and the rates of interest for

the entire country?
"Mr. Wexler.' Yes, sir: -e^Mnvf
" Senator Reed. Would not that be a powerful factor.'

" rena7ofRSD.^rnkVVu't^in??Mt ought to be the case in the Republic?

" Sena™Em^H it'put its power in behind a great railroad—
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"Mr. Wexler (interrupting). If the business of tlie country was going too

fast, and everybody was expending too much, and buying too many automobiles,

and every man wanted to buy his neighbor's land and build houses, then, they

raise the discount rate and cause a slowing up. On the other hand, if business

got dormant and dull and needed stimulation put the rate down and stimulate

business.
" Senator Reed. In other words, -they would be the great regulator of all the

commerce of the country?
" Mr. Wexlee. Absolutely.
" Senator Heed. They could make biisiness prosperous, or they could shut

down on it?
" Mr. Wexler. They could, yes, to some extent they could do that.
" Senator Hitchcock. You came here to-day practically with the banking

Interests of the United States united, represented by a small body?
" Mr. Wexlee. Precisely."

As these gentlemen, when asked by members of the committee for reasons

to substantiate the banking system that they adiocated, would invariably refer

to the European banking systems as a precedent, in order that the committee

may fairly weigh these statements, I will refer to page 103 of the hearings,

where Sir. Wexler stated :
" However, I have not made a study of the European

systems lately, and I am hardly in a position to make any definite statements in

regard to them." Also the statement of Mr. Reynolds, on page 314 :
" We gen-

tlemen who have appeared here before you appear more in the attitude of bank-

ers than we do in the attitude of experts from the standpoint of currency or of

money."
BANKS WILL CONTROL ADMITTED.

" Senator Reed. Do you mean to t-ell me that you or any other man, not

more selfish than the avorage man, but just using the ordinary business sense,

will not get three men that are going to side with the banks rather than with the

Government in these matters?
"Mr. Wexler. I certainly do not, unless the Government were endeavoring

to impose something that we did not believe was right.
" Senator Reed. I do not mean that they are going to be bad men, but I am

talking about who is going to control in that board of directors. Who is going

to control?
" Mr. Wexler. The people that have put the money in the bank, who have in-

vested their money, are going to control, and they ought to control.
" Senator Reed. The banks are going to control?

"Mr. Wi;.\r,EB. Yes, sir: there is no question about that."

goveenment note not as good as a Bank note.

Showing the mental attitude of these men and their want of a proper appreci-

ation of the sovereign power of this Government, not realizing that money is a

creation of law
" Senator Shapeoth. Oh, yes

;
you had an enormous amount issued, and they

had been issued during war times, and the stability of the Government was then

questioned—a good many reasons.
" Mr. Wexlee. Senator, that can happen again. What has happened can

happen ; and. Senator, a Government note, however strong the Government may
be, and however confident the public may be that the note will ultimately be
paid, it is not as good as a bank note. Why? Because the holder of the note
wants to know, not that the man is good and can ultimately pay, but that he
can pay upon demand ; that is the fundamental thing."
Mr. Chairman, if a digest of the hundreds of pages of testimony presented

by those directly or Indii'ectly representing the bankers of this country before
your committee were made, no more correct summing up of their position could
be had than here given by the men representing practically every bank of any
size in the United States.
Most of the time of your committee has been occupied and the attention of

its members diverted by the discussion of the relative merits of a regional or a
central bank and who shall control them. This does not really concern them.
They know full well by owning and controlling the money they will eventually
control the management and consolidate these regional banks into a central
bank by bringing about conditions that will make it necessary. I therefore
consider 90 per cent of this testimony a cloak of concealment of their real
purpose and plan to control the money system.

First of all, they demand the so-called gold standard shall be maintained.
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Second, the issuing of an asset currency redeemable in goldUpon this basis the bankers can force their credit substitutes for monev onthe people and control the currency system. They will have little trouble ingetting the officials of these so-called Government banks to fall hi line with their
pOllClGS.

It is therefore useless to discuss the relative merits of a regional or a central
bank, or who shall appoint their ofHcers.
The issue now joined is whether the Government will exercise its sovereign

power and issue real money or a credit currencv redeemable in gold
If it issues full legal-tender money, it can regulate the quantity thereof in the

interest of all the people and absolutely control the money system of this
country.

If it issues debts redeemable in gold as a currency to be loaned banks at one
rate of interest in order that banks may charge a higher rate to the people, it
becomes an indefensible outrage, and the voters will soon repudiate the whole
system.

In the name of the people I desire to enter a protest against an asset cur-
rency of any kind. Under this system a bank can create a debt against a bor-
rower by simply loaning the bank's credit. It can then take this debt and redis-
count it for another credit substitute for money issued by the Government;
and there has not been one real dollar created in which the debts can be paid.
Under the operation of this so-called gold standard and the loaning of bank

credits as a substitute for money 90 per cent of the people are now in debt,
and as soon as they realize a system has been established still further pyramid-
ing debt upon them by the loaning of another credit substitute for money fur-

nished by themselves—the Government—it will become a political issue, and the
people will soon settle it.

The following section of the bill turns dollars into debts, restricts real money
to gold, and puts the money system of the United States absolutely in the

power of the banks, money lenders, and manufacturers of debts.

This last section in the bill was offered as an amendment on the floor of the

House of Representatives and a large majority voted for it and attempted

thereby to pledge the 96,000,000 people of this country to a pernicious economic

fallacy and a thing that does not exist—the so-called gold standard of value. .

I quote section 29 (H. R. 783T), passed the House of Representatives Sep-

tember 18, 1913

:

" Sec. 29. That all provisions of law inconsistent with or superseded by any

of the provisions of this act be, and the same are hereby, repealed
:
Provided,

That nothing in this act contained shall be construed to repeal the parity pro-

vision or provisions contained in an act approved March fourteenth, nineteen

hundred, entitled ' An act to define and fix the standard of value, to maintain

the parity of all forms of money issued or coined by the United States, to

refund the public debt, and for other purposes.'
"

PABITT FEAUD THE LAST ATTEMPT TO FOOL THE PEOPLE.

In the careful investigation I have made for 30 years of the money question

I find' that the people have been imposed upon by those constructing and de-

velopmg the money system by assuming false premises and clothing them m
technical words and sophistry, and then having them indorsed by men m high

official positions and with the prestige of so-called financial authorities. There

is no more conspicuous example of this than is found in the injection of the

metal gold into our money unit or dollar, trying to make the people believe

Sat gold, tHe metal, is the unit of value instead of the dollar The 25.8 grams

of gold is not the money unit of the United States, nor is it i^/°y f^nse the

standard of value of the purchasing power of our money unit, the dolla
.

This

lalse assumptfon is based upon the exploded theory that there is intrmsic^^^^^^^^^

in gold and denies the universally recognized fact that the value of the dollar^

ikfeverything else, is regulated by the law of demand and supply. There-

fore it Ts the number of dollars or money units in the monetary system that

fees the vSne or purchasing power of each unit and constitutes the standard

*'Vhi'u'nited States mint was established by the act of Congress April 2, 1792

and ft ™es in section 9 " That there shall be from ^e to time struck a

coined at the said mint coins of gold, ^'l^'er- /"^d ^°PPf "^J^'l^f^'Xe of 10
nominations values, and descriptions, viz, eagle, each to be of the jaiue or lu

SXrs orunits and to contain 247 4/8 grains of pure standard gold.
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" Dollars or units each to be of ttie value of a Spanish mill dollar as the same
as now current.

" Sec. 20. And lie it further enacted, That the money of account of the United
States shall be expressed in dollars or units, dimes or tenths, cents or hun-
dredths, and mills or thousandths."
The dollar or money unit is the creation of the sovereign povper of the people

and binds them and their property to protect its value and to redeem it at par.
In other words, it is a legal tender for all things on sale, all services for hire,

and all debts, public and private. This means that 94,000,000 people in the
United States stand ready to receive it and redeem it at 100 cents on the dollar.

In fact. Its money value, which Is its purchasing and debt-paying power, would
be the same if it did not have one grain of gold in it.

To say that the equality, validity, or purchasing power of the full legal-

tender dollar of the United States redeemable all alike in $134,000,000,000 of
the national wealth, including all the gold and silver that we now have In the
United States or will ever have, and the service of 94,000,000 of the most enter-
prising and productive people in the world, depends for its equality or parity
upon the gold In the dollar is an absurdity only surpassed by the miserable
subterfuge that $150,000,000 held as a reserve in the United States Treasury
maintains the parity or equality of all our dollars. So long as It is a money unit
or dollar the value (purchasing power) must necessarily be the same. It Is

equivalent to saying if these $150,000,000 set aside in the Treasury were to go
into circulation and take the place of bank notes there would be a different

purchasing power In our money units or dollars.

Is the 25.8 grains of gold or the dollar the unit of value?
A simple answer uncovers and exposes their sophistry and deceit.

In order to annihilate this parity fraud, which has exploited the people of this

country out of untold millions and is now being used by the promoters of the
Money Trust to fasten upon the United States the most infamous money sys-

tem ever conceived to ruin this Republic, and to expose this damnable heresy,

it is only necessary to ask, "What constitutes the standard?" Is it the 25.S

grains of gold that constitutes the dollar, or money unit, or the act of sov-

ereignty which creates the money, and says $1 is the unit of value? If our
mints were closed to the coining of gold you could weigh out 25.8 grains of

gold and six months later it would not be worth 50 cents; yet the purchasing
power or value of the dollar, or money unit, would be unchanged. But when
the sovereign power of the United States says this Is $1, the money unit of the
United States, and pledges $134,000,000,000 of national wealth and the re-

sources of 94,000,000 people for its redemption at par, or 100 cents In the dollar,

you have the best and soundest money unit in the world without one grain of

gold In it.

These money schemers would make this country continue to believe that the

25.8 grains of gold was the money unit and standard of value In order to make
permanent their gold-basis scheme and use their credit substitutes for money.
To make It more explicit and so plain that no man can refute It

:

The lawful money of the United States is created by the sovereign power of

Its people, each dollar, or unit, is complete in Itself, each has the same value,

the same purchasing and debt-paying power—their equality or parity is neces-

sarily the same, as each has its redemption in all the property and service of

the people without discrimination.
The parity or equality is cemented together by an unlimited and universal

demand for dollars, because they do the work of dollars.

'

How can there be any difference between the lawful dollars of the United
States, all doing the same work, and having the same purchasing and debt-pay-
ing power?
The demand for the dollar of the United States Is the greatest ever known

in the world, bringing a premium over gold in Europe.
Ninety-four million people In this country place an incessant and unending

demand upon them for their services and support. Over 60,000,000,000 of debts
demand them for payment. The perpetual call for interest demands them with-

out end. Twenty-five billions of internal commerce demands their services.

Europe demands hundreds of millions of our dollars to settle her balance of

trade with the United States.

I would ask these jugglers of words, " Is not this demand sufficient to

preserve the parity or equality of our dollars? "

For men of average intelligence, claiming to be the representatives of the

people, to deal in such unmeaning nonsense and transparent sophistry upon
this vital question, hoping that their high official positions will induce the
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honest credulity of the people to accept it, is nothing short of criiiiinal. There
is no such thing as intrinsic value of gold, and the value of gold, like every-
thing else, depends upon its quality and the demand for it, which, under
economic laves and conditions, should be a legitimate demand. There is to-day
nothing which is so supported in its artificial and unjustifiable value as gold.
There is a legitimate demand in the arts for only one-third of the supply of

gold. This leaves an annual surplus of two-thirds, the value of which, when
demonetized, would shrinli 50 per cent of its present value. In addition to this,

there is an accumulated stock of over $7,000,000,000 of gold held stored awey
in the vaults and banking institutions of the world, a dead and useless economic
waste and burden upon the people. It is about time for the people of the
United States to have a lucid interval and close the mints of this country,
forever destroying the metallic basis of redemption for credit money—the
economic curse of this Republic.

Section 29 is the most consummate fraud in the bill. It is an attempt on
the part of this incorporated Money Trust to perpetuate in its own interest

the attempt to establish the so-called gold standard in the act of February
12, 1873, to which this act of March 14, 1900, referred.

Since the words "intrinsic value of gold" and the "ratio of gold and
silver " can no longer be used to divert and mislead the people ; the advocates
of " banks of issue " have made their last play to protect the false basis of gold

redemption by the misuse of the work " parity." I therefore hope the reader

will see the vital importance of exposing this attempted fraud upon the people.

It should be first impressed upon the mind that a dollar is not a debt, but

a redeemer of debt, or that one dollar should not be redeemed in another dollar.

This idea is an invention of the money lender—a reversal of all sound ideas of

finance that ever existed. It is based upon the absurdity that a dollar is a

debt.

"A dollar has never been a debt. It is not made for redemption, but is

made to be a redeemer." It has been well said, " If the paper dollar is

treated as a debt, then also the gold dollar must be treated as a debt, else

the one dollar is not at a parity of function with the other dollars, then one

has a quality that the other does not possess, and the two dollars are not

treated on equal terms.

Then, there is no sound and stable money unless every unit is legally equiva-

lent to every other unit.

A perfect money unit or dollar can be created only by an act of sovereignty

impressing upon it the great law of a legal tender.

Gold bullion, when denied the right of coinage and legal tender, will be

mere useless property unless used in the arts. I ask the people of the

United States how much longer will they allow themselves to be fooled and

impoverished by this money power making them believe that dollars are

debts, redeemable and convertible into each other?

When the money power is herein spoken of, it means the European moneyed

mterests as led by the Bank of England, the Rothschilds and their American

agents, August Belmont & Co., J. P. Morgan & Co., et al., and then- Hebiew

associates in the United States, the Clearing House Association of New lork,

established in 1853, and the American Bankers' Association, an organization

of nracticallv every bank of any size in the United States.

Thfs is the money power that controls the circulating medium .and money

system of this country and the business future of the American people.

ThS money power dominates the United States Treasury, influences the

apSntiTnt of ns most important officials, and those who are eflicient rarely

fan o Sve more lucrative appointments in
^^^^'^^J^'^lf^^^^;,^,^ service

man who will submit to it.
vvorld were the results of

The worst tyrannies that have ever been in this
T^^^^^ 7^'®^%te by step,

false construction, eating, like a cancer from point to point^a^ ^^i^

sapping nerve after nerve of ^ital^t/v,^"^^!
t^^e™t trutb If constructions

destroys the victim. Let us have t^e truth the honesciru

are to be made, let them be made m favor of the P^oPl^^/g^g
J'of fcranny.

in favor of right and life and liberty, and not m the airecuou
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TUKNING DOLLABS INTO DEBTS.

Up to tills time all legislation on money had been dominated by the banking
interest, but the money interest realized that there was a large majority in

Congress which was opposed to discontinuing entirely the further use of silver

by the Government as money ; so they determined to make the Democratic Party
their scapegoat and tool in order to put over the next financial conspiracy upon
the people of the United States and still further strengthen the hold and control
of banks of issue over the circulating medium of the country. There never was
a more comprehensive plan put in operation by the banking associations to

coerce Congress to pass this bill.

In this fight for the unconditional repeal of the silver act the organized bank-
ing interests made a direct attack on the silver and silver certificates in order
to discredit them, the object of the bankers being to stop any further addition
of money issued by the Government in order that banks of issue might substi-

tute their notes and strengthen their monopoly over the money system of the
United States. Space will not permit me to describe the loss and suifering

brought upon the people, which covered a period of about six years.
I will now come to the next step taken by this association of the banking

interests to absolutely discredit and convert into debts $350,000,000 of money
that had already been issued by the Government. In order to do this I would
call attention to the law of 1890, which provides:

" Section 1. That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to pur-

chase, from time to time, silver bullion to the aggregate amount of 4,500,000

ounces, at the market price thereof * * * and to issue, in payment for such
purchases of silver bullion Treasury notes of the United States.

" Sec. 2. That the Treasury notes issued in accordance with the provisions of

this act shall be redeemable on demand, in coin, at the Treasury of the United
States, and when so redeemed may be reissued."
After forcing through Congress the act stopping the coinage of silver, they

put into operation what has been aptly termed " the endless-chain process."
John G. Carlisle, who had been Speaker of the House of Representatives and

a life-long opponent of the so-called gold standard, had stated (I quote him) :

"According to my views of the subject, the conspiracy which seems to have
been formed here and in Europe to destroy by legislation and otherwise fi'om

three-sevenths to one-half the metallic money of the world Is the most gigantic

crime of this or any other age. The consummation of such a scheme would
ultimately entail more misei-y upon the human race than all the wars, pesti-

lences, and famines that ever occurred in the history of the world."
Cleveland appointed Carlisle Secretary of the Treasury, and the administra-

tion, through influence brought to bear by the money interest, . determined to

increase the public debt by the issue of bonds, and simultaneously to discredit

and turn into debts $350,000,000 of United States Treasury notes and silver cer-

tificates, and use them to force a bond issue for the benefit of the banks as a
basis for the increased issue of national-bank notes. The writer has in his

possession conclusive evidence of the following statement : Although the law
provided that Treasury notes should be redeemed in coin at the discretion of

the Secretary of the Treasury, the whole object of the law being that the
Secretary should use the option in the interest of the people and redeem the

Treasury notes in either gold or silver, using that which was most convenient
at the time, the Bank of France without exception has so exercised this option.

President Cleveland used his influence over Carlisle to get him to construe
the law so that he should redeem these United States Treasury notes in gold.

Carlisle was an able lawyer and familiar with all the statutes bearing on the
subject of money, was also aware of the motives of those who were demanding
such an illegal construction of this law ; he was so much exercised and con-
cerned in the importance of such action that be requested two United States
Senators, his closest friends, to confer with him. One was Senator Blackburn,
of Kentucky ; the other Senator Daniel, of Virginia. The conference was held
at Secretary Carlisle's K Street residence, he having an appointment to see

President Cleveland at the "White House that night. These two Senators urged
Carlisle to adhere to the law that plainly stated that the Treasury notes issued
in payment for silver bullion should be redeemed in coin, either silver or gold,

at the option of the Secretary of the Treasury, and that for him to do other-

wise would leave the United States Treasury, the fiduciary department intrusted
with the people's money, at the mercy of the moneyed interest. Carlisle left
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the house, saying that he would not relinquish the option to redeem tnese Treas-
ury notes as provided in the law and allow the holder of these notes to demand
gold in payment for them", which would leave the Treasury of the United States
in an absolutely defenseless condition and enable the holders of these notes to

raid the gold reserve of the Treasury. Senators Blackburn and Daniel waited
for him to return from his interview with Cleveland at the White House. He
had evidently had a long and trying conference, and it was midnight before he
returned. He met his friends, evidencing the greatest humiliation, and said
that Cleveland had induced him against his own convictions to redeem these
Treasury notes in gold. Carlisle looked as if he had sold his birthright.

The unthinking can not realize the far-reaching significance of this decision.

It was the first time in the history of the money of the world that a dollar was
decided to be a debt redeemable in another dollar. The direct result was the
conversion of 350,000,000 Treasury notes, or dollars, into debts redeemable in

gold. It opened the door of the United States Treasury to the planned attack

on its gold reserve and forced an issue of 262,000,000 of bonds on the taxpayers
in a time of profound peace.

I would impress upon this committee the vital import.ance of this action, as it

is the absolutely false and indefensible premise upon which the bnnking interest

of this country, in section 29 of this bill (H. R. 7837), that passed the House
of Representatives September 18, 1913, predecates the baseless and fraudulent

assumption that it is necessary, in order to maintain the equality, or, as they

term it, the parity of our dollars, that we should construe all other dollars in

our currencv system to be debts redeemable in gold, and, in order to deceive

the people, they have created a gold reserve of .$150,000,000 in Treasury to be

used in maintaining, as they claim, the equality or parity of our dollars.

Is there a sane, honest man who will contend for one moment that the in-

tegrity of our currency system and the equality, parity, or purchasing power

of the American dollar are maintained in their value by $150,000,000 of gold

(ostensibly held as a reserve, yet which can be raided and withdrawn by the

money interest at anv time), and not by the $134,000,000,000 of national wealth

and the services of 96,000,000 people in the United States pledged for its re-

demption.
Apply the universal law of demand and supply to gold as a test and the so-

called "gold standard" of value is destroyed. The t.ibles of the Report of the

Director of the Mint, 1912, show for the gold in the world an annual increase

from 1900 to 1912 of only 6 ner cent, while the demand created by the in-

crease of population and wealth in the world has run far ahead of this percent-

age, that of the United States being 17 per cent for population and 42 per cent

"^Th^sTemonstrates that although the demand has so greatly increased the

value of gold Itself, as measured by other things, has decreased 40 per cent to

50 per cent in value oi purchasing power.

ISSUING OF CKEDIT SUBSTITUTES FOK MONEY AND THE EISE IN PRICES.

Un to a very recent period the leading economists in the great endowed col-

leges Of the cS^nti^ were holding that the increase of gold was the cause of the

iife in prices p7esTdent Taft las misled by the ^tatement and^ said in his

^^is'^^s^^^^^^c^^aS^/ssiormcr^irr
TraVvUrof"tL-^-^Xd-s^^^^^^^
or deny the fact that the enormous inflation of bank credits has causea
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" I would ask these gentlemen who say they believe that 25.8 grains of gold

fixes the purchasing power of the dollar and constitutes the standard of value
in the United States to answer the following questions

:

" First. If the $750,523,267 of nonlegal-tender bank notes—credit money-
were withdrawn from the money system of the United States, what would be
the effect upon values? There is only one answer: Any man of average intelli-

gence knows there would be a great contraction of the circulating medium, a
consequent fall in prices, a tremendous increase in the purchasing power of the

dollar, ending in a money panic.
" Second. If the $727,886,731 of silver currency now debts redeemable in gold,

and the $344,221,741 of nonlegal-tender greenbacks were withdrawn, what would
be the result? A money panic would follow sufficient to create financial ruin
and repudiation throughout the country and the present standard of values
would be absolutely destroyed.

" Is there a man who still believes that if the silver currency, greenbacks,
national-bank notes, all nonlegal-tender currency, were taken out of the money
system of the United States there would be no fall in prices of other things, and
that 25.8 grains of gold would still fix the purchasing power of the dollar or

money unit? If so, no other term would describe him than a ' gold mono-
maniac' "

It is conclusively shown in Daniel on Real Money that gold is an extra bur-

den and a handicap on international trade and is not necessary in the settlement
of trade balances. Lord Goschen admits it, and states :

" Trade balances and
exports are not paid for in gold, but the money of the country adjusted to the
currency of the debtor country, or settled by the interest-bearing securities of

same."
Present condition of the gold supply (Report Director of Mint, 1912, p. 689) :

" THE MOVEMENT TO INMA.

" The persistent absorption of gold by India which began to occasion com-
ment in the early part of 1911 has become decidedly the largest factor In the
Question of future banking reserves. The annual production in the world has
increased since 1908 from approximately $442,500,000 in that year to perhaps
$470,000,000 in 1912, or somewhat less than $30,000,000. The economists of the

world have been busy tracing the effects of these Increasing supplies upon
prices and forecasting the influence of future supplies. Meanwhile the net
imports of gold by India have risen from $56,346,699 during the British fiscal

year ended March 30, 1908, to $134,409,087 during the fiscal year ended March
30, 1912. For five years they have been as follows

:

1907-8 $56, 346, 699
1908-9 14, 130, 683
1909-10 81, 017, 584

1910-11 $90, 270, 816
1911-12 134, 409, 087

" The importations of India last year plus the world's industrial consumption
equaled fully one-half of the world's production, leaving perhaps $210,000,000
or $220,000,000 for monetary use. At that rate bank reserves would scarcely
gain more than 50 per cent in the next 10 years."
The annual increase of gold during the last three years has been only

$9,688,400 for the whole world.
Pyramiding more debts and currency issues redeemable in gold as the money

of ultimate redemption is the monumental fraud and absurdity of the century.

(Thereupon, at 3 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned its hear-
ings sine die, and proceeded in executive session.)



SUPPLEMENTAL HEAKING.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1913.

Committee on Banking and Cukkency,
United States Senate,

Washington, D. G.
The committee assembled at 11.40 a. m.
Present: Senators Owen (chairman), Hitchcock, O'Gorman, Eeed,

Pomerene, Shafroth, Nelson, Bristow, Crawford, McLean, and Weeks.
The Chaieman. Prof. Jenks, the committee desire you to explaia

the principles of the proposals that you have concerning a banking
and currency measure.
Senator Nelson. And you might give us a synopsis of each section

of your proposed bill.

FTTRTHER STATEMENT OF PEOF. JEREMIAH W. JENKS, OF NEW
YORK UNIVERSITY.

Prof. Jenks. That is, the changes that I had suggested ?

Senator Nelson. Yes ; and you may go on in your own way.
The Chairman. Senator Bristow, you might suggest what you had

in mind with reference to Prof. Jenks.
Senator Beistow. Yes. As I understood, Prof. Jenks, from the

conversation I had with you this morning, you have, in compliance
with our request to submit your suggestions as to a Federal reserve

bank with branches, taken the pending bill and amended it so as to

conform to your notion.

Prof. Jenks. Yes; that is it.

Senator Bristow. Instead of submitting a separate and independ-

ent bill.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Bristow. And I think it would be well for you to first pro-

ceed to explain the changes you recommend, and then make whatever
comment you think would be desirable upon them.

Senator Nelson. Would it not be better for Prof. Jenks to give an
outline of his plan first, and then go into the details?

Senator Reed. By all means ; that will give it to us in plainer form.

Senator Nelson. Yes
;
give us your plan in outline first.

Prof. Jenks. It seems to me that there are two or three principles

that ought to be considered as fundamental in preparing legislation

for any type of a monetary system of the United States. If we are

going to have anything like a system, it is essential that there should
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be a unified interest of tlie different banks that make up the system,

in order that there should not be competitive bidding for business,

one against the other, and competitive bidding for reserves in times

of emergency, such as we have had under our present system.

It has ordinarily been supposed that the chief weakness of our

present system is the fact that there is no unified interest, but thai't

there is this continual bidding against one another. On that account

I have thought it wise to provide for a central bank.
J'urthermore, if we are going to have this central interest, we need

some unified management of the reserves; at any rate, these two
proAdsions—a unified interest and unified management of the re-

serves.

Then, on the other hand, if the system is to do its work well

throughout the country, there ought to be as wide a distribution as

possible of loans and of credits, and in order that those credits may
be granted wisely and that the loans may be issued to those that really

need them and at the same time can give good security, the persons

that have the immediate oversight of those loans ought to be persons

who have lived and have done business in the different localities.

So that, on the whole, it has seemed wise that there should be one
central bank, or, at any rate, one central' power, with sufficient control

to handle the reserves practically as one, and also that the different

Federal reserve banks, if we are going to follow the system of the

bill [indicating], should have their interests unified, so that there

would not be any competitive bidding ; furthermore, that the Federal
reserve banlis situated in different parts of the country should have
full control of the making of the loans, subject to the general rules

that would be laid down by a central Federal bank or by a Federal
reserve board.
One should take into consideration also the fact that any bill of

this kind must of necessity before it becomes a law be a matter of

considerable compromise of different opinions. Inasmuch as this

bill as it has been passed by the House forms a basis, I have tried to

make just as few changes in it as I could and at the same time give

to the central bank that was suggested the other day, especially by
Senator Bristow, but by others also, sufficient control.

With this preliminary statement I may call attention to the main
changes.
The first change, and the one that really involves practically all of

the others, is in the second section of the bill, where, instead of pro-

viding for the Federal reserve districts, I have made a provision for

a somewhat changed Federal reserve board and for the organization
under that Federal reserve board of a Federal reserve bank—one

central bank.
Perhaps I had better read this change.
Senator Nelson. Yes ; we will be glad to hear that.

Prof. Jenks (reading) :

Sec. 2. That within 30 days after the passage of this act, or as soon

Senator CRAwroED (interposing). Are you now reading the sec-

tion as you have changed it?

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; as amended. Perhaps I should also say as pre-

liminary that, in accord with the statement made the other day, I

have provided in this bill that the Federal reserve board drop off
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from its membership the ex-officio members; that it should consist ofmne members, six to be appointed without any restriction what-
ever by the President, subject to the confirmation of the Senate, and
the other three to be appointed by the President, subject to the con-
hrmation of the Senate, from a list furnished, one from each one of
the various Federal reserve districts, by the people that choose the
directors of the Federal reserve banks. That I speak of now, be-
cause that will come out in this section.
Senator CRAwroED. Before you commence to read your proposed

amendment, would you prefer at this time to give a reason for this
last suggestion?

Prof. Jenks. It would be just as well; yes.
Senator O'Goeman. In other words, that gives a method by which

there may be some banking representation upon the reserve board?
Prof. Jenks. There are two things to be said, the first with ref-

erence to the dropping of the ex-officio members. It does not seem
to me that either the Secretary of the Treasury or the Secretary of
Agriculture have any time which they could 'give, in any efficient
way, to the management of a monetary system such as this.

In the second place, there is no reason to think that the Secretary
of Agriculture, anyway, and quite possibly also the Secretary of
the Treasury, would be experts in banking; but the essential point
is that they could not possibly have time to devote to it.

As regards the Comptroller of the Currency, he also has a great
deal to do in his present position; his work would not be lessened
by this bill—I mean his present functions—and there might be con-
flict between his new duties and his present duties. If he still re-

mains as the Comptroller of the Currency and then becomes also a
member of this board, he is in quite a different position from any
other member of this board, and his relations to the national banks
are such that it seems to me it would not be wise to have him a

member.
Senator O'Goeman. Suppose you provide. Prof. Jenks, in this

connection, that the knowledge that the Secretary of the Treasury
may possess regarding the financial conditions, or the knowledge
that may be possessed by the Comptroller of the Currency will

always be available to the board?
Prof. Jenks. Surely.

Senator O'Goeman (continuing). Because they will both be public

bodies working in coordination and cooperation?

Prof. Jenks. Surely. And I should expect that the Federal re-

serve board would need to call upon both of them frequently for in-

formation ; and, of course, it would be given by them.

Senator O'Gorman. Yes. I did not intend, really, to invite your

views with respect to that particular suggestion, but rather with

respect to the other one, which seemed to contemplate a modified rep-

resentation by the bankers, or the banking interests, in the Federal

reserve board.
Prof. Jenks. Yes. The special reason for that is this: It has

seemed to me, on the whole, wise that the capital for this Federal

reserve bank should be furnished, as under this bill, by the national

banks and the other banks that would be admitted to the system.

Senator O'Goeman. Why would that be preferable to having the

public furnish the money?
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Prof. Jenks. Because I do not believe at the present time it is

desirable to have this Federal reserve bank go into competition in
the banking business with the national banks throughout the country.
If this is to be a bank for banks, instead of a bank competing with
the other banks for service to the corporations and to the individuals
throughout the country—to be a bank for banks and in their inter-

est—I think they should put up the capital.

Senator O'Goeman. Well, if the public subscribes $50,000,000 or

$100,000,000, as might be required, for this central institution, would
it necessarily follow that the people contributing that money would
put this Federal institution in competition with the national banks?

Prof. Jenks. Not necessarily. But it might well be expected that,

if the capital is to be provided by private individuals, the banks
should do as does the Bank of Germany, the Reichsbank, or the

Bank of France—i. e., it should do business directly with individuals
and corporations, and not solely with banks. Situated as we are, it

seems preferable that this be a bank for banks, and for banks alone.

Now, I have made provision in this bill that, in case the banks do not

subscribe a sufficient amount, then subscriptions should be opened to

private individuals to supply what is necessary.
Senator Ceaweoed. Prof. Jenks, right there may I ask you a

question
Senator Reed (interposing). I will make the suggestion here-
Senator Ceawfoed (interposing). Just let me finish this, will you

please. Senator Reed ? I want to get this in the record here, because,

to my mind, it is a very vital point.

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Cbawfoed. Is it your theory that this is to be a reserve

bank exclusively for the member banks and in their interests, as you
put it?

Prof. Jenks. Well, no
Senator Ceawfoed (interposing) . Because I think there is a very

great question before the American public as to whether this really

should not be a system to promote the general welfare of the Ameri-
can people, rather than a system for the benefit of the banks and, as

you put it, in their interests.

Prof. Jenks. Well, I would like to say
Senator Ceawfoed (interposing). Now, if we are simply creating

a law here for the banlis and in their interests, and on that grounds
alone, we are coming far short of extending the scope of this bill as

I think the public mind believes it ought to be extended.
Prof. Jenks. I should not like to be understood as advocating

any bill in the interests of the banks regardless of the public inter-

ests ; and I probably misspoke myself or spoke hastily in using that

expression. I think that the bill should guard very particularly

against the measure being used, or this central banic being used,

against the interests of the people. It should be so organized that

it will be used in the interests of the people. Notwithstanding, I

think that can be secured better by having this bank do its business

with the banks of the country, and with the banks only.

Senator Reed. Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to get into my
mind Prof. Jenks's theory, and I think I will get it much better if

he is allowed to proceed without interruption; and as he has full

memoranda there I suggest that he take that up first and give us his
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suggestions, and we can ask him questions afterwards. That is not

tt^L"^... i^ T^ °^ criticism of anybody. I have been guilty of thisthing as much as anybody else.
^

,-.,?.?lT
^^^^«-^r. Chairman, what time will the committee ad-

IZy ^l T, ^T\ *° \''''^'' ^" .^^^ Senate at the opening to-day,
and 1 will have to leave the committee very soon ^ s j,

9 n'Sf W-Tw^f K- I
"'^'^'^

*^l*,^*
"°«^ ^« t^ke ^ re<=ess until

2 clock. WiU that be time enough?
Senator Beistow. I think so.

Senator Weeks. Yes; I think so.
Senator HiTciicocac. At 2 o'clock, I think that would be the best

time.

The Chairman. Then it is so ordered.
Prof Jenks I think I can probably give the substantial changes

which I suggest, Mr. Chairman, in 15 or 20 minutes.
The Chaieman. Shall the Professor proceed without interruption

«

Senator Beistow. I think he should.
Senator Hitchcock. I think we ought to have him start with his

suggestions when we reassemble at 2 o'clock.
Senator Shafkoth. I move that Prof. Jenlis be permitted to pro-

ceed at 2 o'clock without interruption.
The Chairman. Is that the wish of the committee ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Senator Beistow. I think that would be well.
The Chairman. Then it is so ordered.
(Thereupon, at 11.55 a. m., the committee took a recess until

2 o'clock p. m.)

after recess.

The Chairman. Prof. Jenks, will you resume your statement ?

Prof. Jenks. Perhaps it would be best if I simply read the main
provisions, wherein this bill differs from the bill as it passed the
House. Section 2 I have headed " The Federal reserve board." It
includes the powers also to organize the Federal reserve bank instead
of the Federal reserve districts, and the section as amended would
read in this way

:

That within 30 days after the passage of this act, or as soon thereafter as may
be practicable, the President of the United States shall appoint, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, six persons who, with three additional persons
to be appointed later by the President from a list of names submitted by member
banks in the manner hereinafter provided, shall constitute the Federal reserve
board. Until these three members last named shall have been duly appointed
and shall have taken the constitutional oath of office the six members first ap-
pointed by the President shall constitute the Federal reserve board and shall

have all the rights and powers conferred upon the Federal reserve board by this

act.

It had seemed to me that it was wise to have this system organized

and incorporated Iby the same people that are going to administer it,

and I see no reason why there should be a separate organization com-

mittee, because if the board is to be constituted and appointed by the

president, he can appoint, at any rate, a quorum and a sufficient num-
ber to organize at the beginning.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 78
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Now, with reference to the bank [reading] :

The Federal reserve board within 30 days after its appointment shall proceed
to organize the Federal reserve bank, with head offices in Washington, by offer-

ing to the national banking associations and to such banks and trust companies
as shall be eligible for membership under the regulations hereinafter specified,

to the amount of 10 per cent of their paid-up and unimpaired capital, shares of

stock in the Federal bank, at par, payable in gold or gold certificates. If at the
expiration of 60 days after the offer by the Federal reserve board $100,000,000

of stock has not been subscribed by the above-named banks and trust com-
panies

Senator CRAwroRD. How many days ?

Prof. Jbnks. Sixty days after the offer. [Continues reading:]

$100,000,000 of stock has not been subscribed by the above-named banks and
trust companies, the Federal reserve board shall extend the offer to the public

to an amount equal to the difference between the amount actually subscribed by
the banks and $100,000,000. No individual shall be allotted more than $10,000.

Twenty-five per cent of the subscriptions, par value, shall be paid in gold or

gold certificates by the subscriber within 10 days after the allotment has been

made, and thereafter not less than 10' per cent per month until the entire sub-

scription shall have been paid.

On completion of the subscription of $100,000,000 the said Federal reserve

bank shall be duly incorporated under Federal law, in accordance with the

usual legal procedure. As soon as incorporated the Federal reserve bank shall

have power to perform such acts, to enjoy such privileges, and to exercise all

those powers prescribed in section 5136 of the Revised Statutes, save in so far

as the same shall be limited by the provisions of this act.

It is authorized to commence business when there shall have been paid in

$25,000,000 in gold on its stock subscription.

The Federal reserve bank so incorporated shall have succession for a period

of 20 years from its organization, and for further periods of 20 years, unless

sooner dissolved by act of Congress.

Just a word of comment on this. It is desirable, if we are going
to admit State banks and trust companies to this system, that they

should be allowed to come in at the beginning, and so they are

authorized to subscribe, under the rules that are laid down here and
that may be prepared by .the Federal reserve board when it offers

the stock.

It may be worth while to say also that I think it politically

inexpedient to have the charter of the corporation automatically
expire at the end of 20 years and require affirmative action by Con-
gress to carry it on. Any bank that is established now, or any
system that is established now, ought to be established on the

assumption that it is to be permanent, and that provision should
be made for its charter to be renewed automatically at the end
of 20 years, unless previously stopped by Congress. Of course,

if anything should make it desirable to change the system or to re-

peal the charter, that can be done, naturally. But it should be

necessary that affirmative action should be taken to stop the bank,
rather than to continue it, because no matter how good the system
may be, it is perfectly certain that if at the end of 20 years the ques-

tion comes up of renewing its charter it will be made more or less

a political issue, and that would be unfortunate.
Senator Ceawfoed. That was true of the First and Second United

States Banks.
Prof. Jbnks. Yes. We may expect that to be true in this case.

We are in the position, if we make the provision here, to abrogate
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the charter of the bank if there is any need of doing so ; but other-
wise let it go on ; I think it should be planned on the assumption that
it is to go on.

All of the rest of the bill is practically shaped, so far as changes
are made, with reference to this first change. There are only two
or three other unrelated provisions.

I may pass over, perhaps, the sections that remain the same. The
next important change is this regarding the stock issue

:

The capital stock shall be divided into shares of $100 each, as now. It may
be Increased from time to time as member banks increase their capital stock
or as additional banks become members, and shall be decreased as member
banks reduce their stock or cease to be members.

I see no reason why we should not follow the plan of the present
bill in that respect.

As regards the separate banks and their branch offices, I have
stricken that provision out, because that power would be given to the

central bank instead.

Section 4 is also largely rewritten, in this way:

The Federal reserve board shall divide the continental United States into

not less than 12 districts, which shall be apportioned with due regard to the
convenience and customary course of business of the community, and shall not
necessarily coincide with the area of such State or States as may be wholly
or in part included in any given district. The districts thus created may be
readjusted, different districts may be consolidated, and new districts may from
time to time be created by the Federal reserve board. The Federal reserve

board shall establish a branch of the Federal reserve bank in the chief com-
mercial center in each of the Federul reserve districts so created : Provided,

That the total number of branches shall not exceed one for each $1,000,000 of

capital stock of said reserve bank.

There is a material difference between that provision and the cor-

responding provision of the pending bill, and it is a difference that

seemed to me might appeal to those who were inclined to emphasize

the idea that the locality should have a good deal of control, and that

there should be a large number of member banks.

The chief objection—and I consider it a vital objection to the bill

as it stands—is that there are 12 of these Federal reseiwe banks. If

we consolidate them into one, then I should say that it is perfectly

practicable and on the whole rather desirable that instead of 12 dis-

tricts the number be two or three times that from the beginning,

because the banks are simply branches of the central bank, and it is

desirable that the directors of the branches in the different locahties

be made up of local men who will understand local business condi-

tions, local credit conditions, and things of that kind. Those who

are opposed to a central bank may well feel that there is a fair equiva-

lent offered them by providing, instead of 12 branches to begin with,

25 branches to begin with, and perhaps more.

Then, vou will notice the provision that was made that the total

branch^ could not exceed one for each $1,000,000 capital; that_ is

you can have a branch for every $1,000,000 stock instead of having

each regional reserve bank have a capital of $5,000,000. So that we

might begin with 100 branch banks, if that seemed desirable.

With Iference to the boards of directors of these branch banks it

seemed desirable to make as few changes as P/ssible and I have left

the provision as to the boards of directors of the branch banks ]ust
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as they are with reference to the local Federal reserve banks, with

one exception, and that exception is this

:

If the Federal reserve board, as the head of the Federal reserve

bank, has really the absolute disposal of the reserves, it would be

desirable in the different localities for the boards of directors of the

local branches to be so constituted that they would be pretty sure to

work harmoniously.

So I suggest that the chairman of the board of directors of the

branch, instead of being appointed by the Federal reserve board, be

elected by the board of directors of the Federal reserve branches

from class C ; that is, the Federal reserve board would have the right

to appoint the three members of class C, as you will recall it is now,

and from those three the board of directors should elect the chair-

man. The Federal reserve board would be sure that all of those

three were thoroughly competent men, men whom they could trust,

any one of whom they would be glad to have act as Federal reserve

agent. There might be a considerable difference in the feeling of

the local district board as to which man they wanted as the chair-

man and as the Federa,l reserve agent. That is the only change there.

The next change is with reference to the increase and decrease of

the capital, and there is only one slight amendment. [Eeading :]

That tlie shares of the capital stock of the Federal reserve bank shall not

be transferred nor be hypothecated

—

That is the way it reads now. And then I continue

—

when such stock Is registered in the name of a regularly incorporated banking

association, bank, or trust company. Nothing herein contained shall prohibit

shareholders other than banking associations, banks, and trust companies from
transferring or hypothecating their shares; but when such shares shall become
the property of banks they shall no longer be transferred or hypothecated.

If we are going to have the national banks, in the main, supply this

stock; it is desirable that they hold their 10 per cent, and that the

regulations be as provided in the House bill. But if an individual,

who would have no say in the management of the banks, puts up his

money for the stock with the idea of getting 5 or 6 per cent interest

in return, and perhaps also for patriotic reasons, there is no reason

why he should not transfer his stock to somebody else.

Senator Nelson. Would you not have a provision in connection

with that containing a limitation as to the amount that anyone could

own of that stock?
Prof. Jenks. I had a $10,000 limitation in it.

Senator Nelson. But that applied to the individual subscriptions ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes; that applies to individual subscriptions.

Senator Nelson. Would you not have a similar provision there as

to the banks?
Prof. Jenks. Yes ; they are limited to 10 per cent of their capital

stock.

Senator Pomerene. The individuals are without voting power?
Prof. Jenks. Yes ; they are without voting power ; there is no rea-

son why they should vote under the bill as it is.

With reference to the division of earnings, I had left that the same
as in the House bill, with the exception that the wording is changed a

little. When it comes to the division of the surplus above 5 per cent,
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4-0 per cent shall be paid to the shareholders as extra dividends. Then
some is stricken out, and then comes this

:

All earnings derived by the United Stiites from the Federal reserve bank
shall constitute a sinking fund to be held for the redemption of the outstanding
indebtedness of the United States.

I struck out the word " bonded." It seems to me to be desirable
to leave some discretion there.

With reference to the national banking associations, also, I had
suggested this change in the latter part of section 8

:

That any national banking association now organized which shall not, within
one year after the passage of this act, become a national banking association
imder the provisions hereinabove stated, or which shall fail to comply with any
of the provisions of this act applicable thereto

Now, the bill says :
" Shall be dissolved," and so on. And I put it

as follows:

shall be allowed to continue business as under present law, but shall not be
allowed to enjoy any of the privileges conferred by this act upon member banks.

I am inclined to think that if there is a central bank created with
the provisions that are incorporated in the proposed bill, the national

banks will almost all of them want to join; but in case they should

not—and there is a good deal of conscientious objection on the part

of some of them, who claim that they hav^ the right to hold their

present bonds—I should let them do business under the present law,

without making any fuss. This would take away, at any rate, every

excuse that they have for attacking the bill. You can say to them

:

" You may either stay out or come in, just as you please." The more
that stay out, the more private subscriptions will come in. I see no
objection to it.

Senator Ceawtoed. That removes the coercion?

Prof. Jenks. That removes it entirely.

Now, as regards the Federal reserve board, and this applies par-

ticularly to the last three members, of course

—

That there shall be created a Federal reserve board, which shall consist of

Dine members, appointed by the President of the United States, by and with

the advice and consent of the Senate, of whom six shall be selected with du«

regard to a fair representation of different geographical divisions of the country.

The other three members of the Federal reserve board shall be selected by tha

President from among the candidates chosen by the member banks, in the same

manner as the members of boards of directors of class A are chosen. Bach

Federal reserve district shall name one candidate upon the list, and the Presi-

dent shall appoint three for terms of two, five, and eight years, respectively,

not more than one of whom shall reside in any one Federal reserve district.

That is, I think, clear on the face of it. The banks have the choice

of a list of anywhere from 12 to 50 or 100, from whom the President

shall select 3 at his will. It seems to me that will give the banks all

of the power that they ought to have under the circumstances. They

can be perfectly sure, then, that three men put on the boa,rd will be

bankers, and especially skilled men, and at the same time it does not

give them control, as I think they should not have control
_

And if I may add a word further with reference to that objection

is made very strongly to having any interference at all with the

President in making these appointments-any further at any rate,

than that one shall be a banker. And the case of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission and other commissions is cited. But it seems to me
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that the situation is quite different. In the case of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, until very lately, it had no real administra-

tive^ functions at all. It was simply a supervisory board, though it

did have power to declare that rates were unreasonable. Later, of

course, it was given power to declare what rates were reasonable, and
even to take the initiative. But this board is distinctly an adminis-

trative body, this Federal reserve board. It is really going to manage
the banking business of the country ; and it makes the situation quite

different if you are appointing an administrative board from the

case that you have when you appoint a merely supervisory board.

I think, also, that not merely the bankers but the people of the

country at large would not object to that; in fact, I think they would
be glad to be assured beforehand in the law that there was a minority

that was sure to be trained men in the special field of business that is

under consideration.

I should not favor their having any controlling voice.

With reference to the powers granted the Federal reserve board:

Naturally, if the Federal reserve board is controlling a Federal re-

serve bank, as a matter of course it will examine the books and
accounts of all of its branches. So that section is simply superfluous,

and I have stricken it out.

So with reference to the permitting or requiring of a Federal re-

serve bank to rediscount paper. Of course, as they are all branches
of a single bank, this discounting of paper in different sections of the

country is absolutely under their control, and we do not need to say so.

So with reference to requiring one bank to rediscount the prime
paper of another. That is understood. That goes out.

With reference to the suspension of the reserve requirement, I had
provided for that in a different way, and that also goes out.

And with reference to the supervision and regulation of the issue

and retirement of Federal reserve notes, and to prescribe the form
and tenor of such notes, to add to or reclassify the reserve and central

reserve cities, and performing the general duties and functions pro-

vided by the act, and making reports, all of that remains.
That is to say, I have stricken out only the provisions that would be

understood, as a matter of course, from the Federal reserve board
being in control of the central bank and of these other banks being
simply branches. Everything else remains.

So, also, if this provision, or a similar one, with reference to the ap-

pointment of the Federal reserve board, is followed you do not need

any Federal advisory council, and I have stricken that section out

entirely.

With reference to the powers of the Federal reserve banks, with

respect to the open-market operations, there is one amendment that

seems to me important. The earlier parts of the section all remain,

but paragraph d would read in this way

:

To establish each week, or as much oftener as required, subject to review and
determination of the Federal reserve board, a rate of discount to be charged

by such bank for each class of paper

—

and so on. I have changed that to read in this way

:

The Federal reserve bank (the central one) has power to establish each week,

or as much oftener as required, a rate of discount to be charged by the central

bank and its branches for each class of paper, which shall be fixed with a view

of aiding the commerce and business of the country.
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Then, I add this:

It may upon special request of the board of directors of any branch permit
such branch, for special reasons, to fix a rate of discount different from the
general rate.

The intention of that is, that under ordinary circumstances this
central bank shall have a uniform rate of discount fixed for the coun-
try as a whole, but that in case of special need in certain localities,
upon request of the local branch, it may change it temporarily for that
local branch.

It is, on the whole, extremely desirable that there should be as
nearly a uniform rate as the business of the country will permit, a
uniform rate of discount throughout the country. I am inclined to
think that any provision of this kind, without doing any damage in
all ordinary times and under ordinary circumstances, would tend to
lower rather decidedly the rate of interest through the West and
South; and, on the other hand, it would tend, probably, to raise
slightly the general rate of interest—I am not speaking of call loans,
of course—but the general rate of interest and of discount in the East!
I think that unless that rise were very considerable the uniformity
would more than offset any danger that could come. And provision
is made for exception in certain special cases.

As regards the section on note issues there are two rather important
changes. One is that the notes shall be redeemed in gold or gold
certificates, which I assume are equivalent to gold, and the provision
regarding lawful money is stricken out.

That this redemption shall be at the main office of the Federal reserve bank,
at any branch of the Federal reserve bank, or at other redemption agencies
which the Federal reserve board may, at its discretion, establish.

I think it is extremely desirable that the redemption of notes be

made pretty easy, and that every effort be made to have them re-

deemed. If you abolish the separate reserve banks and have only

one bank, you almost of necessity have only one kind of notes, and on
that account I think measures should be taken to make the redemp-

tion easy.

Now, the second important change is with reference to the reserve

against these notes.

Whenever any Federal reserve branch shall pay out or disburse Federal

reserve notes issued to it as hereinbefore provided, it shall carry a reserve in

gold or gold certificates equal in amount to 35 per cent of the reserve notes so

paid out by it, such reserve to be used for the redemption of such reserve notes

as are presented.

And then this is added

:

If at any time the reserve of gold and gold certificates falls below 35 per cent

face value of the notes issued, for each 1 per cent or fraction threof that the

reserve falls below 35 per cent there shall be a 1 per cent tax levied until the

reserve has reached 30 per cent of the amount of the notes issued; for each 1

per cent deficiency of reserve below 30 per cent a tax of 2 per cent shall be

levied.

That means, of course, that it will not be necessary to say there

shall be a reserve of 33^ per cent, and that the Federal reserve board

may suspend that provision in case of need ; but we put the amount o±

reserve at 35 per cent and then the bank will be able to accommo-

date people without any interference on the part ot the J^ederal
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reserve board by paying the tax. THe tax will amount, as you see,

to 5 per cent when the reserves get down to 30 per cent; and when
the reserve comes down to 29 per cent, the tax will be 7 per cent ; and
when the reserve is 28 per cent, the tax will be 9 per cent ; at 27 per

cent it will be 11 per cent ; and the pressure would become so severe

before there was any danger of the exhaustion of the reserve that

there would be no doubt at all about the reserve always being suffi-

cient to meet any demands.
Then another point in connection with that is this : That when the

pressure was real, as it is likely to be from time to time, the local

borrowers can afford to pay and ought to pay and would be willing

to pay a good rate of interest for the notes tha,t are issued to them.

There is no question that in 1907 and other times of crisis borrowers,

in order to save their business, could easily have afforded to pay
even as high as 20 per cent rather than not get the money. It is a
temporary matter for a short time, and this provision puts the pres-

sure on, and at the same times does not require that there shall be

any suspension of the law, which, I think, is in itself decidedly wrong
in principle.

All the provisions with reference to changing collateral and mat-
ters of that kind to remain the same.
With reference to bank reserves, I had put in the same provision

that there is with reference to the reserve against circulating notes,

excepting that instead of the reserve of necessity be held in gold it

may be held in gold or lawful money. But with reference to the per-

centage tax which should be levied the provision is the same.
The provision with reference to bank examinations is the same.

There is one slight change with reference to the loans on farm
lands near the close of the section

:

Any such bank may make such loans in an aggregate sum equal to 25 per
cent of its capital and surplus

—

And then I add this:

But In no case in excess of 50 per cent of its time deposits.

It seems to me that loans that are made on mortgage ought to be
made solely with reference to time deposits and not with reference

to call loans

Senator Beistow. Call deposits you mean, do you not?
Prof. Jenks. Call deposits, I should say; yes.

So also with reference to the savings-bank provision. If that is

to stay in at all, and I have no serious objection to it that I know of,

I think that should remain practically as it is. The banks that are

doing business of that kind, I see no particular objection to their

continuing to do so ; although, as I said the other day, with reference

to many of these provisions, I think it would be better to confine

this bill pretty largely to the one special topic and take care of those

matters under separate bills.

That covers the main points, Mr. Chairman, and I should be glad

to do what I can in the way of answering questions and explaining

any particular provisions of the bill.

Senator Eeed. Prof. Jenks, you spoke about having banks nomi-

nate three members of the central board. Now, let us assume this

case, that when we come to organize this bank the national banks or
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other banks all combine to take qnly a part of this stock, or after

having taken it dispose of a large part of it to private parties.

Prof. Jenks. They are not allowed to do that under this bill.

Senator Eeed. Well, there would be no objection to permitting

them to do it, in my opinion, if you allow private parties to hold the

stock. But suppose when you went to organize the bank the banks
took one-third of it and the outside people took two-thirds. Do you
think, in that event, the banks ought to be allowed this same repre-

sentation, or should there be a provision made to allow the holders

of the stock outside of the banks some representation on the board ?

Prof. Jenks. I should be entirely willing to have it changed in

such a way that if the banks did not take, we will say, as much as

half or more than half of the stock, their representation shall be in

proportion cut down. I think that will be fair. Might I add just

one word?
Senator Keed. Yes.

Prof. Jenks. My impression is that under the provisions of the bill

as it stands with the central bank, there would not be much question

that the banks and the trust companies would subscribe all of this

$100,000,000, and it was practically upon that assumption that 1 had

made this provision.
.

Senator Reed. You changed one of the clauses of one section, ine

substance of it was, as you changed it, that the rate of discount

should be such as to accommodate " the commerce of the country.

I think I am correct on that. It is back some distance m your

manuscript. ^ .„ ^ ,, ,

Prof. Jenks. I will look for it in a moment. I will read the words

in this biU as regards that.
,, ^ -j. i

Senator Eeed. Well, I want to suggest to you that if your plan

was adopted here as the basis of legislation it would be well to put

in something besides " to accommodate the commerce of the

country." I think the business of the country, the business and the

commerce of the country," would be better. In other words, the bank

ought not to exist alone for the commercial classes.

Prof. Jenks. Oh, I quite agree with that. Unless it is here m some

ffeneral form, I quite agree with you.
, , j.i,

^Senator E^EoVith regard to your interest rate where the re-

serve falls below a given point, you provide there for an mterest

^trS: Jenks ^St^^). I said 1 per cent for each 1 per cent

"^'lemtOT Eeed. And, of course, it might get to be 20 per cent, and

vour suggestS was that the bank could recoup, itself by charging

fts borrowers Now, it might charge a borrowing bank possibly,

St the borrowing bank could not recoup itself from its borrowers,

becau^s: o?ThTSry laws of the
--j^-J^/^f^ev Too^aTote'wTtS

do about that? For -s^3^:r4fd''^^^^^^

"p^'o?'JenL" Hippo": Setto^^^^^^^ that under present con^
rror. ji!.NJs.H. j. oui-i^

af'+^c wliprp there are usury laws, which 1

£Tb"5reTn:LTifS athSgtA.™ 7co«io„ for

tt.„rwbich is different from the mtoej^s the« n
^^^^ ^.^^

re|SftTnS7SsrS™;Cro* the Stat, do not apply.
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It is th^ usury law that is contained ia the national banking act

which applies.

Senator Reed. Have they held that if, for instance, I go to a bank
in my State and want to borrow money and the bank charges me
more than the legal rate there, that that is not usury ?

Senator Nelson. Yes; a national bank is governed by the usury
law contained in the national-bank act.

Senator Reed. That settles the whole question, then. Senator Nel-

son, if you are correct.

Senator Nelson. Oh, yes ; that has has been decided time and again.

Senator Reed. Well, it entirely escaped me.
Senator Nelson. We have a usury law by which they forfeit the

principal and interest; the national banking act, as I recall it, pro-

vides only for the forfeiture of three times the interest in certain

cases ; that is all. And the courts have decided that that law applies

to a national bank, and not the State law ; so that we would have a

right to regulate that under this law.

Senator Reed. I have never looked that up.

Senator O'Goeman. Then, again, Senator Reed, I have always
understood that it was always easy in all the States to circumvent
the usury law with respect to banking transactions, because the usury
law only applies to the persons immediately concerned with the

transaction; as between the maker of the note and the person to

whom it is delivered, there could be usury up to that point. A
bank or any individual, however, can thereafter buy that paper at

anything they can procure it for without usury.

Senator Reed. That can be done, unless it is merely a subterfuge.
Senator O'Gorman. They can buy it for 60 per cent, 90 per cent,

or even 25 per cent of its par value.

Senator Reed. That is a question of fact in my State. I think the
decision Senator Nelson speaks of, if he is correct—and I have no
doubt of his correctness—would end the matter.

Senator Nelson. Yes ; it is true ; there are a great many decisions

as to that. I had occasion to look up the question while I was in

practice, and I know it is true.

The Chairman. That is the law ; and the banks get around it by
simply buying paper.

Senator Shafeoth. You can contract for $100 for 100 per cent

a month, if you want to.

Senator Bristgw. Now, Professor, this plan of yours is a modifica-
tion of the present bill so as, in substance, to authorize this central
board to administer a bank and regulate the operations and activi-

ties of the branch banks through a central bank instead of through
executive orders. That is the substance of it?

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; that is the substance.
Senator Beistow. While it seems to me that that would be an im-

provement from the administrative point of view, my objection is

fundamental. First I should like to see, and I want to Imow what
objections you see to it, a Federal bank, the stock of which is owned
by the people of the United States and not by the banks; the sub-
scription to the stock to be as widely disseminated as possible, so
that when the invitation for subscriptions is issued, in the accepting
of these bids those bidding for the smaller amounts would be first
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accepted, thereby guaranteeing a very wide distribution of the stock.
Let that bank be administered by a Federal board appointed by
the President ; let its purpose be to fortify the present banking sys-
tem of the country, not to change or demoralize or break up or take
from the capital stock of the present banking system of the country,
but to create this independent Federal reserve bank, which shall be
a bank of reserve, a bank of discount, a bank of deposit, possibly,
and a bank of issue.

Now, what objection have you to the organization of a bank with
such a stockholding and such a control?

Prof. Jenks. May I ask also whether the bank, as you have it

in mind, would engage in discounting or making loans to private
parties ?

Senator Beistow. Personally, I think, yes; but there is some objec-
tion to that from other people that believe in this general system,
and I have left that open. I see no reason why it should not, for the
purpose of establishing its rate, go into the open market, as this bill

provides, but I do not think it is desirable or necessary in this country
for it to go into the general banking business.

Senator Ckawfoed. I should like to have the professor state what
objection there is to it. I understand the Bank of England and the

Bank of France deal with the public, and the Reichsbank deals with
the public; what is the objection to this bank doing the same? That
is, Professor, when you get ready to discuss the proposition of Sen-

ator Bristow's, I should like to hear you on that line also.

Senator Nelson. I suppose one of the main objections would be
that it would be a competitor of the other banks.

Senator Crawford. So are those banks over there.

Senator Beistow. I should be glad for you to advise the committee

what objection there is to such ownership of stock and such con-

trol of a bank ; and, first, have it a bank for the purpose of fortifying

the banking system, and not for the purpose of doing a general bank-

ing business, and then discuss the suggestion of Senator Crawford

later.

Prof. Jenks. To be perfectly frank about the matter, the chief

reason why this was put in as it is was really that it was considered

a matter of expediency to make as few changes as possible in the

present bill. But I think there are other good reasons. I do not

think that at the present time there is any need of increasing the

banking capital of the country along the line you have suggested

and to the extent you suggest. I think that if the present national

banks and State banks and trust companies are getting the advantages

of the rediscount, of the management of the reserves, etc., that will

be provided under this system, they can very well afford and will be

very glad to furnish the capital, and we had better leave the capital

of private individuals for other investments unless it is needed. I

do not see that it is. .,,,,,,,,, i

Then in the second place, it is desirable that the banks as such

be directly interested in the ownership and the management of this

bank. The banks now, in my judgment, taking them as a whole,

are doing their business to the great advantage of the people of the

country; they are rendering them good service^a very great service,
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in fact—and it seems to me what we wish to do is to put them in a

position to render a still greater service ; and we do not need to fear

as long as we have them under proper control. If they furnish the

capital stock, and if they, by furnishing the capital stock, have the

right to choose these local boards of directors, it will, after all, be

giving us continually in this new system the skilled management
that we should expect to get. Moreover, I think the people would be

more certain they were getting skilled management and would there-

fore have greater confidence in the system.

Then, if we were to have the money subscribed by individuals, if

we were to have a board appointed by the President, and that board
to appoint all the local managers throughout the country, there would
be a third objection, which, I think, is really a very serious one. If

we were to have this central board, appointed by the President, given

all that power of appointing individually all of the branch managers
throughout the country, there would be a good deal more danger of

politics in the bad sense of the word than if we leave the appoint-

ment under the present system where the local boards of control are

practically chosen, to a very great extent, by the managers of the local

banks. Does that cover the points you raised ?

Senator Beistow. That covers the points.

Prof. Jenks. I do not mean to ask if you agree with me.
Senator Beistow. I disagree very much.
Senator Eeed. I want to challenge your thought and the thought

of the Senator from Kansas and all the members of the committee on
one proposition. It was suggested here the other day by Mr. Van-
derlip that we organize a bank along the lines which have been desig-

nated by the Senator from Kansas; that is, a bank to have a gold
reserve of 50 per cent back of all its issues, and to be charged prac-
tically with the business of maintaining the gold reserve. Now, no
bank was necessarily to have any stock in it ; it was to be an institu-

tion set up by the people of the United States and managed by the

Government, charged with the duty of maintaining the gold reserve,

$2 being out against each dollar of gold.

Now, it occurred to me, and I am suggesting it to you for your con-
sideration, that it would be a very delightful situation for the banks
to find themselves in. If, then, Mr. Vanderlip wanted $100,000,000
of gold or $50,000,000 or any other amount, he could gather up these
notes of this bank and come over to Washington and say, " I want
that much gold ; I want to ship it to Europe." And it would be th«
business of that bank to furnish that gold, and in failing to do so it

would be defaulting in the chief obligation it was created to fulfill.

If, on the other hand, the bank itself and all other banks were the
owners and themselves charged, as owners, with the maintenance of
that gold reserve, a very different condition would be presented.
Now, I am not sure I am correct, but I should like to know what

you think about it.

Prof. Jenks. That is rather a big question for an offhand answer,
but I should say this: Barring completely the implication of any
intention that might be an evil one on the part of the individual
bank, I should be glad to agre& in the main with your statement.

Senator Eeed. I expressly repudiate any thought of reflecting upon
anyone. I am talking about the possibilities of the system.
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Prof. Jenks. I should be inclined to agree with your suggestion.
Let me say, in the first place, I do not think the calling in of indi-
vidual capital is necessary ; and, in the second place, as I said before,

I think if we have the responsibility of the banks in the system it

would be better for the management of the system. I think your
suggestion simply emphasizes my thought, that if they are interested

and must take the responsibilities, they would take the responsibilities,

and it would remove the danger of any one of them that might be in

a critical position really threatening the stability of the system.
Senator Eeed. It occurred to me this way: If I were running a

great bank, frequently finding that I was endangered in some way, as
through a lack of gold, it would be a most desirable thing for me if

the Government of the United States or the people of the United
States had to give it to me every time I wanted it. I think I should
be in a very different position if I had to go to myself and other men
similarly situated and really injure myself when I asked for gold that

could not be given.

Senator Beistow. But, Senator, what is to hinder the banks from
doing that now ?

Senator Reed. Under the system that is proposed—answering you
myself—the banks own—assume the banks own the central bank
Senator Beistow. I mean the present banking system. Why can

not you do it to-day?
Senator Reed. Well, there is no way for them to do it, except b>

bringing in national-bank notes, and the minute they bring in the na-

tional-bank notes, of course they curtail the currency issued by the

banks. I am not sure I am right.

Senator Beistow. They do the same in the other case. Senator, ex-

actly. Professor, suppose that Mr. Vanderlip should get a million

dollars' worth of national-bank notes and go to the Treasury and say,

" I want the gold on this," he could do it.

Senator Shafeoth. They do not usually do it unless they have a

genuine order from Europe for gold.

Senator Reed. Then comes the question of the bonds only drawmg

Prof Jenks. There is this other point, I think, in Senator Reed's

'statement that is worthy of consideration. If the banks themselves

are stockholders, charged to a large degree with the administration

of the svstem, they will take a more direct daily interest m the suc-

(•ess of the system'all the way through, and that is quite worth while,

Senator Reed. Let me apply that. There is a regional reserve bank

established at New York, or will be under this bill. All the banks of

New York City wiU be members of it. They will be the people who

contribute the capital. Their reserves will be in there. They have

SSy Sven hosteges for good behavior.and not to make a run on

their owfbank; and any bank that tried it, if it did it for selfish or

impropT? purposes, would meet with the condemnation of the other

Ss Tffe Mr. Vanderlip-and I use his name respectMly. The

moment his bank came in and made a demand of that kind he wouldS a hornetl nest around his own ears; whereas if he came over to

WashiiSon to a wholly independent concern, it would present an

entirely different situation.
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Senator O'Gorman. Will you allow me to make an observation here
bearing on that whole situation?

Senator Reed. Yes.
Senator O'Goeman. If an individual banker felt greater liberty

in drawing out gold reserves from a bank operated with the people's

money than he would from a bank operated in part by his own
money and the money of other bankers, do you not think the conse-

quences in the one case would be just as serious as in the other to the
stability of the banlring interests generally of the country? In
other words, if, without any restraint, he availed himself up to the

limit, or a number of bankers did, of the opportunity to deplete the

Government Treasury or the reserve national bank of its gold re-

serve, and thereby menaced the stability of the banking interests of

the country, would not he bring down upon his own head the same
condemnation as if he had taken it from a bank in which he had a
personal interest? In other words, to answer my own question, it

seems to me that the same influences would restrain him in the one
case as in the other.

Senator Shafeoth. The banks have always been very loyal to the

gold reserve. Denver gave to the United States Treasury more than

$1,000,000 of gold coin in the panic of 1893.

Senator Reed. Not impugning the motives of anybody, I have no
patience with those who picture bankers as a selfish class and as a

dishonest class any more than other men are selfish or dishonest, but
it seems to me that a very different proposition would be presented

to a man who wanted gold who could come over to an independent
institution at Washington, for which the Government was entirely

responsible, and get it, than would be if he had to go to a bank in

the city of New York that was composed practically altogether of

the banks of New York, that had to have its capital maintained by
the banks of New York, and that if it fell would crush the banks of

New York directly, including the man who brought about the dis-

turbance ; that that presents a different question to that man's mind
than it would if he were going to get it from the Government at Wash-
ington, as if he might send to the Bank of England to get it. I

agree there is great force in the suggestion of Senator O'Gorman, but

is it not a different question?
Senator Weeks. Let me make another suggestion about that. Why

would the bank want the gold ?

Senator McLean. That is the point?
Senator Weeks. What is it going to do ? You suggest that gold is

going to be withdrawn for purposes of export. Now, if you are

going to export the gold there must be a demand for gold, or we must
be owing the other side some gold, and it must be exported, or the

debt has to be paid in some other way.
The Chairman. And pay freight on it.

Senator Shafroth. Aiid the loss from abrasion.

Senator Weeks. If you are going to withdraw the gold and ship

it, it must be profitable to do it. But suppose it is ; what are we going
to do imder this plan ? We axe presumably going to establish a bank
or system which will at once take cognizance of the fact that gold is

being shipped 6ut and change the interest rate, or take some other

means of replenishing its gold supply.
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Senator O'Goeman. Let me ask you a question, Professor, to get
your view. Suppose the general features of the pending bill were
observed with regard to the creation of a system, namely, that you
have a reserve board and five or more regional banks, and you pro-
vide, as the pending bill does provide, in part at least, that the
national banks withm the several regions will contribute the capital
tor that regional bank by a 10 or 5 per cent contribution of their
capital stock, with a provision such as you now suggest that if within
60 days the national banks within those regions do not subscribe or
contribute the requisite capital the public may be invited to sub-
scribe the remainder. Would you confine the "public" to people
residing within the territory covered by that regional bank, or would
you invite the public of the country, giving preference to the resi-
dents of the particular region?

Prof. Jenks. I do not see any reason why there should be any
restriction as regards residence at all, as long as the people are citi-
zens of the United States, giving preference simply to those who
come in first, or possibly, as the Senator suggested, the smallest sub-
scribers first. I do not see any reason why, because these people
would not have any particular voice—would have no voice, in ac-
cordance with the provision made here—in the management of the
bank; they would siftiply be drawing their dividends. I do not see
any reason why there should be a restriction.

Senator Weeks. Let me ask you one more question
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). Pardon me; just one question

more. Coupling with this last suggestion of mine a similar obser-
vation of your own, previously given, I see how one of the two ob-
jections tendered by the country banks may be obviated. In passing,
I have been more concerned in this entire hearing about the attitude

of the country banks than about the so-called large banks, because I

look upon the two particular objections the country banks make as

objections quite well founded.
The second objection they offer relates to the diminution of their

return from exchange charges. Have you made any suggestion re-

garding the feature of the pending bill on that subject?

Prof. Jenks. I think this amendment that was made in the bill

itself just before it came over from the House—that they may make
charges covering their actual expenses—covers part of that, t think,

however, there is still more that might be said. At the present time

when collections are made by country banks there is very frequently

'

a sending of the check and the collections through three or four or

five different banks; it is a circular, irregular. process. Under the

plan proposed in this bill, so far as I can see, every national bank

would have only two transfers. It would go direct to the regional

bank and back again. It seems to me that that saving in the actual

expense of collection is going to offset the objection to a considerable

GXtOIlt

On the other hand, I think this should be said :
Unless I am de-

cidedly misinformed—I have made some inquiry, but I wanted to

make more, from country bankers in whom I have confidence—a con-

siderable part of the profits the banks make now in collecting checks

on their own banks is a profit they ought not really to be allowed to

make Take, for example, an illustration that I think I used the

other day. Suppose when I was living at Ithaca, in order to pay
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a bill in Wilkes Barre I sent my Ithaca check down to a dealer in

Willces Barre. He would deposit that check in his bank and that

bank would send it to Philadelphia. That Philadelphia bank pos-

sibly would send it direct to Ithaca, or perhaps to Ithaca through
Syracuse.
Moreover, I understand that the custom is—I am not speaking of

the Ithaca bank specially, but of any local bank—a common custom is

to have an arrangement made with the Philadelphia bank, so that

when the Philadelphia bank sent that check in for collection they

would charge the Philadelphia bank with 2 or 3 cents of the 10

cents, we will say. They insist that if it comes in in that way they

will make a charge, and they do get some part of their profits out

of that. Moreover, I am told it is usual in a small town, where
there are only two or three national banks and trust companies, for

the banks to combine and agree that none of them will do that work
short of a similar charge, and the charge is high enough to give them
a profit. I think this bill should stop that kind of thing. I think

it is perfectly proper, as provided in this bill, that the actual ex-

penses of collection should be covered. Beyond that I do not think

they ought to be allowed to make profits on the checks on their own
banks.

Senator Ceawtoed. Let me break in there to say that in the Pujo
committee they made a special investigation of the matter of charg-

ing on out-of-town checks, and it amounted to a great deal of money
and became the subject of more or less abuse, and it is one of the

things regarding which the Pujo committee makes a specific report.

"We ought to keep that in mind in dealing with the question here.

Senator O'Goeman. I think it is said that $6,000,000 is charged
on the commerce of the country.

The Chaieman. That is not really true, however.
Prof. Jenks. May I make another suggestion? I think this bill

as it is, providing that the regional reserve bank shall act as a clear-

ing house under this law, will, to a, very great extent, lessen the

actual expenses, as I intimated before.

Senator O'Goeman. I know ; but it will diminish the opportunity
of the small bank to increase its earnings.

Prof. Jenks. Exactly; but it seems to me that while that is true,

so far as the small bank's profit is dependent upon collecting checks
drawn upon itself, it ought not to have that profit. It does, however,
under the present circumstances.

Senator Hitchcock. Let me put another suggestion to you right

there. Suppose there are 1,500 towns in the United States, and I
believe there are many more, where a bank of $10,000 capital could
not exist by the simple process of loaning 80 or 85 per cent of its

deposits to the borrowers in the community, and if it were compelled
to confine itself to the interest on 85 per cent of its deposits it would
go out of existence and the community would be thereby deprived
of a place to deposit its little savings and would have to go back to

stockings and hiding places under carpets, in bedticks, etc., and lose

that little public utility. What will that bank do if it be not permitted
to eke out an existence by this method of charging just enough, as

the evidence shows it does, to pay the reasonable salaries of a couple
of officers and a very moderate income on the capital invested ?
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Prof. Jenks. I think I would answer that question by asking
another. Is it not entirely possible, and in fact probable, that in
those cases where a bank needs some extra advantage in order that
it may carry on its business it can get it in some other way than by
interfering with the course of commerce along those lines ?

Senator Hitchcock. It is absolutely not
Prof. Jenks (interposing) . Just one moment. If we go back into

commercial history a little, we shall find that there are a good many
cases where the banks actually charged for the receipt of deposits. I
may say, along that line, that if it became a case of necessity it might
be better that that town should pay enough for the privilege of mak-
ing deposits and the other work the bank did, and pay for the trans-

mission of drafts and services of that kind than to interfere with the
general commerce of the country by this roundabout system of collec-

tions you have now.
Senator Hitchcock. Of course, that is a very good theory. Prof.

Jenks, but the fact is the people would not do it. The people of that

community would not pay for that, and it is only by this indirect

way that it is possible to build that banlf up. Those little banks eke

out an existence by doing a little collecting, by writing insurance,

by one of the officers acting as notary, and in that way they furnish a

very valuable little utility. The great difference between one of our

western towns of a few thousand population and a town of Europe
of a few thousand population is that ours is a little town and there

it is a village, because they have not this facility which we have in

the United States.

Prof. Jenks. May I make another observation ? I happen to have

had some experience in the small towns of the Middle West, towns

of 1,000 and 2,000 population. My own observation is that the local

banks by doing this notary business, and particularly by shaving

notes and doing other local business that it has a chance to do along

monetary lines, not merely ekes out an existence, but a very good

existence. As a rule, they are making very high profits ; hardly any-

body else in the community is making so good profits. This collec-

tion business that you speak of is often done, and may just as well

be done by some lawyer or other person who sets up a collection

agency. I do not believe there are very many cases m the Middle

West in these smaller towns of 1,000 or 1,500 inhabitants where the

bank needs this special exchange charge in order to live. I think

they will be able to get their living in other ways that are perfectly

proper and much easier for the community and that will not inter-

fere with the general course of business.

Senator Shafroth. Is not this charge very irksome to the people,

and resented by them very largely?

Prof. Jenks. I think it is. Take, for example, my own case.

When New York City is charging 10 cents for the collection of out-

of-town checks, and I send down to New York for $10 or $15 worth

of books and have to write a check for $15.10 I do not like it. It

seems to me that the provision to allow them to make a reasonable

^l^nltrffiS^J.^. xt^wT^^^^^ House has a re^la^

tion Sthese banks must make this charge, and if they do not do

it they are subject to discipline.

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 79
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Prof. Jenks. I know that is true, but when this bill is put into

effect I think it will not be true.

Senator Shafkoth. In the Pujo report there was a good deal of

criticism on that, too.

Senator Crawford. Oh, it was the subject of special inquiry. Mr.
Untermyer claims that the agreement is in restraint of trade and
in violation of the antitrust law.

Senator Eeed. I think Mr. Untermyer claimed a good many things

in that hearing.

Senator Crawford. That may be, but I wanted to call attention to

it as one of the matters upon which they made a special report.

Senator Shafroth. The report, as I remember it, was to the effect

that the compensation the bank got by holding the money in the

meantime was sufficient to reimburse it for the expense of collection.

Senator O'Gtorman. I should like. Professor, to put another ques-

tion to you.
Prof. Jenks. Will you pardon me a moment until I answer a ques-

tion that was put earlier ? That was the question raised by Senator

Reed with reference to the personal ownership of the capital of the

central bank. I agree with the general position that Senator
O'Gorman took on that, because I do not see that there is any essen-

tial difference between the two, excepting this: I think, if the na-

tional banks in New York or any other locality are themselves put-

ting in their capital, and—what is still more important^—are them-
selves selecting the managers of the local Federal reserve banks,

they will take an immediate interest in that work and will look

after the workings of the Federal reserve bank in a way that will

tend to increase very decidedly the security of the whole system as

compared with what would be the case if the subscription, as has

been suggested, were to come from private individuals all over the

country with preference given to smaller contributors.

One word further. I think also that with this added confidence

and the added skill we could get in that way, presumably, we should
have the confidence of the people throughout the country a great deal

more. Now, a good deal has been said—and, I think, with justice

in part, but in part only—to the effect that this Federal reserve

banking system and the Federal reserve bank ought to be run not

simply for profit, but for patriotic reasons—the good of the country.
I quite agree with that, and I think we ought to prevent their making
too much money; but at the same time we all know, as a matter of

fact, that any one of us takes a good deal more interest in any work
if we do have some little financial interest there also. We do look

after our own money affairs. I think, myself, that on that account
it is desirable to have the skilled bankers, as long as they have not
the power to harm, given enough interest in this system so they will

be watching it carefully all the time.

And it is for that reason also that I favor the proposition that

they should have a share in the profits above 5 per cent, because I

do not think they can get any exorbitant profits and it will give

them the opportunity and put upon them the necessity of watching
and seeing how the work is done. I do not think there is any like-

lihood of abuse under the provisions of the bill, and their interest^

I think, is very desirable.
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me^°oTlhp h ™7 ^7 another thing with reference to the appoint-ment ot the boards of directors of the Federal reserv*> hnnlrt t/La fact, spealang generally, that if you have a great ILtitutL tha?

aouses, and in the system before us, as I think is fuUv provided in

wM'smln Lourt'or ^^' f^'^ supervision of a p^ri^vatrnaJur^witn a small amount of private interest in it we shall o-et a better

^tZJ^'^ ^' ^T°*^ '^'''/^^ "P«" the Government"
benator Beistow. Now, Professor, I suppose you and I have verydifferent opinions as to the control of the banking system of the

rnn?.n7>^
a few men hi New York. I think they pracicdly will

Zn ?LvT '" *^'
Tt'I^-*^^^' P^^P^^^*^ in this bill much morethan they do now and I think they control it too much now. I amperfectly willing to say this: That I do not propose to favor any

reserve bank system that permits the banks of the country to control
It. It we are going to have an independent banking system and
preserve it now is the time to do it. And if it is insisted that we are
to have these regional banks instead of a bank of the people, which
has been suggested, then I think the Government should appoint the
oflicers that administer the reserve banks. There is no more reason
tor appointing the Federal board by the President than appointing
the administration of the regional bank by the President, because that
IS actually the operating force that does the business.
Now, do you think it would be better to have the regional banks,

or the branch banks—whichever system may be adopted—governed
by appointees of the President, or the board, regardless of the stock-
that is, would you prefer to have the banks own the stock and have
nothing to do with its management, or to have the people own the
stock and have the management. I will put that differently. Would
you prefer that the banks own the stock and the Government manage
it, the branches as well as the central bank ; or would you prefer that
the people own the stock and the Government manage it ? Which
would be the best?
' Prof. Jenks. I should prefer in any case that the banks own the
stock.

May I comment a little upon what you suggest ? I do not believe
that undei* this system as it stands the banks in New York are going
to control the system. As a matter of fact, the Federal reserve board
is entirely appointed by the President, so there is no question about
that. So far as the Federal reserve banks are concerned, the regional
banks or the branch banks under the system proposed here, two-thirds
of the directors are really absolutely under the control of the Federal
reserve bank; so that while, as I say, under the system that is pro-

posed in this bill as it passed the House, we can be sure of skilled

supervision, we can also be sure that the Government prevents any
abuse by private bankers. Now, I do think that the bankers in New
York and the other bankers throughout the country are going to have
a good deal to say about the management of the system, not because

they have any power, not because they will be permitted to exploit the

system for their own ends, but because they are men of training, men
of character, men of weight in the community, and men that people
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would be glad to consult with because they are persons of that type.

But, in either case, I should prefer they own the stock.

Senator Bkistow. Of course, I differ with you very radically as to

that. Now, in connection with Senator Reed's question that he
asked a while ago as to maintaining the gold reserve, I can not see

why Mr. Vanderlip, and I simply carry on the illustration which
he gives, could not now come down here and demand $10,000,000 in

gold for national-bank notes, and the Government would have to

give it, because we are pledged to maintain the gold standard. But
it is not done. To my mind there is no more danger of it being done
under the new system of notes than under the present system. We
have no gold reserve at all now except against national-bank notes,

and we have a reserve against the greenbacks. Now, they could de-

plete that gold reserve any day if they wanted to, but the banks do
not do it. But to avoid the danger, as suggested by Senator Reed,
should we not provide that the banks that were the beneficiaries of

this system should maintain a gold reserve and replenish it when-
ever it is depleted?

Prof. Jenks. I do not quite see what you mean. Senator. We
Gould make the provision now, of course, if we wanted to, that a

certain proportion of this reserve that the banks are required to keep
shall be held in gold. Is that what you mean ?

Senator Beistow. Say we had a 50 per cent gold reserve behind
the notes that are issued, and there should be a run on that gold re-

serve through these notes. Now, of course, if they could get enough
notes together they could run the gold reserve out, but can we not

make a provision that as these notes are redeemed the banks that are

the beneficiaries of the system shall maintain a certain gold reserve

in the Treasury and put the burden on the entire banking system of

the country to maintain the gold reserve?

Prof. Jenks. As I understand the matter, that is done now under
our present law, and it is provided in this bill. It is provided in this

bill that each bank shall keep 5 per cent of its note issue in gold in

the Treasury, and as fast as that is taken out it shall be renewed.
The consequence is that under the present circumstances, supposing
they present $100,000,000 of these new bank notes, as fast as they

come in the Government would itself provide that the amount be

supplied by the banks by calling upon them to make good the sums
paid out.

Senator Bristow. Wliy could not the same provision be carried in

here to protect the gold reserve of this Federal reserve bank ?

Prof. Jenks. I understand it is carried.

Stmator Beistow. That being the case, the suggestion of Senator

Reed, it seems to me, falls to the ground.
Senator Reed. I am talking about the Vanderlip plan, which was

a central bank owned by the people, the gold reserve to be main-

tained in that bank, without any provision in the bill, as I recall it,

that the banks of the United States should in any way contribute.

Senator Beistow. But we can put such a provision in the bill as

will remedy that defect.

Senator Reed. In other words, your idea would be that the banks

should keep on deposit in this Federal bank a certain percentage of

gold?
Senator Beistow. Yes.
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Senator Reed. And when they drop below a certain amount they,
must replenish it ? And if they do not replenish it, what then

«

benator Bristow. Then there would be penalties. I do not know
what penalties we have now, but we could fix a penalty

Prof. Jenks. You could put them into liquidation.
Senator Bristow. Yes.
Senator Reed. It is perfectly clear to me that we have to impose

upon the member banks the duty of helping^ to maintain this reserve.
Senator Bristow. I agree to that. Perhaps they are
Senator O'Goeman (interposing). I do not want to interrupt this

conversation, but a good deal of this talk is naturally what will very
often come up at our executive conferences, and perhaps if Prof.
Jenks has concluded his observations we may resume the work we
intended to take up.

Senator Crawfoed. He has not answered this question I brought
up in connection with these questions by Senator Bristow. Now, I
want
The Chairman (interposing). I think the questions ought to be

put to the witness and he be allowed to answer them.
Senator Crawford. The question I had in mind is. What objection

is there to letting this bank, under the system provided in this bill,

or any other that may be created, discount for individuals as well as
for member banks ?

Now, this whole propaganda has been put before the people as
adopting banking practices of the old country, on the ground that
our system is not up to date and is inefficient and all that, and every
one of these banking systems after which we are copying, or from
which we are expecting td take the best, contains a provision that
this Government bank, or central bank, can do business with in-

dividuals, and it does. Now, I do not see why, in building up a sys-

tem here, we should rest it alone upon the theory that it is to be an
accommodation to the member banks. It may be a very great ac-

commodation to an American citizen that has prime commercial paper
of the class described here that he can go to this reserve bank or

central bank and discount his paper ; it may be a mighty wholesome
check upon the banks of the countrjr to give him that privilege as

they have done it in the other countries. What objection is there to

allowing him that privilege ?

Prof. Jenks. I think there are two objections that can be made.

In the first place, unless I am entirely misinformed, in none of these

European countries where the central national bank does this work
have they anything like so widely developed a system of local banks

all through the country as we have here. We have built up a system

of something like 25,000 small national banks all through the coun-

try, to say nothing of the private banks. At any rate, we have enough

of them so that the business is pretty well looked after now. They are

rendering a good service to the country as a whole, and there is not the

need for it that there is there where they have not any such system

as that developed. Our present local banks, in my judgment, are

serving the people, and serving them fairly well. I think that with

the control that is put in this bill, there is no danger of their abus^

ing their powers, and it is a much wiser jjolicy for the managers of

these reserve banks to devote their energies strictly to seeing to it
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that the paper which comes in from these different banks is of the

right type. As a matter of fact, if we gave that privilege of dis-

counting for individuals to our reserve banks, it would mean that

the only persons who would go to the reserve banks to get accom-

modations directly would be the large corporations that wanted large

sums; and the other people would be more likely to go to their small

banks, anyway, for the small banks are really the only ones that can

look into the individual credit of the small borrower.

Senator CRAwroBD. I do not suppose if the reserve bank had that

power it would, to any great extent, rediscount paper, and I do not

think they have in the other case of which you speak, but it seems to

me that it might be a wise thing to let them have that power for use

in emergencies, as we are linking together all the banks of the coun-

try—that seems to be the purpose of this bill—practically bringing

savings banks, and State banks, and trust companies, and national

banks into one system, and tying them all together.

Prof. Jbnks. That is right.

Senator Ceawford. And if this system becbmes unified, they are

practically going to be one big banking trust.

Prof. Jenks. That is right.

Senator Crawford. It may be a good thing for the country, but it

may also be a good thing for the country to allow this reserve bank
to have the power, in emergencies, to discount the paper of individ-

uals. How would it hurt them if this bank had such power?
Prof. Jenks. I think the being hurt would be in the public senti-

ment in connection with the matter.

Senator Crawford. Would it not be better for the public ?

Prof. Jenks. I question if it would. Under the system provided

by this bill the public can get its accommodation directly from their

local banks, and the rate it can charge can be practically controlled

by the central bank anyway. I do not see that there would be any
very special harm done, to be frank about the matter, but on the

whole I think it woulc^ not help the system to turn public sentiment

against it.

Senator Crawford. It seems to me it is difficult to find a parallel.

Prof. Jenks. I think there is no exact parallel.

Senator Crawford. Because when we created the first bank in

Philadelphia, and the Bank of North America was created a State

bank, and those two banks competed with each other, they got along
very well together?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Crawford. We are creating this big combination of banks

a,nd giving them exclusive control over rediscounts in taking that

power away.
Senator Weeks. I think you will find that that statement is not

quite justified, that they got along well together.

Senator Crawford. The Bank of North America and the First

Bank in Philadelphia got along well together, although there were
disputes, political disputes. They got along well together.

Senator Pomeeene. There was mismanagement.
Senator Crawford. There was mismanagement, but I am speaking

of the reciprocal relations.

Senator Hitchcock. Congress is very probably justified in going in

and organizing a great concern for the purpose of caring for the re-
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serves of the banks it has created to distribute currency to the people,
but Congress has no more business to go in and establish a bank any
more than it has to start a railroad or start a bakery or undertake any
other line of private enterprise.

Prof. Jekks. You are referring in your remarks to the fact that it
is not politically expedient ?

Senator Hitchcock. It is not desirable, but it is the function of
Congress to provide a means of safeguarding the reserves of the
banks it has authorized. It is legitimate for it to provide against
panics and to provide a means of supplying currency to the banks
which it has recognized.

Senator Crawford. But we have a novel proposition here, not of
the Government or Congress establishing a purely governmental
bank; it is creating a bank through the capital stock of other banks.
It is taking no stock in it itself; it is excluding the public from having
any stock in it; it is securing its capital from member banks and
limiting its business to the business it transacts with those banks.
That is unique.

Senator Hitchcock. That is not the point I was referring to.

Senator Crawford. No ; I suggested that as distinguished from the
statement made by Senator Hitchcock.

Senator McLean. Did you, Prof. Jenks, retain in your amended
bill the provision in the Glass-Owen bill that these notes shall be the
obligation of the Government ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes; the obligation of the Government. But, as I
understand it, under the provisions of this bill the Government, after
all, is so little likely to be called upon that it is only practically a guar-
anty that is certain never to be asked to meet.
Senator McLean. In your opinion there is no objection to that?
Prof. Jenks. In my opinion there is no practical objection to that,

though I would prefer to see bank notes. I think it is a good deal a

matter of sentiment.

Senator McLean. Do you look upon it as a matter of sentiment,

purely ?

Prof. Jenks. Practically so
;
yes.

Senator Nelson. I call your attention to a section of the bill on

page 31, and I will read to you the paragraph upon which I want
light. You have not touched upon it in your amended bill. [Bead-

ing:]

Whenever Federal reserve notes issued through one Federal reserve bank shall

be received by another Federal reserve bank they shall be returned for redemp-

tion to the Federal reserve bank to which they were originally issued, or shall

be charged off against Government deposits and returned to the Treasury of the

United States, or shall be presented to the said Treasury for redemption. No
Federal reserve bank shall pay out notes issued through another under penalty

of a tax of 10 per cent upon the face value of notes so paid out. Notes pre-

sented for redemption at the Treasury of the United States shall be paid and

returned to the Federal reserve banks through which they were origmally

Issued ahd Federal reserve notes received by the Treasury otherwise than for

redemption shall be exchanged for lawful money out of the 5 per cent redemp-

tion fund hereinafter provided and returned as hereinbefore provided to the

reserve bank through which they were originally issued, etc.

Now, the point that has been troubling me is this: After these

notes have been returned to the bank that issues them and have been

redeemed, after they are redeemed have they a right to put those
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notes into circulation again, and if they had such a right would it not

lead to endless inflation ? Ought not those notes to be canceled when
they are redeemed?

Prof. Jenks. As I understand the bill, when the notes are brought

in and redeemed they are legally canceled.

Now, if they are paid out again, they are paid out just as if a new
note was issued, and it is simply a question as to whether you shall

reprint the notes and put other numbers on them.

Senator Nelson. Have they not got to, based upon new security ?

Prof. Jenks. They have to be based upon new security; that is

why I say when they are redeemed I should consider them canceled.

If, instead of tearing them up, the Federal reserve agent puts them
aside into a separate pile, and when there comes in some niore security

he takes those same notes instead of asking for newly printed notes;

it is really a new issue.

Senator Nelson. It is really a new issue. That is, after they have
been returned and redeemed their function is ended. Unless you take

that course it would lead to an endless inflation of currency ?

Senator Pomeeene. And the collateral was surrendered.

Senator Nelson. If they are issued, they must be issued as new
notes, and the mere cost of printing would be a mere bagatelle in re-

lation to the question of safety. Those notes ought to be destroyed

and those new notes printed.

Prof. Jenks. May I add a word there? If the suggestion you
make is carried out, it would also be practically an absolute bar
against counterfeiting them.

Senator Nelson. And the mere cost of printing would be a baga-"

telle compared with the question of safety. We would be sure that

there could not be any inflation of the currency. To get new cur-

rency they will have to put up new securities, and they will have to

go through the process again. If you leave that the other way, there

is great danger of inflation.

Now, another question, and then I will have finished.

Senator PIitchcock. I want to ask another question on that same
line.

Senator Nelson. I would like to ask one more question, and then I

will be through.
Senator Hitchcock. The question I would like to ask is in line

with the very questions you have been asking. Senator Nelson.
Senator Nelson. Very well.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose, Prof. Jenks, a bank in your town,

discounts paper with a reserve bank in New York and receives notes,'

currency, and these notes are put up as collateral security or segre-

gated as collateral security for the other notes ; I believe that is the
process.

Prof. Jenks. Did I understand you to say that the bank in my
town puts up personal notes?

Senator Hitchcock. We will say it rediscounts $100,000 of com-
mercial paper with the reserve bank in New York City. It receives

notes, currency of the Government, through the reserve bank?
Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. The notes which it has discounted and which,

have been, as a matter of fact, due for 90 days, have been segrega|}ed
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and turned over to the Government. The bank in your town takes
this currency home, and within 10 days they get back to the reserve

^ ^ ^^"^ ^^^^ ^^*y- ^^^^ *^°^® ^o^s b^ retired 80 days before
the collateral security matures?

Senator Nelson. Your proposition involves this : You assume the
notes come back to the reserve bank in New York City, and it is the
duty of the reserve bank to present them for redemption; they must
not hold them.

Senator Hitchcock. The collateral is there.
Senator Nelson. They would not hold those notes.
Senator Hitchcock. The reserve bank has invested its funds in

these notes, which do not mature for 90 days, but the currency may
come back in 10 days.
Senator Nelson. Come back where?
-Senator Hitchcock. To the reserve bank.
Senator Nelson. The bank that issued them ?

Senator Hitchcock. Yes.
Senator Nelson. That is all right.
Senator Hitchcock. The collateral security of $100,000 which

the reserve bank has invested in the 90-day notes will not remain in
those notes for 80 days.

Prof. Jenks. I should say, so far as that matter is concerned, that
that example which you cite will never happen in actual practice.
If it should happen, what you say will be true.

This would be the situation: These notes—that is, the personal
notes that have been put up as collateral—represent loans to private
individuals. They have had the use of the money, and those notes,
when they are collected, would be collected by the Federal reserve
bank through the local bank that took them to begin with.
The chances are 100 to 1 that before the 90-day notes are paid

oil finally, the local bank that has taken them and deposited them in
the Federal reserve bank will have made a good many more loans,

and have others it can substitute for these if it wishes. The process
will thus go on indefinitely. But in case, we will say, at the end
of the 90 days the local bank, instead of loaning $100,000 more, has
loaned, we will say, $80,000, and then when the commercial paper
is paid off the currency will be contracted by that $20,000.

If, however, it has been able to loan $120,000, when it substitutes

the new commercial paper for the $100,000, it will probably ask for

more circulating notes.

And in this continuous process of the substitution of these local

personal notes the collateral, continuously, the Federal reserve bank
will adjust itself and the currency to the needs of the country.

Whenever the amount of circulating notes which come back to the

Federal reserve bank from its district in the course of any 90 days

is less than it issued 90 days before, it means there has been a

^ackening of business and the currency has been contracted as much
^s it ought to contract.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose, instead of coming back in 90 days

they do not come back for six months ?

Prof. Jenks. That is all right. The implication would be that

the business demands have been enough to keep those out, and,
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quite likely, still more. Under those circumstances there will be
more commercial paper deposited, and there would have been a call

for more notes.

As I understand it, that is one of the most valuable features in
the entire bill—that by depositing securities in the form of com-
mercial paper with the reserve bank we can expand the currency
to meet the demand, whenever the business demand increases,

and it will, of itself, normally contract as the demand lessens.

Just along that line, I would like to suggest
Senator Hitchcock (interposing). The reserve bank has really

ao control over its outstanding currency?
Prof. Jenks. The only control the Federal reserve bank has is

jhis: It has the right to determine whether the commercial paper
jffered is good or not. It has also the right to determine, subject

to the review of the Federal reserve board, what rate it shall charge
to the local bank. If it feels that the local bank, when it comes and
asks fcr this $100,000, is trying to push out more than the demand
warrants, it will put up its rate of discount.

Senator Nelson. Note this expression in the bill

Senator Pomerene (interposing). I was going to offer this sug-

gestion. Assume that there is $100,000 of new notes issued. That
means, of course, that $100,000 of commercial paper has been
hypothecated. Now, assume that that $100,000 of notes was sent to

the reserve bank and canceled before any of the collateral was
matured. Necessarily, it would seem to me, the collateral would all

be returned, if part of it is

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). The Senator from Ohio mis-

understands the situation. That is the loan to the bank ; that is the

paper that is rediscounted, and those notes are now owned by the

reserve bank absolutely, and the bank can not get the money on the

notes until they mature.
Senator O'Gokman. Then, what difference does it make whether

they are redeemed in 10 days or not?
Senator Nelson. The bill says:

Notes presented for redemption at the Treasury of the United States shall

be paid and returned to the Federal reserve banks through which they were
originally issued, and Federal reserve notes received by the Treasury other-

wise than for redemption shall be exchanged for lawful money out of the

f> per cent redemption fund hereinafter provided, and returned as herein-

before provided to the reserve banli through which they were originally

Issued.

Why should they not be canceled ? What right have they to issue

them ? Would that not be a most dangerous power ?

Prof. Jenks. I think they are canceled under the law. Whether
they should be reprinted or not is another matter. My own judg-

ment is that

Senator Hitchcock (interposing). I misunderstood Senator Pom-
erene's question. What he meant was that when the notes came in

the reserve bank would then take down the notes which it had placed
as collateral. I did not understand what he meant.

Senator Nelson. The country banks at the Boston meeting adopted
some resolutions, and among others they recommended this substi-

tute for the clearing-house provision of the bill—I call it the clearing-
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house provision. Here is what they recommend as a substitute for
that provision

:

It shnll be the duty of every Federal reserve bauk to receive the deposits at
par and without charge for exchange or collection of checks smd drafts drawn
by any of its depositors upon any other depositor and checks and drafts drawn
by any depositor in any other Federal reserve bank upon funds to the credit of
such depositors in said reserve bank last mentioned.

That is what the country bankers want as a substitute for what is

in the bill. Can you see any objection to that matter ?

Prof. Jenks. My impression is they have left out of this the col-

lection of the local checks of one bank upon the bank of another
region. I think the clearing-house provision ought to be broader
than it is put in here.

Senator Nelson. You do not favor this ?

Prof. Jenks. No.
Senator Hitchcock. I wanted to ask you what provision you -ake

in your substitute for the retirement of national-bank currency".

Prof. Jenks. I made no change beyond the provision that is "-lade

in here.

Senator Hitchcock. You have left the bill as it is?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. Then, I want to ask you what you would
think of the idea, in addition^ of having a standard rate of discount

charged from day to day, available to the banks of the country, equal

in all parts of the country? What would you think of a provision

providing that any bank, as a matter of right, should be entitled to

discount paper up to the amount of its capital stock at the minimum
rate of interest ?

Prof. Jenks. What do you mean by the minimum rate of interest?

Senator Hitchcock. The lowest rate established. And also a pro-

vision that any bank requesting more than the amount of its capital

stock should be subject to a higher rate of interest, in order to equal-

ize, to some extent, at least, the volume of discount available to each

bank?
Prof. Jenks. I think, as regards the discount rate, that that should

be made dependent only upon the reserve. I think that by making

it dependent upon the reserve only you would give the elasticity that

the system would not have otherwise.
, , o

Senator Hitchcock. You mean the reserves of the reserve banks'

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
,, , ^ i i j:

Senator Hitchcock. That is all right, so far as the total volume of

discount is concerned, but it makes no provision for equalizing the

discount among the various applying banks. The reserve bank

might discriminate against one bank, and my object was to try to

devise this as a means of equalizing the discount, to put the brake

on aeainst their getting an excessive amount.
, ,. , » ,

,

Pr?f. Jenks. I had Understood by the bill that the directors of the

Federal reserve banks were to make a uniform rate o± discount m
their own district.

Senator Hitchcock. Exactly.
• u+ j-

Prof Jenks. And the Federal reserve board had a right to recog-

nize the fact that it was different in different districts, but otherwise

they had the right to change it under the bill. As I have seen it, the
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Federal reserve board would not make only one uniform rate of dis-

count throughout the country unless the local Federal reserve board
could give some valid reasons for so doing.

The Chairman. I think the Senator from Nebraska intends to

make this suggestion, that in extending accommodations to member
banks, that when a member bank has received a certain amount of

accommodation at the lowest rate of interest, then if it desires addi-

tional accommodation a rule might be imposed to increase the rate of

interest upon such paper, to keep one bank from being too greedily

disposed to get accommodation at the expense of other banks.

Prof. Jenks. My opinion on that is that is not necessary. I think

it is within the power of the board of this Federal reserve bank to

say whether a bank shall have accommodation or not, and I think
also it has the power to pass upon the quality of the paper. It seems
to me that it might very well happen that, within one Federal district,

there would be very large demands in some one region—-say, perhaps,
some farming region—while in another region 100 miles from there

the demand would be less. It would be desirable, if the demand came
in that way, that the loans be made in the region where the demand
was greater, at just as low rates, or even lower rates than in the other

place, and I do not think the amount of loans there should be fixed

rigidly according to the amount of capital.

I think you had better leave that to the districts competing.
Senator Hitchcock. Take two men in the banking business on,op-

posite sides of the street ; they have the same amount of capital and
practically the same volume of deposits. One man wishes to swell
his business, and he makes loans with the idea that he can discount
a large amount of paper with the reserve bank, and the other man
across the street is more conservative in his disposition and more
careful with his loans, and he may, when he applies for rediscounts,
find that the reserve bank is not disposed to rediscount his paper. He
may get none.

Prof. Jenks. I think, so far as that is concerned, we shall have to

trust the board of directors of the Federal reserve bank. The chances
are, I should say, that if one bank is enterprising enough so that it

wants to discount more of its paper, as long as it can satisfy the board
as to the quality of its security, it ought to be given the privilege.
Why shall we say that one man shall be penalized for his enterprise?

Senator Hitchcock. Is that not going to tend to inflation ?

Prof. Jenks No
;
I do not think so. It depends upon the quality

of his paper. If the quality of the paper is right, there is no danger
of issuing too much.

Senator Hitchcock. That is a matter of judgment?
Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. It seems to me a bank should be guaranteed

equal treatment.
Prof. Jenks. Surely, if we do not make any further provisions.
Senator Hitchcock. One bank may be refused discount. One

bank may come in for rediscounts after another has discounted a
large volume of paper and the rate may have been raised, and the
conservative man is discriminated against because he has been con-
servative and careful.

Prof. Jenks. That is, I should think, a condition of affairs that
we ought to encourage.
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If a man who is a business man chooses to be rather overconserv-
ative and go a little more slowly than his competitor, he ought to

take a penalty for his conservatism. The other man, as long as he
can keep up the quality of his paper—and that can be inspected by
the Federal reserve bank—ought to have the benefit that comes from
that enterprise. I do not think it is necessary to penalize him. It

seems to me the principle is wrong.
If you say the more enterprising a man is, as long as he keeps up

the quality of his paper, the more he shall be compelled to pay as he
asks for more discount, I think the principle is wrong. I think the
test ought to be the quality of the paper.

Senator Hitchcock. That is a mere matter of judgment, and there

is no standard. I am thinking that something ought to be put in

there to avoid favoritism. You propose a plan by which it is left

to the judgment of the reserve board.
Prof. Jenks. That is the way it is in the bill.

Senator HrrcHcocK. What is the objection to having a provision in

there guaranteeing equal treatment?
Prof. Jenks. The objection is this: I do not think it is equal treat-

ment, because I think the people who could ask for the loans are

people of the same type.

Senator Hitchcock. Do you not think it would be safe to say that

any bank entering this system shall at all times be entitled to dis-

count good paper to the extent of its stock ?

Prof. Jenks. I should have no objection to putting that minimum.
I should say I would have an objection to putting on a penalty.

Senator Hitchcock. What other brake are you going to put on

the expansion of bank credits except by raising the interest rate?

Prof. Jenks. That is all, except the quality of the paper.

Senator Keed. If you do not put any provision in there, he might

get $100,000,000.

Prof. Jenks. If the board would let him.

Senator Eeed. I would allow him the amount he would get, and

give everybody an equal chance, and if the demand is strong the rate

of interest will rise.

Prof. Jenks. That is already provided for as regards the reserves.

Senator CRAwroEO. Do you think there will be always available

in this banking system money enough to give to each member bank

an amount equal to its capital stock?

Senator Hitchcock. No; that would be 1,000 milhon dollars it

all the national banks came in, but it is unthinkable that all the banks

would want it at the same time. The demands are seasonable and

they are regionable, but I think a bank must be assured that if it

goes into this system it is going to get something; that it has some-

thing definite, and that it is sure, in time, to get a certain amount,

and there is no power to refuse it. I do not want to give discretionary

power to a board of directors anywhere to say to a country bank that

they can not have discounts.
.

Prof Jenks. As regards the minimum rate, I am mchned to agree

with that, but I do not think I would agree in regard to the maximum.

Senator Ckawfoed. Would you have a minimum as large as that

suggested by the Senator?
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Prof. Jenks. His suggestion was that any bank making a demand
would get loans equal to its capital at a minimum rate.

Senator Crawford. Equal to its capital.

Senator Hitchcock. To discount paper equal to its capital.
Prof. Jenks. I do not see any objection to that. If the demand is

too strong the rate of discount will have gone up.
Senator Hitchcock. "What do you think about making the notes

legal tender?
Prof. Jenks. I think they should not be legal tender.

Senator Hitchcock. Why?
Prof. Jenks. Because if they are made legal tender it is going to

be J, very strong influence toward preventing their rapid redemption.
If you make them full legal tender it would be difficult to exclude
them from the right to be held as reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. Suppose we did that arbitrarily and made
thfcm legal tender?

Prof. Jenks. I think it is better not to have them legal tender,

because it is a very desirable thing that there be a prompt and ready
redemption continually. Unless you can secure that promptly you
are almost sure to get an expansion of your currency system, so that

it vpill expel gold from the country. In fact, I should be inclined

to make them poorer in desirability than they are now, in the provi-

sions of this bill, by putting other penalties on them.
The principle of Gresham's law is one that always works. The

poorer you keep the quality of the- notes, as long as they are good
enough so that people will take them, the more certain you are of

getting a prompt and ready redemption, and that, I think, is a very
desirable thing.

Senator Reed. Now, about the matter of retirement; that is the

main thing with you. The method now is that when the notes of

one region get into the Federal reserve bank of another region they

are retired. What is the matter with this proposition? I will ask
you about this. '

Prof. Jenks. I believe you questioned me in regard to this before,

and I did not give you a very satisfactory answer in regard to that

plan.

Senator Reed. My plan was that when a bank came to a regional

bank and rediscounted paper, that it had to pay within a certain time,

and that it must then bring gold, greenbacks, national-bank notes, or

its paper at the end of that time and absolutely wipe out its obliga-

tions.

Prof. Jenks. I should add this: "Unless it can substitute other

commercial paper that is equally as good in the minds of the directors'

of the Federal reserve bank."
Senator Reed. Would that work the retirement?
Prof. Jenks. That would make no difference as regards the retire-

ment, I think.

Senator Reed. That would be a new loan?
Prof. Jenks. That would be a new loan.

Senator Reed. Then there is no use in using this substitute paper,
because it has the right to rediscount again.

Prof. Jenks. If it substitutes other paper it amounts to the same
thing. The objection I see to this—I should say it need not pay off

its obligations as they come due in cash, as has been suggested, if it
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can substitute satisfactory paper or a substitute. Your proposition
the other day, I think, was this : That the Federal reserve bank itself

must turn over to the Federal reserve agent either the notes them-
selves or the lawful money to an equal amount.
Senator Reed. That is the other end of it.

Prof. Jenks. The objection to that is this, that it is not going to

be possible, if the business of that region is going on continuously

in a normal way, with new loans made from day to day for the
Federal reserve bank to turn back from day to day in cash or in

those circulating notes all its obligations that are due, without call-

ing loans; that would be a very undesirable thing to do. I should

say here is the situation : You are loaning out through this regional

reserve bank, an amount, possibly, three times the amount it is hold-

ing in a gold reserve. It holds a certain amount in gold in reserve,

and it loans three times as much in notes. And when you do that, if

there comes a day when there is rather more due than the usual

amount it has to return either an equivalent amount of those notes

or the gold, and it must contract the circulation, and it must contract

credit by so doing.

Senator Reed. That is the very thing you propose.

Let us assume that a Federal reserve bank gives to the First Na-

tional Bank of Omaha, we will say, $100,000 of money it issues upon

the securities of that bank. That money is applied for and issued

for 90 days. Thereupon the First National Bank of Omaha deposits

with the Federal reserve bank of that region $100,000 of promissory

notes, due on or before 90 days. The president of the reserve bank

goes across the aisle to the Federal reserve agent and secures from

him $100,000 in currency and loans it to the First National Bank of

Omaha. Ninety days come around. The money is due.

The First National Bank of Omaha must pay that money. I

would make it its duty first to pay it. At the end of that 90 days

the reserve bank pays the reserve agent $100,000. I would provide

that they should pay it out of these notes, and if they did not have

enough of these notes on hand I would provide that then they should

pay it in lawful money, and further provide that as rapidly as pos-

sible it should substitute the circulation for lawful money, ihat

makes an absolute retirement, I think.
., -ui

Prof Jenks. As a matter of practical business, it is impossible

for them to do it. That is for this reason : When the regional reserve

bank turns over this $100,000 in circulating notes it sets aside a part

of that amount in lawful money as reserve so those notes are covered,

in the first place, by the full amount of collateral and by the one-

Sird reserve^ln g'old^ At the end of 90 days the bank has been doing

business, and it has other commercial paper, ^^d when this com-

mercial paper becomes due, it ought to be allowed t? s^^bsbUite other

paper and keep those first circulating ^otes out in circulation

If it has to pay those circulating notes off, either in gold or by the

full amount oF/otes, then it has |ot to stop its loaning process be-

cause what it has is simply the $1?0'000 in commercjj^l pape^^^^^^^^

third or a half in gold.
.
It can not pay it all ^^/^^h^,"*

^fJ^Xet
loans, and if business is going on regularly, it must not contract

^'^

Senator Reed. Of course, if they wanted to substitute new paper,

it would all be merely a matter of bookkeeping.
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Prof. Jenks. That is it exactly.

Senator Reed. In that event the purpose is to keep $100,000 out
Prof. Jenks (interposing). Yes.

Senator Reed. In that event, the process would be this : At the ehd
of 90 days they would send down $100,000 of new commercial paper,

and thereupon the entry upon the books would be that this first

$100,000 was paid. The entry upon the books would be also that the

$100,000 had been paid through a reserve agent and paid in money
of this character, and that another $100,000 had been issued, and you
would simply keep your books, and in that event you do not want
to retire that $100,000 of circulation at all?

Prof. Jenks. Of course, you do not.

Senator Reed. And that provides a circulation, certain and abso-

lute. This other method provides a currency which circulates from
Omaha and finally gets to Kansas City. Ordinarily, that bank must
not pay that, but send it for redemption. I do not see any reason for

that. I confess I may be very dull, but I can not see the reason for

that.

Prof. Jenks. The objection to your plan is this, that it is abso-

lutely a business impossibility for the regional reserve bank to turn

over to the Federal reserve agent at the end of that period either the

notes or the cash, provided business is going on.

Senator Reed. Provided the notes are renewed, and their obli-

gations
Prof. Jenks (interposing). Of course, if they renew their obli-

gations, and do it by bookkeeping, then I agree with you; I agree

with that fully. If, however, you say they have to pay in actual

circulating notes, or else in gold, then I should say you can not do it

without contracting the credits, and that would hurt
Senator Reed (mterposing). Then suppose you said as often as

any member bank shall pay to the regional bank the moneys it has
obtained by way of discounts or advancement, the regional bank shall

retire out of its own vaults an equal amount of the circulation ?

Prof. Jenks. That, I understand, is provided in the bill now.
It will do that, as a matter of fact, in order to keep its books

straight with the Federal reserve agent.

Now, the other point is with reference to their sending back the

notes which come in from other regions. Under those circum-
stances, if you have one central bank, as I have provided in this

bill, that would have to be eliminated, I should think.
Senator Reed. What is the use of it, anyway ?

Prof. Jenks. The use of it is this, I think: I do not think it is

absolutely essential, but it would tend to encourage the different

banks to call those notes in. The reason is this: Under the present

bill there is a possibility of one regional reserve bank making more
profit than another regional reserve bank, and it will be making
those profits, to a considerable extent, by the circulation of its own
notes.

Now, if it follows that it can make more profit by getting its

rivals' notes out of the way and getting more of its own notes out-

standing, it will, of course, do that.

Senator Reed. And that will be not because you demand it, but
because they want to do it ?
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Prof Jenks We have now. The silver certificates are legal
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^""^^ certificates and the silver and silver

Senator Eeed. Well, gold certificates are not legal tender.
Prof. Jenks. Oh, yes; that is true. I spoke carelessly. I could

put m here [indicating] a provision allowing the gold certificates
to stand for gold.
Senator Nelson. Gold certificates are not legal tender. The only

legal-tender money we have now is the gold and greenbacks and
national-bank notes.

Prof. Jenks. And silver dollars. Yes ; I think you are quite right.

_
Senator Hitchcock. Is the silver dollar a legal tender to an un-

limited amount?
Prof. Jenks. I believe it is at the present time.
Senator EEEa>. Here is what it says on one of these gold cer-

tificates :

This certifies that there has been deposited in the Treasury of the United
States twenty dollars in gold coin, payable to the bearer on demand.

Prof. Jenks. Well, that is not legal tender. I would make' them
available for reserves in these baijks.

Senator Reed. You would ?

Prof. Jenks. The gold certificates; I would accept them instead
of gold, surely. I think that in drafting this bill I did not cut out,
as I should have done, the provision with reference to the different

banks, and I will do that to-night.

Senator Weeks. There is every reason for doing that.

Senator Reed. Yes. Now, suppose we set up a system; we are
anxious to get all of the banks of the country into it. We provide a

currency which is not receivable as reserves in our system of banks;
but the States allow it to be used as reserves in the State banks. Now,
is there not a reason for a bank not to come in ?

Prof. Jenks. I do not think that is a material thing at all. I

think that the additional safety and the additional excellence would

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 80
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far more than offset any disadvantage that might be in the minds
of the good bankers that are expected to come into the system.

Senator Reed. I want to ask if there would be anything done
under this bill that would make it impossible or impracticable for this

system to go to the aid of another system, thus forcing the banks
that are not in—or preventing them from getting the aid of this sys-

tem through a member bank ?

Prof. Jenks. I do not know of any way by which that can be abso-

lutely done; no. As a matter of fact, I think that the feeling that

they had to do it secondhand and through a memebr bank—I think

a member bank would hesitate a little, in many cases, to give the

accommodation like that to those who are not in the system.

Senator Reed. Perhaps the fact that there would be an additional
" rake-off " to member banks would make a difference.

Prof. Jenks. Yes ; I think so.

Senator Nelson. Prof. Jenks, you understand that the Bank of

England intends to regulate the inflow and outflow of gold by its rate

of discount, do you not ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Nelson. Now, do you think we could do the same thing,

in a measure, in this country?
Prof. Jenks. Yes; I think so.

Senator Nelson. But could we not do it better—could we not regu-

late the inflow and outflow of gold better if we had one central insti-

tution ?

Prof. Jenks. I think so. I think we could do it much better.

Senator Nelson. By one central bank we could come nearer regu-
lating the inflow and outflow of gold, could we not?

Prof. Jenks. Much better, I think.

Senator Nelson. That is the way it looks to me.
Senator Hitchcock. Prof. Jenks, under the plan you propose,

what would be the size of the New York branch, say ?

Senator Nelson. He proposes one bank only.
Senator Hitchcock. I know; but there are different branches. I

want to get some idea of the relative size of these different branches.
Prof. Jenks. I think I have the figures made out in my portfolio

that I could look up and give to you.
Senator Nelson. These branches would have no capital.
Prof. Jenks. No ; not necessarily.

Senator Nelson. Not under your plan.
Prof. Jenks. Well, in the plan I propose it will be left to the

Federal reserve board to determine how much of the reserves should
be in every one of these regional banks, and of course none of those
branches would have any separate capital.

Senator Hitchcock. Your Federal reserve board would order cur-
rency shipped from branch to branch or gold shipped from branch
to branch, would it not?

Prof. Jenks. If necessary; or it would, in most cases, simply ar-
range by a matter of bookkeeping, giving credit and charging. But,
whenever necessary, they would actually transfer the gold.

Senator Hitchcock. It would be necessary to make actual trans-
fers from time to time, would it not?

Prof. Jenks. From time to time, it would
;
yes.
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Senator Hitchcock. For instance, the New York branch might berequired to redeem many of these notes outstanding?
Prof. Jenks. Probably it would.
Senator Hitchcock. And when it made a redemption it would use

the gold m its own vaults to d6 so, I suppose

«

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
'

_
Senator Hitchcock. And then it would send those notes to Wash-

ington, would it not?

^t-^^^j''^^^^^-
I*,^o"^<i send those notes to Washington, or wherever

the Federal board directed it to send them, if those notes were re-
deemed the country over at the same time, so that it would not con-
tract the currency. The probability is that, in most cases, it would
depend upon whether they followed Senator Nelson's suggestion as
to the absolute destruction of those notes. If so, those notes would be
sent to Washington, to the Federal reserve board, and then be de-
stroyed. Otherwise they would be required to report from day to
day how many of the notes they had redeemed ; and those would be
set aside and they would be credited accordingly. If they used up
their gold reserve to a certain extent in that way that would have to
be replenished, either from Washington or from other banks that
were not redeeming notes to so great an extent.
Senator Hitchcock. The Federal reserve board would have tele-

graphic reports each evening from all of the branches all over the
country indicating the condition of the branch, would it not?

Prof. Jenks. Presumably it would.
Senator Hitchcock. And it would itself be advised of the ebb and

flow of exchange in various parts of the country, would it not ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. And it would know the amount of paper re-

discounted at any branch?
Prof. Jenks. Absolutely.
Senator Hitchcock. And the number of notes redeemed at any

branch ?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.

Senator Hitchcock. And the amount of cash on hand at any
branch, and the character of that?

Prof. Jenks. Yes.
Senator Hitchcock. So that it would have under its control the

absolute disposition of the exchanges of the country and the money
of redemption?

Prof. Jenks. Absolutely; yes.

Senator Hitchcock. I understand that you advocate the idea that

the capital of this bank should be subscribed for by the various

banks ?

Prof. Jenks. That is, they should be given the first choice. If

they did not take $100,000,000 of the stock I would open it up to

private subscriptions.

Senator Hitchcock. Would it be of advantage to this country to

prohibit banks from subscribing to this capital and having it sub-

scribed outside of the banks, so that $100,000,000 would actually be

added to the banking capital of the country ?

Prof. Jenks. I have heard that suggested, but I do not think that

is necessary or desirable.
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Senator Hitchcock. Would it not actually strengthen the banking

situation of the United States and improve the security of every

depositor if we added one-tenth to the banking capital of the United

States?
Prof. Jenks. I do not think it would do so materially. I think

there is plenty of capital now to secure those deposits. I think what

secures deposits is not the amount of capital that might be sub-

scribed that way, which would be money taken out of other banks,

and money taken out of other business. What secures deposits is

good management and the proper disposition and handling of the

reserves.

Senator Hitchcock. Well, if you take, say, $5,000 in capital out

of a small community, where it is earning perhaps 10 per cent, and

send it to a center, where it would earn 5 per cent, have you not

destroyed or impaired the efficiency of that $5,000 capital to that

extent?
Prof. Jenks. I do not think so; because, in putting it into the

central bank in this way you are giving that small locality certain

advantages which it does not have—enough to offset any disad-

vahtages that might result.

Senator Hitchcock. But suppose you give that small community
those advantages by bringing that money from some other place

where there is a surplus. The small community does not make the

sacrifice and it gets just as much advantage as if the money came
from there.

Prof; Jenks. But if that bank in that small community subscribes

to the central bank, the presumption is that that bank is now largfe

enough to do its business fairly well, and do it well enough, and
there is no reason why you should ask people in that community or

elsewhere to draw money out of that bank and send it in to sub-

scribe to the capital of this central bank, or draw money out of other

lines of business when yOu can give that bank advantages enough to

make it afford that subscription. If you can not do that, the bank
will not subscribe to the central bank.
Senator Hitchcock. Well, if you allowed the $100,000,000 to be

subscribed outside of the banks, would it not follow that that

$100,000,000 would come from other sources, where there is an excess

of capital, and where the money is now earning a small rate of inter-

est, and thus, instead of taking it from a place where it is earning
a high rate of interest, you would draw it from those sources where
it is earning only a small return? You would be getting it from
comparatively poor people, who now have no good means of making
a good investment, instead of taking it from people who have their

capital all actively employed.
Prof. Jenks. It might come very well from that source. I think

if you opened it to public subscription it would be to a considerable
extent a matter of sentiment that would bring it into the subscrip-
tion

; and I do not believe that any great ]5roportion of it would- be
taken from poor people who desired to invest small amounts. It

might be that some persons would sell Government bonds and put
the money into the capital of this bank.

Senator Hitchcock. Personally I know a good many people who
have a little money to invest; and where a man has only $1,000 ot
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^^'^?ju*^
invest he is afraid to invest in some securities; and he

would be the one that would be likely to go into it.

Senator Reed. I think it would be snapped up by people who were
afraid of banks and by people who have no means' of investing; and
they have $1,000 that they put in a bank and get 2 or 3 or 4 per cent
interest on it. That, of course, would come out of the banks. I be-
lieve that $100,000,000 would be subscribed in 30 days by the public.

Senator Hitchcock. I think so, too, from the very class of people
that we want to get interested in the Government.

road bonds, which do not pay 5 per cent sometimes.
Prof. Jenks. That is true.

Senator Reed. I have not felt satisfied. Prof. Jenks, that anybody
yet has answered the objection that I raised, that it is the creation of
a bank charged with the duty of maintaining the reserves for the
other banks in the vaults of that bank ; and the Vanderlip plan was
to permit the obligations of the United States to be thrown upon the
market for the purpose of maintaining that reserve.
Now, I do not want that burden shifted onto the United States. I

do not want the banks of New York to say, or the banks of Kansas
City or any other place to say, " We need $10,000,000 of gold." If
we do deplete this over there, the Government bonds are there, and
under the law this board must put them upon the market. It would
be a condition whereby a great bank—and I would like Senator Bris-

tow particularly to listen to this—whereby a great bank that wanted
to act in a selfish and mean way could force Government bonds on the

market at any time that it wanted to do so.

Senator Beistow. Well, if that danger is in the bill, let us take

it out.

Senator Reed. I am talking this proposed Vanderlip plan.

Senator Beistow. I know. If that is there, let us provide against it.

Senator Reed. I do not know how you will do it.

Senator Bristow. We will do that. We will require the banks

to provide the reserves.

Senator Reed. In one case you will compel them to tear down their

own house if they do this unjust thing and to tear down a reserve

which they themselves must help maintain. But in the Vanderlip

plan, just as surely as the sun rises, there is this thought

:

The Government creates a bank out of the Government's money and th^

peoples' money, and they put into that bank Government bonds, and every time

the gold gets love those bonds must be used to reinstate that reserve. Therefore

any bank can go on and do business to suit Itself, and a combination of banks,

if they wanted to, could force the Issuance of bonds at any minute.

Senator Beistow. Well, Senator Reed, of course I do not think

there is any danger. But to remove any possibility of it Ave can put

a provision in the bill requiring the banks to maintain the gold

reserve under conditions similar to those you describe ]ust the same

Senator Nelson (interposing). Mr. Chairman

The Chairman. The Senator from Minnesota.
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Senator Nelson. I ask that the bill, with the amendments Prof.

Jenks has suggested, be printed confidentially for the use of the

committee.
Senator Hitchcock. It need not be in confidence, need it ?

Senator Reed. With the parts he has added and the changes he has

made indicated in the printing by different type.

Senator Nelson. Yes; in different type. The provisions of the

original text of the bill can be printed in roman, and his suggestions

can be printed in italics, and what is eliminated can be stricken out.

The Chairman. Is it the pleasure of the committee that his amend-

ments to the bill be printed in the hearings, or separately for the

use of those who desire to have it as a separate bill? The latter

would seem to be better.

Senator Bristow. That is all right.

Senator Nelson. And that the changes be shown by different type,

as I have indicated.

Senator Eeed. Let us also have the Vanderlip draft printed in the

same way.
Senator Nelson. Mr. Vanderlip has not submitted a form of bill.

Senator Eeed. That is true.

Prof. Jenks. Mr. Chairman, if I may keep this bill with my amend-
ments indicated until to-morrow morning, I should like to put it in

better shape.
The Chairman. Very well, the committee will have it printed when

you have corrected it.

Senator Nelson. That bill is imperfect. It does not provide

directly the steps by which the corporation is formed.
Prof. Jenks. Mr. Chairman, if there are no further questions by

members of the committee, I should like to take five minutes more to

suggest one other point that is a little different from this bill as I

have read it here.

The Chairman. What is the pleasure of the committee? In the

absence of objection, you may proceed. Prof. Jenks.
Prof. Jenks. What I was going to suggest was this : If, as a prac-

tical inatter, it should not seem possible or desirable to establish a

central bank, I think that many of the same results could be accom-
plished by increasing the powers of the Federal reserve board in sim-

ply two sections of the House bill, with here and there a few verbal

changes in other places. There is often a great deal of difference

shown in our own mental attitude, even by the use of the terms we use.

Now, I am not proposing to put on a central Federal reserve bank
here and simply disguising the name ; but we can reallv accomplish

many of the results desired by making a few changes m the House
bill.

I would suggest, for example, in section 7, where provision is made
for the division of earnings, that this be inserted

:

In the calculation of surplus and profits the total capital and business of all

the Federal reserve banks shall be reckoned by the Federal reserve board as

united into one fund, and such surplus and profits shall be distributed among
the Federal reserve banks in proportion to their capital stock.

We would then practically unite all of the interests of the dif-

ferent Federal reserve banks as regards their profit. Then in the

section that provides the powers of the Federal reserve board, sec-
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tion 12, I would amend paragraph (b) so that it would read in this
way. The powers of the Federal reserve would be

:

To direct, at tbeir discretion, the administration of the reserves of the Fed-
eral reserve banks, all such reserves to be considered as one fund, and to be
distributed among the Federal reserve banks by the Federal reserve board so
as best to promote the safety of the banking system and the Interests of the
whole country.
To this end, they may also require the Federal reserve banks to rediscount

the discounted prime paper of other Federal reserve banks. The exercise of
this compulsory rediscount power by the Federal reserve board shall be sub-
ject to such Interest charge to the accommodated bank as the board determines.

Then I would add, at the end of section 12, as follows

:

The Federal reserve board shall have no dealings with the public or with
the member banks except through the supervision and control of Federal reserve
banks.

Then add, at the end of section 13, the following

:

4. The chairman of said advisory council, or, In his absence, the vice chair-

man, may attend any and all meetings of the Federal reserve board and take

part in its proceedings, but without vote.

The first two amendments I have just suggested would give the

Federal reserve board the two powers that seem to me most essential.

It gives to them the absolute immediate control of the reserves, just

as the central bank would have. And it would also unite the in-

terests of all the different Federal reserve banks as regards the hand-

ling of the capital and as regards the profits.

Those two things would in themselves go a long way toward the

central-bank idea. I should prefer the central-bank idea, other

things being equal. But if that should be impracticable, I think

these amendments would be desirable.
n ^ .t.

Senator Eeed. Will you. Prof. Jenks, add at the end ot the

amended bill which you have first suggested, these amendments (

Prof. Jenks. I will put these in also.
_

The Chairman. You can put that in as an alternative suggestion

at the end of the bill you first suggested.

Prof Jenks. Yes: as an alternative suggestion.

The Chaikman. And when you have finished your copy showing

vour proposed amendment, we will have it printed.
^

Senato? Hitchcock. I move that we adjourn until 10.30 o'clock

'"s"'enSor SsTmv^' Mr. Chairman, Senator Shafroth, Senator Keed,

and myself have a very important committee meetmg to-morrow

mornS, which we have postponed for a month now and it is neces-

T^Ziorthat committee to meet in order to proTide funds to run this

committee It is the Committee on Audit and Control of Contmgent

^ETor°Po™K Prof . Jenks, we were discussing the question

of a Saduateddlscount rate, and in answer to a question by Senator

Hitc&k you made a statement somewhat to the effect that you

would make^?he discount rate dependent upon the reserves?

S^f'tn^r^PoLSE What do you mean by that; by what rule?

I ?T.^KrArthe reserves grow lower-for example, suppose

your"rese?v"rhate been'r'nning^t 50 per cent an^ there has been

not so much call for money from these different banks.
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Senator Pomebenb. Do you mean, now, the cash reserves ?

Prof. Jenks. The reserves in the regional reserve bank, yes; and,

of course, they know what the conditions of all of the other banks
are—the member banks. Suppose now their reserves have been run-

ning at 50 per cent, there has not been much demand for money, and
the banks that come in for rediscounts have not demanded much.
So they let them have rediscounts for 3 per cent. Then business gets

stimulated. The reserves drop to 40 per cent; they are getting

toward 35 per cent ; and the business demands of the country are such
that the banks are eager to get accommodations and the regional

bank has lower reserves ; it would then push up the discount rate to

4 and 5 per cent and even more.
Senator Pomerene. That is, making your discount rate depend

upon the amount of money you have on hand, rather than the demand
there may be for money ?

Prof. Jenks. No; it amounts to this: The amount of money you
have on hand is dependent almost entirely on the demand outside for

it. If a bank wants to strengthen its reserves, what does it do ? It

discourages people from taking loans, and it " salts " its reserves

down in its vaults.

Senator Pomerene. Oh, yes; I think I catch your point on that
now.

(The chairman of the committee presented the following docu-
ments for insertion in the record

:)

A. T. BOWEN & Co., Bankbes.
New Tork, Octoiej- 18, 1913.

Hon. JSoBEET L. Owen.
Dear Sib : I attended the monetary conference at Earl Hall, Columbia Col-

lege, October 15, and beard Mr. Josepb T. Talbert, vice president of the
National City Bank, talk about the receipt and collection of bank checks. He
said that it cost the New York City banks more than $2,000,000 a year to col-

collect country bank checks, and that it was honest, just, and fair to make a
charge to the holders of these checks—at least as much as It cost the banks;
that these checks were generally sent out to avoid the, premium charged by
country banks for drafts on city banks; that if the drawers of said checks
wanted to make remittances they should go to their country bank and buy
drafts on city banks. That the charge for exchange on drafts and checks and
for collecting country checks, was as just and fair as the charge for interest

on money loaned. That there was just as much reason to say that banks
should loan money without interest, as that they should collect country checks
without charge.
Now, I don't doubt, but Mr. Talbert believes what he said. He has been

trained that way, he has expressed his opinion that way so often that he
really believes it is the truth. It is the same old song, but it is a very poor
one. It seems to me that anyone who looks at the check business with an
unbiased mind from all sides, will see that Mr. Talbert Is wrong.

Delphi, Ind., is my native town, where my father had been transacting a

banking and other business for 53 years prior to his death in 1890. I came to

New York in 1892, but still continue the banking business at Delphi.
Soon after coming to New York I was in the Ninth National Bank and con-

I'ersing with H. H. Nazro, the cashier. He said :
" Why, people come in here

with $10,000, $15,000, and $20,000 worth of country-bank checks and want us

to give them credit for them; no bank can afford to run that way; why, we
have $500,000 of our money in country-bank checks all the time." I said, "You
just look at that from one side, Mr. Nazro

; you have some $8,000,000 or

$9,000,000 of the people's money on deposit all the time, perhaps one-half of

it drawing no interest and the other half not to exceed 2 per cent; why is

that money kept on deposit with you for so little interest when it could readily

be loaned at 5 to 6 per' cent? It is because the depositors can draw their

checks against such deposits and send them all over the United States and pay
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their bills with them without cost or expense or friction, and these checlta
are talien up by the banljs throughout the United States with their own
money, usually at par, and sent bacli to New York and deposited. Now, if it
were not for the bankers and the people receiving your checks, instead of de-
mBDding the money due them, and keeping the checks afloat, you would not
haie half the deposits you now have. Now, out in Indiana we have been
taking checks on New York banks at par for more than 40 years and sending
them back to New York for deposit, and the New York banks have never fur-
nished us one dollar of morifey to help do such business." He replied, " Well,
you find your New York exchange when you get it very available, don't you?"
I answered, "Well, we find it about this available: We have sold New York
exchange to our customers at par for more than 20 years. Whenever there is

a large corn, wheat, oats, or hog crop to be sold it is largely paid for in New
York exchange, for a large part of which the money is wanted by the holders
of the New York exchange, and we soon run out of money and have to send
New York exchange away and have money shipped in by express at not less

than 40 cents per $1,000. Then, after losing our time, trouble, interest on our
money, and express charges, we are just back where we started from. Then
when our checks are presented (in volume less than one-fourth of the New
York checks presented to us and handled l)y us without charge) to New York
banks, instead of treating them in the same courteous manner, they tell the
holders they can not afford to handle them without pay, although we are at all

times willing to pay them in New York exchange at par on presentation." He
made no reply.

Now, air. Talbert estimates that the banks in the United States having $17,-

000,000,000 on deposit would have $850,000,000 of checks constantly outstanding.

He estimates it costs the banks $8,675,000 a year to handle these cheeks, which
he thinks would be a great burden unless they got paid for it. Now, what does

$850,000,000 of checks constantly outstanding mean? It means that the banks,

at least, have constantly the use of $850,000,000 of the people's money (worth

5 per cent interest, or $42,000,000 per year) on which they pay little or no

interest. It really means they have the use of a much larger amount at a very

small rate of interest. Paying and collecting the checks and keeping account

of same is the principal part of the work the banks do for the depositors. If

it costs $8,675,000, or even twice that sum, to get the constant use of $850,000,000,

worth even, say, 4 per cent, or $32,000,000 a year, is it not a good paying

business' But it means much more profit than that; it means that the banks

have $17,000,000,000 of deposits, on which (if I remember correctly the state-

ment compiled by the Comptroller of the Currency a few years ago for the

Monetary Commission, which report I have in Indiana, but not here) they pay

Interest to the depositors averaging less than li per cent. Can not the banks

well afford to do $8,675,000 worth of work for said depositors m handling their

checks, or two or three times that amount of work if necessary?

I believe debts should be paid at 100 cents on the dollar and not at 99i cents

or any other fraction of a cent less than 100 cents. If debts are to be paid at

100 cents o- the dollar, then the medium of exchange m which they are paid

whether it be currency and coin or checks, must be handled by the banks and

tte people without charge or immediate profit. Ch«f,«X ^^.,^""„f4re^a el
banks at par at less expense and with more profit >° t^«

J'7„ "f.^^^'^'o'td
denosits and interest on same than currency or com. All checks can be pam

bvTnL to New York exchange at par with less expense and less liability

of maS mistakes, and more chance of getting same corrected when made,

and with more profit than with currency or com.
pxchanee If

but I do not believe It is an ^on°'';^l\™f4fare worth par or can be used
deposit and inform the depositor that his ""'cks are wo

.^

flny place, and then when presented by ^^^'^
Jf^f^i^^" Thenever the banker

exchange whi^ch the holder can use a pa^^^^^^^

ro^ToifnTto se;?hat"thrparro/ receiving such checks lose nothing

^\"bo1:f/or 10 years ago we got all - -"ficates of depo^^^^^^^^^^

^trp^aL* Sf^Katlh^'^^^^^S^^ ^ork exchange, giving
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no option to the depositor to demand payment In money. There were then two
other banks in Delphi and they both refused to take New York exchange for the

checks they received on our bank or to give New York exchange for the

checks received by us on them. I tried various methods to try to give and
receive New York exchange instead of money for several months. I had talked

with several bankers before as to whether it would hurt the business to get

obligations printed payable in New York exchange and then refuse to pay
money for them ; some thought it would, others that if we did we would lose

a lot of deposits, and others didn't know. Well; after trying it for several

months and making no headway, both the cashier and the assistant cashier of

our bank said, "Well, you might as well give that up; you will never get

either of those banks to either give or take New York exchange, as they are too

stubborn." But I said, "Well, it don't look very encouraging, but I will try

it a little longer." It was but a few months longer when they were both giving

and receiving exchange with but little friction. That greatly reduced the

amount of money necessary to be kept in our safe. We have kept up the prac-

tice ever since, and for the past 7 or 8 years have generally carried less

than 1 per cent of our deposits in idle cash in our safe, instead of about 8

or 9 per cent carried by the average country national bank.
We have given our depositors what we have saved by the more economical

use of idle money, in the way of increased interest on deposits. Our deposits

have increased in the past 8 years as much as those of all the other 12 banks
and trust companies in the county combined.
Our deposits now (in a town of a population of 2,161) are larger than those

of any other private bank in Indiana, larger than any private, national. State,

or savings bank or trust company in any town in Indiana with not more than
twice the population of Delphi.

I believe the part of section 17 of the proposed new bank law requiring

Federal reserve banks to receive checks on deposit at par will, if it becomes a

law, do much good. And if it brings about the result of inducing all banks
in the United States to receive at par all checks which can fairly be used at par
and refuse to receive at any price those which can not be fairly used at par,

in a few years those bankers who met in Boston a few days ago will have their

deposits BO increased that they will be well satisfied with the change.
If you read this letter and are interested in it, please let me know and, if

you desire it, I can give you many more details in the same line, and if yon
think these ideas are of no value, please also let me know by return mail, and
oblige,

Very truly, yours, Abner T. Bowen.

[Extracts from the Boston Journal, October, 1913.]

THE CUEBENCT BILL.

To the Editor of the Boston Journal:

Senator Owen, at the City Club last evening, presented the spectacle of a

magnificent, splendidly magnetic, and supremely skillful avoider of issues. His
side-stepping was superb. When he was asked where the gold was to be found
to secure the proposed currency he not only confused gold reserve with gold

certificates and asserted that the existing isold reserve constitutes an idle and
useless fund, but made the astonishing statement that there is on deposit In

the banks of the United States 1,100 million dollars in gold.
When one of the most eminent, If not the most eminent, of New England

financiers, a man whose advancing years only add to his already amazing
record of public service and testimony to his great mental and moral equipment,
asked the Senator from Oklahoma why it would not add to the admitted value
of the currency measure to put the Federal reserve board on a plane similar
to that of the Supreme Court, the members of which are appointed by the
President for life, Mr. Owen replied with deplorable fiippancy, " Men live too

long." He elaborated this remark by a fatuous statement that age brings in-

firmity, and each failing that he mentioned in his enumeration was only saved
from being an Insult because It was ludicrous in contrast with the brilliancy
of the venerable questioner. He did not specify which of the mature minds
which do honor to the Supreme Bench is so afflicted. He admitted with be-
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to interpret la^ Xrlas^thfprSfsed ' esef^e boa^rd"L' n T^^T..''
^'^^^^'^

vious experience ^n tbelLHcat^elnd delicate bZne"?^*''°
'" ^*^"^"' ^"^ ^'^

Fmnce, yet any of S^n^fons could be set mto^h^'#
G'-^at Britain, or a

without causing a tightening of its boundnrlp, ^hf ^"'^'''.^ ^^'^^^ °^ '"^^^^s

tion of the comparative volLe of business hand^J^'"'
^^'' "' ^°"^^' ""^ '"^°-

a pULThLZ^t^rfol SVrfafa'nfXl 7^0^^;''^
^'"^^^^^ ^^ ''-"^'^* *«

who bring to their stupendous task fllnnln^
importance are intrusted to men

mission of defense and'e'SanaS a^TrSS lodgV' '''' '"""'''^ "^*^ *^^

Boston, October Z4, X913. ^- ^ ^•

THE CUREENCY BILL.

To THE EdITOE or THE BOSTON JOUENAL :

at ttfCuVcrb'^a''nd''<-hT4l*'^
to illumine the subject of the currency discussion

who sig^s X Y Z
"" "^ ^°""' '^""espondent in Saturday's paper

frnT^f'tif''*^'"^''^^
'=''°.

"J"*
^^ '"^•^^ ^"^ ^t'o^ig in protest against political con-

%t t ^L°V «°™'"«'-"al credits and banking and currency issues I think it ?s

J'nnh L r^ S*" °Yr ^''^.^'^y ^^^^ ^^^ question I presented to him at the City

Shif. *° '^''^''^ ^^^^"^"^ '^^^ *° '^^'^^ ^°n' to back up the proposed currencyscheme was more embarrassing than would appear on the surface
*-""*'^'=y

ha^fino^'^?""*
markets are very little understood. England has maintained

f^f wht\ K / ^"^''o'^n^ ''^^o^nnn^"**^
^^^^ ^^ ^° International discount market,m which between 2,000 and 3,000 millions in short-term bills are always in Lon-don as the financial center of the world, and these can command gold or the

cotton, cofCee, and o'her merchandise behind them can be sold right out of the
warehouse for gold, in any quarter of the world.

It is this gold base in the international bill market that gives London com-
mand of the gold without having it either in the Bank of England or even in
the island of Great Britain. In the past few years Berlin, Paris, and Vienna
have started to set up discount markets of their own to rival England, but alto-
gether, outside of London, they can not get in Europe one-half, and possibly
not one-third, the strength of England. Indeed, the Relchsbank of Germany is
continually buying bills in London in the vain hope of being able to command the
London supply. But she makes little progress in getting the gold into her own
country, for the moment she calls for gold in payment of bills London demands
the gold from South America or some other quarter doing business with Ger-
many, and there is an immediate offset.

Now, the question I put at the City Club to Senator Owen was: "Where are
you to get your gold upon which to bank your currency legislation? You do
not command It of the banks. The United States Treasury has not more than
$100,000,000 of free gold and the discount market from which you expect to get
it Is yet to be established. Whence, therefore, will come your gold basis?"
Senator Owen responded most eloquently that there was a billion of gold in

the United States Treasury. Of course, everybody knew that this was ware-
house gold, but most people do not know that $700,000,000 of the warehouse
certificates are in the pockets of the people; In fact, anybody carrying $25 and
$50 in his pocketbook will usually find a ma.1ority of it gold certificates. Not
one person in a hundred ever notices that the majority of his pocket money
is in reality gold, title to which he holds through a warehouse certificate in-

stead of a banking certificate.

Senator Owen further claimed that the banks will put in gold and that the

ability of the Government to command gold should not be questioned.

This is what your correspondent calls " side-stepping."

Senator Owen could not, of course, explain from that platform that he has
in mind a plan for the issue of Treasury gold notes to take up both the green-

backs and the gold certificates, which he later explained to me and which, if it
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were inaugurated by the Congress of the United States In connection with its

currency legislation, would put a bacli-log of gold under our banliing discount

and currency system that would malje the United States invincible before all

the world in any expansion that might be projected from such a gold base, for

under Senator Owen's plan more than one-sixth of all the money gold in the

world might find free lodgment in the United States Treasury to be used only in

stress or necessity, when the Treasury might have to come, in the form of gold
notes or gold metal, to the support of the national banking system.
In England the first thing the governor of the bank does in time of financial

peril is to get the authority of the prime minister to suspend the bank act, which
means power to issue unlimited Bank of England notes upon the existing
reserve, to stay the hand of panic or financial fright.

i write this in justice to Senator Owen, to whom the members of the City Club
should be doubly grateful for his acceptance of Mr. Winship's invitation to

address them and discuss any problems in connection with the proposed cur-

rency legislation they might present.
Very truly, yours, Ci-AiEENGE W. BABfioisr.

Boston, October 27, 1913.

(Thereupon, at 4.35 p. m., the committee adjourned until to-mor-
row, Tuesday, October 28, 1913, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.)

(The further proceedings of the committee were had in executive
session.)
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Objections to refunding 2 per cent bonds iii, 21.51

Objections to short-time commercial paper in, 2176-2177
Redemption, Federal reserve notes in, 2140-2141, 2163-216.5

Reserves, Federal Reserve Banks m, 2148-2150
Savings departments, elimination of provision for iii, 2154
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See also Stock issue.
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Marshall, F. E 1.460
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Ailing, N. D " 1,39
Forgan, J. B _"
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Hill, E. J
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11, 1917
Fowler, C. A. N IIIIII m,2469

Sprague, O. M. W "-__; _ jj_ 1335-1336, 1337
Untermyer, Samuel —
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, Willis, H. P
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Period of existence should not be limited, Jenks, J. W in, 3158
Reserve and Giirrencp Problems, Substitute for Central 'Bank, by
Newton D. Ailing i, 426-^46.

Reserves

—

Ailing, N. D I, 454-i55
Blinn, C. P ii, ]187-1188
Hill, E. J 1,286

Stock issue, Jenks, J. W m, 3159, 3160, 8165
Treasury Bank as substitute for, Vinson, Taylor in, 2850-2861, 2867-2871

Central Board of Control. See Federal Reserve Board.
Chamber of Commerce, Neve York State, report in, 2722-2726
Chamber of Commerce of United States of America

:

Currency bill, amendments in, 2484-2516
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banking and currency of Chamber of Commerce of United States
of America upon Owen-Glass currency bill (S. 2639, H. R. 6454,
63d Cong.. 1st sess.) m, 2792-2797

Chapman, Joseph (vice president. Northwestern National Bank, Minne-
apolis, Minn.) :
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Farm loans limited to Country Banks 1,189-191
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Rediscounting, compulsory by other Federal Reserve Banks i, 187-189

Charters. See National Banks.
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Aisthorpe, J. S in, 2194-2202
Bassett, J. C ii, 1663, 1664-1665
Bolton, J. W 11,1582-1583
Bucholz, W. H 111,2431
Cannon, J. G in, 2155-2161
Dickson, T. H ii,1645
Poote, F. W n, 1517-1518, 1616-1621
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Ingle, William iii, 2384-2405
Jenks, J. W in, 3183
McCaleb. W. P 11,1598

Maddox, R. F 1,192-212
Marshall, F. E i, 475-477
Montgomery, S. B in, 2194
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Rogers, G. W 11,1565-1567,2251-2252
Scott, J. T 11,1646

Sexton, H. D in, 2215-2220

Sprague, O. M. W i,300

Swinney, E. F ill, 2043

Tilton, McLane, .ir in, 2308, 2310

^Vanderlip, F. A in, 1998

Willis, H. P__ 111,3053-3055

Woodruff, George in, 2282-2300
Medium of exchange

—

Blinn, C. P n,1205
Reynolds. G. M i, 252-253
Sprague, O. M. W i, 358-3B9

Present system defective, Sprague, O. M. W 1,512-513
Table, checks handled, Dec. 18, 1912, by First National Bank, Kansas

City, Mo ^^

III, 2039-2040
Chicago Conference. See American Bankers' Association.
Claflin, John (of H. B. Claflin Co., New York City) :

Testimony i, 543-550
Defects of present banking system i, 546
Bank associations as clearing houses i, 547
Country Banks, reserves ~ ~

I,' 544
Currency bill, favorable to IZ_ZI i' 545
Currency elasticity, how obtained ZZJiZZZZZZ i 546
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Collateral security. See Securities.
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V Advantages, Sprague, O. M. W i, 514, 520-522, 531-532
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Character of
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Untermyer, Samuel i, 844-861, 891, 892, 919-920 ; 11, 1329-1331, 1365
Wade, F. J i, 128
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Jenks, J. W in, 2564-2566
Untermyer, Samuel i, 932
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Conant, C. A 11, 1383
Wade, F. J i, 174
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Conant, C. A 11, 1383, 1384,
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Untermyer, Samuel i, 826, 827, 828

Wexler, Sol i, 66-67

Short-time, ca.sh reserves invested in, Untermyer, Samuel 11, 1340-1341
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Reynolds, G. M i, 289
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Untermyer, Samuel n, 1307-1312, 1314, 1315
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Created by Federal Reserve Board as needed ii, 1412-1414, 1450
Number ii, 1437, 1438, 1440, 1441

Federal Reserve Board
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Government ii, 1416-1436
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Forgan, J. B i, 39
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Capitalization, Frame, A. J i, 684,
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Dawson, A. F 111,2103-2105
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Currency bill, amendments iii, 2887-2895
Currency elasticity, Government to control in, 2895-2905
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Federal Reserve Banks, number in, 2895
Federal Reserve Board

—

Currency loaned to Member Banks by in, 2894^895
Discount rate made uniform by in, 2889, 2891
Federal Reserve Banks replaced by iii, 2895-2905
Powers III, 2888-2889, 2890, 2898-2900

Federal reserve notes, legal tender in, 2902-2908
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Sexton, H. D ht 2221
Sprague, O. M. W i, 49s, 529-531
Lntermyer, Samuel

1, 808-900
\anderlip, F. A m 2008-20159
Wexler, Sol

j_ 223
'Willis, H. P : m, .3080, 3087, 3088

Objections to proposed bill

—

Baldwin, W. W m, 2132-2133
Bolton, J. W II, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1582
Camion, J. G m, 2176-2177
Colpetzer, H. (and other business men of Omaha, Nebr.)__ in, 3038-3089
Comstock, A. H n, i056
Coxey, J. S iii, 2973! 2974
Cunningham, J. M in, 3127
Dawson, A. F z in, 2115^ 2122
Drury, F. A 11, 1221-1225
Fowler, C. N 11, 1882, 1884, 1899-1902, 1913, 1914-1916
Frame, A. J i, 684
French, Nathaniel in, 2070-2081
Gilbert, Alexander in, 2777-2778
Harris, B. F m, 2203, 2208
Hubbard, J. A., and others (First National Bank, Plainfield,

N. J.) in, 2788
Hulbert, E. D n, 1095-1127
Indiana Bankers' Association 11, 1.533

Ingle, William in, 2371, 2376, 2384, 2416
Jacob, G. M in, 3111-3112
Jenks, J. W in, 2604, 2619, 2622. 2626
Jones, Gordon m, 2260-2265, 2273
Kenaston, F. E 11, 968-970
La Bar, G. D in, 2631
Lassen, A. C in, 8114-3115, 3118, 3120
McCaleb, W. F n, 1507, 1598, 1603
McMorrles, Edwin I n, 1584, 1586, 1590-1591

Montgomery, S. B in, 2193-2194

Morawetz, Victor ni, 2683

Moses, B. R 1 m, 2368

Palen, R. J m, 3128-3129

Reynolds, G. M m, 233, 243

Reynolds, Jefferson m. 3126-3127

Rogers, G. W ". 1565-1566

South Dakota bankers n- 1723-1724

Thomas, C. S "i. 2433, 2434

Vanderlip, F. A i". 1063

Wade, F. J "1^092
Wexler Sol i' ^^^^^o

Winston, F.'gI::::: n, 1087, 1088, 1089

Proposed bill should apply only to continental United States,

Peck, L. T ™' 2878-2882

RGSGrVGS^*""

Compared with those under Sherman Act of July 14, 1890,

Ailing N D ^' 412-^13

Mobilization provided under proposed bill, Untermyer, Samuel i, 934

Substitute for proposed bill, Vinson, Taylor ni, 2849-2871

Tables, comparison of Owen bill and present law i,bid-oi(

Currency, Contingent: ..„ A^nA-,-,
Germany, Reichsbank of. Ailing, N. D ^'^^I'f^'^}
Statements relating to, Ailing, N. D i> wa^^i

Currency, Contraction: „ , t oq9
Commercial paper measures, Untermyer, Samuel i,«dz

Effects of proposed bill, Winston, F. G ------- "' {^'^:{^?^•
|°°°

Fear of business men under proposed bill, Winston^. G- n, 1074-1075 1088

^Federal Reserve Banks to control, Sprague, O. M. W i, 509, 511-512
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Currency, Contraction—Continued.
Statements relating to— Page.

Berry, W. H i,603

Forgan, J. B ' i, 277-283

Sprague, O. M. W i> 532-533

Wexler, Sol i,83

Currency, Elasticity

:

Arbitrary limit of paper not necessary, Conant, C. A ii, 1493

Banking system. Present

—

Cannon, J. G iii,2170

Fisher, Irving ii, 1138-1139, 1141

Frame, A. J i, 690

Country Banks, McRae, T. C ii, 1279, 1282
Government to control, Crozier, A. O in, 2895-2905

How obtained

—

AUing, N. D i,411

Claflin, John i, 546, 547

Conant, C. A ii, 1416-1454

Wexler, Sol i, 75-80

Increases and decreases automatically, Berry, W. H i, 573, 574

Need for

—

Comstock, A. II ii, 1051

Dawson, A. F ili, 2087, 2094
Vanderllp, F. A . in, 1934-1935, 2064

Wells, E. B i,954r-955

Winston, F. G ii, 1068-1076
V Outline of Plan for Funding National Deht and for Maintaining Elas-

tic Reserve Currency, Amberg, W. A iii, 2435-2441, 2447-2449

Provided under proposed bill, Jenks, J. W in, 2559, 2579, 2610
Should not be artificially limited. Berry, W. H i, 573, 574

Statements relating to

—

French, Nathaniel iii, 2070

Morawetz, Victor — in, 2639-2643
Untermyer, Samuel n, 1298-1306

Currency, Expansion:
Checks on

—

Frenzel, J. P - ii, 1637-1639
Wade, F. J i, 151, 153
Wexler, Sol i, 80-83

Commercial paper measures—
Jenks, J. W in, 2564-2566
Untermyer, Samuel i, 932

Effects of passing proposed bill, Fisher, Irving ii, 1132-1133, 1136
Federal Reserve Board to regulate—

•

Frame, A. J i, 719
Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1024-1025
Sprague, O. M. W i, 509, 511-512

Increase under proposed bill, Winston, F. G ; ii, 1074
Injurious effects of inflation, Hulbert, E. D ii, 1121

Prices Increased, Jenks, J. W in, 2578
Proposed bill does not lead to, Untermyer, Samuel ii, 933
Provisions for

—

Flannagan, W. W i, 755-760
Reynolds, G. M i,169

Statements relating to

—

Ailing, N. D 1,408

Hill, E. J I, 269, 276,279
Jenks, J. W in, 3182
Sprague, O. M. W 1,309-310,532-533

Urgency of

—

Johnston, J. T. M i, 116
Reynolds, G. M i, 236-237
Wexler, Sol i, 73

Daniel, T. Gushing (Virginia) :

Testimony n, 1159-1174 ; m, 3140-3152
Amendments suggested to present banking system ii, 1172-1173
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Davis, J. H.. letter of
^''^•

^""""TemL";/,,
(president, First NatYonarBlTnkTDaTenpo^tTiowa)":"'

''^^^^^^

lanM^^- "^^"^^----------------^---^ m; 2?2?Jm
Independence of eacli bank maintained nx 20S7 2nSR

Bondt Heflrr "^""^""^ ^:^^^^ Z] ll^l^l
Objections, 2 per cent bonds ,„ p-i-,o o-hq
Refunding provision of 1900 J.' ikZo ik^

Country Banks— m, 2088-2084

Res'^rvef'^
'"^ ^^*^^™^ ""^'^"^ ^^''^"^ m, 2102, 2125, 2128

Currency bill- "i- 2105-2112

Amendments to proposed bill m 2087 2095 2125Ments of proposed bill Hi: S,' 2086Jo87,'ISi
Objections to proposed bill ttt 2122

Currency elasticity, need for 1172087' 2094Defects of present banking system m, 2084, 2085, 20S8-20S9! 2099Farm loans, short-time limit objectionable ttt 211 ti

Federal Reserve Banks— '

Number ju 2095-2096, 2104
Subscription to, by Member Banks m 2103-2105

^ ,—Tt?^ ^^^ P"^"'= 111! 2103-2104
Federal Reserve Board, personnel m 2096-2098
Federal reserve notes, security m, 2090-2093,' 2094-2095
Letters

—

Amendments to proposed bill m, 2905-2911
Views of various banks on proposed bill iiij 2122-2124

Member Banks, membership in Federal reserve system optional iii,

2090-2100
National Banks

—

Defined m^ 2101
Membership in Federal reserve system iii, 2098, 2102
Present system admirable iii. 2083

Panic of 1907 iii, 2131
Panics, causes of iii, 2085, 2089
Redi scouuting

—

Country Banks in, 2106-2107, 2132-2114
Provisions of proposed bill approved in, 2088

Reserve cities, under present banking system in, 2111
Reserves, mobilization under proposed bill in, 2087, 2089
Savings departments, objections to proposed bill in, 2116-2118

Deposits, classification of deposits in each class of banks as of June 14,

1912 II, 1371-1377
Dickspn, T. H. (secretary, Mississippi Bankers' Association, Jackson,
Miss.) :

Testimony n, 1645
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks 11, 1645

Dietz. Charles N., letter approving proposed bill in, 3126
Discounting

:

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Flanuagan, W. W i, 777

Jenks, J. W in, 3177-3178,
3183-3185, 3195-3196

Sprague, O. M. W 1,363-364

Federal Reserve Board to determine rate, Jenks, J. W in, 3162-3163

Method in proposed bill commended, Jones, Breckenridge n, 1025-1027

Rates—
Crozier, A. O in, 2889, 2891

Ingle, William m. 2411

Jenks, J. W 111,2627

Sprague, O. M. W 1,507-509

Untermyer, Samuel i. 809-812, 814

Vinson, Taylor m. 2864

Wexler, Sol i, 69-70

See also Interest—Redlscoanting.
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Dividends

:

Pass-

Abstract of reports of earnings and dividends of National Banks in

United States, year ended July 1, 1912 1,662-665
Member Banks, increased^

French, Nathaniel iii, 2072
McCuUoch, J. L II, 1624
Montgomery, S. B in, 2194
Untermyer, Samuel ii, 1315

Stockholders. Marshall, F. E i, 458
Dos Bassos. John E. (New York, N. Y.) :

Testimony i, 491^97
Stock Exchanges, Relation of, to Currency Question i, 493-497

Drafts. See Checks and drafts.

Drury, P. A. (president of the Merchants National Bank, Worcester,
Mass.) :

Testimony n, 1221-1248
Currency bill, objections of Country Banks to proposed bill rr, 1221-1225
Federal Reserve Board, personnel, objections ii, 1222
Government bonds, retirement ii, 1225

Earnings, Division of:

Federal Reserve Banks, Vanderlip, F. A ii. 1937-1939
Elasticity of currency. See Currency, Elasticity.

England, Bank of:

Directors

—

Forgan, J. B 1,32,44
Untermyer, Samuel . i, 813, 902
Wade, F. J 1,130,133-136
Wexler, Sol i, 43

Note issue, Reynolds, G. M i, 292, 294
Panic of 1847, Conant, C. A i,417
Statements relating to. Berry, W. H i, 642
Tables-

Interest 1, 534-535, 538-542
Reserves of actual gold versus notes only, versus notes and de-

posits against deposits only i, 4S6
European banks

:

Capital owned outside of banks, Wexler, Sol i, 103
Credit expansion, Sprague, O. M. W i, 361
Tables-

Capital, specie, circulation, etc., compared with National Banks of
United States . i, 725

Interest 1,534-542
Exhibits

:

Report adopted by conference of bankers at Chicago, 111 i, 5-24

See also Tables.
Expansion of currency. See Currency, Expansion.
Farm loans

:

Amount limited for, Jenks, J. W iii, 3164
Basis for rediscounting

—

Berry, W. H i, 571, 572, 573
Vanderlip, F. A iii, 1961-1963

Basis of currency issue, opposed

—

Bassett, J. C ii,1668
Untermyer, Samuel i, 861

Elimination of provision for, Jenks, J. W in, 2622, 2626
Limited to Country Banks, Chapman, Joseph i, 189-191
National Banks, opposed, Untermyer, Samuel i, 842-843
Objections under proposed bill, Morawetz, Victor iii, 2705-2707
Securities for

—

Conant, 0. A 11,1396,1397,1398
Jewett, H. C ii, 1683-1684
Marshall, F. E 1,485-486,489-490
Wells, E. B : 1, 951

Short-time limit, favorable to, Long, R. H m, 2841-2842
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Farm loans—Continued.
Objectionable

—

Page

lassetf f C ™' 2^^-24^<>
easseu, J o u. 1067,1668
Dawson, A. F __ ,

'

2115
Hulbert, E D 11, 1112, 1113
Johnston, J. T. J[

j ^20-l'>l
Moehlenpah, H. A '_ j i^q^

State Banks, opposed, Untermyer, Samuel i 939
See also Jlortgage loans—Real estate loans.

Farm mortgages. See Farm loans.
Federal Advisory Council

:

Amendments to proposed bill concerning

—

Fisher, E. D iii_ 2402-2498
Simmons, W. D ^ iii, 2486

Objections to

—

Marshall, F. E i, 466
Untermyer, Samuel 1 11, 1318-1319
Wheeler, H. A m, 2533

Personnel, Wells, E. B i, 942-943, 949. 950
Representation of Federal Reserve Banks on, Gilbert, Alexander.^ iii, 2756
Representation on Federal Reserve Board

—

Jenks, J. W in, 2605
Sprague, O. M. W i, 525

Federal Reserve Agents:
Duties

—

Ailing. X. D 1,417
Jenks, J. W iii, 2559, 2564, 25S3
Wexler, Sol i, 47, 51

Election of, Untermyer, Samuel 11, 1.319-1320
Statements relating to, Hulbert, B. D 11, 1097

Federal Reserve Banks:
Advantages, Flannagan, W. W i, 752, 753
Automatic continuance of system, Simmons, W. D in, 2514-2515
Business conditions to be met in Northwestern States

—

Kenaston, F. E 11, 982-983, 992-094
Mosher, C. L 11, 1091-1094

Business increase not apparent to public, Sprague, O. M. W i, 552
Capitalization

—

Forgan, J. B i, 29-30
Kenaston, F. E 11, 980-982
Moses, E. R m, 2368
Rhodes, Bradford iii, 3007
Sprague, O. M. W i, 527-529
Swinney, E. F iii, 2041
Vinson, Taylor iii, 2865-2866
Wexler, Sol ,

i, 44r-45

Checks and drafts exchanged at par

—

Aisthorpe, J. S iii, 2194-2202

Bassett, J. C n, 1663, 1664-1665

Bolton, J. W 11,1582-1583

Bucholz, W. H III, 2431

Cannon, J. G m, 2154-2161

Dickson, T. H 11, 1645

Foote F W 11,1517-1518,1616-1621

Forgan, J. B i, 198-200. 201

Ingle, William m. 2384-2405

Jenks, J. W m. 3183

McCaleb, W. F 11, 1598

Maddox, R. F 1, 192-212

Marshall, F. E 1,475-477

Montgomery, S. B m, 2194

r Morawetz, Victor m, 270.3-2704
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Federnl Reserve Banks—Continued.
Cheeks and drafts exchanged at par—Continued. Page.

Reynolds, G. M 1, 198, 199, 200, 206
Rogers, G. W n, 1565-1567
Scott, J. T 11,1646

Sexton, H. D in, 2215-2220
Swlnney, B. F in, 2043
Tilton, McLane, jr iii, 2308, 2310
Vanderllp, F. A iii, 1998
Woodruff, George . iii, 2282-2300

Clearing centers

—

Flannagan, W. W i, 796
Rogers, G. W ii, 1566-1567
Sprague, O. M. W i,360

Clearing-houses for Country Banks

—

Jenks, J. W m, 3172
Swlnney, E. F iii, 203S

Compulsory subscription

—

Kenaston, F. B ii, 969, 982
Long, R. H 111,2837

Control of, Untermyer, Samuel 1,812-813,833,834
bv bankers

—

Milliken, R. C 111,2460-2461
Vinson, Taylor in, 2850

Government

—

Marshall. F. B i, 458
Moehlenpah, H. A ii, 1549
Willis, H. P 111,3078-3080,3084^085

Created by Federal Reserve Board as needed, Conant, C. A ii, 1412-1414,

1450
Credit, restraining abuse of, Sprague, O. M. W i, 367-368, 498-501
Currency, expansion and contraction controlled by, Sprague, O. M. W i, 509

511-512
Dealings virith other Federal Reserve Banks, Simmons, W. D_ in, 2513-2514
Directors

—

Bassett, J. C ii,1678

Crozier, A. O In, 2888-2889, 2890
Drury, F. A 11,1222
French, Nathaniel in, 2071-2072
Hulbert, E. D n, 1109-1111
Jenks, J. W in, 2595-2597, 3175, 3183-3184
Long, R. H 111,2836,2840
Marshall, F. E 1,461,462
Morawetz, Victor iii, 2659, 2680
New^ton, Oscar ii, 1644
Scott, J. T 11,1647,1648,1655-1656
Sprague, O. M. W i, 525-526
Untermyer, Samuel i, 834, 921-923 ; ii, 1319

Vanderlip, F. A in, 1966-1967, 2060, 2061, 2067
Varney, J. E n, 1253-1254
Vinson, Taylor in, 2862-2864
Wells, B. B 1,957-958

Wexler, Sol i, 46^7, 53, 222
Wheeler, H. A in, 2525, 2526
Willis, H. P in, 3052

Discount rates, Sprague, O. M. W i, 363-364
Discounting, Jenks, J. W iii, 3177-3178, 3183-3185, 3195-3196
Division of earnings, Vanderlip, F. A in, 1937-1939, 1974-1975

Federal Reserve Board should replace, Crozier, A. O in, 2895-2905
Federal reserve notes, to constitute first lien upon assets

—

Hulbert, E. D n, 1107-1108
Rogers, G. W in, 2252
Untermyer, Samuel i, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896

Government deposits, Untermyer, Samuel n, 1322-1323, 1324

Interest, allowed Member Banks on subscriptions, Johnston, J. T. M_ 1,119

charged to Member Banks, Scott, J. T n, 1647-1648
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Federal Reserve Banks—Continued.
Interest, on deposits

—

Page
JenlvS, J. W ,„ 9r,Qi OKOO

S^Viil^Z::::::::::::::::::::: ^-^^
regulated by Federal Reserve Banks, Jenks, J. W___ ~ in 26^7-'>f5qo

Loans restricted by, Sprague, O. M. W "
' t QfiTlSfia

Location of, Johnston, J. T. M j 112I113' ii7_ii8
Memberslilp of Country Banks in I^ederal reserve system—

Bassett, J. C j^ -^ggg
French, Nathaniel _—JTl/.J"

~~_
in' '>070

Jones, Gordon IM—MM:.:,::: „"i;2263-2272
Law, i- M jjj_ 2334-2337
Rogers, G- W__.- iu_ 2252-2259
Tilton, McLane, jr iii, 2319, 2320
of State Banks in Federal reserve system

—

French, Nathaniel m 2070
Larrabee, F. S m, 2356^2365
Newton, Oscar u, 1C40, 1641
Scudder, S. D m, 2241-2246
Tilton, McLane, jr iii, 2321
TJntermyer, Samuel i, 817-819, 838-842, 93'7-9.39

Vanderlip, F. A m,2058
Number

—

Bolton, J. W 11,1571
Bucholz, W. H III,' 2429
Cannon, J. G iii, 2141-2142, 2165, 2168, 2171
Comstock, A. H ; n, 1051
Conant, C. A 11, 1437-3441
Grozier, A. O in, 2895
Dawson, A. F in, 2095-2096. 2104
Fisher, E. D in. 2498-2499
Forgan, J. B i, 27, 28, 29, 37
Fowler, C. N n, 1902, 1912
Frenzel, J. P 11, 1534, 1610-1612
Gilbert, Alexander ^ in, 2745, 2746
Hill, E. J I, 259, 264, 271
Johnston, J. T. M 1, 112-113
Jones, Breekenridge 11, 1034-1036
Kenaston, F. E 11, 983
Kent, F. I in, 2978-2980
McCaleb, W. F n, 1592-1S593

McCuUoch, J. L II, 1623, 1624
Moehlenpah, H. A 11, 1546
Montgomery, S. B in, 2194
Morawetz, Victor in, 2655-2656, 2670, 2689-2691
Reynolds, G. M i, 240
Scott, J. T II, 1647

Sexton, H. D in, 2221

Simmons, W. D m, 2486

Sprague, O. M. W i, 526

Swinney, E. F m, 2042

Tregoe, J. H 11. 1039-1040, 1041-1043

TJntermyer, Samuel n. 1326-1327

Vanderlip, P. A m. 1933, 1963

Vinson, Taylor m. 2866

Wade, F. J 1,127,132,156-157,169

Wexler. Sol i. 49-51

Wheeler, H. A m. 2522-2524

Willis, H. P 111,3061-3064,3072-3075

Objections to

—

Berry, AV. H 1,595,596

Bowman, H. H n. 1226

Question relating to National Banks joining, sent to bankers, Frame,
A J i> 680-681

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 82
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Federal Reserve Banks—Continued.
Rediscouuting

—

Page.

Chapman, Joseph ii 187-189

Conant, C. A— ii, 13S3, 1388. 1391, 1395, 1408, 1409, 1412, 1436, 1438, 1451

Forgan, J. B i, 270, 281, 282

Fowler, C. A. N n, 1902

Jenks, J. W , ni, 2598

Johnston, J. T. M 1,118-119

McCaleb, W. F n, 1591, 1595
McRae, T. C n, 1281
Moehlenpah, H. A ii, 1561
Morawetz, Victor iii, 2671-2676, 2679-2683, 269:5-2696, 2710-2711

Rhodes, Bradford ,
m. 3005-^3006

Untermyer, Samuel 1,810,868,880,891,892; ii,1314

Vanderlip, F. A m, 1934-1935, 1937, 1985
Wexler, Sol i, 54, 68, 69
Willis, H. P in, 3056-8078

Representation on Federal Advisory Council, Gilbert, Alexander iii, 2756
Reserves

—

Ailing, N. D 1, 406-456
Barry, David iii, 2321-2334
Cannon, J. G in, 2148-2150
Conant, C. A ii, 1419-1454
Fisher, Irving li, 1137-1141
Forgan, J. B 1,37
Fowler, C. A. N ii, 1881, 1885, 1898, 1903, 1907, 1908
Frame, A. J i, 693, 726-728
Gilbert, Alexander m, 2740, 2782
Hill, E. J 1, 260,

261, 264, 265-266, 267, 268, 269-271, 272, 273, 275-276
Ingle, William iii, 378-2404
Jenks, J. W ni, 2553, 2557-2558, 2565-2566, 2594-2596, 3176
McMorries, Edwin ii, 1589
Moehlenpah, H. A n, 1550
Morawetz, Victor iii, 2692
Perkins, J. H in, 2338-2849
Reynolds, G. M i, 298-301
Rhodes, Bradford in, 3005, 3007
Scudder, S. D ni, 2237-2241
Treman, Robert in, 2350-2352, 2353, 2354
Untermyer, Samuel i, 815-816,

877, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892
Vanderlip, F. A iii, 1997-1998

Wade, F. J 1,148,151
-^ Willis, H. P 111,3042-3050
Securities, Untermyer, Samuel i, 885, 889, 890, 891, 892, 894, 895, 896

State Banks, permission to borrow from, Frame, A. J i, 689

Stock Issue

—

Shibley, G. H n, 1833-1860
Untermyer, Samuel . i, 829
Willis, H. P III, 3038-3039, 3060

Stockholders, public as

—

Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1037

Sprague, O. M. W i, 559
Subscriptions to, by Country Banks

—

Bowman, H. H ii, 1280
iDrury, F. A ii, 1224
Harris, B. F in, 2205
Montgomery, S. B in, 2193
Wells, E. B 1,948,959
by Member Banks

—

Ailing, N. D 1,414-415
Berry, W. H 1,612-613
Bolton, J. W 11,1572-1573,1575
Cannon, J. G in, 2182-2184
Dawson, A. F 111,2103-2105
Forgan, J. B r 1,278
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Federal Reserve Banks—Continued.
Subscriptions to, by Member Banks—Continued. Page.

Frenzel, J. P ii, 1534
.Johnston, J. T. JM i 114
JrcCaleb, ^Y. F „ 1597
Me.MoiTios, Edwin 11^ I5S4' 1586
iloehlenpah, H. A ji 1^1
Morawetz, Victor m, 2670-2672
Ueynolds. G. JI

i
o5g_256

Scott, J. T .:::::::::::_:.: n, i646
Iintermyer, Samuel u I3'>3_i324
Vanderlip, F. A "__ m, 1958! 1963-1966
Wade, F. J

1, 157_ 184-I86
Wexler, Sol i, 44.45^ q^^q

by the public

—

Dawson, A. F m, 2103-2104
Jenks, J. W iii, 2607, 3171, 3174
Wade, F. J I 131

Tables

—

Comparison of typical central reserve city bank as to earning
capacity under present law and under proposed bill iii, 3130-3131

Tentative Income and expense, Federal Reserve Bank, New
York

, 111,2153
See also Capitalization—Federal reserve notes—Loans—Member
Banks—National Banks—Note issue—Rediscounting.

Federal Reserve Board

:

Bank assets, dissipation impossible, Sprague, O. M. W i, 531
Compulsory loans, Wexler, Sol i, 63
Control, by Government of, Bolton, J. W 11, 1579-1580

by financial interests, Untermyer, Samuel 11, 1336-1337
Currency, expansion regulated by

—

Frame, A. J i, 719
Jones, Breckenridge 11, 1024-1025
loaned to Member Banks by, Crozier, A. O in, 2894-2895

Directors of Federal Reserve Banks, removal by. Long, R. H in, 2840
Discount rate

—

Crozier, A. O in, 2889, 2891
Jenks, J. W iii, 3162-3163

Extension of credit to be passed upon, Wexler, Sol i, 46
Federal Reserve Banks, replaced by, Crozier, A. O 111, 2895-2905
. to create as needed, Conant, C. A 11, 1412-1414, 1450
Government vs. Presidential control. Bowman, H. H 11, 1233
Member Banks, discretion regarding, Conant, C. A n,

1411-1415, 1449-1450

Objections to. Fowler, C. N n, 1901-1902

Personnel

—

Ailing, N. D I, 449, 450-451

Baldwin, W. W m. 2132

Cannon, J. G ra. 2139-2140

Claflin, John i. 543, 546

Dawson, A. F iii, 2096-2098

Drury, F. A H- 1222

Fisher. E. D m. 2491, 2492-2498

Flannagan, W. W i- '''43

Forean J B i. rfl, d2. 40

French' Nathaniel
' in, 2070-2071, 2071-2072

Gilbert Alexander in 2756-2757, 2777-2778

Harris ^^®p ^"^
in; 2203-2205, 2209-2210

Jenks 'j 'W-~-'221-'-" - m, 2605-2607, 3154-3155, 3157, 3161-3162, 3175

Johnston, J. T. M
'•m^364

Larrabee, P. S -"Trifio^' ffi24
Mcculloch, J. L ^1}^^%^°^
Marshall, F. B ^' ^^^'

"^^^-f^'Jilt
Montgomery, S. B

r5ft«^"5R«7'5«7q 9710
Morawetz, Victor m, 2665-2667, 26.9. 2^0

Rhodes, Bra-dford ;;io4Rt^l
Simmons, W. D 111,2485-2486
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Federal Reserve Board—Coutiuiied.
Personnel—Continued. Page.

Tregoe, J. H ii, 1040, 1043-1045

Untermyer, Samuel i. 813, 815

Vanderllp, F. A iii, 1980-1984, 2060-2061, 2065
Wade, F. J 1, 133
Wexler, Sol i, 42, 43, 59, 61, 64, 222
Willis, H. P 111,3029,3051

Powers

—

Bolton, J. W . 11,1582
Conant, C. A n, 1392-1394
Crozier, A. O in, 2888-2889, 2890, 2898-2900
Fisher, Irving ii, 1133-1134
Flannagan, W. W i, 800
Gilbert, Alexander in, 2743, 2745, 2752, 2754r-2755, 2780
Ingle, William iii, 2410-2414
Jenks, J. W in, 2558, 2559, 2595-2597, 2603-2604,

2609, 2610, 2627-2630, 3158, 3168, 3183-31S4. 3194^-3195

.Tones, Breckenridge ii, 1011-1012, 1021-1024
Kenaston, F.E i, 970
McCaleb, W. F ii,1591

Moravretz, Victor ni, 2654-2655, 2669, 2710
Scudder, S. D in, 2241
Simmons, W. D in. 2516
Sprague, O. M. W i, 361-362. 525

Untermyer, Samuel i, 861-867,

868-869 ; n, 1295-1298, 1319, 1337-1338, 1359

Vanderlip, F. A in, 1935-1936, 1939, 1966-1967, 1984-1996

Wexler, Sol i, 46-47, 222

Wheeler, H. A in, 2525, 2526, 2531

Willis, H. P III, 3051-3052, 3076, 3080-3087

Public deposits. Ingle, William iii, 2410-2414

Bediscounting, compelled by, Johnston, J. T. M i, 118-119

supervision, tJntermeyer, Samuel i, 868

Representation, of banks on, Frenzel, J. P — n, 1534

of Federal Advisory Council on

—

Jenks, J. W ni,2605

Sprague, O. M. W 1.525

Reserve cities and central reserve cities designated, Wexler, Sol— i, 373-374

Stockholders, representation, Marshall, F. E i,458

Suspension of Member Banks, Jones, Breckenridge n, 1006-1007

Federal reserve districts. Central Bank branches to be established in.

Jenks, J. W in, 3159

Federal reserve notes

:

Amendments to proposed bill concerning—
Fisher, E. D in, 2502-2513

Simmons, W. D in, 2486

Issue of

—

Ailing, N. D 1,408,417-418

Bolton, J. W 11,1572

Cannon, J. G in, 2140-2141

Conant, C. A__^ n, 1419-1436

Gilbert, Alexander iii, 2781-2782, 2817-2819

Hill, E. J 1,203-265.207,268,269,271,273,274.284
Jenks, J. W in, 2553, 2557, 2601, 2620-2621, 3179

McRae, T. ii,1284

Marshall, F. E 1,464-465

Moehlenpah, H. G n, 1564

Morawetz, Victor m, 2635-2044, 2662, 2078, 2684

Tregoe, J. H 11,1040,1045-1048
Untermyer, Samuel 1,888,889,890; n, 1320-1321

Wade, P. J 1,129

Legal tender

—

Berry, W. H 1,589,593,619,620,621
Crozier, A. O in, 2902-2903

French, Nathaniel in, 2080-2081

Jenks, J. W in, 3186, 3189

Reynolds, G. M 1,291-292,293,294,295
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Federal resei\-e notes—Continued.
"en upon assets of Federal Reserve Banks

—

Page.
Hmbert, E. D ,, 1-107 uns
Rogers, G. W iir2252

ObjecUon^''"''
'^"'"''^'

'' §92, 893, 894, 895, 896

Bowman, H. H ^^ .pr,f> .„„„
Flamiagan, W. W "' ^^^V?4?

Redemption

—

"~
' '

Ailing, N. D ..„
Bowman, H. H -VIV."," 7^1240-1247
Cannon, J G— m 2140-214li 2163-2165
Fi-ench, Nathaniel m, 2075-2080
Ingle, William m^ 2371-2372, 2416-2417
Jenks. J. W m, 2559, 2579-2580. 2586

„ ^ , 2589,2593,2617-2619,3163,3179-3183
Marshall, F. E

j 472-473
Morawetz, Victor _'_ m, 2645-2649, 2710
Rhodes, Bradford m, 3005, 3007
Wexler, Sol

i_ 72
, WUlis, H. P m, 8030-3032, 3034-3035

Reserves, Jenks, J. W m, 3163-3164
Retirement

—

Frenzel, J. P 11, 1631-1639
Jenks, J. W iii,3186-.3189
Marshall, F. E 1,473-474

Securities for issue

—

Dawson, A. F m, 2090-2093, 2094-2095
Flaunagan, W. W i, 749
Frame, A. J 1,697-698
Jones, Breckenridge 11. 1048-1050
Marshall, F. E i. 467-472
Simmons, W. D in, 2486, 2515, 2516

Sprague, O. M. W i, .501-504, 523-524

Syme, F. J m, 2872-2875

Untermyer, Samuel 1, 909, 919

Fisher, Edmund D. (Deputy Comptroller of New York City) :

Testimomj m, 2487-2513, 3138-3140

Central Bank, advantages m, 2487

Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill— iii, 2491. 2492, 2498, 2500, 2502

Federal Advisory Council, amendments to proposed bill concern-

jjjg
111,2492-2498

Federal Reserve Banks, number ™' o^no'olno
Federal Reserve Board, personnel in. 2491, 2492-2498

Federal reserve notes, amendments to proposed bill concerning- iii. znoz-zai.j>

Rediscounting, amendments to proposed bill concerning in. 2500-2502

Fisher, Irving (Tale University) :

tt ii9q iif;q
Testimony "• ",, iior
Bank notes, provision for retirement

TTTiVn"TlVi-Tl39 1141
Banking system, Present, defects of 11, 1130, 1138-1339, 1141

Currency elasticity, under present law
Ix iiq9 iiqq iiRfi

Favorable to proposed bill, with amendments "' ^^^*^'

^^^^V 1137-1141
Federal Reserve Banks, reserves— '^' :^|^' .04

Federal Reserve Board, reduction of powers- ".
, ol^sn?

Princfpal points in present banking system needing reform— i, 803-807

Flannagan. AVillinm W. (Montclair, N. J.) :

.^ 738-808; m, 2726-2729
Testimony '

Bank examiners—
, 796-797

Appointment and duties - ^ :jgg

Compensation — _ - -

/ 7QR
Clearing centers. Federal Reserve Banks

77^6:742,' 744
Credit explanation of 7-'.'' " ' t 750
currency bill. ""-"-^--^.^.^o^proposed^bUl--------^---^- ^^
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Flannagan, William W.—Continued. ^aee-

Currency expansion, provision for i, 755-760
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Advantages i, 752, 753
Discounting i, 777

Federal Reserve Board

—

Personnel i, 743
Powers 1, 8(00, 801

France, Bank of, statements relating to i, 765
Germany, Reichsbank of, currency i, 765
Individual Banks

—

Deposits I, 753, 759
Note issue i, 749, 751, 752, 753

N6te issue

—

Federal Reserve Banks, collateral security i, 749
objections i, 747

National Banks i, 746-747, 748, 750
Retirement of, provision for i, 765

Redemption, bank notes 1,781,782
Securities, note issue. Federal Reserve Banks i, 749

Foote, Francis W. (vice president, First National Bank of Commerce,
Hattiesburg, Miss.) :

Testimony il, 1514,-1532, 1613-1621
Checks and drafts, exchanged at par by Federal Reserve Banks

II, 1517-1518, 1616-1621
Forgan James B. (president. First National Bank, Chicago, 111.) :

Testimony i, 25-42, 44, 154, 198-200, 201, 277-283, 304-806
Banking system, Present, defects i, 27
Central Bank

—

Advantages i, 27, 28, 39
Note issue i, 39

Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks
1, 198-200, 201

Country Banks

—

No benefit received under proposed system i, 39
Reserves i, 281

Currency contraction i, 277
England, Bank of, directors i, 32-33, 44
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Capital 1, 29-30
Number i, 27, 28, 29, 37
Rediscounting i, 279, 281, 282
Reserves i, 37

Federal Reserve Board, personnel i,32, 40
Member Banks—

Rediscounting for i, 279, 281
Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks i, 278

National Banks, effect on capital by subscription to Federal Reserve
Banks i, 154

Reserves, Government 1,304
Foster, Frank H., letter opposing section in proposed bill relating to sav-

ings departments iii, 2632-2634
Fowler, Charles N. (Elizabeth, N. J.) :

Testimony ii, 1863-1931
Aldrich-Vreeland Act, objections ii, 1903
Bank notes

—

Issue II, 1870, 1875, 1881
Retirement ii, 1908-1909

Bonds, opposition to refunding of 2 per cent ii, 1870
Central Bank, objections ii, 1917
Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill ii, 1916-1917
Objections to proposed bill 11,1882,1884,1899-1902,1913,1914-1916

Currency, supply under proposed bill ii, 1914-1915
Federal Reserve Banks, number ii, 1902, 1912
Federal Reserve Board, objections to 11,1901-1902
Germany, Reichsbank of, note issue ii, 1880
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Fowler, Charles N.—Continued.
Note issue

—

Page.

By banks ii, 1905-1906
Government should not issue ii, 1898

Redemption, bank tiotes n, 1914
Rediscounting

—

Banking system, Present ii, 1888-1890
F'ederal Reserve Banks, objections ii, 1902

Reforms needed in banking ii, 1917-1931
Reserves, Federal Reserve Banks n, 1881, 18S5, 1898, 1903, 1907, 1908

Frame, Andrew Jay (president, Waukesha National Bank, Waukesha,
Wis.) :

Testimony i, 674-738
Bank notes, necessity for i, 725-726
Banking Reform, Some Facts versus Fallacies 1.730-738
Banking system. Present

—

Advantages i, 709
Defects i, 686

Bonds, objections to refunding 2 per cent bonds i, 729-730
Canada, banking system i, 707-709
Country Banks

—

Capitalization i, 684
Objections to proposed bill i, 716-717
Reserves, unjust amount required i, 687-688

Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill i, 688
Compulsory feature objected to i, 719-720

Currency elasticity, present banking system i, 690
Currency expansion. Federal Reserve Board to regulate i, 719

Federal Reserve Banks, reserves i, 693
Federal reserve notes, securities i, 697-698

Government bonds as collateral security i, 697

Member Banks

—

Reserves required, objection i, 679-680

Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks i, 678, 680-681

National Banks

—

Capitalization ii 684

Question as to joining Federal Reserve Banks i, 680-681

Resolutions of Wisconsin banks amending proposed bill i, 684

Panics, prevention i. 677-678

Reserves

—

Federal Reserve Banks i. "26-728

Member Banks i- 717-719

Mobilization of, under proposed bill i, 688, 689

Savings departments, objections to proposed bill i, 684

State Banks, permission to borrow from Federal Reserve Banks i, 689

France, Bank of:

Directors, Untermyer, Samuel i. »io

Note issue, legal tender, Sprague, O. M. W 1-297

Reserves, Hulbert, E. D "' H^o
Statements relating to

—

Chapman, Joseph i' ^^^
±^t^

Flannagan, W. W ^' J^^
wade, F. J ''^t'1o3
Wexler, Sol ^' •^"'*

™nterest 1,536,538-542

Reserve of actual gold versus notes only, versus notes and de-

posits against deposits only r"V-"~I" Z
^'

Franklin, N. E., letter stating South Dakota bankers objections
^^l!^^^^^^

posed bill ~ " '

French, Nathaniel (Davenport, Iowa) :

^^ ^^^ 2069-2082
Testimony ---—r ~

' ttt 2070
Banking system. Present, defects — "^'^' ^"'"

Country Banks, membership in Federal reserve system ni, 2070
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French, Nathaniel—Continued.
Currency bill

—

Pase.

Merits of proposed bill in, 2070
Objections to proposed bill - m, 2070-20S1

Currency elasticity i ni, 2070
Federal Reserve Banks, removal of directors by Federal Reserve
Board m, 2071-2072

Federal Reserve Board

—

Personnel m, 2070-2071
Powers III, 2071-2072

Federal reserve notes

—

Legal tender 1 in, 2080-2081
Redemption in, 2075-2080

Member Banks—

-

Membership in Federal reserve system ni, 2070
Stock dividends increased in, 2072

Reserves

—

Loaned to prevent panics in, 2074-2075
Mobilization of, under proposed bill in, 2070
Provided under proposed bill in, 2073-2074

State Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, 2070
Frenzel, John P. Cvice president, Merchants' National Bank, Indianapolis,

Ind.) :

Testimony ii, 1533-1539, 1610-1613, 1628-1639
Banking system. Present, defects 11,1628-1631
Central Bank, favorable to n, 1534, 1611, 1612
Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill ii, 1612-1613
Objections of Indiana Bankers' Association to proposed bill n, 1533

Currency expansion, checks on ii, 1637-1639
Federal Reserve Banks, number ii, 1534, 1610-1612
Federal Reserve Board, representation on ii, 1534
Federal reserve notes, retirement ii, 1631-1639
Member Banks, subscription to Federal Reserve Banks optional ii, 1534
Savings department. National Banks, amendment to proposed bill__

I' II, 1612-1613
Germany, Reichsbank of:

Currency, Flannagan, W. W i, 765
---'::gent. Ailing, N. D 1,409,410^11

Note xdsue

—

Fowler, C. N n,lS80
Sprague, O. M. W i, 297

Reserves

—

Reynolds, G. M i,295
Sprague, O. M. W i,508

Tables-
Interest I, 535, 538-542
Reserves of actual gold versus notes only, versus notes and de-

posits against deposits only i, 456
Gilbert, Alexander (president of Market & Fulton National Bank, New
York, N. y.) :

Testimony in, 2733-2834
Banking, supervision by Government in, 2822
Banking system. Present

—

Defects in, 2752
Favorable to in, 2815, 2817

Central Brink, favorable to in, 2752, 2754-2755, 2779
Clearing-house certificates

—

Allowed in time of panic hi, 2739, 2743-2745
Prohibited as circulating notes iii, 2738-2740

Credit, expansion in, 2781
Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill in, 2743, 2744
Objections to m, 2777-2778

Federal Advisory Council, representation of Federal Reserve Banks
j

on in, 2756
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Gilbert, Alexander—Coutinued.
Federal Reserve Banks— Page.

Number nj 2745, 2746
Keserves

jj^^ 2740, 2782
SubscriiJtion to, by Member Banks optional m' 2756' 2777

Federal Reserve Board

—

' '

Personnel ui^ 2756-2757, 2777-2778
i-owers 111,2743,2745,2752,2754-2755,2780

federal reserve notes, issue of m 2781-2782 ''817-2819
Open-market operations II-.II___L m, 2745', 2786-2787

Glass-Owen BUI. «ee Currency bill (Owen-Glass)
Gold, currency basis. Berry, W. H i, 590, 591. 592, 593
Gold certificates, retirement, Reynolds, G. M i 302
Gold reserve. See Reserves.

^ '

Government Bank

:

Objections to, Wexler, Sol i, 354
Outlined, Conant, C. A jj^ 1499-1513
Plan for, A^anderlip, F. A iii', 2911-2967

Government bonds:
Federal reserve notes, secured by, Berry, W. H i, 589-590, 593'

Retirement, Drury, F. A 11, 1225
Security of, Frame, A. J i, 697

Giovemment deposits

:

Federal Reserve Banks, XJntermyer, Samuel 11, 1322-1323, 1324
Interest

—

Kenaston, F. E 1,909-970
Marshall, F. E i, 466-4Q7

Redemption of Federal reserve notes, Marsball, F. E i, 472-^73
Reserve associations. Berry, W. H 1, 590

GrOTernment in banking business:
Objections to

—

Conant, 0. A 11,1386-1387

Willis, H. P 111,3050-3051

Proposed bill does not favor, Untermyer, Samuel 11, 1294-1295

Statements relating to

—

Bassett, J. C 11, 1678

Bucbolz, W. H III- 2429

Wade, F. J 1. 131

Greenbacks:
Legal tender, benefit or detriment, Reynolds, G. M 1,292-293

Objectionable as currency, Reynolds, 6. M i, 297, 301-302

Hallock, James C. (Brooklyn, N. Y.) :

Testimony r«Q-,fT-nn' IK-n?
Amendments to proposed bill ^^'^^^^^'^^'VJ^t^-m
Central Bank, favorable to

TftB'fiTfiVcLTfiqfi ithq 17V4
Panic of 1907, causes ". 1686, 1689-1696, 1709-1714

Harrington, Charles M. (Minneapolis, Minn.) :

^ 960-986

KSrBanrs:To7s7f'7eser;raelosTt7unTe7rroForea'b^^^

Credit contraction Z'Z~^^
'

t' QflO qfi2
Crop movements, affected by proposed bill i. ^w ao^

Rpdispounting Federal Reserve Banks -— 1. w"^' "0°

la'Ss deposits, unavailable for commercial purposes "'^der^pro^^^^^^^

Harris!'RF.''\"'icrp7esTdenlFrr7t-NaTionrfmnk7champaign,n^^^^^^

Testimony _" m, 2203, 2208

^S^iSriTbfis^r?^'^^"^^^--- -""2^:2^6, 2^^

Hawaii, legislation should not affect present status of l^^'n'^^'^
Pfs^^,_2882

L. T
Hepburn, A. Barton: i_30

Address of —
i, 30

Central Bank, advantages of-
^q.

Infects of present banking system '"
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Hill, E. J. (vice president, National Bank of Norwalk, Norwalk, Conn.) :
Page-

Testimony i, 258-27T, 283-287
Aldrich-Vreeland Act, opposition to i, 269, 271
Bank notes, retirement i, 262-263
Central Bank

—

Government supervision r, 285
Limitation of I, 286
Note issue i, 287
Reserves :___ i, 286

Country Banks

—

Advantages of home supervision under State law i, 286
Reserves i, 261-262

Currency expansion , i, 269, 276, 279
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Note issue i, 263-265, 267, 268, 269, 271, 273, 274. 284
Number i, 259, 264, 271
Reserves i, 260, 261, 264, 265-266, 267, 268, 269-271, 272, 273, 275, 276

Note issue by Government, opposed i, 263, 264, 268
Redemption

—

Bank notes i, 258-268, 273
Five per cent fund i, 258-263

Reserves, reduction i, 260, 261
Treasury notes, issue of i, 283-284

Holland. See Netherlands.
Hubbard, J. A., and others (First National Bank, Plainfleld, N. J.) :

Letter opposing proposed bill in, 2788
Hulbert, B. D. (vice president. Merchants' Loan & Trust Co., Chicago,

111.) :

Testimony ii, 1094-1129
Aldrich-Vreeland Act, dangers under ii^lll9
Currency bill, objections n, 1095-1127
Currency expansion, injurious effects of inflation ii, 1121
Farm loans, short-time limit objectionable : ii, 1112, 1113
Federal Reserve Agents ^ ii, 1097
Federal Reserve Banks, powers of directors ii, 1109-1111
Federal reserve notes first lien upon assets of Federal Reserve
Banks ii, 1107-1108

France, Bank of, reserves ii, 1125
Member Banks, expenses of collecting funds ii, 1101-1103, 1105
Open-market operations, objections ii, 1097, 1098, 1100, 1101
Reorganization not necessary under present banking system ii, 1123
Savings departments, provision should be eliminated ii, 1114r-]117

State Banks ii, 1004-1096, 1112-1113, 1114-1115,1117
Imperial Bank of Germany. See Germany, Reichsbank of.

Indiana Bankers' Association, currency bill, objections ii, 1533
Individual Banks:

Country Banks, benefited under proposed bill, XJntermyer, Samuel- 1,934-937
Deposits, Flannagan, W. W 1,735,759
Note issue

—

Flannagan, W. W 1,749,751,752,753
XJntermyer, Samuel i, 903-909

Inflation of currency. See Currency, expansion.
Ingle, William (vice president. Merchants & Mechanics National Bank,
Baltimore, Md.) :

Testimony in, 2369-2419
Bonds, objections to refunding of 2 per cent in, 2376-2377, 2411
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks, in, 2384-2405
Commercial paper, limit should be increased iii, 2402-2404
Currency bill, objections in, 2371, 2376, 2384, 2416
Discounting rates in, 2410
Redemption

—

Five per cent fund iii, 2373, 2378, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2396
Government notes in gold iii, 2371-2372

Rediscounting, objections in, 2402-2404
Reserves, Federal Reserve Banks in, 2378-2404

Inland Exchange Committee, Report to New York Clearing-House Com-
mittee III, 2789-2791
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insular possessions, proposed bill does not include, Peck L T iii

interest:
'

' """287572881-2882

Banks not to receive, upon deposits, Reynolds, G JI i 224-225
Federal Ueserve Banks—

i, ^^± ^^o

Jenks, J. W- m, 2581-2582
Sprague, O M. W _'

i_ 504.505
Tregoe J. H__ ^ 1040

Government deposits

—

Kenaston, F. E m9-970
Marshall, F. E

j 466-467
Member Banks, charge by, Crozier, A. O _"____ m, 2891-2892

charged by Federal Reserve Banks, Scott, J. T 11] 1647-1648
Public deposits. Ingle, William m, 2410-2414
Rates, diflferent sections of country, Wexler, Sol _~

i, 96-99
regulated by Federal Reserve Banks, Jenks, J. W in, 2627-2630

Tables, European reserve banks i, 534-542
Investments. See also Loans—Securities.
Jacobs, George M., letter objecting to provisions in proposed bill- in, 3111-3112
Jenks, Jeremiah W. [New York University, New York City) :

Testimony m, 2552-2634, HI .53-3196
Bank notes, retirement in, 2567, 2570, 2572
Branch banks, directors iii, 316O
Canada, banking system iii, 2577, 2578-2579, 2581, 2613
Central Bank

—

Advantages iii, 3391-3192
Branch banks in, 3159-3160
Capitalization in, 3155-3156, 3167-.S168, 3169
Favorable to— in, 2603-2604, 2605, 2609, 2611-2612, 3154, 3158, 3166, 3195
Period of existence should not be limited in, 3158
Stock issue iii, 3159, 3160, 3165

Checks and drafts—
Country Banks allowed expenses for collecting in, 3171-3173

Exchange, at par by Federal Reserve Banks in, 3183

Credit expansion iii, 2613-2614

Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill ni, 2579-2580,

2581-2582, 2617-2618, 2620, 3154-3168, 3183, 3185, 3194-3195

Merits of proposed bill i". 2596,

2601-2602, 2610, 2615, 2617, 2624, 3172, 3182

Objections to proposed bill iii, 2604, 261 9, 2622. 2626

Currency elasticity, provided under proposed bill in, 2559, 2579, 2610

Currency expansion—
Commercial paper measures in, 25b*-^5bb, dis/

Prices increased o^Ko'or^S'ocVJ' Sai r
Defects in present banking system in, 2552-2553, 2614-2615

Discounting rates ™' "^°^'

Farm loans— . . ^ ttt 9fi99 9696
Elimination of provision for m.

^'^ff' ^'f
Limited as to amount ^—r~";'~^

Federal Advisory Council, representation on Federal Reserve^
^^^^

F5e?IfR^^ei7^igerS:^^::::::::::::::::::":=--"^2559:2564;2583
Federal Reserve Banks— o-iyo

Clearing-house for Country Banks
-i7259'5:2"597r3i75:3183-3184

Directors
3177-3178, 3183-3185, 3195-3196

Discounting ^-
—— ^^^' "

_ jjj 95SI-2582
Interest not to be paid on deposits

ii72553'2557;260i; 2620-2621
Note issue

III___1 in- 2598
Rediscountmg

m-2553'¥557-2558r25"65-2566, 2594-2596, 3176
Reserves———-—iii.^oo^'^^'^' _ _ ni, 2607, 3171, 3174
Subscription to, by the public

Federal Reserve Board-
2605-2607, 3154-3155, 3157, 3161-3162, 3175

Personnel ' in 2.558 2559, 2595-2597, 2603-2604,
Powers

-2"6'69"26l6'2627-2630; 3158, 3168, 3183-3184, 3194-3195
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Jenks, Jeremlali W.—Continued.
Federal reserve notes

—

Page.

Issue of III, 3179
Legal tender ni, 3186, 318!>

Redemption iii, 2559,
2579-2580, 2586, 2589, 2593, 2617-2619, 3163, 3179-3183

Reserves m,..3163-8164
Retirement iii, 3186-3189

Interest, rates regulated by Federal Reserve Banks iii, 2627-2630'
Loans, control by Federal Reserve Banks iii, 3154
Member Banks

—

Membership in Federal reserve system optional m, 2607, 2608, 3161
Subscription to Federal reserve system iii, 2567-2568, 3174

Mortgage loans, investment by banks in iii, 2622
Open-market operations, discount to be charged in, 3163-3163
Reserves, control should be unified in, 3154
Savings departments

—

Elimination of provision for iii, 2622, 2626
National Banks, approved ni, 3164

Stock-exchange loans, investment by banks in in, 2624
Jewett, H. C. (Aberdeen, S. Dak.) :

Testimony ii, 1682-1684
Commercial paper, limit should be increased ii, 1682-1683
Farm loans, value as security ii, 1683-1684

Johnston, John T. M. (president of National Reserve Bank, Kansas City,

Mo.) :

Testimony i, 109-123
Currency legislation, urgency of i, 116
Farm loans, short-time limit objectionable i, 120-121
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Location i, 112-113, 117-118
Number i, 112-113

Federal Reserve Board, personnel 1,115-118
Member Banks

—

Interest oa subscriptions to Federal Reserve Banks i, 119
Membership in Federal reserve system optional i, 113-114
Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks i, 114

Rediscounting, compulsory by other Federal Reserve Banks ^ i, 118-119
Reserves, reduction of i, 120
Savings departments, elimination of provision for i, 121

Jones, Breckenridge (president of Mississippi Valley Trust Co., St. Louis,

Mo.) :

Testimony ii, 998-1038, 1048-1050
Country Banks

—

Advantages under proposed bill ii, 1029-1034

Reserves ii, 1000
Currency bill, amendments ..__^ n, 999-1003, 1006, 1012
Currency expansion. Federal Reserve Board to regulate ii, 1024-1025

Discounting, method in proposed bill commended ii, 1025-1027
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Number ii, 1034-1036
Public as stockholders ii, 1037

Federal Reserve Board-^
Powers should be restricted ii, 1011-1012
Publicity curbs povrer ii, 1021-1024
Suspension of Member Banks ii, 1006-1007

Federal reserve notes, securities for issue ii, 1048-1050
National Banks, present advantages ii, 1020-1021
Open-market operations, objections ii; 1036-1037
Reserves, Member Banks ii, 1037-1038
Savings departments

—

Elimination from National Banks ii, 1005, 1013-1019
Regulations for conduct of ii, 1011-1013
Reserves 11,1002-1005

State Banks, membership in Federal reserve system ii, 1007-1011
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-Tones, Breckenrldge—Continued.
Trust companies

—

Page.
Amendments to proposed bill n, 999-1003, 1006
Membership in Federal reserve system ii lOOT-lOll
Statements relating to i/ ioi5-1017

Jones, Gordon (president, United States National Bank, Denver" Col'o.) :

Testmiony
jjj^ 2259-2272, 2272-2283

Bonds, objections to refunding of 2 per cent iii, 2260-2272
Country Banks, membership in Federal reserve system

'

op-
tional—

, jjj 2263—2272
Currency bill, objections II__1 ~___ m, 2260-2265, 2273

Joy, Benjamin, letter relating to Boston Clearing House iii 3129
Kenaston, F. E. (Minneapolis, Minn.) :

Testimony 1,967-998
Advantages of present banking system n, 969
Country Banks, reserves n, 972-974
Credit, contraction i, 967-969 ; iii 984-990
Currency bill, objections to ii. 968-970
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Business conditions in Northwestern States ii, 982-983, 992-994
Capitalization ii, 9S0-982
Compulsory contributions objectionable ii, 969, 982
Interest on Government deposits compulsory it, 969-970
Number ii, 983

Federal Reserve Board, powers ii, 970
Objections to short-time commercial paper ii, 967-969, 971-972, 984-990
Panic of 1907, statements relating to ii, 974-975, 978-980
Panics, prevention ii, 969. 974-976, 979-980

Kent, Fred I. (vice president of Bankers' Trust Co., New York, N. Y.) :

Testimony in, 2977-3002
Banking system, Present, defects m, 2977
Central Bank, advantages in, 2979, 2980, 2994, 2995, 2996, 2997, 3002
Federal Reserve Banks, number in, 2978-2980
Open-market operations, objections in, 2989

Kontingent. See Currency, Contingent.
La Bar, G. D.. letter opposing proposed bill in, 2631

Ijarrabee, F. S. (Farmers' National Bank, Stafford, Kans.) :

Testimony m, 2356-2366, 3069-3071

Federal Reserve Board, personnel ni, 2.364

Open-market operations, objections iii, 2359-2362

Rediscounting, objections ni, 2356-2365

State Banks, Membership in Federal reserve system ni, 2357-2358

I>assen, Alexander C. (president of the Lassen Realty Co., New York,

N. Y. ) :

Testimony i"- "112-3125

Banking system. Present, favorable to ni, 3114, 3115, 3119

Currency bill

—

Merits of proposed bill iii, dLio

Objections—- m. 3114-3115, 3118, 3120

Law, F. M. (First National Bank, Beaumont, Tex.) :

Testimony -- m. 'i^^4-J'^d7

Country Banks, membership in Federal reserve system optional- in,

Ijegal tender: _„„
Circulation on June 30, 1912 VVrTT.T^"'
See also Bank notes—Currency—Federal reserve notes—Gieen-

backs—Treasury notes.

^'^ederal reserve notes, first lien upon, assets of Federal Reserve

E'ii^'^?7" , „ ^ n, 1107-1108
Hulbert, li. ^--— -—

j_ 892, 893, 804, 895, 896

Linn, wmiamT, 'letter opp^sfnglectTon Tn proposed bill relatingJo^^^_^^

savings departments
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Loan companies

:

„
Tables— P^se.

Aggregate resources and liabilities of loan and trust companies,

190S to 1912 in> 2187

Principal items of resources and liabilities, 1863 to 1912__ m, 2190-2191

Loans

:

Banlcing system, Present, compared with European banks i, 835-837

Central Banks restricted by Federal Reserve Banks, Blinn, C. P_ ii, 1189-1191

Compulsoi'y. Wexler, Sol i, 63

Contraction, to influence public prohibited, Crozler, A. O— ._ in, 2892-2894

under proposed bill

—

Bucholz, W. H -- 111,2420,2423

McCulloch, J. L II 1626
EfCect of proposed legislation upon

—

Moses, B. R ni, 2366-2367
Sprague, O. M. W i, 510-511

Federal Reserve Banlts should control

—

Jenks, J. W lii, 3154
Sprague, O. M. W 1,367-368,498-501

Securities, Sprague, O. M. W i, 513-522, 531-532
State Banks, Bolton, J. W ii, 1576-1577
See also Mortgage loans—Real estate loans—Stock-exchange loans.

Lombard Street, by Walter Bagehot, extracts from i, 64, 130-131

Long, Richard H. (Framingham, Mass.) :

Testimony iii, 2835-2849
Credits, provisions under proposed bill iii, 2840-2843

Currency bill, amendments i, 2841

Farm loans, favorable to short-time limit iii, 2841-2842

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Compulsory subscription iii, 2837

Directors ni, 2836, 2840
Rediscounting in, 2840-2843

McCaleh, W. F. (president. West Texas Banking & Trust Co., San
Antonio, Tex.) :

Testimony ii, 1591-1610

Central Bank, favorable to ii, 1591.1596

Checks and drafts, exchanged at par by Federal Reserve Banks— ii, 1598

Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill ii, 1597, 1598

Merits of proposed bill n, 1591, 1594, 1598

Objections to proposed bill ii, 1597, 1598, 1603

Federal Reserve Banks, number n, 1592-1593

Federal Reserve Board, povrers n, 1591

Member Banks, subscription to Federal Reserve Banks n,1597

Note issue by banks and not Government ii, 1605

Rediscounting, compulsory by other Federal Reserve Banks__ ii, 1591, 1595

McCulloch, J. L. (president, Marion National Bank, Marion, Ind.) :

Testimony L n, 1621-1628

Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill n, 162.3-1624

Federal Reserve Banks, number ii, 1623, 1624

Federal Reserve Board, personnel ii, 1623, 1624

Loans, contraction under proposed bill n, 1626

Member Banks

—

Membership in Federal reserve system optional ii, 1623, 1627

Stock dividends Increased n, 1624

McMorries, Edv^in (president, First National Bank, Meridian, Miss.) :

Testimony 11,1583-1591
Currency hill

—

Merits of proposed hill ii, 1589
Objections ii, 1584, 1586, 1590^1591

Defects in present banking system ii, 1589, 1590
Member Banks, subscription to Federal Reserve Banks op-

tional II, 1584, 1586
Reserves, Federal Reserve Banks ii, 1589
Savings departments, elimination of provision for ii, 1590-1591
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McRae, Thomas C. (president, Bank of Prescott, Ark.) : Page

curvZZ ^"^.^^.:°'•'L^'«
to--.- :::::::::::::: M^itf^e.(currency elasticity, Country Banks tt I97ci ios'>Note issue

n, J-^iv, i^o^

Federal Reserve Banks ^^ -,004
Governiment "_; iTlosrWR ios7

M«fl?.^'^S''}f"f^^*'TP"''"'^y ^^ °*^«'' FedernfResen^'ianks:.: ' 11, 1281

Ga
° ' president, American National Bank, Atlanta,

TesUmony
^ 192-218

Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks '_
i, 192-212

country Banks, exchange charges on checks and drafts,, i, 192-194, 203, 206
National Banks

—

Real-estate loans
j 217

Savings deposits "
IIIIIIIi 212^217

Savings banks, deposits
i_ 213' 216 218

Savings departments, elimination of provision for
'

'__ i 212
Savings deposits

—

'

Amounts
i 212-213

Investments ~_Z 1,213-215
National Banks i_ 212-217
Reserves 1 i, 216^217, 218
Savings Banks i, 213, 216, 218
Segregation 213-215

Marshall, F. E. (New York, N. Y.) :

Testimony i, 456^91 ; 11, 1175-1177
Bank examiners, appointment and duties 1,481-484 •

Bank notes, retirement opposed i, 465
Bonds, objections to refunding of 2 per cent i, 477-480
Central Bank, opposition to control by bankers i, 460
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks i, 475^77
Country Banks, reduction of reserves i, 463
Credit, contraction of i, 457
Currency bill, amendments i, 457^91
Farm loans, security 1,485-486,489-490
Federal Advisory Council unnecessary i, 466
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Directors i, 461, 462
Note issue — i, 464-465, 467-472

Federal Reserve Board

—

Personnel, method of appointment , i, 460-462, 466
Stockholders, representation i, 458

Government deposits, interest i, 466-467

Note issue, requirements for retirement i, 473-474

Redemption

—

Bank notes i. 481

Federal reserve notes, charged against Government deposits__ i, 472-473

Five per cent fund, reduction i, 481

Reserve cities, number i, 457-458

Stockholders

—

Dividends ^
:;oi';of

Liability for transfer of stock i, 484^85

Meaning of Money, The, by Hartley Withers, extracts from i, 133-134

Member Banks: ^o'y^'ya
Capitalization of deposits. Ailing, N. D ——---— i,4/.:-4Zd

Commercial paper, acceptances by National Banks, TJntemyer
« 1 I, olO—olX

Currency iVanVd bVFederTflRe'serve'Bo'ard to, Crozier, A. O- m, 28.94-2895

Discrimination and favoritism prohibited, Crozier, A. 0_ m, 2889-^891

Federal Reserve Board, discretion regarding, Oonant, C. A- ----^n^Mll-

Funds, expenses of collecting, Hulbert, E. D 11. 1101-1103, 1105

^""^^Chareed by Federal Reserve Banks, Scott, J. T iil647-1648

On subscription to Federal Reserve Banks, Johnston, J. T. JI i, 119

Rate not to exceed 7 per cent, Crozier, A. O iii, 2891-2892
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Member Banks—Continued.
Membership in Federal reserve system

—

Pase.

Ailing, N. D 1,449-450
Bucholz, W. H III, 2420, 2424-2425
Comstock, A. H ii, 1051
Conant, C. A ii, 1410-1415, 1449-1450
Dawson, A. F iii, 2098, 2099-2100, 2102
French, Nathaniel ill, 2070
Harris, B. F in, 2205-2206, 2207
Jenks, J. W m, 2607, 2608, 3161
Johnston, J. T. M 1,113-114
McCulloch, J. L II, 1623, 1627
Morawetz, Victor in, 2650-2652, 2711
Moses, E. K iii, 2367, 2868
Reynolds, G. M i, 288, 239
Rogers, G. W in, 2248-2250
Untermyer, Samuel i, 817-819 ; n, 1320, 1868
Wade, F. J 1,125-129
Wheeler, H. A in, 2527
Willis, H. P jii, 3026-3028, 3038-3048
of Country Banks in Federal reserve system

—

Bassett, J. C ii, 1669
Claflin, John i, 543-546
Conant, C. A ii, 1410-1414
Dawson, A. F in, 2102, 2125, 2128
French, Nathaniel in, 2070
Jones, Gordon in, 2263-2272
Law, F. M 111,2334-2337
Reynolds, 6. M i, 239-240, 241
Rogers, G. W hi, 2252-2259
Swinney, E. F in, 2041, 2049
Tilton, McLane, jr ni, 2819, 2320
XJntermver, Samuel i, 817-837
Wexler, Sol i,374
Willis, H. P 111,3085-3036

of State Banks in Federal reserve system

—

Conant, C. A 11,1449-1450
French, Nathaniel iii, 2070
Larrabee, F. S in, 2856-2365
Moehlenpah, H. A ii, 1541
Newton, Oscar ii, 1640, 1641
Scudder, S. D in, 2241-2246
Tilton, McLane, jr in, 2821
Untermyer, Samuel. 1,817-819,838-842,937-939; ii, 1315, 1833-1334
Vanderlip, F. A in, 1976-1980, 2058
Willis, H. P ni, 3021-3023

of trust companies in Federal reserve system

—

Jones, Breckenridge , n, 1007-1011
Vanderlip, F. A in, 2057

Rediscounting for, Forgan, J. B i, 279, 281
Reserves

—

Bolton, J. W 11,1574-1575,1577-1579,1580-1581
Crozier, A. O in, 2887-2888
Frame, A. J 1,679-680,717-719
Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1037-1038
Morawetz, Victor in, 2678-2704

Rights, Scott, J. T 11,1647,1651
Stock dividends increased

—

French, Nathaniel in, 2072
McCulloch, .7. L 11,1624
Montgomery, S. B iii, 2194
Untermyer, Samuel ii, 1315

Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks

—

Ailing, N. D 1,414-415
Berry, W. H I, 612-613
Bolton, J. W 11,1572-1573,1575
Cannon, J. G ii, 2182-2184
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Member Banks—Continued.
.Siibseriptiou to Federal Reserve Banks—Continued Page

Dawson, A. F „ o-ino oinp;"
Forgan, J. B "'

^^^'Vo^aFramp ^ t i, ^(»

FreZl, J. P '' ^^^'
^«*^7S1

JoSnston, J. tTm" ™' 2567-2568, 3174

Mccaieb, w. F -::::::::::7 -rAlli
McMnrries, Edwin

""

iTTfi^U l^Sfi
MoeWenpali, H. A ' tiS?

untermyersamuer::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::^- 1323^1114

Wal^ F^ ™' 1963-1966
wade, h J 141-142, 145
Wexler So 44^5 q^q
Jones, Breckenridge „, 1006-1007

Tables

—

Capital, deposits, cash, and amount of rediscounts for Member
Banks if all National Banks immediately subscribe iii, 2751-2752

Summary after considering net cash requirements, after discounts

,..„.,
permissible to i, 656-657

MiUiken, E. C. (monetary statist, AVashington, D. 0.) :

Testimony iii, 2453-2484
Central Bank, objections iii, 2469
Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill ni, 2470-2477
Federal Reserve Banks, control by bankers in, 2460-2461

Moehlenpah, H. A. (president, Wisconsin Bankers' Association, Clinton,
Wis.) :

Testimony 11, 1539-1565
Central Bank, favorable to 11, 1547
Currency bill, amendments 11, 1541, 1546, 1550-1551, 1561
Farm loans, short-time limit objectionable 11, 1561
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Government control 11, 1549
Number 11, 1546

Federal reserve notes. Government issue 11, 1564
Member Banks, subscription to Federal Reserve Banks compul-

sory II, 1541
Objections to present banking system 11, 1564
Rediscounting, Federal Reserve Banks 11, 1561

Reserves

—

Country Banks 11, 1550

Federal Reserve Banks 11, 1550

Savings departments, Country Banks' objections to 11, 1564

Monetary Commission. National. See National Monetary Commission.

Monetary systems and approximate stocks of money, in aggregate and per

capita, in principal countries of the world, Dec. 31, 1911 1,666-667

Money. See Currency.
Montaomery, S. B. (Quincy, 111.) :

Testimony i". 2192-2194, 2223-2225

Checks and drafts, exchange, at par by Federal Reserve Banks in, 2194

Credit, provided under proposed bill in, 2193

Currency bill, objections °^'
^'^^^oi 00

Defects in present banking system in, 2193

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Number ™' 219*

Subscription to, by Country Banks, reduction in, 2193

Federal Reserve Board, personnel ™'
01 n^

Member Banks, stock dividends increased ™'
oiq^

Real estate loans, limit should be increased ni, 2194

Savings departments, elimination of provision for ui, ^i\)% z^Z6

S. Doc. 232, 63-1—vol 3 83
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Morawetz, Victor (New York, N. Y.) :
Page.

Testimony iii, 2635-2720
Canada, banking system in, 2639-2642, 2662
Central Bank, objections to in, 2635, 2648-2654, 2657, 2658, 2675, 2695
Gliecks and drafts, exchange "at par by Federal Reserve Banks- iii, 2703-2704
Country Banks, reserves in, 2698, 2699, 2701, 2703-2704
Currency bill, amendments iii, 2662, 2669, 2710-2711

defects iii, 2635
objections to proposed bill in, 2683

Currency elasticity in, 2639-2643
Farm loans, objections, under proposed bill in, 2705-2707
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Directors in, 2659-2680
Number in, 2655-2656, 2670, 2689-2691
Reserves m, 2692
Rediscounting in, 2671-2676, 2679-2688
Subscription to, by Member Banks ni, 2670-2672

Federal Reserve Board

—

Personnel ni, 2665-2667, 2679, 2710
Powers III, 2654, 2655, 2669, 2710

Federal reserve notes

—

Issue of III, 2635-2644, 2662, 2678, 2684
Redemption iii, 2645-2649, 2710

Member Banks, membership in Federal reserve system._ in, 2650-2652, 2711
National Banks, savings departments in, 2707-2710
Note issue by banks in, 2692
Panic of 1907 in, 2717
Panics in, 2717-2720
Rediscounting, compulsory by other Federal Reserve Banks__ in, 2693-2696,

2710-2711
Reserves, Member Banks in, 2698-2704

Mortgage loans

:

Investment by banks In

—

Jenks, J. W in, 2622
Sprague, O. M. W i, 514-515, 522, 529-530, 531, 532

Moses, B. R. (president. Citizens' National Bank, Great Bend, Kans.) :

Testimony iii, 2366-2368
Currency bill, objections in, 2368
Federal Reserve Banks, capitalization ni, 2368
Loans, effect of proposed legislation upon in, 2366-2367
National Banks, membership in Federal reserve system optional

in, 2867, 2368
Reserves, reduction of in, 2368
Savings departments, elimination of provision for ni, 2868

Mosher, Curtis L. (secretary Citizen's League of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minn.) :

Testimony ii, 1091-1094
Federal Reserve Banks, business conditions in Northwestern States

n, 1091-1094
National Association of Credit Men, brief presented to Senate committee

m, 2550-2551
National-bank notes. See Bank notes.

National Banks

:

Advantages

—

Jones, Breckenrldge n, 1020-1021
Wade, F. J i, 137-138

Bond-secured currency. Berry, W. H i, 568
Capitalization

—

Cannon, J. G iii, 2182-2184
Forgan, F. J 1, 154

Frame, A. J i, 684
Wade, F. J i, 142-146
Wexler, Sol i, 45

Charters dissolved

—

Bassett, J. O i ii,1669

Reynolds, G. M i,240
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National Banks—Continued. Page.
Commercial paper, acceptances by, Uutermyer, Samuel i 810-S11Defined, Dawson, A. F _

"
'm 2ini

Membersliip in Federal reserve system—
'"

Ailing, K. D
J 449-4-10

^°,^i!!;
*"'; 'V "' 1410-1415, 1449I1450

S^-^tLiii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-'^<^;^^^^
Harris, BF

!„_ 2205-2206,' 2207
JenKs, J. w- ijj 2607, 2608, 3161

^T°^'n°'''."^V^;
*^

1. 113-114
MeCuUoch, J. L n^ 1623, 1627
Moses, E. R

jij_ 2367, 2368
Reynolds, G. M

i^ 238, 239
Rogers, G. W m^ 2248-2250
Untermyer, Samuel i, 817-819; 11, 1320, 1368
Wade, F. J 1,125-129
Wheeler. H. A m, 2527

Question sent out to bankers relating to joining Federal Reserve
Banks, Frame, A. J 1,680-681

Real estate loans

—

JIaddox, R. F i, 217
Rhodes, Bradford in, 3007-3008
Untermyer, Samuel i, 841

Reserves

—

Berry, W. H i, 570, 575-576, 599, 60O
Wade, F. J i,150

Resolutions of Wisconsin banks amending proposed bill. Frame,
A. J 1, 684

Savings departments

—

McCuUoch, J. L n, 1624
Morawetz, Victor m, 2707-2710

amendment to proposed bill, Frenzel, J. P 11, 1612-1613

approved

—

Clark, H. C 11, 1059-1061, 1064

Jenks, J. W iii, 3164

Rhodes, Bradford m, 3006-3007, 3008

elimination of

—

Jones, Breckenridge 11, 1005, 1013-1019

Tregoe, J. H ii> 1041

objections, White, W. C iii, 2225-2227

Savings deposits, Maddox, R. F i. 212-217

Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks—
Gilbert, Alexander ™. 275b, 2777

Jenks, J. W 111,2567-2568,3174

Ta.blGS
Abstract of reports of earnings and dividends in United States

year ended July 1, 1912 —------—- 1,662-665

Aggregate capital, deposits, and borrowmgs of National
^'^"^2749

Aggregate TeVou'rceTand'llabiUties of national and other report-

ing banks, 1908 to 1912 ™'^^^^V^«^?
Bonds held in trust for, Sept. 13, 1913 L 657

Circulation, deposits, coin reserves compared with European
, , I, i^D
banks

Bee also Capitalization—Member Banks.

National Monetary Commission, recommendations of 1912, Berry, W. H- i, 601

Netherlands, Bank of

:

Tables—
^^^ j_ ggg^ 538-542

Reserves oFactual gold versus notes only, versus notes and de-

posits against deposits only ^' ^°°

AToTiT Vnrir See Concentration of money. „ , ,

nIw fork BfnLrs- Association, amendments to proposed bill,
^^^%§^_^^^^

by '
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New York banks: I'age.

List of banks having out-of-town depositors i, 819
Tables-

Capital, surplus, and undivided profits of larger New York
banks iii, 2754

Distribution of loans and discounts made by 30 of largest banks
and trust companies in New York City in, 2774

New York (Jredit Men's Association, letter offering amendments to pro- *

posed bill J iii, 3089-3090
Newton, Oscar (president, Jackson Bank, Jackson, Miss.) :

Testimony ii, 1639-1645
Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill n, 1640-1642
Federal Reserve Banks, directors ii, 1644
Reserves, impounding of, under proposed bill ii, 1640, 1641
State Banks, membership in Federal reserve system ii, 1640, 1641

Northwestern States:
Federal Reserve Banks, business conditions to be met

—

Kenaston, F. B :._ ii, 982-983, 992-994
Mosher, C. L ii, 1091-1094

Note issue:
Aldrich-Vreeland Act, Ailing, N. D i, 419
By bank associations

—

Berry, W. H i, 594
Claflin, John i, 547, 548
Sprague, O. M. W 1,553,554

By banks

—

Berry, W. H i, 594
Conant, C. A ii, 1386
Fowler, C. N ii, 1905-1906
Morawetz, Victor in, 2692
Willis, H. P III, 3056-3057

Canada, Sprague, O. M. W i, 506-507
Central Bank

—

Ailing, N. D 1,419
Forgan, J. B i, 39
Hill, E. J 1,287
Jenks, J. W iii, 3163-3164
Wade, F. J i, 155

England, Bank of, Reynolds, G. M i, 292, 294
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Ailing, N. D 1, 408, 417^18
Crozier, A. O iii, 2902-2903
Dawson, A. F m, 2090-2093, 2094-2095
Fisher, E. D , iii, 2502-2513
Flannagan, W, W i, 747
Gilbert, Alexander iii, 2781-2782, 2817-2819
Hill, B. J III, 263-265, 267-269, 271, 273, 274, 284
Jenks, J. W iii, 2553, 2557, 2601, 2620-2621, 3179
Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1048-1050
McRae, T. C ii, 1284
Marshall, F. B ii, 464^65
Morawetz, Victor in, 26S5-2644, 2662, 2678, 2684
Simmons, W. D in, 2486, 2513, 2515, 2516
Syme, F. J m, 2872-2875
Tregoe, J. H n, 1040, 1045-1048
Untermyer, Samuel 1,888,889,890; ii, 1320-1321
Wade, F. J i,129

France, Bank of, Sprague, O. M. W : i, 297
Germany, Eeichsbank of, Sprague, O. M. W i, 297
Government

—

Berry, W. H I, 568
Bowman, H. H ii, 1226, 1227
Cannon, J. G ii, 2140
Conant, C. A ii, 1386, 1416-1436
Fowler, C. N n, 1898
Hill, B. J I, 263, 264, 268
Johnston, J. T. M _ i 121
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>fote issue—Continued.
Government—Continued. Page.

McCaleb, W. F i, 1605
McRae, T. C 11,1284,1286,1287
Seudder, S. D ii, 2235-2239
Sprague, O. M. W i, 369-373, 505-506
vanderllp, F. A m, 2001-2005, 2068
Wade, F. J i, 147-150

Individual Banks

—

Flannagan, W. W i, 749, 751, 752, 753
Reynolds, G. M i_ 298
Wexler, Sol i_ 71-72

National Banks, Flannagan, W. W 1,746^747,748,750
Retirement

—

Flannagan, W. W i, 765
Marshall, F. E i, 473-474

Securities

—

Flannagan, W. W i, 749
Frame, A. J 1, 697-698
Marshall, F. E i, 467^72
Sprague, O. M. W i, 501-504, 523-524
TJntermyer, Samuel i, 903-919

Supervision by reserve associations, Conant, C. A i, 1384
See also Redemption.

Ohio, free banking act i, 147
Open-market operations

:

Discount to be charged, Jenks, J. W iii, 3162-3163
Explanation, Blinn, C. P 11, 1198-1200
Favorable to, Untermyer, Samuel 11, 1316-1317, 1338

Objections—
Hulbert, E. D 11, 1097, 1098, 1100, 1101

Jones, Breckenridge 11, 1036-1037

Kent, F. I m, 2989

Larrabee, F. S m. 2359-2862

Vamey, J. E n, 1252-1253

Winston, F. G -^ ". 1087

Price-level, explanation, Shibley, G. H n, 1724-1827

Statements relating to

—

^^ „ ^_
Gilbert, Alexander m, 2745, 2786-2787

Untermyer, Samael 1,808,809,810,812; 11, 1367-1368

Vanderlip, F. A m. 1938-1939, 1998-2001

Owen-Glass Bill. See Currency bill (Owen-Glass).

Palen, R. J., letter stating objections to proposed bill iii, ol28-dl/9

Panic of 1873, statements relating to. Berry, W. H i, 564

Panic of 1893, statements relating to. Berry, W. H i, oo4

Panic of 1907:

^^Xuock, J. C 11,1686,1689-1696,1709-1714

Newspaper articles "-
f '^Liotr

Effects of, Winston, F. G '

t qIr S37
Method of checking, Untermyer, Samuel i. »rf'> »^'

Statements relating to- 3g^_3g2
Allen, W. H ' '^ ^ ggg
Berry, W.H ::::"iiVll91-il98
Blmn, C. P -_-

j^ 545
Claflin, John

^^j^ 2131
Dawson, A F

Vr_~7i'974-975, 978-980
Kenaston, F. E 7

^ jjj 2717
Morawetz, Victor 7 226^227~229" 230-232, 234-236
Reynolds, G. M •''

^^ J_ j 534
Sprague, O. M.W - m, 23~51, 2352
Treman, Robert

P&uics

'

Causes— m, 2085, 2089
Dawson, A. i<

__ -
j_ 227-229

Reynolds, G. M g^_gg 324
Wexler, Sol
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Panics—Continued. Page.

Clearlng-lionse certificates allowed in time of, Gilbert. Alex-

ander HI, 2739, 2743-2T45

Exchanges during, Sprague, O. M. W—, 1, 365
Prevention—

Frame, A. J i, 677-678

Kenaston, F. E ii, 969, 974-976, 979-980
Reserves loaned to prevent, French, Nathaniel iii, 2074-2075

Statements relating to, Morawetz, Victor iii, 2717-2720
Paper money. See Currency.
Peck, L. T. (cashier, First National Bank of Hawaii, Honolulu) :

Testimony iii, 2875-2883
Currency bill should apply only to continental United States- iii, 2878-2882
Hawaii, legislation should not affect present status of banks_ in, 2875, 2882
Insular possessions, proposed bill does not include iii, 2875, 2881-2882

Perkins, James H. (president. National Commercial Bank, Albany,
N. Y.) :

Testimony in, 2338-2349
Currency bill, amendments suggested by New York Bankers' Asso-

ciation III, 2338-2349
Postal Savings Banks, Savings Banks, including Postal Savings Banks,
number of depositors, amount of deposits, average deposits per deposit
account and per inhabitant by specified countries i, 660-661

Pratt, Sereno S. (secretary. Chamber of Commerce of the State of New
York) :

Report on Federal reserve act in, 2722-2726
Present banking system. See Banking system, Present.
Price level

:

Statements relating to

—

Berry, W. H 1,640,641,642
Shibley, G. H n, 1724-1827
Untermyer, Samuel i, 863

Prices, currency expansion Increases, Jenks, J. W iii, 2578
Private Banks

:

Tables-
Aggregate resources and liabilities, 1908 to 1912 in, 2187

Principal Items of resources and liabilities, 1863 to 1912— in. 2190-2191

Quebedeaux, T. M., letter requesting that exchange charges shall not be
eliminated by proposed bill iii, 3127-3128

Real estate loans

:

Basis for currency issue, opposed

—

Bassett, J. C n,1668
Vanderllp, F. A in, 2055-2056

National Banks

—

Maddox, R. F i,217

Rhodes, Bradford iii, 3007-3008

Untermyer, Samuel 1, 841

Short-time limit objectionable

—

Banfield, N. F in, 2449-2450

Bassett, J. C n, 1667, 1668

Montgomery, S. B in, 2194

State Banks, Untermyer, Samuel i, 939

Statements relating to

—

Wade, F. J 1,170-171

Wexler, Sol i, 172

See also Farm loans—Mortgage loans.

Redemption

:

Bank notes

—

Berry, W. H 1,575-576
Flannagan, W. W 1,781,782
Fowler, C. N n, 1914
Hill, E. J I, 25S-268, 273
Marshall, F. E i,481
Reynolds, G. M i, 295-296
Rhodes, Bradford in, 3011
Untermyer, Samuel i, 881-898
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Redemption—Continued. Page.
Explained, Berry, W. H i 575-585
federal reserve notes-

Ailing, N. D J 413
Bowman, H. H lllliy/u' 124(^12^7
oannon, J. G— ni, 2140-2141, 2163-2165
French Nathaniel m, 2075-2080
Ingle, Wilham ui 2371-2372, 2416-2417
Jenks, J. W 111,2559,

,, ,
2579-2580, 2586, 2589, 2593, 2617-2619, 3163, 3179-3183

Marshall, F. E i j 472-473
Morawetz, Victor _"_

iii,'264"5-2G49, 2710
TV exler, Sol

j^ 72
Willis, H. P 111,3030-3032,3034-3035

Five per cent fund

—

Berry, W. H i, 576-577
Hill, E. J 1,258-263
Ingle, William iii, 2373, 2378, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2396
Marshall, F. E 1 451
Willis, H. P 1 II III, 3034

Government reserve fund

—

Claflin, John i, 543, 549
TJntermyer, Samuel 1,885,886

Suffolk banking system of Massachusetts, Sprague, O. M. W i, 559
flediscounting

:

Amendments to proposed bill

—

American Bankers' Association i, 450
Fisher, E. D in, 2500-2502

Bank associations, Claflin, John 1,546,547
Banking system, Present, Fowler, C. N 11, 1888-1890
Compulsory by other Federal Reserve Banks

—

Chapman, Joseph i, 187-189
Conant, C. A 11, 1408, 1409, 1438
Johnston, J. T. M i, 118-119
McCaleb, W. F 11, 1591, 1595
McEae, T. C n, 1281
Morawetz, Victor m, 2693-2696, 2710-2711
Untermyer, Samuel i, 378, 379
Vanderlip, F. A 11, 1934-1935, 1937, 1985
Wexler, Sol i. 54, 68-69

Country Banks

—

Dawson, A. F iii, 2106-2107, 2112-2114

Law, F. M HI, 2336-2337

Untermyer, Samuel i, 826, 827, 828

Wexler, Sol i, 66-67

Effect on discount rates, Sprague, O. M. W i, 507-509

Explained, Wexler, Sol i, 66-67

Farm loans as a basis

—

Berry W H i> 571, 572, 573

Vanderlip, F. A in, 1961-1963

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Conant C A n, 1383, 1388, 1391, 1395, 1412, 1436, 1451

Forgan', J.' bII^ 1,279,281,282

Fowler, C. N aV^a
Harrington, C. M ^'^^\ZX^
TPtiks T W m, 2598

iZsJ: iZiiiii:::::::::: m, 284(^-2843

Moehlennah. H. A ii' 1^"1

Morawetz, Victor m, 2671-2676, 2679-2^3

Rhodes, Bradford "qSs ?^lSnrnime O M W I, 364^368, Dd^

TIntefmver Samuel i- 810, 868, 880, 891, 892
;
ii, 13, 14

Ss%% v::::::::::::::nr, soils
Willis, ii. r ---;

-^ 1 , occ
Federal Reserve Board, supervision, Untermyer, Samuel i, 8b8

Member Banks, Forgan, J. B .--—-- "-^ tRIq
Mobilization of reserves, added basis for, Berry, W. H i. oio
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Kedlscounting—Continued.
Objections— Paso.

Banfield, N. F in, 2452
Ingle, William m, 2410-2414
Larrabee, F. S m, 2356-2365
Varney, J. E ii, 1260-1262
Wells, E. B 1, 947-948

Provisions of proposed bill approved

—

Dawson, A. F m, 2088
Sprague, O. M. W i,529

Queries relating to, memorial, Brandt, T. K in, 2883-2886
Revolution in American banking methods, Wexler, Sol i, 106-107
Statements relating to

—

Vanderlip, F. A in, 2065-2067
Vinson, Taylor iii, 2854, 2855, 2861, 2866-2867

Tables, statement shovcing, by States, money borrowed by National
Banks, Sept. 6, 1904, etc ii, 1888-1890

Regional Banks. See Federal Reserve Banks.
Relchsbank of Germany. See Germany, Reichsbank of.

Reserve and Currency ProMems, Suhstitute for Central Banks, by Newton
D. Ailing I, 426-446

Reserve associations:
Government deposits in. Berry, W. H i, 596
Note issue, no tax on, Berry, W. H i, 595

supervised by, Conant, C. A ii, 1384
Opposition to, Berry, W. H i, 600

Reserve Bank Organization Committee, powers, Willis, H. P in, 3061, 3063
Reserve cities:

Federal Reserve Board to designate, Wexler, Sol i, 373-374
Number under proposed bill, Marshall, F. E i, 457-458
Reserves under present banking system

—

Berry, W. H l, 600
Dawson, A. F in, 2111

Reserve cities. Central:
Amount of deposits under proposed bill, Claflin, John i, 545
Federal Reserve Board to designate, Wexler, Sol i, 373-374
Location of present, Wexler, Sol i, 89
Reserve.? in present, Wexler, Sol i, 90
Reserves required agalust demand liabilities, Untermyer, Samuel i, 822
Reserves under present banking system, Berry, W. H i, 600

Reserves

:

Amount, left to .ludgment of banks, Reynolds, G. M i, 233
under proposed bill, Conant, C. A 11,1415-1416

Banking system, Present, McMorries, Edwin n, 1589, 1590
Banks of United States

—

Berry, W. H 1,562-566
Wexler, Sol i, 105

Central Bank

—

Ailing, N. D 1,454-455
Blinn, C. P n, 1187-1188
Hill, B. J 1,286

Central reserve cities, present, Wexler, Sol i, 90
Comparison under present and proposed bills. Wells, E. B i, 952
Comparison under Sherman Act of July 14, 1890, and under proposed

bill. Ailing, N. D 1,412-413
Control should be unified, Jenks, J. W in, 3154
Country Banks

—

Barry, David in, 2321-2334
Claflin, John i, 543

Dawson, A. F m, 2105-2112
Forgan, J. B i, 281

Frame, A. -T 1,687-688
Harrington, C. M . 1,962,964^966
Hill, E. J I, 261-262

Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1000

Kenaston, F. E - n, 972-974
Marshall, F. E i,463
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Reserves—Coutinued.
Country Banks—Continued. Page.

Moehlenpali, H. A jj 155q
Morawetz, Victor m, 2698, 2699, 2701, 2703-2T04
Rogers. G W 2252-2259
Sprague, O M. W 1,521,524-525
Untermyer, Samuel , iq41_iq44

Credit insufficient for. Reynolds, G. M y~~
t 22^Currency bill, objections, Moses, E. R_ V„ odcq

Federal Reserve Banks— '

Ailing, N. D 1,406-456
Barry, David 2321-2334
Cannon, J. G

iii, 2148-2150
Conant, C. A 1419-1454
Fisher, Irving

i 1137-1141
Forgan, J. B

j 37
Fowler, C. N n, igsi, 1885, 1898, 1903, 1907, 1908
Frame, A. J i, 693. 726-728
Gilbert, Alexander iii, 2740 2782
Hill, E. J I, 260, 261, 264, 265-266, 267, 268, 269-271, 272, 273, 275-276
Ingle, William m, 2378-2404
Jenks, J. W iii, 2553, 2557-2558, 2565-2566, 2594-2596, 3176
McMorries, Edwin n, 1589
Moehlenpah, H. A 11, 1550
Morawetz, Victor in, 2692
Perkins. J. H iii, 2338-2349
Reynolds, G. M i, 298-301
Rhodes, Bradford in, 3005, 3007
Scudder, S. D in, 2237-2241
Treman, Robert in, 2350-2352, 2354
Untermyer, Samuel i, 815-

816, 877, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892
Vanderlip, F. A in, 1997-1998
Wade, F. J i, 148, 151
Willis, H. P III, 3042-3050

Federal reserve notes, Jenks, J. W m, 3163-3164

France, Bank of, Hulbert, E. D n, 1125

Germany, Reichsbank of

—

Reynolds, G. M i, 295

Sprague, O. M. W 1.506

Government

—

Forgan, J. B 1.304

Sprague, O. M. W i. 306-307

Wade, F. J ^'149-150

Wexler, Sol i. o21

Impounding of, in time of emergency, Reynolds, G. M
"^^'o?

under proposed bill, Newton, Oscar "'""'
^Sti

Insufficient, credit declined because of, Reynolds, G. M
^^_

i,229

Invested in short-time commercial paper, Untermyer, Samuel. 11, 1340-1341

Loaned to prevent panics, French, Nathaniel in, 20(4-2075

Managers of bank to use judgment, Reynolds, G. M i. ^=9

^%'^[torfW n, 1574-1575, 1577-1579, 1580-1581

PrnyiPV \ O III, 2S8/-/SSS

Frame!' 1 .?_v:::::::::- ^.

'''TwWll^l
Jones, Breckenridge

ttt' 2678 2704
Morawetz, Victor i"' 26^8-^™*

Mobilization of, meaning, AlUng, N. D —— ^'^"'

under proposed bill—
2087, 2089

Dawson, A. F __• ggg ggg
Frame, A. J ' 2070
French. Xa thaniel Vwn
^1^^'^-^----::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::^^

Untermyer, Samuel
'^yfiqlq^bofi^

Vanderlip, F. A ----- in, 1933 2063

ryiii furnish added basis for rediscountmg, Berry, W. H
o.^'^k?,

Modification of section of bill relating to, Reynolds. G. M i, 249-250
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eserves—Contiuued.
National Banks— Page.

Berry, W. H 1,570-571,599,600
Reynolds, G. M i,313

Wade, F. J i,150
Present sj^stem, Wexler, Sol

,
1,80,88-95

Provided under proposed bill

—

French, Nathaniel in, 2073-2074
Sprague, 0. M. W 1,524-525
Wexler, Sol i, 71, 72, 80

Eednction

—

Hill, E. J 1,260,261
Johnston, J. T. M 1,120
Wells, E. B 1,946

Reserve cities, under present banlsing system

—

Berry, W. H i,600
Dawson, A. F in, 2111

Restoring by bank-note redemption, Berry, W. H i, 575-576
Result under proposed bill, Reynolds, G. M 1,248-249
Savings departments, Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1002^1005
Savings deposits, Maddox, R. F i, 216-217, 218
State Banks

—

Bolton, J. W II, 1574-1575, 1577-1579, 1580-1581
Hill, E. J 1,262
Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1001-1002
Wade, F. J 1,150

Statements relating ta

—

Frame, A. J i, 693
Vinson, Taylor in, 2850, 2854-2855, 2857-2859, 2860-2861
Wexler, Sol i,72, 84,85

Tables-
Comparison under present and proposed law— 1,247-248
Condition three years after operation of proposed bill i, 251-252
Memorandum Indicating probable changes under H. R. 7837 i, 656
Reserves of actual gold versus notes only, versus notes and de-

posits against deposits only, carried by Bank of England,
Reichsbank, Bank of France, Bank of Netherlands, and Bank
of Belgium i, 456

Trust companies, Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1001-1002
eynolds, George M. (president. Continental and Commercial National
Bank, Chicago, 111.) :

Testimony i, 169, 198, 199, 200, 206, 224-257, 288-296, 297-306, 311-315
Bank notes, security : i, 298
Checks and drafts

—

Exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks i, 198, 199, 200, 206
Medium of exchange i, 252-253

Country Banks, membership in Federal reserve system optional i, 239
Credit— 240, 241

Extension of, by banks i, 229-230, 233-234
Reserves InsufBcient for i, 229

Currency bill, merits i, 290
objections i, 233, 243

Currency expansion, provision for i, 169
Currency legislation, urgency of 1,236-237
England, Bank of, note issue, legal tender i, 292, 294
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Number i, 240
Reserves n, 298-301

Federal reserve notes as legal tender, objections to i, 291-292, 293, 294, 295
Germany, Reichsbank of, mobilization of reserves i, 295

Gold certificates, retirement i, 302

GrGGnbRcks
Legal tender, benefit or detriment 1,292-293

Objectionable as currency i, 297, 301-302

Interest, not paid to banks upon deposits ! i, 224-225
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Reynolds, George M.—Continued.

Member Banks— p^ ^Menibership in Federal reserve system optional , oqq IfaSubscription to Federal Reserve Banks-__
t' 2?^' WR

A^nt^"''
""^'"'^ "°^«^^ "^ '^§"1 tender, benefit or detrimrat t' Mq 2q4^^ational Banks, charters dissolved___ _

'^^'^'^'^em i, 293-294
Aote issue. Individual Banks__ ^'iiY.
Panic of 1907 ^^ i, 298
Panics, causes::::::::: ' --^'-^"'- 229, 230-232, 234-236

Redemption, bank notes 1,227-229

Reserves— i, 295-296

Amounts to be left to judgment of banks_ i o^^ 2S9Impounding of, in time of emergency "V t ttt
Mobilization of, under proposed bill

"
:: ::

' Ztn
Modiflcatlou of section of bill relating to- V24ql2^0
National Banks ::::::::: r ^1^Result under proposed bill ::"i"248^249Short-time commercial paper, in France and London :__:_::_ i, 289-290value of '

J 2gQ
Stock-exchange loans, investment by banks in : i"225^226Reynolds Jefferson, letter stating objections to proposed bill iit 3126-3127

Rhodes, Bradford (president. First National Bank, Mamaroneck N Y )
•

Testimony.
iii,' 3003-3013

Bank notes, retirement jjj 3005
Capitalization, Federal Reserve Banks in' 3007
Currency bill

—

'

Amendments to proposed bill iii, 3005, 3007
Merits of proposed bill iii, 3004, 3005, 3007, 3008^ 3013

Defects of present banking system m, 3004
Federal Reserve Board, personnel nii 3007
Redemption

—

Bank notes m, 3011
Federal reserve notes in, 3005, 3007

Rediscounting, Federal Reserve Banks in, 3005-3006
Reserves, Federal Reserve Banks iii, 3005, 3007
Savings departments, National Banks in, 3006-3007, 3008

Richmond Chamber of Commerce, letter offering amendments to proposed
bill 111,3090

Rogers, George W. (Bank of Commerce, Little Rock, Ark.) :

Testimony 11, 1565-1571; in, 2247-2259
Bank notes, retirement m, 2248-2250
Bonds, objections to refunding of 2 per cent in, 2248-2250
Checks and drafts, exchanged at par by Federal Reserve Banks__ 11, 1565-

1567 ; III, 2251-2252

Clearing centers. Federal Reserve Banks 11, 1566-1567

Country Banks

—

Membership in Federal reserve system, optional in, 2252-2259

Reserves ni, 2252-2259

Savings departments, objections in, 2250-2251

Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill 11, 1570 ; in, 2248, 2250, 2251, 2252

Objections 11, 1565-1566

Federal reserve notes first lien upon assets of Federal Reserve

Banks I"' 2252

Member Banks, membership in Federal reserve system optional, in, 2248-2250

Rutter, Andrew L., brief of i, 388^03

Savings Banks:
. 910 oic oib

Savings deposits, Maddox, R. F i, ^id, Jit>, ^i»

Aggregate resources and liabilities, 1907-8 to 1912---- m. 2186

Principal Items of resources and liabilities, 1863 to 1912__ in, 2190-^191

Savings Banks, including Postal Savings Banks, number of de-

positors, amount of deposits, average deposits per deposit ac-

count and per inhabitant by specified countries — 1,660-661

Tabular summary of State legislation n, facing p. 1724
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Savings departmeuts

:

Country Banks, objections

—

Page.

Frame, A. J i, 684
Moehlenpah, H. A ii, 1564
Rogers, G. W ni, 2250-2251
Tilton, McLane, jr iii, 2313-2316

Elimination of provision for

—

Cannon, J. G in, 2154
Hulbert, B. D ii, 1114-1117
Jenks, J. W iii, 2622, 2626
Johnston, J. T. M i,121
McMorries, Edwin ii, 1590-1591
Maddox, R. F i, 212
Montgomery, S. B iii, 2194, 2223
Moses, E. R III, 2868
Sexton, H. D in, 2222
Tilton, McLane, jr in, 2316, 2318
Treman, Robert m, 2355
Willis, H. P 111,3021,3023

Letter opposing section in proposed bill, Linn, W. A n, 1272-1273
National Banks

—

Moravretz, Victor m, 2707-2710
amendment to proposed bill, Frenzel, J. P ii, 1612-1613
approved

—

Clark, H. C n, 1059-1061, 1064
Jenks, J. W ni,3164
Rhodes, Bradford m, 3006-3007, 3008
Sprague, O. M. W i, 530

elimination from

—

Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1005, 1013-1019
Tregoe, J. H n, 1041

objections, White, W. C in, 2225-2227
Objections to proposed bill

—

Dawson, A. F 111,2116-2118
Foster, F. H m, 2632-2634

Regulations for conduct of, Jones, Breckenridge n, 1011-1013
Reserves, Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1002-1005

Savings deposits

:

Amounts, Maddox, R. F 1,212-213
Investments, Maddox, R. F 1,213-215
National Banks, Maddox, R. F 1,212-217
Reserves, Maddox, R. F 1,216-217,218
Savings Banks, Maddox, R. F i, 213, 216, 218
Segregation, Maddox, R. F 1,213-215
Unavailable for commercial purposes under proposed bill

—

Clark, H. C n, 1059-1062, 1064-1065
Harrington, C. M i, 962, 963-964

Scott, J. T. (vice president, First National Bank, Houston, Tex.) :

Testimony ii, 1646-1656
Bank examiners, appointment and duties ii, 1648-1649
Banking system. Present, defects of ii, 1649
Central Bank, advantages n, 1652
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks ii, 1646
Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill ii, 1646-1647

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Directors, powers of n, 1647, 1648, .1 655-1656

Number ii, 1647

Member Banks

—

Interest charged by Federal Reserve Banks ii, 1647-1648

Rights II, 1647, 1651

Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks ii, 1646

Reserves, mobilization of, under proposed bill ii, 1647

Scudder, S. D. (vice president, Richmond Trust & Savings Co., Rich-

mond, Va.) :

Testimony in, 2232-2247

Central Bank, control by bankers iii, 2235

Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill ill, 2720-2721
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federal Reserve Banks, reserves-, „„„„
^*^*-

Federal Reserve Board, powers. i"' 2237-2240
-^lote issue, Government m. 2241
State Banks, membersliip in Fe"de7aTreierv'e7vVf;r„" ™' 2235-2239

Securities:
"=''" it^^eive sjstem iii, 2241-2246

Commercial paper preferable, Sprague O ^r wFarm loans— '
"^'''^ue, u. m. w 1,531-582

Conant, C. A__
Jewett, H 0—1 _'I

ii, 1396, ] 397, 1398
:\Carsha]l, F E_r__ ~ ii, 16S3-1GS4
Wells, E. B IIIIIIII ^' 4S5-486, 489-490

Federal Reserve Banrs7untermyM,~Samuei:::::::::r: J'^§
Federal resen-e notes secured hv Pn §89, 890, 89'lT89"2789"478"95; 896
^ jj _

"ores, secured by Government bonds, Berry,

Governme7t"bondi7s7oirat7i-aTs^"urityrFram'e"A 7 '' ^^^-^^' ^93

Movement of, Conant, C. A -L-.1 1___ \nll

"""'VlZklTw. w!''"'
^^'''''' I^'^'^"^'^"'^-'^::"ii7209"0l20V37209S^

Frame a' J_ 7 7_7_ ~ i, 749

Marshall, 'f. e77777777: t'S?!
SLTf J

'' ^ :::::777777-775oi75"o4;523ll4

Untermyer, "Samuel77777777777 ™' fqSI-— Individual Banks, Untermyer, Samuel t qoS-qo<>
Stability of, Sprague, O. M. W__7

i' 5i3_529
Sexton, Henry D. (president, Southern Illinois National Bank, East St.

LjOuis, 111.) ;

Testimony
jjj 2215-2223

Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks__! iii, 2215-
2220

Currency bill, merits of proposed bill m 2221
Federal Reserve Banks, number m' 2221
Savings departments, elimination of provision for m' 9222-

Shafroth bill:
Bank notes, retirement, Conant, C. A ii, 1419.
Statements relating to

—

Berry, W. H i^ 605
Sprague, O. M. W i, 551-552
Untermyer, Samuel i, 939-941

Text of 'hi, 2178
Sherman Act of July 14, 1890, reserves compared with those under pro-
posed law, Ailing, N. D 1,412-413

Shibley, George H. (director, American Bureau of Political Research,
Washington, D. C.) :

Testimony i, 1724-1827 11, 2534
Bank notes, retirement 11, 1762
Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill 11, 1835-1837 ; iii, 2535-2548
Federal Reserve Banks, stock issue 11, 1833-1860
Price level, explanation 11 1724-1827

Shields, Edward E. (secretary, group 2, Pennsylvania Bankers' Asso-
ciation, West Chester, Pa.) :

Testimony iii, 3092-3111
Simmons, W. D. (chairman, banking and commerce committee of Chamber
of Commerce of United States, St. Louis, Mo.) :

Testimony m, 2484-2486, 2513-2519

Banking system. Present, defects of iii, 2484

Currency bill, amendments iii, 2485-2486, 2513-2516
Federal Advisory Council, amendments to proposed bill iii, 2486
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Automatic continuance of system iii. 2514-2515

Dealings with other Federal Reserve Banks in, 2513-2.514

Number 11, 2486

Federal Reserve Board

—

Personnel m, 2485-2486

Powers III, 2516
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Simmons, W. D.—Continued.
Federal reserve notes

—

Page.

Amendments to proposed bill ni, 2486
Securities for issue in, 2486, 2515, 2516

South Dakota, bankers' objections to proposed bill, letter from N. E.
Franklin ii, 1723-1724

Sprague, O. M. W. (Harvard University) :

Testimony i, 297, 306-310, 358-373, 497-534, 551-560
Aldrich-Vreeland Act-

Objections to 1, 510, 512-513
Obstacles, largely sentimental i, 552-553

Bank associations, power to issue and rediscount notes i, 553, 554
Bank notes

—

Ketirement under proposed bill i, 558
Substitution for legal-tender notes i, 558

Banking Beform in the United States i, 555
Banking system, Present, defects of 1,358-361,512-513
Canada, note issue i, 506-507
Central Bank, objections to i, 363
Checks and drafts

—

Exchange at par by Federal Banks i, 360
Medium of exchange i, 358-359

Commercial paper, advantages of use i, 514, 520-522, 531-532
Country Banks, reserves i, 521, 524-525
Credit, contraction i, 369

expansion i, 360-361, 367-368, 498-501
Currency bill

—

Compulsory feature approved i, 527
Merits of proposed bill i, 498, 529-531

Currency contraction i, 509, 511-512, 532-533
expansion i, 309-310, 509, 511-512, 532-533

Discounting rates . i, 507-509
European banks, credit expansion i, 361
Federal Advisory Council, representation on Federal Reserve Board i, 525
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Business increase not apparent to public i, 552
Capitalization 1,527-529
Clearing centers i, 360
Directors, removal by Federal Reserve Board i, 525-526
Discount rates should not be uniform i, 363-364
Interest not to be paid on deposits i, 504r-505

Number i, 526
Stock, subscription by public i, 559

Federal Reserve Board

—

Bank assets, dissipation impossible i, 531
Personnel i, 525
Powers 1, 525
Publicity curbs power i, 361-362

France, Bank of, note issue i, 297

Oermany, Reichsbank of

—

Note issue, legal tender i, 297

Reserves i, 506

Loans

—

Effect of proposed legislation upon i, 510-511

Restricted by Federal Reserve Banks i, 360-361, 367-368

Securities i, 513-522, 531-532

Mortgage loans, investment by banks in___ i, 514-515, 522, 529-530, 531, 532

Note issue i, 309-373, 501-504, 505-506, 523-524

Panic of 1907 i, 534

Panics, exchanges during i, 365

Redemption, Suffolk banking system of Massachusetts i, 559

JRediscountlng

—

Federal Reserve Banks i, 364-368, 532

Provisions under proposed bill approved i, 529

Reserves

—

Government 1,306-307
Provided under proposed bill i, 524-525
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Spi-ague, O. M. W.—Continued. Paga
«2^''"?^ departments, proyisiou under proposed bill approved i 530securities

—

'

Commercial paper preferable . cqi kqo
Stability I'nionoi

shafroth bill :::::::::::::: gM^btock-exchange loans, investment by banks in_ ' ""i"498"5i6"514 517-520

Advantages, Wade, F. J ^ ^oo iqq
Bank notes held as reserves ' " ioq
LK)ans— ^'^'^^

Bolton, J. W ^^ -,K-.f. .„_.
TJntermyer, Samuel '^ fT,

Membership in Federal reserve system—
""

'

French, jSatheniel
jj^ 2070

Jones, Breckenridge „ 1007I1011
Larrabee, F. S J ^^^' 2357-2358
Jloehlenpah, H. A ji 1541
Xewton, Oscar "IIZITi, 1640,' 1641
Scudder, S. D m^ 2241-2246
Tilton, JIcLane, jr uj 2321
Untermyer, Samuel i, 817-819, 838-842, 937-939 ; 11, 1815, 1333-1334
Vanderlip, F. A m, 1976-1980, 2058
Willis, H. P in, 3021-3022

Permission to borrow from Federal Reserve Banks, Frame, A. J i, 689
Reserves

—

Bolton, J. W II, 1574-1575, 1577-1579, 1580-1581
Hill, E. J 1,262
Jones, Breckenridge 11, 1001-1002
Wade, F. J i, 150

Statements relating to

—

Hulbert, E. D__. 11, 1094-1096, 1112-1113, 1114-1115, 1117
Wexler, Sol i, 44^5

Tables-
Aggregate resources and liabilities, 1908 to 1912 in, 2186
Principal items of resources and liabilities, 1863 to 1912-_ iii, 2190-2191

Stock-exchange loans:
Investment by banks in

—

Jenks, J. W m, 2624
Reynolds, G. M 1,225-226

Sprague, O. M. W 1,498,510,514,517-520

Stock exchanges. Relation of Stools Exchanges to Currency Question, by
J. R. Dos Passos 1,493-497

Stock issue

:

Central Bank, Jenks, J. W m, 3159, 3160, 3165

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Untermyer, Samuel i> 829

Willis, H. P III, 3038-3039, 3060

Stockholders

:

Dividends, Marshall, F. E i,458

Federal Reserve Board, representation on, Marshall, F. E i, 458

Liability, Marshall, F. E 1,484-485

National Banks, Wade, F. J ^'^^^"l^
Suffolk banking system ---— i> °°^

Swinney, Edward F. (president of First National Bank, Kansas City,

^Vestimony "^'
^^^^'^i^'^^

Aldrich-Vreeland Act ™' ^"^-j

Banking system. Present, defects of --— m. ^1^*1

Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks in, 2043

Country Banks—
Membership in Federal reserve system compulsory in, ^041, ^049

Objections to proposed bill in, 2041, 2045
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Swinney, Edward F.—Continued. Page.

Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill m, 2047-2049, 2051-2052

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Capital m, 2041

Clearing-houses for Country Banks ni, 2038
Number ni, 2042

Syme, F. J. (New York, N. Y.) :
I

Testimony iii, 2872-28T5 I

Federal reserve notes, security (or Issue iii, 2872-2875

Tables

:

|

Abstract of reports of earnings and dividends of National Banks in
\

United States, year ended July 1, 1912 i, 662-665
;

Aggregate capital, deposits, and borrowings of National Bank groups i

III, 2748-2749

Aggregate loans, resources, capital, and deposits for fiscal years 1908 -j

to 1912, of banks reporting to Comptroller of Currency iii, 21^
Aggregate resources and liabilities of loan and trust companies, 1908

to 1912 III, 2187
National and other reporting banks, 1908 to 1912 iii, 2185, 2188
of private banks, 1908 to 1912 iii,2187

of Savings Banks, 1907-8 to 1912 iii, 2186
of State Banks, 1908 to 1912 in, 2186

Bank statistics in, 3009-3010
Bonds held in trust for National Banks, Sept. 13, 1913 i, 657

i

Capital, deposits, cash, and amount of rediscounts for Member Banks
if all National Banks immediately subscribe in, 2751-2752

Capital, surplus, and undivided profits of larger New York banks- in, 2754
Checks handled Dec. 18, 1912, by First National Bank, Kansas City,

Mo in, 2039-2040
jii„

Classification of cash in banks June 14, 1912 i, 659 ;

Classification of deposits in each class of banks as of June 14, 1912_ ii, 1371- '

1377 j

Comparison of earning capacity of a Country Bank under present law
I

and under proposed bill ^- in, 3131-3132
Comparison of Owen bill and present law 1,613-617 rpjH

Comparison of reserves under present and proposed law i, 247-248
j

Comparison of typical central reserve city bank as to earning capacity
under present law and under proposed bill iii, 3130-3131

;

Condensed summary of reports as of June 4, 1913, and changes that
will be made under Federal reserve act in, 2179-2182

Condition of banks, June 30, 1912 i, 563
Condition of reserves three years after operation of proposed bill- i, 251-252
Currency in existence in 1913 i, 591 |

Currency shipments by First National Bank, ICansas City, Mo in, 2044 :

-p^j

Daily statement of "United States Treasury at close of business Sept.
'

16, 1913 1,658 : rp^j

Distribution of loans and discounts made by 30 of largest banks and
j,(

trust companies in New York City ni, 2774
; j

Distribution of money in United States i, 659 '

j,j

Estimated effect of provisions of proposed bill upon banking interests , j

in, 3132-3138 :

European banks, capital, specie, circulation, etc., compared with
j

National Banks of United States i, 725
Interest-bearing and noninterest-bearing deposits of Country Banks of
New Jersey n, 1129

Interest, reserve banks of Europe i, 534-542 |

Legal tender In circulation on June 30, 1912 i, 593 j

Memorandum indicating probable changes in reserves under H. R.
7837 1,656 1

^p
Monetary systems and approximate stocks of money, in aggregate and

j

per capita, in principal countries of the world, Dec. 31, 1911— i, 666-667
Money in circulation, stock of gold coin and bullion, consumption of

gold and silver bars i, 403^05
New York banks having out-of-town depositors i, 819
Paper currency of United States, denominations outstanding June

30, 1912 I, 655
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Tables—Coutluued. p

Principal items of resources and liabilities of State, Savings, and

ISmtl f912
^"^* Companies, and National Banks,

Reserves of actual goldVeVsuTnotironlVVversM'notes" an'd'denoStf
"^^^

against deposits only, carried by Bank of EngS, ReicXnkBank of France, Bank of Netherlands, and Bank of BeMum i 45a

Xo^,mfofden^n'if'°^ ^°'*^^ ^^^'°^« ^'^^^'' number of de^osU-oVs; '

'^

inhabitant by specified countries t Rfin-Rfti

h.inwfl^ "^r,"'"^''
""^ 'PS''°™^ °* report"oi~sfanding"commltTee onbanking and currency of Chamber of Commerce of United States ofAmerica upon Owen-Glass currency bill (S. 2639, H. R 6454 63dCong., 1st sess.) J ; '>799_279tStatement showing, by States, money borrowed by National Banks.'

Sept. 6 1904, etc
ii, 188S-189a

statement showing money in circulation from 1860 to 1912_ in, facing p 2184bummary after considering net cash requirements, after discounts
permissible to Member Banks i 656-657

Summary of reports of condition of 25,195 banks in the United
States, etc., June 14, 1912 in, 2188-2189

Tabular summary of State legislation governing Commercial Banks
,„ ^ ,

II, facing p. 1724
Tabular summary of State legislation governing Savings Banks

II, facing p. 1724
Tabular summary of State legislation governing trust companies

II, facing p. 1724
Tentative income and expense. Federal Reserve Bank, New Tork__ iii, 2153

Thomas, Charles Spalding (Senator from Colorado) :

Testimony m, 2432-2449i
Bonds, objections to refunding of 2 per cent in, 2433
Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed, bill iii. 2435-244a
Objections iii, 2433, 2434

Tilton, McLane, jr. (president. First National Bank, Pell City, Ala.) :

Testimony m, 2306-2321
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks, in, 2308-2310
Country Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, 2319-2320
Currency bill, objections of Country Banks to proposed bill in, 2308
Savings departments

—

Country Banks, objections in, 2313-2316:

Elimination of provision for in, 2316, 2318;

State Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, 2321

Treasury Bank, suggestions for organization of, Vinson, Taylor in, 2850-.

2861, 2867-2871

Treasury notes, issue of. Hill, E. J i, 283-284

Treasury, United States, daily statement at close of business Sept. 16,

1913 I.65S

Tregoe. J. H. (secretary. National Association of Credit Men, New York,

N. t!) :

Testimony "> 1038-1048

Currency bill, amendments ii, 1039-1041

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Interest "> i-(>'*^

Number "> 1039-1040, 1041-1043

Federal Reserve Board, personnel ii, 1040, 1043-1045

Federsil reserve notes, obligation of issuing bank n, 1040, 1045-104S

Savings departments, elimination from National Banks n, 1041

Treman, Robert (president, Tompkins County National Bank, Ithaca,

Testimony ^^^' ^350—2356

Country Banks, favorable to proposed bill in, 2353, 2355-2358

Federal Reserve Banks—
Number '^^' ^•^•^'^

Reserves m, 2350-2352, 2354

S. Doe. 232, 63-1—vol 3 84
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Tremau, Robert—Continued. „„^^ ^^^®:
Panic of 1907 "''^^^^'oq^k
Savings departments, elimination of provision for m, 2dDo

^^rust companies

:

mno -i/v^o
Amendments to proposed bill, Jones, Breckenridge ii, 999-1003, 1006

Membership in Federal reserve system

—

Jones, Breckenridge n. 1007-1011

Vanderlip, F. A i". 2057

Wade, F. J 1.168

Privileges

—

Wade, F. J 1,158-161,168

Wexler. F. J 1. 172

Reserves, Jones, Breckenridge n, 1001-1002

Statements relating to, Jones, Breckenridge ii, 1015-1017

Tables-
Aggregate resources and liabilities of loan and trust com-

panies, 1908 to 1912 in, 2187

Principal items of resources and liabilities, 1863 to 1912- m, 2190-2191

Tabular summary of State legislation ii, facing p.l724

Two per cent bonds. See Bonds, Refunding of.

^ntermyer, Samuel (New York City) :

Testimony i, 808-942; ii, 1288-1369

Aldricb-Vreeland Act, mobilization of reserves under i, 872, 873

Bank examinations, defects under proposed bill ii, 1321-1822

iBanking system, Present

—

Competition under, compared with European banks ^ i, 834-837

Relation of financial interests to banks i, 830

Oentral Bank, objections ii, 1335-1336, 1337

Commercial paper

—

Acceptances by National Banks i, 810, 811

Character of i, 844-861, 891, 892, 919-920, ii, 1307-

1312, 1314-1315, 1329-1331, 1365

County Banks

—

Membership in Federal reserve system 1,817,818,823,824,825,827
Reserves ii, 1341-1344

Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill i, 841 ; ii, 1322

Defects i, 888, 889

Merits ii, 808-900

Currency, elasticity
'

ii, 1298-1306
expansion i, 933

expansion and contraction measured by commercial paper i, 932

Discounting rates i, 809-812, 814

England, Bank of, directors i, 902

Farm loans, opposed as basis of extended currency i, 861

Federal Advisory Council, objections to ii, 1318-1319
Federal Reserve Agents, election ii, 1319-1320
JFederal Reserve Banks

—

Control II, 812-813, 833, 834

Directors i, 834, 921-923 ; ii, 1319
Number ii, 1326-1327
Reserves i, 815, 816-877, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 887, 888, 889
Securities i, 885, 889, 890, 891, 892, 895, 896
Stock issue i, 829

"Federal Reserve Board

—

Controlled by interests ii, 1336-1337
Personnel i, 813, 815
Powers I, 861-867, 868, 869 ; ii, 1295-1298, 1337-1338, 1359.

Federal reserve notes i, 888, 889, S90
first I'en upon assets of Federal Reserve Banks, i, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896

France, Bank of, directors i, 813
Government deposits, Federal Reserve Banks ii, 1322-1323, 1324
'fjovernment in banking business, unfavorable to proposed bill- ii, 1294-1295
Individual Banks, benefited under proposed bill! i, 934-937
"Loans under present banking system compared with European

1t)anks ._ -_Li.^' I, 835-837
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"Untermyer, Samuel—Contlnueci.
Member Banks

—

Paga
J[embei-ship in Federal reserve system i, 817-837 • ii IS'^O 136a
Stock dividends Increased _' '

"n' 1315,
Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks _ n T323' 1324Note issue. Federal Reserve Banks ""

jj' 1320-1^21

Pnn?;°nf''i
0^°^^^!^'°^"-.- \^^' ^^^' 810' 812

;
"ii7l316-T3i77l 3as: 1307, 1368Fame of 1907, method of checking___ t 'i^k sq?

Price level '
.iiiiiiiiiiii"::7:7': ::__ i g^.

Real estate and farm loans, opposed l_
~

t qIi q4o1s4'*;
Redemption, Government reserve fund t ssf^ ssS
Rediscounting—

i.oso, 000.

Country Banks
j g2Q 307 §28;

Federal Reserve Banks :::__:: i, 81o7868, SSaSDl.'sga'; n, 1314
deserve cities, Central, reserves required against demand liabilities— i, 822-
Reserves

—

Invested in short-time commercial paper 11,1340-1341
Mobilization under proposed bill 7 i, 872-874 934

Securities

—

' '

Note issue. Federal Reserve Banks i, 909-919i.
Individual Banks i| 903-90*

Shafroth bill j' 939-9415
State Banks

—

Membership in Federal reserve system i, 81T,.

838-842, 937-939 ; 11, 1315, 1333-1334
Real estate loans and farm loans opposed i, 939

Utica (X. Y.) Credit Men's Association, Report of currency commit-
tee III, 2548-255ft

Vanderlip, Frank A. (president. National City Bank, New York, N. T.) :

Testimony j m, 1933-2037, 2052-2069, 2911-296T
Bank system. Present, defects of 11, 194T
Bonds, refunding of iii, 1939-1943, 1999-2001
Central Bank

—

Advantages of m, 1933-1936, 1946-1947, 1950, 1969, 2059>

Favorable to m, 2911-296Z
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserv? Banks iii, 199S
Commercial paper, short-time iii, 1970-1974
Credit, expansion ni, 1942-1947, 2065
Currency bill

—

Defects ni, 1933, 1950-1954
Merits of proposed bill m, 2068-2069*

Objections to m, 1962
Currency elasticity, need for in, 1933, 1934, 2063-2064

Farm loans, basis for rediscounting 111, 1961-1963

Federal Reserve Banks

—

Directors ni, 2060-2061, 206T

Division of earnings in, 1937-1939, 1974-1975

Number m. 1933, 1962

Rediscounting, compulsory in, 1934-1935, 1937, 1985.

Reserves based upon gross deposits in, 1997-199&

Subscription to, by Member Banks in, 1963-1966

Federal Reserve Board

—

Directors of Federal Reserve Banks removed by in, 1966-1967'

Personnel ™. 1980-1984, 2060-2061, 206a

Po^ej-g
"

m, 1935, 1936, 1939, 1984-199a

Government Bank, plan for in, 2911-2967

Note issue, government in, 2001-2005, 206S

Open-market operations m, 1938-1939, 1998-2001

Real-estate loans, basis for currency, opposed in, 2055-205©

Rediscounting -— "L
iqoM^rI

Reserves, mobilization of, under proposed bill ni, 1933, 206a

State Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, 1976-1980, 205S

Trust companies, membership in Federal reserve system in, 205T
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Varney, Justin B. (vice president and cashier, Bay State National Bank,
Lawrence, Mass.) Page.

Testimony
.,

ii, 1248-1264

Country Banlis, benefits not received under proposed bill ii, 1250-1251

Currency bill, amendments to proposed bill ii, 1262
Federal Reserve Banks, directors ii, 1253-1254
Open-market operations, objections ii, 1252-1253.

Rediscounting, objections >_ ii, 1260-1262
Vinson, Taylor (Huntington, W. Va.) :

Testimony iii, 2849-2871
Central Bank, control by bankers iii, 2850
Currency bill, substitute for proposed bill in, 2849-2871
Currency, public vs. private control ni, 2849
Discounting rates iii, 2864
iTederal Reserve Banks

—

Capitalization m, 2865-2866
Control, by bankers in, 2850
Directors in, 2862-2864
Number in, 2866
Rediscounting m, 2866-2867

Rediscounting

—

SuUements reliiting to iii, 2854, 2855. 2861, 2866-2867
Reserves, statements relnting to_-_ hi, 2850. 2854-2855, 2857-2859, 2860-2861
Treasury Bank, suggestions for organization of— in, 2850-2861, 2867-2871

Virginia Banking Association, letter offering amendments to proposed
bill 111,3091-3092

Vreeland Act. See Aldricb-Vreeland Act. i

Wade, Festus J. (president, Mercantile Trust Co., St. Louis, Mo.) :

Testimony i, 125-187
Aldrich-Vreeland Act, ob.1ection to i, 177
Central Bank

—

Advantages 1,156,157
Note issue i,_155

Commercial paper, notes based on i, 174
Country Banks, character of commercial paper i, 128
Currency expansion, checks on i,_151, 158
England. Bank of, directors I,J.30, 133-136
Federal Reserve Banks, note issue i, 129

Number i, 127, 132, 156-157,169
Reserves i, 148, 151
Subscription to, by the public i, 131

France, Bank of 1,136,137
Government in bankiag business i, 131
Inflation, checks on 1,151,153
Member Banks

—

Membership in Federal reserve system optional i, 125-129
Subscription to Federal Reserve Banks i,_141-142, 145, 157, 184-186

National Banks

—

Advantages i,J.37-138
Capital 1, 142-146
Effect on, by subscribing to Federal Reserve Banks i, 145
Reserves i, 150

Stockholders, liability of i, 146-147
Note issue, by Government 1,148-150
Real estate loans 1,158,159,160,161,162,170-171
Reserves 1,148-153
State Banks

—

Advantages 1,138-139
Bank notes held as reserves i, 129
Reserves i, 150

Telegram opposing proposed bill in, 3092
Trust companies

—

Membership in Federal reserve system i, 168
Privileges i, 158-161, 168
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Wells, Edward B. (Minaeapolis. Minn.) Pago.
Testimony 1,942-960
Country Banks

—

Compulsory subscription to Federal Reserve Banks objection-
able

J g^g QFjQ

Objection to proposed bill '__ x'954
Currency elasticity, need for I j 954I955
Currency expansion, checks on '

j §0-83
Farm loans, value of farm mortgages as security '

1 951
Federal Advisory Council, personnel i 942-943 949*950
Federal Reserve Banks, directors

'

i' 957-958
Rediscounting, objections j' 947.948
Reserves

—

'

Comparison under present and proposed bill i, 952
Reduction

x' 945
Wexler, Sol. (vice president, Whitney Central National Bank, New Or-

leans, La.) :

Testimony i, 42-109, 171-173, 315-358, 373-3T4
Aldrich-Vreeland Act

—

Interest rates i, 329-330
Objections to i, 57, 337-338

-^ Banknotes, elasticity 1.335
Banking system, present

—

Amendments i, 830
Defects i, 71. 74-75, 77

Capital of banks in United States i. 4S
Central Bank

—

Advantages i, 49-51, 54^55, 58, 60, 85-86, 99-102
Control, by bankers i, 355
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—

Location of i. 89

Reserves in 1, 90

Country banks —
Checks and drafts, exchange charges i, 201-212

Membership in Federal reserve system optional i, 374

Objection to proposed bill i ^'^

Credit

—

Extension of, by Central Bank i, 61

passed upon by Federal Reserve Board i- 46

Currency bill

—

Merits of proposed bill ^'
o"q
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Currency contraction -too
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Currency legislation, urgency of

cu^Ti
Discount rates i'

^''~'.l
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I7 ki

Federal Reserve Agents, duties i, 47, Di

Federal Reserve Banks

—
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VToLl^ 999
removal by Federal Reserve Board ^'*'^^''^~

_ I, Vi>
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Federal Reserve Board— „„
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^^
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Member Banks, subscription to Federal Reserve Banks i, 44-45, 65-66

National Banks, capital i,45

Note issue, Individual Banks i, 71-72

Panics, causes of 1,87-88,224
Real estate loans i, 172
Redemption, Federal reserve notes i, 72
Rediscounting

—

Compulsory, by other Federal Reserve Banks i, 54, 66-69, 338, 340
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Reserves i, 72, 84, 85
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Central Bank, advantages iii, 2525
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Federal Reserve Banks
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Directors iii, 2525, 2526
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Federal Reserve Board, powers iii, 2525, 2526, 2531
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White, William C. (president, Illinois National Bank, Peoria, 111.) :

Testimony iii, 2225-2229
Savings departments in National Banks, objections to in, 2225-2227
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Testimony iii, 3013-3068, 3071-3088
Bonds

—
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Value of 2 per cent in, 3024, 3026

Central Bank, objections to in, 3064-3068, 3074-3076
Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks_ in, 3053-3055
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Country Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, .3035-8086

Currency bill

—

Amendments to proposed bill in, 3021, 3023
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Merits of proposed bill in, 3080, 3087, 3088

Defects in present banking system in, 3084-3085
Federal Reserve Banks

—

Control, Government in, 3078-3080, 3084-3085
Directors in, 3052
Number in, 3061-3064, 3072-3075
Stock issue m, 3038-3039

Federal Reserve Board

—

Personnel in. 3029, 3051
Powers 111, 3051-3052, 3076, 3080, 3087

Coverument in banking business, objections in, 3050-.3051
Member Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, 8026-

3028, .3038-3048
National Banks, elimination of savings departments in, 3021, 3023

J Note issue, by banks in, 3056-3057
Redemption

—

Federal reserve notes ni, 3030-3032, 3034-3035
Five per cent fund in, 3034

Rediscounting, Federal Reserve Banks in, 305(5-3078
Reserve Bank Organization Committee, powers in, 3061, 3063
Reserves, Federal Reserve Banks in, 3042-3050, 3057-3058
State Banks, membership in Federal reserve system in, 3021-3022
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fear of business men under proposed bill 11,1074-1075,1088
1075, 1088
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Open-market operations ii, 10S7
Panic of 1907, effects of ii, 1071-1072
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Frame, A. J i, 684
Withers, Hartley, The meaning of money, extracts from 1,133-134

Woodruff, George (president, First National Bank, Joliet, 111.) :

Testimony iii, 2281-2306

Checks and drafts, exchange at par by Federal Reserve Banks- in, 2282-2300

Currency bill, amendments iii, 2300-2301
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